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PREFACE.

THEfollowing work is intended to form

summary and
popular account of India, and its various inhabitants, adapted
principally for the perusal of those who have never visited that
quarter of the world, and whose leisure has not admitted of
their examining the numerous volumes through which the
local descriptions are dispersed. Formerly the unceasing
changes among the native powers, the vicissitudes of their
politics, and the perpetual fluctuation of their boundaries,
rendered the most accurate account that could be given, only
suited to the particular period in which it was written; but
since the establishment of the British federal system in 1818,
the tranquillity of Hindostan has been rarely disturbed by war,
and its territorial mutation quite insignificant. The dominions
of several native chiefs continue still perplexed and intermingled,
and the extent of their respective jurisdictions ill defined, but
these obstacles are not of sufficient weight to preclude an
attempt to class the whole alphabetically.
With respect to India beyond the Ganges, the unexpected
result of the late Burmese war, begun about a small muddy
island in the bay of Bengal, and concluded with the complete
establishment of British re dominance in that remote quarter,
has been the acquisition of much valuable information regarding
the condition of its interior, hitherto a region of speculation
and conjecture. In the Eastern Archipelago no change of any
importance .has taken place since the publication of the first
ti
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edition of this work in 1815,. with exception of the interchange
of some colonies with the Dutch in 1825, but owing to the-tempora;-y government of many islands by British functionaries
much accurate knowledge, both geographical and statistical, has
been since ncquired.
T o form a geographical basis, Mr. Arrowsmith's six sheet
map of Hindostan, and his four sheet chart of the Eastern seas
have been selected, but other valuable maps and charts s u b
quently executed have also been consulted. Within these
limits the following countries are comprehended.
WESTOF THE INDUB.
Cabul, Candahar, Brtloochistan, Caffristan, and all Afghanistan.
INHINDOSTAN
PROPER.
The provinces of Bengal, Bahar, Allahabad, ~ude,'Agra,
Delhi, Lahore, Cashmere, Ajmeer, Mooltan, Cutch, Gujerat,
and Malwa.

.INTHE DECCAN.
'

The provinces of Gundwana, Orissa, the Northern Circars,
Csndeish, Berar, Beeder, ~ ~ d e r a b a dAurungabad,
,
and
Bejapoor.
INDIA
SOUTHOF THE KPISHNARIVER.
Canara, Malabar, Cochin, Travancore, the Balaghaut Ceded
Districts, Mysore, Coimbatoor, Salem and the Barramahal, and
the Carnatic.
INNORTHERN
HINDOSTAN.
The country between the Sutuleje and Jumna, Gurwal or
Serinagur, the sources of.the Ganges, Kurnaon, ~ainkhandi,
Bhutant, the Nepaulese dominions, Sikkim, and also Bootan.
NORTHOF
Tibet and Lahdack.

THE

HIIALAY~.
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,INDIA
BEYOND THE GANQEB.
Ava and the Burmese Empire, Laos or the Shan country,
Pegu, Arraan, the British provinces south of Rangoon, Skm,
the peninsula of Malacc% Assam and the adjacent states,
Cachar, Munipoor, Tunquia, Cochin China, Cambodia,
Siampa, &c.
THEEASTERNIBLEB.
Sumatra, Java and the Sunda chain, Borneo, Celebes, and
Gilolo, the Moluccas, New Guinea and the Papuan Isles,
Magindanao, the Philippines, &c., and also the island of
Ceylon.
In order to give distinctness and application to the facts collected, Hinddstan has been partitioned in the large territorial
divisions above enumerated, whose relative positions and extent
will be best learned from an inspection of the prefixed map.
In Nindostan Proper and the Deccan, the old Mogul provinces of Abul Faze1have been continued, as, notwithstanding the
many changes they have experienced, they still maintain
their place in the public mind, and are su5ciently accurate for
the purpose contemplated. With respect to the south of India,
as it has been for almost thirty years under the direct government of British functionaries, their local arrangements have
been adhered to.
In arranging the alphabetical distribution, the usual di'fficulty resulting from th'e great variety of appellations
to
the same place by Hindoos,, Mahomedans and Eur~peans,has
been experienced, and not completely surmounted. T o obviate
it, as much as possible, the whole of Mr. Arrowsmith's names
have been adopted, as being those most ~niversallyknown, and
to facilitate the discovery of their places on the map. I n many
of the most remarkable instances, the original denomination is
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also given according to Sir William Jones's orthographical
system; but, although a name be not strictly applicable, it is
desirable it should remain permanent, as a deviation even to
more appropriate, causes much confusion. Indeed all over the
East, owing to the fluctuating boundaries of the native states,
the rule has been always to designate rather by the name of city,
where the king or governor resided, than by any general name
taken from the whole country which he governed. Another
objection to an alphabetical description of a country, is that
the details are unconnected, being dispersed and separated over
different parts of the book, which is certainly against an
arrangement in other respects remarkably convenient. T o
remedy this defect, in some degree, a provincial index has
been added, exhibiting the names of the towns, &c. contained
within the limits of the large territorial divisions and islands,
to which reference may be made for further information regarding any particular portions of space.
The deities of the Hidoos have a still greater variety of
names, or rather epithets (Vishnu for example has one thousand)
than their towns : the most common have been preferred and
adhered to throughout, and the same plan has been followed
with regard to the designations of persons, tribes, and castes.
I n general, what appeared most interesting and important with
a view to political application, or illustrative of the state of
society, has been selected, and such usages described as have
subsisted for the greatest length of time with the fewest variations or infringements. In composing the work, Oriental terms
have been usually avoided, but from the nature of the subject
could not be wholly dispensed with. A few of the most difficult
will be found explained in the short glossary annexed, others in
the text within a parenthesis as they occur. The plan usually
followed is that of Brooks', Crutwell's, and other Gazetteers,
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which on account of the great nurhber of different articles, and

,

the consequent necessity for abbreviation, does not admit of
minute detail, or the investigation of disputed facts. From
this cause also the historical portion has in many instances
been abridged nearly to a chronological series of sovereigns
and remarkable events.
The materials from which this work has been composed, consist of printed documents generally accessible to the public,
abd manuscript records deposited at theS1ndia Board, regarding which a few explanatory observations will be necessary.
The British government in India is one which records and
reports to England its most minute transactions, furnishing a
basis for accurate history beyond those of any other state. I n
conformity with this principle, it ,is the practice of each
presidency to transmit half-yearly, or according to the exigence
more frequent reports in the political, financial, and judicial,
military, public, legal, and ecclesiastical departments, accornpanied with copies of the correspondence that has taken place
with their subordinate functionaries. These official records
are extremely voluminous, but their contents rarely be'ar directly on statistical subjects, the discussions having generally
originated in some accidental irregularities, such as the robbery
of treasure, disputed boundaries, the irruption of foreign tribes,
defalcation of the revenue, the pupillage of native chiefs, and
other matters of difficult adjustment, brought under the notice of the India Board and Court of Directors. Where no
event of the nature above alluded to has taken place, and the
tranquillity of the province has continued undisturbed by war
or controversy, no correspondence has resulted ; and its internal condition has remained so completely unnoticed, that the circumstances of several of the Company's old districts of great
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wealth and populatioa are less generally known than those
of remote tracts, the very names of which are recent discoveries.
At the conclusion of the second volume a l i t of these and
other authorities will be found, comprehending a large proportion of the ablest of the Company's servants, civil, military,
and medical.
Besides " Public Manuscript Documents,"
access to which was procured him by the late Right Honourdble Mr. Canning, while President of the Board of Control,
the author has been favoured with two most important private
communications, which have greatly enhanced the value of the
present edition. The first consists of a series of extracts from
the manuscript journal of John Fullarton, Esq. of Great Stanhope-street, Hyde Park, the only European who has ever made
the complete tour of Hindostan, from the Brahmaputra to Bombay, from the Himalaya Mountains to the Straits of Ceylon.
These travels occupied some portions of 1817 and 1818, the
halfof 1819, and the whole of 1820, were performed deliberately, aad with such an establishment d horses, elephants, cafiels, and tents, as enabled him to encamp on any spot, and
leave no wortby object of curiosity uninvestigated. I t is ta be
regretted the original journal from which these extracts were
made has never been pubbhed, and the estimatiun attached to
them will be proved by the frequency of reference.
The othet. document, consisting of seven large folio manuscript volume% was received fiom Sir John Malcolm, K.C.B.,
the indefstigable promoter of every measure that can either
benefit or iBmtrate India. These contain separate descriptions ofabove 6,500 towns, villages, hamlets, rivers, and mountains in Centtal Hindostan and the Deccan ; but tihe imper~ive
necessit~of coh&nsation only permitted the selection of such
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as were remarkable for their size, local situation, temples, public works, or any other extraordinary feature.
In speci&bg the extent of countries, the whole length, but
only the average breadth is given, to enable the reader to B S G ~ ~ L
trtin the probable area in square miles without much trouble.
I n an arrangement of this nature strict accuracy -not
be expected ; but it appears less vague than the usual mode of s t a t
ing the extreme length and extreme breadth ; an approximation to the reality being all that is wanted. The same o b r vation applies to the population of countrie-s that have not yet
been subjected to strict examination. When such occur, a
comparison of their peculiar circumstances is instituted with
those of the adjacent provinces, the population of which is better known, and an estimate computed from the result ; where
the number of inhabitants has been established on probable
grounds, it is particularly mentioned. T o facilitate the discovery of a place on the map, besides its latiulde and longitude, its
nearest distance from some distinguished city is inserted, and
also the province withii the limits of which it is comprehended.
The east, west, north, and south sides of rivers, and the compass
'directions, in a great majority of cases, refer to their positions
in Mr. Arrowsmith's map ; the length of the rivers, including
windings, are calculated according to the rules laid down in
Major Rennell's Memoir. W h e n not otherwise specified, the
standard of distance and dimension is invariably the English
mile, sixty-nine and a half to the degree.
Many of the above particulars, however, will -ire
future
correction, as the very best maps hitherto published, although
right in the main outlines, are still deficient in accuracy sa to
the relative position of places. Nor will this defect be adequately rectified until the completion of. the East-India Company's Atlas of India, constructed from trigonometrical survey,
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begun by Col. Mackenzie, in A.D. 1800, and still in progress
under Col. Hodgson, the surveyor-general of India I t is
founded on the triangulation which Col. Lambton extended
over the south of India, in connexion with his operations for
determining the measurement of an arch of the meridian, and
continued since his death by Capt. Everest. This noble monument of the Company's liberality and regard for accurate
science is executed on a scale of four English miles to the inch ;
and judging from the eleven sheets already published, will,
when finished, cover above 1,200 square feet.
The prefixed map exhibits the large provinces into which
Hindostan, for the convenience of reference, has been divided;
but being constructed on so minute a scale, no delineation of
the boundaries that distinguish the native and British districts
could be attempted. With respect to the first, no native state
has yet been brought to understand the advantages we are
accustomed to see in a compact territory and well-defined frontier; and with regard to the latter, the limits of none can as yet
be considered as finally adjusted. Owing to this uncertainty, a
town may be assigned to one jurisdiction, which in reality belongs to another ; but the mistake is of no essential importance, .
and many similar corrections mnst hereafter be required before
the official limits acquire such precision as to preclude the
necessity of future revision. I n like manner, the local functionaries may hereafter see much to amend with regard to the.
comparative importance of the towns selected, some, perhaps,
having now%noexistence, although of great historical notoriety,
while others may appear too insignificant to deserve insertion
where others of greater modern magnitude have been omitted.
T o each description of any consequence the authorities upon
which it is founded are carefully subjoined in succession, according to their relative importance, the author being ~articularly
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desirous to give the credit where it is justly due, as well as to
establish the high character of the sources from whence his original information has been drawn. 13ut no person is to be considered wholly responsible for any article, the materials being
so intimately blended with each other, and the result of the author's own experience during a ten years' residence in India, that
it would be impossible to define thelimitsof therespectiveproperties. I n various cases the narrative is given as closely as the necessity of condensing many thousand pages into a small compass
would permit; in others it has been necessary to compare contradictory and conflicting testimonies, and to select that which
appeared to rest on the most solid foundation. Conciseness
has been particularly aimed at, and the endeavour to effect it
has added greatly to the labour; for it is easy to write a description of a country when the materials are scanty, not so when
the mass has been accumulating for half a century. I n the
official correspondence of the different presidencies the surveys
and reports of one functionary are sometimes incorporated with
those of another, so that occasionally the statement of one public officer cannot be discriminated from those of another; but
notwithstanding these difficulties it will be clearly perceptible
that the details of this work were generally collected under
circumstandes singularly favourable for the acquisition of accurate information, and by persons the best qualified, from length
of service, residence on the spot, and established reputation, to
form a correct judgment of their authenticity.

London, 83d April 1828.
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ABORS.
ADDON.-One of the small Pnpunn
isles, about three miles in circumference, situated to the north of
Wageeoo, and rising 200 feet above
the level of the sea I t abounds with
fish and turtle, on which the inhabitants subsist, as they do not cultivate the land. Lat. 0' 30' N., lon.
131' 15' E.
ABDULPOOS.-Atown in the province of Beeder, sixty-three miles
N.E.,from Bejapoor, lat. 17' 12' N.,
Ion. 76" 41' E.
ABOO(Abooghur, or Arbuda).-A
town in the province of Ajmeer,
situated near a chain of lofty mountains, which in 1820 was a dependency of the Sarowy Rajas, but
generally possessed by some rebellious relation. Lat. 24' 36' N., Ion.
73°a5' E., fifty-six miles W. by S. from
Ode poor. ~ g heieht
e
of Aboo. indicated bv
the baromzter, has been estimated &
6,000 feet, and during the ascent, in
thirty-six hours' travelling, the thermometer declined from 108' on the
plains of Marwar, to 60' Fahrenheit
on the summit of Aboo, under an
almost vertical sun ; indeed, the temperature is so mild that some European fruits are indigenous.
On the Aboo mountains are many
Saiva and Jain inscriptions, the most
ancient temple having been dedicated
to Siva as Achileswara, so early as
the seventh century. Jain temples
of the eleventh century also occur ;
VOL. I.

but the most numerous and important are monumel~tsbelon~4ngto the
thirteenth century, erected to deified
Jain saints. From the thirteenth century Jain and Saiva inscriptions p r e
dominate alternately until the present
century. Those of the Sarowy family are Saiva. The hill itself is
said to have bekn brought from the
Himalaya, b the sage Vnsishta, In
order that i e might continue his
devotions on the spot he had been
accustomed to.--( Tod, Jackaon, EL
phirutone, 4c.)
Aaoae {or Aburr).-A
rude tribe
bordering on Assam, situated above
the junction of the Dihong with the
main trunk of the Brahmaputra river.
The hills on the right bank of the
river belong to the Paisa1 apd Maying Abors; those on the left, to
Padow, Silloo, Meboo, and Golemar.
In 1826, when visited by a British
officer, enmity, but not actual wnrfare, subsisted between the tribes on
the opposite banks. Their weapons
are a bow and poisoned arrows, a
light spear, and a heavy sharp sword,
the dhaw of the Singphos.
This tribe eat of every thing, pure
and impure, exce t beef, the eaters
of which they abior. They drink a
spirituous liquor of their own distillation; salt, cloth, and tobacco nre
in great request. They exhibit few
traces of religion, but are said to
sacrifice animals at the shrine of a
deity named Ap-hoom, possibly the
B
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Om of the Lama Tibetians. Their other articles of provision, are plenty,
dress is principally made from thc and reasonable in price. I n this
bark of the uddal tree ; they also province are found almost all the aniwear ornamented cane caps, beads, mals enumerated in the general deblankets, and blanket cloaks. The scription of Sumatra, and elephants
Abors appear to have been in the (probably imported ones) are here
practice of levying contributions on found domesticated.
Although nolonger the great mart
the Assamese of the plains, and of
carrying them into captivity. Accord- of eastern commodities, Acheen still
ing to the latest information the A h r cames on a considerable trade, both
country is situated t o the north of with European merchants and the
the Brahmaputra about lat. 28', and natives of the coast of that quarter
of India called Telinga, but which
between 93' and 94' E.
A C B ~ R P (Acbarpura).-Atown
oo~
the
is called K1ingp and
in the Nabob of Oude's territories, a d i e d to the whole c o a s t ~ f
it with salt,
thirty-six miles S.E. from Fyzabnd. mandel. These
cotton piece goods, and receive in
8R0 25/ E.
260 26/ N.,
return, gold dust, raw silk of an inA c ~ ~ n ~ o o ~ f A c b a y ~ u r a / . - A t o wferior
n
quality, betel-nut, patch leaf,
in the Agra Province, twenty-five pepper, sulphur, camphor, and benmiles W.S.W. from Caunpoor. Lat. zoin. In the Acheenese territories
26" 23' N., long. 79' 52/ E.
there is s considerable manufacture
AClrsl*~sR I V E R . - ~ ~ CCHINAVB.of a thick species of cotton cloth, and
of striped and checked stuffs. They
also weave rich and handsome silk
pieces ; but this fabric has latterly deACHEEN.
clined, owing t o the failure of the
fAchi).-A
petty State in the breed of silk-worms, and also to the
north-western extremity of the island decay of industry among the inhabiof Sumatra, bordering on the collntry tants, who were formerly bold and
of thelattas, but not extending i~iland expert nav.wtors.
Payments are
above fifty miles t o the south-east. commonly made in gold dust, but
On the western coast, where its in- there is also a small thin adulterated
fluence was formerly predominant,
coin, rudely stamped with Arait now possesses no further than Ba- bic characters, called maas. The
roos, and even there, and at the crown revenues arise from export
intermediate posts, the power of the and import duties, which are genedcheenese chief is little more than rally levied on the goods in the first
nominal. I n 1820 Tamlang was the instance, and of course fluctnate conreputed bonndary on the eastern and siderablv. Besides this sollrce, the
Sinkel 011 the western coast of Su- king, b$ng the chief merchant, gains
matra.
considerably by monopolies, managed
The air is comparatively healthy, by the shahbunder, or master attenthe country being more free from dant, under whose jurisdiction all
jungle and stlrgnant water than most commercial transactions are placed.
other parts of Sumatra. The degree
The government is hereditary, and
of insalubrity, however, attending more o r less arbitrary, in proportion
localities in this climate, is known t o t o the talents of the reigning prince,
alter so frequently, from inscrutable who usually maintains a guard of 100
causes, that a person who has resided sepoys from the Coromandel coast.
two or three years on a spot cannot A t the kig9g'feet sits a woman, to
pretend to form a judgment.
whom he makes known his pleasure;
T h e soil is light and fertile, and by her i t is communicated to an eu.
roduces abundance of rice, excelwho sits next to her, and by
Pent vegetables, much cotton, and him to an oEcer named Kajurang
the f i n e ~tropical
t
fruits. Cattle, and Goodang, who proclaims it aloud to
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the assembly. Sultan Allah ud Deen, hstonishing, the vigorous stand made
who reigned in 1784, when Capt. by such a handful of men ns the
Forrest visited his court, had tra- whole Portuguese force consisted
velled, and had been a considerable of, or the prodigious resources and
time in the Mauritius, where he had perseverance of the Acheenese mobeen driven when proceeding on a narchs.
pilgrimage to Mecca Besides the
About A.D. 1586 the consequence
Malay, he spoke the French and Por- of the Acheen monarchy had attained
tuguese, and understood the casting its greatest height. Its friendship
of cannon and bomb-shells. His vi- was courted by the most considerable
zier was a Turk from Constantino- eastern potentates, and no city in India enjoyed a more flourishing comple.
The country is populous for a na- merce. The customs of the port
tive state, but the number of inhabi- being moderate, it was crowded with
tants has never been satisfactorily merchants from all parts; and alascertained. They are taller and though the Portuguese and thcir
stouter than the generality of Suma- ships were continually plundered! yet
trans; but they cannot be considered tbose belonging to every A s ~ a t ~ c
as a genuine people, being rather a power appear to have enjoyed perfect
m i x t ~ ~of
r e Battas and Malays with security in the prosecutio~i of their
Chulias, by whom, in all ages, their traffic. With respect to the govcrnpwts were freqnented. In the city ment, the nobles, or Orang Cayos,
of Acheen their conduct depends formed a powerfill counterpoise to
much on the example of the reigning the authority of the king. They were
monarch, which is often narrow, ex- rich, had numerous followers, and
tortionary, and oppressive. The Ian- cannon planted at the gates of their
guage consists of a mixture of Malay hooses.
and Batta with all the jargons used
Towards the close of the sixteenth
by the eastern Mahomedans, whether century the Hollanders began to naviHindostany, Arab-Tamul, or Moplay, gate the Indian seas, and in the year
to which last-mentioned eople the 1600 some of their ships arrived a t
Acheenese have n consigerable re- Acheen, where they were nearly cut
semblance; but in writing they use off by treachery. The first English
the Malay character. In religion ships, under Capt. Lancaster, visited
they are strict Mahomedans, and the Acheen in 1602, and were received
severity of their punishments is hor- by the king with abundant respect
rible; bnt, notwithstanding so much and ceremony, usually proportioiled
apparent discouragement, both from by the Acheenese sovereigns to the
law and prejudice, all travellers number of vessels and apparent
agree in re resentin the Acheenese strength of their foreign guests.
r one of tee most &honest and ~ a - In 1607, Peducka Siri, the reigngitious nations of the east, which ing sultan, assumed the title of sovecharacter the history of their gwern- reign of Acheen, and of the countries
ment tends strongly to corroborate. of Aroo, Delhi, Johore, Paham, QueThe Acheenese territories were du, and Pera, on one side; and of
visited by the Portuguese in 1509, Baroos, Passaman, Ticoa, Sileda, and
when Diego Lopez Siqueira cast an- Priaman, on the other. In his anchor at Pedeer, a principal sea-port swer ta n letter from King James, in
on %his part of Sumatra. Even at 1613, he styles himself Kin of all
this early stage of their ncquaintance, Sumatra, a name and idea wfich, if
hostilities between the two nations they exist in the original, he must
con~menced,and continued, with lit- have learned from his European contle cessation, until the Portuguese nexions. In that letter he expresses
lost Malacca in 1641. In the course a strong desire that the King of Engof these wars it is difficult to deter- land would send him out o ~ l eof his
mine which of the two is the more coulltrywolnen for a wife, and proB 2
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mised to make her eldest son king of a great and puissant prince) was comall the pepper countries. The French pelled to abdicate the throne in fafirst visited Acheen under Commo- vour of Syf ul Alum, the son of a
dore Beaulieu, in 1621.
shop-keeper a t Prince of Wales' IsIn the year 1640 the Dutch with land. In this condition matters retwelve men of war, nnd the Sultan mained until 1819, when the uaurper
of Acheen with twenty-five pallies, was ordered to return to Prince of
appeared before Malacca, which they Wales' Island, and the deposed chief
had for so many years harassed, and restored. In 1820 Mr. Sartorius was
the following year it was wrested deputed to Acheen, which he found
from the Portuguese, who had so in the most wretched condition ; the
long, and under such dificulties, king's authority being reduced to
maintained it. But, as if the opposi- a mere nullity, and having only notion of the Portuguese power, which minal possession of one small spot
first occasioned the rise of Acheen, within the limits of his reputed dowas also necessary to its continuance, minions. A commercial treaty had
the splendour and consequence of beeu concluded and ratified, but in
the kingdom from that period ra- the distracted state of Acheen not
idly declined, and in proportion its the slightest good was likely to reRistory became obscure ~ h r o u g h sult, unless supported by military
the subsequent weakness of the go- protection to the king, and a direct,
vernment, and the encroachments of active, and continued interference.the Dutch, the extent of its ancient (Marrden, Leyden, Forreat, Elmore,
Gov. Phillip;, Capt. Cunning, Sarlodominion was much contracted.
The year 1641 was marked by the flud, 4c.)
death of Sultan Peducka Siri, one
ACHEEN.-Atown situated at the
of the most powerful and cruel so- north-western extremity of Sun~atra,
vereigns, who, leaving no male heirs, the capital of a principality of the
was peaceably succeeded by his same name, lat. 5' 35' N., Ion. 95O
queen, which commences a new era 45' E.
in the history of the state, aa the
This place stands on a river about
succession continued until 1700 in a league from the sea, near the N.W.
the female line; the Acheenese being point of the island, where the shipaccustomed and reconciled to this ping lies in a road, rendered secure
species of government, which they by the shelter of several islands.
found more lenient than that of their I t is described as populous, containkings. The last queen died in 1700, ing about 8,000 houses, built of bamwhen a priest found means, by his boos and rough timber, and raised
intrigues, to acquire the uneasy sove- on piles. The sultan's palace is a
reignty, which, during the whole of rude piece of architecture, calculated
the eighteenth century, continued a to. resist the attacks of external enehot-bed of intrigue, treachery, and mles, and for that purpose sursanguinary revolutions.
rounded with a moat and strong
Iu 1813 this principality was in a walls. Near the gate are seven1
complete state of anarchy and disso- pieces of ordnance of an extreordilution, every port and village having nary size, of which some are Portubeen occupied by petty usurpers, who uese, but two in particular of Engsubsisted b piracy and smuggling. ksh origin : they were sent by King
In 1814, $t:
Canning was sent James the First to the reignin mofrom Bengal to ~nvestigateand adjust narch of Acheen, and have stif1 the
the existing differences, but was founder's name and the date legible.
treated by Jowaher Allum (who died The diameter of thebore of oneis eighin 1823), the reigning sovereign, with teen inches, and the other twentythe greatest contem t. Soon after- two. Their strength, however, does
wards this monarch !whose ancestor not at all correspond with their
'
was, by Queen Eliabetll, designated calibre, nor do they seem in other
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respects of adequate dimensions.
James, who abhorred bloodshed himself, was resolved that his present
should not be the instrument of it in
others.
The commerce of Acheen is now
inconsiderable, aud the king (when
he has the power) the only merchant,
as is usual in this quarter of the
world. The chief exports are brimstone, betel-nut, rattans, benzoin,
camphor, gold dust, pepper, and
horses ; the imports, opium, salt,
piece goods, muslin, &c.--( Maraden,
Fer&at, E'bnore, 4c.)

ADAM'SPEAKf named by the natives Suman&).-A

lofty mountain
in the interior of Ceylon, situated
about fifty miles E.S.E. from Columbo, and by barometrical observation
about 6,152 feet high. Lat. 6"47' N.,
lon. 80' 32' E.
In ascending the road follows the
windings of the Caltura river, which,
a t the distance of two miles from
Batugedera, receives the Magelli,
two chains in breadth at the confluence. One portion of the ascent
is over an enormous rock, into'which
four flights, consisting of 127 steps,
have been cut. The apex of the
mountain is a distinct rock, which
stands in the middle of an enclosure
about seven feet above the level
ground. On its top is the impression of the foot of Buddha, stamped
by that incarnation when he first
vlsited Ceylon. To mortal eyes it
appears a superficial hollow, five feet
three and threequarter iuches long,
by two feet five inches wide, having
a margin of brass studded with a few
gems of little value. There is nothing else on the summit worthy notice, but the view from thence is singularly magnificent. On the one side
a vast extent of wooded hills like an
ocean of forest is seen ; while on the
other only the tops of the hills are
perceptible, rising over the fogs like
a number of small islands covered
with trees.
On the 18th April 1817, at six in
the evening, the thermometer stood
at 52O, and the barometer (a short

one) at 2 3 O 7W; next day a t seven
in the morning, the first stood at 58O,
and the last at 23" 75'. About midnight the thermometer stood a t 51°,
and never fell lower, the air being
agitated by a gentle wind from the
N.N.E. The name of Adam's Peak
was probably first applied by the Mahommedans, who assert that Adam
here lamented his expulsion from
Paradise, standing on one foot until
he was pardoned.--( J. Davy, 4c.)
(Adinatha).-A
town in
ADANAD
the province of Malabar, division of
Shirnada, celebrated as the throne of
the Alvangheri Tamburacul, or chief
of the Namburies, who are the Brahmins of Malabar.
These Namburies will neither eat
nor drink with the Brahmins ofother
cquntries ; but, like other Brahmins,
they marry and live with their wives,
of .whom they take as many as they
are able to support. A Namburie's
children are alwa s considered as his
heirs; but in orier to prevent their
losing dignity by becoming too numerous, the younger sons of a Namburie family seldom marr
They
live with their eldest brotiers, and
assist the wives of the Rajas and
other Nairs of distinction to keep
up their families. Many Namburies
have lost caste by committing rnurder, or by having eaten forbidden
things ; and in such cases their children generally become Mahomedans.
In the division of Shirnada, the
low hills occupy a very largeproportion of the surface ; the soil In most
of them conaists of a kind of indurated clay, which on exposure to the
air becomes as hard as a brick. The
continuance of the rain, however, in
this neighbourhood, is sufficient to
ensure plenty of water for any crop
that does not require more than four
months to conle to maturity.
ADJYGHUR
(the impregnable fortress).-A town in the province of
Allahabad, situated at nearly equal
distances from Callinjer and Pannah,
lat. 24' 50' N., lon. SO0 3',E. The fortress consistsof a wall of loose stones,
raised round the edge of a very high

.
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and steep hill. The table land within
tlie fort is a mile in length, by 700 or
800 yards average breadth, and is inaccessible, except by the paths made
t o the different gates; which are defended by walls and gates, one behind the other, and all of difficult
ascent. Within the fort are three
reservoirs of water cut in the solid
rock, and the ruins of three Hindoo
.
temples.
In 1809 it was besieged by a British
detachment, and after a stout resistance, in which considerable loss was
experienced by the asmilants was
evacuated by the garrison. ~ h d the
n
family of Lutchman Dowab, the refractory zemindar of Adjyghur, was
removed, an old man,
ordered to
h& father-in-law, wag sent into the
women*s
to prepare the
females for their removal ; he not
returning after some time had elapsed,
the house was entered by the roof,
when it wau found he had cut the
thrq3ts of all the women and children, eight in number, and afterwards his own. The deed must have
been perpetrated entirely with the
'Onsent
and assistance of the femJes, as the Pereons stationed at
the door never heard the slightest
c+s while the catgstrol~hepas performing-(1 t Reg. &.)
ADONI/Atlacrani).-A
district in
the Balaghallt ceded territories,
lwunded On the north by the
budra, and intersected by the Hoggry
or Vadavati river. The chief towns
are Adonis
and Gooroo'.
In 1800, this district, along with the
trsct of country situated to the
south ofthe Toombudra and Krishna
rivers, was ceded to the British gothe Nizanl, and On sub"quellt arr'lngemcnts taking place
was attached to the Bellary collectorship.
A ~ o ~ r . - T h e capital of the above
division, situated in lat. 15' 35' N.,
lon. 77O 45' E., thirty-eight miles N.
by E.from Bellary. This town was
taken in 1568 by Ali Adil Shah of
Bejapoor, at which period it stood
on the top of a high hill, and con-

tained within its walls many tanks
and fountains of pnre water, with
numerous princely structures. The
Rajas of Bijanagur, to whom it previously belonged, considered it impregnable, and an asylum for their
families in desperate emergencies:
but they lost it, with their empire,
after the great battle fought with the
Deccany Mahommedans in 1564. For
a short interval during the eighteenth
century it was the capital of a small
independent Patan principality, and
subsequent1 became the jaghire and
residence o!~azalet .Jung, braher to
the late Nizam Ali. In 1787 it was
besieged, taken, and destroyed :b
along with the
Tippoo, and in
district, was ceded to Britain by the
Nizam- It is now a town of very
little importance, and contains but a
scanty ~
o
~
u
~
~
~
Travelling distance from Seringapatam 243 miles ; from Madras 310 ;
from Hyderabad 175; and from
Calcutta 1,030 miles.-(Ferkhta,
12th RegLter, 5th Report, Rennet,

4c.)

AnarrwPnrAM.-A
town on
the sea-coaat of Tanjore, twentyseven miles S. by E. from the city
of,~anjore.Lat.
19/ N., ion.

"' E.

AENG.-A British post in the province of *macan, situated on *he
route from Shembewgewn, on the
Irawndy, to Amherst harbour ill
kmcan
; lat. 190 55' N., ion.
9 3 451
~
sixty.six miles S . ~from
,
Arracan town. The Aeng road was
completed by the lare B~~~~~~
reign Minderajee Praw, and doer
much credit to his energy,
the
skill of his engineers. It was to
begun
in 1816, and finished gradually. This
communication, however, is closed
by the monsoon between May and
January. In April 1828, when passed
through by a battalion of sepoys returned from Ava, Aeng and its vicinity contained few inhabitants, but
had previously been the emporium of
the inland tritffic between the two
countries. The tide flows past it,
but in April there is not sufficient

x.,
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lel of Makloor, Ion. 68' 30' E., is
comprehended in the extensive province of Khorasan.
For so great a surface of country,
Afghanistan possesses but few large
rlvers ; indeed, except the Indus,
there is no river in this region that is
not fordable throughout its course
during thegreater part of theyear, the
AFGHANISTAN.
others more resembIing largetorrentq
f Af&ani+t'han,j-This
extensive which occasionally rush down with
country is bounded on the north by a heavy flood, and afterwards leave
the Hindoo Cosh mountains, 'and the their hollow bed empty. Their volume
Paropamisan range; the Indus is its is also much reducedby the number of
boundary, as far south as lat. 32°20' small channels cut for the purposes
N. The plain on the right bank of the of irrigation, by which a large stream
Indus is inhabited by Balooches ;but is sometimes entirely drawn off be
the chain of the Soliman mountains, fore it reaches any other river; ancl
with its subordinate ranges, and the it may be remarked of the rivers of
country immediately at their base, this region, that their bulk a t their
belong to the Afghans. T h e l~ills moutbs is never equal to the expeqwhich bound Sewistan on the north tations they raise when seen emergform the southern limit of the Afghan ing from the mountains. The Indw
territory. Immediately to tbe north alone is always navigable, although so
of these hills the Afghan country does little use is made of its channel. The
not extend so far west as to reach Cabul river, thecashgar, the Koorum
the tableland of Kelat, but after- and the Gomu1,flow towards the east;
wards stretches past it on the north, those running to the west are the
and reaches to the desert which is its Helmund or Etymandu, the, Urghunorth-western boundary.
naub, the Khooshrood, the FurrahThese coontries are extremely va- rood, and the Lora. There is ol~ly
riable in their level, soil, climate, and one small lake, situated to the S.W.
productions. The whole of Afgha- of Ghizni
In Afghaniatan the south-west
nistan west of the Soliman ridge is a
tableland, lying higher than most of monsoon is felt with much less viotheneighbouringprovinces. Thenin- lence than in India, bemg exhausted
doo Cosh chain, which forms the a t no great distawe from the sea,
northern boundary of Afghanistan, ,and not at all rceptible at C a n d e
looks down on Bulk; on the east it har. A marcble exception, howis in proportion elevated above the ever, to this rule in observed in the
still lower plain of the Indus. On .north-eastern quarter ofAfghanistan,
the south it overlooks Sewistan ; which although much more remote
the deep valley of Bolaun, on the fiom the sea than Candahar, is subS.W., runs between it and Baloochis- ject to themonsoon, which it receives
tan. On the west it slopes gradually fiom the east. The countries under
to the desert. and on the north-west. the Hindoo Cosh, such as Puckely,
the appearance of elevation is lost as Beneer, and Sewad, have all a shaie
it approaches the Paropamisan moun- of the monsoon rains, which diminish
tail;;. The Afghans have no general ns they go west, and at Sewad are
name for the country they inhabit, reduced to a month of clouds, with
but that ofAfghanistan,which was pro- occasionnl showers, about the conbably first applied by the Persians, is clusion of July and beginning of Aufrequently used in books, and is not gust. During this short period the
unknown to the natives of the coun- monsoon appears in some clouds and
try thus designated. The section of showers at Pesliawer and in the Bunthe country to the west of the paral- gish and Khuttakcountries. I t is still
water for boats to within six miles
of the wharf. A British force from
hence might reach the Irawady in
ten days, and the capital of Ava in a
month, but the road is not practica.
ble for heavy artillery.--(Trant, 4c.)
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less felt in the valley of the Cabul wild assemblaee of hills and wastev
river, where it does got extend be- without enclo&res, unembellished-&
ond Lugman ; but: in Bajour and trees, and destitute of navieable caf;lnjcora, under the southern pmjce- nals,~publicroods, and all thYe e l a b
tion of the Hindoo Cosh, iu psrt of rate productions of human civilizathe CafFrietan, situated on the top of tion, while the towns will be found
that romontory, and in Teem, near few and remote from each other. On
the 'IPuhkte Boliman, the south-west the other hand, he would be struck
monsoon is hear and forms the with the population and fertility of
principal rains of t k year.
certain lains and vallies, where he
The climate of Afghanistan varies would Ascover the productions of
extremely in diierent parts of the Europe mingled with those of the
country, partly owing to the differ- Torrid Zone, and the land improved
ence of latitude, but much more to with the utmost induetry. In other
the greater or less elevation of t h e . arts the inhabitants would be found
various provinces. The direction of &lowing their flocke, dwelling in
thewinds also is of material influence; tents, or stationary in villages, comsome blow over ri es of snowy posed of mud-bulk walls with termountains, others are eated in sum- raced roofs.
In Af hanistan there are five
mer and rendered wld in winter by
their passage over deserts; some dis- classn ofcultivators, o i r first, protricts are refreshed in summer by netore who cultivate their own
breezes from moister countries, while rands; aecond, tenants who hire it
others are so encloaed by hills as to for a money rent, or for a fixed probe inaccessible to any wind. The portion of the produce; third, huzextremes of heat and cold are also gum, who are the name as the m d t a
experienced, for while in the sultry yers in France ; fourth, hired labourvalley of Peshawer the thermometer era; fifth, vassals, who till their lord's
rises to 1 1 3 O Fahrenheit, the lofty lands without wages. The Iwd, on
peaks of the Hindoo Cosh within the whole, is more equal1 divided
sight remain covered with never-. than in most countries, Jhanietan
melting snow. The prevailing wind containing a great number of landed
through Afghanistan is from the proprietors. The common lease is
west; and it is remarked by the na- one and two years, the best five ; the
tives, that wester1 winds are cold, value of land is estimated at about
while easterly are tot. The general twelve years' purchase. In most parts
character of the climate is decidedly of this territory there are two hardry, being little subject to rain, vests in the year, one of which in
clouds, or fogs. The annual heat, on sown the end of autumn and reaped
an average, is greater than that of in summer; the other ie sown the end
England, but less than that of India ; of spring and reaped in autumn.
while the difference of temperature Wheat is the food of the people in
between winter and summer, and the greatest proportion of the couneven between day and night, is try, the barley raised being commonly
greater than in either of these coun- given to horses; rice is also genetries. If an inference may be drawn rally found, but is most abundant in
from the size, strength, and activity of Sewad, best at Peshawer, and is
the inhabitants, the territory may be almost the only food of the inhabipronounced favourable to the human tants of Cashmere. Garden vegeconstitution, and man districts are tables of all sorts are plentiful and
remarkable for their sarubrity.
excellent, but most of the sugar is
T o the traveller the Afghan coun- brought from Hindostan ; cotton,
try presents wild unfrequented de- with a few exceptions, is confined to
serts, and mountains covered with the hot districts; little, however, is
perennial snow. Even among the manufactured, a great proportion of
cultivated districts he wiIl discover a the cotton cloth used being imported
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from India. The palma christi, or
custor-ciil plant, is common, and s u p
plies a great part of the oil used ;
madder abounds in the cold climates
of the west, where also the .asafetida
plant is found wild. Vast quantities
of this last-mentioned drug are exported to India, where it forms a favourite ingredient in the cookery of
both Hindooa and Mahometlans. Tobacco is produced in most parts of
Afghanistan.
The grain is converted into flour
by windmills, waterinills, or handmills, the first being the most common in the west, where asteady wind
can be relied on for at least four
months of the year. There are many
ruins of old windmills as far east as
Cabul and Ghizni, the sails of which
a ear to have been enclosed within
building, the wind having access
by an opening ; the wheel of the
watermill is horizontal. Horses are
employed to draw the plough in Turkietan and the Eimauk country, but
no where else in Afghanistan ; nor
are they employed for this purpose
either in Hindostan or Persia, that
task in all the three being usual1
assigned to oxen and butidoes, a l
though in particular parts of the fist
camels and asses are also used. A
considerable number of horsm are
reared in the Afghan dominions;
those from Herat are reckoned partitularly good, some of them having
the figure of an Arab, with superior
size. A good breed of the Indian
sort, named tazi, is found in Bunnoo
and Damaun, and excellent horses of
the same description are bred b e
tween the Hydns es and Indus; but
ereepting those o!m
t
the province of
Bulk, which are excellent, the horsea
from the Afghan territories have not
a very good character.
Camels are the animals most em~ l o y e dfor carriage; the dromedary
IS found in all the plain country, especially in the dry and sandiparts, and
is the tall, long-legged animal cornmon to India. The Bactrian camel
is more rare, and ta a third lower
than the other, but very stout; he is
covered with blach shaggy hair, and

te

has two distinct humps, instead of
oue bunch like the dromedary. The
best oxen are imported from the Rajpoot countr
The grand stock of
the
tribes is sheep, of the
species having tails a foot broad, almost entirely composed of fat. Va.
nous breeds of goats, some with long
twisted horns, are common among
the mountains. The dogs of Afghanistan are excellent, particularly the
greyhounds and pointers ; the cats
are of the long-haired sort, known in
Europe by the name of Persian cats.
There are three sorts of eagles, and
many kinds of hawks trained to the
chase; the chirk species are trained
to strike the antelope, and fasten on
its head until the reyhounds come
up. Among the oPher birds, herons,
cranes, storks, wild ducks, geese,
partridges, pigeons, crowa, and sparrows, are cornmon ;cuckoos rare, and
magpies numerous, while peacocks
are unknown. The snakes and scorpions of this country are large ;there
are no alligators ; fish are scarce, and
turtles and tortoises Penty. Flights
of locusts are not of requent occurrence; bees are common; but musquitoe., except in the hot tracta, give
but little annoyance. Among the
wild animals, lions are said to be
found in the hilly country about the
city of Cabul, but this appears improbable; tigers are princ~pallyseen in
the low country along the Indus;
wolves, hyaenas, foxes, and hares are
common every where. Bears are
found among the wood mountains,
but they seldom quit tgeir recesses
except when allured by a field of
sugar cane; there are two kinds, one
the common black bear of India, and
the other of a dirty white or yellow
colour. Wild boars are rare ; but a
great variety of deer, including the
elk, abound among the mountains.
Wild shee and wild goats are common, besiIes which there are orcupines, hedgehogs, mangooses, zrrets,
wild dogs, and monkeys. Elephants
are brought From Hindostan, neither
that animal nor the rhinoceros being
found in a wild state.
Many European trees are indiige-
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nous to Afghanistan, where most of
the finest European fruits grow wild.
The commonest trees are the large
coned fir, with seeds resembling pistaccio nuty ; oaks, cedars, a gigantic
species of cypress, the walnut, pistaccio.and the olive, mulbermy, tame
risk. English flowers, such as jessavines, poppies, noreiesuses, tuberoses,
hyacinths, &c. are raised in the gardens. The country not having been
explored, little is known respecting
its mineral riches; Gold is said to
be found in some of the streams that
flow from the Hindoo Cosh mountains ; silver in Cafiistan, rubies in
Badukshan, and cliffs contnini lapis lazuli are supposed to ovexang
the Cashgur river ; lead, iron, and
dntimony- are procured in different
tracts ; sulphur, rock salt, from the
salt range of mountains; saltpetre
every where ; alum is extracted from
the clay at Calabaugh, and orpiment
is procured from Bulk and the Hamreh countries.
Af hanistan being'an inland country, hstitute of navigable rivers and
roads fit for wheel carriages, commerce is carried with camels in the
level country, and with horses and
ponies among .the mountains. Caravans go to Chinese Turkistan from
Cashmere and Peshawer ; from Cmdahar and Herat to Persia; hut the
trade to Hindostan is more divided.
That of the Punjab and the north
comes to Peshawer, while that which
crosses the desert of Rajpeotana
and the countries still further south
comes to Shekarpoor, Bahawulpoor,
and &looltan. . The trade by sea
arrives at Corachie, and is thence
transported to Shekarpoor and Candahar. The chief commercial intercourse is with India, Persia, and
Thrkistan (both independent and
Chinese), hut the first is by far the
most considerable. The exports to
India consist principally of horses,
furs, shawls, madder, assafoetida, tobacco, almonds, pistaccio nuts, walnuts, hazel-nuts, and fruits both fresh
and dried. The imports are coarse
cotton cloths, muslins, silken cloths
and byocades, indiio in large quan-

tities, ivory, chalk, bamboos, wax, tin,
sandal-wood, and nearly all the sugar
used in the country. Spices are large
ly imported from Bombay and the
Malabar coast to Corachie ; cowries
also come by this route, through
which horses are exported. The
horse trade is one of considerable
importance. A great number of
horses are annually sold ia the
north of India, under the name of
Cabul horses, and in the west under
that of Candahar horses; but almost
the whole of these come from Turkistan. No horses are bred at Cabul,
except by men of property for their
own use, nor are the horses about
Candahar exported. Some fine horses
from the neighbourhood of Herat are
carried to other countries, but few
or none to India. A considerable
number of horses are exported from
Baloochistan, as are also some of the
fine breed found on both sides of the
Indus, in the county north of the salt
range. The great breeding country
in the Afghan dominious is Balk,
from which quarter, and from the
Turkoman country, lower down the
Oxus river, a great proportion of
the horses exported are brought.
There are two sorts of horses mostly
dealt in, one rather small but very
stout; the other much larger, and
more valued on that account, although not near. so serviceable, exc
cept for war, when, owing to the
Asiatic mode of lighting, rrize is of
Importance. The first are called
Toorkies or Uzbekies, the second
Turkomanies. The great marts are
Balk and Bokhara, where Toorkies
sell for from L 5 to Lao, and Turkomanies from L a 0 to LlOO each. Of
late years the exportation to India
has been rapidly decreasing, owing to
the extension of the British posses
sions, where small bodies of discilined infantry 'have been substituted
or large bodies of horse; and in
proportion as the circle of their d e
predations has been contracted, the
native armies have been also nlodified and diminished by a greater
admixture of infantry.
The origin of the term Afghan has
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never been satisfactorily traced, but lean, but strong and muscular, with
it is probably of modern date, being high noses and cheek bonea and
known to the Afghan nation only long faces. Their hair and bearda
through the medium of the Persian. are generally black,sometimes brown,
The name by which they designate but rarely red. The western Afghans
themselves is Pooshtoon, in the are stouter than those of the east,
plural Pooshtaneh, sometimes pro- and some are of surprising strength
nounced Pooktauneh, whence pos- and stature, but in the aggregate not
sibly the word Patan, by which the so tall as the British nations. Their
Afghans are known in India, trray be manners are frank and open, but
derived. By the Arabians they are entirely free from the afXectation of
called Solimanee. They have no military pride and ferocity, so disgust.
general name for their country, but ing among the Patans of India. By
sometimes apply the Persian one of the Persians the Afghans are accused
Afghanist'han. Thenamemost usually of barbarism and stupidity, because
applied to the whole country is Kho- they want the subtlety and mendacity
rassan, which is obviously ~ncorrect. of the former, and are remarkable
The Akhans describe themselves as among eastern nations for their vehaving originally sprung in four divi- racity. Their ruling passion is the
sions, from the four sons of Kyse love of gain,and hoarding a favourite
Abouresheed,
named Serrabun, system with all classes, the influence
Ghoorghoosht, Betnee, and Kurleh, of money being nearly unbounded.
from whom originate the innumerable They are proud of their descent, and
tribes, branches, and subdivisions great supporters of genealogies. T o
which at present exist. The term their immediate dependents they are
00100s is applied either to a whole kind, but the reverse to those who
tribe or to an independent branch, are under them, without any personal
the import of the word meaning a connexion, on which account the
sort of clannish commonwealth. more remote provinces which they
Khail means a band or assemblage, have subdued, such as Cashmere,
auld Zei means sons. Throughout suffer greatly from their rapacity.
all the tribea, the clannish attachment Their vices are those of revenge,
of the Afghans, unlike that of the envy, avarice, rapac~ty,and obstL
Scottish highlanders, is rather to the nacy; but on the other hand they
community than to the chief, who has are fond of independence, faithful to
but little power, and it is but rarely each other, kind to their immediate
that the personf~l interests of its dependents, hospitable, brave, hardy,
khan or chief will influence a tribe frugal, laborious, prudent, and are on
to any action inconsistent with its the whole, at least in their native
own interest or honour.
country, much less debauched, voThe general law of the empire is Inptuous, and dishonest, than their
that of Mahomed, but their peculiar neighbours the Hindostanees and
code is the Pooahtoon.Wallee, or Persians.
peculiar usages of the Afghans, which
The above favourable character,
authorizes the law of retaliation. however, must in a great degree be
Slaves are common in Afghanistan, restricted to the inhabitants of the
mostly home-born, the rest imported. country, for the greater part of the
Abyssinians and negroes are some- sedentary town population are not
times brought from Arabia ; the Ba- Afghans. No genuine Afghan ever
loochies sell Persians and other pri- keeps a shop, or exercises any hansoners, and many Caffries are pur- dicraft trade, these vocations being
chased or made prisoners. The mostly occupied by Tajiks (whose
Caffrey prisoners are generally fe- language is Persian) and Hindikies,
males, and much sought after on a people of Indian origin. The only
account of their beauty. The Afghan Afghans who reside in great towns
men are of robust make, generally are great men and their followers,
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Tlie Afghan nation being composed
soldiers, moollahs, a few who follow
commerce. and some of the verv of the aggregate of many different
poorest who work as labourers. ~ h ' k tribes, cannot be properly d w r i M
~rohibitionin the Koran againat true without particularly referring to each
believers taking interest fror money, distinct body; but these divisions
devolves most of the banking busi- are so minute and extended that it ;s
ness on the Hindoos, for which, impossible even to enumerate thm,
from their cautious and
and in point of strength and
habits, they are admirabF"kfEy lation, each tribe fluctuates
The Tajiks of Afghanistan are every annually. In 1809, those of the most
where remarkable for their use of importance were the
fixed habitations, and their disposiDurranies (formerly the Abdalliesh
tion to agriculture, and other s h Ghiljies,
tionary occupations. They compose
Yuse~hzeis.
the principal part of the population
DegGuns, *
round Cabul, Candahar, Ghizni, HeKizzlebashes (of Persian origin),
Turkolanies,
rat, and Balk, but there are few in the
wild parts of the country. The
Khyberies,
whole number in the Cabul dominions
Bungish,
has been estimated at about 1,500,000
persons. The Hindikies are more
Khuttuks.
numerous than the Tajiks, and all of
Delazauki,
J
Momunds,
Indian descent; their language is a
kind of Hindostany, resembl~ngthe
Viiieries,
Punjaubdialect Brahminicd Hindoos
Wurducks,
are found all over Cabul, especially
Caukers, and
in the towns, where they carry on the
Naussers.
trade of brokers, merchants, bankers, The Hazarehs and Eimauks, who now
goldsmiths, and grain sellers. They inhabit what is supposed to have been
are aln~ostall of the Khetri (military the original Afghan country, differ
tribe, yet none follow the marti al entirely from that nation in appearprofession, and they are by no means ance, language and manners, but
strict in their adherence to the Brah- bear a strong resemblance to the
min-ical doctrines of purity and im- Toorky tribea in their neighbourpurity.
hood. The king is the natural head
The food of the common people of the Durranies, the strongest, bravis leavened bread, rice, flesh, vegeta- est, and most civilized tribe; but he
bles, sometimes cheese, and after- is obliged to pay great attention to
wards dried curds. Provisions are the wishes of the different clans that
very cheap, and fruit so abundant, compose it. The tribes that inhabit
that in the city of Cabul grapes are the north-eastern quarter, enclosed
dear when they sell for more than between the Hindoo Cosh mountains
one farthing per pound. Nuts of d l and the Indus, the salt range and the
sorts are in profusion ;vegetables are range of Soliman, are com rehended
low-priced, as are also coriander under the general name o f ~ e Durr
seeds, turmeric, and ginger. In the ranies, first given them by Ahmed
Cohistan or hilly country, the chief Shah. They are mostly agricultural,
subsistence of the people is derived but subdivided into numerous little
from their numerous plantations of societies. The Durranies had formulberry trees, the fruit of which is merly the name of Abdallies, until it
dried in the sun, then ground to was changed to Durranies b Ahmed
flour, and afterwards made into bread Shah, in consequence of t i e dream
I t has been calculated that the pro- of a fmous saint at Chamkunee, and
duce of an acre of mulberries will upon this event he assumed the title
support a greater number of persons of Shah Dooree Dooraun. Of all
than one under regular tillage.
the clans into which this tribe is par-
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AFGHANISTAN.
titioned, the Populzei is the most
eminent, and of this clan the Suddozei fills the throne, and is held
peculiarly sacred.
The upper corner of Afghanistan,
north of the Cabul river, and west of
the Indun, is occupied by the Yuaephzei tribe, who also inhabit the
country among the hills named Beneer, Sewad, and Punjcora; some
of this tribe extend to the 1ndus.They have possessed the countries
they now inhabit 300years, but came
ori 'nally from the west about Gairah
a n f Nooshky. The territory was
then possessed by theDelazauks, who
were gradually expelled or exterminated by the Yusephzeis. At present the latter are a very numerom
tribe, separated into many little communities, chiefly under an apparently
democratic constitution, and notwithstanding their turbulence and
internal discord, their country is well
cultivated, and their villages and
water-coursea in excellent condition.
A renowned saint of their own tribe
is said to have left them a blessing
and a curse, that "they should always be free but never united." In
consequence of their interminable
feuds, there is scarcely a man of any
note, who is not constantly on the
watch for his life. In every village
men are seen clad in armour, and
others are surrounded by hired soldiers. Each injury produces fresh
retaliations, hence ambnscades, sudden attacks in the streets, murder in
their houses, with the consequent distrust, alarm, and confusion. I t ia not
possible to enumerate all the little
republics of the Yusephzeis indepcndent of each other. The whole population has been estimated at 700,000
persons, but more than half of these
are the mere peasantry (here named
Feeera)who labour for the Yusepbzm. These Fakeers have the liberty
of removin from the lands of one
master to tlose of another, and even
t o a distinct community, which privilege is their main protection against
op ression.
crown of Cabul is hereditary
in that branch of the Suddozei family

h
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which is descended from Ahmed Shah
Abdalli, but there is no fixed rule for
its descending to the eldest son. The
whole of the royal family, exce t
those especially favoured by t i e
reigning sovereign, are imprisoned
in the upper citadel of Cabul city,
where they are well treated but strictly confined. The king's title is Shahy
Ilooree Dooraun. He has the exclusive privil e of coining, and is
prayed for i n x e khootbeh, a part of
the religious service of the Mahomedans. He has the right of making
peace and declaring war, but cannot
cede any portion of the territory
occ~lpiedby the Afghan tribes, who
have generally shewn no desire for
western conquests; and it was a
death-bed injunction of Ahmed Shah
to avoid attacking the Uzbeks, whom
hedesignated "a hivewithout honey."
Indeed the majority of the Afghan
tribes meddle little with external
politics, and possess but scanty information regarding the neighbouring
states, having no news-writers as in
Hindostan, and but few ambassadors.
The general administration is conducted by theKing with theassistance
of the Great Vizier, who ought to be
selected from the clan of Baumzei.
Next to the Vizier are the head secretary (the Moonshee Bashi), the
superintendent of the intelligence
department (Harcarah Bashi), and
the commandant of punishments or
public executioner (Nasukher Bashi).
The station of Arz Beegee wau h e r e
ditary in the family of Akram Khan.
The duty of this functionary is to
repeat in an audible voice to the
king, any thing that is mid Ily hin
subjects when admitted to the presence, and his office it may be supposed is of considerable importance.
The whole kingdom in 1809 was
subdivided into twenty-seven provinces, eighteen of which had each a
separate governor or hakim, who collected the revenue and commanded
the militia, and a surdar or general
who commanded the regulars, but
sometimes both of these offices were
united. The eighteen provinces thus
administered were Herat, Furrtrh,
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Candahar, Ghizni, Cabul, Bamian, letter, which approaches nenrest in
Ghoorebund, Jellalabad, L ~ ~ g h m a n ,sound. In a specimen of the Lord's
Peshawer, Dera Ismael Khan, Dera Prayer in the Pushtoo, the missionGhazi Khan, Shekarpoor, Sewee, aries could scarcely trace four words
Sinde, Cashmere, Chuch Hazareh, to the Sanscrit, although half of them
Leia and Mooltan, some of which a t were quite familiar as being current
present are totally separated from the in the Hindostany. I t is conseAfghan dominions, and others under quently evident that the languages
but little control. In settled times derived from the Sanscrit end in the
the revenue of Cabul was formerly west at Akhanistan, which idea is
reckoned a t near three millions per confirmed by the Baloochy dialect t o
annum, but the real revenue seldom the soutb of that region. The Pushexceeded two millions, and of this a too, though rough, is n manly Ianlarge proporti011 was assigned away gonge, and not unpleasing to an ear
accustomed to the oriental tongues.
in military jaghire.
111the cities justice is administered None of the famous authors in this
by the cauzies, tbe mufti, the ameeni dialect are more than one century
mekemeb, and tbe darogah of the and a half old, and there are pr*
adawlut. I n the country the land- bably no books in the language more
holders were answerable for the po- than twice that antiquity, their litclice, which in most parts is very bad. rature being n~ostlyof Persian origin.
T h e established army (before the Their pure authors are chiefly writers
existing anarchy) consisted of Dur- on theology and law; but they have
ranies,Gholaumi Shuhs,besideswhich also several histories of particular
there was a sort of militia nanied periods of their own transactions.
Eeljauree. The cond~lctof the Dur- The books written in Pushtoo, howraniea (the ruling tribe) in their wars, ever, are not to he relied on as giving
conveys a very mean idea of their any standard of the national learning,
military character.
Their armies Persian being still the language in
were always very small, seldom ex- which all scientific works are cornceedii~gten thoi~sandmen of a side, posed.
and these ill paid and disobedient.
T h e manners of the Afghan tribes
The victory was usually decided by differ according as their habits aro
some person of consequence going stationary or migratory. The dwelover to the enemy, on which the lers in tents arc chiefly found in the
greater part of the army dispersed, west, much the larger portion of tbc
or followed his example. Even when eastern Afghans living in houses, and
the battle was decided by the sword circumstances render it probable that
there was little bloodshed, and that d l over the empire the erratic tribes
chiefly among the great khans wbo are diminishing, no voluntary migrawere interested in the result, the tion of a tribe froni one distant station
common soldiers shewing much in- to another having taken place for
above a century. T h e commonest
diierence as to the issue.
The language of the Afghans is houses are built of brick, one story
named the Poshtoo ; but its origin high, and roofed, either with terraces
is unknown; as a large portion of the o r low cupolas, supported by beams.
words callnot be traced to anv of the There are neither wheeled carrimes
ancient languages, although Gir Wil- nor palanquins in the country, bgth
linm Jones considered it to be a dia- sexes travelling on horses and camels.
lect of the scripturalXhaldaic. For One of the most distinguished characwriting they use the Persian alphabet, teristics of the Afghans is their hosand generally the Nush character; pitality, for which they are justly
but as they have some sounds not famous, i t being considered a point
expressible by any Persian letter, of national honour. The greatest
they denote' these by adding a dis- affront an Afghan can receive is to
tinctive mark or point to the Persian have his guest carried OK They are
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remarkable for their rapacity and
predatory habits, and will next day,
if they meet him st a distance, plunder the individual they have before
hospitably entertained. They acquire
their wives by purchase, and among
them, as among the ancient Jews, it
is thought incumbent on the brother
of the deceased to marry his widow.
With respect t o religion, the Afghans are all of the Sooni sect of
Mahomedans, which acknowleges the
three first Caliphs as the lawful successors of Mahomed, and opposed
t o the Shiahs, who reject the .three
first Caliphs as usurpers of the right
of Ali, the nephew of the prophet,
and fourth of his successors. A bitter enmity between these two sects
IS the consequence ; and the unlearned portion of the Afghans certainly consider a Shiah as more of
an infidel than a Hindoo, yet all the
numerous Persians in the country
are Sbiahs, and many of them hold
high offices in the state and household. Another remarkable sect in
.Afghnnistan is that of the Sophies,
which ought perhaps to be considered
rather as a sect of mystified philoso@ere, than mere sectarians in religlon. This class gains ground among
the higher orders, and such of the
Moullahs as are dabblers in general
literature, to wliose taste its mysteries
and obscure sublimity is admirably
suited. Another sect, named the
Zukkies from Moullah Zukki, its first
patron, hold iloctrines hostile to all
rerelqion and the belief of a future
state, and are said practically to illustrace their doctrines by the depravity
of their lives. The Roushunea sect
was very prevalent in the sixteenth
century, but is now nearly extinct.
It was founded in the reign of the
emperor Acber, by Bajazet Ansari,
named by his enemies, the apostle of
darkness, in derision to the title of
Peeree Roushun, the apostle of
light, which he had assumed.
L i e Inany other eastern nations,
the Afghans hold their burial-grounds
in high veneration, naming them the
cities of the dead. These they people with the ghosts of the departed,
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each sitting nt the head of his own
grave, although invisible to mortal
eyes. They also pry into futurity by
astrological and meomantic calculations, and by all Iinds of divination
and sortilege. The most approved
modes, however, of discovering the
arrangements of providence,are either
by examining the blade-bone of a
sheep, held up to the light, or by
opening a t random the Koran o r the
Poems of Hafiz.
The Afghans assert that they are
d6scended from Afghan, the son of
Irmia or Birkia, the Eon of Saul,
king of Israel. The early Mahomedan chronicles wention Rajas of Cabul; but this proves no fact, as the
same writers call the Hindoos Guebres, and apply the term rajah without 'sufficient discrimination. The
first substantial tradition of the
Afghans begins in A.D. 997, when
'Sebuctaghi, a Tartar officer, conquered Afghanistan,and made Ghizni
its capital. His son, Mahmgod,
greatly extended the limits of tlie
empire, and the dynasty lasted until
1159, ,from which period, until the
invasion of Tamerlane, the Afghan.
history is involved in obscurity. I n
1606, the emperor Baber seized on
Cabul and Ghizni, prior to his invnsion of Hindoostan. In 1720, the
Afghans conquered qersia, and took
Ispahan; but in 1737, their own
country was completely subjugated
by Nadir Shah. In 1747, Ahmed
Shah ab dalli, the founder of the
Uurrany dynasty, was crowned a t
Candahar ; in 1773 he was succeeded
by his son Timour Shah, who died
in 1793. Zemaun Shah reigned
until 1800, when he was dethroned
by his brother Mahmood, who,
in 1803, was expelled by his brother Shujn, who was in his turn
expelled by Mahmood in 1809, and
sought refuge a t Luddeaneh, where
he remained in 1817, with a pension
of 50,000 rupees per annum ; but in
1818, he became restless, and quitted
his asylum in hopes of regaining the
uneasy crown. Meantime Runjeet
Singh, the Seik chief of Lahore,
availing himself of the existing con-
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fusion, in 1819-90, conquered Peshawer, the modern Afghan capital, and
the romantic valley of Cashmere.
In 1821, Shah Shuja returned from
the Karpoor to Luddeaneh, through
Sinde, Jesselmere, and Joudpoor,
nRer failing in attempt to recover his
throne by the aid of the Ameers of
Sinde. Great lenity was shewn him,
and his ension restored, although
he had offered to mortgage it to the
Rajah of Noorpoor, to raise funds
for his adventurous expedition. At
the same time n ension was settled
on his blind brotper, Zemaun Shah,
a t one period the sovereign of Afghanisthan, and the terror of northwestern India. In 1826, the rival
kings, Mahmood and Shuja, were
equally fugitives; the first with his
son Ca~nran at Herat; the last
within the British territories. The
Cabul country was then partitioned among the sons of Futteh Khan,
always at variance, and Yar Mahomed Khan was actual ruler of
Peshawer, probably under the
tection of Runjeet Singh, the t i x s
conquest having rolled back for the
first time from east to west.--(Ebbinatone, Foster, PdIic MS. Docunlenla,
4c.I
town and stout
ghurry in the province of Oude, si28,
N., ion. 780 4(Y
tuated i,, lat.
E.

AFZuLGHUB.-~

AGHADEEP (Agha-dh~a)--A
small town in the province of Bengals
where there is a celebrated image of
Krishna, nluch venerated by the
Hindoos.

-

PROVINCE O F AGRA.
This large division of Hindostan
proper is situated principally between
the 25th and 28th degrees of N. lat.
0 1 1 the north it is bounded by the
province of Delhi, on the south by
that of Malwa; on the east are the
provinces of Oude and Allahabad,
and on the west that of Ajmeer. In
length it may be estimated at 350
miles by 180, the avernge breadth.
The principal modern geographical

and political subdivisons nre the
following :
1. Agra district.
2. The Doab.
3. The district of Etaweh.
4. The Furrucknbad district.
5. Calpee, Gohud, and Gualior.
6. The Bhurtpoor territories.
7. Alvar and Macherry.
8. The Alighur district.
The surface of this province, to
the north-east of the jumna, is in
general flat and open, and rather
bare of trees; but to the south of
the Chumbul, and also towards the
western frontier, it becomes more
hilly and jungly. The climate, for
the greater part of the year, is tempernte, and during the winter cool
during the nights; but while the hot
winds prevail, as in other regions
subject to their influence, the heat is
intense, and the climate unhealthy,
especially in tlie jungly quarter ; but,
fortunately, their continuance is not
of very long duration. The chief
rivers of the province are the Gan- ges, the Jumna, and the Chumbul,
besides many smaller streams, such
as the Sinde and Kohary ; but, upon
the whole, the country 1s but indifferently supplied with water, and depends much on the ~eriodicalrains,
Chumbul, and
TO the
on the western frontier, during the
dry season, except in the immediate
vicinity of the large rivers, which
flow with a perpetual current, water .
for qricultural purposes is procured
from wells. A great propor~iollof
the cultivation is cons uently restricted to such crops a% not, like
rice, require a redundant supply of
moisture.
Various streams hove their sources
in the north-western hills, and duriug
the rains flow with a considerable
volume; but even then they do not
reach the Jumna, Chumbul, or any
large depbt of water, being arrested
during their progress; either absorbed by the thirsty soil, or abstracted by the husbandman for tlic
purposes of agriculture. The soil
of this province is particularly well
adapted for the cultivation of indigo

.
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cotton, and sognr, which might be
raised in any quantity, and the production of wh~ch,in the British territories, is annualiy fast. increasing.
i n those subject to the native chiefs,
agriculture still meets with impediments, but nevertheless, during the
long tranquillity they have been cornpelled to enjoy, has made considerable advances. The Agra pro.
vince contnins no peculiar mineral
productions, and the animals are
such as are usually found in other
quarters of Hindostan; but the
horses are reckoned much superior
to those reared further east, with
the exception of those bred in the
government studs at Tirhoot and
Ghazipoor. While describing the
local subdivisions into which the
province is partitioned, further particulars of t h i ~nature will be noticed.
The principal article manufactured
in the Agra province is coarse cotton cloth, which was once largely
exported, but has latterly much d e
clined. The Bengal and Bahar province~receive annually an importstion of raw cotton, from the country
south of the Chumbul, by the route
of Kalpee; .but a considerable portion of it is the growth of Malwa,
and the former Maharatta territories
to the south-east of Agra. The
Doab, or territory included between
the Ganges and Jumna, which may
be termed the garden of the province, exports indigo, sugnr, and
cotton. The country to the northwest of Agra, under the Rajas of
Marherr
Bhurtpoor, and other
native cbefs, although ill supplied
with water, has latterly much improved both in industry and cultivation. Upon the whole, the province
is but thinly populated, when compared with Bengal, Bahar, Tanjore,
and the more flourishing of the British diitricts,and does not, pfobably,
in all its dimensions, contam more
than eight millions of inhabitanb, of
whkh much the larger portion reside within the jurisdiction of the
British magistrates.
At present the chief native potentates withinthe limits of the province
VOL. I.
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are the Rnjahsof Macherry and Bhurtpoor; but, besides these, it contains
petty independent chiefs, all under
the protection of the British government, which preserves peace between
tl~etn,and arbitrates their differences.
All the country to the east of the
Jumna is directly under British authority, and is managed by a regular
civil establiul~ment,for the collectiot~
of the revenue and administration of
justice. The tracts to the south of
the Chumbul, comprehending Gualior, Gohud, Narwar, &c.; with the
exception of the town and district of
Kalpee, are either in the possession
of,or tributary toDnwlet Row Sindia.
The chief towns in the Agra, besides its capital, are Alvar, the capital of the Macherry Rajah; Bhnrtpoor, the capital of the Jauts ; Deeg,
another strong Jnut fortress; Mathura, Bindrabund, Kanoje, Etawah,
Gualior, Gohud, Kalpee, Narwar,
and Furruckabad. The natives are,
in general, a handsome, robust race
of men, and consist o f a mixture of
Hindoos and Mahomedans, few of
the Seiks having come so far south.
A considerable number of the cultivators to the west of the Jumna are
Jauts, and the country of the Macherry Rajah contains many Mewat
ties, long noted for their thievish
propensities. The Hindoo religion
is still predominant, although the
country has been (until recently)
permanently subject to Mahomedan
princes since the tbirteenth century.
Pngodas are numerous, and mosques
rare, while the Rajpoot and Brahminical races preva~lamong the peasantry. The woods and jungles are
full of peacocks, another symptom of
Hindooism ; and most of the names
are followed by the affix of Singh,
which ought to be eculiar to the
Rajpoots of noble &scent; but all
the Jauts assume it without ceremony, as do also the Seiks, who,
being apostates from the Brahminical
faith, have still less claim to such a
distinction. The language of common intercourse is the Hindostany ;
but the Persian (for which En lish
might now be substituted) is useB for
C

public and official documents, and
ra also spoken in conversation by
the higher classes of Mahomedans.
The Bruj dialect is spoken round the
city of Agra, and extends to the
Vindhya mountains. In the words
of the Lord's prayer in this language, twenty-eight correspond with
those occurring in the Bengalese and
Hindostany specimens, besides two
or three Sanscrit words of frequent
recurrence in the Bengalese. The
ancient language of Kanoje, the capital of u per Hindostan, nt the
period of t i e first Mahomedan invasion, is thought by Mr. Colebrooke
to form the basis of the modern Hindostany.
In the remote ages of Hindoo
antiquity this province must have
formed a very important division of
Hindostan, as it contained Kanoje,
Mathura, and Bindrabund, the seats
of their most famous empires, and
still among the most venerated places
of pilgrimage. The city of Agra is
supposed to have been the birthplace of the Avatar, or incarnation
of Vishnu, under the name of Paras11
Rama, whose conquests extended to
and included Ceylon. After the
Mahomedan invasion it followed the
fate of Delhi, and during the reign
of Acber, as containing the temporary metropolis, was the leading province of the empire. Subsequent to
the death of Aurengzebe in 1707, it
was alternately possessed and rava ed by the Jauts, Maharattas, and
diterent comnianders deputed from
Delhi to restore peace and the imperial authority, neither of which
they were ever able to effect. One
of the latter, Nadjiff Khan, governed
the districts north of the Chumbul
from 1777 until his death, iudependent of a11 control from the Delhi
sovereign. ( A b d Fazel, Scott, Colebrooke, Miroionarier, Wilford, $c.)

AGRADISTRICT.
-The
modern
district of Agra joins the Delhi division a short distance north of
Kosee, and extends along the banks
of the Jumna to its junction with
the Chumbul. On the west it is

bounded by the pergunnaha of Deeg,
the Bhurtpoor territories, and the
pergunnahs of Dholpoor, Barry,
end Rajakera. That portion 81tuated between the Chun~bul and
the Jumna is a table land, elevated
above the beds of both rivers about
sixty feet, and composed of a light
soil. In many parts, during the dry
season, the tanks, streams, and rivulets are without water, which, for
agricultural and domestic purposes,
is procured from wells. Cultivation
in this district, when compared with
its condition in the Company's old
provinces, hss made but little progress. The waste lands are very
extensive, and a portion of them
might, without injustice, be set aside
for the maintenance of wntchmen,
or of any other public measure.
This backward state of the agriculture is in a great measure to be ascribed to its locality,%nd the peculiar
political relations in which it is circumstanced ; the contiguity of independent Rtates, separated in many
parts from the British territories by
an imaginary boundary, and inhabited by tribes long noted for their
habits of rapine, such as the Mewatties and Buddicks, wbo, aRer
committing crimes within the limits
of Agra, find a secure asylum for
their persons and plunder in the adjacent native states, or among the
defiles and ravines which intersect
the southern portion of this division.
The 'urisdiction of Chata contains
I75 vilfages, and is bounded by that
of Delhi, by the dominions of the
Nabob Ahmed Buksh Khan, and by
Bhurtpoor. The inhabitants of this
tract have been, from time immemrial, most notorious robbers, and it
is only within these fifieen years that
their roads could be passed with any
degree of safety. This predatory disposition, in addition to the facilities
afforded by its frontier position, and
much jungle between the villages, requires a more than ordinary share of
vigilan.ce and vigour on the part of
the magistrate to retain the tract in
tolerable subordination. Kosee is a
place of consequence, wedth, and
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commercial importance.

Nundgaow
and Bursana are places of consideraMe resort, owing t o the opinion entertained by the Hindoos of their
sanctity; but the inhabitants of the
first and those of Muchhoe have
long had an evil reputation, and the
latter being situated on the banks of
the Jumna, its natives have fallen
under the sus icion of exercisin their
ingenuity a n 1 activity in translrring
the property of their neighbows in
the Alighur division to their own
respective dwellings.
Sonk is a town of considerable size
e n the immediate Frontier of the district. Hurbola, is situated on the
high road to Mathura. Between Secundra, near Agrg and Gaowghaut
the country is barren, with much
jangle, affording no protection to travellers, but extremely well adapted
for the concealment of thieves. All
is immediately on the Bhurtpoor
frontier, and much exposed. The
neighbourhood of Jet, lying between
Bindrabund and Choumaher, is famous for the bad character of its inhabitants, who too frequently avail
themselves of the converiiences afthe neighbouring ravines
The Hindoo sanctuarieci
and jung
of Mathura and Bindrabund are two
populous towns, where for security,
and to promote an inlproved system
of police, gates have been erected a t
the principal entrances, and a t the
laads of the streets and alleys. Prior
to 181%. an attempt was made to induce the zemindars to retain a number of watchmen, in proportion to
the magnitude of their different riG
lages, but the burthen being found by
experielice greater than their resources could bear, the establishment
was ultimately abandoned. In the
section of the police division contiguous to the lands of Rajah Keeruth
Gingh, a strong police is required8
yet in 1813 the only police officer
entertained was a Belahur, whose
duty it was to report to the head of
the tannail the occurrences of his
village ; and even this functionary
complained that his wages were not
paid with due pwtustity.

t.

The prmailing crime in the Agra
district is that of robbery on the
highway; and the connivance of the
zemindars with the robbers, although
&cult of direct proof, is ao article
of universal belief. The enumption
is greatly strengthened *$en the condition of the country prior to its
eoming under the British government
is considered. At that period the
zemindars openly sheltered thieves,
and shared their plunder; and as thc
practice avowedly continues in the
immediate neighbourhood, the probability amounts almost to. certainty.
The land revenue yielded by this district in 1804 did not exceed 8,500,000
rupees, although by Sindia's ministers it had been estimated a t thirteen
lacks. It was then held by Colood
Hessing, the commandant of Agra, an
Jaidad. In 1813, the Agra district
was said to contain 1332,667 cutcha
or small begas of land in cultivation,
assessed at 1,425,802 rupees, or one
rupee two annas per bega of 1,600
square yards; 330,807 begas fit for
agriculture, and 902,740 begae entirely waste.--( R. Turner, Public
MS. Docuwuta, the Marquis of Ha-
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Aona (0; ~cbetnbad).-~heca~ital
of the preceding province, commodiousl situated on the south weot
side o&he.Jumna, which in the month
of June is here half a mile broad, and
never fordsble at any time ; let. i?7O
11' N., Ion. 7 7 O 53' E. The houses af
modern Agra like those of Benares
consist of several stories, and the
streetswith the exceptionof that leading from the fort to the Mathura gate,
which is handsome for an Indian city,
so narrow as scarcely to admit of s
palanquin; but much the greater part
of this once flourishing city is now 8
heap of ruin^ and almost uninhabited
Six miles to the north, at Secundra, is
the maucloleum of the EmperorAber. Fro111the summit of the minaret in front of it, the spectator's eye
may range over a great circuit of
country, not less than thirty miles in
a direct line. The whole of this space
is flat, aud filied with the ruins of
c
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ancient grandeur; at a distance the
Jumna is seen, and the glittering
towers of Agra. The fort is large,
and strongly built of a red kind of
bard sandstone, brought from the
quarriesat Futtehpoor. It hasa ditch
of great depth, and double rampart,
the inner one being of an enormous
height, with bastions at regular distances.
This city was greatly enlarged and
embellished by the Emperor Acber,
who made it his capital, and it hnd
also the honour of being the birthplace of Abul Fazel, his prime minister. In 1813, a pension of fifty rupees per month was granted by the
British government to MustaphaKhan,
a resident here, and the reputed lineal descendant of that meritorious
vizier. During the prevalence of the
Gallo-Maharatta power in Hindustan,
the pension t o this individual had
been reduced t o tbe miserable pittance of fifteen N ees per annum.
The most remariable edifice in modern Agra is the Tauje Mahal, built
2J
of marble, greatly resembling that of
1- 19 Carrara, and erected by the Empefk;) ror Shah Jehan for the celebrated
f I . p 22 Noor Jehan Begum. This edifice, with
its light minars, its great gateway,
mosque, and Jumaut Khana, forms
the most exquisite group of oriental
architecture in existence, and although the more costly mosaics, of
twelve different sorts of stone, within the mausoleum, have been partially
despoiled of their riches, the general
beauty of their structure remains to
this day perfectly unimpared. The
gardens which occupy the great area
in front are adorned with rows of cypresses, and enlivened with fountains,
which are still kept in order at the
public expense, and rruatly play on
Sunday evenings. Besides the Tauje
Mahai and the apartnients of the iniperial palace, there is a small white
marble mosque of singular purity of
design, named the Mootee Musjeed,
or pearl mosque, which with the Jumna Musjeed, the great chowk conti&f
guous to the principal gate of the fort,
and the tomb of Etimaud ud Dowlah,
on the opposite bank of the Jumna,

with its delicate marble jcttice-wd
and P n m t i c ;wty-coloured moeaiw,
are remarkable structures. There b
also an old Roman Catholic college
still subsisting in the neighbourbood,
but in a decayed condition. In 1814,
one lack of rupees had been expeaded
by the British government in tbe repairs of the Tauje and the Emperor
Acber's mausoleum at Secundra; but
in India, owing to the nature of the
climate, the luxuriant vegetationl and
other causes, undertakings of thia sort
may be described as nerer ending,
still beginning. The tomb of Kundehree Begum, another of Shah Jehan's wives, has not been so fortunate,
for while that of her rival has been
repaired and adorned at a vast ex.
pense, tho other is polluted by the
of a court of justice, which
olds its sittings there.
The extensive ruins which surround
Agra, added to the celebrity of its
name, probably gave rise to the exaggerated idea entertained of its present
~nagnitudeand population ; tbe portion of the town, however, which is
inhabited is comprehended within a
very small compass. I t does not a p
that any enumeration of the inabita~itshas ever been made, but if
the amount of the town duties on the
impo~tof grain for their consumption,
compared with,Furylqkpbad and Bareilly, may be taken as' any criterion,
tlie ~nferencewould be that Agra is
the least populous of the whole. In
1813 these duties for Agra were
16,251 ; for Furruckabad 22,000 rupees ; and for Bareilly =,I 01 rupees.
The present number of inhabitants is
probably within sixty thousand, but
this number may eventually be expected greatly to increase, from the
facility Agra affords to the commerce
of western Hiodostan, which is already very great, as will appear from
the duties paid into the treasury on
account of duties received at the custom-house, uiz. in 1812-13, 673,006
and in 1813-14, 923,157 rupees. In
1818 the increase of duties, in consequence of the tran uillization of Rajtlie customs of
pootana, was such
Agra exceeded those of the preceding
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year by 130,000rupees, and they have
since continued progressively to increase.
Agra with the rest of the province
fell under the sway of Madhajee Sindia, and continued in the possession
of the Maharattas until 1803, when it
surrendered to the British army under
Lord Lake. Among the ordnance
captured here was one enormous
piece, weighing about 96,000 pounds,
which Lord Lake endeavoured to
float down as a trophy to Calcutta,
with the view of having it afterwards
sent to England, but it broke through
the frame of the raft, and sunk in the
sands'of the river, where it in all probability still remains. I t is not known
by whom it was fabricated. Agra, soon
after its ca ture, was made the head
auarterti a!o
civil establishment for
the administration of justice and collection of the revenue, subordinate to
the Bareilly court of circuit. Astrong
garrison is maintained in the fort and
military cantonments, and the interior
of the fortifications have been much
improved, both as to arrangement and
cleanliness. The higher parts of 'the
fort are from fifty to sixty feet above
the level of the river, and as it is filled
with buildings of brick, stone, and
marble, the heat is excessive.--(lpullarton, R. Turner, Ker, Sir D. Ochlerlony, 4c.) $ r . r c , fdsJ1
AHMEDABAD.-A
British district in
the province of Gujerat, established
about the year 1817, when the Sabermatty river was fixed on as the
boundary between the zillah of Ahmedabad and the eastern zillah north
of the Myhie. Besides the geographical advantage of this division a
marked difference was discovered in
the habits, manners, customs, and
even languages of the people on the
east and western sides. In 1819, the
average of the land jumma was Rupees 11,36$77; in 1820, Rupees
11,72,.331.
AHMEDABAD.-A~ancient city in
the province of Gujerat, of which it
was the Mahomedan capital, situated
on the banks of the Sabermatty,
which xashcs its walls. Lac. ?a0 I'

N., lon. 72" 4%' E. I t ie mentioned
by Sidi Ali in the journal of his travels overland from Gujerat to Constantinople, A.D. 1554.
This was formerly a l a r q city, celebrated for its mosques, mmarets, edifices and n~anufactures; but prior to
1820, the heavy and vexatious municipal duties exacted by the Maharattas had reduced it from one of the
most opulent and commercial to one
of the most miserable cities i11 the
East. During their government a tax
was levied on every luxury and necessary, from the gold kincob to the
wretched bundle offire-wood or vegetables, either brought into or sent out
ofthe city. On itsacquiaition from the
Peshwa in 1818, the British government abolishedall theseextortionsand
simplified the collections, establishing
an ad uslorem duty of Lab. r cent,
on indigo, raw silk, &c., wElly exempting ail articles of consumption,
but augmenting the ordinary imposts
on opium and tobacco. Besldes these
alterations all restriction on the transit of the agriculturai products of the
British territories through the district
were entirely removed. This city
suffered greatly from the earthquake
in 1819, but even then its population
was roughly estimated a t 100,000
souls, and it probably has not since
diolinished. Travelli~~g
distance from
Bombay 321 miles ; from Poona 389 ;
from Delhi 610; and from Calcutta by
Oojein 1,234 miles.-(Public MS.
Documents, Carnac, RenneU, 4c.)
A H M E D N U G G U L I . - ~ city and fortress in the modern province of
Aurungabad, to which it formerly
gave its ownappellation; lat. 19O 5'N.
Ion. 74' 55' h.
After the dissolution, of the Bhamenee empire of the Deccan, Ahmed
Nizam Shah established the independent state of Ahmednuggur,
about the year A.D. 1489 ; in 1493
he laid the foundation of this town,
and made it his capital. He died
in 1508.
Bourahan Shah died in 1553.
Hossein Nizan~Shah in 1565.
Mortesa Nisan~Shah became in- .

sane' and was murdered by his son
Meemun Hosfiein, A.D. 1487.
Meeraun Hossein was assassinated
after a reign d two months and
three days.
Ismael Shah was taken prisoner
and confined by his father, after I
short reign.
Boorahan Shah died in 1694.
Ibrahim Shah, having reigned
f o ~ imonths,
r
was killed in battle.
Bahadur Shah, an infdnt, was taken
priaoner by the Moguls, and confined
fbr life in the fortress of Gualior,
m d with him ended theNizam Shahy
dynasty of Ahmednuggur, about the
year 1600. Nominal sovereigns of
this family existed at Dowletabad
mtil 1634, when it being also taken,
the Niaam Shahy dominions became
a prorince of the Mogul empire under the name of Aurungabad.
Ahmednuggur followed the fate of
the Delhi empire until the death of
Aurengzebe io 1707, when it was a t
a very early period seized on by the
Maharattas, and continued to form a
portion of ,the Peshwa's dominions
until 1797, when Dowlet Row Sindia
compelled the Peshwa to cede this
importnnt fortress with the surrounding district, by which cession
be not only obtained the command
of the city of Poona, but also the
best entrance into the territories of
the Penhwa and of our ally the Nilam. In 1803 it was taken by the
army under General Wellesley, and
ceded to the British by Dowlet Row
Sindia, at the treaty of peace concluded on the 30th December 1803,
with the view of being ultimately
restored to the Peshwa
The existing fort is entirely of
stone, of an oval shape, and about a
mile in circumference, with a great
many round towers, and a glacis (a
vain precaution in nlltive forts), to
cover such parts of the base of the
wall as are exposed. The ditch is
dee and brond, and the whole area
witgin is vaulted for stores. The
city stands about half a mile from the
fort, and is also enclosed hy a stone
wall, and contains a handsome quadrangular chowk, and several to-

lembly well-buih streets. The principal edifices in the vicinity are, an
ancient palace of the Ahmedn~~ggut
sultans, n masay pile surrounded by
a magnificent moat faced by solid
masonry, su plied by a cascade of
clear r a t e r /km the adjacent MIS;
and the mausoleum of Salabut Jnng,
situated on the top of a mountain.
At present Ahmednuggur is the head
station of a civil establishment, and
in I820 was estimated to contain
20,000 inl~abitants,exclusive of the
garrison.
Travelling distance from Poona,
83 miles; from Bombay by Poona,
181 ; from Hyderabad, 335 ; from
Oojein,365; from Nagpoor,403; from
Delhi, 830 ;and Born Calcutta, I,] 19
miles.-(Scott,
FzJlarton, Fetishla,
Malcotnt, Fifzckarence, Elphinstone,
4-c.1

AHMEDNUGGIIR
-A British dintrict in the province of Aurungabad,

composed of conquests made from
the Peshwa in the war of 1818. In
1821 the total extent of land in this
collectorate was 5,999,000 began, of
which 3,748,000 were stated to be
lost in rivers, rocka, hills, or inclt~dedin enams (cbarity lands exempted from the revenue assessment), leaving 2,249,000 begas of
arable land in the hands of govern.
ment. The total nomber of villages
under the collector's superintendence
was 2,647; of which 156 were
enam, 198 renewed serinjammy,
179 belonged to Sindia and his dependants, eighty to Holkar and his
dependents, forty-four to the Niznm,
and twenty-five recently aseigned'in
ja hire, leaving 1,963 In the hands
ofgovernment. The jumma or assessment to the land revenue was
9,169,248 rupees; b ~ the
~ t net clear
revenue, after deducting charges, was
only 1,280,762 rupees.
The Ahmednugglir district is one
of the most elevated and temperate
regions of the Deccan, but is scantily
peopled, having fallen into decay
after the war and famine of 18054,
aggravated by the more recent d e
truction caused I)y the epidemic. The
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neighbourhood of the capital, how- from Jaloun.
Lat. So
64' N., loo.
ever, has greatly recovered, and in 79O 12'E.
1820 presented an extensive sheet
of the richest cultivation. - ( P o t tinger, Fullarton, &.)
AJMEER, O R RAJPOOTANA.
AHYEDPOOR.-Atown in the pr(paj@dpna).-This
large province
vjnce of Orissa, eleven miles south is s~tuatedIn the centre of Hindoatan,
from Juggernaut. Long. 85' W E . , between the 24th and 31st degreea
lat. 19O 58'N.
of north latitude. To the north it
is bounded by the provinces of MoolAntdoon (Amodj--A
town and tan, Lahore, and Delhi; on the
pergunnah in the P~~~~~~~ of
south by Gujerat and Malwa; on tile
jerat, twenty miles N. by
from east it has De]hi and Agra; and
Broach. Lnt. 220 39' Ion. 73' 6' E - 0. the west &fooltan, including the
The
here is generally a rich long principality of Sinde. In length
black earth, suitable for cotton, rice, from north to south,
province
wheat, and a great variety of Indian may be estimated at 350 miles
grains.--( Forbes, Qc.)
200 the average breadth. I t is ocAHMUDAH
(or f odd ha).-A large casionally named Marwar, but this
fortified village in Blu~dlecund,thirty- a~llellationought properly to be retwo miles south from Banda.
stricted to the Joudpoor territories.
The principal modern geographical
A1nEccA--A
i? the and territorial subdiyisions are the
province
TravancOre, having a following, commencing from the
har harbour, 115 miles N.W. from north:
Cape Comorin, Int. 9' 7' N., Ion. 7G0
1. ~h~ ~
hcountry.
~
t
~
~
59'E. Lime is burned here from
2. ~
i
~
~
~
muscle and oyster shells, immense
desert.
3. ~h~ great sencly
qnantities of which are found in
4. jesselmere.
the neighbouring salt lakes.-(Fra.
5. ~
~
~
d
~
Paolo, 4c.)
6. Marwar.
7- Nagore.
Arou BABA.-A Papuan isle five
8. Shekawatt~.
miles in circumference, surrounded
9. Jeypoor.
by a cluster of smaller ones, and
10. Ajmeer district.
situated to the norti, of Wageeoo.
11. Harrowty.
Lat. O0 24'N.,lon. 131° 1VE.
The inhabitants of Aiou Baba are 12- OdeYpoor.
13- Mewar.
mostly Papuas, with bushy frizzled
hair. They cultivate little, having 14. Sarowy.
Thesoil of this province may well
plenty of fish and turtle, which they
barter at W~geeoofor sago. They be called sandy, as it is by Abul
also sell tortoise-shell and biche-de- Fazel, and its general appearance is
nzar to the Chinese traders, and oc- sufficiently dismal, a considerible
casionally birds of paradise are also portion of it bein absolute desert.
to be purchnsed here. These islands From the western rontier of the Sheformerly were nominally subject to kawutty country to Bahawulpoor, is
the Sultan of Tidore.--(Forreal, 4c.) a distance of 280 miles, of which
only the last 100 miles south-west
A1nyAcOTTA.-A
town in from Bahawulpoor is wholly destitute
the Coimbatoor district, the
of inhabitants, H.ater, and vegetation.
dence of a Poligar, leasantly si- From Shekawutty frontier to Poogul,
the
mated On the
a distance of 180 miles, the road is
river* about twenty
Emby S' over hills and valleys of loose sand.
from Daraporam.
These hillocks exactly resemble such
AITE.-A small town in the pro- as are formed by the wind on the
vince of Agra, eighteen miles S.S.W. sea-shore, but far exceeding them
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in height, reaching from twenty t o
one hundred feet. They are said by
the natives to shiR their position,
and to alter their shapes ns the wind
blows. During the summer the passage of this portion of the desert is
dangmous, on account of the clouds
of moving sand; but in winter they
exhibit a greater degree of permanence, and besides phoke, bear a
sort of grass, the thorny bushes of
the baubool, and the.bair or jujube,
the aggregate presenhng an appearance somewhat resembling verdure.
Among these suffocating sand-hills
a miserable village is sometimes met
with, consisting of a few ro~indstraw
huts, with low sides and conical roofs,
like little stooks of corn, surrounded
by hedges of dry thorny branches,
the whole extremely combustible.
Surrounding these abodes of misery
are a few fields, depending for moisture on dews and the periodical rain^,
cultivated with crops of the poorer
kinds of pulse, and of bajarry, or
the hokw spicatas, which last is
raised with great difflculty. The
wells are often 300 feet deep, and
one in particular was found to be
345 feet ; yet with this enormous
descent, some are only three feet in
diameter. An examination of the
strata penetrated would be a curious
and useful research. The water procured with so niuch trouble is always
brackish, unwholesome, and extremely small in quantity. Two bullocks working for one night can
always empty a well. These wells
are lined with masonry, and pn the
occurrence of any exigence, by being
covered with boards heaped over
with sand, may be effectually concealed by the natives from their enemies, so that a scarcity of water is
a t once a source of woe and protection. In the midst of these burning sands, the most juicy of all fruits,
the water melon, is found in astonishing profusion, growing from a
small stalk not thicker than that of
the common melon, and attaining a
circumference of three and four feet.
T h e optical illusion, termed mirage
by the French, is common in this
desert, and deceives travcllcrs with

the appearance of extensive lokea
amidst parched and arid sends.
From Poogul to Bahawulpoor the
road is over a hard flat clay, which
sounds under the horses' feet like a
board, and is wholly destitute of vegetation. Except the fort and pool
of Moujghur, and two wells sixteen
n~iles from Bahawalpoor, there is
neither water nor inhabitants to be
found, yet this is the road most frequented by caravans. On approaching within a few miles of Bahawulpoor, the desert ceases all at once,
and a cultivated country, abounding
with trees and water, commences.
In some parts this desert is 400 miles
in breadth, and extends far beyond
the limits of Rajpootana. On the
north i t reaches to the edge of the
Chinaub, where it is moderately fertile ; on the east i t gradually mixes
with the cultivated parts of the Delhi
and Agrn provinces, and on the south
is se arated from the province of
cute( by the enormous salt marsh
named the Runn. Such is the description of this desolate region,
which seems to be progressively extending, yet it is within the influence
of the periodical rains, which annually pour a deluge on its thirsty
surface, where it is soon absorbed,
and, for want of population and industry, lost to the service of man.
The common inl~abitantv of t l ~ e
desert are Jauts, the higher classes
Rhatore Rajpoots. The first are little in stature, black in complexion,
and ill-looking, presenting strong apearances of wretchedness and squa~d poverty. The latter are stout
and handsome, with hooked noses
and Jewish features, haughty in their
manners and indolent,. and aln~ost
continually intoxicated with opium.
The stock of the country consists
of bullocks and camels, which last
are numerous, and sometimes used in
the plough. Of the wild animals
the desert rat is most numerous, and
in shape reatly resentbles a squirrel.
Foxes o f small sizes and different
colours also abound. Antelopes are
found in some parts, and also the
goorkhur, or wild ass, mentioned in
the book of Job. This quildr~~ped
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more resembles a nlule than an ass,
and is remarkable for its shyness and
sl~eetl. At a kind of shuffling trot,
peculiar to itself, it will leave the
fleetest horse behind.
This province is remarkable as
being nearly destitute of rivers, except in the southern extremity, although the natives have traditions of
streams that formerly traversed .particular parts of it, but of which even
the traces have long disappeared.
In the more hilly part3 of the south
some mountain streams descend, but
are unable to overcome the arid nature of the desert, and it would require infinite labour and a dense population to conduct canals from the
rivers of the Punjab in Lahore. Except in the hilly districts,also, trees are
little seen, though much wanted to
shade the parched inhabitants : the
consequence is that timber for building purposes is extremely scarce,
the nearest aupl~ly being procured
from Agra. The villages are generally built of a coarse &one brought
from the adjacent hills, and even the
roofs are usually of the same material. When of thatch, twisted grass
is very often substituted for rafters.
In the southern quarter nature has
been less severe, as there the Chumbul, Calysind, and Banass, water a
portion of Rajpootana, which also in
different spots presents something
like an appearance of verdure. The
soil of the whole province is remarkably saline, containing many salt
springs and lakes, such as that of
Sambher, and generating nitre spontaneously. The water of a large proportion of the wells is also more or
less brackish. Notwithstanding the
combination of so many circumstances adverse to the agriculture of
this province, it has been remarked,
that in ordinary years there is not
more variation in the price of grain
through Ajmeer from Decen~bcrto
December, than in the green and fertile province of Bengal, where always before harvest, grain rises to a
pitch exceediugly distressing to the
poor. Yet in the more sterile parts
of Rajpotana there is only one crop

annually. Towards the south large
tracts occur that are wholly of a
mountainous character, such as sections of Mewar and Jeypoor (or
Dhoomdar), and elsewhere to the
east. Between Marwar and Mewar
peaks and mountains occur more than
2,000 feet above the level of the
sea, and towards its western boundary the mountains of Aboo are supposed to rise (for they have not yet
been measured) to treble that height.
The three grand divisions of Rajpootana are, 1st. Odeypoor, named
also Mewar, and its princes in history the Ranas of Chitore; 2d. Joudpoor, named also Marwar, and its
sovereign occasionally described as
the Rhstore Raja, being of ttiat
tribe ; 3dly. Jeypoor, Jyenagur, or
Ambher, three names of one state.
These appear to have been the ori.
ginal Rajpoot states, the others having been formed from the dismembern ~ e n tof territories from the dominions of these three :but in the latter
days nust be added the Rajas of
Jesselmere and Bicanere, and the
chiefs of Kotah, Boondee, and Banswarn. Under these heads respectively,and of the other modern territorial subdivisions,further topographical details will be found, it being intended here only to exhibit a general
view of the province. Besides these
native chiefs, various portions of
Rajpootana were until lately possessed by intruders, such ss Sindia and
Holkar, to the first of whom the city
of Ajmeer and the forty-six surrounding perg~~nnahs
belonged, and to the
second the district of Tonk Rampoora, now possessed by Ameer
Khan. On the south-eastern quarter
are the principalities of Kotah, Boondee, and other Rajpoot states, formerly tributary to Dowlet Row Sindia ; and from the whole province of
Rajpootana, owing to the discord of
'their chiefs, every freebooter who
could muster sufficient force was long
accustomed to levy occasional contributions. The ancient Rajpoot families
that have exercised power and stand
first in reputation are the following :
Thc Sesodiyas
of Odeypoor.
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The Rhatores
Joudpoor.
Kutchwns
Jeypoor.
the Rajas of
Chowhans
Kotah and Boondee spring from the
Hara, a branch of the Chowbans.
The constitution of these countries resembles the feudal system,
each district, town, and even villnge,
being governed by pett chiefs, dignified with the title ofY thakoor or
lord, who frequently yield but a nominal obedience to thc person who
has the reputation. of being their
sovereign or superlor. The land
rents are very low, but every villnge
is obliged to furnish a certain number of horsemen at the shortest notice. The Rajpoots are hardy and
brave, and extremely attached to
their respective chiefs. They are
also much addicted to the use of
opium, this deleterious drug being
produced by them on all occasions,
and pesented to visitors as betel is
in other parts of India. They are
usually divided into two great tribes,
the Rhatores and the Chohan Seesodya Rajpoots. Respecting the number of inhabitants, but a very vague
conjecture can be hazarded, the extent of country not absolutely desert or uninhabited being so enormous. B compnring, however, the
area of t i e province with that of
others similarly situated, the population of which has been better estnblished, there is great reason to believe the whole does not much exceed four millions of souls, in the
proportion of one Mahomedan to
ten Hindoos. The principal towns
are Jeypoor, Joudpoor, Odeypoor,
Ajmeer, Neemutch, Kotah, Boondee.
Chitore, Shapoorah, Bicanere, and
Jesselmere.
Although Rajpootana is central t o
Hiodostan, and its eastern frontier
be within ninety miles of Delhi, it
never was thoroughly subdued either
by the Patan or Mogul dynasties.
Rajas of Ajmeer are mentioned by
Ferishta so early as A.I.). 1008, a t
which period they joined a combination of Hindoo princes against Mahmood of Ghizni, and in 1193 it was
conquered, or rather overrun, by Ma-

......

homed the first Gauride sovereign of
India. After this date it continued
tributary to the throne of Delhi, and
on account of the rebellious conduct
of its chiefs was frequently invnded
by the em erors, who repeatedly
took and Bstroyed d l their capital
towns. The province notwithstanding never became a regularly organized posseasion like Delhi, Agra,and
many other countries much more r e
mote from the seat of government,
but remained in a sort of half independent condition, paying a tribute,
and furnishing the imperial armies
with a certain number of Rajpoot
mercenaries, who were always held
in high estimation for their bravery
nnd fidelity, and served as a counterpoise to the Mogul and Afghan soldiery.
After the death of Aurungzebe in
1707, and the dissolution of the Mogul empire which ensued, it continued under a nominal subjection to
the Delhi throne until about A.1).
1748, when total independence was
assumed by its chiefs and princes.
The interval elapsed since then has
been occupied by internal warfare,
and by invasions of the hlnharattas
and other hordes of plunderers.
During tlie latter part of tlie reign of
Madhajee Sindi~,andthe commencement of that of his nephew Dowlet
Row, they were near being completely subdued by the disciplined
infantry under Generals deBoigne and
Perron, in the pay of these two
chiefs. They were relieved from
their apprehensions of impendivg
subjugt~on by the depression, In
1803, of their grand oppressor Dowlet Row Sindia, whose means of inflicting evil were greatly curtailed by
the war which he then undertook
against the British government.
The Raja of Bicanere is probably
the least important of the five princes
of Rajpootana. Those of Joudpoor
and Jeypoor are at the head of considerable states, and the reduced condition of the Odeypoor Raja is kept
from total insignificance by his high
rsnk, and the respect paid to him as
the purest of the Rajpoot race. In

1807 n contest arose between the
Rajns of Jeypoor and Joudpoor, each
pretending to the honour of marrying the daughter of this high-born
chieftain, and in the mean time allowing their dominions t o be ravaged by Ameer Kban, Holkar and
Sindia, who pretended to espouse
the cause of each respectively, and
in reality plundered both. I n fact,
for many years this large province
was so unceasingly harassed and devastated by these depredators, that
every one of the Rajpoot chiefs repeatedly begged and entreated to be
admitted into a federal union with
the British government, offering in
some cases half their dominioris for
protection to the remainder; but the
non-interfering system adopted by
the latter did not permit of these
overtures being accepted. A distinct
perception of the misery they had
suffered, was the sole motive which
induced these proud and turbulent
tribes so long and so unsuccessfully
to seek a connexion with the British
nation. This was at length conceded
in 1818, when they were admitted
into the general federation, by the
conditions of which, mutual support
in the field was plighted, while by
the same instrument the feudal states
(each equal and independent) are
withheld from disturbing the general
tranquillity by attacking each other.
Their political differences are in future to be submitted to the nrbitration of the British government, which
averts the necessity of resorting t o
the sword on petty points of honour, heretofore rendered inevitable
by the prejudices of the country.
Where the government was exercised
with any kind of efficiency, there was
no diffic~lltyin settling the terms,
wbich were t o pay the tribute demantlable by the Patans or Maharattas into the British treasury a t
Delhi, which would account for the
amount to the respective parties.
T h e great mass of the cultivators were
higl~ly pleased with these arrangements, and the prospect of future
safety hhich it afforded them; hut
some of the old thakoors, and higher

classes of nobility, were not equally
setisfied with the change, as under
the prior anarchy they were fast estrblishing a species of independence in
their respective jaghires, which they
were compelled t o relinquisl~.
I t was an important part of the
originnl plan, not hastily to urge the
whole mass of military adventurers
to despair, by depriving them a t once
of their accustomed means of subsistence; accordingly Sir David Ochterlony made the tender of service t o
eight of the best Patan battalions
and t o about 3,000 horse. The first,
after pensioning off the superior native officers, were formed into four
battalions for provincial duties,two of
which were sent to the Delhi province, and the other two retained
in Rajpootana, British officers being
appointed to command the whole.
The horse were formed into risallas
of 600 each, and as only the best
were taken, rendered good service.
I n this manner WRS the destruction
of the predatory Patan power, which
had been expected to require the
greatest exertion of ~nilitary resources, wholly accomplished by the
extraortlinary address with which Sir
D. Ochterlony combined negotiation
with skilfill military movements.
By these arrangements the Raj oot
states were entirely liberated &om
Maharatta interference, and placed
under General Ochterlony as resident and commander of the forces
in Rajpootana, where cantonments
have been formed at Neemutch and
Nusserabad, near the city of Ajmeer,
which, along with the pergunnnhs
adjacent, was received from Sindia
in exchange for a portion of tbe
Peshwa's territories in Malwa. .Since
that event multitutles of people have
emerged from the hills and fastnesses,
where they had sought refuge, and
have again occu ied their aacieut
and long-desertel villages. In n o
part of Hilidostan has the British
regime had the advantage of so favourable s contrast with that which
i t supplanted as in Rajpootana, the
transition having been so sudden, and
no where are the peasantry so uni-
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verrktlly sensibleof the p e a t im rovement rn their condition whicK has
taken place. Security and comfort
are now established, where misery
and terror before existed, and the
ploughshare is again in peace turning
up a soil, which for many seasons
had never been stirred except by the
hoofs of predatory cavalry. But
although the Ra'poot states, by the
recent c o u r r o l events, have gained
deliverance from an o pression more
systematic and brutat tllan perhaps
ever before trampled on humnnity, it
is not to be expected they will all at
once abandon their irregular habits,
or that tribes, who according to their
own notions were created for the exur ose of fighting, will so
Jang, their natures as not
to require the frequent interference
of the British. and their military
coercion.- (ElpAhtone, Metcalfe,
Marquu of Hart~ngr,Prinrep, FuG
larton, gc.)

AJYEEB(Ajamer, from Aja, a
goat, and nreru, the racred naountain
a t the North P ( I ~ ~ ) . - Acity in the
province of Ajmeer, of which it was
the former capital, lat. 26' 31' N.,
loo. 7402EfE., eighty miles W.S.W.
from Jeypoor. It stands at the bottom of a hill, the s ~ ~ m mof
i t which,
named Taraghur, is fortified, and
was formerly considered impregnable
to open force. In 1819 the interior was very ruinous, owing to its
long misgovernment, but the inhabitants were again collecting from
various quarters. The houses are of
masonry, and though decayed, still
resent indications of former opurence. The old p l a c e and gardens
of Shah Jehan still exist, and the
former contain several habitable
rooms. The principal object of 'attraction, however, is the tomb of
Khoja Moyen ud Deen, a renowned
Mahomedan saint, to whose tomb
the great and wise emperor Acber
made a pilgrimage from Agra (230
miles) barefoot, in order to procure
male progeny, in which he succeeded.
Crowds of pilgrims still frequent the
saint's tomb, and it1 Malwa it is not

uncommon for pilgrims who hare
been at the Ajmeer sanctuar to set
up a brick or stone taken k m the
tomb, near their dwelling, and become saints themselves, and have
pilgrimages made to them in consa
quence of possessing ruch a relic.
Madhajee and Dowlet Row Sindia,
although Ilindoos of the Brahminial
persu~sionwere remarkable for their
devotion to Muss~~lman
saints and
customa, ant1 bestowed rich gifts on
this tomb, and its peerzadas or attendant priests.
Jehangeer, the
son and successor of the emperor
Acber, occasionally kept his court
here, which caused the embassy of
Sir Thomas Row in 1616, at which
period the East-India Company had
n regular factor established here.
Four miles from gence is a remarkable place of Hindoo pilgrimage
named Pooskhur (the lake or tank),
and at Nuaserabad, fiReen miles dietent S.S.E. from the city, are the cantonments of a British brigade.
This citv was acquired by treaty
from ~ o w i e tRow Scindia in 1818,
and was found by Sir Dsvid Ochterlony in a state of the utmost desolation and dccay, but when revisited
in 1823, he was surprised at the
rapid improvement it had experienced under the management of
Mr. Wilder the civil commissioner.
Commerce had completely revived,
and the population more than tripled
since 1818; new houses and shops
were daily erecting, under a system
of architectural uniformity, making
Ajmeer altogetl~er one of the most
regular and handsome cities within
the British dominions, and externally
only second to Jey oor, on account
of the multitude okreligious edifices
possessed by the latter, the result of
many ages. The native population
were fully sensible of their own improved condition within so short a
space of time, and expressed their
consciousness and surprise. Travelling distance from Delhi 230
miles; from Bombay 650 ; and from
Calcutta 1,030 miles.--(Sir D. Ochtcr10n.y~Broccghton, Rennell, F~cllcrrton, MS. Bc.)

AJUNTEE
(Aja an!& the dibiinJt or
impregnable ~uJJ-A town situated
near a celebrated pass through the
Berar mountains, fifty-three miles
N. by E. from Aurungabad, lat. do0
34' N., loo. 75O 56' E. The ascent
to Ajuntee is by a wide and tolerably
well constructed road, protected at
the summit by a gatehay, leading
through a stone fortification that
lines the cliff. The town stands on
a table land two miles distant from
the summit, and covers a large extent
of surface, but in 1820 was still
thinly inhabited. At the northern
entrance of the town there is an
octagonal semi of a atriking appearance, and at six miles diitance there
are some Hindoo cave temples resembling those of Ellora and Elephanta, which have not yet been explored.-( Fdlorton, Lt. Bayley, 4c.)
AKZEPOOR.-Asmall town in the
rovince of Malwa, pergunnah of
sewas, which in 1820 contained 200
houses.
AXOAT.-A town in Berar, twentynine miles W.S.W. from Ellichpoor;
Iat. 21° 6' N., Ion. 77O Y E.
AKOLAH.-A considerable city in
the province of Berar, with high
handsome walls, and surrounded by
extensive ruins ; lat. 20' 42' N., Ion.
77" l W E.
AIOGUR.-A town in the province
of Agra, thirty-two miles west from
Bhurtpoor, lat. 27O 16' N., lon. 76O
52' E.
.
A ~ ~ A ~ ~fortified
~ . - Atown in
*he province of candeiSh, among
the Satpoora mountains, belonging
,to a petty Raja Iat. 21° 45' N., Ion.
74' 24' E. Seventy-five miles E.
from Broach, at a short distance to
the north of this glace, there are
passesinto theNaun ode and Sultanpoor districts.--(~Malcob,- &c.)
- .
~ ~ U ~ ~ O T T town
A . - Aand small
~
district in the province of ~
bounded by the Seena river. The
town stands in lat. 17' WN., lon.
7 6 O 18'E., sixty miles N.N.E. from
the city of Bjapoor.

AKYAB.-The name of the princi a1 military station in the province
oPArracan, the situation of which
has not yet been laid down in any
map.
ALAKANANDA
RIVER.-A sacred
river of northern Hindnstan, which
snrines from the Hinialava mountains.
&d jiinsthe ~ h a ~ i r n t h i~a et v a ~ r a ~ e :
.ga.
, - the iunction of the two formine the
Ganges. A very short distance ;cove
Bhadrinath, the breadth of the Alakananda does not exceed twenty
feet, and further up the stream is
concealed under an immense heap of
snow, the accumulation of ages. At
Devaprayaga the Alakananda is the
largest river, being 149 feet in
breadth, and rising during the raina
forty-seven feet above its lowest
level. In this river are a great many
fish of the roher species (cyprinur
denficukat~s)four or five feetin length,
which are fed daily by the Brahmins,
and some are so tame as to take
bread out of the hand. There ia
also a species of fish named soher,
six or seven ftxt long; the scales on
the back and sides ore larue, of a
beautiful green, and encircled with
a white golden border; the belly
white, slightly tinged with a old
colour; the tail and fins of a iark
bronze. The flavour of this fish is
equal to its beauty, being remarkably
fine and delicate.-( Raper, 4c.)

ALGUARDA.-A Portueuese fortress in the province o r ~ e j aoor,
commanding the entrance of the
Go%
On a point
land the north
Goa bay.
ALIBUNDER.-Atown belonging to
the Ameers of Sinde, sixty-three
miles E. by S. from Tatta; lat. 24'
24' N., Ion. 69' 13' E. At this place
a small branch of the Goonee river
is stopped
a mound Of earths
which
~ separates
d
it~ from ~
theLukput,
bunder r1ver.-(Marfi'd9
4c.)
ALIGAUM.-A town in'~erar,sixty-eight miles S.W. from Ellichpoor,
lat. 20' 26' N., lon. 7 7 O 10' E.
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ALIGHU
DISTRICT.-A
~
district in
the Doab of the Ganges and Jumna,
situated about the 28th deg. of N.
]at. To the north it has the district of Merut, or South Saharunpoor; to the south those of Agra
and Furruckabad ; to the east it has
Furruckabad and Bareilly; and on
the west, Agra and the Delhi reserved territories. The two boundary
streams are the Ganges and Jumna,
and in the interior are many watercourses or rivulets, which during the
rains hare a current, but are dry for
the rest of the year. The northern
portion of this district extending,
from Alighur to the vicinity of Delhi,
is one of the most desolate tracts in
the Doab. Scarcely a tree is to be
seen, but low dark jungle abounds,
and afforded at one period a convenient harbour for the handitti that
then infested the province. The
country to the southward of Alighur
is in general highly cultivated. The
principal towns are Alighur, Coel,
Hatras; Mwrsaun, and Anopshehr,
and it fell under the British dominion
in A.D. 1803.
In 1815, this district was estimated
t o contain 1,640,242 pucka hegas in
cultivation, assessed at 31,49,809
rupees, or one rupee fifteen annas
; but tile large talooks of
hakoor Diaram were not included,
no particulars respecting them being
then known. There were also
1,147,045 hegas fit for cultivation,
and 1,188,665 waste. The soil is
fertile and productive under proper
cultivation, and the natives a race
superior to the Bengalese, and the
other more eastern tribes; but until
the conquest of Hatras turbulent,
predatory, and difficult to govern.(Blunt, the Marquis of Hustings, 4c.)

F'

after made the headquarters of a
civil establishment for the collection
of the revenue, and the administration of justice, subordinate to the
Bareilly division.
Properly s eaking, there is no
town of ~ l i & u r . Coel, about two
miles distant, is the town and the
residence of the civil authorities.
The fort is of a square form with
round bastions, a formidable ditch
and glacis, and a single entrance protected by o strong ravelin. A considerable sum, prior to 1820, had been
expended in reducing the rampart
and otherwise improving the defences. The interior is now cleared
of all buildings whatever, and of the
public and private buildings formerly
occupied by General Perron and his
officers not a vestige remains.--@&
larton, 4c.)
ALINGAB.-A wide valley in Afghanistan, district of Lughman,
chiefly inhabited by Ghiljie Afghans,
who to the pastoral employment of
shepherds unite the
:Y
; ;:
cation of thieves. TR?
duces grain of all sorts, and has
many glens that open into it on both
sides, some of which are separated
by narrow summits from the adjacent
valley of Cooner. When Abul Fazel
wrote in 1582, this tract was subject
to the throne of Delhi, and emperor
Acber.-(Ebhinr&one, A d d &el,

4c.I
ALIPORA.-A town and pergunnah
in the ~rovinceof Allahabad. fifteen
miles S.W. from Jeitpoor ; lat. 25O
13' N., Ion. 79O 19' E.

ALIPOOTA.-A town in Ceylon situated on the top of a hill in a populous neighbourhood, and the priucial military station in lower Ouva;
rat. 6O 54' N., Ion. 81' 25'E., fiftyALIGHUU
f Aliglrar).-The
capital three miles S.E. from Candy.
of the above district, lat. 2 j 0 56' N.,
Ion. 77' 5Y E., fifty-three miles north
ALISHUNG.
-A valley in Afghafrom the city of Agra. 111 1803 it nistan, division of Lughman, at prewas one of Dowlet Row Scindia's sent (1809) chiefly inhabited by conprincipal dep6ts for military stores, verted Caffres. By Abul Fazel in
and was then stormed by the army 1582, it is described as follows:
under Lord Lake, with great slaugh- " The district of Alishung is snrter to the assailaots. It was soon rounded by large mountains covered
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with snow, in which is the source of
the river Alishung; the inhabitants
are called Caffres!'--(Abul
Faxel,
Eiphinstone, 4c.)
ALxooNDaBADR0o~.-A small
and decayed fort in the ~
~
situated on a low hill
a miserable villagrc below, six miles
S.W. from the town of Bellnry.(FuUarton.)

-

ALLAHABAD.
A large province of Hindostan
proper situated between the 24th and
%th degrees of north lat. To the
north it is bounded by the provinces
of Oude and A g ~ a ;on the south by
the Hindoo province of Gundwana;
to the east it has the provinces of
Bahar and Gundwana; and on the
west Malwn and Agra. In length it
may be estimated at 270 miles by 120,
the average breadth. At present the
, principal modern geographical and
political subdivisions are the follow. Ing: 1. The diatrict of Allahabad;
2. Benares; 3. The district of Mirzapoor ; 4. The district of Juanpoor;
5. The Rewah territory ; 6. The district of Bundelcund ; 7. The disstrict of Cawnpoor ; 8. The Manicpoor territory.
The surface of the province adjacent to the rivers Ganges and
Jomna is flat and very productive;
but to the south-west,in the Bundelcund district, the conntry forms an
elevated table-laud, diversified with
high hills, containing the diamond
mines o& Pannah, and formerly
abounding in 8tron.g holds. The flat
country is extremely sultry, and subject to the hot winds, from which
the more elevated region is exempted. In the north the principal rivers
are the Ganges, Jumna, Goomty,
and Caremnaasa, and their branches,
h i d e s innumerable smaller streams.
In the hilly country the rivers are
Fewer, the periodical rains and well
water being chiefly relied on for
agricultural purposes; but, upon the
whole, Allahabad may be reckoned
one of the richest and most productive provinces of Hindostan.

The p r i ~ l c i ~ aexports
l
are s u e r ,
cotton, indigo, cottoll cloths, opium,
saltpetre, diamonds, kc. The imports are various, salt from the maritime parts
B e n d being one of
the staple
l articles
~ in regular
h demand.
~
Within the litnits of this province
many large, ancients and c e l e
brated towns, such as Benares, Allahabad (two holy places of pilgrimage), Callinjer, Chatterpoor, Juanpoor, Mirzapoor, Chunar, and Ghazipoor. The population is very
great, in the proportion of about one
Mahornedan to seven Hindoos.
We learn from Abul Faze1 that
the territory composing the modern
province of Allahabad was invaded so
early as A.D. 1020 by Sultan Mahmood of Ghizni, who made a few
compulsory converts to the Mahomedan Faith. He returned again in
1023, but made no permanent estnblishment. I t was afterwards wholly
subdued by the Patan emperors of
Delhi,and during the fifteenth century
formed the basis of an independent
kingdom, the capital of which was
Juanpoor. Along with the other
Patan districts it devolved to the
Moguls, and was formed into a distinct soubah by the Emperor Acber,
who new-named the Hindoo sanetuary (or prayaga) Allahabad, an a p
pellation which it still retains. After
the fall of the Mogul dynasty, the
northern quarter was appropriated
bp the Nabobs of Oude ; but in
1764 Korah an(! Allahabad were
ceded to Shah Allum, the then nominal and fugitive sovereign of Delhi
through the interference of ~ o r d
Clive with Shuja-ud-Dowlah, the
Nahobpf Oude. In I772 they reverted to the latter, when that illadvised n~onarch(Shah Allum of his
own accord returned to Del i, and
became an engine of mischief in the
custody of the Maharattas.
In 1775, the Benpl government
acquired the Benarm districts by
treaty with Asoph-ud-Dowlnh, and
Allahabed and the adjacent districts
in 1801, by cession from Saadet Ali,
his successor on the throne of Oude.
The south-eastern districts were rp
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~

ceived from the Mahrntta Peshwa in
1803, in exchange for an equivalent
tract in the Carnatic above the
ghauts and in Gujerat.-(Aid Fazel,
J. Grant, F~IfthReport, Ironside,&.)
ALLAHABAD
DISTRICT.-T~~S
judicial subdivision is mostly composed
of territory immediately adjacent to
the city of Allahabad, and is intersected by the great rivers Ganges
and Ju~nna, but the geographical
distribution is ill-arranged, as some
portions are ninety and one hundred
miles from the residence of the magistrate. The soil when properly
cultivated is remarkably fertile, and
yields large returns to the husbandman. Wheat is the principal crop,
and the land most favourable for its
production a rich sandy loam, which
1s a very common soil In this vicinity.
During the dry season the land must
be artificially watered, which is a
much more laborious task than the
cultivation. Four bullocks and three
labourers are with difficulty able to
water an acre in nine days; the
average crop is recko~~edfifteen
maunds per bega, or about seven
quarters per acre. Barley, peas, oil,
seeds, and a yellow dye are often
mixed with the wheat. The average
rent of wheat land is about one
pound sterling per acre.
In this district the breed of sheep
is small even for India, and the fleece
consists of a coarse black wool, or
rather hair, altogether unsuitable for
cloth, but which answers very well
for the manufacture of shepherd's
rugs. The usual dress of the peasantry is merely a piece of coarse
cloth tied round the middle, one
blanket, and a sort of turban made
of a cotton clout, these three articles composing the sum total of
their wardrobe. The internal commerce has progressively increased
since 1801, and the culture of many
articles, especially indigo and cotton,
very greatly augmented, on account
of the increased and increasing demand fron~Europe.
In every subdivision there is a
small trade of cloth, grnin, and other

home productions. In the towns of
Currah and Shahzadpoor a considerable quantity of cotton cloths and
chintzes was formerly manufactured
for exportation, but now it is much
reduced. In Allahabad and Futtehpoor advances are still made for the
speciee of cloth named haftaes and
sullums. The transit commerce
through Allahabad consists mostly
of Sambher salt, cotton, unwrought
iron, and shawl goods, which, after
supplying local consu~nption,are forwarded to the lower provinces. Prior
to 1802, a considerable commerce
was carried on at Phoolpoor, in pergunnah Sccundra, to the north of the
Ganges. The commodities circulated were salt, cotton, iron, drugs
of various kinds, copper, zinc, lehd,
broad-cloth, and other articles of
Bengal, but the traders then were so
much oppressed by the Nabob of
Oude's officers, that they retired
with their capital to Mirzapoor, and
other places of greater n e c u r i t ~
Shahzadpoor and Phoolpoor are at111
much resorted to by traders from tile
Nabob of Oude's reserved dominions,
and until 1794, while the clotl~smahufactured in the Doab wcre much in
demand for the European market,
many mercantile houses were enabled
to invest from fifteen to twenty thousand rupees monthly, in the article
of cloth alone. Since that time the
cloths termed sullums, baftaes, Shahzadpoor chintzes, and the red kurwe, have been most in demand.
The revenue settlement originally
formed here, in the fusly or financial
year 1216, underwent t a o subsequent revisions :
In 1216 (kD.1809-10) the terms
Rupees 2,690,806
were
2,667,614
1217
2,682,084
1218.
1219 (provMionaUy and
in perpetuity)
2,713,081 .
Although this settlement exhibits on
the face of the account a progressive
increase, it greatly falls short of the
jumma or assessment to the land
revenue which the district was ex.
ected to yield on its first acquisition.
$h is has been attributed to mistaken
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zeal on the first introduction of the
British government, by immediately
carrying the assessment to the highest
point which the land was capable of
sustaining. The fatal results of this
inconsiderate arrangement, in the
first instance, were remissions and
irrecoverable balances to a large
amount, and a sudden fall of the revenue a t theformation of the second
settlement. Added t o these evils
were numerous transfers of estates
by public and private sale, amounting
in some pergunnahs to a total devolution of the principal and mast valuable portion of the district, into
the hands of the actual tehsildars,
o r subordinate revenue officers. A
great shock was in consequence sustained by the credit of government,
from such persons having been dlowed to pervert their official influence, and the old proprietors did
not disguise their hopes of recovering their estates by the termination
and subversion of the British predominance.
On the formation of a subsequent
settlement measures were taken bjr
the commissioners, Sir Edward Colebrooke and Mr. Dean, for cancelling
a great number of these illicit and
fraudulent transfers, leaving the parties, should they consider themselves
wronged by this proceeding, to establish their clailns in a court of
justice : but the relief thus afforded
bore a small proportion t o the extent of the grievance. In the Allahabad district, the russud, or pfqgressively increasing jumma, orlgnated probably in the efforts of the
local revenue officers to carry the
assessment to the highest practicable
pitch, having in their view the perpetuity of the land-tax at the expiration of the lease.
I t would,
however, have proved more eonducive to the prosperity of the
country, and ultimately t o the improvement of the revenue, if the
landholder had at the commencement
enjoyed the full benefit of a moderate and equal assessment, ~ l n d e the
r
temporary settlements.
In every district subordinate to
VOL. I.

the British autl~ority throughout
Hindostan, the state of its police is
the next important feature of its
history, and its gaol the most imposing edifice. In the Allahabad jurisdiction, forty-six gang robberies
were committed during the year 1811 ;
but this offence did not generally
prevail, being of much more frequent
occurrence in the police stations,
which are not situated within the
Doab, but lie immediately on the
borders of the Oude reserved territories, or adjacent t o the then iddependent and turbulent state of
Rewah. T h e two pergunnahs in
which gang robberies are still most
frequent are Secundra, situated o n
the north side of the Ganged, near
the Nabob of Oude's dominions,
and Barah, situated to the south of
the Ganges, contiguous to the Rewah
country. With respect t o the first,
i t was clearly ascertained, that not
one of the perpetrators lived in the
Allahabad distr~ct,the atrocities having been committed by a banditti
residing within the Oude boundaries;
and in the last the depredators looked. for an asylum and market for
their booty in Rewah. In some instances these crimes were committed
by ousted zemindars whose estates
had been sold, and were actuated by
maiiee against the purchasers. AIthough many applications had been
made to the Rewah Raja for the ap
prehension of the criminals, no steps
t o effect that object were takcn, or
probably intended, by that potentate.
The pasces or village watchmen had
lorlg been suspected of not pcrforming the functions of their office with
either honesty or vigilance, and in
1812, were discovered to be a most
numerous class of thieves in the district. In that year an afiay of considerable magnitude took place respectingdisputed boundaries, in which,
although the land in dispute amounted to 011ly four begahs (or one acre
and a-third), 900 men belonging t o
different villages were engaged. O n
this occnsion 130 were seized and
sent t o the magistrate for examination, but it may be much doubted
D
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whether the seizure of 80 many persons is likely to restore good order,
or whether so satisfactory a result can
be expected, as shall compensate for
the time the magistrate must devote
t o it, to the serious prejudice of his
other duties.
In 1815, the inhabitants generally
evinced great hostility to the introduction of the chokeydary system
(an improved establishment of watchmen), and no respectable inhabitant
came forward to receive sunnuds.
T h e class denominated Pragwals,
who oerform the religious ceremonies
a t thk junction of t h i great rivers, to
the number of four or five thousand,
shewed a determination to resist,
threatened t o cease to officiate, and
withdraw altogether, which would
have caused a loss to the government
of the pilgrim revenue. Manp other
conspiracies to arrest the progress of
the arrangements took place, but by
patience and firmness were ultimately
dissipated or suppressed. In 1815
this district was found to contain
1,655,106 small begahs in cultivation,
assessed at 2,793,244 rupees, or one
rupee eleven annas per begah, which
revenue was realized. The number
of begahs fit for cultivation was
395,012, and 1,109,777 were waste
land. This settlement was made
with 181 1 engaging proprietors, and
sixty-four farmers of revenue.( P d l i c MS. Documents, Sir Henry
WeUesley, Tennant, Gutthrie, Forfescue, Lowther, &.)
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ALLAHABAL-A fortified town in
the orovince of Allahabad. of which
it iS' the capital. pat. 2* 27/ N.,
Ion. 81' 50' E. The fort is laced a t
the distance of a quarter of A mile on
a tongue of land, one side being
washed bv the Jumna. and the other
ap roaching near the . ~ a n ~ e s 1t-is
.
lo$ and extensive, and completely
commands the navigation of the two
rivers; indeed, there are probably
few buildings of equal size in Europe.
Next the two rivers it is defended by
the old walls, beautifully built of
polished free stone with semi-circular
bastions at intervals, having cannon

mounted. The third or land-side is
perfectly regular, and very strong,
consisting of three ravelins, two
bastions, and a half bastion. T h e
gateway is Grecian, and elegant. The
government-house is spacious and
cool, and has some large subterranean
rooms overhanging the river. I n
the angle is a square, where Shah
Allum, when he resided here, had
his seraglio. The military cantonments stand a t some distance from
the fort and the houses occupied by
the civil functionaries apart from
both. T o an European army a regular siege would bc necessary, but
t o the tactics of a native army Allahabad is quite impregnable, and has
in consequence been selected as the
gran? military depBt of the upper
provinces.
The most remarkable
buildings in the neighbourhood are
the serai and mausoleums of Sultan
Khusro and his mother, the Chalees .
Sittoon (forty pillars) being no longer huL
in existence. A short distance above 1 -6
the town thegovernment hasestablish9
ed a gunpowder manufactory. Up t o
1803, the sum expended on the fortifications was twelve lacs of rupees. 3-/r
T h e situation of Allahabad being - 8
alike adapted for the purposes of
internal commerce and defence, must
have early ointed it out as an eligible
spot for tRe foundation of a city,
and most probably it is the site of
the ancient Palibothra. In modern
times, from its geographical position,
i t appears well calculated to be the
emporium of Oude, Bundelcund, and
Bogalcund. I t formerly ranked as a
considerable mart for the cotton of
the Deccan, and of the countries t o
the south of the Jumna : but owing
t o the extortions practised on the
merchants by the native revetiue
officers of the Oude government, the
trade gradually resorted to Mirzapoor, and abandoned this port although so eligibly situated. Ninetenths of the present native buildings
are of mud, raised on the foundations
of more substantial brick edifices,
which have long fallen to decay. I n
1803 the inhabitants, exclusive of
the garrison, were estimated at 20,000
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rsons. Much of the soil in the
cmediate vicinity consists of brickdust, mortar, and broken potter
The Ganges here is about a mire
broad, and does not appear much
augmented by the tribute of the
Jumng although the latter is 1,400
yards across.
By the Brahmins Allahabad is called Bhat Prayag, or by way of distinction, as it is the largest and most
holy, is simply designated by the
name of Prayaga. The other four
Prayagas, or sacred confluences of
rivers (called sungums in the south
of India) are situated in Gurwal, at
the junction of the Alacananda with
other streams, and are named Devaprayaga, Rudraprayaga, Carnaprayaga, and Nandaprtiyaga.
The
prsynga of Allahabad owes its celebrity to the junction at this spot of
the Ganges, Jumna, and Sereswati.
There is no such river as the last
now visible in the neighbourhood, but
the Hindoos assert that it joins the
other two underground, and that
consequently by bathing here, the
same religious merit is ac uired as
if the penitent had bathe] in the
whole three separately. When a pilgrim arrives here, he sits down on
the brink of the river, and has hie
head and body shaved so that each
hair may fall into the water, the sat
cred writings promising him one million of years residence in heaven for
every hair thus deposited. After
shaving he bathes, and the same day,
or the next, performs the obsequies
of his deceased ancestors. The tax
accruing to government for permission to bathe is only three rupeea
each person ; but a much greater expense is incurred in charity and gifts
t o the Brahmins, who are seen sitting
by the river side. Many persons renounce life at this holy confluence,
by going in a boat, after performance
of certain solemnities, to the exact
spot where the three rivers unite,
where the devotee plunges into the
stream, with three pots of water tied
to his body. Occasionally also some
lose their lives by the eagerness of
the devotees to rush in and bathe

.

at the most sanctified spot, at a precise period of the moon, when the
expiation possesses the highest efficacy. The Bengalese usually erform
the pilgrimages of G aya, %nares,
and Allahabad in one journey, and
thereby acquire great merit In the
estimation of their countrymen.
Abstract of receipts and disburse
ments for 1812-13, the number of
pilgrims being 218,793.
223,563
Amount of collections
Repaid to the account of
Dowlet Row Sindia
175

......
......

Fines from persons attempting to bathe without licen ses

.....................

994,473
Charges of the qtablish-) 3,407
men t

........................

...... 221,066

Net receipts in 1812-13

So great a congregation of people a s
met in 1812, at the melah or fair,
had not occurred for twenty-eight
years, on which account many precautions became necessary to
serve the lives of the pilgrims f!:
the effects of their owninconeiderate
ardour. In 181516 the gross collections were only 79,779 rupees;
charges and commission, 6,726 rupees ; net collections, 73,053 rupees.
Allahabad is the permanent station
of the sudder commission, a body
of judges, whose office is the snme
with regard to these provinces as
that of the Sudder Dcwanny Adawlet in Calcutta for the more eastern
portions of the empire. Owing to
the remoteness of the first, very great
frauds and extortions had been committed by the native agents of the
local courts, mostly Bengalese, who
by the influence of their stations had
enpossed much of the landed property. This commission has succeeded in recovering many of these
fraudulent acqaisitions to the rightful
heir. This court makes circuits during the months that permit travelling, generally pitching their tents
D 2
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near towns, and holding their courts 1823 it contained 2,000 houses; t h e
under trees,an arrangement extreme inhabitants consisted of Chuleas,
ly agreeable to native prejudices, es- Malays, and Chinese, the latter havpecially those of the lower classes, ing a temple.-(l)nlryn~ple, H o e d ,
y h o always feel afraid and under a Anderson, 4c.)
Constraint in a house, ~art~cularly
if
A L L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~petty
A . -Seik
A state
furpished after the European fashion, in the north-eastern quarter of the
where they can neither tell their province of Delhi, which in 1824
story well or attend to what going was held by Futteh Singh, a poweron.
ful chief, much in favour with RunAcber
jeet Singh of Lahore, and possessing
The great
alwa a partial
lands on both aides of the Sutuleje.
a?d
the Lunder of the modern clty, InA ~ ~ ~ ~ ~small
" ~town
~ ~in . - A
tending it as a strong-hold to overawe the surroundirlg countries, for the Camaticy twentyfive miles N. by
which purpose, from local cbcum- E.from Pondicherry; lat. 12" 15' N.,
stances, it was well ada ted. In Ion.
2' E- It was taken from
1 7 it~ was uken by t[e ~ ~ i the
~ iFrench
~ h by Col. Coote in 1760.army under Sir Robert Fletcher. (Olme, gc.)
Following the course of the river
ALLYfor 2IZy Mohun).-A
town
Allahabad is 820 miles from the sea, and small principality in the provinoe
but the travelling distance is only of Malwa, district of Rath, situated
650 miles; from Benares, 53; from about twelve miles north of the NerLucknow, 127 ; from Agra 096 ; and budda, lat. 22" 5' N., Ion. 74O 18' E.
from Delhi 212 miles.--(lord J'a- In 1820 this petty state comprehendkntw, Public MS. Docunlents, Sir ed 176 towns and villages. which
Henry Wclhrhy, Ward, Tent nt, yielded a gross revenue of 30,000 ruees. The jun les of Ally and Mohun
FuUarton, BenneU, &.) 3%,ro
'' ' * d R r e wild, thinfy inhabited, and erALLAmAoy'--A
inidrebydificult to penetrate, on acsore province, seventy-four
miles tremely
eount of the badness of the roads
E.S.E. from Seringapatam.
and scarcity of water, and were forALLAND.-A town in the province merly considered one of the defences
of Beeder, twenty-three miles N. by of the adjacent province of Gujerat.
W. from Calberga, lat. 17' 30' N., -(Malcolm, Burr, &.)
lon. 76' 41' E.
ALLYGUNGE
(Aliganj).-A
town
ALLAS(Straits of).-This channel in the province of Bengal, district of
separates the large island of Sum- Purneah, forty miles N.N.E. from the
bhawafrom Lombook Isle, and by the town of Purneah ; ]at. 26' 16/ N.,
natives is called Gilleesee. In ex- lon. 8'p 38' E.
tent it is about forty-five miles, and
forms the safest and most convenient
ALMOn~'-The
capita1 of
Kumaon, built on the ridge of a
mountain 5,337 feet above the level
each side there are soundings where of the sea, ninety miles N. by E. from
ships may anchor with moderate tides the city of &rei11y2 and about
*hen necessary and the plantations miles travelling distance N.E. from
on)the Lambook shore, Moradabad, by the route of the Baand
lat. g'
which is low land, afford ample sup- nlOuree pass end
35' N., loh. 7g0 44' E.
plies of refreshment.-(Thorn, 4c.I
This is a compactlybuilt town,
ALLESTAR.-A populous town in consisting of a sin le paved street,
the peninsula of Malacca four hours fifty feet in wid& three-fourths
pull up the Queda river, situated two of a mile long, crowning the sharp
or three leagues up a river, and in ridge of a mountain, and is by far
1785 the res~denceof the king. In the most considwable town, iudeed
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VAR.
the only considerable one, in the
newly-acquired British possessions in
northern Hindostan. The houses are
built of stone, slated, and generally
two, some three stories high, the
ground-floors occupied as shops,
and open in front, while the upper
stories are faced with a frame-work
of wood, occasionally carved and
painted, supported on the projecting
side walls below. The population of
Almora does not correspond with its
external appearance, at least in 1819,
many of the largest dwellings were
without any ascertained or bon8 jak
proprietor, and had fallen into the
handspof persons who had no just
claim to them. Small stacks of straw
are piled up on the sloping roofs as
winter provender for the cattle.
The old Gorkha citadel, built of
stone, stands on a commanding point
of the ridge at the eastern extremity,
and several martello towers have been
erected on peaks to the eastward. A
new citadel, named Fort Moira, in the
form of a parallelogram with six bash n s , has been constructed on a
small eminence at the western extremity of the town. All these defences, however, being h i l t of the
loose micaceous schistus, which
composes the entire hill of Almora,
and most others in its vicinity, their
duration is not likely to be remarkable: indeed, in 18'20, a p r t y of
sappers and miners were sent to destroy the works and dismantle the
fortress. The surrounding country is
remarkably bleak and naked, scarcely
a tree being seen within a circuit of
four miles from the walls. Almors
was acquired by theGorkhas in 1790,
who were expelled by the British in
1815, at which date the inhabitants
were mostly foreigners, emigrants
from the low lands. -(Fdhrton,
Raper, F. Butharm, Public MS.
Documents, 4c.)

Amon.--A large irregular village
in the Carnatic, district of Nellore,
seventeen miles N.W. from the town
of Nellore, lat. 14" 40' N., Ion. 80' Y
E. Ib the vicinity there is a fine
reseruek, and a mail bungalow,
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where Rtlropean travellers may be
accommodated.
ALOTE.-A small town and er.
p n n n h in the province of ~ a f w a ,
belonging to the Raja of Dewass,
about twenty-one miles distant from
Mahidpoor, lat. 21' 46' N., Ion. 75'
37' E. In 1840 the town contained
400, and the pergunnah 2,316 houses,
of which forty-seven were inhabited
by Mahomedans, and 2,269 by kIindoos ; total population 11,580 souls.
-4Malcol~n,4c.)
ALUMCHUN.-Atown in the province of Allahabad, twenty-two miles
N.W. from the city of Allahabad,
lat. 25' 34' N., lon. 81' 31' E.
ALUMPOOU.-Atown belonging to
Holcar, in the province of Allahabad, thirty miles N.E. from Ditteah,
fat. 26' 3' N., Ion. 78' 45' E.
ALVAU(Alur or Macher~y:yl.-A
principality in upper Hindostan,
mostly situated in the north-western
quartenof .theAgra province, between
theL7tb and 28th degrees of north
latitude. In the Mahomedan histories it is occasionally named Mewat,
and itsinhabitants Mewaties,although
this appellation ought to have been
restricted to the more thievish porti011 of them. Alvar proper, is a
hilly and woody tract, lying on the
south-west of Delhi, and to the
north-west of Agra, confining tho
low country along the western side
of the river Jumna. Although this
country is situated in the centre of
upper Hindostan, and within twentyfive miles of Delhi, its inhabitants
have always been described as singularly savage and brutal, and robbers
by profession, never to be refbrmed
or subdued. In this last capacity,
under the name of Mewaties, they
were formerly taken into the ay of
the native chiefs, on account o r their
expertness in the arts of desolation,
for the purpose of more effectually
ravaging any country which happened
to be the seat of war.
In moderl~tinres a new potentate
has arisen, named the Macherry Raja,
within whose sway Alvar and several

'

'AR.
adjacent districts, equal to about
3,000 square miles, are now comprehended, but erently intermingled with
those belonging to the British government, and to contiguous native chiefs.
The chief towns in his dominions arc
Alvar, Macherry, Te'arah, Rajghur,
and Alinu~pur or ~ i o s a u l ~ .Macherry gives its name t o the principality, and its chief is tbence called
the Macherry Raja, but Alvar or
Aloor is the real capital. Tejarah
was formerly the capltal of Mewat,
and, like all other old cities, had several pergunnahs annexed to it. I t
is now in mine, but the fort is kept
in repair to curb the depredations of
the Mewaties. Ghosauly is a large
town, whose fields are irrigated by
water-conduits from. the Laswary
river. Six miles west of that town a
new fort has been erected t ~ ythe
Raja, named Govindghur.
The Laawary river has its source
in the Macherry country, about four
miles west of Niranpoor, from whence
it proceeds through Acberpoor ghaut,
by Mahoor and Bambolee to Laswary
town. Near Malpoor an embankment has been constructed across
the bed of the river, and the current
is conducted by numeroue watercourses to the interior of the Raja's
country. The former direction of
the Laswary stream was by Neano
and Ketwaree, through the Ploundah
pass to Koh, where it was lost; but
it now seldom passes Deeg, and could
never, exce ,t during uncommonly
heavy rains, Lave reached Bhurtpoor.
In November 1806, the stream of the
Laswary was only one foot deep, and
the Mncherry Raja being desirous of
monopolizing the whole, without allowing any to proceed to the Bhurtpoor country, a dispute ensued,which
could only be amlcably adjusted by
the interference of the British govcrnment. Considering how hilly n large
proportion of the Macherry territories are, they are tolerably well
cultivated.
Row Raja Pertaub Singh, the father of the Raja who reigned in 1805,
was a subject of the Jeypoor Raja's,
and his mnnagw at Macherry about

the year 1780. He subsequently revolted from his master, and obtained
agrant of lands in the Jeypoor countr from Nudjiff Khan, with the title
O ~ R O WRaja.
When Nvdjiff Khan
was engaged in n war with the Bhurtpoor chief, Pertaub Singh wrested
Alvar, the present capital, and other
districts, from the Bhurtpoor state,
and added then1 to his own. Some
time aRer he quarrelled with his patron Nudjiff Khan, and was deprived
of all his possessions except the fortress of Luchmenphur, where he was
besieged by Nudjiff Khan, but saved
by the a proach of the rainy season;
and the ktter, whose hands emre always full of business, being called
elsewhere, Pertaub Singh remained
in thegovernment. After that period
he maintained his station by temporizing with the strongest party.
In 1805 his revenues were estimated
at seven lacks of rupees, and it was
then said he discouraged cultivation that his country might present
fewer temptations to invaders, and
to augment its difficuties, built several
forts. Latterly his policy has heen
quite the reverse, for in 1823 his
country presented a most flourishing
appearance.
In 1803, a treaty of alliance wae
concluded by Lord Lake, on the part
of the British government, with the
Macherry Raja, by the conditions of
which he was taken under its protection on the usual terms, with which
he seemed well satisfied, as throughout the hazardous nnd ener etic campaign of 1804 he continue% faithful;
for which, in 1805, he was rewarded
by a considerable addition of territory, mostly resumed from the Bhurtpoor Raja as a punishment for his
treachery.
The second range of mountains,
commencing on the west of Padshapoor to the Acberpoor Ghaut, beyond
Alvar, is inhabited by Mewaties. Tejarah was the ancient capital of the
Mewat co~lntry, which contained
many pergunnahs, equivalent to an
area of about 1,952 square miles.
Of this space, in 1807, about 466 belonged to the British, 263 to Ahmed

Buksh Khan, 304 to the Bhurtpoor
Raja, and 921 to the Raja of Macherry. On account of the turbulent
disposition of the inhabitants, the
influence of any chief over them was
very feeble, and the authority of the
Macherry Raja was but little attended
to. In 1807, the predatory incursions
of the Mewaties into the British territories became so daring and frequent, that no person could stir out
of the military cantonments at Rcwary without an escort, and the high
road from Delhi and Rewary was no
longer practicable for the merchant
or traveller unless protected by a
strong guard. A band of these marauders, here named Cozauks, had
the boldness to attack the town of
Rewary, although within three miles
of the military cantonments, where
three battalions of infantry were usually stationed; but the plunderers
being all mounted, infantry, however
active, could not prevent their escape.
Owing t o the physical nature of
the Mewat country, jungly, hilly, and
abounding with defiles and fastnesses,
the extirpation of these was likely
to be a work of great difficulty, if a t
all practicable. I t became, therefore,
extremely desirable to endeavour t o
eradicate the evil by measures of a
conciliatory nature; for these people, although from time immemorial
addicted to robbery and habits of
plunder, were known to be generally
Fdithful when relied on and trusted.
During the power of the Delhi throne,
and after its decline, the only measures adopted to curb the Mewaties,
were the utmost severity, harshness,
and cruelty. In order to distress
them, they were prohibited from cultivating the vallies where alone they
could procure food, and their implements of husbandry were seized and
destroyed. They were also, when
apprehended, subjected to the most
cruel punishments, and frequently
experienced the doom of being immured alive between four walls, a
practice which prevailed greatly during the Gallo-Maharatta power ; but
with such little effect, that while these
districts were under the charge of M.

Perron, he maintained in them for
five months of the year from two to
five battalions of his troops, besides
sebundies, a s ecies of local militia
This system orterror, as might have
been expected, wholly failed: for notwithstanding the impending tortures
that threatened them, the Mewaty
outrages continued to increase, and
the peaceful part of the community
were kept in a state of unceasing alarm
and anxiety. In 1807 a correspondence was opened with some of their
chiefs by Mr. Seton, then resident
a t Delhi, and some measures of a
mild, conciliatory nature adopted towards the Mewaties, which, although
they did not entirely extinguish, so
much repressed their habits of rapine,
that we now comparatively hear but
little of them.
In 1808, a dis ute arose between
and Mah e Rajas of
cherry relative t o an embankment
maintained in the country of the l a b
ter, which prevented the flowing of
the Laswary river into the country
of the former, and consequently impeded the cultivation of certain lands
belonging to the Raja of Bhurtpoor,
which depended on that source for
irrigation. O n this occasion, the
British government, as the friend of
both parties, interfered, and required
the Macherry Raja to open the embankment, in conformity with his engagement in 1805.
In 1811, the reigning Raja of Macherry was afflicted with a mental
derangement, which after some time
subsided, but was after a short period
succeeded by a most unfortunate disposition to persecute his Mahomedan
subjects, manifested by the most wanton acts of cruelty and outrage. T h e
resident at Delhi, on hearing of these
proceerlings, adverting to the political
relations s~~bsisting
between the Ra'a
and the British government, thougat
it his duty to address several letters
of expostulation on the subject t o
the Raja; but these not having the
desired effect, Lord Minto, then
governor-general, was obliged t o interfere. Confidential persons (natives) were in consequence despatched
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to Alvar, to mcertain the r e d condition of the Raja's mtnd, which was
apprehended t o be still not quite free
from insanity, From their researches
i t appeared that certain Mahomedan
devotees had been mutilatetl by the
Raja's order, and that several tombs
and places of worship had been destroyed, which act this chief attemptcd to justify by recriminating on the
Mahomedans,that they had destroyed
Hindoo images and temples. After
mutilating these devotees, the Raja
was siezed with a desire, no less savage than curious, of sending their
noses and ears to Ahmed Buksh Khan,
the chief of Ferozepoor, a most meritorious partizan of the British government :who on receipt of the pot
containing the fragments, vcry properly forwarded it to the British
resident at Delhi. Besides this notable exploit, having demolished n
number of the most revered Mahomedan tombs, he loadetl a multitude
of asses and bullocks with the bones
and ashes, had them transported out
of his country, and ordered the sacred
stones of the mosques near Alvar t o
be smeared with oil and sindhoor.
The British interposition on this
occasion was exerted in so judicious
a manner, that the Raja was induced
t o revert to the unqualified toleration
existing in his country before the
perpetration of the late acts of violence. I t was, however, determined
that theRaja's general conduct should
be observed, as it concerned the general interests of humanity, as well
as the credit of the British government, t o prevent the repetition of
such barbarities, which were calculated to excite a spirit of sanguinary
animosity between the Mahomedans
and Hindoos, and create disturbances
of all others the most liable to eontagion,-and in their result the most
difficult to quell. The interference
on this occasion was authorized, both
by the great extent of country that
had been bestowed on the Macherry
Raja by the British government, and
by the continuance of its powerful
protection, which had preserved his
dominions from the dreadful evils

that had bchllen t11c neighbowing
principalities of Jeypoor and Jourlpoor. As illustrative of native politics it may be mentioned, that along
with the confidential agents, i t wau
necessary to send an e~nissarywell
aequainted with the Raja's person,
as otherwise his ministers, with the
view of concealing his derangement,
might have recourse to the art-3ice of
substituting some other individual,
not unlike him in stature and general
appearance, the success of which
would be favoured by the darkness
of the apartment.
The above acts of religious frenzy
were not the only measures which
brought the intellectual restoration
of the Raja under suspicion ; for towards the end of the same year, he
had the gratutious folly to become
security to the Patan chief, Mahomed
Shah Khan, on the part of Khooshaly
Ram (formerly prime n~inisterto the
Raja of Jeypoor) for the payment of
one and a half lacks of rupees per
month, on account of a body of
troops, to be furnisl~edby the former
to the latter for the service of the
Jeypoor state, until the expelled minister (Khooshaly Ram) should be
a g g n placed a t the head of a5irs.
This transaction was totally incompatible with the spirit of the relations
subsisting between tbe British government and the state of Macherry,
by the conditions of which the British
government, having guaranteed the
integrity of the Macherry dominions,
the latter was placed in a state ot'
dependence, and virtually precluded
from interfering in the concerns of
other chiefs and states, unless with
the consent of the protecting power.
For i t appeared evident, that if the
Raja were a t liberty to contract engagements with foreign powers, o r
concern himself in their disputes
and intrigues, the British government
might be involved in serious political
altercations, and eventually placed
in a hostile attitude by the uncontrolled acts of the Raja. Situated as
the parties were, the duty of protection necessarily implied a nght of
control over all proceedings of the
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protected party which might have a more clear the treaty of 1883, a
tendency to conipel the active exer- positive engagement was procured
cise of that duty ; and it was wholly from the Raja, in 1812, biding himinconsistent with the existing politi- self not to enter into negotiations,
cal relations, that a dependeat state or conclude a r r a n p w n t s d any
should be at liberty to form engage- kind with foreign powerqwithout the
ments with other powers, and to knowledge and consent of thk British
transfer the guarantee of the protect- government greviously bbtainea. In
ing power to concerns in which it times still more recent, the Raja,
had not participated.
finding himself in the vicinity of the
By this act of the Raja, he pledged Seypoor state, which was tom by
the security of the British govern- civil faction ancT external warfare,
ment to the agreement between endeavoured to avail himself of its
Khooshaly Ram and Mahomed Shah misfortunes, and to aggrandize himKhan, thereby rendering it an instru- self at its ex ense. He in consement of public evil, arid of in'ustiee quence seize8 on some forts and
to a friendly state, or forced it to villuges ; but the British government
engage in a cause of doubtful equity interfered, and obliged the intruder
and unprofitable exertion, since in to restore what he had taken; and
the event of the Raja's &inclination symptoms of hesitation appearing,
or inability to fulfil the obligations he was fined for delaying instant
he had entered into (a circumstance obdience to the order.--(Pdlic MS.
not less probable than the failure of Downtenfa, Lieut. Wf~ile,Archibald
Khooshaly Ram in the performance Seton, Metcalfe, Renptell, 4c.)
of his engagement), the Patan chief
ALVAR(A1orJ.-A
large town in
would naturally be disposed to enforce the satisfaction of his claim. the province of Delhi, the capital of
In this event the interference of the the Macherry Raja's dominions; lat.
British government would become ne- 27' 44' N., lon. 76' 3 9 E., seventycessary, either to compel the payment five miles S.S.W. from Delhi.
This place is situated at the base of
of the money, or to protect the Raja
against the arms of the claimant, and a steep hill, and is strongly fortified,
it would thus have been compelled, and on the summit of the hill, about
through the folly of the Raja, either 1,200 feet high, is a fortress which
to contribute to the support of a contains several tanks. To the south
military Patan adventurer, aiming at of the town there is a small shallow
the subjugation of a friendly state, jeeL The Macherry Rsja genwg2ly
or to employ its forces in a cause of resides here, but his family at Bajghur,
dubious justice, where its intere~ts a strong-hold situated a t the re-entering angle of some mountains, the top
were in no manner concerned.
This preposterous engagement, as of which is also fortified. The adjamight have been foreseen, was sub- cent hills and peaks do not exceed
sequently broken, and the agent of 1,000 feet ill height.--(Lie&. White,
Mahomed Shah Khan. residiw s t James Frader, 4c.)
Delhi, appealed to thh ~esidencfor
ALVARCOIL.-A town in the Carthe recovery of the sum due to hk natic, district of TinneveHy, sixtymaster for the time that had elapsed; nine miles N.E. from Cape Comorin,
but the applicqtion was immediately lat. '
8 61' N., Ion. 78O 14' E.
rejected, and the chief informed, that
ABUIN.-A
town in the Agra prothe original engagement was d t o g e
ther incompatible with the political vince south of the Chumbul, forty-one
relations subsisting between the M a miles E. from Gualior ;lat. 26' EWN,
cherry Raja and the British govern- lon, 78' 40' E.
AYANAPOOB.-Aconsiderable miliment. With the view &o of p r e
venting in future a similar miscon- tary station in the island of Ceylon,
ception of his duties, and to render twelve miles travelling distance from
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Candy; lat. 7' 15' N., lon. 806 45' E.
The fort here stands on the top of rr
precipitous hill 2,000 feet above the
level of the sea, and a t its base are
the cantonments, barracks, village,
gc.)
and bazar.-(Davy,
AarAnapunA (the

of

immor-

India
the
Ganges, and during the reign of Minderajee Praw the capital of the Birman elnpire ; lat. 21' 55' N., Ion- 9G0
7'E. I t stands on the banks of a
deep and extensive lake, about seven
mile5 long One and a
;
when
the periodical rains,
the lake on one side, and the river on
the other, form a dry peninsu1% On
which the city is placed- O n enterare at
ing the lake when the
the highest, the number and
the
the great
water, with the lofty
hills, Present an extraordinary sight
t o a stranger.
T h e fort of Amarapura is an exact
square. There are four principal
gates, one in each face; and there is
also a smaller gate on each side of
the great gate, equidistant between
i t and the angle of the fort, comprising twelve gates in all. A t each
angle of the fort there is a large quadrangular bastion, which projects considerably ; there are also eleven
smaller bastions on each side, including those over the gateway. Between each of these bastions is a cur.
tain, extending 200 yards in length ;
from which calculation it results that
z i side of the fort occupies 2,400yards.
The ditch of the fort is wide, and
faced with brick; the passage across
is over a causeway, formed by a
mound of earth, and defended by
retrenchments. The rampart, faced
by a wall of brick, is about twenty
feet high, exclusive of the parapet,
which has embrasures for cannon and
apertures for muskets; the body of
the ramparts is composed of earth,
sustained within and externally by
strong walls.
Small demi-bastions
project at regular distances ; the gates
are massive, and guarded by cannon.
This fortress, considered as an eastta&), a

ern fortification, is respectable; but
insufficient to resist the approaches
of an enemy skilled in artillery tactics. From the height and solidity
of the wall the Burrneae consider i t
impregnable, although a battery of
halfa dozen well-served cannon would
breach it in a few hours. The southern face of the fort is washed, during
the rainy season, by the waters of
the lake, and the houses of the city
extend along the bank as far as the
extreme point ofland.
1, A~~~~~~~~there are but few
houses of brick and mortar, and these
belong to membersoftheroyalfan~ily.
The dwelling of the chief persons
are surrounded by a wooden enclosure, and all houses whatever are
covered with tiles, and have in the
ridge of the roof earthen pots filled
with water, in readiness to be broken
should fire occur. The splendour of
the religious buildings is very striking,
owing to the unbounded expenditure
of gilding which is applied to the outside of the roofs as well as within,
and must absorb much bullion. The
gold leaf used is exceedingly pure,
and bears exposure to the air for a
long time without suffering injury.
These edifices being generally composed of .wood and other perishable
materials, their existence is not of
long duration. Contiguous to the fort
is a small street, formerly entirely occupied by shops of silversmiths, who
exposed their ware in the open balcony, and displayed a great variety of
Birman utensils; but when visited by
Captain Canning, in 1810, the greater
part of these shops had disappeared,
and on the 28th March of that year
the entire city and fort, including all
the palaces and about 20,000 houses,
were destroyed by fire. The pudigaut
orroyallibrary is situatedin thenorthwest angle of the fort, in the centre
of a court paved with broad ffags.
The books are kept in wooden chests
curiously ornamented, about 100 in
number, and well filled. The greater
part concern divinity; but history,
music, medicine, painting, romance,
and mythological fable have also their
separate volumes. Across the lake

AMEIER.
there are extensive fields of wheat,
AMARAVATI
(or Caroor river).which grain in 1795 was sold in the A small river that flows past the town
city at the rate of one tical (2s. Gd. and fortress of Caroor in the Coimfor fifty-six pounds weight, and equa batoor province, and after a short
in quality to the finest in England.
course joins the Cavery about ten
Amarapuia is subdivided into four miles below Caroor. Amaravati is
distinct subordinate jurisdictions, in also the name of many other rivers
each of which a Maywoon presides. throughout
Hindostan.
This officer, who in the provinces is a
AYBAHGHAUT.-Apass from the
viceroy, in the capital performs the Concan province, on the west coast
functions of a mayor, and holds a up the Western Ghauts, or chain of
civil and criminal court of justice. In mountaing, to the interior ;lat. 17' 1'
capital cases, he transmits the evi- N., Ion. 73' 5GfE.
dence with his opinion in writing to
AMBAGHUR.-A
fort in the province
the lotoo, or grand chamber of
consultation, where the council of of Gundwana, situated on a hill, a t
state assembles. There are regularly tlle base of which is the town, and
established lawyers, who conduct surrounded by jungle to a considerable
causes and plead before the lotoo, distance; but on the south and east
for which their usual fee is sixteen sides, in its immediate vicinity, there
is a cultivated valley half a mile broad.
shillings.
This city was founded by the Bur- I t was captured without bloodshed in
mese monarch Mindarajee Praw so 1818.
The Golur and Holur tribes are
recently as 1783, about six miles east
of Ava, the ancient capital; but was numerous in the districts east of Naglatterly abandoned by him through poor, but have their abodes mostly in
some unaccountable caprice, for some the Puttar, a stony portion of Ambasterile sand-banks seven miles further ghur, and in the jungles of Rampyle
up the stream of the Irawady. Build- and Sahnngurry. They are a thievish
ings in this country are wholly com- plundering tribe, but perfectly under
y s e d of wood and bsmboos, and the the control of their naiks or chiefs,
rlver presentin convenient water car- and are never troublesome when the
riage, a capitaf is soon created, and latter are conciliated. The speak
increases with incredible rapidity. the Canarese language, but gave no
About A.D. 1800, its population was tradition respecting their original exestimated by Captain Cox at 175,000, patriation.-(Jenkins, Blacker, &.)
and the houses from 20,000 to 25,000;
AMBAHLAH
Ambalaya).-The
cabut the seat of government having pital of a smal Seik state in the probeen transferred back to Ava in 1819, vince of Delhi, about 115 iliiles N.
by thepresent king, its population and by W. from the city of Delhi, la
importance must have diminished in 30° 1 9 N., lon. 76O 44/ E. l r , o d d
proportion. Indeed the embassy in
AMBEB(or Andheer).-The
an1827 did not estimate its inhabitants
cient capital of the Jeypoor territoa t more than 30,000 persons.
Every facility being supposed, a ries, until Mirza Raja Jeysingh, in
coinmunication may be held between the reign of Aurengzebe, built the city
the British frontier and the capital of of Jeypoor, since which period the
Ava in twelve or fourteen days, viz. gincipality takes that name also.
at. 26' 57' N., Ion. 75' 40' E.,five
to Shembeghewn, two days; thence
to Arracan, eight days; total twelve miles N. by E. from Jeypoor.
The site of this place is singularly
days. There is another road from Arracan to the Ava territories, which romantic, for it stands on the brink
branches off at Padang, a town ~ i t u - of a small lake, surrounded on all
ated on the Irawady about ten days' sides by steep mountains. The palace
journey above Rangoon. (Symer, of the Rajahs is still in good preservation, and contains son~enoble halls,
Cox, Canning, Crarufurd, 4 c . )
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AMBOOR.

built on the very face of the precipice
immediately overhanging the lake.
The interior of the old palace contains one very noble hall of audience,
a small garden with fountains, and a
long succession of passages, cloisters,
alcoves, and small intricate apartments, many of them extremely beautiful, and enjoying from the windows,
balconies,aud terraces, a most strikin
prospect. The carving in stone an8
marble, the inlaid flowers and ornaments, in some of these apartments
are equal to those of Delhi and Agra,
and only surpassed by the beauties of
the Tauje Mahal. A great use has
been made of stained glass, which
from the inaccessible height of the
windows has remained in good preservatmn. Higher up is the castle
with high towers, and battlements,
with a few ornamented windows,
many narrow loop-holes, and one tall
minaret rising above the whole. The
interior is not shewn to Europeans, it
having formerly been the dep8t for the
public treasure, and is still occasionally used as a state prison.
It is approached by a steep winding
ascent cut in the rock, and passing
uutler three successive gatewaj s. The
heights above are crowned with towers and battlements; and the royal
gardens occupy a small island in the
lake and part of the eastern bank.
The rest of the narrow space between
the eastern margin of the lake is
crowded with buildings of the ancient
city. The interior is now ruinous
and nearly depopulated; but its lofty
picturesque pagodas, with porticoes
guarded by marble elephants, its
great bowlee, its arches and pavilions,
still preserve the recollection of its
former grandeur. There are two Jain
temples here, one apparently quite
new. The road from Jeypoor to Ambher, until the foot of the mountain
that separates the two vallies is
reached, presents an almost uninterrupted succession of villas, gardens,
tanks, Hindoo monuments, and other
reliious edifices.-(Fdarton Franklin, Ilzlnter, &.)

fifteen miles circumference in the
Eastern seas, situated at the southeastern extremity of Booro Isle, lat,
'
3 55' S., Ion. 127' E. This island is
but thinly inhabited, having been
much infested by the depredations of
the mopheaded Papuas from New
Guinea, who plundered it in the year
1765, and carried off many of its
natives. Beautifill shells are founck
on the shores of Amb1oo.--(Stavorinus, Bougainvilk, gc.)

AMBONG.-A large and commodious harbour on the north-west coast
of Borneo, having great depth of water, with a button-like island in the
centre. Ships keeping this island on
the right hand aide, will come into a
fine harbour on the south side. close
to some salt-houses. Lat. 6- 14' N.,
Ion. 116' 25'E.
Am~oon.-A town in the Carnatic
province bordering on the Balaghaut,
108 miles W.S.W. from Madras; lat.
%
'1 4Y N., lon. 78' 46' E. The Amboor division is comprised within a
range of hills of moderate height.
The river Palaur, dec1inin.g from its
apparent southerly direct~on,enters
this tract about three miles from the
eastward, and washes the Amboor pettah,
three miles to the soothward of the fort. Theskirtsof the hills
are covered with palmgra and date
t w q from the produce of which a
considerable quantity of coarse sugar
is made. The territory is fertilized
by numerous rills of water, conducted
from the river along the margin of the
heights, as a supply to the rice fields,.
the tobacco, cocoa-nut, and mangoe lantations. In the hot weather
in tRe IQW country the thermometer
under the cover of a tent risea to
100' Fahrenheit, and exposed to the
rays of the sun, to 120°.
The village of Amboor is neat and
regularly built ; its inhabitants are
very industrious, and make a considerable quantity of castor-oil, which
they export. On the left side of it
is a lofly isolated mountain, on which
fonnerly stood a fort almost impregnable by nature. The upper works
AMBLOO.-A small island of about have been destroyed since it came
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into the possession of the British,
and the lower is a place of confinement for malefactors. The plain on
the top is of sufficient extent to have
rendered its cultivation an object of
importance, and on it are two tanks
near t o where the barracks formerly
stood. T h e view from hence is noble
and extensive, and the air cool I n
comparison with that below. This
district suffered greatly from Hyder's
different invasions of what we call the
Carnatir, from which i t has not yet
altogether recovered. Near Amboor
the Barrsmahal ends, and the Arcot .
territories commence.
(Marti*,
Salt, 3'. Buchanan, gc.)
AMBOBA.-A town in the province
of Gundwana, f o r t y s n e miles E. by
S. from the city of Nagpoor; lat. 21°
7' N., lon. 79O 44' E.
AMBOYNA
(Ambun).-An
island in
the eastern seas lying off the S.W.
coast of the island of Ceram, lat. 3 O
40' N., Ion. 128O 15' E. In length i t
may be estimated at thirty-two miles,
by ten the average breadth. The name
is a Malay word signifying dew. On
the S.W. Amboyna is indented by a
deep bay, by which it is divided into
two limbs or peninsulas, connected
together by a very narrow isthmus.
Both of these are mountainous, and
almost overgrown with trees and underwood, between which at intervals
some clove trees are cultivated. The
soil is mostly a reddish clay; but in
tlie vallies where there are not any
rocks it is darker coloured, and mixed
with sand. Many of the hills yield
sulphur, with which mineral their surface is encrusted.
This island roduces all the common tropical fYuits and vegetables,
and likewise the cajeput tree, from
which the hot and strong oil called
cajeput oil is distilled. The clove-bark
tree or laurus rarsafras, and the teak
tree, are also found here, but the latter in small quantities, building timber being mostly imported from Java.
Although the quantity is not great,
the variety of woods is infinite. Valentyn enumerates different specie6 of
the ebony tree, the iron tree, the

-

casuarina, the wild clove, the aamarnatree (a bastard sdrt of teak), and
the nani tree, which the Chinese use
for anchors and rudders. H e also
mentions that, in 1682, Rumphius
(the author of the Hortus Am oinenS ~ Rhada
) cabinet inlaidwith40 choice
and handsome woods, all the produce
of the island, which he presented to
Cosmo, the third Duke of Tuscany.
The clove tree resembles a large
ear tree from twenty to forty feet
Righ. A t nine gears of age it yields
cloves, and conhnues to bear to about
100 years, October and November
being the usual period of the clove
crop, when from two to three pounds
aregenerally procured from each tree.
Indigo of a superior quality is produced in Amboyna, but not in large
quantities. The sago tree is found
in abundance,and is a principal article
of food. An ordinary tree, from its
twelfth to its twentieth year, when
cut down will yield 350 pounds of
sago. They are seven years arriving a t full growth, and last about
th~rty. The woods here swarm with
deer and wild hogs, the flesh of
which is used by the natives, fresh,
salted, and dried. The domestic
animals are buffaloes, cows, horses,
sheep, goats, and swine. The last
only are aboriginal, the others having
been imported by the Portuguese and
Dutch from Java, Celebes, and the
south-western isles. There are no
beasts of prey on the island, but plenty
of snakes.
The monsoons are exactly the
contrary here to what they are along
the islands of Java, Borneo, Bali,
Lumbhook, and Sumbhava. When
at these the fine season prevails, i t
is the reverse a t Amboyna, Ceram,
Banda, the east coast of Celebes, and
the adjacent seas. The difference
appears t o commence to the eastward
of the straits of Salayer, which are
about Ion. 120' 30' E. The currents
are not regular at Amboyna, neither
has the moon any constant or equal
influence on the tides, high and low
water sometimes occurring once,
sometimes twicein twenty-four hours,
the rise being from six to nine feet.
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Fort Victoria is situated o n the write from the Arabians.

A t present

S.E. side of the island, and is a n they speak the Malay language. I n
irregular hexsgon, with a ditch and
covered way on the land side, and a
horn-work towards the sea; but it is
commanded by two heights within
700 and 1,200 yards distance, the
difficulty of anchoring in the bay
constituting the chief strength of the
island. The town of Amboyna is
clean, neatly and regularly built,
and well supplied with water. The
west end is inhabited by Chinese,
and the south end by Europeans,
near to which is the tomb of Rumphius. On account of the frequency
of earthquakes, the houses seldom
exceed one story in height. T h e
inhabitants are the Horaforas or aborigines, the Amboynese, Europeans,
and Chinese; but of the first there
are now very few remaining. The
Amboynese were converted $0 the
Mahomedan faith nbout A.D. 1515 ;
the Portuguese subsequently converted a number of them t o the ROinan Catholic religion, and the
Dutch to the Calvanistic, but the
greater proportion still remain Mahomedans. The Christians, however, evidently excel the other sects
of Amboynese, both as to morals and
intelligence, and notwithstanding all
the oppression they have endured, are
a peaceful inoffensive race. In the
Dutch armies they rank above their
other Asiatic troops, and receive pay
and equipments in proportion. The
principal Amboynese Christians still
bear Portuguese names ; but their
number is not great. The Chinese
are not so numerous in proportion
as on the other islands, yet they are
the only strangers permitted to settle
here by the Dutch. They keep shops,
sell provisions, and intermarry with
each other. One junk of 500 tons
arrives from China annually.
Amboyna was discovered by the
Portuguese in A.D. 1515, but was
not taken possession of until 1564,
and was conquered frorn them by
the Dutch about A.D. 1607. I n
1546, when St. Francis Xavier was
at Amboyna, he observed the inhabitants then beginning to learn to

1622, the famous or rather infamous
Amboyna massacre took place; in
1796 it was 'captured by the British,
when i t was found to contain 45,252
inhabitants, of which number 17,813
were Protestants; the rest Mahommedans, except the Chinese and
slaves. I t was restored to the
Dutch a t the peace of Amiens in
1801, recaptured in 1810, and again
finally restored after the peace of
Paris in 1814. - (Stavorinw and Note:,
2 Reg., Bruce, Marsden, Crawfurd,

&.I
AMEEUGHUR.-Atown in the province of Delhi, twenty-two miles
N.W. from Pattialah; lat. 30° 28' N.,
lon. 76' 10%.
AMERKOTE.
(Amara-cata, the fort
of the inzmortals.)-A
town on the
confines of Sinde, about eighty-five
miles E. of the Indus, and of Hyderabad the capital of that province,
lat. 25' 20' N., Ion. 69' 4Y E. This
place was formerly the capital of an
~ndependentprincipality named Dhat,
held by the Jada Rajpoots, but being
situated on the confines of Joudpoor
and Sinde, soon became an object
of contention between the two states.
In 1813 i t had been recently captured by the Ameers. The surrounding country is arid, sterile, and unproductive, taxes on merchandize,
and extortions from travellers, being
the only sources of revenue. T h e
Emperor Humayoon, after his expulsion from Hindostan by Shere Shah
the Afghan, in his extreme distress
sought refuge in the desert with the
Rajah of Amerkote; and here the
Emperor Acber was born, A.D. 1541.
-4Macnzurdo, Potlinger, MSS., gc.)
AMHERST.-T~~
town of Martaban being restored to the Burmese,
under the provisions of tlie treaty of
1826, it became expedient to possess
a station on the south bank of the
Saluen river, as a military post, commercial establishment, and asylum
to the numerous refugees preparing

AMJERAH.
to migrate from the Burmese domi- vinces. In January 1827 i t connions. Arecess north of Cape Kyar tained 1,600 inhabitants.
The harbour is spacious and secure,
Kami was selected for this purpose,
the British flag hoisted on the 5th with three fathoms at low water neap
April 1826, and the spot (then co- tides, and ships may lie within 100
vered with jungle and fruit trees) yards of the shore; the steam boat
having no native name, was called lay within fifty. Rise and fall of the
Amherst. Lat. 16' 5' N., Ion. 97O tide about nineteen feet ; flow of the
tide about six miles an hour, but
2Y E.
This lace stands in the north-east without any bore, and on the whole
angle o A h e gulf of Martaban, twen- well adapted for wet docks. Owing
ty-eight miles below the town ofthat t o its geographical position, the harname, on a triangular peninsula, con- bour is still as a lake for two hours
taining an area of about four square before and two after high water, permiles, the apex of the promontory mitting an easy communication by
(commanding both town and har- boats with the shore. A remarkably
bour) from twenty-five to thirty feet noble and beautiful plant, named Amhigh, the rest about ten feet above herstia, after Lady Amherst, has rehigh-water mark spring tides2 except cently been discovered in this neigha narrow mangrove belt, intended for bourhood. Only two trees of it are
the native quarter. Off Amherst known to exist, and these were found
promontory, on a detached rock, is in the garden of a Buddhist monasthe Buddhist temple of Kyarkami. tery on the banks of the Saluen river.
T h e apex and the most elevated por- A species of oak also g r a m to a great
tion are reserved for public purposes, size in the vicinity of this town, and
such as fortifications, the church, extensive forests of teak timber furgovernor's house, court of justice, ther inland up the river Attran.
&c.; the lowest grounds are assigned Good water is found every where
to the natives, being most congenial within six feet of the surface.
to their habits; the higher grounds
A s a dep6t from which the Burto the European and Chinese quar- mese, Chinese, Shans, and other
ters, to be built of durable mate- ultra-Gangetic nations may be suprials. T h e military cantonments are plied with the commodities of Britain
fixed on a spot about one mile and and Hindostan, Amherst promises t o
a half from the' town, dry, level, and be a settlement of the first imporelevated.
tance. The short run between i t and
Up t o the 7th May 1826, of 431 Rangoon well suit the small coasting
lots marked out, 217 had been given , trading boats, and there is said to be
away to Euro cans, Chinese, Portu- a safe and practicable route to the
guese, and ot ers, besides lands as- interior of Ava and the Shan country,
signed, to, Burmese and Peguers; through the town and province of
temporary cantonments had also then Tongho. From Amlierst opium may
been constructed, the streets desig- be introduced to the yery centre of
nated by English names, such as Ava, Siam, Laos, and through the
Bayley Gtreet, Harington Street, &c. latter into China. Prior to 1827,
Estimating the native town at only several chests had been imported and
2,000 houses, the quit rents within a sold.--(Crawfurd, Lieut. Low, Capt.
year would amount to 7,322 Madras Studded, &.)
rupees, annually increasing, a great
AMHERSTHARBOUR.-A harbour
accession of inhabitants being expected, so thst its own resources thus named in the province of Arrawould in a few years defray the civil can, situated bctween the island of
and military disbursements. From Ramree, towards the southern extreits frontier situation Amherst must mity, and the main-land ; lat. 18' 47'
become the chief station of the south- N. Ion. 93' 50' E.
AXJERAH
(or Anzjherva/.-Asmall
eastern Burmese conquered pro-
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t o m in Malwa, belonging to Sindia,
and the head of a district containing
176 villages. Lat. @ B'N., Ion.
75O 1Y E., fifty-six miles S.W. from
Oojein, and twelve W. of Dhar. It
~ t a n d sin an extensive valley, which
expands towards the north, and is
1890 feet above the level of the sea.
I n 18% it contaihed 508 houses,
with good bazars plentiMly supplied.
Amjerah b~ tributary t o Sindia, t o
whom the chief (a Rhatore R a j p o t )
pays 36,000 rupees per annum ; his
country, however, under roper management, is capable of yielding three
times that amount. In 1824 the
Amjerah gross revenues were exp e c t d to reach one lack of rupees.
--(MaEed111,
&.)
. .
A a r ~ n u ~ o o n . - A t o i n in theNorthern Circars, situated on a branch
of the Godavery, neaf its unction
with t h e Bay of Bcngal, tiby-three
miles N.E. from Masulipatam ; lat.
16' 25' N, Ion. 81'58' E. About
twelve miles E. af thir place is a
village named Sura-yana-yanhn~,and.
dove to it tishallow lake, a$. the bot;
tom of which sulphur is found deposited. T h e country is flat in its
vicinity, there being no hill nearer
than fifty miles, and stones are aln o s t m t.isre.-(Heyne, 4c.)
AMRAN-A town and fortress,
with a small district adjacent, situated in the Guzerat peninsula, twenty-two miles S.W. from Mallia, lat.
2 4 41' N., Ion. 72" 43' E. Near to
one of the adjacent villages is a monument erecte'd to commemorate a
traga, committed in 1807, by a
Rajghur Brah 'n T o deter his superior, Hirjee%howas, from d e p r i e
ing him of &me Land in the vicinity,
he led his mother to the gate of Amran, and there cut off her head,
which had the desired effect. Instances of this sort are very frequent
in Guzerat, and, on most occasions
the victim, whether. male or female,
not only consents to, but glories in
the death inflicted. The person who
is in many cases the innocent cause
of the catastrophe, is considered by
the Brahminical code as damned for

.

ever; n l ~ i l ethe wretch who for his
own profit perpetrates the murder,
is not o d y beM innocent by his fellow citizen$, but nuffers no paageither
(@of heart o r conscience.
mnrdo, 4c.)
f Amaravati).
A
AMBAWUTTY
large and popafous town in the province of Berar, thirty-faur kiles s.$.
from Etlichpoor, l a t 2W 6Y N., b n .
77' 57' E. ' A considerable quanti
of cotton, of a good length a 3
staple, was formerly transported from
hence to Bengal by land carringe,
being a distance of more than 600
miles; and it still carries on a general inland t r d c of conriderable ex+
tent.
.
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A M R A V U T T (Amnrovati).
~.
A
large town in the northern Circars, situated ih a plain extending along the
south bank of the Krishna, twenty
miles N.N.W. from Guntoor, and
twelve niiles in a direct line S.W.
from the fortxess of Condapilly. I t
was built b y t h e late Vencata* Naik
'in 1796, npd for a native town displays considerable neatness -and regularity. Five hlmdred yards west
from Amravutty .are the ruins of the
ancient town .of IZuvacotta, which
is said to have a n c e been the capital of this quarter of Hindostan.
The principal curiosities here are the
Amreshmar pagoda, one of the chief
Siva temples in Telingana, ant1 the
great mound of Depaulding, from
whence coins, ingcriptions, nnd
tc~llpturesare still procured.-(Publit Journa/s, 46.)
, '
AMROOAH.-A 'considerable town
in the province of Delhi, a few miles
S.W. from Moradabad, with a neat
mosque and extensive garden, ant1
surrounded by large plantations of
sugar and cotton. The generality of
the surrounding country, however,
is poor, sterile, and thinly inhnbited,
and with a very great extent ~f
ground totally waste.
AMRITSIR(Anzritn Sarns, t?tefi,ztntnin of ptectar).-The
c;ir:ital of the
Scik nation, and holy place of tlleir
religion, situated in lat. 31' 3YN.,

%

,

long. 74' 48' E., forty-four miles E.
from the city of Lahore. This is an
open town, about eight miles in circumference. The streets are narrow; the houses in general good,
being lofty and built of burnt bricks,
but the apartments are confined. I t
is still the grand emporium of trade
for the shawls and saffron of Cashmere,
and various other commodi.tles
.
from the Deccan and eastern
part of India, and an excise is levied by the Rajah on all the mcrchandize sold in the town according
to its value. The manuFactures of
the place are only a few coarse
cloths and inferior silks; but owing
to its being the resort of many rich
merchants, and the residence of
bankers, Amritsir is a station of considerable opulence. Runjeet Singh
has built a new fort, named Runjeetghur, after himself, and he has also
brought a narrow canal from the
Ravey, a distance of thirty-four
miles.
Amritsir, or the pool of immortality, is a basin of about 135 paces
square, built of bricks, in the centre
of which stands a temple dedicated
to Gooroo Govind Singh. In thie
sacred place is lodged, under a silken
canopy, the book of laws written by
that Gooroo ; and from 600 to 600
akalies, or priests, who belong to
the temple and are supported by
contributions, perform its functions.
When Ahmed Shah Abdalli conquered Lahore, he destroyed this
temple twice, and killed cows, and
threw them into the water, in order
to defile it effkctually. Rnnjeet Singh
has a mint here, at which coins ofdifferent value are struck in honour of
Baha Nanak Shah, the most eminent
Seik saint. Good camels, and occasionally horses, are to be purchased
here; the first for fifty rupees each.
These valuable, patient, and ill-used
animals are brought down loaded
with rock salt from a mine about
eighty miles north of Lahore. Strings
of 600 are see11 on the road, with
a large lump resen~blinga block of
unwrought marble slung on each
side.
VOL. I.

Some Seik authorities ascribe the
foundation of Amritsir to Gooroo
Ramdas (who died A.D. 1581), which
is not correct, as it was a very ancient town, known formerly by the
name of Chak. Gooroo Ramdas
added much to its population, and
built the fanlous tank or reservoir
named Amritsir, which, in the course
of time, gave its name to the town,
it having at one time been also
named Ramdas oor.
alcolna, 1 lth
Register, c$~.) lk,:,.
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A~[STERDAM.-A
small island lving
off the north-western extremity of
Ceylon, and subordinate to the d i ~ trict of Jaffnapatam, from which it
is separated by a narrow strait. I t is
five miles in length by two in breadth,
and affords excellent pasturage fur
renring horses and cattle.--(Percivat,
4c.I
ANAJE.-A town in the Mysore
territories, having a small district
annexed. twenty-seven miles N.W.
from ~ h i t t a d r i o ~lat.
; 14Ofl' N.,
Ion. 76' 13' E.
A N A KSUNJEI.-A district in the
island of Sumatra, extending along
the sea-coast on the S.W. side, from
the Manjuta river to that of Arei.
The chief bears the title of sultan,
and his capital, if such a place deserves the appellation, is named Mocomoco. Althou h the government
is Malayan, yet i e ministers of the
sultan are named Mantri (a title
borrowed from the Hindoos), and
the greater pro ortion of the inhabitants consist ofPaborigines.-(Manden, 4c.)
ANALABOO.-Thename of a considerable pepper district in Sumatra.
ANAM.-A town in the Oude territories, thirty-four miles S.W. from
Lucknow, lat. 26' 34' N., Ion. 80' 22'

E.
ANAMBAB
(north, middle, and
south).-Three clucrters of very small
islands in the China Sea, situated
between lat. 20 20' and '3 30' N.,
and about Ion. 130° 30' E. The
largest may be estimated at twenty
E
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miles in circumfemce, but a great fowls. There are a great variety of
fish, such as mullet, soles, pornfrets,
majority are mere rocky islets.
A~~~~~~~~~~ H , ~ ~see
~ A
. ~ -rock-fish, skate. gurnm, sardlnas, roeballs, sable, shad, alooae, cockup,
RACAN.
grobers, seertish, prawns, shrimpn,
A N D A M A N S . - T ~ Andaman
~
1s- crayfish, a species of whale, and
lands are a continuation of the Arof an enormous size. During
chipelago in the Bay of Bengah which the
of the north.east monextendsfrom CapeNegrais to Acheen soon fish are caught in great abunhead, stretching from JO0 32' N.9 t o dance, but in the tempestuous sea13' 40' N. What has been con- m n they are procured with difficult
8ider.d as the great Andaman is !he There are many sorts of shell-fisi,
most northerly, and about 140 mlles and in some places oysters of an exin len th by twenty in breadth. This cellent quality. A few diminlltive
is1a.f however, is separated
swine are found on the skirts of the
very narrow straits, which have a forest ;but the;e arever scarce, and
clear Passage into the
Ben- probably the progeny o f a ~ t o c klefi
gal, and, in redity, divides i t into by former navigators. Although the
three islands. The little Andaman ordinary food of the ~~~i~~~~~~~be
is the most southerly, and lies within fish, they eat likewise lizards, snakes,
thirty leagues of the Carnicobar Isles- guanas, and rats. Within the caverns
I t s length is about twent
g
and recesses are found the edible
miles, by seventeen in breadti?b:t
birdneStJ, so highly prized by the
i t does not afford any harbour, al- Chinese; and the shores abound with
though tolerable anchor%e may be 8 variety of beautiful shells, gorgonias,
found near its shores. Situated in nladrepores, nlurex, and cowries.
the full sweep of the Sew- monsoon,
The vegetable productions are very
and the
being pbstructed few, the fruit of the mangrove being
by high mountains, these Islands for the principal.
the natives possess
the Year are washed no pot or vessel that can resist t h e
eight
by h'lcessant torrents ; but, upon the .,tion
of fire, they cannot derive
whole, the dinlate ire rather
milch advantage from such esculents
than in Bengal- T h e tides are rethe forest mtly cbntain; and, unth8 happily for the Andamaners, the cogular~the fl?ods setting in
west, and rlslng
feet at the coa-nut, which flourishes so well a t
springs. The variation of the
the Nicobar Islands (almost in sight),
20 3Veasterly.
baa never planted itself on their terI n the centre of the large Anda- ritory.
man is a lofty mountain, named
The population of the great AndaSaddle Peak, about 2,400 feet high. man and all its dependencies does not
There are no rivers of any con- exceed 2,000 or 2,500 persons, dissiderable size. The most common persed in small societies along the
trees are the poon, dammcr, and oil- coast, or.on the lesser islands within
trees; red-wood, ebony, the cotton athe harbour, never penetrating deeper
and al~nondtrees; soondry, chmgry, into the interior than the skirts of
a n d beady ; the Alexandrian laurel, tho forest ; their sole occupation
the poplsr, a tree resembling satin- seema to be that of climbing rocks, o r
wood ; barnboas, cutch, the me!%
roving along tbe margin of the sea, in
aloes, ground rattans, and a variety quest of a precarious meal, which
of shrubs. Many of the trees afford during the tempestuous season they
timber and planks fit for the con- often seek in vain.
struction of ships, and others might
I t is a n object of much curiosity t o
answer for masts.
clircover the origin of a race of people,
The birds seen in the woods are so widely di&ring, not only from all
pigeons, crows, parroquets, kings- the inhabitants of the neighbouring
fishers, curlews, fishing-hawks, and continent, but also from those of t h e

.

,

,

Their canoed are hollowed out of
Nicobar Islands, which are so near;
hitherto, however, the inquiries of the trunka of trees by fire and instrutravellers have produced no satisfec- ments of stone, having no iron in use
tory conclusion In stature they sel- among them, b11t such as they accidom exceed five feet ;their limbs are dentally procure from Europeans, or
disproportionately slender, their bel- from vessels wrecked on the coast.
lies protuberant, with high shoulders Tbe men are cunning and revengeful,
and large heads. In appearance they and have an inveterate hatred to
resemble a degenerate race of ne- strangers ; they have never made any
groes, with woolly hair, flat noses, attempt to cnltivate the Innd, but
and thick lips; their eyes are small subsist on what they can pick up or
and red ; their skin of a deep sooty kill; they appear to express an adoblack, while their countenances ex- ration to the sun and to imaginary
hibit the extreme of wretchedness, a beings, the genii of the woods, wahorrid mixture of famine and fero- ters, and mountaios. In storn~sthey
city; they go quite naked, and are apprehend the influence of a maliginsensible to any shame from expo- nant being, and deprecate his wrath
by chaunhng wild chorussea. Of a
sure.
The few implements they use are future state it is not known that they
of the rudest description. Their prin- have any idea, which possibl arises
cipal weapon is a bow, from four t o from our imperfect means otYdiiofive feet long ;the string made of the vering their opinions.
The Andamans, together with the
fibres of a tree, or a dip of bamboo,
with arrows of reed, headed with fish- Nicobar and lesser islands, were inbone, or wood, hardened in the fire. cluded by Ptolemy in the general apd
Besides this, they carry a spear of pellation of Insula Bonm Fortunae,
heavy wood, sharp-pointed, and a and supposed to be inhabited by a
ehidd made of h r k . They shoot race of Anthropophagii a dacriptiop
and spear fish with great dexterity, which the barbarity of the modern
and are said to use a smull hand-net, Andamaners perhapsjustifies, IM far aa
made of the filaments of bark. Hav- refers to them ;for the inhabitants of
ing kindled a fire, they throw the fiah the Nicobars are a very different race ;
en the coals, add devour it half they are .)so mentioned by Marc0
Polo in the thirteenth century. The
broiled
Their habitations display little language of the Andamaners has not
more ingenuity than the dens of wild been discovered to possess the slightbeasts: four sticks forced into the est afiinity with any spoken in India,
ground, are bound at the top and or among the islands.
fastened transversely to others, to
The first settlement of the English
which branches of trees are s u e was made in tile year 1791, near the
t
pended ;an opening j u ~lar
southern extremity of the island,
to admit of entrance is l$z:e which was aiterwards removed, in
side, and their bed is composed of 1793, to Port Cornwdlis. A more
leaves. Being moch incommoded by picturesque or romantic view can
insects, their first oocupetion of a scarcely be imagined than that which
morning is to plaister their bodies Chatham Island and Cornwallis
all w e r with mud, which hardening Island present. Being land-locked
in the sun, forms an impenetrable on all sides, nothing i s to be seen
armour. Their woolly heads they but an extensive sheet of water, repaint with red ochre and water; and sembling a vast lake, interspersed
when tbus completely drewd,a more with s d l islands, and surrounded
hideous appearance is not t o be found by lofty mountains, covered with
in the human form. Theu mlure- trees. The original object of the
tion is performed by lifting one leg, undertaking was to procure a commoand smackin with their hand on the dious harbour on the a t side of the
lower part o f the thigh.
Bay of Bengal, to receive and ahel&
E 2
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ships of war during the continuance
of the north-east nlonsoon. I t was
also intended as a place of reception
for convicts sentenced to transportation from Bengal ; but thesettlement
proving extremely unhealthy, it was
abandoned, and the corivicts have
since heen sent to Prince of Wales'
Island, and prior to its cession t o
Bencoolen.
In 1814 Port Cornwallis was visited by Capt. Canning on his way to
Acheen. but all his endeavours t o
e,tablish an intercourse with the
natives proved ineffectual. Few vestiges then remained of the British
settlenient withdrawn in 1796. Recent fires indicated that the ruins of
a brick house on Chathanl lslnnd
afforded occasional shelter to some
of the natives. Close to some muddy
waterof the worst quality they found
the head and back-bone of a shark,
the rest of which appeared to have
been devoured the same day.
In 1819, two Andaman negroes, captrlred by a Burnlese fishing-junk,
were landed at Priiice of Wales'
Island. According to the Burmese
account, they belonged to a arty of
Andamancrs that attacked tpe Burmese, and wounded four of the crew
height tlley
with their arrows.
were about four feet six inches, and
'in weight about seventy-six pounds;
their colourjet black, bodies tattooed,
and appetites voracious. They appeared avcrse to speak, except when
left entirely to themselves, when
like turkies.
they made a
I n April 1824, the British nrmament, under Sir Archibald Campbell,
destined against the Burmese, assembled at Port Cornwallis in the Great
Andaman, where some of the ships
remained about a month ; but duriug
their stay never could effect any
communication with the few wretched
beings who inhabit these sequestered
regions. Savages in every sense of the
word, they rejected all intercourse ;
and if met a t any time accidentally on the margin of the dense jungle
reachjng down t o the sea-beach, they
inmediately evinced hostile feelings,
by discharging flights of arrows at

the boats, and then penetrating the
interior. On this occasion it was
ascertained, that the skulls and bones
with which their wigwams were
adorned belonged to a species of
small island hog, and not to the 1111man species, as had been suspected.
--(Synzes, Col. Colebrooke, Capt. Canniw, 6c.I
ANDAMAN
(the Little) ISI.E. A flat
island covered with high trees, lying
due ~ 0 1 1 t hof the Great Andaman,
from which it is distant about forty
mile$. Lat. 10" 40' N., long. 92"
30'
I n length it milY be estimated a t twentyeight miles by
seventeen, the average' breadth; but
it does not posses8 any good harbour,
anchorage
be found near its shores. I t was
visited
Procure water, in November 18% by the Earl Kellie transPort, On her PassWe to Rangoon,
with troops, which were most ferociously received by the natives, who
obstructed their watering, and fought
pitched battles, in which they
lost many killed and woundetl; they
listen to no parley or entreaty,
0' accel?tanYPresents, but discharged
showers of arrows, which killed one,
and wounded three of the soldiers;
and to the very last they endeavoured to cllt off the pioneers ensaged in
watering. One party of them were
about sixty in number, wild-looking
creatures, with frizzled hair, flat
noses, small red eyes, and their skins
besmeared with mud, and their faces
painted with red ochre; they were
except one
c O m ~ l e t e lnaked,
~
man, about six feet high, who
On his head a red cloth with
white spots, and was probably their
chief.
They appear, however, to have
mnde ftlrtlrer atlvances in civilization
than their neighbours on the Great
Andanian, as a hut was discovered
on the edge of the jungle twenty feet
high, of a conical shape, thatched to
withinone foot andahalfof theground
with rattan leaves, with just room t o
crawl in underneath. The floor inside was strewed with leaves, and

ANJAR.
there were several sleeping cots made
of bamboo grating, raised on posts,
while the walls were ornamented with
rows of smoked skulls of a diminutive
hog. From the roof, a piece of red
and white checquered cloth, apparently of Madras manufacture, was
suspended, and jack fruits and edible
roots were discoveretl in small conical baskets ; the drinking vessels
seemed to be the nautilus shell.
The weapons were a most formidable
bow, about seven feet in length,
stretched with the feet, and a handbow two feet long, both strung with
the-tlark red fibres of a tree ; the
arrows were above three feet long,
some with two, three, and four
prongs, and so hard, that when discharged by the soldiers, they penetrated two inches into solid timber.
No canoes or rafts were seen, and
no idols of any description.
The forest into which our soldiers
penetrated was gloomy and dismal ;
the trees of vast height, thickly intermoven with rattans and bushrope,
and the air charged with pestilential
vapour, from the putrid vegetation
with which the swampy ground was
covered: parroquets were skreeching
over their heads, and poisonous
snakes gliding among their feet. The
ship's boats returned on board after
this unldeasant expedition, laden
with bows, arrows, specimens of
shells, and ambergris ;ant1 during the
night the savages were heard on the
beach, shouting and yelling defiance.
Iirdeed, during the whole adventure,
they never evinced the slightest symptoms of fear, but were always most
perversely the aggressors.-(J. E.
Alexander,- &c.)
- ,
A N D A P O O R G HaU ~town
,
in the
province of Orissa, forty-eight miles
west from Balasore; lat. 21' 21' N.,
lon. 86' 5' E.
ANDIA,a town in the province of
Malwa, forty-five miles N.N.E. from
Bhopaul. Lat. 23"46' N., long. 78' E.
ANGSTOO,
a town in the Nepaulese
dominions, supposed to be situated
about forty nliles north of Jemlah.
Lat. 29" 47' N., long. 81' 25' E.
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ANIMALAYAfAni Malaya, or
the elephant hill), a town in the
Coimbatoor ~~rovince,twenty-three
miles S.E. from P a l i g h a ~ t c h e r r ~ .
Lat. 10' 31' N., Ion. 77' 1' E. This
place is situated on the west side of
the river Alima, and in A.D. 1800
contained 400 houses. I t was then
a common thoroi~ghfare between
Malabar and the southern part of the
Carnatic, being situated opposite to
the wide passage between the southern end of the ghauts of Carriata and
the hills that run north from Cape
Conlorin.
The forests here are
extenzive, and contain abundance of
teak and other valuable tinrber, but
unfortunately too remote from water
carriage to permit its exportation.(F.Budanan, &.)
district in the
AN~"n.-A
province of Cutch, ceded to the
British government in 1816, and governed b~ a commissioner deputed
from
This is a very arid tract of country,
water being very scarce, and in many
parts the soil so loose and sandy as to
be unfit for tanks. The expense of
sinking wells differs according to the
nature of the soil and the depth
where springs are reached, and, generally speaking, twenty-three cubits
must be perforated before water is
found.
There are some villages
where it is necessary to penetrate
much deeper, and others where the
search is hopeless. Rutnal is one
of the largest villages, and Rohur a
seaport, yet both are destitute of
water, In 1817, out of 201 wells
used for irrigation, sixty-six paid no
revenue to government, and were
much the most productive and profitable. In fact, such is the scarcity
of water in Cutch, that any person
who sinks a well at his own expense,
becomes entitled to the whole,of the
land it is capable of irrigating. I n
1817, notwithstanding these obstacles, the tillage was on the increase,
many applications having been made
to Capt. McMurdo, the commissioner, by the peasant1.y for permission to extend the cultivation, and,
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with a view to the fi~rtherimprove- Travancore. The interior of the
ment of the district, the Bombay country is inhabited by Hindoos,
government ordered the construction whereaa on the sea-coast much the
of several tanks. At that date, greater proportion of the people are
owing t o the prior anarchy, the com- Christians and Mahomedans. In
merce of Anjar was inconsiderable, 1684, the East-India Company rebut tbe state of tranquillity it has ceived permission from the Queen
since enjoyed must have augmented of Attinga to fortify Anjengo and
its traffic, ss well as its agricultural a small strip of land round it ; but in
produce.-(Macn~urdo, Public MS. 1813, on account of the useless expense, the factory was abolished, by
Donrmentr, &c.)
ANJA~.--Thecapital of the pre- which a saving of 23,000 rupees per
ceding district, situated on the side annum waa effected. The best coir
of a hill nearly ten miles from the cables on the Malabar coast are
gulf of Cutch. The bunder, or port, made here and at Cochin, of the
named Toonea, is fronted by a creek fibrea of the Lacadive cocoa-nut.
from the ulf; tat. 23O 3' N., Ion. 70' The other exports are pepper, coarse
11' E. %he fortifications of Anjar piecegoods, coir, and some drugs ;
form a polygon, but are not strong, the imports are of very small
being only six feet in thickness and amount.--( Fro. Pa&, MS. DocuBruce, gc.)
without a ditch. I t surrendered to dl
ANJENWELL.-Atown and fortress
Colonel East in 1816, after a breach
had been effected. During the great on the sea-coast of the Concan, 100
earthquake of 1819, the half of this milcs S. by E. from Bombay ; lat.
town, situated on low rocky ridges, I f 0 33' N., Ion. 73O 18'E. It sursuffered comparatively nothing, while rendered to a British detachment in
the other half was almost whollv 1818.
overturned. About 3,000 houses
ANJEBIE.-A considerable village
were reported to hwe been destroy- half way up the straits of Sunda, on
ed or rendered uninhabitable, and the Java shore, where ships n~aybe
165 persons lost their lives. In 1820 conveniently supplied with water and
the inhabitants were estimated a t other refreshments, such as buffaloes,
10,000 persons.--(Public MS. Docu- oultry, turtle, fruit, vegetables, &c.;
rent;, 4c.)
rat. BD 3' S., Ion. 105' W E . Anjerie
ANJPDIVA
I s m f Anjadw&a).-A
is situated in a bay formed by Fourth
smdll island about one mile in cir- Point and the point of Marak Bay,
cumference and two from the shore, and is the westernmost port on the
fiftyfour miles S. by E-from Goa ; lat. island of Java The village is large
14O 44' N., lon. 74' 13' E. In 1662 and populous, and has a good blockSir Abraham Shipman, when refused house with cannon for the garrison.
possession of Bombay by the Portu- Towards the interior the country
guese, landed on this island with his rises gradually, and its fertility is
troops, amounting to 500 men, where such, that with an adequate populathey continued until 1665, I~aving tion any quantity of vegetables and
lost during the interval by sickness fruit might be produced. The shore,
all but two officers, and 119 rank with the exception o i a few fine bays,
and file.--(Bruce, 4.c.)
is rocky, chiefly of coral, and much inANJEN,GO(Anjntenga).- A small dented. At this place Colonel Cathsea-port town in the province of Tra- cart, who died on his way to China,
Tancore, seventy-eight miles N.N.W. as ambassador in 1785, is interred.koni Cape Comonn, lat. 8' 37' N., ( n o r n , &.)
Ion. 76O 53' E. A short distance from
ANKAPILLT.-Atown in the Northhence lies Attinga (named in the ern Circars, twentj--four miles tramaps Attancal), the chief residence velling distance W. by S. from Vieaof the Tambumtties or princesses of gapatam, lat. 17' 41fN, Ion. 83' 11'
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E. This is a large place, nearly a in the midst of a desert. A large tank,
mile in length and wrde. in propor- numerous stone pillars, and two i d tion, with a good bazar, and thickly mense tumuli (probably of temples),
interspersed with trees.--(Fullarton, are now the principal vestiges ; hut
the spot is still considered sacred, and
%c.)
.,
resorted to as a pilgrirnage.--(fiavy,
ANKOSGERRY.-A
town in the Mysore territories,forty miles S.E. from 8~-1
A N ~ P S H E H(EAR~ a p asheher).-A
Bangalore, lat. 1 9 3Y N., lon. 78'
town in the province of Agra, situ8' E.
ated on the west side of the Ganaes.
ANNA~OONDY.-A
small district in about ~ixty-eight miles E.S.E. fFod
the Bejapoor province, south of the Delhi ; lat 28' 23' N.. Ion. 78' 8' E.
Krisha, extending along the north In A.D. 1800 h o p s h e h e r h a s surbank of the Toombudra river. The rounded by a strong mud wall, in
principal towns are Bijanagur (or some parts frotn twenty to ihirty feet
Annagoondy) and the fortress of KO- thick, and althoiigh of no great expaul. After the conquest of Bijana- tent, was thickly inhabited. The
y r by the combined Mahomedan houses consisted of a mixture of
princes of the Deccan, in 1564, the brick and mud buildings.-(Tennant,
'I
nominal Raias were allowed to retain Rn
Y C'J
~nnagoond; and some other districts
ANTERY
(Anturi1.-A walled town
in jaghire for several generations. of considerable size within the porFrom them it passed to the Maharat- tion of the A g a province, tributary
tas, to Hyder, Tippoo, the Mysore to Dowlet Row Gindia, situated on
Dewan Purneah, the Nizam, and at the banks of the small river Dealoo,
last, in 1803, to the British, this na- twelve miles south from Gualior. Lat.
tion acting in India as residuary l e 26" 5' N., Ion. 78' 5' E. The neighgatee to all the others. The surface bouring hills are of quartzoze rock.of this countr is wild and hilly, in- (Hunter, &.)
tersnersed wit[ much wood. amonmt
ANTOORLEE.-A village on the
of h e .
whihh are to be seen
wild date tree. For some miles Tuptee, in the province and district
round the city the aoil is encumbered of Candeish, about ten miles S.W.
in all directions with vast piles of fiom Boorhanpoor. In 1820 it was
granitic rock. In 1820 the reigning surrounded by a mud wall with brick
Rnjn was a man of weak intellects, bastions, and was then divided beabout eighty years of age, who con- tween Sindia and the British governtinued to support an appearance of ment as successors to the Peshwa.mock royalty, and to amuse himself (Fullarfon, gc.)
with the expectation of recovering
AoR.-A very small island in the
the ancient possessions of his family. Eastern seas, I ing off the east coast
His principal residence was at Cam- of Malacca; fat. $2" 25' N., lon.
lapoor, from whence he sallied forth 104O 35'E. The surface is high, and
with a pack of 100 dogs, having still covered with a close lofty wood.
s~ifficient strength, notwithstanding A small Maldy village here supplies
his advanced age, to pursue the shi s with cocoa-nuts and vegetables.
chace on foot.-See also BIJANAGUR,
&ohon,
Elmore,. Bc.)
- .
-of which Annagoondy is a section.APAKOOKIT. A town in the
(Munro, Fullarton, gc.)
Malav ~eninsuladistrict of Queda.
ANNICUL.-A town in the Mysore chiefli inhabitcdiy Chulias, sixmiles
territories, twenty miles S.S.E. from S.E. from Allestar.
Bangalore ; lat. 120 4v N.9 lon. 77'
AppOLE.-A town ill the province
45' E.
of Bengal, district of Dinagepoor,
ANOORADAPOOR.--T~~S
ancient ca- eighty miles N.N.E. from Moorshepita1 of Ceylon in now a mean village dabad. Lat. 25' 9' N., Ion. 88' 59'E.
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CANDEISHPRO- and is now comparatively prosperous.
In 1610 the rented villages were
3,834; villages not rented 65; beAaAcOTE.-ln
the province Of sides deserted villages. The large
Mooltan. According to native ac- tanks, the water of which contrithe buted to the revenue, were 2,698 in
a few days' journey
West of Hyderabad, in the centre
number, of which 451 s e r e out of
there is a pa- repair ; smaller tanks 1,322, of which
ran!es of
goda dedicated to the goddess Bha- 510 were damryedm ~h~ watervanis at a place named Aracote.-courses from rivers were 678; from
(MasjeM, 4c.)
springs 647; from anicuts 238 ; and
ARAIL.-A town in the province of from wells 19,223, of which 549
Allahabad, across the Jumna, exactly wanted repair ; and from this enumeopposite to the city and fortress of ration may be inferred how much the
Allahabad. Lat. 25' 24'N., lon. 81° agriculture of Northern Arcot depends on irrigation and the good con50' E.
dition of the tanks, In 1817 the
A ~ ~ v n n c o v n c ~ ~ . s~nnll
- A town
in the Coimbatoor district, fifty-four total gross collection of the public
was 734,325 pagodas; and in
miles W'by
from Trichinopoly ; revenue
1833, according to the returns made
lat. 10' 41' N., Ion. 77' 54' E. In to government by the collectors, the
A.D. 1800 it contained above 300 total population amounted to 892,298
houses, the inhabitants of which spoke
the Tamul language. This place was persons. The principal river is the
Palam, and the chief towns Arcot,
formerly jnhabited by a
of the Wallajanagur, Vellore, and Tripetty.
Bayda caste, named Arava, the name -4Public M S . Documents, Hodrotz,
signifying the seat of Arava. I t afterwards became subject to Madura,
RCOT' SOUTHERN.--Adistrict in
and then to Mysore, the cunur0,.
sovereign of which built a neat the Carnatic under the Madras presidency,extending south-east to Parfort near the town, and gave it
tonovo,
which it includes; and durname of Vijaya Mangalum, by the
Mahomedans pronounced Bijnl,,an- ing the last war it also comprehendgle. About the end of Hyder,s ed Pondicherry and the lands attached. T o the north it is bounded
reign an English army
the fort, by the northern division of Arcot;
at which time the town was destroj- on the south by Tanjore and Trichien.--( F. Bmhanan, gc.)
nopoly ; on the east it has the ChinARCOT,NORTHERN.-A district in gleput district and the sen ; ,and ou
the Carnatic under the Madras pre- the west Salem and the Balaghaut
sidency, which also includes Sativaid, Carnatic. In 1810 it was estimated
Pulicat, Cooncoody, in the Barrama- to contain about 6,400 square miles.
hal, part of the Balaghaut, and of
I n 1806 this district was in a very
the western pollams. The limits of miserable condition, and continurd
this district are ill defined, but it may 80 until 1809, when a triennial se:be described generally as bounded on tlement of the land revenue was inthe north by Cuddapah and Nellore; troduced. The nuinber of villages
on the south by the soutl~erndivi- then rented was 3,742, and those
sion of Arcot; on the east it has the not rented 246: total 3,988 villages.
sea and the district of Chingleput ; In 1817 the total gross collection
and on the west the Balaghaut of of the public revenue, exclusive of
Coddapah.
Pondicherry, was 647,954 pagodas ;
In 1809, prior to the introduction and in 1822, according to the returns
ofan improved sjstem, this fiscal di- made to government by the collecvision was in a very lniserable condi- tors, the total population amounted
tion ; but it has since been greatly to 455,020 persons. The principl
benefited by judicious management, trading ports are Cl~daloreandPorto' ARABS.
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novo.
(Raaenslraw, Byth Report,
Hodron, 4c.)

led to the establishment of this
pital, about A.D. 1716. At present
the town is cliietlj inhabited by Mahonledans, who speak the Deccany
dialect, which we name Hindostany.
Anwar ud Deen, the Nahob of A,cot, was killed in battle A.D. 1749,
after which this place was taken by
Chunda Saheb, the Freuch candidate. In 17.51 it was retaken by
Capt. Clive, with 200 Europeans and
300 sepops; the garrison be~ngpanicstruck made no resistance, althougll
they nmotu~tcdto 1,100 men. He was
immediately besieged by the French
and their allies, but notwithstanding
the garrison consisted of only 120
Europeans and 200 sepoys fit for
service, he resisted fifty days under
every .disadvantage, and at last compelled the enemy to raise the siege.
I t afterwards fell into the possession
of the French native allie.~, but was
finally taken in 1760 by Col. Coote,
after the battle of Wandiwash. In
1780 it surrendered to Hyder, and
with its vicinity suffered greatly by
his different invasions, and also during
the misgovernment of the Nabob's
revenue officers.
Travelling distance from Madras
seventy-three miles; from Seringapatam 217; from Calcutta 1,070; and
from Delhi 1 , 2 7 7 . 4 Fullarton, F.
Buchanan, Ortue, Wilkes, Rennell,&c.)

ABCOT(Arucati).-The
Mussulmaun capital of the Cmnatic, situated on the south side of the Palm river, sixty-eight miles W.S.W.
from Madras. Lat. 12' 52' N., Ion.
79" 22' E. The bed of the Palar is
here half a mile wide, but in the
dry season is almost destitute of
water. The nearest hills are those
to the north of the cantonments,
which at a distance appear clothed
with verdure, and do not exhibit the
smooth naked masses of granite so
freqaently met with in the Barranlahal and Mysore countries
The fort is of great extent, and has
been a regular formidable citadel ;but
its principal defences were blown up
above twenty years ago, and its area
is now covered with fields of raghy
and the castor-oil plant, interspersed
with the scattered ruins of a few
boildings. On the side towards the
Palar, the ramparts protect the place
from inundation, and are kept in perfect repair. The town is enclosed by
walls, and contains the former palace
of the Arcot Nabobs, of which the
principal gateway is still entire, but
all the rest is a heap of ruins. The
Jumma musjeed is a handsome Mahomedan mosque, with seven open
arches in front, and two small but
not inelegant minars. Besides this
~~~~~~~(Urddhanga).-Atown
there are foor or five other Maho- in A
the Tondimans country,province of
medan religious edifices of respectamiles S.S.W.
-. .
ble architecture, and their tombs are the Carnatic. fiftv-two
numerous; but that of the Nabob from ~ a n j o r e . i a t . 10' 8' N., Ion.
Saadut Oolla is the only remarkable 79" 3' E.
one.
ARESTIS.-A small rocky island
Arcot was formerly the nominal in the Eastern seas; Iat. 5O 14' N.,
capital of the Carnatic below the lon. 115O 10' E.
ghauts, as the Nabob's dominio~~s
A ~ F A E . - - Tname
~ ~ of a very high
were designated by the Mahomedaus
and English, and it is said to have mountain in Papua, or New Guinea,
been noticed by Ptolemy as the capi- bearing due south from Dory Hartal of the Sorz, or Soramundnlum, bour.
ARGHA.-A town in the Nepaulese
whence Coromandel; but the existln town is quite of modern date. dominions, 110 W.N.W. from Gork~ i e the
r
M o p 1 armies captured ha; lat. 28O 15' N., Ion 8%' 4j'E.
Ginjee, they found it so extremely This place stands on a hill, on the
unhealthy that they were obliged t o summit of which surrounding the
canton on the plains of Arcot, which chief's castle are about 150 hcuscu,
-
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and 350 more near the middle of the
ascent, all with mud walls andl thatched roofs. The inhabitants, with the
exception of a few Brahmins and
Rajpoots, are me-half Kasiym, and
therest impure cultivntors and tradesmen.--( F. Bucknan, &.)
A R G A ~ (ArigrQmaj.-A
M
mall
village in the province of Berar,
thirty-eight miles W.S.W. from Ellich~oor; late 21' 7' N.3 1011. 77' 3'
E. On the plains near this place a
battle was fought on the 28th November 1803, between the British army
under General Wellesley and that of
the Nagpoor Raja, in which the
latter was totally defeated, with the
loss of thirty-eight pieces of cannon,
all his ammunition, b age, elephants, and a p e a t s l a u z e r of his
troops. He soon after sued for peace,
which was granted. The village in
1840 formed part of the Nizam's
dominions.
ARIANCOOPAN.-A
small town on
the sea-coast of the Carnatic, three
nliles south from Pondicherry ; lat.
11' 54' N., Ion. 79' 52' E. In 1748
this was a fortified town, and taken
hy Admiral Boscawen with great difficulty prior to his unsucces?ful siege
of Pondicherry. The fortifications
have long disappeared, but the place
still belongs to the French, who resort here for recreation on festival
days, when tents and temporary
booths are erected, and amusements
pursued with their characteristic
gaiety. The French have a church
here, and to the north of the town
there is ferry across the Ariancoopan or Vellenore river.--(FdInrton,
orme, 4c.)
ARIELOOR
fAryalur).-A
town in
the Carnatic twenty-eight miles N.
from Tanjore ; lat. 11' 7' N., Ion.79" 10' E.
for AS,,~,.-A town in
the province of ~~~d~~~~ 6eventyfive miles W.S.W. from Sambhulpoor ;
lat. 20° 37' N., Ion. 82O 36' E. About
1775 this place belonged to a Goand
chief tributary to the Rajah of Nagp o r . It was then a more flourishing

vill
than is usually found in these
u n x l e s o m e tracts, as it contained
some weavers, and was frequented
byitinerant merchants.-(Leckie,&c.)

A ~ ~ ~ w
~ ~ ~ ~. - s ~~ ~
ARIPPO.-A small village in the
island of Ceylon, Bay of Condatchg,
where the civil and military authorities reside during the season of the
pearl fishery. The surrounding country is barren and uncultivated. hat.
go 401 N., ion. 790 4 7 E., 120 miles
N.N.E. from colombo.
and headquartersof Ummer Singh, theGorkha
cornmantier,during the predomiwnce
the hills bethat people
tween the Sutleje and Jumna; ]at.
55' E . ~sixt~-ekht
31' 3' N.~lon.
Luddeeana.
A R M E ~ T ~ ~ town
. - A in the Nabob
of Oude's territories, thirty-seven
miles N.E. from Manicpoor; lat.
260 "N., lone
46' E.
ABME~ON.-Atown in the Carnatic, sixty-six miles N. from Madras,
lat. 14O N., Ion. 8' 11' E. This was
the first English settlement in the
Carnatic prior to the acqoisition of
Madras. In A D . 1695, the EastIndia Company's principal agents having obtained a piece of ground from
the naik or chief of the district, they
erectedafact~ryat Armegon,wllichin
1628 was described as being defended by twelve pieces of cannon and
twenty-eight factors and soldiers. 111
1822 the Armegon shoal was ordered to be surveyed, to ascertain if
a safe harbour could be
between it and the main-land.-See
BLACKWOOD'S
HARBOUR.--B~UC~,
4~.
ARNEEfArani).-A
town in the
Carnatic, seventy-four miles S.W.
from Madras ; Iat.
46' N., Ion.
79' 23' E. During Hyder's invasion
of the Carnatic in 1782, his great
magazines were deposited in the fortress of
AROO.-A
large island in the
Eastern seas to the south of Papua,
the centre of which lies nearly in the
135th degree of east longitude, and

.
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the 6th of south latitude. I n length
it may be estimated at 140 miles
by 35 the average breadth. As this
island has never been explored, little
is known either of the country o r
its inhabitants. The Chinese merchants settled a t Banda cnrry on
a traffic with this remote island,
from whence they procure pearls,
bud-nests, tortobe-shell, and slaves.
An aromatic named missoy bark,
resembling cinnamon in its flavour,
and much used among the Eastern
islands, is principally procured here
and at Papua ; but i t is rnrely carried to Europe.
Aroo is conjectured to be one of
the places where the bird of paradise
breeds, of which seven species are
described by Valentyn. They are
caught by the Papuas, who draw
their entrails and fumigate them,
having first cut their legs off, which
gave rise to the fabulous report that
this bird had no legs, but kept constantly on the wing. The arrangement of their plumage is such as
greatly to facilitate their continuing
long in the air, but when they do
touch the earth they reascend with
g e a t diffic~tlty,and a particular species is said to be unable to rise again.
The largest are about thirty inches in
length.
ARRACAN.
(Rekhain,.). -A
maritime province of India beyond the Ganges,
recently acquired by conbuest from
the Birman empire. Including its
dependencies, Ramree, Chedubii,
and Sandowy, it lies between 18O
and 21° north lat. On the north
it is separated from the Chittagong
district by the river Nauf; on the
s w t h from Bassein in P e p by a
smnll hill-stream abot~tlat. 18' N. ;
t o the east it has the Arracan mountains, and on the west the Bay of
Bengal. In extreme length it may
be estimated at 230, by an average
breadth of fifty miles, occupying an
area of about 11,500 square miles. By
Abul Fazel, in 1582, thin country is
described as follows : " T o the s w t h -

east is a large country named Arkung, to which the port o r bunder of
Chittagong properly belongs. There
are plenty of elephants, but great
scarcity of horses."
Between the mountains and the
sea this province is covered with thick
'woody jungles, so inundated nnd
intersected by rivers, lakes, creeks,
and inlets of the sea,= t o form a
chain of peninsolas, isthmuses, and
islands, completely interrupting the
land communication hetween villages,
which can only be visited by water,
The soil is in general argillaceous,
but in the vicinity of the hills a rich
loam prevails. Rain may be said t o
fall throughout the whole year, a s
showers are frequent in Februnry,
March, and April, and the p e r i o d i d
rnins continue from June to November. Even in Novemher and D k
cember, occasional and sometimes
heavy showers occur. According to
one statement, the fall of rain between the first of June and the end
of September amounted to 196 inches,
and nearly the whole surface of the
low country was under water.
When conquered by the British in
1825, Arracan was found partitioned
into .fifty-five divisions of different
sizes, each of which, according to its
dimensions, contained from two to
fiixty paras or mall villages. In
1826 the total population of Arracan,
including Ramree, Cheduba, and
Gandowy, was only estimated a t
100,000 persons, of whom six-tenths
were Mughs, three-tenths Mahomednns, and one-tenth Burmese; Indeed not more than 400 square miles
of the whole surface were supposed
to be under cultivation, presenting
a most remarkable contrast to the
adjncent district of Chittagong, of
which Arracan is only acontinuation.
Tile head Mahomedans generally
speak good Hindcxsteny, the lower
orders of that faith a sort of mixed
dialect ;but the prevailing language is
the Mugh, which altho~ighit differs
in some respects (especially pronunciation) from the Burmese, is written
in the same character. Rekhaing, or
Arracan, is rather the vulgar name of
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the capital than of the people, who
by those of Ava are named Great
Mranmas, as being the original source
of both rnces. The Mughs on the
sea-coast are not addicted to agriculture, preferring hunting, fishing, and
traflicking. Slnvery is tolerated in all
shapes, and when a man wants to
raise money he pawns his wife. The
Mughs have no invariable mode of
disposing of their dead; s o n ~ eburn
the bodies, others bury them, tlre
wealthy in coffins richly gilt. They
follow the Buddhist doctrines intermixed with many Hindoo superstitions, such as bloody sacrifices to
conciliate the deities of the rivers,
woods, and mountains, but their sacerdotal order wear a yellow dress
like those of Ava. They do not appear to be much respected by the
laity.
Besides these maritime Mughs,
there are many rude tribes of the
same name scattered about the interior of Arracan, and beyond its
eastern limits, as well as those of
Chittagong. The territory of the
principal chief of the Joomea Mughs
In 1794, extended from the south
banks of the Sunkar river, over the
vallies watered by the branches of
the Mamuri and Edgong rivers. The
people of this central tribe name
themselves Reekrisah, or the 8011s of
sweet water, as they call the Sunknr
river. They dwell in villages, snd
have convents and priests, who instruct the boys to read and write.
Di~crepancies exist between their
religious doctrines and those of the
Burmese Rahaans, but the basis appears the same. They acknowledge
n Brahm or supreme being, who they
say gave a different religion to each of
one hundred and one nations, which
would be considered heretic~l in
Ava, but they agree as to their moonies or law-givers. The southern
tribes of Joomea Mughs, in 1798,
occupied six villages on the upper
part of the river that passes Ramoo,
which the Bengalese nnlne Bakkallj.
They are poorer, but in other rcspects differ little from the northern
Joomeas. The latter have subjected

still more rude tribes, who altl~ouh
tributary, retain their own chie s,
customs, and languages. A f e w
Saksahs or Tripuras are settled
among the southern Joomeas. By
the Bengalese they are named Rajbnnpies, which literally translated
means the " descendants of princes,"
but all over India is a term denoting
a person of low birth. The rude'
people most numerous among the
Joomea Mughs are by the Bengalese named Mooroong, and by the
Arracaners, Mroo, but they designate
themselves Moroosa. They are said
to acknowledge a supreme chief
named Layklang, residing at a distance in the Ava territories ; but each
village has a distinct chief, and the
different communities are frequently
engaged in hostilities. Both the
Joomeas and the Bengalese think
this tribe so superlatively impure
that they will not interfere in their
domestic feuds, and let them fight it
out.
A genuine Arracan Mugh mny be
described as follows. I n external
appearance he is of moderate stature,
but very rohust, the face broad, cheekbones wide and high, nose flat, and
eyes somewhat olllique, like those of
the Chinese. H e differs not more
from his feeble neighbour of Bcngal,
in form,feature, and phpsicalstrength,
than in general habits, particularly
with regard to diet. Although he
stands on some ceremony about taking the life of an animal, be makes
none of devor~ringit when it is dead,
and from the rat to the elepl~ant
inclusive, nothing comes to him
amiss. Some species of maggots, and
a variety of vegetable productions
rejected by most other nations, supply a meal when nothing better can
be procured ; in bhort, it is alu~ost
impossible to suppose a situation
short of absolute confinement in
which a Mugh is likely to be starved.
Besides being a most foul feeder, the
Mugh is personally foul and filthy,
an idea always suggested to a stranger
by the disgusting appearance of his
black teeth and red saliva
In Arracan proper the only land
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assessed was that in which sugar- equal to the coi~iageof about 2,000
cane, hemp, indigo, onions, garlic, rupees per d a y . In A.D. 1826 the
and turmeric were grown. The prospective annual revenue for the
average number of ploughs employed next five years was estimated as
is said to have been 3,000, chiefly follows :
150,000 per ann.
drawn by buffaloes. The teak tree Land revenue
is found near the sources of the Import and export
50,000
duties
Morossy and Kaladyur rivers, but
it is so inaccessible, that timber Court fees and fines 20,000
hits usually been imported from Rangoon. Other species of timber,
220,000 rupees.
however, are abundant. With respect to fruit, the pine-apples and besides the monopolies of salt and
plantains are of a superior quality; opium.
A native history of Arracan begins
mangoes, jacks, sweet limes, cocoanuts, and other tropical fruits are in A.D. 701, and continues throurh
plenty ; oranges scarce. The indigo a series of 120 native princes down
plant grows wild and flourishes, but to modern times. According to this
the art of extracting the colouring document, its sovereigns formerly
~ n a t t e ris unknown. The staples of occupied a much more important
the province are rice and salt, and station in the politics of India than
for the culture of the first, the coun- they have recently done: for, actry? on account of its redundant cording to these annals, the doInolsture and burning sun, is pecli- niinions of Arracan a t one period
liarly adapted ; nothing is wanted but extended over Ava, part of China,
a good government and the human and a portion of Bengal. Certainl!.,
a~iimsl. Limestone inay be pro- a t present, nothing remains to incured from the islands of Ramree, dicate such a prior atate of power
Cheduba, and Juggoo. Gold and and civilization, for its condition
silver particles are found in the wa- when acquired by the British was to
ter-courses of Basseen, for liberty the last degree savage and barbarous.
to collect which the gatherers pay a I t does not appear, however, until
certain fine. A considerable traffic the Burmese invasion, it had ever
was formerly carried on between been so completely subdued as to
Arracan and Ava ; the first export- acknowledge permanent vassalage
ing Hindostany and European goods, to a foreign power, although the
such as velvet, broad-cloths, piece- Moguls and Peguers had at different
goods, silks, muslins, betel-nut, salt, tiu~escarried their arms into the
and other articles ; receiving in re- heart of the country. During the
turn ivory, silver, copper, palmira, reign of Aurengzebe, the unfortusugar, tobacco, oil, and lacquered- nate Sultan Shtijn, his brother and
rival, was basely murdered by theArware.
During the Burmese sway, the racan Raja. The Portuguese, somecustonl-house duties were collected times as allies, at others as open
a t many chokeys, of which Oores- enemies, gained an establishment,
tung was the principal; the others which only decayed with the general
being mostly farmed out. The in]- ruin of their interests in Asin. In
port and export duties then realized 1783 (corresponding with the Mugh
about 50,000 rupees per annum. year 1145) the province was conThe five principal ferries were also quered, after a feeble resistance, by
farmed, and the profits aud p r o d ~ ~ c ethe Burmese, and was followed by
o f seventeen of the largest nullahs the surrender of Cheduba, Ramree,
or water-courses ; bees1-wax, tiniber, Sandowp, and the Broken Isles.
tobacco, cotton, bamboos, and hill- The Mughs subsequently made many
clotl~,were all government monopo- efforts to rescue their country, Inore
lies. There was nlso a rude mint; especially in 1811, under a r e k l
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chief named Kingberring; but were
unable to withstad the bravery,
discipline, and cruelty of the Burmese; who even managed t o extort
a surplus revenue, of which about
18,000 rupees were annually remitted
t o Ava, for the bupport of the white
elephant and his establishment. Arracan proved the grave of General
Morrison's army in 1825, and has
continued equally destructive, even
t o the native regiments stationed
o n the seacoast and among the islands. Its population is scanty and
uncivilized; it possessesno article of
export but salt; yields little revenue;
civil and mirequlres D burtl~enson~e
litary establishment ; and, in a merely
pecuniary point of view, is a most
unprofitable acquisition.--(Capt. C.
Paton, F. Buchanas, Lieut. Trant,
Synzes, Morgmz; Medical Tramactions, L'ox, Leydeu, gc.)
h n n ~ c n ~ . - T h e capital of the Arracan province, situated on a river
of the same name, nbout forty miles
from the sea; lat. 20' 30' N., Ion.
920 5' E. This place stands in a
valley surrouuded by hills, the highe s t not exceeding 500 feet, among
which are lakes and marshes, communicating with a number of small
streams, running between low muddy banks. A nullah, filled by the
tide, flows through the valley,
which separates i t a t Blahatta from
the great Arracan river. The tide
overflows the flat borders of the
river to a considerable extent; its
reflux converts these into a noisome
swamp, and in this swamp great part
of the town of Arracan is built, the
water flowing under the houses,
which are raised on posts, after the
manner of the Mughs, Burmese,
Malays, and other eastern nations.
With the exception of the swampy
ground, the soil consists of rock,
crumbling on the surface, and forming itself into gravel, well adapted
for roads or the floors of houses.
The hills generally assume a conical
shape, some being insulated, others
connected by narrow ridges, but all
scattered in an irregular manner,

ant1 ~epsratedby many ill-ventilated

ravines, vallies, and confined spots
of level ground, each occupied by a
stream, a lake, o r a marsh. A thin
layer of loose black soil covers the
mouldering rock; and where this has
not been washed away by the rain,
grass and jungle shrubs abound; but
few or no trees of any considerable
growth are to be seen, except in the
vallies. F~ftcenmiles to the eastward
a range of mountains, about 8,000
feet high, take a direction north and
south nearly parallel with the coast,
and another range of much less
height skirts the sbore. Between
these the distance varies, but in the
parallel of Arracan n ~ a ybe about
fifty miles. The alluvial plains that
intervene are intersected by a labyrinth of small rivers, in communication with the principal channel,
which takes a northerly course, and
diversified by detached groups and
ridges of hills, few exceeding 700
feet in height.
The town is composed of bamboo
huts, built o n each bank of the
stream, and connected by wooden
bridges. I n its centre is a square,
surrounded by a wall, and containing
pagodas, with images of Gaudmn,
from an inch to twenty feet in
height; they are also numerous oa
t h e ad'acent hills, moat of them
solid l i b pyramids.
This town and fort were captured
by the Burmese in 1783, after a
feeble opposition. They found a
considerable booty, but on nothing
was a higher value placed than an
image of Gaudma (the Gautama of
the Hindoos), made of brass and
highly burnished. The figure is about
ten feet high, in a sitting posture,
with the legs crossed and feet inverted, the left hand resting on the
lap, the right pendant. This image
is believed to be the original rexemblance of the rishi (saint) taken
from life, and it is so highly venerated, that pilgrims have for centuries resorted to i t from the remotest
countries where the supremacy of
Gaudma is acknowledged, to pay
their devotions at the feet of hta
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brazen representative. There were
also five images of Racshyas (the
demons of the Hindoos), of the same
metal, and of gigantic stature, the
guardians of the sanctuary. A piece
of orduance of most enormous dimensions was also found, tomposed
of huge bars of iron beaten into
form. This ponderous cannon measured thirty feet in length, two and
n half in diameter at the mouth, and
ten inches in the calibre. It was
transported by the Burmese to Ammerapoora b j water, as a military
trophy ; and Gaudma, with his infernal guards, was in like manner
conveyed to that capital with n~uch
pomp and superstitious parade. The
town of Arracan has probably much
deteriorated since the above era, as.
when captured by General ~ o r r i s o n ' i
army in 1825, it was found in a most
miserable condition, and pestilentially unwholsome. In 1826, Akyab
was the principal station in Arracan.
--(Synzes, Morgan, Public MS. Documents, &.)
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dangmew t o Ramree, by Lieut.
Browne and a party of sepoys. This
route was found much more difficult
than the other, and had never been
much frequented. One part of the
road was found to be 4,000 feet
above the level of the sea by barometrical mensuration ; but this was
not the greatest elevation attained.
No human being or cultivated ground
was seen on the line of march, the
whole country being a succession of
hills, jungles, and ravines.--( Lieut,
Trant, Lieut. Browne, 4c.)
AREAH
-A large and populor~s
town in the province of Bahar, the
capital of the Shahabad district; lat.
25' 35'N., Ion. 83' 57' E., thirty-five
miles west from Patna.

ARRATUX-A British division in
the province of Gujerat and district
of Kaira, extending along the east
corner of the gulf of Can~bai, and
bounded on the south by the Goelaar
and Bhownuggur territories. I t is intersected by various small rivers of
ARRACAN
MOUNTAINS.-Achain short course. The principal 'towns
of mountains which commence at are Dundooka and Ranpoor.
Cape Negmis, and proceed in a
Aanawv~.-A town in the pronortherly direction almost to the vince of Khandesh, which in 1816
southern bank of the Brahmaputra belonged to Holcar. Lat. 21' 1V N.,
in Assam. By the natives they are Ion. 75O 4S1E., thirty-four miles S.W.
named the Yornadoung, or Anamec- from Boorhanpoor. The Satpoorah
topiu mountains, and form a strong mountains, covered with wood and
nnd well defined boundary for the jungle, are about six miles distant.province.on the side of Ava. Their (Sutherland, 4c.)
general elevation seems to be from
ARRUNDOOL.-Alarge town, or
3,000 to 5,000 feet. They were
crossed in 1826 from Shernbewgewn, rather the remains of one, in the
on the river Ava, to Amherst Har- province of Candeish, seventy miles
bour in Arracan, by Lieut, Trant S.W. from Boorhsnpoor. In 1816,
and R detachment of sepoys, and it contained many large buildings,
were found to decline towards the but in a very ruinous condition.east in a succession of ranees. b u ~ (Sutherland, 4c.)
more abruptly towards thg best.
ARRYBIR.-Atown in the province
They were supposed to be destitute of Cutch, twenty-six miles N.N.E.
of water, but abundance of springs from Mallia ; lat. 23' 17' N., lon .71°
were discovered that might be easily 3/ E.
collected into reservoirs; and it apARVAL.-A town in the province
eared that a considerable commerce
ad been carried on by this route of Bahar, on the south-east side of
the Sone river, forty miles S.W. from
. behre the British invasion.
Patna, lat. 25' 15. N., Ion. 84' 44'E.
These mountains were in the same
year crossed further south, from Pa- Asn~~.-AviLlage nearPunderpoor,
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ASEERGHUR.

in the province of Bejapoor, where in
1818 Goklah, the Peshwa's commander-in-chief was defeated and slain.
The Satara Raja, hisluother nnd two
brothers were captured, the P e s h s a
himself escaping with the greatest
difficulty.
ASHTA.-A town in the Malwa
~ r o v i n c efifty-nine miles E. by S. from
the city of Oojein ; Iat. 23O 3' N., Ion.
76' 16' E. During the Pintlarry war
this was the head-quarters of Cheetoo,
and was subsequently conferred on
the Nabob of Bhopaul.

the south-west side, where, in consequence, a double line of works are
erected, and the masonry of the whole
is uncommonly well finished. A third
line of works, called the lower fort,
ernbraces an inferior branch of the
hill i~nmediately above the pettah,
which has a wall on the south side,
but is open elsewhere, being naturally
protected by ravines auddeep I~ollows,
that extend in every direction.
Aseerghur was the capital of Candeish when subdued by the Emperor
Acher, and is described by Abul Fazel
as situated on a hill and incornnarablv
strong. In A.D. 1803 it suirdndereh
to thearmy untlercol. Stevenson without much resistance,and the same year
was restored to Sindia at the conclusion of a peace. I n 1819 it became
necessary again t o besiege this formidable strong-hold, Jeswunt Row Lar,
the (as Sindia asserted) refractory governor, having rejected all overtures.
Whenall the detachments had joined,
the besieging army under Generals
Doveton and Malcolm amounted to
20,000 men, and i t was captured after
an obstinate resistance, with the loss
of 213 men killed and wounded, including eleven European officers, and
also one comnanv of seDovs. blown
up in the explbsi& o f t & &agazines,
containine 300 barrels of eun~owder.
T h e loss Ef the enemy wasonly fortythree killed and ninety-five wounded,
for they fought under excellent personal cover except from shells. Indeed, it was entirely owing to the
havock made in their waHs that they
were compelled to surrender, such
having been the effect of twenty-two
heavy-guns, and twenty-six mortars
and howitzers, in battery, during sixteen days open trenches.
I n 1820 Aseerghur remained nearly
in the same state as when it surrendered, the trenches in the upper fort
still open, and fragments of shells
lying scatteredabout among the ruins.
Half of the garrison was in tents and
the other half quartered in the great
mosque, a spacious structure of grey
stone, with two minars, but without
any cupola. Close to one of the tanks
on the west side off the fort is a re~

(cr Hasser).-A
town
ASEERCRUR
and fortress of g e n t strength in the
prorince of Candeish, ,the capital of
n district belonging to Sindia, but the
fort and a few surrounding villages
were ceded to the Britishgovernment;
lat. Y1° 28' N., Ion., 76' 23'E., twelve '
miles N.N.E. from Boorhanpoor. By
Abul Fazel i t is called the capital of
Candeish, but native authorities place
i t half in the Hindoo division of Nemaur, as it stands on the Satpoorah
range of mountains which separates
the provinces. Its name is said to
originate from the founder Assa, a
rich Hindoo zemindar of the Aheer
tribe. The unper hill, in its ereatest
length from 'east to west, is about
1.100 vartls, and its extreme breadth
about 600, b u t owing t o its irregular
shape the area does not exceed
300,000 square yards. I t crowns the
top of a detached hill 750 feet high,
and round the base of the wall enclosing the area is a bluff precipice,
from eighty to 100 perpendicular
depth, and so well scarped as to leave
no avenues of ascent except a t two
places, both of which are strongly
fortified. Aseerghur has also the rare
advantage of possessing an abundant
supply of water; but it also presents
many ravines and hilly ramifications,
which greatly facilitate the approaches
of an enemy. A sally port of extraordinary construction descends through
the rock a t the south-eastern extre-,
mity, which can be easily blocked up
by dropping down stones at certain
stages of the ascent near the top.
T h e principal road to the fort is on
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mdrliable"sllllYport,' conducting by a
flight of steps cut in the bottom
through the body of the rock in which
magazines are also excavated. The
pettah of Asecrghur, a large irregular
village with one good street or bazar,
stands at the base of the rock, a d in
1822containedonly3,000 inhabitants.
The approach to Aseerghor from
h e northward tbrough the Kuttee
pass, is over a wild tract of country,
and the vicinity is infested by tigers, so numerous and daring, as to
enter the lower fort and carry off
some of the garrison. The wolves
are also exceedingly trot~blesome.
This fortress with a small tract of
jungly unproductive land belongs to
the British government, but stands in
the midst of Sindia's territories. In
1834, the civil and military establishments were transferred to Bombay,
having until then been under the Be*
gal presidency.-( Blacker, Ftlllurtoq
Molculm, Abul Fuzel, 4c.)
ASHNOOR.-Alarge vill:~gein the
province of Ajmeer, district of Harrowty, twelve miles E.S.E. of Jalraputun, which in 1820 contained about
1,200 inhabitants, and the surrounding country was rich and well cult;vated. Lat. 24' 30' N., Ion. 76' 25' E.
I ~ ~ ~ ~ ,.luster
. - A of low iswith
~~~d~in the eastern seas
trees, lat. 10 N., ion. 1310 301E,
A s s ~ ~ n ~ . - T h iiss the name of a
town, country, and river on the N.E.
coast of the island of Sumatra, the
first situated in lat. 3O 1' N., Ion. 99O
52'E. The river at its mouth is about
1,500 yards wide, but is shallow and
diicult of access on account of an
extensive sand-hank The country is
named from the abundance of a sort
of long lank grass.
There was formerly a colony of Javanesk and also one of Portug~leze
settled up the Assahan river, and the
remains of an old Javanese fortification are still visible about seventy
miles from its extremity.
In 1822, commerce had much &creased, but there were still about
eighty prows of various sizes belongVOL. I.

ing to the community, e n w e d in
trafficking to Malacca, Penang, and
Singapoor. The principal imports
are salt, opium, and coarse cotton
goods : arms and gunpowder are a
all times welcorne articles. The exports are dye woods, rattans, rice
and was, besides horses and slaves ;
the price of the first beio from
twenty to thirty dollars; of t t e last,
women, forty; children, twenty, and
old men twelve dollars per head.
Formerly 300, almost all females,
were exported.. Tin is said to be
abundant in the mountains of the
interior.
Inland there are many
B a t h tribes, speaking various dialects, some addicted to cannibalism,
others not. The names of the chief
abstinent tribes are the Karaukarau,
the Pedimbaoau, and the Tubbaa.
In 1882, the total population of the
Assahan principality of every description was estimated at 70,000 souls.
-(Anderson,

3c.)
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ASSAM
(Asana).
This remote country adjoins the
province of Bengal at the north-eestern corner, about the ninety-first degree of east longitude, from whence
it stretches in an easterly direction to
an undefined distance; but it is probable that about the ninety-sixth degree of east longtitude it comes into
contact with several barbarous and
unknown tribes, who occupy the intervening space from thence to the
province of Yunan in China. In this
direction it follows the course of the
Brahmaputra, being in fact the valley
through which that river flows. The
average breadth of this valley rnay be
estimated at sixty miles, although in
n few places of Upper Assam, where
the mountains recede farthest, the
breadth considerably exceed3 that
distance. In its greatest dimensions
Assam may be estimated at 350 miles
in length by sixty the average breadth,
divided into three provi~lces: Camroop on the west, Assam in the centr:, and Seediya at the eastern extremlty.
F

,

of the Assam
In 1809 the tenit
raja no where r e a c h 3 the northern
hills, the deb raja of Bootan having
taken powssion of the tracts adjscent thereto, whicb is a modern
usurpation, since the breaking out of
the disturbances that have so long
desolated this nnhappy co'untry. The
western provmce, named Camroop,
with several subordinate or intermixed petty jurisdictions, extends from
the British boundary to near the c e l e
brated temple of middle Kamakhya
(lat. 26O 30' N., lon. 93' E.), being
about 130 miles in length. Prpm the
boundary opposite to Goalpara to
Nogurbera, a distance of twenty-one
miles, the Aseamese then possessed
only the northern bank of the Brahmaputra, so that on the south mde
the length of the Camroop wan
ooly 109 miles. Its wi&h on the
aouth side of the river may be r e d awd at from fifteen to thirty, and
on the north side, on an average
thirty miles. About 104 miles above
Gohati, whicb stands in lon. 91° 50'
E,the Brahmaputra separates into
two branches, and encloses tin island
raid to be five days'journey in length
and about one in width. This province contains many low hills covered
with woods, and also a great extent
of fine low land, all susceptible of
cultivation.
Assam Proper, the middle province
of the kingdom, was then (1809) of
greater extent than the western ;but
no Euro ean having penetrated far
'beyond t i e capital (Gohati), situated
at ita western extremity, there waa
no data for ascertaining its length.
The portion north of the Brahmaputra, named Charidwar, was supposed
to exceed 200 miles in length, by
twenty in average breadth; but the
length on the south side of that river
was reckoned less considerable. I t
commenced near the Middle Kamakhya, about 130 miles E. from Goalara, and reached to Upper Kamakpya, ten miles below Tikliya Potar
Mukh. Within'tbeue limits it comprehended the upper halfof the western island formed by the Brahmapdtra, and included the whole of the

very large idand named Majnli, between the B d m a p u t m and a 1tributary, named the Debing. The
province of Assam Proper was then
considered of a higher and better soil
than that of Cammop, and not so
jnngly and hiily. Of the third and
most remote province, Seediya, nothing wm then known, except thnt it
was a small tract on the western side
of the Dikrong river, about Ion. 9b0
10' E. In Mahomedun geography
Assam is considered as separated into three
nd divisions, called Ooukhincool, and Majuli,
trecool,
whicb by Abul Fezel, in 1683, are ,
described as followe : 'I The dominions of Asdm join to Camroop ; he
is R very powerful p r i m , lives in
great state, and when be dies, his
rincipal attendants, both male and
L d e , are vohntarily bwim~ J i v e
along with his corpse."
From the confines of Bengal at the
Kandar custom-bwse, the valley aa
well ae the river and boundary mountains, preserve a northerly direction
to a considerable distance, but afterwards incline to east by north, and
the valley through its whole length
is divided by the Brahmaputra
into longitudinal portions, those t o
the south having generally the greatest breadth. The river Cailaai is
alleged to have been formerly between
the British territory and Assam ; but
at present no part of that river
passes through the Britiah dominions.
This encroachment of the Assamese
is said to hsve taken place some time
between the yearn 1770 and 1780,
when six small districts were taken
From the Bijnee raja, then tributary
to Bengal. In 1809 the Assam territory, where it was entered from
Bengnl, commenced north of the
Brahmaputr~at Kandar, and on the
south at the Nogurbera hill. On the
north Assam was bounded by the
successive mountainous ranges of
Bootan, Auka, Dophla, and Meeree,
and on the south by the Garrow
n~ountains,which rise in proportion
to their progress eastward, and
change the name of Garrow to tbat
of Naga.
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S ~ i c hwas -the description of ~ s k ma continuance of the Sanpoo; and
in 1809, since which date it has been according to intelligence collected on
penetrated even beyond its utmost the spot, there is no considerable
eastern limits ; but the topographical stream to the east b e t w e n the Iradocuments and reportr of the different wady and Loukiing. The country
surveying officers having been with- from hence to the frontiers of Chins
held in Bengel, our infor~nation re- is extremely rugged and impracticable,
gnrding the interior is not so satis- and never traversed even by the hardy
factory as could be wished. more Khamtimountaineers. I t seems probaespecLlly with respect to latitudes ble, therefore, that both the Loukiang
and longitudes. In 1836 an attempt and the Irawady, as well as the Brahwas m d e t o prosecute the inquiiy maputra, spring from different faces of
d o n g the Brahmaputra towards its the same cluster of snowy mountains,
source, which succeeded in penetrat- which effectually bar all cornmunicaing among the mountains, five days' tion to the north.
The Irawady
march beyond Brahmacoond (which thence t o Bhanmo flows through a
was found not to be the source of the barbarous and unexplored country,
Brahmaputra) into the country of the covered with hills, jungles, and mounMeeshoo Mismee tribe, and within tains. The party returned by a diffour days' journey of the first Lama ferent and shorter route, but over
village. In May 1897 Lieutennnts still loftier mountains, on which the
Wilcox and Burlton proceeded from snow was lying, in some parts twelve
Seediya t o the eastward, with the in- feet thick, on the fourth of June.
tention of crossing theLangtan snowy
T h e number and magnitude of the
mountains into the Khampti country, rivers in Assam probably s u r p w
and in the direction of the upper those of any other country in the
part of the Irawady river, They world of equal extent. The w e in
crossed the above mountains early in general of a suficient d e p t i at all
Ma ,when the snow was lying on the seasons to admit of a commercial ins u d c k , and it occupied twelve days tercourse in shallow boats, and during
to reach the residence of the Bork- the rainy season boats of the largest
hamti raja, on the opposite side of size find sufljcient depth of water.
the mountains, during the whole of The total number has been estimated
which time i t rained continually, and at sixty-one, but the rincipal are the
the travellers were much infested by Brahmaputra or ~ u E i t ,the Dihong,
leeches and a sort of venenlous fly, the Dibong, the Dikho, and the Dithe sting' of which always produced rong.
a disagreeable sore.
The Brahmaputra haa been traced
The Khamties and their raja among thehills five days' journey beproved friendly, and they remained yond Brahmacoond, into the Bora t their village until the second of khamti country, where its size is reJune, during which interval they vi- duced to that of an insignificant
sited the sources of the Irawad dis- mountain torrent : its source cannot
be very remote, and i t protant only twelve miles, ~ l t p o u ~ therefore
h
unable to trace it to any single ulti- bahly originates in the same range
mate spring, they were satisfied, from of hills that give birth to the Loukit h e reports of the natives, that it ori- nng and Irawady, but on a different
ginated in the mountains covered with face. I n lat. 27' 54 N., lon. 95' 24'
perpetual snow, about fifty miles to E., ten days' journey below Brahmathenorth of their ~tation~theriverhav-coond, this river ceases to be navigaing, where they examined i t (lat. 27' ble, its channel there beinga completo
30' N.) every appearance of s moun- mass of rock, with a depth (in March
tain torrent, and notwithstanding the 1825) of only four feet in the deepest
perpetual rain, it was fordable, and part, and with so rapid a current,
not more than eighty yards broad. swelled by everj shower, as to preThe Irawady consequently cannot be clude tracking. A t that spot it was
F
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ASSAM.
,150 ynrds across, and thedistance of thd rdountnins. The nhtharn r i f h
t h e extreme banks about 600 yards. are never rapid ; the inundation
Between the meridians of 9 4 O and commencing fronr the northern, fills
Olio 30; and lat. 27' and 28O the both the Brahmaputra and the chanBrahtnaputrn bends from s northerly nels of the southern ones, so that
to an E.N.E. direction, bounded by the water has no considerable curthe Meeree, Abor, and Meeshmee rent until May and June. All the
hills, behind which various ranges of streams eaat of Seedeeja abound
lofty snowy mountains (the Langtan) with rapids from the great inclinaextend all along the northern hori- tion of their beds.
zon, to an unknown depth and altiAssam is bounded on the north by
tude, apparently like the Himalaya a chain of very lofty mountains, a
in parallel lines and ridges. Actual continuation of those which, takiug
ubservation and the activity of re- their rise at tlre weatern extremity of
cent explorers, has subverted the Asia, extend under different names
pre-existing theory that the Brahma- for an unknown distance into China
putra was a continuation of the San- The -4ssa1n northern mountains topoo. It is difficult to account satis- wardn the west are inhabited by the
factorily for the mistake into which Abors and the Mismees, which last
Major Rennell and other geogra- extend albng to the eastern hills,
phers fell respecting the course of where they come into contact with
this river, for in the time of the the Singhpbos. The other tribes ad.
Compte de Buffin, the true notion jacent to Assam are the Abors,
~revailed, as he speaks of a Lake Dophlan, Garrows, Bijnies, KhampChanipC which gives rise to the two ties, Nagas, Mismees, Moamareas,
great rirers that water Assam and Meerees, and Singhphos. The five
Pegn. These were probably the first-named are described under their
Brahmaputra and the Irawady, and respective heads. The Meerees a r e
it must be recollected that until the a small and babarous tribe, who
grand revolution effected by Alompra, have some villages on the banks of
the present Burmese empire was the Brahmaputra, about lat. 280 N.,
The principal are
subject to Pegu. The head of the Ion. 94' E.
Sakato branch of the Brahmaputra Motgong and Meeregong. They
was ascertained to be in lat.
51' differ in language and appearance
N. According to Brahminical geol from the inhabitants of Assam prography, the Prabhu mountains form per, and are armed with bows and
the eastern boundary of Assam, and poisoned arrows. Before the British
through them there is a tremendous conquest they adhered to Seediyr,
chasm made by Paraaurama (the Gohain, and opposed the Singhphos.
The Mismee tribe inhabit the
same who conquered Ceylon and extirpated the Kbetries of Malabar), country about Brahmacoond, and
which has ever since admitted the the bources of the Brahmaputra,
Brahmspntra.
This cleft is still where they are collected in small
named Prabhu Kuthara, because it but fre uent villages, the houses
of wliie% are built along the .tee
was made with a mighty scimitilr.
Many of the streams contrib~~toryfaces of the mountains, ~n suc
to the ~rahmaputraare remarkable a manner that the rock forms one
for the winding of their courses. The side of their mansion, and supports
Dikrung, although the direct distance one end of the rafter, the other restbe only twenty-five miles, is said to ing on wooden posts ; the space unperform a meandering course equal to der the floor is occupied by their
100, before it falls into the Rrahma- poultry and cattle. Besides swine
putra. It is also noted for the quan- and their own hill cattle, wealthy
tity and quality of its gold, which individuals have the small oxen of
metal is likewise found in other Assam proper, the chowry-tailed catrivers of Assam, more especially near tle of Tibet ; youug dogs as a luxury
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ASSAM.
are held in particular estimation, as breadth. This is probably the'Mahi also the musk beetle, which hav- juli of the old maps, for the one now
ing been equeezed between two named Majuli is not more than twenty
stones, they dress as a grill. After a miles long by four or five wide. This
k w t the skulls of tlne cattle are last is situated at the confluence of
M d e n e d and suspended in rows to the Boree Dehing and Boree Iiuhit
arnament their dwellings. The ve- with the Brahmaputra, the eastern
getable diet of the Misnlees consists extremity being In lat. 27O W N . ,
principally of Indian corn, and a small Ion. 94' 24' E.; but, as has already
grain named bnbessia; but they culti- been stated, owing to the non-transvate very small qrrantities of a white mission of the surveys from Bengal,
rice, and also niaruyn, yams, mus- all thew latitudes, longitudes, and
tard, pepper, cotton, and tobacco. dimensions must be considered very
Their common draw is a piece of uncertain.
Opposite to Seedeeya, about lat.
coarse cotton cloth, but they are very
dirty in their persons, scarcely ever 97' 52' N., Ion. 95' 16 E., where the
having recourse to water for the pur- Moaniaren country ends, that of the
poses of ablution. The Mismees Singhphos commences, intersected by
can work rudely in iron and brass, the Now Dehing flowing from the
but their culinary utensils are mostly south-eastern hills. These Singhpho
of copper, and are obtained from the ,tribes were formerly tributary to AsLama country, with which they keep Sam, but after the decay of-that anUD an active trade. Thev brine
from cient kingdom, revolted, and wrought
.a
tience smokingpipes, straigbt swords, it much woe, plundering the country,
dved woollens. beads. rock-salt. nnd and carrying the natives into slavery.
tLe chowry-tiiied cows, in exch;lnge In fact, the northern and eastern
for which they give musk, skins, a parts of Assam have been for a con-bitter medicinal root, ivory, and siderable time (above forty years)
other articles, and formerly slaves wrested from the original inhabitants
captured in Assam. Their pipes are by these barbarians, who, encouraged
commonly marked with Chinese clia- by the intestine discords of the Asmcters, and as well as the swords and samese, descended into and conbeads, are probably of Chinese ma- quered the plains, compelling their
nufacture. The Mismee females are new subjects to cultivate them, and
a o t % t concealed, and appear fair transporting so. many into the mounand g g o o d stature; the men are tains, thnt prior to 1826, when the
athletic, with tolerably good com- British commenced operations in
.plexions. The country surrou~~dingUpper Assam, it was estimated they
Brahmacoond is better peopled than had possession of 16,000 of these
most tracts in this region, having a wretched beings. In February 1825
mumber of villages scattered over it, they were expelled by Colonel
*he chiefs of which share the offerings Richard's detachment, and half of
a t the sacred well.
the above number of cnptives resThe Moamareas (Mahamarisjare a cued, and negotiations were then cartribe formerly tributary' to Assam, rying on for the liberation d the
but who revolted about A.D. 1790, rest.
a d under the command of a priest
Before the British invasion the
committed the greatest excesses; Singhpho tribes occupied the entire
They inhabited an island formed by space, bounded by the south and
&e Boree Dihing river, which de- south-east hills on the north of the
acending from the east takes a sweep Brahmaputra, and west by a meri-to the southward, before it joins the dian line drawn from Seediya t o
Luhit or Brahmaputra Proper, and the hilb, excluding Theok and
7
' 3U' Makrooni, 'and the Di ung nullah.
forms a large island about lat. 2
Ion. 95' 30' E., conjectured to be They were then divide1 into twelve
-209 mil- -ir\ length by Eorty. in tribes, inhabiting different villqes, of
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which Bhisagong was the most important, and were governed by chiefs
acting separately or in concert according to circumstances, but acknowledging no su reme head. They
were armed with i o r t aquare-ended
sword, o b l ~ n gshield, bows and arrows, and were found very desirous
of procuring muskets, although but
little acquainted with the use of
them. According to tradition the
Singhphos emigrated from a much
more noriherly region (somewhere
on the borders of China) than that
in which we came in contact with
them. Their religion is Buddhism
intermixed with many m a i n s of
their primitive superstitions; in fact,
they appear to be a sort of Buddhist
Rajpoots, addicted to war, and delegating the cultivation of the lands t o
Assameve helots.
The district of Seediya is not conaidered an integral portion of Auum
proper, but has for a very long period
been subject to that kingdom. In 18%
it was found in a most wretched
condition, and principally inhabited
by refugee Khamties and Mulooks
expelled from their own countries t o
the south-east by the Singhphos. At
the above date Seediya was governed by the Seediya Shah, or gohain,
a Khamti prince claiming descent
from the Hindoo deity Indra, besides
whom he worshipped most others of
the Brahminical pantheon, after the
doctrines of the Assamese heresy,
but eat all flesh except that of cows.
With the assistance of the Abors,
Meeries, and other petty tribes, he
attempted to make a stand against
the Singhphos. The town or village
of Seediya stands a t the mouth of
the Koondeil nullah; lat. !ZT (5%
N.
Under the native overnment of
Assam, before its decfine into anarchy, a ready access throughout the
country was maintained at all seasons, by the construction of broad
and elevated causeways, practicable
to pedestrians when all the rest of
the plains was under water. In the
course of time, during the subeequent
convulsions that so long agitated

this miserable kingdom, these blinds
or causeways nearly disappeared,
but in many parts they may still be
traced. One of the principal is said
to have extended throughout the
whole length of Assam from Cooch
Bahar to Seediya. In 1826 it was
visited at a spot.about two miles
from a village named Lakhomati Bhoteya, where it runs through a thick
jungle following the direction of
north 55' east, and dividing the district of Noa Dewar from the Dopbla
country. The tract on the north
side of the causeway belong8 to the
Do hla raja, whilst the bund itself
a n l the country to the south are
within the boundaries of Assam Proper. The causeway at Lakhomati is
about eighteen feet broad, and generally eight feet high, but in many
parts it is nearly obliterated, and
very general1 hidden by brushwood
and trees o f considerable growth.
There are no villages along thin
causeway, probably owing to its having been so completely 6vergrown
with jungle as to have become im
passable. At a short distance north
of it is a small hill rivulet named
the Deiring, flowing over a bed of
aand and siliceous stones, among
which a half-formed coal has been
found.
The animal and vegetable productions of Assam are nearly the same
with those of Bengal, which country
it much resembles in its physical a p
pearance and the multitude of its
rivers. Transplanted rice forms t h m
fourths of the whole crops. Next to
rice a kind of mustard-seed is the
most considerable crop, the oil e&
tracted from it being that most in
use; indeed the quantity of sesamum
is very inconsiderable. Wheat-barlej
and millet are very little used. Forr
rnerly the cytisus cajan was only cuC
vated for the rearing of the lac insect, but is now preserved for its
pulse, and other plants are employed
to rear the insect. The most common pulse in Assam is the hairypodded kidney-bean. Considerable
quantities of black pepper are raised,
and d s o long chilles, choyiee, gin-

ger, turmeric, capsicume, onions, and
garlic In 3 9 3 5 English seeds were
found to thrive well ; the betel leaf
is universal ; there in plenty of
areca-nut, tobacco, and opium, both
for home-consumption and exportation. The sugar-cane thrives, but is
mostly eaten fresh from the field; a
little of the saccharine juice is extracted, but no sugar manufactured.
Coco-nuts are very rare; and no
palm-wine is made, but oranges
abound Cotton is reared by most
o f tbe hill tribes, but is little used
by them.
No less than four different k i n k
of silk-worms are reared, silks of several varieties forming great part of
the native clothing, besides leaving
a surplus for exportation. The silkworm reared on the mulberry is the
least common, the most common be
ing that produced on a species sf
!aurus, and called muga.
The tree
is planted and its branches pruned,
but the insect i~ fed on the tree as it
gows,'and yields two crops: that
procared in the beginning of the
dry w o n is red; that which is
procured towards the end of spring
IS white, and reckoned theybest. The
silk called medangori is reared ip
Assam Proper, on a tpx?that is coltivated ;the silk called erendi is reared
on the ricinus, in large quantities, in
Rungpoor.
In Camroop the oxen are the
cornmoo labouring w t ~ l a , Ie Assam
Proper man buifhioes are employed
in the plougi. sheep are ver gcorce,
and goats not wm(raus; tiere nre
few h o r w and no awes, In 1835, tbe
British troo s procured fowls, beef,
workmen
and real. h e
can make I d a , padlocks, sacrificial
knivel, spasre, spikonoils, clamp8
6 r boabbuildig, and match-locks.
These are innovations; and in 1809,
sciseors were still unknown. The
best goldsmiths are from Ben&
The pereon who wishes to have aay
thing made, hroiehes the metal, of
which the workmen receive q s h p e
far their trouble, as they have no capital, except a few miserable tools.
The native women of dl caqtes,

-

from the queen downwards, wear the
four kinds of silk produced in t h e
country, and with which three-fourths
of the people are clothed ; the rich
only dressing in cottons, mostly imported from Dacca. Considerable
quantities of the two coarser kinds
are exported. The raw material is
seldom purchased, each family s inning and weaving the silk w h k l it
rears; and petty dealers go mund
and purchase for ready money whatever can be spared for exportation,
or for the use of the few persons who
do not rear their own silkworms. T h e
proper silk, or pata, is only used for
dhoties for the persons of high rank,
and the same may be said of the
Medangori silks ; the Muga silke
clothe the middle classes, and the ,
Erendi covers the poor. The cotton weavers are mostly hreigners,
and the cloth they produce usually of
the coarsest quality. In 1809, there
were some workers in ivory, in the
Chinese fashion, who it was said
could straiten the tooth of an e l e
phant, by covering it with a thick coat
of clay and cow-dung, and then expoaing it to a fire. According t o
native report, the useful and simple
arts of making butter and cheese wens
~ +that
t date unknown.
Under the old native g o v v e n t ,
and prior to the expulsion of the
Burmese in 189.5, the c u s t o m - h o w
towsrde Bengal were usually farmed
out to the best bidder ; and t b
whole trade af the caunwy was, in
fact, mowpplized by a few individuals, who, agreeably t o the terms of
a treaty concluded in 1793, ought to
have levied d y ten per cent. on exports and importn, but in reality =&as rmach as tbey could. Formerly, salt was sold by Europeans
settled at Goalpara, to the amount
of lQO,OOO maunds annually ; but
the trade becoming monopollzed by
tpe farmers of the customs, that guantity in 1869 diminished to 35,QUg
maunds. This might also io part be
attributed to a decreaqd demand;
for the population of Assam had been
reduced by the long-prevaili anarchy, and lbwe wbo w v i v s much

i i ~ ~ ~ o v e r i s h e dI.n 1809, the totnl hfoyll emperors, the t n d e with
value of the exports f r o n ~Bcngi~lt o Absittn was a eource of consideral~le
Assam
only 2$8,000 rurees, of national profit, and for many years
whichamountsaltwasl~2,OUOrupees, after the acquisition of the Dewanny
and muslins 10,000; the rest a variety in Bengal individuals gained largely,
of trifling articles, and n few fire-arms but i t afterwards greatly declined.
secretly smuggled. Thevalue exported I t does not appear that any nieramounted t o about1,51,000 mpees,of chantn from Assam ever repaired to
which sum-total lac was65,000,cotton Lassa in Tihet, but formerly a com35,000, mustard-seed 22,000, i n u p - mercial intercourse was carried on
nilkcloth 17,500,andmuga-silk 11,350, in the following manner. At a place
ivory 6,500, and slnves 2,000 rupees. called Chouna, two months' journey
The balance was uaually paid in gold, from Lassa, on the confines of the
which is found in all the small rivers two states, there was a mart estaof Assam that flow from the bound- blished ; and on the Assam side there
ary hills to the north and south, and was a similar mart at Gegunshur,
more especially from the first. Now distant four milcs from Chounn. A n
thnt the intercource is quite open, annual caravan then resorted from
and the British power predominant, Lassa to Chouna conducted by about
It is probable that many other va- twenty persons, conveying silver bulluable commodities and mineral pro- lion to the amount of about one lack
ductions will be discovered, and a of rupees, and a considerable quanbrisk trade pushed towards China tity of rock-salt for snle t o the Assarn
and Ava.
merchants a t Gegnnshur, to which
According t o native report, the place the latter brought rice, coarse
p l d comes from the mine called silk cloths, iron, and lac, the produce
Pakerguri, and is contained in the of Assam, and otter skins, buffaloe
sand a t the junction of the Donsiri horns, pearls, and coral, previously
o r Donhiri river with the Brahma- imported from Bengal. A peshcush
milee in a or offering was then annually sent
putm, about thirt t
The miners Lorn the Assam Raja to the grand
. t i t linc from
begin l o work from the 15th S e p or Dalai Lama, but n o other public
t e ~ ~ i b eto
r the 14th October, and intercourse, with the exception of
each man is expected to deliver one the commerce above described, apand a half rupees weight of gold- pears ever t o have subsisted between
dust, and may keep any excess, but the Tibet and Assam states.
must also make up any deficiency.
All the royal family of Assam have
In 1809 i t was estimated that one a right to ascend the throne, except
thousand men were employed and such as have on their body some
paid in land, and that consequently blemish o r mark, wbetber from disthe state received 1,500 rupees ease or accident. In order t o preweight of gold. A rupee's weight of clude the danger of a dis uted sueA
custom
gold was then valued a t eleven ru- cession, i t was formerly t
pees' worth of silver; but i t was adul- to mark every youth that was not interated, and formed into small balls, tended for the presumptive heirship
which were carried to Ooalpara, and by a wound on some conspicuous
sold a t the rate of eleven sicca ru- part, such as the nose or' ear; his
pees for the weight of an A~samese children, if unblemished, having still
rupee. This matter, however, re- a right t o the throne. The s o v e
quires further elucidation, which i t reign and nobility in Assam live in
will ere long no doubt receive. I n thatched huts, with walls of baniboo
the province of Seediya, salt is pro- mat, supported by saul posts, and
iured from brine pools, and said t o built in the fashion of Bengal with
be purer and higher-priced thnn the arched ridges and mud floors, each
pit of Bengal.
apartment being a separate hut. ACWhile Hindoatan was under the cording to the ancient Assamese con-
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stitution there are three gteat olilcers
of state, named Gohaing, which office~are hereditary in three great
f a m i l i ~ . The word appears to be
derived from the ancient Iangurge of
Assam, and the title is peculiar to
the royal family. The Bura Boruya
ia the fourth great officer, and next
to him come six functionaries denor
minated Phukons. By far the greater
part of the land in Assam is granted
to persons termed Pykes, each of
whom is held bound to work gratuitously four months in the year,
either for the king or whatever perspn the royal pleasure substitutes.
These people either work for their
lord in whatever trade they are
skilled, or pay him a composition regulated by custom. These' pykes
a r e placed under four ranks of officers, supposed to command one
thousand, one hundred, twenty, or
ten men, but these numbers are in
general only imaginary, and the
whole militia a mere rabble, without
arms, discipline, or courage. The
most important jurisdiction is the
province of Camroop, adjacent to
Bengal, the greater part of -which
was wrested from the Moguls early
in the reign of Aurengzebe.. The
raja6 are the original petty chiefh n s of the country, paying a certain tribute, and several of them
p e G a r r ~ w sand other unconverted
tribes.
The officere under whom the ykes
o r serfs of the crown are p aced,
the rajas, and the farmere of the revenue, have charge of the police.
I t is alleged that the guilty who can
bribe, escape with impunitySqwhile
.the punishments of the convicted
poor are atrociously cruel. Capital
punishments extend to the whole family of a rebel-parents, sister, wife,
and children; it appears probable
that it was from this source that the
rafts were formerly supplied, which
were fre uently seen floating down
past a o J p a r a stuck full with h u m n
heads. All the domestics are slaves,
and they are numerous, every man
of rank having several, mostly precured funon8 the necesllitovs, wbo
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rnwtgq themselves. &me were exported ; and before the British prs+

dominance, about one hundred of
pure caste were annually sold in
Benpl.
The girls were chiefly
bought by professional prostitutm,
and cost from twelve to fifteen ru*
pees. A Cwch boy cest 25 rupees,
a Kolita 60, slaves of impure tribes
were sold to the Garrowa No accu.
rate estimate of the population can
be formed, but it is known to be ex,
tremely scanty in proportion to the
extent of surface, more than t h r m
fourths of which is covered with jungle. The principal places are Jorhaut, Gerghong, Rungpoor, and
Gohati ; but they scarcely deserve
the name of towns, being mere collections of hovels, for in this wretched country, tinder the old government, there were no shops and but
few markets. There are the remains,
however, of several remarkable military causeways, which must have
been constructed with great labour,
but it is not known in what era.
The follawing are some of the
rincipal castes and tribes of Assam.
h
!e
Rarhi Brahmins have long obtained the spiritual guidance of the
raja and hie principal functionaries,
but there is a distinct race of Brahmins designated as Assamese. They
are vaidiias of Kanoje, and are srud
to have been introduced from thence
by the Cooch raja, Viswa Singh.Before their arrival there were learn.ed men among the Kolitas, who were
sooroos to the people generally.Many Cmroop Brahmins are sow
settled in Assam, some of wbom are
said to be learned in Hindoo science,
but very few of either claw worship
the Sactis, or female destructive
energies, although some Pundits are
dilled in astrology and magic. Some
of the Assametie vaidikas have degraded themselves, by becoming
Varna, and instructing the impure
tribes, a degree of turpitude to which
none of the Bengal Vaidikaa have as
yet submitted.
In the eastern part of Assam Proper, beyond Koliyabar, besides the
Damties, Meereea,and Dophlas, the

moat numerods clam are the Ahams
or governing nation. Those legitimstely descended fiom the companions of Khumtai still retnin the
principal &ces of state, and may be
considered the existing nobility. I t
is generally understood that the
Ahams, on their arrival, were not
accompanied by any females, but
espoused those of the country, and
the royal family sub% uently f r e
quently intermarried wif$ daughters
of the adjacent chiefs ; but since the
introduction of caste the Ahams have
restricted their marriages to their
own tribe. The whole have now
adopted the language of Bengal as
their colloquial dialect, have renouneed the eating of beef, and
three-fourths have adopted the Brahminical doctrines as taught by the
followers of Madhava Acharya. The
Kolitas, many of whom are settled in
t h e Rungpoor district, are also a numerous tribe in Assam Proper.Those who can read are called Kayasthaa, and are the religious guides
for most of the others, and also for
many of the Cooch, with whom they
intermarry. They speak the language
of Bengal, and have nearly the same
eustoms as the pure Hindoos of that
country, only they .ro still more
strict as to eating and drinking. By
the Bengalese Brahmins they are consMe~edpure Sudras, and their featurn are 1888 strongly marked as being of Chinese origin than those of
the Coech, who are very numeroue
in tbe Aesearese portion of Camtsop, more especially in Dorong.
There are a considerable number of
Heluya ke ota who cultivate the
pound, and keyoo who fi~h. The
first are pure, and assume the title
of kaibarta; the latter are impure,
but have not d o ted the Mahomb
dan religion, It%ow in the Britinb
distriat of Rungpoor have dona The
Moriyas spark the Bengalese language, but have abandoned themselves to the eating of beef and the
drinking of strong liquors. In the
province of C a m r ~ o pthere w e many Modems, but so h e n e r e t e d into
heathen superrfition, that even the

faithful of Goalpara reject their commumon.
Nothing satisfactory has as yet
been ascertained respecting the ancient history or religion of Assam,
the national traditions having a strong
tinge of the fabulous. According to
these, many ages ago two brothers,
named Khunlai and Khuntai, came to
a hill named Khorai Khorong, which
is situated south from Ghergong, the
ancient capital, Khunlai taking with
him some attendants, and the god
Cheng went towards the south-east 8
Khuntai remained in the vicinity of
the hill Chorai Khorong, and kept in
his pssesnion the god Chung, who
is st111 considered by his descendants
as their tutelary deity. These two
brothers are described as having descended from heaven, and the s o v e
reigns of Assam have always assumed the title of Swerga Raja, which
possibly may have meant some pmt
of Tibet or China. It has been conjectured that when these strangers
first arrived, the country called Assam proper was governed by twelve
petty chiefa, who without opposition
submitted to:them beisg so superior
and education ; this however is isputed by the Cacharim,
in
who allege that prior to this epoch
the country belonged to thorn. The
otiginal territory occupied by Khuntai inoluded two very Ion islande
formed by the windings of t t e B r a b
maputrs, together with some of the
lands adjacent, on both banks of that
great river.
Thirteen princes in regular sucoession from father to sou, continued
to govern these dominions with great
,success aceordin to the Pules of
their anceatom. $he eat beef, pork,
and all other foods that shock the
piety of Brahminical Hmdoos, and
drank wine without restraint or ~.e
morse of conscience. The Deodhaings
were then their spiritual guides, performing worship to the god Chung
with p e a t mystery and secwy, aod
possessing some books called Bulongji, written in a character which
appews on the old eoin, and whkh
setrms to have a strong Bffinity to
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of Ava. These bodre are said to be
composed in a language which wae
formerly spoken at the court of Aeeam, and are reported to contain o
chronicle of their kings, whose names
were as follow :
1. Khuntai, . 8. Chupinong,
2. Chukapha,
9. Chhuchong,
3. Chutauoha. 10. Churan~.

6. ~ u k o ~ h i y13. ~hukum.-

7. Chhachonon
All names s t r o n h resembling the
Chinese.
From the beginning of the 17th century the Brahminid doctrines appear
to have been gradually encroaching on
the old superstitions, and about the
middle of that age effected theconverversion of the sovereign ; since which
date the governing party have entirely adopted the language of Bengal, which bas become so prevalent,
that the original Assamese, spoken
so late as the reign of Aurengzebe,
is almost become a dead language.
Brahmins of various degrees of purity
have long been the spiritual guides
of the court and of three-fourths of
the people; but there remain many
impure tribes who still abandon
themselves to the eating of beef and
the drinking of strong liquors. In
the parts adjacent to Bengal there
are many Mahomedans ; but they
have degenerated into heathen superstition, so that they are rejected
even by those of Rungpoor. It does
not appear that the Christian religion
has ever penetrated into this region.
In 1793, when Capt. Welsh expelled
the Mahamari priest and his rabble
from the capital, they retired to Byangmara, south from Seediya.
Although the Aseamese have traditions, and it is said books, in the ancient language, detailing their history
before the Mahomedan invasion, the
information collected is as yettooimperfect to be depended u on. They
are first noticedby Mog&uthorities
in 1638, duri the reignof Shah J e
ban, when %ey sailed down the
Brahmaputra, and invaded Bengal ;
but were re ulsed by that emperor's
o e r s , . o c f e v e n t u a ~lost
~ some of

their own frontier provinces. In the
reign of Aurengzebe, his ableat general, Meet Jumlah, advanced from
Cooch Bahar to attempt the conquest
of Assam, on which occasion he m d
with no obstacles to his advance, except such as were presented by the
nature of the country, until he ar.
rived at the capital, Gergong. When
the season of the rains began, the
Assamese came ont of their hiding.
places, and harassed the imperial
anny, which became very sickly, and
the flower of the Afghans, Persians,
and Mogtils, perished. The rest tried
to escape along the narrow cause
ways through the morasses, but few
ever reached Bengal; and the Assamese re-conquered the western provinces, which had been for some
time in the possession of the Moguls.
After this no more expeditions were
attempted against Assam, which the
Mahomedans of Hindostan have ever
since viewed with singular horror, as
a region only inhabited by infidels,
hobgoblins, and devils.
Hitherto the Assamese had been a
warlike and enterprizin people, and
their princes worthy o f the government ; but after their conversion by
the Brahmins the nation sunk into
the most abject state of pusillanimity
towards foreigners, and into internal
turbulence and confueion. About
A.D. 1770 the power of the rpiritual
teachers had acquired such strength,
and their insolence had become so
intolerable, that the reigning ra'
with the view of curbing their
burned a building that had been
erected contrary to law by one of
them named Mahomari, who guided
a multitude of the lowest and most
ignorant of the people. A rebellion
which ensued was supprersed by t)te
eaergy of the raja, but the insurrection burst forth with incrensed farce
under his son and eucceaeor G a d nath, who wan driven from the
throne by the base adherents of tbe
Mahamari priest, who attempted to
fill it with his own nephew. The
dethroned ra'a, however, having
placed himeed under the p r o k c t b ~
of Lord Cornwallis, that noblemw,
a short time M r e his departure Eor

,

Europe, m t Captain Welsh, in 1793,
with 1,100 se oys, who placed Gaurinnth on the t i m e of his ancestors,
and shortly afterwards returned t o
&npl.
. During the insurrection of the populace under the Mahamari priest,
the most horrid excesses were CONmitted, and most of the genuine Asnamese men of rank were compelled
t o fly for refuge to a large island
formed by the Brahmaputra. In
these disastrous circumstances, the
only individual who evinced any courage or enterljrize was one of the
hereditary counsellors of state named
the Bura Gohaing, who, on Captain
Welsh's return to Bengal, seized on
the whole authority, expelled the
Mahamari, and rendered the future
rajas of Assam mere pageants under
himself. On the death of raja Gnurinnth, which he is said to have accelerated, he expelled the 1awfr:l
heir, but, to save appearances and
conciliate the natives, he set up a
boy sprung from a spurious branch
of the royal family, whom he kept
under the strictest seclusion from
public affiirs.
Many years ago the Bengal government, in consequence of orders from
Europe, established a salt agent a t
Goalpara to monopolize the Assam
salt-trade; but after several years'
trial, the loss sustained was so great,
that the Marquis Cornwallis, who
$alwaysabhorred petty traffic, ordered
it to be suppressed. Mr. Daniel
Raush, a respectable Hanoverian,
ucceeded as principal merchant, but
' soon found himself creditor to the
raja, the Bura Gohaing, and to many
other chiefs, who had the address to
get possession of his property, in
.spite of his caution and long expenence of their bad faith. In 1796 he
quitted his factory at Goalpara, entered Assam, and proceeded to the
capital, to endeavour to effect some
compromise for his claims, amounting to three lacks of rupees; but on
the route he was treacherously assassinated by the raja of Dring's
(or Dorong) followera, and had his
pinnaces pillaged, and papera de.strayed. In 1801 the Marquis Wel-

leblep, cbhipassionaiing the disiress
of hlci widow and destitute family,
despatched Comul Lochun Nundy,
a native agent, to the court of Assam, to recover the arrears ; in furtherance of which object he furnished
him with letters to the raja and
prime minister explanatory of his
mission,' and reminding them that
they were wholly indebted for the reestablishment of their authority to
the British si~ccoursunder Captain
Welsh. The agent Nundy proceeded
accordingly to Jorhnut, the existing
capital, where he found the raja and
his miniater ostensibly fully disposed
to render him every assistance, but
in private obstructing him so effectunlly, that after being for two years
amused with promises and sham
trials, he would have returned from
that miserable court as empty-handed
as he went, had he not on a frontier
station recovered ten thousand rupees from a custom-house officer,
who had less power or more honesty
than his superiors. Indeed Comul
Lochun's description of the general
anarchy, the injustice exercised, and
the horrid crueltien perpetrated by
whoever had the power, excites surrise that all the lower classes who
Rad the means did not migrate into
the British territories, which were
close at hand, and contained immense tracts of unoccupied land.
In 1806 Sir George Barlow made
another effort to recover something
for Mr. Raush's family, who offered
to acce t twenty thoasnnd rupees
in lieu oftheir whole claims, but wit11
equally bad success. The raja and his
minister on this occasion,among other
excusesfor their want of unctuality,
assigned the total
bf their
country, and solicited the assistance
of the British government to subdue
the insurgents and tr~nquillizetheir
subjects, an undertaking that would
have cost one hundred times the
amount claimed. After this evasive
reply, the absolute inutility of addre*
sing the Assam state on the subject
appeared clearly established ; yet, to
leave nothing untried, in February
1813 another letter was despatched,
recalling the circumstance to tbe ra-

j'a's, 6; rather to his minister's', recollection, and expressing the expectation of the British government that
he would efect some equitable settlement In his reply, received during
the course of 1814, the reigning
raja acknowledges the receipt of
the letter addressed to his brother,
the late raja, and then proceeds to
describe the unfortunate condition
of his country. From the eastward
and northward the people of Nora,
Khamti, Dophla, and Mahamari, had
assembletl and invaded his dominions ; while on the Bijnee frontier
a robber, named Manick Ray, had
made repcated inroads, laid waste
their pergunnahs, and plundered the
Kandar custom-house. The tenour
of this reply was as unsatisfactory as
the former had been ; but as the case
did not warrant astronger interference
than remon rance,all further proceedings on th8subject were suspended.
About and prior to this period the
western confines of Assam were much
infested by bands of freebootbra,
principally Burkindnuzes from Upper Hindostan, who, availing themselves of the local eculiarities of
the Bijnee estate, h a s long been in
the practice OF waging a system of
plunder and incursion on the Assam
villages which lie contiguous to the
Bijnec frontier. The first regularly
organized band of this description
consisted of the followers of Gholaum
Ali Beg, a Hilldostany Mogul, who
had been entertaincd by the Assam
rajas to fight against the Mahamari,
the inveterate enenlies of the Assanrese principality. The Bura Gohaing, soon after his usurpation, disnliased Gholaum Ali and his band,
and, as they aascrted, turned them
out of the country without paying
them their arrears. On this event
Gholaum Ali took up a position on
the- confines of Bijnee, beyond the
Ayi river, from whence he continued
to ~riakeincursions into Assam. The
first attack was on the Kandar chokey, or custom-house, in 1805, at
the head of 150 men, when he stormed the post, and carried off such a
booty, that on twelve of the gang,
who were shortly after seized in

~ ~ r n u n s i n g hsixteen
,
hundred RI.
pees were found. From this timb
forward Gholaum Ali continued to
lurk on the confines of Asaam and
Bijnee, with about eighty followers,
not only ravaging the frontier villages of Assam, but occanionally invading the interior, and plundering
boats of valuable merchandize as they
pafised down the Munas river, which
separates Bijnee from Assam.
Curing this period of anarchy, the
above adventurer is said to have obt i n e d a kind of sovereignty over
sixteen villages on the eastern
bank of the Manas, from which he
derived a considerable revenue, rendily paid by the inhabitants for protection; but he was at length vanquished by another corps of freebooters, led by a Hindostsny Rajpoot
named Manick Ray, who drove Ghm
laun~Ali into Booten, and usurped
his lucrative post on the frontiers of
Bijnee, where he long herboored,
doing infinite mixchief to that branch
of the Goalpara trade navigated on
the Manas, and making nightly plundering jncursions into Assam. Both
he and his redecessor Gholaum Ali
uently ursued by the
Beg, were
Britisp Sepoys studetachment
tioned at Jughigopa, but the orders of
government being peremptory against
passing the Ayi river, all their efforts
were frustrated ;and from the Bijnee
raja no coercion could be looked for,
as he was strongly suspected of sharingin the profits of theirdepredations.
Under these circumstances, the harassed tenantry of the adjacent perg u n ~ ~ a hrrrostly
s
gave up all idea of
having a fixed residence, retiring at
night into the British provinces, where
they kept their women and children,
and re-crossing in the morning, to
cultivate their fields in Assam.
Such was the deplorable condition
of this fertile country in 1814, at
which period the great bulk of the
people were extren~ely anxious ts
throw off the yoke of the Bura Gohaino but such on the other hand
was %a tyranny and their pusillanimity, that his rule was nevertheless
acquiesced in with the most unqualified submission. The rightful heir tg
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tbcthrodeat that date wasBirjinauth
Coomar, who was prevented by the
magistrate of Rungpoor from levying war against the usurper, with a
body of troops raised in Bengal. I t
was then generally supposed that the
Bura Gohaing, know~ngthat Bijinauth was the legitimate heir, had
disqualified him for the sovereignty,
by slitting or otherwise disfiguring
one of his ears, in which case he
conld only reign in the name of one
of his children. The next sovereign,
Chunder Khant, being dethroned by
the Bura Gohaing, fled intn the British territories, and Poorindra Singh
was placed on the throne, but soon
after compelled to follow the route
of his predecessor.
. The Bura Gohahg then seated
himself on the throne; but the time
of this old king-maker was now
come, for Chunder W a n t having r e
paired to Ava, and procured assistance from the Burmese, returned
with sn army and compelled theBura
Gohaing to seek refu e in the British territories, where Re took up his
abode in the vicinity of Jughigopa
In I821 he re-entered Assam with
a bod of troops which he had coll s t e d i n Bootan, but was muted by
the Burmese ,auxiliaries of Chunder
Khnnt, who soon after endeavouring
t o get rid of his too powerful allies
by treachery, was driven from the
throne and compelled to repair to
Bengal. In June, 1832, Mengllee
Maha Theluah, the commander-inchief of the Burmese forces, was proclainled raja of Assam, the subjugation of which he had now completed,
subordinate to the sovereign of Ava.
Now began the never-failing aggressions that invariably take place
when a prosperous native power
comes in contact with the boundaries
of the British dominions, which at last
terminated in a rupture about the
muddy island of Shapuree, on the
coast of Chittagong. A British detachment under Colonel Richards,
then entered Assam. and in the course
of 18k?5, expelled the Burmese uuuraers and obtained complete posses$on of the country, which' must
henceforward be virtually considered

an in'tegral portion of the Britiah
empire in Indta Indeed, without population and with an unknown front~er,
this phantom of a kingdom could not
for a yearexiat on itsown resources, it
must consequently be supported by
its conquerors ;a civil and military establishment appointed; a fleet of
boats maintained on thelrahmaputra,
and many other expensive drnins
created on the Bengal treasury;
such is the uncontrollable progress
of events in India--(T. Buchunui~,
Suaon, Phlic MS. Documents, Wade,
BIqroth, Comul Lochun Nundy,
Lieutenanla Burlton, Bedfwd, Ker,
N. Jonea, Neufvilkand Wdcoz, A M J
Ruaaool, Gardner, 4c.)
A ~ ~ D N A GfUArradncyora,
B
the
city of liona.)
A district in the
province of Bejapoor, bounded on
the north-east by the rivers Neera
and Beema. L i e the rest of tile
province, it has an irregular surface,
but is nevertheless opulous and fertile, having many h e streams for the
purposes of irrigation. The chief
towns are Punderpoor, Wattmw,
Nanzereh, and Salpa.
Asssa~s.-A town in the province
of Aurungabad, forty-five miles S. by
E. from Damaun. Lat. 19' 47' N.,
lon. 73O 6' E.
AssEwrN.-A town in the province
of Oude about a mile from Meahy n g e , and overlooking n small lake.
Lat. 260 4 y N., Ion. 8G0 31/ E.
ASSYE.-A small town in the province of Berar, twenty-eight miles
north from Jaulna. On the 23d
September 1803, a battle was fought
near this place, between the British
army under Gen. Wellesley, consisting of 4,500 men, 2,000 of whom
were Europeans, and the combined
armies of Dowlet Row Sin+ and
the Nagpoor Raja, amounting to
30,000: In spite of I he disparity of
numbers, theBritish were completely
victorious, although with severe loss
in proportion to their numbers, mz.
Europeans killed
198
230
Natives ditto
442
Europeans wounded
Natives ditto
696

-

...............
.....................
............
.....................

-

Total

,.....I ,56G

The confederates fled from the
field of battle, leaving about 1,200
slain, ninetv-eieht oieces of cannon.
sere; standard;, tceir whole camp
equipage and a large quantity of ammunition. This victory is the more
remarkable, as above 10,000 of Sindin's infantry had been disciplined,
and were in part officered by French
and other Europeans.
. 'ASTOUN.-A small town in the
oiovince of Allahabad. eight miles
&om Teary. Lat. 246 36'-~., lon.
78" 5w E.
ATANGREEBY.-Alarge village in
the Carnatic, on the Marawa coast,
district of Madura, where there is a
commodious choultry, and a ferry
across that branch of the Vagaroo
which here disembogues itself into
the sea. I t stands about twelve miles
travelling distance east from Ramnad
--(F&rton, 4c.)
ATCHEEA.-A town of considerable extent in the southern Concan
or Bhoonslah country, fifty-six miles
north from Goa. Lat. 16" l l f N . ,
. lon. 73" 37' E. I t may be approached by sea within two miles, where the
anchorage is in five fathoms with a
muddy bottom. It was formerly a
place of great reputed sanctity, and
a notorious depbt of pirated goods;
but in 1818 it was captured by a
British detachment, which event wmpleted the conquest of Salsee, a district about 190 miles in circumference, which had belonged to the
Peshws.
ATTAIL-A town in the Agra province, south of the Chumbul, and
forty-six miles S. E. from the city of
Agra ; lat. 26' 44' N., Ion. 78' 29'E.
ATTAU.-A town'in the province
of Allahabad, sixteen miles north
from Calinger ; lat. 25' 20' N., lon.
80' 35' E.
ATTAVEESEE.-Alarge district in
the southern division of the Gujerat
province, between the 20th and
21st parallels of north latitude, and
bounded on the west by the sea and
the city of Surat. I t is intersected by
many streams flowing from the east-

-

ern hille. but not bv ear Aver of
magnitude. The prinl.ipaliowns a&
Demaun, Dhurrumwor and Baunsda.
In 1802 this distric't, which wee mortgaged to the British government by
the Guicowar, pelded an annual revenue of six and a-half lacka of rupees.
ATTBB~O~XBI-Atown in the
Gujerat province, twenty-four miles
E. from Ahmedahad. Lat. a30 4'N.,
lon. 73' 3' E.
ATTOCK(Atac, a limit.)
This
town is situated on the east side of
the Indus, and to the present day
retains the ancient name of Varanas
or Benares ; but it is more generally
known by that of Attook. The old
fortress was built by Acber, A.D.
1681. Lat. 83' 56' E., Ion. 71' 57' E.
About ten miles to the north of
Attock the Indus is seen issuing
through the mountains by a number
of channels, which are reduced to
two where it receives the Cabul river.
At this point of junction there are
many rocks, through which both
rivers dash with much impetuosity
and noise, but afterwards they collect
into one bed, and proceed through
the mountains with a deep and nar7
row stream, between high perpendicular ridges of- rock. When it
reaches the fort of Attock, the Indus
is about 260 yards broad (on the
18th June 1809), but the channel is
too deep, and the current too-rapid
to admit of its being accurate1
sounded, . The banks are of blacl
stone polieKed by the force of the
stream and the white sand it contains, so as to shine like marble. In
the midst are the famous recks of
Jemalia and Kemalia, but the r e
ported whirlpool does not rage in t h t
~ o n t hof June.
The modern fort oE Attock (the
residence of the Afghan government
in 1809) stands on a low hillock on
the east bank. Its figure is that of
a parallelogram, having the shortest
faces (those parallel to the river)
about 400 yards long, and other sides
about double that extent. The walls
are of polished stone; but althougl~

the place makes a handsome show, place is I~eautifully ditiated 'on' q
it is commaded by a rough hill, from rocky eminence, between two lakes
which it is only separated by a ra- or t ~ n k s1,598 feet barometrical meavine, and being situated on a slope surement above the level of the aea.
nlrnost the whole of the interior, and I t iu surrounded by a stone wall, and
the reverse of the walls on their has a well-built ghurry or native forfnces, are visible from the o posite tification within. In 3830 it was
side. The town war former& con- tbe head of a perpnnah, and considerable, but is very much decayed, tained five thousand houses; but with
having been since 1818 in the pos- the exception of one street, the inpession of Runjeet Singh, the Seik terior, although of considerable ex-.
R ~ j a hof Lahore. On the Afghan tent, is a mere aggregation of mutl
side of the river opposite to Attock buildings.-(ilf&okr, FdIurton, 4c.)
i s a small village d~sfinguishedby a
AUGUR.-This is the name of a
kind of fort erected by Nadir Shah, modern geographical subdivision of
and a fine aqueduct made by some ;hat portion of the province of Laformer chief of the Khuttick tribe to hore situated between the Indus and
irrigate the contiguous lands. Not- Hydaspes; but little is known rewithstanding the rapidity of the river specting its topography, except that,
here, it i? easily passed, both in 'according to native reports, it conboats andontheinflated hides of oxen. tains several salt mountains, with
I t is remarkable that tbe three which substance the eoil of this
great invaders of Hindostan, Alex- quarter of Hindostan is every wherc
ander, Timour, and Nadir Shah, in impregnated. The division of Authree distant. ages, and with views gur lies between the thirty-second
and talents extremely different, ad- and thirty-third degrees of north lativanced by the same route with hardly etude, has the Indus to the west, and
any deviation. Alexander had the Sinde Sager to the south, is thinly
merit of discovering the way: after peopled, and comprehends no town
passing the mountains he encamped of note. In some old maps it is deat Alexandria Paropamisana, on the nominated Ghepp or Dun Ghepp.
&me site with the modern cit of
AuL.-A town in the province of
Candahar, and having subduei or
Orissa,
district of Cuttack, fifty miles
conciliated the natives on the north
west bank of the Indus, he crossed from the town of Ctlttack in a norththe river at Taxila, now Attock, t b eastern direction. In 1813 the trionly place where the stream is so bute paid by the proprietor was
trnnquil that a bridge can be thrown 26,680 rupees; his remaining profit
over i t , - ( Eiphinstone, RenneU, WiG was estimated at 16,000 rupees per
annum. This is a valuable property,
ford, Dr. Robertson, 4c.)
and although only tributary, is situATTOWAH
PEEPLEA.-A town, in ated within the Mogulbundy, or that
the province of Malwa, twenty-four portion of the district subject to the'
miles G.E. from Dewass. In 1820, British regulations. In extreme diit contained 500 houses and was the mensions it is reckoned twenty miles
bead of a pergunnah ; lat. 2%' 48' N., from north to south, by about ten
Ion. 76' 25' E.
from east to west.-( Richardron,- 4c.)
- ,
A T T Y A H . - ~slnall
in the
AuMNI1:.a.-A large and populolls
province of Bengal, district of Jelal- town sitoated in the province of
miles N.W' by N' Gundwana, and on the river Wurda,
Poor,
Dacca.
lo' N', ion' which is here in January a very small
89' 48' E.
stream and easily passed. It runs
Auccu~.-Alarge town in the pro- over a rocky bottom, and forms some
vince of Malwa, belbnging to Sindia, small cascades. Lat. 21' 25' N., Ion.
forty miles N. by E. from Oojein ; . 78' 30' E., fifty n~ilesN. by W. from
3'. 43' N+ Ion. 76O 1'. This the.city of -Nagpoor.
lat 2
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AURUNGABAD.
12. Ahmednuggilr.
13. Jooneer.
The surface of this province is vevy
A large province of the Deccan,
situated principally between the eigh. irregular, and in general mountain^
teenth and twenty-first degrees of om, particularly towards the western
north latitude. To the north it is ghauts, where the hills attnin a great
bounded by the provinces of Gt~jerat, altitude, The tract to the east of
Candeish, and Berarj on the south t h e ghauts, including much the larger
by Bejnpoor and Beeder ; to the east portion of the soubah, i a also an
it has Berar and Hgderabad ; and on elevated region, forming part of the
the west the Indinn ocean. In length table-land of the Deccan, rarely less
it may be estimated at 300 miles, than 1,800 feet above the level 4
by 160 the average breadth. The the sea, and frequently much more.
colirsesof the rivers Neera and Beema The territory consequently abounds
Inark its separation on the south-west with natural fortresses and strong
froin tile contiguous province of Be- holds, which enabled the Msharattns,
whose native country it is, ta give
japeor.
This province is also known by the such infinite trouble to A u r e n g ~ b t
names of Ahmednuggur and Dow- and his generals. Rice i s the grain
letabad; the first having been its chiefly coltivated; the other vegetable
capital during the existence of the productions are much the same as id
Nizam Shnhy dynasty, and the latter other parts of the Deccan, The gar&
during a short-lived dynasty esta- dens and fields in the .inhnediate
blished by Mailek Amber, an Abyr- neighbourhood of the villages cre
sinian, from 1600 to 1635. Au- very generally enclosed by hedges of
rungabad was partially subdued under the prickly ear and the milk plant,
the teign of Acber, from which pe- the first o r which forms an excelriod its limits were in a constant state lent fence. The climate is partlcuof fluctuation, until that of Shah lwly famurable for the production
Jehnn io 1634, when Dowletnbad, of European fruits, which arrive
the capital, being taken, the whole here at a greater d ree of perfeccountry was transformed into a mu- tion than in any o x e r quarter of
bah of the Mogul empire, then at its Hindostan, inore especiany the peach,
zenith. On this event the seat of strawberry, and a very fine wriety of
overnment was removed from Dow- the grape, of a large size and cylinetabad to the neighbouring town of drical form. The nectarine has been
Gurka, which becoming the favourite planted and borne fruit at Semor,
residence of Aurungzebe while vice- near Poona. The figs are delicious,
ro of the Deccan, recived the name and the melon, which is universally
o l Aurungabad, which appellation reared, rivals in flavour the hoicestr
was subsequently communicated to fruit of an En lish green-house. The
the province. At present the prin- oranges are farge, but inferior to
cipal modern territorial and political those of the Silllet district, and the
subdivisions,beginningfrom the north- unrivalled arange of Daoudcaundy in
Tipera, in which last the pulp adwest, are the followiog, &.
heres to a very thick skin only by
1. Jowaur.
fibres
2. Callianee.
Allrungabad poRsesses no rivers of
3. Bombay.
magnitude, although it contains the
4. Baglana.
sources of many, such as the Beems,
5. Singumnere.
Neera, and Godavery, which do not
6. Dowletabad.
swell to any considerable dimensiona
7. Jalnapoor.
until they quit its limits, On the
8. Bheer.
banks of the two first horses for the
9. Futtehabad.
Maharntta cavalry were fornlerly
10. Perraindah.
reared in great numbers ; but though
11. Sholapoor.
'
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a hardy breed, they ate neither
strong nor handsome, although they
esltily supported the light weight of
their predatory riders. T h e bazars
of the cities and larger towiis have a
sufficientlyanimated appearance ; but
in the smaller commurlities, the dwcllings being generally without windows, or other apertures towards the
streets, and roofed with flat earthen
terraces, present scarcely any thing
t o the eye but dreary masses of dead
wall. The religious edifices are distillguished by v a r i o ~ ~architectural
s
peculiarities from the old temples
usually seen in Upper Hindo~tan,as
well as from those more to the south ;
she porticoes are almost universally
large, and occasionally nearly as lnrge
a. the whole sanctuary. In some
towns the pagoda rises in the form of
a twelve-sided pyramid, divided into
compartments, ench ornamented with
a mythological device in bas-relief;
while in others, where the form is
cluadrangular, the roof terminates
in a huge elevation of a cupola
shape.
Much the larger portion of this
province, and almost the entire aeacoast, having long been possessed by
the Maharattas, fair maritime commerce never flourished, piracy by Sea
and plundering by land having always
been their favourite employment, unti1 coerced by the strong arm of the
British government. Until A.D. 1818
three-fourths of Aurungabad were
subject to the Peshwa ; and the remainder (with some exceptions) t o
the Nizain; but since that eventful
year, and the overthrow of the former, nearly the whole has, directly or
indirectly, become subordinate t o
the British nation, with reservation
of the rights of certain feudatory
chieftains, whore territories will be
noticed under their respective heads.
T h e population of this province,
and more especially .of the northeastern quarter, is in proportion
much below that of the best British
districts, the proportion of religious
being about one Mahornedan t o
twenty Hindoos. The Maharatta
language is principally used ; but

there are also various local d i a k c t ~
in common use, while Hindoatany
and Persian are current among tlle
higher classes; the first in conversation, and the last in the revenue records. These last (the nobility) have
now fallen, probably never to rise
again ; but no doubt the great majority of the humblerclaesesmust, in the
course of time, have h e i r condition
ameliorated by the introduction of
British laws and institutions. I t is
a very remarkable circumstance, however, that although this province has
been the grand cradle of the predatory bands that for more than a century past desolated Hindostan. and
for two years (1817 and 1818) had
been the seat of external invasion
and internal warfare, yet in 1820
no part of the whole Deccan, o r
Southern India, exhibited such an a p
pearance of undisturbed tranquillity
and repose. Crimes of violence were
rare, and highway robbery r o uncommon, that i t was said a single
armed man might carry a lack of
rupees in perfect sec~intyfrom the
Krishna t o the Godaver)..--(FuUarton, Wilkr, Fererishta, 4c.)
A U ~ U N G A B (the
A D place of the
throne).-The
capital of the province
above described, situated in lat. 19O
54' N., Ion. 75' 33' E. This city,
originally named Gurka, stands a few
miles from Dowletabad, which being
taken from the transient dynasty of
Mallek Amber, in 1634, the Moguls
removed their headquarters to Gurka; which having subsequently become the favou~iteresidence of Aurungzebe, i t received a more sonorous appellation. I t contiuued for
some time a metropolis, after the
modern Nizams became independent
of Delhi, until they foutid its vicinity
to the Poona Maharattas inconvenient, and migratecl to Hyderabad.
I t is still within the limits of the Nizam's dominions, but, likemany other
famous cities of Hindostan, is greatly
fallen from its ancient grandeur, presenting the usual symptoms of n deserted capital, a scanty population
among extensive ruins.

-
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AUTGHAR.

mity is the apaciolls quadrangle of
the chowk, and at a short distance a
handao~nemodern market, named the
shahgunge. The ruins of Aurengzebe's palace still cover an extensive
space, but they are rapidly disappearing. The celebrated mausoleum,
erected by his order to the memory
of his daughter, has some resemblance to the Tauje a t Agra, but in
every respect less imposing. Its
domes are of white marble, and clustered like those of the Tsitje, but inferior in size, fulness, and splendor~r,
and throughout the whole there is a
comparative poverty in the materials;
in many places stucco is substituted
for marble, and the exquisite mosaic
bas-reliefs are wanting. The fukeeres
tomb is an insignificant structure, and
chiefly remarkable for its fine reservoirs, with their numerous jet d'eaur,
nrtificial cascades, and water n~ills.
Connectedwith this tomb is a mosque,
and many other lnosques aredispersetl
over the town, but none of remarkable structure.
I n the bazar, which is extensive,
various kinds of commodities, European as well as native, particularly
silks, are exposed for sale; and the
population, although much reduced,
is still considerable. In 1840, Rajah
Govind Buksh (the brother of Rajah
Chundoo Laul, the prime minister a t
Hyderabad) resided at Hyderabad as
governor of the northern portion of
the Nizam's don~inionsin this qnarter.
T h e population of Aurungabad gradually decreased until 1815, when
without any apparent cause the city
began to revive. In 18% it contained about 60,000 persons, nnd
covered a spot of ground about seven
niilea in c~rcnmference. Travelling
distance from Poona 188 miles; from
Bombay, by Poonn, 081; from Hytlerabad 895; frorn Madras 647 ; from
Delhi 750 ; and from Calcutta l,OP2
miles.--( F d a r f on, Calculla Medical
Tranmctions, Wilkr,the M e g'N'elfington, Fitzclarence, qc.)

T h e river Kowlalr, a mountain
stream, over wllicll there are two
substantial bridges, separates the city
from its ~rincipalsuburb, the Begum
Poora; on the north side is marshy
ground of some extent, in which rice
is rultivated ; and on the left, entering by theDelhi gate, is a considerable tank, overgrown with rank aquatic plants, from both of which unwholesome exllalations arise. The
central parts of the city are also very
low, indeed almost on a level with
the marshy ground. For two-thirds of
the year the winds here are from the
W.S.W., while easterly winds prevail in November, December, and January. The range of the thermometer, during these three months, is
from bOO to 86O, during the twentyfour hours the alternations of heat
and colt1 being as great as they are
sudden. During the hot months
the range ofthe thermometer is from
78O to 100° Fahrenheit. T h e average
nupply of rain.may be taken a t thirtysix inches; but for the three monsoons prior to 1836 there had not been
even twenty-one inches. Interrnittent fevers are here prevalent at all
seasons. The military cantonments
stand on a rocky plain about a mile
to the sonth-west of the city, and is
reckoned healthy, while the city itself
is known t o be the reverse. Tropical fruits of every description are produced here in abundance, the grapes
and oranges being scarcely inferior to
those of Europe.
Aurungabad is situated in a hollow,
nncl when approached from the northeast, its white domes ant1 minars are
seen rising from below amidst a grove
of trees. I t s locality has been particularly favourable for ensuring a n
abundant supply of excellent water,
wvhich is broeght in stone conduits
from the neigbouring hills, and diatnbuted through earthendip? to the
numerous stone reservoirs In every
quarter, from some of which fo~lntains spring up in the centre. The
main street or bazar is nearly two
AUTGAUB.-T~~S
place stands in
rlliles long, of good width, and resembling in its architecture the prin- the midst of n wild and woody collncipal street of Oojein ; a t one extre- try, about fourteen miles N.W. from
o
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AVA.

the dity op Cutteck; On the north it
is bounded by the tributary state of
Durpun, and on the west by the fortress of Tigris, and its extreme dimensions are fifteen miles from east
t o west, by twelve from north to
south. Owing to the quantity and
density of the jungle, the country is
reckoned very unhealthy, and in 1813
the annual tribute paid by the zemindar was only 6,868 rupees. The articles produced are rice, and various
sorts of grain, tobacco,cotton, sugarcane, and oil.--( Richardron, gc.)

,

AUTMAI.LICK.-A talook in the
province of Orissa opposite to the
Boad zemindarry,thos named because
i t \vns formerly covered by eight persons in succession. I t consists almost
entirely of hills and jungles, and in
the triennial settlement of 1818 was
assessed at only 800 sicca rupees.(Roughsedge, g ~ . )
AUTOOR.-A town in the Hyderabad province, twenty-five miles west
by fiouth from the city of Hyderabad.
Lat. 17' 17' N., Ion. 78O 10' E .
AVA A N D T H E BURMESE
EMPIRE.
A n extensive and once powerful
empire in the south-eastern extremity
of Asia, where, until the late war, it
occupied, either directly or influentially, almost half of the region described in maps as India beyond the
Ganges. A t present the Burmese
empire, strictly speaking, is limited to
the kingdoms of Ava and Pegu ; Arracan, half of Martaban, Tavoy, Tenasserim, and the Mergui isles having
been ceded to the British government,
and Junk Ceylon recovered by the
Siamese, while Assam and all the adjacent petty states have been liberated
from its yoke. Ilow far its influence
now extends to the east of the Martaban or Saluen river is uncertain, but
several of the Shall tribes are known
t o be tributary, and also to fbrnish on
emergencies a contingency of troops.
O n the north, Ava is bounded by As:
Sam and the a~ljacentpetty states ;on

the south by Siam, the sea, and the
British district of Mar:aban ; t o the
west i t has the sea, Armcan, and Bengal; and on the east, Siam and the
Shall nations. In length, including
tributaries, it may be roughly esti111atetla t 560 miles (from lat. 1 6 O to
lat. 24O N.) by nn average breadth of
about 300 miles. This is given merely
as an approxi~aation,for beyond the
banks of the Irawady little is known
respecting the interior. The genuine
Burmese designate themselves Mranma., and their country Mranma.
North from Pegu, on both sides of
the Irawady, belongs to the Burmese,
who for two centuries have been
the most powerful nation in this part
of Asia. By Europeans their country
is generally called Ava, from a corrupt pronunciation of Ahnwn, the
vulgar name of the cal~ital,and the
names Mrama, Burma, Birma, and
Brahmn, often given to the nation,
are probably all corruptions of Marnn ~ aused by the people of Arracan.
The principal rivers are the Irawndy,
the Kienduem, the Saluen or Martaban river, the Pegu river, and the
Lokiane. A t aresent the onlv seacoast Gssessed by the ~ u r n ~ eisi ein
the districts of Rangoon and Basseen,
a t the southern extremity of Pegu.
I n Ava Proper the difference between
the east and west banks of the lrawady is remarkhble ; the east being
barren, arid, and parched up, especially in the neighbourhood of the
troleum wells; whilst the r e s t is
tile and well supplied with moisture,
and yields in abundance almost every
tropical production. The country
between Prome and Tongho is hilly,
without navigable rivers or practicab
ble roads, and almost destitute of
fresh water.
The seasons in Ava, which resemble
those of Bengal, may .bedivided into
three, the cold, the hot, and the rainy.
T h e first begins in December and
lasts until February, during which
time the morning fogs are dense, and
last until near ten o'clock, when the
power of the sun's rays dissipates
them; the hot weather follows and
lasts until May, when the rains set in,

and pour without interruption until
October. Judging from t l x appearance and vigour of the natives, the
climate must be very healthy. The
intense heat which precedes the commencement of the rains is short, and
incommodes but very little. Exclusive of the delta formed by the
mouths of the Irawady, there is very
little alluvial soil in the Birman d e
minions. The soil of Pegu is remarkably fertile, and produces as abundant
crops of rice as are to be found in the
finest parts of Bengal. Further north
the country becomes irregular and
higher; but at present the Burmese
territoqies south of the capital do
not contain a single elevation sufficiently p e a t to deserve the name of
mountain. The plains and vallies
near the rivers are exceedingly fertile, yielding abundance of wheat,
and the varioue small grains and l e
gumes that grow in Hindostan. The
sugar-cane, tobacco of a superior
quality, indigo, cotton, and the different tropical fmitsareall indigenous.
In a district lying to the north of
Amarapura, named Palongmiou, the
tea plant grows, but its leaf is very
inferior t o the article imported from
China, and is seldom used but as a
pickle Besides the teak tree, which
grows in most parts of Ava, there is
almost every description of timber
known in India.
According to former accounts the
kingdom of Ava abounded with minerals, but a more close inspection of
the country has not confirmed that
report. In the mountainous parts,
towards the frontiers of China, mines
.of gold, silver, rubies, sapphires, amethysts, Y e t s , chrysolitea, and jasper are said to abound, but these p r e
cious stone~donot appearever to have
formed a considerable article of export or of ttafiic in the bazar. Marble
of an excellent texture, and susceptible of the highest polish, is found a
k3W miles froni Amarapura, where
it is monopolized by the government,
and employed in fabricating the innumerable images of Gaudma scattered
over the country. The most remarkable product of the Burmese empire

is petroleum oil, an article of universal use throughout the provinces,
and yielding a large revenue to the
government. Neither Pegu nor Ava
are rich in metallic ores, with the exception of tin and antimony. The
consumption of iron is principally
supplied from the great mountain of
Pouka, on the east side of the Ira.
wady, and near the lat. of 21° north.
Besides petroleum, the other mineral
saline productions are coal, saltpetre;
soda, and culinary salt. The mounr
tains about twenty miles to the north
of the city of Ava, and from 3,008
to 4,000feet high,contain many plants
common to the Himalaya chain. The
climate, however, of Ava Proper is
not very favourable, the rains being
seldom sufficier~tlyabundant, so that
without artificial irrigation, all the
neighbouring countries are more pror
ductive of grain.
The great internal traffic is that
which subsists between the southern
and northern provinces, in which the
first sends the necessaries of life, rice,
salt, and fish to Ava, receiving in rw
turn terra japonica, palm, sugar, peL
troleum oil, onions, tamarinds, lime.
stone, paper, lacquered-ware, orpiment, gold, wrought silkand cottons,
braus-ware, coarse cutlery, weapon6
and vermilion. Formerly the import6
consisted of Madras piece goods, but
within the last five years these, as
well as Bengal piece goods, have
given way to British piece goods,
principally cheap, coloured handkerchiefs and book muslins, long cloths,
and cotton cambrics. The other imports are some Madras and Bengai
cottons, s small quantity of English
woollEns, iron-ware, sugar, dates, cm
cosnuts and tobacco. Formerly by
far the largest export was teak timber,
principally to Calcutta and Madras,
the value then estimated at five lack$
of rupees annually, independent of
what was exported coast-ways from
Basseen, and another large trading
place called Lewatna, on the same
river. The teak of Pegu ha$ hitherto
been 311 procured from the lower districts, because more accessible, which
is prabaldy the chief caqm of its aci
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knowledged inferiority to the teak of
Malabar. A considernble trade is said
to exist between Amarapura and
Yunan in China. The principal export
from Ava is cotton, which is transported up the Irawady in large boats
as far as Bamoo, where it is bartered
at the common jee or mart with the
Chinese merchants, and conveyed by
the latter into the celestial empire ;
as also amber, ivory, and gems, betelnut, and edible nests brought from
the Eastern islands. The returns from
Chinaare raw and wrought silks, gold
leaf, preserves, paper, and some
utensils of hardware. The Birmans,
like the Chinese, have not any coin,
silver in bullion and lead being the
current monies of the country.
The Burn~eseempire is subdivided
into provinces and districts of very
unequal magnitude and importance,
each governed by a viceroy or military chief, called Maywoon, aided in
his functions by one or more subordinate officers, na~uedRaywoon,
accordicg to the exigencies of his
command. These form the lotoo or
council, in which is vested the power
oC life and death, for, although appeal to Amara ura is permitted,
the difficulty an8expense render the
privilege nugatory. These governors
and military commandants have no
salaries fro~n the crown, but are
allowed certain fees on law-suits, a
per-rentage on taxes, and may levy
and extort coutributions at their
pleasure. When the king makes war,
or the kingdom is invaded, the Maywoon provides the quota of men at
which the province is assessed, and
exacts extraordinary taxes for their
equipment and support.
Besides these thereisa subordinate
class of functionaries named meuthogies, or civil chiefs, of whom
there is one in every pergunnah,
town, and village (like the patells of
the Deccan) in the empire. This
office is generally hereditary, and
the possessors of it have great influence in the management of their
respective quarters, as through them
the taxes are collected and the vicerpy'b ~ r d e r promulgated.
s
They also

hold courls for the trial of petty
causes, and derive considerable
emolument from the fees they are
authorized to levy, and, owing to
their utility at home, are usually exempted from military service. In
1825, as the British army advanced,
these useful functionaries returned
from the woods and jungles into
which they had. been driven with
their people, and were reinstalled in
their former departments, which they
administered so effectually, that during the long halt of the British
army at Prome, surrounded by an
immense and agitated population,
only one instance of capital punishment took place, and that a conviction of robbery accompanied with
murder.
The Burmese administration of
justice is at once rude, unskilful,
violent, relentless, and rapacious.
There is no species of pain or penalty, even death, from which exemption may not be purchased by a
bribe, the highest bidder being sure
to gain his cause in a civil court. In
liquidation of fines, wives, daughters,
and sons are sold and mortgaged.
A minute register of every inhabitant above three years of age is kept,
containing, from superstitious motives, the day of their nativit
their
names and ages, as well as t ose
of
their wives and children, that all and
each might be rendered responsible
in their persons for their relatives.
Persons, when they have been injured or aggrieved, are fined, even
years afterwards, for not having c o n
plained, having thereby defrauded
the government and its officers of
the fees and profits that wauld have
accrued from the investigation. On
the 7th February 1817 seven persons were brought out for esecution
at Rangoon. The first was fired at
four times without being hit, and was
in Consequence declared to be supernaturally protected, and pardoned ;
the second was shot dead, and the other five beheaded. I t was subsequently ascertained that the supertlatural culprit had paid the goveruor a large fine,
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The names of the most remarkable towns are Ava, the ancieqt,
and now again the modern capital;
Amarapura, the late capital; Monchaboo, the birth-place of Alompra;
Pegu, Rangoon, Basseen, Syriam,
Negrais, Pagahm and Chagain,Prome
and Tongho. The two last are reckoned the keys of the Burmese capital, yet might be suddenly captured
by a handful of Europeans ascending
the river in a steam-boat. Every
town on the river, according to its
size and means, is obliged to keep
and man a gilt or common war-boat,
of which the king can still muster
above 200, carrying from forty to
fifty men. As they live chiefly on
free quarters, and are consequently in a state of hostility with the
peasantry, they are violent, audacious, and prompt to execute any
atrocity, however unjust and cruel,
and are, in filct, the most loyal and
efIicient portion of the Burmese military establishment. The state boats
belonging to the king and queen are
gilt all over, the oars and paddles
not excepted. According to Burmese notions, there are thirty-seven
motions of the paddle.
Five months uninterrupted tranquillity, while quartered a t Prome,
gave the British officers an opportunity of forming a more intimate acquaintance with the manners and
customs bf the Burmese than had
hitherto been attained, all prior intercourse having been carried on
under surveillance. Notwithstanding
the Birman's cruel and sanguinary
babits durin war, he evinces in his
private and cfomestie habits little of
the ferocious arrogance that has rendered him the terror of surrounding nations. At home he is lazy and
averse to work, compelling his wife
to toil worse than a beast of burthen,
while he passes his time in idleness,
emoking, and chewing betel. His
wants are few and simple ; rice and
a little fish, pickled and putrid, forms
his daily repast, and water his drink,
and he seems happy and contented,
bearing all kinds of oppression with
apathy and indifference, and kind to
4

every body but his wife and daughter, both of whom he works like
slaves, and prostitutes for money to
strangers. Fortunately for these
miserable beings-and
females are
miserable in all similar stages of SOciety-the latter custom is not a t
tended with the slightest degradation,
the victims on their return being regarded rather as objects of envy than
of pity, from the little stock of
wealth they bring along with them.
The lndian nations east of the
Ganges, following the maxims of the
Chinese, have always been more
cautious in their intercourse with
foreign states than those of the west.
Indeed the courts of Ava and Pekin
resemble each other in many respects,
and in none more than their vanity
and pride, which often manifests
itself in a most ludicrous manner.
Like the sovereign of China, his majesty of Ava acknowledges no equal.
Boa, or emperor, is a title which
Minderajee had assumed; the s o r e
reign of China is styled Oodee Boa,
or emperor of Oodee or China.
Although deficient in every thing
that can render a state formidable,
this sovereign and his functionaries
are (or rather were) quite inflated
with the idea of their own importance, and presented the spectacle
of a C O U T ~ at once feeble and arrogant. In Ava all rank is official,
e~nnnating from, continued by, or
annihilated by the will or caprice of
the sovereign. The lowest Birman
may aspire to the highest dignity;
the most elevated may in one day be
degraded to a level with the lowest of
people, and esteem himself fortunate
if he carries his head along with him.
This want of a hereditary nobility, t o
give stability to the government and
its institutions, has long reserved it
in a state of anarchy, tRe victim of
sudden and sanguinary revolutions.
The labouring classes of Ava and
Pegu have been reckoned by a competent judge (Mr.Crawfurd)superior
in point of physical strength and
activity to any of the eastern Asiatics, the Chinese excepted; but he
thought the mass of intelligence pos-
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sessed b them greatly inferior to
that of t L Hindodnies, or any nation ofwestem Asia, and even worse
gmemed and less civiliied than the
Siamese and Cockin-Chinese. This
ma be attributed to the absence of
a gereditary nobility, wealthy land
and of an elevated and
intelligent hierarchy. Without these,
knowledge cannot accumulate; nothing is permanently added to the
prior fund, which is the natural
@heck to misgovernment. According to a Burmese account, the provinces soutli of Prome contain 160
townships, and about 9,080 villages,
with 175,000 houses, in each of
which, according to the Burmese
custom, from one to four families
reside, Assuming two families, and
five to a family, this estimate would
give a pop~ilationof 1,760,000, or
a b ~ forty
t
to the square mile. The
a r a <the provinces south of Prome
oocup~ee about onethird of the
whole empire, which, supposing it
peopled in the same ratio, wwld
g v e a total population of 3,500,000
persons (including 500,080 Carians),
which is probably not very remote
from the truth. I t appears to have
been the -usual practice of the Burmese, and indeed of the ultra Gangetic nations generally, to transport
the natives of their conquered provinces to another quarter, and re.
people them with Burmese.
There is no doubt tbe population
and resources of the Bnrmese empire had been greatly exaggerated by
former travellers, and more e s p
cially by Colonel Symes, as may be
inferred from the following statistical
facts recently acquired. Tlie three
towns of Amarapura, Ava, and Sac
kaing, with the districts attached,
contain an area of 283 square miles,
wmposing by. far the best cultivated
and most populous portion of the
empire. I t is nearly exempted from
taxation, being favoured through andent and established usage, to the
detriment of the rest of thecountry,
According to the public registers, the
above space contains 50,000 houses,
and eaoh ho~iseestimated at seven

inhabitants, which would furnish an
aggregate of 354,900 persons. Ava
city certainly does not contain 38,000
inhabitantqand in population, wealth,
industry, and trade, is greatly below
Bankok, the capital of Siam. The
other large towns, such as Rangoon,
Prome, Monchaboo, &c., not above
a dozen in number, do not contain
more than 10,000 inhabitants each ;
indeed, in 1827, Rangoon was found
only to contain between 8,000 a d
9,000 by an actual census.
One-tenth of the produce is exacted as the authorized due of government, and one-tenth is the
amount of the king's duty on ail
foreign goods imported. The revenue arising fro111 customs on imports are mostiy taken in kind; a
small part converted into cash, and
the rest distributed in lieu of salaries
to the various departments of the
state. Money, except on the most
pressing exigencies, is never disbursed from the royal coffers. T o
one man the fees of an office are
allowed; to another a station where
certain imposts ara collected ; a third
has land granted in proportion to
the inlportance of his employment.
On the other hand, every officer of
government, from the highest to the
lowest, according to his rank and
station, makes an annual fixed present to the king.
The Burmese may be described as
a nation of soldiers, every man in the
kingdom being liable to be called oa
for his militar services. In their
usual mode oPwarfare, a Burnrese
rarely meets his enemy in the ope6
field. Instructed and trained from
his youth in the construction and d e
fence of stockades, their wars prior
to 1824 had beeti a series of conquests, all the sdjacent nations having Fallen before them. With reference to mere animal strength, a
Hindostany sepoy is certainly not a
match for a Burtnese ; but, alarmed
and confounded by the steady advance of the European soldiers close
up to their strongest works without
firing a shot, distracted by the showers of Congreve rockets, shwpeell
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shells, and bombs, and astonished by cated. All game is eagerly s o ~ ~ g h t
the smoking henomenon of a steam after, a d in many place8 publicly
Reptiles, such as lizards,
boat, they fel! before sauperior know- sold
ledge and energy. A Birman soldier guanos, and snakes, constitute a part
hau not even the consolation of of the subsistence of the lower classes.
seeing his general partaking his dan- T o strangers they grant the most
gers, for after giving direction what libernl indulgence, and if they chance
to do, this cautious hero ~ ~ s u a l l yto shoot at and kill a fat bullock, it
leaves the stockade. The investment is ascribed to accident. The Burof the Shee Dagon pagoda a t Ran- mese burn their dead, and place
goon, was the boldest undertaking of implicit faith in talismans, auguries,
the Burmese during the late war. and judiqial astrology. The first are
There they advanced within point usually written on sheet gold or
blank musket range, and burrowing silver, and inserted under the skin of
like rabbits, bore a hot fire of nhells, the person to be protected. All the
bombs, and shrapnells for six days. Biitnan soldiers are tattooed, but the
Their defence of Donabew also enti- Siamese consider the practice as bartles them to much praise. Our late barous. Among this people the s i t
mhbassador, however, denies their ting posture is the most respectful,
chiefs either courage, intelligence, or but strangers are apt to attribute t o
public spirit, and insists that the insolence, what in their view is a
genius of the Burmese institutions, mark of deference. The British
civil and military, are quite hostile troops fomd the Burmese extrava
to the generation of martial habits gantly fond of spirits, and they soon
hnd feelings among the mass of the acquired the language of their conpeople. Indeed, he did not hesitate querors sufficiently to ask for a glass
to consider them, when compared of Englisli water (gin) and brandy;
with the fighting tribes of Hindostan, but althongh their country abounds
a people eminently tame and un- with cattle, they make no use whatwarlike.
ever of their milk.
In their features the Burmese bear
In this empire every thing belonga much nearer resemblance to the mg to the king hau the word " shoe,"
Chinese than to the natives of Hin- or gold, prefixed to it ; even his madostan. They are not tall in stnture, jeaty's person is never mentioned but
but are active and athletic, and have in conjunction with that precious
a very youthful appearance, from the metal. When a subject means to
ctlstorn of plucking the beard instead affirm that the king has heard anyof using the razor. Both sexes co- thing, he says, '< it has reached the
four their teeth, eye-lashes, and the golden ears;" he who has obtained
edges of their eye-lids with black, admittance tn the royal presence has
and in their food, compared with been at the <' @den feet ;" and otr
the Hindostanies, are gross and of roses is described as being grateftil
uncleanly. The culinary system of to the " golden nose." The Birman
the Burmese and other Indo-Chi- sovereign is sole proprietor of all the
hese nations, is nevertheless much elephants within his dominions, and
more agreeable to a European palate here mnle elephaMs are preferred t o
than that of the natives of Hindos- female, which is the reverse of what
tan. Some of their ragouts, how- 'takes place in Hindostan. The
ever, are peculiar, one of which, sent henza, the symbol of the Burmese
with others by the king to the mem- nation, as the eagle was of the Roman
bers of the late embassy by way of empire, is a species of wild fowl called
refreshment after a boat-race, was the Brahminy goose. Men of high
a dish of fried crickets. Although rank have their barges drawn by war
their reliiion forbids the slaughter of boats, it being thought inconsistent
animals, yet they apply the interdic- with their dignity to sit in the same
tion only to those that are domesti- ,boat with common watermeo.~ Not-
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withstanding the well-formed arches best preservation, and largest in exstill to be seen in many of the ancient tent, are those of Pagahm, which extemples, Burmese workmen can no tend twelve miles along the bank of
Ion er turn them : which shews how the Irawady, and five inland. Many
easify an art once well known may of the temples there are still entire,
be lost. Masonry in the latter ages and exhibit a superior style, far behas been much neglected ; buildings yond the utmost efforts of modern
of wood, thatch, and bamboos, hav- Burmese architects. In one of the
ing sllperseded the more solid struc- old temples at Pagahm, Brahminical
tures of brick and mortar. No chief, in~agesof Vishnu, Siva, and Hunihowever, will enter the house of an maun were found, when visited by
inferior, or even of an equal, for to the embassy in 1827, besides many
do so implies a diminution of dignity. inscriptions in the Deva-nag& cbaThe king never enters the house of racter. In one spot, where the
his brother, although he is often seen temple of the Arracan image of
walking arm in arm with him in the Gaudma stands, the late king Mincourt before his dwelling.
deraja Praw had collected 260 monuThe Pali language constitutes at mental inscriptions, some on white
tlie present day the sacred text of marble, but the greater number on
Avr, Pegu, and Siam ; the Birman sandstone, mostly however referring
dialect has borrowed the Snnscrit to the founding of some temple or
alphabet, in which it is constantly monastery.
written. But, notwithstanding this
The laws of the Burmese, like their
appearance. of intimacy, the mis- religion, are Hindoo; indeed there is
sionaries, In a specimen of the Lord's no separating their laws from their
Prayer in the Burmese li~nguage, religion. Their code they name
could scarcely discover three genuine Derma Sath, or Sastra, which is one
Sdnscrit words. Many syllables, how- of Menu's commentaries. Their sysever, according with those of the tem of jurisprudence, like that of the
Chinese colloquial dialect are to be Chinese, provides specifically for alfound, and the language adopts two most every species of crime that
of the four Chinese tones. The San- can be committed, and trial by ordeal
scrit language is here found arrested and imprecation arc permitted. They
in its rogress eastward, and con- are not sh~ckledby any prejudices of
strainel to lend its alphabet to do cqste, restricted to hereditary occulittle more than clothe and express pations, or forbidden to associate
another system, said, by those who with strangers, as are the Hindoos of
have studied it most closely, to be the Brahminicalpersuasion. A knowof mere syllabic origin, and retaining ledge of letters 1s very generally diftones completely foreign to the San- fused, and many can both read and
scrit system. The character in com- write the vulgar tongue; but few
nion use throughout Ava and Pegu understand the scientific or more
is a round Nagari, derived from the sacred volumes. All kioums or
square Pali, or religious text, formed monasteries are also seminaries for
of circles and segments of circles the education of youth, to which the
variously disposed, written from left surrounding inhabitants may send
to right, and usually engraved on their children, where they are edupalmira leaves. Every place of note cated gratis by theRahaans or monks,
in the kingdom has two names, one who neither buy, sell, or accept moin the vulgar tongue, and the other ney. Their year is divided into
iri the sacred Pali. The number of twelve months, of twenty-nine and
dialects spoken in the Birman em- thirty days alternately, which they
rectify by an intercalation ever third
pire ia said to exceed eighteen.
The most remarkable antiquities year. They reckon the m o n d from
are to be found at Pagahm, Chagaing, the beginning to the full moon, after
Sanku, and Anglewa. The ruins in which they recede by retrogressive

enlimeration until the month is finished. The week is divided into
seven d g s , ~as in Hindostan and
Europe. The Christian year 1795
corresponds with the Birman year
1157, ant1 with the Hejira of 1209.
Througout Ava, and other states to
the eastward, the word lack signifies
only ten thousand.
Buddha (of whom the Burmese are
sectaries, as the Hindoos are of
Brahma) is admitted by Hindoos of
all descriptions as the ninth Avatar,
or descent of the deity in the character of preserver; but the religion
of the Buddl~istsdiffers greatly from
that of the Brahmins, the gods of
the Brahmins being in a state of constant activity, pervading and animating all nature, while those of the
Buddhists remain quiescent, and
do not concern themselves about
human affairs. The latter teach that
from time to time men of surpassing
piety and self-denial have appeared
on earth, and from their singular
worth have after death been transferred to a state of supreme bliss, or
absence of pain. These saints, after
reforming the world during their lifetime, and by their superior sanctity
acquiring the power of performing
miracles, are imagined after death to
possess a command over the living,
and it is they who are the direct
objects of worship with tlie Buddhists. Buddha, during his incarnation, reformed the doctrines of the
Vedas, and severely censured the
sacrifice of cattle or depriving any
thing of life. His birth-place is supposed to have been Gays in Bahar.
Gautama or Gautom, according to
the Hindoos of India, and Gaudma
among the ultra-Gaugetic nations, is
said to have been a saint and philosopher, and is believed by the Birmans to have flourished 2,300 years
ago. He taught in the Indian schools
the heterodox religion and philosophy
of Buddha. The image that re r e
rents Buddha is called GauBma,
which is a commonly received appellation for Buddha himself. This
image is a primar object of worship
in d l countries ( ~ s s s m and Cassry

excepted), situated between B e n g l
and China. The sectaries of Buddha contend with those of Brahma
for antiquity, and are certainly in the
aggregate, under various denominations, much more numerous. The
Cingalese of Ceylon are Buddhists of
the purest source, and the Burmese
acknowledge to have received their
religion from that island. Sir Wm.
Jones determines the period when
Buddha appeared on earth to have
been 1,014 years before the birth of
our Saviour.
The Burmese believe in the metempsychosis, and that having undergone a certain number of migrations,
their souls will, at last, either be
received into their mount Olympus,
on the mountain Menr, or be sent t o
suffer torments in a place of divine
punishment. Notwithstanding the
Burmese are followers of Buddha,
they greatly reverence the Brahmins,
and acknowledge their superiority in
science over their own pnesta. The
king and chief officers have always
in their houses some of these domestic
sages, who supply them with astrological advice. But the natives of
Ava do not inflict on themselves disgusting tortures, aRer the manner of
the Brahminical Hindoos, although
they deem it meritorious to mortify
the flesh by the voluntary penances
of abstemiousne;~ and selfdenial.
The kioums or convents of the Rahams differ in their structure from the
common houses, and much resemble
the architecture of the Chinese.
They profess celibacy, abstain from
every sensual indulgence, wear yellow, and never cook, holding it a
degradation to perform any of the
comlnon offices of life likely to divert
them from the contemplation of the
divine essence ;yet they are but little
reverenced by their respective flocks,
and have no political influence. I o
the various commotions of the empire, the Rahaans have never taken
any active part, and have in consequence rarely been molested by the
contending factions. Unshackled
by the caste of the Brahminical Hindoos, or the bigotry of the Mussul-
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man, so slight a hold has their
present religious creed on the minds
of the Burmese, that it has been
asserted, and with strong probability,
that the king of Ava cquld in one
day, and by a simple order, change
the relicion of the whole nation.
without >mating a sensation or occa:
sionina a murmur.
. we-have hitherto omitted to notice a very important personage, half
sacred half prophane, who being the
second. dignitary in the kingdom, has
a regular cabinet, composed of a
woonghce or prime-minister; a woondock or secretary of state; a songkee, or inferior secretary ; a nakeen,
or ttansmitter of intelligence, besides
other subordinate ministers and functionaries, some of whom manage the
estates he possesses in the country.
This individual is the white elephant, to whom presents of muslins,
chintzes and silks are regularly made
by all foreign ambassadors, the order
of precedence in Avil being as follows : 1. The king; ad The white
elenhant : and 3. The aueen. The
redtlence of the white' elephant is
contiauous to the royal pa1ac.e. with
whid; it is connected by'a long open
gallery supported by numerous wooden pillars, at the further end of which
a curtain of black velvet, embossed
with gold, conceals the august animal
from vulgar eyes, and before this
curtain ttre intended offerings are
displayed. His dwelling is a lofty
hall covered with splendid gilding,
and supported by sixty-four pillars,
half of which are elegantly gilt. T o
two of these his fore-feet are fixed
by silver chains, while his hind ones
are secured by links of a baser metal.
His bed consists of a thick mattress
tovered with blue cloth, over which
another of a softer composition is
spread, covered with crimson silk.
His trappings are very magnificent,
being of gold studded with large
diamonds, pearls, sapphires, rubies,
and other precious stones. His betelbox, spitting-pot, ankle rings, and
the vessel out of which he feeds, are
likewise of gold inlaid with precious
stonas, and hitrattendants and guard

exceed one thousend persons. The
white elephant, thus fed, dressed and
attended, appears to be a diseased
animal, whose colour has been affected by a species of leprosy. The
one shown to Ca tain Canning in
1810, was of smalraiee. of a sand"
colo&, and apparently -unconscioG
of his own importance, althoueh his
votaries at a 'distanck were h;mbly
bowin their heads nearly to the
g r o u d By the Birmans a white
elephant is supposed to contain a
human soul in the last stage of many
millions of transmigrations, at the
conclusion of which he is absorbed
into the essence of the deity, and
annihilated,-according to Birrnan
hith, the highest state of beatitude.
The British embassy of 1826-27
had a more favourable opl)ortunity
of exanlining the white elephant than
had fallen to the lot of the prior
ones. It was the same elephant seen
by Capt. Canning, of a cream rather
than a white colour, and by no means
so complete an albino as those beloneine to the Kine of Siam. The
ve&rGion paid to thys uadruped Mr.
Crawfurd (theanlbassaaor) thinks has
been much exaggerated, ii not being
an object of worship, but only considered as an indispensnble part of
the regnlia, which would be incomplete without it, and its abseace would be considered a most
inauspicious circumstance, prophetic
of evil to the king and nation. Hence
the anxiety evinced to obtain them,
and the high reward offered for their
capture.
Chronological tables of Burmese
history, true or false, were procured
by the late embassy, which go as far
back as 543 years before Christ. The
first monarchs are said to have come
from India, from Magadha or Bshar,
and to have fixed the seat of their
government at Prome, where it r e
mained for 336 years. In 4.D. 107,
it was tranbferred to Pagahm, where
it continued for more than twelve
centuries; hence the wonderful extent of: the ruins of this metropolis.
In 5322 the throne was transferred
to Sakaing, and in 1364 to Avej
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where it remained for the 369 years,
until the capture of that city by the
Taleins or Peguers. Alompra made
Monchaboo, his native town, the capital in 175'2. His successors changed
the capital almost every reign, to Sakaing, Ava, Amarapura, and then
back again to Ava by his present Majesty in 1823. From the foundation
of the monarchy to the presen: time
there has been 128 kings, giving an
average of seventeen yeers to each
reign.
From the testimony of the Portuguese historians it appears that in
the middle of the sixteenth century
four powerful states occupied the
regions that lie between the southeastern provinces of British India,
Yunan in China, and the Eastern
sea. Their territories extended from
Cassay and Assam on the north and
west, ant1 as far south as Junk Ceylon. These nations were known to
Europeans by the names of Ava,
Pegu, Arracan, and Siam. Ava, the
name of the ancient capital of tho
Birmans, has usually been accepted
a s the name of the country at large,
which is properly Mranma (pronounced Myamma), and named by
the Chinese Zomien. The Portuguese authors say that the Bunnese,
though formerly subject to the kings
of Pegu, became afterwards masters
of Ava, and caused a revolution in
Pegu about the middle of the 16th
century. The Portuguese assisted
the Burmese in their wars against the
Talleins or Peguers, and continued
t o exercise an influence in the two
countries, and still more in Arracan,
so long as they maintained nn ascendancy in the East over the other
European nations. During the reign
of &ouis XIV. several splendid attempts were made to propagate the
doctrines of the church of Rome,
and advance the interest of the
French nation in the kingdom of
Siam ; but little is related of Ava or
Peg.
The supremacy of the Birmans
over the Peguers continued throughout the seventeenth century,nnd during the first forty years of the eigh-

teenth cbntury, about which period
the Peguers in the provinces of D a l l ~ ,
Martaban, Tongho and Prome revolted ; and a civil war ensued, prosecuted on both sides with the most
savage ferocity.
About the yeare
1750 and 1751, the Peguers, by the
aid of fire-arms procured from the
European vessels trading to their
ports, and with the assistance of
some renegade Dutch and native
Portuguese, gained several victoi3es
over the Birmans. In 1752 they
invested Ava, the capital, which snr*
rendered at discretion. Dwipadi, the
last of a long line of Birman kings,
was made prisoner with all his family
except two sons, who escaped to the
Siamese. Bonna Della, or Being
Della, the Pegu sovereign, when he
had completed the conquest of dva,
returned to his own country.
A man now arose to rescue his
country from this state of degradation. Alompra or Alomendra Praw
(the founder of the present dynasty),
a man of low extraction, then known
by the name of the Huntsmar, had
been continued by the conqueror in
the chiefship of Monchaboo, at that
time an inconsiderable village. His
troops at first consisted of only 100
picked men, with which he defeated
the Peguers in several small engagements, and his forces increasing, he
suddenly advanced and obtained possession of Ava about the autumn of
1753. From this date, after a series
of hard-fought actions, he first ex.
pelled the enemy from the northern
provinces, then pursued them into
their own territories, where, after a
rotracted siege, or rather blockade,
pe took the city of Pegu, which he
abandoned to indiscriminate plunder
and massacre. He next invaded
Siam, and would have in all probability effected the conquest of that
empire if he had not been prevented
by a mortal disease, which arrested
his career in 1760, in the fiftieth
year of his age, after a short and
prosperous, but broody reign, of only
eight years. In these wars the French
favoured the Peguers, while the English chose the conquering side.
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Alompra wm succeeded by his boats w i n s t Arraean, which being
eldest son, Namdojee Praw, who died in a state of anarchy, by the assisin 1764, when his brother Sl~embuan tance of internal traitors, was conassumed the reins of government, quered after a slight resistance, and
and being of a martial disposition, was soon followed by the surrender
attacked the Siamese, and took their of Cbeduba, Ramree, Sandowy, and
ca ital, Yuthi, in 1766, but was un- the Broken isles. The Burmese arms
abre to retain permanent hold of so were then turned against the Siadistant a country. In A.D. 1767, or mese, from whom, hetween 1784 and
1131 of the Birman era, the Chinese 1793, they conq~~ered
the provinces
sent an army of 50,000 men from of Tavoy, Tenasserim, Junk Ceylon,
the western frontier of Yunan, which and the Mergui isles.
I n 1/95, a Burmese army of ,5,000
advanced into the Ava dominions as
far as the village of Chiboo, where men pursued three distinguished robthey were hemmed in by the Bur- bers into the British district of Chitmese. The Tartar cavalry, on whose tagong, where their progress was
vigour and activity the Chinese army opposed by a strong detachment
depended for supplies, could no from Calcutta, and after much nelonger venture out either to procure gociation retreated within their o.wn
provisions or to protect convoys. limits; the then refugees were subUnder these circumutances, their sequently given up, and two out of
army was attacked and wholly des- the three executed with torturcs.
troyed, except about 2,500, who were This acquiescence on the part of thc
sent in fetters to the capital, where British government had a prejudicial
they were settled, and encouraged to etfect on the subsequent conduct of
marry Burmese females. This cus- the Burmese, for it was impossi1)le
tom is ~ i n y l a ramong the civilized to convince this most self-important
countries of the east, and eculiarly people that they were given up froni
remarkable in a people w o derive any othei motive than that of fear ;
their tenets from a Hindoo source. which occasioned so frequent a repeI t is well known that in China even tition of violence and insolence, as to
the public prostitutes are strict1 render war at last inevitable. Had
prohibited from all intercoursq wit; the invasion of Chittagong been viany other than a Chinese; nor is gorously repulsed in 1795, and a
there any foreign woman permitted direct refusal given to any proposal
to enter their territories, or to visit' regarding the insurgents arter no 110sthe ports of this jeaious nation. tile a proceeding had been adopted,
Hindoo women of good caste are the recent war of 1824 might in all
equally inaccessible, ant1 admission probability have been avoided.
into a respectable tribe is not attainFrom the year 1795 until 1800,
when Capt. Canning's mission took
able by money.
The remaining years of Shembuan place, the condition of this empire,
were occupied in subduing the re- both moral and political, had been
volts of the Peguers, harassing the progressively deteriorating, and the
Siamese, and effecting the conqnest i~~tellects
of its sovereign gradually
of Cassay, and Munipoor its capital, vergiug to insanity. The heir-apl):twhich lust event took place in A.D. rent, or Engy Tekien, had died the
1774. He died two years afterwartls, previous year, and also his chief
and was sncceeded by his son Chen- minister, a very respectable old Inan,
gum, aged eighteen, who proving a both of whom had frequently predebauched blood-thirsty monster, was vented or mitigated the king's sandethroned and put to death in 1
guinary orders. Deprived of these
by his unde Minderajee Praw, the checks, his rage became ungovernfourth son of Alompra, the founder able, nnd he often pursued with his
in sword and spear any person whose
of the dynasty. This sovereig~~
the succtaeding year sent a fleet of countenance he dialikecl. Insurrec-
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tion4 and rebellions broke out over the south-eastern frontier of Bengal,
the country, while Its sovereign was and the contemptuous silence of his
carrying on pre sterous intrigues to court to every remonstrance on the
excite the chierand people of Hin- subject, led to a rupture with the
dostan against the British govern- British, which commenced in May
ment. Most of these were detected 1824, and lasted until the 24th of
by the Bengal functionaries, but they February 1826 ; when a treaty of
were so utterly absurd and irrational peace war concluded by Sir Archibald
that no notice was taken of them. Campbell at Yandaboo. By the conIn 1814, this barbarous and i norant ditions of this treaty the King of Ava
coilrt renewed the wild an extra- renounced all claims on Assam,
vagant scheme of forming a confede- Cachar, Gentiah, and Munipoor ;
ration of all the native princes of In- ceded the provinces of Arracan, Ye,
dia to effect the expulsion of the Tavoy, Tenasserim, and Martaban,
British, and, connected with the Ian south of the Saluen river ; engaged
circulated a rumour that the ing to pay one crore of rupees as all
of Avo meant to make a pilgrimage indemnity, and to receive a resident
t o Gaya and Benkres, at the head of British ambassador in his capital.
40,000 men. An emissary also, dis- This war was distinguishedfrom every
guised as a merchant, was despatched other by its duration, by its great
by the route of Dacca, on a clan- rivations, by difficulties of every
destine mission to the Seik country Pind,arisinp from the climate tlnd naand Upper Hindostan ; while the ture of the country, by its unceasing
Shahbunder of Arraean visited Trin- and harassing duties, and by its frecomalee and Madras, to collect in- quent conflicts with the enemy. All
formation regarding the politice of these a British army, never exceeding
Southern India This Burmese in- 6,000 fighting men, surmounted, and
trigue was from the beginning fully dictated peace almost at the gates of
known to the British government, the enemy's capital.
but not the slightest importance was
In~part~ality,
however, compels us
attached to it. About A.D. 1817 to give the Burmese history of this
and the following years, this tur- war, as it stands recorded ill the nabulent nation directed their arms to- tional chronicle of the Burmese emwards the north, where they made a pire by the court historiographer, to
conquest of the extensive jungly the following mrport. " In tile years
countries of Assam, and the adjacent llB6rnd 118)(~irmanera , the kula
petty states ~ o u t hof the Brahn~a- pyu, or white strangers o the west,
putra, where they establisl~ed and fastened a quarrel upon the ldrd of
retained a permanent niilitary force, the golden palace. They lundcd at
and threatened the north-eastern Rangoon, took that place and Prome.
quarter of the Bellgal province, hi- and were permitted to advance as far
therto reputed unassailable.
as Yandeboo; for the king from moMinderajee Praw died in 1818, and tives of piety and regard to life made
was succeeded by his grandon, Madu no preparation whatever to oppose
Chew, and son of the Engy Tekien, them. The strangers had spent vast
or heirapparent, favourably mention- sums of money in their enterprize,
ed by Col. Symes in 1795. His as- so that by the time they reached
cension was attended with the cus- Yandaboo their resources were extomary bloodshed and massacres; but hausted, and they were in great disthese disturbances appear to have tress. They then petitioned the king,
been of only transitory duration, for who in his clemency and generosity
when Ava was invaded by the British sent them large sums of money to
in 1824, he was found firmly seated pay their ex enses back, and ordered
on the throne, and busily enpged in thew out ofthe country."
extending his do~ninions. The tinHis present Majesty is now (1827)
provoked aggressions of his troops on forty-four ycars of ape, ant1 canle to
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the throne in 1819. He is of short
Btature but active form, partial to
ridmg on horseback and on elephants,
and more especially on men's shouldem. In this last species of locombtion n o saddle is made use of, and for
a bridle a strap of muslin is put into
the mouth of the biped. His natural
disposition is said to be kind and benevolent, and he is easily led and
ruled by favourites. H e is well acquainted with the literature of his
country, and reads, o r rather hears
a great deal read to him. T h e Queen
is about two years older than his
Majesty; has a good person and dignified address, but never was handsome. She was the daughter of a
chief gaoler, and first taken into the
seraglio as a concubine (while the
king was heir apparent), where she
soon acquired a powerful influence
over him, Ghich every year has a g
peared to increase, and is now so unbounded that the Burmese ascrihe it
t o the power of magic, and call her
asorcereus. She goes with all processions, and in 1823 the Chinese ambnssadors were received by the King
and Queen on the throne, to the
great surprise of that ceremonious nation, who seclude the sex on all public
occasions. She is not the mother of
the existing heir apparent, and is generally unpopular; but by her devotion to her religion, and liberality to
p q o d a s alld monasteries, she acq u ~ r e dthegood opinion o f t h e priesthood. The'prope~. title of the heir
apparent is Ing-she-Men ( E n g Tekien), which literally means " Lortl
of the East-house," but the origin
the phrase is
The Present prince is
named Rungran,
after his gobernment; but the most
common name by which he is known
is Sakya-men, which the Burmese
translate " Lord of the
(Crawfurd, Synles, Snodgrms, Trnnt,
Canning, COX,Leyden, F. Buchanan,
Lieut. Low, 4 c.)
(properly~ i ~ -~l-he~
ancient, and in recent times again the
modern, capital of the Burmese emplre, six miles south of Amara-

urn; Iat. no45' N., Ion, 9G0 E.
$hen visited by the British officers
in 1846 it appeared well-built, but
not containing its usual amount of
population. I t is surrounded by a
brick wall, but could have been captured in a few hours. Prior to the
rupture with the British, Amarapura had been the capital ; but having been almost destroyed by fire,
and some evil omens having occurred, the king resolved on rebuilding
and repeopling the ancient mctropolis, events easily accomplished in Ava.
By February 1824, he had finished
the present beautiful (so it is called)
palace, of which he took osscssioa
with much pomp on the h6!t
of next
March, and to this removal the superstitious Birrnans attributed tl~cir
subsequent disasters. T h e audience
house or room in the above palace,
although little reconcileable to E u ropean notions of archi~ectureand
decoration, is said to be singularly
splendid and brilliant, and there is
reason to doubt whether an equally
imposing hall exists in any ot11e1,
country. I t has the same proportions
with that described by Col. Symes,
but is larger, being in the proportion
of 120 by 90 feet. In 1827 the population of this city was only estimated
a t 30,000 persons, and in respect to
wealth, industry, trade, and number
of inhabitants, greatly inferior to Bankok, the capital of Siam. Its Sanscrit
name is Ratnapura, or the city of
gems.--(Crarujlurd, Snodgrass, Synies,
$ c.)
A ~ ~ ~ large
~ ~,,illqe
~ in
~ the
. province of Coimbatoor, about thirtysix miles travelling distance N. by W.
from Daraporam. A t this place there
is a bridge constructed of immense
flags of stone, and the village contains an ancient and very curious
Hindoo temple, covered with sculptures.-( Fullarton, 5 0.1
AZIMABAL-A small town in the
province of Delhi, seven miles N. by
W.~ from
) Kurnal
.
; lot. 30' 47' N., 1011.
7" 54'
AZIMGHOR.-A t o r n in the province ofAllahabad, thirty-seven miles
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RABREEAWAR.

N.E.from

Juan w r ; lat. 24' 6' N.,
considerable yuanIon. 83" 10' E.
tity of cotton goods are manufactured
and exported from this plnce and itn
vicinity. I t was ceded by the Nabob
of Oude in 1801.

1

AZIMNAGOB.-Alarge district in
the Bejapoor province, situated to the
south of the river Krishna, about the
sixteenth degree of north latitude. I t
ia watered by the Gutpurba and Malpurba rivers, but much of the surface still remnins in a state of nature.
The chief towns are Gokauk, Belgaum, and Shahpoor.
AZIMSAUHEB
KA S E R A I . ~serai
A
in the province of Malwa, situated
in a little cultivated valley among
the wilds of the Vindhyan mountnins, between the passes called the
Jaumun and Koteedee ghauts, about
eight miles S. by W. from the ruins
of Mendow. This is one of the
handsomest and most spacious serais
in Hindostan, the outer wall being a
massy work of grey granite with a
superstructure of brick, and fortified
with bastions and loop holes, while
the galleries looking into the open
square within, are builc of the red
Mandow marble, and divided into
176 cells p r compartments, besides
two suites of larger chambers in the
centre of the east and west ranges.
There is a small Bheel village on the
skirt of the valley, and others are
seen scattered about among the surrounding hills, eoneisting generally of
four or five little stone hovels. In
former times this serai aud the ruins
of Mandow were the favourite haunta
of the Bheel robbers who then infested the neighbouring country. In
1820, it was in contemplation to
transfer the headquarters of the
Bheel corps from Nalchah hither, ns
a better position for watching and
suppressing the depredations of such
of their mountaineer brethren ns still
remained unreclaimed. (Fullorfen,
4-c.1
(Ajamida ~ n n j ) . AZMERIGUNGE
A town in the province of Bengal,
~eventy-fivemiles N.E. from Dacca,
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lat. 24' 33' N., Ion. 91' 5' E. This is
a place of considerable inland traffic,
with a boat-building establishment
for the construction of native craft.

BAAD.-A small town in the rovince of Agra, sir miles 8011th $om
the city of Agra, the road to which
is through a fertile country intersy
d with clumps of mango traa.
at. Q05' N., Ion. 77" 50' E.
BABEL-A small island in the
Eastern sess, surrounded by several
others, scattered between the 130th
and 131st degrees of east longitude.
In length it may be estimated at eighteen miles, by six the averagebreadth.
BABHIER.-A town in the rovince
of Gujent, the coolies of wgich had
long been the terror of the neighbourhood, but were at last so e L c tually put down by the British government, that in 1820 their troops
consisted of only two horse and 112
foot, whereas in 1809 they amounted
to 125 horse and 1,500 foot.
BAB~BEE.-Atown in the province
of Malwa, situated on the north
bank of the Nerbudda, having little
Babere opposite. In 18W this place
belonged to the Nabob of Bhopaul.
BAB~A.-A town and petty state in
the province of Malwa, district of
Rath. In 1820 this wns the residence of a Rajpoot chief, a great
proportion of whose subjects were
Bheels.--( Malcolm, gc.)
BABEEEAWAB.-Adistrict in the
Gujerat province, comprehending
that portion of the Gujerat peninsula
termmated by the island of Diu. To
the north it is bounded by Kattywar;
on the south by the sea; to the west
it has Soreth ; and on the east the
sea and the gulf of Cambay. This in
a very barren tract, containing few
towns, and producing barely sufficient food for its own consumption. .
H
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BADBACHELLUM.

meroue rivere tJmt intersect it in
B*DAUXY.-A ptrong hillfort in
every direction, and the uantity of the province of Bejapoor, fifty-five

4

jungle still covering its su ace, it not
only abounds with alligators and
tigers of the most enormous size, but
has been from the remotest periods
greetly infested by Dacoits, or river
irates. A strong establishment of
L a t s and sepoys has always been
maintained; but their efforts, and
those of the magistrates, were for
above thirty years wholly unnvailing
to suppress, or even diminish the
number of robberies, every remedy
attempted appearing to aggravate the
calam~ty. A long perseverance, however, at last succeeded, for in 1814
the judges of circuit reported that
the Backergunge district was in a
state of security from violent depredation, and that offences of other
sorts did not prevail to any g e a t ex.
tent. Here, as in other parts of
Bengal, the obstacles to the suppression of crime do not originate from
any open resistance to the magisterial
authority, but from the incredible
dif6culty of distinguishing the inuocent from the guilty.
In 1801, the total populati~nwas
estimated at 926,723inha!itantu, in
the p r o ~ ~ ~ r tof~ ofive
n Hmdoos to
three ahomedans, many of whom
reside in boats the whole year. Io
the southern quarter there still exist
Beveral
portuguecle
colonies, of prob&ly two centuries duration, affording a melancholy example to what exit is w & ~ fa
e &arp
trm
paaas to degeRenrte. I,, juee
a great imndation occurred,
submerged m mtmsive trad of coutltry, sweeping away buses
and cattle,
and drowning above 1 0 , ~ the
inhabitants, and
=here no lives
were lost much valuable pro ertg
destroyed.-(~~~~
menlr, J. Grapt, Crkp, &c.)

miles N.E. from Darwar, which in

1820contained 476 houses and 2,267
inhabitants. Lat. 15' 55' N., Ion.
75' 4V E. I t was taken b j storm in
1818, by a detachment under Sir
Thomas Munro, although it was ak
wa s reckoned one of the strongest
hi% fortresses in India, having formerly made a successful resistance
against the whole Maharatta army under Nana Furnavese. I t consists of
fortified hills, with a walled town at
the bottom, containing an inner fort,
The hills in the neighbourhood of
Badaumy are broken into various
shapes, hu e .masses of man thousand tons %lng F ~ I Y
$t;:
detached and ro ed over.
temples have been built on their s u m
mits, and among the chasms, and on
two of the greater masses, partially
separated, stand the two castles of
Badaumy. For further particulars
respecting the Badaum pergunnnh,
see ~ a g u l c o f - - ( ~ a r a h l , Bhcker,
gc.)
BADARWAL.-Atown is the Kohis,
tan or high-lands of Lahore, forty
miles S.6.E. from the city d Cash~6'N., Ion. 750 37' E.
Iat.
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B'DB"CHELLU' / BWrachdarn,
sacred t~zou~ain).-A town i0
Gundwana, situated on the east side
the Godavery, wvent~eightmiles
Iat- '7'
N. Wb.7 N.,bn. 81' 1)' E. g t h i s stat ~ o n the zemindar of Poloooshah
collects taxes on all goods passing
through his collntrY. The merchandize is generdl~cotton, transported
from the interior to the northern
Circars, salt and cocoa-nuts being
in exbrmght from the
change. At BadracheUum tbere ie
a pagoda of high repute, sacred to
&@a, 200 yards to the south of
BAC~EBGUNGE.-A
town in the which is the town, consisting of
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BAGRODE.

BADBYCASBAM
(Vadaricasranro).
OF THE GANGES.
See SOURCES

BAQHPUT
(Bhagapti).-A
town
in the province of Dell~i,seventeen
miles north from the city of Delhi ;
B A D R I N A T H . - SBHADBINATH.
~~
lat. B O 361 N., ion. 770 7' E.
BADDLLA.-Atown in the island
BAGLANA
(Bhagelana/.-A
large
of Ceylon, thirty-eight miles S.E. district in the province of Aurungafrom Candy, let.
5?, Ion. 81' I&' bad, situated between the 20th and
E. This is the pr~nclpalstation of Qlst degrees of north latitude. This
the Ouva district, and is situated on is a remarkably hilly province, but
a gently rising ground about 2.1 00 contains many fertile plains and valfeet above the level of the sea, within lies interspersed, and is studdecl with
an extensive valley bounded by lofty fortresses erected on the peaks of the
mountains, and watered by a sluggish mountains. Baglana is one of the
stream which nearly surro~lnds it. original Maharatta countries where
As a town it is insignificant, and the that tribe first emerged into notice,
fortifications consist merely of a small and it is still mostly occupied by petty
stone fort, with cantonments for the chiefs of that nation. On account
troops. The adjacent land is fertile, of its great natural strength, and the
and though 6 0 remote from the sea resistance it was capable of opposing,
the cocoa-nut tree appears to flourish. it does not appear that it was ever
The great rnpuntain Tumina Cooly thoroughly subdued, either by the
Candy, next In elevation to Adam's Moguls or the Dcccanj sovereigns.
Peak, rises in massive grandeur above It was invaded by the Mahomedans
the Badulla valley, its table sumnrit in A.D. 1296, under Sultan Allah ud
sloping gently down on every side. Deen, but it was an acquisition they
On the 2lst of March 1819,1,000 feet were never able permanently to refrom the apex, the thermometer stood tain. It continued under a nominal
at 53' Fahrenheit, before sunrise.subordination to the Delhi throne
w a v y , 4c.I
until the appearance of Sevajee, the
first Maharatta leader, when it was
for B~gilin/.-A
dis- one of the earliest that revolted, and
BAGALAEN
trict in the south of Java, nearly remained, with various vicissitudes,
central from east to west, but res- under a Maharatta sovereignity until
petting which
any thing is the fall of the Peshwa in 1818.known.
(Ferishta, Rennell, 4c.)
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BAGAROO.-Atown in the province
BAGLEE.-A town in the province
of Ajmeer, eighteen miles S.W. from of Malwa, which in 1820 contained
the city of Jeypoor ; lat. 260 49' N., 500 houses ; Iat. 22O 39' N., Ion. 76O
lon. 75' 22' E.
48' E.. fiftv-four miles S.E. from
0ojein: ~ t h place
s
is situated near
BAGEsuB.-A
in
the Cali Sinde, and has a small wellHindostan, sixteen miles N.E. from built ghurry or native fortification.~ ~ ~ ~ ,
Almora; lat. 29' 49' N., lon. 79' 24' ( M ~ 4c.)
w
Ja.

B A G H U L . - A P ~ ~ ~ Y northern
Hindostan, situated between the Sutlege and Jumna riven. I t was conquered by the Gorkhas in 1804, who
extorted from it in all shapes a revenue equal to 23,247 ruses. At
present it is under the protection of
the
British
...- - .- .. Government. Baberee.
B fort erected by the Gorkhas, ne$
Urki. is the Rana of Bwhul's Dresent
- -

-

BAGRA.-A fort in the province of
Lahore, situated on. a peak 6,168
feet high, in the district ,,f Mundi ;
lat. 310
N., ion. 780 13, E.
BAGBODE.-Atown and small fort
in the province of Malwa, situated
on the road from Bhilsa to Ratghur,
and eleven miles from the latter. In
1820this lace belonged to Sindia,and
contained about 600 houses.--(M&

BAGUIZ.
These pergunnahs were anlong the
BAGUI.COT
(inchdi7tg Bndaun~y).A subdivision of the British d~strict territories of the Shahnour Nabob,
of Darwar, in the province of Beja- which in 1755 came into the possespoor, bounded on the north-east by sion of theMaharattas when the elder
that part of the river Krishna imme- Balajee Row was Peshwa; but the
diately above the Kapen Sungum, or country was then in a very disorderly
junction of the river Malpurba. The state, and the Nabob's power little
extreme length of this tract is about more than nominal. During t h e
fifty-four miles, and extreme breadth season of misrule the population acforty-four ; but from the irregularity quired habits of violence and rapine,
of its shape, the square contents d o and it is quite incredible how sudden
not exceed 1,230 miles. I t is badly and universal a change took place on
watered, the annual rains not being their transfer to the British governsufficient to furnish perennial streams, ment in 1818. Dr. Marshall, writing
o r to fill the tanks with more than a on the spot in 1820, declares that in
few months' supply ; most of the vil- no country had he ever met with
lages are consequently on the banks such a total absence of crime; indeed, he thought it too miraculous
of the larger rivers.
Before the rains the climate is in- to last.--(Marshall, 4c.)
tensely hot, and the rainy season
BAGULCOT.-Atown in the British
has not the violent character of a district of Darwar, province of Bejacoast monsoon. The whole quantity
of rain that fell, at Badaumy in the poor, which in 1820 contained 1,376
months of July, August and Septem- houses and 7,528 inhabitants. I t is
the cusba or chief town of a pergunber 1820, amounted to only eighteen nah, and the residence of the prininches, and the whole annual rain
did not exceed twenty-six inches: an cipal merchants and bankers. A
astonishingly moderate quantity for mint had been established here prior
an intertropical climate, and often to the Maharatta conquest in 1755,
which continued s t work in 1820.
greatly surpassed in one month of It is entirely a private concern, the
the south-west monsoon near the undertaker purchasing all the bullion,
coast, or first range of hills From
the want of running streams and and issuing the coin on his own account. H e pays a small tax to golarge sells, the garden economy of vernment,
and is responsible that his
the district is necessarily limited.
coinage contains no more than the
T h e pergunnnhs. of Bagulcot and authorized
proportion of alloy.Badaumy are decidedly in the ancient (Marshall, &.)
Carnataca or Canara proper, and the
B ~ ~ u n . - T h i s ranks as a minor
language is universally Carlarese.
Prior to 1810 they had been long province in the old division of Hinadministered by the Rastia family, dostan, where it still retains its name
and in 1820 contained 319 inhabited and dimensions, but in modern geotow~lships, including the towns of graphy is attached to the provinces
Bagulcot, Badaumy, Keroor, Per- of Malwa and Gujerat. I t comprewatee, and Seroor. T h e number of hends the hilly tract of country which
houses as stated in the population formerly separated these soubahs; is
returns was 21,654 ; of ~nhabitants bounded on the north by Mewar, and
97,884, or about four and a half t o on the south by a narrow strip of
a house, the males usually exceeding Malwa, which extends from Petlawud
the females. T h e most numerous to Dohud, and divides Bagur from
tribe is the Jungum or Lingawut, who Rath. The aspect is extremely uncomprise one-third of the whole; the couth, consisting almost entirely of
Dhungur or shepherd caste one-fifth; ranges of hills running in a northerly
Mahomedans onesixth ; the remain- and southerly direction, mostly coder Beruds, Mooslegeers, and other vered with thick low jungle forests
classes.
of teak, black-wood, &c., especially
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nmr the weatern and southern ban- it wns the head of a pergunnah bedaries. On every side there is a d e longing to Bindia.
scent from the old limits of Malwa
to Bagur, and from thence, but more
BAHAR.
imperce tible, into Gujerat, the respective {nits being distinctly n~arked (Vihar, a monastery of Buddhuts.)
by ridges of woody hills of moderate
This large province is principally
elevation. The climate for a con- situated between the twenty-second
siderable ortion of the year is rec- and twenty-seventh degree of north
koned unRdthy, and, owing to a latitude. Until the conquests of
deficient supply of water, id com- 1816, it was separated from the NB.
paratively unproductive. The moun- paulese dominions by a range of hills,
tain streams soon run themselves dry, and a low woody country; on the
and the digging of wells and tanks south it has the ancient and barbais attended with great labour and roos Hindoo province of Gundwana;
expense ; reservoirs, however, are to the east it is bounded by the prosometimes constructed by throwing vince of Bengal ; and on the west by
an embankment across the stream of Allahabad, Oude, and Gundwana,
a narrow valley.
The river Caramnassa was the old
Excepting the towns of Doongur- line of separation between the Bahar
poor, Banscvarra, and Sangwara, this and Benares territories. The apace
division contains no inhabited places comprehended within these limits is
of any importance) but vestiges of one of the most fertile, highly cultiantiquity lie scattered over the sur- vated, and populous of Hindostan, in
face, tending to prove, in particular proportion to its extent of plain aralocalities, a prior condition of greater ble ground, which may be computed
prosperity. At present the great a t 96,000square miles, divided natumass of the population consists of rally into two equal portions, north
Bheels and Meenas (between whom and south of the Ganges, which runs
here an ensterly course for ROO miles.
no intelligible distinction has
One of these divisions extends norbeen drawn) under various petty ti:!
koors or chiefs, generally pretending therly to the forests of Nepeul and
Morung ; is separated from Goruckto the dignity of Rojpoots.--(M&
poor in Oude on the west by the
colm, qc.)
Gunduck, and a crooked line between
BAHA~RA.-A
town and petty state that river and the Goggrah. This
Ih the province of Delhi. In 1819the northern division is bounded on the
chief of this principality requected east by Purneah in Bengal, the whole
that the British government would a r m being one uninterrupted flat,
take his small territory under its pro- which was divided by the Emperor
tection, as it was then claimed by the Acber in four districts, viz. Tirhoot,
Rajas of Patiallah and Bicanere.Hajypoor, Sarun, with Chumparun or
(Public Doczrazents, &.)
Bettiah.
The central division of Bahar exBAHADURPOOLLA
town in the tende south of the Ganges sixty miles,
Gujerat province, sixty-two miles E. to the range of hills called in Sanby S. from Cambay ; lat.
11' N., scrit Vindya-Chil, which separates
long.
46' E.
the lower plains from the territory
BAHADURPOOR.-A
town with a for- above the Ghauts. I t is divided on
tilied ghurry, in theprovinceofGuje- the west from Chunar in Allababad
rat, seven miles from Dubboi; lat. 2%" by the river Caramnasss, and .from
Bengal oh the east by a branch of the
10' N., long. 7 3 O 45'E.
southern hills, extending to the pass
BAHADUBPOOB.-A
town in thepro- of Telliaghurry, on the confines of
vince of Malwa, district of Chendaree, Rajamahd. The dietrict nsmed Balat. 24' 15' N.,lon. 78' 4' E. In 18%) har, situated in the midst of this cen-

tral tract, occupies about onehalf of
the whole level area, the plains of
Monghir one-sixth more, the rest
k i n g mountainous.
Rhotas, the
most south-westerly division, lies
chiefly between the rivers Sone and
Caramnassa, the remaining district
extending along the south side of the
Ganges. This central division, on
account of the superiority of its soil
and climate, yields nearly two-thirds
of the total annual produce of opium.
Exclusive of these two divisions
there is a straggling hilly country,
which yields but little.
Still further south there is a third
end elevated region, comprehending
18,000 square miles, though comparatively of inconsiderable value. This
highland includes the modern subdivisions of Palamow, Ramghur, and
Chuta Nagpoor; bounded on the
west by the province of Allahabad,
on the south by Gundwana and
Orissa, and on the east by B e n d .
This last division is geographically
termed the three bellads or cantons,
and is also, by Mahomedan writers,
sometimes described under the appellation of Kokerah, but more commonly Nagpoor, from the d i i o n d
mines, red or imaginary, it is s u p
posed to contain. The following
were the superficial contents of this
province in 1784, r i ~ .
The landsof eight districts,
26,987
containing
The lands belonging to Palamow, Ramghur, and
18,553
Chuta Nagpoor
Portion of hilly country in
7,133
Monghir, Rhotas, &c

These advantages brought Buhar into
a high state of prosperity before the
Patan conquest, and which has continued without interruption amidst
all its political vicissitodes. In Bahar Proper and the contiguous districts, a parching wind from the west
revails during a large portion of the
Rot season, blowing with considerable strength during the day, but
commonly succeeded at night by a
cool breeze from an opposite direction ; sometimes it ceases for days or
weeks, giving way to easterl gales.
Beyond the limits of the ~ a K a disr
trict to the west, refreshing breezes,
and cooling showers of hail and rain,
are still more rare. During the cold
season a blighting frost is sometimes
experienced in Bahar and Benares,
at which period, Rmong the hills, the
wind is singularly bracing to European constitutions, the thermometer
.
5
' to 40°,
a t sun-rise ran 'ng from 3
Fahrenheit, a n f frequently in the
afternoon of the same day rising to
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The province of Bahar enjoys great
natural advantages :a temperate c l i
mate, high and fertile soil, wellwatered, productive of the drier
p i n s , and all the luxuries required
or the more active inhabitants of the
north. Itsgeographical position also is
central, having easy communications
internally, and serving as a thoroughfare for the commerce of Bengal with
the upper provinces of Hindostan.
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Agriculture, manufactures, and
commerce have altvays flourished in
this province. Opium may be considered as its peculiar produce, and
the staple commodity of the country.
Saltpetre is principally manufactured
in the divisions of Hajypoor and Sarun. Cotton cloths for exportation
are fabricated every where ; in addition to which are the ordinary productions of grain, sugar, indigo, oil,
betel-leaf, and a variety of flower essences, especially rose-water and otr
of roses L i e the greater part of
Upper Hindostan, Bahar was formerly
supplied with salt from the Sambher
lake in Rajpootana; but its inhabitants now consume the Bengal salt,
with a portion of that imported from
the coast of Coromandel.
The manufacture of saltpetre
scarcely passes the eastern limits of
Bahar; and it is a practical remark,
that the production of nitre is
greatest during the revalence of
the hot winds, whicl are perhaps
essential to its formation. These
parching winds from the west did not
formerly extend beyond the eastern
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limits of Bahar; but by the change of some distance from the first, and acseasons, which have been remarked cording to the size of the capsule, it
within these forty years, the influence admits of being cut from three to five
of the hot winds is now felt in Ben- times; but the crop lasts six weeks,
gal, where, on that account, the ma- as the capsules advance at different
nufacture of saltpetre might now be periods. The extraction of the opium
attempted with success. One h ~ m - does no material injury to the seed,
dred parts of nitre earth fram the which is chiefly reserved for future
Tirhoot district, when nnalyzed by nowing; but a little is also used in
Dr. John Davy, was found to con- native sweetmeats. Formerly the
opium sent to Calcutta was much
tai n
8 3 adulterated by the intermixture of
Nitrate of otash
Nitrate of &me
3 7 foreign ingredients, and it wss diffiSulphate of lime
0 8 cult to discover the nature of the
0 2 adulteration ; it has, however, been
Common salt
Carbonate of lime
35 0 supposed, that it is usually vitiated
with an extract from the leaves and
Earthy matter, insoluble in
40 0 stalks of the poppy, and with gum of
water and nitric acid
the mimosa. Although the soil and
Water,.with a trace of vege12 0 climate are so singularly adapted for
table matter
the production of this intoxicating
100 0 drug, yet in 1815, the Board .of
Trade reported that the two agencles
Artificial nitre beds consist of the of Bahar and Patna had never been
refuse of vegetable and animal mat- able to supply a greater quantity of
ter undeqo~ng putrefaction, mixed opium, in the most favourable seawith calcnreous and other earths. sons, than was sufficient to satisfy
The air furnishes the oxygen and the demand for foreign trade, and
nitrogen (or mote), which are the that during unfavourable seasons
component ingredients of nitric acid ; (which frequently occur) the quantity
but how lime contributes to their had never been equal to meet that
union is not known, and the appear- object.
ance of potash is equally extraorIn the nature of landed property,
dinary.
there are several distinctions between
The opium produced in the pro- Bengal and Bahar, of which the folvinces of Bahar and Benares is mono- lowing are some of the principal. In
polized by government, to be sold in Bengal the zemindarries are, or rather
Calcutta by public auction; and, for were, very extensive; and that of
various reasons, this monopoly seems Burdwan alone was equal in produce
less exceptionable than many others. to three-fourths of Bahar, in which
At present, the opium agent at Patna the zemindarries are comparatively
makes his purchases in the districts small. The pJwer and influence of
of Bahar, Rnmghur, Shahabad, Sarun, the ~rincipal zemindars in Bengsl
and Tirhoot; but Dr. F. Buchnnan were proportionally great, and they
is of opinion, that, with some pains, were able to maintaiu a degree of
the whole quantity might be procured independence, which the inferior
from the Bahar district alone, which zemindnrs of Bahar soon lost. The
would tend greatly to the suppression latter also, having been placed under
of the contraband trade in this nar- a provincial adroinistration, from discotic. In the evening, each capsule tance as well as comparative inferioof the poppy, as it attains the proper rity, have been precluded from that
stage of maturity, has a slight inci- degree of information which the
sion made in its whole length, and zemindars of Bengal, from their vicinext morning what opium has exud- nity to Calcutta and access to the
ed is collected. After two or three officers of government, have been able
days another incision is made, at to attain. The lands of Ball= have
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BAHAR.
from time immemorial been let to
farm, and no general settlement, since
the acquisition of the Dewanny, had
been concluded between government
and the possessors of the soil, until
the final and perpetual settlement in
1792. There are few instances of
jaghire in Bengal, probably not more
than three or four, but they are frequent in Bahar. The custom of dividing the produce of the lands in
certain proportions between the cultivator and government was almost
universal in Bahar; but in Bengal
this custom was ver partial and
limited. Upon the wKole, the proprietors of the soil in Bahar were in
a degraded state as compared with
those of Bengal. In Bahar there are
but three principal zemindarries ;
those of Shahabad, Tirhoot, and
Tickary.
Here, as in Bengal, by the too
precipitate conclusion of the perpetual revenue settlement, and the
abolition of the Canongoe office, the
tenant was apparently left at the
mercy of the zemindar ; but experience has shewn that he does not in
practice suffer the hardships to which
in theory he would appear exposed,
the reciprocal wants of the parties
driving them to something like an
amicable compromise. The landlord
can no more do without the tenant,
than the tenant can do without the
landlord. The obligation of the
latter to pay his land-tax is peremptory, his failure, ruin. Starvation is
equally the lot of tbe cultivator, if
he cannot get employment. Nature,
howe,ver, in this climate requires little ;and although frequent instances
have occurred of zemindars having
been ruined, none have been recorded
of a cultivator being starved for wan1
of employment. In reality, the tenants both of Bahar and Benares are
certainly in a better condition than
during the time of Cossim Ali. Onehalf of the produce is still the usual
share of the cultivators, and the demand for them is so great, that they
can and do make better terms. A
tenant who had one plough at the
time of the perpetual settlement, will

now have two or three ploughs, and
since that date the hire of a ploughman has nearly doubled, while grain
is, on an average, cheaper. And
although cloth and some other articles of necessary use are dearer, the
cultivator, who was formerly almost
naked, is now seen clothed.
The principal rivers of Bahar are
the Ganges, the Sone, the Gunduck,
the Dummodah, Caramnassa, and the
Dewah, the two last being boundary rivers: besides these, there are
innumerable smaller streams, the
province in general being abundantly
supplied with moisture. In the drier
tracts south of the Ganges, irrigation
is usually effected by water drawn
from wells by meana of a lever and
buckets, and conducted to the fields
through sloping channels. In other
parts, tanks for the same purpose are
formed by damming up a hollow,
through which a stream runs, with a
mound of earth, as is practised in
Mysore snd the Carnatic on a larger
scale. The towns of the greate~t
magnitude are Patna, Chuprah,
Daoudnagur, Gaya, Boglipoor, Monghir, Arrah, Chittm,. and Muzufferpoor. As we advance north through
Bahar, the race of natives improve
in stature and appearance, as compared with the Bengalese; but they
are much more addicted to intoxicating drugs, the deplorable effects of
which every village exhibits melancholy evidence ; and' as to religion,
no sanctu~ryin Hindostan can exhibit so depraved and degraded a
crew as the priesthood of Gaya.
In respect to their domestic economy, also, the Baharians are decidedly
inferior to their neighbours in cleanliness, for nothing can surpass the
filthiness of the mud-huts in a Bahar
village. These, however, are generally larger than the matted dwellings
of the Bengalese, and in towns
are not unfrequently of two stories,
The connexion betwixt Bengal and
Bahar has always been so intimate
that it is diicult to separate their
histories and statistics, more e s p e
cially with regard to revenue and
population, on which topics the-
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m d e r will find some additional in- means to erect are generally poor
formation under the head of Bengal. and in&nificant ; an observation
In a remote era of Hindoo history, which also applies to domestic buildas conveyed down by their mytholo- ings ofevery description.--(J. Grant,
gical legends, Bahar appears to have F. Buchanan, Colebrooke, Fullarton,
been the seat of two independent Sir E. Colebrooke, Lord Teignmouth,
sovereignties; that of Magadha, or Gholaurn Horiein, $c.)
South Bahar, and that of Mithila
BAHAR.-A large district in the
(Tirhoot) or North Bahar. Althou h
Gaya, the birth-place of Buddha, tRe M a r province, of which it occupies
great prophet and 1 slator of east- the central portion. On the north
ern Asia, be w i t h i n z e limits of this it is bounded by the Ganges; on the
province, and is still a revered place south by the districts of Ramghur
of pilgrimage, yet among the resident and Boglipwr; to the east it has
inhabitants no Buddhists are to be Boglipoor; and on the. west Shahafound, so complete1 has the race bad. Its whole length is about 120
been either converted or eradicated. miles, and its extreme width eighty ;
for there is some reason to believe but the superficial contents do not
that until the first Mahomedan inva- exceed 5,358 square miles, of which
sion, the Buddhist religion was pro- 403 belong to the city of Patna's
fessed by the chiefs, and the Jains jurisdiction.
A great proportion of this division
assert that the were predominant
prior to the ~uddhists. A specimen is level and highly-cultivated land ;
of the Lord's Prayer in the Magadha, but there are also many hills, most
or dialect of South Bahar, when exa- ofwhich are extremely rugged, and
mined by the missionaries, was found their sterility rendered more conspito contain twenty-four of the words cuous by their nakedness. Many of
used in the Bengalese and Hindos- these are scattered about with the
tany translations, besides some words utmost irregularity, and stand quite
of pure Sanscrit. At present it is insulated aniong the soil of the plains.
supposed that more than one-third In the heart of the district are three
of the inhabitants profess the Ma- remarkable clusters, one on the west
of the Phalgu ; one on the east side
homedan faith.
The tranauillitv enioved bv tbis of that river : the third alone narrow
; the
tract of cou&ry, G n c e x tranifer to ridge adjacekt to ~huk~oorYah
the Britiah. is ~ r o h b l vunexa~noled whole. however. of inconsiderable elein the bistbry of ~ndia,the ro& of vation, the highest probably not exthe cannon at Buxar, in 1764, being ceeding 700 feet. The hills towards
the last hostile sound that has reach- the southern boundary are more
ed the ears of its inhabitants. The considerable, and some of them proconsequence has been, that the cul- bably twice that height. From hence
tivation of the soil, more especially a continuation of hills and narrow
since the decennial settlement, after- vallies reaches, with little or no inwards rendered perpetual, has been terruption, to Cape Comorin, all of
progressively increasing, and the which are considered portions of the
population of particular tracts (for Vindbyan mountains that bound the
it is difficult to get the natives to vast Gangetic plain. The hills of
transfer their labour to contiguous the Bahar district no where approach
wastes) absolute1 overflowing. On the Ganges, and the interior, reckonthe other hand, re&ious buildings are ing from the Ganges, is in general
visibly on the decline, the followers flat, but not subject to inundation.
of the two rival persuasions having The term terriani is here applied to
no longer, as they formerly had, the the banks of the Ganges, whether
wealth necessary for the construction high or low, and great pains are taken
of such edifices. The-few which at by cliltivators in the collecting and
present piety or superstition finds conducting of water.
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The Ganges is no h e r e fordable dust, there not being at that time a
withim the limits of this division, at vestige of vegetation, and not only
any season of the year, and its chan- the west winds, but also those from
nel when clear of islands ia generally the east, are hot and parching. The
a mile broad. &sides that noble heat of the Bahar district is on the
stream, the chief rivers are the Sone, whole much higher than that of Tithe Punpun, the Phalgu, the Saeri, hoot. Even the diierence between
and the Panchane, with their nu- Patna and Hajypoor, two places
merous branches. The dislrict con- situated opposite to each other on
tains nothing that can be called a the Ganges, is very perceptible, and
lake, nor are the permanent marshes between Gaya and Muzufferpoor is
any where extensive. During the much greater than might be lnferred
rainy season, for the purposes of from the trifling difference of latitude;
cultivation, a great proportion of the yet by the natives Bahar is considersoil is converted into a marsh; but ed a healthy country, while Tirhoot,
in the dry season, even the low land8 except its northern parts, is ]lot conparellel to the Ganges, from Patna sidered such. Both Patna and Gaya
downwards, become devoid of mois- are found to be hotter than most
ture. On the banks of the Gsngea other parts of the district. The
towards the Sone, west winds pre- heat of the first seems owing to a
vail from the 13th of January to the great extent of naked sand on an
B t h of March, from which period island immediately fronting the town;
until the 12th of June the east and and that of Gaya,p.rtly to the sands
west winds are near1 equal. From of the Phalgu, an partly to the rethe last date until t i e end of July flection of the sun from the arid
the east wind prevails, and from then rocks that surround it.
until the end of August the west
In this dktrict there is much land,
winds prevail. From that time un- of a poor soil, hut the proportion
ti1 the end of October the east winds absolutely unfit for the plough in not
return, and finally, from that period great. Close up to the hills is geneuntil the 13th of January, the east rally arable, but most d the hills
and west winds are nearly balanced; are utterly unfit for tillage of any
many irregularities, however, take sort. Near the large rivers of the
place in the periods and duration of interior, es ecidly near the immense
these wind.. The rainy season is channels
the Sone and Phalgu,
generally of the same length as in the strong, dry, west winds of spring
Bogiipoor; but when the fall has have blown from the parched beds of
not been very copious from the 15th the torrents large heaps of sand,
September to the 15th October, the that form little hillocks of moving
rice crops suffer, unless there is a ~ n d perfectly
?
barren; but in the
of the Ganges a great deal
good deal of rain towarda the end of v~c~nlty
October. Rains that happen in Ja- of the land gives two crops a year.
nuary are injurious to most crops, The transplanted rice is all fine;
especial1 to wheat, although the but the very finest, named basmati,
fields o r t h a t grain re uire at that does not exceed onefourth of the
season to be arti6ci3lY watered. whole, and is always in great deTwo or three days of cloudy wea- mand among the Baboos of Calcutta.
ther, with drizzling rain, will at that In 1811 there were 24,000 begas
w o n entirely burn up a crop of under cultivation for cotton, and a
great deal was besides imported from
wheat.
Although the winters are not se- the west. The cultivation of tovere, fires are extremely comfortable, bacco was not grest, and that of
and all the natives who can procure indigo of little importance.
b i it : yet h s t y nights are
The rents here are heav ,amount
T e eats of spring are exces ing usually to one-half oPthe crop,
sire, and much aggravated by the after deducting the expenses of
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the harvest, and sometimes to ninesixteenths; but, except in the cities
of Patna and Gaya, or other large
market-places, the ashraf or high
ranks pay no rent for the land occupied by their houses, nor can
any landlord refuse to allot land for
the purpose to any ashraf who reyuires it. The natives of the British
isles, however, not being dignified
with the title of ashraf, find great
difficulty in procuring land to build
on, and must alwaya pay an extravagant rent, a circumstance (as Dr.
F. Buchanan observes) by no means
the usual ractice of successful invaders. A e s e ashrafs consist of
h$h castes, both Mahomedan and
H~ndoo,such as Seids, Patans, Moguls, 'Brahmins, Khetries, Rajpoots,
Kayasthas, and Vaisyas. Althougl~
the rent of land is much higher than
in the districts further east, where
some pay next to nothing, the generality of the people are in much
better circumstances. The extent of
land here exempted froni revenue is
quite enormous, and in 1801 was
estimated by the collector as equal
to half the amount of those paying
a land-tax ;yet the last were reported
to be in the best state of cultivation.
Many of these rent-free portions are
still large, but, owing to the established rules of succession, are fast
frittering away into petty portions.
This minute subdivision of property
has reduced a great majority of the
zemindars to the condition of mere
peasants, just a stage above beggary.
The profit on the assessed lands is
snpposed greatly to exceed ten per
cent., indeed probably exceeds the
whole amount of the revenue (which
in 1814 was 1,748,006 rupees); yet
the assessed lands up to 1811 had
not become saleable property, many
of the lots put up to auction by the
collector having for want of purchasers fallen into the hands of government, which tends to prove that
the settlement made by Lord Cornwallis is not a security even for the
revenue which he rendered perpetual.
The tricks, chicanery, and roguery,
by which this apparently unaccount-

able redicament hag beeR efectuntez would require, to detail them,
a volume of most enormous dimensions, and when narrated, would put
to the blush, conjointly and severally, all the pettifoggers in Europe.
The villages here usually consist
of mud-walled houses, closely huddled together, so as to render a passage through them on an elephant or
in a palanquin often impracticable ;
but the district being populous, and
the inhabitants of a gregarious disposition, it contains a remarkable
number of considerable towns, such
as Patna, Gaya (the residence of the
civil establishment!, Daoudnagur,
Bar, Dinapoor, Bahar town, &c. &c.
In 1811 the population of this d i 5
trict, excluding Patna and its jurisdiction, was estimated by Dr. Francis Buchanan at 724,159 Mahomedans, and 2,030,991 Hindoos ; total
2,755,150 persona In 1801 Mehedi
Ali Khan, the son of Gholaum Hossein Khan the historian, resided in
this district. Slaves of the descriptions called Nufur and Laundi are
very numerous, often liberated, seldom sold, and frequently, owing to
the poverty of their owners, left to
find a subsistence for themselves.
Considering how many large towns
there are in Bahar, the number of
prostit~ites is small; and the petty
town of Hungpoor, with the small
tract imniediately adjacent, contains
more than the immense city of
Patna with the territory attached to
it. The convicts here, as in most
other districts, are employed on the
roads, which, in fact, is doing little
more than making a place agreeable
to those who keep carriages, and
next to nothing to the public, if the
natives be considered as forming any
part of it.
The six great places of pilgrimage
in this district are the river Punpun,
Gaya, Rajagripa, Baikuntha on the
Panchane, Lohadanda near Geriyak,
and Chyaban Muni ; but the two last
are little frequented. I t deserves remark, that the Buddhists and Jains
both agree in placing within the liInitsof SouthBahar,anditsirnmediate
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vicinity, the locaKty of the death and
apotheosis of the laat Buddha, as of
the last Jina, and of his predecessor,
and his eldest and favohrite disciple.
Both religions have preserved for
their sacred language the same diaIcct, the Pali or Pracrit, closely resembling the Magadhi, or vernacular
language of Magadha, or South Bahar. Between these dialects (the
Pali and the Pmcrit) there is but a
shade of difference, and they are
often confounded under a single
name.
In this district the feet of a dying
person are not put into the river,
and the low and ignorant are allowed
to die in their houses; but men of
rank and learning turn their parents
and children out of doors when they
think they are about to die. They
are then placed on a mat, under
every inclemency of the weather,
and s o d sacred herb (the tulsi) or
stone (the salgram) is placed by
them, while prayers are read until
they die. If the expiring person be
rich, they put into his hands the tail
of a cow, which he gives as his last
offering to the Brahmins. Natural
affection has in general struggled
very hard against the barbarity of
this exposure; and although no man
can avoid the ceremony, natives of
rank, from frequent observation,
have acquired a very great skill in
marking the symptoms which precede
dissolution; so that here their kindred are very seldom exposed until
not only all hope of recovery, but
until sensation is over. Where custom renders it necessar that they
should die with their Let in the
river, and their house is at some distance, more suffering must arise from
the practice, and conjecture cannot
be so certain, because the kindred
cannot await the last symptam. In
general, when a man is exposed to
suffer long, the conduct of the kindred requires investigation, for there
cnn be no doubt that occasionally,
though very rarely, this custom has
been made the instrument of most
atrocious purposes.
Marriage in this country ought ra-

ther to be called betrothing, ss the
wife never enters her husband's
house, and does not cohabit with
him, until she arrives at the years of
maturity, when she is conducted
home with great expense and ceremony. In Bengal the wife does not
live with her husband until the time
of maturity, but she is carried to his
house immediately on marriage ; and
although she returns to her parents,
the marriage is always consummated
so soon after ten years of age as the
astrologer declares the time propitious. All widows here are admitted to the privilege of burning when
they receive accounts of their husbands' death, when he has died at a
distance. In Bengal, the widows of
Brahmins can only bum when they
accompany the corpse. A widow
at Tikari, in this district, went beyond the custom, as she burned herself ten years after her husband's
death, and thereby gained the praise
of all, although the action was not
strictly legal.
Hindoos of rank and learnin here
have a grent objection to tafce an
oath; and it is said, according to
the Gayatri Tantra, it is equally sinful to speak truth as falsehood, when
sworn to on the Ganges' water, the
toolsee, or the salgram, cowsy-dung,
or the dust of cows' feet. I t is said
they have no objections to swear on
their sacred books. The Radha Ballavies worship Radha and Krishna,
but they differ from the Gossains of
Bengal, who worship the same deities, in addressin the goddess before
her husband.
sect is most numerous in the countries between
Bindrabund and Gujerat.
This district is universally allowed
to be in the old Hindoo territory
called Magadha, governed in ancient
times by Jarasandha, who in the
Brahrninical legends is called an
asur, or enemy of the gods. According to tradition, this prince,
being of considerable dimensions,
used to stand on two hills in this
district, having a foot on each, and
look across Hindostan to Dwaraca
in Gujerat, at the thousand wives of
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in the western ocean, and deo pelted which is attended with some incon.
them with brick-bats. To revenge venience, as at different yearn the
theaeincivilities,Krishna sent his kins- same months happen at somewhat
manBheem to punish Jaraeandha,who different eeasons.
The great leproey is found here in
killed him in a valley near his own
house, towards the conclusion of the two varieties, one of which attacks
third age of the world. At present the small joints, and the other the
the Hindoo inhabitants, when they skin, of which it renders lar e porprewish for an image, take the first that tions perfectly insensiMe.
w e e to hand in a ruin, and in the judice agninst the unfortunate perselection pay little or no regard, sons seized with this dreadful maeither to the sex or the attribute. lady is so great, that some of the
Many of the old images are in a su- lower castes, when seized with it,
perior style for India11 productions, have destroyed themselves. These
but very far removed from apprmch- are placed in a boat, and a pot of
sand being tied to their neck, they
k g European ideas of perfection.
In the police division of Durya- are conducted to the middle of
poor there was a temple on a hill, the' Ganges, and there thrown overwhich the native0 told Dr. Francis board The people thus destroyed
Buchanan had contained a lingam, are perfect1 willing, both because
which they complained had been re- they are he&less and miserable, and
moved by Mr. Cleveland to Bogli- because they think that the sin, to
poor, a proceeding very unlike the which the diseaae is attributable, will
conciliatory conduct for which that be removed by dying in the sacred
gentleman was so justly celebrated. stream, and they cannot afford to
On subsequent inquiry, however, it pay for the prescribed forms of exappeared that it had not been a piation by prayers and ceremonies.
lin m, but an image of the sun, The books of law condemn this spea n r t h a t it had not been carried cies of expiation by drowning: but a
away by Mr. Cleveland to Boglipoor ; passage of the Mahabharat is interon the contrary, it had been carried preted in support d it, and where
away by the late Mr. Davis, one of the perfectly voluntary, it certainly saves
directors of the East-IndiaCompany ; the mierable wretch from much sufbut this gentleman did not consider fering in this world.
Chronic swellings of the legs and
that he was carrying the sun's image
from these villagers, but from a bear throat are not more common than
that ma& the ruined temple his in Boglipoor. That of the throat is
abode, and did not appear to have generally ascribed to the persons
any occasion for an Image of that having resided long on the north side
luminary. In fact, the number of of the Ganges, and certainly the vast
images scattered throughout this dis- disparity in the proportion of those
affected on the two sidm of the
trict is quite incredible.
The era in this district is called Ganges cannot be accounted for on
Sumbut, but that word implies era, any other principle than some pecuor rather juncture. The Pundita liar condition of the water flowing
consider their era as that of Vicrama from the Northern mountains, for in
The year of the Sumbut 1869 began every part where this water flows
on the first day of the waning moon, the disease is common.
In the division of Newada, tbe Jain
in the lunar month Phalgun, which
was on the 28th of February 181'2. sect have two places of pilgrimage;
The year consi~tsof twelve lunar one a tank choked up with weeds,
months, but after every thirty luna- especially the Nelumbuim. The temtions an intercallary month is added. ple stands on a small square island,
This year is used every where by the and contains two stones, on each of
Hindoos in their ceremonies, but which there is an inscription, and
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the representation of two human feet;
but no tradition exists from what
cause its reputation for sanctity originated. The Mahomedan population of the district h38 been estimated at 724,000, and occasionally
they still make converts from the pagans, especially by the purchase of
slaves, who are usually treated with
great kindness; but, for want of money, this mode of conversion now
proceeds slowly. The Shiah sect
form but an inconsiderable portion
of the whole, probably not exceeding
3,000 families, mostly of rank. The
number of Brahmins is immense,
80,000 families, most of them having
betaken themselves to agriculture
and arms; and thcre are also a considerable number of Hindoos belonging to the sect of Nanock, the Seik
lawgiver. The division of Jains
named Shrawaks amount to about
350 families. On the annual festival
called Dewali, the Gowalas or cowherds tie the feet of a pig, and drive
their cattle over the wretched animal
until it is killed, after which they
boil and eat i t ; but at other times
they do not use pork. On this occasion every rich man sends his cattle
to assist in the ceremony, and poor
men paint the horns of their cattle
in order tomakethem look handsome.
When the British took possession
of this district by far the greater
part of it was in a wild state, and
the southern half, after being repeatedly plundered by the Maharattas, had fallen into n predatory
anarchy. The Mahmedan chief of
the tribe of Mayi, and the rajas of
Tickary, were the principal leaders
in these dissensions; but being coerced by the British power, tranquillity was restored, and a more adequate land-tax imposed. At present
most parts of the district are overflowing with population, and the
whole would have probably been so,
had not the very great extent of rentfree land tended in some divisions to
encourage sloth and negligence.--( F.
Buchanan, J. Grant, Tufton, %c.)

and district of Bahar, thirty-five
miles S.E. from Patna; ]at. 25O 13'
N., Ion. 85' 35' E. This city was
probably at some remote era the
capital, but it has since been superseded, first by Patna and afterwards
by Gaya. The existing town is a
large scattered place, surrounding
the ditch of an ancient city, now in
a great measure deserted. The most
compact part is a long narrow bazar
or street, paved in a rough manner
with bricks and stones, but of a miserable appearance. In the centre
of the town are the remains of a
massy stone building, roofed with a
number of diminutive domes, which
partition its interior into as many
cells, resembling the Patan mosques
of the upper provinces. Although
much decayed it still coutains about
5,000 houses, and the vicinity is remarkably well cultivated and artificially irrigated.--(F. Buchanan, Fdlarton, qc.)

BAHAWULPOOH.-A
principality of
considerable extent in the province
of Mooltan, but thinly peopled, situated principally about the twentieth
degree of north Iat. The town of
Bahawulpoor . stands about sixtytwo miles S. by E. frdn~the city of
Mooltan; lat. So19'N., Ion. 71°
2Y E.
This territory extends (or did
extend in 1809) 280 miles from
north-east to south-west, and about
120 miles in the other direction a t
the extreme points, arid for a certain
distance includes both banks of the
Indus, the Jhylum, and the Chinaub.
The banks of the rivers are every
where rich, but to the west of the
Chinaub the soil at a distance from
the river is poor, and towards the
east a mere desert. For four or five
miles on each side of the Hyphasis
the surface is formed of the sediment deposited by the, river and is
very rich, but so soft as scarcely to
support a horse. Some portions we
highly cultivated ; others covered
with coppice of low tamarisk trees,
abounding with wild hogs ; ,hogdeer,
BAHAB.-Atown in the province wild geese, partridges, and floricans,

BAIDYANATH.
are also plenty on the banks of the the British territories and partly in

river. Further east, approaching Bicanere and the Bhatty country, the
soil degenerates to an arid sand,
destitute of vegetation; to travel
through which an establishment of
camels is as requisite to carry water,
as in the deserts of Arabia.
The principal towns are Bahawulpoor, Ahmedpoor, Seedpoor, and
Ooch. The strongest place is the
fort of Derawul, which owes its
ability of resistance to the utter
sterility of the sands that surround
i t ; yet it was the usual residence of
Bahawul Khan, the founder of the
dynasty. The inhabitants of this
district are Juts, Baloochies, and
Hindoos, which is the usual mixture
of population in the adjacent territones, but within the limits of the
principality the Hindoos are the most
numerous class.
The town of Bahawulpoor stands
within a short distance of the united
streams of the Beyah and Sutuleje,
here named the Gurrah, which winds
very much and is muddy; but the
water when filtered is of an excellent
quality. In circumference it extends about four miles, but the walls
include gardens and mangoe groves.
The houses are built of unburned
bricks, with mud terraces, and very
thin walls of the same material. I t
is noted for the. manufacture of
silken girdles and turbans, and the
camels being fleet aird strong, are in
ereat demand for huntine. The resivdent inhabitants are p&cipally Juts
and Baloochies. both nrofessine the
Mahomedan f&h: the numb& of
Hindoos is also considerable. Bahawul Khan, the fonnder of this state,
was rather a tributary prince than a
governor delegated by the Afghan
sovereign. He died in 1811, leaving
a son of very inferior abilities, and
the state has since fallen a prey to
the rapacity of Runjeet Singh, the
Seik Raja of Lahore.--(E&hinslone,
Regizterr, Smith, gc.)

those belonging to Dowlet Row Sindia.

BAIDYANATH
(orDeoghur)-Ace
lebrated place of Hindoo pilgrimage
in the province of Bengal, district of
Birbhoom, said to have been built by
Raja Praun Mull of Ghiddore ; lat.
24' 3.2' N., lon. 86' 40' E., 110 miles
W. by N. from Moorshedabad. The
town of Deoghur is situated on a
rising ground, and for many miles in
extent is surrounded by forests. The
temple here is famous for a lingam it
contains, respecting which a strange
story is told.in the puranas, where
mention is also made of a river. At
present there is no stream whatever,
although there are several sacred
pools. Pilgrims resorting to Baidyanath usually bring water with then1
from the prayagas,or sacred junctions
on the Ganges, and pour it over the
lingam, round which they walk a certain number of times, while others
lie down and continne fasting until.
they have had a favourable dream.
Prayers of vario~issorts are addressed
to the presiding deity. Some pray to
be kings in the next transmigration,
or for such worldly enjoyments as
they prehr; others pray for happiness in the heaven of the divinity
they address; while some, tired and
harassed. by the miseries of successive births, pray to be released from
existence altogether.
At a particular season the roads
are crowded with pilgrims of both
sexes and all ages, on horseback and
on foot, dressed in quilted cotton,
dyed green or ellow, and presenting
a most cheeAl and animated sight.
On his shoulders every man bears a
semicircular frame of bamboo, with
a basket at each end, decorated with
peacocks' fathers and other ornaments. In one of these baskets the
pilgrim's baggage is deposited, in the
other his stock of Ganges water, in
small glass phials holding two or
three ounces each, and as many bring
BAHDOBIAH. A subdivision of an overplus, strangers who have come
the ,Agra province, intersected by unprovided are enabled to purchase
the river Chumbul, partly within a small supply of the sacred fluid for
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which they pay a high price.--( Ward,
Fullarton, qc.)
BAILU~U.-Atown in the territory
of the Mysore Raja ; lat. 1T' 55'N.
Ion. 76' 3' E. In A.D. 1800, cochines1 to the weight of 1,500 pounds
was made here, upon nopals raised
by Ille farmers as a prifkly fence for
their gardens; but the Insect was of
the inferior sort that had been introduced from America--(F. Buchanan, qc.)

-
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BALAGHAUT CEDED D I S
THICTS.

In the south of India astupendous
wall of mountains, named theghauts,
rises abruptly from the low country,
supporting, in the nature of a terrace,
a vast extent of level plains, which
are so elevated as to affect the ten:perature, and render the clitnate
cooler. This table-land extends from
the Krishna to the southern e x t r e
mity of Mysore, and is named BalaBA1*arAn'-A
the province ghaut, or above the ghauts, in conMalwqfifteen
miles
from the tradistinction to Payeenghaut, or becanton1nents at Mow : lat. .%2° 38'N.Y low the ghallts. This extensive an(,
Ion. 75' 46' E. In 1880 it was the fruitful region formed the ancient
a pergunnab
Hindoo
of Karnota, no plyt
Holar, and contained about 1,500 of which raq below the mountnins,
houses.-(Molcolin, $c.)
although in modern tirnes the term
B ~ ~ ~ ~fortified
~ ~ . town
- A be- has been so misapplied by Euro eanri
Mahomedans, as to Signig exlonging to the Nagpoor Raja, in the
province of Gundwana near the clu~ivelythe country (Carnatic) besources of the Tuptee, which springs low the ghauts- Under the Present
head, the term Balaghaut is restricted
froln the ~~~~d~hills, fift).-six
N.N.E. fro,,, ~ j l i ; ~lat. h210~55)~ to~ the~ territories acquired by the BriN., Ion. 780 4t E. ~t stands near the tish government In 1800, and since
hill-fort named ~ i ~ ~ lon
. ~the
h ,road subdivided into the collectorships of
from Hussingabad to Nagpoor, a ~ l d Bellar~and Cuddapah. They were
is the capital of a pergunnab.-(M&
acquired by treaty with the Nizam,
dated the 12th October 1800, and
cdm, $c.)
comprehend all the territory siBAJITPOOB.-A town in the pro- tuated south of the Krishna and
vince of Bengal, district of My- Toombudra rivers, which fell to the
munsing, forty-eight miles N.E. Nizam's ehore by the treaties of S e
from Dacca; 1st. 44O 14' N., lon. ringapatam in 1798, and Mysore in
91' E.
1799, together with the talook of
BALABAC.-Asmall island in the Adoni, and all his Highness's other
Eastern seas, about eighteen miles in districts south of these rivers. This
'Ow
length, by four the avewe breadth, large lract
lying off the southern extremity of the Baleghaut ceded districts, and to
80 N., these two-thirds of Punganoor were
the island of
;
added, and part of Goodeput, having
Ion. 1l 7' 10' E.
been exchanged for certaln districts,
BALABALAGAN.-A
cluster of thir- which had been reserved by the treaty
teen small flat islands in the straits of Mysore as the eventual portion of
of Macassar, covered with trees, and the Peshwa, but which by the suphaving navigable channels between plemental treaty of Mysore fell iuto
them. They are also named the little the possession of the British governPaternoster Isles. The Biajoos fish ment. Under the ancient native sohere for bichede-mar, which they vereigns, this quarter of the Balastrike on the sand at the bottom ghaut was subdivided into many secin eight and ten fathoms, with an tions, the chief of which were Kuriron pronged instmment.-(Forte~t, noul, Adoni, Cummim, Harponelly,
4c.I
Rydroog, Bellary, Gooty, GhaziVOL. I.
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poor, Cuddapah, Dupaud, Gurrumcondah, Punganoor, and Sidhout.
The ceded districts contain more
ground than Scotland, and occupy
the centre of what is improperly
termed the peninsula, which inland
seems to occasion the frequent droughts experienced in these
territories. The northern boundary
is well defined, and the Toombudra
river formerly afforded a sure protection for many months of the
year. I t also fills some water-conrses
that irrigate the country about Bijanagur, the ancient Hindoo capital,
and about Rampoor in Adoni. Owing
to the elevated surface of this region,
it has no large rivers, except the
Krishna and Toombudrn, which mark
its boundaries to the north. The
southern portion of the ceded districts consists of vallies lying between the eastern ghaut mountains,
which extend from Colar to Gurrumcondah, and from thence stretch inland as far west as Sera. T o tlre
north of these divisions are Cuddapah, Gooty, and Bellary, which lie
lower than the mountain vallies to
the south, but are intersected in
different directions by many ranges of
low hills.
The soil of these territories is generally good, especially the black
land, which when cleaned and pro-.
perly ploughed requires nothing more
than a harrowing for the next twenty
vears ; in fact, a farmer may cultivate
field of this description for his
whole life, without perhaps ploughing it more than once. The black
soil is most common in the weatern
divisions, where a noble plain of this
description is seen from the top of
Adoni hill, stretching north-west and
south-east from Gooty to the Toombudra, fifty miles' long by from sixteen to twenty broad, which, whether it be considered as an object of
agriculture, or as a Iandecapq, y e sents a grand prospect. T h ~ snch
soil appears to be pure black mould
from two to twelve feet deep, but
how and when firstcollected remains
unknown. It contains no vestiges
of decayed branches or trees, while
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the red and black soils' are often abruptly mixed; the latter, indeed, is
found among rocks where trees never
could have grown. Round the hills
and rocks, which abound, the soil
is usually a red gravel, and both
black and red soils are mixed with
sand and calcareous stones. In some
red fields they do not even attempt
to clear the land of stones, as every
successive ploughing raises a llew
crop of stones, which in some respects are not detrimental.
The soil here is in general more
fertile than either Canara or Malabar. Two or three nights' rain will
ensure a greater crop, in proportion
to the extent of surface and seed,
than six months' drizzling in Canara.
The black soil is the most fertile,
and when once ploughed requires
little further trouble; but as the red
soil is worked with slighter and
cheaper tools, the poorer classes of
farmers are generally settled on it.
Drill husbandry is universal. The
rains are uncertain, but ought to fall
in June, at which period d l the peasantry are looking up to the heavens
for a shower, as one good night's
rain is sufficient to enable the cultivator to sow his seed : but if it fails
in June, the whole crop is in danger of being lost. If a little of the
rain which deluges Canara, tears up
the soil, and in'ures the agriculture,
could be transierred to the ceded
districts, they would be among the
most fertile of Hindostan. As it is,
the rains are heavy in September and
October, when they often do as much
damage by bursting the tanks as their
absence occasions during the earlier
months.
The labour and expense of clearing black land are very great. Having cut down the shrubs and bushes
on 100 acres, the farmer proceeds to
plough east and west for one month,
and then northand south for another.
The succeeding month is employed in
grubbing up the roots, after which it is
harrowed by a ponderous machine for
one month and a half. This lastmentioned ilnplement is so heavy as
to require twelve or sixteen bullocks,
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which work from morning until noon
and thcn rest. After the first great
harrowing they again harrow with
two smaller machines and six bullocks for afortnight, and finally with
a still smaller drawn by two bullocks,
T h e work, however, does not finish
here, for labourers are required
for two weeks lonier to clear the
ground of roots; after which light
harrows are again employed. This
previous preparation being completed, cotton and koraloo are sown
together by a drill machine, after
which it undergoes repeated harrowing, hoeing, and drilling, and about
three or four months afterwards the
crop is ripe, when i t is reaped by
three or four gatherings m the course
of a month. If it be taken care of
there will be no occasion to plough a
field prepared ifi this manner for
twenty years ;but it must be annually
harrowed with four bullocks before
the seed is scattered, for if this be
neglected, the great plough and heavy
machinery must be again brought
out. There is still much waste land
in this province, where poverty
cramps and deadens the efforts of
the cultivator. In some parts the
seed is put into the ground without
any previous process, and pressed
down by a hush on which a large
stone has been placed instead of a
harrow.
T h e red soil requires turning up
and ploughing, ten or twelve hullocks being necessary for one hundred acres. I t is first cleared by
hand labour with the hoe and hatchet,
and then well ploughed. I t is in
general full of stones, which in some
places they do not attempt to move.
Sometimes they manure by folding
sheep, one thousand being necessary
t o manure six acres, when kept on i t
ten nights, which process however
must be annually repeated. A t other
times they manure with fhe dust,
ashes, and refuse of the village, which
is thinly spread after a shower and
ploughed in; this will last four years.
T h e seed is then deposited by a drill
of a simple construction, consisting
o f three shares, which make their fur-
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rows allout an inch deep. Three hollow bamboos are placed directly over
the shares, joined a t the top in one
cup, from whence the seed drops
through the bamboos into the furrow.
A woman follows the plough holding
a hollow bamboo perpendicularly,
with a cup at the top, into which she
pours seed of a large size. The bamboo is dragged along by the drill machine, to which i t is fixed by a string
five o r six feet long, the female holding it steady with one hand while
she pours in the seed with the other.
The plough with a horizontal share
drawn by two bullocks follows, cutting the earth horizontally and filling
up the furrow. T o manage the drill
and horizontal plo~~ghs,
four persons
and four bullocks are necessary.
One person drives the bullocks ;another pours in the seed, of which eight
different kinds are frequently sown
together; a woman conducts the
hollow cylinder dragged after, and a
man or boy drives the bullocks that
follow with t h e horizontal plough.
Before they begin to work, the machine is painted and consecrated.
The great armies that have so often
traversed this province have destroyed the trees, except a few clumps
which are chiefly found among the
hills : no expense thereforeshould be
spared in promoting the planting of
trees, especially of palmiras. According to the survey accounts there
are 50,258 wells in the Balaghaut
ceded districts, of which, in 1807,
above 13,914 were out of repair.
Garden produce was then supposed
only to pay about six and oneeighth
per cent. of the land rent. T h e bare
rocks and absence of wood gives the
surhce a mggcd and savuge appearance, which well agrees with the
character of the people, who are
more laborious and hardy, and a t the
same time more ferocious, than the
natives below the ghauts ;their food,
dress, and weapons, are also more
manly than those of their lowland
neighbours, and on the first acquisition of the territory, every inhabitant not only carried, but was accustomed to the use of arms, while
1 %
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every village was fortified. A t that
era they were also, gmbably, the
poorest people under t e Br~tlshgovernment. So far were they from
having any roperty in the soil, like
t h e landhoLers of Canara and Malabar, they were seldom even fixed
tenants, but migrated from farm to
farm, and from village to village,
where they clubbed together to carry
o n their cultivation. Even the houses
were government property, and the
only proprietors of land were the
enaumdars. The enaum, or charity
lands of the village, were established
during the Hindoo empire of Bijanagur, and tolerably well tilled. These
lands had been resumed and mea~ u r e dby Tippoo, who laid his hands
on every thing; but the ingenuity of
individuals rendered the resumption
little more than nominal.
The troubles that so long prevailed
in the ceded districts befote they
were transferred to the Madras presidency, occasioned the destruction
o f all the ancient revenue accounts ;
thereis reason, however, to conclude,
from the tenour of all tradition, from
existing documents, and from inquiries, that the land has all along
been the property of government.
T h e ancient princes were accustomed
t o grant away the property in the
soil, a6 well as the government rent,
a proof that the land entirely belonged to government. Tradition
states that the Bijanagur dynasties
took half the produce estimated in
kind, and converted it into money
a t a rate unfavourable to the farmers
and cultivators. The avowed principle of the Mahomedans, after the
conquest of Bijanagur in A.D. 1564,
was an equal division of the produce
between the government and cultivator, the share of the first being
converted into money at the average
of ten preceding years, but the last
was further burthened with the payment of fees. I t is said that, a t the
period above-mentioned, there were
few chiefs like the present poligars.
The chiefs of Anantpoor, Raydroog,
and Ouke, were great officers of state
under the Bijanagur sovereigns, and

held their districts as personal jaghires for their maintenance. Even
the Annagoondy Rajas, the descendants of the royal race who so long
ruled the south of India, were a t
last subdued, and though permitted
to hold a few districts, were subjected
to peshcush. The brood of poligars,
that akcrwards did so much mischief,
sprung up between the period above
alluded to and the reign of Aurengzebe.
War, famine and bad management,
all combined for many years to depopulate the ceded districts and diminish their revenue; but the incessant rebellions of the poligars seem
to have been the main cause of their
decline. These poligars were originally either public officers of government, who held villages for their personal maintenance, or they were
renters who set up for themselves,
or lastly they were usurpers. Some
were merely potails or head villagers,
who, taking advantage of the strength
of the country and weakness of the
government, withheld the revenue
and levied troops. These self-created
chiefs kept up all the state, and were
installed with all the formality of
legitimate sovereigns, although their
incomes did not exceed from two to
three hundred pagodas per annum,
and their pretensions were never acknowledged hy any of the different
governments that preceded theBritish
in the administration of the province.
Neither the Cuddapah nabobs, however, nor the Maharattas, could keep
them in subjection, or compel them
t o pay their tribute with regularity;
while the struggles t o enforce it on
one side, and to resist it on the other,
produced unceasing broils, and distracted the country during the whole
of the eighteenth century. I n fact,
neither Hyder, Tippoo, o r the Nizam,
made the slightest progress in restoring tranquillity, and anarchy had attained its utmost perfection-in these
districts when they were transferred
to the British government. During
this period of distraction the poligars
withheld the revenues in order to
raise a force to defend themselves ;
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the army sent against them plundered
on all sides, so that their rebellion
and reduction were equally destructive to the miserable cultivators.
In A.D. 1800 the British functionaries entered the Balaghaut ceded
districts, where they found confusion
worse confounded. The inhabitants
had been plundered, not only by the
revenue officers, but by every person
who could pay 3 bribe for the privilege of trying to extort money. The
chief inhabitants had not only been
permitted, but encouraged to. carr
on a predatory warfare against eac
other on the same terms. The indolence and corruption of the Nizam's
officers influenced then1 to abandon
the collection of the revenue to poligar zemindars, and the head-men of
villages. Every village was a garrison, the inhabitants of which frequently turned out and fought a
pitched battle with the village nearest
t o them. The Nizam's troops were
always engaged in the siege of sonle
place, while the exactions of those
thus armedwith authority,and the habitual obstinacy of the village people,
made i t difficult to say which was in
the right. Murders were so common
that few Families of note had escaped
assassinations, or were themselves
unpolluted wit11 blood. 111 those
times the head-man acted the part of
a little potentate in his own village,
and the anarchy that pervaded the
province might in some measure justify his taking on himself the dictatorship of his little republic; but
the impunity which a few hundred
rupees secured for the most atrocious
crimes, tempted every man who could
atiord it, to indulge his rapacity, malice, or ambition. In most parts the
head-man of the village, the head
cultivator, and the village accountant,
so peaceable in the Company's old
territories,. had .become leaders of
banditti, chiefs of robbers, and sanguinary ruffians, garrisoning dens and
strong-holds. T o the east matters
were still worse, for there the poligars had generally resumed their
former situations and depredations.
T h e impotence, in short, of the
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Nizam's officers, the predatory and
military habits of the natives, so freuently overrun by large armies, the
$.en,
transfers from one government to another, and the frontier
situation which enabled offenders t o
escape, had introduced a state of
anarchy scarcely ever excelled in the
annnls of India.
The strong arm of the British
power established a reluctant tranquillity, and the country was begin- ,
ning to recover from its state of desolation, when a severe drought, in
1803, greatly injured it. I n many
parts the failure of the dry crop was
so complete, that the blade never
appeared above ground; in others it
never produced nn ear, but withering,
was abandoned to the cattle. Unfortunately, the same drought that
prevailed in 1803, continued with
unabating severity throughout 1804,
when the evils were infinitely aggravated.
The continuance of the
drought for two years had parched
up the ground; there was no grass in
the pastures, straw was enormously
dear; a great proportion of the cattle
perished, and many of the poorer
~ n h a b ~ t a nwere
t s forced to quit their'
houses. During this year the drought
was so severe, that nothing but the
prudent measures adopted by the
principal collector (Sir Thomas, then
Colonel Munro) to allevinte, and
more especially his abstaining from
all the measures which so frequently
aggravate a scarcity, could have saved
the country from the horrors of a
famine, such as then desolated the
Nizam's country, and such as llad i n
former seasons, not so bad, desolated
the ceded districts. The rice here,
in June 1804, was eight seers per
rupee, while on the opposite side of
the Krishna, at the distance of only
thirty miles, it was five seers. T h e
soil and produce of Adoni in the
British territory, and of Raichoor in
that of the Nizam, are nearly the
same, and they are only separated by
the Krishna; yet in Raichoor there
was a famine, when in Adoni there
was only a scarcity, and both were
equally protected by the army under
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General Campbell. In 1805, a great
increase of revenue took place in
consequence of a favourable season
following the two preceding years of
dearth, and ever since thew districts
have greatly improved, notwithstanding the recurrence of bad seasons,
and other serious obstacles from a
turbulent population.
T h e ceded districts, when obtained in 1800, were placed under Col.
Thomas Monro, and were valued in
the deed of cession a t 1,651,545 star
pagodas, including all heads of revenue. The collector, in the first instance, fixed his rate much below
what had been the former demand,
increasing it only an the means of
the cultivator and the state of the
country improved. I n the course of
seven years the land revenue alone
increased from 1,006,593 t o 1,517,272
pagodas, and under the able management of Col. Munro, the inhabitants
of the province, from disunited
hordes of lawless freebooters, became
as far advanced- in civilization, submission to the laws, and obedience
t o the magistrates, as any other subjects under the Madras presidency.
I n 1817, the total gross collections
of the two districts (Bellary and
Cuddapah) into which this province
waa divided amounted to 1,740,304
star pagodas
I n 1806, after the survey of the
province was com leted, instructions
were issued to ma e out new returns
of the number of inhabitants in every
village, as far as was practicable by
actual muster, except with those
castes who seclude their womcn
from public view. The total number
of inhabitants, according to the lists
returned, nmounted t o I,917,8i6 pcrsons, which shewed an increase of
one-fourth of the population in five
years of tranquillity, partly arising
from the return of persons who had
emigrated during the Nizam's domination; but the remainder must be
attributed to the falsity of former
returns. These records of the population tended to prove that the males
exceeded the females in number one.tenth. The number of cuttlc, sheep,
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andgoatscouldnot be ascertained with
the same accuracy, their owners hnving a superstitious prejudice against
their being counted by others, o r even
by themselves.
Within the linlits of this province
districts are subdivided into villagen,
under the guidance of potails, o r
head farmers, by whom the peasantry
are guided. In all villagea the latter
are in the habit of meeting and debating on the subject of rent, and there
are many villages where they settle
among themselves the exact proportion of the whole rent that each individual is to pay; they are called
veespuddi, or sixteenth villages, from
the land rent being divided into sixc
teenth shares. A great part of the
Cuddapah district is composed of
these villages, and they are scattered,
though more thinly, over other parts
of the country. When the season for
cultivation draws near, the peasantry
of the vcespuddi villages assemble t o
regulate their several rents for the
year ; the pagoda is usually the place
cl~osen for this purpose, fro111 the
idea thst its sanctity will render the
engagements with each other more
binding ; every village being in this
manner a small collectorate, conducted by a potail o r head farmer.
This quarter having been brought
under subjection by the Mahomedans
at a comparatively late period, and
never thoroughly subdued or settled,
a very great pro ortion of the inhabittints foilow t i e Brahminical persuasion; hut in the larger places,
such ns Cuddapah, Bellary, Adoni,
and Curnoul, many Mahomedans are
to be found. That the courts of justice in the Balaghaut ceded districts
have hut few causes is partly accounted for hy their poverty, low
being as yet too expensive a luxury.
Indiio is here raised and exported
in conaiderablc quantities, and the
coarse sugar manufactory is also o n
the increase. Cotton is one of the
chief productions, which although it a t
first languished, is now rapidly on the
Increme ; the peasantry, in general,
being a very industrious race, and
most of them cultivators by caste.
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Diamond mines are found in many
parts of the ceded districts, espedally in the eastern and central divislons. In the Chinoor pollam, not
far from Cuddapah, there are two
places, called Condapctta and Ovalumpally, where these gems are
found; and in the next talook, at
Lamdoor and Pinchetgapadoo, as also
in the Gooty division. All the diamond mines in this part of India,
with r few exceptions, lie between
the Krishna and Pennar rivers, from
which tract the famous Golconda diamonds were procured, the country
so called not producing any.
In remote times this province
formed part of the last existing Hindostan empire of Bijanagur, to which
article the reader is referred for some
historical particulars. A great roportion of the modern poligars c k m
descent from the officers of the Bijanagur dynasties, and some, direct
from the royal family. After the fall
of the Mogul emperors of Delhi it
contained several independent Mahomedan states, especially the Patan
nabobs of Adoni and Cuddapah, and
suffered encroachments from the curturs, or chiefs of Mysore. It was
mostly conquered by Hyder, between
17f6 and 1780, and in 1800 was, by
treaty with the Nizam, as before
related, transferred to the British
government. In a political and military point of view, these districts are
a t present o f g e a t value,for they are
now what the Carnatic formerly was,
the countries from which our armies
in the Deccan must draw their supplies of cattle and provisions. W bile
under the Nizam, their revenue declined every year, and an army was
constantly in the field, the expense
of which consumed the collections ;
indeed, the country was then in so
distracted a state, that the Nizam
seemed to have given it up to the
British because he could not retain
it in subjection.-(Thackeray, Sir
Thonzas Munro, 5th Rqort, Hodgaon, Rennell, qc.)
BALAMBANGAN
(properly Berobangun).-A small island in the Eastern
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seas, about fifteen miles'in length by
threeinbreadth, lyingoff thenorthern
extremity of Borneo ; lat. '7 15' N.,
Ion. 117' 5' E. The harbour called
the north-east is the largest; but
at that on the south side, where
the English settled, the ground is
swampy. The soil is rich and fruitful ; the harbour abounds with fish,
and is very convenient for watering.
In 1774 the East-India Company
Formed a settlement here with a
view to the spice trade; but next
year were treacherously expelled by
the SOO~OOS,
who surprised the Buggess centinels, turned theguns against
the guard, and drove the settlers on
board their vessels. The settlement
was re-established in 1803, but afterwards abandoned. The islaud was
uninhabited prior to 1774, and has
probably remained so ever since the
British quitted it.-(Forreat, q c . )
BALANGODE.-A
town in the island
of Ceylon, district of Suffragam, fifty
miles S. bv E. from Candv. and 1742
feet above the level of t& sea ; iat.
6' 23' N., Ion. 80' 50' E.
BALASINO~E.-Atown and petty
s b t e in the province df Gujerat,
whose chief is named the Babi of
Balasinore. It stands near the Seyrei
river, about forty-one miles east from
Ahmedabad ; lat. 22' 59' N., Ion. 73O
25' E.
BALASOBE
(vahwaraj.-A
large
straggling town in the province of
Orissa, situated on the south side of
the Boori Balang river, 125 miles
S.W. from Calcutta; lat. 21' 32' N.,
Ion. 86' 56' E. A group of five
rocky hills project boldly forth to
within seventeen miles of the bay of
Bengal, known to old navigators as the
Nelligreen (nee1 gheree, blue mountains). This was formerly a flourishing town, and at an early period of
European intercourse, the Portuguese, Dutch, and English had faatories here. I t has since much fallen
off; but what remains, though meanly built, forms a town of considerable
extent, here aud there exhibiting - a
deserted European-built house, denoting its former miscellaneous in-
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habitants. Indeed the sites of several factories may still be traced, by a
ruined gateway, a group of tombstones, or some such memorial, and
the foreign flags are still hoisted on
the respective premises by a Portuguese writer, who for sixteen rupees
per month officiate%on behalf of the
different sovereigns, who have long
ceased to have any other representative. The salt agent for the Cuttack
district usually resides at Chunde
poor, on the sea-beach, a few miles
from hence, wllere salt is manufactured by lixiviating the mud according to the. process practised in the
Sunderbunds. Formerly a considerable quantity of grain was exported
to the south ; but this branch of
trade h s of late years declined, owing
to the long-continued peace enjoyed
by the Madras territories, which
has enabled them to supply their own
consumption without im ortation.
Balasore, however, is still tRe priucipal port of the Cuttack district, and
is provided with dry docks, to which
vessels not drawing more than fourteen feet of water can be floated a t
spring tides. In 1822 it was estimated to contain 10,000 inhabitants,
and was frequented chiefly by Maldive vessels, salt boats, and a class
of sloops that carry rice to Calcutta
during the cold season. Travelling
distance from Calcutta 141 miles.(Fuhrton, Slirling, 10 Beg., Leckie,
Bruce, gc.)
BALIJ.-A town in the province of
Gujernt, Kaira di$trict, thirty-three
miles S.E. from Ahmedabad; lat. 22O
40' N., Ion. 73' 10' E. This place,
until 1817, although completely insulated by the British dominions, belonged to the Guicowar, from whom
it was obtained in exchange for another tract of equal value.-(Public
MS. Docunzents, gc.)
BALKY
(~halaki).-A town in the
province of Beeder, twenty-two miles
N.W.from the city of that name;
1st. 18' N., Ion. 77' 19' E. Fifty
years ago this was a large town, but

it is now much decayed, and answers better to the description of a
village.- ( Upton, Reguter, gc.)
BALLAPOOB.-Atown in the Berar province, fifty-eight miles S.W.
from Ellichpoor ;lat. 20'39' N., lon.
760 56' E.
BALLIAGHAUT.-T~~~
place is now
comprehended within the limits of
Calcutta, being pro erly its port for
the eastern inlanl naviptim, a]though within the memory of inhabitants still alive a jungle intervened
two miles in extent, infested by
tigers and other ferocious animals.
A remarkable change has since taken
place, there being a handsome avenue
of gardens and houses the whole
way. I t is situated near the western
extremity of two shallow muddy salt
lakes, which at low water are nearly
empty, but when full admit native
craft of considerable burthen.(FiJth Report, qc.)
BALLY(Bali or Little Java).-An
island in the Eastern seas, sq~arnted
from Java by the strait of Bally,
and lying between the eighth and
ninth degrees of south latitude. The
south-eastern extremity of Java is
in tat. 8' 41' S., Ion. 114' 25' E.
Table Point, the southern promontory
8 50' S. In length
of Bally, is in lat. '
it may be estimated at seventy miles,
by thirty-five the average breadth.
The coast rises gradually for ten
miles towards the interior, to a ridge
of mountains which stretches across
from east to west, nlrd terminates at
the eastern entl in the peak of Bally,
which is volcanic. Tlke straits are
narrow in some parts, and a six-knot
tide runs at full and change.
This island exhibits the same geological features as Java, but it has an
iron-bound coast, and is destitute of
harbours, and even ofsafe anchorage.
The lands are irrigated by abundant
streams and rivulets from the mountains, and are remarkably productive.
In the lower tracts the chief article
of food is rice, but in the upper maize
andsweet potatoes; the animal foodis
lnostly swine's flesh and beef, the price
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of an ox seldom exceeding 1%. great castes of Brahmins, Khetries,
sterling. A considerable number of Vaisyas, and Sudras. There are
ox and buffaloe hides are in con- also a few Buddhists, and a class of
sequence exported, but the natives outcasts held impure, and designated
have not yet learned the art of salt- by the Hindoo name of Chandala.
ing their hides. Besides these the The Balinese Brahmins may be conchief exports are rice, birds'ae9ts, sidered as genuine adherents ofvyas;
coarse cloths, cotton yarn, salted but the great mass of the populace,
eggs, dingding, gambir, and oil; the like those of Bengal, worship their
principal imports, opium, betel-nut, tutelary gods, every village, moun~vory,gold, and silver. Unlike the tain, forest, and river having its
Malays, the Balioese abhor a sea- peculiar deity. The Brahmins are
faring life, nor are they much addicted treated with great respect, and conto merchandizing, the Buggess prows duct the administration of justice,
(in 1834, about fifty) being the gralld civil and criminal, They have their
carriers of the Archipelago. The hair bound up in a knot, but do not
thread; the
most profitable trade not long ago wear the dirting~ishin~
was that of slaves, which has since three inferior castes crop their hair
much diminished : yet from 300 to short. Priilces are usually, but not
1,000 are still annually exported, invariably, of the military caste, arj
mostly by the Chinese, who prefer in 1815 the Raja of Carang Assem,
them on account of their superior the most powerful on the island, was
strength and intelligence.
of the mercantile class. Little a t
The natives of Bali excel the Ma- tention is paid by the great mass of
lays and Javanese in stature and mus- inhabitants to the Brahminical doccular strength, and appear a s ~ ~ p e r i otrines
r
of purity and impurity of food,
race to the generality of the Eastern for they cat beef without remorse,
islanders. The Chinese population and hogs and poultry are anlong
is also considerable, especially at their daily luxuries. The sacerdotal
Blelling. The demand of the chiefs class, however, are more scrupulous,
for a share in the crops rests on the and restrict themselves to a vegetable
peculiar husbandry of the country, diet.
which depending greatly on irrigation,
In B ~ l l y there are no religious
of which he is the distributor, he mendicants, or sscetics addicted to
claims in consequence for the water extravagant acts of mortification, but
expended. The constitution is es- the practice of sacrificing the widow
sentially despotic, as modified by the and concubine at the funeral pile of
system of village goveti~rnent,which the husbands, is carried to an excess
prevails here as in Java. In 1815, unknown in Hindostan. These in]the ordinary price of rice was 133 molations are most frequent among
poundsfor three-fourths of a Spanish the military and trading castes, for a
female of the servile class rarely 11ndollar.
In Java, the establishment of a Ma- dergoes the sacrifice ; and, what is
hornedan government for nearly four more extraordinary, one of the sacred
centuries has tended to obliterate order never does. When the father
the general knowledge of the better of the present Raja of Blelling mas
educated; but in Bali the Hindoo burned,seventy-four womenmounted
faith, however perverted by local the pile along with the corpse. TheBasuperstitions, is still the parnmount linese language is a rude, simple, nnd
religion, the Mahomedan doctrines peculiar dialect, besides which there
having made little progress, and no is a copious and refined language of
portion of the island having ever deference, borrowedfrom theSanscrit
been permanently subjected to Euro- and Javanese. The Hindoo era of
pean authority. The grent majority Salivahana or Suca, seventy-eight
of the Balinese are Hindoos, of the years date after the birth of Christ, is
sect of Sivg subdivided in the four universally used here, under the dg-
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nomination of Saca-warsa-chandra.
I t is said that the Brahmins here are
able to calculate eclipses from tables
in their possession, but this fact has
not yet been well established.
In A.D. 1815 the island of Bally
was divided into eight states, each independent, and governed hy its own
chlef. At that date the total population WM loosely estimated at 800,000
souls; but as the computation was
founded on the number of males
whose teeth had been filed, no great
accuracy is to be expected ; ms.
In Klongkong
30,000
Carrang-assem
50,000
Badong
20,000
30,000
Blelling
40,000
Tabanan
Mergui
20,000
Gianyr
60,000
Taman Bali
10,000
At present the state of Klongkong is
allowed to beof the highest antiquity;
yet in 1633, when the Dutch solicited
assistance at Bally, the prince of Gelgel appears to have been paramount.
In 1814, the Ra'a of Blellingss brot h e n having insulted the British post
at Blambangan, in Java, an expedition
called at Java on its way to Celebes,
and received the submission of several
Ra'as, and during some time the town
and crattan of Blelling were occupied
by a British gnrrison.-(Craufurd,
RagjTkc, Thorn, Forrert, Leyden, &.).
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BALOOCHISTAN,
the Coulrry ofthe Baloochiea),
he boundarien of Baloochistan, in
their widest acceptation, are, the Indian ocean to the south ;Seistan and
Afghanistan to the north ; the prvinces of Laristan and Kerman to the
west ;and to the east Shekarpoor and
the Sinde territories. Within these
limits are comprehended the provinces of Jhalawan and Sarawan, Mekran and Lus, Cutch Gundava, and
Hurrund Dajel, Kohistan, and the
desert. The space may be described
as being included between the latitudes of W0 5W and 30' 40' north,
and the longitudes of 58O 55' and
67' 30' east; but some sections of
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country exceed these limits east and
west. The whole of this extensive
region composed the dolninions of
Nmsir Khan, the father of the fate
Khan of Kelat; but since his death, in
1795, it has undergone many political
and territorial changes.
To the south, Bdoochistan Proper
commences atBayla, from which place
it extends northward to Nooshky,
seventy-nine miles N.W. from Kelat.
This country is describedas a confused
heap of mountains, through which the
roads generally lead in water-courses
nnd the dry beds of small rivers.
Jhalawan is the most southerly district of Baloochistan, and Sarawan
the most northerly. They are a mass
of mountains from Kohunwat, on the
frontiers of Lus, to the desert which
separates them from Candahar ; the
length of this stupenduous range is
350 miles, but varies in breadth at
different places. These mountains are
barren, being chiefly composed of
coarse, black stone; the vallies of
Wudd, Kl~ozdar,and Sohrab are capable of cultivation. The climate of
this alpine region assimilates in a considerable degree to that of Europe,
experiencing four distinct seasons :
spring, summer, autumn, and minter.
The heat is seldom unoleasantlv great.
but during the month's of ~eekPnber;
January and February,cold is intense.
The plains of Wudd, Khozdar, and
Sohrah, produce, in favourable seasons, plentiful crops of wheat, barley
and jowaree, and in some of the lesser vallies grass grows abundantly.
Flocks of sheep and cattle are numerous in every part of the country.
Jhalawan and Sarawan are subdivided
into smaller districts, and every district into inuumerable khails or societies, each of which furnish their
quota of troops, according to the pop!~lation or the exigence of the service. Shal and Mustung, two stages
t o the north of Kelst, were given t o
Nnssir Khan by Nadir Shah for his
services at Mished, and Hurrund Dajel for those in Hindostan. Nooshky
is a small tract of about thirty-six
square miles, at the base of the Kelat
mountains. I t is au arid tract, the
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sandy hills of which are continually plains is mixed with such a profusion
shifting with the winds. A slender of pebbles and small stones that the
stream called the Xysur issues from niould is scarcely visible : yet this
the hills, and irrigates a small portion most unpromising mixture produces,
of the country; and there are also when properly tilled and irrigated, '
small patches of land capable of cul- abundant crops of wheat and barley,
tivation in different parts of the sand, and where uncultivated, grass of a
but which frequently become quite luxuriant growth. In the parched
sterile for want of rain. The inhabi- and desert portion of Baloochistan
tants of this tract dwell under black the date tree bears the first rank in
felts,stretchedover wicker-workmade point of importance. The best timof the guz plant. This species of ber is procured from the spoor tree
villsge is named tooman or khail, and (greatly resembling the teak) and the
in most of them a few Hindoos are tamarind, both remarkabl hard and
durable, and of great imensions,
to be found.
The soil ofNooshky being so sandy, to which may be added, the babool,
the heat in the summer months is ex- tamarisk, and mulberry. The neem,
cessive : on which account the inha- peepul, sissoo, chinar, mangoe, walnut
bitants migrate to the mountains for and sycamore, are also found in difcool air and water, as the stream at ferent tracts ; but the oak, ash, and
that season fails in the valley. The fir are unknown. Almost every deinhabitants import grain from Cutch scription of mineral is said to be
Gundava, and Seistan, and dates from found here, but our information on
Mekran. The Baloocllies here are this head is as yet defective. Rockcalled Nharroes and Rukhsani, and salt is common to the westward, and
are related to those of the same tribe on the road from Cutch Gundava
in Seistan and Bonpoor. In appear- there is a range of hills, containin
m c e they are tall men, with small salt of a perfectly red colour a n t
hones; are extremely idle and disso- aperient quality. In that vicinity
lute, and addicted to thieving. They sulphur and alum are also found,
undertake predatory incursions t o and to the west of Nooshky white
Mekran, aud carry off into slavery and grey marble.
every person they capture worth the
The wild and domestic animals of
trouble ; some they sell at Kelat and Baloochistan are very numerous,comCandahar, the remainder are brought prehending both tropical and Eurointo the horde, and incorporated with pean classes. The horses are strong,
it. In this part of the country all the s e l l boned, and large, but usually
Baloochies understand Persian; but vicious. Those exported to India
they speak a dialect of the Baloochy are mostly reared to the south of
among themselvds, different from the Kelat, and in Cutch Gundwa. The
Koorgalee spoken by t);e Brahooees. sheep are of the fat-tailed species.
Sohrab is n fine valley, extending The camel and dromedary are highly
north and south fifty miles, by about prized by the Balcoochies; the first
twelve in breadth. The n~iddle, for burthen, the last for speed.
through which the water runs From
There are few countries so wholly
the hills, is well cultivated, with without commodities suited to commany villages scattered about half a mercial exchange as Baloochistan ;
niile asunder. The mountains in many partly owing to the aversion of the
parts of Baloochistan are inhabited by natives to regular industry, and partly
shepherds, who reside in temporary to the physical nature of the country;
huts, erected on any spot that offers consistingeither of stupendous mountains. or arid plains destitute of moisgood pasturage.
he'
soil of Baloochistan ture;vegetatibn, or navigable rivers,
is sandy. stony, and arid, and the the roads being aenerallv nothine but
mount~noudtiacts consist mostly of the dry beds 07 Forrents: The G p u hard black rock. The earth on the lation is also dispersed into small
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societies. hostile to each other. and
yielding scarcely a nominal obedience
to any chief. The exports from Kelat
are at. present insignificant, but it was
once the great channel of merchandize from Khorasan, Candahar,Cabul,
and India. The imports from Hindostan consist of iron, tin, lead,
steel, copper, indigo, betel-nut, cochineal, sugar, spices, silks, kincaubs,
gold cloths, chintzes, and coarse
woollens. Land watered by weils
pays one-twentieth of the produce ;
that hy the rains from one-tenth t o
one-sixteenth; and that by natural
springs a still higher pro ortion.
The inhabitants are gvided into
two great classes, severally known
by the appellations of Baloochy and
Brahooee, which are again subdivided
into an infinite number of tribes,
khails, and tomuns. Between these
two great classes there are leading
distinctions of language and appearance, but the national aggregate is
exclusively denominated Baloochies,
partitioned into three distinct tribes,
the Nharooees, the Rinds, and the
Mughsees. These are mostly stationary, but the Brahooees are more
migratory and unsettled. The latter
have tall persons, long visages, and
high features; the former short, thick
bones, round faces, and flat lineaments, and the hair and beards of
both are brown. In husbandry and
domestic occupations the Brahooees
are hard workers. Those residing
near the plains till I:~rge tracts of
land, and dispose of the produce to
the Hindoos for exportation. This
and the sale of cheese and ghee, the
produce of their flocks, with a few
coarse blankets, carpets, and felts,
form the only traffic in which the
Bral~ooeesengage. Their food is the
same as that of the Baloochies, except that they prefer flesh rncat half
cooked, without bread, salt, or vegetables, to any other species of nourishment.
The Brahooees and Baloochies are
equally noted for their hospitality;
but the latter are less addicted to
rapine and predatory violence, yet are
fully equal in personal bravery and

the endurance of hardshins. Thev are
also considerably exempied from; the
worst traits of the Baloochv character, which are ararice, a ;indictive
disposition, and proneness to cruelty.
All the Baloochies are excellent
marksmen, but the Brahooees excel
in strength and courage. They train
greyhounds with great care, and frequently exchange them for one or
two camels, or pay 400 rupees for
one of superior qudity. The breed
of shepherds' dogs is also excellent.
The broad-sword exercise and shooting at a mark are favourite amusements with the Brahooees, and, as
swordsmen, they are said to surpass
most of their neighbours. Their
common dress is an under coat which
fits close to the body, and is worn
over the pyrahun or shirt; their
trowsers are gathered up at the ancle,
and they wear a small round flattopped cap of felt silk. The s h e p
herds wear a covering of white felt
above the shirt in winter, with cloth
trowsers and a small felt cap. Petty
quarrels are usually adjusted by the
chief of the khail or society; but an
appeal in capital cases may be made
t o Kelat, except when a traveller has
been murdered, on which emergencies
the nearest cl~iefis authorized to
carry the law into execution.
In religion, both the Baloocl~iev
and Brahooees are of the ortbotlox
Soonee sect of Mahomedans, and
strenuous adversaries to the Shias.
Neither the Baloochy nor the Bra'hooee are written languages, and the
early history of both tribes is entirely
traditional. On examining the translation of the Lord's Prayer into the
Baloochy dialect, the niissionaries
found only four words of Sanscrit
origin. The Baloochy partakes considerably of the idiom of the modern
Persian, from whicll at least half its
wortls are borrowed, but greatly disguised by a peculiar pronunciation.
The Brahooee, on the contrary, in
no respect resembles the Persian in
sound, but contains a great many
Hindu words, having a strong resemblance as they strike the ear to
the Punjabee dialect. The Uehwars

BALOOCHISTAN.
of Baloochistan upeak pure Persian,
and resemble in every respect the
Tajiks of Afghanistan. Among the
dispersed societies of Baloochistan
there are a few Hindoos scattered,
who carry on the miserable traffic of
t h e country, and act as moneychangers, and agents to the native
chiefs. I t is probable that long after
the first Mahomedan invasion, a great
proportion of the country stiH continued in the occupation of the Hindoos ; but for more than a century
past, the Mahornedan tribes have
been progressively' so in-reasing in
barbarity that no medium could be
observed, and the native Hindoos
have either undergone compulsory
conversion, or deserted the country.
A converted tribe of Hindoos, at
present settled in Cutch Gundava,
still retain the name of Gooroowanee,
o r disciples of the Gooroo, o r Brahminical priest. The few Hindoos
who migrate to this quarter from
Hindoostan, for the purposes of
trade, seldonr bring their familiea,
and have robably degenerated, as
travellers Rave not observed among
them that repugnance t o flesh meat
which characterizes most of the purer
castes of India.
More than two centuries ago the
city of Kelat, with the surrounding
country, was possessed by Sewah
Raja, a Hindoo, a t which period the
Baloocbies (as at present) tended
flocks in the mountains. The inhabitants were then much infested by
the depredations of the people residing in the low country Ijing between
Kelat, Sinde, and Shikarpoor; and
t o protect them, the Raja sent for
Kumbar (which in the Baloochy signifies an Abyssinian) a Baloochy chief,
and took him into his service, allowing him five bundles, of grass and
wood daily for each man. In proi
gress of time this chief increased his
followers, and seizing on the govern2
n ~ e n t ,raised the tribute to 100 bundles of grass and wood per day,
besides a contribution of horses,
camels, and foot-runners. This tribute is still occasionally exacted by
the khans of Kelat, and paid by the
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dehwars, or peasantry, in the neighbourhood, who are said to have corne
originally from Persia, althougli they
have much the appearance of Hindoos.
Kumbar, the first usurper, was
succeeded by his son
Sumbur, the father of the next
prince,
Mahomed Khan 5 who W M succeeded by his son,
Abdallah Khan, the father of
Nassir Khan, who ascended the
throne after putting to death his
brother Hadjee Khan. Nassir Khan
perfornled some important servicc~
t o Nadir S h ~ h ,who rewarded him
with the donation of several provinces; and being a man of considerable abilities, greatly extended
the Baloochistan donrinions, which
he left in a comparatively flourishing
state, at his death in 1795, to his
eldest son, Mahmood Khan, who
then ascended the throne. Since
that period the territories subject
to Kelat have been greatly curtailed
by the Ameers of Sinde and other
neighbouring princes, the talents of
Mahmood Khan being very inferior
t o those of his father. In conducting affi~irshe was greatly assisted by
his brother, Mustapha Khan, who
proved of an active and martial disposition ; but since 1810 Baloochistan has been involved in such incessant broils sntl revolutions, that the
semblance of government has also
disappeared. I n 1811, Mustapha
Khan above-mentioned was assassinated by his younger brother, who,
in 1812, was killed in battle against
the forces of Mahmood Khan, the
eldest brother.
In 1815 the territory immediately
subject to Mahmood Khan comprised the high hilly country of Sewistan, and the low country of
Cutch Gundava and Hurrund Dajil, t o the eastward; bounded on
the north by the ill-defined province
of Khorassan ; south by Llrs and
Sintle; on the west by Mekran :
and on the east by Sintle. In 1810
his whole clear revenue was only
350,000 rupees, collected from Hur-

BAMIAN.
mnd Dajil, Cutch Gundavn, and the average breadth; hot its surface is
little raised above the level of
bazar tolls of Kelat. The K h a ~ ~ very
s
of Baloochistan acknowledge the pa- the tide, which here runs with frightramount authority of the Cabul so- ful strength and rapidity. At Bameeny
vereigns, t o whom they are feudato- there is a government establishment
riea; but the degree of their sub- for the manufacture of salt, subordimission is in proportion to the ta- nate t o the Bulwa and Chittagong
lents of the reigning prince, and the agency.
political circumstances of the Cabul
BAMIAN.-A city subject to the
government. Formerly it was supposed that, upon a grand emergency, Afghan sovereigns of Cabul, which,
that the Baloochistan dominions although so far to the west, was crubcould produce 25,000 infantry and ject with the district to the Delhi
cavalry; but so large a number has throne during the reign of the great
never yet been collected together, Emperor Acber, as appears by the
nor would it be an easy matter, in so folbwing extract from Abul Fazel,
barren a country, without navigable A D . 1582. " In the district of Zorivers, to subsist them if they were. halt Balnian is the castle of Zohak,
--(Potfinger, Christie, M a c d o d , a monument of great antiquity, which
is in good condition, while the fortress
4c.I
of Bamian is in ruins. Tooman Zohak
BALWUNT.-A village in the pro- Bamian 861,750 dams."
vince of Orissa, district of Cuttack,
This famous city, the Thebes of the
thirteen miles south from the city of east, is situated in lat. 34O 30' N., Ion.
Cuttsck. At this place there 1s a 66' 67'E., on the road between Cahul
choultry for the accommodatiop of and Bahlac, eight days' journey from
the Juggernaut pilb~rns, having a the latter place. Like Thebes of Egypt
temple of Narsingh (the man lion) in it is entirely cut out of an insulated
the centre.
mountain. To the south of it, at the
BALUMBA.-Atown in the Gujerat distance of two miles, are the ruins
peninsula, situated on the Gulf of of an ancient city named Ghulguleh,
Cutch ;lat. 2 P 40' N., Ion. 70° 36' E. which according to tradition was desB A M B A R A H . - Truins
~ ~ of a city in troyed at a very early period by the
the province of Mooltan, lying on the Mahomedans. The city of Bamian
west side of the city of Tatta, and consists of a vast number of apartconjecturetl to be those of an ancient ments andrecesses cut out of the rock,
city naped Brahminabad by Persian some of which, on account of theirexauthors, who report it to have been traordinary appearance, are supposed
the capital of a floorishing Hindoo to have been temples. By Abul Faxel
kingdom in the tenth century. They there were reckoned to be 12.000 of
also name it Mahaura and Manhawar. theserecesses in thedistrict of ~ a m i a n .
The site of Bambarah was on a hill The attention of travellers. however. .
principally attracted by iwo co1105
covered with trees and bushes, and is
exhibits in the neighbourhood many sal statues, fifty cubits high, which
tombs of Sindinn warriors, whc fell areerect, and adhere to the mountains
niches. At some distance from
in a battle between Gholaum Shahand in
these two is a smaller one, fifteen
Meer Ah.-(Maxjeld, gc.)
cubits high. One of the largc statues
B A M E E f~Vanzani).-An
Y
island in is supposed to represent a male, and
the province of Bengal formed by the the other a female, and the small one
sediment deposited by the waters of their son. The are dl much disfithe great Ganges and Brahmaputra, gured, and the h s of .the male browhere they unite with the ocean in ken; for the Mahommedans never
the Bay of Bengal, under tEe name of march that way without firing two or
the Megna. In length it may be esti- three ahots at them, but owing to
mated at twelve miles, by five the their want of skill they seldom do
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much mischief. From the numerous
fragments remaining, it would appear
as if there had been many hundred
statues, the existence of which, and
of the excavations, would indicate
that the inhabitants had at one time
followed some branch of the Hindoo
religion. When Pmun Poory, the
noted Hindoo ascetic, visited this
place between 1770 and 1780, he was
struck with the number of statues
that still remained, although the place
had long been deserted by its iohabitants. In A.D. 1220 it was taken
and destroyed by Geugis Khan.( Wilfurd, Duncan, Abul Fazel, &.)
BAMINEERIVER.-A considerable stream, formed by the junction
of several others which rise in the
mountains of Gundwana. I t traverses the province of Cuttack, and
uniting with a branch of the Mahanaddy called the Beraopa, proceeds
with it to the sea, which it joins
near Point Palmiras.
BAMINWAS.-A small town in
the province of Agra, about fiftyeight miles travelling distance from
the city of Jeypoor. It covers both
slopes of a steep and rocky ridge,
insulated from the plain. The interior is meanly built, but it contains
several Hindoo temples.-(FuUarton,

40.1
BAMOO.--(SeeBHANMO.)
BAMORI
for Bamouree.j7A small
village in the province of Delhi, situated on the northern confines of the
Bareilly district, forty-one miles travelling distance S. from Almora;
lat. O N., lon. ' E.. I t is now the
principal thoroughfare between Rohilcund and Kumaon, an excellent
road twelve feet wide having been
constructed, with great labour and
expense, between Bamori and the
fortress of Almora. This road in
some places is cut out of the solid
rock ;in others supported by parapet
walls winding round the face of a
hill. It is carried directly over the
crest of the great Goggar mouptain,
which rises to the height of 7,696
feet above the level of the sea, the

road crossing at an elevation of 7,200
feet. The village itself is situated
in thegreat Saul forest, near the base
of the Kumaon hills, and close under
them, two miles from the village,
there is a cleared spot, with a commissariat dCpBt for troops and travellers.-(Fullorton, 4c.)
BAMPOOR.-Atown in the province of Malwa. fiflv-five miles S.S.E.
from the city d 0;?iein; lat. 2%' 4~
N., Ion. 78' 5' E.
BAXPOOBA.-Aconsiderable town
in the province of Malwa, situated on
the Rewa river, 1,344 feet above the
level of the sea; lat. 24' 31' N.,
Ion. 75' 50, E. The fort of Bampoora has never been'finished, but the
walls are well built, and within them
is a pulaee (also unfinished) begun
by Jeswunt Row Holear, of whom it
contains a statue sculptured in white
marble. In 1830 the number of
houses was estimated a t 4,000, and
the city with the pergunnahs attached
formed part of the dominions of
Mulhar Row Ho1car.-(Malcdn?, gc.)
B A M B A G H ~ BA. town in the
Orissa province, eighty miles N.W.
from Cuttack; lat. 21' 3' N., lon.
85' 4 E. To the south of this place
are some iron mines and forges.

-
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BANASS
R r v ~ a(Yamca.)
'I'hc
source of this river is in thegrovinee
of Ajmeer, but the exact spot has
never been ascertained. In passing
throu h that tract it attains to a
consiferable bulk, and even when
pursuing its course from Deesa
through the Mehwas, its size is not
insignificant ; but it afterwards loses
itself in the Knkreze, and by the time
it reaches Rahdunpoor is reduced
from various causes to a small stream.
Three miles below Rahdunpoor the
bed of the Banass is half a mile broad,
but during the dry season not more
than twenty yards of this space contains water, the current being two
feet and a half deep, and the water of
an excellent quality. In this part of
its course the banks are nearly on a
level with the surrounding country,
which is inundated during the rains

BANCA.
t o the extent of two miles. Twentyfive miles below Rahdunpoor the
Banass is wholly lost in the great
salt morass named the Runn.--(Macmurdo, 4c.)

breadth. Monopin, a high mountain
with a peak a few miles north of
Miutaow, the capital, is an excellent
landmark for the entrance to the
straits.
The eeoloeical formation of this
BANAGANAPILLY.-A
town in the island i i a p&nary rock, the principal
Balaghaut ceded districts, situated at mountains being granite, those of
the northern extremity of the Cur- an inferior elevation a red iron.stone ;
noul plain, commencing at the south- and between these two the tin is
ern range of hills near Cuddapah ; found in alluvial deposits, seldom
lat. 15' 18' N., lon. 78' 18' E. This lower than twenty-five feet from the
village stands at the foot of a low surface. As yet only about 3,400
range of hills where the diamond geographical square miles have been
mines are f o u ~ ~ d .The miners here ~urveyed, the mines now worked
are content to sift and examine the being confined to the north-west
old rubbish, from a prevailing opi- quarters ; but from one extremity to
nion, common also elsewhere, that the other, the existence of tin has
the diamond is always growing, and been ascertained in all the alluvial
that he chips and small pieces re- tracts, and it prohubly abounds also
jected by former searchers, actually in the mountains. The ore found is
increase in size, and in process of the common oxide of tin, mostly of
time become large diamonds. The a reddish brown colour, and it is
matrix of th'e diamonds produced washed in the numerous n~ountain
in the south of India is the sandstone streams that distinguish the scenery
breccia of the clay slate formation, of Banca. A great majority of the
and those found in alluvial soil are miners are natives of China, and notproduced from the debris ofthat rock. withstanding the ditierence of cli--(Heyne, V0ys% 9c.I
mate, and the severity of their occuBANAUL.-Asmall district or valley ation, they appear to enjoy good
in the province of Cashmere, situated Eealth.
Tin in every language of the eastamong the southern hills. The village
thus named stands in lot. 3 3 O 56' N., ern islands is known by the name of
Ion. 75' 13' E., forty miles S.E. from timah, a word presumed to be of
the city of Cashmere. Five miles Mnlay origin. Its geographicnl disdistance to the south-easJ of Banaul tribution comprehends Bancn, the
begins a boundary of a division of Malay peninsula and its isles, and
whereas in Europe its
the Cashmere territory, lying beyond Junkceylo~~,
the great circle of mountains. The range is confined to a very few places.
governors of Cashmere permit the I t is so abundant in this island, that
fertile valley of Banaul, ten miles in in 1813 the British government, b
length, to remain uncultivated, that paying an additional price per picut
it may not afford food or shelter to ~ncreasedthe quantity to 2,083 tons,
the neighbouring Hindoo states in or about half the whole produce of
the kohistan of Lahore, who at some Cornwall. China and the continent
former period penetrated through of India are the principal markets
this tract to the interior passes of for exportation.
The inhabitants of Banca are MaCashmere. The Banaul district is
elevated, and looks down on the lays, Chinese, and indigenes, tlle last
subdivided into mountaineers and
plains of Cashmere.--( Forter, qc.)
men of the sea. The first are few
BAN~A.-A~
island lying off the and indolent; the second laborious
north-eastern coast of Sumatra, from and active ; the third remarkable for
which it is separated by the straits of laziness and rude simplicity. These
Banca. In length it may beestimated live dispersed over large tracts of
a t 135 miles by thirtyavethe avertge country in the interior, subsisting
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nearly in a state of nature, and averse
to European society, and all restraint
or habits of regular industry. The
men of the sea (Rayads or Orang
Laut) appear to be the remains of a
peuliar people, who with their families and household gods inhabit
small prows along the sheltered bays
of the coast, and procure their food
by fishing.
Banca lies opposite to the river
Palembang in Sumatra, where the nominal sovereign of the island resides,
a t his capital, named Palembang. In
1813 the island and mines were
ceded by the Sultan to the British
government, and taken possession of
with a view to the suppression of
piracy. In 1817 they were made over
to the King of the Nethertands. The
chief town is named Mintow.
(Crawfutd, Rafis, Maraden, Thorn,
Staunton, Stavorhw, Elnzore, qc)
BANCA(Straits of).-The
island
o f Sumatra forms the western, and
that of Banca tlw: eastern side of the
straits, in passing through which the
Sumatran coast may be approached
nearer than the other. The country
is covered with wood down to the
water's edge, and the shores so low
that the sea overflows the land, and
washes the trunks of the trees. The
depth of water is very irregular, at
some parts shoaling in one east of the
lead from twelve to seven fathoms,
and in others from seven to four.
There are also coral banks so near
the surface, as to be easily distinguished by the white colour of the
water over them. The straits of
Blinca should always beentered with a
favourable monsoon, according to the
destination of the vessel.--(Staunfon,

-

King, 4c.I

BANCA.-A very small island in
the Eastern seas, surrounded by a
cluster still smaller lyin off the
north-eastern extremity of Celebes;
lat. lo60' N., Ion. 195' E. This
island abounds in cocoa-nuts, limes,
acks, fish, turtle, and rattans, has a
arbour at its south end, and is well
inhabited. Near Banca is the harbour of Tellosyling, called Talesse by
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Valentyn, at which are so~llewild
cattle, but no inhabitants. These
islands are much frequented by piratical cruizers from Magindanao and
Soo1oo.--(Forrest, 8c.)
BANCALLAN.-Atown on Madurs,
the residence of the sultan of the
island; lat. 7' 2' S., lon. 1120 45' E.
This place is large and populous.
The fort is close to the palace, and
the environs are pleasant, having
good roads,interspersed with countryseats and pleasure grounds.--(Thorn,
4-c.1

BANCAPOOE.-Thisdistrict occupies the southern extremity of the
Bejapoor province, and was formerly
distinguished by the name of Shahnoor or Savanore. I t extends along
the north bank of the Wurda and
Toombuddra rivers. The principal
towns are Shahnoor and Bancapoor.
B ~ ~ c ~ p o o n ( o r B e n koor).-This
was formerly a place 2importance,
and strongly fort~fieduntil dismantled
by Tippoo during one of his campaigns against the Maharattas. I t lies
about six miles N.E. from the city of
Shahnoor, in the Bejapoor province.
Bn~coon&~.-Thecivil station of
the Jun le Mehals, situated on the
verge of' the hilly tract that forms
the western boundary of Beogal,
about ninety-eight miles from Calcutta, and in a beautiful healthy
country. The town itself is quite of
modern construction, and as yet of
small dimensions, but unusually open
and neat for a Hind00 population.
The most remarkable public building
is an excellent semi, built a t the
charge of government for the rocommodation of travellers, and exhibiting almost a solitary exception to
their niggardly neglect of simiir institutions.-( Fullorton, gc.)
BANCOOT.--(SeeFORT
VICTORIA.)
BAND.-A town in the province of
Allahabad, situated on a small bund
or lake, f i h e n miles east of Tear
Lat. 84O 44' N., Ion. 79' 3' E. 5; JJK
Bn~nn.-The Bandaisles, situated
about 180 miles E.S.E.from Amboy-
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na, are twelve in number,
Banda
Neira, Goonong Api, Banda Lantoir,
Pulo Way, Pulo Run, Roysyngen,
Pulo Pinang, Cmka, Capella, and
Souangy. Bands Neira, lying in
lat. 4O 30'S., lon. 130° E., is the
seat of the supreme government of
the whole. I t has a spacious harbour, but of d i t u l t entrance, with
a seven feet rise of tide. Ships
anchor under the cannon of two
forts, named Belgica.and Naussau.
The next island is that of Lantoir,
or Banda proper, which is about
eight miles in length, and at the
enstern extremity five milesin breadth.
The third and fourth isles in importance are those of Pulo Way and
Pulo Run, and at these four only
did the Dutch EaseIndia Company
permit the cultivation of the nutmegtree. On Ros ngen there is a redoubt, to whicg state risoners were
n~
formerly banished ;a n J ~ o o n o Api
has a volcano constantly vomiting
smoke, and often flame. Under the
Dutch there wereseveral other islands
known by the appellation of the
South-Western and South-Eastern
islands, whose inhabitants supplied
the Dutch colonists with provisions
in exchange for piece goods and other
dclee.
The B a n h isles are all high and
volcanic. The soil is a rich black
mould covered with trees, chiefly
nutmegs, of which the Dutch EastIndia Company were the absolute
proprietors, as well as of the slaves
who took care of them. The rearing
of nutmegs being the grand objec<
the isles were subdivided into a certain number of plantations, under
the management of a mixed breed of
Europeans and Indians, either as
temporary proprietors or lessees.
The nutmeg tree grows to the size
of a pear tree, with a leaf like the
laurel, and although two out of three
turn out barren, it cannot be discovered until the twelfth or fourteenth year, and it dies about the
twenty-fourth year. Each tree, while
bearing, will on an average produce
ten pounds per mnum. The total
quantity of nutmeg and mace (a

membtaneous substance that e n v e
lopes the nutmeg)produced has never
been clearly ascertained.
Besides provisions furnished. annually from Batavia by the Dutch,
piece goods, cutlery, iron, and other
commodities, were imported. The
Dutch burghersandChinese re-export
these articles to Aroo, Papua, Ceram,
and the south-east islands, and receive in return from Ceram, sago in
bread and flour, and sometimes salted
deer ; from Aroo and the others,
pearls, birds'-nests, birds of paradise,
tortoiseshell, and from all slaves.
The Banda isles were captured by
theBritish in 1796; restored at the
peace of Amiens in 1801 ; re-taken
In 1810, and restored in 1817.(Stavorinw, Asiatic Register, 4c.)
BANDA.-A town in the province
of Allahabad, situated about ninety
miles west from that fortress, and an
the residence of the public functionaries, at present the modern caital of Buodelcund. Let. ?So30'N.,
on. 80' %(YE. This plnce, which a
few years ago was a moderate sized
village, is now become a large and
bustliag town, its prosperity having
been greatly accelerated by thegunge
or mart, and some other works
erected b Mr. Richardson while
judge a n J magistrate. The Banda
cotton has obtained of late years in
the European market a superiority
(F. Buchanau,
over the Jaloun.
Gulthrie, Bc.)
BANDA.-A snlall t o m . the head
of a pergunnah in the province of
Gujerat and district of Surat. I t is
a jungly co~ntry~inhabited
by Dooblas
and Dooreas. The Raja's revenue is
about 60,000 rupees, and pays a
tribute to the British government of
7,800 rupees.-(Elphinrtome, Bc.)
BANDELL. An old Portuguese
town in the province of Bengal, district of Hooghly, and immediately
adjoining the town of Hooghly. At '";I
this place there is a good Roman - $
Catholic church, and also a monastery.
BANDITTIISLE.-A small island
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BANG ALORE.

about twenty miles in circumference
sitnated in the straits of Lornbhook,
but why it received its present evil
appellation, in prekence tu many
others similarly situated, does not
appear. Lat. 8O SV 8, Ion. 115' 25'

E.
Bawno~.-A seaport town belonging to the Siamese, situated on the
west side of the g d f s f Siarn, at the
mouth of a river navigable for vesaels not draying more than fourteen
feet of water.--(CrawJard, gc.)
BANDONG-An inland town of J a va situated in a swampy country.
on the high road from Buitzenzorg to
Cheribon, E.S.E. from Batavia. Lat.
6a 45', Ion. 107' 35' E

.

BAN~OOG.UP.-A
town in the province of Gundwana, district of Boghela, eighty miles north from Mundlah. I ~ a t . 2 350'~ N., Ion. 8 P E . In
the time of Aurungzebe, Baundhoo
o r Bhatta was the name of the
oorthern portionof Gundwana, then,
although actudly independent, annexed by edict to the Mogd province
of Al1ahabad.-(Jac. Grant, qc.)
B ~ w ~ o a l l cvillage
A
on the island
o f Salsette, oppoaite to Mahim, on
the island of Bombay, with which it
communicates by a regular ferry.
(Bangalum ).-Alarge
BANGALOEE
fortified town in the Mysore Raja's
?erritories, seventy miles N.E. from
Seringapatam; lat. 1%' 57' N., Ion.
37' 38' E. The surface here is an
undulating table land, nearly 3,800
feet above the level of the sea, but
there are no high hills within many
miles. The fall to the north of Bangalore, after passing Nundydroog, is
very rapid, and the summit of Paughur, which rises from its base, is
nearly on r level with the plateau of
Bangalore In the country further
west, after passing the range of hills
,, o n which Severndroog, Paughur, and
other elevated stations are situated,
t h e surface has a sudden descent, and
continues low apsiderably t o the
west of Serinppatam, where it begins
to w e n d again, o n approaching Qe
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western ghauts. In A.D. 1808 the
thermometer here never rose higher
than 82O, or fell below M°Fahrenheit.
The cy ress and vine grow luxuriantly, tpe apple and peach produce
fruit, and strawberries are raised in
the sultan's gafden.
The fortress of Bangalore is a regular work of great extent, entirdy
detached from the town, and cons t m t e d of the most solid materials.
I t is surroundedby a d d of remarkable depth cut in the solid rock, with
a spaciousglacis, and but for itsround
bastionsand intricate entrances, might
pass for a Europen &rodel. T i p p d s
palace, built of mud, with halls enclosed by high ointed Saracenic
arches and a i n t e ~ w d l and
a ceilings,
has still a h e l y appearance, and it
has lately been pot<hed in an incongrous style of architecture by the
Mysore Raja, beipg occasionally used
for public entertainments. Thc town
or pettah of Bangalore is composed
of tolerably well sized houses, some
of two stories, but universally built
of the red earth of the countrs and
roofed wit11 tiles. The principal bazar is wide and regular, and ornamented on both sides by rows of
cocoanut trees. The penah is endosed with a double lineof fortifies
tion, the walls also of red mud, the
space between the inner and outer
defences being protected by a thick
bound hedge of bamboos and jungle.
The cantonment stands &out twa
miles from the pettFlq and is remarkably extensive and complete, the
squares of barracks being on a great
scale, and hedged gnrdens attached
to the officefs bungalows. Besidea
these accommodations for the military, there i s a bandsome race-stand,
an assembly a d reading-room, and
several well-stocked Europe shops,
In 1805 the total population was @tisouls.
mated at 6Q,W
Thecloths made here being entirely
for country use, and never exported
to Europe, are made of different
siees to adapt them to the uses of the
natives. The H i d o o s seldom employ
tailors, but wrap round their bodia
the web as it comes from the loom.
x 2!
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BANJARMASSIN.
Thenilk-weavers make cloth of a very
strong fabric of the silk that is imported in a raw etate, but which in
time may be raised in the country.
The introduction of the silk-worm has
not yet succeeded in the lower Caw
natic, but there is reasoil to believe
the country above the ghauts, having
a more temperate climate, will be
found more suitable. At the weekly
markets cotton is bought up by the
poor women of all castes, except the
Brahmin, for these never R in, nor do
their husbands ever plougR the soil.
The females of all other castes spin,
and at the weekly markets sell the
thread to the weavers.
At Ban lore there are many inhabitants o E h e Mahomedan religion,
and owing to the change of government many of them at first suffered
great distress. Above the ghauta,
that species of leprosy in which the
skin becomes white is very common
among the natives. The persons
troubled with it enjoy in every other
respect good health, and their children
are like those of other people. The
only year used above the ghauts is
the chandramanam or lunar year, by
which among the Brahmins all religious ceremonies are performed. At
Bangalore the christian era of A.D.
180Qcorresponded with the year 4893
of the Call Yug, and 1722 of Salivahanam, which last is in universal
use in the south of India. This place
was first acquired by the Mysore
atate in 1687, during the reign' of
Chick Deo Raj, and was stormed by
the army under Lord Cornwallis in
1701. Travelling distance from Seringapatam seventy-four miles ; froni
Madrm 215; and from Hyderabad
352 miles.--( F. Buchanun, Fullarton,
Wilkr, Lord Vakntia, Col. Lambton,
A. H. Hamillon, gc.)
BANG~EY.-Asmall island situated
off the northern extremity of Borneo,
twenty-three miles in length, eleven
the average breadth, on which there
is a small fresh-water river and plenty
of turtle. LatJ015'N., Ion. 117O25'E.
BANIACK
(or Pulo Banjack).-A
small idand lying off the west coast

of Sumatra, lat.''2 10' N. In length
it may be estimated at seventeen miles
by seven the average breadth. This
island is known by a peaked hill resembling a s ~ r - l o a fon the north
end of it, and ~t has a chain of islets
to the north east.
BANJABMA~~XN.-A
town and district on the south-eastern coast of
Borneo, lat. 3O S., long 114' 66' E.
The river Banjarmassin has a uhallow
bar at the entrance, over which a
boat, though light, cannot float until
after the first quarter of the flood.
Ships anchoring in the harbour of
Tombanjou and Tombornio near the
mouth of the river can be supplied
with water, poultry, and fish. Many
Chinese reside permanently here and
in the neighburhood, from whence
they carry on a considerable trade
with the mother country. The imports to Banjarmassin consibt of opium, piece goods, coarse cutlery, gunpowder, small cannon, and fire-arms ;
the exports are pepper, camphor,~plddust, wax, rattans, birdsa-nests, biche
de mar, and some spices. The steel
rocured here has always been receotied of a superior quality.
In 1706 the East-India Company
settled a factory and expensive establishment, but next year were expelled by the natives, instigated, it
was supposed, by the Chinese, with
considerable slaughter, and a loss of
fifty thousand dollars. The Dutch
also continued as profitless a settlement here from 1747 to 181Q, when
it was by agreement abandoned to
the Malay sultan by Marechal Daendels, for the sum of 60,000 Spanish
dollars. After the conquest of Java,
however, the British appear to have
claimed a predominance, as Banjarmassin had again become dependent
on Java, and was garrisoned by colonials under the British resident.
It was restored to the Dutch in 1817,
and in 1825 (with Pontianat, Sambas,
and Mamoowah) was described as
enjoying tranquillity, trade flourishing, the epper culture reviving, and
the n e w t elected sultan friendly.(Bruce, Stauorinw, Raps, Thorn,&.)

BANKOK
BANKBE.-A town in the province
of Cuttack, the capital of a tributary
zemindarry thirty miles west from
the city of Cuttack. The extreme
dimensions of this estate from north
to south are thirty miles, and twentyfive from east to west. The produce
consists of coarse rice, sugar-cane,
cotton, oil, tobacco, and different
sorts of grain. The annual tribute
paid to government is 4,163; the
supposed profit to the zemindar
!9tJ,O0Orupees.-(Richardson, gc.)
BANKM.-This is an ancient port
but modern capital, having been selected for the seat of government by
the Chinese king Pitac, s f ~ e rthe
capture and plunder of Juthia by the
Burmese in 1766. Lat. 13' 48' N.,
Ion. lQ1° 10' E. I t extends along
the banks of the Menam river, which
is here about a quarter of a mile
broad, without including the space
on each side occupied by tlie floating
houses. It carries down a large body
of water mixed with soft mud, and
its depth even close to the banks is
from five to ten fathoms; the rate of
its current about three miles per hour.
This place is aln~ostentirely built
of wood, the king's palaces, the
temples, and the houses of a few
favoured chiefs being the only edifices
of brick or mud : fires are in consequence frequent and destructive. It
11asscarcely any fortifications, but the
bar at the mouth of the river prevents the ascent of large ships. The
houses rarely extend more than two
hundred yards from the river; indeed
by far the greater number float on
bamboo rafts moored along the banks.
Those on shore are built on posts
driven into the mud, and raised
allove high flood and the annual inundation. There are consequently
scarcely any rosds, or even pathways,
a small boat or canoe being thd usual
locomotive vehicle, the few streets in
Bankok being only passable during
dry weather. The floating houses
are moored in rows of eight, ten
or more in depth from the bank.
They are of an oblong form, built of
boards, and towards the river pro-
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vided with a covered platform, on
which merchandize, fruits, rice, meat,
&c. are displayed, composing altogether a sort of floating bazar. At
one end they are bound to stron
bamboos driven into the river, an5
every one hw a small attendant boat
or canoe.
A large proportion of the inhabitants are Chinese, who appear in
fact to compose three-fourths of the
population, which has been estimated
to amount to from 30,000 to 40,000
persons. The most common trades
are tinsmiths, blacksmiths, and curriers, a11 Chinese. The manufacture
of tin vessels is very considerable,
and deer and buffaloe hides are tanned and prepared fur exportation.
Nearly all thejunks that carry on the
trade between the eastern islands and
China are built here, the station
being selected as well for the convenience of the harbour, as for the
extraordinary abundance and cheapness of fine timber, especially teak,
supplied by the Siamese forests. The
food of the Chinese here is so excessively gross and k t , that it is surprising their stomachs can digest it.
Pork is their favourite diet, oil in
large quantities is swallowed, and
the vegetables are brought to table
floating in a sea of fat. The food of
the native Siamese is principally rice
and balachang. Besides the Chinese,
the miscellanecius population of
Bankok conbists of Siamese, native
Christians of Siam and Cambodia,
Burmese, Peguers, Malays, and natives of Laos.
The chief temple here is of a
pyramidical form, terminating in a
slender spire about 900 feet high.
The interior is a single lofty chamber
about fifty feet long, and nearly ae
much in breadth, paved with stones,
and having in the centre oumerouu
small figures of Buddh'a, intermingled
with small bits of looking-glass, scraps
of gilt paper, and Chinese paintings.
Fabulous legends from Hindoo mythology are delineated on the interior
walls of the temples, and in one of
them two coarse paintings of French
ladies as shepherdesses were seen

,
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suspended by the members of the
embassy in 1833. Gilt figures of
Buddha are innumerable, made of
cast iron, h,
wood or day, but
all of a wonderful uniformity. Some
pre d enormous size, one in particular thirty feet be, d gilt wood,
intended t 5 psss for copper. The
Eachadi (called by the Buddhists of
Ceylon Diqpbaf i~ a solid building d
masonry, without an aperture or
hollow of any sort. I t is generally
built in the neighbourhood of m e
temple, but is not itsew an obj;ect of
worship. In Ikrnkok there are a few
Brabmms, who are mpported by the
king, and have a small temple of
thew own.-(finkaymn,
Crau?frcrd,
Singapom C%ronic&, 4-c.)
BANKYBAZAB.-A
small town on
the east side of the Hooghly river,
eighteen miles north from Calcutta ;
lat. 32" 4W N., Ion. 38' 28' E. The
Dutch last centur had a factory
here, from which tiey were expelled
by Aliverdi Khan ;of both factory and
town hard1 a vestige is now to be
seen. witgin a short distance from
hence are the remains of a once
strong and extensive fortress named
Simookghur, of which a Ian is given
by Major Rennellin the %ogal Atlas.
(FuUartm, &.)
BANBBAREA.-A
town in the Bengal province, situated on the east
bank of the Hooghly, tbree miles
and a half N.N.W. from the town of
Hooghly. Including two adjoining
villages it forms a considerable town.
To the north are some ruins of Mahomedan buildings of stone, a material very rarelv met with in this
part of 1ndia.--(~ullorton, +c.)
BANBWABA.-'~'~~
capital of a small
independent native state in the province of Gujerat, district of Bagur.
31' N., Ion. 74O 33' E. The
Lat. So
town of Banswara is a handsome
place for this quarter of India, and
the walls include a large circuit, but
a good deal of the space is occupied
by gardens. There are also some
handsome temples, and a tolerable
baear, in which a considerable number of Mahomedans are seen. At

some distance is a poor of water, with
some ruinous temples on it, and a
stately K i t of steps overhung by
p d m g peepuls, . and tamarind-trees ;
aud beyond it on the crown of a
woody hill, the towers of n large
castle. This formerly was the palace of Banswara. The territories
attached are divided into sevem districts, yiellng in 1820 an annual
revenue of about 2,07,8ti0 rupees, of
which amount 1,01,635 go to t h e
treasury, 96,547 to the subordinate
Rajpoot chieftains, and 9,694 rupees
t o religious mendicants. In 1820
there were one thou~andfamiliev of
Gujerat Brahmins m Bansrara. I n
18534 the gross revenue was expected
to reach five lacka
This principality is mentioned by
Abul Fazel, and was formerly possessed by a branch of the Odey oor
Rajpoots, but the two families k v e
been long separated. The present
Rawul (of the Doongurpoor family),
or prince of Banswara, named Bhowanny Singh, in 1820 had thirty-two
dependent Rajpoot chiefs, who kept
their uotas of fighting men in readiness ?or the service of the state,
amounting to 179 horse and 660
foot, besides 200 of the Rawul's own
troops. His authority is paramount
throughout the whole utate, as he
alone has authority t o inflict capital
punishment; but he is himself tributary to the British eovernment.
In the immediate vicimty of Banswara the lands are irrigated from
tanks. In the wilder districts the
Bheels, who follow no regular plan
of agriculture, compose the bulk of
the inhabitants. When Malwa and
the neighbouring provinces fell into
their late state of anarchy, the
Banswara principality was reduced
to a condition of extreme mise
from which it was relieved by
British government, to which it pays
a small tribute for protection. In
1834 the Raja of Bansware was
twenty-four years of age, and had
been on the throne five years.(Malcolnz, gc.)

-

BANYUWANGY.
Java, once the capital of a district
of the same name, containing 3,428
square miles, situated at the western
extremity of the island ; let. 6O 8.,
Ion. 106' 1.7' E., forty-seven miles
west from Batavia. This once flourishing city has now nothing to exhibit but ruins, the fortifications,both
native and European, as well as the
sultan's palace, having been long
levelled with the ground. The bay
of Bantam also, which in early times
was the principal rendezvous of foreign shipping, is so choked up with
daily accessions of new earth washed
down from the mountains and coral
shoals, that it is now inaccessible.
Placed on a low swampy beach, surrounded by jungle, and intersected
by stagnant water, its climate has
always been signally destructive to
European constitu~ions, and even
the natives suffer extremely from the
marsh fever.
In A.D. 1674 the King of Bantam
equipped ships on his own account,
and sent them with produce to the
coast of India, and even into the
Persian Gulf; but Bantam had lost
all its importance long before the
British conquest of Java. The succession to the throne was generally
dispensed by the Dutch, but until
the befnning of the present century
the a ministration of the police and
collection of the port duties was
confided to the chief. In 1808, in
consequence of an insurrection, the
reigning prince was banished to Amboyna, and a relative placed on the
throne; but disturbances not ceasing,
a new sultan was installed in the high
country, while the Dutch functionaries assumed the direct management
of the low. Notwithstanding these
precautions, a rebellion under the
Pao~eranAhmed continued to agitate
the ~nterior until the arrival of the
British army in 1811, when it became
necessary to make a general settlement of the district under European
control.
In 1813the sultan voluntarily made
over all his rights to the British go.
vernment in consideration of an annual pension of 10,000 dollars. An
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accurate survey of the province was
then completed, and a settlement of
the land revenue effected with each
individual cultivating on the ryotwar
system, and in this condition it was
delivered over to the functionaries
delegated by his majeaty the King of
the Netherlands.
When the Portuguese first visited
Java, in A.D. 1611, they found a Hindoo kingdom in Bantam, which subsequently declined on the arrival and
establishment of the Mahomedan sultan some time in the sixteenth century, certainly prior to the settlement
of the Dutch at Batavia in 1620. In
1690 the Danes and English were
expelled from Bantam. Aceording
to a census taken by the British government in 1815, the province of
Bantam contained 231,604 ersons,
of whom 6% were Chinese, a71 noted
cock-fighters. The Java fightingcocks are of a very large breed; he
fowl which we improperly call the
Bantam cock is not found in Java,
except as a curiosity. Since the
Dutch reassumed the government in
1817 they have abandoned Bantam,
the native capital, and retired to a
more elevated station seven miles
inland, named Sirang or Ceram.( R a e a , Stavorinua, Thorn, gc.)
BANYUWANGY.-A
town and district in the island of Java, situated
at the eastern extremity on the straits
of Bally, 728 miles travelling distance
from Batavia ; lat. 8' 7/ S., lon. 114O
15'E. The town is a military post of
some consequence, being necessary
to restrain the depredations of the
pirates who infest the neighbouring
seas and straits. The town is populous, the country well cultivated,
aud reputed healthy. According to
a census taken by the British government in 1815, the division of Banyuwangy (1,274 square milea) contained
8,873 inhabitants, of which number
319 were Chinese. This district
contains the great volcanic mountain
named Goonong mar-api, which is
said to be of such a height that neat
the summit water freezes. All the
volcanoes of Java afford sulphur, but
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the moet abundant supply is obtained
from hence, and in such a state of
purity, as to require no hrther preparation. The country in its immediate vicinity is uninhabited.4Crawford, Ra&,
Thorn, 4c.)

BAa'-A
of
trade and great extent in the province
of Bahars but of mean appearance.
It stands On the south bank of the
Ganges, in lat. 25O 28', Ion. 85' 46'
E. Including Masurgunge, it is estimated to contain 5,000 houses.

and other rank weeds. At a bend of
the river below Barahat there is a
jhoola or hanging bridge of ropea,
over which the diieet road leads t o
Serinagur. It is said at some former
period to have been in a more flourishing condition, and it is probable
that since the Nepaulese war, and
the political ,,iciesitudea which raised
it to the rank of a metropolis, its
circumstances hare improved.--(JaFrarer,

,,
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BA~AITCHE.A district in the
province of Oode, extending gong
B.4a~a-A town in the province of the north side of the Goggra nver,
Ajmeer belonging to the Raja of and separated from the Nepaulese
Xolah, which in 1820 contained 9,000 dominions by a lofty range of hills.
houses.
h section of this country was ceded
BARABDTTY
(Barabdi).-An
an- to the British government in 1 8 w ;
cient fbrtress in the province of but the greater proportion remains
Orissa, situated about a mile from with the reserved territories of the
the town of Cuttack, and supposed nabob of Oude. The northern tracts
to have been built in the fourteenth towards the hills are covered with
century. Its square sloping towers primeval forests, never visited by the
and bastions, and general style, be- axe; but towards the Goggm the
speak a Hindoo origin. The Maho- country is open, fertile, and tomedans or Mahamttas subseqhently lernbly well cultivated. The princiadded a round bastion and some pal rivers are the Goggra and Rapty,
other works. The fort has double and the chief towns Baraitche and
walls of stone, which enclose a rec- Bulram. Many of the old Patan
tangular area of 9,150 feet by 1,800 race are found scattered over this
feet. A noble ditch faced with ma- district, and one of their chiefs still
sonry surrounds the whole, measur- di~nifiedwith a title, as Khan of Baing in the broadest part 220 feet mtcheacross. From the centre rises a huge
BARnrTcHe.-A town in the pros Uare cavalier supporting a fla~~ataff,vince of Oude, sixty-four miIea northwiich, combined with the lo mess east fmm L u l n o w ; lat. 4' 33'N.,
of the battlements towards the river, Ion. 810 30' E. In 1582 Abul Faze[
the whole an imposing castel- descriies it as a large city delighfully
ated appearance when viewed from situated on the river side where
the opposite side of the Maha~iuddy. Sultan Massaood and Rejib Sillar
No traces of the famous P l a c e of were buried and held in high estimaRaja Mukund Deo, nine stories high tion.
as narratedb~Abul Faze], are now to
BARC~.-A town belonging to the
be found.--(Stirling, &.)
Rana of Dholpoor in the province of
BARAHAT.-A town in northern Agra, forty-two miles S.S.W. from
Hindostan, the modern capital of Agra; lat. 26' 43' N., Ion. 77' 28' E.
the Gurwal Raja, forty-eight miles The streets are narrow, but many of
N.N.W. from Serinagur ; lat. 300 45' the houses, built of red stone, are
N., Ion. 78' 22' E. I t stands on the two stories high, and have a comnorth-west bank of $he Ganges, and fortable appearance. I t is chiefly inin 1815 was a most wretched place, habited by Patans, and contains seconsisting of only five or six houses, veral handsome Mahomedan tombs.
surrounded with filth, and almost -(Broqhton, 4c.)
buried in a jungle of nettles, thorns,
BARCELORL-A town rn the sea-

BAREILY.
coast of the Canara province, fillyfive miles north by west from Mangalore; lat. 13O 37l N., Ion. 74" 47' E.
By some this place has been conjectured, probably on account of its
name, to have been the port Barace
of the ancients.
BABZILY(BaraCi.).-A
larke district in the Delhi province, sltuated
principally between the 53th and
29th degrees of north latitude. To
the north it is bounded b the Kumaon hills; on the souti by the
Oude reserved territories, and the
districts of Furruckabad and Alighur ;
on the east it has the Nabub's r e
served territories, nnd on the west
Moradabad, Alighur, and Furnlckabad. When the institutes of Acber
were compiled by Abul Faze1 in 1583,
it was comprehended in the circar of
Budayoon, and described under that
name; but the original appellation
appears to have been Kuthalr before
the Rohilla conquest, subsequent
to which it was incorporated with
the province of Rohilcund.
The surfme of the Bareil district
is in general level, and pfentifully
watered by many small rivers, besides
the Ganges bounding it to the west.
To the north of Rampoor the Kosila
river is navigable during the rains,
and serves to float down large timber. In the neighbourhood of Acberabad the country is well cultivated, and cloth of a good quality is
there manufactured. Around Cossipoor is moderately cultivated with
rugr-canes and grain ; but advancing
towards Chilkiya much jungle is
passed. Chilkiya is a considerable
mart, to which the natives of the
Kllmaon hills, while still under the
Gorkha t ranny, used to resort to exchange tieir goods for the produce
of the plains. In 1803 the chief
supplies brought from below were
ch~ntzes,gudjoes, salt, coarse sugar,
cotton goods, coarse cutlery, cheap
trinkets, coral, beads, and slave girls.
The goods from above at that period
were mostly transported on goats,
by which mode they were conveyed
from very great distances, even from

Tibet. A kind of salt, called kurrah
salt, was there extracted during the
nitre-making procees, and large quantities exported.
After the conquest of Rohilcund
by the British troops for Shuja ud
Dowlah in 1774, Bareily declined
rapidly, from misgovernment; andextensive wastes, formerly under cultivation, were every where to be
seen. In 1801 it was received in
cession from the Nabob of Oude, and
regularly artitioned into revenue
and judicia! subdivisions;since which
its prosperity has progressively increased. In 1808 the jumma,or land
assessment, yielded only 14,99,640
rupees; in 1813 the district of Bereily was stated to contain 4,458,380
cucha begas of lgnd in cultivation,
assessed with a jumma of B,66,%0
rupees, which was realized, being an
average of about half a rupee per
bega. I t also contained 3,362,033
begahs fit for cultivation, but not in
actual till e, and 3,558,899 entirely
waste. '%e 'urnma of 1813, for Barefly and f3haijehanpoor, amounted
to about thirty-three lacks of rupees,
and was collected from more than
1,5200 landholders and renters. In
summer, notwithstanding its northe m latitude, the heat of this region
is intense; but during the winter
montlls, when the winds blow from
the snowy mountains, the thermb
meter falls below 30°, and watw
freezes in the tents. There is nothing peculiar in the vegetable productions, except that Bareily is noted
for a species of rice of excellent flavour named the basmati (pregnant
with perfume), which is greatly superior to the finest sort of what is
called Patna rice. The common
hackery or cart in use throughout
the Bareily dintrict, and in most
parts of. Rohilcund, is a much larger
and more commodious vehicle than
that of Bengal, and capable of t r a m
porting a heavy load ; but the roads
and bridges here are better than in
most parts of the Company's p m
vinces.
The tribe of Banjariea (carriers
and bullock drivers) are particularly

BAREILY.
numerous in this district, having
been estimated a t 14,000. They are
all converts from Hiodooism to the
Mahomedan faith, and boast of being
descended from some of the most
doble Rajpoot tribes, priding themselves on the warlike exploits of their
Hindoo ancestors. Many of them
repeat from memory long traditional
poems, recording their martial deeds
prim t o the first Mahomedan invasion, or above eight centuries back.
Besides wrying merchandize, the
Banjssies find employment in cultivating lands and winnowing rice by
contract with the neighbounng farmers.
T h e district of Bareily, including
Ghahjehanpoor,contains several large
aad populous towns, the chief of
which are the two capitals. Pillibeet,
Cbandowsy, and Budayoon are also
large towns, and the whole territory
formerly swarmed with a race of war.like Mahomedans, ready to join any
leader. Some thousands of this d e
scription served under Holcar, Jeswunt Row, and many with their
countryman Ameer Khan. They
were forqerly disaffected to the British gcnernmeat, not because it was
unjust or oppressive, but because
there was no employment for them,
and they were left inactive, without
distinction or even subsistence. This
turbulent race has gradually disappeared, having either sought employment elsewhere, or been gradually
lost in the great mass of the populalation; at least crimes of a violent
or heinous nature are not now more
frequent in Bareily than elsen here.
The Rohillahs or Patans (for they
go by both names) of this district
are a tall and handsome race, and
when compared with their more
southern neighbours, are white and
well-featured. There are but few
Hindoo temples,and the two sects are
probably on an equality in point of
number ; but classification or enumeration of the inhabitants has never
taken place.--(Deane, Gott, the Marof Hustings, Guthrie, Tenaant,
8i~
H. Strachcjr, 5th Report, Fullarto% Glyn, 4c.I

BABEILY.-A l a g e town i n the
province of Delhi, the capital of t h e
above district, situated on the banks
of the united streams of the Jooah
and Sunkra, about forty-two miles
N.W. from the Ganges ; lat. %"I 2g
N., Ion. 79" 16' E. The site of B a
reily is elevated and pleasant, but
the British civil station and cantonments are to the south of the town.
The principal street or bazar is near1
two miles long, and tolerably we$
built ; consisting, however, almost
entirely of booths only one story
high. One mosque, from its style of
architecture and high position, has a
striking a pearance, and there are
several otKer tolerable buildings of
the same class. The old fort, situated at the western extremity of the
main street, is crumbling to ruin, but
after the insurrection of 1816, government judged it advisable to erect
a small regular citadel on the plain
to the south of the town, for the
eventual protection of the European
inhabitants should any similar commotion again occur. It is of a quadrangular form, has a good ditch, and
two bastions projecting from opposite angles, an arrangement which
gives the whole rather an odd appearance; but it is quite of sufficient
strength for the object contemplated.
The lands in the vicinity of Bareily
are not more elevated than eight
feet above the Ramgunga, while the
mountain streams by which the dietrict is intersected lessen the expenee
and labour of cultivation, and by
their annual inundations fertilize the
soil. In A.D. 1822 the number of
brick and mud houses and huts was
12,263; shops of ditto 1,663; total
13,926. The population then consisted of
40,806
Hindoos
Mahomedans
Z6,585

.....................
...............
65,790
6
Add Christians .........
Total population ...... G5,796
-

The industry of the hIahomedaw
of Bareily is mostly confined to ma-

.
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nufactures having relation to war,
wch as sword cutlery, bow and arrow
making, saddler farriery, elephant,
camel, or bullockdriving, horse-dealing, &c.; or to certain fine arts, inventions, and luxuries, probably imported
by their forefathers from Persia and
Arabia, such as the manufacture of
fine carpets, embroidery, hookas,
book-binding, and the trades of tobacco and beer dealers, engravers,
turners, &c.; or, lastly, to trades
which the Hindoos are prevented
from exercisingby religious obstacles,
such as shoemakers, curriers, butchers, bakers, tailors, water-carrier4
and milk dealers. Besides, B a r d y is
noted for the manukture of brazen
water-pots, and a particular description of European furniture, brilliant1
varnished, black, and ornamented w i d
a sort of yellow pigment, which presents so exact an imitation of gilding as scarcely to be ditinguished
on the closest inspection, and from
hence many of the stations in the
upper provinces are supplied with
many housebold articles, both convenient and beautiful.
At present the inhabitants of the
upper provinces, both Hindoos and
Makomedans, expend the greater
part of their savlngs in ornaments,
wearing much more silver and gold
on their persons, and burying less in
the ground, being now secure from
robbers, and not, as formerly, exposed
to the rapacity of native officers.
The investment of money in ornaments and jewellery, in proportion to
its amount, is probably much greater in the upper than the lower provinees of India, the wealthy classes
in the latter preferring the government funds and other securities. &
reily having been the capital of a Mahomedan state, cows and oxen have
been slaughtered here from time immemorial; a t present the Hindoos
are constantly petitioning and protesting against the perpetration of
such sacrilege.
Bareily was the capital of Hafez
Rehmut, a Rohillah chief, slain at
the battle of Cutterah, and here he
lies interred. In 1774 it was added

dong with l e d i d & to the dorei~
nions of Shujah ud b l a h , then h
bob of Oude ;and in 1001 transferrd
to the British, when it wm made tbe
head-quarters of a civil 'establishment
and court of circuit, to which niue
other districts are subordinate. In
1816 an alarming ineumctien brohe
out here, which originated in an attempt to im re a ernall tax for the
support of t E police, and r h * h ru
not suppressed without considembb
difficulty and bloodshed. Travelling
distance from Delhi, 142 miles ;from
Calcutta by Moornhedabad, 910; by
Birbhoom, 805; and from Lucknow,
156 miles.--(Fullarton, G l p , Ker,
Roa, Hardzuick, the Ma~qviaof Herrti*&, &.)
BARIAT(or Bird/.-A
fortified
peak in northern Hindostan, between
the rivers Jumna and Tonse, 6,508
feet above Saharunpoor, which is
visible from it ; Iat. 30° 35' N., Ion.
77' 55' E. Invslids from the plains,
re uiring a cold climate, would find
i t t e r e ; for the redoubt during the
winter is almost buried in snow,
which remains in shady places until
April.-(Capt. Hodgson, gc.)
BAXNAGOBEVaro~cZgara).
A
small town in t e province of Bend
gal, situated on the esst side of the
Hooghly river, about three milea
above Calcutta. It was originally a
Portuguese settlement, hut aftem
wards came into the posression of
the Dutch, and by the earlier British
authorities is described as being the
Paphos of Calcutta.
BAROAD.-A small wdled town in
the province of llelhi, situated within
the Begum Sumroo's territories.
BARODA.--The c8pital of a Maharatta chieftain, known by the family
name of Guicowar (Gaikevad), who
divides with the British government
the la st and fin& ,portion of Guj e r a t , T s portion (in 1818, about
13,000 square miles), lying mostly in
the northern quarter; lat. 220 21' N.,
Ion. 73' 23' E.
This place is mentioned by Abul
Faael, and in Aurungzebe's reign was
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a large and wealthy town ; nor does
to have since undergone the
greatvicissitudes to which all the ancient capitals of Indii have been subjected. l n 1780 (for we have no
more recent descri tion) the fortifications consisted ofslight walls, with
towers at irregular diitances, and
several double gutes. The town is
intersected by two spacious streets,
dividing it into four equal parts, and
crossin at the market-place. The
ruins ofsome handame Mogul buildings are still to be seen, but the Maharatta structures are mean and contemptible. Near the city there is a
etone bri e over the river Viswarnitra, whic is remarkable as being
the only one in Gujerat, where the
etreams are usually croseed in ferry
boats, or on a light platform, floated
by empty earthen pots. In the environs are aeveral m nificent wells,
with steps down to g e bottom. In
1818 the total population of the city
was estimated at 10Q,000persons.
The Baroda district, though still
labouring under all the defects of a
native system, and notoriously o
pressed for the last ten years, is r i c t
well cultivated, and in Inany places'
enclosed and adorned with hedges of
mangoe and tamarind trees; in fact,
the appearance of the country villages and iuhabitants surpasses any of
the British pergunnahs in its neighbourhood. Perhaps this may be attributed to some prior and permanent good government; but when
the history of the Guicowar family
is recollected, it would be di5cult to
nay at what period that state of good
government could haveexisted. Tranquillity and the vicinity of a capital
may have assisted; but be the cause
what it may, the Baroda division in
1821 was decidedly one of the most
flourishine tracts in Hindostan. It is
rernarkabrc, that the Guicowar tcrritories south ofBroach, althoueh si~nilarly farmed and managed, were at
that same date oppressed and impoverished.
The wilder tract8 of the Guicowar's
territories (as well as those with
which they areintermixed) are mostly
it appear

9

occupid by Bheels; the other and
more sedentary inhabitunts are Mahomedana, Hindoo Banyans, and Ra'poots of aspurious description,chiedy
occupied in the cultivation of the so11
(there are not man~Mahomedans,except about Baroda), and lastly, Coolies, who form more than half of the
whole, and by some conjectured to be
the aboriginesof Gujerat. This claim,
however, may be disputed by the
Bhcels, if they be not the same peole in different etages of civilization.
h e y themwlves pretend to be descended from the Rajpoots ; but this
pretension is constantly asserted by
the wild and martial tribes all over
India The Coolies here are acknowledged by the Hindoos as their kindred, while the Bheels have rejected,
and they occasionally intermarry with
the Rajpoots.
At present the chief ostensible employment of the Coolies is agriculture, and when well-treated and kept
under, they arepunctual in their aynlents, and not bad tenants. &ey
live, however, under their own thakoorti and chiefs, whose authority
alone they willingly acknowledge ;
and pay little respect to the laws,
unless they happen to coincide with
their interests. Until quite recently,
they have been one of the most turbulent and predatory tribes in India,
and with the Bheels were for a long
time the incessant disturbers of Gujerat. The courts of justice and
dwelling-houses of the European
functionaries are still placed within
the walls of towns, to escape the
desperate attacks to which they
were liable ; and the magistrates .
have constantly large bodies of armed
men in their employ, and even the
regular infantry and Euro ean cavalry are frequently ca11e8out to
repress these Coolies, who are hardy
men, and in their plundering excursions frequently display a most des- .
perate courage. Their usnal dress is
a petticoat round the waist, like that
of the Bheels, and a cotton cloth
wrapped round their head and shoulders, to which, in cold weather, they
add o quilted kirtle or lebada, over

which they wear a shirt of mail, w i ~ h received and a subsidisry force of
vaunt bearers and gauntlets; and 1,000 troops furnished. bubeequent
never consider themselves properly events produced a still more intimate
accoutred without a sword, buckler, union between the two states, the
and bow and arrows, t o which borse Guicowar's affitirs being involved in
men add a long spear and a battle such confusion, and the debt accuaxe. The cotton lebada is generally mulating so rapid1 as to threaten
stained and iron-moulded by the shirt the absorption of tpe whole revenue.
of mail ; and such tokens of their Colonel Alexander Walker wss in
martial occupations being reckoned consequence deputed to Baroda t o
honourable, the young warriora used endeavour to extricate the Guicowdr
to counterfeit them with charcoal from his embarrassments, and to re.
and oil; in other respects, they are store order to his finances. This he
In their marauding so effectually accomplished, that aRer
fond of finer
expeditions tiey are very secret, col- roviding for ever branch of the
lecting at night under some popular kmily, adjusting t i e Peshwals pechief, by the circiilation of a token niary claims, paying the tumultu11aased from one to the other; and my troops, and easing the revenue
when any of the party are slain, the assessnlents, the total debt in 1816
parents are only informed of it hy amountecl to only fifty-five lacks of
finding some sprigs of the peepul rupees. This incumbrance has protree scattered in a particular manner bably been since wholly liquidated ;
before the doors. In fact, even now at least Anund Row Guicowar, when
(1824) their turbulence continues he died in 1819, was reported to have
such, that scarcely a ear ela ses left a treasure in money and jewels
without some sieges o r ~ r nPorts
l ~ exceeding one crore of rupees.
In 1815, in consequence of the exand fastnesses.
The rise of the Guicowar's power isting confusion, the Bombay governwas almost contemporaneous with ment endeavoured to effect an alterathat of the Peshwa in the Deccan. tion in the mode of administering
Pillajee Guicowar was patel, or ma- justice throughout the Guicowar's
naging proprietor of a village, who, dominions, without introducing too
h e r many struggles and intrigues, great a change in the judicial system
established his own power by the of the country. Punchaits,or arbitrasame artifices that had been practised tion by 3 jury of five, first occurred;
by his superior, the Peshwa, towards but this method of settling disputes,
the pageant Raja of Satarah. His however beautiful in theory, is evison Damajee Guicowar succeeded in' dently adapted for a more primitive
AD. 1747, and reigned until 1768 ; state of society than exists in GuFutteh Singh Guicowar, until 1789; jerat, where the employment of the
Mana'ee Guicowar, until 179%; Go- people are diversified, their habits
vind kow, until 1800; Anund Row industrious yet licentious, and where
Guicowar, until 1819, when he waa rights had not previously been desucceeded by his brother, Syjee Row cided bv anv written law-. but bv the
Guicowar, who had previously acted i n n u m e h ~ dintricacies oi local isage.
Judicial establishments with msitive
as regent.
The Guicowar dynasty was first powers appearing necessary, both to
noticed in the political transactions regulate and assist the punchaits, a
of the British nation about 1788 ; by new court was created to take cogthe treaty of Bassein in 18Qa the -nizance both of civil and criminal
intercourse became more frequent, as cases, an arrangement deemed eligithe British government then under- ble to withdraw the sovereign from
took to arbitrate and adjust all +f- the direct administration of criminal
ferences between the Guicowar and justice. The judges, however, soon
Peshwa ; cesaions of territory to the became corrupt, partly. owing to the
; at the
value of eleven lacks of rupees were inadequaciesof their e a l a r i ~
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same time it may be doubted whether any salary could entirely eradicate this inherent defect of the
native character, while the sovereign
himself openly ractises the most undbguised pewfation. The reigning
Guicowar m 1834 was said to be a
man of talents, but so desperately
fond of money that he used to lend
it to himself.-(Pu6lic MS. Docume&, Walker, Carnac, Elphiatone,
the Morquii We&+,
4c.)
Baaoo for Barye).-A
small town
in the province of Gundwana, near
the hills on which Chowraghur is
built, from which it is dietant S.S.E.
about thirteen miles ; lat. a204Y N.,
loo. 78' 500 E. In 1840, it was the
head of a wgunnah belonging to the
Nagpoor I!aja.-(~aicdtn,
qc.)
B A ~ O O GHAUT-A
LY
pass through
the hills which bound the Bemr province on the north, and through
which there is an ascent to a table
land. The source of the Wurda
river lies two miles from hence.
Banoos.-A
town on the west
coast of Sumatra, the inhabitants of
which have benzoin and gold, and
rocure camphor from the interior.
he imports are the same ss specified
under the article Sinkel; tp which
may be added white beads, pulicat
handkerchiefs, chintzes with large
flowers and grounds, white dungaree, salt, rice, ghee, oil, a few metal watches, and gilt hilted swords.
-(Elmore, 4c.)
BAB~ABUTTEE.-A
fortress in the
province of Orissa, about a mile
from the city of Cuttack. Lat. 200
N.. Ion. 86O 6/E. This fortress
is of a rectangular form, the ramarts next the river being double the
eight of the other sides of the
quadrangle. I t has no glacis, and
the walls are going fast to decay, but
it is surrounded by a ditch 130 feet
wide and twenty deep, tilled from the
Mahanuddy, and inhabited by a numerous and ancient stock of alligators. Within are an old mosque,
a barrack, magazines, and the house
of the wnductar of ordnance, who
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in 1830 waa the only European resident. I t was stormed in 1803 by a
British detachment from Bengal, and
captured with little loss.-( Pu6lic
J o u d c , Fullarton, Leckk, Upton,

44
B~anacn~ooa.-A militarycmtonment in the province of Ben
ated on the east side of t e river
situHooghly, about sixteen miles above
Calcutta, where the se y battalions
composing the p r a i g c y division
have their quarters. Here are the.
unfinished arches of a house begun
by the Marquis Wellesley, but discontinued by orders from the Court
of Directors. Horse races are run
here during the cold season. This
place may be described as a large military village inhabited by soldiers,
with bungalows for the Europeari
officers and other Europeans, who
are attracted here by the salubrity of
the air, the vicinity of the Governor
General's residence, and the beauty
and convenience of the river.
B a n n a o u ~ a ~ . - A town in Northern Hindostnn belonging to the Nepaulese, forty-five miles S.S.E. from
Catmandoo ; lat. 27' 6/ N., Ion. 85*
55'E. The situation of this place is
so unhealthy that Capt. Kinloch's
detachment suffered greatly by their
stay here, during the attem t to penetrate into N q a u l A.D. 1169. In
1792, when General Kirkpatrick went
to Catmandoo, it was the residence
of the Gorkha governor of the western Teriani.-(Kirkpatrick, 40.)

!?

BA~RAMAHAL.-Aprincipal sub.
division of the Salem province under
the Ma&- presidency, of which it
occupies the northern extremity, consisting properly of the followingtwelve
places, which are all within the Hindoo geographical division of Dravida,
a tract bounded on the west by the
ghauts. These cantons are Krishnagiri, Jacadeo, Varina Ghada, Bunjunga Ghads, Tri atura, Veniambady,
Ghangana ~ h & , ~ u d a r s h a n aChada,
and Tutucallu. Although not so e l e
vated, t h e B a r r d a l is on the whole
wilder and more mountainous regioo
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than the Mysore, and was once stud- very great proportion, perhaps nineded with formidable hill forts. After teen-twentieths, of genuine Hindoo
the fall of Seringapatam in 1799, se- inhabitants.--(F. Bwhanau, Sydenveral important sections of upper h m , Sir T h o m u Munro, 5th Re.
Carnata were annexed, and all the port, 4c.I
p o l i s restored to their estates, and
BABBAMBAD.-A
village belonging
put on a similar footing with the ze- to the Bhurtpore Raja in the promindars of Bengl. They pay a fixed vince of Agra, near to Biana, and
rent or tribute for their lands, but remarkable for the ruins of sepulhave no 'urisdiction over the inha- chres, pavilions, bowlies, and other
bitants. +he property in the soil is Mahomedan structures, all formed of
mostly vested In the sovereign, ex- the red sand-stone of the country,
cept in the polyams and a few small (Fullarton, &c.)
&.,nhfree estates.
B A B R E A H . - T ~ca~ ital of a small
In the annexed districts the rice
z>,cultivation
is not important, dry independent principaEty in the prohrseeds, kitchen-gardens, and planta- vince of Gujerat, eighty miles E.N.E.
f tions of cocoa-nuts and palms, being from Camby, lat. 22" 44' N., Ion.
the principal articles cultivated. The 74' E. This town stands in a valley
manufactures are coarse and only near the river Pannah, in a narrow
suited for the lower classes. When spot just sufficient to contain the
a rich man undertakes to construct a houses, which are neat and many
reservoir at his own expense for the built of brick, between the river
irrigation of land, he is allowed to and the hill. The extensive wilds
hold in free estate, and by hereditary of Barreah comprise almost the
right, one-fourth of the land so wa- whole space from Godra to Dohud, a
tered, but he is also bound to keep distance of almost forty miles, of
his reservoir in repair ;and experience which scarcely a single spot is cultiproves that tanks of this description vated, the only inhabitants being a
are notoriously kept in better condi- few wandering and predatory Bheels.
tion than those supported by govern-- Although this great jungle is toleanent. The peasantry assert that they rably open in most places, so as to
can compel the holder to perform his offer little impediment to light troops,
duty, but that the sovereign has no yet it would be almost impervious to
master; every encouragement should baggage and heavy guns.
This principality may be descriied
therefore be given to induce rich natives to invest their money in work. as one of the few independent petty
of euch utility. The Barramabal was states now existing 1n Hindostan,
ceded to the British government by being not only exempted from the
the treaty of Seriogapatam in A.D. payment of any established tribute,
1792, and it was then in a mpst mi- but claiming a chout from all the
serable state ; but the good manage- neighbouring districts, of which it is
ment of Colonel Alexander Read in very tenacious. These chouts, with
the course of five years more than certain moderate duties on trade,
doubled the revenue, while the rents compose nearly the whole of the
were diminished in proportion. The Raja'n revenues, which in 1819
villqes, however, are evident1 infe- amounted to about 57,090 rhpees.rior ln neatness, cleanness, ancf com- (Burr, &.)
BARREN
1 s ~ ~ . - A nisland and volfort to those of the Mysore, or of upper Coimbatoor, and even to many In cano about 1,800 feet high, in the
the Camatic. The inhabitants have Bay of Ben&, situated in lat. la0
in general a miserable appearance, 16' N., and fifteen leagues east of the
and beggars are unusually numerous. northernmost Andaman. The e r u p
Never having been subdued by Ma- tions are very violent, stones of the
homedans until the inroads of the weight of three or four tons being
Cuddapah Nabobs, it still contains a sometimeri discharged. Wheo visit-
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.ed in 1 8 B , the high cone continued are five in number, besides four small
to send forth volumea of white flame,
and the sea close to it was almost
boiling. The more distant parts of
the island are thinly covered with withered shrubs and blasted t ~ . (Cd. Cokbrooke, 4c.)
BABBIPOO~.-Atown in the province of Bengal, about sixteen miles
S.E. from Calcutta, formerly the residence of the salt agent for the Twenty-four pergunnahs.
BABWAH.-A village in the province of Allahabad, district of Bundelcund, ten miles S.S.E. from Jhansi. Lat. 25' 25' N., Ion. 78' 39' E.
In 179Qthe Hindoo soubahdar of
this district was an uncommonly accomplished p e m n , and had acquired
a considerable knowledge of Eoropean sciences. At the advanced age
of sixt he had formed the project
of stud;ing the English language, in
order to comprehend the Encyclopedia Britannica, of which he had
acquired a copy, Such, however, is
the inconsistency of human nature,
and the strength with which Hindoo
prejudices adhere, that about five
years afterwards, having been seized
with some corn laint which he considered incumbye, he repaired to Benares and there drowned himself in
the Ganges.-(Hunter, gc.)
BABWALLAH.-Alarge brick town
. t o the north of Hansi, in the province of Delhi, ven up to Saheb
g
the Raja OBPatriall*.
BABWABBAH.-Amud fort with
round bastions and a ditch, in the
province of Ajmeer, ten miles west
' N., lon.
.of Rantampoor; lat. 26' 3
75O 3' E.
BARYfBariJ.-A
town in the
Oude territories, thirt miles north
16' N., lon.
from Lucknow ; lat.
so0 5WE.
B A ~ H EIBLES.-A
E
cluBtet of Small
rocky islands lying due north of
Luzon, the great Philippine between
the 20th and 2lst d ees of north
latitllde. These i s l a n x situated be- tween the Philippines and Formosa,

&

rocky islets.-Dampier gave .the fbllowing names to the five largest,
GraRon Isle, Monmoutb Isle, Grout
Isle, Orange Isle, and Bashee Isle.
They are inhabited by a race of
strong athletic men. Grafton Isle is
about thirteen leagues in circumference, and has good anchorage on
the west side. It produces fine yams,
sugar-cane, taro, plantains, and v a
getables, besides hogs and goats in
plenty. Iron is the favounte medium of exchange, but uloney is now
also understood. The water is very
fine and in great abundance close to
the beach.
The Spaniards took possession of
the Bashee islands in 1783 in order
to procure gold, which is washed
down by the torrents in considerable quantities,and is worked by the
natives into a thick wire, which they
wear RS an ornament. They are an
inoffensive race of people, whose
chief delight consists in drinking a
liquor named bashee, distilled from
rice and sugar-cane, aRer which they
engage in dancing with every mark of
satisfaction and gratification. The
Spanish governor resides on Grafton
Island, with about 100 soldiers, several officers, a few priests, and some
cannon.
These islands were visited by
Dampier, who gives a favourable account both of the civility of the inhabitants and the abundance of hogs;
they were afterwards seen by Byron
and Wallis, who passed without landing.-(Meares,
King, &.)
B a s o v ~ af o r G u q e ~asou&).A town in the province of Malwa,
situated on a river that runs into
the Betwah, twenty-five miles north
from Bhilsah ; lat. 23' 53' N., Ion.
78O E. In 1820 it was the head of
s pergunnah helonging to Sindia, and
contained 2,QOO houses.
Bnsun~~.-A town in the province
of Mslwa, with a strong ghurry on
the ton of a hill in the vicinitv. sixteen hilea S.W. from ~at~h;; lat.
23" 3Y N.. Ion. 7S0 23' E. In 18'20
it contained 600houses.
.
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BATANG.
~ ~ L A N , -island
A ~,'lying off
the south-western extremity of Magindanao, and surrounded by a cluster of smaller ones. In length it
may be estimated a t forty miles,
by six the average breadth. In the
centre there is a range of mountains,
but it is low towards the coast, and
destitute of good harbours. Grain
is the chief production, which the
soil yields plentifully; cowries are
also abundant. The population is
scanty, and the sovereignty is claimed by the Soo1oos.--(Furrest, DaG
rynipk, 4c.I
BASSEIN (Bassin).
A seaport
town in the province of Aurungiibad,
separated from Salsette by a narrow
strait, and situated about twentyseven miles north from the fort of
Bombay; lat. 19' 20' N., lon. 72" 56'
E. The surrounding countr
presents an improved state o cultihe"
vation, notwithstanding it has been so
many yearsunder a Maharattagovernment, -and long exhibited a striking
contrast to the desolation that prevailed in the British island of Salsette. Man of the cultivators are
Roman catcolic Christians. The
teak forests that su ply the marine
yard at Bombay lie afong the western
side of the ghaut mountains, to the
north and north-east of Bassein, the
numerous mountain streams afford
ing the means of water-carriage.
The Portuguese obtained possession of Bassein by treaty with the
Sultan of Cambay, so early as 1531,
and with them it continued until
captured by the Maharattas in 1750,
having been more than two centuries
in their undisturbed possession. I t
was taken from the last-mentioned
race by General Goddard's army,
but restored at the peace of Salbye ;
and here, on the 31st Dec. 1803,
was signed the celebrated treaty between the Peshwa and the British
overnment, which annihilated the
haharattas as a federal empire. In
1834 this was a considerable lace,
and surrounded by a regular Zrtification of ramparts and bastions, but
without a glacis, which from the
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marshy state of the surrounding
country is not much wanted. There
was then a small garrison stationed
in one of the gates, under an English
conductor of ordnance, and the place
was kept locked up, but within a t
the above date it was completely
uninhabited, containing nothing but a
pagoda in good repair, and a melancholy display of ruined houses and
churches. Of the latter there were
no fewer than seven, some of considerable size, but all of mean architecture, although they are striking
from the lofty proportions usual in
Roman Catholic places of worship,
and from the singularity of Chiistian
and European ruins in India.-(MaL
colna, RenneU, Bruce, Matct, gc.)
BASSEEN[OF Palhein).-A
town
and district in the dominions of Ava,
province of Pegu, the first situated
about 102 miles west from Rangoon ;
lat. 1 6 50' N., Ion. 94' 45' E. Thin
port has a greater depth of water
than Rangoon, but is less centrally
situated for trade, for the. streams
that connect the Basseen river with
the Irawady are navigable only part
of the year, so that for the remainder
it is precluded from free intercourse
with the northern quarters of the
Burmese empire.
BASSUM
f o r Waruim.j-A
district
in the Hyderabad territories, division
of Nandere, situated between the
twenty-first and twenty-second degrees of north latitude. I t has an
uneven hilly surface, intersected by
small streams that flow into the Godavery. Respecting this part of the
Deccan very little is known, although
it is particularized by Abul Faze1 in
the institutes of Acber. At Houndah Nagnath, a village south of Baasum town, in an ancient temple covered with statues and sculpture,
evidently belonging either to the
Buddhists or Jains. A ~ o n gthe statues are three large simple-looking
figures, in a contemplative position,
with curled wigs.-(Erakine, gc.)
BATANG.-An island in the eastern seas lying off the south-eastern
L

BATAVIA.
btremity of the Malay eninsula, up, forts destroyed, and palaces leand surrounded by number ess small velled. The etadthouse, where the
rotky islets. It is separated from the supreme courts of justice and police
island of Bintang by a narrow strait, assemble, still remains; but all the
and may be est~matedat twenty-five wealthy inhabitants after having transmiles in length, by ten the average acted the business of the day, retire
t o the more elevated stations of the
breadth.
interior; and although the richest
BATANG/or Patany Hook./-A
port in the Gilolo passage, situated productions of Java continue to be
on tbe east coast of the island of deposited in the warehouses of BaGilolo; lat. 0' Y S., lon. 128' 48'E. tavia, few Europeans venture to sleep
On this hook or point is a very strong within the limits of its pestilential
capacious natural fortress, only ac- atmosphere.
The great church, built in 1760,
cessible by ladders, up the face of a
perpendicular rock. The top is level has been also pulled down, in conseground three miles in circumference, quence of the foundation having gicontaining houses and gardens. In ven way, so that the new Lutheran
1770 the natives here supplied the is the only one frequented by the
French with clove-plants, which do Protestant part of the community,
not thrive further east than Gebb the native Christians resorting mostly
jsle, on which account the ~ u t c i to the Portuguese church. Accordformerly maintained cruizers here to ing to a census talien by the British
government in 1815, the district of
prevent the smuggling of spices.Batavia, including Buitzenzorg, con(Forrest +.)
tained a population of 408,327 perBATALIN.-An island in the east- sons, of wh~chnumber 55,037 were
e m seas situated off the coast of Ce- Chinese. A poll-tax however being
lebes, about the 124th degree of east levied on the Chinese, and other dulongitude, and between the first and ties rendering it the interest of all
second degree of south latitude. In parties to withhold accurate returns,
length it may be estimated at twenty- it is probable the real amount exceeds
five miles, by seven the average the above estimate.
breadth; but ~t does not appear to
Population of Batavia and its subhave been ever explored.
urbs within two miles distance. A.D.
BATAVIA.-A large city in the 1815.
island of Java, the capital of the
543
Europeans
Dutch os~essions in the Eastern
Descendantsof ditto born
l#=
in the colony
Archipek&o ; lat. 6' 8' S., lon. 1 0 8
64' E. The ground plan of the town
Arabs
318
is in the shape of a parallelogram;
Moormen
319
the length of which from north to
3,156
Malays
south is 4,200 feet, and the breadth
Javanese
3,331
3,000 feet. The streets are laid out
1,863
Buggesses
in straight lines, and cross each other
Macassars
2,029
a t right angles. This city, however,
7,720
Balinese
is greatly changed since the British
232
Sumbhawese
conquest in 1811, prior to which all
223
Madhurese
the fortifications had been destroyed
Amboynese and Bandese
88
by General Daendels, who demolishTimorese and Bootonese
24
ed tbe ramparts in order to admit a
Pemakans (a half-caate)
605
free circulation of air. Of the splenChinese
dour and magnificence which formerly
Chinese
11,249
'procured for this city the appellation
Slaves.
14,239
'
of Queen of the East, little is now to
-be seen, whole streets of houses havTotal
47,917
I
ing, been pulled down, cansls filled
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b r d i n g t o en official valuation in
1813, the value of property in houses
and lands belong~ngto individuals
in this town and its environs exceeded eleven millions of silver rixdollars, on which amount the taxer,
were levied.
T h e whole city of Batavia has long
been proverbially unhealthy, not so
much from the heat of the climate, as
froin its injudicious situation and
misplaced embellishments. I t was
not only surrounded with water
nearly stagnant, but every street had
its canal and row of evergreen trees.
These canals became the reservoir of
all the offalv and filth collected in
the city, and having scarcely any
current, required constant labour and
attention t o prevent their being
choaked up altogether. On the landside were, and still are, gardens and
rice grounds, intersected in every
direction by ditches and canals, and
the entire shore of the bay is a mud
bank, mixed with putrid substances,
sea-weed, and other vegetable matter,
in a state of fernlentation. T o these
swamps, morasses, and mud banks,
add the intemperate habits of the
old Dutch colonists, and the insalubrity of Batavia will be adequately
accounted for.
A circular range of islands protect8
the harbour from any heavy swell,
and ensures safe anchorage; Rome
of them, such as Anrust, Edam, Cooper's isle, are fortified, and contain
warehouses, hospitals, and naval arsenals. On the inland side of the
town the industrious Chinese carry
on their various manufactures, such
as tanning leather, burning shell lime,
baking earthenware, boiling sugar,
and distilling arrack. Their rice
grounds, sugar-cane plantations, and
well stocked gardens, surround the
city, the markets of which abound
in all sorts of tropical fruits, pine
apples being in such profusion that
they are sent to the market in carte,
piled up, like turnips to Covent Garden. A great majority of the tradesmen, butchers, fishmongers, greengrocers, upholsterers, tailors, s h o e
makers, masons, carpenters, and

blacksmiths, are Chinese, who also
contract for whatever is wanted in the
.
civil, military, o r marine departments.
They alao farm from the Netherlands government the several impom,
the export and import duties, and
the taxes. Their campong or town,
close t o the city walls, is an active
scene of bustle and business, resembling a bazar in China. I t consists
of about 1,500 mean houses, huddled
together, containing 14,000 inhabitants aiid 400,000 swine. In 1740
the Dutch murdered 10,000 of them.
The comnierce of Bntavia is considerable, but is principally a trade of
barter, bullion not being much exchanged in large payments. From
Bengal the principal imports are
opium, drugs, and Patna cloths of
different kinds.
From Sumatm,
camphor, benzoin, birdsy-nests, calin,
and elephant's teeth. From China,
porcelain, teas, silks, nankeen, alum,
borax, brimstone, cinnabar, mother0'-pearl, paper, sweetmeats, and tobacco.
Three Chinese junks of
about 1,000 tons from Amoy, and
four from Changlin of SO0 each a r ~
rive annually in Java, six a t thie
port, and one a t Samarang.
The staple articles of export from
Batavia are rice, coffee, sugar, pepper,
and arrack. Java is the only island
of the archipelago that exports rice,
the best loading ports being lndramayu, Cheribon, Tagal, Paccalongan,
Japara,Gressic,and Sourabhaya A.D.
1815 it might be exported for about
3s.8d. sterling per cwt., but in the
European market i t is reckoned of
inferior quality t o the Carolina and
the Bengal, the first selling for 18~.,
and the second for I l r . 3d. when
the Java brings only 98. Qd., which
is more attributable to the clumny
mode of preparing the grain, than to
any real inferiority. Besides the
quantity distributed among the Eastern islands, in 1818 above 27,000
tons were exported to Europe,
bably not above one-twentieth of;:
whole production. Coffee is also ap
important article, and may be raised
with profit for four Spanish dollars
per Java picul of 136 pounds avoirL 2

.
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dupois. In 1818 the total production of this berry in Java was estimated at 25,840,000 peunds. Sugar
is usually sold to the exporters at
eight Spanish dollars the white, and
six or seven the brown, per Java
picul. In 1818 the total quantity
produced amounted to ~ $ 0 0 , 0 0 0
pounds, ranking in quality with that
of the Brazils. Teak grows so abundantly in Java, that in 1818 it was
estimated that'the hull of a teak
ship, well-fastened nnd sheathed with
copper, might be constructed for Eli?
per ton.
The Dutch being the only nntion
that keeps up an intercourse with
Japan, a ship is annu~llydespatched
from Batavia laden with kerseymeres,
fine cloths, clock-work, spices, elephant's-teeth, sapan-wood, tin and
tortoiseshell The returns from Japan
consist principally of ingots of the
finerit red copper, which is converted
into a clumsy sort of coin for paying
the native and European troops. Various other articles are smuggled in
by tlle officers, such as sabre-blades
of an excellent temper, Japan camphor, soy, china-ware,lacquered ware,
and silk goods. The cargo always
contains a present for the emperor of
Japan, and he in return sends one
t o the Governor- eneral, consisting
usually of desks, &awes, and closestoolsof valuable inlaid wood; covercd
with the celebrated Japan varnish, and
incrustated with flowers and other d s
signs in variously coloured mothers7pearl.
A.D. 1619, John Pieterson Coen,
the Dutch governor, took the town of
jacatra b assault, and in a great
measure d;auoyed it. He derwards
founded another city, not exactly on
the same s ot, to which he gave the
name of latavia. In l 8 l l it surrendered at discretion to the British
army under Sir Samuel Auchmuty,
General Jansens having retired to the
fortifued camp at Cornelis, where on
the %5thAugust of the same year he
was attacked, totally routed, and the
island subsequently was completely
subdued. Of the strong camp at Cornelis there are now few traces, the

-.

,-'I

fortifications having been all rased,
the works destroyed, and their site
soon covered by the exuberant vegetation of a tropical climate. During
the British possession of Batavia,
which lasted until the 19th August
1816, its condition was greatly improved, and even its pestilential atmosphere somewhat ameliorated by the
great pains bestowed on the draining
of the marshes, the cleaning of the
town, and the removing of theEuropeans to the elevated tracts of the interior.-(Stavorinur, Barrow, RaBer,
Crawfurd, Thorn, Staunton, 4c.)

BAT CHI AN.-^^^ of the Molucca
islands, separated from Gilolo by a
narrow strait, and situated between
the equator and the first degree of
south latitude. I t is of an irregular
faoure, but in length may be estimated
at fifty-two miles, by twenty the average breadth. In 1775 the Sultan of
Batchian claimed dominion over the
islands of Ooby, Ceram, and Goram,
but was himself held in vnssalage by
the Dutch. The inhabitants are nearly
all Malay Mahomedans.-(Forrest,

4c.I
BATEIsLE.-A~ island situated at
the western extremity of the Gujerat
peninsula; lat. 22O 27'N., Ion. 69O
1Y E. Bate signifies an island of any
kind, the proper name of this one
being Shunkodwar. There is a good
harbour here, well secured from the
prevailing winds, but the anchorage
1s rocky. Although the port has been
improved, it is and has always been
an insignificant place : yet in 1803 it
repulscd a British attack with considerable slaoghter. In 1809 about 150
vessels belonged to Bate, and, until
the interference of the Bombay presidency, were the piratical vessels so
much dreaded by native crnR along
the western coast of India.
The island does not produce sufficient food for its own subsistence, large
quantities of ghee, sugar, grain, kc.
are consequently imported and consumed by the numerous pilgrims that
resort to the holy places. In 1809
Bate contained about 2,000 houses,
mostly inhabited by Brahmins ; but it

also possessed Amramra, Positra, and Mahomedans, the native ChrisBhurwalla, and some other fortified tians being comparatively few in numplaces, since dismantled. The whole ber. The interior remains covered
revenue arising from the temples, port with primeval forests and thick jungle,
duties, and pirated kroperty, probably where wild in woods the noble savage
never amounted to two lacks of ru- man, here a very miserable animal,
pees per annum. In 1807 its chiefs ranges unmolested under the name of
were fined for their piracies, and com- bedah or vedah. Beyond the first
pelled to sign an engagement to ab- chain of hills are the still more rugstain from robbery in future. I t was ged mountains of Ouva, renowned
taken and sacked by Sultan Mahmood for ages as the last asylum of the
Begra, of Atrmedabad and Gujerat, in Candian monarchs ; andit was anlidst
them that, in 1631, the Portuguese
A.D. 1462
Shunkodwura is the proper denomi- army and their general Constantine
nation of this island, being derived de Saa, in attempting to track the
from that of a Hindoo demon, thus king to his den, were overpowered,
named from his dwelling in a large and perished to a man.--(Cordher,
chank, conch-shell, or buckie, within Berfohcci, Major Johmton, Percival,
which he concealed the sacred vedas, $..I
recently stolen from Brahma. An inBATINDAH.-A large town in the
carnation of Vishnu, under the name province ofAjmeer,about seventy-five
of Shunk Narayan, cut open the shell, miles S.W. from the British cantonand restored the vedas to their law- ments at Luddeeanna, lat. 30° 1.2' N.,
ful owner. The demon pleaded as Ion. 74O 48' E. Formerly the surhis excuse, that he hoped to have rounding country was known by the
been put to death by Vishnu for the name of the Lacky jungle, much
theft, which would have insured him celebrated for the goodness of its
future beatitude. In conse uence of pasture, and the excellent breed of
thisexploit, Shunk ~ a r a ~ a n y ~ i s h n uhorses,
),
said to have been im roved
or the destroyer of the shell demon, by the Persian and Tartar Rorses,
established his own worship on the introduced during the invasions of
island, where it flourished until the Nadir Shah and Ahmed Shah Abflight of another Hindoo god, named dalli of Cabul. Forty years ago this
Runchor, from Dwaraca, to escape jungle was described as forming a
the fury of a Mahomedan army, since eircle forty miles in diameter, and
which the latter has taken the lead the then Raja of the Lacky jungle
and engrossed all the offeringspaid a tribute to the Seik chief of
(Mannurdo, Treatier, &.)
Pattiallah. The soil being sandy, a
great depth must be perforated before
BATICALO.-A town and distriet on water is reached.--(George Thomas,
the east coast of Ceylon, situated on
an island three miles in circumference, 4c.I
BATTALAH
for Vat&/.-A
large
sixty-six miles S.S.E from Trincomalee ; lat. 7' 43' N., Ion. 81' 45' E. town in the province of Lahore,
The fort here is of a square form with situated in an open plain twenty-six
a few bastions, on which, in 1803, miles N.E. from Amritsir. Lat. 31°
twenty-four guns were mounted. The 48' N., lon. 75' 6' E. I t is surinlet of the sea that surrounds Bati- rounded by groves of mangoe-trees
calo penetrates thirty miles into the and tanka of water, and is considered
country, and comprehends several the healthiest place in the Punjab.
other islets of still smaller dimensions. The hills lie about seventy miles off,
In many places this frith is a mile and in winter are covered with snow,
broad, but unfortunately a sand bar -(1 lth Reg. $c.)
BATTAMANDE.-Apoint on the
stretches across the entrance and precludes all but craft under eighty tons. north-west coast of Borneo, lat. 5O
The inhabitants are mostly Hindoos 6' N., Ion. 116O 45'E. To the south
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Mandding. Going from Batsng Tara, we meet with those of Angkola,
Borumi~n,and Samtr Jambu ; from
Tapanooly with those of Pangaran,
Lnmbung, Silendung, Butur, Holbang, and the district of Humhng.
Proceeding north-east from Baroos,
we meet with the districts of Linton
and Si Nambila; from Sinkel, with
the district called Dairi ; and from
Tarumo, with the divisions of Alas,
Karaw, and Ria, extending inland
nearly to the northern extremity of
the island. The great lake of Toba,
the middle of which bears about
north-east from the settlement of
Tapanooly, in situated nearly in the
centre of the Batta country, and the
best peopled tracts are those on its
borders. The total population of t h e
Batta country has been estimated a t
B ~ ~ ~ ~ c o ~ ~ ~ n ( B a t u c cond a j . -1,500,000
A
persons.
giderable town on the sea-roast of
The Battas (properly Bataks) conCanara, the name of which signifies sider themselves the earliest settlers
the round town, Lat. 13O56' N., Ion. on the iuland, but d l traditions of
74' 37'E. I t stands on the north that event are lost, except a notion
bank of a small river, the Scanda- that the mother country la to the
holay, which waters u very beautiful a s t o l their present domicire beyond
valley, surrounded on every side by the sea. T h e Sultan of Menancahills, and in an bcellent state of bow ap ears subsequently to have
cultivation.
obtaimec! a sumemacv over them.
BATTAS(Batok).-The
space in which they a c k ~ o w ~ e cto~ the
~ e pr&
the island of Sumatra known by the sent day. I n their persons they much
name of the Battas country, may be reeemble the Hindoos, are of middle
described generally as comprizing stature, robust and well made, with
that portion of the island situabed rather prominent noses. Their teeth
between the equator and !P 3V north are carefully filed down to the stumps,
latitude, with the exception of a few and blackened.
Malay settlements at the mouths of
Rice and sweet potatoes, with a n
the rivers on the coasts. On the unusuall~large proportion of salt,
north-west it is bounded by Acheen, form their principal sustenance,animal
nnd on the south-east by the Malay food being only indulged in on parcountries of Rawa and Menancabow. ticular occasions, when they are not
I t is partitioned into numerous dis- very scrupulous as t o the animal, the
trictu, the principal of which are mode in which it lost its life, nor its
Toba, Mandeling, Angkola, Hum- state of sweetness or putridity. T h e
bang, and Si Nambila The district, well established practice of cannior rather province of Toba, which is balism, led both Malays and Euromuch the largest, is again subdivided peans t o the conclusion that the
into Silindong, Holbang, and Linton. Battas were a ferocious and martial
Proceeding in a north-easterly di- people, than which, however, nothing
rection across the island, we meet can be more remote from the fact,
with the Batta district of Looboo for in quietness and timidity the
~ n Manambin.
d
Following the same surpass the Hindoos, and even a E
direction from Natal, we meet with though they eat each other during
the divisions of Palampungan and their wars, they commit no excesses

of Battamande is a commodious bay
s t the mouth of the Pandoosan river.
From Pirate's Point, which lies in
7; N., are several bays, where shipping may anchor safely, and get water
from the shore.-(Elnaore, gc.)
BATTANTA.-A small island in the
Eastern seas, about the 131st degree
of eastern longitude, and separated
from the island of Sallawatty by
Pitt's Straits. I n length it may be
estimated at thirty-five miles, by five
the average breadth.
BATTANPAT~LY
JSLPB.-%VO small
isles lying off the western const
of Wageeoo, about the 130th degree
of east longitude; both con1 rehended within a circumference o eighteen
miles.
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e n crops or cattle. This people are habits, the Battas do not willinglg
by the same authorities described as offer sacrifices, but on adequate
cfuei, cowardly, and sordidly avari- emergencies, and while under severe
CIOUS.
fears or sufferings, when they invoke
.With respect t o religio11,the Battas the shades of their ancestors, and
believe in the existence of a Supreme make offerings t o the gods. T h e
Being, who after completing the priest by inspecting his books discocreation of the world, committed its vers the animal proper to be offered,
government to his three sons, but whether buffalo, pig, kid or fowl,
even they have become averse to the and also the nature of the crime
trouble, and now perform the duties committed.
The suppliant is inof their office by vakeels and proxies. formed that his affliction is a visitaIn their different gradations they are tion from one of the invisble genii
described as the gods above, the for the misconduct of some of his
gods of the middle, and the gods ancestors, to obviate which he must
below, the whole with their names celebrate a feast in honour of his
savouring strongly of Hindoo de- father or grandfather, and thereby
rivation. Besides these they have a obtain his forgiveness. Of a future
fabulous serpent, with horns like a state of reward and punishment these
cow, on which it supports the earth; people have not the slightest idea, and
but every village has also its guardian consequently look forward to death
deity, whom they conciliate by pro- without terror, except that excited
pitiatory sacrifices. Besides these by the apprehension of bodily pain.
general interferences with the affairs Although they believe in a constant
of the community, each individual and immediate inter osition of superBatta is constantly watched over by natural agents in Ruman flairs, it
a number of good and evil genii, has no influence on their morals, fop
called Bogus and Saitans. These are i t may be safely asserted that the corchiefly the souls of departed ances- ruptims of the heart, s o inherent
tors, who possess great power over in savage nature, exists among them
t h e living, either to protect or annoy without restraint;
them, but much the most inclined to
The language of the Battas bears
the latter. By this host of genii, so great a resemblance to the Malay,
ghosts, spirits, and divinities, the su- that they may be considered dialects
perstitious Batta is held in such per- of the same origin, hut the language
tual dread, that danger threatens of conversation differs more from
im on every side, not the less real the Malay than that usually written.
in his opinion from being invisible. Like the Malay also, the grammatical
T o others the path may seem clear relation of its words are eminently
and unobstructed, but the teeming simple, and rarely admitting the use
imagination of the Batta meets a of either conjunctions or person4
phantom at every corner he turns. pronouns, and its intonation is deep
Not a village but has its brigade of sounding, and harmonious. The
demons, protecting its interests nnd written characters are remarkably
avenging its injuries, besides squa- simple and distinct, easily formed, and
drons of ghosts and other disem- fully capable (with the exception of
bodied spirits wandering about to a single instance) of expressing every
retaliate any insult they or their an- sound that occurs in the language.
cestors may at any prior period have They are written, like the Sanscit,
from the left to the right, horizonreceived.
) one
T o obviate these constantly im- tally (not ~ e r ~ e n d i c u l a r l yin
pending evils recourse is had to the continued line, without separating
riest, who not unusually is also the the words. As they are undoubtedly
aja and village astrologer, and of of Sanscrit derivation, they partake
course consulted on every occwion of of the nature of that system, each
importaece. Owipg totheir penurious consonant, containing an inherent
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vowel sound in addition to its proper however, that any Europeao has yet
organic sound, by which it has uni- seen cannibaliem actually practised.
Interest on small debts is someformly the power of a distinct pure
syllable. Probably about one Batta times so high as 100 per cent. per
in fifty can read. Their books are mensem, and a man and his whole
chiefly astrological, religious, fables, family are sometimes sold todischarge
omens, predictions, charms, &c. ; a debt, the principal of which only
they are said, however, to possess a two years before was a single dollar.
history of the creation, and an ac- In cases of debt incurred at games
count of their own origin; but these of chance, their usages are singularly
have not yet been seen by any Euro- barbarious and inhuman; yet these
pean. They seldom commit their infatunted and sordid people will
poetry to writing, but their memories frequently risk their all on a single
are so loaded with it, that they can throw of the dice. Domestic slavery
support alternate contests in qua- exists to a considerable extent, but
they import no foreigners; the slaves
trains for many hours.
Almost all crimes are punished are principally orphans, debtors, and
with fines proportioned to the offence prisoners of war. A man may have
nnd rank of the perpetrator, but the as many wives as he can purchase,
chief who presides may always be but seldom has more than two, who
bribed. They have no wfitten code are mere labouring slaves, the h.usuniversally received, but in most dis- band doing comparatively little. The
tricts one or more books of law and dead are generally buried outside the
usages is to be found, which vary in village, and a funeral ferurt is a necesweight of authority according to the sary accompaniment.
degree of estimation bestowed on the
The Battas are on the whole a
individual by whom they were first more industrious race than the Maindited.
lays of the sea-coast, who are mostly
Persons caught in the act of house- supplied from the interior, both with
breaking or highway robbery are the necessaries of life and articles
pltblicly executed with the knife or for commercial interchange. Prior
matchlock, and then eaten forthwith; to A.D. 1830 the Battas could not
no monev can then save them : but if be reva ailed on to accept in uavment
thedelin~uentsbefortunateenoughto of ;iny other dollars ihan ihose of
escape immediate detection. they are Carolus the Third and Fourth, which
only fined. A man taken in adultery have a remarkably large and full bust,
is instantly devoured, and may be law- while those of Ferdinand theseventh
fully eaten piece-meal, without being are small and spare. To these last
previously killed. Men killed or they were consequently averse, while
taken prisoners during a great war, the Caroli bore a premium of two
are also publicly eaten; but if only and three per cent., which subsetwo villages be engaged, this is not quently increased as the Battas either
allowed: in the last case the dead hoarded them up and concealed thern,
are left on the field, to be buried by or melted them to fabricate personal
their respective parties, and the pri- ornaments.
Exclusive of the general deference
soners may be redeemed. I n May
1821 twenty persons were entirely to the ancient sovereign of Menaneaten in one day, in the village in the cabow, the Battas acknowledge the
Silindung district, where Messrs. Bur- supremacy of a single chief, residing
ton and Ward resided for a short nt the north-west extremity of the
time in May 1833, and their skulls lake of Toba, but the dependence
preserved. These criminals were seems entirely founded on superstiinhabitants of a village situated near tion, as he interferes in no lay a f i r s ,
the path leading to the coast, and which are settled by the head-men of
in the habit of plundering travellers the villages, whom he unually apand trilffickers. I t does not appear, points as deputies. Indeed, the actual
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existence of this personage requires
confirmation. Besides this extraneous influence, every village is a
distinct community, possessing within
itself every civil and political power,
like the ancient monicipal towns of
Europe. The chief, with the assistance of the leading men, frames
laws, declares war, concludes peace,
and administers justice. His power
greatly depends on his personal character, and the degree of address
with which he manages the superstitious fear of his people.
That this extraordinary nation has
preserved its stationary barbarity,and
the rude genuineness of its character
and manners, may be attributed to
various causes : such as the want of
the precious metals; the vegetable
riches of the soil easily obtained; their
ignorance of navigation ; the divided
nature of their government, which
are circumstances unfavourable to
the propagation of new opinons and
customs ; and lastly, the ideas entertained of the ferocity of a people,
practising anthropophngi, which may
well be supposed to have damped the
ardour, and restrained the zeal of
religious innovators.-(Burton
and
Ward, Marsden, Anderson, 4c.)

-

BATTU(or Pulo ~atu.1-An island lying off the western coast of
Sumatra, situated immediately south
of the equinoctial line, and in length
about forty miles, by ten the average
breadth. I t is inhabited by a colony
from the island of Neas, who pay a
yearly tax to the Raja of Baluaro, a
small fortified village in the interior,
belonging to a different race, whose
number m said to be limited to 100,
which it is not allowed to exceed,
exactly as many children being reared
as are sufficient to supply the deaths.
They are reported to resemble the
Macassars end Buggesses, and may
have been originally adventurers
from Celebes. The influence of the
Baluaro Raja over the Neas colonists,
who out-number his subjects by
twenty to one, is founded on a superstitious belief with which they are
impressed, that all the water in the

islatld will become salt if they neglect
to pay the tax. He, in his turn,
heing in danger from the Malay
traders, who resort hither from Padang, and are not equally credulous,
is obliged to pay them an annual
tribute of sixteen ounces of gold.
The food of the people here, as on
the other south-western Sumatran
isles, is mostly sago, and their exports cocoa-nuts, oil in considerable
quantities, and sea-slug, or bicbe de
mar. No rice is cultivated. Pulo
Batu is visible from Natal Hill, on
the main-land of Sumatra, and is
entirely covered with wood.---(Mar#den, 4c.I
BATTULAKL-Aharbour situated
at the northern extremity of the island of Magindanao ; lat. 5' 42' N.,
Ion. 125' E. This port is known by
a remarkable rock about the aize of a
large dwelling-house, of a pipe-clay
colour, between which and the main
is a reef of rocks, that boats may
pass over at high water; within these
1s ten fathoms water. The Dutch
once attempted a settlement here,
but were expelled by the natives.(Forrest, &.)
BATUBARA.-A petty town and
state of some note on the northeastern const of Sumatra, situated
on both sides of a river of the same
name ; lat. 3' 13' N., Ion. 99' 37' E.
The name Batu Bara originates from
a large stone in the interior, which
at night has the appearance of being
red hot. The country is subordinate to Siak, from whence the local
chiefs receive their chops and dignities; but heing rich and commercial,
their allegiance is not very submism e . In 1823 salt-fish, rattans, and
silk cloths were the principal exports;
about seventy chests of opium and
some raw silk the chief imports ;
slaves and horses are brought down
from the interior. The inhabitants
are considerable prow-owners, and
general carriers of the t d c between
this part of Sumatra and Penang, k c .
Some are in consequence wealthy,
according to Malay ideas, and own
several large vessels. They also rna-

nufacture rich silk and gold cloths,
and coarse cotton cloths. In 1822
the stationary Malay population was
estimated at 10,000; the Batta cultivators of the interior, most of them
cannibals, were also numerous. The
Batta chiefs sell their daughters to
the Malay nobles for between 300
and 400 dollars, and usually present
d o n g with her ten or twelve slaves,
a few horses, and some buffaloes.
The blood-money for murder here is
444 dollars and 44 pice, and wounds
of various degrees of severity are
expiated in proportion.-(Andercon,

4c.I
BAUG.-A town in the province of
Malwa, situated at the confluence of
the rivers Girna and Wauznev. about
eighty miles S.W. from 0oj&; lat.
2%' 26' N.. Ion. 74' 54' E. The
mountainous tract on which Baug
stands stretches for a considerable
distance along the course of the Nerbudda, but leaving in general an intermediate plain between the ridge
nnd the river of about ten miles in
breadth. There are few towns or
even villages o s this range, which is
thinly peopled by miserable Bheel
tribes, some still, in the migratory
stage.
The town of Baug is built on horizontal beds of sand-stone, a t the
foot of a range of low hills about
100 feet high, forming the western
boundary of a pleasant valley, three
miles long by one in breadth. I n
1818 i t contained only 400 houses ;
but prior to the desolation of the last
twenty years is said to have contained 2,000. I t lies on the road
from Malwa to Gujerat by what is
termed the Oudipoor pass, and from
hence two roads diverge; one eastward through the Tanda pass, the
pther by the Tirella ghaut, leading
to Indore and Oujein. In 1820 the
town and pergunnah belonged t o
Smdia, but yielded him only 9,000
rupees per annum. Iron ore abounds,
and is fused by the native blacksmiths, who procure above fifty per
cent. even by their imperfect procomes.

Four miles S.6.E. of Baug are fhs
sculptured cave temples, four in
number, but only the most northern
remains in a state of preservation.
The open area of one cave is eightyfour feet square, besides which there
are many side rooms, and others further advaiiced into the hill; but
without plates it would be impossible
t o render the subject intelligible.
Mr. Erskine is of opinion that these
excavations are of Buddhist origin,
and present another example of
temples dedicated to that religion, in
co~lntrieswhere we have no historical record that i t ever existed, and
where not a single individual of the
sect is now to be found. Throughout the whole there is no trace of
Brahminical mythology, there being
no unnatural or distorted figures with
many limbs or heads, except a mutilated figure of Ganesa, which 'has
the appearance of being a much
more recent piece of sclilpture than
the others.-(DaltgerJield, Malcolm,
Erakine, gc.)
BADGLEE.-A town in the province of Malwa, situated on the
Keiree nullah, five miles north of
Soondursee, and containing a stone
ghurry, or native redoubt. , In 1820
i t belonged to Raj Rana Zalinl Singh,
and contained about 1,000 houses.

-

BAUGBEEf ~ a g h h a r i ) . A wild
and jungly pergunnah in the province
of Bengal, district of Midnapoor,
situated towards the north-eastern
quarter. Although within sixty miles
of Calcutta, up to A.D. 1816, owing
t o peculiar local obstacles, the authority of government had never
been properly established in this
tract, nor had the peaceably disposed
inhabitants ever enjoyed that protection which had been so effectually
extended to all the other parts of the
old British provinces. In Baugree
the leaders of the Cboars continued
t o act as if they had been iodependent of any government, and endeavoured t o maintain their independence by the most atrocious acts,
and frequently by the murder of individuals in revenge for evidence
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&en against them. Besides thus
BAUKASIB.-A town in t h e roperpetrating rapine and murder in v h c e of Mooltan, near the mout! of
the prosecution of their ordinary vo- the Lonee, which together with the
cation, these miscreants were gene- whole country under Parkur in
rally ready to become the instru- 1820 belonged to the Ameers of
ments of private malice among the Sinde.-(Ec'phimtone, qc.)
inhabitants, when the malignity of
B ~ ~ ~ ~town
~ in~ the
. - proA
their hatred stimulated them to a 5 .in,, of ~
~situated~ on the~north ~
l
,
sassination, which
were
side of the Puddah (Padma),or grand
perform with their Own trunk of the Ganges, twenty-one miles
hands. Every attempt t o establish N E from ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ lat.h NO~ d ~ b ~ d
an efficient police having failed, i t
he,ion. 880 441 E. hi^ is a
became necessary to concentrate the large and populous place, and of conPowers u s l l a l l ~vested in different siderable commercial importance. It
local authorities in one functionary, is dsothe seat of a commercial resi~
~
~
~
under the immediatedirection of the dent on the pat.t of the ~
~ 1814~ a
~ of ~
~
Governor-general,which was accord- c
i n g l ~done, and Mr. Oakley
teak-trees, which had been effected
to execute this arduous commission. here, had a thriving appearance.
The first measure adopted by this
BAuNTwA~.-A
in the Gugentleman was to ascertain the principd ringleaders of the banditti, in jerat peninsula, twenty-seven m l a
210 2w
Junaghur;
late
order that they might be specifically
excluded from the general amnesty ion.
l7'
BAUPETTAH.-Atown in the northt o be offered to the great majority of
the Choars; the next was to deprive ern circars, thirteen miles W.N.W.
them of their accustomed sup lies of from Niznmpatnam ; lat. 15' 58' N.,
food ; to encourage a spirit o f active loo. 80' 30' E.
co-operation among the inhabitants;
BAYHUTT.-~
town belonging to
nnd enerally to diminish the terror sindia in the province of ~
~
l
~
whici the cruelty of these robbers twenty milea from ,-hendare.
had impressed on the neighbouring
/ ~ ~ Y P ~ M ) . - ~
BAYPOOB
villagers and cultivators. The success of these measures was becoming town on the Malabar const, seven
daily more conspicuous, when it was miles south from Calicut; lat. 11'
unfortunately arrested by the insor- 10' N-9 10n.75~5.2' E - TipPo0 new
rection of the Pykes in the adjacent named this place SultanPatnam, and
b hef-~ intended
~ ~ . to have made it a commerpergunnah of ~ h ~ ~ j ~h~
400
fect, however, of this commotion was cial emporium- Teak ships
here,
timber
only temporary, for by the middle of tons are
1816 the gang of plunderers had cured in the neighbourhood, and om
been dispersed, and crimes of enor- the chips and sawdust, teak tar is
saw-mi11s were
mity nearly suppressed, while the extracted.
current revenue due to government erected here on speculation, with the
was realized. In February 1816 the view of Su~Plyingthe d0ck-~md8a t
Choar banditti consisted of nineteen Bombay with planks ; but the mOvleaders and about 200 accomplices, ing power beily wind, i t a ~ ~ m too
e d
In the course of a few months, all the precarious for the heavy machinery
chiefs except two were apprehended,
or fell in the attempts to apprehend
BEACUL(Vyacula).-A native fort
them ;their frequent and pertinacious on the Malabar coast, thirty-seven
resistance being part1 ascribable to miles S. by W. from Mangalore, and
their long habits o?ferocity, and placed, like Cananore, on a high
partly t o their expectation of capital point, projecting into the sea towards
punishment if taken alive.--(Public the south, and having a bay within
M.9. Documents, Oakky, gc.)
it; lat. la0 23' N., Ion. 76' 6' E..T h e
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town stands north from the fort, and
in 1800 contained 100 houses. The
inhabitants are chiefly Moplays and
Mucuas, with a few Tiars (cultivators) and people of the Concan, who
had 4ong settled in Malabar as s h o p
keepers.--( F. Buthanun, 4-4)
BEABA.-A considerable town in
the province of Gujerat, forty miles
E. by S. from Surat Castle, where a
small detachment of troops is usually
stationed.
/ J'edaghar).-A
town
BEDAGHUR
in the nrovince of Gundwana nine
miles shuth-west from ~ u r r a lat.
~;
23' 5' N., Ion. 80' 9
' E.
BEDNORE
f Bkdururu).-A district
in the north-western extremity of the
1CIysore Raja's territories, situated on
the summit of that range of western
hills which overlooks the provinces of
Canaraand Malabar, and is named the
Western Ghauts. These mountains,
elevated from 4,000 to 5,000feet above
the level of the sen, present to the
west a surface in many places perpendicular to the horizon, ant1 their
height intercepts the clouds of the
western monsoon. Nine rainy months
in the year are usually calculated on
in this climate, and for six of that
number it is usual to make the same
preparatory arrangement for provision, water excepted, as are adopted
in a ship proceeding on a long voyage. This redundant moisture not
only favours the peculiar products of
the soil, but also covers the face of
the country with timber of great dimensions, and underwood scarcely
to be penetrated.
The exports from Bednore consist
principally of pepper, betel-nut, sandal-wood, and cardamums; the imports salt, rice, cocoa-nuts, oil, turmeric, and cotton cloths. The roads
being bad, most of the exports are
carried to Mangalore by porters ; the
most important article is betel-nut.
The difference of elevation makes
this climate a month later than on
the sea-coast. The cattle are small ;
but the number reared exceeding that
required for domestic purposes, the
s ~ p l u 8is exported. When con-

quered by Hjder, in 1763, the Bednore domin~onscomprehended the
maritime province now named Canara, and to the east a tract of open
country, reaching to Sunta Bednore
and Hoolukera, within twenty miles
F. Budaof Chitt1edroog.-(JVilkr,
M n , 4c.1
BEDNORE.-Atown in the ~ ~ s d r e
territories, the capital of the preceding district, and situated in lat. 13O
50' N., Ion. 75' 6' E. It was originally named Biderhully, or bamboo
village, until the seat of government
was transferred from Ikery, after
which it was called Bideruru, or bamboo place. On this removal, the
whole revenue being expended here,
Bednore became a city of great magnitude and commerce, and is said to
have contained 20,000 houses, besides
huts, defended by a circle of woods,
hills, and fortified defiles. When
taken by Hyder in 1763, it was estimated at eight miles in circumference,
and the plunder realized was reported
(by native authorities) at twelve millions sterling. Being, like his son
Tippoo, a great changer of names, he
called it Hydernuggur, in which it
rejoiced until 1783, when it was taken
and plundered by a detachment of
Bombay troops under General Matthews; but they were soon after
attacked by Tippoo and his French
auxiliaries, and all destroyed or made
prisoners. At Tippoo's death, Bednore still contained 1,500 houses, besides huts, and it has since greatly
recovered, being a convenient thoroughfare for goods.
During the
Ranny's overnment, one hundred
families o f concan Christians settled
here, and subsisted by distilling and
vending spirituous liquors; but Tippoo carrried them all offto Seringapatam. Travelling distance from S e
ringapatem, 187 miles ;from Madras,
445 ; and from Poona, 382 miles.(F. Buchanan, Wilks, Rennell, &-.)
BEEANS.-A small and extremely
mountainous district in Northern
Hindostan, situated about lat. 30°
15'N., Ion. 80' 50' E., and bordering
on the Nepaulese territories, east of

BEEDER.
the Cali River, by wfiich it is tm prlncipalIy between the eeventeenth
and twentieth degrees of north lativersed.
B ~ ~ ~ ~town
~ ~belonging
. - Ato tude, and at present comprehended
in the pro. in the dominions of the Nlzam. T a
the ~ r i ~ government
i ~ h
vince of Candeish, situated at the the
it is
Aurungathe
confluence of the Soornuddy and bad and Berm; On the
H~derabsd; to the
Arkye, at the N.W. angle of which large province
fort ; late 210 1 ( N.,
~ ion. east it has Hyderabad and Gundwais a
1820 it was the head na; and o v h e west Aurungabad end
75048'E.
of a pergunnah containing 189 vil- Beja~oor* The surface of this Pr*
vince ia uneven and hilly, but not
1ages.--( Malcolm, gc.)
mountainous, and it is intersected by
BmcxOLEE--A
many small streams, which having ferwith a Small fort, situated on a nar- tifized the soil, flow into the Beema,
row creek communicating with the fishna, and ~
~ ~h~ cound
Goas
which it is try in general is very productive, and
thirteen miles N. by E. distant. I t Under the old ~
i government
~
d
stands within the limits of the Goa contained a redundant population,
territories, and is tbe usual place of but it is uow
inhabited
embarkation for travellers who have
with the ~ r i ~ i ~ h
come down the Ram Ghaut from the ~ l ~longh the~ ~ of ~a M~ * ,~
Deccan.--( FuUarton, gc.)
medan sovereignty, and still subject
BEECHIACO
(Becchakor).-A
mi- to princes of that persuasion, the
serable village In the Nepaulese do- Hindoos exceed the rival sect in the
minions, with a substantial dhurrum- proportion of three to one. The
sala, situated on an elevsted bank junction of three languages, the Teabove the bed of the Beechiaco tor- linga, the Maharatta, and the Carent, twenty-seven miles south from narese, takes place in this province
Catmandoo; lat. GoIY N., lon. 84O some where near the capital. The
65'E. This place consists of about largest rivers are the Godavery and
a dozen huts, hut a&rds no supplies Manjera ; the chief towns, Beeder,
to the traveller except wood and wa- Calberga, Nandere, and Calliany.
ter, of which last there is a very fine The principal modern subdivisions
spring, besides several small streams are
1. Calberga.
in a wide stony channel; yet there is
5. Beeder.
no cultivation in the vicinity, the
2. Naldroog.
6. Nandere.
only inhabitants being a few Parbut3. Akulcotta.
7. Patree.
4. Calliany.
ties or mountain Hindoos, who collect duties and supply travellers. After the Mahomedan conquest the
The name Bichakor s~gnifiesa place province was the seat of the Bhameabounding with scorpions. During nee dynasty of Deccan sovereigns,
the last campJn agalnst the Nepau- the f i s t of whom waa ~ h udhDeen,
lese Beechiaco was taken by Sir Da- Houssun Kangoh Bhamenee, A.D.
vid Ochterlony, who established a - 1347, whose capital was Calberga.
depAt, and fortified it with a stock- Besides the princes of the Nizam
ade.-(F.
Buchanan, gc.)
Sh&y; Adil Shahy, and Cuttub
B E E C H I P O Ovilltbne
B . ~ in the pro- Sbahy families, founded on the ruins
vince of Mooltan, division of Sin&,
the Bhamenee
there were
situated on the west bank of the
G
~ on the
~ road~from ~~
,~ theirdonce extensive
~
~dominions.
~
One
had to Mandavie, in c u t & ; lat. 240
founded by Ameer Bereed (abollt
35' N., Ion. 69' 5' E.
1518), the prime minister or rather
the confiner of the two last Bhameneesultans, and called after him the
BEEDER.
Bereed Shahy. His dominions were
A province of the Deccan situated small, consisting of Beeder, the capi-

-

.

~
~

~
~

ml, and a few districts round the city.
The royal d i t did not remain long
in his family, L s territories being
wrested from his grandson by the
other princes of the Deccan, and the
short-lived kingdom of Beeder destroyed. Along with the other Deceany provinces, it was subjugated by
the Mogols towards the conclusion
of the seventeenth century, during
the reign of Aurengzebe, from whose
successors i t was abstracted i~ 1717,
by Nizam ul Mulk, and has ever since
been occupied b his successors the
N i a m s of ~ ~ d e r a b a d . But the
Peshwr had always large claims for
choute on this territory, which, when
regularly paid,yielded seventeen lacks
o f rupees; but when by the fortune
of war the Maharatta claims devolved to the British government, the
arrears had so accumulated, that in
1820 they amounted to two and a
half crores of rupees.
(Ferbhta,
Scott, Mackenzie, Elpirinstone, 4c.)
BEEDERf ~ider).-The capital of
the preceding rovince, situated in
lat. 17" 49' N., on. 77' 46'E., xevent -three miles N.W. from Hyderabad.
lccording to descriptions given forty
years ago, and we have none more
recent, this place is fortified with a
'stone wall, a dry ditch, and many
round towers. The wall is six miles
in circumference, and the town i t enclobes stands in an open plain, except
the east side, Which is on a ground
that rises about 100 yards. The
'whole is much decayed, but the remains of some good buildings are still
visible. I t was formerly noted for
works of tutenague inlaid with silver,
and near the ruins of old Beeder, Ahmed Shah Bhamenee founded the city
of Ahmedabad, which he made his
capital instead of Calberga, aud this
is the modern Beeder. Travelling
distance from Hyderabad seventyeight miles ; from Delhi 857; from
Madras 430; and from Calcutta 980
miles.--( Upton, Scott, Rennell, $c.)
BEEJALPOOR.-A town in the province of Malwa, three miles and a
half south from Indore, which in
1820 contained 300 houses.

-

f

town
B E X J A P O(OYgaynpura).-A
~
and pequnnah in the province of
Gujerat, divisiou of Chowal, a t present subject to the Guicowar; lat.
23' 37'N., lon. 72' 46'E., forty miles
north from Ahmedabad. This tract
had been transferred to the British
government prior to 1810, but up to
that period not the least progress had
been made in eradicating the turbulent and rapaciouv habits of the natives. I n 1811 i t was let in farm
for five years at an annual rent of
171,647 rupees ; aud in 1817, after
many endeavours, was given in exchange to theGuicowar for somemore
peaceableperg~~nnal~s.-(RowIes,Carnac, gc.)
BEEJNOTE.-A town in the province of Ajmeer, situated about fifteen miles east of the city of Jesselmere.
BEEMARIVER(Bhima terr$c).This river has its source in the mountains about forty miles north of Poona, which it passes a t a distance of
fifteen miles. From hence, with many
windings, it flows in a south-easterly
direction, receiving the accessiori of
various hill streams, until after a
course of about 400 miles it joins the
Krishna near Firozeghur. The horses
most esteemed by the Maharattos are
bred on the banks of the Beema.
They are of a middle size and strong,
are rather a handsome breed, generally dark bay with black legs, and are
named from the country that breeds
them,Beemarteddy horses.-(Rennell,
5th Register, 4c.)
BEERAT.-A town in the province
of Agra, sixty miles N.N.E. from Jeypoor; lat. 27' 42' N., lon. 75' 59' E.
BEERANAH.-An Open village ill
.the province of Ajmeer, situated to
the south of the Cuggur, sixty miles
N.W. of Hansi, encompassed by a
ruinous mud wall without a ditch.
In 1810 it contained about 3,000 inhabitants, and had sixteen wells in,
the vicinity.-(E. Gardner, 4c.)
BEERGUB.-A~open village in the
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rovince of Ajmek, thirty-five n~iles a smaller fort, also incomplete, which
Eom Hissw and three from Futteh- encloses an area with apartments
abad, situated on the south side of ranged in galleries like a serai, and a
the Cuggur river.
pagoda of ancient appearance dedicated to Bhairava, one of the forms
BEGUMABAD.-Avillage in the of Siva much venerated by the Mahaprovince of Delhi, district of Meerut, rattas.-(~dlarton, 4.4
about twenty-three miles E.N.E. from
Delhi. To the west of this place
BE~A~Hu~(Y~a~a~hnra).-~lar~e
there is an old but spacious serai.
hill-fort in the province of Candeish,
situated among the Satpoora range
So?dRoo'-See S'ERDHUNA'
of mountains, and formerly the caBEHARKATRA.-A fortified town pital of the old Hindoo province of
in the province of Malwa, situated Nemaur. Lat. 21° 36' N., lon. 7 5 O
within a narrow defile of hills on the 30' E. By Abul Faze1 it is called
left bank of the Parbutty river. In the capital of Candeish. The modern
1820 it contained about 1,100 inha- district of Bejagllur took its name
bitants.
from this fortress, which, however,
Kurgoon
BEHDUROO.-A small district in has long been
the l'JrinciI'al
.the Kohistan of Lahore, situated to being 'Ow
the north of Chamba, but respecting t O w n l as the manager On the part
the Holkar family resides there. With
which nothing further is known.
the exception of the small division
BEHONE.-A town in the province of Burwannee, the circar of Bejaghur
of Allahabad, seventeen miles N.W. colnprizes nearly the whole of southfrom Punnah. Lat. 25' l'N., 1011. 80° ern Nemaur. In 1796 it yielded a
5' E.
revenue of one lack and a half, in
B E H R E E . Atown and pergonnah 1820
50,000 rupees, per annum.
gc.)
in the province of Agra, nineteen
miles S.E. from Kalpee. Lat. 25O
64' N., lon. 79' 54' E.
BEJAPOOR.
BEHUT.-A town and small perA
large
province of the Deccan~
gunnah in the province of Allahabad, seventeen miles N.W. from Jeit- extending frOnl the l5th to the l8th
poor. L ~ 250
~ 26'
. N., ion. 790 1 8 ~degrees of north latitude. On the
north it is bounded by the province
E.
of Aurungabld; on the south by the
BEAUT.-A town in the province Toombuddra, Wurda, and district of
of Delhi, district of Saharunpoor, Canara; to the east it has Aurungaabout fifteen miles N.W. from the bad and Hydrabad along the course
town of Saharunpoor.
of the Beema river, and to the west
B E ~ L K ~ ~ ~village
~.-A
situated on the Indian Ocean.
In length it may
an eminence in the province and be estimated at 320 miles, by 200 the
h i pms t ~ c t s
district of Candeish, about fiftymiles a v ~ ! . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~of~tllis
S.S.W. from Boorhanpoor, and reespemarkable for a well-huilt stone fort, vince are very
in this district, where cially in the vicinity of the ghauts,
a rare
the village forts are usually of the where hill fortresses of great natural
The site
most wretched description,-(FuC
strength
for these strongholds are nearly all
larton, &c.)
of the same character, namely,isolated
B E ~ ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ H u ~ . - ~ n e x t e n seminences,
i v e b u t with flat summits, and
unfinished fortress in the province of' sides perpendicular for fifty or a hunMalwa, situated on the left bank of dred feet from their upper margin, or
the Sipra, a short distance below easily made so by scarping. Being
Oojein. Its outer wall comprehends thus rendered inaccessible from be-
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low, except by one narrow and difficult path, all necessity for outworks
is superseded, and the fortress usually
presents only a wall cresting the edge
of the precipice, instead of the numerous and intricate lines of defence
which connect rock with rock from
the base to the summit of the fortified droogs in the south of India.
Although less alpine, all that extent
of surface to the east of the ghauts
is also greatly elevated above the
level of the sea. In such tracts as
are flat and arable the black soil
prevails,p.articularly along the courses
of the principal rivers, such us the
Kriahna, Toombuddra, Beema, .and
Gut urba.
TRere is nothing remarkable in the
agriculture or productions of Bejapoor, and the local peculiarities will
be discussed under the principal
heads respectively. The horses-reared on the banks of the Beema were
held in great estimation by the Maharattas. and mounted their best cavalry. Until recently the whole seacoast was ~ossessed bv that race.
which being little addkted to ma:
ritime commerce, whatever traffic did
subsist was mostly carried on by
means of land carriage; but the
amount of this species of interchange
all over the Deccan has always been
considerable. As this section of Hindostan did not come under the sway
of the Mogul emperors until long
after the death of Abul Fazel, and
remained but a short time in subjection, we have no ancient description of its condition ; at present the
principal modern geographical and
territorial subdivisions are the following, beginning at the south-west.
1. The Concan.
2. Colapoor.
3. Mortizabad.
4. Assodnagur.
5. Bejapoor district.
6. Sackur.
7. Raichoor.
8. Mudgul.
9. Gujunderghur.
10. Annagoondy.
11. Bancapoor.
12. Gunduck.

-

13. Noorgool.
14. Azimnagur.
15. Ryebaugh.
16. Darwar.
In this province, approaching the
Krishna from the southward, the
Maharatta tongue becomes more and
more in use; leaving this river to the
south, the Canara dialect declines in
a similar proportion : so that the
Krishna may be deemed the dividing
boundary of the two languages, but
the Canara is rather more spoken to
the northward than the Maharatta to
the south of that river. The Krishna
is remarkable also for separating different styles of building. To the
south the houses of the lower classes
are flat-roofed, and covered with mud
and clay; northward the roofs are
pitched and thatched. At present the
principal towns are Bejapoor, Satara,
Goa, Bijanagur, or Annagoondy,
Warree, Colapoor, Darwar, Shahnoor, Hoobly, and Meritch.
South of Poona tlie Bheels are
succeeded by the Ramooses, a more
civilized and thorouahly subdued
tribe, who principally yn6abit the detached branches of the western ghaut
mountains stretching to the eastward. They have the same thievesh
habits as the Bheels, but no peculiar
Ian uage, and being more intermingle$ approach the lower castes of
Maharattas. They are a numerous
community spread over the Bejapoor
province, thieves by trade, yet often
employed as police servants and village watchmen. They are without
caste, but abstain from eating beetiand
dislike husbandry and mechanic labour, but are much addicted to hunting and other idle recreations. Like
the Bheels; Coolies, and other depredators, the Ramooses are quiet under
a vigorous government, but the reverse when the state reins are in the
least relaxed, as they then unite in
bands and subsist by plunder. Their
principal strongholds are in the hills
joining the gha~itsto the south-west
of Satara, but they do nos reach further south than Colapoor, or further
east than the parallel of the latitude
of Bejapoor city.
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After the dissulntion of the Bha- of conferring Hindoo titles, they bemenee empire of the Deccan, Abou- ing in general exclu~ivelyArabic.
ul-Muzuffir Adil Shahy founded the
The decay and destruction of the
Adil Shahy sovereignty of Be'apoor, Bejapoor Deccany empire, and the
which, in A.D. 1489, compreiended rise of that of the Maharattas, hapwithin the circle of its government pened so nearly at the same time, that
all the country from the river Beema this province cannot with strictness
to Bejapoor. In 1502 he introduced be said ever to have been subject to
the ceremonies of the Shiah sect of the throne of Delhi, although reMahomedans, which did not, prior to gularly enumekted in the list of southat era, exist in the Deccan. He died bahs. During the reign of AurengA.D. 1510. His successors were :
zebe its possession was disputed with
much sla hter; but his successors
Ismael Adil Shah ; died 1534.
Mooloo Adil Shah; died in 1557. early abazonedit to the Maharattas,
During his last illness, this prince put and with them, untii very recent
to death several physicians who had events, the larger portion of it refailed in effecting his cure, beheading mained.
some, and treading others to death
After the conclusion of the war
with elephants, so that aN the sur- with Dowlut Row Sindia in 1804, the
viving medical practitioners, being Maharatta territories in this province
alarmed, fled his dominions.
exhibited a scene of the most extra'
Ali Adil Shah, assassinated 1579. ordinary anarchy, and although noIn the year 1564, the four Maho- minally subject to the Peshwar, his
n ~ e d asultnns
~ ~ of the Deccan formed authority scarcely extended beyond
o confederacy against Ram Raja, the the city of Poona, and was resisted
Hindoo sovereign of Bijanagur ; and by every petty head of a village. The
having totally defeated and slain him different chiefs and leaders of banditti
in battle, took and plundered his ca- by whom the country was occupied
pita]. With that raja ended the long- were almost innumerable; the nalnes
established and powerful Hindoo dy- and desi nations of the principal were
nasty of Bijanagur.
GoUah ?afterwards generalissimo to
Ibrahim Adil Shah the second; the ex-Peshwa and killed in battle),
died in 1636. During his reign the Appa Saheb and Bala Saheb (the sons
Mogul power began to be severely of Purseram Bhow, and heads of the
felt in the Deccan.
Putwurden family), Appah Dessaye,
Mahomed Adil Shah ; died A.D. Furkia, Bapocjee Sindia, thevinchoor
1660. In this reign Sevajee the Cur, Madarow Rastia, the Raja of
Maharatta revolted, which with the Colapoor, Futteh Singh Bhoonsla,
M o ~ conquests
l
reduced the Beja- Chintamun Row (the nephew of Purpoor principality to the last extremity. seram Bhow), Tantia, Punt Pritty
Ali Add Shah the second. This Niddy, and others of inferior note
princedied in 1672, after a turbulent depending on these leaders. These
reign, during the course of which he assumed the title of jaghiredare, slenjoyed little more of royalty than though they were properly only s a
the name, his country having been rin 'amy sirdars of the Poona state.
usurped by Sevajee and other vassals. In %t, there were very few of the
Secunder Adil Shah succeeded, but southern jaghiredam who had any
never acquired any real power, being just pretensions to the territories they
merely an instrument in the hands of occupied in 1803.
his nobility. With him ended the
In A.D. 1818 the whole of this
Adil Shahy dynasty, in 1689, when vast province, with the exception of
the city of Bejapoor was bgsiqed the territory reserved for the Satara
and taken by Aurengzebe, and Se- Raja, became subordinate to the Bricunder Adil Shah made prisoner. tish government, which established
This Mahomedan dynasty of Beja- the district of Darwar, and new
poor was remarkable for the practice modelled the political relations of the
VOL. I.
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different petty chiefs and jaghiredars,
the most noted of whom in 1891,
besides the powerful Putwurden family and the Colapoor Raja, were the
chiefsof Kittoor, Moodhole, Nepaunee, Nurgoond and Ramdroog, Gujundcrghur, Shanoor, and Jambhotee,
all coerced (most unwillingly) into
peaceful habits by the strong arm of
the British power.--(The Duke of
WeUington, Ferishta, Elphinatone,
Malcolnz, Moor, Wilkr, &.)
BEJAPOOR
(Vi 'ayapura,the intpregaab/e eityl.-~Le
ancient capital of
the province of Bejapoor. In old
books of European travels it is generally written Viziapoor. Lat. 16' 46'
N., Ion. 75' 47' E.
When taken by Aurengzebe in person, A.D. 1GS9, the fortificatlone
fiom description appear to have been
of immense extent, for between the
wall of what is usually called the fort
and the outer wall of the old city,
there wns said to have been room for
15,000 cavalry to encamp. Within the
' citadel, or inner fort, were the king's
palace, the houses of the nobility, and
large magazines, besidesextensive gardens, and round the whole a deep
ditch always filled with water. I t is
utill asserted by the natives, with their
msual proneness to exaggeration, that
Bejapoor while flourishing contained
984,000 inhabited houses, and 1,600
mosques. After its surrender the
reservoirs and wells in the fort decreased, and the country around became waste to a considerable distance.
At present it exhibits to the view a
vast expanse of ruins, which prove the
original magnitude of the city when
it was the capital of an independent
monarchy.
Thegreat domeof Mahomed Shah's
tomb is discerned from the village of
Kunnoo, fourteen miles distant, and
from the numerous spires, cupolas,
and minarets that strike the eye, a
great population is anticipated; but
on entering the gate the illusion vanishes, for, excepting the receptacles
of the dead, all the other buildings are
more or less in a state of ruin. The
walls of the outer fort extend eight

measured miles by the counterscarp of
the ditch, and though decayed in many
parts, there is not yet a complete
breach through any part of them ;indeed, in 1819 guns were still mounted
on them, and centinels stationed a t
the gates. Of these there are seven,
mz. the Mecca, Shahpoor, Bhaminy,
Padshapoor, Allahpoor, and Futteh
gates, one being shut up. Ttlere were
formerly R ditch; covered way, and
glacis on the eastern face, but time
has scarcely left a vestige of them.
The inner fort or citadel is fast crumbling into ruins, and within its enclosure, the palace, or rather its ruins, is
situated.
About five miles from the great
western gate is a village called Toorvee, built on the o ~ t s k i r t sof the former city. A t this spot are still to be
seen the remains of a royal palace, of
a mosque, and of various other erections of less note. T o the east of this
etands the Dirga of Chunda Saheb,
a Mahomedanmosquoa mean structure, but still the resort of devotees;
and in a hollow near it are the elegant mausoleum and mosque of Abdalla Khan, minister t o one of the
Bejapoor sovereigns. From hence to
the glacis of the fort i s a succession
of ruins, chiefly Mahomedan tombs,
forcibly reminding the traveller of the
space between Delhi and the Cuttub
Minar. The mausoleum and mosque
of Ibrahim Adil Shah stand among t h e
other ruins of the old city, at a short
distance without the western wall of
the fort. They are built on a basement 130 ards in length and fifty- 6,two in breadrth, and raised fifteen feet;
kd
inside 116 by seventy-six, covered by
hG
an immense dome raised on arches.
4Y
The mausoleum is a room fifty-seven
$3
feet square, enclosed by two verandas
thirteen feet broad and twenty-two fi.1 )
feet high. The central chamber of
If
the latter is quite plain, as is also the
k3
interior of the mosque, but in other
~h
respects these buildings excel in elaborate architectural elegance, and
might be advantageously compared
with thc most celebrated Moeul sepulchres in upper Hindostan. ?he Betwork of the ceilings of the verandas,
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their panels covered with passages
of the Koran in bas-relief, and stone
trellices pierced with a meshwork of
Arabic characters, are all in the highest style af oriental sculpture. The
rich overlapping eornices and small
~ninarets, terminating in a globe or
pinnacle instead of open square turrets, as in the north of India, are remarkable architectural features which
seem peculiar to the ruins of Bejapoor.
The number of buildings remaining
in a tolerable state of preservation
within what is called the fort of Bejapoor (for i t is properly a great city
separated by fortifications from another still larger) is still very considerable. One entire and very regular
street for nearly three miles, about
fifty feet wide, paved throughout, and
presenting mnny stone buildings, both
pnvate dwellings and mos ues. There
1s also another street of Ais description, which runs parallel to the north,
but somewhat more obstructed with
rubbish. The most remarkable edifices
within the fort are the tombs of Abdul Reza and Shah Newauz, the jumma musjeed or great mosque, the celebrated mausoleum of Sultan Mahmood Shah, the bowlee of the Nao
Bagh, the town called the Ooperee
Boorj, besides eedgahs, mosques, and
mausoleums innumerable. There is
also a low Hindoo temple, supported
by numerous pillars of single stones,
in the earliest and rudest style ofBrahminical architecture, supposed to have
been the work of the Pandoos; and
this is almost the only Hindoo struc'ture extant in or about Bejapoor. The
military Khajoos, said to have lwen
built by a sweeper, is another of the
curiosities, on account of the massy
stone chains that hang from its angles,
. which must have been cut from solid
blocks,' as no joining in the links is
perceptible.
The inhabited portion of the fort
is chiefly in the vicinity of the great
mosque. There are also groupes of
houses scattered over its vast area,
and mud hovels are seen stuck up
among the massy ruins. There are
also some enclosed and cultivated

fields; b ~ i tthe space generally is a
wilderness, covered with grass and
shrubs and interspersed with trees.
Without the western gate there is
a well-frequented bazar, neatly built
of stone, which is now almost the
only inhabited quarter of what is
called the city. Bejapoor as it now
subsists may be described as two cities adjoining each other, that which
is called the fort lying to the east,
and the old city to the west. On the
southern side of the fort there are no
traces of any ancient building or of
the city walls, the walls of the fort
being the ultimate boundary of Bejapoor in that direction. Most of
the large edifices (the palaces in the
citadel excepted) appear to have had
little or no wood used in their construction, the prevailing character of
the architecture being rather massive
solidity, than elaborate workmanship
or elegant design. There are sonle
enormous guns still remaining bere,
corresponding with the Cyclopean
niagnitude of the fort. Formerly
there were twelve, but in 1820 only
t h e great brass gun (cast in 1549)
and the long iron onZ remained.
F o r the calibre of the first an iron
bullet weighing 2,646 Ibs. would be
required. I n 1823 the Bombay government was extremely desirous of
sending it to England, as a present
to the King, but until the roads arq
improved it would be almost impossible to transport such a ponderous
mass to the sea-coast.
Until 1818 this city was comprehended in that portion of the B e j a ~
oor province belonging to the Poona
haharattas, during which the ruins
were the noted haunts of thieves,
who have been extirpated since the
introduction of the British authority.
No regular: urvey of this quarter
having ever been executed, the position of this city is laid down in the
maps full twelve miles nearer the
junction of the Malpurba and Krishna than it ought to be, and two-thirds
of the towns and villages placed in
its vicinity have either no existence,
or are misnamed or misplaced. The
district of Bejapoor is inhabited by
M
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dence of the Raja of Cahlore, situated on the left bank of the S~ltuleje (which is here about 100 yards
broad when the waters are at the
lowest), 1,465 feet above the level of
the sea; lat. 31' 19'N., Ion. 76O 45/
E. By Mr. Foster, wbo visited it in
1783, Belaspoor is described as a
well-built town, exh~bitin~
a regularity not often met with in this quarter
stone, 4c.)
of Hindostan, and in 1819 it retainBEJAPOOB.-A large subdivision of ed
same character. The streets
the Bejapoor province,
On
ore paved, though roughly, and the
west, and
by the houses are built with stone and marthe
Beem@ Maun, Angury, and "jshtar. The Ranny, or princess of Cahna nvers. The chief towns are Be- lore
I;,, him calour) there
japoor (already described), H u t t n n ~ ~resided, and possessed an illcome
and Mangulwara.
which he estimated at twelve lacks of
B~~nwan.--Atown in the province rupees; but a tenth part of the sum
of Allahabad, district of Bundelcund, would, probably, have been nearer
twenty-four miles S. hy W. from the truth. In 1810 Belaspoor was
C h a t t e v o r ;lat. 24' 37) N., lon. 7g0 said to contain 3,000 houses. In
34 E. Ruttun Singh, the chief, is a 1820 Joudh Singh, a turbulent Seik
dependent of the British government. chief, was fined and ~unishedfor
systematic disobedience, and more
B E J I ~ ~ u ~ . - ~ in the pro- particularly for aggressions commitsituated on the south ted against the Ranny of Belaspoor
oince of
side of the Kohurry, and within the and her de endents.
A.D. 1822
seik state of ~
~
Maharatta territories south of the this
river Chumbul; lat. 26' 4' N., Ion. poor devolved to the British govern77' 15' E.2 eighty miles SOW. from ment, on the death of the Ranny
the city of Agra.
Deo Koonwur. I t was offered to
Be~oon.-A town in the province Sobha Singh Kulsea, on condition
of Allahabad. twenty-two miles that he relinquished all lands held under Runjeet Singh, on the north side
S.S.W. from chatterpoor; lat. 24' of
the Sutuleje, who declined ac38' N., lon. 79' 27' E.
cepting it on these terms. I t was in
BELAH.-A town in the province consequence retained at the disposal
of Agra, twenty-one miles S.S.W. of government, with the view of
from Kanoje ; lat. 26' 4Y N., lon. 79' being exchanged for some debateable
tracts in the Bhatty country.--(Fos3 1 E.
kt, Public MS., $c.)
BELAPOOR.-Anold Maharatta forBELEMCHEBOO.-A
small fortress
tress in the province of Aurungabad, division of Callianee, now in a of a compact form in the Balaghaut
decayed state, which defends the en- ceded districts, situated on an emitrance of the river Pan, below Pan- nence about fifty miles N.E. of Gooty, in the division of Curnoul.
well.~F&rton, &.)
BELGAUM
f Ba&rama).-A
small
BELASPOOB
(Behpura).-A
town
in the province of Delhi, district of subdivision (or talook) in the Darwar
Moradabad, comprehended within the district, province of Bejapoor, which
Rampoor jaghire; lat. 2S0 55) N., consists of only three small hamlets,
besides the cusba, or capital, being
loq. 790 Y E.
nearly surrounded by the Shahpoor
B~~nspoor.-Atown in the north- pergunnah belonging to the Putwurern Hindostan, the capitai and resi- den family. In Hindoo geography it
canarese, who retain their own language and manners, and in 1818joined Sir Thomas Munro to expel their
Maharatta rulers. By Mr. Chaplin in
1820 the Maharattas were reckoned
to compose only one-eighth or onetenth of the population, and were
mostly soldiers and Brahmins.--(FA
lorton, Moor, Scott, Sykea, Elphin-

dcpengent
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BELGAUITCHY.
is considered within the ancient region of Canara, but very near the
borders of Maharashtra, and it is
decidedly in the tract of country
distinguished among the wtives as
the " Kokun." The languages are
Canarese and Maharatta. The Ochry
gravel is here so hard as to approach
the nature of stone, and when cut a
few feet from the surface is capable
of being formed into a natural brick,
and it is of this substance that nearly
the whole town of Belgaum is built.
The contrast between the bareness
of the gravelly hills during the dry
months, with their verdure in the
rainy season, is very great.
Nearly the whole ~opulationin
the town of Belgaum, which in 3820
contained 1,309 houses inhabited by
7,652 persons ;one-third Maharattas,
one-sixth Maho~nedans(mostly connected with religious establishments),
one-eighth Jains, who have a pagoda
here; one-ninth Brahmins, and o n e
sixteenth the Jungum or Lingayut
sect; the remainder consist of various descriptions of artizans. The
houses are better than in most parts
of India, those of the upper classes
being uniform, substantia1,nnd roomy,
and the lower classes respectable
cottages.
Formerly few coins were known
in the bazar, but in 1820 the British
troops here were paid in no less
than twenty-one sorts of different
coins, affording an ample harvest to
the money changer. The working
days of a Hindoo weaver in this
talook are estimated at b O days per
annum ; eight -five being dedicated
to religious Lstinls, death.. marriages, commemoration of ancestors,
kc. Belgnum is said to be the oldest
town, but most ofthe merchants and
bankers reside at Shahpoor. Both
exports and imports are confined to
the six fair months of the year, the
violence of the rains and badness of
the roads putting a stop to all further locomotion. In 1820 there was
an excellent road making to the
Ramghaut, to be continued from
thence to the sea-coast.-( Marshall,

4c.I

BELGAUY.-A town and f o r t r e
in the British district of Darwar, province of Bejapoor, 115 miles travelling distance S.W. from the cit of
Bejapoor, and forty-three N.W. i o m
Darwar ;lat. 15' 52' N., lon. 74O 4%'
E. This place was captured in 1818,
after the longeet resistance made by
any of the Peshwa's forces. I t was
found in complete repair, the walL
massy and solid; the ditch broad and
deep, surrounded by an esplanade of
600 yards, and gamsoned by 1,600
men, who only lost seventy killed
and wounded during tlie siege, the
interior being so extensive as t o afford abundant room to avoid shells.
It had been long famous for the salubrity Bf its climate, equahle tempe
rature, and the. invigorating freshness of its atmosphere, which peculiarly pointed it out as a suitable cantonment for troops, the water also
being excellent, and it was in consequence selected as a permanent military station.
This fort stands ia a plain, and is
a work of great strength and extent.
The rampartq ate faced with stone,
flanked by massy round bastions,
and protected by an admirable wet
ditch cut out of the rock, with a sort
of glacis and advanced work in front
of the principal gateway. Two ancient temples and the ruins of some
native dwellings are still perceptible
among the hea s of rubbish which
encumber its farge interior area.
The town of Belgaum (which in 1821
contained 7,652 persons) stands high,
and is within the influence of tlie sea
breeze. Westerly winds prevail for
almost seven months of the year,
and are succeeded for a short time
by a north wind; during the rest of
the year the winds are variable, but
mostly from the east and south-east.
-(F&rton,
Blacker, Marshall, 4c.)
BELGAUTCRY.-A
town in the province of Bengal, district of Rajshahy,
about forty-six miles E. of Nattom,
and formerly the station of the commercial resident of Hurrial, afterwards incorporated with Commercolly.

BELLARY.
B s m a n ~(Bakagranaa.)-A
town
in the province of Oude, fifty-eight
miles N.W. from Lucknow ; h t . 27'
IVN., Ion. 80' 5' E. This town,
though now reduced, is of some antiquity, being described by Abul Faze1
in 1582, ss very healthy and famous
for producing men witb melodious
voices, and i t is still distinguished by
a ruinous fort and moat. The decayed buildings appear to have been
in the best style of Mogul architecture, but the present inhabitants,
few in number, dwell in snlall houses
either of mud or wood. This place
is remarkable as having been the station first fixed upon for the British
" advanced. force," in this quarter,
which was afterwards transferred t o
Cawnpoor. - (Abul Fuzel, Tennant,

4c.I
BELINDA.-A small town in the
province of Allahabad, sixty-six miles
south from Lucknow; lat. 25' 53'
N., Ion. 80' 4Y E.
Valohati.~--This revesubdivision of the
Balagbaut ceded dis.cts occllpies the
section Of the province, but
its limits have not yet been defined
with sufficientaccuracy. Besides the
lands attached to the capitnl, it comprehends Harponelly, Adoni, Rai-

droog,
GoOtys
and Curnou13
under
which heads
respectively
further
details will be found ; and for a general
view of the country, the reader is
refemd to the
Bdaghaut.
The principal towns are Bellary, Bijanagur, Harponelly, Adoni, Gooty,
and Curnoul; the chief rivers, the
I(risbna, Toombuddra, and Vadavati.
Cotton is generally cultivated but not
in large quantities, on account of the
nature, and the uncertainty
as to its future sale. In 1813, the
quantity raised was estimated at
maunds, but it is
since to
have greatly decreased. In 1817, the
total gross collection of
revenue amounted to 9 8 1 9 1 pagodas, and in 1822, according to the returns made to government by the collectors, the total population amounted to 927,857 persons. I n 1815, the

Madras goven~mentgranted a remiesion of 2,092 pagodas, on account of
the injury done to the crops by the
pilgrimage of his Highness the Peshwa and attendants through the district t o the temple a t Soondoor.
This, however, was not the whole
loss sustained by the inhabitants who
hnppened to reaide within the tract
of these locusts, who bad besides
plundered them of their forage, poultry, and various other articles. In
1814, the judge of Bellary stated in
his report to government that not a
single application had been made to
him for a punchait by any individual
whatever.--(Hodaon, Chaplin, Public
MS. Docun~ents,&.)
BELLARY.-A hill fort witb a fortified pettah in the Balaghaut ceded
districts, and at present thehead-quarters of a civil establishment and military division; lat. 15' 5' N., Ion. 7G0
59' E. The fort is a quadrangullr
buildine on the summit of an isolated
mass 07 rock, not remarkably high,
but protected by three distinct ranges
of works one above the other. There
is but one ascent to the top, partly
formed by steps cut in the rock, and
partly by scaling its irre ular surface
and hking advantage of its
is s~aciOus, and
The
pettah
contains
3 handsome bazar, besides
barracks for the European troops,
for
the officers,
and
the principal cantonments, however
withnut the walls. he genera[
am
the 'pot is rather
BsPect
~
~
~nae$
g
little hedges of
gardens
the milk plant. The cantonment bazar is ornamented with rows of trees,
and is perhaps the widest, 'leanests
and most regular military bazar in
India. The lower fort a t this place
is considered by competent judges to
be stronger than that a t GoOty.(Fullarton, Sir Santuel Auchmuty, 4c.I
BELLARYf Valahari.)-A decayed
town in the province of Allahabad,
thirty miles north from Gurrah ; 1st.
23' 46' N., Ion. 80' 20' E. From the
extent of ruins seen round this place,

~

i t probably a t some former period
was of greater importance than i t has
lately been; but it suffered greatly
by the repeated incursions of the
Pindarries. In theneighhourhood are
some fine Hindoo temples. A little
t o the south of Bellary, the province
of Gundwana commences.
BELLANY
PASS.-A pass in Ceylon
o n the road from Columbo to Candy,
situated about ten miles S.W. from
the last. The Bellany mountain is
3,000 feet above the level of the sea,
yet the summit is shaded by noble
forest trees, the scenery beautiful,
and the air cool and fresli.-(Davy,

4c.I
BELLUMCONDAH.-Atown in the
Northern Circars, district of Guntoor, thirty-six miles N.W. from that
place; 1st. 16O 31' N., lon. 80° 3' E.
A t this place the country begins to
assume a hilly appearance as i t recedes from the sea. The soil is black
and covered with stones of different
kinds, among which grow Indian corn
and cotton, but the tract generally
may be considered as very unproductive. I n the adjncent villages, saltpetre is manufactured.-(Hayne, &.)
&~sxa.-A town in the province
of Lahore, 105 miles noith from the
city of Lahore; lat. 33" 4' N., Ion.
7P E.
BEMPOKA
I S L A N D . - O ~of
~ the Nicobar Islands, which see.
BENARES
DISTRICTf o r zemindary.)
-This large division of the Allahabad province, is situated principally
between the twenty-fourth and twenty-sixth degrees of north latitude.
When ceded in 1775 by Asoph ud
Dowlah, the Nabob of Oude, it was
subdivided into sixty-two pergunnahs
containing 13,000 square miles, of
-which 10,000 compose a rich cultivated flat on both s ~ d e oftheGanges.
s
T h e chief modern subdivisions are
the city and district of Benares, and
the districts of Juanpoor and Minapoor. In the institutes of Acber,
A.D. 1583, Abul Faze1 describes the
province as follows : '* Circar Benareq, containing eight mahals ; mea-

surement 136,663 begas; revenue
8,169,318 dams. This circar furnishes 830 cavalry, an3 8,400 infatry."
The climate of Benares, w h i l in
winter is so severe as to render fires
agreeable, becomes so heated for
three months nfter March. bv the
setting in of the hot winds, ;s t; destroy all verdure, and would probably be destructive to all European
artificial grasses were they introduced. Turnips, radishes, and a variety of greens and garden stuffs, are
raised by the natives, but mostly
for the consumption of Europeans.
There is not much land under rice
cultivation, the chief agriculturai
productions being barley, wheat, and
a species of the pea. A small quantity of flax is rmsed on the skirts of
almost every field on account of the
oil, its use as an article of clothing
not being understood here. Every
field of barley contains a mixture of
grain or peas; and at the distance of
eight or ten feet a beautiful flowering
shrub, used in dyeing, is planted. A
considerable quantity of sugar is produced in this district, and manufactured by a very simple process: a
stone m x t a r and wooden piston, .
turned by two bullocks, the whole
not worth twelve rupees, constitute
the most expensive part of the machinery, and the boiling ots are
of the most common eart enware.
Here, as in the West-Indies, the
sugar harvest is the joyous and busy
season. The jurnma or land assessment to the land revenue in 1813
was 40,79,124 rupees, and the gross
receipts of the whole zemindary
45,62,707 rupees. Notwithstanding
the advantages that were supposed
to attend a settlement in perpetuity,
the land revenue of the Benares districts continued to fluctuate in its
amount without improving, and a t
the above date was nearly half a
lack below the rate originally a s s e s
sed by Mr. Duncan.
From Patna to Buxar, Ghazipoor, Benares, and Mirzapoor, a rich
country and much cultivation are
seen, while the numwous clumps of

I
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of mango trees give the surface I he
appearance of a forest, and afford an
tyreeable retreat to the cattle. Both
sides of the Ganges, a short distance
abqve Mirzapoor, belong to the Nabob of Oude, and exhibit a marked
contrast to the Benares districts,
which in the general scale of prosperity yield to few within the British
dominions, and are still gradually
advancing in population, cultivation,
commerce, and buildings, both domestic and religious. The stone
quames at Chunar and Mirzapoor
were formerly monopolized by the
government, and either let in farm
or managed by an agent ; but in 1799,
in order to encourage the excavation
of the quarries, the whole were
made free, subject to a moderate
duty, which in 1815 yielded 37,000
rupees.
Plain and flowered muslins, adapt
ed to common uses, are manufactured in the northern, baftaes in the
western, and snnaes in the eastern
parts of the province. Tissues, brocades, and ornamented gauzes are
the pneral manufacture. A species
of htterish salt is made in different
places, but much the greater proportion of what is consumed is now imported from Bengal, and from Sambher in Ajmeer. A great quantity
of excellent indigo is annually raised
and exported from Benares, which also
furnishes a pro ortion of the government opium. ~ { principal
e
rivers are
the Ganges, theGoompty, thecaramnassa, nnd the Sone, the two last
being boundar rivers, and the country in
is tolerably well s u p
plied with water. The largest towns
are Benares, Mirzapoor, Juanpoor,
and Ghazipoor. In 1801 the total
po ulation was estimated at three
migions of inhabitants (probably under-rated), in the proportion of ten
Hindoos to one Mahomedan in the
towns, and twenty to one in the
country.
The code of Bengal regulations
has, with very little alteration, been
extended to Benares; but in con.
sideration of the high respect paid
L?y the Hindoos to their Brahmins,

they bnve received some special indulgences in the mode of roceeding
against them on criminaf charges?
and it has been further provided in
their favour, that in all cases where
by law a Brahmin would be ad'udged
to suffer death, the sentence siall be
eban ed to transportation, or mitigate$ at the discretion of government. At the same time some evil
practices of the Brahmins were ut a
stop to ; one of which was the golding out a threat of obtaining spiritual vengeance on their adversaries by
suicide, or by the exposure of the
life, or actual sacrifice of one oftheir
own children or near relations. I t
was then ordered that atrocities of
this nature should not be exempted
from the cognizance of the magistrate (as they had hitherto been), or
the usual process of the criminal law.
The conse uence of this interference
was, that %e frequency of the crime
diminished so imperceptibly, that in
IS01 only one instance had occurred
in the populous distriet of Juanpoor
within six months, on which occasion a Brahmin destroyed himself,
and a relation buried his body at the
door of the zemindar of the village,
with whom he had a dispute. Voluntary suicide, however, still continued frequent, four or five persons
destroying themselves in the same
district each solar month. Another
tribe of Hindoos, named Rajcoomars,
were accustomed to destroy their
female infants in conseque~lceof the
diiculty of procuring suitable matches, as is still the prnctice among the
Jhareja chiefs of Cutch and Cattywar. From this practice Mr. Duncan, the resident, prevailed on thetp
to desist, and his injunction has probably been effectual, as the continuance of it has ever since subjected
the offender to the ordinary punishment for murder.
Mansuram, thegrandfather of Cheit
Singh, possessed originally but half
the village of Gungapoor, by addition
to which, after the usual Hindostany
forms, he laid the foundation of this
enormous zemindary. He died in
AD. 1740, and was succeeded by his
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inhabitants; by enumeration md estimate, amounted to 582,000, and we
may now with safety add 50,000 t o
that number, which was exclusive of
the attendants on theirMogu1 primxs
and several other foreigners ; during
festivals, the concourse is almost beyond calculation. The Mahomedans
are not supposed to be more than
one in ten. and there are said to be
8,000 houses occupied by Brahmins,
who receive contributions, althourrh
each has aproperty of his own. Bisides natives from all parts of India,
BENARES
CITY(Vatanashi.)-The
considerable numbers of Turks, TarSanscrit name of this lace is Vara- tars, Persians, Armenians, and even
nashi, from Vara antf Nashi, two Europeans, are found in Benares. 2 # d r 0 d # J ~ J ?
streams ; and its geographical posiThe mosque, with its minars, wao (#'%'-"'f)
tion is in lat. 25" 30' N., 1011. 83" 1' built by Aurungzebe to mortify the
E. The Ganges here makes a fine Hindoos. Not only is it placed on I&'
sweep of about four miles in length, the most elevated site, and conspi/t
and on the convex side of the curve, cuous from being close to the river,
which is also the most elevated, but the foundations are laid on a
stands the holy city of Benares. The sacred spot, where before stood a f p
margin is covered with houses to the Hindoo temple, which was destroyed
water's edge, and the opposite shore to make room for the Mussulmaun
being level, the whole may be viewed edifice. From the top of the minars
a t once. Ghauts or landing-places, there is an extensive view of the
built of large stones, are frequent, town and adjacent country, and of
and some thirty feet high before they the numerous Hincioo temples scatreach the streets. The erection of tered over the city and its environs.
them is reckoned by the Hindoos an The European houses at Seroli are
act of useful piety, which perpetuates handsome, although they look naked
their name.
for want of trees: but this bareness
The streets here are so extremely is requsite in India, on account of
narrow, that it is difficult to pene- the myriads of musquitoes, and other
trate them, even on horseback. The insects winged and unwinged, which
houses are built of stone, some six their foliage would harbour. The
storieshigh, close to each other, some Raja's residence is at Ramnagur, on
of them fantastically painted with the opposite side of the river, about
groups of mythological figures from a mile from the city. The European
the Hindoo pantheon, with terraces residents are not numeroos; a judge,
,
on the summit, and very small win- collector, register, and assistants,
dows to prevent glare and inspection. the members of the courts of circuit,
The opposite sides of the streets, in and medical men, compose the whole
some parts, approach so near to each government establishment ; to which
other as to be united by galleries. may be added a few private merThe number of stone and brick chants, indigo-planters, and persons
houses from one to six stories high attached to the government mint.
exceeds 12,000, and the mud houses Amidst such a crowd of natives, and
to above 16,000, besides garden in so sacred a town, it may be suphouses. In general each stor of a posed that mendicants are numerous;
house is rented by a distinct Lily,many of the natives, however, posand a great ffianyof the large houses sess large fortunes, and are actively
contain 200 persons. In 1803 (ac- engaged as bankers and diamondcording to Mr. Dcan) the permanent merchants, for which gems (brought

aon Bulwunt Singh, who, in thirty
years of his own management, accumulated acquisitions to the present extent of the province. Cheit
Singh received the zemindary in 1770,
was expelled during the government
of Mr. Hastings in 1781, and died
at Gualior the 29th of March 1810.
The lands were transferred to a collateral branch, the representative
of which in 1801 was Raja Oodit
Narrain.GTennant, J. Grant, Wed
land, the Marquir of Hmtings, gc.)
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BENARES.
mostly from Bundelcund) Benares
has long been a noted mart. T h e
land in and about the town being
high i c e d and much sought after,
and tEe natives constitutionally litigious, law-suits respecting their proprietar rights are unceasing.
~t tKis city is still to be seen one
of the observatories founded in d i e
ferent quarters of Hindostan by the
celebrated Raja Jeysingh of Jeypoor.
T h e reater part of the instruments
are o f stone, and some of them evidently intended for the purposes of
judicial astrology ; but the whole
establishment has long been utterly
neglected. Some nlilea to the east
o f Seroli there is an extraordinary
monument, called the Saranath. I t
appears to be a solid mass of masonry,
from forty to fifty feet in diameter,
originally shaped like a bee-hive; but
the upper part has since crumbled
down. Externally i t is cased with
large blocks of stone, exceedingly well
fitted and polished, and decorated
near the base with a broad belt of
ornamental carving, representing a
wreath, and differing greatly from
purely Hindoo sculpture. Indeed, it
much more resembles the building
seen bv Mr. Elnhinstone d u r i n ~his
e m b a s h to ~ a d u of
~ , which h g has
piven an eneravine. and to which he
ascribes a &eek Gigin. A t Benares
the Saranath is supposed to have
been a Buddhirrt structure, from its
resemblance to certain tumuli discovered in Ceylon, and in the Buddhist cave temples in the west of
India.
Benares, or Casi, orvaranashi, the
first being merely the Mahomedan
misnomer adopted by Europeans, is
held by the Hindoos t o be sacred for
ten miles round, and the famous
lingam i t contains is said to be a
etrifaction of Siva himself. Another
regend of equal authenticity informsus that Benares was originally built
of gold, but in consequence of the
sins of the people became stone; and
latterly, owing to their increasing
wickedness, has degenerated into
thatch and clay. The Brahmins assert, that Benares is no part of the
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terrestial globe, for that rests on
the thousand-headed serpent Ananta
(Eternity), whereas Benares is iixed
on the oints of Siva's trident; as a
p o o f o L h i c h fact, they assert that n o
earthquake is ever felt within its holy
limits, and that in consequence of
its peculiar situation i t escaped destruction during a partial cataclysm
or overwhelming of the world. Most
persons stay but a short time at Benares and then return to theirfamilies:
but even so transient a visit secures
the pilgrim entrance into the heaven
of Siva. Some visit this sanctuary
repeatedly, and one devotee is mentioned who had been sixteen times
from Benares to Ramisseram, in the
straits of Ceylon. There are regular
guides or cicerones, who meet the
pilgrims in the different villages
through which they have to pass, and
conduct them collectively to Benares,
and many votaries resort here t o
finish their days, the Brahmins admitting that even the beef-eating English who die within its sacred limits
may obtain absorption into Brihm.
Some learned Hindoos relax so far
as to admit the possible salvation of
Englishmen in two other cases; if
thev become firm believers in Gunea
( t h i Ganges), or die at ~uggernautg;
and thev even name an Enelishmah
who we& strait to heaven From B e
nares-but it appeared that he had
also left money for the construction
of a temple.
The country opposite to Benares
is called Vyasa Casi from the following legend. A t a certain time, the
great saint Vyasa, the compiler of the
Vedas, being angry with Siva, began
t o found a city which should eclispe
Benares. The destroyer (Siva) being
alarmed, sent his son Ganesa, the
god of wisdom, to thwart by artifice
this intention, and he, in prosecution
of the design, became the saint's
disciple, and asked him daily what
would be the result of living and
dying in the new city. The query
was repeated so often that a t last
the holy Illan lost his temper, and in
a fit of rage exclaimed that in the
succeeding transmigration they would

.
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be born msea, and in consequence
abandoned his design. At present
some ruins of temples are to be seen,
but on account of the above anathema, and an unnecessary a prehension
of future deterioration, Pew persons
choose to reside on a spot thus circumstanced.
Benares has been long celebrated
as the revered seat of Brahminical
learning, and is still reckoned so holy
that several foreign Hindoo rajas
keep vakeels or delegates residing
here, who perform for their employers' benefit .the requisite sacrifices and oblations. In 1801, besides
the public college for Hindoo literature, instituted during the residency
of Jonathan Duncan, Esq., there
were in the city private teachers of
the Hindoo and Mahomedan law;
and of the first 300 were stated to
be eminent ; the aggregate of their
pupils amounted to 6,000. From a
prevailing idea that if they were to
receive any remuneration from their
disciples the religious merit of teaching the vedas would be lost, they
accepted of nothing from their scholars, trustin to donations from pilgrims of rant, and to regular salaries
assigned them by different Hindoo
princes, such as the Rajas of Jeypoor,
Tanjore, and some Maharatta chiefs.
In 1811 it was found necessary to
revise and new model the regulations
of the Hindoo College, to adapt them
to the prevailing habits and opinions
of the natives, and to correct abuses,
of which the following were the most
remarkable. The same prejudice existed tl~en,as in 1801, against the
function of professor, considered as
an office, or even a service ; and the
most learned pundits had invariably
refused the employment, although
the salary war liberal. That part of
the plan that supposed the attendance of teachers and pupils in a public hall was found altogether inconsistent with the Brahminical tenets,
and in reality not only never took
place, but tended to prevent the professors giving instruction at their
own houses. And lastly, feuds had
arisen and embezzlements taken place

among the native members of the college. Various measures were then
adopted by Lord Minto, with the
view of remedying these defects, and
renovating the taste for Hindoo l i t e
rature ; but, under existing circumstances, this appears to be a hopeless
task, and a misdirection of tbe native
studies, which might be much more
profitably applied to the English language, and European science and literature. In 1801 there were thirty
persons eminent as instructors in the
Mahomedan law; but they were
mostly persons of independent property, who held public employments,
and gave instructions gratis. Reading and writing are taught here at
the same time. The boys are collected on a smooth flat of sand, and
with the finger, or a small reed, form
letters in the sand, which they learn
to pronounce at the same time ;when
the space before each scholar is filled
up with writing, it is effaced and prepared for a new lesson.
A considerable tract of country
adjacent to Benares is subordinate to
the jurisdiction of its magistrate, and
in a progressive state of improvement. The eultivation has every
where extended, an observation that
may be applied to the whole zemindary, as except in pergunnah Chownsah, and among the hills to the southeast of Chunar, there is hardly a sufficient quantity of uncultivated land
f o i the grazing of cattle. The most
valuable articles of produce are sugarcane, opium, tobacco, betel-leaf, and
indigo.
The ancient name of Benares was
Casi, or the splendid, which it still
retains; but there are not any notices of it in the works of the ancient
geographers, although they specify
Mathura and Clisobara, which lay
near the Jumna. It is probable, that
at the period of the Mahomedan invasion it was subject to the Hindoo empire of Kanoje. Jn A.D. 1017 Sultan Mahmood of Ghizni took Benares
and the town of Cassam or Cassima,
now Patna, and penetrated as far as
the country of Ouganam, or Unja,
to the west of the Cossimbaear river.
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Next year he overran these countries again, proceeding east ss far as
Kisraj, or Cachcha Raja, or Cooch
Bnhar. From that date the Hindoos remained long unmolested, as it
does not appear that the Mahomedans made any permanent conquests
in this quarter before the end of the
twelfth century, or about A.D. 1190,
From which era it followed the fortunes of the Delhi sovereips until it
(levolved to the British, with the rest
of the zemindary, in 1775.
This celebrated town ha8 enjoyed
the most undisturbed tranquillity
since it came under the direct government of the British nation, by
the expulsion of Cheit Singh, in
1781. I t has, in consequence, annually expanded in size, the buildings
having united theneighbourhood with
the body of the town, and as it stands
a t resent, it is probably the largest
animost populous city of Hindostan.
The inhabitants, generally, are better
informed than the common Hindostanies, andare fully sensible of thecontwst between the British dominions
and those of the native powers, with
respect to security of person and property, and the tale of every foreign
pilgrim assists to refresh their attention. The Benares court of circuit
comprehends the following districts,
oiz. 1. Mirzapoor ; 2. Allahabad ; 3.
Bundelcunrl; 4. Juanpoor; 5. Goruckpoor; 6. the city of Benares.
The travelling distance from Calcutta to Benares is 460 miles ; by
Moorshedabad, 565 ; from Allahabad, 83; Buxar, 70 ; Bareily, 345;
Calpee, 230; and Kanoje, 259.(Ward, Lord Valentia, Tennant, Lord
Minto, Fullarton, Routkdge, 4c.)
BENCOOLEN
(Bencaulu), or Fort
Marlborough.-The chief establishment possessed by the British EastIndia Company on the island of Sumatra, until it was delivered up, with
all their other settlements on, that
island, to the Dutch, in A.D. 1825.
The town and district ofBencoolen
comprehend an area of about ten
square miles, with a population of
rather loss than 20,000 persons, half

of which is concentrated in the town,
and consists mostly of Europeans
and their descendants, Chinese, Neeassies (from Neas Isle), Malays, and
negroes. Neither cattle nor sheep
are natives of the spot, the buffalo
being the only indigenous animal of
domestic pecora, but it has not ever
been subdued to the yoke. The only
species of cultivation that has thriven
has been that of the nutmeg and
clove. In 1825 it was expected that
the first crop would yield 89,0001bs.,
and the seco~id34,00OIbs., besides
22,0001bs. of mace. The best and
most extensive plantations are worked by slaves, without whose aid the
cultivation could not be prosecuted.
The majority of these are from the
island of Neb, some ooloo or country
people, others Chinese, and some natives of Bally. Menghering debtors
are also a species of slaves, being
obliged to exist and work entirely for
the benefit of their crediton.
The imports consist of cloths, rice,
and salt, by the Buggessen and Bally
traders, who take in return opium,
English printed cottons, piece-goods,
iron, steel, and dollars. From Batavia are imported salendangs, handkerchiefs, tobacco, sugar,and various
smaller articles ; from Bengal, opiun~,
taffaties, coarse cloths, chintzes, and
white cloths ;from Coromandel, salt,
and blue and white piece goods and
chintzes; from Europe, iron, steel,
Aurora cloth, beads, brass wire, cutlery, and printed cottons; and from
the northern parts of Sumatra, gambir, salt-fish, oil, salted eggs, poultry,
salted fish-roes, timber, and planks.
There is little or no intercourse with
Bombay ; the inland trade is insignificant, and the eastern trade in 1821
had greatly declined. Such was the
deacription of Bencoolen immediately
prior to its delivery to the Dutch, on
the 5th April 1826.
This settlement was acquired in
A.D. 1685, and so early as 1698 had
already cost the East-India Company
&300,000, and continued a most useless, unprofitable colony, until it was
fortuuately got rid of. So unenterprizing also were the settlers, that
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until A.D. 1831 the mountain of
Goonong Benko, eighteen miles N.E.
from Fort Marlborough, had never
been ascended, nor even its exact
position correctly ascertained ; in
that year it was ascended by a party,
who estimated its height at about
3,000 feet above the level of the sea.
( M e Miicellanies, Marsden,
Bruce, 4c.)
BENDIKEE.-A small town in the
province of Allahabad, eleven miles
S.E. from Korah ;lat. 26' 2' N., Ion.
80° 30' E.
BENEEE(or ~ooneer.1-A subdivision of the Sewad province, which
from its geographical position apears to have been described by Abul
iazel in 1582 under the name of
Bembher, via. " the length of Bembher is sixteen and the breadth twelve
coss. On the east lies Puckely, on
the north Kinore and Cashgur, on
the south Attock Benares ; and Sewad is the western extremity. There
are two roads from it to Hindostan ;
one by the heights of Surkhaby, and
the other by the Molundery hills
Neither of these roads are good, but
the first is the most difficult to pass."
According to the information collected by Mr. Elphinstone in 1809,
Beneer is a rugged country, composed
of a number of little vallies, all o ening into the river Burrindroo, wEich
traverses the centre, and enters the
lndus near Derbend, about twenty
miles above Torbela. The banks of
this river are fertile, and produce rice,
but they are not above a mile in
breadth. Some of the wide vallies
also produce better sorts of corn, but
a species of millet is the most general. Much of this last is grown on
the slopes of the hills, which are
formed into terraces one above another, and are cultivated with the hoe,
and watered by the rains. The hills
of Beneer greatly resemble those of
Sewad, as they enclose many little
valleys, which all open into one great
valley, which extends south-east, and
contains the brook of Burrindoo.
These vallies are narrower and not
80 well watered as those of Sewad ;
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consequently less fertile.- (EkGnstone, Leyden, Abul Fazel, &c,)
BENGAL.
(Bangala, or Bangga Desa.)
A large and important province of
Hindostan, situated towards the eastern extremity, between the twentyf i s t and twenty-seventh degrees of
north latitude. To the north it is
bounded by the dominions of Nepaul,
Sikkim, and Bootan; on the south
by the bay of Bengal ; to the east it
has Assnm and the Burmese territories; and on the west the province of
Bahar. In length it may be estimated at 350 miles, by 300 the average breadth.
The geographical position of Bengal is singularly happy with respect
to security from the attacks of foreign
enemies. Along the whole northern
frontier, from Assam westward, there
runs a belt of lowland from ten to
twenty miles in breadth, covered with
the most exuberant vegetation, particularly a rank weed, named in Bengal augeah grass, which sometimes
grows to the height of thirty feet,
and is as thick as a man's wrist, and
mixed with these are tall forest trees.
Beyond this belt rise the lofty mountains of northern Hindostan, the population of which is but thinly scattered, and partially civilized. On the
south of Bengal is a sea-coast guarded by shallows and impenetrable
woods, with only one port, and that
of difficult access. I t is only on the
west that an enemy is to be apprehended, and there also the natural
barrier is strong, and the adjacent
countries sterile and thinly peopled.
T h river Ganges intersects Bengal
in a south-easterly direction, and separates it into two territorial divisions, nearly equal in extent, and so
protected, that in case of invasion
the eastern tract would remain exempted from the ravages of war, and
present an asylum to the inhabitants
of-the other, more especially from the
ravages of cavalry.
The area of Bengal and Bahar is
149,917 square miles, and with Be-
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nares not less than 162,000 square
miles. The following proportions of
this surface are grounded upon many
surveys, after making allowance for
large rivers.
PuCI

...
........................
...........................I
Fr%:js(thre-twenty-fourths)
3
Remain liable to revenue :
In till e (three-eighths) ......... 9
........
Rivers and lakes (one-eighth) 3
Deemed irreclaimable and barren
4
(one-sixth)
Sites of towns and villages, highways, tanks, &c. (one-twenty-

Wast~onedrth)

-1
24
-

According to another culculation
Bengal contains 97,244 square miles;
if from this that portion of Tipera
which is independent, the woods
called the Sunderbunds, and other
waates, equal to 13344 square miles,
be dedubted, the remaining inhabited
country will be equal to 84,000 square
miles ; hut the extent of waste and
surface occupied by rivers, marshes,
&c. seems here greatly underrated.
Prior to the cessions made by the
Nabob of Oude in 1801, the country
immediately subordinate to the presidency ~f Calcutta, or, as it is termed
in the official records, FortWilliam,
coniprehended the entire soubahs of
Bengal and Bahar, with the large
zemindary of Benares (in Allahabad),
and Midnapoor (in Orism), besides
some tracts of country which had
maintained their independence during the most flourishing periods of
the Mogul empire. For many years
after the Britlsh conquest, the revenue being collected, and justice administered through the medium of
native agents, the original Mahomedan fiscal divisions into large zemindaries were allowed to continue unaltered; but subsequently, when it
was determined to introduce an improved s stem of police and jurisprudence, txe province was subdivided
into the following seventeen districts,
each of which will be found described
in its place.

Backergungc,
Purhea,
Biibhooin,
Rajshahy,
Burdwan,
Rungpoor,
Chittagong,
Silhet,
Hooghly,
Tipera,
24 Pergunnahs, .
Jessore,
Mymatlaingh,
Midnapoor,
Moorshedabad, The Jungle Mahale.
Nuddea,
The average area of a district may
be estimated at 5,500 square miles ;
when they greatly exceed this, it is
owing to the extent of waste and
wood lands ; when less, to their being
attached to city courts, or being otherwise peculiarly circumstanced.
The first aspect of B e n d suggests
for_ it the designation of a flat champalgn country. The elevated tracts
~t contains are only an exception to
the general uniformity, and the inundation which annually takes place in
the regions watered by the Ganges
seems the consequence of a gradual
descent, and does not any f'urther
invalidate the notion of a general
level. The tract of annual inundation was anciently called Beng,
whence probably the name Bengal
was derived ; the upper parts of the
province not liable to inundation
were called Barendra.
Rice, which is luxuriant in the
tract of inundation, thrives in all the
southern districts, but ascending the
Ganges, it is observed gradually to
yield the first place in husbandry to
wheat and barley. The mulberry acclimated in the middle districts of
Bengal, shews a better defined limit
when it meets the poppy, wliich is
pecu!iar to the northern and watern
provlncea In the opinion of the
Hindoos, the resort of the antelope
sanctifies the country graced by his
presence : a sentiment more connected with physical observation than
with popular prejudice. The wide
and open range in which the antelope
delights, is equally denied by the
forests of the mo~intainand the inundation of the fen.
Throughout the whole province
there are nut any hills of considerable
elevation to be found, and but for the
extreme flatness of the southern qum-
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ter, would more d e m n e the name of
inequalities than hills. These rising
grounds are mostly situated in the districts of Birbhoom, Silhet, Chittagong,
and near the eastern boundaries of
Tipera, and cover but a small space
of the whole area.
Bengal from itsnorth-western boundary to the sea is watered by the
Ganges, and is so intersected in every
direction by navigable streams, which
ultimately join that river, that there is
no district wholly destitute of internal navigation during the rains ; and
even in the driest season thereis scarcely any part twenty miles distant from a
navigableriver. In most of these tracts,
lakes, streams, and water-courses
communicating with the great rivers
conduct boats to the peasant's door;
but his most valuable produce being
reaped at other seasons, and from necessity disposed of as soon as gathered, he derives less benetit from the
inland water communication than the
survey of its extent would lead us to
suppose. Land carriage conveys great
part of the produce from the place of
its growth to its embarkation on the
~ai~es.
In a country so level as Bengal, and
where the so8 consists of loose materials, upon which running water has a
powerful action, the rivers are not
only gradually and constantly changing their places, by wearing down their
banks, but very often a small obstacle
placed in one of these channels forces
the water ints another, and as that
by degrees becomes wider, the first is
wholly abandoned in the dry season,
and ceasing to have acurrent, becomes
a stngnant marsh. These unceasing
aberrations of the river are attended
with much inconvenience to the landholders, one person's ground being
carried away, and that of another en.
larged, while the land assessment on
both continues the same. No buildings intended for duration can be
raised on so unstable a foundation,
so that the wealthy have little comfort
in their dwellings, and the country is
destitute of ornament. With regard
to those of the poor classes, a viliiige
in Bengal is removed with very little

inconvenience, such a chirnge of place
being considered an ordinary casudty,
frequently occasioned by an unseasonable shower. These migrations
affect the inhabitants but very little,
for even in common there are not
many houses that last three years,
partly owing to the slightness of the
materials, and partly to the frequency
of fires. The principal rivers of the
province are the
Ganges,
Korotaya,
Brahmaputra,
Manas,
Roopnarrain,
Cosi
Dummooda,
Conki,
Teesta,
Manas, and
Kooram,
Jbinayi.
There are not any lakes in Bengal resembling those of Scotland or Canada, but there is a prof~~sion
of extensive jeels, which may be either d s
nominated shallow lakes or deep morasses. A large proportion of these in
the dry senson contain little water,
but during the rains present immense
sheets, over which boats of the greatest magnitude may be navigated, and
some are navigable to a certain extent
throughout the whole year. There is
reason to believe that nearly all these
stagnant sheets of water rest in what
were a t a remote period the channels
of large rivers, which have since altered their courses, and now flow in
another direction.
The periodical winds that prevail
in the Bay of Bengal, extend their
influence over the flat country, until
they are diverted by chains of mount a i into
~
another direction, nearly
correspondent, however, with the
course of the Gwlges; for when a
province is traversed by large rivers,
i t is probable that the winds are much
influenced by the tendency of their
course. In the south of Bengal the
prevailing winds are north and south;
in Bahar enst and west; and the same
takes place in Assam, following the
direction of the Brahmaputra. In
Bengal northerly and southerly winds
blow alternately, during unequal portions of the year, over that quarter of
the provir~cethat faces the head o f
the bay. The seasons of Bengal conform nearly with these changes of the
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prevailing winds, and are usually distinguished by the terms cold, hot, and
rainy.
In the beginning of April, and sometimes earlier, particularly in the southemtern quarter of Bengal, there are
frequent storms of thunder, ligbtning, wind, and rain, from the northwest, which happen more frequently
towards the close of the day than at
any other time.
During this, much
attention is required in navigating the
nvers. These squalls moderate the
heat, and continue until the setting
in of the periodical rains, which generally commence earl in June. If
the rains break up in tKe beginning of
September, the weather is intensely
hot, and the inhabitants, especially
the European part, become very sickly. The natives from the result of
their own experience assign six seasons to the year, each containing two
months. The spring and dry season occupy four months, during which
the heat progressively increases, until
it becomes almost intolerable, even
t o those born in the country. In the
middle districts it is lessened by occasional thunder storms, named northwesters, and in the eastern mild
showers of rain are still more frequent, and refresh the earth.
The scorclied inhabitants are at
length relieved by the rainy season,
which in eeneral commences nearlv at
the same season throughout the wfiole
province. During the two first months
the rainis heavy and continual. In this
veriod aninterval of several successive
;lays is rare, and the rain pours witli
such force acd perseverance, that
three, four, and even five inches of water, have been known to fall ill a single
day. In the two following months the
intermissions are more frequent, and
of longer duration, and the weather
more sultry. The rivers, and especially the Ganges, which begin to rise
even before the comn~encementof the
rainy season, continue to increase during the two first months of it, and the
Ganges reaches its greatest height in
the third. By this time the rivers of
Bengal are much swollen, and the
Delta of the Ganges overflowed.

The average annual fall of rain in the
lower parte of Bengal is seldom short
of 70, and as rarely exceeds 80 inches.
About the middle of autumn the
rivers begin to decrease, and as winter
approaches the showers cease to fall,
and the inundation gradually drains
off and evaporates. Fogs, the natural
consequence of such evaporation in
cold weather, are frequent in most
parts of Bengal Proper. Dew at this
season is every where abundant and
penetrating; and in the hi her latitudes of India, as well as in t i e mountainous tracts, frost and extreme cold
are experienced. Even in the flat
country it is obtained by the siniple
artifice of assisting eva oration in porous vessels, although t i e atmosphere
be much warmer than the freezing
temperature. Throughout the whole
winter in Bengal, dews contin~ecopious, and greatly assist vegetation,
affording nearly as much moititure as
corn requires in so loose a soil. The
barometer here is remarkably stationary, standing within a few tenths of
an inch of the same height throughout
the year, and exhibiting within these
narrow limits the phenomenon of diurnal tides.
As the damp of the climate cannot
be ascribed to any inherent moisture
of the earth, it must originate from
causes on or above the surface; to
the want of a general svstem of
drainage in so l e v z a count6 ; to the
luxuriant vegetation, and to the
closeness of the woods, which, not
being adequately opened, obstruct
the ientilaiion of the surface, and
retain a redundant and unwholesome
quantity of moisture, amidst rotten
leaves and putrid vegetable substances. In the cold aud dry seasons the
heavy dews nre probably not more
than sufficient to supply the daily exhaustion of the sun, and probably
rather contribute to salubrity than
otherwise. Under these circumstances the principal experiments should
be directed to draining on a general
plan,nnd the cutting of broad, straight
roads through the forests and jungles,
as much as possible in the direction
of the prevailing winds.

The general soil of Bengal is clay level of the country, exhibit the efwith a considerable proportion of fects of patient industry. In the
siliceous sand, fertilized by various same space during the rainy season,
salts, and by decayed substances, a scene presents itself interesting by
animal and vegetable. In the flat its novelty: a navigation over fields
country sand is every where the basis submerged to a considerable depth,
of this stratum of productive earth, while the ears of rice float on the
which indicates an accession of soil surface, and stupendous dgkes, not
on land that has been gained by the altogether preventing inundation, but
dereliction of the water. A period moderating its violence. The peaof thirty years scarcely covers the mnts repairing to the markets, and
barren sand with soil sufficient to even to the fields, on embarkations,
reward the labours of the husband- acconipanied by their families and
man ; the lapse of half a century domestic animals, from an apprehendoes not reniove it half a span from sion that the water might rise sudthe surice. In tracts that are an- denly, and drown their children and
nually inundated the progress is more cattle in the absence of their boats.
rapid, because the superincumbent When the peasant's habitation is
water deposits sand, and keeps the passed, and the height of the flood
clay, calcareous matter, and other observed nearly to the level of the
fertiliiing subatnnces, suspended. If artificial mound on which it stands,
the various proportions of clay and his precaution does not appear susand, and the circumstance of fre- perfluous.
quent alterations in the channels of
The assemblage of peasants in
rivers be considered, great inequali- their villages, their small farms, and
ties of soil may be expected, although the want of enclosures, ber all gat
it be coltiposed of few substances. improve~nentsin husbandry, especiIn sinking a well near the banks of ally in a country so infested with
the Hooghly, in the vicinity of Cal- tigers and gang robbers (dacoits)
cuth, no springs of fresh water or river pirates, that solitary dwelwere reached at the depth of 140 lings and unattended cattle would
feet, although it had always been a be insecure. Anotherobstacle to imcommonly received opinion that the provement is the mixture of trades ;
soil of Bengal was particularly moist the peasants indifeerently quitting the
and full of springs. The first ap- plbugh to use the loom, and the
pearance of damp was at the depth loom to resume the plough.
of seventy-one feet, and below s e
In Bengal and Bahar -only oneventy-six feet was as dry as on the third of the land is estimated to be
surface; and in this experiment the tilled, but this is exclusive of lays
borer must have descended nearly to and fallows. In England there are
the level of the sea. Throughout four acres of arable and meadow land
the whole of these strata no trtlces for every inhabitant; in Bengal littie
of volcanic matter was discovered, more than one acre of tilled land for
which renders it probable that the each individual. The nature1 seashocks of earthquakes about Cal- sons of rice are ascertained from the
cutta, if they have any sympathy progress of the wild plant, which
with volcanoes, do nut originate sows itself in the first months of the .
from my very proximate cause, which winter, and vegetates with the early
is also corroborated by the general moisture at the approach of the rains.
feebleness of the shocks. The Mon- During the period of the rains it
ghir hills, which ere said to contain ripens, and drops its seed with the
volcanic matter, lie a t the distance commencement of winter. But the
common husbandry of Bengd sows
of 250 miles from Calcutta.
In the tracts sub'ect to annual in- the rice at the season when it would
undation, insulated habitations, and naturally vegetate, to gather a crop
fields considerably raised above the in the rains; it also withholds seed
VOL. I.
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nntil the second month of that season, and reaps the harvest the heginning of wlnter. The rice of this
crop is esteemed the best, not being
ually l i i l e with the other to decay.
%e several seasons of cultivation,
added to the influence of mil and
dimate, have influenced the different
species of rice to an endless diversity.
Other corn is more limited in ita
varieties and seasons. Of wheat and
barley few aorta are distinguished;
they are all sown at the commencement qf the cold season, and reaped
In spnng. A p e a t variety of dflerent kinds of pulse (such as pease,
chiches, pigeon pease, kidney beans)
finds its place also in the occupations
of husbandry, no sesson being without its appropriate species, but most
sorts are sown and reaped in winter.
These thrive on poor soils, and require hut little culture. Millet and
other small grain are also of importance ; several sorts, restricted to no
particular season, and vegetating rapidly, are useful, because they occupy
w interval after a late harvest which
does not admit the usual course of
husbandry. Maize is less cultivated
in Bengal than in most countries
where it is acclimated. It is the most
usual produce of poor soils in hilly
countries, and is consequently very
generally cultivated in the more western districts, which are of an irregular surface.
The universal and vast consumption of vegetable oils throughout
Bengal is su plied by the extensive
linseed,
cultivation
sesamum, and palma christi, besides
what is procured from the cocoa-nut.
The P s t occupy the cold season ; the
sesclmum ripens during the rains,
or early after their close. Among
the most important productions of
Bengal are tobacco, ~ndigo,cotton,
the mulberry, and poppy, most of
which require land solely appropriated to the eultivntion of each.
I t is a well-known fact, that newly
cleared land, for the first four or five
years, yields the most productive
crops of indigo. The grand object
of the farmer in Bengal is to have an

of mustard-seed,

equable supply of water; md the
rainr in general are so copious, that
if the water were confined on the
spot where it fell, the supply would
never fsil, and it never would be too
great, as the power of vegetation
would always surpass the rise of the
water. But as even in Bengal there
are inequalities of surface, the lower
parts are often drowned by sudden
rains and the upper frequently scorched by too long intervals of fair weather. The nativer, have in cons+
quence an opinion, which appears
well-founded, that there cannot be
too many small embankments.
The plough in this province is
drawn by a slngle yoke of oxen guided
by the ploughman, and two or three
yokes of oxen,assigned to each plough,
relieve each other until the task is
completed. Several ploughs in succession deepen the furrows, or rather
scratch the surface, for the implement
used throughout India wants a contrivance for turning up the earth, and
the share has neither width or depth
sufficient to stir a new soil. A second ploughing crosses the first, and
a third ia sometimes given diagonally
to the receding. These frequently
repeatel and followed by a branch
of a tree, or some other substitute
for a harrow, pulverize the soil and
repare it for the reception of seed.
$he field must be watched several
days to defend it from the flocks of
birds, and it is necessary still longer
to prolong the defence of the field in
such tracts as are much infested by
wild deer, boars, buffaloes, and elephants. For this purpose a bamboo
stage is erected, and a watchman stationed on it, to scare away wild animals should any a proach. In all
districts, maize, a n l some sorts of
millet, when nearly arrived at maturity, generally necd defence from
the depredations of birds by day, and
of large bats by night. The sickle
(for the scythe is unknown) reaps
every harvest, as with it the peasant
picks out the ripest plants.
The practice of stacking corn reserved for seed is very unusual, the
husk that covers rice preserving it
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so &f%ct~ally.At the peasant's conve- of these excavations to a destructive

nience the cattle tread out the corn, or
his staffthreshes outthe smaller seeds.
The practice of storing grain in subtenaneous hoards, which is frequent
in Benarea and the upper provinces,
and also in the south of India, is not
adapted to the damp climateand moist
aoil of Bengal, where grain is hoarded
above ground in round huts, raised
from the ground and in large piles,
the self-generated heat of which will
not allow ineects to live within the
h e a p If rice be used too soon after
it is gathered (for instance, one or two
months) it has been found experimentally to be very unwholesome food.
l a the management of forced rice
irrigation, dams and embankments retain the water on extensive plains, or
reserve it in lakes, to water lower
knd ~1 occasion may require. Reaervolrs, .ponds, water-courses, and
dykes are more generally in a progress
of decay than improvenient. The rotation of crops which engrosses so
much theattention of enlightened cultivators ia Europe, is not understood
in Hindustan, and a course of husbandry extending beyond the year
was never dreamed of by a Bengd
farmer. Neither is he, in the succession within the year, guided by any
choice of an article adapted to restore fertility to land impoverished by
a former crop. The Indian cultivator
ullows his field a lay, but never a fdlow. The cattle kept for labour and
subsistence are mostly fed on small
commons, or other pasturage, or a t
home on cut grass. The cattle for
breeding and for the dairy are grazed
in numerous herds in the forests or
o n the downs. The dung, in place of
being applied to the fields, is carefully collected for fuel. The Bengal
h m e r restricts the use of manure to
sugar-cane, mulberry, tohcco, poppy,
d some other
-- articles.
--.
In Bengal many tanks have been
dug, which are frequently used in
supplying the inhabitants with water,
not only for domestic purposes, but
also for irrigation. But ostentation,
and,the love of fame, have in some
parts increased the number and size
-~ - - - -

extent, no one being interested in
their repair, which is not productive
of any reputation. Almost every
tank, therefore, is soon choked up
with aquatic plants, and becomes a
source of vile smells,. bad water, and
distempers; and there being many
more tanks than are requisite, much
land is thereby lost to agriculture. I n
some parts of the province the evil
has reached to such a pitch, that the
digging of a new tank ought to be
prohibited, unless the necessity for
its construction be previously established,and security ought to betaken
for its being kept in proper repair,
and free from noxious weeds. At
present the only measure taken by the
natives for this purpose in large tanks,
is to place a quantity of mercury at
the bottom of the tank on its first
formation ; and although numberless
cxamples of the ine5cacv of this absurd kxpedient daily occur, the excavators continue perfectly credulous.
The simple tools employed by the
native in every art are so coarse, and
apparently so inadequate to his purpose, that it creates surprise how he
can effect his undertaking ; but the
long continuance of feeble efforts accomplishes what, compared with the
means, appears impracticable. The
plough is the instrument that stands
most in need of improvement. The
readiness with which the Indian can
turn from his usual occupation to m y
other branch of the same art, or to a
new profession, is characteristic of his
country, and the success of his earliest efforts, in any employment new
to him, is daily remarked with wonder. The want of capital in manufactures and agriculture prevents
the subdivision of labour, every manufacturer and artist working on his
own account, conducts the whole
process of his art, from the formation
of his tools to the sale of his production. Every labourer and artizan
who has frequently occasion to recur
to the labours of the field, become8 a
husbandman.
A cultivator in Bengal who employs
servanta,employs one for each plough,
N 2
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and pays him monthly wages, which
on an average do not exceed one rupee per mouth, and in a very ch
district, the wages are so low as
a rupee ;but the task on the medium
of onathird of an acre per day is
completed by noon. The cattle are
then left to the herdsman's care, and
the ploughman follows other occupations during the remainder of the day.
Generally he cultivates some land on
his own account, and this he commonly rents from his employer for a
payment in kind. If the herd be
sufficiently numerous to occupy one
person, a servant is entertained, and
recekes in food, money, andclothing
t o the value of one rupee and a-half
r mensem. The plough itself costs
ess than a rupee. The cattle employed in husbandry are of the smallest kind, the cost on an average not
being more than five rupees each.
The price of labour may be computed
from the usual hire of a plough with
its yoke and oxen, which may be
atated on the medium to be about
4d. per day. The cleaning of the rice
ie executed with a wooden pestle and
mortar, the allowance for husking it
being nearly uniform, the performer
contracting to deliver back fiveeighths of the weight in clean rice,
the sur lus, with the chaff or bran,
paying &r the labour. Five quarters
of rice per acre are reckoned a large
produce, and a return of fifteen for
one on the seed.
As a middle course of husbandry,
two yearly harvests may be assumed
from each field : one of white corn,
and another of pulse, oil seed, or
millet. The price of corn fluctuates
much niore here than in Europe, and
has a considerable influence on the
value of most other articles, though
it cannot regulate the price of all.
When the crops of corn happen to be
abundant, it 1s not only cheap, but
wants a ready market ; and as the
payment of the rent is regulated hy
the season of the harvest, the cultivator thereby sustains considerable
detriment. In Bengal, where the revenue of the state has had the form
of land rent, the management of the
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public finances hae a more direct influence on agriculture than any other
branch of the administration. The
price of rice has rather diminished
than incrensed since British conquest,
nor has Bengal suffered a famine of
any severity since A.D. 1770.
The orchard of this province is
what chiefly attaches the peasant to
his native soil, although the seasons
in Bengal are not favourable for the
production of many kinds of fruit,
owing to the rains occupying great
part of the summer ; and the heat of
the spring is not sufficient to bring
them to maturity before the rainy
season commences. But he feels a
superstitious veneration for the trees
planted by his ancestors, and derives
comfort and profit from their fruit.
Orchards of mangoe trees diversify
the plain in every part of Bengal, and
the palmyra abounds in Bahar. The
cocoa-nut thrives in those parta of
Bengal that are not remote from the
sea, and the date tree grows every
where, but especially in Bahar. Plantations of areca are common in the
central parts of Bengal ; the bassia
thrives even in the poorest soils, and
abounds in the hilly districts. Its
inflated corollas are excellent and
nutritious, and yield by distillation an
intoxicating spirit. Thc oil expressed
from its seeds, in mountainous tracts,
is a common subtitute for butter.
Clumps of hamboos abound and flourish as long as they are not too hastily thinned. This gigantic grass is
remarkable for the rapidit of its
growth. Its greatest heig t (from
forty to fifty feet) is completed in a
single year, and during the second,
its wood acquire8 all the hardness
and elasticity which render it so
useful. They supply the peasant with
materials for budding and may also
yield him a profit, as it is probable
a single acre of thriving bamboos
produces more wood than ten of any
other tree.
Potatoes have been introduced into
Bengal, and apparently with the most
beneficial effect.. The quantity procured by Europeans at almost every
season of the year proves that they
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are not unsuited to the climate, and
the small potatoe is little if at all inferior to that of England ; but the
crop being lesn abundant, in the market this root is generally dearer than
nce. The watery insipidity of trotables, is a circumstance
!
remarked by Europeans
on their arrival in India Asparagus,
cauliflower, and other esculent plants,
are raised for European consumption,
but they are comparatively tasteless.
The profits of cattle consist in the
increase of stock, and the milk of
buffaloes, which are grazed at a very
small expense. The milk of the latter is universallypreferred by the Bengalese and most other Hindostanies,
to that of cows, which is comparatively little used, althoueh to a European taste the first is ins~pid, and the
butter made from it disagreeable. Cattle constitute a considerahleportion of
the peasant's wealth, and the profits
of stock would be much greater did
the consumption of animal food take
off the barren cows, and oxen that
have passed their prime. This is not
sufficient to render sheep an object
of general attention. Their wool
supplies the home consumption of
blankets, but it is too coarse, and
brings too low a price to atford a
large profit on this species of stock.
The native Bengally horse or tattoo, is a thin, ill-shaped, vicious, and
every way contempt~bleanimal, and
is never used in a team, bullocke
being better adapted for that species
of labour. The Bengally cart is
nearly as bad an their plough, with
clumsy wheels and axletrees, which
never being oiled, make a loud
creaking nolse; nor can the native
driver be prevailed on to alter what
was the custom of his forefathers.
The elephants, camels, and oxen attached to the commissariat, are kept
in excellent condition. The buffaloes are generally of a dirty black
colour, with Ion semicircular horns,
which instead ofstanding or bending
forward, are laid backwards on the
neck, so that when he attacks he is
obliged to put his snout between his
forelegs, to enable him to point his

horns forward. The Bengalese s h e 9
are naturally a thin, lank, and dimlnutive breed, of a dark grey colour,
beside which, a European sheep
seems a monster in size ; but when
fattened for table, the mutton equals
the best of Europe, and greatly surpasses the generality.
Pariah dogs infest the streets of all
the towns in Bengal, and the a p
proach of evening is announced by
the howling of jackalls, which then
quit their retreats in the jungles.
Apes and monkeys swarm in the
woods, and sometimes plunder the
fruit shops of a village. Being a sacred animal, the natives often voluntarily supply their wants, and seldom
injure them. The Brahminy or sacred bull of the Hindoos, also rambles over the country without interruption. He is caressed and pampered
by the people, to feed him being
deemed a meritorious act of religion.
The crow, kite, mayana (or grakle)
hop about the dwellings of the Bengalese with a familiarity and sense
of safety unknown in Eorope. Gigantic herons (ardea ardgala) are
seen in great numbers, and from their
eolemn military strut, are named
adjutants hy the European soldiers;
toads, snakes, fro s, lizards, and
other reptiles, whicf are their food,
abound.
The abundance of fish affords a
supply almost attainable by every
class, and in the Ganges and it^ innumerable branches are many different kinds. Their plenty at some seasons is so great that they become the
food of the poorest natives, who are
said to contract diseases from a too
liberal indulgence. The smallest kind
are all equally acceptable in a curry,
the standing dish of every native family throughout Hindostan ; and in
fact, with apilau, comprehends their
whole art of cookery. The bickty
or cockup, is an exccllent fish ; as is
also the sable fish, which is uncommonly rich, and eats best as a tamarind pickle. But the highest flavoured fish, not only in Bengal but in
the whole world, is the mangoe fish,
thus named from its appearing in tha
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rivers durin the mangoe season,
when it is a avourite dish (especially
in roe) at every European table. It is
remarkable that the mangoe fiah, alrho@ a sea fish, and found exclusively within the influence of the tides,
has never been observed in the Krishna, Godavery, OP any of the Deccany
rivers, nor in fact any where along the
bay exee t in Bengal and the rivers of
Ava, ~ [ sable
e
fish is also found in
the Cavery. Mullet abound in all
rivers within a certain distance of the
sea, and may be killed with small shot
as they swim against the stream with
their heads partly out of the water.
Oysters are procured from the southern coast of Chittagong, not so large,
but fully as well flavoured as those of
Europe; turtle of a good quality
from Chedubs ind the coast of Aracan. Porpoises abound in all the
large rivers within 900 miles of the
sea, and alligators in almost every
river, where there are also incredible
quantities of sniall turtle, which are
eaten by the inferior castes.
The staplu productions of Bengal
ED1. exportation are sugar, tobacco,
silk, cotton, and indigo.
Tobacco, it is probable, was unknown to Indin as well as to Europe
before the discovery of America It
@ppears from a proclamation of the
Emperor Jehanghire, mentioned by
that prince in his own memoirs, that
it was introduced by Europeans, either dwing his own reign (the beginning of the seventeenth century) or
in that of his father Acber. The
Hindoos have names for the plant m
their own languages; but these names,
not excepting the Sanscrit, seem to
be corrupted from the European denomination of the plant, and not to
be found in ancient compositions.
The practice, however, of inhaling
the smoke of hemp-leaven, and of
other intoxicating drugs, ir of bng
standing, so that tobacco, when once
introduced, soon became general
throughout India, and the plant is
now one of universal cultivation
throughout Hindostsn.
The sugar-cane, the name of which
was scarcely known to the ancient
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inhabitants of Europe, grew loxoriantly throughout Bengal in the remotest times. From India the plant
was carried to Arabia, and from
thence to Europe and Africa. From
Benares to Rungpoor, and from the
borders of Assam to Cuttack, there
is scarcely a district in the province
where the sugar-cane does not flourish. I t thrives most especially in
Benares, Bahar, R u n w o r , Birbhoom,
Burdwan, and Midnapoor, 1s successfuHy cultivated in all, and there
seems to be no other bounds to the
possible production of sugar in Bengal than the limits of the demand,
and conseqoent vent for it, The
growth for home consumption and
inland trade is immense, and it only
needs encouragement to provide for
Europe also, being cheaply produced
and frugally manufactured.
Cotton is cultivated in Bengal, but
the enormous quantity exported by
sea is almost exclusively the produce
of the northern provinces and of the
Deccan, which also furnish a considerable portion of that used for internal consumption. The names of
cotton in most European languages
are obviously derived from the Arabic word kutn, pronounced cootn.
Some sorts are indigenous to Ameriea, others are certainly native8 of
India, which has a t all times been
the country nlost celebrated for cotton manufactures.
Europe was anciently supplied with
silk through the medium of Indian
commerce. The dead language of
India (the Sanscrit) has names for
the silk-worm and manufactured silk,
and among the numerous tribes of
Hindoos derived from the interrnixture of the original races, there are
two classes mentioned whose appropriate occupation was the feeding of
silk-worms, and the spinning of silk.
A person who feeds his own silkworms has full employment for hie
family. The rearing of them is principally confined to a section of Burd;
wan, and to the vicinity of the Bhafirathi and great Ganges, from the
ork of these rivers, for about 100
p i l e s down their streams. The sta-
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tionr wbere theEmt-India Company's p i n in reserve, the knowledge of
investment of silk is mostly procured which, under a native government,
are Commercolly, Jungeypoor, Bau- would have exposed them to its exleah, Malda, Radanagore, Rungpoor, tortions. When a season of drought,
and Cossimbazar. There is also a therefore, intervenes, the ground ie
considerable quantity of silk obtained parched up, and a scarcity ensues,
from wild silk-worms, and from those which is aggravated to the poor by
reared on other plants besides the the artifices of the grain-dealers:
mulberry. Much silk of this kind should a deficiency of rain continue
supplies home consumption; much is through two succeeding seasons, the
imported from the countries situated grain in store would be wholly unon the north-west border of Bengal, equal to the sup ly of a people whose
and the southern frontier of Benares; subsistence is $most entirely vegemuch is exported, wrought and un- table.
The exportation of grain from the
wrought, to the western parts of
India, and some enters into manu- corn districts, and the returns of salt,
factures much esteemed in Europe. constitutes the principal objects of
Four crops of mulberry-leaves are internal trade. The importation of
obtained from the same field in the cotton from the western provinces,
course of each year-the best m and the exchange of betel-nut, togeDecember.
ther with a few articles of less not.,
The manufacture of indigo appears complete the supply for internal conto have been known and practised in sumption. Piece-goods, silk, saltIndia from the earliest period. From petre, opium, sugar, and indigo, forthis country, whence it derives its merly passed almost wholly through
name, Europe was anciently supplied the Company's hands ; but now all
with it, until the produce of America sorts of traffic are much more open,
engrossed the market. The spirited and practised generally by every deexertions of a few individuals re- scription of merchant. Grain, the
stored this commerce to Bengal, internal commerce of which is ensolely by the superior qualities of tirely conducted by the natives, s u p
their manufactures ; for so far as re- plies the consumption of the cities
r d s the culture no material change and the export trade of Bengal; but,
as taken place in the practice of the except in cities, the great mass of
native.
the population is every where subThe principal food of the great sisted from the produce of their imbody of people who inhabit this pro- mediate neighbourhood.
Plain muslins, distinguished by
vince is rice, of which, from the fertility of the soil, the combined result their various names, according to the
of an ardent sun, and the saturating closeness or fineness of their texture,
periodical rains, two crops are ob- as well as flowered, striped, or
tained annually, besides a variety of checkered, denominated from their
other cerealia and pulse. The first patterns, are fabricated chiefly in the
harvest is gathered about the end 01 province of Dacca. The manufacture
August; the second, which is the of the thinnext sort of that muslin is
greatest, in December; the lesser almost confined to that quarter; other
articles from February until the end kinds, more closely woven, are manuof April ; so that the land yields its factured on the western side of the
h i t s almost the whole year. In Delta of the Gan es ; and a different
general, the suppl is so abundant as sort, distinguishef by more rigid texto render B e n d t i e granary of India, ture, does not seem to be tiiited to
and it is at very distant intervals that any district. Coarse muslins in tbe
a s m o n is not bountiful. The na- shape of turbans, handkerchiefs, &c.
tives, from their indolent and impro- are made in almost every district,
vident habits, never practised the and the northern parts of Benares
precaution of keeping a stock of afford both plain and flowered mus-
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notto, madder, coffee, cocoa, cochineal, and even tea, would thrive in
British India, which now comprehends every variety of climate. The
plant from the seeds of which annotto is prepared is already cultivated
in Bengal, and coffee plants have
thriven in botanical and private gardens. Madder is a native of the
mountai~lousregions bordering on
Bengal, nnd under the name of munjeet is already a considerable article
of export. Various drugs used in
dyeing are sent to England, such as
galls, turmeric, safflower, and also
myrobalans, which are here used in
preference to galls. Morinda roots,
which give a permanent colour to
cotton, and blossoms of the nyctanches, which give a durable colour to
silk.
Gum-arabic, and many other sorts
of gums and resins for manufactures,
are the produce of trees that grow
spontaneously in Bengal, hesides a
multitude of medicinal drugs and
gums, which abound in Hindostan and the adjacent countries. Vegetable oil, more particularly linseed,
might be supplied from these provinces, which are also adapted for
the cllltivation offlax. Tincal, brought
from the table-land of Tibet, is among
the exports from Bengal, and vegetable and mineral alkalies may hereafter become a considerable article of
commerce. The fossil alkali is found
in abundance, and the forests of Bengal are capable of furnishing potash
in large quantities. The preparation
of sal-ammoniac might be advantageously connected with the manufacture of saltoetre.
Besides [he articles above enumerated. havine reference orincioallv to
~ e n g d ,theY~ndiann&kets 'hr;lish
some previously imported from China, the Eastern Isles, and Gulf of Persia, aloes, assaf~tida,benzoin, camphor, cardamoms, cassia lignea, cassia, and cassia buds, arrangoes, cowries, China root, cinnabar, cloves, cinnamon, nutmegs, mace, elephants'
teeth, rattans, mother-0'-pearl, pepper, qhicksilver, rhubarb, sago, scammony, senna, and saffron; and might

suppiy anise, coriander, cumrninseed, and many other commoditier
which would occupy too much room
to enumerate. Of hemp and flax, in
all their varities, and also of the different substitutes for these articles,
Bengal produces a greater abundance
than any other country. The true
hemp is found in many parts, but is
little used by the natives, except for
the seed oil as n medicine, and for an
intoxicating ingredient, often mixed
with the tobacco of the hooka.
The exports to Europe and the
United States of America still constitute the most considerable portion
of the foreign commerce of Bengal.
The trade to China and the eastward now takes precedence of that
to the coast of Coromandel, which
last has dwindled away since the conquest of Mysore and settlement of
the Carnatic, events that have emancipated Madras, with respect to grain,
from her former dependence on Bengal.
Owing to its admirable facility of
transportation by water the internal
commerce of Bengal is very great,
but, as may be supposed in a country
so productive and thickly populated,
by far the most important interchanee
is in the article of rice. Of this gram
in Bengal there is annually a great'
variation of price, the difference between the months of July and December respectively being very remarkable, and a source of great profit
to opulent speculators, but to the
indigent classes of cultivators of
infinite damage. These last obtain
rice for seed, and for the consump
tion of their families. either bv a
ruinous mortgage of the ensuing crop,
or at an exorbitant rate of interest in
the month of July, a period when the
price is almost uniformly at the highest. In January, when the principal
harvest is gathered, they are under
the immediate necessity of selling
the produce of their fields to discharge the instalments then due, as
they have neither means to convey
the grain to n distant market, nor
resources to enable them to postpone
its sale until a more favourable pe
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hod. They are thns compelled at
once to glut a confined market with
the whole produce of their village,
where the only purchasers are the
rich speculators, who are conseuently enabled to fix the prices at
Leir own discretion. The evil is less
felt in the vicinity of great towns or
navigable rivers, nor does the Calcutta price essentially vary at those
periods which in the interior of the
province are the cheapest and dearest
of the year. An investigation, made
in 1816, tended to prove that the
ten years from 1793 to 1803 were
collectively cheaper than the ten
preceding and following, and that the
price of rice and similar articles has
not experienced any permanent augmentation since A.D. 1761. Since
1793, the average prices of ploughing
cattle have experienced a rise of
seventy-five per cent. ; but the hire
of coolies, or day labourers, in the
country, has not altered, being still
four and a half and five pons of cowries per day. The rise of wages paid
t o labourers by natives who cultivate
their own lands has been, on the
other hand, considerable. In 1793,
a n able servant received about four
rupees per annum with his clothing
and diet, ahweas in 1814 they r e
ceived six and eight rupees yearly,
and in some situations even more.
Near Calcutta in harvest time, the
usual price of 640 seers of paddy or
llice in the husk, i s five rupees five
annas.
The inland navigation employs a
great many vessels, and it is interestlog to note, at a mart of great resort,
the various constructions of boato
assembled from different quarters,
each adapted to the nature of- the
rivers they usually traverse. The flat
clinker-built veesels of the weetern
districts would be ill adapted to the
wide and Btormy navigation of the
h e r Ganges. The unwieldy bulk
of the lofty boats used on the Ganges
from Patna to Calcutta, would not
suit the repid and shallow riven, of
the western tracts, nor the narrow
weeks that the vessels pass in.the
eastern navigation ; and the low but

deep b a t s of these districts are not
adapted to the shoals of the western
rivers. In one navigation, wherein
the vessels descend with the stream
and return with the track rope, their
construction consults neither aptitude for the sail nor for the oar. In
the other, wherein boats are assisted
by the stream of the creek, and o p
posed by the current of the next, as
In the Sunderbunds, and under banks
impracticable for the tracking rope,
their rincipnl dependence is on the
oa, 8 r a winding course in narrow
channels permits no reliance on the
sail. Often grounding in the shallows, vessels with keels would be
unsafe, and all Bengalese boat constructions want this addition so n e
cessary for sailing.
These useful vessels are also very
cheaply found. A circular board tied
to a bamboo forms an oar, a wooden
triangular frame, loaded with some
heavy substance, is the anchor; a few
bamboos lashed together supply the
mast; a cane of the same species
serves as a yard for the sail, which
is made of coarse sackcloth; some
from the twine made of the stem of
the rushy crotularia, or of B e hibiSCUR.
The trees of the country afford resins to pay the vessels, and
a platform of mats, thatched with
straw, supplies the stead of a deck
to shelter the merchandize. The
vessels are navigated with equal frugality ; the boatmen receive little
more than their food, which is most
commonly supplied in grain, together
with on inconsiderable allowance of
money, for the purchase of salt and
the supply of other petty wants.
Fifty years ago, Major Rennell estimated the number of boatmen employed OR the inland navigation of
Bengal and Bahar at thirty thousand, but-ten times that number
would apparently be nearer the mark
in such a region of rivers, where ulmost every cultivator and fisherman
is also occasionally a navigator.
In the land carria e the owners of
the cattle are also e principg traffickers, oftener purchasing at one
market to sell at andher, than kt-
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ting their cattle to hire to resident
merchants. They transport their
merchandize on oxen trained to burthen ; sometimes, but not frequently,
on horses of the tattoo breed, and
still more rarely on buffaloes. The
latter, although more docile are
more slugish and slower travellers
than the ox, and do not bear a much
greater burthen ; besides which they
are too fond of lying down in the
many waters they have to wade
through with their loads.
The highways thro~~ghout
Bengal,
except in the immediate vicinity of
the principal civil and military stations, are not generally in a condidition for wheel carriages or for distant journies. At present the beaten
pathway through Bengal directs the
traveller, but no artificial road or
any accommodation, and in the rainy
season his progress is almost wholly
barred. The total decay of the public roads must be ascribed to the
want of substantial and durable materials for their construction. The
Bengal government have completed
a road from Calcutta to Benares, but
even this road, for the space of about
seventj miles through the plains of
Bengal, is not passable for wheeled
carriages during several months of
the year. A road to Juggernauth
has been recently constructed, and
an officer is now employed in opening a direct communication between
Calcutta and Nagpoor, by a road
intended to traverse the wilds and
fastnesses of Gundwana, which have
for ages formed an impenetrable barrier between Bengal and the Deccan.
As yet Bengal may be said t o have
but one harbour of maritime export,
which ia Calcutta, although square
rigged vessels of moderate burthen
occasionally load rice in some of the
Sunderbuod rivers, and vessels of
large dimensions ate built at, and
sail from Islamabad, the capital of
Chittagong. But the aggregate ie insignificant compared with the commerce of the great metropolis, under
whieh head eome fivther details will
be found.
The original lnsnner in which all in-

ternal commerce seems to have been
conducted in Ben,@ waa at haut.
or open markets, and this praetice is
still very prevalent. These hautr
w e held on certain days only, and
are resorted to by petty r e n d m and
traders, who wish to dispose of their
commodities by retail. They ace
usually established i s open plains,
where a flag-staff is erected, to the
vicinity of which the farmer brings
the produce of his lands, the m*
chanic of his workshop, and the fisherman of his net. On the festivals
of certain Hindoo gods, and of persons reputed saints by the Mahome.
dans, a great number of persons ansemble at spots esteemed peculiarly
sacred, and traders embrace these
opportunities of finding a market for
their goods, in mpplying the wantn
of the multitude. In Bengal a bazar
is a daily market, where things in
common use are regulacly sold, and
it is not unusual to have them in a
haut, where a number of petty venders besides the established s h o p
keepers frequent them. In gunges
or bunders the chief cornmoditias
sold are grain and the necessaries of
life, and they often include b a z m
and hauts, where the articles are
sold by retail and in great variety.
I t is a very common termination for
the names of towns in Bengal, wbere
it is usually restricted to phces thab
have water-carriage. Dokan a shop,
and dokandar a shopkeeper, are Persian words ; but until the arrival of
the Mahomedans such establishments
were probably very rare, or did not
at all exkt in Bengal, where a vender
sitting in the open air, surrounded by
his goods, was the original native
manner of selling commodities; and
in many parts of the province the
number of shops is still remarkably
small.
Out of Calcutta, and the two large
cities of Dacca and Moorshedabad,
the usual currenc of Bengal is silver
and cowries; goL seldom apand copper has never been 1 n t . r ~
duced. Some years ago gold in the
rovincial tracts was abundant, brd
as since become very scarce, which
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is a fortunate result for the poor,
who were greatly cheated in t h ~ ars
ticle by the money-changers. The
most common silver currency is the
new milled coinage of Calc~itts,of
which, however, a considerable portion becomes npeedily depreciated.
In the country there is still a considerable number of the old unmilled coinage, which is subjected to
a heavy batta or exchange ; but there
all minor transactions, and even some
of considerable magnitude, are settled by cowries, which shell forms
an excellent medium of exchange
among many nations widely separated from each other, and has the
recommendation of being altogther
inimitable.
Throughout the province there is
no uniformity of weights and measures, which not only vary in every
market, but are different in the same
market for different kinds of goods.
There are even different weights for
the same species, rice being sold by
one weight and bought by another.
Neither are there any stamps on the
weights, which are usually bits of
stone. There is no denommation of
weight greater than a maund, which
is subdivided into forty seers. In
Bengal a factory msund weighs seventy-four pounds ten ounces, and
a factory seer one pound thirteen
ounces ; but the bazar mnund is ten
per cent. heavier, and equnls eightytwo pounds two ounces avoirdupois.
Liqu~dsare sold by the seer or maund,
that is, by vessels sup osed to contain these weights. TEE grain measures are of basket-work in the shape
of a hemisphere, and are supposed,
when heaped, to contain a certain
quantity of rice in the husk.
During the Hindoo government,
bankers, or dealers in money, were
robably of small importance, and
ow in rank; but on the Mahomedan conquest, commerce seems to
have increased, and to facilitate its
operations bankers were introduced
from the west of India. During the
Mahomedan sway the revenue was
remitted to Moorshedabad by these
bankers, but since the Britih ascen-
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dancy this branch of profit han been
lost to them in the provincial parts,
where they are now chiefly employed
by the landholders in keeping their
rents, aying the revenue, and taking
care oPthe surplus. Potdara, or money-changere, are a very numerous
class, but many of them, having no
shop, sit in the open air with heaps of
cowries placed before them. In the
more rural tracts the money-changer
goes to market with a bag of cowriee
on his head; if arich man, with a londed ox, which, if strong, may carry to
the value of 150 ru ees. All the early
time of the market Re sells cowries for
silver to the peo le, and in the evening the various Ruckstera bring back
their cowries and exchange them for
silver, paying a batta in exchange
each way to the potdar. In Calcutta
cowries are reckoned thus, but in
the country parts they are much
cheaper :
4 cowries
1 ynda.
1 pon.
20 gundas
33 pons
1 current rupee,Iess
than 28. (2,560 cowries).
I t is customary with the moneychangers to lend to all servants who
have monthly wqes, and at the end
of the month, when the wages become due, they return the loan
in silver; for all this class, if trusted, anticipate their income. Labourers among the natives receive
their daily pay in cowries; the daily
markets, even of Europeans, are
made with these shells; they are
distributed in alms, used on d l occasions, and are, in fact, an excellent unforgeable circulating medium,
and a proof of cheapness in whatever country they form the common
currency. The natives of course become well acquainted with their quality, and a Bengalese huckster refuses
as stoutly a cowry with a hole in it,
as in England a shopkeeper does a
Birmingham shilling.
The inhabitants of Bengal proper
are certainly numerous in proportion
to the tillage and mnnufactures that
employ their industry. I t has, however, met with checks, as happened
in 1770, d e n it is supposed nearly
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one-fifth perished by famine. In 1744 cis Buchanan. In 1807, 1808, and
1809, this gentleman wan deprited by
the governmeut to surve and report
lives were lost in the eastern districts on the Bengal districts o f Etungpoor,
by inundation, and in 1788 by a par- Dinagepoor, and Purneah, in the protial scarcity; but since the period secution of which the public officers
last mentioned, an interval of thirty- of government, European and native,
nine years, famine and even scarcity were directed to render him every
have been unknown, a fact probably assistance, and to furnish him with
not to be paralleled in Asiatic his-. every requisite record and docutory. Various estimates of the total ment.
The results of his survey were
population have been made at diferent times, but until 1801, during the most voluminous, and minute re orts
administration of the Marquis Wel- on the resources and actual conchion
lesley, no approach to actual investi- of each district, accompanied by stagation was ever attempted. An in- tistical tables of the most elaborate
quiry of this description requires to description, comprehending not only
be conducted with peculiar delicacy, the population of the whole, but of
the natives in general being averse every police subdivision and town of
to even the semblance of innovation, any importance or magnitude; and
and to any new arrangement that on the whole, he was of opinion that
tends to bring them more immedi- the total amount, as iven in his
ately under the observation of the tables, was not materialfy wrong, almagistrate, or to impose on them though they might err in particular
either additional duties or expense. instances. Dr. Buchanan was selected
Neither can accurate returns be ex- by the government for this deputapected from the zemindars, who are tion, on account of the well-earned
jealous of the intentions and views reputation he had already acquired.
of government. Dierent indirect for general knowledge, sounduess of
expedients have in consequence been judgment, and habits of laborious
resorted to, such as, a computation research ; and certainly no person of
from the quantity of salt consumed, equal abilities, with the exception of
which, being a monopoly, could be Mr. Bayley, ever directed so much
ascertained with tolerable preci- attention to this particular object,
sion.
or executed it with so many colIn 1801, by the directions of the lateral advantages. The result of
Marquis Wellesley, then governor- his investigation, however, gives so
general, the Board of Revenue in enormous a popillation, when comBengal circulated various questions pared with prior estimates, as utterly
on statistical subjects to the magis- to astonish the mind; yet h i contrates and collectors of the different clusions succeeded a most severe
divisions, with the view of ascertain- examination of all the existing ciring the population and resources of cumstances, while others were made,
their respective districts. The re- mostly after very superficial consideraturns to these wqre, with some valu- tion,and somewere evidently the effuable exceptions, rather hastily made, s i o n ~of mere fancy and conjecture.
and without due consideration of the When we add to this, that Mr. Baysuhject ; but it is remarkable, that all ley's subsequent investigation of the
these public functionaries, either from population of Burdwan, in 1814, tendthe fear of appearing to exaggerate, ed completely to corroborate Dr. Buor from the novelty of the subject, chanan's calculations, we must think
kept greatly within the real amount, them entitled to a decided preference.
which we shall exemplify by a com- To render the subject more intelligiparison of their estimates with others ble, we subjoin the respective estisubsequently made, and under more mates of the magistrate, collector,
favourable c~rcumstnnces,byDr. Fran- and Dr. Francis Buchanan.
the same calamity prevailed, but in
a much less degree ; in 1787 many
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Rungpoor District :
The Magistrate's estimate. 1801
1.800. 000
The Collector's ditto. 1801
400. 000
Dr Francis Buchanan's ditto. 1809
2.735. 000
Dinaae~oorDistrict :
The Magistrate's estimati. ' 1801
700. 000
The Collector's ditto. 1801
1.000.000
Dr Francis ~uchanan'sditto. 1808
3.000, 000
Purneah District :
The Magistrate's estimate. 1801
1.4OU. 000
The Collector's ditto. 1801
1.460. 000
Dr Francis Buchanan's ditto. 1810
2.900. 000
We now proceed to give a detailed cal tables. and of Burdwan from Mr
statement of the number of inhabi- Bayley's essay in the Asiatic Retants in Bengal. Bahar. and Benares. searches I t will immediately strike
extracted from the return of the the reader. that if the populatioo of
magistrates and collectors in 1801. the other districts be as nluch underwith the exception of the three dis- rated as of those surveyed by Dr
tricts above.mentioned. and Bogli- Buchanan and Mr Bayley. great as
t and Bahar. which are taken the sum-total is. it might be allnost
rom Dr Francis Buchanan's statisti- doubled
Pqulation of the Premnce of Bengal:
The twenty-four perpinnahs. ~ncludingCalcutta. 1801
1.625. 000
1.600. 000
Midnapoor district. 1801
Hooghly district. 1801
1.000. 000
1.450. 000
Burdwan district. 1814
Jeclmre district. 1801
1,200.000
Nuddea district. 1801
800.000
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7.575. ooo
.................. 1.140.
000
926.000
................................. 1,200.
....................................
000
.......................................
750.000
.................................1.360.
000
..........................................
500. 000
-- 5.876. 000
Moorshedabad district and city. 1801 .................. 1.020. 000
Birbhoom district. 1801 .................................... 700. 000
Rnjeehahy district. 1801 ................................... 1.600. 000
Rungpoor district. 1809 .................................... 2.735. 000
or district. 1808 ................................. 3.000. 000
;.mZx'
district. 1810.................
.................. -2.900. 000
11.855. 000
Total Bengal ...... 25.306. 000
Population of B d a r Province:
Boglipoor district. 1811 .................................... 2.755. 000
Bahar district. 1812..........................................2.019. 000
Samn district. 1801.........................................1,200.000
Shahabad district. 1801 .................................... 2.000. 000
Tirhoot district. 1801 ....................................... 2.000. 000
Ramghni district. by estimate. 1801 .....................1.000. 000
10,974.OOO
Benares province. 1801. by estimate ..................... 3.000. 000
Dacca Jelalpoor district and city. 1801
Backergunge district. 1801
Chittagong district. 1801
Tipera district. 1801
Mymunsinoh district. 1801
Silhet distkct. 1801

............

Total population of the British old provinces of Bengal. Bahar.
and Benares. containing 162.000 square miles
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Bmqpi. oomprehende within its
geogmphlcal limits three large cities,
Calcutta, Dacca, and Moorshehabad,
besides many prosperous inland trading towns, such as Hooghly, Serajep n g e , Bogwangola, and Cossimbazar,
each containing a great population,
but of which no authentic returns
have as yet been published. Thefallowing is the number of inhabitants
reported on very probable grounds
to be resident in the cities and towns
respectively, to which the numbers
are attached :Calcut'ta
500,000
Dacca
180,000
Moorshedabad
150,000
Burdwan
53,000
Chandernagore
41,377
Purneah
33,000
Rajamahal
30,000
Dinagepoor
28,000
Naraingunge
20,000
18,000
Malda
Gour
18,000
Chandercona
18,145
Viages of from 100 to 500 inhabitants are astonishingly numerous,
and in some parts form a continued
chain of many miles along the banks
of the rivers, similar to what we find
described in the most populous tracts
of the Chinese empire. While passing
them on the inland navigation, it is
pleasing to view the cheerful bustle
and crowded population by land and
water; men, old women, children,
birds and beasts, all mixed and intimate, evincing a consciousness of
safety andsecurity from oppression, to
be seen in no native governed territory. Ner have the inhabitants of
Bengal any real evils to complain of,
except such as originate from their
own propensity to litigation, and from
the occasional predatory visits of gang
robbers and river pirates. To protect
them from the last, partly owing to
their own want of energy, the exertions of the government and their
servants in the magistracy have been
most strenuous, and continued with
such increasing vigour, that there is
a t last a prospect of this desirable object beingaccomplished. With res ect
m the h t , the Bengalese nre, t o m
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m e i o h r a g . c . l i i t y , ukmn'jl,
prone Lo legal isputation; and, Ic
tically pacific, seem socially m r &
mestically martial. Among them ww
seems frittered into law, and the ferocious passions dwarfed down to the
bickering and snarling of the hut and
village. In this vociferation they are
greatly assisted by the females, who
aftei the age of thirty generally turn
termagants, and become agitated by
a furious spirit of discord, which they
vent in such loud, virulent, and i&
cent railings as are no where eise t o
be paralleled.
In the revenue system of Bengal,
the ryot, or cultivator, is described as
a tenant paying rent, and his superior
as a landlord or landholder; but,
strictly speaking, his payment heretofore was a contribution to the state,
levied by officers named zemindars,
standing between him and the government. In the rule for the division of
the crop, whether under special eagagements or by custom, their proportions are known, vie.
Half to the landl~rd,and half to
the tenant.
One-third to the landlord, and twothirds to the tenant.
The standard for the regulation of
rates has been lost, but we learn from
other sources, that the assessment
was limited not to exceed in the whole
a fourth part of the ~ c t u agross
l
produce of the soil. In early times the
demands of the Hindoo sovereigns
were still more moderate. The Mahabarat states that the prince was to
levy a fiftieth part of the produce of
mines, and a tenth of corn. Menu
and other legislators authorize the
sovereign to exact an eighth, a tenth,
or a twelRh of grain, according to circumstances, and a sixth of the clear
annual produce of trees.
With respect to the much-disputed
nature of landed property in Bengal,
in one point of view, the zemindars,
as descendants of the ancient independent Rajas, seem to have been tributary princes, in another light only
the officers of overnment ; but probably their reif character partook of
the nature of both. This, however,
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must be obviously restricted to Rajas tion was entire1 under Mahomed
r h o possessed great zemindaries. Reza Khan. ~ rberelat,
.
in 1769 sent
Numerous landholders subordinate to su ewisors into several districts. In
these, as well u others independent 1750 two boards of revenue were
of them, canuot evidently be traced appointed, one at Moorshedabad and
to a similar origin, and the Mahome- one at Patna In 1772 Mr. Hastings,
dan sovereigns and governors of Ben- in consequence of instructions from
gal seem to have been altogether in- home, deprived Mahomed Reza of
different with respect to the muta- all power, and made Calcutta the seat
tions of landed property, provided the of fiscal government. In 1773 the colnew proprietor paid his revenue.
lectors were withdrawn, and six proThe eemindars are now acknow- vincial councils appointed. In 1781
ledged, for various reasons, and from these councils were withdrawn, colconsiderations of expediency, which lectors again deputed, and a supreme
decided the question, as proprietors board of revenue appointed in CaG
of the soil. Yet it has been admitted cutta, which still continues. The total
from high authority, that anciently amount of the land revenue collected
the eovereign was proprietor of the from 1772 to 1789 was remarkably
soil ;that the zemindars were officers equal, averaging about 295 lacks of
of revenue, justice, and police, and current rupees.
that their office was frequently, but
In 1793, during the administration
not necessarily, hereditary. To collect of Lord Cornwall~s,the territorial reand assess the contributions regulated venue of the Company's old provinces
as they were by local customs or par- (Bengal, Bahar, and Benares), which
ticular agreements, but varying at the had before fluctuated, were permasame time with the necessities of the nently and irrevocably fixed, at a cerstate, was the businesa of the zemin- tain valuation of the property modedar, as a permanent, if not as a here- rately assessed ; but this permanent
ditary officer. For the due execution settlement has notyet been introduced
of h ~ charge,
s
he was checked by per- into the territories subsequently obmanent and hereditary officers of re- tained by cession and conquest. The
venue and account.
mighty mass of papers, ,. with which
Various changes have taken place the agitation of this question crowdsince the British con uest, in the mode ed the East-India Coo~pany'srecords,
of collecting the l a d revenue of Ben- proves theability, labour, and anxiety
gal. From 1767 to 1769 the collec- with which it was discussed.
An account of the Indian debts and credits on the 30th April 1822:S31,623,780
Amount of bond, register, and other debts bearing interest
Arrears and debts not bearing interest
6,966,877
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Gross amount of the territorial debt on the 30th April 18B...
£38,590,657
Deduct Territorial Assets :
Cash in the public treasuries
S10,634,459
Bills receivable
449,475
Stores
3,027,818
6,413,033
Debts owing to Government
1,680,939
Salt, opium, grain, &c. in store
29,204,704
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-Net excess of territorial debts in India, beyond the assets ...£16,385,953
Total revenue of the Bengal Presidency, 1881-22...£18,340,502
Ditto ............... Madras ditto ......ditto ... 5,557,129
Ditto ...............Bombay ditto ......ditto ... ?,855,741
-~ o t a l isa1-aa...sa1,763;37e
,
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In 1893-$29 the gross receipts on account of salt amounted to current
rupees 2,06,07,680; the charges to 59,71,710 current rupees. The quantity
of salt formed sold within the year was from 4,000,000, to 4,500,000
maunds, but it i a s been g d u a l I y increased, and of late ycua the sales have
extended to 4,800,000 maunds.
In 1821-22 the gross receipts on account of opium amounted to current
rupees 1,12,57#5.
'Ihe cost and charges to 9,86,723 current rupees.
Current rupees.
Current rupees.
Stamp duties, 1832-23 (per estimate)
31,57,600. Charges 5,80,000
Ditto
'/,06,651
Customs, old territory, lael-22 do
47,90,014.
Customs in the Conquered and Ceded 84,74,490.
~i~~~ 12,01B32 Territories, 18'21-23
In the ceded provinces the public justice, made exertions to acquire it,
revenue has always been satisfacto- and in process of time became teachrily collected, if compared with the ers of it throughout rhe whole Mocollection only a few years ago in gul empire. At present, owing to the
the lower districts, even under all the paucity of European agency, and its
advantages arising from a permanent enormous expense, the size of the
settlement. For a considerable period districts, and the multifarious duties
of time subsequent to the conclusion of the collectors, it appears maniof that settlement, the ultimnte ar- fest that these officers can only inrears stood in a much higher ratio spect much the greater portion of
to the jumma, than they did in the business throu h the medium of naceded districts a very few years after tive servants, $at is to say, through
their acquisition, nor was it until the the falsest medium possible.
Among the various pretexts adoptyear 1800 that they were reduced
within a moderate compass. Hence ed by the landowners in this proa new argument arises against a pre- vince for reducing the revenue to a
mature settlement in perpetuity of trifle, one of the most common and
the upper provinces, which under their successful is, to write down a large
present constitution are sufficiently portion of their estates as destroyed
prosperous, the cultivation extending, b rivers. This furnishes a
and the oooulation increasine. and orea. not onlv for a deduction
becomingSd;ily more c o n t e n d and ;he ;evenue 'assessment, but kee s
tractable. all of which improvements onen a claim for the lands that mi&
have taken place under 'a system of bk afterwards recovered. In m k y
temporar leases, and in spite of ad- cases this has succeeded, as no additional revenue is exacted when a riverse anBprecarious seasons.
The Mahomedans, from the begin- ver adds new lands to a zemindary;
ning of their power, employed the a gradual diminution of the aggrePersian language in the affairs of go- gate revenue must be constantly takvernment, and, notwithstanding its log place. Under these circumclumsy and cumbersome arithmetic, stances, the most substantial advanin the collection also of the revenue. tages would be derived from regular
This practice aided them in maintain- surveys of each district respectively,
log their nuthority, and enabled undertaken by professionsl persons,
them, instead of blindly. depending and executed in a scientific manner.
In Bengal the class of needy land
on native functionaries, to look into
the conduct and details of public bli- proprietors is very numerous; but
siness, as well as to keep intelligible even the greatest zeniindars are not
registers of the income and expen- in a situation to allow that indulgence
diture of the state. The native Hin- and accommodation to their tenants,
doos, finding that a knowletlge of the which might be expected on viewlanguage of government was neces- ing the nominal extent of their insary to every concern of revenue and come. Responsible to government
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for a tax originally calculated at tenelevenths of the expected rents, and
owin to their own dissolute habits,
they f a r e not usually any considerable surplus after their expenditure
to compensate for their risk. Any
accident, any cnlamity, may involve
a zemindar in difficulties from which
no economy or retrenchment can relieve him. Prior to 1790 half the
revenues of Bengal were paid by six
'large zemindaries, viz. Rajeshahy,
Burdwan, Din epoor, Nuddea, Bibhoom, and ~ r c u t t a .
Free lands are distinguished according to their appropriationn, for
Brahmins, bards, encomiastica, ascetics, priests, and mendicants, or as a
romsion for several public officers.
h e greater part of the present free
lands in Bengal were originally granted in small portions of waste ground.
The more extensive tracts of free
land are mauaged in the same mode
as estates assessed for revenue, and
the subject is adverted to in each
district respectively.
Sayer revenue of the nature of land
rent, consists of ground rent for the
sites of houses and gardens; revenue
drawn from fruit trees, pastures,
mathes, rent of fisheries,and other variable imposts. Many articles of sayer
formerly collected within the village
have been abolished; such, for example, as market tolls and personal
taxes. Ground-rents never were generally levied from cultivators engaged in husbandry. No branch of
pdministration requires more prudence and circumspection, or a more
accurate knowledge of the temper
and character of the people of India,
than the imposition of new taxes,
and it is always preferable to seek an
increase by the renewal of old, rather than the establishment of new
taxes. The civil and domestic usages
of the natives are so interwoven with
their religious rites, and they are so
particularly alive to every innovation
or departure from established custom, that in fixing a tax on articles
of general consumption, it is not to
be considered whether it really be
mere or less oppressive than a tax

directly collected from the individual,
but whether it be so felt by him By
an impost on articles of consumption,
the subject who is compelled by his
inclination or neceseities to the use
of it, thus gradually and almost imperceptibly contributes to the revenue of the state; while a personal
demand on him for the payment of
a sum much less than the aggregate
of what he indirectly contributes,
may be considered by him an extortion, which he is warranted in evading if he can. Owing also to the
abuses inseparable from all transactions carried on by native officers
with small salaries, placed be ond
the inspection and control o f t h e
Company's European fi~nctionaries,
the community when a duty is hid
on, have in y e n 1 to pay almost
twice as muc as ever finds its way
into the public treasury.
A 011-tax called jaziyeh was impose! by the Khalif Omar, on all
ersons not of the Mahomedan faith.
he Mussulmaun conquerors of Ilindostan imposed it on the Hindoos
as infidels, but it was abolished t ~ y
the emperor Acber. At a subsequent
l~eriodAurungzebe attempted to revive it, but w~thoutsuccess. In addition to the other sources of revenue, the British government levy a
tax on Hindoo pilgrims, in continuance of former usage, at Gaya,
Juggernauth, and Allahabnd.
The civil and military government
of the territories under the Bengal
presidency, now comprehending the
richest portion of Hindostan proper,
is vested in a Governor-general and
three councillors. Vacancies in the
council are supplied by the Court of
Directors, with the sanction of the
India Board, from civil servants of
not less t,han twelve years' standing.
For the administration of justice
throughout the subordinate provinces,
there are in the civil and criminal departments one supreme court, stationed in Calcutta, and limited in its
jurisdiction to the Maharatta ditch ;
six courts of ap eal and circuit : the
Calcutta, ~oorsEedabad,Dacca, Patna, Benares, and Bareilly ; and forty-
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seven rillah and city oourts, stationed tive commissioaers, from whose d b
cisions an ap eal lies to the judge;
as follows :
and, with a g w exceptions, the d c
Agra,
Juanpoor,
Allahabad,
Jungle Mahals,
cisions of the judges are appealable
Alighur,
Meerut,
to the provincial courts of circuit
Backergunge,
Midnapoor,
within the hounds of which he reBahar,
Mirzapoor,
sides. Each district court has a reBareilly,
Moorshedabad, gister,with oneor more assistants from
among the junior civil servants, end
Benares,
Moradabad,
each court is provided with n a t i w
Birbhoom,
My munsingh,
dul qualified to expound the Hindoo
Boglipoor,
Nuddea,
a n b ~ a h o m e d a nIsw.
Bundelcund,
Purnea,
In criminal matters the magistrates
Burdwao,
Rajeshahy,
of districts are vested with powers
Caunpoor,
Ramghur,
to apprehend and examine all offenChittagong,
Rungpoor,
ders. On slight offences they may
Cuttack,
Sarun,
pass and execute sentence : in casee
Dacca Jelalnoor. Shahabnd.
Dinagepoor,
~ a h a r u n ~ b o r , bfgrcater atrocity, it is the6 businees
Etawah,
Shahiehanpoor, to secure the supposed delinquent&
for trial before & court of c h i t ,
~urruckabad, Silh&,
Tiperah,
which is effected by committing or
Goruckpoor,
Hooghly,
Tirhoot,
holding to bail. Each zillah or dis24-Pergunnahs. trict is subdivided into portions urnJessore,
ally about twenty miles squhre, and
The city courts are:
Benarea,
Moorshedabad,
in each of these a darogah, or head
Dacca,
Patna.
police-officer, is established, with
The courts of circuit consist of armed followers, who is empowwed
three judges with a register, together to apprehend on a written charge,
with native officers, Mahomedan and and to take sec~lritywhen the ofenee
Hindoo. The judges make their cir- ia bailable for appearance before the
cuits at stated periods, and also hold magistrate. The average size of a
regular and frequent gaol deliveries. Bengal district may be taken at 6,000
They try criminal offences according square miles; but in particular into the Mahornedan law; but when the stances, owing to the great extent of
sentence is capital, or imprisonment waste and woodlands or the reverse,
is awarded beyond a defined period, the dimensions vary extremely. Burdit does not take effect until it receives wan contains only 2,400,andRamghur
confirmation from the superior cri- above 10,000.
The ultimate court of appeal in
minal court stationed in Calcutta,
and named the Sudder Nizamut civil matters sits in the city of CalAdawlut, or chief criminal court. cutta, and is styled the Sudder DeThe principal business of this col~rt wanny Adawlut, or chief civil court.
is to revise trials ; but it is in no case T o this court all muses respecting
permitted to aggravate the severity personal property beyond 6,000 NL
of the sentence.
peep value, are appealable : with r e
In the provincial districts, the offi- gard to real property, it is calculated
cer who in his criminal Capacity has by certain rules, differing according
the appellation of magistrate, is also to the nature and tenure of the prothe c~viijudge of the district or city perty. From this court an appeal
in which he reside&. He tries all lies to the King in council, if the value
suits of a civil nature, provided the of the property concerned ahounte
cause of action has arisen, the pro- to L5,000.
perty concerned be situated, or the
Under the Mahomedan government
defendant be resident, within his ju- suitors pleaded their own caoses, and
continued until 179%
riscliction. To try suits of a small the pr~~ctice
amount the judge may appoint na- when regular native advocates were
0 2
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.printed. These pleaders are usually
se ected from the Mussulman college
at Calcutta, and Hindoo college at
Benares, and the rate of fees is fixed
by public regulation. This institution
ensures suitors ngainst nqligence or
misconduct, on the part either of the
judge or his native assistants, the
advocates being often as conversant
in the business of the court as any
of the public officers. As an ultimate
security for the purity of justice, provisions have been made against the
corruption of those who administer
it. The receiving of a sum of money
or other valuable gift, or under colour
thereof, by a British subject in the
service of the government, is deemed
to be taken by extortion, and is a
misdemeanor at law.
Written pleadings in the native languages have been introduced, for the
purpose of bringing litigation t o a
p i n t , and enforcing in legal proceed~n s as much precision as the habits
o f t h e people will admit. Before this
modification, the charge and defence
consisted of confused oral complaints,
loudly urged on the one side, and as
loudly contradicted on the other. In
receiving evidence great iiidulgence is
granted to the scruples of caste, and
the prejudices against the public appearance of females so prevalent In
eastern countries. Select cases, civil
and criminal, are annually published,
which reports, by diffusing a knowledge of the legal principles established in the courts of the Sudder Dewanny and Nizamut Adawlots, are
productive of essential benefit in the
general administration of justice, and
tend to prevent litigation, to which
the natives are so prone, that in some
districts they might almost be reduced
to two classes, plaintiffs and defendants. The Marquess Cornwallis,
about 1793, allowed all causes to be
filed without expense, and the consequence was that the courts were
soon overloaded. An institution fee
was in consequence established, with
a retrospective operation, and the
result was that in one day, and in
one court, no less than 14,000 causes
were struck OK What must the

efrect have been in the whole provlnce !
The Mahomedan law constitutes
ostensibly the ground-work of the
criminaljurisprudence of the country ;
but although the name and many of
the external forms of that code be
retained, its execution is so corrected
in essentials that it may more properly be regarded as the administra
tion of British criminal justice. At
present the system of criminal law, as
promulgated in the provinces subordinate to the Bengul presidency, is
in reality a system of jurisprudence
founded on tho natural principles of
justice ;which form, or ought to form,
the base of every criminal code. In
civil matters the IIindoos and Mahomedans substantially enjoy their respective usage. The rejudices of both
are treated with in~ulgence,and the
respect that Asiatic manners enjoin
to females of rank is scrupulously
enforced.
In the criminsl department, no offence has occupied so much of the
time and attention of the government
and its functionaries as dacoity or
gangrobbery, which for an astonishing
length of time bailledtheunited efforts
of every department; but at length, .
by unremitted preseverance and vigilance, if not wholly eradicated, it has
been greatly diminished. Indeed, generally speaking, this scourge, under
which Bengal suffered from the first
acquisition of the province until it
had reached its acmC in 1807, has
been generally suppressed. Robberies,
in the ordinary sense of the expression, are still committed; but dacoity,
considered as a crime distinguished
fromall othersby its ~eculiarmalignity
and by involving the perpetrators in
other crimes of a most atrocious and
sanguinary character, has been nearly
extinguished. The Sunderbunds have
always been regarded as pec~~liarly
adapted for the reception and concealment of river pirates: yet even in
this labyrinth of wood, water, and
rank vegetation, great progress has
been made in the xtirpation of gmig
robbery.
In the ceded and conquered pro-
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vincem, although less progress has apparently been made in the suppression of crimes than in the old territories, yet manifest traces are perceptible of the influence of a regular
system of civil olity on the great
mass of the peope. On the first acquisition of these provinces, one of
the greatest evils was the privnte
war which the proprietors of estates
and individuals carried on against
each other. Vindictive assassination,
for real or imaginary injuries, was
also a crime of frequent occurrence ;
and both enormities had their origin
in the same cause, viz. the weakness
of the preceding governments, and
the want of renular tribunals to take
cognizance ofvwrongs committed by
individunls on their fellow subiects.
Considerable progress has been h a d e
towards the suppression of both these
crimes ; but murders, perpetrated by
a class of people named Thugs, still
continue in spite of the increased exertions of the police. In the upper
provinces, highway robbery and gang
robbery are seldom known to prevail
together ; the first usually commencing when an effectual check has been
given to the last.
. As dacoits or gang robbers occupy
so prominent a part iu the criminal
jurisprudence of Bengal, a few more
observations towards the develop
ment of their character may be usefully em loyed. Sixty years ago the
,vers o!sengal
were nearly impassable for unarmed boats, on account of
the imniense bands of pirates who
roamed unchecked through every part
of the province ;at present, except
occatiionally in some large rivers near
the sea, the inland navigation is
wholly free from every perilous obstruction. Amongthe dacoits inBengal, many instances occur of whole
families practising robber from generation to generation, aniindisiduals
among them boast that their progenitors were hanged, or died in perpetual imprisonment. Their leaders
succeed each other like officers of a
regular establishment, and being all
predestinarians, the are indifferent
as to the result ofYthrir hazardous

career. Nor do they attach obl uy
to the name of dacoit : in that%*
racter they are something; as labourers or cultivators, nothing. B e
sides this, they to the last entertain
hopes of escaping punishment, either
by flying for concealment to the
creeks, woods, jungles, or low islands overgrown with rank weeds;
or when captured, by the expectntion that the terror their name inspires will prevent evidence appearing against them. When they are a t
last brought to the fatal tree, the
dacoits who suffer capital punishment meet their fate with the greatest fortitude, and the exhibition is
considered bv the lookers-on as a
sort of gratia entertainment. The
penitence and contrition shewn bv
criminals in England, when the sedtence is on the point of execution,
and which makes such a serious and
salutary impression on tln?spectators,
is never observed in this country,
where in fact felons are much more
afrid of transportation than of death.
In Bengal, robbers are not shunned
and hated as in Europe. On the contrary, they have homes,often land and
cattle, and are not only associated
with, but are frequently men of influence in their villages, although
their profession be universally known.
This can only he ascribed to a general absence of the moral principle,
which applies to the Mahomedans ae
well as to the Hindoos, the lower
classes of the former having evidently
adopted many of the worst practices of
Hindoo idolatry. The dacoits of both
religions are not only unrestrained by
terrors of conscience, but affect to
sanctify their execrable deeds by offerings and i~~vocations
to the goddess Cali ; and that human blood is
now seldom shed on these occasions,
is to be attributed to the introduction of the British ayetem of police,
which, with all its defects, is perfection compared with that which preceded it. The g e a t mass of Bengalese are certainly not constitutionally
brutal or inexorable, on the contrary,
they are usually mild and placable ;
yet it must be admittedi that the cri.
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minal records of the province will
furnish such instances of cruelty and
ferocity, as erhaps the history of no
countr in % u r n p can parallel.
To t i e universal prevalence of perjury may also be attributed the long
continuance and existing frequenc
of gang robbery ; and to such a pitcg
of shameless audacity has this crime
long attained, that the judge is often
obliged to investigate the character
of the witness with more anxiety
than that of the prisoner. In IBBO,
a zemindary dewan, by caste a Brahmln, after having circumtitantially
sworn to the nature, number, and
authors of the wounds inflicted on
two of his cutcherry (office) sewants,
alleged to have been murdered in an
pttempt to dis ossess him of the cutcherry, Ma&
blushed when the
two men were produced alive and
nnhurt in court, and merely pleaded
in extenuation, that if he had not
sworn as he was instructed he would
have lost his place. The little obligation attached by the natives to an
oath, ap ears in a great degree t o
proceed L m the nature of their sup t i t i o n , and the degrading attriutes of their deities, as well as the
total h e n c e of moral instruction
from their system of education, and
its necessarian tendency. Hence ori+nates the general exclamation of
.criminals, when convicted of murder,
that it was their destiny, and they
seldom or never acknowledge any
other motive. I t is probable that in
time the exetnplary punishments inflicted will deaden the alacrity with
which crimes have hitherto been committed, and the steady and just adminicltration of the laws go a certain
-way towards imbuing the inhabitants
vith a moral principle, or something
resembling it. At present they have
neither, at least in the true christian
aense of the word ; but sufficient tinie
has not yet elapsed, so as to occasion
any solid improvement of character.
There is no crime more frequent
in Bengal and Hindostan generally,
than the murdering of children for
the sake of the gold and silver ornamenu, with which, in spite of every

exhortation on the part of the British functionaries, they persevere in
adorning them. These horrid crimes
are usually perpetrated by friends,
neighbours, and relations, unable to
resist the tempting opportunity, and
the parents would aln~ostappear voluntarily to dress out their child for
a victim. The frequent occurrence
of the crime, attracted at different
periods the attention of the government, and the courts of circuit were
consulted as to the possibility of
suggesting any preventive expedient,
not likely to excite dissatisfaction
among the natives by such interference with their domestic usages.
no thin^, however, could be devised
except increased vigilance in detecting, and rigorous enforcement and
publicity of the punishment.
Constituted as the overnment now
i., the zernindars coufd not with justice be made responsible for the propeny plundered on their estates, uness they were authorized and reuired to retain establishments for
k e seizure of public offenders : an
arran ement that would in effect
t r a n b the charge of the police t o
the zemindars, and again open a door
t o all the abuses conimitted by them
in former times, when they were entrusted with the olice of their rest present it scarcepmive estates.
y ever happens that the zemindars
resist the execution of a decree of
the civil court, or assemble their people afterwards for the purpose of
fighting and dispossessing the person
in whose favour the decree had been
awarded. By this class, however, the
large portion of lands, allotted during
the Mogul government for the maintenance of village watchmen, have
been long ago appropriated, and have
wholly disappeared from the public
records. It is consequently to be
apprehended that if waste lands were
again set apart for that purpose, a
siinilar absorption would take place
as soon as they had attained a certain stage of cultivation.
Much might be said respecting the
character of the Bengalese zemindars,
a most important class of natives, but
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It is ver difficult to render the subject inteiigible to European readers.
Like the great mass of the people, a
Bengalese zemindar enjoys only the
present hour, is improvident of the
future, and most of them are mere
-puppets in the hands of the unprincipled n~anagersof their estates. They
are consequently soon involved in
difficulties, from which they are unable to extricate themselves, and
their estates are sold ; but their ruin
they impute to the strictuess and
severity of government in the exaction of the revenue. I t was, no doubt,
the intention of government to confer an important benefit on this class
of subjects, by abolishing the custom
of imprisoning them for arrears of
revenue; but they assert it has been
found, from melancholy experience,
that the system of sales and attachments, substituted in its stead, has
in the course of a very few years
reduced more of the great zemindars
in Bengal to distress and beggary,
and effected a greater mutation of
landed property in the province, than
perhaps ever happened in any age or
country as the mere consequence of
internal regulations. Blind and insensible as the natives are to consequences, they will hardly give themselves the trouble of guarding against
a distant evil, or undertake anything
for the sake of a remote advantage,
more than the mere stimulus of money being necessary to rouse them.
T o this apathy and supineness in
their dispositions, joined to habits of
dissipation, extravagance, and disunion, is to be ascribed the ruin of
many zemindars ; but in other cases
this effect has resulted from their
estates being over-assessed, and the
difficulties in realizing the rents due
by sub-tenants and cultivators.
In this province there are many
female zemindars, generally subservient to, and under the management
of thefamily Brahmin, who controls
their consciences. This person has
his own private interests to attend
to, and, without appearing, exerts
an influence over the public business
of the zemindary. Tho ostensible
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managing agent submite to the control of a concealed authority, which
he must conciliate, and the interests
of the state and zemindar .equally
bend to it. A Brahmin in Bengal not
only obtains a lease of land on bettet
terms than any other caste, but also
enjoys exemption from various impositions and extortions, to which the
less sacred classes are subjected.
Throughout the whole of Ben&
there is very little distinction to be
&served between the houses of the
meanest peasant and those of the
aemindar, which is probably in part
owing to the rule of inheritance that
prevails, both with Mahomedans and
Hindoos, and in families is an interminable sonrce of jealousy, enmity,
and dispute. Property of every sort
being universally liable to equality
of partition among the heirs, must,
if persevered in, seon reduce all to
the same level, and its progress to
the lowest degree be accelerated with
an increasing momentum. Another
evil consequence of this community
of property is, that it deadens all
individual exertions for its improvement.
Religious buildings and public edifices of great size are now seldom
constructed in Bengal. What wealth
remains with the natives is more
widely diffused than formerly, and
the fortunes accumulated by E u r b
peans are invariably remitted to Europe. This latter class now occupy
the stations of those native officers
who in former times, either from motives of charity or ostentstion, raised
those buildings of utility, which are
now to be traced out only b their
ruins; and in fwt the light mi[ allovial situation, and exuberant vegetation of Bengal, are hostile to the
permanence of any erections, however
well constructed originally. With a
particular class of natives it is a
very general complaint that they cannot now procure a livelihood in the
British provinces. They allege that,
under former governments, the number of troops entertained, and the
various descriptions of servants required for state and for the revenue
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and the distance between the two is -mission of ita subjects
rfect and
mnsequently infinite. Notwithstand- unqualified. This IS, in g t , so coming the long duration of the Maho- plete as to preclude the necessity of
medan swax, it had very little effect coercion or intimidation of any kind ;
on the mass of the people ; and our all appearance consequently of miligovernment must have still less, be- tary Interference may be kept wholly
cause we do not, like the Mahome- out of sight, and it will be only when
dans, mix and coalesce with them ; European laws, religion, and literathey consequently appear as remote ture, come to be disseminated, that
from adopting English customs as the it will be necessary to draw the reins
English are from adopting theirs. tighter, to prove that we possess powRespecting the nature of the British er irresistible to command obedience.
y e r n m e n t the natives remain superThe army is powerful, and ma be
atively ignorant. In Calcutta a de- with certainty depended on, so {ong
gree of curiosity may sometimes be as they are regularly paid. The seobserved, and a desire to converse on poys, like the rest of the people, are
state affairs: but on these occasions entirely uninstructed as to the form
the best-informed natives always be- of government, policy of their rulers,
tray an extreme ignorance. The most or justice of their wars, and in this
learned have no knowledge of the law ignorance 'and apathy consists our
of nations, nor do they suppose the strength.
I t 1s a truth perfectly obvious, that
measures of the supreme power to
be founded in equity or moderation, the peculiar interests of the British
the notion of a supreme executive nation recommend the happinesa of
government prescribing laws and li- its native subjects. On the acquisimits to its own authority, not pre- tion of these territories, the primary
senting a very intelligible idea to a object certainly was to discover what
native. On this account many of could be obtained from them, not
them still consider the regulations of how they might be most benekited.
government as only temporary, and In process of time, however, it beliable to be altered and rescinded by came necessary to devise how they
the interest or caprice of the power might be benefited, in order that the
same amount of resources might conthat enacted them.
Although the bulk of the natives tinue to be drawn from them. Percannot be described as decidedly at- sons who remembered the state of
tached to the British government, this province in 1769 and 1789, the
which they certainly do not under- thirt~ethof the revolution, were instand, that government is neverthe- clined to think that it exhibited more
less very stron and secure from any appearance of opulence at the. first
serious mnternafcornmotion, for none than at the last period : an opilon
ever stood more independent of pub- confirmed by the records of the prolic opinion. To the ~nhabitants,the vince for the twelve years subsequent
polit~cal state of the country is a to 1769 ; the decline continuing long
complete incomprehensible mystery; after the effects of the famine had
yet it is probable that, since our effec- ceased to operate. But, without retual establishment in 1765, no native sorting to local mismanagement, the
ever dreamed of subverti
the go- nature of the connexion which b i d s
eernment. In this point view the Bengal to Britain, will suiliciently acmass of natives are most ignorant count for the tendency of its interand helpless, without concert or com- nal condition to deteriorste. All the
bination, and no oppres~ionof the ofiicee of trust and emolument, civil
ruling power would produce any re- and military, and the highest lines of
sistance that might not be quelled commerce, are in the hands of s m by a company of sepoys. The power gers, who, after a temporary resiof the British government in Bengal dence, depart with the capital tbey
is completely despotic, and the sub- have accumulated, while under native
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rulers, even the extortions of rapa- and at the same time learn numeracity and the drains of tribute again tion and the subdivisions of weights
entered circulation, and promoted in and measures, and of time belonging
somp form the territorial industry. to astronomy, or rather to astrology,
Under it^ present constitution, the the whole occupying about eighteen
remittance, or rather tribute, to Bri- months. After this progress they betain, carries off every year a large gin to write on paper, and to learn to
share of the produce, for which no- k w p accounts, and at the same time
thing is retunled.
to multiply, divide, and subtract, with
Beyond Bengal the nativea of the the rule of practice, in which the
northern mountains prove by their usual arithmetic consists.
In this scheme of instruction, acfeatures a Tartar orlgin ; the people the northern boundary o f ~ e n - counts and arithmetic are divided into
gal. On the eastern hills and a d ' s two distinct departments: one for
cent plains the peculiar features of t i e agriculture, and the other for cominhabitants ehew with equal certainty mercial affairs. When both are learna distinct origin; and the elevated ed, the former is taught first ; but
tract that Bengal includes on the west not many of the natives acquire that
is peopled from a stock obviously dis- knowledge, or are able to tell how
tinct, or rather by several races of man begas or fractions a rectangled
mountaineers, the probable aborigines paraflelogram contains : for the Hinof the country. The latter are most doo geometry, as far as is known, in
evidently distinguished by their reli- practice proceeds no further. Pracligion, character, language, and man- tical surveyore have no mode of ascerners, as well as by their features, from taining the extent of irregular fignres
the Hindoo natives. Under various but by reducing them to rectangled
denominations, they appear formerly parallelograms, in which they are
to have peopled the vast mountain- guided merely b the eye or by rough
ous tract that occupies Central India, estimation ; a n i even in measuring
and some of their tribes have not yet parallelograms, they are destitute of
emerged from the savage state. In any instrument that can ascertain
the mixed population of the middle whether or not all the angles be
districts the Hindoos may be easily equal.
The Bengal year 1232 began on
distinguished from the Mahomedans ;
and among the latter the Mogul, Af- the 11th April 1824. When this era
ghan, and their immediate descen- was instituted is uncertain ; but, acdants, may be discriminated from the cording to tradition, is said to have
naturalized Mussulmauu. Among the been introduced by one of the MahoHindoos may be recognized the pecu- medan kings of Bengal, and seems oriliar features of the Bengalese, con- ginally to have had reference to the
trasted with those of the Hindostany. year of the Hejira, but without adIn this province the first rudiments justing the Bengal solar to the Hejiof educaQon are generally given in ra lunar year, consequently, in three
mall day schools, under the tuition centuries it will have lost about eight
of teachers, who are little respected years.
In Bengal, parents are generally saand poorly rewarded, and are quite
different from the gooroos (family tisfied with instructing their children
priests)wl~oinstructin religion. Chil- in mercantile accounts, and in keepdren usually o to school at five, and ing a very full day or waste-book, In
are instructef to read and write at the which every transaction is carefully
same time. They begin by tracing recorded, and to which is added a
letters on the floor with a pencil of kind of ledger ; but their books do
steatite, and in five or six months not admit of striking a regular bathey are thus able to read and write. lance, like the Italian method. I t is
They then begin to write cyphers on only arithmetic commercial and pracpalmyra leaves with a reed and ink, tical that is taught at school ; the ap-
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plication t o mensuration and t o the advantageous measure t o direct their
keeping of books, either of a mer- views to European learning and
chant or landholder, are acquired in science, by the establishment of
some office or shop, where the youth schools for the study of the English
commences as an assistant, and learns language in all the principal towns,
the style and manner of correspond- cities, and civil and military stations.
ence. The use of the sharp iron style The practicability of such a change
for writing on bark and leaves, al- has already been demonstrated, in the
though the original manner of Hin- universal diffusion ofthePersian, also
doo writing, has been entirely aban- a foreign language, and the natives
doned, and the reed pen and ban]- have a peculiar facility in acquiring
boo inkstand, introduced by the Ma- the English, both a s to idiom and
homedans, are now universally em- pronunciation. Their studies would
ployed, even in writing on the pal- then assume a more elevated direcmyra leaf, which substance is still tion, tending to the improvement of
used for works of value, being more their moral and intellectual character,
durable than the paper fabricated in which would gradually wean them
the province. Besides paper, the from the attachment they btiH evince
natives pay for writing rather less t o their absurd mythological superthan one rupee for every 32,000 let- stitions, and lead ultimately to the
ters of the alphabet.
tranquil adoption of a purer and
I t has long been remarked that sci- Inore rational system of religion.
ence and literature arein a progressive
T h e genuine Bengalese towns are
state of decay among the natives of not arranged into streets, but into
India, the number of learned men divisions of east, west, north, south,
being not only diminished, but the and centre. In one art the Hindoos
circle of learning, even among those reside, in another tRe Mahomedans,
who still devote themselves to it, and in a third the native Portuguese,
greatly contracted.
The abstract &c. The Hindoo portion is farther
sciences are abandoned ;polite litera- subdivided into the quarters of Brahture neglected; and no branch of mins, scribes, weavers, oil-makers,
learning cultivated but what is cou- washermen, barbers, cultivators, potnected with the peculiar religious ters, &c., but this distribution is not
sects and doctrines, o r with the as- always strictly observed. I t is not
trology of the people. The principal the custom to build one house sufcause of this retrograde condition of ficient for the whole family; on the
literature may be traced to the want contrary, except among the great, a
of that encouragement which was separate house or hut is generally
fornlerly affbrded to i t hy princes, allotted for each particular purpose,
chieftains, and opulent individuals, and these huts collectively are sur- under the native governments, now rounded by a fence. The houses of
past and gone. Influenced b a de- the rich are of brick, and flat-roofed,
sire to retrieve native learn& from generally two stories high, but the
its prostrate condition, Lord Minto, windows s r e mere air-holes. In the
in 1811, adopted certainmeasures for first story the idol is set up; the upthe encouragement of erudition and per rooms are occupied by the family.
science, by a system of liberal sale- Throughout the province, except m
ries and donations ; but i t is greatly large towns, there are no inns, nor
t o he doubted whether, under exist- place of accommodation for the mere
ing circumstances, it be practicable to traveller; yet in every small town he
reimbue the natives with a taste for may procure an empty house or hut
their own literature, o r if practicable, where he ma have shelter.
desirable. With the prospect before
blany inteiigent persons have been
them of n long and intimate con- of opinion that vegetable food, seanexion with their present rulers, it soned with capsicum, and water t o
would probably prove a much more drink, is the diet best adapted for 8
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warm climate : but the justice of this

notion there is much reason toquestlon. The natives of Bengal, who
subsist exactly in this manner, have
extremely weak constitutions, incapable of resisting the slightest change
of air or water. I t is more probable
that those who enjoy a diet which
includes animal food, and strong
liquors in moderate quantities, are
best able to support the influence of
unwholesome climates, and the sudden alterations of the atmosphere.
The Arabian pro het has also had
encomiums for Ris rohibition of
strong liquors, upon t e supposition
that excessive inebriety would throw
the natives of warm climates into
most ungovernable paroxysms of
fur
The fact, however, is here exact& the reverse, for nothing can be
uieter than a drunken Bengally.
8 n these occasions he either retires
with his wife or mistress to some
private place, where both parties
drink until satiated, or he swallows
so much liquor at once as to deprive
himself both of reason aud voluntary
motion, and falls down prone on the
earth a stupid block. I t is seldom
or never that, like the Centaurs and
Lapithae, he en es in that boisterous
conviviality w E h generates feuds,
broils, and quarrels.
The extracts of poppy and hemp
are considered by natlve moralists
moreinnocent than spirituous liquors,
yet they are much more apt than distilled spirits to lead to the most
beastly private intoxication. A Brahmin who intoxicates himself with
these druga is considered blameable,
but it does not involve loss of caste.
Many of the lower tribes use them
whenever they can, but it is only the
very lowest that will drink spirits
openly. All women chew tobacco,
but it is only the females of unclean
tribes and prostitutes that will smoke.
No man loses caste by snioking tobacco, and all practise it except a
few pundits, who content themselves
with snuffing, which is considered
more dignified than smoking. Men
seldom chew tobacco.
In general a Hindoo man of rank
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or high caste passes a great part of
his time cooking : but the ceremoniem
which this operation involves being
very troublesome, many of the nativem
kindle afire but once a day, generally
in the evening, when they make their
prillcipal meal. In the morning and
at noon they eat some food that does
not require cooking, such as parched
rice, or rice parboiled and afterwards
beaten flat and dried. Those who
can d o r d the expense, mix it with
molasses, a11d form cakes or balls;
and some mix it with milk, sour or
curdled, or with tamarinds. The
poor either eat it without any addition, or moisten it with a little water,
and, if such luxuries be attainable,
with a little salt or some acid fruit.
The preparations of milk are var'ous,
consuting of boiled butter ( iee),
curdled sour milk, butter-mil&, inspissated milk, and curds. The natlves use on1 boiled milk, the taste
nrr it comes $om the cow being considered unpalatable. Neither is the
butter ever used without having been
boiled, which process converts it into
an oil that keeps much better than
butter. Even In the climate of Bengal, it undergoes little change for a
month, and may be used after having
been kept a year. The Bengal sweetmeats please neither the eye nor
palate of Europeans, but the rich
natives use large quantities, mostly
fried in oil or butter.
Do s, the humble ally of man, are
little gonoured in India, and no employ can be more di raceful than
the taking care of thisxthful brute;
yet the breed in Bengal is very numerous, and every village swarms
with half-starved curs, which eat
every sort of carcase and filth, and
are not reckoned the property ofm y
body. The natives rarely enter into
any familiarity with them, nor are the
chrldren ever seen either caressing
or tormenting them, as in Europe.
They are in fact merely tolerated ;
one or two, according to the wealth
of a family, being permitted to eat
the scraps, in return for which they
sleep in the yard, and hark when a
stranger approaches. The bitchas
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are few in number, and commonly
more starved than the dogs, being
weaker, and the natives observing a
strict neutrality in their quarrels.
These creatures are so prolific that
the number of dogs always exceeds
that of the homes which give them
shelter, and a large proportion have
no resource but to roam about in
miser l i e jackals. But, under all
their ~ a r d s h ~they
~ a , retain the affstionate nature of their kind : the
least feeding attaches them, and when
the pangs of hunger are deadened,
the slightest notice delights them,
e n b they soon discover who is the
chief person of a party, though he
neither caresses nor feeds them. Cats
are not numerous, and are, l i e dogs,
Just tolerated, and live in a half-domestic half-wild state.
The Bengalese are in general, when
young, a lively, handsome race of
men. There is also a softness in their
features, corresponding to the general mildness, or perhaps, pusillanimity
of their character, and were it not
for the uncharitable operation of
caste, they would, comparatively, be
. a friendly, inoffensive race. They have
a thorough 'contem t for d l other
nations and castes !which seems reciprocal), whom they consider impure
and degraded, originally Hi~idoos,but
in conaequence of their sins and
enormities, fallen from that high
eatate. The contrast between the
bluntness of a European and the
smooth easy polish of a Bengalese
is very strikmg; the latter are naturally polite, and frequent] exhibit
a suavity and suppleness o r manner
that surprises a stranger. This observation, however, is only applicable
m fiV aa regards their conduct towards their superiors, for to inferiors,
of whatever nation, they are usually
insolent and contumelious. Their
youths are lively, inquisitive, and
of quick perception, and the common
people noisy and loquacious. ' These
are of a dark brown colour, middling
stature, thin but well made, of an
oval countenance, many with aquiline
noses, and all with black eyes and hair.
The genuine natives of this pro-

vince never were a martial race, or
disposed to a military life, for which,
indeed, theirwant of personalstrength
and constitution almost incapacitates
them ; the army is in cons uence
entirely recruited from n o 3 and
weatern Hindostan. In l8!B threefourths of the Ben@ cavalry were
Mahomedans, for, w t h the exception
of the Mdarattas, the Hindoos in
general are not partial to the duties
of a trooper. The reverse is the case
in the Bengal infantry, three-fourths
of which is composed of Hindoos,
who are ususlly more docile and less
dissipated than the Mahomedans.
The standard below which no recruit
is taken is five feet six inches, but a
large proportion of the grenadiers
are six feet and upwards.
The dress of the Hindoo men of
rank haa become nearly the same'with
that of the Mnhomedans. The married Hindoo females use red-lead as
an ornament; but instead of painting
their cheeks l i e the European ladies,
they rub it on their foreheads, fingers,
and nails, and also paint round the
soles of their feet with red. In compliment a woman is commended when
she is discribed as walking like a duck
or an elephant, which is also a sort
of waddle. The teeth are beautiful
when l i e the seed of the pomegmnste (black and red); the nose, when
like the beak of a parrot ; the hands
and feet like the water lily; the hair
when black as a cloud; the chin when
resembling the mangoe; and the lips
when like the fruit of the calacucha.
The hardships imposed on Hindoo
widows of pure caste are so severe
and degrad~ng,that women of high
spirit often prefer the funeral pile ;
while others submit with patience, and
act as menial servants to the vain
beauties who are decked in the ornaments of which they have been deprived; others, to escape these harsh
regulations, renounce caste and seek
refuge in a brothel. In 1823, the number of suttees, or widow burnings,
within the Bengal presidency, wm,
Brahmins 234 ;Khetries 35 ; Vaisyas
14 ; Sudras 292 ;total 575. But the
real number in probably much greater
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as the returns are only given with

accuracy about Calcutta, within the
limits of the Calcutta court of circuit,
where 340 out of the above sum total
were perpetrated. The ages were, under twenty years of age 33; from
twenty to forty years 208 ;from forty
to sixty years 326; above sixty years
of age 109; total 575 widows.
To the ear of a European the native music sounds harsh and disagreeable, and to the professed musician is
altogether insufferable. The performers, however, are numerous, and
the variety of noises they are able to
produce, considerable. The highest
description consists of bands of instrumental .music, which accompany the
voices of girls who sing and dance.
The latter is quite as bad as their
music, being slow, lifeless, and without grace or meaning. The greatest
art is to jingle time with some chains,
or hollow rings, called goongooroos.
which are tied round their ancles,
During the Mussulmaun Mohurrem,
some persons are employed to sing the
praises of Fatima, the daughter of
Mahomed, and of her unfortunate
eons, Hassan and Hossein. But it is
principally at marriages, and during
religious processions and grand solemnities, that the full din of harmony
is heard, proceeding from eight different kinds of drums, beeides gongs,
hautboys, buffaloe horns, and brass
trumpets, performed by the lowest
dregs of the eople. From these formidable imp!ements of sound each
man extorts as much noise as he can,
aying little or no attention to what
is comrades are about. Sometimes
the men amuse themselves singing
hymns or love songs, accompanied by
small drums; but it is considered as
very disgraceful for a modest woman
to sing, or play on any musical instrument. While rowing, the native boatmen endeavour to lessen their fatigue
by singing the adventures of Krishna
and Radha, and it is among them that
any real melody is to be found, some
being sweet and plaintive, and strongly
resembling the national airs of Scotland and Ireland.
In Bcngal the common washermen
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are almost all Hindoos of a low tribe ;
but nearly all the tailors cue Mahomedans, the needle apparently haviog
been totally unknown to the Hindoos
before the Mahonredan invasion. A
great proportion of the barbers are a
pure tribe, and shave without soap.
Rich men oRen retain barbers, who
shave them, pick their ears, cut their
nails, and knead their bodies, commonly called shampooing, an o eration to
which the natives are mucR attached.
Ten days after a woman has been delivered, the nails both of her and her
child must be cut. No native woman,
except a prostitute, will allow their
hair to be cut, such care of her person being deemed incompatible with
modesty. Of the medical profession
therearehere three sectaof nativephysicians ; the Yunnni (Ionians) among
the Mahomedans; the Saka dwipi in
Bahar ; and the Vaidyas in Bengal.
Domestic slavery is very generally
prevalent in Bengal, among both Hindoos and Mahomedans. More trusty
than hired servants, slaves are almost
exclusively employed in the interior
of the house. Every opulent person,
every one raised above the condition
of the simplest mediocrity, is provided with household slaves, and from
this class are chiefly taken the concubines of the Mahomedans and Hindoos; in regard to whom it is to be
remembered, that concubinage is not
among people of these religions an
immoral state, but a relation which
both law and custom recognize without reprehension, and its prevalence
is only liable to the same objections as
pol gamy, with which it has a near,
a n i d m o s t necessary connection. ~n
the lower districts under the Bengal
presidency, the employment of slnves
In the labours of husbandry is almost
unknown. In the upper provinces beginning from Western Brrhar, and Benares, the petty landlords, who are
themselves cultivators, are aided in
their husbandry by slaves, whom they
very commonly employ as herds and
fonghmen. Landlordsof a higher class
ave in a few instances the pretensions
of masters over a part of the tenants
long settled on their estates, aad re-
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puted to be descended from ersonsl
who were the acknowledged h e s of
their ancestors.
It would be difficult to form a computation of the number of slaves
throughout the country, o r the proportion born to the free population.
In a general point of view it may be
stated, that slaves are neither SO few
as to be of no consideration, or so
numerous as to compose a notable
proportion of the inhabitants. The
number, which certain1 is not relatively great, has been l e p t up, first
by propagation; secondly, by the sale
of free children into slavery; and
thirdly, by importation from abroad,
by sea or land, but this has been long
prohibited. Slavery, however, in its
severest sense, may be said to be unknown, the domestic slave being usoally rather a favourite and confidential servant, than au abject drudge,
and held superior to the hireling, both
in the master's estimation and in his
own. Opulent persons fiequently
emancipate but rarely sell their slaves;
and the manumission of slaves being
deemed an act of piety, it frequently
takes place from religious motives,
and slaves are expressly redeemed by
purchase. The number of slaves continually diminishing by these proceuses, a demand constantly exists for
the purchase of them, which is chiefly
supplied by the sale of children by
their parents during famines, or under
circumstances of peculiar calamity. In
such exigencies, .parents have been
known to sell thew children for prices
so very inconsiderable, and so little
more than nominal, that they mny
frequently have credit for a better motive than that of momentarily relieving their own necessities; namely, the
saving of the children's lives, by interesting in their preservation persons
able to provide that nourishment, of
which they are themselves destitute.
There is no reason for believing that
they are ever sold through avarice, o r
the want of natural affection ; indeed
the known character of the people in
all their relations exempt them from
the suspicion of such conduct. The
pressure of want, therefore, alone sti-

mulates the sale; and so long as no
established fund, or regulated system
for the relief of the indigent exists,
i t does not seem practicable to prevent
the disposal of children by their p a
rents, which is permitted by their own
laws.
There are two classes of purchasers,
however, by whom larger prices are
given. T h e one comprehends various
religious orders, the members of which
purchase children to initiate them into their own class; but being restricted
in their selection to the higher classw
of Hindoos, they do not readily find
persons willing to part with their children ; they are in consequence obliged to bribe the cupidity of parent8
by a large pecuniary consideration,
which their opulence, derived from
the union of the commercial with the
religious profession, enables them to
hold out. The greatness of the reward
has been supposed, in some instances,
t o lead to kidnapping; but this cannot
occur frequently, as the purchaser requires always to have the parentage of
the child clearly- established. The
other description of purchasers alluded
t o consists of the owners of sets of
dancing women, who buy female children, and instruct them for public exhibition, and as they generally become
courtezans, prohibitory laws might be
enacted. Yet i t would perhaps be
going too far, to presume in all cases
the ihtention of prostitution, and to
interdict all instruction in the art of
dancing, which forms a regular and
necessary part of their religious festivals and celebrations.
T h e remaining source for the supply of slaves, until prohibited by law,
was the importation by sea and by
land. By the first-mentioned channel
a few African slaves, never amounting to one hundred, were brought to
Calcutta in the Arab ships. The importation by land was principally from
the Nepaulese dominions, whore the
oppressive administration of theGorkhas drove the wretched inhabitants to
the sad resource of selling their children, or themselves, into slavery,
when all other expedients of meeting
the inastiable exactions of their rulers
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were exhausted. At present the existence of slavery, as sanctioned by the
Hindoo and Mahomedan law, is t o l e
rated and maintained b the courts of
judicature under the gritish pvernment in India, nor does if appear that
any legislative enactment is called for.
Although the native laws have not
provided against the barbarity of an
inhuman master, the British local r e
gulations have, by ex ressly annulling
the exemption from {isas, or retaliation for murder, in 1798, since which
period slaves have not been considered
out of the protection of the law,either
in the cases of murder or of barbarous usage.
Among the native population of
the eastern districts of Bengal, the
Mahomedans are almost equally numerous with the Hindoos, and in
some particular parts, such as Ghoraghaut, a majority of the cultivators
appear to have embraced the Arabian
faith. In the central districts theMahomedans do not compose afourth
of the inhabitants, and to the westward tbe disproportion is still greater.
As an average of the whole, the Mahomedans may be computed at o n e
sixth of the total populatiou of Bengal and Bahar. Ot the four great
castes, the aggregate of the Brahmin,
and Khetri, may amount at the most
to one-fifth of the Hindoo population;
but, except families that have evidently migrated into Bengal, there are
none that pretend to be genuine
Khetris or Vaisyas, so that the original Bengalese may be considered as
divided into Brahmins and Sudrali.
In this province the highest Sudras
are the Vaidyas, or medical tribe.
The Kayasthas (pronounced kaist,
hence the word caste), or writer tribe,
follow next; then come nine tribes
of tradesmen, who, although greatly
inferior to the scribes, are considered
pure Sudras, as a Brahmin will condescend to drink water offered b
them, nor is he degraded by attend:
ing to their spiritual concerns. The
nine trades are druggists, shell-workers,coppersmiths, cultivators of betelleaf, weavers, makers of garlands,
blacksmiths, potters, barbers. By

some strange caprice, not only the
bankers, but also the goldsmiths, are
excluded from the pure castes of artificers ; while barbers, potmakers,
copper and blacksmiths, obtained
that much-envied dignit
When Ra'a Bollal &n arranged
the castes o d ~ e n g a ~
it ,does not a p
pear that he promulgated any code
of written regulations, at least no
book answering to this description is
now extant. In this province commerce and agriculture are pcrmitted
to nll classes; and, under the designation of servants to the three other
tribes, Sudras arealloweti toprosecute
any manufacture. In practice little
attention is paid to the limitation of
castes, daily observation shewing
Brahmins exercising the martial profeesion of a Khetri, and even the
menial one of a Sudra. I t may,
however, be received as a general
maxim, that the occupation appointed to each tribe is entitled merely to
a preference, every profession, with
a few exceptions, being open to every
deacription of persons. Many tribes
of Hindoos, aud even some Brahmins, have no objection to the use
of animal food, and at their entertainments it is generally introduced.
By some, animal food is daily eaten,
and the institutes of their religion
require that animal food should be
tasted even by Brahmins at solemn
sacrifices, forbidding the use of it
unless joined with the performance
of such a sacrifice.
In this province, and throughout
Hindostan generally, ever caste, in
order to preserve purity, &m tl~emselves into clubs or lodges, consisting
of individuals of that caste residing
within a small distance, and in Bengal termed collectively dol, which
govern themselves by particular rules
and customs, or bye-laws. At the
head of each do1 is a chief, whose
office among the higher ranks is hereditary, and whose duty it is to
punish all transgressions, either by
excommunication or by fine; but his
decision must be guided by the sentiments of the principal persons con+
posing the society. In large towns
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there are co~nmonlytwo or three have enabled natwe to overcome the
chiefs of dols, whose adherents in disease. The custom also furnishes
general quarrel and annoy each other an opportunity of practising other
as much as circumstances will per- horritl crimes, and it has probably
mit. Each caste, when it is nume- been to guard against the possibility
rous in any place, has, besides, one or of such events that Hindoo legisla
more distinct dols or societies for tors have imposed such severe hardenforcing the observation of its rules. ships on widows.
Each kind of Brahmin and each subOf the existence of Bengal as a
division of Sudra has its own, and separate kingdom, with the limits as
most of these are parcelled out into signed to it at present, there is no
diverging branches, which dispute other evidence than its distinct lanabout purity and precedence. In the guage and peculiar written character.
various tribes the chiefs of castes are At the time of the war of the Mahacalled by different names, but the bharat, it formed part of the empire
most common is paramaniks. The of Magadha, or Bahar, from which,
crimes usually punished by these however, it was dismembered before
combinations are the eating. of for- the Mahomedan invasion ; but it is
bidden things, or the eating in corn rarely in Hindoo books of any kind
pany with forbidden persons, and co- termed Bangala; Gour and Banga
habiting with those who are impure Desa being the usual distinctive a p
pellations. Traditions still current in
or forbidden.
To describe the ceremonies of Bengal, make Bollal Sen, the immeeach, or of any one of the Bengnl diate successor of Adisur, a person
castes, would be impracticable within of the Vaidya, or medical tribe, who
any reasonable limits, and if practi- procured the government of the rocable, would only prove in how pre- vince, but subject to the monarc! of
posterously frivolous a manner time the north-west. He is said to have
may be wasted. In the observance resided partly at Gour, but chiefly a t
of these ceremonies, however, every Bikrampoor, eight milev south-east
Hindoo seems to place his chief gra- from Dacca.
tification, and glories in an establishAdisur's wife had a son named
ed reputation for their strict per- Bollal Sen, begotten by the river
formance. Except the bodies of Brahmaputra, under the form of a
children, the dead of all castes are- Brahmin. This offspring of the flood
burned ; but the funeral pile being succeeded Adisur, and regulated the
expensive, many of the poor cannot ditferent castes as they now exist in
afford to be reduced to ashes. As a Bengal, and it is probably owing to
substitute, a torch or whisp of straw this circumstance, that the medial
is put into the mouth of the corpse, tribe, being that of the prince, is
and afterwards, if near a large river, placed next in rank to the Brahmins.
it is thrown into the water, or, if at Indeed, of the five dynasties that are
a distance, buried; but the fir@ is said to have ruled Bengal prior to
always preferred, and fills the Gan- the Mahomedan Invasion, the four
ges and its branches with disgust- last are said to have been Kaists,and
ing objects. The Bengalese Hindoos on the first Khetri.
Bollal Sen was succeeded by Lakhave in general a great terror of the
dead, and will seldom venture to in- hyaman Sen, who according to trahabit a house or hut where a person dition had a son named Madhava
has died. This seems connected with Sen, who had a son named Su Sen,
their custom of exposing their sick usually considered by the Hindoos
to perish on the banks of rivers, as the last of their kings; but acwhich tends to aggravate the last cording to the Ayeen Acberry, Lakpangs of nature, and sometimes not hyaman Sen was the last. In A.D.
only accelerates death, but exhausts 1203, during the reign of Cuttub
that strength which might poisibly utl Deen on thc Delki throne, MaVOL. I.
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homed Bukhtyar Khilli'ee was despatched with an arm ky that sovereign to invade ~ e n and
~ dmarched
with such rapidity that he surprised
and took the capital. On the approach of the Mahomedans, Raja
Lakhyaman, who renided at Nuddea,
made his escape in a boat and fled
to Juggernauth, where, according to
Mahomedan authorities, he died ;but
the traditions of the country state
that the Raja, dreading the destruction ofBrahmins and sacred animals,
which a protracted existence might
occasion, by a power holy men are
supposed to possess, deserted his visible body. I t is possible that the
Raja only retired to his remote capital, Bikrampoor, near Dacca, where
there still resides a fnmily possessing
considerahle estates, who pretend to
be his descendants. We also find
that Soonergong, in the vicinity of
Bikrampoor, continued to be a place
of refuge to the Gour malcontents,
and was not finally subjugated until
long after the overthrow of Raja Lakhyaman.
The kingdom being in this dastardly planner abandoned by its sovereign, fell an easy prey to the
Mahomedan general, who having destroyed Noddea proceeded to Gour,
where he established his capital, and
reared his mosques on the ruins of
Hindoo templea. According to Mahomedan authorities, theconquest of
this large province only woupied one
year; but it would appear that after
the capture of Gour, the Mahomedans were unable to extend their dominion over the whole Hindoo kingdom of Bengal, not only towards the
north and east, but even towards the
west; nor did they acquire possession of the whole, constituted as it
is at present, until a late period of
the Mogul government.
From this era Bengal was ruled
by governors delegated from Delhi,
until A.D. 1340, when Fakher ud
Deen, having assassinated his master,
revolted, and erected the independent kingdom of Bengal. After a
short reign he was defeated and put
to death, and was succeeded by

A.U.

1343. Ilyas Khan.
1358. Secunder Shah, killed in ad

engagement with his son.
1367. Gya? ud Deen. He eradicated

the eyes of his brothers.
1373. Sultan Assulateen.
1383. Shums ud Deen ; defeated and

killed in battle by
1385. Raja Cansa, who ascended the

throne, and was succeeded by
his son,
1392. Cheetmul Jellal ud Deen, whb
became a convert to the Maho~nedanreligion.
1409. Ahn~edKhan, who sent an
embassy to Shahrokh, the son
of Timour.
1426. Nassir Shah; succeeded by his
son,
1457. Barbek Shah. This prince in:
troduced mercenary guards, and
troops composed of negro and
Abyssinian-slaves,
1474. Yumeph Shah, son of the last
monarch, succeeded by his uncle,
1482. Futteh Shah, who was murdered by his eunucl~sand Abyssinian slaves; on which event
one of the eunuchs seized the
crown aud assumed the name of
1491. Shah Zadeh; but after a reign
of eight menths he was assasstnated, and the vacant throne
taken possession of by
1491. FerozeShah Hubshy, an Abyssinian slave; succeeded by his
son,
1494. Mahmood Shah. This prince
was murdered by his slave, an
Abyssinian; who ascended the
throne under the name of
1495. Muzeffer Shah, who proved a
cruel tyrant, and was slain in
battle.
1499. Seid Hossein Shah.
This
prince expelled the Abyssinian
troops, who retired to the Deccan and Guzerat, where they
afterwards became conspicuous
under the appellation of Siddhees. He afterwards invaded
Camroop and Assam, but was
repulsed with disgrace. Upon
the whole, however, he may be
considered the most powerful

A.D.
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and tolerant of theBengal king.
He was succeeded by his son,
1520. Nusserit Shah, who was assassinated by his eunuchs, and
his son, Feroze Shah, placed on
the throne; but after a reign of
three months he was aasassinated by his uncle,
1533. Mahmood Shah ;subsequently
expelled by Shere Shah, the Afghan, and with him, in 1538,
ended the series of independent
Mahomedan monarchs of Bengal. Some Portuguese ships had
entered the Ganges as early as
A.D. 1517, and in 1536 a squadron of nine ships was sent to
theassistanceof MahmoodShah;
but these succours arrived too
late, and Bengal once more became an appendage to the throne
ofDelhi. The nature of thegovernment of the independent
kings is little known, but they
appear to have enjoyed but little security for their persons,
and were in generai furious higots, greatly under the influence
of Mussul~naun saints. Shere
Shah and his successors occupied Bengal until 1576, when it
was conquered by the armies of
the Emperor Acber, and in 1580
formed into a soubah, by Raja
Tooder Mull.
The Governors of Bengal under the
Mogul dynasty, were
1576. Khan Jehan.
1579. Muzufer Khan.
1580. Raja Tooder Mull.
1582. Khan Azim.
1584. Shahbaz Kban.
1589. Raja Maun Singh.
1606. Cuttuh ud Deen Kokultash.
1607. Jehangir Cooly.
1608. Sheikh Islam Khan
1613. Cossim Khan
1618. Ibrahim Khan.
1629. Shah Jehan.
1625. Khanezad Khan
1636. Mokurrem Khan.
16G. Fedai Kban.
1628. Cossim Khan Jobung.
1632. Azim Khan. During the government of this viceroy, A.V.

1634, the English obtained
mission to trade with theirs Ips
to Bengal, in consequence of ii
firmaun from the emperor Shah
Jehan, but were restricted to
the port of Pipley, in Orissa,
where they established their factory.
1639. Sultan Shujah, the second son
of Shah Jehan, and brother of
Aumngzebe. In 1642 Mr. Day,
the agent who had so successfully established the settlement
a t Madras, proceeded on a voyage of experiment to Balasore ;
from whence he sent the first
regular despatch received by the
Court of Directors from Bengal,
recommending a factory at Balasore. In 1656, owing to the
extortion and oppression which
the Company experienced, their
factories were withdrawn from
Bengal.
,.
1660. Meer Jumla
1664. Shaista Khan. During the government of this viceroy, the
French and Danes established
themselves in BengaI. He expelled the Mughs of Arracan
from the island of Sundeep, and
his administration was in other
respects able and prosperous, although described by the EastIndia Company's agents of that
period in the blackest colours.
1677. Fedai Khan.
1678. Shaista Khan was re-appointpointed. This year Mr. Job
Charnock was restored to the
situation of chief at Cossimbazar; and in 1681 Bengal was
constituted a distinctageucy from
that of Fort St. George or Msdras. On the 20th Deeenlber
1686,in consequenceof a rupture
with the foujdar, o r native military commander a t Hooghly, the
agent and council returned from
Hooghly to Chumnuttee or
Calcutta, considering the latter
as the safest station.
1689. Ibrahim Khan. In 1693 Mr.
Job Charnock died, and was succeeded by Mr. Eyre; the sea of
P 2
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the Company's trade continuing
a t Chuttmuttee. In 1693 Sir
John Goldesborough was sent
out as general superintendent
and commissary of all the Company's possessions ; but he died
in Bengal in 1694, having confirmed Mr. Eyre rur chief. In
1696, during the rebellion of
Soobha Singh, the Dutch a t
Chinsura, the French at Chandernagore, and the English at
Chuttanuttee, requested permission to put their factories ip a
state of defence, and the vicero
having in general terms rtssente8,
they proceeded with great diligence to raise walls, bastions,
and regular fortifications ; the
first permitted to foreigners by
the Moguls within their domanions.
1697. Azim Ushaun, the grandson of
Aurengzebe. In 1700 this prince,
in consideration of a valuable
present, permitted the agents of
the East-India Company to purchnse their townships, with the
lands attached, adjacent to their
fortified factory,
Chuttanuttee, Govindpoor, and Calcutta,
Mr. Eyre, the chief, in conse.
quence of instructions from
home, having strengthened the
works of the fort, it was named
Fort William, in compliment to
the king.
1704. Moorshed Coolj., or Jsffier
Khan. This nabob in 1704 transferred the seat of government
from Dacca to Moorehedabad,
ns being more central. The annual surplus revenue during his
administration, which comprehended also Cuttack, amounted
from 130 to 150 lacks of ru ees
(S1,500,000), and was regui)arly
transmitted to Delhi every February, accompanied by valuable
presents. In 1706 the whole
stock of the Uoited East-India
Company had been removed to
Calcutta, where the garrison con.
sisted of 129 soldiers, of whom
sixty-six were Europeans, ex-

&.

clusive of the gunner and his
crew.
1725. Shujah-ud-Deen, son in law
of the late governor, who was
succeeded by his son,
1732. Serfernz Khan; who was dethroned and killed in battle by
1740. Aliverdi Khan. I t does not
appear that this nabob ever remitted any part of the revenue
to Delhi. After the invasion of
Hindostan by Ahmed Shah Abdalli of Cabul, and the death of
the Emperor Mahomed Shah in
the following year, the Mogul
empire may be considered a9
annihilated beyond theimmediate
vicinity of Delhi.
1756. Seraje-ud-Dowlah, grandson
to the late nabob, in April this
year took undisputed possession
of Bengnl, Bahar, and a portion
of Orissa; but it does not appear
that he ever applied for, or received investiture from Delhi.
On the 20th June he captured
Calcutta, and shut up the prisoners, 146 in number, in a room
twenty feet square, where they
all perished except twenty-three.
On the 1st January 1757, Calcutta was retaken by Adm~ral
Watson and Col. Clive; on the
20th June the nabob was defeated at Plassey, and early in next
July was assassinated by order
of Meerun, the son of his successor, in the twentieth year of
his age, and fifteenth month of
of his reign. On learning, in
1757, this important conquest,
the Court of Directors established a sort of rotatory government,
by the enactments of which, four
of their civil servants were appointed directors in Calcutta, to
succeed each other every three
months, from which favoured
list of periodical rulers the name
of Clive was excluded ; but this
nondescript constitution, as may
be supposed, was of very trimsient duration. For the subsequent native princes of Bengal
see the article MOORSHCDAIIAD,
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from this era may be dated
the c o n ~ n ~ e n c e ~ nofe nthe
t British
government of this proviuce, although thedewanny,or authority
to collect the revenue, was not
obtained from theDelhi soyereign
until 1765.
O n taking a retrospect of the receding century, it appears that ffom
the establishment of Aurengzebe on
the imperial throne until the invasion
of Nadir Shah, a period of eighty
years, Bengal enjoyed profound peace
without, and experienced only a few
transient commotions internally. Under the government of the two last
legitimate viceroys, Jaffier Khan and
Shujah Khan, who ruled in succession
nearly forty years, the state of the
country was en~inently flourishing,
and the taxes little felt, although the
annual tribute remitted to Delhi was
usually a crore (ten millions) of rupees; the zemindars paying their
land-tax directly into the royal treaBurp, without the intervention of
local collectors on the part of the sovereign. Even after the usurpation
of Aliverdi Khan, the zemindars were
s o opulent, as at one time to mnke
him a donation of a crore of rupees,
and another of fifty lacks, towards
defraying the extra expenses incurred
in repelling the incursions of the Maharattas. Bengal had then few political relations t o maintain, and was
never exposed t o invasion a t any time
except from the west ; the military
establishment was consequently inconsiderable, and the general arrnngement of the civil administration remarkable For economy, simplicity,
and despatch.
I n the first period of British administration, from 1767 to 1765, the
provinces, with the exception of a
few districts ceded to the Company,
were continued under thegovernment
of the nabobs, to whom the distribution of civil and criminal justice,
the collection of the revenue, and
the general powers of internal superintendence, were delegated; the British reserving the direction of foreign
policy, a controlling military influence, and more considerable commerRS

cia1 advantves than had ever been
conceded by the grants of emperors,
o r the prior usages of the country.
I n 1765 the dewannp was obtained
by Lord Clive from the Emperor
Shah Allun~,under the condition of
paying him twenty-six lacks of rupees
annually, besides securing him a considerable tract of territory in Upper
Hindostnn, both which he forfeited in 1771 by putting himself voluntarily into the power of the Mabarattas. This important and most
valuable acquisition, observes a native historian (Seid Gholaum Hossein), was settled without hesitation
or argument, as easily as the purchase
of an ass o r any other nnimal, without envoys or reference, either to the
King of England o r to the Company.
Lord Clive returned to England in
1767, and was succeeded in the government by Mr. Verelst ; and on his
departure, in December 1769, by Mr.
Cartier. The crops of 1768 and 1769
proved scanty, and throughout the
month of October 1769 scarcely a
drop of ruin fell. The almost total
failure of a third crop, after the deficiency of two preceding ones,,filled .
the m~serableinhabitants with consternation and dismay. Some reliance
was still placed on the crops of inferior grain, usually reaped between
February and April : but the refreshing showers that commonly fall between these months alm failed, n o
rain descending until late in the
latter month. The heat in consequence became insupportable, a n d
every sort of herb was in a great d e
gree dried to a powder. The result
was universal despondence, and a too
well-founded apprehension of impending destruction, for the satue calamity extended to Upper Hindostan,
and no adjacent country was capable
of furnisl~inga n adequate supply.
T h e British administration and the
native officers took the alarm at a n
early period, and adopted such precautionary measures as were in their
power. In September 1769 the British and all their dependents were
absolutely prohibited from trading in
grain, and strict injunctions were,
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with doubtful poIicy, promnlgated
against the hoarding of grain, o r
dealing in i t clandestinely; and as a
measure of necessity, 60,000 maunds
were stored for the subsistence of the
army. For these exertions the natives were principatly indebted to Mr.
Becher, of the civil service, who yet
on his return t o England fouhd himself traduced as the author of the
&mine, and the purchaae of a stock
of ricefor the army may have assisted
t o suggest the notion of a monopoly.
In the northern districts of Bengal
the famine raged so early as November 1769, and before the end of April
had spread universal desolation. Rice
rose gradually to four, and a t length
ten times its usual cost, and even a t
these prices was to a vast mllltitude
unettalnable. Thousands crawled
forth to the fields, and endeavoured,
by knawing the bark and chewing the
bitter and astringent leaves of trees,
t o prolong their miserable existence.
In the country the highways and
fields were strewed with the dying
and the dead; in towns the streets
and passages were choked up with
them. Vast numbers flocked to
Moorshedabad, the capital, and supplies for that quarter were eagerly
sou ht. Subscriptions were liberally
mafe, and the Company, the Nabob,
the ministers, and European and native individuals, largely contributed
t o the feeding of the poor. In Moorshedabad alone 7,000 were daily fed
for several months, and the same
practice was adopted in other places ;
but the good effect of these charitable
endeavours was scarcely perceptible
amidst the general mortality. In
and around the capital, i t became
necessary to keep n set of persons
constantly occupied in removing the
dead, who were placed on rafts by
hundreds and floated down the river.
A t length, the persons employed in
this sad vocation fell victims to the
noxious effluvia, and for a time, dogs,
vulture@,and jackals were the only
scavengers. The air became offensive, and resounded with the frantic
cries of all ages and sexes in the
agonies of death. I n many places

entire Lmilies, in others w h o k villages, became extinct ; forbidden and
abhorrent food was resorted to 3 the
child fed on its dead parent, and the
mother on her child. Agloomy calm
a t length succeeded, and i t was found
that death had ended tbe miseries of
so great a proportion of the cultirators, that when the new crop reached
matority, in many parts no proprietor
remained to clalm it. T h e number
cut 05during this period of horror
has been variousl estimated, but
probably exceededl three millions ;
and although the desolation was of
such uncontrollable magnitude as t o
he evidently beyond the power of man
either t o prevent or inflict, yet in
England i t was ascribed to the very
persons who endeavoured to alleviate
I& ravages, and even t o othero who
were not in the country when i t commenced. Nor did the total impos.
sibi!ity of establishing a monopoly of
grain, prevent a general belief in the
western world, that the inburnan expedient had been resorted t o by the
servants of the East-India Company.
The calumny originated in the French
settlement of Chandernagore, and
from thence was transmitted to Paris,
London, and Europe generally, where
i t has been registered as truth in the
page of history, hau been made the
subject of religious lamentation, has
been immortalized in verse, and, such
is the power of perverse credulity, is
still considered as an indelible stain
on theBritish character; yet is wholly
a phantom,and never had the slightest
foundation in fact.
I n 1772 Mr. Hastings was a p
pointed governor, and next year, by
the interference of the British legislature, a new constitution was given
t o Bengal, and a majority of the
members that were t o administer i t
sent from England, the others being
selected from the existing council.
About the same period, 1772, English supervisors were sent into the
districts to superintend the collection
of the revenue, by which measure
the British government stood forward
as dewan, an office hitherto executed
by native functionaries, residing st
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Moorshedabacl, the old seat of overnment, and of the public exciequer. These native ministers, with
the officers they employed in the provinces, were now laid aside, and the
Company, by the aid of their own European servants, undertook the collection of the revenue. Along with
their former controlling power, the
governor and council joined the actual cognizance and executive management, which until then had remained vested in the native ministers.
The ostensible seat of government
and of the exchequer was removed
to Calcutta, the province subdivided
into collectorships, and a European
civil servant stationed in each district
as a reveuue collector.
This alteration transferred to the
English the civil administration of
justice, and every interposing medium between them and their Indian
subjects being displaced, they came
to transact business immediately with
each other. The direct authority of
the British now pervaded the interior, and the native or country government was abrogated, both in form
and fact, with the exception of the
nabob's remaining function, that of
chief criminal magistrate. The public functionaries then (1772) commenced their operations, and apparently with a very strong desire to
alleviate the sufferings of the people :
but, owing to the novelty of tlle
task, committed many errors, both in
finance and the administration of
justice, which rather tended to aggravate them. On this occasion sufficient attention was not paid to the
cssential distinction between the landholder, having an interest i11 the soil,
and the revenue servant, whose object was of course, not the permanent
welfare of the district under his nlanagement, but the temporary realization of the greatest possible revenue.
Mr. Hastings continued in the government until 1786, when he returned to Europe, and was succeeded
by Sir John Macpherson, From the
period of the revolution in 1757, the
British in Bengal entered into no
external offensive alliances, pursuing

the system recommended by Lord
Clive, which was, to avoid schemes
of conquest and political intrigue, t o
improve the domestic condition of
the provinces, and to procure respect
by moderation and good faith. A
deviation from this principle, however, began in 1774, having for object the pecuniary advantage of the
Compfmy;and in 1778 a much wider
dev~ahontook place, by the carrying
on of offensive war, with a view te
the ac uisition of territory in the
India. By these measures
west
an enormous debt was incurred, and
the public resources greatly exhausted ; to which evils succeeded the attack of Hyder Ali on the Carnatic,
and a defensive war against him and
his alliea, the French, the sppport of
which fell wholly on Bengal. On this
emergency the legislature again interfered, and regulations were enacted
to correct the evils theu prevalent,
and also to invigorate the authority
of the home administ~tionof Indian
affiirs.
Lord Cornwallis reached Bengal in
September 1786, and during his government the last period took place of
the British territonaladjpinistration of
Bengal, the land revenue having been
permanently fixed, and the same enjoyment of rights secured to all the
inferior occupants of the soil. Very
essential reforms were also made in
the administration of justice. Up to
this date the high station of supreme
criminal judge remained vested In the
nabob, represented by some Mahomedan ddegate, who filled the inferior courts b sale with his own mean
retainers, w80, to reimburse themselves, exercised every extortion and

07

oppression.

Under this destructive system the
country groaned, and with its existence the British government was justly reproached. Rut, reluctant to touch
the last remaining prerogative of the
nabob, it long temporized, until the
evii became insupportable, when an
arrangement took place, by the conditions of which the nabob appointed the Governor-general in pouncil
his delegate in the dffice of supreme
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criminal judge. Lord Cornwallis and George H. Barlow, who held the
the other members of that body then reins of government until the arritook upon themselves the duties of val of Lord Minto in July 1807.
the office, removed the chief criminal Jmrd Minto returned to Europe in
court from Moorshedabad to Cal- 1813, and was succeeded by the
cutta, invested the collectors of dim- Earl of Moira, afterwards Marquis
tricts with magisterial powers, and of Hastine, who reached India in
eytablished courts of circuit for the the October of that year. This noprincipal divisions of the country. Meman held the reins of governThis great department was in fact ment until the 9th January 1823,
wholly renovated, and filled with men when he resigned, and was succeedof princi le and ability, havjng ade- ed provisionally by Mr. Adam, until
quate sayaries, and subject ta the the arrival of Lord Amherst, which
strongest responsibilitiee. Even Eu- took place on the 4th of August
ropeans were placed under the cogni- 1833. (Cokbrooke, F. Budanan,
zance of these provincial laws, and P d i c MS. Documents, Sir H. Strathe authority of the collector snbse- c h q , C. Grant, Fullorton, Ward,
quently restricted t o the mere receipt Wikon, Stewart, Criap, J. D. Paterand disbursement of the revenue, wn, Harington, M i , R. Grant,
(since modified), the distribution of Eact, Ghokauru Horrkn, &.)
justice being transferred to a distinct
BENGAL,
BAYo~.-Thia portion of
dass of mngistrates. Henceforward
the law became the arbiter in all mat- the Indian ocean has the figure of an
ters of property between the go- equilateral triangle, very much revernment and its subjects. For the sembling in sha e, though larger in
administration of justice, the Hin- nize, that formelby the continent of
doo and Mahomedan codes were m the Deccan and Southern India, and
general made the standard for the re- ~isually,but improperly, denominated
spective sectaries of these religions, the peninsula. On the west, one limb
modified in some instances where extenda from Bengnl to Ceylon; on
they were barbarous and cruel, and the east from Bengnl to Junk Cey Ion ;
improved in others having a relation and the third across the bay from
to political economy; but continuing Ceylon to Junk Ceylon. Each limb
in force, so far as regards religious may be estimated at 1,120 miles in
tenets, marriage, caste, inheritance, length, and the whole is comprehendand some other oints. During this ed within the latitudes of 8' and &OO
important pcrioI the arrangement of N. At the bottom of the bay the
the Company's army was new nlo- difference of longitude between the
delled, nnd its constitution greatly towns of Balasore and Chittngong on
the opposite sides is 4O 53'.
imnrovd.
- - --The eastern coast of the bay is
The government of the Marquis
Cornwallis lasted until August 1793, strewed over with numerous islands
when he was succeeded by Sir John and c h i n s of islands, varying in diGhore, afterwards Lord Te~gnmouth; mensions, elevation, and other cirwho pursued the beneficial measures cumstances, while on the western
of his predecessor, which were sob- coast not one is to be found from
~equentlynear1 completed by the Ceylon to Bengal. Neither does the
Marquis ~ e l l e s r e ~This
.
nobleman west coast possess one good harbour
reached India the 26th April 1788, for large shlps, whereas tlie opposite
and left Madras for England the 20th coast affords abundance, such as Arracan, Cheduba, Negrais, Syriam,
August 1805.
The Marquis Cornwaliis arrived at Martaban, Tavoy, King's Island, Junk
Calcutta on his second mission in Ceylon, Pulo Lada, and the Mergui
July 1805, and died at Ghazipoor, Archipelago. 111other respects also
near Benares, the 5th of next Oc- the two shores differ considerabl ;
tober. He was succeeded by Sir Coromandel, thirty miles from t i e
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beach, has no soundings; the east
coast has soundings two degrees off.
Coromandel is comparatively a clear
country; the east coast of the bay is
covered with wood. Coromandel is
often parched with heat, from the
winds blowing over barren sands;
the east coast is always cool. On the
west coast the mouths of the rivers
are barred with sand; on the east
coast they are deep and muddy. Coromandel has often destructive gales;
the east coast has seldom any.
The numerous rivers that flow into
the bay bring down such vast quantities of slime, mud, and sand, that
the sea appears turbid at a great distance from the shore. In these parts
t h e tides and currents run with great
velocity; and when couuter currents
meet a rippling is formed, extending
several miles in a straight line, attended with a noise resembling breakers.
The winds in the bay of Bengal are
said to blow six months from the
north-east, and the other six from the
south-west ; this is not precisely the
case, but i t is sufficiently accurate for
general purposes. I t is remarkable
that in many parts of Indin, during
March and April, there are on shore
strong winds blowing directly from
the sea,'while in the offing it is a perfect calm ; thus a t Bengal there are
in that season very strong southerly
winds, while in the bay calms prevail
until May and June. On the coast
of Malabar the south-west monsoon
does not commence blowing with
strength until the beginning of the
ralny season; but on shore there
are strong westerly winds from about
the vernal equinox.-(Forrest, Johnson, Rennel, F. Buchanan, Finlayson, $e.)
BENGERMOW.-A
considerable town
in the Nabob of Oude's territories,
situated on an elevated spot of
ground, forty-four miles W. from
Lucknow; Iat. $26' 54' N., lon. 80'

BENTOTTE.-A village on the west
coast of Ceylon, much celebrated for
the excellence of its oysters; lat. 60
24' N., Ion. 790 66'E., thirty-eight
milw S.S.E. from Columbo.
BERAR.

A large province of the Deccan, si-

tuated between the nineteenth and
twentieth degrees of north latitude,
the limits of which do not appear t o
have ever been correctly defined. T o
the north i t is bounded by Candeish
and Malwa ; on the south by Aurungabad and Beeder ; to the cast it has
the extensive province of Gundwana;
and on the westcandeish and Aorungabad. In 1582 it was described by
Abul Fazel, in the Institutes ofAcber,
as follows : " The ancient names of
this soubah are Durdatutt, Hoodavoodyatt, and Fitkener. I t is situated in the second climate; the length
from Puttaleh to Beeragurh is 200
coss, and the breadth from Bunder to
Hi~idiameasures 180 coss. On the
east it joins to Beeragurh ; on the
north is Settarah ;on the south Hindia ; and on the west Trlingana. It
is divided into the foll~wingdistricts,
viz. 1. Kaweel ; 2. Poonar ; 3. Kehrleh ; 4. Nernalah ;5. Kullem ; 6. Bassutn; 7. Mahore; 8. Manickdurg;
9. Patna ; 10. Telinganeh ; 11. Ramgur ; 12. Bheker; 13. Puffyaleh."
I t will be perceived that the rovince of Berar, as described by l b u l
Fazel, differs materially from the modern acceptation of the name; the
former including (but improperly) the
whole region from Dowlatabad t o
Orissa, the eastern portion of which
was certainly not subdued, and probably but very indistinctly known t o
the Emperor Acher o r his functionaries. Nagpoor has generally k e n
considered the capital, and its sovereign named the Berar Raja; but this
is a mistake, as the city of Nagpoor
7' E.
stands in Gundwana, the proper
BEHSRODE.-A town in the pro- capital of Berar being Ellichpoor.
vince of Malwa, fifty-one 1nilesE.N.E. The soubah of Berar was formed
from Oojein ;lat. 23' 25' N., Ion. 76O while Acber reigned, from conquests
made south of tlie Nerbudda ; but the
37' E.

eastern quarter of the Deccan, as assigned by Abul Fazel, was never thoroughly subdued, or even explored,
by any Mahomedan ruler. The princ~pal geographical subdivisions of
note at Dresent are.
1. ~ e ~ t a l b a r5.
r ~Waussim.
.
2. Nernallah. 6. Mahore.
3. Gnwelghur. 7. Kullum.
4. Maihker.
The modem province is centrally
situated, being nearly at an equal distance from the Bay of Ben 1and the
western coast of India. gerar Proper is an elevated valley, ascended by
s chain of ghauts or mountain passes,
extending from Adjuntee to the Wurda river, which were surveyed in
1816 by engineer officers from Madras. The section of this chain, extending from Adjuntee to Lucknawanee, a distance of fifty-seven miles,
having been the routes of ingress
and egress of the Pindarries, was
subject to stricter investigation than
the rest ; a description, therefore, of
this portion will furnish a tolerable
idea of the whole.
The general circumstances of the
range are entirely the same, and their
aspect nearly so, presenting merely a
succession of high groundti, with here
and there a small peak visible above
the rest; the deep breaks and ravines,
which lead in some places to a gentle,
and in others to an abrupt descent
into the valley of Berar, being on1
perceived when nearly approached:
Some of these ghauts are impassable
for carriages, laden camels, or bullocks; some for horses, and some
are mere hill paths. The surface of
athe hills in this section of the chain
is covered with loose stones and low
jungle, and but little cultivation is
seen ; neither is there any timber
large enough for building, although
enough may be found for stockades,
or revetments for an earthen parapet,
if wanted to barricade a pass. About
Botalghaut some trees of larger size
occur. The Badoolah ghaut is the
easiest ascended, and is the one most
frequented by natives and travellers.
In 1816 a great proportion of the villages near the hills were found unin-

habited; and the tract of countr
along their summita, from ~uldaun831
to Murr, was equally desolate, the
soil being apparently unappropriated. '
A considerable proportion of the villages are subject to the Nizam ; but
others towards the north-west belonged to the Peshwa, and have of
course devolved to the British government. In the vicinity of Soulut
the range between Ajuntee and Lucknawaree attains its greatest elevation,
and with the exception of a few rojecting points, the face in g e n e J r e sembles n perpendicular wall. Owi
to the extent of these chains, a 3
their numerous openings, which permit horse to pees in almost every
part, any plan of defence against predatory cavalry is impracticable.
Even before the desolating invasions of the Pindarries, the Nizam's
portion of Berar between Jaulna and
the Tuptee was thinly inhabited and
little cultivated, although the soil is
naturally rich, as is proved by the
abundance of fine grass it spontnneously produces. The soil in this
quarter is the black cotton, so generally prevalent through the Deccan
and south of India. The grains most
cultivated in Berar are wheat, Indian
corn, Bengal gram, eas, and vetches ;
flax also is raisedl These are all
sown about the end of the rains in
September and October, and are ripe
in January. The Nagpoor wheat is
reckoned the most productive and
nutritious in India, and requires only
three months to come to perfection.
When distilled it yields an excellent
spirit resembling whiskey, but not
quite so good. The second crop,
which is Indian corn, is sown after
the violent rains of June and July,'
ripens in October, and with wheat
forms the chief subsistence of the inhabitants.
\ The largest rivers of Bernr are
the Tuptee; two streamsboth named
Poorna, one flowing east and the
other west; the Wurda, the Pain
Gunga. The towns of most noteare,
Ellichpoor, Mulcapoor, Baulapoor,
Akoat, Akolah, Nernallah, Gawelghur, and Omrawutty. A great pro-
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portion of the inhabitants are Hindoos, but from various causes the
country has never attained any remarkable degree of prosperity; indeed
for many years past its decline has
been progressive, more espeoially of
the portion transferred t o the Nizam
in 1804. Such commerce as exists,
is ~ e r e l ythat of itinerant inland carriers, so numerous nll over the Deccar], and in one particolar instance is
promoted by a singular practice prevalent among the lowest tribea of
Berar and Gundwnna, who not unfrequently vow to perform suicide in
gratitude for boons solicited from
idols, and in their opinion obtained.
In fulfilment of their promise the
successful votary throws himself from
a precipice named Cala Bhairava, situated in the mountains between the
Tuptee and Nerbudda. The annual
fair held near the spot early in spring,
usually witnesses eight or ten victims
to this superstition, and at the same
time much business is transacted by
merchants and others attracted to the
spot by the expected immolations.
Among the states that arose on
the ruins of the Bhamenee empire of
the Deccan, A.D. 1510, one consisted
of the southern portion of Berar, and
was named the Ummad Shahy dynastv, from its founder Ummad ul
MU&; but it only lasted four generations, when it fell under the dominion
of Ahmednugqer, A.D. 1574, and under the Mogul sway towards the concluaion of the seventeenth century.
When that great empire relaxed the
strength of its grasp, the province
was overrun by rapacious hordes of
Maharattas, and waa for some years
almost equally divided between the
Peshwa and the Raja of Nagpoor.
The latter, having in an evil hour put
himself forward as the Ally of Dowlul Row Sindia, his share was, in
1804, transferred to the Nizam, with
whom great part of the modern province still remains, and suffers much
misgovernment.
The whole of the Nizam's possessions north of the Godavery had for
many years been infested by bands of
freebooters, known by the names of

Naiks and Bheels, who deprived the
cultivators of their harvest, compelled merchants and travellem t o
hire large escorts, and by their crueltics and depredations kept the Berm
province in a state of incesssnt commotion. The ranger, of hills intersecting Bernr had long been possessed
by robbers, who either subsisted on
direct plunder, or by levying contributions on the inhabitants and trauellers, an exemption from rapine
being purchased by stipulated payments in money. The cultivators
secured their crops by giving a share
to the freebooters, and trnvell~rs
consented to a tax for permission t o
prosecute their journe in safety. In
the course of time tiese duties became established and defined, and
entitled the inhabitants to protection
from all extraneous depredation. The
Nizam's government, knowing from
experience the difficulty of extirpting these marauders, whose dens were
situated in the fast~~esses
of.mountains inaccessible to the orerations
of regular troops, considered it good
policy to acquiesce in a settlement
which it had not power toprevent,and
which, to a certain degree, protected
the traders and cultivators. The
ministers at Hyderabad in conquence not only sanctioned the engagements, but provided for the regular payment of the compulsory duties, gave lands to the Naiks, and
occasionally employed them in the
service of the state.
Owing to the fnmines of 1807 and
1808, many villages in Berar were
deserted, and the Naiks and Bheels'
lost the contributions they had so
long been accusto~nedt o exact. T o
make up the deficiency they took
advantage of the distracted state of
the Country, and extended their ravages, in which proceeding they were
joined by many needy adventurers
from all parts of the province, and by
some troops from the disbanded armies of S~nclia,Holkar, and the N
poor Raja. Their parties gradu;k;
became more formidable, and as the
difficulty of subsistence increased
with their numbers, their predatory
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excursions became more extended,
more frequent, and more destructive.
Different bands occasionally uarthe
relled about the distribution
booty when acquired, and many sanguinary enbpgements took place during the adjustment of their respective
retensions ; but the result was, that
Erge tracts of land were abandoned
to wild beasts, and a p e a t proportion
of the villages deserted. The cultivators, finding no peace without,
flocked engerly to the walled towns,
and even in their immediate vicinity
the crops were not secure from the
attacks of the Bheels, large bodies of
whom ranged unrestrained throughout the country. Raja Mohiput Ram,
the Nizam's viceroy in Berar, either
from indolence, despair of success,
or with the view of employing them
for his own exigencies, not only took
no measures to suppress them, but
was suspected of affording them secret encouragement, and of sharing
their plunder. Raja Govind Buksh,
another of the Nizam's officers, often
endeavoured to check their rapine ;
but the Bheels managed always t o
evade such bodies of troops as they
could not resist. The service against
them was of so fati uing and dangerous a description, t f a t the Nizam's
officers either shunned it, or undertook the task with apathy and reluctance. Cavalry could not act in the
strong and rugged country to which
the Bheels retreated, and even infantry could not penetrate their more
secluded haunts.
These difficulties, however, might
have been overcome, had not a still
greater remained, which was the encouragement given to the banditti by
many officers in the Nizam's service,
and more especially by the Nabob
Soobhan Khan. This faithful dignitary of the Nizam's court not only
concerted the plundering expeditions
of the Naiks, and supplied them with
provibions and ammunition, but actually employed some of the government troops to assist them, receiving
the plunder into the fortresses where
h e commended as an officer of government, and retaining a s l ~ a r cfor
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his own benefit, estimated in common
wears a t five lacks of rupees. Tlie
~ i z a m ' sprime minister, Meer Allu~n,
had often expressed his desire to liberate Berar from these oppressions,
which had so absorbed the revenue
that scarcely enough was left t o pay
the few troops stationed there. All
efforts were found ineffectual so long
as Soobhan Khan was permitted t o
retain his jaghires in the province,
his conduct being so insolent and contumacious, as well as secretly favourable t o the disorders he was employed
t o suppress.
I n addition t o these evils this miserable province suffered much from
the Nizam's own troops, especially
the cavalry, although ostensibly maintained for its defence a t an enormous
expense. These cavalry corps were
of two descriptions : first, such as
were paid directly by the local government of Berar from the reveuues
of the province; secondly, those
supported by different chieftains in
consideration of military jaghires
conferred on them. The first description, by far the most numerous,
was composed, like all the irregular
horse of India, of small independent
squads, raised and commanded by
different sirdars. On any eniergency
these squads were united into one
large body, when the command was
generally bestowed either on some
favourite, or on some individual able
t o conciliate by hribery the good-wilL
of those in power. Although this
faulty organization was sufficient of
itself to render such corps unserviceable, a still greater cause of their insufficiency arose from their mode of
Each jemadar of a squad
ired his part to the chieftain, for a
sum varying $om forty-five to fiftyfive rupees per horseman, for which
the jemadar engaged to furnish a
horse, rider, accoutrements, and ammunition. Every loss or casualty
was borne by himself, so that it was
not only his interest t o avoid danger,
but also to maintain his party a t the
smallest possible expense. T o counteract this tendency a mostcr-master
was appoinled by thc h'izan~; I)ut
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this functionary was not unfrequently
prevailed upon to connive at the imposition on the government, and was
nearly as often imposed on himself.
Hence many of these horses had no
existence but on paper, and many
others were never visible but on muster day. The second description of
cavalry above alluded to was that of
the jaghiredars, organized in the same
manner as the first, and, with some
honourable exceptions, equally inefficient. The muster-roll of the first
description gave 7,150, and of the second 4,340 ; but the effective numbers never were ascertained ; and in
addition to these Salabut Khan, one
of thejaghiredars, was bound to maintain 2,000 infantry. When Colonel
Doveton repaired to Berar and took
charge, he found that any endeavours
t o improve these corps, constituted
as they were, would be unavailing,
and that in point of fact they were as
much dreaded as the Pindarries, by
the peaceful inhabitants they were
sent to protect.
T h e Nizam's regular infantry stationed in Berar were considered the
most effective of his forces, and composed the contingent he was bound
to furnish in the event of a joint war
taking place. Those, however, serving under Raja Mohiput Rani could
not be depended on, as they consisted
of sepoys who had formed the corps
of M. Raymond, and never could be
brought to adopt the British discipline, but remained dressed in the
French costume, practised the French
exerclse, and employed French
words of command. The person who
in reality commanded these troops,
and possessed considerable influence
over them, was a Spaniard named
Clementi D'Avila, steadily attached
to Mohiput Ram, and, as well as his
troops, notoriously hostile to the British cause. Most of the other officers
were low adventurers, ready t o engage
in any dispute; and the half-caste men
were distinguijhed from the natives
merely by wearing a hat.
Under these untoward circumstances, Meer Allum, the Nizam's
prime minister in 1807, nominated
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Raja Govind Buksh (the brotl~crof
Raja Chundoo Loll) t o supersede
his enemy Raja Mohiput Ram in the
civil government of Berar, and a t the
same time recommended $hat a proportion of the British subsidiary force
should be stationed in that province.
The good effects that had been anticipated from this measure by. the
mmister, were very soon made manifest by a succession of events. Raja
Mohiput Ram, on receiving notice
of his supersession, attempted to collect troops under pretence of having
been ordered with them t o Hyderabad ; but the leading jaghiredars and
military chieftains disregarded his
orders. Being thus frustrated in his
martial projects, he entertained the
design of escaping with his treasure; but subsequently relinquished
ityaprobablyon account of his family
b e ~ n gat the capital, where he endeavoured by intrigues to obtain permission to join them ; but Suggur was
fixed on for the future place of his
residence. The restless nature of his
ambition, however, ere long drove
him into open rebellion, when his
troops, amounting t o 6,000 men,
were attacked by a Nizam's detachment, consisting of 3,000 cavalry and
1,300 infantry; when, owing to the
dastartly conduct of the cavalry, the
rebels proved victorious, killing and
wounding nearly the whole of the
infantry. Upon this disaster, a part
of the British subsidiary force was
marched against him, and in a very
short campaign effectually subdued
his troops, and compelled himself t o
surrender. After infinite diiculty,
from the caprice and perverneness of
the Nizam's character, which could
only be surmounted by the direct
interference of the British government, Soohhan Khan, the other disaffected nabob, was removed from
Berar to the capital; and Clement
D'Avila, from whom resistance had
been expected, submitted in the most
peaceable manner, merely requesting
ertnission t o proceed to Goa.Captain Sydenhnm, Lieut. Bayley,
Abul Fazel, Rennell, Heyne, Ferishta,
Colebrooke, Leckie, &c.)
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BETWA.
BERXN~.-A town in Cashmere,
thirty-seven miles E. from the city
of Ceshmmex nesr
which is a long
defile in a mountain, containing a
reservoir of water seven ells squares
eonsidered by the Hind008 a place of
great sanctity.
B~~~~~~~~~ ( B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
town in B e n d , situated on the east
bank of the Bllagirathi, or Cosimbazar river, about six miles south
from Moorshedabad ; lat. 24' 4' N.,
Ion. 89' 14' E. A brigade of native
and European troops are stationed
here in commodious barracks, which
form a noble square, separated from
the river by afine esplanade, with a
hospital, bazar, and other buildings
to the north.
f Yif'WPra).-A Sm?ll
BEBNAOUR
town In the Province of Bengal~dlstrict of Moorshedabad, five miles
north from the city; lat. 24' 16' N.,
&a 88" 13' E.
BsaNAvEa.-A town in the Delhi
province;thirty-three miles N. by E.
from the city of Delhi; lat. 29' 8'N.,
lon. 77' 16' E.
B ~ a o n ~ n . - Atown in the province
of Agra, twenty miles E. from Alvar;
Iat. $27' 44' N., Ion. 760 50' E.
B x ~ u *(*)--See
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BEBOLI.-A town in the province
of Allahabad, fourteen miles north
from Ditteah ;lat. 25' bl' N., lon. 78'
WE.
BEBOWNI.-A small native fortification in the province of Allahabad,
five miles north from Dittesh ; let.
25'' 61f, lon. 78' 21' E.
BESUKIf~aruki).-A
town and
small district in Java, situated near
the eastern extremity of the island.
I t is but indifferently supplied with
water, and has very little land fit for
cultivation that is not already under
cultivation ; but it is better peopled
in proportion than the adjacent districts. The town of Besuki stands
in lat. 7' 40' S., lon. 113O 35' W.,

633 mile8 E.from Batavia-(RnJk~,

4c.)

BESS R I V E ~ . - T ~river
~ ~ issues
from the great tank of Bhopaul, in
the province of Malwa, and proceedingin a north-easterly direction, joins
the Betwah or Retwantah, one mile
north
~ ~ of
) Bhilsa.
. - A At Islamghur it is
joined by the Patn% a small river
that flows from the l e ~ e rtank of
BhopaulB B ~ GHAUT
~ ~ L ~
-A pass through t
of mountains leading from Mysore
to the maritime province of Canwas
B * ~ ~ l s o ~ . - town
A
and place of
provinces
pei1glimage in the
s~tuated on the Jumna, thirty-five
miles S.E. from Agra; lat. 26O 57'.
Ion. 78' 24' E. Near to this place
are the remains of Sarapura, an ancient Hindoo city.--(Tod, &,)
BETTIAHf BhattM, named also
Chun~parun).-A town in the province of Bahar, district of Shahabad,
ninety miles N.N.W. from Patna;
lat. 260 47' N., Ion. 84' 40' E.
BETTOORIAH
h hi to ria).-A subdivision of the great zemindarry of
Ra'eshahy, in the province of Ben a].
IS96, Raja Canaa, the ~ i n f o o
zemindar of this tract,rebelled against
Shums ud Deen. the Mahomedan sorereign of ~ e n i a lwho
,
was defeated
and slain. On this event Raja Cansa
seated himself on the vacant throne,
which, after a reign of seven years,
he transmitted to his son Cheetmul;
who turning Mahomedan, reigned
under the more sonorous appellation
of Sultan Jellal ud Deen.
BETWA Yetaw), or BETWUNTEE
RIVER.- his river rises in the provinceof Gundwana,three miles southwest of the Shahpoor ghaut, enters
Malwa about sixteen miles east of
Bhopaul, and afterwards receives the
accession of many streams until it
reaches Erich, where it winds eastward through a broken rocky ridge,
which causes a rapid, and afterwards
joins the Jumna below Calpee, having completed a serpentine course of

A.A.
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BEZOARA.
about 340 miles in a north-easterly
direction. Although during the rains
a considerable body of water flows
through its channel, it does not a p
pear to be navigable at any time of
the year.

Row HolhRr to the h k s of this
river, where he sued for peace and
(Macartney,
concluded a treaty.
Renncl, $c.)

-

BEYLAH.-A town in the province
BEYAH(I'ipa~a) RIVERfthc Hy- of Cutch, district of Wagur, situated
phasir).-This
ie the fourth river of towards the northern extremity, fitlythe Punjab of Lahore, and the Hy- eight miles N.E. from Anjar; lat.
phasis of Alexander's historians. 23' 41' N., Ion. 70' 50' E. The site
The Beas (vyas) Gunga and the Ban of Beylah is commanding, as a mi(vana) Gunga are said to form the litary post, to check the plunderers
Beyah, the first passing Kote Kaun- from the desert.
grcrh to the south, and the latter to
BEynAa(Vihar).-A towninBenthe northward, both in a westerly
residence of the
direction, joining at Hurreepoor, one gals the
Inarch below the fort, one passing COOch Bahar rajas, thirty-two miles
on each side and uniting below so as N-E-frornRung~oor;lat. 26' 18'N.s
to form an island. ~ b ; i Faze1 writes 'On. MY-zz fi.
that the source of the Beyah, named
BEYR~SIA.-Atown in the pro.
Ab~ekoond,is in the mountains of vince of Malwa, pergunnah of Oojein,
Keloo, pergunnah of Sultanpoor.
which in 1820 had a small stone
After issuing from the hills this ghurry, and contained 300 houses.
rive! flows in a south-westerly diin ~ BEYTULBABEY.-A
~ l
small district
and at ~ h i ~ ~
1809, when the floods were at the in the Berar province, situated south
highest, measured 7-10 yards acrohs,
*juntee ghaut, between the
the stream passing with a rapid cur- twentieth and twenty-first degrees
of north latitude, respecting which
rent, and a high bank on the
side. In the cold season it is ford- " a r ~ e l any
~ thing is known. Except
able here at most places, but in its Ajuntee, it does not appear to contun
place
bed are many quicksands, and when
the waters are low many islands and
f Bijora).-A
town in
BEZOABA
sandbanks are left exposed. The the Northern Circars, forty-one miles
Beyah joins the Sutuleje thirty-five N.W. from Masulipatam ; lat. 16O 3(Y
milea below Bhirowal, near Hurra- N., lon. 80' 43' E. The stream of
ka, and not far from Ferozepoor; the Krishna is here confined between
after which conjunction the united two bold projecting mountains, which
streams are first named Beas, and fur- form a strait 1,100 yards broad.
ther on Gurrah, by which appellation Lower down the river expands to
it is also known at Gordeean ghaut, the width of a mile, but is still
near Pakputtun, 160 miles above Ba- bounded on all sides by fine mounhawulpoor, and 100 S.S.W. from tain scenery. The great thoroughLahore. The Beyah and Sutuleje, fare between the Circars and the Cara t their confluence, are nearly the * natic is by the ferry of Bezoara,
same size, but the last is rather the which is provided with some large
lareest Their course also is nearlv d e e ~ boats. besides abundance of
thcsame from the snowy ridge, 15b cat&narans,'forrned by two p ~ l i y r a
miles. to their iunction. and 260 trunks lashed toeether and datformed
m o r i to where they unitk with the with boards. "
aggregated waters of the Jhylum,
The town, or rather village of BeChinaub,and Ravey. The total length zoara, is peopled with Brahmins and
of its course, including windings, beegars. At one extremity is a wellmay be estimated a t 590 miles. In b ~ u l tMahomedan semi and mosque,
1805 Lord Lake pursued Jeewunt in the style of Upper Hindostan,
,
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and apparently a modern eyction.
The rocks above are also enibellished
with picturesque Hindoo temples,
and several cave temples have been
formed in the body of the mountain,
and another in a conical hill on the
opposite side of the Krishna. They
are, however, very inferior to the
meanest of the Hindoo excavations
in the west of India. The bungalow maintained here for the accommodation of travellers commands a
fine prospect over the-surrounding
country.-( FuUarton, 4c.)

altitude. The middle peak at the
head of the Bhadrinnth district,
marked as No. 19 B. in Capt. H o d p
son and Lieut. Herbert's survey,
lat. 30' 44' N., Ion. 79' 16' E., was
found to be elevated 23,441 feet
above the level of the sea.
At this place there is a warm bath,
supplied by s spring of hot water
that issues from the mountain with
a thick steam and sulphurous smell ;
nnd close to it there is a cold spring.
On the 29th of May 1808 masses of
snow seventy feck thick remained
undissolved, and the t o p of the
high mountains have probably never
lost their white covering since the
beginning of the world. A a e a t
majority of Hindoos, who know nothing of Bhadrinath except from
books, imagine that many holy peruons have retired to this asylum,
where they have been living for several tholisand years in quiet expectation of better times. T o pilgrims who
arrive with hopes of meeting these
personages, a cavern is pointed out
as the place of their residence : but
as the excavation is choked up with
snow, there is no danger of its inhabitants being disturbed until the
return of the golden age.-(Raper,
F. Buthanun, Capt. Hodgson, Lieut.
Herbert, Qc.)
BHAGA
Sl~GH.-Atemple inNorthernHindostan, thirty-eight miles N.E.
from Almora ; 1st 29' 48' N., Ion. 80'
13' E. ; 7,635 feet above the level of
the sea.
BHAGESUR
fBhagi~tuarn).-Amart
in Northern Hindostan, district of
Kumaon, situated west of the Cali
branch of the Goggra river, twentytwo miles E.N.E. from Almora ; lat.
2g0 52' N., Ion. 79O 53/ E. Fairs
are held here three times in the year,
and are attended by traders from the
low country.
BHAGWUNTGHUR.-A
Rajpoot village in the province of Ajmeer, sixteen miles N.W. from Rantampoor;
lat..26O 10' N., lon. 7(i0 5'E.

B H A D ~ I N A T/Vadarinatha).-A
H
town and temple situated on the west
side of the Alacananda river, in the
centre of a valley about four miles
long, and one where broadest; lat.
30' 43' N., Ion. 79O 3Y E., eighty
miles north from Almora in Kumaon,
10,294 feet above the level of the
s e a The town is built on the sloping
bank of the river, and in 1808 contained only about thirty huts for the
accommodation of the Brahmins and
other attendants on the temple, which.
is about forty-five feet high, of a conical form, with a small cupola, surmounted by a copper roof, over
which is a golden ball and spire.
The princi a1 idol is three feet high,
cut in blacc stone or marble, dressed
in a suit of gold and silver brocade,
the hands and feet only being uncovered. This temple, in 1808 was
said to possess 700 villages in different parts of Gurwal and Kumaon,
rind the hieh ~riesthoodis restricted to
the remoik ~ e c c a Brahmins
n~
of the
Chauli or Namburi tribes; indeed, latterly, the pontificate used to be put up
to sale by the Gorkas. During the
months of pilgrimage the deity is well
clothed, fares sumptuously, and has
a large establishment of servants ;
but on the approach of winter he is
lt
with the
~:ackedu p in a v a ~ ~along
'treasure, -and the priests take their
departure. The number of pilgrims
who visit Bliadrinath annually has
been estimated at 50,000, mostly religious mendicants and devotees from
- A Hind00
B H A I ~ A VMATH.
A
all quarters of India. The surrounding country is of the most gigantic place of worship it1 Northern Hindos-
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tan, situated among the sourcea of Mr. Elphinetone to the esrorts at
the Ganges, eight miles W.S.W. from Poona and Nagpoor, with a view to
his assistance in the diplomatic deGangoutri.
BHALLODE.-A town in the pro- partments After taking the usual
~ situated
j on ~the furlough
~
to~ Europe,
~ he rejoined
,
the
vince of ~
south bank of the Nerbudda, fifteen Ben@1 armys and served through the
miles N.E. from Broach ; lat.2I0 5W,
Ion. 7 F 15'E.
out any opportunity of distinguishing
BHAMBH~E
GHUL-A
A
fort in himself. From the Himalaya mounNorthern Hindostan, district of BUS- ~ n hee was marched south to the
saher, situated on the lofty ridge be- salt swamps of Cuttack, where he
tween the Andryti and Matrotis two met his fate on the 19th Apri) ~ 1 8 ,
feeders of the Paber river ; lat. 31' at the premature age of thirtpseven,
14' N., Ion. 77' 47' E. Elevation and now li- buried at Juggernahth.
above the sea, 9,844 feet.
Like almost all really brave men,
B~~~~~ for P ~ ~ ~ , ~ ) .town
- A in his manners were singularly gentle
the B~~~~~ dominions situated on and inoffensive, and his disposition
kind and
that he Prothe banks of the Irawaddp, 170 miles
his
north from the city of Ava; lat. 24' bably never had an enemy.
1~ N., ion. 9 6 45t
~ E., twenty miles ersonal friends he was sincerely beand among these may be menfrom the province of Yunan in China.
hi^ is the capital of one of the nine tioned, as best known to fame, Sir
Sir James Mackprincipalities of the Shans or Mrelap
Shans, as the are designated by the intosh*
Burmese. ~ i i sprincipality is said
B H A N ~ ~ ~ large
~ . - town
A
in the
to occupy the space between the Ira- r i n c e of Malwa belonging to Holwaddy and China, and is said to have ar, situated on the Rewa river, disbeen taken from the Chinese ~ i n c e trict of Rampoora ; lat. 24O 31' N.,
the accession of the present Birnlan Ion. 7.5' W E. The fort here has
d~nasty.-(Symea, F. Buchannn, 4c.) never been completed. The walls
B ~ ~ ~ ~town~ in~ the~ pro. - areAbuilt of stone, and there is a
vince of Orissa, skty-five
miles s
palace within also unfinished. They
from Cuttack; late 19048'N. &r:
were both
Jeswunt
ing the insurrection of the Pykes, Holkar, of whom there is a carved
this was for some time the head- marble statue, and the walls are likequarters of the second battalion, wise ornamented with sculpture. I t
Native is one of the best built towns in this
eighteenth regiment of
was estimated
Infantry, commanded by Major Wil- quarters and in
liam Hamilton, who along with nearly to contain a population of 13,406
all his detachment fell a victim to persOns'-(Malcolln~ &'')
the unhealthiness of the post. This
BHATEE.-A small town in the
officer joined the Bengal army in province of Allahabad, twenty-one
1797, when only fifteen years of age, miles north from Bands; lat. 2S0 45'
and on the 4th of Msy 1799 entered N., Ion. 80' 2W E.
the breach at the storming of SerinBHATTA.-A considerable town in
gapatam, with the grenadiers of his
battalion. H~ afterwards served as the province of Ajmeer, district of
a siibaltern in many .other quarters, Hnrrowty, forty-five miles S. by E.
late
15' N'*
during the intervals of leisure devotina his attention to the studv of the
Aiiatic languages, in some of which * BHATTIA.-A town situated near
(the Arabic, Persian, and Maharatta) the western extremity of the G~rjehe attained so remarkable a profi- rat peninsula; lat. 220 Y N., lon.
ciency, that he was appointed ui~der 6g026'E.

~$~'l~~~~~~ff~e~
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BHATNEEIL.-T~~S
town, the modern capital of the Bhatty tribe, is
of some antiquity, as it was taken
and destroyed by Timour, when he
invaded Hindostan in 1398, when the
surrounding country must have been
in a much superior condition, or it
would neither have attracted his notice or subsisted his vast army. I t
stands on the eastern verge of the
great sandy desert,in lat. B036' N.,
loo. 74O 12' E.; about 130 miles
N.N.E. from Bicanere, and 100 N.W.
fmm Hissar. The whole country
west of Hissar to Bhntneer is an immenee pIain, in travelling over which
the stages are long and water scanty.
By the natives the soil is described
as of a hard substance and blueish
colour, so as at a distanee t o have
tbe ap earance of water. This town
wns t&n from the Bhattees in 1807
by the Raja of Bicanere, who in
1810 still retained possession.@ k t . White, E. Gardaer, &.)
BRATGONG.-A city in northern
Hindostan, and, before the Goorka
conquests, the seat of an independent chief; lat. 27'' 4 W N., Ion. 8P
8%. ; eight miles E.S.E. from Catmandoo. I t ranks the third of the
Nepaulese valley, and thirty years
ago was estimated to contain 19,000
houses; but, probably, the number
was exaggerated by the native informant. 'The palace and other buildings have rather s striking appearance, m n chiefly to the excellent
quality of t f e bricks and tiler, in the
manufacture of which the Nepaulese
excel. Its ancient name was Dharmapatan, by the Newars it is called
Khopodais, from its resemblance to
hhe dumbroo or guitar of Siva. Bhatgong is the Benares of the Gorkha
dominions, and was supposed to contain many valuable Sanscrit manuscripts; but none have as yet been
brought to European notice. I t is
also the favourite residence of the
Nepaulese Brahmins, containingmore
families of that caste than Catmandoo and Lalita Patan together, but
they are not in great repute either for
learning or devotion. Of the lower

cl~esesa gat proportion are. Ne*
wars, the Khetri or military tribe
flocking to the capital for employment.-( Kirkpalrick, 3
'
. Buchanan,

4c.I
BHATTIEB.-The country of the
Bhatties is situated in the northeastern quarter of the Ajmeer province, about the thirtieth degree of
north latitude, and, until tbe pr*
g m s of events brought the British
arms into their vicinity, were scarcely
known even by name. It is diicult
to aaaign limits to such a country and
R U Ca
~ people, both abhorrent of definition, but the following may be
considered an ap roximation towardq
accuracy. To tEe north it may be
described as limited by the comblned
streams of the Sutuleje and Beyah
(the Hysudrus and Hyphasis), here
named the Gurrah ; on the south by
the territories of the Bicanere Raja
and the Shekawutties; on the east
it has the district of Hurrianna, and
protected chiefs in the Delhi province ; and on the west the great
sandy desert, of which it is almost
an integral portion. The north-east
cornersin some oldmaps namedLatty
Af hany, is still wholly unknown,
dt!ough
within a short distance of
the British cantonments a t Luddeeaona This extensive tract of waate
country forms a natural boundary to
the British possestions in this quarter
of Hindostan.
From the town of Futtehabad to
Bhatneer, along the banks of the
Cuggur river, is the part of the Bhatty territories best adapted for cultivation, being (it is reported) beuefitted by the overflowing ofthat river;
but respecting its source, course, and
termination, our knowledge is still
very imperfect. Tbe land within the
influence of this inundation is wid
to produce wheat, rice, and barley ;
the remainder of the Bhatty country,
owing to the want of moisture, is
mostly unfit for agricultural ppr.
poses. The Cuggur is now 10s in
the sands to the west of &atneer, although it is supposed formerly to have joined the Sutqleje in

TIES.
the vicinity of Ferozepoor. In the
month of March the tanks dry up
rapidly, after which dee wells are
the only resource for t k parched
cattle and their owners. Bhatneer
and Batindeh are the principal Bhatty towns; but those best known to
Europeans are situated in the vicinity
of Hurrianna (where in some parts
this tribe claim a right of pasturage),
and are named Futtehabad, Sirsah,
Raneah, Beerghnr, and Beeranah.
There is but little trade carried on in
this community, the members of
which have hitherto preferred thieving to every other vocation. With
the exception of the sale of the vurplus grain, ghee, and cattle (all insignificant except the last), they maintain but little interrourse with the
neighbouring states, and that chiefly
throu h petty traffickers of the
~ h e i k fFuneed sect. Their imports
are white cloth, sugar, and salt.
The Bhatties were originally s h e p
herds, of whom various tribes are
still found in the Punjab, and scattered over the high grounds east of
the Indus from the sea to Ooch. In
the institutes of Acber these hordes
are by Abul' Fazel named Ashambatty. Their chiefs were originally
Rajpoots, but now Mahomedans;
which faith has also been adopted by
the lower castes, who were originally
Jauts. They have long been noted
as a plundering people, remnrkable
in Hindostan for carrying on their
depredations on foot, and for the
length and rapidity of their pedestrian
excursions. The Bhatty females appear in public unveiled, and are not
compelled to observe the strict seclusion so universal elsewhere among
the fbllowers of Mahomed.
Prior to the cession of Hurrianna
t o the British, the chief of the Bhatties was Khan Bahadur Khan, who
in 1810 held twenty-one villages, including Futtehabad, Sirsah, and Raneah. I t was then estimated that
the force which the Bhatties could
collect would not exceed 10,000
men, of whom not one-sixteenth passessed fire-arms. They were found,
however, very expert in conducting

a night attack, and would travel o n
their expeditions to a very unexpected distance. 111the year above-mentioned Raneah formed the western
boundary of Khan Bahadur's country,
having an extensive tract of waste
land on the north, west, and south.
Bhatneer, the nearest town, is dietant about forty road miles to the
west. The town of Nehar lies fortythree road miles to the south, a d
belongs to a Shekawutty chieftain.
The town of Tulwunda, subject t o
Raja Saheb Singh, stands about forty
road miles tothe north. Some years
prior to the British conquests in this
part of Hindostan, the revenues of
Futtehabad, Sirsah, aod Raneah were
estimated a t 40,000 rupees per annum. I t is said to have since become
less productive, on account of the
banks which have been constructed
across the C u a u r river by the Seik
chiefs to the north-west, which have
prevented these pergunnahs from receiving their due share of the stream.
I t was also calculated, that if the
Bhatty country taken possession of
had been retained, it would have
yielded a revenue of 80,000 rupees
per annum, although distress had
been caused by a deficiency of rain
in that arid region.
On the first occupation of Hurrianna in 1809, nothing was left undone by the British authorities to
conciliate the Bhatties, who were assured that their frontier would no
longdr be disturbed by banditti from
thence, as had hitherto been the case
under all native governments. The
Bhatty chiefs were in their turn solicited to restrain the predatory habits
of their subjects, and suppress all
aggressions on a friendly territory ;
but it was eventually found that they
contemned all authority that interfered with their schemes of plunder.
Bahador Khan also declined affording
his assistance, declaring he was apprehensive of being entrapped and
made prisoner, as had happened rh~ring the Gallo-Maharatta sway in upper Hindostan.
All amicable overtures being rejected, and the aggressions on tho inhabiQ 2
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tants of Hurrianna continuing, an exBAAVAHIK U ~ ~ tt o. m
A in the
pedition was marched into the Bhatty Coimbatoor province, fifty-eight miles
country in December 1810, under the N.E. from the town of Coimbatoor ;
command of Col. Adams : when Ba- Iat. 1lo 26' N., Ion. 7 j 0 441 E. ~t
hadur Khan was expelled, and Fntte- stands at the conflux of the Bhavani
habad and other refractory towns sub- and &very, on which account it is
mitted without resistance. On this considered a place of superior saneeccasion Zabeta Khnn (the son of tity, and much resorted t o by the
Bahadur Khan) joined the British Hindoos. It also
two celeeump, without stipulating for any brated temples, one dedicated to
terms; in consideration of which un- Vishnu, and the other to Siva.---(F.
conditional submission, a11 his coun- Bwhanan, gc.)
try was restored to him, with the
BnAwun.-A pergunnah in northexception of Futtehabad, which was
retained as a frontier post, from em Hindostan, situated between the
whence a garrison could superintend Sutuleje and Jumna. The section of
of this unquiet race, this pergunnah situated to the west of
the
it was difficult to wean from the Tonse was formerly named Bucan,
the predatory habits to which they but now Dewghur, from being the
had bee,, B c c u s t o m ~from time im- spot where the sect and tenets of the
~h~ towns of ~~~~~h~~ MahassooDewtah religion originated,
and ~~~~~~~hwere also re-annexed since which epocha the Dewghur dito the district of ~ ~ , . , . i from
~ ~ ~vision
~ , has been considered holy land.
which they had been separated.
According to Brahminical tradimaking these experiments, it was tions, at a remote era of time, a man
judged expedient that Zabeta Khan ploughing in the Vrgunnah yf Bucan
should receive back his territories
a snake, which, erectlng Itself
unencumbered by any tributary en. before him, said, " I am the divinity
gagement, as the payment of a tribute of the place : raise near this spot an
virtl~nllyimplied an obligation on the image to be worshi~lle~,
and call it
superior power to protect its tribu- Mahassoo Dewtah, and it will reveal
tary, wblch might eventually have to YOU laws that are to be obeyed."
proved embarrassing, and was at the 0" learning this vision of the cultisame time completelyat variance with vator some Brahmins made an image,
the fundamental maxim of ~ ~ i and
~ i placed
~ h it in the field where the
policy, as referring to the native prin. snake had appeared, and after
cipal~tiesof Hindostan. For some time had passed away, it was inspired
time afterwards trallquiltity prc,,ailed togivethemthefollowin instructions,
throllgh the ~h~~~~country, but in the observance of whicE s s u r e s the
.I818 they again became restless, and devout from the evils of h e Present
possessed themselves of Futtehabad, worlds and insures their happiness in
which had been held by the Seiks on- that which is to come, uiz.
1st. Never to sleep in a bed with
der the British authority. A strong
detachment was in consequence again four legs.
marched into the country, for the
ad. Never t o drink pure milk.
purpose of destroying all the petty Butter-milk is permitted, but it is
forts, and expelling the agitators, meritorious to abstain from the eating
which service was effected without of butter, it being more praiseworthy
encountering any serious opposition. to burn it at the shrines of the Ma-( Lieut. White, George Thomas, hassoo Dewtah or demigod.
3d. Always to sacrifice the finest
Col. Adams, Archibald Seton, gc.)
BHAVANX
RIVEB.-A river in the goats on the demigod's altar, and if
Coimbatoor province which flowspast similar sacrifices elsewhere be a b
the town of Satti~nungalum, and stained from, so much the better.
afterwards joins the Krishna at BhaSome time after the pronlulgation
vani KudaI. .
of this specimen of supernatural wis-

BHIRKOT.
don], theBrahmins removed the image
t o Oonooree, on the east bank of t h e
Tonse, where it still remains, much
venerated by the people, and its
priesthood amply supplied with offerings. (Public MS. Documentr,
Birch, gc.)
BKEEKUNGAUM.-A
walled village
with a mud fort belonging to Holcar,
in the province of Candeish, pergunnah of Kurgoond, fifty-two miles
N.N.W. from Boorhampoor. This
was formerly a large town, but so
entirely ruined by the Pindarry incursions, that only seventy-five houses
remained. In 1820 the inhabitants
were returning, and one street was
( Fullarton, Makdnz,
re-occupied.
9c.I
BHEELS.-S~~MALWAand CAN-
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BHEEMFXD.-Asmall village in the
Nepaulese territories situated on the
Rapty, whence a road leads over the
Cheesapany mountain ; lat. 27' 33'
N., Ion. 84' 5W E., fourteen miles
aw. from Catmandoo. At this
place the valley of the Rapty finishes,
and the high mountains of Lama
Dangra sepait from the country
on the north, watered by the branches
of the %ogmutty.-(F.Buchanan, 4c.j
BHEEXTAL
LAKE.-A small but
picturesque lake in northern Hindostan, among the mountains of
Kumaon, twenty-nine miles travelling
distance south from Almora, and
on the high road from thence to
Bamouri. The shape of this lake
approaches the @re of a triangle,
the length of the longest side being
a mile. and of the shortest five furlongs but it appears at some former
period to have been considerably
larger, and its decrease has been
attributed to the depositions from
the different streams flowing into it.
About the centre its depth 1s eleven
fathoms, and ita elevation above the
sea 4,271 feet. On the margin is a
temple of Mahadeva or Siva, and
the remains of an old Gorkha fort
od an eminence to the south, below
which stands the village of Bheemtal,

;

consisting of a few miserable huts;
with a government house for the accommodation of traveilers, having a
commissariat dep6t attached About
two miles to the east of Bheemtal
there is another small lake, equally
beautiful, named the Naokoochea
Tal, and the natives report that there
are many others in the vicinity.(Fullarton, Webb,&.)
BHEINDUR.-A small town in the
Ajmeer province, division of Chitore,
situated on the Goompty river, thirty
miles E. by S. from Odeypoor. I n
1820 it was the head of a pergunnah,
yielding a revenue of about 30,000
rupees per annum, to arelative of the
Odeypoor Ranas; but the town did
not contain more than 600 houses(Malcolm, qc.)
BHEER.-A small district i n the
Nizam's dominions in the province of
Aurungabad, situated between the
18th and 19th degrees of north l s t i
tude. This is a hilly tract of country;
thinly peopled and ill governed ; but
respecting which almost nothing is
known, as is the case with the Nizam's
dominione generally, I t is intersected
by twosmall strerms,theSindpuna and
Kundya. Bheer, the principal town,
stands in lat. 18O 1' N., Ion. 75O 58'
E., seventy miles E. from Ahmednuggur.
BHILARAH.-A town in the Ajmeer
province, forty-seven miks N-E. from
the city of Odeypoor ; lat. 2b0 26' N.,
lon. 74' 47' E. In 1818 this place
presented vestiges offormer o ulence
and industry, but a t that periog owing
to the anarchy so lon prevalent in
Rsjpootana, it was nea& roofless and
depopulated.
BHXND.-A town in the Agra pro..
vince south of the Chumbul, fortysix miles N.E. from Gualior ; lat 2627' N., Ion. 77' 2W E.
BHXNDUB.-Atown in the province
of Ajmeer, thirty-four miles E.S.E.
from Odeypoor. Lat. 24O 3' N., loo.
74' 13'E.
BHIBKOT.-A petty state in nor.
thern Hindostan, consisting of mount
tains, and containing neither mines or
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BHOOJ.

mart; fonnerly oneof the twenty-four
rajaships, but at present mrbject to
the Nepauleae; lat. 537'' 58' N., Ion.
83" 48' E.
Barn~.-A town in the Lahore promiles N.W.from the
lat. 32" 10' N., Ion.
7a"6VE.
BHIBOWAL.-A town in the province of Lahore. situated on the north
side of the Beyah river, which when
the floods are at the hi hest is here
40 yards over. Lat. 31020' N., lon.
50 5' E., twenty-four miles S.E.
from Amritsir.
B~SAGONU.--A
village in the Singpho country adjacent to Assam, situated about lat. !&"' a8' N., lon. 95O
40' E.
BROBANESEB
f Bhaoaneswara).
At Bulwanta,in the provinceof Orissa,
on the new road, =teen miles from
the town of Cuttack, a lofty massive
tower is seen rising among the thickets
that skirt the frontiers of Khoorda.
six miles within which are the remain;
of the ruined city of Bhobaneser,
consisting ofdeserted and dila idated
towera and temples sacred to
h i p of Mahadeva. From amidst the
whole rises the great pagoda of the
Ling Raja (Siva), conspicuous for size,
loftiness, and the superiority of ite
architectwe.
The natives say there were originally more than 7,000 places of worshi consecrated here to Mahadevti,
an{ that it contained no less than a
crore of lingams. The vestiges of
many places of this description are
still visible, mostly mere shapeless
masses of brick, buried amongst brushwood and rank vegetation. The buildjnga are constructed of a reddish granite, resembling sandstone, in the
form of towers rounded towards the
summit, seldom leas than aixty, and
one rising to even 180 feet in height.
The stones are held together by iron
clamps, but no wood M to be seen
throughout. The exterior is adorned
with a profusion of sculptured ornaments, and the ruined courts scattered
over with an infinite variety of bulls,

3
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lingams, andother aymhols of M a b
deva, mixed with the forms, energies,
and attributes of the whole Hindoo
Pantheon.
About the centre the great tower
or sanctuary rises to the elevation of
180 feet, crowned by an ornamented
crest or head-piece, resembling a turban, which %re forms a distinguishin feature in the temple architecture
of80risaa. The local traditions and
histories concur in fixing the date of
its completion in A.D. 657. The city
of Bhavaneser was founded by Raja
Lalat Indra Kesari, who reigned between A.D. 617 and 660. A small
establishment is still ke t up here by
the Kboorda Rajas, an8tbe ruins are
oocasionall visited by Bengalese pilgrims on tieir'way to J ernauth.
Among the curiositie8 o z e neighbourhood is a huge figure of the lingamyforty feet higl~,consistin of one
single shafi of aaudstone.~rl*ing,

4-c.1
Bao~rroon.-A town in the Oude
territories, 102 miles N. from Lucknow; lat. $330 90' N., lon. 80" 53' E.

old subdivision of
$va- theBHONSLA.-An
Concan, in the pr~vinceof Bejapoor, bounded on the north by the
Dewghur river, on the south by the
Portuguese territories attached to
Goa, and on the west by the sea. L i e
the test of the Concan ~tresembles m
inclintd plane!, with an irregular aurface, declining in height from the
western ghauta as it approaches the
sea. I t is traversed by many mountain
streams, such as the Dewghur and
Atchera, and formerly the resort of
the piratical fleets that i+sted the
west coast of India. The principal
town is Warree, or Samtwarree, the
chief of which is usually denominated
the Bhonsla. The other towns of note
are Malwan, Vingorla, and h e e . I t
is now comprehended within the British Concan districts.
Bxoo~.-The modern capital of
Cutch, founded about two centuries
ago by Row Bharra; lat. 23' 15' N.,
Ion. 6g0 52' E. I t stands on the S.W.
side of a hill, on which extensive but

BHOWNUGGUR.
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ill planned fortifications have been of the Deccan, exhibiting the most
erected, as they afford no protection magnificent scenery.-(FuUarton,gc.)
to the town. Viewed from the north,
Bhooj has an imposing appearance
BnOaEGnAuT Cfhe lers).-A
Ww
from the display of white buildings, through the mountains that stretch
mosques, and pagod% interspersed across the division of Jooneer in the
among plantations of date trees; but Aurun6absd ~ ~ ~ comnlencing
v ~ ~ c
a .newer approach detracts fru#n he about nineteen miles S.B. b E. from
,.iOr rapwtabili~of its appeannes P o o n a The ascent is ratier steep
and stony, but neither difficult Qr
&he
palace, hmever, is a
tle of good masonry, the cupolas and Ion& and leads to a r e o n elevated
600 feet
the more norroofs of which are encrusted with a
it a ~ h i n e s e thern tract of table-land, where stands
sort d enamel that
appmance. T~ the west of the town, the city of Poonah. In tcavelling
and covering two short faces of the southwad, a marked improvement of
down the temperature is exper~encedimmegort,is a large hnbwith
to the water, and in the centre an diately after clearing this pass.-@&
elevated terrace. In 1818 the town larton,4c.)
contained about aO,OQO inhabitants,
BnowA~~poaacA town, or rather
among whom a r e artists remarkable market-place, in the province of Benfor their ingenuity in working gold gal, district of Dinagepoor, situated in
and silver. In 1819 the hill-fort of the division of Ranny Sonko]. A t the
Bh0o.j was taken by escalade by a
festival of Nekmundun (a Mahometachment under Sir Wllllarn Keir, and dan sai&)agreat meeting is held here,
on the 16th June of the same Year from the 3th to the 17th of April. A
both town and fort were nearly d* military guard and civil officers atstro~ed
an w t h q u a k c - 4 M e tend to preserve peace, for the mulnwrdo, qc.)
titude is great, and mnsiets chiefly of
3noo~srs.-See BKUTANT.
rogues, thieves, prostitutes, swindlers, musicians, jugglers, showmen,
&io~au~.-See BOPAUL.
and religious mendicants, augmented
pilgrims, and traders from
BmPAwUa.-A ruinoustown in the
N e ~ a u l , Purneah, Betlare%
provinm of Malwa belongillg to
Rungpoor, and MOOrshedaDowlet Row Sindia, situated on tbe
the w e g a t e sOmetimesamollntright bank @fthe Mhye river; lat. g p
ing to 100,000 persons.--(F.
Buclro37'N., lon. 7b0 6' E
nan,- 4c.l
- .
BHOBAS~A.-~A
small towd in.the
BHOWANNY
(Bhaaani).-A
town
province of Ajmeer, division of Har- in the Delhi province, eighty-two
rowty, situated on the left bank of miles W. from the city of Delhi
the Cali Siod rivet.. The inhabitants Lat. 28' 371 N., Ion. 75' 40' E. In
fg*aufacture mill-stones from excel- 1809 it was stormed in open day by
lent f ~ t o n found
e
in the neigh- a British detachment under Col. Ball,
bourhood.
andcaptured with thelosclof 136 killed
&I~WEGHAUT
(th
A and wounded, the ii~habitsntsbeing
g h u t or pass in the province of Au- confident of their strength from havrungabad through the western range ing repelled all former attacks by the
of mountains, ascended on the road native powers.--(Public MS. DOMCfrom Bombay to Poona. Since the nzentr, Qc.)
expulsion of the Peahwa this psss hss
Bnow B~ciun.-See FYZABAD.
been greatly enlarged and improved,
B H O W N ~ G G ~ I Lseaport
-A
town in
and an excellent carriage road, five
miles in length, now forms the com- the province of Gujerat, situated on
munication between the maritime dis- the west side of the Gulf of Cambay,
trict of Callwee and the table-land lat. 21' 48' N., Ion. 72" 16'E. It was
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named after the grandfather of the
present Rawul, who founded it on
the site of a village called Joona
Wurwa. These princes had the good
sense to encourage trade and extirpate piracy: the town in consequence
waxed rich, and is now the chief
mart for the export and import trade
of Cattywar, Ahmedabad, and Marwar. One curious and not very creditable manufacture has long been
established here, which is a mint for
the fabrication of base money, where
every sort of rupee current on the
west side of Indra is so well counterfeited, that even native bankers
have been deceived. In 1812 the
Raja was not only suspected of conniving at the practice, but also for
sharing in the rofits. From I810 to
1811 thirty-eig%t Arabian vessels arrived here aggregating 9,716 tons,
Surat and Bhownuggur being their
chief places of resort. In 1821 the
harbour was injured by the bursting
of embankments.
In 1807, with the voluntary concurrence of the Raja, the tribute he
used to pay to the Guicowar,amounting to 74,500 rupees, was transferred
to the British government; but this
change did not authorize any interference with the internal concerns of
the genuine Bhownlrggur territory.
In 1809 it was discovered that its
chieftain, although tributary, and actually under the protection of the
British eovernment, connived at the
depredat~onsof the turbulent Catties,
and was in consequence fined. In 1816
lris military establishment amounted
to 900 infantry and 1,090 horsemen,
a large proportion of whom he subsequently discharged ; but kept the
remainder in so effective a state, that
in 1820, after a long and persevering
pursuit, they attacked and nearly
destroyed a considerable party of Komaun Catties, whose depredations,
however, the Bhownuggur cabinet
was ~tronglysuspected of having instigated. This being an extraordinary
instance of effectual aid derived from
a native all , Mr. Elphinstone, the
governor !o Bombay, addressed a
suitable complimentary letter to the

thakoor. His connivance, however;
with the plunderers, having been s u b
sequently clearly proved, he and his
dewarl were fined in the mitigated
penalty of 100,000 rupees, for having
originally created the insurrection,
whlch his troops took so active a
part in suppressing.-( Public M S .
Documents, A. Robertaon, Carnac,
Walker, $c.)
BHUGWANEEA.-A
small insulated
district in the province of Candeish,
bounded on the west b Nemaur, anJ
on the north and souti $ L S a b
poora and Vindhya ranges of mountains, and on the east by Gundwana.
It is nearly bisected by the Nerbudda
river. The principal towns are Hindia and Hurdab.--(Makolnz, ac.)
BH~GWUNTGUE.-A
fortress in the
province of Bejapoor, situated on a
steep rocky hill dose to the Massoora river, which is about 400 yards
wide with a deep muddy bottonr. Lat.
16O 8' N., lon. 730 38'E., fifty-seven
miles N.W.from Goa.
BHUJEE.-A petty state in northern
Hindostan, situated between the Sutuleje and Jumna. I t contains no
fort exce t that of Kungur, which is
possessd by the Cahlore Raja.
Bhu'ee was conquered in 1811 by the
~ o r k a a who
,
were expelled in 1814
by Sir David Ochterlony. In 1815
the total revenue was estimated a t
6,500 rupees per annum.--(Lt. Roar,
9-c-1

BHURA~OO.-A
village in northern
Hindostan, o m of the remotest T'hats
or divisions of Roween. Lat. 31' 17'
N.,lon. 78O 25' E., seventy-seven miles
N. by W. from Serinagur.
BHURTPOOB
(Bharatapura.)
The
capital of an independent native chiet
in the province of Agra, thirty-one
miles W. by N. from the city of
Agra. Lat. 2r0 17' N., Ion. 77' 23'E.
The Bhurtpoor territory, ihcluding
the small pergunnah of Tanua, is
superior in extent to that of the
Macherry Ra'a, and reaches from Gopaulghur, in {at. 270 39' N. to Biana,
and forms the western boundary of

BHUR TPOOR.
the Agra district. In 1818 the total
area was rather less than 6,000 s uare
miles. Bhurtpoor, Deeg, Comb ere,
Weyre, and Biana are the chief towns.
Gopaulghur is a strong fort, and the
town of Kurnau is of great extent,
with a large brick fort in the centre,
but in a ruinous condition ; only the
eastern quarter of the town being inhabited. Nuggnr, Robass, Wheefish, Roodawah, Nudbharee, Phurser,and others, are of little note. The
country from Deeg to Bhurtpoor is
so low, that during the heavy rains it
may be said to be completely inundated In 1823 the Bhurt oor territory was in e most flouris ing condition, the villages numerous and well
constructed, and the crops waving
abundance, yet the peasantry went
constantly armed, which did not indicate such consciousness of personal
safety as is to be seen within the British districts. The peacock is here
held in such veneration, that it is
dangerous to kid1 it. The Bhurtpoor
Raja is one of the principal chieftains
of the Jauts, which are a tribe of
low Sudras, who, presuming on their
temporary importance, venture to
assume the title of Khetri (the military caste). They must, however,
be carefully discriminated from the
Jauts or Juts, who are the old Mahomedan peasantry of the Punjab.
The tribe of Jauts first attracted
notice in Hindostan about AD. 1700,
when having migrated from the banks
of the Indus, in the lower part of the
plorince of Mooltan, they were alowed to settle in the avocations of
industry in several parts of the Doab,
of the Ganges, and Jumna. Their
subsequent progress was uncommonly
rapid ; and during the civil wars carried on by the successors of Aurengzebe, they found means to secure
themselves a large portion of country,
in which they budt forts and accumulated treasure. The title of raja
is a Hindoo distinction some of them
have assumed, but to which they
have no more real right than their
ancestors had to the contents of the
imperial caravans, which they were
in the habit of plundering. During
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Aurengzebe's laat march to the De&
can, Churamun, the Jaut, pillaged
the baggage of the army, and with
part of the spoil erected the fortress
of Bhurtpoor. Sooraj Mull, one of
his successors, new modelled the government, and was afterwards killed
in battle withNudjiff Kha11~A.D.1763.
He was succeeded by his son Jewar
Singh, who was secretly murdered in
1768, at which period the Jaut dominions extended from Agra to within
a few miles of Delhi on the north,
and near to Etaweh on the south.
They also possessed a tract south of
the Jumna; and, besides places of
inferior strength, had three forts, then
deemed impregnable. About 1780,
Nud'iff Khan subdued reat part of
the jaut country, and keft the raja
little besides Bhurtpoor, and a small
district of about seven lacks of rupees per annum.
On. the death of Jewar Singh in
1768, his brother Ruttun Singh a~+
cended the throne, and being also
assassinated, was succeeded by his
brother Kairy Singh, on whose death
Runjeet Singh assumed the sovereientv. When Madhaie Sindia first
unieriook the conquest of Upper
Hindostan. he experienced essential
assistance -from ~ a j Runjeet
a
Singh,
who on this account was treated with
f e a t comparative lenity by the Maarattas.
In September 1803 a treaty of perpetual friendship was concluded by
General Lake, on the part of the Bntish government, with the Bhurtpoor Raja, and so sincere was the
union on the part of the former,
that districts yielding a revenue of
754,000 rupees er annum were
made over to the fatter in full sovh
reignty. Notwithstanding so regular a compact, ratified in the most
solemn manner with all the customary formalities, and in the maintenance of which both the Raja's interest and honour seemed concerned,
in 1805 t h i prince most unaccountably espoused the declining cause of
Jeswunt Row Holcar, recently d i 5
comfited by Lord Lake, and admitted
hi with the shattered reqaina of

his m y into the f&tras nf Bhurtp r , before which the British army
-rived on the 3d of January 1805.
Bhunpoor in a town of great extent, and every where strongly forti6ed,being surrounded by a mud-wall
of great height and thicknesn, with a
very wide m d deep ditch. The fort
stands at the eastern extremity, and
is of a s uare figure, one side overlooking &e country, the other three
within the town. I t occupies a site
tbat a p p m more elevated than the
town; ~ta wdls are also said to be
higher, and its ditch of greater width
and depth. The circumference of
both town and fort is about eight
mi14 and their walls, in d l their exb n t , are flanked with bastions a t
nhort distances, on whichere mount
ed very numerous artillery. When
Lord M e ' s army approached Bhurtpoor a large ex anse of water at
the no&-west si& of the town suddenly disappeared, and it was subsequently d~scoveredthat the whole
had been admitted into the ditch that
surrounds the town and fort.
Within these fortifications the
whole forces of the Bhurtpoor Raja
were concentrated. The infantry of
Jeswunt Row had taken a position
and entrenched themselves under the
walls, and all the inhabitants of the
adjacent country, who were in any
wry capable of aiding the defence,
were thrown into the place. The
assembly of such a multitude created
the most serious obetacles t o the
operations of the British army. Meaeures were speedily executed to returd its progress, and the effects of
'the bettering train were almost immediately re aired, which probably
constituted tge most efiicient source
of that resistance which was experienced during the siege.
The town and fort were amply provided with all kinds of military store4
Bhuhpoor having long been the
part of Hindostan fbr these articles,
which had also been accumulated by
'the Raja. The great extent of the
place, and the smallness of the b e
sieging army, confined the o erations
to one point 1 the besieged &d cpn

q u e n t l y a* opportauity of procuring stcpplies from the neighbouring
country, which would have been
precluded could the place have been
complete1J invested. In the course
of this siege, also, the British engineer
officers, however zealous in the performance of their dut were found,
neither in abilities, &owledge, or
ex erience, adequate to the mapit u i e of the exagence; which de&
ciency doubtless had consideraMe
effect in impeding the progress of the
besieging anny. And, finally, due
credit must be given to the bravery of
its defenders, and to the military
conduct of their leaders. But there
is reason to believe that, with the
exception of Holcnr's forces encamped under the walls, and which were
attacked and routed with the loss of
all their artillery, the garrison and inhabitants sustained but.8 trifling loss
compared with the enormous carnage
which destroyed the flower of the
British army, amounting to 3,168
killed and wounded,
456
1st storm
ad do.
591
.&I
do.
894
4th do.
987

&.
...............
...............
...............
...............2,928

Casualties......

172
Total .........3,100
Notwithstanding so obstinate a de
fence, and the slaughter which thinned the ranks of the besiegers, the
Raja, perceiving that their perseverance must ultimately prevail, sent his
son to Lord Lake's camp with the
keys of the fortrese, and agreed to
compel Holker to quit Bhurtpoor.
On the 17th April, the siege being
thus concluded, a second treaty was
armnged, but with stipulations calculated to enforce a stricter performance of its conditions. The territory
conferred on him was resumed, he
engiged to pay twenty lwko of rupees towards the expenses of the
war, and to leave his son as a
hostage until events proved that his
fidelity could be relied on. From
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B i s date his policy seems to have out apposition, were 6ceapied by Bri*
been to thwart and irritate the Bri- tieh garrisone.
(Lord Lake, tk
tish government to the utmost verge Marquis Welkdey, PIlblic MS. Do.
of its forbearance, and to concede cumenta, Iakut. White, Hunter, F r d immediately when a crisis seemed tin, 4c.)
impending. While M. Perron goBHUTANT.-A tract of country in
verned Upper Hindostan, he made
the petty chiefs instantly obey his Northern Hindostan which formerlp
most dictatorial mandate ; but they composed the Bhote provinces of TIhave been treated by the British with bet, which commence onthenorth from
such delicacy and liberality that their the table-land beyond the mountains.
dependent condition has wholly dis- They comprise different passes into
appeared, and, with a native perver- Tibet, and some of the lokiest peaks
sity of disposition, they think it una- of the Himalaya, and are now attached
ble to enforce, what it hesitates to to the districts of Gurwal and Kumaon. A great proportion of the
command.
Raja Runjeet Singh, who so well surface is above the line of perpetual
defended his capital, died early in congelation, and an interval of four
18.24, and was succeeded by his son months without a fall of snow is a
Baldeo Singh : who died suddenly on .rare occurrence. The population, esthe 28th February, at Goubherdon, timated at 10,000, consists almost
having scarcely sat a month on the wholly of Bhooteas, almost perfect
throne; leaving a son, Buiwunt Singh, Tibetians; yet some are said to be
then seven years of age, who was the descendants of Mogul Tartars
recognized by Sir David Ochterlon left by Timour. They were formerly
as the legitimate successor. m ~ a r c K all Buddhists of the Lama sect, but
1825 hls mother and nncle, his since then many havepartially adopted
guardians, were attacked by Durjunt the Hindoo religion, employing both
Sal, a cousin of the young Raja's, Brahmins and Lamas. The have
the uncle murdered, many lives lost, no distinction of caste, but s t i i tribes
and the boy taken possession of by and villages will not intermarry. They
the usurper. Lord Amherst, then monopolize the trade in this quarter
Governorgeneral, forbore resorting between Hindostan and T i t . The
to coercion as long as hopes could name Bhutant is retained to distinbe reasonably entertained of accom- guish it from Bootan, the country of
plishing by means of negotiation the the Deb Raja. The country of Bhote
restoration to power of the legiti- in this direction may be said to commate prince ; but every effort having mence at the village of Jelam, lat.
been exhausted, and a powerful army 30' 38) N., Ion. 7g0 51' E., as the
assembled, siege wa8 laid to the place : inhabitants are able to continue in
which, after six weeks of open trench- their houses throughout the whole
es, was captured by storm on the year at the villages below.
After passing Jelam upwards, all
18th January 18Z6, with the loss of
pixty-one Europeaus and forty-two access and passage is prevented by
nativen killed, and 283 Europeans' the snow from October to May, durand 183 nativea wounded; total 669 : ing which interval the higher Bhoowhile the garrison lost about 4,000 tea villages are entirely deserted.
men, mostly killed. Duj u n t Sal and On the %7thJune 1818 spring had
his family were caught during their just commenced in thisquarter, where
flight, and sent prieoners to Allaha- the productions of the lower hills are
bad. The principal bastions, curtains, replaced by cypress, hazel, and birch
and other important parts of the for- trees ; the bushes, consisting princitification, were subsequently blown pally of gooseberry, currant, a dwarf
up and demolished, and the fortresses species of cypress and juniper, with
of Biana, Deeg, Weyre, Kumbhere, dog-roses red and white. The only
and Kama, having surrendered with- graina that ripen are papita (peculiar

t o Bhote, and resembling French tion is so recent, that the natives of
wheat), cheena (the panicum milk- Niti still enjoy from the Chinese goceum) and awa and jaws, two species vernment, as Tartars, certain immuof barley. As the spots adapted for tities from duties paid by other tracultivation in Bhutant are few, the ders. In language and personal a p
villages are necessarily small in size pearance there is also a striking reand much dispersed : yet the climate semblance, and althou h they no
is much warmer than might have longer intermarry, yet k e Bhooteas
been expected from its elevation. do not hesitate to eat and drink with
At Gamsali, lat. 30' 44', about the the Tartars. Their religions are nearend of June, Fahrenheit thermometer ly the same, except that the former
in the shade ranged during the hot- have adopted several Hindoo supertest time of the da from 60° to 75O, stitions, still retaining a great veneraand at daylight A m 45' to ir. tion for their lamas. Until conquered
Atler the middle of August none of by the Gorkhas, bulls aqd cows were
the inhabitants are suffered to ascend annudly sacrificed in great numbers :
the tops of the surrounding moun- but since that event, buffaloes and
tains, or to use fire-arms near the the chowry cattle have been substivillages, such incidents being known tuted. TheBhooteas, however,by the
from experience to occasion a fall of other hill tribes are still cons~dered
snow from above, and a frost below, cow-killers, and, as such, outcasts of
both tending to injure the ripening the worst description. -(Trail, F.
crops.
Buchanan, 4c.)
Besides the countries we call Tibet
BUUTKOT
PEAX.-A mountain peak
and Bootan, theBhooteas every where
between the Cali and the Teesta oc- in Northern Hindoatan, eighteen
cupy the alpine region adjacent to miles N.N.W. from Almora; lat. 2g0
the snowy peaks of Himalaya, on 4Y N., Ion. 7 9 O W E., 9,133 feet
both sides of the mountains. which above the level of the sea.
tract is by the natives of t h e south
BHYNTUREE.-Anative fortified
termed Bhote, and the inhabitants post in Northern Hindostnn, kingdom
Bhooteas. According to native ac- of Nepaul, four miles east of the Cali
counts the Bhooteas neglect agricul- river ; lat. m0 3Y N., Ion. 80" 23'
ture, chiefly practising commerce, and E., 5815 feet above the level of the
a life of monkish austerity, occasion- 8e8.
ally but unwillingly wielding the
BUY~OUDA.-A
small town in the
sword. Their principal support roof Malwa, near the frontier
reeds from the produce of t%eir province
Harrowty, which in 1840 contained
mines, and of the numerous flocks of of
sheep, goats, and cattle, the quantity 2,400 inhabitants.
of grain raised being quite inconsiBIANA( ~ ~ a n a ) . - A town in the
derable. With respect to their com- province of Agra belonging to the
plexion, it has been remarked by Dr. Bhurtpoor Raja, situated on the Ban
Francis Buchanan, that the Bhooteas G u n p river,fitly miles W.S.W. from
he saw at Catmandoo (the capital of the city of Agra; lat. 26' 57' N., lon.
Nepaul) from the elevated regions of 770 8' E. Biana preceded Agra as
Mustung, Kuti, Lassa, and Digar- the capital of the province, Secunder
cheh, were all fully as black as the Lodi having kept his court here
natives of Canton or Ava.
while Agra was a mere village, and it
Prior t o the Nepaulese war this is frequently mentioned by the Emtract paid tribute to the Gorkhas, and peror Baber in his memoirs. I t was
ite inhabitants were kept in a misera- first conquered by the Mahomedans
ble state of slavery and oppression. A.D. 1197. The town is still conThe genuine Bhooteas here are cer- siderable, and contains many large
tainly of Tartar origin, and such is stone houses, and the ridge ,of the
their own opinion ; indeed the migra- hill, at the foot of which it is situated,

BICANERE.
dent on the periodical mins. Be'unth and other kinds of Indian
are almost the only produce, the inhabitants trusting in a great measure
for a supply of provisions to the
neighbouring provinces. Horses and
bullocks 'of an inferior breed are
nearly the sole exports ; the imports
are coarse and fine rice, sugar, opium,
and indigo. The first articles are
usually brought from Lahore by the
way of Rajghur and Chooroo. Salt
is~ procured
~ . from
- ASambher; wheat
the J e ~ ~ O O r
sPrces,
COPPer, and coarse cloth, by the road
of Jesselmere. The chief stronghold
is the city of Bicanere; but Chooroo,
Rajghaum, and Bahudra, are reckoned strong places by the natives.
The Bicanere Raja is a Rhatore
BICANERE
fB.kapir,.or Bakamir.) by caste, and of the same family with
-A Rajpoot pnnclpal!ty n! the AJ- the Joudpoor chief, the elder branch
meer Province, of which It occupies having established itself at Joudpoor,
the centre, and situated principally and the junior at Bianere. H e is
between the twenty-seventhandtwen- the least important of the five Rajty-ninth degrees of north latitude. pootana princes; but it does not apLike all other states in this waste of pear that he ever paid tribute to the
moving sand, its limits are difficult to Maharattas, for which he was probasettle, vast tracts being claimed apd bly indebted to the distance and
rejected by all parties, as polltlcal clr- sterilit~of his principality. In 1809
cumstances llappen to support or op- his revenue amounted to only five
Pose their pretensions- To the north lacks of rupees per annum ;but as his
it is bounded by the great Ajmeer troops are paid by assignments of
desert and the Bhatty country; to land, he is enabled to maintain 2,000
the south by the J o u d p ~ rand J ~ s -horse and 8,000 foot, with thirty-five
poor dominions; on the east it has pieces of ordnance. His first fronthe British district of Hllrriana and tier town towards the Shekawutty
the ~hekam-uttycountry; and on the country is Chooroo, which may rnnk
west Jesselmere and the great desert, as the second in importance. The
into which it merges. Considering cultivators are mostly Jauts, some
their local peculiarities, and the total converted to the Mahornedan faith
absence of streams, rivers, and lakes, and some not. In the Lord's Prayer,
it is a curious fact that the Hindoos as given in the Bicanere language,
of Bicanere should particularly ob- twenty-nine words out of thirty-two
ject to the eating of fish, as sinful.
were identified by the missionaries
The country is rather elevated, as rodically the same with those in
but the surface flat, and the soil a the Hindostany and Bengalese spelight-brown eand, that absorbs the cimens.
rain as soon as it falls; wells are conIn 1808 these miserable territories
sequently indispensable, are lined were invaded by five different armies :
with brick, and from 100 to 200 feet when the Bicanere chief, as a meadeep. Each family has a cistern for sure of defence, filled up all the wells
the preservation of rain water. With within ten miles of his capital, and
the exception of a few villages on trusted for deliverance to the desolathe eastern frontier, the crops are tion that surrounded him. Next year,
very precarious, and greatly depen- in his distress, he earnestly solicited

is covered with the remains of buildings, among which is a fort containing a high pillar, conspicuous at a
great distance. The bacar of Modern Biana is large, and in 1820
shewed signs of reviving commerce
and an active population. The fortifications also on the neighbouring
hill lrad then been 'ust renovated,
and strengthened w i d new works of
masonry.--(Abul Fazel, Hunter, Fullorton, (LC.)
B ~ ~ ~ town
~ ~in the
~ pro~
vince of Bengal situated on the right
bank of the Bhagirati or Cossimbazar
river,further down nanled the Hooghly. onthe opposite bank there is a
building occupied as a college of By.
raggies.-(Fullorton, 9c.)

the favourable mediation of the British government with his enemy the
Joudpoor Raja; but he was informed
in mply, that altbough the governor
in council entertained a high sense
of the friendly attention paid to the
British envoy \Mr. Elphinstone) while
passing through the Bicanere country, they could not deviate from their
system of non-interference in the affairs. of other states, which constituted a fundamental maxim of their
general policy. Although apparently
auffiricntly employed in the defence
of his own domin~onsagainst the aggressions of more powerful neighbows, the reigning chief has made
several external conquests ; amongst
others, Bbataeer, the Bbatty capital,
of which in 1810 he still retained
possexsion ; his existence a~ an independent prince was further secured
by his admission, in 1818, within the
pale of British confederacy and protection; and having never before
paid any tribute, he was on this occasion only required to defray the expense of any British troops he might
solicit.
In 1818 the army under General
Arnold reduced several fortified places
in the Bicanere territory, occup~edby
persons in a state of rebellion against
the authority of theRaja, who,according to the stipulations of the treaty,
paid all the expenses of the detachment.-( Public MS. Docun~enta,Elphinatone, Prinaep, George Thoma,
Metcalf, 4c.)
BICANERE.-Afortified town in the
province of Ajmeer, situated about
260 miles W. by 5. from Delhi; lat.
27' 57' N., lon. 73' P E. I t stands
within a tract of more than ordinary
desolation, but owing to its contrast
with the surrounding ocean of sand,
presenting externally an appearance of
magnificence that closer inspection
does not 'ustify. Within ten yards
of the wall the country is as waste
as the wildest tract of Arnbia ;b11t on
the northern aide there is something
that looks like a woody valley. The
most remarkable and pleasing sight
here is a well of fine water, immedi-

ately under the fort where the Raja
residen, 300 feet deep, and from fifteen to twenty in diameter; four
buckets, ench drawn by a pair of bulbcks, are worked at once, and when
a bucket is thrbwn down, the noise
made by its striking the water is like
the report of a great gun.
Bicanere is surrounded by a fine
wall, strengthened with many round
towers, and crowned with the usuaI
Indian battlements. I t contains some
elevated houses and some temples,
one of which has a lofty spire, and at
one corner there is a high showy citadel. The town is distinguished by
the whiteness ofits buildings and the
absence of trees, which give most Indian cities the appearance of woods
rather than inhabited places ;most of
the dweUings are mere huts, with
mud walls painted red. The fort is a
confused assemblage of towers and
battlements, overtopped by bouses
crowded together; In extent it is
about a quarter of a mile square, encompassed by a wall thirty feet high,
m d a good dry ditch. By the nntives
it is reckoned a place of considerable
stren~th,but its chief ~ecurityis the
scarclty of water in the surrounding
country. I n the Raja's service are
usually several Europeans of different nations,who reside within the fort.
The native inhabitants wear loose
clothes, of whitecotton or muslin, like
the Hindostanies, but are distinguishable by their Rajpoot features and
remarkable turban, rising high on the
head like a mitre.-(Elphinatone, G.
Thomas, 1 lth Reg. 40.)
BIDJEEGHUR
(Vijayagharj.
A
ruinous fortress in the province of
Alhhabad, district of Mirzapoor, fifty
miles S. from Benares ; lat. 24' 37'
N., lon. 83' 10' E. Bidjeeghur was
formerly the principal stronghold of
the Benares Rajas, and was taken by
the British in 1781, during the revolt
of Cheet Singh, and has ever since
been neglected, partly on account of
its insalubrity.-(Foster, Rentte/d, gc,)
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BEDOLILY.-Atown in theprovince
of Delhi, thirteen lililes N.E. from

Panipnt; lat. B03W N., lon.
E.

abundant on the spot, cut into,such
enormolls masees, that it is d i a u l t
to imagine how a people ignorant of
B I J A N A ~ Q(Bv g a ~ a n ~ g ~ ~ mechanics
~ ) . - ~ could have transported
HindOO
great fame aud anti- them to their present positions. Some
in the province of Beeja~OOr,blocks are from twelve to fifteen feet
named in the Canarese Annagoondy, broad, and thick in proportioa; and
and occasionally Alpatna, thesenames though of uneqllal bulk and
being sometimes applied
the
shapes, are universally well cut, fitted
and at
to certain
to each other with thegreatest nicety,
tions ;lat. 15' 14' N., Ion. 76O 37 E., and display at
day an exterior
twenty-nine miles N.W. from Bellary. lustre surpassing that of most buildThe remains of this city occupies ings oftwenty
standing. It is
of material,
both sides of the Toombuddra; and owing to this
it is to the division on the south-east and the cyclopean style of their
of the river that the name of Bijana- sonry,
the ruins of ~
iso
gur is
while that On far excel in extent and grandeur those
the north-west bank 1s called Anna- of any other ancient city, purely ~ i , , goondy.
doo, from Hurdwar to Cape ComoThe spot selected for the erection rin.
The Toombuddra, where it eepsof this famous capital is a very singular one. I t is a plain, enclosed by rates Annagoondy from Bijanagur, is
and encumbered with stupendous about onethird of a mile broad, with
masses of granite, which In some a rapid irregularly winding course
places swell up from the surkce to among the granite hills, and much inthe form and magnitude of hills, and terrupted by detached rocks rising
in others present detached blocks of above its surface, surmounted by an
various forms, piled over one ano- image of the bull Nundy, an open
ther in all sorts of fantastical combi- portico, or choultry, or some other
nations, occasional1y surrounding lit- religious edifice. At the principal
tle isolated vallies, and elsewhere ob- ferry there is a picturesque roup of
stpcting all paasage except through temples, and a huge 6 y e o f ~ m n i the narrow-winding defiles which ae- maun, the gigantic monkey, carved
parate the hgments. The commu- in baaeo relievo; on the eastern pronications from street to street, and montory sirnilar sculptures abound
in some cases the streets also, follow among the ruins. Opposite to the upthe mazes of these chasms, and in one per portionof theBijanagur sectionof
quarter the principal thoroughfare is the town the river contracts greatly,
under a naturally covered passage, and was formerly traversed by a stone
formed by the rocks; the ancient bridge.
Bijsnagur Proper is enclosed,
battlements, turrets, and gateways
are still in a high state of p r e m c iy by natural barrien and
tion ; the main streets, paved with strong stone walls, on the south and
immense flags of granite, nre inter- east, and by the Toombuddra on the
sected a t intervals by aqueducts; and north and west, encompassing a cirtanks and wells are excavated in the cumference of at least eight miles ;
rock. Temples, choultriee, and many but a large portion of this area is
other edifices, public and private, of encumbered by inaccessible acclivithe purest 'style of Hindoo architec- ties. There is a continued succesture and great cirmensiws, are seen sion of paved streets, now nearly
perchedon the most conspieuous emi- uninhabited, for three miles, from
nence of the naked rock, or ranged the Toombuddra ferry to Humpa,
in long lines on the plain. The walls, near the western extremity; and the
pillars, arches, and even the Ant roofs appearance of the ruins about Camand beams of all these structures, me lapoor on the south-west, indicate
composed of the granite, which ia so that they also were once included
77O
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within the city boundaries. At Humpa there is a magnificent temple dedicated t o Mahadeva, stsnding in
the midst of a vast area, surrounded
by the cells for the devotees, and
having a p ramidical portico facing
the east o f ten stories, and about
160 feet in height. This edifice terminates a noble street about ninety
feet wide, stretchin east and west
nearly parallel to t f e Toombuddra
(from which it is separated by rows
of venerable trees) to another temple near its opposite extremity, with
an image of the bull Nundy, twelve
feet high, carved out of the rock.
The temple of the destroyer (Mahadeva) is well endowed, and attended by numerous Brahmins; and the
street itself is lined by a row of handsome stone buildings, decorated with
sculptures, and intended for the accommodation of pilgrims during the
annual festival.
. Between Humpa and Camlapoor
there intervenes a ridge of lofly
rugged rocks, traversed by a steep
causeway, and studded with pagodas.
The most remarkable are the great
temple of Krishna, and one of smaller
dimensions dedicated to Ganesa, but
containing a colossal granite image
of that deity, sixteen feet high by ten
in breadth. Beyond this is the fort
entrance, a kind of inner city, containing the remains of four palaces,
all within view of each other, built
at different periods, and by different
rajas. The temple of Rama is distinguished by its pillars of black hornblende which support the porticoes,
and are covered with mythological
sculptures of the minutest elegance.
There are also some colunrns of the
same material in a building 'near the
river at Annagoondy.
But the most extraordinary of all
the religious edifices, in respect to
elaborate workmanship, dimensions,
and freshness of condition, is the
group dedicated to Wittoba (an incarnation of Vishnu) near the centre
of the city, which has sustained no
injury from time, although ransacked,
and in parts dilapidated by Mahomedan rancour. They consist, besides

the principal temple, of four subordinate buildings or choultries, and
several lesser pagodas, the whole
contained in an area of about 400 by
200 feet, environed by cells, and entered through a ainted pyramidical
portico. The corumns b e clustered
with figures of the singh (lion), supporting the entablature, and, like the
ceiling, covered with various sculptures ; but the greatest curiosity is a
rath, or native chariot, in which the
image of the god is exposed on holidays. I t is formed, wheels and all,
entirely of granite, is complete in all
its parts, and delicately finished, but
probably was never intended for locomotion.
The site of Annagoondy, on the
opposite bank of the Toombuddra,
resembles that of Bijanagur. The
approach to the city on this side is
by a defile several miles in length,
winding among the rocks, in some
s ots so narrow as barely to permit
tpe passage of loaded cattle; formerly
fortified at certain points, and closed
by a gate. There are also the remains of another barrier gateway at
a short distance beyond the city
walls, and thence a passage under
these lofty massive gateways still entire, before the centre of the place is
reached. A similar line of fortification appears to have been partially
extended between this divisiou of
the city and the river, for three
other gateways must be passed in clescending to the Toombuddro. The
extent of Annagoondy from north
to south is about a mile and a half,
which space, like the site of Bijanagur, comprehends many fine religious edifices, sculptures of the Hiadoo pantheon in relievo, and other
architectural vestiges ; but with the
exception of a small village between the second and third gateway,
built of stones collected from the
ruins, i t is wholly uninhabited. Near
to this village is a temple of Krishna, at which worship is still performed, and which in 1820 was undergoing a thorough repair, at the expense ofthe reigning raja, who sometimes resides in a miserable hovel in
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its vicinity, his principal habitation

being at Camlapoor. In one of the
ruins near the Toomb~iddraa speci' men of a painted ceiling after the
Indian manlier is to be seen, the
colours of which are stiU remarkably
vivid.
The building of this metropolis
was begun A.D. 1336, and completed
in 1343, by Aka Hurryhur and Bucca
Hurryhur, two brothers, the first of
whom reigned until 1350, and the
lmt until 1378. Their priest and
prime minister was the learned Madhava Acharya. I t was first named
Vidyanagara, but afterwards Vijey*
nngara, the city of victory. The
Chola (Tanjore), the Chera, and the
Pandian (Madura) dynasties were all
conquered by Nuraingh Raja and
Krisl~naRaja of Bijanagur, in the
period between 1490 and 1515. The
kingdom was then called Bisnagar
and Narsinga in old European maps,
and comprehended the two Carnatics
above and below the ghauts, when
visited by Caesar Frederick, who described the city as having a circuit of
twenty-fmir miles, and containing
within its walls many hills and pa-

god-.

A state of perpetual war subsisted
between the Mahomedan sovereigns
of the Deccan and this Hindoo empire, which a t last terminated its
existence. In A.D. 1564 the four
Mahomedan Deccany kings of Ahmednuggur, Bejapoor, Golconda, and
Beeder, combined, and totally discomfited Ram Rajn, the reigning sovereign of Bijanagur, on the plains
of Tellicotta, and afterwards advanced on the capital, which they
took, and so completely sacked, that
it was deserted by his successor, who
retired to Pennaconda. About 1663
the Sree Rung Rayeel, or royd house
of Bijanagur, became extinct, at least
no more is heard of it subsequent to
that ern. Of the modern notninal
raja8 some details will be found under
the artiele Anmgoondy. The latter
are said for many years to have kept,
and still continue to keep, an exact
register of all the revolutions in the
Deccan and south of India, in the
YOL.
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vain hope of being, by some future
tarn of the. wheel, reinstated in their
ancient possessions.
(Fullarton,
Wilks, Fererirhta, Scott, 4c.)
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BIJNEEf ~yni).-A
principality
(named also Kl~ungtaghaut) beyond
the limits of Northern Hindostan,
and confining on Assam, the possessions of which are situated on
both sides of the Brahmaputra, and
consist partly of independent territory, and partly of lands within the
limits of British jurisdiction. Bijnee
or Khungtaghaut is situated to the
north of the great river, and Roweraghaut to the south, bordering on the
Garrows.
Bijnee is a very extensive, beautiful, and, were it cultivated, would
be a most valuable eatate. Much of
the level country is inundated, hut
there is also a great extent of land
fit for the cultivation of transplanted
rice. A considerable number of villnges are consequently ermanent,
and have plantations of betel-nut
and sugar-cane ; but of the cultivators many are migratory, and on the
least. dispute withdraw to the con
terminous territories of Bootau and
Aswrm. Howeraghatit, the other division to the south of the B r a b
putra, is a still more valuable estate,
being but partially flooded, and containing much excellent soil mited
for the production of summer rice,
wheat, barley, mustard-seed, pulse,
b e ~ lsugar-cone,
,
and mulberry trees.
I t does not a p p r , however, that
any silkworms are reared. The villages are stationary,and much neater
than is usual in Bengal; and near
the hills, where the streanre are m
ious and perennial, some of tho
rand returns annually two crops of
transplanted rice
After the Assam country declined
to its late anarchical condition many
natives withdrew to Howeraghaut,
and many more, although they held
lands in Assam, brou ht their families to the British si& of the river,
where they rented as much ground
as sufficed for a house and garden.
In this asylum the women and ci&
B
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dren were deposited, while the men
risked themselves and cattle in the
Assamese territory, ready for a retreat in case of annoyance.
In consequence of their remote
situation and the general wildness of
the country, the history of the estates in this quarter was l o ~ gbut imperfectly known, even to the public
functionaries a t Rungpoor; and so
long as the Bijnee Raja paid the customary tribute, no inquiry was made
as to the state of the country, or
even to ascertain the original nature
of its connexion with the hlogul emperor, to whose authority the British
government had succeeded. The notion so long prevalent, that the fort
of Bijnee with a considerable tract
of the circum jacent conntry lies beyond the B e n g l boundary, was subsequently found tobe quite erroneous,
the Bijnee Raja havi
an evident
interest in curtailing %e extent of
British influence. In the early surveys,
Bijnee and Bid yngong, although entirely distinct, w ere confounded tinder
the name of B ootan Bijnee, and the
Bijnee estntes were carried as far ay
the frontiers of Cooch Bahar. In
1785 the collector of Runmoor was
instructed t o settle with the Rajas of
Bijnee and B idyagong for a certain
payment in money, instead of the
customnry present of elephants, by
which a loss was annunlly sustained,
and 2,000 rupees were ultimately accepted as a compensation. In 1790
a succeeding and over-zealous collector prevailed on the raja to augment his tribute to 3,000 rupees : but
the increase was rejected by the British government, which ordered the
additional I ,000 rupees to be restored
t o the raja, who was entitled, if he
chose, to resume his payment in
elephants.
The peculiar circumstances of Bijnee appear to have heen first brought
t~ the notice of government about
A.D.1791, in which year Mr.Douglas,
the comluissioner in Cooch Bahar,
reported that Havindra Narrain, the
zemindar of Bijnee, had been assussinated, and that he had directed the
Naib of Rangamatty, in conjunction

with the late zemindar's dewnn, to
take tempornry charge ofthe property.
Before an answer could arrive, the
commissioner was informed by the
Deb Raja of Bootan that he had
nominated Mahindra Narrain (related
to the defunct) to the vacant throne,
the friendship between him (the Deb
Raja) and the Ifonourable East-India
Compatiy rendering his nppointmei~t
quite the same asif it had k e n made
at Calcutta. He was soon apprized,
however, that so precipitate and informal a proceeding could on no account he sanctioned; butin themean
time Mahindra Narrain having got a
party uf Bootanners from one of the
Deb Raja's governors, entered Bijnee,
and there conlmitted a variety of
outrages. At thin time the only connexion that subsisted between Bootan
and Bijnee consisted of a sort of
exchange of the productions of the
two countries, whieh the Bootan
functionaries were pleased to describe
as the Imyment of a tribute, the advantage being considerably in their
favour.
The result of the investigation was,
that the Bengnl government determined that the right of investiture to
the zenlindnrry belonged to them ;
bot as the candidate brought forward
by the Deb Raja appeared to have
the best founded pretensions, his
choice was confirmed, and his prot$6
nominated to the succession.
The Bijnee chief also holds lands
in Assa~n;but the British government
nssert the right of investiture to his
own hereditary zemindarry. In 1809
the two divisions of Bijnee Proper
and Howeraghaut were estimated to
contain 32,400 ploughs, each of which
ought, on an average, to have paid
the raja five rupees per annum, besides customs, duties, forests, fishings,
~~nstures,and all manner of illicit
and irregular exactions ; yet his poverty was such that he was accustomed once in three yeara to raise '
some additional money by absolute
be~ging,which however conveys no
degrading idea to a 1Ii11doo. He
forn~erlypaid his tribute in elephants,
but as few survived, and wereseldom
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of a good siee, a value was put on
the number, and the amount as
abovementioned taken in money.
The Bootan tribute is principally
paid in dried fish. One half of his
rents are paid in coarse cotton cloth
woven by the femalesofthe tenantry,
on which the raja suffers great loss.
His affairs, as may be supposed, are
extremely ill-managed, and his property plundered by needy retainers
from the south and the west, who
harass the cultivators by unjust exactions and ruin the commerce by
their iniquitous monopolies. Being
one of the highest chiefs of the
Cooch tribe, almost every cultivator
under him is called s rajbungsi ; but
they are divided into two kinds : the
Bhakat or worshippers of Krishna,
and the Gorami, who eat pork and
unutterable food, and openly nbandon
themselves to strung drink. Raja Bolit
Narrain reigned in 1809, and was
reckoned the seventh from the founder of the family.--(Sh.:oa, F. B1:cha~lnn, Wade, Turner, 4c.)
BIJNEE.-The capitalof the abovementioned principality, situated twenty-five miles enst from Goalpara, in
Bengal; lat. No29' N.9 Ion- 89' 47'
E. The fort or castle of Bijnee is
defended by a brick wall, and is 320
cubits 10% by 160 broad, and in the
form of a parallelogram- On the
outside is a ditch and strong hedge of
the p r i A l ~bamboo, and in each face
there is a gate ; but in 1809 there
were not any doors by which the
gate might be shut. The area is divided into an outer and inner apartmerit, in which the r~ja's females
dwell. I t is also sumounded by a
brick wall, which includes a small
brick house erected by a Servant
from Dacca; but up to the date t~bovementioned the raja had !lever entered
it, lest it should fall and kill him.
'Ilere are also a few small brick
temples for household gotis, and
about one hundred thatchcd huts.
The town of Bijnee, where the raja
resides, and from whence he derives
his titie, is described as s sort of
neutral ground. T o the English the

raja says it belongs to Bootan, and
t o the Bootanners Ile represents it as
British property : so that slthough he
has a guard of Booteas, and some
sepoys whom he probably represents
as British, the officers of treither governmellt interfere at Bijnee. Here
(in 1809) he was accustomed to harbour lawless persons, especially a certain Mahomedan jemadar, whose
men, under the name of Burkindauzes
(lightning-throwers), ravaged Assam,
and made havoc in that unfortunate
and besotted country.
The reigning raja in 1809 had
a four-wheeled carriage constructed
after the European fashion, and also
a superb palanquin,besides someglass
furniture. He kept two male elephants for the accorn~nodationof his
deity, and four female ones on which
he occasionally rode, but which were
more frequently employed to catch
wild ones for sale. His bandof music
consisted of two drums, one fife, and
one hautboy of the native fashion
Besides other servants, he had fifty
male and seventy female slaves. The
detail of his manner of living may
given asconveying an ideaof the mode
of life and customs of a native prince
unadulterated by European intercourse.
The raja was then (1809) thirty
years of age, and had been taught to
read and write the polite dielect of
Benga]. He had only two Hives and
two concubines. He usually rose
about noon, and occupied one hour
in cleaning himself and smoking tobacco. At one o'clock his officers
were a d m i t d into a hut near the
gate in the outer upartments, and received audience seated on the bare
gonod, while the raja sat on a low
stool, and wns rubbed with oil, which
unction occupied an hour. He then
rayed for a
time,
which
went to the interior to eat such
food as his auot, in whose affection
he could co~~fide,
had prepared for
him. This employed another hour,
and was succeeded by a short nap,
which occupied about the same space
of time.
After this the Bijnee potentate
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W ~ ~~ccustomed
E
to emerge, and make
his appearance in a large hut, where
any undit who happened to be at
hand) detailed to him the news and
scandal of the day, or read some
poetry to him in the vul r tongue.
At sunset he again p r a y e r and then
the pundits, his officers, or any facetious person disposed t o be plek
sant,talked to him until midnight. After this he retired to the female apartments to eat and talk with them
until daylight, for he had been so
alarmed by the fate of his uncle and
predecessor, that through the whole
night be never ventured to sleep.
Once a month he took the air in his
carriage, or on an elephant, or horseback, or in a palanquin, but he never
ventured beyond the bounds of his
estate, nor had he ever been visited
by any person of a rank approaching
to his own.--(F. Buchannn, &c.)
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BIJOREBajawerj.-AsmlilIsuk
division
the Sewad provlwe, SItuated principally between the thirtyfourth and
degreer, of
north latitude. By Abul Faze1, in
1582, it is described as follows :" Bijore is in length twenty-fivecorn, and
in breadth
five to ten toss.
On the emt lies Sewad, on the north
Kenore and Cashgur, on the
Beckram, and On the west GuznOOrgul. The air of this district resembles that of Sewad, excepting that
the heat and cold are rather more
severely felt here. I t has only three
roads : oue leading to Hindostan called finishcote, and two that go
Cabul, one of which is named Summej, and the other Guznoorgul.
Danishcoteis the best road. Adjoining to
and
by the
mountains of cabul and sinde, is a
desert measuring in length thirty coss,
and in breadth twenty-five coss."
The modern district of Bijore is
an undulating plain, about twentyfive miles from east to west, and
twelve from north to south, and resembles the plain of Peshawer,.which
it equals in fertility, the principal
produce being wheat. The two chief
towns, Bijore (or Bajour), and Ma-

wagye, each contain about 1,000
houses. The contiguous forests are
so thick as to exclude the sun and
almost the rain. Bijore belongs to
the AFghan tribe of Turcolani, but it
haa also other inhabitants, the upper
hills being peopled by Caffries; the
lower by Hindikees, and the plain by
a mixture of all nations under the
general denomination of Roadbaurees. The town of Bi'ore stands in
lat. 3 4 O 47' N., Ion. 71d 14' E. ; fiftyfive miles N.N.W. from Peshawer.
A traditim long existed, that this
district had at one period been inhabited by a certain tribe who daimed
descent from the army of Alexander
the Great; but the inquiries of Mr.
Elphinstone, in 1809, dld not tend to
confirm the rumour, although their
neighbours the Caffries, in the mountains north of Bijore, present many
points of semblance The reported
colony was celebrated by the adjacent
Asiatics for their beauty and Eumpean complexion, their m h i p r
of idols, drinking wine out of
silver cups and vases, using chairs
and tables, and speaking a language
unintelli~ble to their neighbourse
~h~ Emperor Baber says in his Memoirs(about A D. 1520), that as the
men of Bijore were rebels to Islam,
and followed the usages and customs
of the infidels, even the name of Islam being extirpated among them,
he t. them all to the sword, and
their wives and children Pibut he does not mention
what other religion or superstition
they followed.-(Abul Fazel, Elphin-
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B ' K ~ ~ R . - Atown in the province
of Allahabad, forty-five miles S.S.E.
from Gualior; lat. 415O 46' N., Ion.

780 3w E.

BILLETON.-A rocky sterile island
in the eastern seas, situated about
the third degree of north latitude,
between Sumatra and Borneo. In
length it may be estimated a t fifty
miles, by forty-five the average
breadth. Iron ore,generally a scarce
fossil in all tropical countries, is here
abundant, and the metal procured

BINDR
from it is said to be of an excellent
quslity. Some of it is manufactured
on the spot into nails and tools for
pxportatlon; and it is from hence
that the Malays procure much of
their iron and steel. In 1812, after
the conquest of Palembang, the new
sultan ceded this island to the British, but it does not appear to have
ever been taken possesston of. The
armed cruizers stationed in these
seas, and the re-establishment of the
butch authority in Billeton, in conjuoction with the arrangements entered into with the Sultans of Lingen
and Rhio, had, prior to 1896, yently
reduced'the extent of piracy In this
part of the archipelago.-(Crawfurd,
Thorn, &c.)
BILLAWUL.-A town on the seacoast of the Gujerat peninsula, twenty-nine n~ilesN.W. from Diu; lat.
W 63' N., Ion. 70° 34' E.
BILLOUNJAH.-Asmall district in
the province of Gundwana, extending along the south bank of the Sone
river, and bounded on the east by
the zemindary ofPalamow, in Bahar.
The principal towns, or rather villages, are Oontarree and Ranka, and
the whole tract is comprehended
within the pale of British protection.

. BILSA(Bi1vesaj.-A large town
in the province of Malwa belonging
to Sindia, situated on the east side
of the Betwa, near its junction with
the river Bess, thirty-ttvo milex N.E.
from Bopaul ; lat. 23' 33' N., Ion.
770 55' E. I t is surrounded by a
stone wall, and in 1820 contained
6,000 houses. Bilsah was first con-

ent quality of the
,wh~chis eagerly
bought up ahd exported. I t belongs
to Sindia, and in 1817 wm rented
for 40,000 ru s ;in 1821, after the
restoration oKanquillity, it yielded
two and a half lacks of rupees.(Hunter, Malcolm, 412.)
BIMA.-A town on the island of
Gumbhawa, situated at the east end,
and comprehending under its juris-

dietion the straits of Sapy, the whole
of Mangeray, and the island of Goonong Api. The Bima language extends over the eastern division of
Sumbhawa, and the western portion
of the island was denominated Floris
by the early Portuguese navigators.
'BTMLIPATAM (Bhintalapatann).A sma!l seaport town in the northern circars, sixteen miles N.N.E.
from Vizagapatam ; lat. 17' 53' N.,
lon. 83O 34' E. A considerable trade
is carried on from hence in native
craft, and the traces of a Dutch fort
still remain. A few tderable European houses stand near the beach,
and a temple on the declivity of a
mountain that bounds the town to
the south. In 1819 an oltl Dutch
Cnctionary continued in charge of
the factory.-( Fvllarton, 4c.)
- BINDHABUND
(vrindavana).
A
large town in the province of Agra,
situated on the west bank of the
Jumna, thirty-five mi1esN.N.W. from
t h e city of Agra ; 1st. No34' N.,
lon. 7 7 O 34' E. The name Vrindavana signifies a grove of tulsi trees,
and the place is famous for having
been the scene of the youthful sports
of Krishna, to whom many temples
still existing were dedicated. Some
of these are remarkable for their
style of architecture, and the great
cruciform pagoda is certainly one of
the most elaborate and massy works
of Brahminical superstition. Besides
these there are several sacred pools,
distinguished by the namesof Radha,
Syama, and Jeyach~,where the pilgrims perform their ablutions and
wash away their sins. A flight of
steps leading to the river is much
revered, as having been the spot
where Krishna defeated a serpent of
large dimensions ;and a cadamba tree,
as the place where he used to sit
and plny on the flute, the marks of
which are still perceptible among the
branches. Different parts of the
woods are pointed out as the haunts
of Krishna, Radha, nnd the milkmaids, and others as the residence of
ancient Hindoo saints and sages;
but are now, as they probably were
formerly, the dens of religious men-
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dicants (chobees), existing in filth and with the sup ly required for Nooridleness.--( Ward, Turner, FuUarton, shedabad a J the adjacent towna,
renders the demand for fuel more
4c.I
BINSURTEMPLE.-A small math considerable than usoal in Bengal ;
or temple in Northern Hiudostan, but the extent of forest throughout
thirteen miles S. by E. from Serina- the province is immense, and its
power of reproduction rapid. I n
gur
- j lat. 30" 4' N., Ion. /a0 40' E.
Birbhoom, besides the coal, there are
BINTANG.-An island (thus named large forests lying close to the forges,
by Europeans) lyin off the south- which occasion thegreatest eonsumpeastern extremity of Malacca, about tion.
the first degree of north latitude,
When first acquired by the British,
surrounded by innumerable .small this was the largest Mahomedan zerocky isles and islets. In length it mindary in the province, and was
may be estimated at thirty-five miles, originally conferred on Assud Ullah,
by eighteen the average breadth. who was allowed to settle here about
The chief town is Rhio, formerly a the time of Shere Shah, for the poport of considerable trade.
litical purpose of guarding the fronf Virabhun~i,the land of tier of the west against the incurBIRBHOOM
heroes).-A
district in the province sions of the barbarous Hindoo tribes
of Bengal, situated on the north- of Jel~arcund. A w a d i e Mahomewestern extremity, about the twen- dan militia were entertained as a
ty-fourth degree of north latitude. standing army, with suitable territoTo the north it is bounded by the rial allotments, under a principal
district of Boglipoor, on the south landholder of the same faith. In
by Burdwan and the Jungle Mahalu; some respects it col.responded with
to the east it has Rnjeshahy, and on the ancient military fiefs of Europe,
the west Boglipoor and the Jungle certain lands being exempted from
Mahals. By Abul Fazel, in 1582, it rent, and solely appropriated to the
is named Sircar Madarun, and in maintennnce of the troops. This pri1814 it was estimated to contain vilege was resumed by Cossim Ali in
7,000 square miles, a considerable 1763, and under existing circumportion of it hilly, jungly, and thinly stances i~ become still more unnecessary. So late as 1814 an arrange~nhabited.
The most important articles pro- ment was made with the ghautwalls,
duced in this district are rice, sugar, or petty hill chiefs, of the western
and silk. Coal has been discovered jungles, to secure their own abstiof so good a quality that it now nence from plundering,antl also their
supplies the Calcutta forges, and is assistance towards the suppression
carried to sea as ship stock. Iron of robberies perpetrated by others.
ore is also found, not in veins, but Highway depredations are frequent,
in strata mixed with clay, whence it chiefly con~mitted on Hindoo pilis dug. It is very rich in the metal, grims journeying through the forests
but cannot compete in cheapness to the sanctuary at Baidyanath,
with European iron, as was proved where there is a celebrated temple
from an experiment instituted by go- dedicated to Siva, and it is probable
vernment in 1814. The cultivation that many of these robberies are acand population of Birbhoom are gra- companied by murders, the knowdually increasing :but the absence of ledge of which never reaches the ponavigable streams k a great impedi- lice officers. The head-quarters of
ment to the extension of itscommerce. the judicial establishment are a t
Roads and bridges are consequently Soory, which is the residence of the
more attended to, mostly kept in magistrate. In 1801 the population
order by the government convicts. ofBirbhoom was estimated at700,000,
The number of native iron forges in in the proportion of thirty Hindoos
Birbhoorn and Boglipoor, together to one Mahornedan.--(J. Grant, Pa-
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lice Reports,

Colebmokc, Fdarton,

D. Canapbell, CoweU, &.)
BIRCRA.-A small town in the provii~ce of Allahabad, principality of
Ditteah. thirtv-twomiles N.N.E. from
the town of bitteah ; lat. 26' 7'N.,
Ion. 78' 3 9 E .
BIRMANGYDROOG.-A
hill fort in
the territories of the Myaore Raja,
situated about ten miles W. by S.
from the town of Sera.
BISANO.-A small island in the
Eastern seas, twenty miles in circumference, lying off the north-eastern
2 5' N.,
extremity of Celebes ; tat. '
Ion. 125' 5'E.
BISBAMGHAUT.-Apass or road
over a range of mountains near Adjyghur, leading from Callinjer to Pannah. It is a mile in length, and of very
difficult ascent for artillery or wheeled carriagep.
BXSSOLEE
(YisavaZiJ.-A
town in
the province of Lahore, situated on
the north-west bank of the Ravey,
here about 120 yards broad at the
lowest, and very rapid, being so near
the hills; lat. 3%' 5' N., Ion. 75'5'E.,
forty-two miles N.N.E. from Amritsir. From Belaspoor fertile vallies,
though not wide, extend to Bissolee,
where high hills commence, which
extend with little interruption to
Cashmere. In 1783 this town was
fortified, and commanded the entrance to thehills,but at that duteboth
town and district were tributary to
the Jan~boeRajpoots, as they ure at
present to Raja Runjeet Singh of L+
hore.-(Foster, 4c.)
Brsso~re(ViravaliJ.-A
town in
the province d Delhi, thirty-one
miles west from Bareily ; lat. 2b0 1W
N., Ion. 78O 46' E. During the early
reigns of the Mogul emperors Bissolie flourished, anti its prosperity
continued under the Rohillahs, but it
is now in comparison waste and desolate. Several of the family of Mahomed Ali, the Rohillah founder, are
buried here.
B r s s u ~ ~ o(Vishnapnra).
o~
An
ancient town in the province of Bengal, seventy-seven miles N.W. from
Calcutta; lat 23' 4' N., Ion. 87' 25'

-

E. This place is situated in a tract
of ferruginous soil, which rises here
about thirty feet above the alluvial
gangetic plains, and continues with
little' interruption to the margin of
the adjacent hills. I t is still a considerable town, and much frequented as
a mart by the inhabitnnts of the jungle mahals and Ramghur districts, t o
interchange their commodities for the
productions of the plains. The old
fort where the Raja resides has been
a work of considerable strength and
magnificence, as is proved by the r e
mains of massy stone gateways, pagodas, and other decayed buildings
within its ramparts. For about eight
miles to the east the country is
covered with a thick palass jungle.
Formerly Bissunpoor was the chief
town of a large and ancient zemindary, in 1784 containing 1,256 square
miles; but a small portion now remains to the Raja, nearly the whole
having been sold or attached for
unliquidated arrears.-(F&rton, J.
Grant, gc.)
BITOBAH.-A village in the province and district of Allahabad, situated on the right bank of the Ganges about sixty miles south from
Lucknow, where the joint magistrate
for the Futtehpoor division of the
zillah usually resides.
BITTOOR.-A town in the province
of Allahabad, nine miles N. by W.
from Cawnpoor. This place has been
selected for the residence of Bajerow,
ex-Peshwa of the Maharattas. The
British civil station was in 1820 removed froin hence to Cawnpore, and
the public buildings appropriated for
the accomn~odation of himself and
followers, aud others erected for the
same purpose.--( Fdarton, Be.)
Brswnn (Virwa).-A
town in the
Oude territories, forty-three miles
north from Lucknow ; tat. 27' 28' N.,
Ion. 80' 6' E.
BLACKWOOD'S
HARBOUR.-A new
harbour named after Sir H. Blackwood, lately discovered on the coast
of Coromandel, situated to the north
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terspersed with valleys from four to
sixteen miles in circumfetence. The
villages are fenced with bamboos t o
protect the inhabitants und their cattle from wild beasts, and in the fields
the women are seen holding the
plough, while the female children
drive the oxen. The Boad estate
commands one of the principal passes into the Cuttack district, and the
best road to Nagpoor and Gurrah
Mundlah is through Boad.
This is an extensive zemindary,
reaching almost to ffaommr, through
one of the wildest tracts of wo ds
(abounding with teak) and mount&d
in India, scantily inhabited by savage
Gonds, who acknowledge subordination to the Raja, but pay no revenue.
He had been expelled by the Berm
Mahrattas who garrisoned his fort,
but he was restored by the British,
and his money assessment, on ac4c.
count of themiserable condition ofhis
BLELLING
(or ~oteeling/).-A prin- country, reduced to 2,000 rupees.cipal town in the island of Bally, ( Roughsedge, 1st Reg., 4c.)
the Raja of which having permitted
BOADJOOS
(or Biajoos).-See Boahis troops to attack, in 1814, a British
post at Banywangi, in Java (where NEO.
they were routed an expedition then
BOBEENA.-A small town in the .
proceeding to Cekbea under General province of Allahabad, seventeen
Nightingale, was ordered to call at miles S. by W.from Jansi ; lat. 25O
Bally and exact patisfaction. The 15' N., Ion. 78" 24'E.
expedition terminated without the
BOBILEE.-A town and zemindary
necessity of proceeding to hostilities
by the submission of the Raja: but a in the northern Circars, thirty-five
British garrrison continued to occu- degrees W.N.W. from Cicacole; lat.
puy for some time the town and crat- 18" 25', lon. 83' 3)' E. In 1757 the
first in rank of the polygars of this
tan (or citadel) of Blelling.-(Thorn,
country was Rangaroo of Bobilee.
Craufurd, &.)
fort stood nbout sixty miles
Bo (or Hod).-A cluster of small His
N.E. of Vizagapatam, close to the
islands in the Eastern seas, lying
mountains, the dependent zemibdary
E.S.E. from the southern extremity being about twenty square miles.
of Gilolo. They are inhabited, and
supplies of cocoa-nuts, salt, and dried There had long been a deadly hatred
between this polygar and Vizeram
fish may be procured here.
Rauze, an adjacent polygar, whose
BOAD(~odha).-A large fenced person, how much soever he feared
village in the province of Orissa, si- his power, Rangaroo held in the uttuated on the south side of the Wa- most contempt, as of low extraction,
hanuddy river, which a t this place in and of no note. Vizeram Rauze perthe month of October is one mile and suaded the French commander M.
a half broad ; lat. 20' 32' N, lon. 84' Bussy to espouse his side of the quar10' E., 124 miles west from Cuttack. rel; and the latter not foreseeing the
The face of the country in this terrible event to which he was proneighbourhood is mountainous, in- ceeding, determilled to reduce the

of Point Poondy, and sheltered from
the eastward by the Armegon shoal.
I t is about forty-six miles from Madras roads, and bears from the flagstaff at Fort George about N. 50°E.
The surf is here so moderate, that for
four or five days in the week a ship's
yawl may land with safety, and it is
not at any time so violent as on the
adjacent coasts. During the N. E.
monsoon the sea breaks high on the
Armegon shoal, and consequently
renders the anchorage within comparatively smooth.-( Mugfed, 4c.)
BLAMBANGAN.-Asmall division
in the island of Java, situated at the
eastern extremity, which down to a
comparatively latc period was subject
to the Balinese, and cl~ieflyinhabited
by that people. In A.D. 1588 Thomas Cavendish, the circumnavigator,
touched at B1ambangan.-ACrrcwfurd,
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whole country, and to expel the polygar and his family.
A olygar, besides his other towns
and Zrts, has always one situated in
the inoat difficult part of his country,
which is intended for the last refuge
for himself and all his blood. The
singular construction of this fort is
adequate to all the intentions of defence, among a people unused to cannon, or the means of regular battery.
Its outline is a regular square, which
rarely exceeds 200 yards j a round
tower is raised a t each of the angles,
and a square projection in the middle
of each of the sides. The height of
the wall is generally twenty-two feet,
but the rampart within only twelve,
which is likewise its breadth at the
top, although it is much broader at
the bottom. The whole is of tempered clay, raised in distinct layers,
of which each is left exposed to the
sun, until thoroughly hardened before
the next is applied. The parapet
rises ten feet above the rampart, and
is only three feet thick. It is indented
five feet down from the top, in interstices six inches wide, which are three
feet asunder. A foot above the bottom of these interstices and battlements runs a line of round holes,
another two feet lower, and a third
two feet from the rampart. These
holes are usually formed with pipes
of baked clay, and serve for the em.
ployment of fire-arms, arrows, and
ances. The interstices are for the
freer use of these arms, instead of
loop-holes, which cannot be inserted
or cut in the clay.
The towers of the sqnare projection in the middle have the same
parapet arc the rest of the wall, and
in two of the projections in the opposite sides of the fort are gateways,
of which the entrance is not in front,
but on one side, from whence it is
continued through half the mass, and
then turns by a right angle into the
place. On any alarm the whole passage is choked up with trees, and the
outside surrounded, to some diutance,
with a strong bed of thick briunbles.
The ram art and parapet is covered
by u she8of strong thatoh, supported

by poets; the eves of this shed preject over the battlement. This shed
affords shelter to those op the rampart, and guards it against the sun
and rain. An area of 600 yards or
more, in every direction round the
fort, is reserved clear, of which the
circumbrence joim the high wood,
which is kept thick, three or four
miles in breadth, around this centre.
Few of these forts permit more than
one path through the woods. The
entrance of the path from without ir
defended by a wall exactly similar in
construction and strength to one of
the sides of the fort, having its round
towers at the ends, and the square
projection in the middle.
From natural sagacity, they never
raise this redoubt on the edge of the
wood, but at the bottom of a recess
cleared on purpose; and on each side
of the recess raise a breast-work of
earth, or a hedge, from whence to
gall the approach. The path admits
of only three men a-breast, winds
continually, is every where commanded by breast-works in the thicket,
end Ilas in its course several redoubts
similar to that of the entrance, and,
-like that, flanked by breast-works on
each hand. Such were the defences
of Pobilee, which are given at length
as a specimen of all polygar forts ;
against which M. Bussy marched with
750 Europeans, of whom 250 were
horse, four field-pieces, and 11,000
peons and sepoys, the army of Yizeram Rauze, who commanded them in
person.
The attack commenced at daybreak on the 24th of January 1757,
with the field-pieces against the four
towers, and b j nine o'clock several
of the battlements were brokeo. All
the leading parties of the four divisions then advanced a t the same time
with scaling ladders ; but, after
much endeavour for an hour, not a
man had been able to get on the
parapet, and many had fallen wounded. Other parties followed with little
success, until all were so fhigued that
a cessation was ordered, during which
the field-pieces, having beaten down
more of the parapet, gave the aecond

a t ~ c kgreater advantage ; but the
ardour of the defence increased with
the danger. The gamson fought with
the indignant ferocity of wild beasts
defending their dens and families,
and several of them stood as in defiance on the top of the battlements,
and endeavoured to grapple with the
first ascendants, hoping, with them,
to twist the ladders down, and this
failing, stabbed with their lances;
but being wholly exposed, were easily
shot by aim from the rear of the
escalade. The assailants admired,
for no European had seen such excess of courage in the natives of
Hindosmn, and continually offered
quarter, which was always answered
by menace and intention of denth.
Not a man had gained the rampart at
two in the afternoon, and another
cessation of attack ensued. On this
Rangaroo assembled the principal
men, and told them there was no
hopes of maintaining the fort ; and
that it was immediately necessary t o
perserve their wivee and children
from the violation of the Europeans,
and the ntill more ignominious authority of Vizeram Rauze.
A nunrber called without distinction were allotted to the work. They
proceeded every man with hi8 lance,
a torch, and his poinard, to the habitations in the middle of the fort,
to which they set fire indiscriminately,
plying the flame with straw prepared
with pitch or brimstone, and every
man stabbed. without remorse. the
woman or child, whichsoeve; attempted to escape the flame and suffocation. The massacre being finished,
those who accompliuhed it returned
like men agitated by the furies, to
die themselves on the walls.
Mr. Law, who commanded one of
the divisions, observed, while looking
at the conflagration, that the number
of defenders was considerably diminished, and advanced again to the
attack. After several ladders had
failed, a few grenadiers got over the
parapet, and maintained their footing
111 the tower, until they obtained more
secure possession. Rangaroo hastening to the defence of the tower, was

killed hy a musket ball. His fall in.
creased the desperation of his adherents, who crowding to revenge
his death, left other parts of the
rampart bare. The other divisions of
the French troops having advanced,
numbers on all sides got over the
parapet without opposition ; nevertheless none of the defenders quitted
the rampart, or would accept quarter,
but each advancing against, or struggling with, an adverbary, would resign
his poinard only with death.
The slaughter of the conflict being
over, another much more dreadful
presented itself in the area below.
The transport of victory lost all its
joy; all gazed on each other with
silent astonishment and remorse, and
the fiercest could not refuse a tear to
the deutruction spread before them.
Four of the soldiers of Rangaroo, on
seeing him fall, concealed themselves
in an unfrequented part of the fort
until night was far advanced; when
they dropped down from the walls,
and speaking the same language,
passed unsuspected through the quarters of Vizeram Rauze. They concealed themselves in the thicket; and
the third night after, two of them
crawled iuto the tent of Vizeram
Rauze, and stabbed him in thirty-two
places, and were immediately cut to
pieces. Had they failed, the other
two remaining in the jungle were
bound by the same oath to perform
the deed, or perish in the atrealp+(Orale. &c.)

BODUR.-A village of consideral~le
extent in the province of Candeish,
about forty miles travelling distance
S.S.W. from Boorhanpoor. It is of
considerable extent, but in 1819 was
in a very decayed condition.-(Fd
larton, c j c.)
BODYTUNRAYADBOOG.-A
Stllpendous fortified mountain in the Barramahal province, situated about six
miles west from Cavrypatam.--(FuClarton, r9.c.)
BOGGAK-A town in the province
of Bahar, situated on the east side
of the Guntluck river, about 120
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miles N.N.W. from Patna ; lat. Q0
4' N., lon. 84' 13' E. A great tract
of country to the north of this place
is still covered with primeval forests,
from which excellent timber for ship
building is procured, and floated
down the Gunduck and Ganges to
Calcutta.
BOGAEIAR.-A town in the province of Ben 1, district of Boglipoor, 130 miEs N.W. from Moorshedabad; lat. 84' 53' N., Ion. 86'
52'

E.
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BOGHELA
f o r BagkIcund).
A
district in the province of Gundwana, but during the reign of Aurengzebe annexed by edict to the province
of Allahabad, although it never was
actually subdued by his forces. The
produce of the country is wheat,
barley, and different kinds of peas,
and the inhabitants possess large
flocks of cattle and sheep. There is,
however, but little cultivation, the
natives scarcely raising grain enough
for their own subsistence. A portion
of this territory is tributnry to the
British government, and the whole
is under its protection. The principal towns are Bandooyr and Muckondabad.
BOGLIPOOB
(Bhagetpoor).-A district in the province of Bahar, where
it is situated between the twentyfourth and twenty-sixth degrees of
north latitnde, occupying the southeastern corner of that province, together with s small section from Bengal.
On the north it is bounded by the
districts of Tirhoot and Purneah;
on the south by Ramghur and Birbhoom; to the east it has Purneah
and Moorshedabad ; and to the west
Bahar and Ramghur. Its greatest
length, from the boundaries of Birbhoom on the Dwaraca, to that of
Tirhoot on the Tilaw, is about 133
miles in a N.N.W. and S.S.E. direction, and its greatest breadth, crossing
the above line at right angles, is about
eighty miles. By tracing tbe boundaries on Major Rennel's map, Dr.
F. Buchnnan estimated its contents
a t a b u t 8825 square miles.

In 1/84 this district, then denomG
nated Monghir, contained in all its
dimensions 8,270 square milea, of
which only 9,817 were in the Boglipoor division, on both sides of the
Ganges ; and the whole territorial
outline still continues very unsatisfactory, except where final decisions
of the courts of justice have determined the disputed boundaries of the
different zemindaries. The modem
capital is situated towards one of its
extremities, and the whole section
which is beyond the ca ital towards
the north is separated L m it by the
Ganges, which isattended with much
inconvenience and some danger.
The hills of Boglipoor, in a few
parts, compose regular chains of con~iderablelength, in most parts there
being passages, at very short inter.
vals, through which a traveller might
penetrate without any great ascent;
but in the most hilly parts these
apertures have been allowed by the
natives to be choked up with trees to
protect their strongholds in former
times. In the great cluster near
Kajamahal, the hills, notwithstanding
the ruggedness of the soil, are tolerably well occupied. In other clustera
the hills are entirely waste. Many
parts of the western cluster would
admit of cultivation, and some have
been tilled by the mountaineers; but
the encouragement of the latter is
very doubtful policy, and the inhabitants of the plain will on no account
cultivate the hills, lest the purity of
their birth should be suspected. The
whole of these clusters, and even
the hills of Rajamahal, compose, in
the opinion of the natives, a part of
the Vindhyan mountains. Besides
the hilly tracts, there is a considerable extent of swelling ground divided into two portions, that exempted
from the influence of the Ganges,
and that liable to be affected by its
floods.
The streams that flow into the
Ganges from the south side, di&r
greatly from those to the north of
that river. Although the channels
of some of them are of great width,
none of them in this district are a t
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any time navigable, except in the
eastern corner, where, during the
foods, the water of the Ganges filling
the lower part of their beds, rendcrs
them penetrable for small boats.
Even the largest of them, having
channels from 200 to 400 yards broad,
are in general fordable throughout
the rainy season, at which period,
however, several of them are deep
enough to assist in floating down
bamboos and timber.
In the dry season, it is chiefly near
their sources that these rivers contain any visible stream, and then each
ef the small branches ap ears to contain a greater quantity oPwater, than
the vast channel worn by the united
force of these torrents, when swollen
by the periodical rains. In s ring
the widest channels appear pe&ctly
dry sand, but by d i n g a foot or
two deep, good water may at all timen
be procured ; and this subterraneous
water has in some cases a sort of current, as canals dug across the channel
collect a small stream. Above Monghir the Ganges forms the boundary
between Boglipoor and Tirhoot.
The principal rivers sauth of the
Ganges, are the Ke ul, the Maura,
theUlayi, the Nsgini &male serpent),
the Augjana, which last river having
been impregnated by Pavana (Eolus)
the god of the winds, produced Hunimaun (Pan), the prince of monkies
(Satyri), and the prime minister and
companion of the great Rama (Bacchus). The others are the Nacti, the
Baghdar (tiger-catcher), the Ghorghat, the Mohnn6, the Baruya, the
Bilasi, the Dobee, and the Mooteejharna, or pearl stream, which falls
down a precipice four miles south
from Sicrygully.
The pieces of stagnant water may
be divided into jeels, that coutain
water throughout the year, and the
ehaongre, which dry up during the
cold season. Some of the jeels are
evidently the old channels of large
rivers, which a t both ends have lost
all communication with the stream,
but ure so filled with water during
the periodical rains, that even in
spring they do not become dry. The

rincipal jeels, however, are ldw
which collect a eat quantity
Pofands,
water from floods anxorrents, and
never become dry. The most conspicuous of these is Domjala, south
from Rajamahal, which in the rainy
season is seven and a half miles long
by three and a half broad, and in the
dr season four miles by one and a
hab.
Certain places of the fourth, or
northern intermediate division, are
found covered with carbonate of soda,
called by the natives kurwa mati, and
collected occasionally by the washermen of the vicinity. The most remarkable spot is in Hebipoor, about
ten miles west of Pointy, on the edge
of the plain inundated by the Ganges,
and extends about fiR yards in one
direction, by thirty in t i e other. During the flood, this place is completely
inundated by the Ganges for three
or four days; but in the month of
October the saline matter begins to
d o r e s c e on the surface, which is
covered with short grass.
The
washermen scrape the surface, and
beat the saline matter from among
the roots, which operation may be
repeated; but in the rainy season,
even when the spot is not covered
with water, no saline matter is procurable. By digging to a very small
depth clear water is obtained, notwithstanding the saline nature of the
surface.
South winds are very uncommon in
Boglipoor, east and west winds being
most prevalent for a great portion of
the year. The former begin about
the middle of June, and the latter
about the middle of February, so that
the east winds last double the time
of those from the west, but they blow
with leas violence; many remarkable
deviations, however, take place. The
winters are less cold than in Purneah;
and the heats of spring, when the
winds are westerly, very severe, these
winds being hot and archingly dry,
end the hills are no wiere of a sufiicient height to reduce the temperature of the atmosphere.
In this district there is a great
variety of surface, but, on.the whole,
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the portions of it fit for the plough able provision Pot the veteran waa
appear rich, and capable of being fallacious, and the plan has been most
rendered productive. A considerable judiciously abandoned. For the fuextent is occupied by mere rock, to- ture, the invalids will be rewarded
tally incapable of cultivation; and a with money, which is much better
still greater space is covered with suited to their habits and intirmities,
Fragments of rock of various sizes* less expensive, and more easily reguOn the hills these masses are so large lated. The whole land purchased by
and numerous, that, conld the plough government on account of invalids,
be used, on account of the declivity, amounts to 234,000 Calcutta begas,
the nature of the ground would ren- which may be converted into three
der its agency impracticable. It has zemindaries. The existing zeminbeen estimated that in woods, thicketa d m , notwithstanding the indulgence
of bushes, and desertedvillages,which that has been shewn them in the rehave become totally wild, there are venue assessment, in 1810, had not
1,731 square miles of land sufficient1J the least confidence in the perpetual
level for the plough, and that there settlement made in 1794, nnd had reare 1,146 square miles of hills that course to every stratagem to conceal
are covered with woods, including their profits, which, where any
the ground covered with tamarisks ; had been taken to cultivate the
therefore there are in all, for forests was prebabky enormous. In I814
and thickets, almost 3,100 square the jumma, or land assessment to the
miles; by far the greater part of revenue, amounted to only 3,85,916
which is kept, owing to various cruses rupees, and the abkarry, or tax on
in a very stunted condition. The sptrituous liquors, to 44,569 rupees.
teak tree has been planted near BoThe most destructive of the wild
lipoor by some gentlemen, but it quadrnpeds, or rather of the wild
Bas not thriven. In many parts of four-handed animals, is the Hunithe southern central division iron maun (a species of baboon), an aniore has been found, but generally in mal held so sacred by the Hindow,
such small masses, that it would not that it is reckoned almost as great R
answer for Europenn manufacture. sin to kill a cow as one of this geThe most noted hot spring is at See- nus; such an action is reckoned extacoond, near the town of Monghir, tremely unlucky, and the same evil
and there is another at Bhurka, six fortune attends its b ~ n e s , ~ h i c if
h ,bumiles south from Seetacoond. The ried under a house, render its owner
firlest hot spring is at Bheembund, ond inhabitants unfortunate. The
about seventeen miles south from discovery of such bones, and the asBhurkn, in which, on the 2lat March certaining that no such are concealed
1810, the thermometer stood at 144 where the erection of a house is conFahrenheit ; but there are many templated,forms one of the arts of the
others of various temperatures.
Jyotish, or astronomical philosophers
The rent-free lands in this district of India. It is probably owing to this
are very considerable, and abstract apprehension of ill luck that no nagreatly from the revenue, as it is ttve will acknowledge his having seen
usually the best soil, and situated in a dead hunimaun : for it can scarcely
the most populous parts of the coun- be supposed that the animals conceal
try. Another burthen has tended to their dead, as many of the natives bereduce the revenue of this large terri- lieve. The short-tailed monkey (ratory to an insignificant sum, which is tuya) is also common :but being less
the assignment of lands to invalid sacred, is not permitted to take such
eoldiers aa part of their subsistence, liberties with the crop as his longand a reward for their services. It tailed brother, the hunimaun, is inhas, however, been found, after an dulged in; his bones, however, are
enormoua expenditure, that the ex- equally unlucky, and peraons who
pectation of rendering this R comfort- have long frequented the woods, win
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no more allow that the have seen a
dead ratuya than a dead hunimaun.
The black bear is found in the
woods, and does little harm, although
they occasionally kill a man ; but
they rarely attack cattle. Another
species is called by the natives the
hard bear (because it may be beaten
very much without being killed).
These animals live in pairs or famllies, and subsist on frogs, white ants,
and other insects, which they dig up ;
but they have never been detected
-digging upgraves, or eating dead carcaees, as is reported by the natives.
The drains on population in this
district are not great; yet after so
long a peace, and with so much unoccupied territory, the increase of inhabitants is not so great as might
have been expected. In 1810 the
total number of Mahomedans within
the limits of the jurisdiction were estimated by Dr. Francis Buchanan at
460,000, the Hindoos at 1,559,900,
making a total for the whole district
of 2,019,900 persons. The Monghir
and Surjegurry ~ergunnahsare overflowing with Inhabitants. vet the
surplG cannot be persuaded to settle
in the adiacent wastes of Malleooor.
The foll&ingare the principal tAwns,
besides Bajamahal, which contains
25,000 inhabitants.
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Boglipoor
5,000
1.500
Chamoanaeur
-900
h'athn'agu;
500
Serasin
500
Surjegurry
500
Arjungunge
600
Csligunge
500
Atapoor
400
Colgong
Besides Monghir and Oudanulla
there are the remains of a considerable number of brick and mud fortresses, some of which, belonging to
the Cunsickpoor and Ghiddore families, were destroyed by Capt. Brooke,
who was sent to reduce the chiefs to
subordination during the government
of Mr. Hastings. The best-looking
modern edifices are the indigo factories. Real slaves of the male sex
are here called nufur, and their wo-

men laundies; they may be sold in
whatever manner the master chooses ;
but they are not often brought to
market, and are all either of the Dhanak or Rawani castes. The slaves
here are in general industrious, seldom run away, andare rarely beaten.
Prostitutes are few in number, and
nlostly of the Mahomedan religion.
The general character of the inhabitants of the district is far superior
to that of the south-eastern natives
of Bengal ; and one magistrate, in his
report to government, declares that,
in comparison with the people of
Backergunge, they may be termed
saints.
Boglipoor is a remarkable thoroughfare for travellers, both by land and
water, who expend a great deal of
money in the purchase of necessaries,
such as rice, ~,ulse,salt, oil, seasoning, fire-wood, tobacco, and betel. Uponan average, it may be estimated that
one hundred boats stop daily at Rajamabal, besides those at Pointy, Colgong, Sultangunge, Sujegurry, Boglipoor, and Monghir; while by land
multitudesof ~ilerims.troons. andEuropean traveliers are conti&ally passing. The East-India Companv's dealinis, however, in this dis'tri; are inconsiderable, consisting of a little
silk, Boglipoor cloth, and saltpetre.
A substance which naturalists include among the clays, but called
khari b the natives, is very genedly
t l i f ~ u a e ~ t h r o uthe
~ hhills ;when perfect, it is a matter resembling chalk,
but it is not calcareous;
in
many parts, eat it when breeding, as
in Bengal they eat baked clay;
and some of it, for this purpose, is
exported to Moorshedabad. Boys,
when taught to write, rub it with water into a white liquid, with wlrich
they form letters on a black board;
and native painters and gilders cover
with this liquid the wooden work on
which they are about to operate.
The mountaineers within the Boglipoor jurisdiction are supposed to
occupy a space of about 1,600 square
miles, and are exempted from all
taxes, and the ordinary course of the
law. An enormous establishment o f
.
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nearly 2,600 men is retained to the district, some portions of the
check this handful of barbarians, who plains were subject to petty chiefs,
are besides bribed, by annual pen- who contemned his authority, and
sions, to abstain from the commis- incessantly agitated the country by
sion of outrages, such as robbery and their incursions and refractory .hamurder. The rajas or chiefs, who bits. Mogul officers of rank comreceive ensions of ten rupees per monly resided at Rajamahal, Boglimonth 80m government, and some poor, and Monghir, and the first still
of the naibs or deputies, are of the continues a favourite place of resirank of Singhs ; the remainder of the dence with the Mahomedans. Cosnaibs, and all the majhis, who are sim Ali, after his quarrel with the
pensioned at the rate of two ruiees English, dwelt for some time at Monper month, are of the rank of Majhi. ghir, and intended to secure his indeThe land which appears to be the pendence by a line of fortifications
property of the cultivators is tilled erected at Oudanulla. The forcing
for two years, and then abandoned of these by Major Adams, in 1763,
for five or six. In the low lands that dissipated this vision ; but the turbuare ploughed, they raise the same ar- lence of the chiefs of the interior inticles as on the hills, with the addi- creased, and Captains Brooke and
tion of rapeseed and sesamum; they Brown were for several yents emcollect wild yams, and, besides cowa, ployed in a miserable warfare with
for milk and labour, they rear swine, these tribes; but the forces employed
goats, fowls, and pigeons, for eating. were never of such strength a9 to
Many still retain a superstitious wor- bring the matter to a conclusion. At
ship of their own ; but a great num- length Capr Brown, of course with
ber of the wealthiest have fallen un- the assent of government, by enorder the spiritual donlinion of a low mous concessions, induced the discaste of Brahmins, who have inatruct- contented to become auiet. and his
ed them to worship Durga, and sa concessiona were confi'rmeh by Mr.
prayers before a bheel tree. ~ o t gCleveland, the civil functionary who
sexes are much addicted to intoxica- succeeded-him in authority over the
tion, and the amount of the govern- wilder parts of the district. The rement pensions is generally spent in sult was a ruinous settlement and
liquor at Boglipoor, the chiefs return- establishment, which still forms art
ing to the hills as bare of money as' of the Boglipoor economy, and u&ch
they came. The exports of the in the opinlon of competent judges
mountaineers consist of grain, indu- (Dr. Francis Buchanan and Mr. Sisrated clay, timber, firewood, charcoal, son) has roduced but little ultimate
hills in which there is
wax, and cotton; their imports are benefit, tl!ose
cloths, iron, copper, brass, and bell- no establishment of the kind (ghautmetal wares, rice, fish, cattle, oil, wallas) having continued as tranquil
spices, and salt.
as those into which that estnblishFrom the time of the Mahomedan ment was introduced. In 1814the corinvasion until the British obtained porate establishment of the Boglipoor
possession, the greater part of this hills consisted of thirteen sirtlars or
district appears to have been in a chiefs,thirty naibs or deputies,and400
constant state of anarchy. Some of manjhis. The pension of a sirdar is
the original tribes seem never to have ten rupees ; of a naib, three : and of
been subdued by the Hindoo follow- a manjhi, two rupees per month.
ers of the Brahmins, and it is only Althol~ghthe great extent and phylately that many have put themselves sical composition of this district neunder the guidance of the sacred cessarily tend to weaken the control
order ; even under the sway of Sul- of the magistrate, yet in 1815 few
tan Shujs, when the Mogul empire crimes of magnitude occurred, the
still flourished in full vigour, and most noted being a murder perpewhen that prince actually resided in trated among the hills, on a woman
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by,her husband ; who c o d e s s d the
crime, and attempted to justiFy it on
the plea that she was a bad housewife. and nenlezted her domestic du.
T
~ district, ~
not p o ~ l o u sas
others, is Of

province of Delhi, situnted between
two branches of the Ganges, twelve
miles south from Huntwar; Int. %I0
48' N., lon. 78' 9
' E.
B~o ~ A N c o r~/Bhngnvan
a
Golo.)~
A large inland town in the province
of Boglipoor, eight miles N.E. C o n
the city of Moorshedabad ; l a t 24O
21, N., Ion. 880 29' E. This is a very
busy emporium for the inland navigation, having sufficient water at a11
seasons ; and from hence the capital
of the district is chiefly supplied with
grain. The town, which 1s entirely
built of bamboos, mats, and thatch,
has been removed more than once on
account of the encroachments of the
Ganges, and exhibits more the a p
pearance of a temporary fair or encampment, than of a solid commercial mart carrying on a most extensive trafF~c.-(ColonelCokbrooke, 4c.)
town in
prorincey district Of

~

~$2:~
$a~Xt$s~~~lt&$t

some of the tannah% Or
lice stations, being 100 miles diehint
f r o m head-quarters.--(F.
BBurhaMn,
16irgon, J.Shlrkeqear, Tmmnt, 4c.)
BOGLIPOOB.-T~~
modern capital
of the above district, situated in lat.
$25' 13' N., 10n.86~58' E., 110 miles
N.W. from Moorehedabad. This
town has a mean appearance, al'
though placed in a beautiful situation.
The European houscs nnd Muhomedan mosques are ornamental; but
the town consists of scattered bazars
wretchedly built, and, owing to the
declivities, inconveniently placed. In
1810, the total number of houses was
estimated at 5,000, inhabited by about
30,000 e m n s , a majority Maborneb ~ ~ ~ ; t ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~ N ~
dans, wto have still a college here, 4w E.
but in a state of great decay. There
is also a smallRomanCatholic church
here, and about fifty Christians of that
BOM
church, half of them the descendants
A
i818',"b:nn~Lerlycompre
of Portu uese, the rest native con- hended in the ~~~~l province o f ~ u Venb wfo in 0th- respects rerain r u n g & 4 but no*. the seat .tf the
their Own dress and manners- In principal British settlement on the
1810 the priest was a native of Mimast of ~ ~ dlat.
i 180
~ ;56' N.,
Ian, sent by the Sociebs de Propa- Ion. 7 p 57' E. This island is formed
@ride Fide, who had also charge
by two unequal ranges of whistone
the Purnea flock of Papists. There rocks, running nearly parallel to and
are two very singular round towers a t the distance of about three miles
N.W. from each other. The western range
(the Padoka) about a
from the town, supposed to be Of of hills is little more than five miles
J e ~ ~ o O rlong;
,
the eastern, exclusive of CoJain origin. The Raja
in whose dominions the Jain sect labba, may exceed e. t in lengh.
abounds, considers them So holy, that At their northern an southem exhe has erected a bullding to
tremitim theJ are united by two belts
such of his sub'ects as visit them. of sand, now forming a kind of stone,
Near G ~ POne ~ ~ ~ rising
, but a few fket above the level
hence, is a monument resembling a of the sea ~b~~ natural boundaries
agod& erected
the
of were formerly breached in several
Cleveland by the officers and plYm, -aern beyh i t d the
zemindars of the jungleterry of Bo 1:- and, according to F
~ ~ ~of ? ~
POr, 86 mark
gratitude for
Bombay in A.D. lM1, about 40,(IUO
mild and conciliatory conduct.-@'.
acres of good land were then overBuchnan, Fullarton, &.)
flowed. I t appeafs also that the GO,
BoopooR-A
small town in the per river, whlch nses amongthe h l h
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o f Snlsette, and disembogues it.self'
into t h e c h a ~ e between
i
that island
w d Bembay, when swollen by floods,
w e d t o enter the breaches at the
northern extremity, and after travershtg the w h d e extent of the Iatter, dischargeitself into the ocean. I n
fact, Bombay originally was nothing
but a group of small islands, with
numerous back waters, protllacing
rank vegetation, at one time dry, and
a t another overflowed by the sea.
S o unwholesome in consequence was
the vegetation reckoned, that the older travellers agreed in aliottlng not
more than three years for the average
duration of life at this presidency.
T h e fort of Bombay stantis on the
south-eaetern extremity ofthe island,
on a narrow neck of land, formed by
Back Bay on the western side, and
by the harbour on the eastern. The
Worlee sluices are a t the north end
of the island, a distance of nearly six
miles from the fort. Formerly a
cocoa-nut r o o d not only covered the
esplanade, but the fort also, down t o
the channel between Bombay and
Colabba. A t that remote period of
rime Mahim was the principd town
o n the island, a n 4 the few h o ~ ~ s of
es
the present town then in existence,
were interspersed among the cocoanut tree% with the exception of those
h i l t on Dungaree Hill, adjoining the
harbour, which nppears to have been
then occupied by fishermen. When
the fortifications were erected, but
very little more land was cleared of
the cocoa-nut trees beyond what was
absolutely indispensable, leaving the
apace within the body of the fort,
and without ita walls, up to the very
glacis, a cocoa-nut grove. From time
to time, and by various means, the
esplanade wae gradually cleared of
trees to within 600 yards distance
of the fort: but cadjan huts were
still tderated until the close of 1803,
when they were also removed. I n
the Eollowing year the great fire happened within the fort, and the esplanade was extended t o BOO yards.
By this time the, more wealthy inhabitants had built houses in a detached irregular manner, throughout
YOL. I.

the coma-nut woods contiggoUr to
the esplanade ; and the Dungaree was
also built OR to the extent of two
mites and upwards from the fort; the
little vacant ground m i n i n g had ia
c o n s e q a e m risen to a n enormoue
price. In this state of things the s u F
ferers by the fire, and the indigent
from the esplanade, had no alternative but to resort to the H o n o d e
Company's ealt batty ground, scarcely recovered from the sea; neither
had government any ground to give
in exchange far the valuable land
*en when extending the esplanade.
All these causes combined, serve to
account for what is called the new
tow11 of Bombay being built in s11cl1
a low, muddy, unwholesome tract of
land, which during the wet monsoon
has the appearance of a bhdl0w lake,
many of the houses being t k n s e p k
rated from each other by water, so
that the inhabitants suffer from1 the
inundation and its effects during
seven or eight months of the year.
A t all seasons the g m ~ n dfloor of
many of its houses a r e on a level
with high-water mark, some below,
and bat few actually above i t a t full
spring tides. Much also of the rainwater that falls on the old t o r n and
the esplanade, passes through the new
town and thence across the breachhollow to the sluices a t Worlee.
Under these circumstances, the
surface o f the island is so circun*
scribed, recky, and uneven (except
where a considerable part is overflowed by the sea), that it does not
produce a sufficiency of grain in tbe
year to supply its population for o n e
week; yet each spot t h a t will admit
of tillage is brought under cultivation
of some scrrt, or planted with eomnnut trees. T h e vellard that communicates &ween Beach Candy, and
Lovegrove, has prevented the ocean
from making a breach through the
centre. This substantial work, with
smaller ones of t h e same constrnction, have preserved the low lands of
the island from being inundated by
the upring tides, which, but for them,
would have destroyed all but the barren hills. Although the sea be pow
9
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excluded, tlre rain water still collects ly futnishetl. The lower of these,
in the lower parts of the idand, where used as a dining-room, is said t o
the surface is said to be twelve feet have been an old desecrated church
under high water mark, and during belonging to a Jesuits' college, which
the rains forms an l~nwholesome had fallen into the hands of a Parswamp. In 1805 Mr. Duncan com- see, from whom it was purchased by
pleted a vellard, or causeway, across the government about sixty years ago.
the narrow arm of the sea that sepaThe northern portion of the fort
rated Bombay from the contiguous is inhabited by Parbee families, who
island of Salsette : an operation of are not remarkably cleanly in their
infinite utility to the farn~ersand gar- domestic concerns, nor in the streets
deners who supply the markets, but where they dwell. The view from
which is said to have had a prejudicial the fort is extremely beautiful toeffect on the harbour.
wards the bay, which is here and
The fortifications of Bombay have there broken by islands, many cobeen improved, but are considered vered with trees, while the lofty and
too extensive, and would require a curiously shaped hills of the tablenumerous garrison. Towards the land on the continent form a striking
sea they are extremely strong, but background. The sea is on three
on the land side do not offer the sides of the fort, and ou the fourth
same resistance; and to an enemy is the esplanade, at the back of which
landed, and capable of making regu- is the black town amidst cocoa-nut
lar approaches, i t must surrender. trees. Substantial buildings now exThe town within the wdls was built tend to very nearly three miles from
by the Portuguese, and even the the fort.
houses that have been since built are
Bombay appears for many years t o
of a simil~r construction, cased in have been left to itself, and indiwood, with wooden pillars support- viduals were permitted to occupy
ing wooden verandas, shut up with what land they pleased, nor was
venetian blinds, the roofs sloped and there any system or regulation estacovered with tiles ; the consequence blished for the security of the public
of which is, that Bombay hears no revenue. In 4.D. 1707 the greater
external resemblance t o the other part of the present limits of the fort
presidencies. The floors are planked 11adbecome private property; but, by
purchases and exchanges between
with wood.
There are three government resi- that date and 1759, it became again
dencies a t Bonibay. The one within the property of the Company, yet
the walls of the fort, although large was subsequently transferred to priand convenient, is little used except vate persons. I t is certainly an exfor holding councils, public courts, traordinary fact that the principal,
and despatching business, of a dismal if not the whole of the landed proaspect, looking like a stadthouse in perty which the Company now posa German free city. A t Malabar sesses within the walls of Bombay,
point, eight miles from the town, is has been recently acquired by pwa cottage in a beautiful situation, on chase, having, within the memory of
a rocky, *oody promontory, and ac- many persons still alive, bought it of
tually .washed by the sea spray ; here indivicluals, who were always conthe governor resides during the hot sidered to be merely the Company's
weather. The third and principal is tenants at will. The property thus
Pareil, about six miles from Bombay, acquired to the Company by pura t a short tlistance from the eastern chase and exchanges cost, since 1760,
shore of the island. The interior alto ether about 7,37,927 rupees.
of the house is very handsome, hav~ & buildings
e
within the walls of
ing a fine staircase, and two noble the fort, including the barracks, nrrooms, one over the other, about scnal, and docks, may be valued a t
eighty feet long, ant1 very handsome- one crore five lacks of rupees; t h e
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rent of houses w?thin the fort in
1813 amounted to 5,97,360 rupees,
including the Company's property.
The great price given for ground
within the fort, which is daily increasing, the buildings carried on in
every part of the European quarter,
the commodious and costly family
dwellings constructed by many of the
natives, and the immense shops and
warehouses belonging both to nativrs
and Europeans, furnish the stroqest
widence of the high price of ground
within the fortress of Bombay, and
that it might afford to pay 1100 guineas per acre for the support of the
police, which, upon 259,214 square
yards, would yield 22,636 rupees annually.
Bombay is literally a barren rock,
and presents no encouragement to
agricultural speculations; but its
commercial and maritime advantages
are great. I t is the only principal
settlement in India where the rise of
the tides is sufficient to permit the
construction of docks on a large
scale; the very highest spring tides
reach to seventeen feet, but the usual
height is fourteen feet. The docks
are the Company's property, and
the king's hips pay a high monthly
rent for repairs. They are entirely
occupied by Parsees, who possess the
absolute monopoly in all departments; the person who contracts for
the timber being a Parsee, and the
inspector on delivery of the same
sect. Since 18i0, when the Minden
seventy-four was launched, many of
the best ships of the line and frigates
in the Britlsh navy have been constructed entirely by Parsees, without
the least assistance, and mostly by
the Jomsetjee family. The te& forests from whence theae yards are
supplied lie along the western side
of the western ghaut mountains, and
other contiguous hills on the north
and east of Bassein ; the numerous
rivers that descend from them affording water-carriage for the timber.
The ships built at Bombay are reckoned onethird more durable than
any other India-built ships.
The eoasting trade of the west of

India is very extensive, and it was
principally with a view to its protection that such strenuous exertions
were made for the suppres&n of
piracy. Taking Bombay as the emporium,it may be divided into northern and southern. The number of
vessels of various denominations,
from ten t o 175 tons, registered in
1820 as being employed in the northern trade, amounted to 738, the tonnagr to 39,!378. These vessels navigate coastwise from Cape Comorin
to the Gulf of Cutch, and s a m e
times cross the sea to Muscat and
the Arabian Gulf. During the eight
fair months, that is from October to
May, the largest sized vessels perform five or six trips to Dammn,
Surat, Cambay, Broach, Jumbouier,
and Cuteh, bringing from these ports,
where they sometimes winter, and
where many of their owners reside,
cotton, ghee, oil, pulse, wheat, cotton cloths, timber, fire-wood, putchok, mowah, &c, and return to the
northern ports laden with the produce of Europe, Bengal, and China.
The capital employed in the northern
trade, even in the minor articles of
commerce, is immense, certainly to
the amount of 150 lacks of rupees,
and including cotton to double that
amount.
Besides these there is a number of
smaller boats, from two to thirty-se
ven tons, that trade in firewood, hay,
&c ; their total burthen amounting
to 6,580 tons. These are exclusive
of a still smaller description of boats,
that make occasional trips to Bassein
northward, and to Choul southwal-d.
The southern staples may be confined to timber, pepper, cocoa-nuts,
and coir from Malabar, and besides
these, from Canara rice and some
cotton ; from the Southern Concan,
hemp, pulse, fire-wood, and minor
articles. Cotton is the grand export
to distant countries fiom Bombay,
but the quantity fluctuates remarkably. In 1818 its export from hence
to all parts of the world amounted
to 208,900 bales; in 1819 to 105,340
bales ; and in 1820 to only 20,171
bales. 1,600 pounds of cotton are
s
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here screwed into Afty feet, or one
ton. For the European market
Bombay is an excellent market to
procure gums and drugs of all
sorts, Mocha coffee, barilla, comelians, agates, and Surat cotton goods.
The external commerce of Bombay
in 1815-16, exclusive of the Company'a, amounted to, total imports
3,06,02,230 rupees, total exports
2,67,24,749 rupees; since which it has
robably increased at least one-fourth.
k i t h the luxuries or conveniences of
European production the shops were
very indifferently supplied, even so
late as 1820, at which date very few
European tradesmen were settled at
Bombay.
In 1814 the Company's marine at
Bombay consisted of eighteen nrmed
cruizers, besides armed boats, advice
boats, and other craft ; but since then
great athliiions and improvements
have taken place. The maintenance
of this force was originally rendered
necessary by the swarms of pirates
that infested the western coasts of
India from the shores of the Persian
Gulf to Goa, and who were distinguished, !nore especially those of the
more northerly tracts, by their cun.
ning, courage, and ferocity. These
nautical banditti have haunted these
regions since the time of Alexander
the Great, and probably longer, and,
although for the present suppressed,
wonld soon relapse into their old
practices were the gressure that k e e p
them under removed.
Within a-aentury the population of
Bombay has increased more than tenfold. In I716 it was estimated at
16,000 souls; in 1816 the rem~ltof
a census made by government gave
the following numbers, which may be
depended on, mz.
$o$$lBritish not military
1,840
Ditto, military and marine 2,460
"
Native Christians, Portu~ ' ' ' r ? guese, and Armenians
11,500
I , 132 Jews
800
111,155 Mahomedans
38,000
103,800
Hindoos
5 8 Parsees
,
13,150
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The number of houses wns then
20,786, or nbout eight persons to a
house. The above statement does not
include the temporary sojourners and
floating population, resorting to the
islnnd for transitory and commercial
purposes, but not making it their permanent residence. The aggregate of
these wm co~nputedby Mr. Warden,
in 1814, nt 60,000 persons, and by the
n~issionnries,in 1816, r\t from 60,000
to 75,000 persons annually. The flontins population above alluded to, consists of Carnatas, Ghauties, Carvas,
Mahnrnttas, Arabs, Persians, Goa
Portuguese, Parsees, and a large proportion of seafaring men. The number of crimes committed by this miscellaneous population is remarkably
small; in May 1831 there were only
ninety-three prisoners of every description, and of these only twentyfour were under criminal charges.
Among the Europeans the rage for
country houses'prwails as geuerallg
as at Madras, and is attended with
the same inconveniences, all business
being necessarily transacted in the fort.
The generality of the country houses
are comfortable, and even elegant, and
though not so splendid as those of
Calcutta and Madras, are equally well
adapted to the climate, and enjoy
more beautiful views. Some of the
rich natives hove houses of great extent, the children of the family continuing to live under the same roof,
even after they are married. The
lower classes have small huts, mostly
of clay, covered with a mat made of
palmira leaves. Their wages are a
great deal higher than in Bengal, but
food is dearer; palanquin bearers receive seven and elght ru ees each
month. The only ~ n ~ i cshhu r c E
in the fort. The Portuguese and Armenian churches are more numerous,
both within and without the walls;
but of the native Christians in Bornbay by far the greater number are
usunlly termed Portuguese, and frequent Portuguese chapela Besidea
these religious edifices there are three
or four synagogues, with many
mosques and Hindoo temples. The
161,550 largest of these is in the Black
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Town, one mile and a half from the toms continue unaltered, particularly
fort, and is dedicated t o the worship their mode of sepulture, which is
follows. The body of the defunct is
of Momba Devi.
'
T h e Armenians form a part of deposited in a cylindrical building,
these eastern societies of Christians, open at the top, about fiftyfive feet
in diameter, and twenty-five in height,
H ho direr in point of faith, discipline, and worship, both from the filled up solid to within five feet of
Greek and Latin churches, and have the top, excepting a well fifteen feet
shewn an inviolable attachment to the in diameter in the centre, the part so
opinions and institutions of their an- filled being terraced with a slight decestors, under the severest trials of clivity towards the well. T W Ocircuoppression. They nre not numerous lar grooves, three inch- deep, are
in Bombay, but form a very respecta- raised round the well, the first a t the
ble class of Christians, and have one diatance of four, the second at the
- church within the fort. They are oc- distance of ten feet froy the well.
-casionally visited by one of the forty- Grooves of the like depth and height,
two archbishops, who are subject t o and four feet distant from each other,
the Patriarch of Eckmiazin. By far a t the outer part of the circle,are carthe greater proportion of these arch- ried straight from the wall to the well,
, bishops are titular prelates, whose communicating with the circular ones,
chief duty is the visiting of their nu- t o carry offthe water. The tomb by
- merous churches dispersed over the this means is divided into three cireastern world. Besides the church a t cles or partitions, the outer for the
Bombay they have within the limits -men, the middle for the women, the
o f their society churches at Surat, inner for the children. There they are
. respectively placed, wrapped loosely
Bussora, Bagdad and Bushire.
TheParseeinhabitantspossessnear- in n piece of cloth, and left to be dely the whole of the island, and seem voured by the vultures; which is
t o have perfectly domesticated them- soon done, as n t ~ ~ n b eof
r s these birds
selves in their new abode, since their are always seen watching and hoverexpulsion from Persia by the Maho- ing round the chamel-houses fer
medans. They are an active, loyal their prey. The friends of the debody of men, and contribute greatly ceased, or the person who has charge
t o the prosperity of the settlement. of the tomb, come a t the proper
In general they are a tall, comely race, time, and throw the bones into their
athletic and well-formed, and much receptacle, the well in the centre.
fairer than the natives of Hindostao ; Frolo the bottom of the well sub,hutthe females are more remarkable terranean passages lead, t o remove
for their chastity than cleanliness. the bones and prevent the well from
T h e girls are delicate and pleasing, but being filled. Men of large
the bloom of youth soon disappears, build one of the above sort
and before twenty they grow coarse selves. T h e public tombs are five in
and masculine, in a far greater degree number, but not all in use, and are
thnn either the Hindoos or Mahome- situated about three miles northdans. I n every European house of westerly from Bombay fort. The sun
trade there is a Parsee partner, who and sea partake with fire in the adousually supplies the largest portion of ration of the Parsees. Their year conthe capital. They wear an Asiatic sists of twelve lunar months, but
dress, but they eat and drink like the they have no subdivision of time into
English. I n the morning and evening weeks.
they crowd to t h c esplanade t o pay
The markets of Bombay cannot be
their adoration, by prostration, to the expected to equal those of Cnlcutta,
sun; on these &casions,however, the but in variety and qualities of the
females do not appear, but they still articles they certainly excel those of
go to the well for water.
-Madras. The bazar mutton is hard
Most of the original Parsee cus- and leap, but when well fed a d taken
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care of, is as good aa the English ;
kid is always good, and poultry abundant, but not good unless fed for the
purpose. The fish are excellent, but
the larger kinds not plentiful. The
bumbelo resembles our large sandeel, and after being dried in the sun,
is usually eaten at breakfast with a
dish of rice, butter, and split-pease
coloured with turmeric, and named
kedgeree. The prawns are uncommonly fine. The island is too small
to furnish much game, but the redlegged partridge is not uncommon,
and snip-es are sometimes seen.
The frogs here are Lnrge, and are
eaten by the Chinese and Portuguese.
The common and sweet potatoe are
very good at Boml)ay : but the vegetable for which Bombay is cekbrated
all over the east is the onion. Potatoes are now produced in this
uarter of India in the greatest &onlance, although 80 recently introduced; the Bombay market is supplied with this root from Gujerat,
and also with some cheese, which is
hard and ill-flavoured. The buffaloe
furnishes milk and butter, and occasionally beef: but Europeans in general are prejudiced against it.
There 1s a great difference in the
character and habits in society of the
natives of our m itals end tl~oseof
the interior; i n & d a person r h o
has resided solely at Bombay cannot
have an intimate knowledge resyecting the habits and manners ot the
natives of the distant provincea of
India. Not many years ago a Hindoo
widow at Bombay wanted to burn
herself along with her husband's
corpse, which being prevented, she
applied to the governor, who refused
permission ; upon which she crossed
the harbour to the Maharatta shore,
and there performed the sacrifice.
The European society is here less numerous, and the salaries of the public
servants smaller, than at the two
other presidencies : economy is consequently more attended to; but the
style of living is frequently elegant,
and always comfortable and abundant. The osition of Bombay apparently oug!t
to'be healthy, but it

is said to be the reverse, the liver
complaint being more frequent and
fatal here than in any other part of
India. Exposure to the land breeze
which sets in every evening is frequently followed by a fever; moderate
living,and cautiously avoiding all ~ o r t s
of extremes, is found by experience
most conducive to longevity. A literary society has been for many years
established at Bombay similar to that
of Bengal, and in 1825 no less than
three English newspapers and one
native -newspaper were published
weekly. Many charitable and religious institutions have also been established.
As a place of consequence Bombay
owes its origin to the Portuguese, to
whom it ww ceded in A.1). 1530,
having been before a dependency on
a chief residing at Tanna in Salsette.
On account of its fine harbour, a
fort was erec%edby that nation; but
the vicinity of Goa, the Portuguese
capital of the Indies, prevented its
becoming in their hands a station of
importance. Two derivations are
assigned to the name, one fro111 the
Portuguese, Born Bahia (a good bay),
and the other from the Hindoo goddess Bomba Devi.
This island was ceded to Charles
the Second in June 1661, as part of
Queen Catherine's fortune; and in
March 1668 a fleet of five men of
war, commanded by the Earl OF
Marlborough, was despatched with
500 troops under Sir Abraham Shipman, ant1 arrived at Bombay on the
18th September 1662, but the Portuguese governor evaded the cession.
The English admiral demanded Bombay and its dependencies, comprehending Salsette and Tanna; while
the Portuguese interpreted the treaty
to signify Bombay only. The troops
were removed to the island of Anjediva, where the mortality was so
great that the surviving com~nanding
officer, Mr. Cooke, was glad to accept the island of Bombay on any
termcl, and to this place they were
transferred in February 1664-5, the
survivors n~usteringonly 119 rank
and file. Such was the inau8picious

commencement of this afterwards created much alarm ; but after reflourishing settlement, which in the connoitring, it disappeared withorlt
hands of thePortuguese had remained making any attack. In the succeedalmost a desert. Mr. Cooke may be ing year there were 100 pieces of
considered the first English governor cannon mounted on the fortifications,
of Bombay ; on the 5th Nov. 1666 he and the garrison consisted of 400 rewas succeeded by Sir Gervase Lucas. gulars, of which the greater numbcr
I t was soon discovered that hia were Topasses, and 300 militia. 111
Majesty had made an unprofitable 1676 letters-patent were obtained
acquisition, and that the East-India from the king to establish a r ~ ~ i na t
Company were 111uch injured by the Bombay, at which they were emtrnde carried on by persons io the powed to coin rupees, pice, and
king's service, who sold Europesn budgerooks.
Mr. Augier died in 1677, and was
goods for which they paid no freight.
In consequence of these and other succeetletl at Bombay by Mr. Henry
reasons, the king, on the 27th of Oxenden. At this period Bombay
March 1668, by letters-patent, trans- continued of little commercial or poferret1 the island of Bombay from the litical importance, which proceeded
crown to the East-India Company, in in part from the vigorous government
free and common soccage, as the ofAurengzebe, then on the throne of
manor of east Greenwich, on the Delhi, and the rising power of the
payment of the annual rent of t 1 0 Maharattas under the martial Sevajee.
in gold, on the 30th of Sel~tember In 1679 the island of Henery was
of each year. The revenue of the occupied by the troops of Sevajce,
island, shortly after the cession, was and the beginning of next year the
estimated at f 2,843 per annum.
,island of Henery was taken possesSir Gervase Ltlcas died the 21st sion of by the Siddee or Mogul adof March 1667, and was succeeded miral; the Bombay government not
by the deputy-governor, Capt. Henry daring to opposeeither,although kept,
Geary. At the commencenlent of the from their proxin~ity, in a constant
government Mr. Cooke, the first go- state of nlarm. In 1681 Mr. John
vernor, endeavoured to assemble a Child, the brother of Sir Josiah
force at Salsette, assisted by the Je- Child, wa8 appointed president of
suits, in order to re-establish himself Surat, one of the junior counselle~s
ht Bombay: but ineffectually, the first being appointed to act as deputy gogovernor proving also the first re- vernor of Bombay. In 1683-4, in
bel. In 1667-8, the revenue had in- consequence of the capture of Bancreased to t6,490 ; the garrison was tam by the Dutch, the Court of
285 men, of which number ninety- Directors constituted Bombay an inthree were English; the rest Por- dependent English settlement, and
tuguese, French, and natives. On the scat of the power and trade of
the 23d of September 1668, Bombay the English nation in the East-lndies.
was taken possession of for the EastOn the 23d December 1683 Capt.
India Company by Sir George Oxen- Richard Kegwin, who commanded
den, the Company's chief governor, tlie Company's garrison, assisted by
ancl the troops were transferred from Ensign Thompson and others, seized
the King's to the Company's service on Mr. Ward, the deputy governor,
along with the arms, ordinance, and and such members of the council as
stores. Sir George died in 1669, and adhered t o him, and assumed the
was snccceded by Mf. Gerald Augier government. The garrison, consistas chief at Surat, and governor of ing of 150 English soldiers and 200
Bombay, which place co~~tinued
ex- Topasses, were joined by the inhatrc~nelyunhealthy, and much molest- bitants of the island, who elected
ed by the depredations of the Maha- Capt. Kegwin governor, and declared
ratta pirates. In 1678-3 n strong they would only acknowl~tlge the
Dutch fleet appeared ofYBornbiy, and King's authority, althougl~during the
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i u t e d between the acquisition of rhips, Aurengzebe insisting that all
the island and this date,the East-India the loss sustained by his subjects
Company had expended t300,OOO at should be made good by the Eas?
Bombay, oa fortificatioas and im- India Company. These pirates, in
provements. In 16846, Cnpt. Keg- 1698, possessed two frigates of thirty
win ngoriated a treaty with Raja guns, o u i z i n g f f Cape Comorin unSambajee, from whoni he recovered der Capt. Ki , who was afterwards
12,000 pagodas due t o the Compan ; taken and hanged; one of fifty guns,
and o n the 19th. November 1684, l e one of forty, and one of thirty gun5
surrendered the ~slandto Sir Thomas off the Malabar const.
Grantham, a n condition of n general
In 1698 Sir Nicholas Waite was
ardon to himself and adherents. appointed resident at Sorat, on the
R e had not, it afterwards appeared, part of the new, or English Eastembezzled an of the Con~pany's India Company; and in 1700, by his
money in the Art, which was reatored intrigues, procured the impriwnment
to them entire, but had subsisted of Sir John Gayer and Mr. Colt, the
during kis rebellian on the fiscal re- old or London Company's servants.
~
At this time, Bombyr was in a very
pources of t l island.
I n 1686 the seat of Fovernment weakly cond~tion,and under constant
was ordered to be transferred fiwm alarm of invasion from the Maha@.rat to Bombaj,and Sir John Chitd mttari, Arabs, and Portuguese. In
dpng next year, the office of resi- 1782-3 it was again visited by the
dent devolved on Mr. Huris, t L n a plague, which carried oE pany hunprisoner at Surat, hut liberated by dreds of the natives, a d r e d a d
the Mogul government next yew. the garrison t o seventy-eix men. In
In 1688-9 the Siddee'a Beet (the Mo- 1708, the rival Companies havi?g
p l admiral's) invaded Bombay, and united, Sir Nicholas Waite was disgot possession of Mahim, Mazagong, missed ; but Sir John Gayer, the
and Sion, and kept the governor legitimate governor, still continuing
and garrison besieged in the cartde. in confinement at Surat, Mr. Aislabie
An o r b was soon after obtained was appointed; and such was the confrom Aurengaebe, directing the Sid- tinued feebleness a€ the settlement,
dee to withdraw his troops; but the that the Bombay government this
evacuation did not take place until year declined reeeivi~g an envoy
the 22d June 1690, when the lands fram the King of Persia, for fear he
belonging to the Portuguese Jesnits should observe the weakness of the
were seized, they having been active place, both by see and land. With
in promoting the vie- of the Siddee the junction of the riual East-India
during the invasion. In 1691-2 the Companies Mr. Bruce's authentic
papulation of Bombay was much re- narrative concludes, and no docuduced hy the plague,sathat of thecivil ments have as yet been discovered to
servants only three remained alive. fill up the intervening period until
'In 1694 Sir John Gayer arrived as A.D. 1748, from which date the fdgovernor at Bombay, which he found lowing governors have occupied the
in a most disastrous state, principally chair, but the necessity of condeiicaused by the depredations of the sation does not permit the insertion
English pirates on the Mogrd trading of historical details.
Governors.
Assumed the government. Quitted itWilliam Wake, Esq
1748
17th Nov. 1750
19th Nov. 17.50
27th Feb. 1760
Richard Bouchier, Esq
27th Feb. 1760
27th Jan. 1763
Charles Crommelin, Esq..
Thomas Hodges, Esq
28th Sept. 1767
B d Feb. 1771
26th Feb. 1771
1st Jan. 1784
William Hornby, Esq.
Rawson Hart Boddam, Esq.
1st Jan. 1784
9th Jan. 1788
9th Jan. 1788
6th Sept. 1788
Alexander Ramsay, Esq
Major-General Mcdows
6th Sept. 1788
21st Jan. 1598
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Governors.
Assumed the government.
Quitted it.
Sir Robert Abercromby
2lst Jan. 1790
28th Oct. 1793
George Dick, Esq.
Nov. 1793
5th Sept. 1795
John Griffiths, Esq
6th Sept. 1795
27th Dec. 1795
Qth Dee. 1795 died 11th Aug. 1811
Jonathan Duncan, Esq.
George Brown, Esq
11th A I ~ 1811
.
12th Aug. 181%
Sir Evan Nepean
12th Aug. 1812
Hon. Mountstiiart Elphinstone
1st Nov. 1819
Sir John Malcolm...
1827
At present Bombay rules the whole Madras army in 1747, and a company
north-western coast of India, and its of Bombay sepoys were present a t
influence is felt along the shores of the battle or route of Plassey. The
Persia and Arabia. The territorial lowest height taken is five feet three
possessions under its immediate juris- inches, and the average height is only
diction received, in 1818, an immense five feet five inches; but the men are
augmentation by the extinction of active, patient, steady, asd capable
the Iate Peshwaship, and now com- of supporting great fatigue on a slenprehend the following important and der diet. From its origin to the prepopulous collectorates, mz.
sent day, the Bombay army has been
South of Bon~bay:
composed of all s e a s and castes,
Darwar,
Southern Concan, Mohomedans, Hindoob, Jews, RajCandeish,
Poona.
poots, Coolies, Barahs, Maharattas,
Northern Concan,
kc. Possibly it is owing to this interNorth of Bombay :
mixture that the Bombay sepoys have
Ahmedabad,
Surat, and
always been prompt to volunteer for
Kaira,
Broach.
any distant expedition, while it goes
Besides these, the whole of Gujerat against the grain with the Bengal and
is more or less tributary, and both Madras natlve soldiers. But thia is
Cutch and Cattywar pay for subsi- not their only merit, for they are
diary forces. The natives of the patient under privations, brave in acabove districts are among the most tion, and faithful to their employers,
intelligent and industrious of Hin- exhibiting, in the last respect, a medostan, and from hence large qr~anti- ritorious example to the sepoys of
ties of cotton and cotton goods have the other presidencies.
long been exported. The British
A court of judicnture is held a t
provinces being interspersed by the Bombay, which has lately been assiterritories of numerous petty native milated to those of Calcutta and
states, it is difficult to define with Madras ; and numerous religiouq
precision the superficial extent under charitable, and literary institutions
I ~ S
direct control; hut in the present have also been established within the
circumstances of Hiodostan, the dis- last ten years. The distance from
tinction is of little importance, and Calcutta to Bombay by the post road
the bonds of connexion must inevi- is 1,308 miles, which has been done
tably be drawn closer every year, until by expreqs ill thirteen days and a
at last all discrimination will become half; and it would be easy now toarunnecessary. In 1813 the annual range telegraphic stations that woukl
revenue of the Bombay presidel~cy communicate intelligence within a
amounted to 64,20,569 rupees ; m fraction of that time, hut the increased
1824 to 1,62,06,!)00 rupees.
celerity could only be of importance
TheBombay native army, although during the exigencies of some danthe fewest in number, is the moat y r o m hostility. Travellin di*ance
ancient of the three presidencies, rom Calcutta 1,308 miles, koml)elhi
sepoys having been disciplined to- 965, from Hyderabad 480, from Mawards the close of the seventeenth dras 770, from Poona ninety-eight,
century. One hundred from Bombay from Seringapatam 620, and from
and 400 from Tellicherry joined the Surat 177 milea.-(Loid
Valeiltia,
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BONY.
Bruce, Lieu!. Hawkinr, Warden, M. the tract north-east of the capital,
Grdam, FuLlarton, Public Docu- and bounded on the south by the
Mussy river. I t is rather in a better
ments, 4c.)
condition with regard t o agriculture
BOMBBA.-A pergLnnal~inthe prc- and population than the residue of
vince of Gundwana, seventy miles E. the Nizam's territories, and contail18
by S. from Sombhulpoor. In 1818 a considerable number of small towns
it was dependent on Nagpoor, and in and villages. The town of Bona state of great desolation, the land gheer stands iu lat. 17' 28' N., Ion.
assessment, notwithstanding its ex- 79' 10rE., twenty-five miles E.N.E.
tent, being only 1,050 Sumbhulpoor from Hyderabad.
rupees.
BONTAIN.-A small district in thc
BOMORI.-A small town and ghw- island of Cclebes, situated at the
ry in the province of Allahabad, southern extremitv. The bay of
thirty-three miles S.W. from Jeit- Bontain (lat. 5O 33' S., Ion. 119' 47'
poor; lat. 25' 10' N., Ion. 7!134' E. E.), is described by Capt. Carteret
BOMHAUZPOLLAM.-A
town in the as large and capacious, and safe anCarnatic, fifty miles from Madras; chorage for ships during both monsoons. On the coast of this bay are
lat. 13' 2 9 N., lon. 79' 30' E.
several small towns ; that named
BONAA.-A small island in the Bontain lies to the north, and had
eastern seas, twenty-five miles in cir- then a s ~ n i ~palisadoed
ll
fort. Wood,
cumference, lying oti the north-west water, and fresh provisions, fowls,
extremity of Ceram ; Iat. S., lon. fruit, ant1 rice, may be procured
128' 5' E.
here in nbundance; and the woods
BONARATTE.-A small island in swarm with wild hogs, the Mahomethe eastern seas due south of Saleyer, dans abstaining from such unclean
principally inhabited by Buggesses, food. The tides here are very irrewho in 1822 possessed fifty trading gular : commonly it is but once high
On this island and Calawa water and once low water in twentya small one in tlic neighboul-hood), four hours, the difkrence seltlon~
fifty rears ago the Rupgess sovereign exceeding six feet.-(Stauori~aus, Wilwas said to havc had an estahlish- cocke, $c.)
ment for the education of daucing
BONY(or Bani).-A principality
girls.
in the island of Celebes, extending
BONAWASI.-Atown in the Canara twenty leagues along the western
province, division of Soonda, forty- shore of the Gulf of Bony, from the
seven miles north from Bednore; river Chinrana to the river Salinico.
lat. 14' 32' N., Ion. 7i0 8' E. This This gulf, or arm of the sea, is by
place is noted by Ptolen~y,'nndis said the nntive~called Sewa, by Eurot o have had a dynasty of kings who peans Buggess Bay, and deeply inruled 1,450 years before the Chris- dents the island of Celebes to the
south. T o the north of Bony, along
tian era.--(F. Bzcchanan, &.)
the bottom of the bay, the country
BONG.-A wild ~ ~ n k n o wcountry
n
is well inhabited, and abounds in
thus named, situated east of Assam, sago, cassia, and pearls. Near the
and due north of .4va, atljilcent to bottom of the gulf, at the river Loo,
Y~inanin China, and between the boat-building is carricd on ;a!so some
latitudes of 46' ant1 2j0 N., and 96O traffic in gold, s y o , cmsla, and
and 97' E. Ion. Thc chief branch of pearls. The inhab~tants along the
the Irawady is supl)osed to pass coast fish for biche de mer, which
through this district.
they carry to Macassar and sell to the
BONGHEER
(l'amghiri, a woody Chinese. On the east side of the
iiiosntoin).-A
s111all district in the bay the country is not so well inhaprovince of Ilytlerabnd, occupying bited, its navigation being extremely
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BOOBOOAN.
hazardous to vessels of burthen, on
accou~it of the nlimberless shoals
and small rocky islets it contains.
This is the proper country .of the
Buggesses (named also Bugs and
Bouginese), who have always been
noted as a very superior race to the
generality of the Eastern islanders
in courage, enterprize, and intellect.
They are the universal carriers of
the archipelago, and have been long
noted for the fairness of their dealings and the magnitude of their speculations, more especially the Wadjo
or Tuadjo tribe; and when trade is
mentioned, it may generally be considered as having reference to this
race of Buggesses. Yet in navigation and the art of ship-building they
have remnined stationary for a great
length of time; the early voyagers
describingtheirptows and equipments
exactly as they exist now. Many of
these pro-ws are lost at sea; few
taken by pirates, as they defend themselves to t h e last extremity. They
were formerly aleo noted for fidelity
88 well as courage, and, like the
Swiss in Europe, were employed as
mercenaries in foreign armies, in
which capacity they served in Siam,
Cambodia, and throughout the islsnds.
The federal government of Bony
consists of eight states, each governed by its own hereditary despot,
the executive power being vested in one of their number selected
from the rest. The office of president has long been elective in the
family of the Prince of Bontuallah,
even now little more than a considerable village. The chiefs in the
Buggess language are named Arung,
and the president Arunga; but he
can do nothing without the consent
of the other members of the electoral college, and is not entrusted
with the care of the public treasury.
The individuals composing the council of seven hold also executive
offices, and choose the prime minister, tllrough whose agency justice is
administered, and decrees issued in
the name of the king and people of
Bony. Any individual of tht: privi-

leged families, even a female or infant, may be elected into the council, and ultimately to the supreme
government. Such is the constitution of Bony, which may be considered as the prototype of all the
principalities in Celebes, of which
the Buggess may be reckoned the
original language. On the sea-coast
it is much mixed with Malay, and
is to be fount1 pure only among the
tribes of the interior and in ancient
books. The alphal~et consists of
twenty-two letters; the form of the
character is peculiar, but resembles
the Batta and Tagala. The koran
has been translated into the B~~ggcss
language, and they also possess traditional songs and romances in thnt
dialect.
According to Stavorinus the first
monarch of the Buggesses, affirmed
by them to be of celestial origin, instituted the code of lnws which is
still observed. Early in the seventeenth century they were compelled
by the Macassars to adopt the Mahomednn, but we have no account
of their prior religion or superstitions.
Raja Polncca, a powerful
prince who died in A.D. 1796, had
rendered himself paramount over all
the other native tribes, and nearly
independent of the Dutch. F r o n ~
this date a regular successioll of
princes and queens took place until
1823, when Arung Polacca died, and
was succeeded by his sister, Aruiig
Datoo. In 1814, in consequence of
the insulting conduct of the Bony
Raja, he was attacked by the British
army under General Nightingale, and
defeated with much slaughter, his
camp and residence being stormed,
and himself ultimately deposed. In
1825 the capital of Bony was taken
by the Dutch, apparently without resistance.-(Stavorinw, Fo~.rest,Leydew, Crawfurd, Rafler, Thorn, &.)
BOOBOOAN.-Asnlall island in the
eastern seas, lying 05' the south end
of the idand of Basreelan, and having a small hummock at the northern
extremity, which is woodj, but inhabited.
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BOONDEE.

- BOOL,-One ofthe southernmost of
t h e Philippines, situated shout the
tenth degree of N. latitude. In length
it mny be estimated at thirtydive
miles, hy thirty the average breadth.
BOOLACOOMBA.-A
district subject
to the Dutch, situnted at the southern extremity of the island of Celebes. The land is fertile in rice,
abounds in game, and has extensive
forests; but the timber is not well
adapted for the conatruction of
houses. During the west monsoon
the anchorage before Boolacoomba is
dangerous for ships ; amdl vessels,
however, can run Into the river Kalikongaung. Near the mouth of this
river stande the Dutch pnllisatloed
fort Carolina, which in 1810 was
captured b a party of 100 men landedfiom tge Cornwallis; next day
they were unexpectedly attacked by
a numerous body of confederated natives, good fighters, both by sea and
land, and with difficulty managed to
repulse them.--(Slauorinw, Thorn,

6c.)
BOONDEE
/Bundi).-A
principality
of Rajpootana, situated at the southeastern extremity. The Boondee Raja is of the Hara tribe, and WRS formerly a power of consequence ; but
by the loss of the greater part of his
territories, which were formed into
the distinct government of Kotah,
under one of the Raja's own family,
his revenue was greatly reduced and
boundaries circumscribed. Prior to
1818 this principality was bounded
on the south and east by the Chumbul, on the west by the pergunnah of Jehujghur, on the north by
certain parts of Jeypoor and the partially independent state of Ooniara.
The present Boondee frontier confines, with that of Kotah, about five
miles north-west of the Chumbul.
The whole, in peaceable times, was
supposed capable of yielding six lacks
of rupees per annum; but in 1817
more than half was usurped by Sindia
and Holcar, so that not more than
60,000 rupees came into the Boondee
treasury, besides one lack assigned to
the Raja's relations and military re-

tainers, while the peasantry were impoverished by the endlcss exactions
extorted from them by every chieftain who h ~ sufficient
d
power. These
sufferings were in a great measure
brought on the Raja and his subjeets
on account of the servieea rendered
by them in 1804 t o Colonel Monson
and his army durin their disastrous
retreat; in return k r which, at the
pacifiration in 1805, he was abandomed by the British government to the
tender mercies of the Maharattaa.
Though late, his reward came at last :
for by the arrangements of 1818 he
was relensed from all foreign intrnders, and received so considerable aa
addition of territory, including the
town of Patun (altogether about
4,500 square miles), as stamped him
an effiaent member of the general
federation of Hindostan, under the
protection of the British government.
-4Tod, Makolm, Hunter, &.)
BOONDEE.-Acity in Rajpootana,
or Ajoieer, the capital of the abovementioned principality; ht. 25' 28'
N., long. 75' 3 W E. I t consists of
two parts, Old Boondee and New
Boondee. New Boondee is enclosed
by a high stone wall, extending up
the acclivit behind it, nnd connected
with the Lrtifications on the cliff
above ; it is built of stone, and moat
of the houses are two stories high.
The natural situation of Boondee, its
air of antiquity and numerous temples, its spacious chowk and magnificent fountains, together with the lake
at the north-east quarter, combine to
render it an interesting city; and for
picturesque effect, the great street
opening up to the palace is, of its
klnd, almost without a parallel. At
the lower extremity stands the great
temple dedicated to Krishna, covered
with groups in relievo, and close by is
the figure of a horse cut in stone; and
still higher a stone elephant, as large
as life, raised on a pedestal ; rows of
grotesque sliops, lining each side of
the avenue, extend to the hill, on
which the palace, with its turreted
windows nnd battlements, is seen in
its full dimensions. 11 is elevated to
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BOOREEA.-A small town in the
rovince of Delhi, fifleen miles N.W.
9 N.,
Frnm Saharnnpoor; lat. 30' '
1011.77~2V E.
BOOBHANA.-Atown in the Delhi
province, forty-five miles N. from the
city of Delhi ; 1st. 129' 19'N., Ion. 7 7 O
16' E.
Barhunpura).
BOORHANPOU
~
The ancient capita of the Csndeish
province, situated on a fine lain on
the north-west bank of the $uptee 3
lat. 81' 19'N., Ion. 76' 18'E. About
fifteen miles to the S.E. is a range of
hills that separate Candeish from Berar. This is one of the largest and
best built cities in the Deccan, moat
of the houses being built of brick,
and many three stories high, with
neat faqades, framed in rood as at
Oojein, and universally roofed with
tiles. The handsomest ortions of
Boorhnnpour are the ma~etVplace,
a
square of considerable extent, and a
street called the Raj Bazar; but
there are many other wide and regular streets, paved with stone. The
Tuptee here is a clear and beautiful
stream, but of no great breadth, and
easily fordable in the dry season. On
a high bank, close to the river, are
the ruins of the fort and palace of
its ancient sovereigns, now only r e
markable for the great space they
cover, the shapeless masses of broken
masonry, and the court- ards choked
up with weeds and rani vegetation.
The vicinity of Boorhanpour for
some distance is likewise strewed
with the ruins of Mahornedan tombs,
; jet the city,
mosques, ~ n chapels
d
taken as a whole, is remarkably devoid of architectural interest. Almost the only public edifice worthy
of observation is the Jumma Musjeed, a fine pile of masonry, constructed of grey stone in a style pec u l i ~ rto this quarter of India, with
an extended faqade supported on
eolna, 4c.)
low arches ; two handsome octagoBOORANBEE
PEAK.-A nlountain nal minars, with a grand terrace and
peak in Northern Hindoostan, thirty reservoir in front, but destitute of
miles N.E. from Serinagur ; lat. 30' cupolas, which form the distinctive
94' N., Ion. 79" 15' E. ; 8,644 feet feature of the mosque in almost
every other part of Hindostan.
above the level of the sea.

a height of perhaps 400 feet, partly
supported by the perpendicular rock,
but principally by solid piers of nrasonry ; the ap earance of this edifice,
when viewed !om without the walls,
is not less striking.
Old Boondee is situated to the
west of the present town, covers a
considerable surface, and coutains
also some fine fountains and pagodas ;
but it is in a state of general decay,
and almost deserted by its population. The ass through the hills to
the north o f ~ o o n d e eis nearly seven
miles in length, and at the most contracted point is defended by three
distinct barrier gateways; between
these straights the hills expand into
successive amphitheatres of remarkable beauty, in the basins of which a
series of artificial lakes have been
formed, communicating with each
other, and supported by a great dam
raised in the gorge of the pass immediately above Boondee. In one of
these amphitheatres the Raja has a
summer-house and garden, with some
Hindoo temples and other buildings.
Near the second teway is the ancient cemetery of tfk family, containing several handsome chiteries, highly
finished, with figures of elephants in
combat, caparisoned horses, &c. in
very bold relief; and adjoining the
gate, on the Boondee side, is a palace called the Sook Mahal, built on
a terrace that stretches from hill to
hill, Bnd forming the embankment of
the great lake, which during the rainy
season ours a cataract into the deep
qc.)
pool
BOONG~A.-Atown, the head of a
pergunnnh, in the province of Malwa, belonging to the principality of
Banswara, and situ~tedon the left
bank of the Mhye river, nine miles
N.E. by N. from that town ; Iat. 23O
3Y N., Ion. 74' 4V E. I t stands on
the high road to Pertaubghur.-(Md-

berow.-be dart on,

-
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Boorhanpol~r is ahundantly supplied with water brought from four
miles distnnce by aqueducts, ancl distributed through every street, the
stream being conveyed at a certain
depth below the pnvement, and the
water drawn up through apertures
by means of leather buckets attached
t o a windlass. This is the headquarters of a singular sect of Mahon~edans named Bohrah, whose
moullah or chief priest resides a t Surat. Tbey distinguish their own sect
by the name of Ismaeeliah, deriving
their origin from one of the followers of Mahomed who flourished in
the age succeeding thzt of the prophet, from whose native country,
they assert, they originally came, via
Gujerat. The Bohrahs are the great
merchants in this quarter of Hindostnn, as the Parsees are at Bombay,
nnd here occupy about 500 of the
best houses, being the most wealthy
of the commercial class. They are
of a goodly exterior, with Arab physiognomies, and wear a sort of Arabian cpstu~ne. About two miles
from the city they have a small
mosque, with extensive cemetries adjoining, crowded with tomha.
This city, along with the rest of
the province, was acquired by the
Maharattas about A.D. 1760, during
the vicerojalty of Islam Khan, since
which eriod it has been progressively L a y i n g , and in 1816 every
village in its neighbourhood was in
ruins, owing to the unceasing incursions of Bheels and Pindarries.
It was captured by a British army in
1803, but restored to Dowlet Row
Si~idia,with whom it still remains.
The grapes grown in the vicinity of
Boorhanpour and Asseerghur (where
they are in great profusion) surpass
those of Malwa, and are probably
the most delicious in India. Travelling distance from Oojein I54 miles;
from Nagpoor 256; from Poona 288;
from Bombay 240 ; from Agra 608 ;
and from Cnlcutta by Nagpoor 976
miles.--! Fullarton Hunter, Sulherland, 4c.) $ , J , D 2
Boono.-An

seas, ~ i t u a t e dbetween the thirdmid
fourth degrees of south latitude, and
the 126th nnd 127th of east longitude. I n length it may be estimated
a t seventy-five miles, by thirty-eight
miles the average breadth. T h e
principal Dutch settlement on this
~slandis Fort Defence, situated in a
marshy plain on the S.E. of Cajelli
or Booro Bay, where ships are under
shelter during both monsoons, while
the land winds which prevail at night
facilitate. their departure ; on which
account it is much frequented by
South Sea whalers. Wood, water,
buffaloes, rice, a profusion of tropical
fruits, sago, and the best cajeputty
oil (the trees abounding), may be procured here, as also various sorts of
cabinet, dye, and aromatic woods,
which the Chinese junks come in
search of. A portion of the inhabitants are Mahomedans, and possess
a mosque; but the interior is peopled
by the aboriginal Horafoms, who live
dispersed among the mountainoi~s
jungles, subsisting on sago, wild
fruits, and the produce of the chace.
T h e south of Booro was formerly
much infested by the mop-headed
Papuas of New Guinea.--(Forrest,
L a Billardiere, Boagainvide, Sfavorinw, Thorn, 4c.)
BOOSNAH.-:~town in the provmce
of Bengal, district of Jessore, fifty
miles W. by S. from Dacca ; lat. 23'
31' N., lon. 89' 3Y E.

BOOTAN.
f Bhutan.)
This country on the west is separated from the Raja of Sikkim's territories by the course of the eastern
branch of the Teesta, from whence
i t stretches easterly to nn undefined
extent. T o the north i t is divided
from Tibet by the Himalaya mountains ; and to the south it is bounded
by Bengal, and B number of rude
tribes scattered along the northern
side of the Brahmaputra. I n i t s '
greatest dimensions i t may be estimated a t 250 miles in length, by
ninety the average breadth. The
island in the eastern term Bhotc is applied by the Hindoos
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not only to the country named Bootan by Europeans, but also to the
tract extending along and immediately adjoining both bides of t h e
Himalaya, in which sense it is a very
extensive region, occupying the whole
mountainous space from Cashmere
to China. In the present article,
however, the word Bootan is restricted to the countr , of the Deb Raja,
comprehended witiin the limits above
specified, and the name of Bootanners confined t o his subjects, in order to distinguish them from the
more expanded tribe of Bhooteas
(Bhotyac), although in aspect, manners, und religion, there is so entire
a resemblance as to leave little doubt
of their descent from the same origin.
The northern portion of this province presents nothing to the view
but the most misshapen irregularities;
some mountains covered with perpetual snow, others with perennial
verdure, and rich with abundant forests of large and lofty trees; Almost every mountain has a rapid torrent at its base, and many of the
most elevated have populous villages
amidst orchards and other plantations. In its external appearance it
is the reverse of Tibet, which is a
kvel table-land. The mountainous
boundary of Bootan towards Tibet
forms part of the great chain which
geographers term Mount Imaus, or
Emodus, and of which frequent mention is made in the mythological tales
of the Brahmins by the name of Himalaya. A t the base of the hills towards the Bengal frontier is a plain
of about twenty-five miles in breadth,
choked up with the most luxuriant
vegetation, and which, from its inaptitude t o supply the wants or facilitate the functions of human life,
was for a long time properly considered s s belonging to neither. The
exhalations arisino from the multitude of springs whglch the vicinity of
4he mountains give rise to, are collected and confined by the woods,
and generate a most pestilential atmosphere. The trees are large, and
the forests abound with elephants

!a1

and rhinoceroses; but the human
animal is much debased in form, size,
and strength.
The climate of Bootan exhibits
every degree of variation, for at the
ti>methe inhabitants of Poonakhaare
c a ~ ~ t i o of
u sexposing themselves to a n
almost vertical sun, those of Ghassa feel all the rigours of winter, and
are chilled by never-melting snows;
yet these places are within sight of
each other. Where the climate is
temperate, almost every favourable
aspect of the mountains coated with
the smallest quantity of soi1,is cleared, and adapted for cultivation by
being cut into horizontal beds. T h e
country abounds with excellent limestone, but the natives appear unaep a i n t e d with its uses for agricultural
purposes. The season of the rains
about Tassisudon, the capital, is remarkably moderate; there are frequent showers, but none of those
heavy torrents which accompany the
S.W. monsoon in Bengal. In the
'hilly tracts of Bootan strawberries,
raspberries, and blackberries are
found growing wild, and there are
also apple, peach, pear, and apricot
trees. The forests abound with a
variety of handsome timber trees,
such as the ash, birch, maple, yew,
pine, and fir, but no oak trees. The
fir is often seen eight and ten feet in
girth. The turnips of Bootan are
remarkably good, being large, free
from fibres, and very sweet. T h e
best fruits are oranges, peaches, apricots, pomegranates and walnuts. For
the purposes of agriculture the Boo- ,
tanners conduct water across the
chasms in the mountains through the
hollow trunks of trees. I n this
country a large proportion of the
field labour is performed by females,
who plant and weed; and on them
eventually the task falls of applying
the sickle and brandishing the flail.
In all these laborious offices they are
exposed to the inclemencies of the
weather, and to many other grievous
hardships.
Wild animals are not numerous in
Bootan, but monkeys of a large and
handsome kind abound, being held
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sacred by the ~ h o ' o t e a aas well as by
the Hindoos. The species of horse
indigenous to Bootan is called Tanyan, or Tangun. from Tangust'han,
the general appellation of the assemblage of mountains that constitutes
Bootan Proper, the breed being altogether confined within its limits
They r e usually thirteen hands high,
m d remarkable for their symnaetry
and just proportions. They are in
general dmtinguished by a tendency
to piebsld, those of one colour being
rare. They are short-bodied, clem
limbed, and although deep in the
chest, extremely active. Accustomed
among their native mountains to
struggle against opposition, they
seem t o inherit this spirit as a principle of their nature, and hence have
acquired anlong Europeans a character of being headstrong and ungovernable, though in reality it proceeds from an excess of eagerness to
perform their task.
A caravan despatched by the Deb
Raja visits annually the Rungpoor
district, bringin the coarse woollen
manufactures o f ~ o o t a n ,Tibet c o w
tails, bees'-wax, walnuts, ivory, musk,
gold-dust, silver in ingots, some Chinese silks, tea, pa er, and knives,
besides the Tanyan Rorses that carry
the goods. These adventures are
entirely on account of the Deb Raja,
t o whom the goods belong, having
been nlostly received in kind in payment of the revenues ; but the sum
total in a national oint of view is
returns usualquite insignificant.
1 consist of English woollens, indigo,
dried h h , qaicksilver, clove^, nutmegs, incense, sandal-wood, sheet
and wrought copper, tin, gunpowder,
otter-skins, rh~noceros' horns and
hides, cotton cloth, coral, and swine.
The aggregate amount of the whole
seldo~n exceeds 30,000 rupees, of
which indigo alone engrosses half
the value. The privilege of thus
sending a caravan into Bootan Proper
has sever been conceded even to the
Bengalese, by this jealous and timid
government, but the latter are allowed
an unrestricted trade in the low
country. through which they drive
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up many swine to the mountains..
6mall as this trade formerly was, i t
is said t o have latterly declined, although the heavy duties formerly levied on the Bootan imports were
almlinhed by LordCornwallis. I t s e e ~ n s
probable, however, that this insignificant traffic, so eagerly sought after
by the British authorities, both a t
home and abroad, has not so much
actually declined as taken a different
direction. The presents sent by the
Deb Raja t o Calcutta in 177.2, when
afraid of his ears, consisted of sheets
of gilt copper, stamped with the
black eagle of the Russian armorial,
talents of gold and silver, and bulses
of gold-dust; bags of genuine musk ;
narrow woollen cloths, the manufacture OF Tibet ; and silks from
China. The narrainee, a base silver
coin struck in Cooch Bahar, about
tenpence in value, is current throughout Bootan, where there are local
prejudices against a mint.
T h e military weapons of the Bootanners are a bow and arrow, a short
straight sword,and afaa~lchionreflected
like a pruning knife. In war they use
arrows tainted with a poison procured from a plant as yet unknown
t o Europeans. In ap earance it is
an inspissated vegetabi juice, much
resembling crude opium. Their matchlocks are very contemptible, and of
n o use but in such weather as will
admit of the primings taking fire in
a n open pan. They are dexterous in
the management of the sword and
shield, and excel in archery ;
have v1.1 pieces, but no wnnon!hX
strong jealousy of all intercourse
with Hindostan has long revailed
throughout this region, whicR has not,
been diminished by the recent progress of the British arms, among
nlountains which had never been.
conquered, or even seriously invaded
by any of the Mahornedan powers.
I n person there is a remarkable
dissimilarity between the feeble-bodied, meek-spiritecl natives of Bengal,
and their actlve and Herculean neighbours the mountaineers of Bootan,
many of whom are six feet in height.
A strong similarity of feature per-

Bkootea moe, who, astringent i n g d k n t s , all boded and
tbough of a dark complexion, are heat up together. When they have
more rudd and robust than the Pen- finished a cup, they lick it with their
y e n e , witi b m a d a faces and higher tongue en d sides, in oorda to make
cheek bones. They are peatly d i t clean, *Rer w W they wrrp i t up
&td w k d ~ghndular swelfings h tbc in a piece of srarlet s k In some
throat, from which the natkes of rases their medical praotice is muSengvl areexempt, it being calculated dered inconvenient to the phy&ian,
that one person in six is more or kss do,when the Deb b j a takes a
diitigured by goitres. The eye of $ose of pbyaic, is d i g e d t o swrdlow,
t h e Beotanners is a ve retnarkabk h e v e r uneeasonably, a proportion&attrre, being mall . ~ ? b h c w a i ate quantity d bhe acme medicine.
long pointed corners, es if stretohed
The ministers of religion in Bootam
and extended by artificial means. are of the Lama Buddhist sect, and
Their eyelashes ave m thin ps to be form a dietinct daas, oonhed sg-lely
rforming the &ties sf their
scarcely perceptible, and tlrc eyebrow to
ie but .lightly ekeded. Immediately fitr The laity, w i n g to .n
b l o w the eye is the broadest part af interkrence in matters of +ritual
the fare, which is rather &t, and coneem, leave religion yith dl its
narrows from the cheek-bone to the rites and cemmoaiee to those who
chin, a churacterof ceuatenanae p m s e attached by early obligabions k,
valent among the Tartar tribes, and its doctcines and austerities. Altkough
more particularly among the Chinese. h e is no distinction d caste among
T h e skins of the Bootanners are the Bootanoers, yet they are not
smooth, and most of them arrive at wirhout difirences in r6ligions e p i
a very advanced age before they have niens, the precepts of Sakhya Gin*
even the rudiments of a beard; their (the school to which they adhere)
whiskers are also of very scanty difEw4~ge m t i a l l y from that of Gmgrowth.
tama, and pepmating the consumpTheir houses are in g e n d only .tion of every species of food that is
one story high, but the palace of the eoneidered impure m d abominobk by
Deb Raja a t Tassisudon consists ef the Brahmins. OIRmami pmmi om,
many floors, the ascent to which ia an invocation t o which ideas of peby lofty stains, an u n u d circuin- culiar s a d t y are amached by the
stance in Bootaa In a country inhabitants of Bootan and Tibet, are
composed of mountpins, and inter- w r d s inscribed on m s r of their
sected by torrents, bridges must ne- publie buildings. They are also f r e
cessady be of such fsequent o c c u ~ quently engrave8 a n rocks in large
rence, that a traveller has usually a d deep characters, and sometimes
several to pass in a day's journey. rendered legiie on the sides of hills,
These are of various const~uction, by meaosaf atone8 fixed in the earth
generally of timber, but sometimes of so large asize as to be slegibie at a
swung on iron chains. Wodaen cloth considerable distenae. Pn the perfor raiment, meat, spirit8,and tea, are formance ef any religious duty, the
in use among the Bootanners, who Bootan functionaries admit of no klare strangers to the subtle niceties erruption whatever, which strictness
and refined distinctions of the Brah- has always proved a source of infinite
minical Hindoes. As a rekesbment, delay and inconvenience to the Britea is aa common in Bogtan as in tish diplomatists who have had buChina, but it is .mode by a very diC siness t o transact with them.
ferent process h m that whiah El+
TheDeb Raja, who reeitles at Tasropeans are accustomed to follow. msudon, is uauaHy considered t o be
I n preparing this beverage (if it may tbe supreme head of the province,
be so called) the Bootanners make a but in strict sense he is o d y the
compound of water, flour, salt, but- secular governor, the legitimate soter, and Bohea tea, with some other vereign being the D h m a Raja, s
d e s t h e whole
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supposed idcarnntion of the deity;
but as this sacred person never interferes in lay affairs, he is only known
to foreigners through the tra.lsartions
of his deputy the Deb Raja. There
are said to be eighteen passes from
the low countries to the mountains ;
some of the most important are placed
under the control of officers named
subahs, the extent of whose power
is uncertain. In the hot and rainy
season the subah usually resides at a
fortress among the mountains; but in
the cold season he descends to the
lower hills, and often visits the plains,
either to enforce obedience or to invade the neighbourin states,on which
occasions their attacfs exhibit a combination of cowardice, perfidy, and
the moat fiend-like cruelty. Both the
Jower hilly country and the plain belonging to Bootan are partitioned
into small domains, each having a
distinct officer for the collection of
the revenue, and the superintendence
of the police. Some of these are
chiefs of the subdued communities,
for no genuine Bhootea has settled in
these parts ; others are native Bootanners of the mountains. The hereditary chiefs pay a fixed revenue,
while the B o o t ~ nofficers collect the
land tax on account of government.
The Deb Raja's authority is best
established in the plain, and in the
country adjacent to the line of road
leading from Bengal to Tassisudon
the capital ; for with the country to
the east and west we are but little
acquainted. The principal towns are
Tassisudon, Poonakha, Wandipoor,
Ghassa, and Murichom. The nearest
governor to the Sikkiln frontier is the
subah of Dellamcotta; next to bin]
the subah of Luckidwar; then the
pubah of Buxedwar ; and east from
the Gudhadar river is the subah of
Burradwar. The next governor towards the east is the subah of Repudwar, who has under him a jungly
&trict named Rayniana, bounded
on the east by the Sonkosh; and still
further east is the subah of Cherang,
a place at the head of a pass, four
days'journey from Cutchubarry. The
country between the Sonkosh and the

Ayi belongs to a t r i b u t q , and beyond the river last mentioned the
Bijnee territories commence. In A.D.
1820 the Deb Raja claimed a principal portion of the lands of Maraghaut,
occupied by the Raja of Cooch Bahar,
which, after investigation, were dec l ~ r e dby the British government to
belong to Bootan.
In ancient Brahminical legends the
denomination of the country we call
Bootan is Madra, but respecting its
early history we have no record or
,tradition. The first intercourse of
its government with the British nation happened in 1772, in which year
the Deb Raja suddenly invaded the
principality of Cooch Bahar, and
meeting with little oppositiou from
the natives, rapidly gained possession
of the country. This was decidedly
the first instance of hostility between
the two states, and it hsd proceeded
to the last extremity before the government of Beogal, which had hitherto derived no benefit froin the
contested territory, was apprized of
what had befallen it. The invaders
were easily driven back by two battalions of native infantry, and next
year pursued by a detachment under
Capt. John Jones into their own territories, where the fortress of Dellamcotta was taken by storm. This
exploit greatly alarmed the Bootan
Raja for his own safety, and induced
.him to ap ly to the Teshoo Lama,
through wiose mediation a peace
was subsequently arranged. After
the defeat and flight of the Bootanners in 1772, Durp Deo, the chief of
Bykantpoor, who had joined them,
sent a messenger from the jungles, to
which he had fled, begging to be restored to his estate, in consideration
of which be engaged to pay a tribute
of 25,000 rupees per annurn in
of l0,CtOO rupees, which had hit[?:
been his stipulated payment. These
terms were accordingly acceded to,
and the zemindar was put in possession, not only of his former estate,
but also of what had been alienated
by the Bootanners.
The present possessions of Bootan
to the south-west are separated from
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the Bergd districts by the rivet Bootanners yearly about 400 rupees
Teesta, as far south as Gopaulgunge,
a village situated on the eastern bank
of that river. To the south of this
int the British territories cross the
eesta, and intermix with those of
Bootan in a most irregular manner,
the boundary line in this quarter being altogether imaginary. Portions
of territory belonging to each state
are completely insulated by the possessions of the other, as exemplified
in the extensive tract named Phulacotta, which lies to the west of the
Teesta, and is completely surrounded
by the Bengalese zen~indaryof Bykantpoor, without any intelligible or
even perce tible land-marks. The
retention o!~hulacotta,
however, is
attended with such lucrative advantages to the subah of DeHamcotta
and the local officers, that no hopes
are entertained of being able to effect
its purchase or exchange for some
other space of adequate value.
The European reader will scarcely
believe, that along the whole line of
British frontier, from the Sutuleje to
the Brahmaputra, there exists, and
always has existed, a regular and
persevering system of encroachment
on'the British possessions, which, although frequently detected and baffled, has in many instances proved
successful. In these attempts, no
nation has proceeded more prosperously than the Bootanners, whose
encroachments have not been confined to that part of the boundary
west of Cooch Bahar, although it
began there. The line of frontier
east of the Sonkosh, to the confines
of Assam, has been still more subjected to their intrusions, as in this
quarter they have managed to appropriate t o themselves the large estate
of Bidyagong, immediately adjacent
to Bijnee, where their interference,
as will be seen under that head, waa
still more irregular. The Bidyagong
estate was obliged originally to deliver
annually forty elephants to the British
government, which last, as the feudal
superior, had the sole right of nominating to the succession. It is true
that the Bidyagong chief gave the
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worth of cotton cloths and dried fish;
but this weg done merely to conciliate
the good-will of a tribe, wh,ich from
its position was always able to harass
hki estate. The Bootan government
never dared to dis Ute the sovere' nty
m
of the estate wit! the Moguls,
whom the deliveryof the goods abovementioned was kept a profound secret.
TheDeb Raja, while the attention of
the British presidency was directed
elsewhere, got possession of the Bidyagong zemindary, and some years
after, when the circumstances of the
case were reported, it was determined
to forego all cldm to an object that
appeared of such trivial importance.
During the correspondence that took
place before that resolution was definitively adopted, the Deb Raja, on
being required to produce his documents, replied that it was not cust.omary for the Bootannen to be
regulated by writings, but by possession.
In 1815 Kishen W a n t Bos, a native agent, was deputed to Lassa by
the Bengl government to negociate
some boundary arrangements with the
Deb Raja, but could not get any further than Bootan, where he remnined
above a year. On his return he gave
in a report of his journey and description of the country he had visited,
which document, however, threw little or no light on the history of this
singular country, although it is most
particular in recording the montllly
wages paid to the government servants. In 1816 the advance of the
Chinese forces towards Nepaul excited a considerable sensation at the
court of the Deb Raja, where it was
ascribed to the intrigues and misrepresentations of the Gorkhas, and
the Deb expressed his hopes of assistance, in case he incurred the
displeasure of the Chinese government by refusing to act against the
British. These amicable professions,
however, were probably elicited by
the existing state of affairs in Bootan,
where in consequence of some difference between the Dharma, or spiritual, and the Deb or secular Raja,
T 2
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the deposition of the latter was contemplated, and a civil war expected.
T o prevent this extremity the Deb
Raja declared he would resign the
mins of government, after the approaching month of June, to Lama
Sree Tap, who before had disputed
with him the succession t o the office
of Deb Raja, and had been deposed
after having actually assumed that
dignity; but the sincerity of these
protestations was much questioned,
m d it was not generally eupposed
that he would actually perform what
he had professed in the moment of
danger. In the event of a contest,
one party will endeavour to conciliate
the favour of the British, the other
that of the Chinese, whose direct
authority will probably be ultimately
established throughout Bootan, as ~t
has k n in Tibet.--(Qnpt. Tamer, E:
&Ranma, Sirson, Public MS. Doaumeah, D. Scott, KiaHen Kbant Boa,

9c.I
B o o ~ o ~ island
A n in the eastern
seas, lying off the south-eastem ex-

tremity of Celebes, about the frfth
degree of south latitude. In length
it may be estimated at eighty-five
miles, by twenty the average breadth.
I t is separated from the island of
Pangansane by n strait which is passable for square-rigged vessels.
This island is high and woody, bat
well cultivated, producing rice, maize,
yams, a variet of tropical fruits, and
abundance oP the wild bread-hit
Pee, the kernel of which is indigestible. Fowls, goats, bu%loes, and fish
may also be procured. The inhabitants are ugly and of short stature,
their reli ' n the Mahomedan, and
h g u a g e r n the sea-mast) the Malay. The Dutch had formerly a settlement in the bay of Booton, where
they sent. annually an o f i e r , named
the extirpator, to inspect the woods
and destroy the clove trees. On the
east-side Booton is indented by a
bay called Dwaal, or Mistake Bay, by
the Dutch, into which, if a ship be
M t e d by the currents, she cannot
get out again until the west monsoon
wts in, and even then it is diilicult.

A Dutch governor going to Banda, was detained in this vexatious
state for a whole year.--(Shaorinus,
L W r d i d r e , Forrat, BougainPrille,

&.I
BOPAVL( B h q d a , a lord or
king.)-The
capital of a small independent Mahomedan principality in
the province of Malwa, which forms
the exact boundary of the old Hindoo
province of Malwa, one gate being
within its boundaries, and the other
in Gundwana; lat. 23O I f r N., lon.
770 30' E, 100 miles E. from Oojein.
I t has the possessions of Sindia and
of Kotah to the north, the territories
of Sindia to the east; the Nerbudda
to the south, and the districts of
Sindia and Holcar to the west. The
surrounding country is an uneven
jungly tract, but the soil is generally
fert~le,especially in the vallies, and it
is well watered by numerous streams
of which the'Betwa is the most considerable. In 11320 the whole principality contained 1,571 jaghire' and
khyrat (charity), and 2,559 khalsa or
crown villages, of which last 714
were nninhabited. In 1819 the grok
revenue of Bopah1 amounted to nine
lacks of rupees, but it was expected
t o reach twenty lacks in 1824.
The town of Bopaul is surrounded
by a stone wall ; but presents a ruinous appearance, notwithstanding it is
the residence of the Nabob Foujdar
Khan. 00 the outside is a suburb
equally decayed, and on the southwest a ghurry or native fortification,
built on the solid rock,,with a stone
wall and square towers, but alk much
diia idated. Under the south-west
angL d this fort is a large tank,
formed by an embankment at the confluence of several streams, one mile
and a half in breadth, and extending
to the west four miles and a half,
whence issues the river Bess. On
the east of the city there is a smaller
tank having two dams across, extending in length about two miles from
north to south, the source of the
small river Patra.
The town and territory of Bopaul
are occupied by a cola~yof Pat-,

BORKHAMPTI.
to whom they were assigned by Aurengzek, in whose service was Dost
Mahorned, an Afghan adventurer, the
founder of this petty state, who reigned in A.D. 1723. After his death
the usual mixtu~eof usurpation, assassination, and other irregularities
inherent to all native dynuties, took
place, but some member of the first
chief continued to occupy tbe throne,
vfimore or l e y vkour,until tho
end of the eighteenth century, when
the superior yof Vizier ~ r \ h
m d (although of an illqitimate ori.
gin) raised him to the musnud. In
a819 he niade a low 4 auccewful
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B O ~ A ~ A M B AAH .pergunnah in
the ~)rovinceof Gundwana, dependent
on Patna, eighty miles S.W. by W,
from Sumbhnlpoor. In 1817 Raja
Beneer Neehil Singk was assessed by
Major Roughsedge Rt 600 Nagpoor
rupees.
BoE~AQ~--A
town surrounded
by a mud wall in the rovince of Candeisisb. one mile Souti of the Sookt.
river, which SePamtM Asseer from
~Cundwah,
eleven miles N. by E. from
Asseerghur. In 1810 it contained 5 0 0
h o m s * Lat. 9I037'N.,Ion. 7G0WE.
BOSIAH.-A small petty chiefship
in the province of Delhi. In 1820
the Britlsh government interfered to
settle a dis ute between the two
ranuys of BRupunt Singh, the deceased Raja, and entrusted the management of
t~ Dya Kooar,
the senior Ranny.--(Public MS. Do-

k&and the NagIn 4 e WgencY of
dis@* he a n w f b d c i t d
~JUX from t b British governmentr
but, notwithstanding 9 e testimonials
he produced from Geeera1 (30dclard
in favour of his predecesgors, a deaf
+)
uar was turned @ his qplicetisns.
BORKHANPTI.-T~~~
country is siBeing t h w aboqdoned to hw fate, an$
harder pressed t h a ~ever, he was a p tuated adjacent to Assam beyond the
parently on the eve sfbeing subdued, Langtan mountains, which are said to
when he $ed in 1816. The P i d a r r give rise to the D i h o n ~or western
powex having now a t t a i ~ dits a&
branch of the Brahmaputra; but as
Interference k a m e uwvo~dable,and yet saarcely any thing respecting it
*e Bopaul state was vat only t&ee ie known. The eouth-awtern portion of the Langtan mountains are
qnder the p r o t a t i w of the Brit*
but its territories so. greatly @up said ta be visible from Seedeeya It
meted, that in !a7 Capt. Hedey ie supposed by solge to lie along the
e s t ~ p ~ a t43a4
d
UI fire years they upper course of the Irawady river,
would yi&I the N&& an w.4 and to be a district of Moonkoong, or
revenue of f r ~ mtwmty-five to t41fiy Mogouu,and tributary to the Burmese.
hcks of rupees. Nuswr Mahomed I t ie said to be eeparated on the east
Khan, the reigning Nabob, die4 b from China, and on the aorth from
1819, and waa succeeded by M o m T i b e by lolty mountainscovered with
Mahdmed Khqc~,twdve years of aga snow, and accessire from the wuth
The el& s w of the late N h V s by the course of the Irawady. The
bother waa raised to the thro~e, mountains, according to the aame auw d a$ancep t q NuA4ahapledss thority, are inhabited by Khunoong
+ugbter, ble wdow bang mtuued Mimeea, who trade with China and
is Pdrpinio(rcr$i~~
of Bopaub now a Tibet. 6ilver abounds in the northS(B&
of Central In&
eastern, and iron in tbe tioutbeastern
~ubs@y(iv~
The &airs of this atate appear to p r t i o n of these mountains. Of the
have bees @lorably well managed by Iron they fabricate the Khempti
Nuasw MabomeJ's b i s t e r h and ttte dhaws or axes, which are held in
British kterfereace has been little great estimation. These Borkhampcalled for ; the most canvincing proof ties are said to have come from that
that cqn be given of the good eondi- part of the Shan wuntry situated
tmn of a dependent ally.-( Malcolm, east or south-east of Mogoun.Yrinsep, Henley, Hunter, $c.)
(Public J o u r d s , &.)
0
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The largest of the Asiatic isles, extending from the seventh parallel of
north, to the fourth parallel of south
latitude, and from the 109th to >he
118th of east longitude- The kingdom of Borneo, or B u r 6 by EufoPeans termed Borneo Propers having
been the first state visited by them,
may have given rise to the erroneous
application of the name to the whole
island, which by the native inhabitan% and throughout the eastern
archipelago, is universally termed
Pulo Klemantan. I t is of a solid,
compact, egg-llke figure, and not So
deeply indented by arms of the Sea
as the Eastern islands generally ares
yet it possesses many spacious bays
and harbours, and is surrounded by
muddy shores, and numberless isles
and rocky islets, n~anyof the latter
not larger than a common European
house. In length it may be estimated
750 miles, by 350 the average breadth,
giving a superficial area of 262,500
square miles.
The interior of this island being
still wholly unexplored, we are cornpelled to trust to theinaccurate com,munications of the ignorant natives
to Europeans formerly settled at the
different factories, or occasionally visiting the sea-coast on trading voyages. This species of information is
.obviously not entitled to much attention; from a concurrence of testimony, however, we may infer, than
in general, for above thirty miles inland, it continues marshy and alluvial,
interspersed with small hills, almost
covered with jungle, but to a certain
degree cultivated. Further inland it
becomes mountainous, and is covered
with forests, swarming with wild
animals, and producing that species
of large ape, named by Malays orang
outang, or man of the woods. These
mountains aresaid to stretch in ranges
running north and south, between
which rivers flow, and extensive lakes
stagnate. If we may credit Malay
accounts, this central tract is also
partially inhabited, as they assert that

many of the articlcs, both of traffic
and subsistence, sold on the sea-coast
to Europeans. are brought from a distance of twenty days up the country.
The rivers of Borneo best known
to Europeans are those of Banjarmassin, Passir, and Borneo proper,
which were ascertained to benavigable
for boats above fifty miles from their
junction with the sea; but they have
never been ascended higher by Europeans, and rarely even by the resident
Malays. In a country drenched by
the
rains there are probahl~
many other streams and rivers, but
of a short course, and seldom navigable, which is an additional obtatacle
to the exploring of the interior, to
those interposed hy the Mahomedan
natives of the coast, who endeavour
to monopolize the t r d i c by preventing all communication between the
inland natives and the Chinese or
Europeans.
The climate of the northern partion of Borneo much resembles that
of Ceylon, being from the abundance
of verdure always cool, and not subject to the hot land winds that prevail on the coast of Coromandel. I t
is watered also by numerous fine
streams, several of which fall into the
bay of Malloodoo without bars. I n
this quarter are the high mountain
and large lake of Keeneebaloo, near
to which live the wild Idaan, named
also Maroots, Horaforas or Alforeee,
and Dayaks. According to native
accounts the lake of Keeneebaloo is
100 miles in circumference, and its
waters (which are represent4 to be
of a whitish colour) from five to six
fathoms deep. On the main-land of
the north coast, opposite to Balambangan and Banguey, are forests of
tall timber without underwood, and
free-stone is also found in abundance.
Here are large flocks of cattle named
lisang, and flocks of deer and wild
hogs feed in the plains without fear
of the tiger. The country produces,
when properly cultivated, all sorts of
tropical fruits, grains, and vegetables,
but the climate has hitherto proved
very destructive to European constitutions.

The coasts of this island are possessed by a number of petty Mahomedan states, some of which are said to
be of long duration. The resident
population of these is a mixture of
Malays, Japanese, Buggesses, and
Macaasars, a few Arabians, and
some converted aboriginals. They
have in all ages been a rapacious,
treacherous race, much addicted to
piracy, with whom Europeans have
never yet been able to establish a
secure intercourse. A considerabie
number of Chinese are always found
among them ; and it is a remarkable
fact, that their unarmed and nnprotected junks trade without difficulty,
along a coast so fatal t o Europeans,
yet their cargoes are valuable, and
their vessels defenceless. The interior is chiefly occupied by the agicultural tribes named Dayaks, very
few of whom have as get embraced
the Mahomedan religion; that of the
Dayaks is but little understood, altliough some of their usages have attracted attention from their singularity. In many places the possessions of these Dayaks extend quite to
the'sea-shore, more especially on the
eastern coast within the straits of
Macassar. There are also considerable colonies of Chinese settled
along the principal rivers in the interior, where in some instances they
appear to have established a sort
of independence. The lofty central
mountains of Borneo are represented
as occupied by tribes of Punams,
who, like the Bedahs of Ceylon, are
said to exist in the very rudest stage
of savage life. At present the m a r t
time states are chiefly the following,
viz. 1. Borneo Proper, 9. Coti, 3. Passir, 4. Banjarmassin, 6. Matten, 6.
Pontiana, 7. Sambas. The chiefs or
rajas of these piratical states possess
each one or more strong-holds, from
which, with the assistance of 3 pestilential climate, they have frequently
repulsedEuropean troops with severe
loss.
On the norfi coast of Borneo,
about Malloodoo Bay, is a considerable territory, the sovereignty of
which has been long claimed by the

Sooloos, but which, along with the
adjacent islands of Balambangan, &c.
was regularly ceded to the British,
and at different periods assumed
without any opposition from the Sultan of Borneo Proper. Although
possessing a fertile soil, and irrigated
by various small rivers running from
the interior, it still remains nearly in
a state of nature, and almost uniw
habited; yet it is said to communicate by land carriage of a b u t fifty
miles with the great lakes of the inrerior, in the vicinity of the gold-prodccing formations. Should any settle
ment be hereafter made on this coast,
which appears to be British property,
it ought to be fixed on a territorial,
and not on a commercial basis, for
all the latter have failed. There has
been a colony of Cambodians, one
thousand in number, established in
Borneo for above fifly years.
Some notices have been received of
ruins of temples and dilapidated cities
in Borneo, and of the existence of inscriptions in characters unintelligible
to the Chinese, Malays, and Dayaks ;
but the information is quite inconclusive, and it still remainsuncertain whether this island had ever attained a
higher degree of civilization than it a t
present exhibits. That Borneo was visited many centuries ago by the Chinese and Japanese, is well established; but whether it was ever (until
recently) permanently colonized by
either of these nations, is not satisfactorily ascertained. Porcelain jars,
plates, vases, and earthen utensils,
the manufacture of China and Japan,
are fre uently discovered in differe*
parts o the country; and such is the
veneration in which these articleg
are held, that a single antique jar has
been known to be purchased by the
Dayaks of the interior for a sum little
short of L200sterling; theseareprizd
as the supposed depositories of the
ashes of their ancestors, by the unconverted Dayaks, and appear to be
their sole objects of veneration, for
at present they know not the use of
priests, images, temples, or even of
brick, mortar, and stones.
In the province of Luccadow, UP
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the great river Lawai, and rrearb in
the centre of Borneo, according to
Malay information, tbereare twentyb n r tribes of d i s r e n t appellations,
whose bodies are not tattooed, and
six that have this distinguishing mark5
a tribe like the Papus negrues; and
another as f i r ss the Ch~nese,and,
Iike them, weariq trowsers. T h e
natives call their island Klemsntan,
or Qudkmontan ; and the m e s of
many of the rivers, motmtains, and
districts, greatky resemble those of
the Ultra Gangetic provinces. Whm
thePortuguesefirst visited this islaod,
in A.D. 1530, they fomd the Mahomedan religion regularly establiabed
on the sea-coast.
Borneo has long been known t o
abound in gold, principally in alluvial
deposits, from whence it is procured
by the natives and Chinese, but m a
effectually by the latter, who carry
e n their operations principally in a
territory situated between Sembescp
and Pontiana, named Montra&,
from the chief mining village, situated
inland two days' journey by water.
The whole tract here speeifkct is
alluviJ, being intersected by n w n a
rous rivers flowing from the interior,
of considerable siae.. -The Chinese
population in this divisroo hwe been
estimated at 36,000, induding 4,000
women of a mixed breed; of this
number 6,000 work the mines, while
the rest are occupied in trade a d
agriculture. They are almost in&
pendent of the native chiefs, paying
a tax to the Sambass Raja, in whose
territories the mines Me, of about
4,000 Spanish d&rs per annum,
The mines usually m i s t of longitudinal excavations, following the
course of the mineral strata, and of
very superfieid depth, sefdom exceeding sixteen feet; theauriferous earth
i s washed every thirty-five days, in
which s ace of time a mine wrought
by 200 &bowers win yield from 250
to 500 ounces d the precious metal
in dust. The annual produce of the
. meat mines of Montredak have been
, zstimated at 88,362 ounces of gold,
and the total number of Chinese in
the gold districts at 200,000

persons. Antimoay is found a a r f
mulated in large masses or mountaims
at Sadang and Sar~wa,from whence
it is exportes to Singepoor in Iarge
quantities; indeed the supply appears
inexhauetible.
Borneo is the only island of the
%tern
archipelago in which the
diamond is found, and priocipally limited t o the territories o f the Banjarmassin and Pantiam chi&. The
most productive mines w e at a place
named Landak, from whiib the &ad
s d h n e o are designated t o
distinguish them from those of Hindostan ;a d it is remarkable that t h e
s t m e alluvial traet is d s o the ri&
in gold. 'These mines appear to hmve
been long wrougb by tbe Day&, o t
aboriginal savages, but probably witb
Iittfe skill or industry ;and even now
are lit& prized by the Chi&on&
nese, the resident Bugaess merchants
being the great tmfkkers in these
gems, In I815 the petty &~ef of
Mattan pmsessed one of the largest
diamonds in the world, o6tained
about a centory ago in the mines o f
Landak ;in the rough state it weighed 367 carats, equal to I835 when
cut and polished, only eleven carats
and a half less thm the Emperor of
Russia's diamond, and forty-six carats and three qlrwters heavier thao
the Pitt diamond; its real value i s
B69.378, which is .£34,822 less t h o
the Russisn, but 8 119,773 more than
the Pit diamond. I t is reported
since the above date to have falleo
into the h n d e o f t h e ambitioue chief
of Pmtianz.
The inhabitsota of the interior, o r
aborigines, have received various appellations, in the sot~thand west Dayaks, in the north Idaan, and in t h e
eest Tiroon; but they
pear m
every respect m resemble %e HOW
foras, M Alforese, of the Dutch and
Ponuglese. The lager we indigenous in nearly all the eastern isles,
and are sometimes found in the same
island with. the Wpuas, or oriental
neerroes : but the latter have never
y e t been discovered by Europeans in
Borneo. TheDavaksareoftenliahter
in c d o w than the ~ a h o m e d & d

theseacoast, andgenerdy excel them should be tbe result of hip own prowin strength and activity; they ace ess, on the contrary, the head h u l ~
divided into a great variety of tribe% ter proceeds with his party to the viindependent of each other, and vary- cinity of another tribe, where he lies
in dialect, but they have a gene- in ambush until he can eurprise same
resemblance in language, curtoma, usrsuepeaing wretch, whoae head k
a d manners. Europeans hove, as immediately chopped off. Occasioayet, had few opportunities of investi- ally they pounce on a solitary W e r gating the condition of the DayPks, man, who is in like manner decapias the Malay and h e s s traclerp,who tated forthwith. He then returns to
alone frequent the interior, can give the village in triumph, is joyfully relittle account of the cwatr b ond ceived, a d the head hung up over.
the distance of one w e tomeyBM)c the door. When a death occurs the
ther, and the articles of traffic to Be corpse is reduced to ashes, and a slave
procured at the diiereat marts.
killed, in order that he may act in
In appearance the Dayaks are the ~ a m scapacity in the nest world.
handsomer and hirer than theMaiays, Rich men purchase slaves when they
of a more blender make, with higher are cheap, t o have them at hand in
foreheads and noses ; their hair long, case of emergency. The heads they
strait, and coarse, and generally cut presene with great care, and someclose round their heads. They w e a ~ times connult in divination. The relia small wrapper round their loins, and gious,orrather superstitious, apinion4
frequently tattoo their bodies. Their connected with these barbarous prachouses are wooden erections of such tices are not yet correctly understood.
As may be supposed, the practice
a size as to contain several families,
sometimes amounting to 100 persona of head-atealina so universal with
They cultivate rice, collect gold dust these petty tribes, must cause endand diamonds, and trade in rattans, lens wars and feu& among them ; but
dammer, and the other products of the men are stimulated by the contheir forests. In their d ~ e tthey are tumely they experience, both from the
wb'ect to few restrictions, hogs, rats, females and their more fortunate
d
e
s
,and all kinds of vermin, heiw comrades, if they cannot perpetrate a
equally welcome Their arms are a murder and carry off the head Mr.
-pit
or blow-pipe, and poisaned Burn relates that he saw a
arrows, and a large heavy knife. Few who had the reputation of avmg
sue acquainted with iire-arms except obtained eleven heads, whiie hi son,
in the immediate vicinity of the Ma- although only a lad, had obtained
lay states. Their richea consist in three. When a married woman comthe number of jars, gongs, porcelain, mits adultery, tbe husband in order
cups and saucers, &c. ; but the first to wipe off the disgrace kills one,
are most valued: some from super- two, or three of his slaves, and somestituous motives, as high as 1,000 times also beats his wife, or if he can
dollars. As subjects they are indus- procure a bead, he may quit her and
trious, particularly disposed to agri- get another, In short, no transaction
- culture, and so docile, that in many of importance appears to take place
parts a handful of Malays tyrannize in which the possession of a human
over thousands of tbese peaceful cub head is not considered a necessary
tivators of the soil.
element.
In their manners the moat singulw
The BiajooPr may be considered ar
feature is, the nacessity imposed on the same race with theDayaks, Idaan,
every person of some time in his life and Horaforas, with their manners
imbruing his hands in human blood, somewhat diversified by the nature of
no person being permitted to marry their pursuits, which are those .of a
until he can show the skull of a man maritlme life. They we in reality a
he has slaughtered. It is not ne- kind of sea gipsies, or itinerant fishcessary, however, that this trophy ermen, who live in .small covered
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boats, and enjoy a perpetual summer
on the Indian ocean, shifting to leeward from island to island, with the
variations of the monsoon. In some
of their customs this singular race
resemble the natives of the Maldives,
like whom they annuall perform a
sacrifice to the god of evil by launching a smell bark loaded with the sins
and trespasses of the people, which
are imaglned to be transferred to the
unfortunate crew that may be so unlucky as to meet with it.
The Biajoos on the north-west
coast are more civilized than the
others, and while the English colony
a t Balambangan existed, used to s u p
ply it with rice, fowls, and other provisions. By the Malays they are
named Oranglaut, or men of the sea.
These fishing Biajoos have boats of
about five tons, with whole families
on board, who catch sea slugs in seven
and eight fathoms water. They also
dive for i t ; the best, which is the
black sort, being only found in dee
water, some of the weight of ha[
a pound each. They arc sold to the
Chinese at the rate of five dollars per
picul, or 1335 pounds. Some Biajoos dwell close to the sea on the
islands scattered roundBorneo, and at
the mouth%of the rivers, where their
houses are raised on posts. Many of
this sedentary class have become converts to the Mahomedan religion.
On the north-east coast is a savage
people named Orang Tidong, or Tiroon, supposed to be another variety
of the Biajoo race. These reside up
the river, and fit out vessels to cruize
among the Philippines, and on the
north-eastern seas of Borneo. They
are a hardy race, and s~ibsistmostly
on sago during their voyages. The
Malays of Magindanao affect to
despise them, but when they meet
among the Philippines, which are
their common prey, they do not molest each other. These are described
as occasional eaters of human flesh.
Their boats are small and the planks
being merely sewed together, they
can easily take them to pieces and
carry them overland when cooped up
in any bay by the Spanish guarda

costas. Their conduct to their prisoners is cruel in the extreme, often
mutilating the strongest, or leaving
them to perish on some desert sandbank. They sell a great deal of sago
to the Sooloo islanders, who afterwards dispose of it to the Chinese
junks. There remains another class
of Biajoos, who wander about Celebes, Borneo, and the Philippines,
and who are composed of a medley
of different nations; such as Chinese
with long plaited hair; Javanese with
bare throats, plucked beards, and
whiskers ; and Macassars with black
shining teeth. They are said mostly
to follow the Mahomedan and Chinese religions.
Comparing the condition of this
island, in civilization and cultivation,
with other parts of India, the population of which is better known, slthough of so immense a size, we
cannot assign it a greater number of
inhabitants than from three t o four
millions; not including in the estimate the orang outangs, which
some authors assert is also a cooking animal. The inhabitants of the
north coast have a tradition that their
country was once subject to China,
and in modern times it has become
a grand receptacle for the surplus POpulation of that overflowing emplre.
In 1818 the Dutch commissioners a t
Pontiana put forth claims to the
whole of the island, which, if admitted, would in addition to Java, which
they have long possessed, and Sumatra, which they acquired by treaty in
1823, give them dominion over thiee
of the largest islands in the world,
besides two-thirds of Timor and
Ceram. In 1824 the Chinese gold
miners at Sinkawang were in a state
of insurrection against the Dutch,
who at the commencement were unsuccessful, and obliged to evacuate
that portion of the coast. At this
date all the Dutch establishments on
the west coast of Borneo depended
on the residencies of Pontiana and
Sambass, or on the subordinate residencies of Mampava and Landak;
the chief of which was to bear the
title of Resident on the west coast of
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Borneo. Mr. Muller, who was employed by the Batavian government
(about 1823), surveyed the whole
north-western coast of the island,
and also fixed many important geographical points of the interior ; but
many of these surveys were subsequently lost, in consequence of his
having been murdered by the natives.
--(Forrest, Dalrympk, Leyden, RafJPea, Crawfurd, Hunt, Stavorinw,
WJeockc, Elmore, 4c.)
BORNEO
PBOPER
(pronounced Brunai).-A
Malay kingdom on the
north-west coast of Borneo, and the
most civilized portion of the island.
The sea-coast of this state extends
about 7U0 miles, with a depth of
territory inland of from 100 to 150
miles. To the west it confines on
Samba4 at Ta'ong Data, lat. 3" N.,
Ion. 110° 36'
to the east it is
bounded by the tract claimed by the
Sooloos, marked by the mouth of
the Sandakan river in iat. b0 W N . ,
Ion. l l g O 15' E. To the south Borneo Proper has various savage tribes,
such as the Kayan, the Dusum, the
Mnrut, and the Tatao. To this principality also belong the following islands, dz. Malaweli, Banguey, Balamhangan, Balabak, and Bahullan,
among which are several fine harbours.
The most important rivers on the
north-west coast are those 6f Rayung
and Batavia, which lead to Sibeta,
the ca ital of the Kayan, the most
powerkl of the unconverted tribes
In this quarter of the island. The
others are the Mahori, and that of
Borneo, which is navigable for vessels of 300 tons twenty miles above
its junction with the sea. On the
north-eastern coast is the Sandakan,
or China Batangun river.
The interior of the Bonean dominions present extensive chains of
mountains, the most remarkable of
which, named Keeneebaloo, in lat.
6d north, owing to its great elevation,
is visible from both sides of the island, which is here comparatively
narrow. The geology of Borneo Proper, as far as European knowledge
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goes, is primitive, and destitute of
the trap formations so common in
the Sunda chain ; neither have any
volcanoes been discovered within the
limits ofthis kingdom. Further wart,
between the second and third degrees of north latitude, the districtr
of S a ~ w a kand Kasinloka abound in
gold, and the semi-metals antimony
and zinc. In the Kayan country iron
and tin are found, and even wrought
by the natives.
- The land animals of this territory
hitherto discovered are the elephant,
rhinoceros, and leopard, but not the
royal tiger; the bear, horse, b~rffilo,
ox, hog, dog, cat, duck, and common
fowl. The three animals first mentioned are only found in a sin le corner of this vast island, the fistricta
of Ungsang and Paitna ; nor are they
to be found in the archipelago further east. The horse, the goat, and
the dog have been imported and domesticated, and the range of the first
is still limited to the districts of Pandason and Tampasok, between the
fifth and sixth degrees of north latitude. The ox and hog are natives
of the forest, and the jungles of Barneo furnish an endless variety of the
ape and monkey tribes, some of them
nearly approaching the human form.
The seas yield the turtle, pearl
o ster, mother-of-pearl oyster, and
t i e biehe de mer, or esculent a
slug; the land, rice, sago, black p e p
per, camphor, cinnamon, bees'-wax,
and many woods, useful and ornamental.
Besides the Malsys and other Mahomedans, Borneo Proper is inhabited, or rather infested by numerous
tribes of barbarian savages, differring
in dialect, and carrying on an incessant warfare. A small district, or
even a village, here constitutes a nation, desiring nought but the heads
of its neighbours. The races of
most note are the following:-the
Malays, Sooloos, Biajoos, Dasuns, 11lanos, Kadayans, Bisayans, Maruta,
Kalan~uts, Tutungs, Kyajoos, Xayans, Dayaks, Tataos, Kanawuts, and
Melandos. The unconverted tribes,
in manners and customs bear a close
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resemblance to each other. They
wear on1 one piece of cotton or
bark clati round their loins, and
d
y nothing else; but the Kayan
warriors occasionally wear also bear
and leopard skin coats and caps.
Theu arms consist of a blow-pipe
for disch31.giag poisoned arrore,
swords, spears, and long shields.
At the chief town of the Kayan, who
in the scale af Bornese greatness are
a powerful people, some cannon and
muskets are to be found. Some d
the tribes are mischievous and ferocious, others less so, a few inoffensive, and even industrious; but in
one ruling passion they are unanimous, &a. the pleasure of cutting off
human heads, and then hoarding
them ae a imily treasure. The origin af this practice, so universal
among all the savage tribes from Bengal to the extremit of Papua, baa
not vet been trsceh or it8 motives
~ ~ t i s t a c t o r iexplained.
l~
Same of
these tribes dwell in miserable huts
covered with leaves; but the majority
in houses af immense size, capable
of accommodating from 50 to a00
persons; security from hostile attacks beiug apparently the object.
Indeed the Bornean savages are far
from the lowest stage of social ex.
istence, for the have all same knowledge of a g ~ i $ u r c , and several uoderatand even the smelting and manufacture af metals. They d a not
appear to have any system of relii
gous belief, nor any god6 idols,
priests, or temples; but apparently
abundance of superstitious f-rs.
None of the native Bornese tribes
have any alphabet, which is remarkable, considering bow universal al.
phahetical symbole are in all the
other large ialands, and argues a permanent ~nferionty, originating proc
bably from its geographical figure,
Borneo, like Africa, being a solid
mass,without indenture bygulfs, bays,
or inland seas.
In Borneo Proper the ruling and
most civilized race is the Malay ; yet,
with all their converts to the Arabian faith, they are said not to compose more than the tentb part of the

whde population. The Mabyen
emigration to this island is supposed
to have taken place about the middle
of the thirteenth century. The king
is designated b the Hindoo title of
rada (raja), w i d the epithet of i.n di
per t w (he r h o lords it) ; but !
is
despotism is modified by select ministers who f o m his council, and
from thirty to forty hereditary pang e r w or nobles. This rincipality
is generally reckoned ofsome duration, as it is alluded to in the annals or legends of Malecca os a proud
and indepe~dentstate; One. proof
of its antiquity is the high veneration for the pnnce's authority, found
in all ancient Malay statea, but in
very few of recent origin.-ASimgapoor CnPrmick, Forwrt, Craw&rd,

4.4
BORNEO
TOWN.-This place is situated on the north-west coast of
the island, ten miles up a river
of the same name; lat. 4' 5 1 N.,
Ion. 114O 44' E. The river is navigable for ships of burthep above
the town, but the mouth is narrow,
and has a bar, over which there is
scarce1 seventeen feet water at high
to the town the water is
tide.
salt, and the flood runs at the rate of
four miles per hour. In the middle
there is six fathoms water, and here
the Chinese junks lie moored, bead
and stern.
The house^ of Borneo are built on
each side of the river on posts, and
are ascended to on stairsand ladders.
It resembles Venice in having small
water channels instead of streets.
All the traffic is transacted on board
of boats, which float up and down
the river with the tide, and are in general managed by women. This city
has long carried on a trade with China, the Sooloo Isles, the Philippines,
the Straits ofMalacca, the west coast
of Borneo, and with the small principalities on the east side of the
Malay peninsula. For some time
past the China trade has been interrupted, but when in activity, two
junks came from the province of
Nsnkjg, two from Limpo, two from
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Amoy, one from Canton, and two of the embassy wm to diaw cbser
Fortugueae vessels from Macao. The t
k bo& of amity between his Borintercourse between Borneo and Ma- nese majesty and the British nation;
ailla was also formerly brisk : but ef the whole indicating a material adh t e gears, on account of the pre- vance in civilization. The r e i m g
6 % n g snhtchy, kas declined M e raja was described by him subjects
&at of China. The Manilla trade aa a person of superior capacity,
mu cmdmted chiefly by B o r n e speaking Chinese, and deciding i m
boats, who made the voyage from partially.-(Singapoor Chrcaick, Percute place Ob the other in seven days. rest, Elmore, $c.)
At present by fat the most coneiderable commerce is that with SinBono BUDOR-A remarkable Budgapoor, which in 18%employed forty dhist temple in the island of Java,
prows.
eighteen miles N.W. f r ~ mYugyaLast century there was an Engli~h carta. Lat. 7' 44' S., bn. 110' 8' E.
firctory here, but for a number of This edifice ia supposed to have been
yea* past Europeans have desisted built about A.D. 1338, and is a square
from vrsiting this city, on account of structure of a pyramidical shape endits violent and anmchical govern- ing in a dome, situated in the mounment; but apparently the trade might tainous province of ICedu. It embraaes
h now with safety renewed. The the summit of a small hill risingperconimodities best adapted to this pendicularly from the plain, and c o q
market are the followin &. British sists of a series of six sguare ascendiig
and Indian cotton antwoollen fa- walls, with correspondiqg terraces;
brics; opium for the native and Chi- three circular rows of latticed cages
nese markets, with iron, arms, and of hewn stone in the shape of beeammunition. The stnple mrtive ex- hives; and finally of the dome already
ports are fine camphor, pepper (equal mentioned, which, dthough without
to W),000 picule), %ortoieeshdl,~ ~ 2 utbe
- apex that once crow~edt,ia
lent roots, sea slug, mother of pearl 1815 wan still twenty feet high. The
shells, pearls, sago, woods for dyeing, height of the whole building is 116
fbr perfumes, and for shipbuilding. feet, end at the base each side .meaT o these ex rts may be added teas, sures fn extent 636 faet. The hill
wrought anKw &a, nardcine, cam- ie in h c t a sort of nucleus to the
phor, and cassia, imported in the firat temple, hsving been cut away to wit
Irmtance from China. The Chinese the purpose, and there is n o cavity
tradets construct their own junks in the whole mass except the dome.
here at a nemarkably moderate eg- The outer and inner side of each wall
pense per ton. The teak tree is not are covered with a proksion of sculp
produced here ; but a variety of ex- ture, and in various parts are niches
cellent and durable woods, fit for all containing above 300 figures of Budthe purposes of nwal architeature dha, and altogether within the gre(more ea ecially the eamphm tree), cincts there were in 1815 near 400
are foungin abundance.
images of that deity. There are four
In October 1825 a p o w belonging entrances to the temple facing the
to the king of Borneo Proper, above cardinal points of the compass, guard900 tons burthen, arnived at Singa- ed by lrons (an animal thst never
poor, having on board a diplomatic existed in Java) as warders-(Crawmission, consisting of the Orang f u r 4 4c.)
Kaya Kayong, or lord of Kayong,
the ambassador, and a suite of b e
B o a o ~TOBAGO.-An island in the
tween !NO and 300 persons, who China seas, lying within sight E.S.E.
landed with much barbaric eplen- from Fonnosa; but which does not
dour. At that time there were six- appear to have been visited by any
teen Bornean trading vessels in the European navi
Lat. 21' 60'
harbour of Singapoor, and the object N., lon. 121' 5 E

to;
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Bouansrnoxr.-A
town in the
Northern Circars, thirtv-seven miles
S.W. from ~ a n b m . i a t . 19' N.,
Ion. 84' 45' E.
BOOTAN.-A high round island,
with several smaller ones near it,
lvine off the north-east coast of the
~ a l peninsula.
i ~
Lst. 6' 32' N.,
bn. 99' 10' E.
BOWAL.-A small village in the
rovince of Beogal, district of Dacca
f;elalpoor, twent miles N. by E.
from the city o f Dacca ; lat. 93O
67' N., Ion. 90' 23' E. The country
surrounding this hamlet swarms with
game of all sorts, among which may
be enumerated ele hants, tigers,
leopards, bears, bufhces, wild bears,
deer of many varieties, foxes, hares,
jackals, tiger-cats; and of the feathered tribes floricans (the otis houh r a of Linnaeus), peacocks, the domestic fowl in a wild state, different
kinds of partridges, snipes, quail,
wild docks, teal, and wild pigeons.
B~AHMAPU
RIVER.-(BrahinaT~A
putra, aon or oflapring of Brahna.)
-For many years past this river, on
the authority of Major Rennell and
Capt. Turner, has been supposed to
be a continuation of the Sanpoo of
Tibet ; but recent discoveries have
tended to bring this conjecture into
disrepute, at least so far as refers to
the eastern branch, or Luhit, the
course of which has been traced until it diminishes to a shallow rocky
stream, broken by rapids, among the
range of mountains that bound Assam to the north-enst. It haa also
been ascertained that Brahmacoond
is not its source. Some geographers,
however, expect that a connexion
between the Brahmaputra and Sanpoo will still be established by means
of the Diiong or western branch ;
but this appears improbsble, both
from the inconsiderable size of the
Dihong a t the furthest point to which
it has been ex lored, and the mountainous chain cPparently a prolongation of the Himalaya) which seems
to extend without interruption eastward far beyond the longitude of the

Dihong. The question, however, will
not remain much longer undecided,
and it would be lost time at present
to balance probabilities ; for further
information therefore respecting the
upper course of this river the reader
may examine the articles Assam and
Sanpoo, what follows having principally reference to its lower course.
Proceeding west, the Brahmaputra
reaches Goalpara, formerly the frontier town, where its expanse is magnificent and the scenery grand; but
the water is extremely dirty, and the
surface durin the floods covered
with a dusky foam, intermixed with
logs of wood, vast floats of reeds,
and a great variety of dead bodies,
especially of men, deer, and cattle,
which are scarcely less offensive t o
the senses than the half-burned human carcasses on the banks of the
sacred Ganges.
Having quitted Assam, the Brahmaputra rushes to the notice of Europeans in the Rungpoor district
with increased volume, a channel at
least a mile broad, and when not encumbered with islands, continues in
many placca nearly the same width ;
but in many places these subdivide
the channel into many arts and enlarge its size, so that o
:m bank to
bank there is often a distance of five
miles. During the dry season in this
part of its course, the water no
where fills its channel, even where
narrowest ;in the wet season, exce t
where there are a few scattered hilt,
the river everywhere overflows its
banks, and in many parts deluges an
extent of from twenty to thirty miles,
insulatine such small hills as are in
the vicinyty.
In the Rungpoor diwict the rise
of the Brahmaputra rZsually commences in April, and in the beginnir~g
of May increases still further. This
may be partly owing to the,melti~~g
of the snow in the mountains ; but in
general the swelling of the river and
the inundation are chiefly affected by
the rains in the immediate neighbourhood. A few fair days always diminish its size, and it never rises
much except RRer very heavy raie.

BRAHMAPUTRA
The rapidity and bulk of the river
continue gradually to increase, and
it attains its greatest elevation about
the b$l.oing of August, towards the
end o which it subsides, and the
current loses much of its force. The
inundation contracts at the same
time, and although the river rises
once or twice in September and the
beginning of October, it has never
been known in these months to pass
the bounds of its regular channel.
Within the limits of Bengal the Brahmaputra is not fordable at any season, but its navigation is rendered
d i i c t ~ lby
t the great number of sandbanks, and the trunks of trees half
buried in its bed. . Within the British
territories the numberless islands and
chaunelv are undergoing incessant
cllanges, and the like mutations may
be expected to continue.
After entering Bengal the Brahmaputra makes a circuit round the
western point of the Garrow mountains, and then altering its course to
the south in the Dacca province, is
joined by the Megna, which although
not the tenth part of its magnitude,
most unaccountably absorbs its name,
and communicates its own to the
huge mass of water, until they intermix with those of the Ganges near
the Bay of Ben,@.
In 1809, the
Brahmaputra threatened by a change
of its course to carry away all the
vicinity of Dewangunge, and perhaps
t o force its current into the Nattore
jeels in the Rajeshahy district, which
would very much disturb the modern
geography of Bengal by subnierging
a vast extent of surface, whileits old
bed would become a morass.
During its jotimey through Bengal
the Brahmaputra bears so intimate a
relation to the Ganges, that one descripti011 suits both, Fpcept that during the last sixt miles above their
junction, under t i e name of Mcgna,
it forms a stream which is regularly
from four to five miles wide, and but
for its freshness might pass for an
arm of the sea. The union of these
two mighty rivers below Luckipoor
now forms a gulf, interspersed with
many islands, some equal in size to the
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Isle of Right. The bore, which is a
sudden and abrupt influx of the tide
into a river or narrow strait, prevails
in the principal brnnch of the Ganges
and in the Megna; but the Hooghly
river, and the passages between the
islands and sandbanks situated in the
gulf, formed by the confluence of the
Ganges and Brahmaputra, are more
subject to it than other rivers.
Notwithstanding the great magnitude of the latter, it was unknown in
Europe until 1765, as a capital river
of India; nor did it ever among the
Hindoos attain the same re utation
for sanctity, or conciliate tRe same
interest, as its female neighbour the
Ganges. Among the Hindoos of
Nepaul the name Brahmaputra is
said to be ap lied to the Sanpoo ;and
in ~ s s a m , a l t R o u ~the
h term ~lknown,
the great river, or at least thnt
portion running soutlpwest towards
Bengal, is more commonly callecl
Luhit. The name first mentioned
signifies son or offspring of Brahma,
the creator of the world, and its vast
bulk in a fgurative sense might entitle it to that appellation; but such
is not the derivation of Hindoo mythologists. According to these sages,
it owes its origin to an intrigue which
took place between Brahma and Omegha, the wife of a holy man named
Ssntona, the particulars ofwhich, on
account of their extravagant indecency, do not admit of narration.
Since the expulsion of the h r mese from Assam it has been found
eligible to eshblish steam-boats on
the Brahmaputra, and in 1826 the
Court of Directors authorized the
construction of machinery for two
steamers of twenty-five horse power
each, and drawing only three feet
water. It was soon discovered that,
owing to peculiar circumstances, these
inventions were much more wanted
on the Brahmaputra than even the
Ganges, as on the first there is not
only a vast space to be traversed,
and a still more rapid current to be
overcome; but it is also wholly without the favourable wind which for
so many months in the year blo\vs
against the stream of the Ganges.

BRAMBANAN.

&ring the rains the prevailing wind
dong the Brahm tra i s quite adveree, being in t e same d i i t i o n
with t b stream, at lwrst beyond the
point ef Dhombree, where it t a k e an
easterly directisn. The d i i u l t y of
tracking is atao much greater altmg
the Brrthmaptttra than the Ganges,
as the contimual traffic along the latter, and the uninterrupted occurreooe
of villages and dtivation, have m d e
a regular~oadalon its banks ;whereas fhe channel o f t e Brahmaputra is
bounded through very considerable
intervals by dense and inhospitable
jungles. One mile per day in suah
situations, and under such circurnstances, is a fair average rate of advance ; a d a voyage Rom Dacca to
Rungpoor, the former capital of A 5
sam, has been found fully equal in
duration to a voyage to Europe.
Steam-boats will be able to wercome
many obstacles that oppose the proses~of common boats which they
can drag up the river, carrying supplies of stores, troops, and functionaries.--(F. Buclranan, Capt. Turner,
RenneU, Public Jou~wala,40.)
BRALA.-A small island lying off
the eastern coast of Malacca; lat. '
4
65' N., Ion. 103O 40' E.
BBAMADEO
(Brahm %a ).-A
sacred spot on the west bank of the
G o ray in the great Saul forest at
the?mt of the Kumaon mountains,
prdirince of Delhi, about seventy-five
miles N.E. from the town of Bareily.
The river Gap here penetrates
the great northern barrier, and enters the plains of Rohilcund. In
sublimity of scenery it yields nothing
to the Ganges a t Hurdwar, although
the landsca has less expanse, and
is of a w i l g and dwker character.
The Goggra here rushes in a deep
and beautiful rapid t h r o y h a narrow
ravine confined by precip~tousmountains, over a bed of white ebbles,
wflecting from its ~urfacet i e vivid
green hue of the primeval woods that
overshadow it.
Bramadeo, however, has not been
so fortunate as Hurdwar in attracting the notice of superstition, for one
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sacred peepul tree, with asmall gtmc
baesment built round its trunk, is not
only the sole temple, but almost the
only memorial of time or humanity
to be f o ~ ~ nhere.
d
The most direct
thomughfme between Bareily, md
the Bntish stations of Chumpawut
snd Loboo ghaut, in Kumaon, is by
this sequestered spot, in consequence
of which a small commissariat d6@t
wee soon after itsconquest established here, and a pathway live feet wide
opened through the hills, which aland difficult, is still prac*OQh
ticable t o oot passengers during the
greater part of the year. More recently the'd6p6t has been withdrawn ;
the jtlngle hee re-spread to the margin of the river, and the spot abandoned to the wild beasts, its prior
inhabitan@.-(Fuulrrton, &c.)
BBA~BAN&N.-A
village in the island of Java, province of Mataram,
between the two native capitals of
Suracarta aud Yugyacarta, and three
miles N.N.E. from the latter; lat.
7' 4Y S., lon. 110' 25' E.
At this place are many extraordinary remains of Hindoo images, temples, and inscriptions, and more
especially of the remarkable group
named the " thousand temples,"
which occupies an oblong area of
600 feet by 650, and consists of four
rows of smell temples, enclosing in
the centre a great edifice sixty feet
high The temples are pyramidical
buildin
all of the same character,
coveref?with a profusion of aculpture, and consisting of large blocks
of hewn stone. Each of the small
temples contained an image of Buddha, and in the great centre one.
divided into several apartments, Siva
figures, or some of hia attributes.
To the whole group there are four
entrances, facing the cardinal points
of the compass, each guarded by
two gigantic statues representing
warders, which measure, in a kneeling osture, not less than nine and a
haltfeet high by eleven in girth.
The constructors of Brambanan
evidently possessed the art of turning an eliptical arch and vault, but a
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BROACH.
&rcular arch or vault is no where
found among the ruins. There is
manifestly a regular design, not only
in every group or cluster, but also in
every single temple ; and the excellence of the materials, their great
solidity, and the labour exerted to
complete them, are deserving of admiration. The walls are covered with
innumerable ornaments in alto and
basso-relievo, yet without indecency, and scarcely any thing fantastical
or absurd, except the deities themselves. There are a great many
images of Buddha, but the templev
of Brambanan appear to have been
consecrated to Siva, his images, together with those of Durga and Ganesa (his wife and son), being found
in such extraordinary abundance.
I t has been conjectured that the earliest temples of Brambanan were
built about A.D. 1188, and the most
recent about 1213.--(Crawfurd, gc.)
BREWER'S
S T R A I T S . - N ~ ~ ~strait9
OW
in the eastern seas, that separate the
large island of Panchu from the
north-eastern coast of Sumatra. The
northern entrance is formed by the
island of Baucalis and the main land
of Sumatra; lat. 1" 36'N., Ion. lOROE.
f Barigorha).-A
British
BROACH
district in the Gujerat provinces, situated
between the twenty-first and twenty-second degrees of
north latitude, and bounded on the
west by the Gulf of Cambay. This
is one of the best cultivated and populated tracts on the west coast of
India, and was finally acquired by the
Bombay presidency at the treaty of
peace concluded with Dowlet Row
Sindia, in December 1803. As a particular h o u r the Peshwa was then
allowed to retain Ahmood Jumbosier
and Dubboi, being old fiefs of his family; but after his expulsio~lin 1817,
these also, together with Dejbarah
and Bahadurpoor, were incorporated
with the Broach zillah.
Being so conveniently situated, the
Bombay presidency made many, and
not very honest, attempts to obtain
this district, and had possession of
it for a short time prior to 1782,
VOL. I.

but were compelled to offer it privately as a bribe to Madhajee Sindia,
to procure his concurrence to the
treaty of Salbey. Since its final cession in 1803, with the exception of
a few Bheel incursions, it has enjoyed uni~terkupted tranquillity ; but
so many changes have taken place in
its territorial dimensions, that a
statement of its revenue conveys little information as to its real condition. In -1818 the jumn~aor assessment to the land revenue, was rupees 17,35,085; in 1819, rupees
17,55,873; and in 1820, rupees
21,91,576.
In the old portion of the Broach
district there are no Mewassies,
few Grassias; little variety in the
soil, produce, or modes of assessment; no unautl~orized alienations,
and no taxes of the slightest importance except the land-tax. The
revenue system has heen long established, and preserved unaltered, and
the courts of justice work well, and
are sufficiently comprehended by all
classes. The country, however, has
not improved in appearance so much
as might have been expected ; hedges
and trees are rarely seen except close
to villages, which last are clumsily
built of unburned bricks, and very
inferior to those seen beyond the
Mvhie. In 1812' the aooulation of
tb; Broach pergunnab' cbnsisted of
Hindoos
80,448
Mahomedans 16.895
76,343
Broach town
32,716
Oclaseer pergunnah and
29,9f39
town
Hansoot do
do
18,955

......

I=
............
.....................
....... ......
Total...

...157,983

(Elphinrtone, Rorner,

&c.)

BBOACH.-Afarge and ruinous city
in the province of Gujerat, the capital of the above district, situated on
an eminence on the banks of the
Nerbudda, twenty-five miles from its
entrance; lat. 21° 46' N., Ion. 73O
14' E. It is said to derive its appellation From the Hindoo saint, devotee, or demigod, Bhrigu, and ought
u
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properly to be written Bhrigu Khetra, '
or Bhrigupura, the town or place of
Bhrigu. It is also thought to have
been the Barygaza of the ancients,
and when it surrendered to the Emperor Acber, in 1572, still continued
a port of great trade. I t is x q p
tioned b Sidi Ali in A.D. 1554.
The Kouses are here built- like
those at Surat and Cambay, the
streets generally narrow and dirty,
and in the vicinity are many dilapidated mosques and mausoleums.
Being situated in a fertile country, it
is plentifully supplied with provisions
and game, and the Nerbudda, which
washes its southern wall, abounds
with carp and other fish. A considerable traffic is carried on with Surat and Bombay, principally in raw
cotton, grain, and seeds of all sorts,
in boats with large lateen sails.
In 1812 the population by actual
enumeration was found to be, Hindoos 19,836; Mahomedans 9,888;
Parsees 2,992; total 32,716 persons,
Since the above period, howcver, it
has probably much declined, as in
1824 it is described as a poor, dilapidated, hot and unhealthy place. The
Nerbudda here is two miles across at
ebb tide, but very shallow, and admits on1 vessels of small burthen
beyond t i e bar at Tunkiria. A seabreeze sometimes comes up with the
flowing tide, but is not always to be
depended on. The climate of Gujerat, and of the other provinces under the Bombay presidency, Poona
perhaps excepted, are more generally
unfavourable to the preservation of
European health and strength than
those of the other two presidencies.
In 1807 there were twenty-five
nats or societies in Broach, of the
Banyan caste, comprehending 6,261
individuals of both sexes. At this
place there is a pinjrapole, or hospital for animals, supported by donations from the Hindoo inhabitants.
Every marriage and mercantile transaction is taxed for the pinjrapole, by
which above $1,000 is raised annually ; a great proportion of which
is absorbed into the coffers of the
managers. The only expensive nni-

mals it at present contains are m i l d
cows, which repay the expense of
their keeping. I t was formerly reported that beggars were hired by
the managers, that the lice and simila? insects might feed on them ; but
in 1824 the officiating Brahmins declared this to be a calumny, in as
much as every animal whatever was
fed on vegetable food.
By the treaty concluded with the
Peshwa and the combined Maharatta
powers in June 1782, the city and
pergunnah of Broach were ceded to
the East-India Company ; but'next
month of the same year they were
made over to Madhajee Sindia, ostensibly as a recompense for his humane treatment of the British prisoners and hostages who surrendered
at Wurgaum ; but in reality for his
assistance in bringing about the pacification, which at that period, on account of Hyder's invasion of the Carnatic, was most urgently wanted. In
1772 Broach was besieged by an army
from Bombay, commanded by Gen.
Wedderburne (Lord Loughborough's
brother), who was killed under the
walls ; but a few days after the general's death, although then a place of
considerable strength, it was taken by
storm. After the death of Madhajee
Sindia, it devolved to his nephew and
successor, Dowlet Row Sindia, from
whom it was taken in 1803, and has
ever since remained with the British
government. Travelling distance from
Bombay, a21 miles; from Oojein,
266 ; and from Poona, 287 miles.(Drummond, Wqord, Moore, RenneU,
Romer, gc.)
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BBOOANG
PASS(or Burendo).-A
pass through the Himalaya mountains, near the course of the Sutule'e,
15,W5 feet above the level of t i e
sea; lat. 31' 23' N., Ion. 78' 12' E.
The country in this neighbourhood
is extremely rugged, and the population thinly scattered, in villages situated at n great distance from each
other ; they are, however, in general
large, and the houses (built of stone
a?d wood, and sometimes slated) spaclous. The people are described as

BUDDHA GAYA.

BUCKRAH.-Atown in the province
dark in their complexions and dirty
in their habits, but their temples are of Bahar, district of Tirhoot, thirtysaid to be of a superior description. two miles north from Patna; lat. 16O
-4Lieut. Gerard, 4c.)
4' N., long. 85O 10' E.
BUCKRAH.-Atown in the province
BoBooaAsA.-~ ,,illage in the provioce of sinde, situated on the road of Oude, district of Goruckpoor, sifrom Hyderabad to Luckputbunder tuated On the banks of the
jeel, or Lackshmisar lake, the theme
about twenty-four miles to the
a popular and indecent Hindosof the latter ;lat. 940 10' N., Ion. 690
stands on the edge tany 80% i twenty-three miles north-,
9' E. This
of the Runn, and during the dry sea- west from Goruckpoor; lat'
son is abandoned by the inhabitants. N'' ion. 850 lo'
E'
BUDANGHUR.-Afortified post in
-4Ma@eU, 4 4
Northern Hindostan,twenty-six miles
BUBROOA.-Atown in the province N. by W. from Almorg lat. 300 N,,
ofAjmeer* belO?ging.to the Jeypo?r Ion. 79O 31' E.,8,249 feet above the
Raja, fifteen m~lesd~stant from hls level of the sea.
capital. In 1820 it was said to conBWDAYOON
(Budavan).-A
town
tain 2,000 houses.
in the province of Delhi, district of
Bucc~Eso~s.-A town in the Pro- Bareilg, twenty-nine miles south-west
vince of Bengal, district of Birbhoom, from Bareily ; lat. 28O 4' N., Ion. 78O
seven miles from the ruins of the an- 681E. ~t w u first conquered by the
cient city of Nagore. At this place Mahomedans in A.D. 1203, when it
S
springs met was in a flourishing condition ; and it
is the most C O ~ ~ O Uhot
with in-this quarter ofthe Vindhyan is mentioned by Abul Fazel in the inrange, ~ t water!
s
form~%? running stitutes of Acber, as a place of celestream of cons~derable sue; it is brity ; bllt its importance has long
also thehottest, as in January 1819 it ceased, and it is remarkable only for
raised a thermometer, immersed, to its antiquity.
1 5 P Fahrenheit. The water exhales
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ruins
- R e m a r k a b
a strong sul~hureoussmells and re- in the province and district of Bahar,
servoirs have been built to receive situated a few hundred yards west of
them. A street of above 100 diminu- the Nilajan river,in a plain of great
tive pagodas has been raised along extent, about five miles from Gaya
the margin, with the usual pictu- Proper. They now consist of confused
resque accompaniment of venerable heaps of brick and stone, which exbur ot treee, and a host of oficlatlng hibit some traces of having been once
Brafmins.-(~u~arton,
gc.)
regularly arranged; butimmensequantities of the materials have been reB ~ ~ ~ ~town
~ in~the. province
- A
of Allahabad, twenty-seven miles W. moved, and the remainder are almost
by S. from Callbjer; lat. 250 # N,, shapeless. The building here called
the temple of Buddha is a lofty brick
Ion. 80' 7' E.
edifice, resembling at a distance a
BUCKAB
(or Bhukkur)--A small huge glass-house, and now so honeytown in the province of Lahore, [re combed with age, as to excite surprise
quently the residence of the hakim, that it continues erect. Buddha Gays
or governor of the Leia district, sitti- was probably at one time the centre
ated within a few miles of the Indus ; ofa religion, a ~ capital
~ d of a powerful
lat. 31' 38' N., loo. 70' 4@'E--4EG king; but the sect of Buddha in this
phinstom, 4c.)
neighbourhood may be cdnsidered as.
B U ~ K A T G Hor~ ~wkrtb~hur).B
completely extinct, yet a few persons
A town and smal fort in the province come occasionally from distant counof Malwa, situated on the north bank tries to visit its monumeqts. The
of the Nerbudda ; lat. 22" 15' N., most remarkable modern edifice is a
convent of Sanyassies.
Ion. 76' 31' E.
u a
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BUDGEROONS.

miles N. by E. from Amritsir ; fat.
22" 26' N., Ion. 75O E. An anmal
fair is held here on the 5th April.
BuDnRucK (Vndaricaj.-A
town
in the province of 0rissa, situated on
the north bank of the cewah or soIundee river, which at one season of
the year is fordable here, and at another 300 yards broad; lat. 21' 7' N.,
is placed exactly in the centre of
860
E., thirty-eipht miles
the earth. The tree in 1812 was in S.S.W. from Balasore. From this
to be
full vigour, and
of Orissa come most of the pealooyears of age; but a
One
termed in CalcuttaBalasore bearmay have existed in the same place ers,--(] rt
when the t e m ~ l ewas entire; a circular elevation of brick has been raised
-A
B U D ~ E ~ U Df Bhujabhuj).
GE
round its root, in various concentric small town in the province of Bencircles, and on one end of these has gal, situated on the east side of the
been placed a confused heap of Hooghly, ten miles below Calcutta
images and carvedfragments of stone, in a straight line, but almost double
taken from the ruins. Indeed the that number following the windings
number of images scattered about of the river; lat. 22" 29' N., Ion. 8S0
this lace, for fiReen or twenty miles, 20' E.
in alrdimtionq is almost incrrdible ; During the reign of Seraje ud Dowyet they all appear to have o ~ l n dlah,
~ the last independent nabob of
belonged to the great temple or its Bengal, this station had a separate
vicinity, which seems to hwe been fortress, which on the 29th of Dethe grand quarry for the whole, and cember 1756 was besieged in form,
camed from thence to different and a breach effected, by the forces
places. Many of these images are under Adnriral Watson and Colonel
now worship ed by the Brahminical Clioe, who intended a general assault
Hindom, anBmany of the attributes before day break. Dttring the night,
of their gods have apparently the same however, it was most informally
origin; but this people, with all their stormed by a sailor named Strahan,
religious zed, are most unaccount- who happening to get drunk, wanderably careless in many respects, war- ed up to the breach and fired a pistol
shi ping males under female names, at some of the garrison : who not
an unequivocal images of Buddha, doubting but he was followed by the
as an orthodox deity. Besides in- whole army, fled out by the opposite
scriptions establishing the Buddhist side, and left him in ossession of the
origin of many of theae images, they place. This little Port is still in exmay be distinguished by the enor- lstence, and may be traced, but with
mous size and distension of their ears, difficulty,its area being so choked up
and also by a mark on the palm of with grass jungle as to be scarcely
tbe hand and soles of the feet, which accessible. A more exotic and useful
is supposed to resemble the lotus structure at Budgebudge in 1820 was
flower.4F.BuclrananyF*rton,4c.\
a mod English tavern, the only one
Buddagrama).-i
o h h e banis of the Hooghly &cept
BuDnEGr
town in the province of Affra,district at Calcutta.--(lves~ F*rton~ gee)
of Namar, with a stone g h u ~ y . In
B u ~ ~ ~ a o o ~ s . - T h rsmall
e e islets
1820 it belonged to Sindia, and con- in the Eastern seas in the straits of
tnined about 1,000 houses.
Salayr, off the southern extremity of
B n ~ n o of Buddha).-A village in Celebes. The passage is between the
the Lahore province, formerly tribu- southernmost and central one, and is
tary to the Rajaof J a m b , sixty-one about a mile broad.

On the terrace behind the temple a
p e p u l tree is growing which the orthodox suppose to have been planted
by Brahma; the Buddhists, on the
contrary, assert that it was planted
by Dugdha Kamini, king
Singhal
Dwipa, 414 years before the
our
Saviour,
135 and
before
building
of the and
temple,
thatthe
it
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BULDEAH.
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BUGHAT.-A petty lordship (one
BUBHAN
DHOOBA.
-A mountain
peak in Northern Hindostan, eighteen of twelve) in Northern Hindostan,
miles S.W. from Almora; lat. %I0 situated in the tract between the Sua8' N., 1011. 79' 20' E.; 8,502 feet tuleje and Jumna; bounded on the
west by the Pinjore valley, and to
above the level of the sea.
Bu~~nwua.-A town in the pro- the east and south by Sirmore. I t
vince of Malwa, thirty-one miles north contains the forts of Rajghur, Ajfrom Dhar, which in 1820 contained manghur, Tuxal, Lukchaynpoor, and
734 houses. Lat. 43' 2' N., Ion. 760 Thuroo. Mahindra Singh, who reign17' E. It is the head of a pergunnah ed in 1817, prior to the British conof the same name which at the above quest, paid the Gorkhas a tribute of
date comprehended 160 villages, and 2,000 rupees per annum ; but having
a population of 31,119 persons. Of by his conduct during the war forthese villages twenty-two belonged to feited all claim for the restitution of
the Dhar principality ; the rest to his territories, a certain portion waa
twelve Ra'poot families tributary to retained to compeisate for the exthat chied but each independent pense incurred.-4Lieut. Rorr, PvbCic
within his own limits. The town of MS. Documen&, 4c.)
Budnawar is surrounded by a mud
BUGWAH.-Asmall town and ghur'wall in bad repair, and there is also a ry in the province of Allahabad, twenfort where the Mundlovee resides. ty-five miles S.E. from Teary; Lat.
In 1820 the town and district afford- 24' 25' N., Ion. /!I0 9' E.
ed a revenue of 92,271 rupees, which
BUOWABA.-A town in the prowiur on the rise, as the villages were vince of Candeish, eighty-seven miles
flourishing and population increasing. west from Boorhanpoor ; lat. 21° 21'
-4MaIcdnz, 4c.)
N., Ion. 74' 56' E. In 1816 it beBUDNAPOOR.-Atown in the pro- longed to Holcar, and contained 300
vince of Aurungabad,twenty-six miles houses.-(Sulher&nd, 4c.)
E. of the city of Aurungabad; lat.
BUITINU)RG.-A district in the is19' 54' N., Ion. 75" 57' E.
land of Java, which, according to a
BUDBARIVER(Madre, escellent). census taken by the British govern.-This river has its source in a hilly ment in 1815, contained 76,313 perdistrict of the Mysore province, not sons, of which number 2,633 wem
far from the frontiers of Coorg, from Chinese. I t then occupied an area
whence it flows in a northerly direc- of 2,411 square miles. The villageof
tion until it joins the Tunga river ; Buitenzorg, the country residence of
their junction forming the Tunga- the governor of Java, stands in lat. 60
bhadra or Toombudra river.
3Y S., lon. 1 0 P 5VE., thirty-six miles
BUGANO.-An island about fifty tfavelling distance south from Baamiles in circumference, lying off the via. Being placed at the base of the
south-eastern coast of Sumatra ; lat. blue mountsuns, the air here is cool
bO20' S., lon. lOaO 25' E. There is and healthy, but invalids suffer from
no fresh water to be had on the east the profusion of rain which falls here
almost every evening.--(florn, H4fside of this island.
$es, 40.1
B u G ~ ~ s s s s . - S e e B oand
~ ~ CELEBES.
BUJANA.-A town in the province
BUGGROO.-A small town in the of Gujerat,
division of Jutwar, nituated
province of Ajmeer, eighteen miles on the banks
of the Runn, which here
S.W. from Jeypoor; 1st. 260 bVN,,
the month of December is in many
lop. 75O 15' E. This place is sur- in
places merely moist sand, and in
rounded by groves of the tara palm, others an extensive sheet of shallow
a rare sight in these inhosprtable water; lat. 23' 5' N., lon. '/lo50' E.
plains ; yet the soil does not appear
radically bad, and water is found not
BULDEAH.-A town in the profar from the surface.
vince of Malwg surrounded by a mud
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wall, and containing a ghurry or native fortification, ten miles N.N.W.
from Turrote.
BULINDSAEHB
(the lofty city).-A
town in the Delhi province, forty-one
miles S.E. from the city of Delhi;
1st. S a5' N, Ion. 77' 43' E.
BULLWAR.-A town in the province of Oude, district of Goruckpoor,
forty-two miles S.E. from the town
of Goruckpoor; lat. %6O 45' N., Ion.
83' 19' E.
BULLUM.-A small district in Mysore, situated about Iat. 13" N. above
the western ghauts, partly comprehended in the British jurisdiction of
Canara, and partly within the territories of the Mysore Raja. The external appearance of the three divisions
of Bullurn, Coorg, and Bednore nearly resemble each other, being all composed of high hills and deep vallies.
The mountains are mostly bare, but
the ravines are covered with jungle,
and in many places by primeval forestd, inhabited by n great variety of
wild animals. In fact, although nominally under sub'ection to the former sovereigns o f l ~ ~ s o r eit, never
was effectually conquered until military roads were made through it by
the Dukeof Wellin ton, in 1801-2.
The duration of $e raina, which
commence about the middle of May
and continue until November, give
rise to a multitude of rivers, which
flow in various directions the whole
year. The waters that descend from
these elevated regions to the westward, roceed to the Indian ocean
throu& the provinces of Malabar
and Canara. Bullum contains no
town, or even village of any consequence.
BULLWMGHWB.-A
town and fortress in the province of Delhi, twenty-one miles south from the city of
Delhi ; lat. 28O B' N., lon. 7 7 O 10'
E. The fort has high brick walls,
strengthened with a deep ditch and
high mud bastions. Within is a small
crowded, but tolerable well-built
town, with narrow streets, tall house#,
and many temples. The raja has a

neat palace built round a small court,
with a marble fountain in the centre.
The Bullumghur chief holds a considerable territory as feudatory to the
British government, on condition of
maintaining a body of troops to assist the police, and repreas all incursions of the Mewattie4 and other
predatory tribes. The family and
most of the people are Jauts. In
1819 the late Raja of Bullumghur
died, leaving an infant eon ;in conseuence of which the management of
&is small principality was entrusted
by the Bntish government to Raja
Kooar Singh, the great uncle of the
deceased Raja.
BULRAMPOUB.-A
town in the province of Oude, fortv-two miles N.
from Fyzabad lat. $7' 24' N., Ion.
82' 4' E.
BULSAUB.-A large and populous
seaport on the high road to Bombay,
forty-five miles S. by W. from Surat ;
lat. 20' 36' N., lon.173" 5'E. A considerable trade is camed on in grain,
jaggry, and timber. The manufactures consist mostly of coarse doties,
' baftaes, and
inghams. The principal produae of the per nnah is rice
and sugarane; but t g r e is still a
large roportion of waste and unoccupiepir81and.-(~onr~on, 40.)
BULSUN.-A petty chiefship in
Northern Hindostan, situated between the Sutuleje and Jumna, on
the left bank of the Girree river,
whence 'it extends eastward to the
frontiers of Joobul, by which it is
also bounded to the south; to the
north it 'oins Koteghur. Lat. 31' 5'
N., Ion. $7' 28' E., forty-two miles
N. by E. from Nahan.
BWLTEIRAGHAWT.-A ghaut on
the Nerbudda river, province of Malwa, fordable in March. The river
here is wide but shallow, and on its
south bank stands the small village
of Bulteim. In this neighbourbood
there are many other fords formerly
well known to the Pindaries.--(MaZcolnr, 4c.)
BULWCHINA(named from a apecier of bamboo).-A
small native state

the east coast of Sumatra, subor- Bankok, situated at the junction of
dinate to Delli, situated on a river of the Meklong with the Sissovat river,
the same name, flowing almost paral- which here comes from the north.
lel with the Delli river. In 1823 this In 1826 it contained about 5,000 invillage contained only e' hty houses, habitants.--(Leal, &.)
b n there were many oXws scatterBUNCMOOLA.-A
ruined native fort
ed along the river banks, of which in Northern Hindostan, twenty-threg
Swnghal was the largest and most miles north of Almora; lat. 29'53'
commercial. Further inland the Bat- N., Ion. 79' 6'E., and 4,083 feet
tas and the Karankaran tribes are nu- above the level of the sea.
merous, and industrious cultivators. *
BUNDARA.-A~OW~
in the province
The exports are pepper (raised by the
Bnttas), gnmbir, tobacco, and slaves ; of Gundwana, dominions of Nagthe imports are small quantities of poor, situated on the Wyne Gunga
every thing, but more especially river, 872 feet above the level of the
opium and cotton goods. A traffic is sea.
also carried on quite across Sumatra
D (the country of the
BUNDLECUN
t o Sinkel, on the opposite shore. Bundelas).-A
large division of the
The country is naturally rich aqd pro- Allahabad province, situated princiductive, but, except on the banks of pally between the twenty-fourth and
the rivers, scantily populated. A twenty-sixth degrees of north latiMalay here is reckoned rich who pos- tude. On the north it has the river
sesses 2,000 dollars.--(Anderson, gc.) Jumna; on the south parts of Berar
BUYAEEE.-A good-sized town in and Malwa; on the east Baghelcund;
the province of Ajmeer, situated at and on the west Sindia's territories.
the foot of a range of hills nineteen I t extends from 77' 48' to 81' WE.,
miles south from Nusseerabad ; l a t and from 9-P3' to 26' 26' N., and
26' 8'N., Ion. 74' 38'E. On an ad- contains altogether 23,817 miles, with
joining rock is a little old castle, with a population of 2,400,000 persons.
The mountains of this tract exsome trees round its base, which are
very ornamental in this parched coun- tend in continuous ranges parallel to
each other, each success~velybuttry.
tressing a table-land, one above the
A de- other, and here designated by the
BUNAISOR
(Vanbwara).
cayed town in the provinceof Orissa, name of ghauts. The first of these
district of Cuttack, situated some ranges is called the Bindhyachal {or
miles west of the great Juggernautb Vindhya) mountains, which comroad, and about eighteen miles S. by mence at Kesoghur, and make a cirW. from the town of Cuttack. The cuitous sweep until they approach the
temple of Mahadeva (or Siva) at this Ganges at Surajghur and Rajamahal.
place is said to surpass in dimensions The ljlains of Bundlecund resemble a
the pagoda at Juggernauth, and nu- vast bay of the ocean, formed by namerous other temples and ruins of an tural barriers and crowned with forancient city are dispersed throughout tresses. The progressive elevatiop
the neighbouring jungles.-(Fullnrfiom the Jumna is towards tEe apex
ton, Qc.)
of the bay, but the highest sumBUNCHANG.-Atown in the inte- mit does not exceed 2,000 feet above
rior of Siam, situated on the Meklong the level of the sea. The second
river, which flows south into the M e range, called the Panna ghauts, runs
nam, and in 1826 contained about parallel to the Vindbyachal, pre4,000 inhabitants, mostly Chinese. serving a distance of about ten miles;
I t is supposed to be the Banxang of the third, named the Bandair, is the
most elevated portion of the prothe Lettres Bdifiantes.
vince.
The principal rivers are the Ken,
BUNCHIOM.-Aconsiderable town
in the interior of Siam, above Desan, and Betwa. Large artificial
~h
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teservoire, such as the lakes of Bl~r- poor3 ancl at Sirnwaghur, near Salepa,
wa Saugor, Arjal, Birsangur, Nan- on the Pohawaj. Among the natural
clan war, Bomon, Jhatara, Gurrah, curiosities may be reckoned the suband Bhiud. These are immense piles terraneous cavern near Chittracote ;
of masonry, in some instances con- another in the hills near Bijawer
structed to stop the current of a the cataract of Bedhak, near Calyanstream, in order to raise it to a higher ghur ;and of the rivers, Paisuni, Bhalevel and force it to expmd for the gi, and Ranj rivers; but the objects
purposes of irrigation. There are most deserving of notice are certainly
not any forests in this district, the the hill forts of Callinjer and Ajymost valuable productions of the ghur.
hills (besides diamonds) being bamThe principal Hindoo religious e 5
boos, iron, drugs, gums, the chironja tablishment is at Chittracote, on the
nut, and catechu or terra japonica. Paisuni river, and there are Jbin temThe diamond mines are situated in ples at Senawal and Kandalpoor;
the table-land near Panna, and are but the most singular is at Panna,
the exclusive propert of the Panna founded by an enthusiast named Jee
Raja ; but no gems o f su nor qua- Sauheb, who declared himself to be
lity have been discoverefior many the Imaum Mehedi lnentiond in
years past. A coarse cotton cloth the koran, to which Jee Sauheb's
dyed red is the principal manufacture ; book, named the Kulzam, is intended
at Calpee sugar-candy and paper, and to be a sort of appendix. His f d at Jhansi a carpet manufactory. A lowers, named also Dhamians, are
coarse kind of sacking is woven along to be found in the Punjab, in Gu'erat,
the banks of the Betwa, and at Chat- Delhi, Lucknow, Benares, ~ a t k n r a ,
terpoor, which supplies wra pers for Fyzabad, Nagpoor, and Hyderabad :
the merchandire passing o!m
t
the but Psnna is their Mecca. The peculiar dialect called Bondlecundy is
Deccan.
The soil of Bundlecund exhibits spoken in a tract lying due west of
every variety, from the rich black Allahabad, and along the banks of
loam to the sterile conkar. The val- the Jumna from Meno to Calpee.
leys and low lands are enerally of It is a Sanscrit derivative, and meets
the first, and when propefy watered, the Malwa on the west, the Bruj on
produce in abundance almost every the north, and the Maharatta on the
grain and plant of Hindostan. In the south.
The princi d towns of Bundle
morebarren tracts millet, panic, and
paspelum are grown ; but even these cund are ~ n n & ,the headquarters of
znferior sorts, in times of scarcity, are the magistrate, Callinjer, Teary,
not attainable by the poorer classes, Jyhtpoor, Chatterpoor, Jhansi, Dolwith whom the fruit of the bassia teen, and Bejaour. The British poslatifolia, sometimes mixed with the sessions extend along the line of the
deleterious bark of the katbal tree, is river Jumna, from the Allahabad d i s
the wretched, and almost poisonous trict to that of Etaweh, and from the
substitute. In 1815, according to Jumns southward to the frontier of
They contain
the returns made to the Marquis of the native states.
Hastinrrs. the district of Bundlecund 4,685 square miles, including the percontai:eh
21,18,991 small begas in gunnah of Koonch, and have a pocultivation. which yielded a revenue of pulation of about 700,000 inhabi2!l,01,510 ;upees,>r about one rupee tants. The states of the native chiefs
six annas per bega. There were also or rajas of Bundlecund occupy the
remainder of the space, under dif8,94,38'/ begas fit for cultivation.
There are not any remarkable ferent chiefs, protected by the British
buildings now extant, but some re- government. These small princimarkable ruins, such as those at palities are numerons, and some of
hlahoba; Cajram, near Rajanagur; at them extensive. For the convenience
Malhan above the hills, near Jodh- of fiscal and political arrangements

BUNWOOT;
the whole province has been recently
divided into two districts, named
north and south Bundlecund. The
British government, in their treaties,
took care never to relinquish the
right of interference for the correction of acts of gross and flagrant
violence and oppression committed
by any of the dependent Bundelah
chiefs, even against their own subjects, such a right necessarily flowing
tiom the relations subsisting between
the parties, and cannot be renounced
without depriving the British govern- ment of one of the most powerful
means of rendering its paramount authority conducive to the welfare and
tranquillity of the country : to be exercised, however, with extreme forbearance and circumspection.--(Capfain T. Franklin, Public MS. Documents, %c.)
BUNDEBMALANCA
(Bander maha
Lama).-A
town in the Northern
Circars, fiftj-four miles E.N.E. from
Masulipatam. Lat. 16O 26/ N., lon.
81' 5Y E.
Buwnna~oocn (A monkey's fail).
-The third peak of the Jumnowtri
or Bunderpooch mountain, in the
Himalaya, marked black E. in Capt.
Hodsoti and Lieut. Herbert's survey,
is thus named by the natives. I t
stands in lat. 31' 1' N., Ion. 78' 33'
E., and is a conspicuo~~s
object viewed
from Saharunpoor. Elevation above
the level of the sea 21,155 feet. The
name of Bunderpooch applies only
t o the highest peak, all the subordinate peaks and ridges having peculiar names.--( Hodon, Herbert, 4.c.)
BUNQHUR.-Atown and pergunnah
in the provinoe of Gundwana, dependent on Sumbhulpoor, seventy-two
mlles N.W. from Sumbhulpoor. In
1818, it was assessed in money by
Major Roughsedge at 1,500 Sumbhulpoor rupees.
BUNHUTGHIUT.-A pass in the
province of Mslwa through a chain
of jungly hills lying in a north-west
direction from Ratghur. Lat. Eb
26' N.
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BUNJAREE
GHAUT.-A pass among
the hills in the province of Gund.
wana, 115 miles S. W. from Ruttunpoor. Lat. 91' 8' N., loo. 81° 7' E.
This spot is of such an elevation that
it causes the rivers to take opposite
courses.-(leckie, 4.c.)
BUNKOBI.-A town in the province of Gujerat, principality of Doongerpoor, about seventeen miles E. by
S. from that town. In 1821 it belonged to a Rajpoot chieftain named
Pertaub Singh.
BUNKOWLEE.-In
1815 a large and
apparently populous villuge in northern Hindostan, sixty-six miles N.W.
from Serinagur. Lat. 30' 4Y N., Ion.
78' E.--( Jar. Frazer, 4.c.)
BUNNEE
(~huni).-A
section of
the Runn thus named, extending
along the northern boundary of Cutch
and skirting the desert, which in some
places is seven miles broad. This
space is never cultivated, being reserved for the grazing of cattle on
account of its excellent pasturage.
The Bunnee is the rece tacle of the
water accumulated by t i e monsoon
torrents, and by the stream of the
Luckput river,after the subsidence of
which it becomes an extensive and
luxuriant meadow. In ancient times
the river Indue is said to have flowed
into this space, where it formed tbe
lake of Narrain Sir, now a small fountain worshipped by the Hindoos.
BUNEAREE
TEMPLE.-A small ternple in Northern Hindostan, ten miles
S.E. from Serinagur. Lat. 30' Y N.,
lon. 7B0 53' E. ; 6,950 feet above the
level of the s e a
BUNTWALLA.-Atown in the rovince of Canara, fiReen miles E. torn
Mangalore. Lat. 120 54' N., Ion. 7 4 O
50' E.
BUNWOOT.-Anisland about eigbteen miles in circumference, lying off
Pollok harbour, in Magindanao ; lat.
7 O 14' N., Ion. 124' 28' E.
On the
12th of September 1775, this island
was ceded to Capt. Thomas Forrest,
by the sultan andgovernment of Magndanao, the grant being written in

.

Spanish by a native of Pampanga,
once a slave, but who obtained his
liberty by turning Mahomedan. Bunwoot is covered with tall trees, clear
of underwood, and at the date of the
p u t was uninhabited. There are few
springs, but many ponds of fresh rain
water, and the interior abounds with
wild hogs, monkeys, guanas and small
snakes about eighteen inches long.
In this state it robably remains, aa
it never was t J e n porsession of.(Forreat, $c.)
BURAGONG.-Asmall town in the
province of Agra, fifteen miles 9. by
E. from Jaloun. Lat. 2 6 0 68' N.,
lon. 79' 2(YE.
BURDAIWUD.-A
small town in the
province of Malwa, belonging to
Ghuffoor Khan, which in 1820 contained 400 houses, nine miles and a
half N.N.W. from Khachrode.
B U R D E E . " town in the rovince
of Gundwana, situated on t i e south
bank of the Sone river, .here a very
diminutive stream, thirty-eight miles
S. from the city of Mirza oor. Lat.
24O 36' N., loo.
' %8 27PE. The
Burdee fort is of stone, and stands
on a high abrupt hill washed by the
Goput. There is another small fort
not far off, named Bhoparee. The
Burdee Raja's territories are much
intermixed with those of the British
government, and in some parts are
tolerably well cultivated; but in the
vicinity of the chief town the surrounding country has a most desolate
aspect.-(J. B. Blunt, $c.)
BUEDWANf Varhdaman, productive).-A
district in the rovince of
Bengal, situated between tpe 22d and
34th degrees of north latitude. On
the north it is bounded by Birboom
and Rajeshahy ;on the south by Midnapoor and Hooghly; and on the west
b Midnapoor and Ramghur. In
1f84 this district contained 5,174
square miles, according to Major
Renoell's mensuration ; but it has
since undergone various modifications, which have so greatly reduced
its dimensions, that in 1814 Mr.

Bailey computed its area a t only
2,400 square miles.
Along with the other ceded lands
it became subject to the British government so early as 1760, since
which it has thriven so prosperously,
that, in proportion to its extent, it
mny safely be considered as the most
productive and populous territory of
India. I t is environed by the jungles
of MidFapoor, Pachete, and Biboom,
appeann like a garden surrounded
by a wilferness. The most valuable
articles are : sugar, indigo, pawn,
cotton, tobacco, and mulberry trees,
all of which have progressively increased in quantity. Many of the
principal zemindars reside in Calcutta, and have their estates managed
by agents. There are a considerable
number of native merchants, who
deal in tobacco, salt, grain, and cloth,
and commerce has been greatly facilitated by the opening of three
grand roads from the interior, Burdwan, although so opulent, not having
the advantage of inland navigation,
like most of the adjoining districts.
The original zemindary or estate,
known by the name of Burdwan,
came to the present family about
A.D. 1722, and in 1790 paid a yearly
rept to government of %400,000, but
at present no property of any magnitude belongs to the raja, except
the zemindary, greatly curtailed, and
scarcely yielding hiin more than five
per cent. ou the land tax. The other
chief, the Raja of Bissunpoor, has
nothing left but his title, a great proportion of his estate having been sold
for arrears of revenue, and the rest
usual1 continuing under attachment
from tKe same cause. There are few
villages here in which there is not a
school where children are taught to
read and write; but there are no regular schools for instruction in the
Hindoo or Mahomedan law. The
most learned professors of the first
are procured from the district of
Nuddea, on the opposite side of the
Hooghly, from whence and from Benares the other stations are also supplied. The Mahomedans bear a considerable proportion to the mass of
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the inhabitants, and receive their edu- lat. 830 16' N., Ion. 87' 67' E. In
cation in the common branches from 1814, when its circumstances were
investigated by Mr. Bayley, 7,651
the village schoolmasters.
In 1814 Mr. Bayley, then judgeand houses were found inhabited by Hinmagistrate of Burdwan, endeavoured does, and 1,154 by Mahomedans,
to ascertain, with an approach to ac- total 9,805 ; which, at the rate of
curacy, the exact number of inha- -five and a half persons to each dwelbitants within his jurisdiction. In ling, gave a total population of
prosecution of this undertaking, the 53,gQ persons. The Burdwan raja
proprietors of every village were fur- has a palace (a vast heavy pile of
nished, through the police o5cers of bugdings) here, where he usually rea c h division, with a form in the Ben- sides, and a l spacious
~ ~ gardens, laid
galese language, in which to insert the out after the nabve fashion ;but with
total number of dwelling houses in a sort of summer-house fitted up
each village, and the proportion r e after the English manner by the side
spectively occupied by Mahomedans of a magnificent tank.--( W.B. BayY
qc.)
and Hindoos. These papers were ~ Y FuUarton,
accordingly circulated, and after being
BURGUNDAH.-Atown in the Hythus prepared, were attested by the derabad province, ninety-seven miles
proprietor or his agent, and also by N. from Ellore; lat. 1ki05/ N. Ion.
some of the most respectable village 61Q4' E.
occupants, no reluctance to commuBuarrs.-One
.of the Philippine
nicatin information appearing on the Isles,
due south of Luzon; lat.
part o f an of these individuals. The 13' N.,lying
123' E. In extreme
result of tKese statements, when col- length itIon.
be estimated at fortylected and examined, tended to esta- three miles,may
but the average breadth
blish the following facts, via. that in does not exceed
Although
1814 the Burdwan district contained this island is situatednine.
in the very cen262,634 dwelling-houses, of which tre of the Philip ines, and so near
218,153 were occupied by Hindoos, the reat island oFluron, and its caand 43,781 by Mahomedans ; and alManilla, yet, in 1775 it was
lowing five persons and a half to each possessed
by a colony of piratical
house, that the total population of Illanois cruizers from Magindanao,
Burdwan amounted to 1,444,487 per- the Spaniards not having been able
sons.
to dislodge them. Burias is surIn 1814 the area of the Burdwan rounded with rocks and shoals to a
district, as it then existed, compre- considerable distance.--( Forrest, qc.)
hended 2,400 English square miles,
BURNUGGUR.-Atown in the progiving an average of 600 persons per
s uare mile. The total populat~on vince of Guierat. fiftv-eieht miles N.
England in 1811 gave an average from ~ h r n i d a b i d; iat. -23' 52' N.,
of nearly 200 inhabitants to the Ion. 7120 3!Y E.
square mile; but on examining the
BURODE.-Asmall town surroundcounty of Lancaster exclusively, with ed by a strong wall, and possessing
an area of 1,800 square miles, it then a stone ghurry, in the province of
contained 856,000 inhabitants, or 476 Malwa, and pergunnah of Gungar ;
to the square mile ;and in the census lat. 23O 47' N., Ion. 75' 52' E. In
of 1821 the proportion was above 1820 this place contained 300 houses,
500 persons.--( W. B. Bayley, J. and belonged to Zalim Singh of KoGrant, Colebrooke, 4c.)
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BUEDWAN.-A town in the province of B e n d , the capital of the vince of Ajmeer, which in 1820 conpreceding district, and head uarters tained 400 houses ; five miles N. by
of the government establAment ; E, from Neebutch.
ekty miles N.N.W. from Calcutta ; B u n a ~ w ~ o o ~ . - Atown of consi-

'RWA.
derable extent, population, and com- cantonment of Kurreem Khan, the
merce in the Northern Circars.district Pindarry ; in 1830 it was subject to
of Ganjam, twenty-one miles travel- the Raja of Dhar, but farmed to Boling distance S.W. from the town of paul, and contained 3,000 houses;
Ganjam. The bazar is about three but the surrounding countr WM thinquarters of a mile in length, composed ly inhabited.-(Mdcolm,
of good tiled shops ; and there is beBURTAPOOB
(Bharat urn).
A
sides an excellent street entirely oc- town in the nrovince o f ~ u d e .100
cupied by weavere, and distingu~shed miles N. by 8. from ~ u c k n o w; lat.
by the red colour of their huts. The E8' lYN., lon. 80" 53' E.
architecture of the Hindoo temples
B U ~ U D D(or
A Jaitwat).-A
die
here (of which there are several) is
peculiar, each temple being composed trict extending along the south-westof a group of low buildings, in some ern coast of the Gujerat peninsula,
instances detached, in others joined; and situated principally between the
but each with a sort of graduated twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth depyramidical roof, terminetrng in an grees of north latitude. The counornamented conical cupola. Jugger- tr which is still known by the name
nauth is the incarnation worshipped o h u r u d d a , and which composes the
When it became necessary to remove p m t territory of the Rana of
.the government establishment from oorbunder, is bounded 011 the north
Ganjam, in consequence of its ex- by the Serteeaiinee river, which falls
treme unhealthiness they were tmns- into the Meeannee by Hallaur. On
ferred to this place, and cantonments the east it has the Burudda hills, and
erected on a high spot in the vicinity. on the west the sea. At present the
chief towns are Powbunder, Navyee,
-4Fullarton, 4c.)
Bunder, and Meeannee, and there
Buaa~sno~.-A town in the pro- still exkt the ruins of a town named
vince of Bengal, the modern capital Ghoomty, the debris of which conof the Backergunge district, seventy- tinue to attract the devotion and extwo miles S. from Dacca ; lat. %?" 46' cite the curiosity of the Hindoos.
N., Ion. 90' 17' E. I t stands on the The surface of the country is in gepoint of an oblong island, formed by neral flat; the soil light earth mixed
the broad branches of the great Gan- mith rock, and not very rich. The
ges, which here presents an immense want of wood, so common throughexpanse of water, and a wonderful out the Gujerat peninsula, is equally
facility of inland navigation.
felt here, and the water is in many
BUBROUNDA.-A
small town in the places brackish. By the conditions
province of Allahabad, thirtyseven of Colonel Walker's arrangement in
miles S. from Banda; lat. 2.5' 3' N., 1807, the chieftains of Poorbunder
or Burudda were bound to pay the
lon. 80' 37' E.
BURSEAR.-Atown in the province Guicowar an annual tribute of 30,000
of Malwa, twenty-four miles N. from rupees, which is quite as much as the
Bopaul; lat. a30 40' N, Ion. 77" 31' district could afford.--( Walker, PubE. This is the cusba or head of a tic MS. Documentr, &.)
pergunnah of the same name, nearly
BUBWA.-A village in the rovince
thirty miles in length and twenty in of ( h i ~ s a ,district of ~uttac!, about
breadth ; and in 1820 contained 315 thirty-nine miles travellin distance
vjllages, yielding the proprietor, the N. by E. from the city o f Cuttack.
Raja of Dhar, a revenue of 77,445 A mile and a half to the south-west
rupees. The Salunkee Rajpoots oc- of this place there is a fine Mogul
cupy a tract in Burseah, extending bridge of three arches, ornamented
along the right bank of the Parbutty ; with four open square towers or pabut the villages were in ruins, and vilions, thrown across a small stream
the land covered with jungle. In named the Narussua. On the other
1817 this place was the principal side of the village, distant about a
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BUSSAHER.
mlle, is the ferry of the Kursora, a
considerable river, crossed in decked
boats.--(Fdurton, 4c.)
BURWAH.-A town and zemindary
in the province of Bahar, district of
Ramghur, 240 miles W.N.W. from
Calcutta. The town in the vicinity
is usually named Hazary Baugh, and
is the head-quarters of the Ramghur
provincial corps of sepoys. In 1801
the territories of Hurry Ram Sahy
were overrun and con uered by the
neighbouring Raja of lirgooja, and
not being supported by his immediate
superior, the Raja of Chuta Nagpoor, he was obliged to ~ubmitto the
~nvader. whose troops kept posseesion seieral years, but reireaied on
learning the approach of a British
detachment under Colonel Jones.
Conceiving this to be a favourable
opportunity, the Raja of Chuta Nagpoor determined to attempt its teconquest ;but he stood not the least
chance of success, had not the British commander and the magistrate
of Ramghur advised the Bumah chief
to submit on the assurance of personal safety. He waa in conse
quence induced t o trust himself in
the hantls of the raja's officers,
who two days afterwards sent him
under escort to Palcote, within a
mile of which place he was taken out
of his palanqueen, and put to death
in cold blood by the arty guarding,
who had been selecte! for this atrocious purpose. On this occasion no
judicial inquiry was instituted, nor
did it come to the knowledge of the
Bengal government until 1807, so imgrfectly was this portion of our
astern dominions subdued, or even
explored.-(Roughedge, 4c.)
BU~WANNEE.-A
large town in the
province of Candeish, the residence
of Raja Mohnn Singh ; lat. 22" 4'
N., lon. 7 4 O 58' E. It is surrounded
with a double wall, 'having a ditch
t o the outer one, and enclosing a
ghurry and palace, the latter six
stories high ; but the place generally
is in a ruinous condition. The Burwannee district extends along the
south bank of the Nerbudda, and

may be roughly estimated at a i x p
five miles in length by forty-five In
breadth, a great proportion of which
is covered with jungle, and in a complete state of desolation ; but of
this space the Satpoorah range of
hills occupy a considerable extent.
The table-land of thii elevated trsct,
interspersed with many pleasant valleys, comprehends the divisions of
Borut and Nervallee, which formerly contained eightx-two flourishing
towns and villages ; but of these, in
1320, only the vestiges remained,
and the gross revenue of this large
district amounted to only 16,039 rupees.--(M&olm,
4c.)
B u s s a a ~ s(Barehurl.-A
principality in northern Hindostan, occuying a tract of mountainous land,
gounded on two sides by the Sutuleje
and Jumna, and extending eastward
until it meets the district' of Roween;
and north, including Kunawur, beond the snowy mountains of Hima!aY& It is named also Bishu, Besseer, Biser, and Besariya, and in 1815
contained the following subdivisions.
1st. Kunawur ; ad. the tract that includes Rampoor (the capital), and
Seran, which stretches along the valley of the Sutuleje, with the smaller
glens and ravines that drain into it;
3d. the valley of the Pabur, with all
the territory on its left bank, including Sambracote, Nawur, Teeliur, and
many other smaller vallies. L)asau
is also one of the great divisions of
Bussaher, to which state likewise the
Tartar pergunnah of Hangarang belongs.
The division that includes the glen
of the Pabur river is by far the most
prodoctivein theBuasaher territories;
but the upper part of tbat glen, and
of some others that converge into it
on the north, is generally barren and
savage; but for a distance of fifteen
or twenty miles above Raeengudh,
the Pabur runs comparatively through
a level valley, containing much corn
land, as does also the valley of Sambracote. The Nawur and Teekur
are next in fertility, and also contain
iron ore, which is worked and er-
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BUSSEE.

ported to the Seik countries. The
tract named Chohara. or Swam, consiats of paddy or low rice-lands,
already cultivated to the utmost, and
some ridges of invincible sterility.
Besides the districts above-named, the
Bussaher Raja exercises a sort of
feudal superiority over several of the
adjacent petty states, who purchase
protection or forbearance with an
annual tniute.
The staple commodities of Bussaher, are ~heep,wool, cattle, ghee,
and iron, some grain, tobacco, opium,
and musk. The fruits are apples, bad
pears, apricots, peaches, wild grapes,
currants, and the eatable seeds of the
pine cone. From the grapes they
procure a sort of strong liquor, much
used by those who can afford to purchase it. Their woollen cloths are of
an excellent fabric, their wool being
of a superior quality, besides much
imported from Tibet. With these
materials they weave blankets of different sizes and fineness, cloth for
trowsers,fine webs for waistbands and
plaids, a sort of well-napped cloth
named Seik cloth, and for the black
bonnets which the natives wear as a
covering for the head. They also
manufacture a small quantity of shawl
wool, occasio~~ally
m~xedwith that of
the sheep. The trade of Bussaber,
owing to its geographical podtion,
has always been considerable, being
an entre bt between Hiudostan and
Tibet : o
!m the first, sugar, cotton,
cloths, small quantities of iron and
brass ware, and indigo ; the returns
are iron, blankets, opium, a little
bang, and turmeric. The
exports to Tibet and the Chinese
territories, are grain to the more barren tracts, ghee, iron, opium, tobacco
and wooden cups for tea; bellides
being the thoroughfare for all the
cwrnodities from the plains, sllch as
sugar, sugar-candy, cotton cloths of
various degrees of fineness, and in~h~ returns from the north
digom
are almost entirely wool, both shawl
and the common sort, salt, a little
tea, Chinese silks, musk, and borax.
Prior to 1815, during the Gorkha
sway, a great proportion of the traffic

with Tibet ~ n Chinese
d
Tartary paased through the Lahore province, the
best roads being then through Chamba and Jellamookhee to Amritsir, and
the next through Cooloo, by its cepital Stanpoor.
This principality was subdued about
1810 by the Gorkhas under Ummer
Singh Thappa, and remained subject
t o that nation until 1814, when it
was freed by the efforts of the British
arms, without any active cooperation
on the part of the government or its
inhabitants, in consequence of which
a tribute of 1,500 rupees per annum
was imposed. In 1816 its total revenuewae estimated at80,OOOrupees per
annum. Of the population no rational
estimate can be formed, but it is
known to be scanty, and the climate
for a considerable portion of the year
in many tracts recludes cultivation.
Ooghur sing[, the late ~ a of ~Bus-a
saher, was only twelve days old a t
the death of his father and predecessor Rooder Singh. During his
long minority the &airs of government were conducted by the Ranny
mother, assisted by three viziers
(whose functions are hereditary), the
principal distinguished by the title
of Mokhtar. In 1816, the reigning
raja being a minor, the princi ality
was governed b a regency estabEshed
under the autiority of the British
~overnment:which, however, did not
~nterferewith the internal administration of the country.--(James Fraser,
Lieut. Ross, Sir D. Ochtetlony, Public
MS. Documenfs, gc.)
B ~ ~ ~ ~Small
~ ~town
. - inA the
province of Bahar, district of Ramg,,ur, 210 miles W.N.W, from calc,tta; lat. 220 58' N., ion, 850 11' E.
B'lssEE.-A
in the province
Ajmeer, principality
Jeypoor,
about eighteen miles Sew. from the
J e ~ ~ O O r . This
Presellts
a striking and picturesque appearance
to the traveller, owing to its white
pagodas
and
pavi'lo"'
withOut.-(Fdlarton,
BUSSEE.-A town in the rovince
of Delhi, four miles north ffom Sirhind; lat. 30' 37'N., Ion. 76'25'E.
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BUTOOL.
BUSTAB
for W(uatairee).-A
town
and dktrict in the rovince of Gundwana, 170 miles o!m
Ganjam; lat.
19O 31' N., Ion. 82" 28' E. This savage tract has as yet been very imperfectly investigated, its difficult access
and unhealthy climate presenting no
attractions to travellers, while its
poverty holds out no temptation to
fiscal or military rapacity. The mountains of Bustar and Kuronde are
branches of the great range that runs
north and south parallel to the bay
of Bengal, in the rear of Cuttack
and the northern Circars. The Inderowty is the principal river of Buatar. Teak abounds in this territory,
and is of sufficient size for the construction of such vessels as navigate
the Coromandel coast. The river
Inderowty affords facilitiesfor floating
it down from the interior to particular
points, where it might be formed into
rafts, and conveyed down the Godavery to Coringa. Jungly hills and
pestilential morasses compose ninetenths of the country, and the remainder is but little cultivated by the
wild Gonds, who are described as
living in a state of nature on the natural productions of the earth, and
water, and the chase. Some of the
inhabitants, however, must have a t
tained a higher stage of civilization,
as it appears that in 1812 the Nagpoor government, which claims superiority by right of conquest, attempted
to levy 25,000 rupees from Maha Pal
Deo, zemindar of Bustar, a portion
of which they actually succeeded in
extorting through the medium of
Ramchunder Wag, the Nagpoor commander.
Prior to this, disputes subsisted
between the Jyepoor proprietor and
the Bustar chief, which led to mutual
depredations. The first accused his
nntagonist of having seized the large
estates of R agudda, Ameracottn,
and Peddagudda; but the loss in a
pc~iniaryview does not appear to
ave been a heavy one, the revenue
of the whole amounting to only 150
rupees per sllnum, and their posaession extremely undesirable. The
Bustar country has in recent times

been more than once. held by the

Poospati family, from which, from
various causes, it reverted to the
Wagpoor state. The tribute paid to
the Maharattm was originally 10,000
rupees per annum; but aRerwards
increased tq 15,000 rupees. In 1819
the country was described by Major
Agnew as unproductive, overspread
with jungle, and almost uninhabited.
Until lately human sacrifices to Dewteshweeree Devee (Devata Iswari
Devi) prevailed in Bustar among the
wild Gond tribes; but these being
performed in public, have probably,
by the interference of the British functiqnaries, been suppressed. Culprits,
pf~sonersof war, and sometimes innocent persons, were formerly ssrrificed at the shrine of this saneuinarv
goddess; and it was custom&y with
the Gond chiefs to order an offender
to pay his devotion6 before some idol
of importance, when he was put to
death the moment he prostrated himself.--(Jenkirnr, J. B. Blunt, F. W.
Robertron, 4c.)

-

BUSTEE(Basti, a dwelling).
A
town in the province of Oude, district of Gon~cpoor,forty miles west
from the town of Gorucpoor; lat.
96' 48' N., Ion. 8 P 41' E.
BUSWAGON.-Oneof thecalamaine
isles belonging to the Philippines,
situated about the twelfth degree of
north latitude. In length it may be
estimated at fifty miles, by thirteen
the average breadth.
BUTCHERS
I~I.AND.-A low green
island in the harbour of Bombay, situated between the islands of Caranja and Salsette.
BUTLUL.
-A
native fortification
in Northern Hindostan. twentv-eieht
miles south of ~erinagur: lit. %
50' N., Ion. 780 44' E.
BUTOOL
f ~utaul).-A small subdivision of the Oude province, which
is within the British limits, although
the village of Butool, from whence
the name originates, be within those
of the Gorkhas. In 1802 a considerable portion of the lands belonged

BUXED
to the Palpah Raja, and were tolerably well cultivated, principally by
emigrants from the Otide territories;
but on the cession of Gorucpoor t o
the British this migration ceased, and
the tide turned the opposite way.
In 1812 the vulue of Butool and
Sheoraj were assumed at 40,000 rupees per annum.
The village of Butool is situated
a t the base of the hills on the west
bank of the Tenavy, lat. 97' 37'N.,
lon. 83" 31' E., sixt -four miles
north from the town o f Gorucpoor.
I t stands on the plain, and is the on1
place so circumstanced that was l e i
to the Gorkhas west of the Gunduck by the treaty of 1815. In reality it is a most undesirable possession, for it stands in the recess of
a mountain, and is so destructively
unhealthy, that nobody remains there
during the rainy season. Besides
this, during the discussions preceding the treaty, it was clcarly establ~shedthat the town of Butool had
never belonged to the Nabob of
Oude; of course the British, who
only succeeded to the just rights of
that prince, had no claims to its possession. The Butool Raja formerly
possessed extensive dominions among
the hills, where he was knowh a8 the
Raja of Palpa ; but of these and his
dignity he was stripped by the Gorkhas of Nepaul, when the wheel rose
and rendered them predominant.(Ahmuty, Routledge, &.)
BUTUR.-A Batta district in the
island of Sumatra, situated inland
from the bay of Tapanooly. It consists of the space between Silindung
and Toba, an elevated tract of country apparently thirty miles long by
twenty broad, bounded on the northeast by Toba, on the north-west by
a range of lofty mountains running
east and west, on the south-west by
Silindang, and on the south-east by
a broken hilly tract, extending southward to the hill of Angkola. The
whole plain is free from wood, and
in 1822 presented a wide field of
verdure, with detached straw huts
and patches of mountain rice.--(Burton and Ward, &c.)

Buxnk fBagaar).-A
town and
fortress in the province of Bahar,
district of Shahabad, situated on the
east side of the Ganges, fifty-eight
miles E.N.E. from Benares. The fort
is constructed on a small mound of
conker soil, which here projects into
the river, and no where from hence
to the sea does the Ganges flow
through so confined a channel. The
works are kept in good repair, and
garrisoned by Sepoy invalids.
A celebrated victory was gained
here in October 1764 by the British
forces under Major (afterwards Sir
Hector Munro, over the united armies o Shuja ud Dowlah and Cossim
Khan. The first consisted of 856
Europeans and 6,215 sepoys, of
whom eighty-seven Europeans and
712 sepoys were killed and wounded.
The combined army was computed at
40,000 men, 2,000 of whom are supposed to have been slain in the battle. The flight of the allies was so
tumultuous that they did not stop at
Buxar, but hastened to a nullah beyond it, which being full, many were
drowned and slaughtered in attempting to pass. The plunder was great,
as they left their tents standing; and
their whole train of artillery, consisting of 133 pieces, of various sizes
was taken. A native historian (Gholaitm Hossein) describes the camp of'
the two chiefs while advancing in
the following terms: " a bridge of
boats being thrown over the Ganges,
the allied armies began their n~arch,
in numbers not to be reckoned ; but,
from the ignorance of their commanders and want of discipline, murdering and plundering each other. I t
was not an army, but rather a moving
nation." Travelling distance from
Benares seventy miles, from Calcutta
by Moorshedabad 485 miles, by Birboom 408 miles.-(Gholauna Hoaaein,
Fullarton, Rennell, Qc.)
BUXEDWAR
(Bakahedwara).-Aremnrktrble pass leading from the belt
of low land that separates Cooch Bahar from Bootan; lat. 16O 52' N.,
Ion. 89O 38' E., eighty miles north by
east from the town of Rungpoor in
Bengal. Buredwar is a spot of great
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BYTUBNEE.
BYRAGHUB
(Va+gLr).-A
town
natural strength, and W i g a frontier
station in t h ~ squarter, has also been in the province of Gundwana, sevenrendered strong by art. In 1783 the ty-five miles S.W. from Sumbhnlvillage consisted of ten or twelve poor ; let. W 18' N., Ion. 8aO 55' E.
houses, invisible until the moment of This place formerly belon ed to
entrance. I t stands on a second ta-' Chanda, and the country stifi bears
ble of levelled rock, upon wbich thlrt name, although they subsequeatthere in very little mil; yet it is co- '' ly became eeparate governments. In
vered with verdure in consequence of 1794 it contained 300 thatched and
its sheltered position, surrounded on tiled heusea, and waa considered by
three sides by lofty mountains, and the Mahsrattas, to whom it then
open only to the south, where the belonged, as a strong lace. I t had
prospect looks down on BengaL The then a stone fort on tge north-west
country, coming from the south, con- side, under the east face of which
tinues fiat to the foot of the Buxed- rune the Kobr r, a stream that
joinsTe Wainy or Raumwar hill. The ascent to Santara- aft.e~~ards
bary is easy, but the road afterwards gunga. At the above date Byrvhur
becomes abrupt and precipitous; yet was a place of some traffic, prmcithe hills are covered with trees to pally in cotton from the interior,
their summits. At Santarabary are which was camed to the seecoast of
extensive orange groves, and rasp the northern circars, and exchanged
k r r y bushes are found in
jungles, for salt, betel, and cocoa-nuts.--(J.
B. Blunt, 4.c.)
--(Cap& Turner, &c.)
BUXWAH.-Atown in the province
BY~AGRUB.-A
large village in the
of Allahabad, twenty milesnorth-west province of Ajmeer, district of Hsrfrom Huttah ;lat. 24' 15'N., Ion. 79" rowty, which in 1820 contained l m
inhabitants; five milea west from DiC
16' E.
lanpoor.
BUXYGUNGP
(~akrhe~anj). A
BY~AMGRAUT.-A
town in the protown in the province of Bengal, district of Dinagepoor, eighty-four miles vince of Oude, situated on the west
side of the Gocera. thirtv-six miles
N.N.E. from Moorshedabad.
N.E. from ~ u c z o ;
k lat: Go6' N,,
BYDELL.-A town and small per- lon. 81' 21' E.
gunnah in the province of Bengal,
BYRATE.-A pass in northern Hinninety-five miles north from Moorshedabad; lat. !ZiO32' N., Ion. 8S0 dostan, thirty-seven miles east by
north from Nahan, and 7,bW feet
1VE.
above the level of the sea; lat. 300
BYGONBABBY
(vakan&ha Bari).36' N., Ion. 77' W E.
A town in the province of Bengal,
BYERIA.-A town in the province
district of Mymunsingh, situated on
the west side of the Brahmaputra, of Malwa, sixteen miles from Oojein.
seventy-five miles north by east from In 1820 it had a good bazar, and conDacca ; lat. a40 46' N., lon, DO0 E. tained about 1,000 houses.--(Mu,!This place wau the headquarters of cdm, 4.c.)
the dlstrict for mme time after ire
BYTUBNEE
(VaiLwani) RIVER.formation, but at present the actual
residence of the judse and magistrate A river of Cuttack, which ranks second after the Mahanuddy. I t rises .
is at Nussembad, eight miles furtber in
the mountainous region of Chuta.
wuth. In 1891 it contained one in- Nagpoor,
in the proplnce of Bahar,
digo feetory.
and aRer a course of between 300
BYOEAM.-A town in the Hyders- and 400 miles, and receiving various
bad province, forty-nine miles north contributary streams, joins the Bay
from Cummumait; lat. 17O57'N., lon. of Bengal a little to the north of
80° 24' E.
Point Pa1myras.--( Fdkrton, &.)
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With rerpect to its geography, the
modern province of Cabill (occasionCnno.-A
rocky promontory a t ally named Zabulistan) is divided into
the western extremity of the island two arts, separated by a ridge of
of G o 5 opposite to the fort of A\- very ligh mountains, usually covered
uarda, and the site of the ancient with snow, which runs from east to
kortuguese church and inonastery of west from the neighbourhood of
Nostm Senhora del Cabo. This spot Ghizni to that of Deenkote. Distant
eommands a magnificent view of the 88 the time is, however, so little has .
harbour of Goa on the one side, it been explored, that the best cleand on the other the bay of Marma- scription of this romantic country,
p a , studded with islets and white the cradle of so many of the connlonsetic buildings. There are also querors of Hindostan, is that given
several large convents between this by the Emperor Baber, in his. perpoint and Panjim, or new Goa, while sonal memoim, where he treats of
the intermediate countr presents his adventures from A.D. 1500 to
ene continued grove o d cocoa-nut 1510. The northern tract is nanied
trees.--(Fullarton, 4c.)
Lughmanat, the southern Bungishat,
each having one or more consideraCABUL.
ble streams intersecting their whole
The kingdom of Cabul, while flou- length. The valley of the Cabul ririahing, comprehended the greater ver separates the southern projecpart of Afghanistan ; but at present tion of the Hindoo Cosh, from the
is difficult t o establish its limits, or Soliman niountains on the south; the
men its existence. Assuming its ex- interval having the appearance of a
tent as described by Mr. Elphinstone breach in a continued chain once
in 1809, we find it bounded on tlie formed by these ridges. The breach
east by Hindostan (where it por- between them is in some places
sessed Cashmere, and some tracts on twenty-five miles wide. This valley
the left bank of the Indusj; on the towards the cast is occupied by hills
south it may be roughly consider- that stretch from mountain to ulouned (including tributary countries) as tain, but with inferior elevation.
bounded by the sea; on the west a de- West of these hills is Jellalabad, and
sert extends a l o n ~the whole frontier; still further west the surfiice rises no
its northern limit is marked by the much, that although Gundumak he
mountains of the Eastern Caucasus. in a valley with respect to the southAcaording to the nomenclature of ern projection, or to the lofty emithe latest maps, it includes Afghanis- nences of Soliman, it is on a moui~.
tan and Segistan, with part of Kho- tain when compared to Jellalabad.
rasan and Mekran ; Bulk, with To- The Cabul river flows through the
karistan and Kilan, Caffristan, Cabul, centre of this space, and into its
Candahar, Sinde, and Cashmere, to- basin all the vallies in this quarter of
gether with a portion of Lahore, and Hindoo Cosh o en.
The aspect o Cabul is highly diverthe greater part of Mooltan. The
total populatron of these exten~ive nified, being an aggregate of snowy
r e g b s , in 1809, was estimated by mountains, moderate sized hills, and
&lr.El hinstone at fourte)en millions, extensive plains and forests ; but from
the city of Cabul to the Indus there
in the Lllqwing proportions, viz.
Afghans
4,300,000 is an invariable deficiency of rood.
Balooches
1,00U,OOO The principal towns are Cabul, PeshaTartar* of all descriptions 1,300,000 wer (the modern capital), and GhizP+s
and Ta'iks
1,500,000 ni. The central districts about the
H*dayie8
/Cashme- S,7m,oW first, possessing few Indian commodities, receive sugar andcottoncloths,
M s , Juts, &c.)
Mimdaneous tribes
300,000 mostly from Peshawer, whither they
send Ieathcr, iron, and tobacco. To
Total
14,00U,OOO Cantlahar are exported iron, leather,
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and lamp 4, whence the returns are tan. I t standv in a plain abundantly
made in sundry manufactures of Persia and Europe. The Tartars of
Bokhara bring to Cabul the horses of
Turkistan, furs, and hides; the latter
resembling those in Europe termed
B u l m ; the proceeds are invested in
indigo and other productions of Hindostan.
In A.D.SQ, when Cvbul was invaded by Sebuctaghi. the first sovereignef the Ghizni dynasty, the eastern section of the province, although
west of the Indus, was still occupied
by Hindoos, subject to a prince of
that digion named Jypal, whose capital was named Batinda, and whose
dominions extended in a north-west
direction to Lughmanat, and in a
souline from Casl~mezeto
MooIran. The whole was finally subdued by Sultan Mahmood about A.D.
1008, and its subsequent history will
be found under the articles Ghieni
and Afghanistan I n modern times,
Cabul attracted attention in 1809,
when the French projected the invasion of Hindostan through the Afghan
dominions, to counteract which, Mr.
Elphiastone was sent to Peshawer
by the Ben@ government, and concluded arrangements which complete11 neutralized the projected expeditaon In 1826 Cabul was partitioned amongst the sons of the late
Vizier Futteh Khan, who were always
a t variance.-(ElpAitutone, Farrter,
RenneU, tjc.)
CABUL-A city ofAfghanistan, the
cal~italof the Cabul province; lat.
34' 10' N., Ion. 6B0 15' E. By Abul
Fazel, in 1583, it is described as follows : Cabul is a ver ancient and
beautiful city, of whid Puaheng is
said to be the founder. There are
double walls of considerable strength,
oa he south-east side of a small hill
named Shah Cabul. From eady antiquity Cabd andcandahar have been
reckoned the p t e s o f Hindostan ;one
&ording entrance from Tooraun, the
other from Iran."
The modern city of Cabul is the
capital, and usually the residence of
the Durruny sovereigns of Afghanis-

wateredsand interspersed with walled
villages. I t is divided by the Cabul
river, and in its vicinity has many
groves and gardens, especi~tllyon the
north and west. The most pleasing
spot is t h tomb of the Emperor Baber, which stands Dn the top of a hill
over the city, commanding a noble
view. The town i s ccmpact and
handsome, but not of great nrapnitutle. It is enclosed on three s ~ d e s
by tl semicirck of low hilla, protected
on the top by a wall of iittk strength,
On the east there is an o ening, fortified by a rampart, an! here tbe
principal road enters by a gate, after
passing over t h e river on cr bridge.
The Bdla Hissar, which stands on
that portion of the hill north of h e
mtrance, is a kind of citadel, coataining the king's patace, and there is
also a n upper citadel used as a state
prison.
Ali Merdan Khan, a celebmted
Mogul sovereign of Jehangir's reign,
erected ia the centre b u r spacious
bazars, two stories high, m h e d over,
and supplied with fountains, now
choked up with filth. Owing to the
frequency of earthquakes, most of the
other buildings are of wood The
bazars are well supplied; and the
town, while the seat of governmuit,
was an emporium of coasiderabk
trade, frequently crowded with Usbeck Tartars, resembling in feoture
the Chinese and Malays, but with a
harsher expression. Here is oleo tu
be found acolony of Armenians, c a p
tured by Nadir Shah during his Turkish campaigns. Many Hindoos frequent Cnbul, mostly from Peshawer ;
and as by their industry they contribute greatly to its prosperity, they
are carefully cherished by the Afghan
government.
This city being lower than Ghizni,
and more enclosed by hills, does not
suffer so much from extreme cold,
the winter not being severe, while it
is steadier than the winter of England; but, on the other hand, the
heat of summer is much more intense.
The climate and scenery of Cebul
have been celebrated by mwy poets
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of Persia and Hindoswn, who extol mountains are a branch of these, callthe beaut and abundance of its flow- ed the Garrow mountains ; those in
ers and fmits, the latter of which, the south and south-east are a contiwhen dried, are transported to the nuation of the Tipera hills, which
remotest parts of India. Travelling aRer stretching northward as far as
distance from Delhi, 839 miles ;from Cos oor, turn abruptly to the west
Agra, 976 ; from Lucknow, 1,118 ; untif they meet the Brahmaputra.
The height of these hills is from 600
qnd from Calcutta, 1,815 miles.to 1,000 feet; but the faces of some
I Elnhinrtone. Forter, RenneU,.&c.)
island about of them towards the west being pretwenty-one
in lewh by fifteen cipitous, man small waterfalls are
~ i mountains there
bradth, bil,g due south of the seen. ~ h r o uthese
are said to be three passes, practicable
lat. &O
limb of
at all seasons of the year : two lead$ ,Ion. l e i 0 63' E.
ing to Dharmapoor, and the thud to
Cosnoor. So savaee and inaccessible
CACHAR/ o r H a i r d o ) . --The
pmvince of Cachar, or more properly a cduntry requires"few artificial fortiHairumbo, lies within lat. 94' to !VO fications, yet there are said to be some
N., and From 9%" to 94' E., compre- redoubts and stockades. About forty
hending an area of about 140 miles miles to the south-east of Cospoor
from north to south, and ahout 100 are the Bhavani mountains, through
from east to west ; on the north it ia which there is a pas8 lending
bounded by the Brahmaputra river to Munipoor and the kingdom of
and kingdom of Assam ; ou the west A v a
by the territory of Gentiah; on the
Thls country being much overrun
south b Silhet and Tipera ; while with 'ungle, there is a great want of
eastwarcf it extends to the small prin- pracf~ableroads This, however, as
cipality of Munipoor., .The ancient far as commerce is concerned, is comand peculiar distinctive name of this pensated by the internal navigation
territory is Hairumbo, although the the Barak affords, along which the
inhabitants are described as Cacha- British troops and stores always
ries. The province comprehends two moved in boats. The breadth of this
divisions, that of Cachar Proper, river varies in different parts of its
which borders on Bengal ;and that of course; at Tilyn it is 150yards broad,
Dharma OOF, which lies north of the but where the road from Attingah
main ri&e of mountains, which are to Acquee crosses it, o~llyseventy
discult to pass. The ancient capital yards. In the dry season it is fordof Hairumbo was Grobarge, situated able in many places, but soon after
about lat. 25' 45' N., and twenty the commencement of the rains it
miles north from Cospoor, the mo- rises rapidly, and has then thirty to
dern capital. I t is separated from forty feet depth of water. At Ilchar,
Silhet by theDullasery nullah and the near Doodpotlee, a number of broken
Soorma or Barak river.
rocks reach qcioss the channel, and
Theprincipal rivers of Hairumbo are during the dry senson cause rapids ;
thecapili and the Barak, both ofwhich but in the rains they are covered with
speng in the eastern monntains, an& twenty feet of water. The Barak beult~matelyjoin the Megna, carrying gins to rise so early asFebruary ; but
with them the waters of nearly all meeting no check from the Megna,
the smaller streams. The tract of runs ~Eimmediately,so that there is
country lying under the mountains no permanent inundation until the
abounds with bogs and marshes, and beginning of June, after which the
during the rainy season presents se- country remains almost impracticable
veral large sheets of water. The for an army until November ;indeed,.
mountains are covered with forest from the middle of that month until
trees, long grass jungles and occa- the end of February is the only fit
sionally bamboos. The northern season for military operations.
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' The population of
Hairumbo is
scanty in proportion to its area ; one
estimate, probably much ex gerated,
states it a 80,000 families. ?he most
populous tract is in the level country adjacent to Dharmapoor, and in
the parts most contiguous to Bengal.
The revenues of Hairumbo were formerly estimated at one lack of rupees
per annum, but in 1817 had dwindled
down to 30,000 rupees. Amon other
sources of revenue to the &tchar
Raja are the produce of certain saltpits, which not only furnish a qnantity equal to the wants of the principality, but also a surplus for exportatlon. The other exports consist of
commodities the indigenous product$
of the country, such as the coarse
silk named Moong and Tusser, wax,
cotton, timber, I~mestone,and iron
ore, which last the have not yet
learned the art to &se and convert
into a metallic state.
The inhabitants of both sexes are
strong and robust, with countenances
more of a Chinese than Bengalese aspect, and in complexion fairer than
the lattet ; they have no peculiar
written character, having borrowed
that of Bengal, as well as its language.
The original Hairumbian dialect is
said to have been monosyllabic, but
it may be said to be now extinct;
such of the inhabitants as can read
apply themselves principally to the
Iegendary and mythological poems
of Bengal. The Cacharies are a numerous tribe, who are scattered over
this quarter of Asia, although the
name is usually limited to the petty
state of Cachar, which although fertile, is thinly inhabited, and much
overgrown with jungle. Before the
reign of Hari Chandra, about A.D.
1780, the distinction of caste was unknown ;but during his reign the brahminical system of r e l i o n was introduced, and of course the sacerdotal
superiority. Durga, the wife of Siva,
is the principal object of adoration,
under various characters, but more
especially under that of Cali, a destructive female energy, whom they
are said occasionally to propitiate
with human sacrifices ; the guardian

deity, however, of Hairumbo is said
to be Ramchandra.
Cachar was first invaded 'by the
Burmese in 1774, during the reqn of
Shembuan ; but their troop8 being
seized with the jungle fever, a disease
fatally known to the British army,
the detachment was dispersed, cut off
in detail, or prished by disease. A
second expedition from Ava was more
~uccessful,the Raja being so intimidated that besides the payment of a
sum of money, he engaged to send a
niaiden and also a tree with the roots
bound in the native clay, as an unequivocal mark of subjugation. I t is
probable that the Burmese soon after
evacuated this unprofitable country,
as we do not hear of them until 1810,
when they again interfered with the
affairs of Cachar, having previously
placed Marjeet on the throne as a
tributary. 111 1810 they summoned
him to Ava: but declining compliance,
Munipoor was captured by the Burmese, and Majeet retiring into Cachar with 5,000 followers, expelled
Govind Chandra (who had in his service Gumbheer Singh, the brother
of Marjeet, who betrayed him),
who fled into the British territories.
Choorjeet (the brother of Marjeet
and Gumbheer Siugh) afterwards expelled all the others and governed
Cachar for five years. In 1823, finding himself quite unable to control
his own sub'ects or resist the Burmese, he o k e r d to place Cachar
under the British protection, which
was conceded ; but before the treaty
could be concluded, he (Majeet) was
expelled by Gumbheer Singh, and retired to Silhet. The negociation was
renewed with Gumbheer Sing; but
after much evasion he withheld his
consent, even when a Burmese invasion was impending, confiding in the
natural difficulties of his country, and
believing that he would always be
sure of the aid of the British government. It was then determined to restore the legitimate raja, .Govind
Chandra, the des'cendant of Raja
Krishna Chandra, who had governed
Cachar for forty years, and assign
pensions to the Munipoor bothers,

'RISTAN.
Marjeet and Gumbheer Singh, the
last of wholo, on the advance of the
Burmese, in January 1824, fled into
Silhet. A Briti~hdetachment now
penetrated the Cachar province, and
after several sharp ~ ~ c t ~ o espelkd
ns,
the Burmese, who subsequently at
the treaty of Yandaboo, relinquished
all pretensions to the province or
any right of interference; its Raja
then became wholly dependent onBntish protection, for which he agreed
t o pay o tribute of 10,000 rupees er
aanum.--(Friend to Intlin, P d I k
Journolr, Sptex, gc.)
CACHAR.-Atown of India beyond
the Ganges, province of Tunq~fm,of
whieh it is said to be the nlodern
capital. It stands on the river Tunquin, about 140 miles from itn mouth.

the ridge that proceedr to the wesf,
until it diiappears among the Puepamiean mountains.
The whole alpine region of Caffristan conaist. of snowy mountains,
deep pine forests, with smalI but fertile vaneys, which produce large
qnantities of gra m, both wild and
cultivated, and krnish pastnre for
sheep and cnttle, while the hills subsist numerous flocka of goats. Grain,
as an artiek of food, is inferior both
iii quantity and importance, the commonest Ends being wheat and mglet.
The roads are only fit for foot tratrnveIlere, and are often interrupted
by rivers and torrents, which are
aoacred either on stationary wooden
bridges, or by bridges swinging on
ropes made of the pliant withes o f
some tree. The villages are buih on
CAFFRISTAY.-Anelevated region the slopes of hilla, so that the roof
to the north of the Cabul dominions, of one bouse forms the path leading
which occupies n great part of theHin- to the one above it. The valleys are
doo Cosh mountains, and a portion said to be well-peopled : that of the
of those of Beloot Taugh. On the Caniojee tribe,eontnining ten villages,
north-east it isbounded by Cash r; had one named CarndePh consisting
on the north by Badukshan ; a n r o n of 600 bouses.
the north-west by Koondooz, in Bulk.
This people are named Caffres o r
On the west it has Inderaub and infidels by their Mahomedan neighKhost, also in Bulk,nnd the Cohist~n bours, and their country CRRristan ;
of Cabul ;on the east it extends for but amon themselves have no genea great distance towards the north of ral name for their own nation, being
Cashmere, where its boundary is not divided into many tribes, each havdistinctly nseertained. There is a ing its pecuIiar dosiption. The
curve which is observed from the hlahoniedans d one divisioo black
south of Hindoo Cosh, which rises infidels, and another white infitlels ;
over Bijore. TlJs projection, with but both epithets are taken from
the nearest portion of Hindoo Cosh their dress, the Caffrm being noted
atid some of the xieighbouring bninch- for their fnirness, and the beauty of
es, is inhabited by the Siapath, or their con~plexion. Those of the
black-wearing Cafies. The ascent largest division wear a sort of vest
t o their country leads along frightful of black goat skins, while the lesser
precipices, and through deep and nar- dress in white cotton. There are
row chssms,where the traveller is en- several dialects among the Caffres,
dangered by the rocky fragments that which have many words in common,
roU down from above,either loosened all having a near connexion with the
by the wind and rain, or by the goats Sanscrit, which derivation renders
and other wild animals that browze their conjectured Greek or' in exon the overhanging cliffs. Thetie tremely improbable, neither
their
Caffres inhabit narrow, but rich and traditions furnish any satkfactory acpleasant spots, producing abundance count of their origin. The most
of grapes, and for the most part sur- credible is, that they were expelled
mounted by snowy peaks. The Caf- by the Mahomedans from the neighfre country extends beyond the west- bourhood of Candahar, at which era
w n angle formed by tho curve, and they are said to have consisted of
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h u r tribe% named Camore, Hilar,
Silar, and Comoje. The three first
are reported to have become converts
to the Mahomedan religion ; while
the last, adhering to its ancient rites,
migrated from their native countryOne peculiarity among the Caffre arrangement of numbers is, that they
count by scores instead of hundreds,
and that their thousand (which they
call by the Persian and Afghan name)
consists of 400, or twenty score.
By their neighbours, t l ~ eAfghans,
the Caffres are said to believe in one
God, mmed by the villagers of Camdesh, Imra, and by those of Tsokooe, Dagun; but they also worship
many idols, which they say represent
great men of former days, who intercede with the Deity in favour of
their votaries; in this respect coinciding with the Jains and Buddhists
The idols are of stone or wood, and
always represent men or women,
mounted or on foot ; the Caffre pantheon, however, is not of difficult
accesa I11 Camdesh. one of the
largest villages, a principal inhabitant,
renowned for his hosnitalitv and eood
cheer, duriug his lire-timd erecred a
statue to himself, which on his deeense was as much worshipped as
any of the more ancient gods by his
tribe venerated. This facility of deification must au,mnent the aggregate
number of gods, but many must be
confined to particular localities 11nd
tribes : accordingly the gods of Camdesh appear quite different from
those of Tsokooe, although there is
one common to both. The chief
gods or deified heroes of Camdesh
are, 1st. Bugheesh (probably Bhagesa or Baechus); 2d. Mani, who expelled Yoosh, or the evil principle,
from the world; 3d. Urrum; 4th.
Pursoo; 5th. Geesh ; 6th. seven bro. thers; having the appellation of Paradik, who were created fron~a golden
tree, and had golden bodies; 7th.
seven golden brothers of the same
description ; 8th. Koomyee, by Mahomedans called the wife of Adam ;
9th. Dessaunee, the wife of Geesh ;
10th. Dohee ; 11th. Surijoo (probably
the sun) ; 12th. Nishtee.
-

~

On the other hand the gods of
Tsokooe are Maunde (perhaps Mani
befwementioned), Marraiet, Murrasooree, and Indeijee (probably the
Hindoo deity Indra); and, like there
names, many of their rites have rn
Hindoo character 8 but their eating
beef end sprinkling with blood, even
that of cows, cannot be r e o o d e d
with the Brahminical religion, although fire be a requisite at every
ceremony, and some of their idols
have a resemblance to the lingam or
emblem of Siva. The C&es have a
hereditary priesthood, but their influence is not great. They detest
fish, which,from the inland and mountai~lousnature of their country, they
can but seldom have an opportunity
of seeing; but they hold no other
animal impure, eating indiscriminatcly beef, mutton, and the flesh ofbears.
Their festivals are often accompanied
with a sacrifice, and always with a
feast, but many of their other e e r e
monies have no connexion with r e
ligion. A wik is procured by purchase from the father, which s o m e
times amounts to twenty cows. The
&males are not concealed. Adultery
is not much regrobated, althou*
there is a punishment enacted for it.
Besides their wives, the rich inhabitants of Caffristan have male and female slaves, who are also Caffres,
for in their wars with the Mahomedans they take no prisoners. Some
of these slaves are captured in battle
from hostile tribes; others from trilles
with which they are a t peace; but
the greater ~roportioubekong to their
own tribe, ~t being quite common for
powerful men to seize on children,
and either sell them t o the Mahomedans, or retain them for their own
service. A person who loses Ms relations is soon made a slave. The
Afghans purchase Caffies for slaves,
and some are made prisoners by the
Yusephzei tribe on the. borders of
Caffristan ; but the trade between the
two countries is in other respects
trifling. The captives are generally
females, who are much sought after
on account of the remarkable bOR~lty
of their nation. .

The civil axid.pdliticld gwernment their d m md pcatlg ta custom, the
of the C d r a h almost wholly un- Caffrea cannot sit like other
known. I t i s nncertain whether a ti-, M) that r h e o forced to sit on
not there are any magistrntes; the the p n n d they are compelled to
probability H that there are none, rtrctch out their
like Europeans.
and that the public business ia car- The rtoolr are I B !of~ wicker-work,
ried on by the c h i men of each and they have alro beds construeted
tribe, where the law of retaliation io of wood and thongs of neat's h t h e r .
h l y established. They have no Their food in uruplly cheese, butter,
bonorar titles, but have borrowed and milk, with bread, or a aort of
h a t o l khan from the Af+r
suet pudding; but they also eat flesh,
Their property oonsietr mostly of which they prefer half raw. Their
cattle and slaves. In 1810, at the fruits are walnuts, grapes, apples, aIvillage of Carndesh, one rieh nun monds, and a sort of wild apricot.
p a s 4 800 g a t e , 300 oxen, and Both sexem are said to drink wine tu
eight families of slaves. Among the great exceM3 of this they have three
Mack-weari
C a e s , the d r w of kinds, red, white, and dark-coloured,
the lower 2
a
t
s
e
a consiste of four beaiden a sort of a jelly consistence,
goat skim, two forming a vest, aud and very strong. They drink during
the other two a sort of petticoat, meals, and when elevated become
with the hair outdde. Until they quarrelsome. They are d l exceedhave slain a Mahomedan they go ingly hwpitable, hunt but littie, their
bareheaded, shave their heads ex- favourite amusement being dandng,
aept a long tuft on the crown, and which is prosecuted with great vehewear beards four or fire inchen long. mence by all ages and sexes. Their
The dress of rhe women diiers little inatrumenta are a pipe and tabor,
from that of the men, except that their music quick, wild, and varied.
their hair ir plaited on the top of
One of the moat distinguishing
their heads, with a mall cap over it, characteristics of the nation, is their
round which is a turban. They have unceasing war with the nei hbouring
d s o silver ornaments, and many Mahomedanr. The latter $uently
cowry shells. Botti sexes have mu- invade their territoriesh small parrings, ringa round their necks, and ties, and car7 off slaves ; but about
bracelets, sometimes of silver, but 1780 a apecles of general crusade
p o r e frequently of pewter or brass. against them was undertaken. The
The CalEe funerals diier in many Khan of Badukshan, one of the
r i n m of Cashgar, the Padshah
respects from those of o h r nations.
king) of Cooner, the Bauz of Bijore,
When an individual dies he is dresa.
ed m hin best clothea, extended on a and several Yusephzei Khans, having
bed, and his weapon@placed b e s i i confederated, formed a junction in
him. A h being carried about for the heart of the Caffre country; but
mme time bv his relations. the male they were unable to retain possesQ c i q and6inging, and ihe female sion, and compelled to evacuate with
h e n t a w , he is shut UD in a coffin and considerable loss. The,Caf&eweapom
depomdin the open' air under the are a bow about four and a half feet
shade of trees, or some other ep long with R leathern string, and light
arrows of reed with barbed heads,
prapriate situation.
The Csifre dwelling-houses are .p which they sometimap poison. They
=ally of wood, and they have others wear a dagger on the right side and
where they keep their cheeses, dari- a sharp knife on the leR, along with
l e d butter, wine, and vinegar. In which they carry a flint, and tinder
every home there is a wooden bench made of bark. They have also befixed to the wall with a low back to gun to learn the use of swords a d
it, and there are stools shaped lie firegws from their Afghan neighdrum, but smaller in the mid& bours. Sometimes they attack their
than a t the ends. Partly owing to enemy openly, but their usual made
'
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is by .mbuh md eurprb. On many
occasions they give ao quarter, but
their chief glory is the dertmction
of a Mahomedan, as until a young
Caffre has performed this exploit be
is precluded from d o u s privileges.
Their customs in this respect and
wme others greatly resemble thorw
of the Oarrow mountaineers on the
northeastern frontier of Bengal. In
solemn dances, in the feetivah ofNuminaut, each man wears a turban,
into which a long feather is stuck
for every Mahornedan he has slain ;
the number of bells which he is authorized to wear round his waist is
also regulated in the same ratio.
A Caffre who has not killed his man,
is not permitted during the dance to
flourish his axe above his head.
Such aa have the good luck to kill a
Mahomedan are visited and congratulated by their neighbours, and have
aflerwards a right to wear a little
red woollen cap, or cockade, tied to
his head ; those who have slain many
may erect a high pole before their
doors, in which are holes to receive
a pin for every Mahomedan the
owner has destroyed, and a ring for
each he has wounded. I t is said,
however, that notwithstanding the
inveteracy of their hatred, they
sometimes conclude a truce or peace
with the Mahomedans, accompanied
by strange ceremonies.
Such are the principal details that
have reached us of the manners and
customs of these Asiatic Caffrw;
but as the information comes t o us
through the medium of the neighbouring Mahomedans, at once the
objects and narrators of the alleged
barbarities, it must be received with
cossiderable allowance for exaggeration, more especially ias the same
authorities inform us that the Caffres are in general a harmless, affectionate, warm-hearted people, who,
although quick and passionate, are
easily appeased,and nsturallygay and
sociable, and kind even to Mahomedans, whom they admit as guests to
ahare their hospitality. By old Mahomedan writers this tract is frequently termed Kuttore, and the ex-

pedition of Timour to the nlountains
of Kuttore is articularly related by
She"fMin. &om his narrative, ~t
appear0 that Timour first roceeded
from Badukshan to ICawui or K h e
wick, the furthest or most eastern
of the passes leading through the
Hindoo Cosh mountains into the
province of Cabnl. In' order to arrive at the fortress of Kuttore he
erosaed several ranges of high mountains, rising one above the other,
some of them covered with snow.
The fortress waa situated at the foot
of the further range, having a river
of areat d e ~ t hand ra~iditvclose under-its walis.-(~&hi:nrtor$,t, r9.c.)
CAGGAR
RIVER.-The Camphylis,
now Cambali, is a considerable stream
four miles west of Ambala, in the
Delhi province towards Sirhind, and
it falls into the Dreshadvati now the
Caggar, which is the comn~ondivision of the east and north-west divisions of Hindostan, according to a
passage in the commentaries on the
Vedas.--( Wilfurd, $c.)
CAHLOBB( ~ d a l a r ) . A m a l l
principality (named by Abul Fazel
Ghahlore) in northern Hindostan, situated on both banks of the Sutuleje, the capital of which, Belaspoor,
stands in lat. 31" 14'N., lon. 76a 43'
E., seventy miles N.E. from Ludeeana. Its chief is also frequently
named the Belaspoor Raja.
In 1803the possessions of CahIore
were reduced to the capital and pergunnah of Tuhawat, the rest having
been seized by the Hindoor Raja.
Subsequently, by the assistance of
the Gorkhas, Raja Mahachund of
Cahlore recovered all the twelve lordships, and restored the principality t o
nearly its former magnitude ; but in
1807 Runjeet Singh of Lahore again
stripped him of a large portion of his
territory. During tbe Nepaulese war,
the country of Belaspoor was left entirely at the mercy of the British
m y , when General Ochterlony offered terms to the Cahlore Raja, who
had adhered to the Gorkhas with exemplary fidelity : which he joyfully
accepted, and having ever since per-
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formed his new duties with punctuality, has heeu exempted from tribute. In 1816, Cahlore possessed
on the east of the Sutuleje (the only
tract guaranteed by the British government) the forts of Ruttunghur,
Bahadurghur, Futtehpoor, Taem,
and Mookur. The revenues beyond
the Sutuleje were estimated at 39,000
rupees, east of it 18,000, making a
total of 60,000 rupees. The inhabitants of this little principality are
of a more martial disposition than
those of Hindoor and Baghol. Every
Cahlorian zemindarpossesses osword,
and almost .ever village contains
some fire-arms.>~ieut. Ross, I'ublic
MS. Documents, 4 c.)
CAILAS
MOUNTAIKS.-T~~S
ridge of
high mountains is situated about the
31st degree of north latitude, slanting
to the north-west and south-east, and
almost parallel to tlie Himalaya, hut
its eastern and western limits are unknown. West from lake R4anasarovara for about two hundred miles,
the separation is very distinctly marked by the course of the Sutuleje, the
intervening space, from thirty to forty
miles in breadth, being the valley
through which that river flows to the
north-west, until it winds t o the
south, and penetrates the Himalaya
at lat. 33" north. It has been thought
by some that the northern ridge is
distinguished by the name of Cnilas,
while the southern retains that of Himalaya, but the mountaineers make
no such distinction. They, as well
as the dwellers on the picins, appear
to call every high place crowned with
snow, Cailas, and apply it ec(ually to
the southern and to the northern
ridge.
I t is probable that the Cailas range
is little, if at all. loftier than the
Himalaya; hut behind the surface
evidently declines, as the waters there
havea northerly course throu h Tartary towards the icy sea of Asia.
A lofty peak on the north-west, covered with never-melting snow, is
supposed to be the favourite throne
of Siva, who must find it rather a
cool scat at any seasgn of the year.

Some mountain torrents rise in the
Cailas range, and disembogue into
the Rawan Hrnd lake. The principal of these are the Siva G u n g , the
Gauri Ganga, the Dharchan Gadra,
and the Catyayani.
The portion of Tibet between the
Cailas and Himalaya mountains apears to be a sort of oblong table&nd, .yet studded with irregular hills
and ndges, some covered with everlasting snow, others only partially
concealed, but the whole bare of verdure, rocky and barren. The intervening vallies are of a better descrip
tion, and afford, during the height of
summer and beginning of autumn,
pasttirage to the flocks of the inhabitants, who, with the exception of
a few g l u m s (monks) and their associates, seem to be migratory, as on
the approach of winter they seek refuge with their cattle in a milder
climate. During the whole summer
the heat is such ns to admit of their
raising a small quantity of grain, but
not sufficient even for the few inhabitants of this desolate region ; which
on the other hand is rich in gold, and
probably other n~etals, and steams
with springs, hot, saline, calcareous,
and sulphurous. This tract also includes the two holy lakes of Manasarovara, and Rawan'rr Hrad, and
with the Hindoos the whole is sacred ground, on account of its sterile
soil, horrible climate, and difficult
access.
CAITHAL.-A town in the province
of Delhi, which in 1817 was the
principal town and residence of the
Seik chief Bylul Singh ; lat. B04Y
N. It is mentioned as one of the
marches of Timour on his route from
Samana to Delhi.---(Caplain Hodgson,

%..I
CAJORI
RIVER.-A large branch of
the Mahanuddy river, which separates
at Cuttock, and terminates principally
in the Alankar, which is deep and
narrow, and pursues a singularly
winding course, until it is lost amidst
a variety of . lesser ramifications.
About half way between Cuttack and
tlic sea the C ~ j o r isends o f a large
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branch, which after dividing, donbling Besides those Chineso who are otheron itself, and again branching out wise occupied, it is said that within
into a labyrinth of fantastical intri- the three states of Pahang, Tringanu,
cacies, enters the sea at last in a and Calantan, 15,000 are engaged in
broad channel, about forty miles working the gold mines, from which
north of the black pagoda, under the they extract to the value of 420,000
appellation of the Debnuddy. Ano- dollars yearly. A great portion of
ther large stream leaves the Maha- this goes to Singapoor, and another
nuddy opposite to Cuttack, and after- across the mountains to Panaog and
wards separates into three principal Ma1acca.-(Singapoor Chronicle,
streams, the Bhargabi, Daya, and
CALAMUNDEEGHUR.-A
f0ttreSSOCKusl~adra,which flow south, inclining
a little to the east. The last enters cupying the summit of a high mounthe sea between the black pagodn and tain in the province of Bejapoor,
Jueernauth. The two first uniting about twenty-three miles traveuing
agaln into one channel, discharge distance west of Belgaum. I t was
their waters into the Chilka lake, acquired from the Peshwa, and in
called by different names at different 1820 was garrisoned by a small party
stages of their course, and finally the of British sepoys. At the base of
Harchundi. During the heavy rains the mountain stands the hamlet of
9 c.)
of 1817, the waters of the Cajori rose Patna.-(Pullarton,
eighteen feet in one night, overtopCALAYAN.-Asn~allisland in the
ping the general level of the town eastern seas, one of the Phili pines,
and station at least six feet.--(Stir- twenty-three miles in circnmgrence,
ling, 4c.)
situated due north of the large island
CALAMAINES
ISLES.-A number of of Luzon or Lu~onia.
small islands in the eastern seas
f Culbarga).-A
town
CALBERGA
belonging to the Philippines, situated in the province of Beeder, the capihalf way between Mir~doro and tal of a district, situated 107 miles
the island of Palawan, about the west from the city of Hyderabad;
twelfth degree of north latitude. lat. 17' 1Y N., Ion. 76" 56'E. This
The two largest are named Busvagon is now a place of little note, but was
and Calamaine, the last heing about famous in ancient times, having been
twenty-three miles long by five in the capital both of a Hindoo and
hrestlth. The coast around these Maholnedan sovereignty. Rajas of
islands is strewed with nu~r~berlessCalberga are mentioned as indepenshoals, rocks, and fragments of islets, dent princes when the Deccan was
that render the navigation dangerous. invaded by Allah nd Deen, in A.D.
CALANORR.-Atown in the pro- 1295 ; and when the founder of the
vince of Idahore, where the emperor Bhamenee dynasty erected the stanAcber, on the death of his father dard of rebellion in 1347, this was his
Humayoon, in 1556, was first pro- capital.-(Ferishta, Scott, Qc.)
claimed. Lat. 3 P 1' N., Ion. 74' 53'
E., thirty miles north from Amritsir.
CALCUTTA.
f Calicata.)
CALANTAN.-A petty state on the
east coast of the Malay peninsula,
This city is situated about 100
extending from the river Basut to miles from the sea, on the east side
that of Banara, where it borders on of the western branch of the Ganges,
Patna. I t comprehends fifty' muk- named by E ~ ~ r o p e a nthe
s Hooghly,
kims or parishes, with a population or Calcutta river, but by the natlvea
of 50,000 inhabitants besides Chinese. the Bhagirathi and true Ganges, and
I t exports gold, tin, and pepper; the considered by them peculiarly holy.
second to the amount of 3,000 piculs, Fort William, its citadal, stands in
and the last to 12,000 l~iculsannually. lat. 22' 23' N., Ion. 88' 28' E. ,
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The !&y
d this capital is not
fortunate, for it has extensive muddy
lakes, and an immense forest close to
it, and nss a t first deemed scarcely
less unhealthy than Batavia, which it
resembled in being laced in a flat and
' h e English, it has
marshy mun
been r e m a r k 2 are more inattentive
to the local advantages of situation
than the French, who have always,
in India, eekcted better stations for
founding their foreign settlements.
The jungIe has since been cleared
away to a certain distance, the streets
properly drained, and the ponds filled
up, by which a vast surface of stagnant water hus been removed; but
the air of the town is still much affected by the vicinity of the Sunderbunds. At high water the river is
here a full mile in breadth, but dnring the ebb-tide .the opposite shore
exposes a long range of dry sandbanks. On approaching Calcutta
from the sea the stranger is much
struck with the magnificence of ita
appearance ; the elegant villas on
each side of the river, the government
botanical gardens, the spires of the
churches and temples, and the strong
and regular citadel of Fort William.
In AD. 1717 it exhibited a very
different a pearancc. The present
town was tRen a village ap ertaining
t o the district of Nuddea, t i e houses
of which were scattered about in
clusters of ten or twelve each, nnd
the inhabitants chiefly husbandmen.
A forest existed to the south of
Champaul Ghaut, which was afterwards removed by d rees. Between
Kidderpoor and theyorest were two
villages, whose inhabitants were invited to settle in Calcutta by the ancient family of the Seats, who were at
that time merchants ofgreat note, and
very instrumental in br~ngingCalcutta
into the form of a town. Fort William
and the esplanade are the site where
this forest and the two villages abovementioned stood. In 1717 there was
a stragglingvillage consisting of smalI
houses, surrounded by puddles of
water, where now stand the elegant
houses of Chowringhee; and Calcutta
may at this period be described as

.

extending to Chitpoor bridge, but the
interveniv space consisted of ground
covered w ~ t hjungle. In 1743 a ditch
was dug round a considerable portion
of Calcutta, to prevent the incursions
of the Maharattas; and it appears
from Orme's History of the War in
Bengal, that a t the time of its capture by Seraje ud Dowlah, in 1756,
there were about seventy houses in
the town belonging to the English.
Whnt are now called the esplanade,
the site of Fort William, and Chowringhee, were ao late as 1756 a complete jungle, interspersed with huts,
and small pieces of grazing and arable
land.
The modern town of Calcutta extends along the east side of the river
above six miles, but the breadth varies
much at different places. The esplanade between the town and Fort &,,AL
William leaves a grand opening, alonq
the border of which is placed the new 2# " A
government house, erected by the 3.k.L
Marquis Welleslej; and continued on 6.
a line with this edifice is a range of
magnificent houses, ornamented with
spacious verandas. Chowringhee, formerly a collection of native huts, is
now an entire village of palaces, and
extends for a consitlerable distance
into the country. The architecture of
the houses is Grecian, which does not
appear adapted for the country or
climate, the pillars of the verandahs
being too elevated to keep out the
sun durin the morning and evening,
while in t f e wet season it is deluged
with rain. Perhaps a more confined
Hindoo style of building, although
less ornamental, might be found of
more practical comfort. The principal square extends about 500 yards
each way, and contains in the centre
an extensive tank, surrounded by a
handsome wall and railing, and having
a gradation of steps to the bottom,
which is sixty feet from the top of its
banks. A range of indifferent-looking
houses, known by the name of the
Writerss Buildings, occupies one side
of the square. The famous black
hole no longer exists, it having been
taken down in 1818 with all that remained of the old fort, to make room
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for some new im rovements, when its
substantial r n ~ i & was
~ particularly
remarked ; but t h ~ sconsolidation is
probably the usual effect of time,
being generally apparent in all old
buildings of long duration.
The government house is the most
remarkable public edifice in Calcutta.
The lower story forms a rustic basement, with arcades to the buildin
which is Ionic. On the north si%;e)
there is a flight of steps, under which
carriages drive to the entrance, and
on the south side there is a circular
colonnade with a dome. The four
wings, one at each comer of the
building, are connected with it by
circular passages, so long as to secure
their enjoying the air all round, from
whatever quarter the wind blows.
These wings contain all the private
apartments; and in the north-east
I. 1, comer is the council room, decorated
,; - . like the other public rooms, with portraits. The centre of the building
contains two uncommonly fine rooms;
the lowest is paved with dark grey
marble, and supported by doric columns, chunamed, resembling marble. Above this hall is the ball-room,
floored with dark polished woo& and
supported by Ionic pillars. Both
rooms are lighted by a profusion of
cut-glass lustres, sus nded from a
pinled ceilin w h i c r having been
destroyed by %e white ants, wan replaced by a plain white ceilicg with
gilt mouldings.
Besides the government house, the
other public buildings are,a town-hall,
a court of justice, and two churches
of the established religion, and one
for the Scotch Presbyterian worship,
which is a very handsome edifice:
there are also churches for the Portuguese Catholics, mother of the
Greek persuasion, an Armenian
church, many small Hindoo pasodae,
Mahornedan mosques, and a Seik
temple. The hospltal and gaol are to
the south of the town. The botanic
garden is beautifully situated on the
west bank of the river, and gives the
name of Garden Reach to a bend of
the Hooghly. Above the garden
there is an extensive teak plantatiou,
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which in not a native of this part of
India, but which appears to thrive
well. There are several private dockyards opposite to Calcutta, and others
above and below it, on the western
bank of the river.
The black town extends a I o q the
river to the north, and exhibits a
strikin contrast to the portion inhabite# by Europeans. Persons r h o
have only seen the latter, which is
probably the case with a great many
individuals, have little conke tion of
the remainder of this externaly magnificent city. The streets here are
generally nnrrow, dirty, and un aved;
the houses of two stories are oE)brick,
with flat terraced roofs; but thegreat
majority are mud cottages covered
with small tiles, with side walls of
mats and bamboos. nnd other combusible materials, thb whole swarming
with population within and without.
~ i r e s , - a s m be
a ~inferred from the construction, are of frequent occurrence,
but do not in the least affect the European quarter, which from the mode
of building is quite incombustible.
Although brick, mortar, and wood,
are not scarce in Calcutta, yet the
money sunk in building a house is
very considerable, and being a perishable commodity, requiring constant
repair, housarent is proportionally
high. The white ants are also so
rapid and silent in their destructive
operations, that sometimes every
beam in a house may be completely
excavated internally, while outside it
ap ear3 erfectly sound.
$or; & i ~ i a mstands on the banks
of the river about a quarter of a mile
below the town, add is superior in
strenqh and regularity to any fortress rn India. It is of an octagon
form, five of the sides being regular,
while the forms of the other three
next the river are according to local
cwcumstances. As no ap roach by
land is to be apprehendel on this
side, the river coming up to the glacis, it was merely necessary to guard
against attack by water, by roviding
a great superionty of fire, wRich purpose has been attained by giving the
citadel towards the water tile form

of a large salient angle, the fbces of taking the trenches in the tear at an
which enfilade the course of the river.
From these faces the guns continue
t o bear upon the objects until they
approach very near to the city, when
they would receive the fire of the
h t t e r i ~ sprallel to the river. This
part is likewise defended by adjoining
bastions, and a counterscarp that covers them.
The five regular sides are towards
t h e land; the bastions here have all
ray salient orillons, behind which
are retired circular flanks, extreme1
gacious, and an inverse double flan
a t the height of the berme. This
double flank would be an excellent
defence, and would retard the passages of the ditch, as from its form
i t cannot be enfiladed. The orillon
preserves it from the effect of ricochet
shot, and it is not to be seen from
any parallel. The berme opposite to
the curtain serves as a road to it,
and contributes to the defence of the
ditch like a fausse-braye.
The ditch is dry with n cunette in
the middle, which receives the water
of the ditch by means of two sluices
that are commanded by the fort. The
counterscarp and covered way are
excellent ;every curtain is covered by
a large half-moon, without flanks,
bonnet, or redoubt; but the faces each
mount thirteen pieces of heavy artillery, thus giving to the defence of
these ravelins a fire of twenty-six
guns. The demi-bastions, which terminate the five regular fronts on each
side, are covered by a counterguard,
of which the faces,like the half-moons,
are pierced with thirteen embmsure~.
These counterguards are connected
with two redoubts, constructed in
the place of arms of the adjacent
re-entering angles ;the whole is faced
and palisadoed with care, kept in admirable condition, and capable of
making a vigorous defence against
any army, however formidable. The
advanced works are executed on an
extensive scale, and the angles of the
half-moons being extremely acute,
project a great way, so as t o he in
view of each other beyond the flanked
angle of the polygon, and capable of
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b r l y period of the approach.
This citadel was commenced by
Lord Clive soon after the battle of
Plassey, and wns intended by him t o
be complete in every respect ; but i t
has since been discovered, that it is
erected on too extensive a scale to
answer the purpoee for which it was
intended, that of a tenable post in
case of extremity, a~ the number of
troops re uired t o garrison it
perly wou?d be able to keep the
I t is capable of containing 15,000
men, and the works are so extensive
that 10.000 w o ~ ~ be
l d required to defend them efficiently, and from first
to last have cost the East-India Company two millions sterling. The works
are very little raised above the level of
thesurroundingcountry,andof course
do not make an imposing appearance,
nor are they even perceptible until
closely approached. This' excites
great surpnse in natives coming from
the interior, who always associate the
idea of strength with that of elevation, and usually mistake the barracks
for the fort; which, however, only
contains buildings that are absolutely
necessary, such ns the residence of
the commandant, quarters for the officers and troops, and the arsenal. The
interior of the fort is perfectly open,
presenting to the view large grass
plots and gravel walks, kept cool by
rows of trees, nnd in the finest order
intermixed with piles of halls, bombshells, and cannon. Each gate has a
house over it, destined for the residence of commandants of corps, and
the principal staff officers of the garnson. Between the fort and town
an extensive level space intervenes,
called the esplanade.
The garrison is usually composed
of one or two European regiments,
one of artillery with artificers, and
workyen for the nrsenal. The native
corps, amounting to about 4,000 men,
aregenerally cantoned at Barrackpoor,
fifteen miles higher up the river, and
supply about 1,200 monthly to perform the duty of the fort. The wells
in the different outworks of Fort
William, some of which are five hun-
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dredjards from the river, during the
hot season become so brackish, as t o
be unfit for culinary purposes or for
washing; government has in consequence formed an immense reservoir,
occupying one of the bastions, to be
filled when required with rain water.
Until 1814, i t had always been a
commonly received opinion, that the
soil in the vicinity of Calcutta was
particularly moist and full of springs;
but the reverse was proved in that
year, as after boring to the depth of
140 feet, no springs of any descri
tion were perceptible.
In I81$;
while deepening a tank facing the
comer of Esplanade Row, numerous
massy trunks of trees were discovered,
about sixty feet under the surface,
standing ia an erect position, with
the roots and branches diverging;
and similar phenomena occurred in
11322, while deepening the great tank
During
, on the Chowringhee road.
the boring operations above-mentioned, a thin stratum of coal and
blue clay was reached, fift -three feet
below the surface, facts a l r tending to
prove a great accumulation of alluvial
soil. The acknowledged improvement of the climate in and about
Calcutta of late years, may be ascribed to the attention paid by the police
t o a gcnenl system of drainage, and
t o the cutting of broad straight roads
&rough the contiguous woods, in the
direction of the prevailing winds,
which act as ventilators and purify
the air. If some less swampy production could bc substituted in the
neighbourhood for rice, perha s a still
greater degree ofsalubrity migit be attained. The rainy sea.on nt Calcutta
usually begins about the 12th of June,
and ends about the 14th of October.
Calcutta possesses the advantage
of an excellent inland navigation, foreign imports being trnnsported with
wonderful facility, on the Ganges
and its subsidiary streawe, to the
north-western quarters of Hindostan,
while the valuable productions of the
interior are received by the same
channels. The uantity of merchandire a t d l times jeposited in Calcutta
is enormous, and the amount of na-

tive capital employed in the government funds, loans t o individuals, internal and external trade isvery large.
The formerly timid Hindoo now lends
money on respondentia, on distant
voyages, engages in specl~lationst o
remote parts of the world, ensures as
an underwriter, and erects indigo
works in different arts of the provmces. ~e has tRe advantage of
trading on his own capital with much
greater frugality than a European,
and exclusive of his property, e n j o y
the most perfect toleration of his religion. Besides the govern~nentbank
there are also three private banks
established in Calcutta, which circulate to a considerable amount; and
one of these has branches in the Kajeshahy district, with offices a t Bauleah, Moorshedabad, and Nattore.
I t may be computed thnt the paper
circulation in Bengal, from these different sources, exceeds a crore of
rupees, or one million sterling.
There are three artificial canals in
the vicinity of Calcutta, and it is
highly desirable that the water communication with the upper provinces
should be uninterrupted, without
passing through the unhealthy and
tlangerous channels of the Sunderbunds ; but, owing to the difficulties
that beset hydraulic operations in
Bengal, no feasible plan has as yet
been devised to keep it permanently
open. Through these canals, and
nlong the various streams of' flowing
water, innumerable small craft daily
arrive from the interior, loaded with
the produce and manufactures of
their respective countries, while the
shipping collected opposite to the
town presents a magnificent spectacle. Theriver in many placesreaches
almost to the base of the houses,
and the people descend by flights of
steps bullt of brick masonry. Owing
t o the custom of throwing dead bodies into it, the water is su5ciently
dirty; yet it is resorted to in crowds
by the natives for the purposes of
ablution. The rapidity of the tides
up and down causes a constant circulation both of air and water, and
tends to prevent t l ~ edeleterious ef-
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fecte which would otherwise result
from a body of water containing such
putrid infusions, were it in the slightest degree stagnant, or even torpid
in its motions. In 1826, besides the
government steam-vessel the Enterprize, there was the Diana and the
Comet of twenty-four horse power,
fitted up as packets to proceed up
and down the river with assengers,
decting in three weeks wiat used to
occupy as many months. Benides
these were two armed government
steam-boats getting ready, and one
for deepening the nver.
Tbere have been various opinions
regarding the population of Calcutta,
but it does not appear that any very
correct census has et been taken.
In 1752 Mr. ~ o l w e f lestimated the
number of houses within the Compny's bom~ds at 51,132, and tha
constant inhabitants at 409,056 persons, without reckoning the multitude daily coming and going. In
3802 the police magistrates reckoned the population of Calcutta s t
600,000 ; in 1810 Sir Henry Russell,
the chief 'udge, computed the population o d the town and its environs
a t one million ; and General Kyd
the population of the city alone at
between 400,000 and 500,000 inhabitants. The adjacent country is also
so densely peopled, that in 1802 the
police magistrates were of opinion
that Calcutta, with a circuit of twenty-miles, com rehended 2,225,000.
In I819 the~cfioolSociety estimated
the native population of Calcutta at
750,000 : yet in 1828 we have the
following details.
The returns of the population given
for the four divisions are : Christians 13,138 ; Mahomedans 48,162 ;
Hindoos 118,203 ; Chinese 414.totd 179,917. It has been ascertained that the extent of Calcutta
from the Maharatta ditch at the
northern extremity, to the circular
road at the southern circuit of Chowringhee, is not more than four miles
and a-half, and that its average
breadth is only one mile and a-half.
The lower or south division of the
town, which comprizes Cbowringhee,
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is but thinly peo d, the European
houses being wi ely dispersed ; but
the portion named Coli ah is chiefly
inhabited by natives. %e divisions
between Durramtollah and the Bhow
bazar has a denser population, as it
com rehends the most thickly inhabite8 h m p c a n quarter, brsiee a
great many Creole christians. The
northern section between the Bhow
and Mutchua bmars certainly swarms
with population, but the upper division to the north of the Mutchua
B w is comparatively thinly covered
with houses, presenting towards the
north and east extensive gardens,
large tanks, and ruinous habitations.
The number of persons entering the
town daily from the suburbs and
w r w s the river, has been estimated
by stationary peons and sircars placed
to count them, at 100,000. Upon
the whole, therefore, iu June 1882, it
appeared to be the opinion of the
magistrates from the returns laid b e
fore them, that taking the resident
population at about 200,000 persons,
and those entering the town daily at
100,000, the sum total (300,000)
would give a tolerably accurate approximation to the real oomber.
By some strange arrangement in
the above calculation, the population
of the suburbs of Calcutta appears
to be excluded and separated from
that of the town, a process which, if
adopted in England, would reduce
London to a very moderate number ;
nor was the slmple expedient of
counting the houses resorted to. So
long ago as I798 these amounted by
enumeration to 78,760, and there is
no reason to suppose they have since
decreased. A great number of the
adult sojourners in Calcutta leave
their families in the adjacent villages,
so that the proportion of children
within the body of the town is remarkably smalL
The Calcutta society is numerous,
gay, and convivial, and the f&es given
by the Governors-general splendid
and well arranged. Each of the principal officers of government have also
their public days for the rec tion of
their friends, independent
which
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not a day passes, pllrticularly during (more especially Madeira, which is
the coldseason, without several large bottled in the cotintry) incur great
dinner parties of from thirty to forty. danger from the contiguity of muskBesides the public 'subscription a 5 rats, which impart so disgusting a
semblies, there are select evening flavour as to render it undrinkable.
meetings a t regular intervals, under A s a general maxim the latest imthe name of conversaziones, accom- gortedclaret is always the best.
The Calcutta market supplies a
panied by music, dancing, cards, and
other amusements. There is like- great variety of game, such as snipes,
wise a handsome new theatre, sup- wild ducks, teal, and different species
ported principally by amateurs ; but of the ortolan tribe, the whole comalthough the performances only take paratively cheap. The wild venison
place once a fortnight, they are often 1s much inferior to that of Britain,
but thinly attended. Public concerts but the park or stall-fetl is equally
hrivebalso of late been very much in good. The hare is a very poor creavogue, and, like the theatre, are partly ture, and differs in many qualities
froin that of England, being deficient
supported by amateur talent.
I t is usual to rise early to enjoy the in size, strength, and swiftness; an
cool air of the morning, which is par- observatioi~ also applicable to the
ticiilarly pleasant before sunrise. Be- Bengal fox, which is every way a
twixt one and two a meal is taken contemptible animal. The tables of
which is called tiffin, after which the gentlemen in Calcutta are distinmany retire tq bed for two or three guished by an infinite variety of dehours. The dinner is commonly after licious fruits, procured at a moderate
sunset, which necessarily keeps the expense, such as pine-apples, planguests up till midnight. The viands tains, mangoes, pomeloes or shadare excellent, and served in great pro- docks, melons of all sorts, oranges,
fusion ; and as the heat of the climate custard apples, guavas, peaches, t o
does not admit of their being kept, which of late years strawberries of
great part is at last thrown out to the European, and leechees, loquats, and
pariah dogs and the birds of prry. whampees, of Chinese origin, havo
T h e lower orders of Portuguese, to been added. But the grand luxury
whom alone they could be serviceable, of Calcutta is the mangoe-fish (so
cannot consume the whole; and the named from its appearing during the
religious prejudices of the native ser- mangoe season) the taste and flavour
vants prevent their tasting any food of which cnn never be sufficiently
prepared by persons not of their extolled. By the natives they are
caste or religion. T o this circum- named tapaswi, or penitent, fish (abstance is to be attributed the amazing breviated by Europeans to tipsy), from
flocks of crows, kites, and vultures, 'their resembling a class of religious
which, undisturbed by man, live to- penitents who ought never to shave.
The usual mode of visiting in CaG
gether in amicable society, and almost
cover the houses and gardens. In cutta is in palanquins, but many gentheir profession of scavengers, the tlemen have carriages adapted to the
kites and crows are assisted during climate, and the breed of horses by
the day by the voracious stork ad- the government stud and importation
jutant, and after sunset by pariah has been greatly improved. I t is unidogs, foxes, and jackals, which then versally the ptactice to drive out beemerge from the jungles, and with tween sunset and dinner, and as i t
becomes dark servants with torches
their howling make night hideous.
T h e wines chiefl drank are Ma- go out and meet their masters, and
deira and claret: t1e first, which is run before the carriaoes with astoexcellent, during dinner, the latter nishing swiftness, and For a wonderful
afterwards. The claret being ine- length of time. I t is still the custom,
dicated for the voyage, is by some except at public places, or very formal
considered too strong, and both sorts evening-parties, for tire gentlemen to
VOL. I.
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dress in short white cbtton jackets, Madtisa or Government Mahomewhich are well suited to the heat of dan College, the Vidalaya or Anglothe climate ; but on ceremonious oc- Indian College, the Benares College,
casions in coats of English broad- the Agra College, the Government
schools at Chinsura and Benares, the
cloth.
The Btitieh inhabitants station=
free school at Cawnpoor, the school
in Calcutta and scattered t h m d at Ajmeer, the Boglipoor School, the
the provinces, are generally hospi- Calcutta Grammar School, the Artable in the highest degree, and most 'menian Academy, the Benevolent In.
liberal where their assistance is want- stitution, the Parental Academic Ined. When an o5cer of respectabilit stitution, the School for Trades, the
die^, in either service, laving a r i i Committee of Public hstruction, the
or children, a subscription is imme- School-Book Society, theFernale Judiately commenced, which in every venile Society, the Ladies' Society
instance has proved generous, and for Native F e d e Education, the Innot unfrequently has conferred on stitution for the Instruction of Indithe parties a degree of afauence that gent Children at Serampoor, the
the life of the parent or husband United Charity and Free School.
could not for many years have acThe religious and charitable incomplished. Their zeal for the pro- stitutions are : the Auxiliary Bible
motion of religion, science, and lita- Society, the Bible Associat~on,the
rature, will be best estimated, after Committee of the Church Missionperusal of the following list of learn- ary Society, the Church Missionary
ed and benevolent institutions esta- Association, the Diocesan Commitblished by them and the government tee for promoting Christian Knowin Calcutta and the upper province, ledge, the Auxiliary Missionary Sowithin the last half century.
ciety, the Bishop's College, the BeThe Asiatic Society was planned thel Union, the Seaman's Friend Soby Sir Wm. Jones on the outward ciety, the Military Orphan Society,
voyage from England, a ~ formed
d
the Military Widows' Fund, Lord
into a regular institution on the 15th Clive's Fund, the King's Militar
January 1181. Its principal object is Fund, the Marine Pension Fund;
t o concentrate in one focus the va- the Civil Fund, the Mariners' and
luable knowledge that may be occa- General Widows' Fund, the Presisionally attained of Asia, or at least dency General Hospital, the Native
to preserve many little tracts and Hospital, the Hospital for Native
essays, the writers of which might not Lunatics, the Government Establishthink them of sufficicnt importance ment for Vaccination, the School for
for separ&e publication. From this Native Doctors, the Charitable Fund
period may be dated the commence-' for the Relief of Distressed Euroment of all accurate information re- peans, the European Female Orphan
garding India in general, and Hin- Society.
dostan in particular, which even at
In 1825 the following newspapers
the present day is but imperfectly un- were published in Calcutta, uia. " The
derstood by European renders. Re- John Bull," " the Bengal Harcarrah
cently a medical and a phrenological and Scotsman," daily papers ; " the
society have been established, which Government Gazette," and " the Inpublish their works periodically : the dia Gazette," twice a week, and
other learned and benevolent insti- " the Bengal Weekly Messenger,"
tutions are so numerous in Calcutta published on Sunday. The native
~ n the
d provinces that nothing more newspapers then were the " Merat
than their names can be given.
ul Akbar," the " Jami Jehan Nama,"
The college d Fort William, for " the Sungbaud Cowmuddy," and
finishing the education of the civil " the Sumochar Chundricr)," all weekservants commenced at Haileybury, ly ; the two first in Persian, and the
the Government Sanscrit College, the two last in Bengdese. In 1826 two
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additimal Bengalcse weekly newspapers were added to those before ersting.
The government grants a princely
allowance to their civil servants;
but. large as it is, it does not always
suffice for the expenses of the juniors, many of whom on their arrival
set up an extravagant establishment
of horses, carriages, and servants, and
thereby involve themselves in embarrassments a t a very early period of
their lives. To support this profuse
mode of living they are obliged to
borrow from their dewan, generally
a monied native, who seeks the advancement of his family through the
influence of his debtors, whose extravagance and dissipation he encourages until their difficulties are almost inextricable. While the civilian remains in an inferior situation,
the debt to the dewan continues to
accumulate,and when higher appointments are at length reached, it r e
quires years to clear off the incumbrances of his juvenile thoughtlessness. Of late these responsible situations have been rendered of
still more difficult attainment, by
the determination of government to
regard extravagance ss an essential
drawback from the claims of all candidates for offices of trust. Those
who are incapable of exercising selfdenial at the commencement of their
career, have only themselves to
blame if they are denied that confidence in the strength and integrity
of their characters, which every one
seeking important public trusts ought
to possess ; nor can the government
sscrifice the duty it owes to the people, through any consideration for
the interest of incautious servants.
Instances of this species of ineanity
(for it deserves no other name) are
now rare, comparecl with what they
were at an earlier period of the British acquisitions; and, notwithstanding the multiplied temptations, a
very great majority of those who arrive at the higher stations wholly
escape the contagion, and are distinguished by the most unsi~lliedi n t e
grity of character. Whenever a

deviation has occurred, it may invac
riably be traced to the imprudence of
the young man on his first arrival,
and his subsequent slavery to hir
dewan.
Calcutta is in every point of view
a ucw city, almost as much so with
regard to its native gentry as to its
European population. The great native families, who now contribute to
its splendour,are of very recent origin ;
indeed, scarcely ten could be named
who possessed wealth before the riae
of the English power, it having been
accumulated under our sovereignt
chiefly in our service, and e n t i A i
through our protection.
The British merchants are a numerous and respectable body of men,
many of whom have acquired large
fortunes by their industry and enterprize, and conduce essentially to
the prosperity of the province. Here
they display aliberality in their manner of living, seldom equalled in other
parts of the world; and their acts of
charity and munificence to persons in
distress, and generosity and forbearance towards each other, have perhaps never been surpassed.
The Armenians were formerly a
numerous and affluent class of foreign traders, but latterly this nation
has rather been on the decline. The
number of Greek merchants is not
considerable, whereas the Portugnese
houses of agency rank next, in point
of number, to the English. A very
considerable number of the progeny
of that nation reside in Calcutta and
its environs, and have approximated
very closely to the natives in manners and appearance. Among the
various clasnes of money changers,
no mention is made of the Jews,
few of whom for many centuries have
settled in Hindostan; and Calcutta
is, probably, the only very opulent
town that is almost wholly without
them. The practices and occupations they folbw in Europe are here
engrossed by the native S~rkars,banyans, and writers, who are quite a
match for any Jew. The shops of
these pett trafEckers, although better than tieir houses, are mean and
Y e
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disagreeable ; the European shops
are singularly splendid. Some of the
native traders have made or inherited large fortunes, and the public
apartments of a few are furnished
after the European fashion, with
elegant chandeliers, pier glasses,
couches, chests of drawers, writingdesks, and two or three hundred
chairs; while in the other rooms the
images of their gods are seen decorated with gilding, red paint, and
precious stones. Some have taken
t o the drinking of tea, some keep
English coaches and equipages, and
one individual was noted for having
also an English coachman.
. Without being attached to some
department of the service, or trained up to some mechanical trade,
there is little hope of prosperity to
a young man migrating on chance
from Europe. Here all the inferior
situations of clerks, overseers, &c.
are necessarily occupied by the natives, and it is by these gradations
in Europe, that young men rise to
opulence in the commercial world.
It is scarcely in the power, even of a
governor-general, to assist a person
of respectable connexions who does
not belong to the service, or one of
the liberal professions; and, although
the cliniate of the province is not
essentially improved, Europeans are
now much better acquainted with
the means of counteracting its effects,
and deaths are far from being so frequent as formerly. Regularity of
living, avoiding too much exposure
to the sun, and all extremes, even of
abstinence, are much more practised
by the modem inhabitants than they
were by the earlier adventurers ; vacancies consequently in any line or
trade are of much rarer occurrence.
I t is in Calcutta that the effect of
the intercourse between Europeans
and the natives is in any degree visible,
as there alone an indistinct sort of
link may be discerned between the
rulers and the people. The lowest
and poorest Europeans, and the native-born Christians and Portuguese,
d o in some slight degree, mix with
the natives in their ordinary concerns

and amusements, just sufficient to
produce a very inconsiderable change
in their manners and characrer. T h e
establishment of the supreme court,
and the intercourse between the natives and the lowest officers of that
court, must be considered another
cause of the same nature; but by
these causes their morals have not
been in the slightest respect improved;
on the contrary, they have learned
all the mean arts of European chicanery, imposture, and litigiousness,
in addition to their aboriginal stock,
without acquiring a particle of plain
dealing, firmness, independence of
spirit, or useful knowledge. They
appear to imbibe only those principles
of the European character which tend
to impair the mildness and simplicity
of their own ; and whenever, in the
behaviour of the natives, insolence,
ill-nature, coarseness, brutality, o r
drunkenness (qualities hostile to their
national character) are observed, the
<change may be invariably traced to
their intercourse with low Europeans.
The supreme court of judicature
in Calcutta consists of a chief justice and two poisne judges, nominated
to their situations in Indis by the
king. Its cognizance extends to all
British subjects, that is, natives, o r
the descendants of natives of the
British isles in India, and to all inhabitants within the parochial limits of
Calcutta, as enclosed by the Maharatta ditch, beyond which, however, the
suburbs now extend. In suits to
which the natives are parties, the
judges are enjoined by act of parliament to respect the usages of the
country; in matters of inheritance
o r contract, the rule of decision is t o
be the law acknowledged by the Btigant parties. Should only one of the
parties be a Mahomedan or Hindoo,
it is to be the law acknowledged by
the defendant. Criminal offences are
tried by a jury .consisting exclusively
of British subjects ; in trials of a civil
nature, the 'udge decides both the
law and the /act. The supreme court
also tries criminal charges against the
government servants, and civil suits
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in which the government o r its servants are concerned.
Little moralitv is learned in a court
of justice; and; notwithstanding the
severity of the police and of the Enthat
glish laws, i t appears
the morals of the native inhabitants
are worse in Calcutta than in the provincial districts. This is not td be
attributed solely t o the size, population, and indiscriminate society of the
capital, but in part t o the supreme
court, every native connected with
which appearing to have his morals
contaminated by the intimacy. In
mentioning this evil, it is not intended in the remotest degree to attribute
i t to any individual, or body of men,
o r to speak with disrespect of the institution itself; but merely to mention a fact, which hm probably been
remarked by every judge who ever sat
on the bench. Within the last forty
years the natives have attained a sort
of legal knowledge, as it is usually
denominated, consisting of a skill in
the arts of collusion, intrigue, subornation and erjury, which enables
them to erprex and baffle the magistrate wit[ infinite facility.
But notwithstanding the temptations to which the natives are exposed, it is surprising how seldom
thefts and burglaries are committed
on the property of Europeans, who
seldom in Bengal take any precautions
t o prevent their occurrence. In some
fmilies thirty or fort domestics,
many of them natives oPdistant provinces, sleep all night within the enclosure, or in the passages and verandas of the house, where every door is
open, and detection almost impossible.
Owing to their extreme timidity, they
seldom venture t o rob openly or on a
large scale, preferring amore indirect
and conlplicated system of small pilfering and cheating.
Besides the supreme court, Calcutt a is the head-quarters of a court of
appeal and circuit, which comprehends
the following districts, uiz. Burdwan,
the Jungle Mahals, Midnapoor, Cuttack, Jessore, Nuddea, Hooghly, and
the twenty-four pergunnahs.--(Public
Documentr MS. and printed, Sir Hen-

ry Slracircy, Lord Yalentia, Fullarton,

Tennant, Milburn, Harrington, M.
Grahana.. Maior
" h n n e l l . Bc.)
-
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CALICOLJLAN--A
t ~ w nin the province of Travancore, 116 miles N.W.
from Cape Cornorin; lat. go 11' N.,
lo"- 76m33' E.
CAI.IADEH.-A village in the province of Malwa, situated on the river
Sipra, five miles north from the city
of Oojein. This place is remarkable
for a lofry, heavy and whimsical structure, called the water-palace, built o n
an insular eminence in the channel of
the Sipra. This edifice, of which s s
veral very inaccurate and exaggerated
descriptions have been given (believed
t o have been constructed by the Mahomedan kings of Malwa) is entirely
devoid of architectural attractions,
and its quadrangular tank of masonry
in the bed of the Sipra, including a
terrace and two square pavilions with
a low arched bridge of communication,
in no respect corresponds with the fanciful ~ i c t u r e sthat have been eiven of
CALICUT(Calicodu).-A
subdivi?
sion of the Malabar province, extending along the sea-coast between the
parallels of lo0 and 1 2 O north lat.,
and one of the principal countries of
that extraordinary Hindoo mce, the
Nairs, the Calicut Raja (the Zarnorin
of Europeans) being one of their most
respected chiefs. By his own tribe,
and the other natives, he is styled the
Tamuri Raja. All the males of the
family are called Tnmburans, and the
females Tamburetties. All the children of every Tamburetti aie entitled
to these appellations, and rise according to seniority to the highest dignities that belong to the family. These
ladies nre generally impregnated by
Nambouries (Brahmins) and sometimes by the higher rank of Nairs; but
the sacred character of the Namburies
always insures them a preference.
They live in the houses ot' their brothers, and never have any intercourse
with their husbands, which would be
reckoned scandalous.
The oldest man ~f the family by
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the female line is the Tamuri Raja, or
Zwnorin, and is regularly crowned.
He pretends to be of higher rank than
the Brahmins, and inferior only to the
invisible gods, which pretensions are
admitted by his subjects, but held to
be absurd and abominable by the
Brahmins, who treat him as a sudra.
The Zamorin, although of a caste inferior to the Cochin Raja, and possessed of less extensive dominions,
was commonly reckoned of equal
fink, which is attributed to the superior prowess of his people. In 1767,
when Hyder invaded Malabar, the
Cochin Raja quietly submitted to pay
tribnte, while the pride of the Zamorin refused any kind of submission,
and after an unavailing resistance,
being made prisoner, set fire to the
house in which he was confined, and
burned along with it. Several of his
personal attendants, who were accidently excluded when he shut the
door, afterwards threw themselves
into the flamesand perished with their
master.-(F. Buchanan, qc.)

bitants, chiefly Moplays, named Chulias among the Eastern Islands. The
principal exports are pepper, teak,
sandal-wood, cnrdamoms, coir, cordage, and wax. Travelling distance
from Seringapatam, l a 9 milea southwest.--(F. Buchanan, WiliG:, Bwce,
Rennell, gc.)
C A L I C O O T Etown
A in the northern circars, twenty-one miles N. from
Ganjam; lat. 19O 23' N., Ion. 85O
11' E.
Ca~raranra~nar.-A small seeport
in the northern circare, sixteen milee
E. &om Cicacole ;lat. 18' 15' N., loo.
86' 11' E. In l8aO this place consisted of about thirty cottages, dus&red round the master-attendmt's
bungalow; yet there is a European
bmying-ground here, and small coaating vessels are still built and repaired
in mud docks. The river Paddair
joins the sea near Calingapatam?by
a debouchure almost a miIe mde,
which is with diiculty forded--(F&
hrton, gc.)
CALLA COIL.^ town in the Carnatic division of Marawa, sixty miles
S.S.W. from Tanjore; lat. 9 O 6Y N.,
ion. 78' 64' E.
CA~ACAUD.-A
towd in the Carnatic, district of Tinnevelly, thirtynine miles N. by E. from Cape Comorin ; lat.
36/ N., lon. 7 7 O 63'E.
C A L L A Oisland
. ~ in the Eastern
seas lying opposite to the coast of
Cochin-China, and about eight m i l a
east of a considerable river, on the
banks of which stands the town of
Faifoo, and not f3r from the harbour
of Turon ; lat. 15' 53' N. In leagth
it may be estimated a t five m i l e by
two the average breadth. This is a
picturesque island of considerable
altitude, one of the mountains exceeding 1,400feet; but it is only inhabited on the south-west coast, where
there is a beautiful epot of about 200
acres, covered with neat houses, temples, clusters of trees, and small hilocks covered with shrubs.--(Staun-
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CALICUT.-A town in the province
of Malabar, of which it was the former capital, 103 miles S.W. from
Seringapatam; lat. 11' 15' N., lon.
75' 50' E. The Portuguese, under
Vasco de Gsma, arrfved at Calicut
on the 18th of May, A.D. 1496, ten
months and two days after their departure from Lisbon. In 1509 Don
Fernando Continho, marecbal o f Portugal, attacked Calicut with 3,000
troops, but was slain in the assault,
and his army repulsed with much
daughter. In .I766 it was invaded
and conquered by Hyder, who enlarged and improved the fort; but
Tippoo afterwards destroyed both
fort and town, removing the inhabitants to Nellura, which he called Furruckabad, beink, like all the Mahomedans of Ind~a,a great changer of
the old Pagan names. Fifteen months
after this compulsory migration the
English conquered the province, and
the inhabitants returned with great
joy to their old residence. The town la,4-c.1
C A L ~ I A N /Calyani).-A
EE
strong
in 1800 contained above 5,000 houses,
and was rapidly improving; the idla- hilly country, extendi~galoog thesea-
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coast of the Aurungabad province,
opposite to the island of Bombay,
bounded on the east by the western
ghauts. The Fncipal towns are Collianee, Bassem, Wnwell, Chow], Ra&poor, Dassgong, and Mhar ; the
largest streams, the Tanja, Cailas,
the Bhagirati, and Savatri. When
conquered from the Peshwa, the
towns were dtmcribed as large and
well-peopled ; in 1880, however, the
villages were generally small, thinly
scattered, and of a poor appearance,
condating principally of clusters of
ill-built and rudely thatched huts.(Public MS. Docurxenk, FuUarton,

6c.I
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capital of the
above district, situated in the province of Aurungabad, on the south
side of the Cailas river, thirty miles
N.E. from Bombay; lat. 19O 15' N.,
Ion. 73' 15' E. This town sustained
many sieges during the wars between
the Moguls and Maharattas, and L
surrounded by ruins of various sorta
I t is, notwithstanding all its vicissitudes, still a populous town, and carries on some traffic in cocoa-nuts,
oil, coarse cloths, brass, and earthenware.c(M. Graham, RenmU, &.)

coss from the fort husbandmen sometialen 6nd small diamonds, and in the
n i g h h r h o o d in an iron mine."
Tbe summit of the tablslahd of
Callinger is at least 1,800 feet in elevation above tbe ueighbouring plains,
and the base of the mountain covers
above ten miles in circumference. At
the foot of the northern front of the
hill stands the town, which in 1820
was still of considerable size, although
af a ruinous exterior and unfortified,
The walled plain comprehends the
whole summit of the hill, and contained the public buildings, the quarters for the garrison, and several large
tank%always filled with water. This
plain, or interior plateau, is almost
five miles in circumference, and comletely encompassed by a wall of Magomedan con~truction,a t some places
elevated above the level of the summit, and others on a level with it;
the great body of this immense mural
rampart i s composed of rough, uncut,
and unplastered stones, and its construction must have required both
great time and labour. The fortress
of Callinger resembles in its situation
that of Gualior, but surpasses it both
in size and ~trength; it was taken by
the British in 1814, aRer a bloody
siege ;and in 1820 a party of sappers
and miners were sent there fromCalcutta, to destroy the works and dismantle the fortress.

CALLIANFfCalyanij.-A
small
division of the province of Becder,
baunded on the north by the Tierna
river, and on the east by the Beeder
district. The town of Calliany, from
which it derives its name, stands in
1st. 17O 50' N., lon. 7 7 O 5' E., thirtyCALPENTEEN.-A peninsula, or
five miles west from the city of Beeneck sf laud, which extends almost
der.
sixty milea along the west const of
CALLIANDBOOG
(Calyanadurga). Ceylon, and during the north-east
-A town in the Balqhaut ceded dis- monsoon becomes an island. The
tricts, forty-two miles S. by E. from surface is level, the soil sandy, and
Bellary ; lat. 13' 43' N., lon. 7 7 O 13' covered with cocoa-nut trees, the fruit
pf which is here the cliief article of
CALLINGEIfCulinajara).-A
town food. The apulation is considerable,
and fortress in the Allahabad province, and ismal trade in the export d
district of B~~ndelcund
;1st. %i
6'O
N., plted fie11 and fish roes is carried on
loo. 80' 85' E. By Abul Faze], in to Columbo, from whence rice is
1689, it is daacribee as follows r Proi~ghtin large canoes, made from
!' Callinger is a stone fort, situated he trunk of r single tree braught
om the continent.-(Cordinar, $c.)
an a loft mountain. Here is an idol
-ed
dalbihroop, eighteen cubit. in
CALFJ~.--.4
large village in Northheight; at the distance of twenty ern Hindoatan, situated four miles

E.

h
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ruins of many more, especially of the
Jain sect, which appears a t one period
to have been predominant in this
neighbourhood. In a Jain subterranean temple at Cambay, in 1780,
there were two massy statues of their
deities, one white and the other black.
The inscription on the first intimated
that it was the i m ~ of
e Parswanatha,
a Jain deity, or rather deified saint,
, carved and consecrated in the reign
Acber, A.D- 160e.
the
the dam
The black one had
inscribed, with the names of the two
it there.
The
is pleasant, and when proper1 cultivated,
ields a m ~ l ererums 0; Wheat and
kindostany grains, indigo,
and oil seeds; but it has been long
managed in an indolent and slovenly
manner. I t is said that in the city
and adjacent country there were formerly 50,000 wells and tanks; but
the inhabitants, to prevent the Maharatta armies encamping in their
vicinity, drained most of the tanks,
and filled many of the wells up.
Cambay formerly exported fabrics of
silk, chintz, gold stuffs, cornelian
stones, and indigo ; but these manuCnMro.-A
in the province factures have gradually dwindled
of Cambodia, near toits southern ex- away, and the staples now are wheat
tremity, mostly inhabited by Cochin and other grains to Bombay. The
Chinese; lat. 8' 50' N.3 Ion. 104' silversmiths here still emboss very
56' E.
neatly. Their process is to fill the
CAMBAY
fCanrb+a/.-An
ancient cup, watch-case, box, or other vescity in the province of Gujerat, situ- eel with gum-lac, after which they
ated at the upper part of the Gulf of punch with a small chisel the figures
Cambay, and mentioned by Marco of flowers, elephants, and such difPolo about A.D. 1295. Lat. 2a0 21' ferent varieties of birds and animals
N., lon. 720 48'E. Near the town as are required. The Persian lanthe tides rush with much turbulence, guage was formerly spoken here in
and rise and fall forty feet, so that at great purity, on account of the numhigh water shi s can anchor near the ber of emlgrants who settled here
town, but at Pow water the channel during the civil wars of Persia, and
becomes dry, and vessels must lie in also many of Nadir Shah's soldiers,
the mud until it returns. When Ah- who deserted and retired with their
medabad flourished as the capital of plunder to Cambay. In 1780 this
an opulent and independent state, city and territory were governed by
Camba was its sea-port, and expe- a native prince named Mohmaun
rienJ g r e a t commercial prosperity; Khan, who paid a heavy tribute to
but it decayed with its metropolis, the Maharattas, whose Peshwa exerand is now much reduced. Various cised adivided jurisdiction, both civil
Hindoo and Mahomedan edifices, and crin~inal. Since the fall of that
however, are still to be seen, and the potentate these righta have devolved

above the confluence of the Tonse
and Jumna, within the mountains
of Jaunsar, of which district it is the
capital; lat. 30' 31' N. I t in also a
mart of trade between the mountaineers and people of theplains.--(Cap&.
Hodgaon, 4c.)
cALTURA.--4town and small fort
jn the island of Ceylon, twenty-&
miles south from columbo; lat.y34/
N., lone790 53/E. H ~ as at
~ every
~
village on the west coast of Ceylon,
arrack is distilled from the juice of
the palmira and cocoa-nut trees, and
is an article of considerable traffic.
The travelling distance from Columbo
is twentymeight miles, by an inland
of rivers conneered by can&.--(Cordinrr, qc.)
range
C A ~ y c o NHILLs.-A
c
in the Deccan, which separate the
Gundwana province
that
Candeish, and situated between the
Tuptee and Nerbudda rivers.
CALYMEBE
POINT.-A promontory
on the sea-coast of the Carnatic, district of Tinnevelly, near to which
some pagodas are visible from the
sea; 1st. 10' 18' N., Ion. 79' 5VE.

CAMBODIA.
to the British government, to whom
the present nabob pays tribute, and
acknowledges his subordination.(Forbea, Drummo+, Wilford, Public
MS. Documents, Elntore, Maldet,
RenneU, 4c.)
CAMBAY
(Gulf of/.-A
gulf on
the north-west coast of India, which
penetrates about 150 miles into the
province of Gujerat. The tides in
this arm of the sea ruu with amazing
velocity, and at low water leave the
bottom of the gulf dry from lat. 22O
3' N. to Cambay town. No vessel
attempts to go above Gongway in
one tide from Jumbosier : for if they
cannot get into Cambay creek they
must return to Gongway, which is
five leagues distant. In many places
the current is so rapid, that if a ship
takes the ground she immediately
upsets, and in all probability the
whole crew perish. I t is supposed
the depth of water in this gulf has
been progressively decreasing for more
than two centuries. Fifteen miles
east of Cambay city the bed of the'
gulf is reduced to six miles in breadth,
and is dry at ebb-tide ; but th8 crossing either on horse or foot is dangerous, the tide rushing furiously in,
like the bore in the Calcutta river.(Elmore, Drummond, &.)
CAMBING.-A small island about
thirty miles in circumference,
lying
ibetween
~
o r t h e north coast of ~
the eighth and ninth degrees of south
latitude.
CAMBODIA
(Cambojn/.-A
country
of India beyond the Ganges, extending from Cape St. James in the China
sea, to near the same parallel in the
Gulf of Siam, thus comprehending
the whole peninsula of Cambodia.
In the interior, and along the great
river of Cambodia, it stretches much
further, reaching as far north as lat.
140. The whole coast from Camao
point, the southern extremity, up to
the Cape Liaut of the Europeans, is
an uninterrupted.archipelago of beautiful islands, which appear like the
tops of a chain of mountains, some
above 1,000 feet high, extending

along the coast of Cambodia while
the continent is low alluvia\ land,
without hill or elevation. Among
these islets the tides, which are strong
and irregular, rise to unusual heights
for such latitudes, in some places
above fifteen feet. A mud flat commences a t Cambodia point, and g a dually increases in breadth from the
land, until it terminates at the mouth
of the Donnai river, where it spreads
out to sea for above four leagues,
the southern extremity of Asia here
sinking into the ocean by- very. slow
gradations.
The Cambodia river is said to have
its source from a lake within the Chinese province of Yunan, and to be
navigable for boats before it enters
Laos, between the twenty-second and
twenty-thud degrees of llorth latitude. I t is evidently one of the
largest rivers of Asia, with a course
(if the above conjecture be correct)
of 1,500 miles, including windings ;
but it probably does not deliver to
the ocean so large a body of water
as the Ganges. I t flows through the
territories of Laos and Cambodia.
joining the sea by three mouths aboui
lat. 10' N.
The vegetable productions of this
province are the same as those of the
neiehbourine countries of Siam and
The ;olouri"g matter named
gamboge derives its name from hence,
being
~ the~concrete
, resinous juice of
certain trees found here of a superior
quality, but produced likewise in
other Darts of India. At Dresent
the exportable commodities a;e gamboge, cardamoms, eagle-wood, areca,
ivory, sticklac, hides, horns, bones,
dried fish, dye-woods, and timber for
domestic and naval purposes. The
quantity of teak-wood, however, is
very small; the sort most used for
ship and house-building and the artiilery, is called in the native language
sao, and is strong and durable, but
its botanical character has not yet
been ascertained. A hard black wood
named quo, of large dimensions, aud
eusceptible of ri fine polish, is much
used In cabinet work. This province
also yields the Portugueee rose-wood,
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whicb the Chinese export in considerable quantities. The Chinese and
Marw, Portugoese carry on a m a l l
tra9ic, importhg silk goods, chins,
and lacquered ware, tea, sweetmeats,
tin and tutenagw, a d exporting dried
fish and the artides above-enumerated
in return. Chantibsn is one of the
principnl trading ports of Cambodia,
end a considerable emporium for cardamoms and pepper. I t s t a n h a
4hort distance tnland, up a river only
navigable for small boats. Cancao,
or Athieo, on the Gontier of Cochin
China, is the next mart of importance,
and is also situated up a river which
m m t be ascended by large v d s .
The Khomen h g n a g e ia used by a
nation of that name who reside on
the banks of the Mekm, or river of
Cambu Cha't, or Cambodia. The
Khomen are reckoned an ancient and
learned people, and were formerly
subdued by the T'bay J'hay, or endent Siamese race.
The modern
T'hay, or Siamese, still denominate
the Pali character Nangou Khom, or
the Khomen letter, from this nation.
They are not, however, supposed to
have existed as a polished people ao
early as the Law (Laos), but are believed to have derived their origin
from the warlike race of mountaineers named Kho, the Gueos of the
Portuguese historians. The name of
Carnboja is often mentioned in the
Ramayuna and other ancient Hindoo
poems, where its horses are celebrated ; but the designation probably
refers to Cambay in Gujerat, an an
intercourse is'described as then subsisting between Camboja and Oude,
the capital of the great Rama.
With the present condition of the
interior we are still but little acquainted, and its religion can be only
conjectured. Surrounded on all sides
by nations professing the doctrines of
Buddha, the majority of the inhabithats are also probably votaries of
the same rophet. The accounta we
have of &e mountaineers assimilate
them to the savage aborigines fonnd
all over the continent of India, where
the Hindoo and Mahoniedan religions
have not penetrated, or made any
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M n g i ~ r e s b i o n . The moat numb
rn portion of the inhabitants on
the ses-coaat are native Cambobpns;
but the Anam, or Cocbin Chinese,
compose the governing class. The
aborigines to the west of the great
river, and bordering on Laos, are
termed Mew.
In A.D. 1590 the king of Cambodia
aent a mission to tpe governor of the
Philippines, b w n f his assistance
against the klng o Siam. In 1830
this province was divided into three
parts : one tributary to Siam, another
t o Cochin China, and a third independent. The two first-named divisions comprehend all the sea-coast ;
the third is several days' journey up
the great river Cambodia. Its capc
tal, named Panompin, is said to be
populous, and inhabited besides natives by a considerable number of
genuine Chinese. In 1819 the king
of C o c h i China interdicted to foreigners all direct commerce with his
portion of Cambodia, having proclaimed Saigon the emporium of that
province, and of all the southern divisions of Cochin China.--(Singapoor
Chrmde, Leya'en, Lieut. White, Crawfurd, Staunton, De Birsachere, gc.)
CAMBODIA.-Atown of India leyond the Ganges, the ancient capital
of the preceding province, but now
in a decayed condition ; lat. 13' N.,
Ion. 104' 35' E. By the Birmans it
is named Lowaick, and stands on the
river of Cambodia or Mekon, about
150 miles from the sea. I t does not
appear to have been visited since the
tlme of the Portuguese ascendancy,
and before the fervour of their missionaries had abated.-See also PANOYPIN, the name of the modern
capital.
CAMIDTEN.-A small island, one
of the Philippines, about ten miles
in length by four the aver
situated due north of
There is some trade camed on here
for wax, gold, cocoa-nuts, and cassia.
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C ~ x u ~ o o a . - A town in the province of Bejapoor cont' uous to the
ruins of Bijanagur, of wtich i t . pro-

.

h b l y st ooe period formed an M- where the L u k b i i river Beparaten
tegral part ;the fbrtified pass through from the Brahmaputn, a h it adsed the country called Bangga
the mountains, whicb waa the barrier
According to this d
of &at ancient city, lying about two
miles to the south of Caml~poor; tion, Camroo, besid, a l a r y g e
lot. 15* 11' N., lon. 76" 48' E. New vision of AsMun (wbich still retains
to thia place there sre two magnil- the m e ) , included the w h h of the
divieions of Rongpoor snd
cent Hmdoo temples, greatly re- &ern
sembling the priocipl pagodas of Bi- Rangamatty, a portion of the Myjqnasrr; also a mud fort, with a munsing district, and Sibct, together
dltcg and glacis, which haa been 8 with Munipoor, Gentiah, and Cachar.
ir
place ot some strength, but i s now - The early history of thin re*
no longer occupied. The t r ~ * d l t r inmlved in obscurity, but it hae the
from the north oheewes here,.for the repubtion of having been in earty
first time, the mud cottages painted t i m a a sort of Paphian land, the
with alternate ~llripes of red and seat of promiscuous pleasurea :which
white, according to the prevding description the loose manners of itr
practice in the villages ewth of the modem inhabitants, ae may be seen
Krishnn. The old Raja of Bijanagur under the article Rungpoor, tend
atrongI~to justify. Beeides this, a
resides - principally a t Camlapoor.q r t e n o n s awe hangs over it, as
(FuUarton,qc.)
CAMPAR.-A trading town on the having been the grand source of the
north coast of Sumatra, principality Tantra system of magic, the doctrines
of S i , mentioned by the early Por- of which permit many indulgences to
tuguese writers, and still one of the new converts, and enable the Brshmost flourishing Malay settlements mins to share sensual grati6cations,
in tbe straits of Malacca. Its prin- from which they would otherwise be
chietly inci al export to Singapoor is coffee, excluded. The Tansgich is annually increasing. Some culcate the worship of irascible fB
part is grown in the neighbourhood, male spirits, whose hostility i s to be
but much the largest proportion is appeased by bloody sacrifices, to be
brought down from the mountains of eaten afterwards, in cons e m of
Menancabow, where it was cultivated whiih the Tantru are h s i n gnat
for the first time about fifteen vears estimation by the Brahn~insof Bengal. Jadoo, or witchcraft, is s u p
posed to be still generally understoad
CAMPOULY.-Asmall village, with b the old women, who are ema fine tank and temple, situated at pfoyed by the young to secure the
the foot of the great Bhore ghaut, iu affection of their paramoure.
the province of Aurungabad, division
At present, however, the Brahof Callianee, about forty-eight miles mins of this region are not considered
E.S.E. from Bombay.
very profound conjurors, although
a
(Camarnpa,the oqpmt of fo&&ly held in gr&t estimation f
CAMROOP
derire).-This
was formerly an ex- their knowledge of the black ad.
tensive Hindoo geographical divi~ion, There are still some pretenders, and
extending from the river Korotoya, rich people sometimes give five and
where it joined..the ancient kingdom six rnpees for cas
out a &vil.
ef Mats a, to the Deklcor Mi,a In some divisions o Camroop fm
river o? h a a m , which enter# the have of late been &ected in thin way,
Brahmaputra a short distance t o the owing, it 'is said, to the great impofeast of the eastern .Kamakhya, said tation of learned men from the south;
to be burteen days' journey by water in others, the facilit with which the
above Jorhaut, lately the modern demon allows him& to be expelled
capital. On the north Camroop ex- is attributed to his being of a low
tended to the first range of Bootan caete. The bitetj of serpenta are
hills ; the so~~thern
boundary was cured in the name of BihPheri, and
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the small-pox in that of Sitola, but
other diseases and devils are removed
in that of Kamakhya, and occasionally of the old goddess of the Teesta
river.
I n the north-eastern extremity bep o d R a n r m a t t y the temples are
miserable ute, and few are sufficiently high t o admit any thing larger
than a goat or a pig. The only two
of celebrity in the neighbourhood are
Kamakhya, and one at Haldola dedicated to Rama, both of which have
endowments in land. Among the
natives of Camroop the village gods
are the principal objects of worship,
as by offering sacrifice8 they have an
excuse for eating meat. By the
purer tribes of Bengal the household
gods are more followed, and most of
them have also salgrams. The houses
of such persons may be diwcriminated
from those of the aborigines by their
having in the vicinity a rude heap of
earth for receiving the sacred stone
(the salgram on festivals.
The chie object of worship and
veneration among the Mahomedans,
i n which they are joined by many
Hindoos, is Ismael Gazi, a conquering saint, who first reduced the country to the faith of the Koran. He
lies buried a t Goraghaut, but several
precious relics are said to have been
buried in Camroop, over which monuments have been erected. This
holy person issued three orders to
tbe zemindars and to the o5cers employed under thein in the collection
of the revenue; lstly, never to sleep
in bedsteads; Sdly, not to beat the
inhabitants; and 3dly, not to suffer
milk to be adulterated with water.
A t present the two last are very generally disregarded, and the first
evaded, which is done by sleeping on
a bed with a bottom of plank, i t
being supposed that the saint's prohibition was confined to a bedstead
with a bottom of cords.
Although Camroop is considered
by the natives as very distinct from
Bengal, and although all its original
tribes have features indicative of a
common origin with the Chinese, and
the more eastern races of the ancient
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pontinent, yet the language of Ben;
gal, in diierent stages of purity, p r e
vails almost universally. The dialects differ very considerably a t short
distances, and are reckoned six in
number. There is great reason, however, to believe that it is not the
original language of Camroop, and
that it did not make any great progress till of late. I t does not appear, however, that the ancient Hindoos had any record of a kingdom
intervening between Camroop and
Assam. The modern Hindoos are
of opinion that Camroop is bounded
by Chin, by which, however, is probably meant the country between
Hindostan and China. According to
Abul Fazel, the Chinese empire is
the Mahachin of the Hindoos. Until
uite recently, the Birman empire of
Xva in fact separated Cammop from
the Chinese empire.
This ancient province was invaded by Mahomed Bukhtyar Khilijee,
in A.D. 1204, immediately after the
Mahomedan conquest of Bengal ;
but after losing nearly the whole of
his army, he was compelled to retreat.
From the prodigious ruins of public
works still extant, and the magnificent public roads that had been constructed, it is probable that this remote corner ofIndiain ancient times
enjoyed a superior form of government to any that i t has since experienced. Between the date last-mentioned and the reign of Acber, the
-Musulmauns of Bengal made many
attempts to accomplish the subjugation of Camroop, but were invariably
frustrated. The mode of defence
adopted by the princes of the country, when attacked, was to retire with
their families apd effects into the jungles, until the violence of the rnins,
the inundation of the country, and
the pestilential effects of an unwbolesome climate, compelled the invaders
to capitulate, or to attempt a destructive retreat. A t length, about
A.D. 1603, towards the conclusion
of Acber's reign, the Moguls took
permanent possession of the western
portion of Camroop, which they
partitioned in four divisions, vie.
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Ootrecul, Dukhincul, Bengal Bhumi,
and Camroop Proper.
An officer, with the title of nabob,
continued to reside a t Rangamatty
with some troops ; but it seems to
have been the wish of the Delhi sovereigns to encourage the growth of
reeds and forests, to serve as a boundary against the incursions of the Assamese, and henceforward the tribute
paid by the native chiefs in this quarter was little more than nominal.
Left to themselves, the petty chiefs
would have been. entirely uninterrupted in the process of cutting each
other's throats and reducing the
country to a desert, if they had not
been assisted in the task by the Boo,tanners, who subdued several, and
continued advancing until they were
met by the gigantic power of the
Company, which suppressed all rival
invasions.--(F. Buchanan, qc.)
CAMUPAUD.-Atown in the northern Circars, district of Guntoor, forty-seven miles north from Angoli;
lat. 15' 56' N., Ion. 79' 55' E.
CANARA.
A large province on the west coast
of India, extending from the 12th to
the 15th degrees of north latitude.
T o the north it has Goa and the district of Gunduck in Bejapoor ; to the
south the Malabar province ; on the
east Mysore and the Balaghaut ceded
territories; and on the west the sea.
I t extends 180 miles along the seacoast, and in 1807, according to Mr.
Thackeray, contained 4,623 square
miles below the ghauts; 2,758 (including Bilghy, Soonda, and Soopah)
above the ghauts : making a total of
7,380 square miles of wild, rocky,
and uneven country. The tract distinguished in our maps as the province of Canara, by a fatality unexampled in history, neither is nor ever
was known by that name to the people of the country, o r of any part of
India. Voyagers and Mahomedan
strangers, finding that i t was a dependency on the kingdom of Canara,
and probably that the officers of government spoke that language, gave

the name of Canara to the division
called by the natives Tulava, which
name, however, applies more particularly to the country north of the
river Chandraghiri. Canara is a corruption of Carnata, the table-land
above the ghauts. The British province thus named is composed of the
maritime countries of Tulava, Haiga,
and the adjacent parts of Malabar,
and the Hindoo Kankana (the Concan). I t was transferred to the British government in 1799, and now
forms one of the collectorships under
the Madras presidency, but in geographical description is usually distinguished as north and south Canara,
under which heads further topographical details will be found.
I n this province the western ghar~ts
in some places approach near to the
sea; in others, branches of rocky
hills stretch from the ghai~tstowards
the sea, occupying great part of the
surface. The village lands, however,
are well cultivated with rice, especially those through which a river
runs, or an arm of the sea ; but where
there is no inland navigation, improvement is backward. The rugged
surface of the couutry renders it necessary to transport the produce on
the heads of the peasantry, bullocks
being seldom used. The climate and
soil of Canara are much like those of
Malabar. The rains set in about the
middle of May; fall heaviest, with
squalls of wind, in July; and continue
to the end of September, during
which season all trade is interrupted.
Ships quit the coast and insurances
are void until the end of September;
ou shore, during the interval, work
of every sort is executed within doors,
and bargains and accounts are settled. As in Malabar, the natives here
live mostly every man under his own
tree; but in the interior there are
some villages, peopled chiefly by
Brahmins and shopkeepers. The
roads in Canara are passable, though
inferior to the military highways in
Malabar, but they are less necessary,
as the trade is greatly conveyed by
water, the population and cultivation
following the courses of the rivers.
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the natives do not require r o d s ,
it would be oppressive t o compel the
inhabitants to make them, as governmentalone would benefit by their construction, in facilitating the progress
of troops, stores, and travellere.
Tbe soil of Canara is red and grarelly on the high grounds, sandy near
the sea, and in valleys well adapted
for the cultivation of rice; but ~t is
the climate rather than the soil that
renders the province so productive.
The crops are usually watered by the
rains, but streams are sometimes
dammed up to preaewe the water for
the late crops. The land ia divided
into two classes : the fiwt is capable
of producing two, or even three crops
of rice ; the second a crop of rice and
one of some other coarser grain ; the
third a crop of rice only. Manure is
scarce, and the incessant wet and
want of good pasture so deteriorate
the cattle, that they are not much
taller than long-legged goats. The
cultivators sow and plant rice from
May to July, and reap from September to December inclusive. An acre
of good land requires by computation
eighty-eight seer of seed, and may
produce 1,269 seers. There are cocoa-nut gardens in Canara, but not so
many as in Malabar, rice being justly
thought the surest and most valuable
production.
Some sandy ground
along the beach and banks of rivers
is, when not too wet, peculiarly
adapted for thegrowth of cocoa-nuts.
I n such situations the trees are
planted either in a scattered manner,
or in regular gardens, where they
have been left untaxed, and ollght to
remain so. When a proprietor plants
a garden, he usually manages it himself, letting'off a few trees to a toddy
drawer, who pays a pagoda annually
for ten, twelve, or fifteen trees. Good
trees are said to yield from fifty to
one hundred nuts annually, in four
craps ; weak trees less than fifty nuts.
Betel and pepper are produced above
the western ghauts, where the oil
and climate are more fitted for their
production than in Malabar.
The greater proportion of the lands
inGnaraareprivateproperty,and ori-

dnal inscri tioas on stone and cop*
establish tpe antiquity of the ilntitution. These consist of the donatiem of
ancient princes to pagodas, &c., granb
ing the land-tax accruing from certain
lands and villages, and thus tranaferring it from the treasury t o the indivLdual specified ; but the property in
the soil was not conferred, because
not claimed or p m s e d by the sovereign. In instances where the absolute property in the soil is grsnted,
the deed of gift expressly mentions
the prior purchase of the right. These
inscriptions on stone and copper are
found in every part of Canara, and in
every pagoda, and complete inveatigation of them would tend to illnstrate the ancient history of Canara,
perhnps of India. The different
princes of Bednore, Bijanagur, and
even of Mysore, seem never to have
questioned the general rights of the
people, although arbitrary assessments, and particular acts of oppression, may have rendered private eatates of less value. The culture be
stowed by the land-owners on their
estates, proves that they always confided in the justness of their title;
and in fact that they have been chiefly
rendered valuable by the pains devoted to their improvement. Land
is frequently pledged, and is, generally
speaking, deeply encumbered. The
usual praotice of pledging land renders its sale less common; but, notwithstanding the aversion felt to the
total alienation of their patrimony,
there are many instances of its actual
sale. On these occasio~~s
it usually
brings from eight t o twelve gears'
purchase money on the clear rent ;
but the inequality of the land-tax,
and the distance from great towm
cause the value to vary, and to render it in some places not saleable.
T i e land-tax is heavier than in t h e
northern parts of Malabar, and the
soil is more completely cultivated,
which is probably the cause of the
comparatively higher price of land in
Malabar.
The lands are leased to tenants at
will, or fixed tenants. The proprietors have power to turn out or rake
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the n n t s of the first, but it is seldom when he is led into the tent Ibr the
done. The rent lies between one uar- purpose of being questioned, and
ter and one half of the g m . pro!uce.
magnify his lawas and diminish h k
Hands and stock are scarce, and tu gain. On entering a field with him,
the country pta more populous, it is the same exaggeration of loss
rents will probably rise. The fixed and absence of gain, which are placed
tenants are a kind of sub-proprietors, before the official inquirer m so stron
and are in some respects more i n d b a point of view, that he ia
pendent than the proprietors from to find the worthy man alive and in
whom they hold. The great d i l r - good case under such horrible cirence between the l a ~ d in
s the Mala- cumstances.
In a country so rocky and uneven
bar and Canara rovinces, and those of
the other %ti$ districts in the south as Canara, where cattle are not only
ofIndia, is, that there they are vested scarce, but can seldom be employed;.
in communities, here in individuals. where every spot, before it can be
The villages above the western ghatits cultivated, must first be levelled with
are like corporations, communities, great labour by the hand of man; the
municipalities, or re ublics, possess- expense of the first preparation of
ing the whole of the b d s , subject to waste land most have been so great,
certain contributions to the sovereign, that it never would have been a b
who draws the whole land rent. If tempted unless the revenue assessthe government exacted the whole ment had been moderate. Bnt even
land rent from Mdabar and Canara, aRer the land is brougbt into cultivathe present proprietors wouM not be tion, if it be neglected for a few
common, but individual tenants.
years, it is soon broken by deep gulThe rent at present received by the lies, formed by the torrerrta which
proprietors from fixed tenants and fall during the monsoon. In this
tenants at will is estimated to be ge- province, and also in Mdabar, the
nerally about one half of the g u pmprietor of land bestows on his
produce, the government tax being ittle spot all that minute labour and
about sixty per cent. of the landlord's attention which is so important to
rent, and thirty per cent. of the gross Indian husbandry. Each man lives
produce. With respect to landed t e on his estate ; and f i e neatness of the
nures, and the proportions which the culture and of the enclosures, shews
landlord's and the government share the ardour with which the proprietor
bear to the whole produce, it is very improves arid embellishes his ground.
diicult for the collector, assisted b In countries similar to Canara in
a complete .t.f of native revenue o l climate, manners, and institution.,
ficers, to come to any satisfactory the arguments and examples adduced
conclusion. If the collector cannot by Artllllr Young in favour of hrge
aecertain this point with accuracy, farms do not a ply, because there is
notwithstanding his daily intercourse a want of s t m i , and general poverty,
with the cultivators, it cannot be ex- which at present keeps farms small;
pected to be effected by a deputed but even after stock has accumulated,
itinerant, who calls in an individual the Hindoo system of an equal divL
t o be interrogated, wbich person siorvsmong coheirs, will always have
comes prepared with a series of sto- a tendency to keep them small. At
ries, the offspring of his own genius present, in one district only of this
for invention. In Canara the village province, this subdivision is so exaccountant keeps a statement of the treme, that the petty estates exceed
public revenue, but the peasant sel- 522,000 in number, some of them
dom keeps an account of hi own yielding only one fanam of rent.
profits and expenses, ,he therefore
In 1807 Canara was suppoaed to
rarely can tell what they have been; contain 576,640 persons, of which
and if he be desired to guess, he will number the Brahmins were computed
answer moat guardedly, especially a t 98,610. This great proportion of
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Brahmins has probably conduced to
the superior civilization of the province. T h e Jains are also more numerous than in the adjacent districts.
The slaves resemble those of Malabar,
and the Christians are numerous, but
they are said to be of an inferior
description to those in Travancore.
Prior to the acquisition of this province by the Company, the population was much reduced in conseuence of wars and iuternal feuds, the
estruction of many principal towns
by Tippoo Sultan, and his sending
above 60,000 Christian captives into
Mysore, from whence but a small
number ever returned. The country
was consequently found in a state of
desolation, with large tracts of unclaimed waste, overgrown with jungle, especially in the vicinity of the
ghauts.
This territory will probably never
be a manufacturing country, because
i t produces none of the raw materials
necessary to render it such, and because the heavy rains, which last so
great a part of the year, are insurmountable obstacles t o all operations
which require to be carried on in the
open air under a clear sky. But the
same rains that deny it manufactures,
give i t a succession of never-failing
crops 6f riee, *end render it the granary of Arabia, Goa, Bombay, and
Malabar, which would still continue
to receive their supplies from hence,
were even a heavy duty laid on exportation. A duty of this description would compel the rich Arabian
(for there is no other depbt) who can
afford to eat the rice of Canara, t o
contribute to the revenue of the province, nor would theamount exported
be affected by a conpiderable impost,
although it would by any interference
of the civil power. The rise of price
does not much alarm these traders;
but the uncertainty of getting the
article at all, which the intervention
of the magistrate always occasions,
would effectually drive the traders
from its ports. Even if some apprehension of famine be occasioned by
a great exportation, this ought not to
be reatrained until certain symptoms
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of sctucity appear, and even then the
export to the other provinces under
the British government ought never
to be either rohibited or limited.
The officers o!government
are generally more liable, in their zeal for t h e
people under their immediate protection, to forbid exportation before necessity calls for so strong a measure,
than the grain merchants to export
too much; and by a free export the
hardships of scarcity would be equally
shared b the common subjects, of
the BritisI empire.
When an embargo on grain is laid
in Canara, the mnrket there will he
either overstocked or much better
stocked than at Madras, so that the
people of Canara may be s~trfeiting
themselves with food, while their fellow subjects at the presidency are
starving, and the lives of the people
at the latter may be sacrificed to the
groundless fears of the local authbrities in Canara. Although even a
famine should be a certain consequence of great exportation from
Canara to Madras, the government
must act for the general benefit of all
their subjects, and it is the same thing
to the sovereign whether his suhjects
die of hunger in Madras o r Canara
Suppose a squadron of ships at sea to
run short of water, and it happened
through any accident that one had
abundance: the commander would act
very unjustly if he did not compel
that ship to share her store with the
others; in like manner the government ought to make the plenty of
one assist thedeficiencies of another,
and a free communication is almost
certain of preventing the extremities
of dearth. I n some particular cases
government is justified in interfering
to prohibit exportation t o foreign
states, but never to their own provinces, and all their public functionaries and inferior officers should be forbidden at all intermeddling, whatever,
with bazars, markets, exports, and
imports. The land customs in Canara
bear hard on the people, and ought
to be abolished, and a frontier duty,
if necessary, substituted. A trifling
revenue is raised by a toll on ferries.

,
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which ought to be sappressed, for, as
in India nobody trnvels for pleasure,
it is a tax on industry. The shark
fin duties are trifling in amount and
vexatious in the collection, and ought
to be erased, while the passes should
be kept in good order, to encourage
the merchants, who bring down sandal and other upland articles, and
take away salt.
The province of Canara continued
undisturbed under a Hindoo dynasty
until 1763, when it was subdued by
Hyder. On his taking possession it
was a highly improved country, filled
with industrious inhabitants, who enjoyed greater advantages than their
neighbo~~rs
above the ghauts. The
small estates into which it was then
subdivided, were considered the sctual property of the holders, and the
assessment was fixed and moderate.
In 1799, it was transferred to the
British authority, and has ever since
continued a solitary example of tranquillity, of an easy and regular realization of the revenue, and of general prosperity. This has been attributed to the nature of the tenures by
which the lands are held, to the
moderate revenue exacted, and to its
local situation, which is advantageous
for the disposal of itsproduce. Since
the cession a great improvement has
been exhibited among the people in
dress, mode of living, and other personal comforts ; the aggregate rev*
nue has increased, and L realized
with singular punctuality, notwithstanding the numberless estates from
which it is collected. The total public revenue collected in the Canara
district from the lath July 1816 to
the 11th July 1817, -was 718,085
pagodas.
The atrocities which were formerly
,so common in Malabar and Canara,
are now much less frequent. The
rebellions in Malabar were not so
much objects of police, as civil wars,
which burned with a smothered flame
many years after the country devolved
to the British. Canarahas been quiet
ever since it was acquired, because
Major Munro took measures to secure tranquillity when the country
VOL. I.

was f i s t nubdued. The police of
Canara has since been excellent, and
compared with the forrner state of
these countries, the property and
pereons of the people are secure, of
which fact they are at length convinced. The collectors of the revenue ought to superintend the police,
but. should not he too much burthened with minute ordinances, which
only tend to distract their attention
from objects of greater importance.
The judges would then be relieved
from the vexatious and tedious duty
of the criminal department, and
wonld have more time aud a less harassed mind to attend to the decision
of civil suits, which are certainly
more difficult, and perhaps as important, as the investigation of ,thefts and
robberies. If the decision of civil
suits be delayed, property becomes
less valuable, and the defalcations of
the revenue proportionally greater.
.As there is no immediate urgency for
the decision of civil suits, they are
sometimes postponed by the judges,
.but the courts of circuit come round
-and keep the district judge so on the
alert in the criminal departments, that
the civil judicature is liable to become
a secondary considerntion.-c tirack+
ray, Wilkr, Mutrro, .F.Buc mu,
H o d s ~ n ,&.I ('$I$) 6 & , 121
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CANABA,
NOBTH.-The northern
division of the Canara province is situated between the 13th and 15th degrees of north latitude, and was formerly partitioned into the threesmall
sections of Cundapoor, Onore, and
Ancola. On leaving Devakara the
Karnata country begins, which extends below the ghauts, and occupies
all the defiles leading up to the mountains. The portion of the Hindoo
-Kankana (Concan) comprehended in
this division, forming the Ancola section, is larger than either of the d*
partments into which Haiga is subdivided. All the country from Onore
inclusive, as far as Gaukarna, is called
Haiga, and is said to have been formerly under the authority of Ravana,
king of Lanca or Ceylon.
North Canara produces sandalZ

wood trees, sugar-canes, teak, wild
cinnamon, and nutmegs, pepper, and
cut or termjaponica, the mlmosa catechu growing spontaneously on all
the hills of North Canara. About
1800, the number of teak-trees cut
down each year amounted to 3,000.
About Beiluru are many groves of
the cdophyllurn inophyllum, from
the seed of which the common lamp
oil is expressed. The sea-coast is
principally occupied b Brahmin
houses, the interior by viiages of the
Buptar caste, but it is not customary
for the inhabitants to congregate in
towns. A few ehops are collected
together in one spot, but the other
natives of what is called a village are
scattered about on their farms. According to the AbbBDubois, between
Tellirhery and Onore there are no
less than five diierent nations, who,
tbough intermingled from time immemorial, still preserve their distinct
languages, character, and national
spirit.
Batticollaisprincipdly in the Hsiga
country, and the most common farmere are a kind of Brahmins named
Haige, after the country, and a low
c u t e of Hindoog named Halepecas.
The Comarapece are a tribe of Concan descent, apparently sudras of
pure birth, all soldiers and cultivators, d t h a strong inclination to
robbery. From the long prevailing
anarchy tbey became so im iously
ferocious, that t h y compe~le8many
Brahmins to adopt their caste and
customs. A Brahmin of this division,
who had written a narrative of the
capture of Seringapatam, although he
knew it happened on a Saturday, yet,
because Saturday was an unlucky
day, altered it to a Monday, as it
now stands in his history. Such discrepancies, therefore, in Hindoo chronology, must not be considered by
the antiquary as any proof either of
ignorance or error.--(F. Buchwzan,
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CANARA,Sou~rr.-The southern
division of the province is situated between the 12th and 14th degrees of
north latitude. The country to the

north of the river Chandreghiri, where
Malabar ends, is called Tulava by the
Hindoos, and South Canara by the
British. The soil of Tulavr grows
worse for grain as it recedes from the
sea, but to judge from appearances,
its occupiers are richer than those of
Malabar, who are probably in easier
circumstances than those above the
~hauts.The universal cry of poverty
In India, and the care with which
every thing is concealed, render it
very difficult to ascertain the real circumstances of the cultivator. A good
slave sells for about ten pagodas, or
four guineas ; free men of low caste,
if they be in debt or trouble, sometimes sell their sisterss children, for
they have no authority over their
own progeny, who belong to their
maternal unclea. In the northern
parts of South Canara there are two
castes, called Bacadura and Batadura,
both slaves, with exactly the same
customs; yet each disputes for preeminence, and will not eat or intermarry with the other. The Brahmins
of Tulava, like the Namburies (Brahmins) of Malabar, pretend that the
country was created expressly for
their use by Parasu Rama, and that
they are the only persons cntitled to
be called proprietors of the soil.
Along the sea-coast from Cavai to
Urigara, the inhabitants are principally Moplays (Mahomedans), who
now possess the sea-coast as the
Nairs do the interior. Although the
Nairs are more numerous than the
Moplays, yet during Tippoo's reign,
when not protected by overnment,
they were obliged to s f u k in the
woods, and all such as could be
catched were circumcieed. This mode
of conversion, however involuntary,
is perfectly effectual, and the convert
becomes a good Mahomedan,as otherwise he would have no caste at all;
and although the doctrine of caste
be no part of the Musslilman faith,
yet it has been generally adopted by
the lower ranks of Mabomednns in
India.
The chief towns in this division of
the Canara province are : Mangalore,
Barcelore, and Calliampoor ; there
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M w rirrm of hapatwce, but meny

mmntain s ~ e s m a The lauguage of
T u k a , or South Camra, hss a strong
resemblance tu that of Malabar, and
the written dbaractem are the same ;
but m the l a n g m p of TuIava there
m a gent ldmixture of words from
all the coantriea containing the five
southern nations of India, atr. TeIiga, Maharashtra, Kaznataca, Gojum, and Dravida. In Tulava the
era of Salivahanam is in use, by which
A.D. 1880 corresponds with 172%
The y a r is solar.
The fonna soverei,p of Tulava,
princes of the house of Ikeri, bad
always given great encouragement to
the Christiaus, and had induced
W,Q00of tbem to settk there. They
were all of Concan descent, md r e
tained the language, &as, and manner of that country. Tho clergy
adopted the dress of the eountcy in
which they were domiciled ; but they
were all natives descended from Concan families, m d were pu
a c d in n m i n a r y at
they were inetnrcted io the Portuguese rad Latin l a n g u v g and the
doctrines of the Romish church.
In Tulava they had twenty-seven
churches, each provided with a vicar,
the whole under the contrpl of a
vicar-general, subordmate to the
Archbishop of Goa. Tippoo threw
the priests intb prison, forcibly converted the laity, and destroyed the
churches. The Christian religion
does not, l i e the Hindoo, forbid the
re-admission of such delmquents, and
these involuntary Mahomedans have
in general reconciled themselves with
the clergy, more than 16,OO having
returned to Mangalore and its vicinity
since the conquest of Seringapatam,
and l0,WO more made their escape
to Malabar. These poor people have
noneof the vices usually attributed
t o the native Portuguese, and their
superior induetry is acknowledged by
the neighbouring Hindoos.
The Jain sect are remarkably abundant in this province, and at no remote period must have been the prevailing sect, many Jain temples still
remaining in tolerable perfection. The

prepcr name of the fain m is
&its,
end I ackmwledge th.t
h
e
y are me d % e twenty-one awho are considerect haetiorl by Sea-

cam AcharjP. Like 0 t h Hiadoor,
they arc divided mto Brahmin, W,
Vaisya, and Sudra. Theae casts
cannot inremar
81% rhould
dews burn with-xhr huhR$s. T b
VBdas and ei h t v puranm of the
Brahmins the f a i u reject ae b e r e u ,
a~sertingthat these b e d s were m
posed b g e i o t mimed Vyra, whom
the w t dox &ahmias eossider to
heve beenan h r n a t i o n ofthe d i g s
The Jain chief book of dockkc,
aamed Yoga, is written in the Sang.
wit language and Kacastta cbaraoter,
and ia explained by tweat -bur p l ~ .
ranas, all wriNen by an aut8w nVrishana Sayana, a saint who by
long eontiotled prayer and -3
had obtained a knowledge of divine
thinga. The gods of the Jaiae .re
the spirits of perfect men, who QQ
account of their great virtue have b
come exem t from change, and BCB
aII of e
d rank and power. The,
are called collectively by various tltles, anch as J i n e s m ~ a ,Arbitk (the
worthy), Siddba (the holy), md.mi&
in a heaven named Mocsha. Concerning the great gods s f the eigeteen
Puranas of the wthodsx Bmfimilrt,
the Jains say that 7Tishnu was a raja,
who having performed eertain good
works was born a setorrd time as a
raja named Rama. At first he was a
hero and conqueror, but afterwards
withdrew from worldly pleasures, be
came a sanyassi, or sol~tarydevotet,
and lived a life of such purity that he
obtained Siddha, under the name of
Jina, which he had assumed when he
renounced his earthly kingdom.
t By the orthodox Brahmins who
bllow the doetrines of Vyasa, the
Jains are frequently confounded with
the Sangata, or worshippers of Buddha, and in fact their tenets heve i
many points a strong resemblance to
those taught in Ava by the adherenre
of Buddba. The Jain Brahmins abstain from la &rs;
and their goo.
roos or c h i d priests have authority
to punish such of their followers as
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lie, cheat, commit adultery, or murder. The fines are given to the god,
that is to say, to the priest. They
are scattered throughout Hindostan,
but at present they are no where
comparatively numerous except in
South Canara.
The Jains have two sorts of temples : one covered with a roof, named
Busty ; the other an open area called
Betta, which signifies a hill. In the
Betta temples the only image of a
saint is that of Gomuta Rays, said
while on earth to have been a powerful king. His images are naked, and
always of a c01osd size. The one
a t Carculla is made of a single piece
of granite, the extreme dimensions
ef which above ground are thirtyei4ht feet in height, and ten feet in
thickness. An inscription on it indicates that it was constructed in the
year A.D. 1431.
Travancore, Malabar, and South
Canara (or Tulava) alone escaped
Mahomedan conquest, until the two
latter were invaded by Hyder A.D.
1765-6,--(Fa Buchanan, 4c.)
CANANORE
f Canrra/.-A
town on
the sea-coastof the Malabar province;
lat. 11' 42' N., lon. 75' 27' E. This
place was purchased from the Dutch
by the ancestor of the Biby, or female
sovereign, who ig a Moplay (Mahomedan). Prior t o this, their family
were of little consequence; but having
acquired a fortress, considered by
the Nairs impregnable, they became
powerful, and were looked up to aa
the head of the Moplays of Mnliibar.
The succession goes on in the female
line, according to the custom of the
country, under which system the Biby's son will have no claim to the
govereignty, the heir apparent being
the son of his neice, who is the
daughter of bio .sister. The territory
of this female sovereign on the continent, i r 1800, paid 14,000 rupees of
land tax to the British government,
which also receives all the customs
of her port. Most of the Laccadives
are also subject to her authority : but
they are wretched islands, producing
no grain, nor any thing beyond co-

coa-nuts, betel-nut and plantains. At
the above date the Bib
ossessed
several ves~els,with whicK sEe traded
to Arabis, Bengal, and Sumatra
The town of Cananore lies at the
bottom of a small bay, one of the
best on this coast, and contains s e v e d
good housea belonging to Mahomedan
merchants. The people here have little or no communication with the
Maldives, although the sultan and his
islanders are also Mopla a. The small
division attached to Jananore extends no where more than two miles
from the glacis of the fort, and the
surface of the whole is high and uneven. In 1800, the number of housea
in Cananore and the district of Cherical waa 10,386, and of slaves there
were4,670,moatly of thePoliar and Pariah castes ;but 3 great roportion of
the cultivation is carrieeon by hired
men. A trade is carried on from hence
with Bengal, Arabia, Sun~atra, and
Surat, from which quarters horses,
almonds, piece goods, sugar, opium,
d k , benzoln, and camphor, are imported; the exports are principally
pepper, cardamoms, sandal-wood, coir
and shark fins. So early ru, A.D. 1505
the Portuguese had a fort at Cananore.--( F. Buchanan, Bruce, 4 0 )
CANCAO.-A town in Cambodia,
which in 1820 was the frontier of
the Cochin Chinese daminions. Lat.
I lo N., lon. 104' E. This is a port
of considerable comnlerce, although
situated on a river not navigable for
large vessels.
CANCO~PA.-A
town and small district in the Mysore territories,twentyone miles N. by W. from Chitteldroog.
Lat. 14' 30' N., lon. 760 23'E.
f Gan&ara).-Is
rank
CANDAHAB
this is the second province of the Afghan empire, and by Abul Faze1 in
1583 is described as follows : " Circar Candahar is situated in the second
climate. The length from Kelat Bujaseh is 300 coss. and it measures in
breadth from Sinde to Furreh 260
COSS.
On the east lies Sinde; on the
west Gour and Ghourgistan; on the
south, Sewee; and on the west, Fur-

CANDAHAR.
reh and Cabul; on the north-west, it
is bounded by Ghuzneen. The wheat
of Candahar is very white, and is sent
to a distance as a great rarity. In
the vicinity of Candahar town are the
ruins of a great city, the native place
of the Ghorian sultans. Between Hermund and Candahar is situated the
well known city of Meymund, mentioned in old astronomical tables."
- This province having in recent
times been little explored, ita modern
boundaries are quite unascertained,
and many of the stations mentioned
by Abul Fazel have quite disappeared
from the maps. C.ompared with other
quarters of Afghanistan, it is a hot
climate, no snow falling in winter, and
the small quantity of ice formed dissolving with the mid-day sun. The
summer temperature is great, hot
winds not unusual, or the fatal simoom unknown ; yet the clin~ateon
the whole has been noted for its salubrity. North-east of the capital,
Candahar has the aspect of a desert,
and except small portions contiguous
to inhabited places, no cultivation is
seen. The buildings, from oscarcity
of timber,are constructed, as in Cabul,
of sun-burned bricks, and covered
with a flat roof of the same material.
The country in~mediatelyround the
city is well cultivated and fertile ;further south it is poor, and deteriorates
so much as it extends west, that for
many days' march towards the left
bank of the Helmund river it is a
complete desert.
This quarter of Afghanistan having been rarely visited by Europeans,
our information respecting its produce and inhabitants is ver deficient.
A native traveller of 1795 h e i d Mustapha), among other productions mentions wheat, rice, joaree, gram, pease,
and seeds of different sorts, dates, almonds and otr oT roses. The cultivators he asserts are Moguls and Afghans, and the vernacular language
the Pushtoo. Among the inhabitants
he reckons a considerable number of
Hindoos (partly Kanoje Brahmins),
both settled in the town as traffickers,
and cultivating the fields and gardens
in the vicinity. L i e the rest of Af-
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ghanistan, the country is thinly peopled, a consiclerable portion of tbe
natives still leading a pastoral and
migratory life. The principal domestic animals are camels and dogs, the
last a superior breed for courage,
strength, and sagacity. Among the
wild aninlals are tigers, buffiloea,
deer, and antelopes. With respect to
religion, a great majority of the inhabitants are Mahomedans of the Sooni
persuasion, and the country abounds
s i t h mosques, in which Seid Mustapha asserts both Hindoos and MWsulmans worship, and in other respects nearly assimilate. Candahar has
In general been considered as an integral part of the Persian empire, but
it was, with Rome intervals, almost
two centuries subject to the Delhi
emperors, until finally wrested from
them by Nadir Shah. On the death
of that bold, bad man, it became subject to Ahmed Shah Abdalli, the Afghan chief of Cabul, and has ever
since remained attached to that state,
though with a very fluctuating degree
of obedience.4Seid Mwtupha, Elphinrtone, Forster, &.)
CANDAHAU.-Afortified town in
Afghaniatan, the capital of the Candahar province; let. 36' 11' N., lon.
66O 28' E. By Abul Fazel, in 1582, it
is described as follows : " Candahar is
the capital of this circar; it has two
forts. The heat is very severe and the
cold temperate, except in the months
of December and January, when water freezes. Here are flowers and fruits
in abundance."
According to one tradition Candahar was founded by Lohrasp, a Persian monarch of great antiquity, but
whose own existence is worse than
doubtful ; while another ascribes it
with more probability to Secunder
Zulkurnein (Alexander the Great)
The ancient city stood until the predominance of the Ghiljies, when Shah
Hussein founded a new city under the
name of Husseinabad. Nadir Shah
destroyed the old fortress, and attempted once more to alter the site
of the town, for which purpose he
built Naderabad. A11med Shah found.
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d the prrnsnt city in 1765, Md dso r e y l u k y of its k,Candehnr ib mgave it a new esma :but the aadvea
still retain the old one of Caudahw.
Daring tfratsovereign's reign it was the
Durnny apd, but him .on Timour
S b l tmn erred the neat of government to Cabul, whence it was subse
queady tmnsferred to Peehnwer. The
6urroundi county is level, and nn-I$
fert7e; and beingimigatedboth
by conduits and wells, and indue
triously cultivated, the production of
is abundaot. The garden# contables, and excellent fruitr
$ & ~ n s , cucumbers, kc. are raised
in thn &Ms. Madder, msafaatida, lum e , and c h are plentiful, and the
Candnhar tobacco has long had ea
excellent reputation.
Tbe form of Candahar is an I b n g
square, and as it was built nf once on
fixed plan, is very regular. Four
loe and broad bazan meet in the
mihle of the town, and at their point
of junction b a circular space, about
*forty-five yards in diameter, covered
with a dome, into which alpthe four
are- lepd. The central space, called
Chassoo, is surrounded by shops, and
here proclamations are read, and the
bodieeofcriminals expoeed. The town
is plentifully supplied by two canals
with watep drawn from the Urgundaub, and crossed in different places
by little bridges. From these canals
lateral oonduits are carried, both
above and below ground, to almost
every street in the town.
Candahar is divided into many
quarters, each occupied by one of the
numerous tribes, the aggregate pf
which composes its populahon, In
1809 estimated at 100,000 peraons.
Almost every Rurrany chief has a
house here, some of which are said
to he large and elegant ;and there aFe
besides many large caravanserais and
mosques; but none of the last handmme except one near the palace, in
the vicinity of which stands the tomb
of Ahmed Shah. This is not a large
ediiice, hut haa a handsome cupola,
elegantly painted, gilt, and ornamented, and held in such veneration by
the Durranieci, that it is a sacred asj.lum for fugitives. Although, from the
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p.w. to most 4 w o p a n cities,

it i.
far from mlgnXcent, being for the
most part built of brick, in many instances cemented with mud. Among
the c o m m o d y the Hindoor have
the best dwellings. Contrary to what
is the m e in other aties of Afghanistan, a great proportion of the inhabitants are genuine Afghans; of
these the greater number are Durramw. The other residents are Tajib,
Eimauks, Hindoos, Pemhs, Seistanies, and Baloochw, with a few Usbecs, Arabs, and Armenians. Among
the stationary population are a few
Jews, but it has been frequently obsaved that this race is never numerous where Hindoos have settled
ae brokers and money-change=
While the Persian and Mogul empires flwrished, Candahar was a frontier city, and an object of mnch competition, being frequently lost and
won, until 1638, whenit was betra~ed
to the Emperor Jehangir by the
Persian governor Ali Merdan Khan.
On the decline of both empires, it was
for a short time possessed by native
Afghan chiefs; but in 1737, Nadir
Shah having deposed Thamaa Mirza,
entered Afghanistan with a hrge army, and captured Candahar from the
Ghiljee chief Hossein Khan, after a
siege, from first to last, of eighteen
months. On Nadir's assassination it
was acquired by Ahmed Shah Abdalli,
and during his life-time continued the
ca ital of the Durrany empire. Trave\ins distance from Dalhi by Cabul
1,071 miles3 fmm Agra 1,208; and
ffom Calcutta q047 miles.-4ElpYaatone, Forrter, Seid Murtapha, 4c.)

CANDALTA-Apoor village in the
rovince of Aurungabad, with a toPerable bsla.and governn~entbungalow, and an inn kept by a Portuguese,
situnted on the road from Bombay to
Poona, distant from the last forty-two
travelling miles. This place stands on
the verge of the Bhore ghaut, and in
the neighhurhood there is a cataract
which flows the whole year, deecending i s four successive falls, about
1f 00 feet,. into a valley of ample
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depth and considerable globm, down
which its stream afterwards winds to
join the sea, nearly op osite to Tannah, under the name ofthe Callianee
river. 011 n knoll above this waterfall, and close to the great precipice,
Mr. El hinstone erected a house,
where Re mpent g e t p r t of each
cold season.
f Ga&m).-A
town
CANDHAB
in the province of Ajmeer, twelve
miles E. from Rantampoor. Lat. W
N., Ion. 76' 529' E.
CANDHA
/Gndara).-A
~
town
in the Beeder province, sixty miles
north from the town of Beeder. Lat.
18' 40' N., lon. 77' 35' E.
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CANDEISH.
(Khundexa).
A province of the Deccan, situated
principally between the twentieth and
twenty-second degrees of north latitude. To the north it is separated
from Malwa by the course of the
Nerbudda; to the south it has Aurungabad and Berar; on the east are
the provinces of Gundwana and Ber3r; and on the west Gujerat. Its
limits have never been accurately defined, but it may be roughly estimated
at 1210 miles in length, by eighty the
average breadth. Candeish was one
of the small soubahs formed during
the reign of Acber, from conqlrests
made south of the Nerbudda. I t then
occupied the space between Malwe
on the north; Berar on the east; and
Ahmednuggur, afterwards Aurongabad, on the west and south ;but being
a new acquisition, its boundaries have
since greatly fluctuated. By Abul
Fazel, in 1582, it is described as follows.
" The Soubah of Dandees. This
soubah was originally named Khandesh, but on the conquest of the fortress of Aseer, the name was changed
to Dandees. I t is situated in the second climate. In length from Poorwhich joins Hindia to Selung,
c % i n g on the territory of Ahmedno ur, it measures seventy-five coss,
nn7the breadh from Jamood, which

confines it towards Berar and pqli,
joining to Malwa, is fifty coss. I t is
bounded on the north-west by Malwa,
Kalneh confines it to the south ; on
the a t lies Berar ; and on the north
la e mountains. The soubah Kand% contains tbirty-two maha s ; revenue 13,647,073 tungeha."
Such were the ancient Mogul limite
of this province; but in a report by
Mr. Elphinstone, A.D. 1821, more
accurate geographical boundaries are
assiened. of which the followine are
the" rinkpal. Candeiah is bo;nded
on tffe north by the Satpoora, or Injadree range of mountains; on the
south by the Chandore fort ran e
and the Adjontee ghaut. On t i e
south-west it is limited by the Syadree, commonly calla1 the ghauts,
at the terminat~onof which, south of
the Tuptee, is the hilly tract of Baglana The lain of Candeish descends towar!s
the Tuptee, fiom the
hills on the north and south. On
the east'it is bounded by Sindia's and
the Nizam's territories on the Berar
plains. On the west the lain along
the Tuptee stretches witpout interruption from the hills to the sea;
but it is separated from the rich
country about Surat by a thick and
extensive jungle.
Althou h interspersed with low
barren hfils, a large proportion of
Candeish is remarkably fertile, being
watered by copious streams, on many
of which expensive embankments
have been constructed. In 1820
some portions of land remained in
ood cultivation, and others, recentabandoned, conveyed a high notlon of their ancient fruitfulness,
and capability of renovation. But a
large roportion of the surface at
that Bate was covered with j~mple,
swarming with tigers, among the ruins
of former villages. This scene of
desolation was most co~~spicuous
in
the districts north of the Tu tee,
which at no remote period yiel&d a
lar e revenue, but in 1820 overspread
w i i an uninhabited forest. The natural beauties of Candeish Proper are
much enhanced by the number of
limpid rivulets, hardly ever drj, that
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flow down from the table-land and
fall into the Tuptee.
The decline of Csndeish may be
dated from 1802, when it was ravaged by Jeswunt Row Holcar ;next
year it was dfepopulated by famine,
and its ruin aterwards more slowly,
but effectually, consummated by the
Peshwa'e officers. The Bheels now
withdrew to their fastneesee, and
made predatory iacursions ; the Pindamesannudy devastated the plains;
while various insurgent bands of
Arabs, having established themselves
in strong-holds and ghurries, infested
all the country in their vicinity. After
the British conquest in 1818 the
Arabs were expelled, and the plundering horse extirpated; but the
Bheels of the Satpoora range (which,
although not more than 1500 feet
high, have a difEcult access and pestilential climate) continued to give
much trouble, and were only brought
under by cutting off their supplies,
and pensioning the rulers to restrain
the excesses of their subjects. The
same plan was followed with the
Bheels of the Chandore range, and
with the Bheels and Coolies of Baglana, and after a short interval SUCceeded. Under such circumstances,
it may readily be sup osed that there
is no want of waste rand in this province, where it is granted on most
firvourable terms to cultivators and
speculators; but it will require a long
period of time to restore to prosperity a territory that has been so
thoroughly depopulated. The existing villages are for the most part
built of mud, and protected by a
miserable wall and fort of the same
material, without ditch or outwork.
This is one of the original Maharatta provinces, and so remarkably
strong by art and nature, that formerly twenty fortresses could be counted
in sight, within one day's march.
Prior to the British conquest in 1818
a considerable portion of it was possessed by the Holcar family, having,
like the adjacent soubahdary of Malwa, been partitioned between Sindia,
Holcar, and the Peshwa, to whose
share the British government suc-

ceeded by conquest, nnd to large
sections from the others by treaties
and exchanges. The chief rivers
are the Nerbudda and Tuptee; the
principal towns, Boorhanpoor, Aseerghur, Windia,Nundoorbar, and Gaulna.
Among the hills, and along the
courses of the Tu tee and Nerbudda,
tribes are to be
many Bheel
found, whose chiefs formerly commanded most of the passes. The
Bheels also possese the eastern portion of the ghaut ran e, and all the
s UPS and branches tfat issue from
tience towards the south as far east
as Poona. They likewise spread
over the plains to the east, more especially north of the Godavery, and
are even discovered in the neighbourhood of the Wurda. On the
north they extend beyond the T u p
tee and Nerbudda, and are numerous
in the Malwa and Gujerat jungles,
and in all the eastern quarter of Gujerat. But it is in the wild tract
stretching along the left bank of the
Nerbudda, from the plains of Nemaur to thoseof Oujerat, amidst the
Satpoora, Ad#nt,ee, and Baglana
congeries of 111s that they have
been least disturbed, and it is here
we may expect to find their peculiar
usages in the purest preservation.
They are a jungle people, differing
from the other inhabitants in manners and appearance, and by some
conjectured to have been the autochthones, or indigenae, of Central Hindostan. Towards the west in Gujerat they meet the Coolies, and towards the south-esst in Gundwana
they come in contact with the Gonds;
but the discrepancies that distinguish
those tribes from each other respectively, and coHectively from the low
castes of Hindoos, have never been
clearly ascertained.
The Bheels and Gonds almost universally inhabit the interior, where
they cultivate little, being t~aturally
averse to agriculture, and addicted
to hunting and rapine; the Coolies
are found mostly, but not exclusively,
on or near the sea-coast, as fishers
and pirates, but, on the whole, more
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civilized than the two other tribes.
Their common points of resemblance
seem to be an aversion to regular industry, and a proneness to thieving
and robbery, in which they are so
expert, that they were formerly emloyed by the native chiefs to desorate the lands of their adverssries.
In person the Bheels are small, darkcomplexioned men, nearly in a state
of nakedness, constantly armed with
a bow and arrow, and in many circumstances closely resembling the
mountaineers of Boglipoor, in the
Bahar province. The pure Bheels
trace their descent from Rajpoots,
and in seme tracts are distinguished
by the term Bhillalas. They are
subdivided into an endless variety of
tribes and families, each living under
its own Naik. In religion they are
said to be Hindoos of the Brahminical persuasion-yet they bury their
dead, a marked distinction; and in
feeding are addicted to many impure
practices, for they eat beef and pork,
and drink spirits of every description. Near Adjuntee, and among
the Satpoora range, are many converted Mahomedan Bheels, who know
little more of their new religion beyond its name. Their language does
not differ essentially from the rude
dialects used by the peasantry of the
surrounding country. From a census
taken in 1820 of the Bheel population of the Vindhya range, there did
not appear to be more than six to a
square mile.
Earlv in the fifteenth centurv Candeish &as governed by indep&dent
sovereigns. claiminndescent fiom the
khaliff am&, and Fesident at Aseerghur, their capital 4 but towards the
closeof that century it was complete
ly subdued, and annexed to the Mogul empire. In recent times, and
more especially when the Maharatta
Dower beean to totter. the greater
part of ~ i n d e i s hhad been usurped
bv Arab colonists, who, in fact, without any premeditated scheme; were
in a fair way of becoming paramount
in Hindostan, having already all the
petty chiefs, whom they served as
mercenaries, more or leas undec their
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domination. All of Holmr's ,po+
sessions in Candeish having been
ceded to the British in 1818, and the
Arab colonists continuing refractory
after every other class had submitted,
its subjugation was regularly undertaken. Fortunately the Arabs had
made a tyrannical use of their usurped authority, so that the great macls
of the people were eager for their expulsion, while the Arabs were not
su5ciently numerous to resist e&ctually; yet they did resist, for the
alternative offered them was re-transportation to their own country, to
which they appear to have had an
extreme, although not altogether singular, repugnance. Force was resorted to, and the last body of Arabs
surrendered in December 1818 ; but
many of theBheel chiefs, trusting to
their mountains and jungly recesses,
continued refractory. Into these
fastnesses they were pursued by various British officers, who expelled
them from den after den, and about
the end of 1819 terminated this harassing and unwholesome warfare.(El~hinstone,Briggs, Mal~olm,Fdlarton, Abul Fazel, Prinsq, 4c.)
C A N D E I ~(District
H
of).-A British collectorate in the Deccan, consisting of various portions of the province of Candeish, acquired during
the Maharatta war of 1818, but intermingled with villages belonging to
Sindia, Holcar, theNizam, and others.
That this district is capable of great
imnrovenrent, is evident from the dilal;idated remains of more than 100
substantially built dams and aqueducts, consiructed for the purposes
of irrigation, which at a small expense
might be again rendered available. I t
never recovered from the devastation
of Jeswunt Row Holcar's troops in
1809-3, and the subsequent famine
of 1803-4, the Peshwa's destructive
farming system, the incursions of the
Pindarries, and the ravages of the
Bheels. TO these apparently sufficient causes of ruin may be added,
the number of tigers with which the
country absolutely nwarmed, sixty
having been killed in one month ;and
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the destructive epidemic which swept tdns and penelratbp though tbr
boundary forests, the country preof cultivation ; and
I t was notuntilthehginnin of 1819 fienb few -t
that Aumulnair fell, or that tandeish prmding On'!ardq
towards the
IncE-~
and the
could be said to be in our possession, tEs
when a vast extent of unreclaimed
and
that separate
un le was discovered, nearly one- the diarent cOrles become
and i m p m i o w ; it wm in the
i a l f "f the villages having
de
that the naserted, and abandoned to the beasts midst
long preserved its inof the forest. In 1820 the total jum- tive
ma was 16,88,718 rupees, but the dependence winst
a
invaders, and
Possesnet revenue realized amounted to
only 7,99,049 rupees. ~h~ inhabi- sion, under a sort of feudal constitutants, exclusive of villages, belong- tion, of above two-thirds of the whole
ing to the cl,iefs above-mentioned, island. The ascent on the west side
were then estimated by Mr. Chaplin Is more ggradualsand the surface less
a t 417,976 persons. Ca t. Brigp de- covered with jungle, stagnant waters
classes as and putrid vegetation ; it h u accordthe
and illoffensive, but timid ingly been found much less destrucand helpless, and ground to the enrth tive the
by the multiplied calamities they had than the eastern route to the interior.
Under the old Candian
experienced.-(Chaplin,
Briggs, Elthese dominions were subdivided into
phinrtone, 4c.)
dissavonies and ratties, the first'equiCANDELYES-A
small ''illageinc'7valent to rorinces, the latter to
Jhe following is a list of
loo, nineteen miles S.W. from Trin- counties.
comalee, which in 1818 contained each, according to the old arrangeonly sixteen families. The great tank ment :
here is about four miles in circumDissavonies.
ference, and is one of the best speci~
~
~ wellasaey.
~
~
k
~
~
i
~
~
mens of native exertion in Ceylon.
~h~ sevencorles.
The embankment is One
and a
The Four Corles. Tamankadada.
third long, twenty feet in height, and
~ h ~h~~~
,
corles.
saffmgam.
at the base 150 feet wide; but at the
WalaparC.
ouva
UdapalatB.
above date it only served to water
Ratticr.
one paddy field.--(Dav~, &.)
I)oombera.
Udunuara.
Hawassea Patoowe. Kotmal6.
THE KINGDOM OF CANDY.
T
~
~Hewahett6.
~
~
~
The central and moutltainous pro~ate&ara.
The whole of theCandian provinces,
vinces of the island of Ceylon, until
A.D. 1816, formed the dominions of with the exception of the plains round
the king of Candy, which have been Anurodburro, present a constant inroughly estimated at 12,360 square terchange of steep mountains and
miles. The rugged and inaccessible deep vallies. The excessive thicktless
natureof the territory, the insalubrity of the woods that cover the face of
of the kingdom, and hostility of the the country causes heavy fogs and
Candians, have, until very recently, unwholesome damps to prevail; every
prevented any accurate survey even of evening the fogs fall with the close of
the tracta under the immediate con- day, and are not again divnipated untrol of the British government. The til the sun has acquiredgreat strength.
passes on the western side, that lead The vallies are in general marshy, full
through the mountains to the inte- of springs, and excellently adapted
rior, are steep and difficult, and for- for the rearing of cattle and the culmerly wgre little known, eve11to the tivation of rice. The high range of
native& After nscending the moun- mountains that extend across the

off many thousands in 1821.

spiculturaf
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Cadian territory seems to-divide the
island into two different climates, by
breaking the force and regularity of
the monsoons. As may be inferred
from the nature of its surface, the
central region is ill adapted for internal navigation; for although many
rivers, or rather mountain torrents,
intersect it, they are during the rains
(with the exception of the Mahavali
Gnnga) so rapid in their course and
rocky in their channels, as not to permit the passing of boats, while in the
opposite season they are mostly dried
UJ'.

,

The agricultt~reof Ceylon, like
that of the south of India, is divided
into the dry and the wet; the first
being chiefly practised on the sides of
hills and on plains where there is no
command of water; the last consists
wholly of rice, and is carried on
wherever su5cient water can be procured for the purposes of irrigation.
In the low countries the paddy fields
are flat and extensive ;but among the
mountains they are merely a succession of terraces, in each of which the
crop may be seen in different stages
of its growth ; in some, just vegetating ; in others, full grown, ripening,
and fit for the sickle.
By the proclamation of General
Brownrigg, in 1818, the general a 5
sessment on the entire paddy lands of
the Candian provinces was fixed at
one-tenth of the annual produce, to
he delivered by the cultivator at convenient storehouses in each provlnce.
There is every reason to believe
that the Candians and Cingaleae (or
Ceylonese) were originally one people, differing only i n local and political circumstances ; the first having
always been secluded among the
woody mountains, and interdicted all
communion with strangers; while the
other was overspread with colonies
from distant and hostile nations. In
language, religion, and modes of life,
they are essentially the same; but
the Candians are fairer, stouter, less
polished in their manners, and, owing
to their wearing a beard, of a more
feroc~ousaspect. The upper classes

have long been pre-inent,
even
among Indian nations, for cruelty and
perfidy; and the lower orders, when
occasion offered, have been su5ciently prone to imitate their superiors ;
yet there is scarcely a doubt, that the
mild system of government and equal
distribution of justice they are now
experiencing, will gradually render
them as inoffensive as their brethren
on the sea-coast.
Until 1815, theintercourse between
the two classes was almost ae completely cut off as between the moat
savage and inveterate tribes of North
America. While the royal form of
government lasted, the king was the
sole proprietor of the lands occupied
by his subjects, whose dependence
was of the most abject description,
although the monarchy was in some
respects elective. The king of Candy
in 1800 was a native of the Carnatic
by a female branch, but by no means
the nearest heir, having been brought
in by the influence of the prime minister, or chief adigar. In theory,
the constitution was the purest despotism, but in practice an aristocracy,
the combination of a few chiefs generally arranging the succession. By
the lower classes the kings were venerated as deities, and worshipped
with the basest adulation, although
most of them appear to have been
despicable tyrants. The nobility and
courtiers do not appear to have been
deficient in acuteness and capacity
for business, in the conducting of
whicb they always displayed such a
proneness to intrigue, falsehood, cunning, and political finease, as to render treaties or en ements with
tbem a mere waste o g m e and paper.
and the court itself a perfect hotbed
of faction, conspiracy, and rebellion.
The Candiins of theinterior rarely
congregate into populous communities. Candy, the metropolis, may be
called a large village, but the kingdom contains no other, the natives
preferring either small hamlets or detached dwellings. Each little district
comprehends within itself every article of necessity; luxuries, such as
snlt, salt-fish, and tobacco, are sup-
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plied by itinerant Malabars or Moor- Buddha Oree of iron and mangamen. The higher ranks use various nese are the only on- that have been
curries, and eat egge, fowls, ame, and discovered in Ceylon. Their blackdibrent kinds of animal food; but smiths can make n-barrels, and even
beef they reject with a b h o r r e n ~ ~gun-locks
.
; r h i x although coarse,
Those who have a great deal of lei- are quite sewiceable. Their hones,
sed of kapetia, rexin, and cosure, amuse themselves with cardplaying (which they appear to have E r g m , reduced to an impalpable
learned from the Portuguese), or in powder, are particularly good. The
listening to wonderful storiee, poetry, art of manufacturing gun wder is
and music. With respect to general generally understood, but C s little
civilization they are inferior to the refinement, no attempt being made
Cingaleue, who are at least on a par to granulate it, so that they are obligwith the common Hindoos of the ed to use it in a state of very
continent, while their upper classes, coarse powder or dust. The radical
in courtesy and polish, are not infe- of the Cingalese language is the Sanrior to the most wily Maharatta Brah- scrit, and like the Javanese it is said
mln. Indeed, it is probable that the to have three diitinct dialects, one
modern Candians are much the same for addressing majesty, one for relias they were 300 years ago, when gioub purposes, and another for daily
first visited by the Portuguese, at intercourse. They write neatly and exwhich era there is every reason to peditiously with a sharp-poiuted iron
believe their manners had continued stile, on the leaf of the talipot palm,
unchanged for an indefinite number colouring the characters afterwards
by rubbing them with .a mixture of
of preceding centuries.
The Candians and Cingalese ap- lam -black nnd gum. The subjects
pear entirely ignorant of mathematics of t E i r manuscripts are chiefly theoand geometry, and even of arithmetic logy, poetry, history, medicine, and
their knowledge is very limited. They mtrology. The first year of Sakka
have figures of their own to represent corresponds with 621 of Buddha, and
numbers, but for the purposes of with A.D. 78 of our era. In 1811,
business have adopted the Hindoo when Capt. Canning was at Rangoon,
system of notation. Their weights a sacerdotal mission to the Burmese
and measures are most inaccurate, sovereign of Ava arrived there from
one of their modes of estimating dis- Candy, both nations professing the
tance being the place between two same doctrines ; y ~ the
t king of the
spots from whence a loud holloa country last-mentioned was himself
may be heard. Four of these make (as his ancestors had always been) of
a gow, and five gows a day's jour- the Brahminical persuasion.
ney, or from twenty-five to thirty
When the Portuguese amved in
miles. The silver coin or token in Ceylon, they are snid to have found
circulation, called a riddy, is merely it occupied by only two classes of
a bit of silver bent into the form of a inhabitants, the Bedahs in the northfish-hook, and worth about sixpence. east, and the Ciogalese in the southBeing accustomed to make t h a r pur- west; but it is probable that even
chases in the way of barter, metallic then the Carnatic races had obtained
money is but little used by the cen- a footing, as there is no tradition extral Cinplese, of which fact an idea tant that the Cingalese ever inhabited
may be ormed from the circumstance the parts about Jafna atam. The
that the whole revenue in specie of most singular onion o r the Ceylon
the late king did not excee&t1,500 population is tRe Bedahs orYaddahs,
sterling.
who inhabit the inmost recesses of
The Cingalese are tolerably expert the forest. Their descent has never
at casting fBoures of brass and copper, been traced, and they appear to differ
of which a favourable specimen is so much from the other natives, that,
still extant at Candy, in a figure of like the Bheels, Gonds, Coolies, and
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Boglipoor savages of Hindostan, the
have been considered aboriginal
They are scattered over the woods
in different parts of the island, but
are most numerous in the province
of Bintan, north-east of Candy, where
they subsist by hunting deer and other
wild animals, and on the fruits that
grow spontaneously around them, for
they never cultivate the earth. They
sleep on trees or under them, and
climb up like monkies when alarmed.
A few of the less, wild traffic with the
Candians, giving ivory, honey, wax,
and deer, in exchange for cloth, iron,
and knives ; but the untamed race
named the Rarr~bahBedahs are more
seldom seen, even by accident, than
the most timid of the wild animals.
Although the Candian nation wes
governed in a most arbitrar mallneb
yet its custonts and prejudces were
shared and respected by their monarchs, and they were justly proud of
being exempt from a foreign yoke.
In the number and extravagance of
their titles the kings of Candy yielded to no eastern potentate, and, like
the emperors of China, they were
viewed by their subjects with a mysterious reverence. There were gene'rally two adigars or ministers, and it
was a maxim of state policy to appoint them from different factions.
The next in rank were the dessaves,
or superintendents of corles, and
also the principal military commanders. Much the greatest proportion
of the king's revenue arose from contributions, levied irregularly by his
officers two or three times a year,
and consisting of precious stones,
ivory, cloth, corn, fruit, honey, wax,
arms, &c. &c.
In A.D. 1798 the king of Candy
died, and the chief adigar raised to
the throne a young native of the
Carnatic, to the prejudice of Mootoo
Swamy and other candidates of the
royal race. In 1803 a war ensued,
of a most destnictive nature (from
the pestilential climate) to the British
troops engaged, which lasted with
.different vicissitudes until 1805, when
a tacit cessation of ho~tilitiestook
place, without any regular treaty,
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such a document being considered no
additional security for its permanence.
In 1815 what foreign violence could
not accomplish was effected by the
b a n e cruelty of the king, which rendered him so detested hy all classes
of his subjects, that they implored the
assistance of the British government
to drive the monster from the throne.
111consequence of reiterated supplications, in February 1816 a British
army entered the Candian territories,
and the king fled from his capital
pursued by his own troops and subjects, by whom he was captured,
plundered, and reviled. In achieving
this long-protracted conquest, the
resistance in a military point of view
was trifling, and principally arose
from the indescribably rugged surface
of a country intersected by niountains, jungles, and morasses. Indeed,
under existing circumstances, the expedition could not have been undertaken without the concurring wishes
of the chiefs and people, without
whose aid and acquiescence it could
not have been commenced, far less
brought to a successful issue without
the sacrifice of a single life.
The peace of Ceylon now appeared
imperturbable; even the climate indicated an in~provement, the mortality among the Europeans having
decreased most remarkably. But the
calm was of short duration, for in
the course of two years an insurrection was excited by the turbulent
ambition of a few discontented chiefs,
and kept alive by their perniciotls influence over a people, habituated to
the most iniplicit obedience ; for in
fact no charge or accusation was ever
brought against the administration of
the British government. In September 1817 intelligence was received
that a pretender to the throne (a native of the seven corles, who had
been a Buddhist priest), with two old
and six young priests, had taken up
his abode in the jungles of Wellasee.
Mild and conciliatory measures were
tried at first, but found unavailing;
and when vigorous exertions were resorted to, the usual d i c t i o n s from
disease and climate were experienced;
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Protected by their wilL and kt- beautiful and romantic, but as a mineases, the insurgents persevered ob- litary position a worse one a u l d
stinately in their rebellion, and in- scarcely be selected. The' hourdes
volved the British nation in an im- that compose the only street are all
mense expenditure of blood and of clay, one story, and, with the extreasure, until the conclusion of 1819, ception of a few chiefs' dwellings, all
at which date active operations had thatched. The principal edifices, if
entirely cesaed in the Candian terri- they deserve such an appellation, are
tories. The old system, which greatly the palace and different temples. The
impeded all efforts towards ameliora- first occupies a considerable extent of
tion, being abrogated by the rebellion, ground ; the last are numerous, every
the interior of Ceylon was placed un- royal residence having its orthodox
der the same political circumstances number of tern les. One of these
, sacred tooth
as the maritime provinces, and sub- contains the ~ a r n d a or
ject to the direct management of the of Buddha, now in British custody,
British government, which had pre- and (according to natives) their only
viously shared it with the native legitimate document of enfeofment,
chiefs. For three centuries the to- its possession entitling the holder to
pography of Candy had been a matter the government of the kingdo~n. Inof romance and conjecture; but dur- deed, the capture of this holy grinder
ing the last revolt every mountain, was by them considered of infinitely
forest, brake, den, chasm and ravine greater importance than any event
were scoured in search of the enemy, that occurred during the late war.
who had hitherto considered their When taken by a Brrtish detachment
native thickets imperious to a Euro- in 1803, it was found to be a misepean soldier.--(Dauy, Public Docu- rably shabby place of one long street,
menta, Percivol, Cordiner, Knox, Ma- and in 1819 the total population of
Candy was thought not to exceed
j o r Johnrton, Haringdon,
3,000 persons.--(Davy, Major JohnC A N D Y . - T ~ ancient
~
capital of rlon,
4c.)
the Candian principality, or em ire
as the Dutch called it, is situate[ in
lnt. 7O 17' N., Ion. 80' 36' E., about
eighty miles direct distance N.E.
C A N N I A . - H O ~ S in
~ ~the
~ ~island
~S
from Columbo, and 95OS.W. from of Ceylon, situated in a low ground
Trincomalee. The travelling distance abounding with quartz, abo~itseven
from Candy to Columbo through the miles from Trincomalee. When the
three and four corles is eighty-five thermometer in the air was 7i0, the
miles. Three miles from Candy, the temperature of two was 101°, one
Mahavilly Gunga, which almost sur- 86O, another 1070, one 88O, one 105O,
rounds it, is crossed at aferry, where and one 91'.
In the last, when exthe river is two-thirds the size of amined by Dr. Davy, there were two
the Thames at Richmond, its collrse or three small fish. The temperature
rapid and banks finely wooded. of these wells is said t o be liable to
The climate is cool, averaging the fluctuation, the hottest having been
whole year round about 74' Fah- found so high as 110". The whole
renheit.
are enclosed by a brick wall thirtyCANDX,the Maha Neura, or great six feet long by sixteen broad. When
city of the Cingalese, stands in the analyzed nothing extraordinary could
district of Yatineura, about 1,467 be detected, except a slight trace of
feet above the level of the sea, at the common salt, with a little carbonic
head and widest part of an extensive acid gas and azote, the specific gravalley. Being situated on the margin vity being the same as that of disof an artificial lake, and surrounded tilled water. I t is probable that all
by wooded hills varying in height the wells are supplied from the same
-from 200 to 2,000 feet, the scenery is source, and that their temperatures
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d
d on the suantity of water dis'chkged into th;m.--( D U V ~ , gc.)
C
C I L N O % ~ Atown in the Agra
province, situated about eighty maes
W.S.W. from the city of Delhi; lat.
2S0 18' N., Ion. 75' 51' E. On approaching Canoon by the Delhi road,
the appearance of the desert conlmences. Three miles to the east of
it are sand-hills, a t first covered with
bushee, but afterwards degenerating
to naked pilea of loose sand, rising
one above the other like waves of the
sea, and marked by the wind on the
surface like drifted snow. Further
west the soil becomes more and more
arid, until it ends in the great desert.
Ten miles beyond Canoon (which in
1804 was occupied by a detachment)
- in that direction is the limit of the
British dependencies in this quarter,
after which the Rajpoot district of
Shekawutty commences.-(Ebbind m , 5-c.1
CANBOODY.-Asmall subdivision
of the Gundwana province, bounded
on the south by Sohagepoor, and intersected by the Sone river and its
contributary streams, brooks, and
rivulets. I t contains no towns of
the least importance. Like those of
many other tracts of this large and
barbarous province, its zemindars and
cultivators had tribute occasionally
extorted from them by the Maharattas.
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CANTALIJABBY.-Atown in t h e
low couatrv north-west of Cooch
kahar, sub$ct t o Bootan ; lat. W'
37' N., Ion. 89' 12' E.
CANTON.-A seaport town in the
empire of China, to which the European traffic has hitherto been exclusively confined ; lat. 23' 7' N., loo.

113O 14'E.
The city stands on the eastern
bank of the Pekiang river, which
flows from the interior in a navigable
&ream of 300 miles to this town,
where it is rather broader than the
Thames at London bridge, and from
hence falls, after an additional course
of eighty miles, into the southern

sea of China, near its 'unction with
which it takes, among breigners, the
nhme of Bocca Tigris. The town is
surrounded by walls about five miles
in circumference, on which a few
cannon are mounted; but the whole
of its fortifications, with a view to
defence, nre in every respect denpi.
cable, and only serve to prevent the
intrusion of Europeans.
Although Canton is situated nearly
in the same pardlel of latitude with
Calcutta, yet there is considerable
difference in their temperature ; the
former being much the coolest, and
requiring fires during the winter
months. The suburbs may he frequented by Europeans, but they are
not permitted to enter the gates of
the Tartnr city; which however, in
its architecture and exterior appearance, entirely resembles the suburbs.
The streets of Canton are very narrow, paved with little round stones,
and flagged close to the sides of the
houses. The front of every house
is a shop, and those of particular
streebs are laid out for the supply of
strangers, China-street (named by the
seamen Hog-lane) being appropriab
ed to Europeans ; and here the productions of almost every part of the
globe are to be found. One of the
shopkeepers is always to be found
sitting on the counter, writing with
a camel's-hair bnlsh, OF calculating
with his swanpan, on which instrument a Chinese will perform operations in numbers with as much celerity as the most expert Europeail
arithmetician. This part of Canton
being much frequented by the seamen, every artifice is used by the
Chinese retailers to attract their attention, each of them having an
English name for himself painted on
the outside of his shop, besides a
number of advertisements composed
for them by the sailors in their own
peculiar idiom. The latter, it may be
supposed, are often duped by their
Chinese friends, who have in general
picked up a few sea-phrases, by which
the seamen are induced to enter their
shops ; but they suit each o t h e ~extremely well, as the Chinese dealws
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possess an imperturbable command
of temper, laugh heartily at their
jokes without understanding them,
and humour the seamen in all their
sallies.
The foreign factories extend for a
considerable way along the banks of
the river, at the distance of about one
hundred yafds. They are named by
the Chinese hoop, and resemble
long courts, or closes, without a thoroughfare, which generally contain
four or five separate houses. They
are built on a broad quay, and have
a broad parade in front. This promenade 1s railed in, and is generally
called Respondentia Walk ;and here
the European merchants, commanders, and officers of the ships, meet
after dinner and enjoy the cool of
the evening. The English hong, or
factory, far surpass- the others in
elegance and extent, and before each
the national flag is seen flying. The
neighbourhood of the factories is occupied with warehouses for the reception of European goods, or of
Chinese productions, until they are
ship ed. In 1822, during a dreadful
conf! ration that took place at Canton, x e British factories and above
ten thousand other houses were destroyed, on which occasion the EastIndia Company's loss was estimated
at half a m~llionsterling, threefifths
in woollens.
For the space of four or five miles
opposite to Canton, the river resembles an extensive floating city, consisting of boats and vessels ranged
parallel to each other, leaving a narrow passage for vessels to pass and
repass. In these the owners reside
with their families, the latter of whom
in the course of their lives but rarely
visit the shore. The Chinese junks
that trade to Batavia and the Eastern
islands, lie in the centre of the river, moored head and stern, many of
them of very large dimensions. At
present these junks are almost entirely built at Bankok, in Siam. The
parts under water are constructed of
common timber, but the upper parts
of teak, and iron bolts are used in
fixing the frame and planking. The

seams are neatly caulked with oakum
made of the bamboo, and the bottom
payed with a kind of rosin named
dammer and quick-lime. The bow is
flat like the stem, but much smaller,
baving no keel or cutwater, and the
stern has an immense channel or
chamber, in which the rudder receives
rotection from the sea. The masts
[of a single npar each), are from two
to four in number, and of very unequal dimensions, the mainmast being
greatly larger than any of the rest ;
and there is only a single square sail
made of split ba~nbooson each mast,
extended by yards, also of bamboo.
There is only one deck, but the entire hold is subdivided into little cabins or compartments, well caulked
and secured. to contain Lhe goods,
and afford accommodation to each
advenfurer. A considerable loss of
stowage is of course sustained, but
the Chinese exports generally contain a considerable value in a s n l d
bulk. Pumps are unknown or not
made use of. The cables are of twisted rattans; the anchors of iron-wood,
having the flukes occasionally tipped
with Iron ; the standing and running
rigging are either of rattan or of coir,
the fibre of the cocoa-nut husk ; the
whole to a senman's eye presenting
a most singular and grotesque appearance. The deck exhibits the
form of a crescent, the extremities
being disproportionately high and unwieldy, couveying the idea that a
sudden gust of wind would upset the
huge tub; and, indeed, except before
the wind, they are quite unmanageable, and require a crew of at least
forty men to every hundred tons.
Sometimes no less than fifty men are
employed nt once on board one of
the largest in managing the helm ;
and besides the crew they take on
board a crowd of passengers. A junk
bound from Amoy to Batavia, about
1,000 tons burthen, foundered at sea
in 1822; her cargo, including crew
and passengers, amounted to 1,600
persons, of whom 200 were saved by
a British country trader.
Besides the defective construction
of these junks, the Chinese are en-
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&lg igaorant of navigation an a mui, from the name o f the island
aience, and even of any practical
useful knowledge. They keep no
reckoning, and take no observations
of the heavenly bodies, the latitude
and longitude of placts being quite
unknown to them; neither do they
make any allowance for winds, currents, o r leeway. Their compasses
are divided into twenty-four partq
and according to Du Halde are made
in Japan, from whence they probably
acquired their knowledge of ita magnetic influence. Their voyages, however, being always undertaken during
a favourable monsoon, they set the
head of their junk towards the quarter they are bound to, and blunder
o n with much less damage than might
be expected. During the north-east
monsoon they sail to Manilla, Banca,
and Batavia, exporting besides goods
a great nunlber of their surplus population, and return to Amoy and
Canton with that from the southwest.
The ships and vessels of the Chinese, notwithstanding their imperfections, are greatly superior in construction, size, and utility, to thoae
o f every other Asiatic people who
have not had t h e example o r assist
nnce of Europeans. The common
Chinese name Eor their own vessels
that perform. distant voyages is
tchevu; the Portuguese call them
soma ; the Indian islnnders wankang, and we name them junks, a
corruption of the word jung, which
means a large vessel in several Ian-.
guages of the Eastern archipelago,
in contradistinction to boats or ce
noes.
Almost the whole foreign commerce of China is conducted from
the two maritime provinces of Canton and Fokien, but much the largest
share of the trade to the Eastern
isles is carried on from the last.
T h e most numerous, largest, and
richest junks, sail from Fokien, which
produces also nearly the whole of
the black tea that is exported to foreign countries. The principal port of
export is Hiamen, which Europeans
name Anloy, or more correctly EmVOL. 1.

that forms its excellent and capacious
harbour. At this place the security
merchants w e thrae in number, who
exact from the adventurers to the
E u t e r n archipelago a duty of air per
eent. on exports, and five per c e n t
on imports. This commercial intersourse has existed from the remotest
antiquity, and has always been most
beneficial t o both parties, more e s p e
cially to China, where a demand for
the peculiar productions of the isles
seems completely interwoven with
the habits, manners, and religious
ceremonies of that singular nation,
whose industry we constantly find
directed either to objects of mere necessity, or for the gratification of
their sensual appetites, for it never
assumes the character of intellectual
enterprize.
Canton is about fifteen miles above
Whampoq in which distance there
are five chop or custom-houses,
where boats are examined. The head
tontiff, named by the mariners John
Tuck, regulates the emperor's duties,
respecting which theimporter remainn
ignorant, as they are paid by the purchaser of tbe goods, which are gene.
rally weighed and carried off irnm*
diately on landing. The cargoes are
weighed with English weights of fifty
instead of fifty-six pounds, and afterwards reduced to Chinese catties, by
multiplying by three, and dividing by
four, and then converted to piculs
by dividing the product by one hundred. A picul weighs 1351 pounds
English, and a catty one pound and
one-third English ; but the Chinese
weights are generally inaccurate, and
must be attended to. All goods in
China are bought by weight, even
articles of food, such as milk, fowls,
hogs, &c. The long measure is the
cubit of fourteen inches, and three
quarters. A tael is equal to 5,798
decimal, troy weight; and in the
East-India Company's accounts the
tael of silver is reckonefl at six shiL
lings and eight-pence sterling.
The Chinese measure a ship from
the centre of the fore-mast t o the
centre of the mizen-mast for the
2 A
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length, and close abaft the mainmast from outside, taking the extreme for the breadth : the length
is then multiplied by the breadth,
and divided by ten, the result being,
nccording to their ideas, the mensuration of the ship. A t the customhouse the ships thatarrive are classed
under three denominations, first, second, and third rates; and shipe,
however small, pay as third-rates,
which is a heavy charge on the small
vessels that frequent the port; nor is
the duty augmented on ships exceeding the size of what they term firstrates. The proportions are
cubits long. cubits broad
74
23
1st rates
ad do.
71
23 to 2 3
.;20 to 23
3d do. 6 5 to 71
The duties on ships of the smallest
class amount, on an average, to
about 4,000 dollars, and not a great
deal more is exacted for ships of
larger dimensions. Small country
shipe frequently lie off Linting Fora,
or large bay, until some of the large
China ships from Europe, which have
always spare room, come in sight,
when they tranship their cargoes,
which is ueually carried up to Canton for one per cent., by which
expedient the duties, customs, and
measurement of the ship, as well as
the emperor's present, are saved.
The monopoly of all foreign trade
by the policy of the Chinese government is consigned to a limited number of merchants, seldom exceeding
eight, but occasionally more. In
1793 they were twelve; in 1808,
fourteen. All foreign cargoes pass
through the hands of these merchants, who are commonly men of
large property, and by them also the
return cargoes are furnished. With
them the East-India Company's supercargoes transact the concerns of
their employers ; they dispose of the
goods imported, and purchase the
commodities that compose the homeward cargo. A t the close of the
season they are generally indebted
above half a million sterling to the
Company, and have besides, property
in their hands belonging to the Cnm-
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pany and other British subjects, t h e
aggregate of which has been estimated a t two millions sterling.
The whole establishment of the
EastIndia Company here consists of
twelve supercargoes and eight writers. The latter have a small annual
allowance and a free table, and they
succeed in rotation to the situations
of the former, who have also a free
table, and annually divide among
themselves, in shares proportioiied
to their seniority, a sum falling short
of L80,000 sterling. This arises
from a perdentage on the import
and export cargoes, producing to the
chief on an average of $8,600 per annum; and to the first, second, arid
third members of the select committee, above $7,100. The senior supercargo has about L6,000 per annum, and the juniors in proportion,
declining on a graduated scale, but
none of the supercargoes have less
than L1,500 per annum. Having, in
addition t o this, the accommodation
of a free house and table, they may
be considered 3s the best paid services
in the world. The services to be
performed for this liberal remuneration, consist in a residence for three
or four months every year a t Canton,
during the season of intercourse with
the hong or security merchants, to
whom they deliver the imported
goods, and receive the teas and other
return prodiice. When the business
of the season is finished, the ships
loaded, and despatched to England,
they retire to Macao for the rest of
the year, where they remain until the
opening of the ensuing season. Here
they have scarcely any thing to do,
and are oooped up within a space not
exceeding two or three miles, with
scarcely any society but what is
formed among themselves. The number of writers sent to China by the
East-India Company, from 3 821 to
1825 inclusive, was six, o r one per
annum. The expense of the EastIndia Company's estabiishment a t
Canton, computed on an average of
the four years preceding 1823, was
$90,858; the other expenses attending tlie China trade in China and
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England, computed on an average of
seven years, was £234,444. These
disbursements are exclusive of the proportion of the charges of establishment, &c.; of interest (6417,254),
o f insurance (%58,065), and 103s by
fire at Canton in 1822 (f380,133).
T h e average rate of tonnage paid by
the East-IndiaCompany fromcanton,
in 1822 and 1823, was L21. 11s. per
ton; the amount of tonnage in 1822;
was 29,535 tons; in 1823, 29,930
tons.
T h e external commerce of Canton
is very considerable, and the articles
o f import numerous ; but their cornparative importallce is almost absorbed in that of tea. There are two
descriptions of tea, black and green,
permanent varieties of the same plant,
subdivided into varieties. T h e districts in China that produce the green
tea are distinct, and even distant
from those that jield the black, the
different varieties re uiring a peculiar soil, climate, an] mode of culture. China is the only country
that affords fine teas fit for exportation. 111 Japan the tea plant is not
reared with attention, being carelessly
planted along the edges of corn fields,
and subsequently dried with little
attention to its preservation. The
teas of Tunquin and Cochin China,
are still coarser; and even in China,
situations every way adapted for the
cultivation of tea are not abundant.
T h e black teas for exportation are
all produced in the north-western
quarter of Fokien, and the green in
that of Kiangnan, both maritime
provinces in the neighbourhood, and
to the west of Whechufu. The province of Fokien is in a manner separated from the rest of the empire by
a chain of mountains, named Buye,
(of which the term Bohea is a corruption), among the vallies of which
the black tea is grown, and thence
brought, mestly overland, for about
360 miles, by porters to Canton.
T h e green tea districts are still more
remote, being above 800 miles travelling distance; but they have the
advantage of an internal navigation.
T h e qualities and prime cost of tea

exported by the East-India
from Canton, in 1832-23,
follows :
Ibs.
Bohea
1,738,293
Congou
21,256,129
Souchong
143,345
41,004
Sonclli
15,463
Pekoe
3,486,629
Twankay
Hyson Skin. 165,715
624,007
Hyson
9Young do

Company
were as

L
......
...
69,910
......
...1,493,962
...
...
13,485
......
...
4,380
......
...
1,493
...
...
243,589
...
11,961
......
...
84,919
....
...-1,039
lbs. 27,478,813 £1,924,738
-- -1825-26, the quantity of tea

In
imported into Great Britain, was
29,345,778 Ibs. ; exported 4,124,304
Ihs. ;delivered for home consumption,
24,150,372 1bs.
T h e imports into Canton are more
miscellaneous than the exports, but
the most remarkable in value and
amount is that of opium, the consumption of which in China, although rigidly prohibited and contraband, must be enormous. From
1821 t o 1925 inclusive, the sum paicl
by the Chinese annually for this intoxicating drug, has averaged eight
millions of dollars per annum, never
rising much above or falling much
below that specific sum. The quantity of Patna and Benares opium sold
at Canton, in the season of 1825-26,
was 3,342 chests; a ~ i dof Malwa
opium 6,276 chests; the total value
amounting to 7,759,380 Spanish dollars.
Another curious article of import
is the edible bird's-nest, of which it is
estimated 242,000 pounds are conslimed by the Chinese annually; the
purchase-111oney in theEastern archipelago amounting to about 6280,000,
but to the consumer a t least three
times that amount In fact, there id
no commercial article of which the
cost of prodt~ction bears so smnll a
proportion to the market price; yet
the value of this immense property
depends solely on the capricious taste
and strange luxury of a sensual nation, which, except the French, is the
only one that has elevated cookery
2A2
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to the dignity of a s 'ence. In like
manner, fish-maws, %ark-fins, and
dried sea-slug, are imported in large
quantities, and fetch high prices.
From Bombay and the Malabar
w t cotton, oprum,
rood, outchick. s h a r ~ elephants' teeth, rhinoceros' horns,
pearls, carnelians, and beads, are imported. From the straits of Malacca
and adjacent countries tin, pepper,
betel-nut, rattans, sesslug,~ndbuds'nests. The principal articles imported by the East-India Company
are broad-cloths, long ells, camblets,
silver, lead, and tin. The probity,
punctuality, and credit of the E a s t
India Company and their agents, is
known to be such b the Chinese,
that their goods are taien away, as to
quantity and quality, for what they
are declared in the invoice, and the
bales with their mark ass in trade
without examination, drough many
bands, and over an immense extent
pf country, and are never opened
until they reach the shop of the person who sells for actual consumption.
Various miscellaneous articles are
imported also as private trade b the
oficen and commanders of the 6ompany's ships, such as lead, skins and
furs, cochineal, window glass, clocks
and watches, from forty shillings to the
highest prices, fine cutler hardware,
~ooking-glasses,andcora? From the
&stern archipelago,besides the commodities already enumerated, rice,
v etable oils, cotton, tobacco, indi80,
gzd, tin, ivory, catechu, benzo~n,
pepper, cloves, mace, n u t m y camphor, dry fish, and tortoise-s ell.
The principal exports from Canton
are tea, chinaware, gold in bars, sugar,
.sugar-candy, rhubarb, China root,
wake root, sassaparilla, leather, tutenage, Japan copper,varnished and lacquered ware, drugs, leaf gold, utensils
made of white and red co per, castiron, silk, raw and wrougRt, thread,
nankins, mother-of-pearl, gamboge,
quicksilver, allum, dammer, red lead,
vermilion, furniture, toys, and a great
variety of drugs. Nankins are made
of Chinese cotton, in a particular
.province of the same name, aod are

exclusively a Chinese man~~facture.
The new teas seldom reach Gantoo
before the month of November. The
Russians are excluded from the se+
ports of China, because a trade is
carried on with them on the frontier
of~ Siberlat
~ ~ Kiatcba,
i ~ and
~ the
~ Chinese
do not admit of two places of trade
with the same nation.
The glass beads and buttons worn
b persons of rank in China are
L e f l y made a t Venice, one of the
feeble remnants of the great and almost exclusive trade which theVenetians once carried on with the Eaat.
The inhabitants of China make much
use of spectacles, which are made a t
Canton: but the artists do not seem
to understand the principle of optics,
m aa to form the eye-glasses of such
convexities or concavities ~s to rectify
the various defects of vision, but
leave their customers to find out
what suits them best. The Canton
lapidaries cut diamonds, and their
artists are extremely expert in imitating. They mend, and even make
watches, copy paintings, and colour
drawings, with great success. They
also make coarse silk stockings, and
have long been celebrated for the
toys known by the name of balancers
and tumblers. They generally assay
their gold at Canton with touchneedles, by which, it is said, they
can detect so small a di5erence as
one two-hundredth part of the mixture.
Provisions and refreshments of all
aorts are abundant here, andgenerally
of an excellent quality; nor is the
price exorbitant. Every dewription
of vivres, dead or alive, is sold by
weight. I t is a curious fact, that the
Chinese make no use of milk, either
in its liquid, or in the shape of curds,
butter, or cheese. Among the delicacies, however, of a Chinese market,
horse-flesh, dogs, cata, hawks, and
owls are to be men; and at table
bow-wow (dog) pies have frequently
been eaten by Europeans, instead of
minced quack quack (duck) pies, and
pleased them mightil
The country
1s well supplied witt fish from the
n~imberlcss canals and rivers, and
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the inhabitants breed also gold and
silver fish, which are kept in largo
stock ponds, as well M in g h s and
china vases.
The lower orders of Chinese who
engage aa servants to Europeans, an,
extremely ready in acquiring a amattering of the English language, and
fertile in inventions in m a k i i themselves intelligible to their employers.
All the business at Canton with Flu..
ropeans is transacted in a jargon of
the English language. The sounds
of such letters as B, D, R, and X,
are utterly unknown and un ronounceable in China. Instead) 6f
these, they substitute some other letter, such as L for R, which occasions
a Chinese vender of rice to offer for
sale in English what is usually avery
unmarketable commodity. The a m mon Chinese mlutation is " hou, poo
hou," the literal meaning of which
i "well, not well." The name Mandarin is unknown among the Chinese,
Tunquinese, and Cochin Chinese,
the word used by all these nations
for a person in authority being quan.
Mandarin is a Portuguese word, derived from the verb mandar, to command. No correct estimate of the
population of Canton has ever been
formed, but it is known to be very
great.
The intercourse between Europe
and China by tbe way of the Cape
of Good Hope began in A.D. 1517,
when Emanuel king of Portugal sent
a fleet of eight sh~psto China with
an ambassador, who was conveyed to
Pekin, and obtained permission to
establish a trade at Canton. About
1634 some ships from En$land visited
Canton. but made a most mauspicious
commencement, for a ruptu;e and
battle immediately took place ; but
peace being afterwards restored, the
misunderstanding was attributed to
the treachery of the Portuguese. In
1667 the Court of Directors, in their
letter to their y e n t at Bantam in
Java, desire him ' to send home by
their ships 100 pounds of the best
tey (tea) he could get;" but the
first importation of tea is supposed to
have taken place in 1669, when two

mnnisters, containing 143b pounds,
were received by the way of Bantam,
for it doer not appear any directe
intermuma then existed with China.
In AD. 1678 the Company imported
4,713 pounds of tea ; but M, large a
quantity seems to have glutted the
market, for the imports of tea for
the six subsequent years amounted
in all to only 410 pounds, purchased,
mostly at Snrat and Madrs. In
1680 we find the firat notice of a
ship sent direct by the East-India
Company to China. In 1700 there,
were three ports open for the reception of English vessels, via. Limpo,
Amoy, and Canton. Since that per~od
the British commerce with Canton
has progressively increased, though'
it has occasionally met with temporary interruptions of no serious importance, and nothing approaching to
a state of actual warfare. Such an
event, with a nation whose political
institutions are remarkable amon
those of Asiatic nations, or indee!
any other, for the uncommon share
of tranquillity the are found by long
experience capab e of maintaining,and for, the security they afford to
life and property, is highly to be deprecated, and every stimulant, from
mercantile or military rapacity, to
bring on such a catastrophe, ought
most strenuously to be resisted by
the British nation.
Bynuaty oJ China.
S k % z e g a n to reign A.D. ,643.
Founded the present Manchew Tartar
dynasty by expelling the Ming, or
Chinese dynasty.
Kanp-hi. AD. 1661.- reiened
sixtv"
one yk;.s.Yune-china, AD. 1799,. reigaed
thiiei
Kien-lung, A.D. 1735, reigaed sixty'
years.
Kea-king, A D . 1796, reigned twentydve yearn.
Taou-kwang, A.D. 1890 the reigning emperor in.%
8'1
The imperial title of the reigning.
emperor is Yuen hwuy, meaning "en
original sssemblage of natural beauties" (the Canton pronunciation is
une-fei). Immediiely after his accm-
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sion it was changed to Taou Kwang,
which was fixed as the national designation, as the Chinese term it, or
the imperial title of his present majesty. Taou means " eternal reason,
or perfect good government ;"Kwang,
" light, lustre, or glory ;" so that
Taou Kwang may be rendered " reason illustrious."-(Staunlon, Barrow,
Crawfurd, Daoir, Milburn, Elfnore,
Dr. J. Johnson, Macpherson, Quarterly Review, 4c.)
CAPALUAN.-A small island, one
of the Philippines, lying due south
of the island of Luzon, distant four
miles ; lat. 13O 50' N. In length it
may be estimated at fourteen miles,
by five the average breadth.
CAP AND BUTTONISLES.-TWO
small islesin the straits of Sunda, the
first lying in lat. 5O 58' S., lon. 105O
48' E.; the second in lat. 5O 49' S.,
and Ion. 105O 48' E. They appear to
have originated from a subaqueous
volcano, and the last contains two caverns where the edible bird's-nests, so
much prized by the Chinese, are found.
-(Staunton, gc.)
CAPURSUNGUM.-ABrahmin village in the province of Bejapoor, district of Noorgool, situated near the
Sungum, or junction of the rivers
Krishna and Malpoorba, and conspicuous from its white buildings. The
Sungum is covered with low jungle,
and the ferry across the Krishna, usually frequented by travellers from
Poona to Bellary, is at the Toonghree
ghaut, immediately below where the
great channel of the Krishna is about
half a mile wide.-(Fullarton, 9c.)
CARAMNASBA
RIVER(the destmcof pious works).-A small river
that se arates the province of Bahtlr
from tEat of Benares. On crossing
this river from Bahar, the Bengal officers were formerly considered as having quitted the Company's territories,
and received a batta or additional rate
of pay, to defray the increased expenses to which they were subjected
by their greater distance from the presidencv.
By in ancient text the Hindoos
fion

were forbidden even to touch the waters of the Caramnassa; but the mhabitants on its banks claim an exemption, which is admitted by the
other Hindoos, although their aversion to the Caramnassa continues as
strong as ever. By the contact alone
of its baleful waves, devotees suppose
they lose the fruit and efficacy of their
religious austerities and pilgrimages,
and they always cross its waters with
the reatest caution. Major Rennell
thinfs it is the Commenases of Arr i a n . 4 Wilford, Forster, 4c.)
-CARAMPOONDY.-A
town in the
northern circars, division of Palnaud,
fifty-five miles pest by north from
Guntoor; lat. 16' 24' N., lon 7!1°
42' E.
CARXNG
ASSEM.-A town in the
island of Bally, situated on the west
side of the straits of Lombook; lat.
8' 28' S., Ion. 115O 25' E. This place
stands at the foot of the peak of Bally,
in a populous and well cultivated
country, and is the most considerable
town on the island. The anchorage
is aleo good, and refreshments abundant.
ISLE
for 0orunl.-An
CARANJA
island in the province of Aurungabad,
between Bombay and main land, from
which it is separated by a very narrow
strait; lat. 86' 66' N., Ion. 7 P 52'E.,
five miles east from Bombay. To this
island, which by the natives is named
Oorun, convicts are sent from Bombay, and employed in cleaning tanks,
repairing embankments, and keeping
the roads in order. In 1813 the
revenues of this smaIl island amounted to 90,795 rupees; the charges to
15,662 rupees.
CARCULLA.-A~
open town in the
province of Canara, which in 1800
contained above 200 houfies, twentyseven miles north by east from Mangalore. Lat. 13' 16' N., lon. 75' 3' E.
Near this place are the ruins of the
palace of the Byrasu Wodears (or
chiefs) the most powerful of the former Jain rajas of Tulava or south
Canara.
CARIMATA.-Anisland it1 the east-
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e r n seas, about thirt miles in circumference, lying of tKe west coast of
Borneo, between the first and second
degrees of south latitude. This island
is high and woody, with R ~ e a in
k the
middle, g e ~ ~ e r dclond-capped.
ly
I t is
inhabited.
CAarMon JAVA.-A small island in
the eastern seas, about twenty nliles in
circumference, surrounded by a cluster of smaller ones; late 50 451 s.,
ion. 1100 151E. v hi^ is a high woody
isla"d, with a hill in the centre, where
ships anchoring
procure wood
and water. The Dutch formerly kept
up a small establishment here, under
a resident and officer's guard, which is
probably still continued to revent
the visits of piiniical pm,r.-rThorn,

8c.)
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CARIMONS, Two islands thus
named situated in the straits of Malacca; la'' l o 5' N's ion' lo30 3pl' E.
These isles are well situated to g v e a
naval power the command Of
straits, Yet in '819 they were
uninhabited, and still covered with
plimeval forests.
T h e northern
section of the larger island
is mountainOus9
but the
which occupies three-fourths of the whole, is low
and swampy. The soil of the ~ i t t
Carimon is hard clay, on a substratum
of rock ; yet some of the trees, especially the dammerlaut, attain a considerable size. The only liarhour lies
in the north-east quarter of the largest island, and is occasionally fiequented by Malay and Buggess prows.
--(Ibbetson, &c.)

T h e temple is arched, and supported
by pillars, with figures sculptured, representing elephants with riders for
capitals. The length of the great cavern is 126 feet, and the breadth fortysix feet. The ribs of the roof are
timber, and consequently cannot be
'qua' age with the
are
'lean* and in
vations ;
good
'gurev
the
are to be found within the pagoda, nor
any visible object of devotion except
the mystic umbrella; but the walls of gL;
the vestibule are covered with carv- If- 9 .J
in
rezievo of
hu59
man figures both
and Of BudP
~
~
dha,
are
throughout. The
be deMr.
cidedly Buddhist, there being no vestiges in any of them of the Tirt'hankar, or twenty-four saints of the Jains.
Without attending to this circumstance the two classes of temples are
in danger of being confounded, owing
to the near resemblance of the images
to the figllres
~ ~ d asd repreh ~
sented by his sect. The grand cavern

herespecimen
is still inofhigh
preservation,
is a
fine
thevaulted
Buddhist
cathedra], and
make a noble

l ~
for
lentia, Fw'larton, Erskine, M. Graham, &c.)
CARNAPRAYAGA.-A
village in northern Hindostan, district of Gurwal,
situated at the confhence of the Alacananda with the Pindar river; lat.
30° 16'N., Ion. $9' 12'E., thirty miles
east by north from Serinagur, 2,560
feet above the level of the sea. This
CARL1.-A
in lhePro- ' is one of the five prayagas, or lloly
vince
Aurungnbad*
junctions, mentioned in the shastras,
and considered the third in respect to
l'liles N.W- from POOna, and
t o the fort of Loghur, near to which relipjous importance. In 1809 the
are
remarkable m~tholOgical village consisted only of six or eight
excavations, or cave temples. The houses, with a math or shrine, in
chain of hills here runs east and west, which the image of ~~j~ carna
was
but the excavated one protrudes a t placed.-(aaper,
&c.)
right angles, and the chief cave fronts
due west. Besides the great cavern,
CARNATIC.
there is a suite of apartments arranged
(Carnataca).
in two tiers of stories, a rude unfinished work, more resembling a naA large province in the south of
tural cavity than a cave temple; and India, denominated the Carnatic by
also water cisterns cut in the rock. Europeans, and comprehending the
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former dominions and dependencies
of the Arwt Nabobe, and extending
from the eighth t o the sixteenth
degrees of north latitude. The northern boundary commences at the
southern frontier of the Guntoor circar, defined by the small river Gundiiamn, which falls into the sea at
Montapilly. From hence it ntretches
south to Cape Comorin a diaance of
660 miles, but with unequal breadth,
the average being about seventy-five
miles.
The division m l t h of the river
Coleroon is called the Southern Carnatic, and was rather tribut~ryto the
nabobs of Arcot than a substantive
possession. Prior to the British sovereignty it was occupied by numberless *as, poligars, and other petty
chieftams, and partitioned into the
districts of Tinnevelly, Madura, Marawa, the poligars' territory, and part
of Trichinopoly and Tanjae. The
principal towns are Tanjore, Trichinopoly, Madura, Tranquebar, Negapatam, Tinnevelly, and Nagore.
The ceutral Carnatic extends from
the Coleroon to the Pennar river,
and contained the residue of Trichinopoly, and the subdivisions of Volconda, Palamcotta, Ginjee, Wandiwash, Conjee, Vellore, Chingleput,
Chandgherry, Serdamilly, and a section of Nellore ;the chief towns being
Madras, Pondicherry, Arcot, Wallajabad, Vellore, Conjevemm, Chingleput, Ginjee, Pulicat, Chandgherry,
and Nellore.
The Northern Carnatic extends
from the river Pennar to the river
Gundigama and the Guntoor circar,
and included the remainder of Ndlore, Angole, and some smaller sections ; the chief towns being Angole,
Carwaree, and Saumgaum. i n ancient times this last tract formed part
of the Hindoo geogra hical division
of Andhra, which reacRed to the Godavery, and the sovereigns of which,
about the beginning of the Christian
era, were very powerful in India.
al rivers are the Pa~ ~ ? P ~ ~ ~ ?and
a U
araa
r signif ing
river), Cavery, and Vaygamo, a5 of
ehich have their source* in the table-

land shove the ghauts. The v a
height of theee mountaim, and tbeit
gieat extent, not only fix the bwndaries of the two Carnatics above and
below the ghauts, but by stopping the
course of the winds, likewise divide
the seasons. The climate of the lower
Carnatic may be considered one of
the hottest in India; for although
somewhat relieved on the coast by
the prevalence of the sea and land
breezes, get at the distance of ten or
twelve miles inland the sea breeze
arrives late in the evening, and much
heated by passing over the intervenIng tract. It is common in May, June,
and July, to have occasional showers,
and at some period of that time to
have three or four days of heavy rain,
which cools the air, and allows the
cultivation of dry grain to be prosecuted; the weather in July, though
hot, is cloudy, with strong westerly
winds.
The soil of the Carnatic near the
sea is composed of sand and loam,
sparingly intermixed with the remains
of marine animals. The inland parts
contain hills of syenite, with a very
small roponion offeltspar, the whole
soil oPthe province appearing to coosist of the debris of disintegrated syenite mountains. According to local
circumstances, it is either a loam
mixed with sand and gravel, and
strongly impregnated with iron ; or
in low and wet places, a stiff red
loam mixed with vegetable earth and
fine sand; on eminences it is sand
and gavel ; it also contains much
common salt, which in dry weather
appears on the surface aa a d i n e &lorescence. Near to Madras the soil is
a heavy, sterile, salt loam ; along the
sea-coast and fur some miles inland,
at certain depths, marine productions,
such as o ster and cockle-shells, are
found. Jrees will not thrive in the
saline soil near Madras, which, however, does not extend further than
the mount called Little St. Thoceas,
from whence to Vellore the surface
is sandy, and nearly as poor as in t b
neighbourhood of Madras, but more
free from saline impregnation.
The general division of the wuntry
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is into high and low lands; in the
first, all kinds of small grain being
-cultivated, in the last, rice. In such
districts as have not the adventrye of
being traversed by considerable rivers,
or in parts where water cannot be
conveyed from these to the adjacent
fields, tanks are constn~cted,which
being filled during the periodical rains,
furnish water for the rice fields during
the dry season. Some of these are
of great extent, and were originally
made by enclosing low and deep spots
of ground with a strong mound of
earth ; others of lese magnitude, for
theuse of temples, villages, or gardens,
are ofa quadrangular form, lined with
stone, and descending by regular steps
from the margin to the bottom. Raggy is the small grain most cultivated,
as it meets a ready market every
where among the poorer classes,
whose chief snbsistence it is. Sugar
is only cultivated in small quantities,
the soil not being rich enough for the
cane; and indiio is also cultivated,
but not for exportation. The cotton
chiefly raised is the common dwarf
kind (the gorsypitcm hcrbaceum); famines and scarcities are much more
frequent in the Carnatic and south of
India than in the Bengal provinces,
but less so than formerly.
The only trees that grow spontaneously on the barren spots of this
rovince are the common bread tree
melia a d r u c h f n ) , and the robinia
mitis, an East-Indian tree of lofty
growth, which flourishes equally on
the arid hills of the Carnatic and on
the muddy banks of the Ganges. The
river water, after the rains, is reckoned the best for irrigation, and next to
it the tank water; that drawn from
wells is called salt by the natives, ILL
though the quantity of real muriate
of wda held in solution be very small.
Springs issuing from the surface are
acarcely ever seen on the plains, but
are frequent on the mountains and
hilly parts.
In the towns and villages along the
principa1 high roads are choultries, in
the w i v e language chuuoodi, fnun
whence the English word is derived;
the mnaller ones are single square

P

moms, open towards the street, whera
the roof is supported by stout square
pillars ; in the walls are excavations
for lamps, but no windows. The large
choultries are handsome and extensive buildings, erected and endowed
by the munificence of a prince, the
generosity or desire of fame of eome
rich individual, or, not uncommonly,
in the performance of some religious
vow. A Brahmin resides near, who
furnishes the traveller with food, water, and a mat to tie on, and contiguous is a tank or well for the pilgrims
to perform their ablutions, Eve
where within forty or fifty mila
useful structures are common, having
been erected by rich merchants of
that city; but are generally kept in
so dirty a condition, as to be disgusting to Europeans ; the adjacent tank
o r pond is equally filthy :for ahhough
the natives appear less capable of
supporting thirst than Europeans,
they are perfectly indifferent as to
the purity of the liquid which they
swallow, whether turbid or clear.
There are few districts can exhibit
so many large temples and other public monun~wtsof former wealth and
civilization as the Carnatic, where,
however, almost all the large tempten
are built after the same model. A
1nrge area, commonly of a square
form, is enclosed by a wall fifteen or
twenty feet high, in the cent& of
which stands the temple, which, as if
intended to be concealed from public
view, is seldom raised above the surrounding wall ; in the middle of one
or more sides of the wall is a gateway,
over which a high tower is built, not
designed for defence, but as a historical monument of the god to whom
it is dedicated, symbolizing hir Pttributes,andrepresenting hisadvenhrrea.
Formerly there were an astonishing
nnmberoffortsand fortresmthrongb
out the Carnatic, m t l y of a square
form; but they are now, in c o n s e
quence of the long internal tranquillity, rapidly crumbling to pieces ; but
the natural strength of the positions
selected for their construction will
evw mntiane, and point out t o fulawe ages the site of many an extinct
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rtronghold, famous in military story. rim, and other low castes, who are
Towns and villages in nn open plain expelled to wretched h u b in the
are but of a day's duration compared suburbs. Indeed, notwithstanding
with fortresses, especially if the latter the great resort of Europeans and
derive any share of their importance other foreigners to the Carnatic, the
from the .natural strength of their genuine Hindoo manners are retained
by a vast majority of the inhabitants
local situation.
The great mass of population in in wonderful purity. If any person
this extensive province profess the leave the smoke of his own tobacco
IIindoo Brahminical doctrines, the nt Madras, and goes to the nearest
Mahomedans in comparison being Hindoo village, not a mile in the
thinly scattered over the country, country, he is as much removed from
except at the nabob's court, nnd in European customs and manners as if
a few other places. In 1785 there h e were in the centre of Hindostan.
were reckoned nbwe 20,000 ChrisThe first irruption of the Mahotians of the Roman Catholic persua- medans into the Carnatic was in A.D.
sion, and the Christians of all deno- 1310, while Allah ud Deen, the
minations robably amount to more scourge of the Hindoos, reigned on
than doubye that number. At pre- the Delhi throne, on which occasion
sent, in the Carnatic, a lnrge propor- he defeated Belal Deo, the Hindoo
tionoftheBrahminsfollowsecularpro- sovereign of Carnata. After this
fe~sions,andalmostentirelyfill thesub- period occasional tribute was exacted
ordinate revenue and judicial offices, by the Deccany princes, and subsebesides acting as . messengers and quently by the Mogul emperors, but
keepers of choultries. Much of the actual possession does not appear to
land is rented by them, but, like the have been taken until the conclusion
Jews, they seldoxrl put their hands to of Aurengzebe's reign, in the comactual labour, and never hold the mencement oftheeighteentbcentury.
plough, havin their farms crlltivated In 1717 Nizanl ul Mulk obtained the
by slaves of t f e inferior Sudra castes, Mogul c o q u e a s in the Deccan and
and the Punchum Bundam, who, al- south of India, which from that date
though the most industrious labourers were severed from the Delhi throne.
in the country, are for the most part
In 1743 Anwar ud Deen was apslaves. Indeed, so sensible was Hy- pointed Nabob of the Carnatic, and
der of their value, that during his in- of its capital Arcot, by Nizam ul
invasions this was the caste he prin- Mulk, then soubahdar of the Deccan ;
ci ally endeavoured to carry away. and in 1754, after a well-fought con~ E e r eare a few Mahomedan farmers test between the different claimants,
who possess slaves, but the most nu- aided respectively hy the French and
merous class of farmers is composed English East-India Companies, his
.of Sudras, some of whom ossess son, Mahomed Ali, was left in posslaves, but many of them perf!rm d l session of that portion of the Caragricultural operations with their own natic recovered for him by the British
hands.
arms. In 1763 it was again surren. A great majority of Brahmins in dered to the Nabob Mahomed Ali,
.the lower Carnatic are of the Smar- aRer having been a second time
tial sect, who are votaries of Siva wrested from the French and their
-and followers of Sankara Acharya. allies, the war having lasted with
Throughout both Carnatics, except little cessation for fifteen years ; and
a t Madras, the Brahmins appropriate finally, in 1783, the British had to
a particular quarter of the town to re-conquer it from Hyder and bis son
themselves, and generally that which Tippoo.
Mahomed Ali died in 1795, and
is best fortified. A Sudra is not permitted to dwell in the same street was succeeded by his son Oomdut ul
with a Brahmin, while he exacts the Omra, who died in 1801. Azim ul
same deference from a Whalliaru Pa- Omra was then raised to the throne,
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on which he continued until 1819,
adjudications in fawhen he died of the prevailiig epide486
vour of partie8
mic; and was succeeded by Auzum
Jah, his eldest legitimate son, who
;E2,528&M
wy proclaimed soubahdar of the Car- Aggregate of absolute adjudications against the
natlc. In 1801 the whole of the possessions of the Nabob of the Carnatic,
parties, including the
with the exception of a small porportions disallowed on
tion reserved by him as household
claims fnvourably adjulands, were transferred to the Bri27,343,706
cated
tish government by treaty. Of the
tracts situated in the Southern Car£29,871,!258
natic, consisting of Tinnevelly and Estimated balance of the
the Manapar pollnms, and the two
amount of clairns reMarawsrs of Ramnad and Shevamaining to be ad'udi
gunga, and the western pollams, the
cated, exclusive o/ th;
Madras presidency had collected the
amount of a considertribute since 1792. I n 1795, the
ble number of small
Ramnad pollams came directly udder
469,877
claims
the charge and management of the
British government. The remaining
S30,341,136
portion of the Carnatic territories,
acquired in 1801, consisted of the
The custom of usurious loans by
districts of Palnaud, Nellore, Angole, Europeans to native princes has long
the province of Arcot, the pollams been reprobated by the British goof Chittoor, and the divisions of Sa- vernment, and its sanction withheld,
tivuid, Tinnevelly, and Madura.
being convinced that nothing could
By the conditions of the treaty more effectually restrain the ruinous
the nabob reserved to himself a clear practice, than a steady determination
annunl revenue of from two to three on the part of the Court of Directors,
lacks of pagodas, unencumbered by and of their government in India, to
any charge, the British government resist every arrangement, however
undertaking to support an efficient specious, which might be proposed for
civil and military establishment. A their liquidation.
liberal settlement was also provided
On the transfer of the province as
for the other branches of Mahomed above narrated, it was subdivided
Ali's family ; and the British govern- into the following collectorates, which
ment undertook to investigate and comprehend also a few sections from
ad'ust the real and fictitious c l i m s the upper Carnatic, viz.
advanced against his estate, for the
1. Nellore and Angole, including
liquidation of which a fund amount- part of the western pollams or zemining to 340,000 pagodas annually was daries.
appropriated.
Commissioners a t
2. The northern division of Arcot,
home and abroad. with adequate es- including Sativaid, Pulicat, Coongootablishments, were in consequence d l in the Buramahd, part of Balaappointed, and the Carnatic debts g aut, and the western pollams o r
have been under scrutiny ever ~ i n c e zeminduries.
1805; but, owing t o the perplexed
3. Chingleput, or the jaghire.
nature of the investigation. and the
4. The southern division of Arcot,
number of forged documents pro- including Cudalore and Pondicherry.
duced, it has not yet been concluded.
6. Trichino~olv.
- aUp- to the 6th December
6. Tanjore.
1826, the aggregate of
7. Madura, including Dindigul, the
absolute adjudications
Manapar.pollams, Ramnad, and Shein favour of parties was L2,528,065 vagunga, partly in the Carnatic and
Aggregate of provisional
partly in the Mysore.
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8. Tinnevelly in the southern Carnatic.-43'. Burlurnan, H w , 6th Report, Sir-T. Munro, Sir J. Malcolnt,
J. Grant, RenneU, Fra. Paoh, $c.)
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CA~NICOBA
ISLE.
P
The most
northerly of the Nicobar Islands, in
the Bay of Bengal ; lat. 9' 8' N., Ion.
9a0 63' E. This island is low, of a
round figure, about forty miles in
circumfereace, and appears at a distnnce to be entirely covered with
trees. The soil is a black kind of cla
and marshy, but produces with littTd
care most of the tropical fruits, such
as pine-apples, plantains, cocoa-nuts,
excellent yams, and a root named
cachee. The only quadru eds are
~ogs, dogs, h g e rats, anfguanos.
There 1s a great plenty of timber,
and mme of it remarkabl large. The
natives require money $r their provisions, and a l ~ expect
o
knives, handkerchiefs, and other useful articles
as presents. Ships calling here ma
obtain pigs, fowls, cocoa-nuts, betel
nut, pa aws, plantains, limes, and
shaddoc&. Snakes abound, and a
species of ginger grows wild in the
woods.
The natives are low in stature., but
well-made, and surprisingly active.
They are copper-coloured, wlth a cast
of the Malay; the females are extremely ugly. They are naturally gay
and lively, and drink arrack, when
they can get it, in large quantities
Many of them speak broken English,
mixed with Portuguese. Their hogs
are k t , being fed on cocoa-nuts, wbich
is the universal food for man, beast,
and fowl. Their llouses resemble
beehives raised on posts, and are
built on the beach, fifteen and twenty
together. The entry is through a
tra?
below. They have no manu actures of any kind, procuring
clothing and other articles from ships
in barter for cocoa-nuts, live-stock,
and fruit.
When a man dies, all his goods are
burned with him, which prevents disputea among his heirs. On this occasion his wife must conform to custom, by having a joint cut off from
one ofher fingers, and if she declines

the amputation she must submit t o
have a deep notch cut in one of the
p t s of her house. Their religion.
is imperfectly understood, but seems .
to have no d n i t y with that of any of
the circumjacent nations. A perfect ,
equality appears to subsint among.
them ; the more aged are respected,
but exercise no coercive authority.
About A.D. 1760 the Danes forcued
a settlement in Carnicobar, to which
they conveyed a number of cannon
from Tranquebar, and named New
Denmark ; but the pestilential nature
of the climate, after the death of
missionary after mismonarj, compelled them to abandon it.--(G. Hamilton, Lord Vakntia, Haensel, $c.)
c ~ a o o ~ . - Atown in the rovince
of Coimbatwr, situated on t i e north
aide of the Amaravati river, and not
fir from the Caver , fifty-two miles
W. by N. from ~ r i c K i n o ~ o lat.
l ~ ; 100
63' N., Ion. 78' 4' E. At a little d i 5
tance from the town is a neat fort,
with a large temple, the s ire over
the gateway of which is eig!ty-eight
feet high, length at the base sixtyfour feet, breadth fifty-two feet. The
pagoda was destroyed by mines when
besieged by Colonel Long in 1781.
The supply of water in the Amara-'
vati does not last the whole year, so
that in some seasons there is only
one crop of rice. This river was
the anclent boundary between the
dominions of Mysore and Trichino; and this conterminal position
un er the security of a strong fort,
and the command of a rich d i 5
trict, rendered it an emporium of
great commercial resort. I t was
taken during the Carnatic wars of
1760, and probably before that event
no European troops had ever advanced so far west ~nland. It is seventy-four miles from the western
ghauts, and thirt from the Pilny
mountains.--(F.
iuchanan, A. EL
Hamilton, Ornze, $c.)
CAB~AMUNGALUM.-A
village- si.
tuated in one of the wildest and most
beautiful regions of the Barramahal,
with a cluster of antique Hindoo
buildings on the adjacent rocks';
8
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CARTA
about twenty-two miles travelling
distance south-east from Ryacotta.(Fullarton, 4c.)
CARBAB.-A considerable town in
the province of Bejapoor, eighty-six
miles S. by E. from Poona ; lat. 17O
20' N., Ion. 74O 2%' E. ' Near the
centre are two pagodas, of great
height and elegnnt workmanship, and
also a small fort. From hence to
Satara is a pleasant valley, intersected by many streams, and well-peopled and cultivated.-(Moor, 4c.)
(llirrians, or Karaen).
CARRIANS
-This word appears to be used as
an appellation for the simple aboriginal tribes spread over Indin east
in the Ganges, and more especially
of Pegu, Martaban, Tenasserim,
the British provinces south of Rangoon and Siam, few being found
porth of Prome in Pegu. Although
comprehended under the general
name of Carrians, some of them
differ from each other as much as
they do from the Burmese ; and in
what they differ from the Kayn tribe,
except as to degree of civilization,
has not yet been discriminated. They
are most numerous in P e p , where,
during the occuption of that province by the Brit~sh,they composed
one-third of the inhabitants south
of Prome. Their language is mixed
with that of the district in which
they reside; but it is said to be essentially an original tongue. Tbe
Carrians of the Galadzet hills are an
innocent, but hideous-looking race of
mountaineers, from the practice that
prevails of tattooing their faces, especially the females, who man
IS said intentionally) to r e n d e r x i :
selves such objects of horror and
disgust, .thnt none but a Carrian can
approach them.
They are a simple, rude people,
speaking a distinct language, and entertaining rude notions of religion.
Their villages form a select community, from which they exclude all
other sects, and they never reside in
a city, intermingle, or marry with
strangers. They profess and strictly
observe universal peace, not engaging

in war, or taking any part in contests
for dominion ; a system that necssarily places them in subjection ~o the
ruling power of the day. They are
consequently mere slaves of the soil,
living in wretched hamlets, taxed and
oppressed by the Burmese, y h o consider them an inferior race. They
are exempted from the pa ment of
land-tax and other im outs, t e whole
being compounded b r by the pa
ment of a heavy poll, or rather
mily tax. They are, however, exempt
from the conscription laws, and are
never called out on military service.
The Carrians, although the qhietest, most timorous, and harmless
people in the world, possess strong
and robust frames, greatly excelling
in these respects both the Burmese
and Peguers, who are not deficient.
The cultivation in Pegu and the southern provinces of Ava is almost entirely left to them, and they annually
furnish large quantities of grain to
the public arsenals. L i e the Burmese they are fond of ardent spirits,
and, general1 speaking, will do more
for a glass o r r u m or snack than for
a sum of money. They have traditional maxims of jurisprudence for
the internal government of their little
communities, but are without any
written laws. One of them, on being
interrogated, admitted their state of
ignorance, and assigned as a reason,
that God once wrote his laws and
commands on the skin of a buffalo,
and called up all the nations of the
earth to come and take a copy, which
they all obeyed except the Carrians,
who had no leisure--(Symes, Lieut.
Lowe, Snodgraar, Crawfurd, 4c.)
CARRUNJA.-A town in the province of Berar, forty-five miles S. by
E. from Ellichpoor. Lat. 20' 33'N.,
Ion. 77' 44' E.

i

C A B T A @ ~ B A . -ruins
T ~ ~d a town
in Java, whicb towards the end of the
seventeenth century was the capital
of the island, the seat of.governrnent
having been removed to this place by
the Soosoohoonan in A.D. 1680 from
Mataram. In 1742 Cartasura was in
its turn abandoned, and the seat of
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government fixed a t Solo or Sura.
carta. Lat. 7' 35' S., Ion. 110° 45'
E., six miles W. from Solo.-(Crawf u r 4 4c.I
CABTINAAD
/or Cadutinada.)-A
small district in the Malabar province,
the raja of which in 1800 resided a t
Cutiporam. I t is tolernbly well cultivated, and is naturally a rich country,
but does not produce grain sufficient
for the sustenance of its inhabitants.
The higher parts of the hills are overrown with wood, which the Nairs
rmcrly encouraged, sa &ording
them protection against invaders.
Among the hills which form the lower
portions of the ghauts in Cartinaad,
and other northern districts of Mslayavar, are certain spots that naturally produce cardamoms.
The female Nairs in this part of the
country, while children, go through
the ceremony of marriage with Nambouries and Nairs; but here, as well
as in the south, the man and wife
never cohabit. A Nair here is not
astonished when asked who his father
is, and a man has as much certainty
that the children born in his house
are his own, as a European husband
has; yet such is the perversity of
custom, that he would be considered
as unnatural, were he t o have as much
affection for his own children as for
those of his sister, which he may
perhaps never have seen. In 1761
the Bombay presidency concluded a
treaty with the chief of this country
for the purchase of pepper, in which
document he is styled King of Car(F. Buchanan, Trealies,
tenaddu.

f
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Cnaw~n.-A town in the province
of Canara, fifty-five miles S. by E.
from Goa. Lat. 14' 50' N., Ion. 74'
11'E. This was formerly a noted
seat of European commerce, the Engliah East-IndiaCompany having had a
factory here so early as 1663, but
during Tippoo's reign the place went
t o total ruin. I t stands in that portion of the Concan comprehended by
British judicial arrangements in the
district of Caoarn. T h e dialect of
the Concan is used I)y the natives of

Carwar in their own houses, but
having been long subject to Bejapoor,
most of them can also speak the
Maharatta.--(F. Buchanan, 4c.)
CASHMERE,
(Casmira).
The valley of Cashmere is comprehended between the 34th and 35th
degrees of north latitude, and surrounded by lofty mountains which
separate it from Little Tibet on the
north; from Ladack on the east;
from Lahore on the south ; and Puckely on the west. On the north-west
a branch of the Speen, o r White
Caffrees, approaches Cashmere. T h e
valley is ofanelliptic form, and widens
gradually to Islamabad, where the
breadth is about forty miles, which
is continued with little variation to
the town of Sompre, whence the
mountsins, by a regular inclination
to the westward, come to a point,
and separate Cashmere from Muzifferabad. Including the surrounding
mountains, Cashmere may be estimated a t 110 miles in length by sixty
the extreme breadth ; the k u r e , a
broad ovnl. The limits of Cashmere
towards the west, adjoining Muzifferabad, are terminated by a low thick
wood, the edge of which is skirted
by a rivulet ; and on the other side
rises a chain of lofty mountains
stretching to the north and south.
There are seven passes into the rovince, four from the south, one $om
the west, and the remaining two from
the north. That of Bember is the
best, but that of Muzifferabad is the
most frequented. By Abul Fazel, in
1582, Cashmere is described as follows :
" The soubah of Cashmere is situated partly in the third and partly
in the fourth climate. I t is composed of Cashmere, Bember, Sewad,
Bijore, Candshar, and Zabulistan
(Cabul). Formerly it had Ghizni, but
now it has Cabul for its capital. T h e
length from Kimberdine to Kishengunge is 120 coss, and the breadth
fiom ten to twenty-five coss. On t h e
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east lies Peeristan and the river Chi- and twenty-two to Dnrga, the wife of
naub ; on the south-east Bankul, and Siva. In 700 places the figures of
the mountains of Jummoo; on the snakes are carved, which they also
north-east great Tibct; on the west worship.
" Although government formerly
Puckoli and Kishengunge ; on the
south-west the territory of Gucker ; was said to take only a third of the
and on the north-west Little Tibet. I t produce of the soil, yet in fact the
is encompassed on all sides by lofty husbanclma~l was not left in the enmountains. There are twenty-six joyment of nearly one-third.
His
roads into Hindustan, but those of Majesty (Acber) has now commanded
Bember and Puckoli are the best,being that the crops shall be equally dim
passable for horses.
vided between the husbandman and
" The whole of Cashmere repre- the state. There are hut few troops
sents a garden in perpetual spring, in Cashmere, the native standing army
and the fortifications with which na- being only 4,893 cavalry, and 93,400
ture has furnished it are of astonish- infantry.
" The ancients divided Cashmere
ing height; The water is remarkably
good, and the cataracts magnificent. into two parts, calling the eastern
I t rains and snows here a t the same division Meraje, and the western
season, as in Tartary and Persia ; and Camraje. In the history of Cashduring the periodical rains in Hin- mere, it is said, that in the early ages
dostan, light showers also fall here. of the world all Cashmere, except
The land is partly marshy, the rest the mountains, was covered with
well watered by streams and lakes. water and then named Suttysir. Sutty
Violets, roses, narcissuses, aud in- is one of the names of Siva's wife,
numerable other flowers grow wild. and sir signifies a reservoir. In the
Earthquakes are very frequent, on year of the Hijera 948 (A.D. 1541)
which account the houses are built of Mirza Hyder was sent against Cashwood. Theinhabitants subsist chiefly mere by the Emperor Humayoon,
on rice, frevh and dried fish and vege- and by the help of some of the natables,and they drink wine. Thehorses tives, conquered the whole of that
are small but hardy ; they breed nei- country and part of Great Tibet."
ther camels nor elephants, both being
Such is the description of thiscoununsuited to the nature of the country. try given as it existed 246 years ago,
In their cities and towns are neither since which period it has probably in
snakes, scorpions,nor other venomous every respect greatly retrograded.
reptiles; but the country in general
The lower range of hills that surabounds with flies, gnats, bugs, and round Cashmere are of moderate
lice. Most of the trade of the country height, and covered with trees and
is carried on by water, but great bur- verdure, affording excellent pasturage
thens are also transported on men's for all sorts of cattle and wild gramshoulders.
nivorousanimals, and containing none
" The Cashmerians have a Ianof the larger and more ferocious carguage of their own, but their books nivorous quadrupeds, such as lions
are written in the Sanscrit tongue, and tigera. Beyond this range are
although the characters be sometimes mountains of more stupendous eleCashmerian. They write chiefly upon vation, whose snow-clad tops, soaring
tooz, which is the bark of a tree. above the clouds and fogs, appear
The Mahomedans are partly Sunnies, perpetually bright and luminous. By
and others are of the sects of Ali and ascending from the plains up the
Noorbukbhay. There are many de- mountains, any degree of cold n ~ a y
. lightful singers, but they want variety. be attained. From these mountains
The Hindoos regard the whole of flow innumerable cascades and rivuCashmere as holy land; forty-five lets, which the inhabitants conduct
laces are dedicated to Siva; sixty- through their rice fields for the pur; three to Brahma ; poses of irrigation, and in their course
four to V~SIIIIII
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h m small lakes and canals, the juoc- the son of Marichi, the son of Brahtion of which afterwards createa ma (the Caclhef or Casheb of the Mautreams navigable for boats of burthen, even within the limits of Cmhmere; and increasing as they flow
southward, at last form the Jhylum or
Hydaa es, one of the ]argent rivers
that grtilize Hindostan. Among
these nlountnins are many romantic
valleys, the inhabitants of which have
scarcely any communication with
those of the plains, and on account
of their poverty and inaccessible residence, have never been subjugated
by any of the conquerors that have
devastated Cashn~ere. The religion
of these primitive tribes is unknown,
but it is probably some modification
of the Brahminical orBuddhist tenets.
The valley of Cashmere is c e l e
brated throughout Asia for the romantic beauty of its nituation, the
fertility of its mil, and the temperature of its atmosphere. I t is generally of a level surface, and being
copiously watered, yjelds abundant
crops of rice, which 1s the common
food of the inhabitante. The facility
of procuring water insures the crop
q y n s t the injuries of a drought, and
the mildness of the climate against
the scorching rays of the sun. Near
the base of one of the surrounding
hills, where the land is higher, wheat,
barley, and various other grains are
cultivated. In this province are found
most of the plants, fruits, flowers,
and forest trees common to Europe,
particularly the apple,
apricot, and nut trees, a n r % n i g i
of grapes ; and in the gardens are
many kitchen herbs peculiar to cold
countries. A superior sort of saffron
is cultivated in the plains, and iron
of an excellent quality is found in
the mountains. The sengerah, or
water nut, which grows in the lakes,
form6 a considerable portion- of the
food of the lower classes. Many
lakes are spread over the country,
and there is a tradition which appearances tend to confirm, that the
Cashmere valley was once the bed of
a large lake. By Hindoo historians
the draining of these waters is ascribed to the Muni, or saint, Casyapa,

homedans) which he effected by opening a passage for the Hydaspes
through the mountains of Baramouleh, which might ~mssiblyalso have
happened from nome natural convub
sion. Besides this river, which traverser the province from east to
west, there are numberless mountain
streams supplied by the rains, which
fall with great violence from June to
October, forming many cascades and
small cataracts, which are precipitated
into the valley, where the periodical
rains are described as only descending in gentle showers.
The wealth and fame of Cashmere
have greatly arisen from the mannfacture of shawls, the wool of which
is not the growth of the country, but
brought from the high table-land of
Tibet, where alone the shawl goat
producing it will thrive. Neither the
Delhi emperors, who made various
attempts to introduce this species of
goat into upper Hindostan, nor the
sovereigns of Persia, whose dominions were still more favourably situated, have ever succeeded in procuring wool of an equally fine quality
with that of Tibet. The Persian
shawl, from the wool of Kernian,
comes nearer the Cashmere shawl
than the Englirh. This raw material
of the Cashmere shawl is rather a
down than a wool, be in^ protected
by the exterior coarse hair. It is
originally of a dark grey colour, and
is bleached in Cashmere by the help
of a preparation of rice flour. That
from Rodauk is the best, and the
price in Cashmere is from ten to
twenty rupees per turruk, a weight
supposed equal to twelve pounds,
and the whitest is most in demand.
It is difficult to fix, with any accuracy,
the nunlber of shawls manufactured
in the year. The number of looms
employed, each occupying three men,
i n said to be 16,000. Supposing, on
an average, five shawls of all descrip tions made a t each shop or loom
annually, the total woilld amount to
80,000, which is probably not very
remote from the truth.
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The Caahmerians also fabricate the
beat writing paper of the East, which
was formerly an article of extensive
traffic, as were also its lacquered
ware, cutlery, and sugar; but trade
of all sorts is now in a very languid
state. A wine resembling Madeira is
manufactured in this province, and a
s irituous liquor is also distilled from
tRe grape. Amritsir in Lahore, the
Seik capital, is at present the grand
emporium for the shawls and saffron
of Cashmere; but in 1819 a manufnoture of the first, with wool imported
direct from Tibet, was established by
an enterprizing native merchant in
the city of Delhi. About twenty
years ago Ruasian merchants penetrated from the north into Cashmere
with their goods, by the route of
Yarkund. The boats of Cashmere
are long and narrow, and moved with
paddles. The country being much
intersected by streams navigable for
small vessels, might greatly benefit
by such a commodious inter~~al
conveyance, under a better government,
but of this there is at present but
little prospect.
In tbe time of Aurengzebe, tlie
revenue collected (probably the clear
revenue) in Cashmere, was three and
a quarter lacks bf rupees per annum ;
in 1783 the Afghan governor, on the
part of the Cabul sovereign, extorted
above twenty lacks. In 1809 the
gross revenue was said to be46,26,300
rupees, or about half a n~illion sterling. Since that date the province
has been in such a state of unceasing
anarchy, that it is impossible to form
any rational estimate of its revenue.
The governor of Cashmere, while
under the Cabul king, had constantly
at his disposal a force of 5,400 horse
and 390U foot: but the Afehan soldiers ierving in cashmere hate always
deeenerated. and become effeminate.
luiurious, &d rebellious. The n i
tive Cashmerians of the valley, in
all ages, have been reckoned altogether unfit for soldiers.
The mountains surrounding t11is
province are inhabited by tribes which
formerly acknowledged a sort of dependence on the Afghans, but scarcely
VOL. I.
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any thing is known about them. Besides their alpine districts, the chiefs
h d d land in the valley, which have
probably been given them to strengthen the fervour of their lojslty and
secure their obedience. They furnish
some troops to the governor, and
when he is strong enough to enforce
paymentsthey yield him mme revenue.
On the north of Cashmere is a chief
whom the natives dignify with the
title of Raja of Little Tibet, of which,
however, he probably possesses but a
small portion. The lofty mountains
between Cashmere and Ladack have
been but little explored: but caravans
of merchants pass regular1 between
the two cities, bringing sgawl-wool
from the latter, and offering, to an
adventurous European well versed
in the native languages, an obvious
opportunity of tracing the course of
the Indus closer to its sources than
has yet bee11 attempted. In fact, the
terra incogni~aof this river now lies
between Ladack and Gortope, a
direct distance of about 310 miles,
but much more following the course
of the stream.
The natives of Cashniere are a
stout well-formed people, and their
complexions, what in France or Spdn
would be termed brunette. They
are naturally gay and lively, eager
in the pursuit of wealth, accounted
much more acute and intriguing than
the natives of Hindostan generally,
and proverbially liars. They are also
much addicted to literature, poetry,
and drinking, and the commonalt
remarkably ingenious in cabinet-wori
and other fabrications. Their lang u q e is of Sanscrit origin, modified
by tlme and the introduction of some
fureign phrases. In a specimen of
tbe Lord's Praver examined bv the
missionaries, tkenty-five word; out
of thirtv-two were found to be radically the same with those occurring
in the Bengalese and Hindostany
specimens, some of them, however,
considerably altered. Their songs
are composed in Persic, which they
consider more harmonious. In appeamnce they have not the slightest
resemblance to their Tartarion neigh@ n
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bobs, who are an ugly race ; on the
tontrary, the Cashmerian females
have been long celebrated for their
beauty and fair complexions, and much
nought aRer for wivea and concubines
by the Mogul nobility of Delhi. A1rhough extremely fertile and productive, the country is not thickly inhabited, on account of the deplorable
government, or rather anarchy, to
which it has been so long subjected.
The aggregate is probably under
600,000; nor could any thing a p
proaching this number be assigned,
but for the great population, probably
much exaggerated, said to be contained in the capital. By the Hindoos
all Cashmere is reckoned holy land,
and abounds with miraculous fountains ; but although evidently sprung
from a Hindoo stock, at present the
Arabian faith greatly predominates.
I t is probable the Buddhist doc'trines were current here before the
Introduction of the Brahminical. It
may be conjectured that the inhabitants of Csshmere had originally an
idolatrous system of their own, to
which they superadded a few ill-defined gods and ceremonies borrowed
from the Brahmins of the plains;
that they were for a short time converted to Buddhism by their Tartar
neighbourn, and finally to the doctrine of the Vedas by the Brahmins,
t o which they have since adhered ;
.adoration being almost exclusively
'adclressed to Siva, and his Sacti. Sultan Baber, in his memoirs, mentions
a curious fact, which seems to throw
some light on the ancient history and
geography of Cashmere. He tells us
that the hilly country along the upper
course of the Sinde, or Hindus, was
formerly inhabited by a race of men
named Kas, and he supposes that
from a corruption of the name the
country of Cashmere was so called,
as being the country of the Kas, the
denomination mir or mere being still
united with the names of several
geographical divisions, such as Jesselmere, Ajmeer, &c.
According to tradition, the valley
of Cashmere was drained and colo-nized by Casynp, about 8,666 years

before the commencement of the
Christian era, from which date there
is a regular chronological table of
kings, down to it8 conquest by the
Mahomedans. The period of this
subjugation, however, is uncertain,
but it wan attacked and ravaged by
the Mahmood of Ghizni so early aa
A.D. 1012. I t was afterwards go.
verned in a long succewion by a race
of Tartar princes of the Chug, or
Chagatay tribe, until 1586, when it
was subdued by Acber, and continued
subject to the Moguls of Delhi until
the time of Ahmed Shah Abdali of
Cabul, to which kingdom, until recently, it continued annexed. When
the short-lived dynasty of the Abdalis began to totter, the governor
of Cnshn~erewas one of the first t o
claim the title, as he had long pew
formed the functions of an independent prince. Accordingly, in 1809,
Mahomed Azim Khan, the soubahdar
of the province, threw off the yoke,
and set the power of his legitimate
sovereign at defiance. In 1816 a
powerful army from Cabul attempted
Its recover but, owing to treachery,
was compeekd to retreat with damage
and disgrace. In 1819, Ruujeet Sin@
d Lahore despatched an army against
it under the command of Dewan
Chund, which eected the conquest
of the city of Cashmere, and some
portions of the country in its i m m e
diate vicinity. But he doea not seem
t o have retained it long, as in 1820
two persons arrived at Delhi, charged
by the chief of Cashmere, Mahomed
Azim Khan, with overtures for a treaty
of alliance, and earnestly requesting
that Cashmere might be taken under
the protection of the British government. This proposal, however, like
many others from various parts of
India, was not assented to.--(Elphi*
stone, Forrter, Wilron, Abul Fazel,
Bern&, Moorcroft, 4c.)
CASRMERE
(or SerinqprJ.-The
capital of the Cashmere province, situated in lat. 33' 23' N., Ion. 74' 47'
E. By Abul Fazel, in 1,582, it is described as follows : " Serinagur, the
capital of Cnshmere, is four fursungs
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in length. The last-mentioned one is
dry during a great part of the year,
and the Mar is sometimes so shallow
&at boats cannot pass through. This
city has for ages been in a flonrishinp state, and here shawls are manufactured and other fine woollen stuffa.
O n the east side of the city is a high
hill, called the mountain of Soliman,
and a d g ~ n i n are
g two lakes, which are
always full."
T h e modern town d C a s h m e r e was
formerly known by the name of Scrinagur, but now by that of the province. I t extends about three miles
on each side of the Jhylum or Hydaspes, over which there are four or five
wooden bridges, and it occupies in
some part of its breadth, which is
unequal, about two miles. Many of
the liouses are two and three stories
high, slightly built of brick and mortar, with a large inter~nixtureof timber. On the wooden roof a covering
of earth is laid which contributes to
t h e warmth of the house during the
winter, and in sunlmer is planted with
flowers. The streets are narrow, and
choked up with the filth of the inhahih u t s , who are unclean to a proverb ;
neither are there any buildings worthy
of remark. The governor resides in
a fortress named Shereghur, occupying the south-eastern quarter of the
city. The advantages this city enjoys
o f a mild salubrious air, and a
river flowing through its centre, are
much alloyed by itsconfined eonstruction, and the extreme filthiness of the
people. There are covered floating
baths r a n b d along the sidea of the
river.
T L lake of Cashmere, provincially
named t h e Dall, has long been celebrvted for its beauties. I t stretches
from the north-east quarter ,of the
city in an oval circumference of five
o r six miles, and joins the Jhylum by
a nmrow channel near the suburbs.
T h e northern view of the lnke is terminated a t the distance of twelve
milen by .n detached range of mountains, that slope from the centre to
each angle ; and from the base a spacious plain, preserved in constant verdure by nulnerous stmams, extends

with an easy declivity to the surface
of the water. In the centre of the
plain as it approaches the lake, one
of the Delhi emperors, probably Shah
Jehan, constructed a spacious garden
namedshalimar. The numeroussmall
islands in the Lake have the e&t d
ornamenting the scenery.
Bernier, who visited this country
in 1663, travelling in the suite of the
~ '
I V ~a Smoat
Emperor Aurengzebe, ,
interesting and romantic description
of this city; but since the dismemlwrment of Cashmere from the M o y i
empire, it has suffered many disasters. Notwithstanding, however, these
causes of decay, it was by the natives
in 1809, reckoned to contain from
150,000 to 200,000 inhabitants, and
considered the largest and most populous city in the Afghan dominions;
-(Forster, Rennell, Abul Faael, Bcrnicr, El'instone, 4c.)
CASSAY.-A province o f India b e
yond the Ganges, situated about t&
twenty-fourth degree of north latitude. On the north it is bounded by
Cachar and Assam ; on the s o u ~ hby
Ava west of the Kenduem river ; o n
the west it has the Bengal districts of
Tipera and Silhet; and o n the east
the Katthi o r Casi Shan, and upper
course of the Kenduem river. By
Europeans it is called Meckley as well
as Cassay, but neither of these names
is used by the natives of the country,
who call themselves Moitay ; the
Bengalese call then] Muggaloos, which
by Europeans has been turned into
Meckley, and applied to the country.
Katbi or Casi is the name given to
this people by the Birmans, which has
been taken for the name of the country, and corrupted into Cassay. The
capital town i s Munipoor, a term frequently used to denote the whole
province, under which head further
information will be found.
T h e Cassayers have a softness of
countenance much more resembling
the natives of Hindostan than the
Birmans, with whom they have very
little afiinity, either in manners o r appearance. Many of these people taken
prisoners in the ware are now settled
2 8 2
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in the neighbourhood of the Biman
capital, where they exercise their superior skill and ingenuity in different
branches of handicraft work. When
invaded by the Britishin 1824,the prorince was found in a most desolate and
depopulated state, and fast relapsing
into barbarism, as well from the oppressive overnment of the Burmese,
as from &eir own never-ending intutine feuds. The Moitays or Cassa era
are worshippers of Viahnu ; et tieir
language is said to be radical& dihrent from the Sanscrit. Their country
may be considered the extreme limit
of the Brahminical Hindoo sect to the
eastward, as from thence the prevalence of the Buddhist doctrine in some
shape is universal.
Formerly the gunsmiths of the Birman empire were all Caasayera, but.
their musquets and matchlocks were
very defective. They are much superior in horsemanship to the native8 of
Ava, and on that account were the
only cavalry employed with the Burmese armies, which consisted almost
wholly of infantry. The music of the
Cassayers, like the genuine airs (such
as the boatmen's songs) of Bengal, is
remarkably pleasant to a European.
In the year 1754, when Alompra,
the Burmese monarch, left the cit of
Ava to relieve Prone, he despatcicd
a body of troops across the Kenduem
to chastise the Cassayers, who had
hitherto enjoyed only a temporary independence, when the contests of the
Birman and Pegu states left then] no
leisure to enforce obedience. They
were always ready to revolt, and as
quickly reduced to submission. The
Cassay raja, then residing at Munipoor, sued for peace, which was concluded on advantagous terms for the
Birmans, and, as was the custom, a
young man and young woman of the
raja's kindred were delivered as hostages.
In 1757 Alompra again attacked
the Cassayers, but was prevented
completing their conquest by the revolt of the Peguers. In 1765 Shem.
buan, the son of Alompra, invaded
the Cassay country, and obtained a
oonsiderable booty, but appears to

have intended nothing beyond a predatory exc~~reion
;but in 1774 he sent
a formidable force against the Cossayers, which after a long and obstinate battle, took Munipoor, the m'a
havin withdrawn to the Corrun h i d ,
five faye' journey north-wat from
that place. From this date Casaa
remained subject to Ava until 1 8 4
when the Burmese wereexpelled from
Munipoor by a British detachment,
and the territory was subsequently
rendered wholly independent by the
treaty of Yandaboo in 1885.-(Symcr,
F. Buchanan, 4c.)
CATINDUANES
I s ~ ~ . - o n e of the
Philippines, situated offthe east coast
of Luzon; lat. 15' N., Ion. 124' 30'
E. In length it may be estimated at
thirty-six miles, by twenty the average breadth.
CATMANDOO
(~(1lhtatmndir). The capital of Nepaul, and modern
residence of the Gorkha Raja, which,
according to barometrical measure
ment, standa 4,784 feet above the
level of the Bengal lains; lat. 2 7
4.2' N., Ion. 85' E. t h i s lace is situated on the east side of t i e Biahenmutt along which it extends about
a mi/;; but its breadth in general
does not exceed half a mile, and
seldom more than a quarter of a
mile. The name by wh~chit is distinguished in ancient books is Goongoolpatan ; the Newars call it Yendaise, and the Parbutties, or mountaineers, Cashti oor : a name, it ia
said, derived &om its numerous
wooden temples, which are the common n~andirsor mandibs occasionally met with in other quarters of
India. Besides these there are many
brick temples with three or four sloping roofs. Near the palace is the
shrine of Tulmi Bhavani, who conjointly with Gorakhanath is the tutelar deity of the reigning family. There
is no image, the deity being represented by a Yantra, or cabalistical
figure; and in order to impress the
multitude with awe, no person is permitted to approach the shrine except
the Raja, the Ranoy, their spiritual
guide, and the officiating priest.

CATTI
The houses in C a t m d o o are of
.brick or tile, with pitched or pent
roofs towards the street. They are
two, three, and four stories, but almost without exception of a mean
appearance ; even the raja's house,
although large, being but a sorry
building. The streets are as narrow,
and nearly as filth as those at Benares. The numier of houses has
been estimated at 6,000, and the total population at 20,000 persons.
The most remarkable mountain
&en from hence is that of Dhaibun,
distant about thirty-four geographical miles. According to calculation
this mountain is 20,140 feet nbove
the stations of Sambher, and the
Queen's Gardens, near Catmandoo ;
which latter are 4,500 feet above the
level of the sea. Another mountain,
nearly in the position of one by
Gen. Kirkpatrick named Cala Bhairava, has an elevation of 18,662 feet
above Catmandoo, or a3,162 feet
above the level of the sea. Both
these mountains, and others in their
vicinity, are visible from Patna; the
first at a distance of 162 geographical miles, the second of 153 geogragraphical miles. Mountains in this
direction still more renlote are seen
in the north-east quarter, at the prod i o u s distance of 195 geographical
mdes from Patns. In the neighbour.
hood of Catmandoo the summit of
Mount Chandragiri is 3,6813 feet
nbove the city, or 8,466 above the
level of the eea; Mount Palchoo
4,210 feet above the city, or 8,994
above the level of the sea. At Catmandoo, in December and January,
the barometer is 25" 28', the thermometer being 5 9 Fahrenheit. The
first seldom alters so much as onetenth and a half in the course of
the day, nor during the whole season
so much as two-tenths for the same
(C&hrooke, F.
hour of the day.
Buchanan, Kirh-patrick, 4c.)
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CATTYWAU
OB KATTYWAB
f Cattiwd).-This
appellation is frequently
a plied by the natives to the whole
duzerat peninsula, dthoogh in fact
it only bccupies a portion of the

interior, disti uished into four divisions : 1st. rexoning from the north
is Punchal ;2d. Banrawar; 3d. Alug ;
4th. Khooman. Cattywar proper is
bounded on the north by Jhallawar ;
on the south by Babreeawar; on the
east by Goelwara; and on the west
by Soret. The norther11 tracts are
of unequal surface; the southern in
the neighbourhood of Babreeawar
(which may be slid also to belong to
Cattywar), jungly and woody. Vad,
a fence or division in the Gujerattee
language, is a very common termination of the names of districts in this
quarter, which syllable is frequently
changed into var and war, as Cattywar for Cattyvad.
The soil and appearance of this
district are variable, but generally
the first is of a sandy nature, muchmixed with a reddish coloured rock,
of which last substance the hills are
composed. These, although not lofty
are numerous, and being deficient of
trees, contribute to give the surface
a barren and repulsive aspect. Its
grain produce is confined to the
coarser sorts, among which bajarry
and joary are abundant and excellent; to which may be added a second or after crop of wheat, available in February, by the assistance of
irrigation from wells. The horses
reared in this territory are reckoned
the best breeds of the peninsula, and
the Catties themselves give a preference to that from the Choteela hill.
In some parts of Cattywar wood and
fuel are so scarce, that frequently the
inhabitants of a village are expelled
merely for the sake of the firewood
procurable from their dwellings.
L i e all other nations the Catties
are desirous of asserting an ancient,
heroic, and miraculous origin. Their
traditions ascend to the conclusion
of the Dwapar Yug, when the five
Pandoos by bad luck or foul play at
hazard, were compelled to q u ~ their
t
native country, and remain ~n secret
exile for twelve years. After seven
years' peregrination they arrived at
Berat, or Dbolka, where they were
discovered by the spies of their enemy Durjhodun. T o oblige them ta
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emerge from their concealment, and
thereby t o forfeit the pledge they
had given to remain secret, Carna,
the offsprin of the sun, and prime
minister to &rjhodun, suggested thq
stratagem of making a predatory attack on the cattle of Berat, which
would compel every true Rajpoot
warrior t o quit the fortifications to
recover them. But for so base a manaeuvre Ra'poots could not be employed, rkich dificulty Carna removed by striking his rod on the
ground ; the rod opened and out issued a man, who being produced from
wood was named Cat. On this newly created being devolved the task of
stealing the cattle, and to reconcile
him to the enterprize, Carna informed him that the gods would never
reckon the commission of a robbery
criminal in him or his descendants,
more especially, when the property
abstracted consisted of cattle. Of
Carna the Catties always speak with
great veneration, and continue t o
worship the sun his father, inscribing
the image of that luminary on every
written document they have occasion
t o execute.
The same traditions state that the
aborigines of the country were Aheers
and Babreeas before the arrival of
the Catties, who wandered about
with their flocks for many yesrs on
the great pastoral wastes, and lost
n o opportunity of robbing their
heighbours. About 260 years ago
they became stationary at Sudamra,
Guddra, and Budlee, within which
limits they were long confined. Most
of their subsequent acquisitions have
been made during the decline of the
Mogul empire. So late as 1807 they
still followed their vocation of thieves
and robbers, which designations they
openly assumed. As a tribe the
Catties are difficult to class. In 3 818
the three principal families were the
Tratchee, the Teowa, and the Walla,
and they are much intermixed with
the aboriginal Aheers or herdsmen.
The Catties are not, and indeed never were, numerous, their habits and
customs being unfavourable to an increase of numbers.

The Catties are distinguished by
two general appe)lntions : Shakarjut,
the descendants of a WaIla R:tjpoot
and Catty female; and the Oortea,
or descendants of the genuine Catties. The Aheers and Babreeas may
be classed with the latter, for i n Cattywar the prejudices of caste have
but little influence. The Catties may
marry any number of wives, but usually restrlct themselves to two. T h e
male Catties are said to be athletic
men, and the Cattriyanim, or female
Catties, proverbially graceful and
beautiful. They worship the sun,
but have only one temple, situated
near Thaun, their religious zeal being moderate and their superstition
great. All the higher classes practise female infanticide, which, although so repeatedly asserted to have
been abolished in 1807, has never
for a day been suspended. The treaty,
in fact, turned out a mere dead letter,
not one instance of punishment for
the crime having occurred ;and so far
from this being a proof of its diminution, it is quite the contrary, the
British political agent with the petty
states of Cattywar in 1820 having declared that not more than I00 females
born since the treaty were then in existence. A t that date there were 137
chiefs tribotary to the British government, besides others who were not.
Coerced by the strong arm of the
British government, this turbulent
district has, ever since Col. Walker's
march in 1807, much against the iaclination of its inhabitants, enjoyed
a sort of compulsory peace. They
have frequently evinced a strong desire to resume their old habits of
robbery and depredation, for which
purpose they believe they were born ;
but the pressure from above has always proved too ponderous to heave
lip. In 1820 a sort of partial insurrection, consisting of 900 Komaun
Catties, joined by a number of roving Sindeans, captured the fort and
village of Meeteealee, where they
were attacked by a British detachment, and ultimately all their chi&
taken or destroyed.-( Wutker, Macmurdo, Ballantine, Drurnntond, &.)
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CAUNPOOR
trict in the province of Allahabad,
consisting of cessions to the British
government from the Nabobof Oude,
and mostly comprehended within the
Doab of the Ganges and Jumna,
between the twenty-sixth and twenty-seventh degrees of north latitude.
On the north it is bounded by the
Etawah district; on the south by the
river Jumna; to the east it has the
Nabob of Oude's reserved territories; and on the west the river Ganges. The Caunpoor division is a segment mf the vast plain extending
from the Bay of Bengal to the northern mountains, and its soil is not
only arable, but, when properly cultivated, highly productive. In the
neighbourhood of the town and cantonments, agriculture has profited by
the stilnulus of a European market
and high rices. Indian corn, barley, and wEeat, are there cultivated;
and turnips, cabbages, and other European vegetables, during the season,
are in great abundance, not only in
the gardens of the officers, but in
fields belonging to native farmers.
Grapes, peaches, and a variety of
fruits have long been supplied by the
Europeans. Sugsr-canes and other
crops flourish in great luxuriance;
but the cultivation is frequently separated by the intervention of extensive wastes, quite as capable of
being rendered productive.
In 1814 the district of Cawnpoor
was recorded as containing 3,439 vilI es, and 2,946,315 cutcha begas;
o7which 1,768,745 were cultivated,
134,189 fit for cultivation, and
1,043,381 begas wholly unproductive.
The government demand in rupees
was 27,3697, which was realized, so
that the assessment to the public revenue appeared to be nearly 11 rupees per bega. I t was found, from
experience, that on the first triennial settlement of 1808, Caunpoor
was over-assessed, and suffered much
m consequence.
No estimate approaching to accuracy hss ever been made of the population of this district, but from
the vast extent of land under tillage

the number of inhabitants must be
very great; and that they are not so

prone to commit depredations ag
some of the more southern and eaet-,
ern districts, is pcoved by a fact
stated by the police superintendent,
that within the first six months of
1812 not a uingle iostance of gang
mbbery had occurred within the limits of the Caunpaor jurisdiction.
T b is the more surprising when it
is considered that the town of Caunpaw is one of the greatest thoroughfares of inland commerce, as will
appear from the following statement
of the large sum paid into the Caunpoor treasury on account of duties
received at the custom-house: ~n
1812 amounting to 4,68,000 rupees,
and in 1813 to 4,85,000 rupees.
Besides Caunpoor, the capital, the
chief towns are Resonlabad, Jaujemow, and Acberpoor.--(The Marquis
of Hartitgs, Tentrant, Guthrie, Rennell, 4c.)
CAUNPOO~.-A
town in the rovince of Allahabad, the capital o t t h e
preceding district, situated on the
west side of the Ganges, forty-five
miles S.W. from Lucknow ; lat. 2 6 O
3V N., Ion. 80' 13' E. The Ganges
here is still a noble stream, being a p
parently above a mile broad, but in
the dry season shallow, and divided
by large sand-banks. A brigade of
troops ie usually cantoned here, it
being considered the chief military
station in the ceded provinces. The
officers find their own quarters, which
consist of commodious bungalows,
built without any regularity for above
six miles along the Ganges. Each
bungalow has a space of ground stached, neatly laid out and planted,
with generally the addition of a kitohen garden, the whole invariably
surrounded by a hieti mud wall, as a
defence againgt tbleves, cattle, and
other annoyances ; and by this dusty
mud protection the proprietor's view
is frequently limited. Indeed the
external aspect of this important station is most arid, dreary, and repulsive, more especially during the
dry season, when the sun is obscured
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by clouds of dust, and the atmoshere heated almost to suffbcrtion.
$he history of the country affords
many instances of battles lost and
won according to the direction of the
dust, the windward position giving
such a decided advantage.
The public magazines stand at the
north-west extremity, protected by
a slight entrenchment; and on the
banks of the Ganges, a little further
in that direction, is the old town of
Caunpoor, which probably never was
a place of any note. A new town,
however, has sprung round the cantonments, which, whether considered
with reference to its size or commercial opulence, may justly claim the
rank of a city. The chowk, or principal street, nearly parallel with the
military lines, is composed of wellbuilt brick houses, two or three stories high, with wooden balconies in
front; but the rest of the town is
straggling and mean. Caunpoor contains but few religious edifices, and
these principally mosques, there being
no Christian church here. The most
imposing Euro ean structures are
thegaol, assemb y-room, and customhoube. The shops are large, and the
articles they contain are sometimes
as cheap as in Calcutta, while the
mere necessaries of life are fifty per
cent. cheaper. Being quite a modern
town, Caunpoor has no vestiges of
antiquity to shew.--(Fallarton, Tennant, Lord Valentin, $c.)

P

CAVAI.-A small Moplay town in
the Malabar rovince, thirty miles
N.N.W. from '!ellicllerry;
lat. 30' 6'
N., Ion. 7b0 17'E.

and principal supply of water in the
month of May, ~t depends on the
rain of the western ghaut mountains.
Its tribatary streamn collect the waters of the Mysore in June and
July, and during the latter months of
the year it is again filled by the monsoon rains on the coast of Coromandel.
The falls of the Cavery are near
the ancient city of Gunga Raya, on
the island of Sivana Samudra, and
opposite to Trichinopoly, it again
separates into two branches, forming
the island of Seringham. About
thirteen miles to the eastward of this
last point of se aration, the branches
again approacp; but the northern
branch is here twenty feet lower than
the southern, and is permitted to run
waste to the sea under the name of
the Coleroon. The southern branch,
retaining the name of Caver has
been led through a variety ofihannels by the skill alrd industry of the
Hindoos, to irrigate the Tanjore province, and is the cause of its extraordinary fertility. Near the eaJt end
of Seringham, an immense mound is
formed, to prevent the waters of the
Cavery descending into thecoleroon.
The coming of the floods from the
interior is every where celebrated
with festivities by the natives of the
Carnatic, who co~rsiderthe river RS
one of their most beneficent deities.
This valuable river is no where
navigable for large vessels. Even so
low down as Trichinopoly, the only
boats, or rather coracles, in use, are
circular wicker baskets covered with
hides, similar to those employed on
the Krishna and Toombudra. On
some of its northern branches, near
their junction with the sea, still
ruder contrivances are resorted to,
such as a raft of twigs floating on
inverted earthern pots; but throughout the southern portion of the Tanjore district the rivers are provided
with flat-bottomed boats.-(Wilkr,
FuUarton, Heyne, $c.)

CAVERY
RIVERf Cnveri).-This is
the most useful river in the south
of India, for above the ghnuts it fertilizes the Mysore, while the Carnatic
below owes its agricultural wealth to
the water it distributes. It rises in
the Coorg country, near the coast of
Malabar, passes through Mysore,
Coimbatoor, and the Iower Carnatic,
and after a winding course (enclosing
CAVERYPAUK.-A
town in the Cara delta of great extent), falls into the
sea through various mouths, in the natic, enclosed with an old mud wall,
province of Tanjore. For the first fifty-seven milea W.S.W. from Ma-

dras; lat. 1P63' N., Ion. 79' 31'E.
Here is a great eray or tank, about
eight miles long by three broad, which
fertilizes a considerable tract of country. This is perhaps the most magnificent of all the great works constructed in the south of India for
the purposes of irrigation. The embankment by which it is supported is
a mound of earth thirty feet high,
faced on the side next the tank with
large stones, and thickly planted on
the outside with palnlira trees. The
town of Caverypauk is but a meanly
built place, and the adjoining fort,
which appears at one time to have
been a place of some strength, is now
a ruin choked up with trees. The
Panaur, opposite to Caverypatam, is
generally fordable ; but after heavy
rains becomes a furious and impassable torrent.+ Fullarfon, F. Buchnnun, Bc.1
CAVEBYPORUM
f Cflveripura).-A
small town in the Coimbatoor province, eighty-two miles S.E. from Seringapatam ; 1st. 11' 5V N., Ion. 77'
47'E.
This place stands on the
banks of the Cavay, which during
the rainy season is here a wide,
strong, smooth stream, no where
fordable ; but in the dry months there
are many fords.
CAVITE.-A town in the Philippines, in the bay of Manilla, and
three leagues S.W. of the town of
which it is the proper harbour; lat.
14' 34' N., Ion. 1.20' 48' E. The
depth of water here is excellent, and
shlps may lie within musket-shot of
the arsenal ; but Cavitb Bay is infested by a species of worm which
destroys ships' planks and timbers.
I t was formerly n place of much
greater size and consequence; but
latterly had so much declined, that
in 1819 the whole population, consisting of Mulattoes, Indians, and a
few Europeans, was estimated at only
4,000 persons. Although so near to
Manilla, being actually within the bay,
boats oing from the one to the other,
are often taken by piratical prows
and the people sold for slaves.--(La
Pyrouse, Sonnerat, Bc.)

C A Y A ~S
AoNo ~ o o1srxs.-A eluster of islands in the Eastern seas,
lying off the north-eastern coast of
Borneo ; lat. 7' N., Ion. 1lSO6V E.
The largest, about twenty miles in circumference, is of o middling height,
covered with trees, and the soil rich
and luxuriant. In 1774 this island
was dependent on Sooloo, and much
frequented by the Mangaio, or piratical prows. The tide here rises six
feet in the springs.--(Forreat, gc.)

-

CEDED DISTBICTS. See BALAGHAUT.

CELEBES.
A large island in the Eastern seas
of a most extraordinary shape, separated from Borneo by the straits af
Macassar. It extends from lat. Z0 N.
to oearly 6' S., and from 119' to 125O
E. Ion.; but the coast is so deep1
indented by three bays, that it is d i l
ficult to form an estimate of its actual
surface ; making allowance, however,
for the irregularity of its figure,
Celebes may be estimated at 500 miles
in length, by 150 miles the average
breadth, giving an area of about
75,000 square miles.
This island by the natives and Malays is called Negree Oran Buggess,
or Buggessn~an'scountry, and sometinlea Tanna Macassar. I t is situated
between the great island of Borneo
on the west; the islands of Gilolo,
Poby, Ceram, and Amboyna, to the
east; to the south lies Salayer, separated by a narrow strait, named by
the Dutch the Budgeroon~. Further
to the south lies Floris, Timor, and
Sumbhawa; to the north there is a
broad sea, aud the island of Sangir
to the north-east.
A deep gulf runs into the island
from the south, called Sewa by the
natives, and Buggess Bay by the
English. There is also a deep mdenture in the north-east, called Tominie
Bay, which penetrates so far that it
forms an isthmus, and, with Tolo Bay
on the east, divides the island into
four peninsulas. Celebes has three rivers, of which thechinram is themost
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coneiderable. It riwe in the Wadjo
country, runs through Boni, and disembogues by several mouths in the
gulf of Sewa. European ships can
ascend this river a considerable way
over a muddy bottom, and it is navigable for prows inland to a fresh water lake. The second is the river Boli,
with three fathoms water over its bar,
which discharges itself after a winding
course a t Boli, on the north-coast.
The third falls into the sea on the
west-coast, a considerable distance
south of Macassar. Along t l ~ ewhole
of the south coast small riven, nnvigable for five or six miles inland are
very frequent. There are not any ascertained volcanoes in the southern
divisions of Celebes, but some are
said to exist in the northern.
In 1820 the civilized inhabitants of
Celebes consisted of four or five distinct nations, speaking different Ianguages; via. the Buggesscs, the Macassars, the Mandars, the Kaili, and
the Manado. The Buggevs race are
by far the most considerable, bein
subdivided into various tribes unite8
by a common dialect and similar institutions, and of these tribes, the
Wadjo, or Tuwadjo,is by far the most
distinguished for commerce and maritime ederprize. The centre of the
island to the northward is said to be
inhabited by the Turajas or Horaforas, who are considered the aborigines.
In the south-western limb the principal languages are the Macassar and
Buggess. The f i r ~comprehends
t
the
petty states of Booncoomba, Bontain, Tarabaya, Goak, Manos, and
L i e r e ; the second is much more
general, and extends from Boni to
Luwu, including the four great principalities of Luwu, (Looboe of the
Dutch), Boni, Wadjo, and Soping. In
Mandhar and its vicinity the Mandharese language is spoken. The app r a n c e of the southern limb iudicates a former state of superior cultivation and prosperity, and it is still
the most populous portion of the
island, the climate being comparatively salubrious. The Dutch have
long possewed several small forts en

the bays of Tolo and Tominie, but
do not appear ever to have explored
the country in their vicinity. The
two states of Boni and Macassar have
at different periods exercised pa1-amount authority over the smaller
communities, and their history comprehends all that is interesting in that
of Celebes.
The tribes of Celebes are now the
most considerable and enter rizing
navigators of the Eastern islanis, and
amongthese themost distinguishedare
the Buggesses of Wedjo. Theprincipal import is cotton from the adjacent islands, which is re-exported after
being manufactured in toBuggess cloth,
which is in constant demand throughout theEasternarchipelago ;theother
articles are bird's-nests, sea slugs,
shark fins, tortoise-shell, agar-wood,
hides, &c. for the Chinese market, to
which they are transported by the
junks that visit Celebes annually; gold
isalso found, but in timaller quantltles
than at Borneo. The ~)rincipaltraffickers are the Wadjoos, parties of
whom are settled in every seaport of
consequence fiom Acheen to Manilla, and who also ilsually conlpose the
crews of the Buggess prows. Some
of these Watl'oo cargoes, consisting
of opium, gold, and cloths, have been
valued at 50,000 Spanish dollars.
The gold of Celebes is generally procured, as in Sumatra, from the beds
of rivers nnd torrents. There are
many s rings issuing from the crevices oAocks, thst bring some little
gold along with the water, which filtering through a vessel bottomed with
sand, leaves the metal behind ; these
might be worth exploring. Monopolies here are among the legitimate fiscal resources; the chief of Luwu monopolizes brass ; the raja of Soping,
betel-leaf; the raja of Sede~~dring,
d t and opium. The teak tree is only
found in a few spots of Celebes; the
largest forest is in tbe district of Mario, where the natives assert it was
originally planted from imported seed.
The tiger and leopard, which abound
in the more western islands, are not
to be found in Celebes.
The states of thin islaud exhibit the
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singular anomaly in politics of elective monarchies limited by aristocracies, which are themselves limited by
subordinate ones ; indeed, they seem
to be a sort of aristocratical federations of the petty lords or tyrants of
villages, the chiefship of which is
sometimes elective from the whole
body, but more generally from a particular family. The prince is chosen
from the royal stock by a certain
number of counsellors, who also possess the prerogative of subsequently
removing him. These counsellors
are themselves selected from particular families, and without their concurrence the prince can execute no
public measure ; they have also charge
of the public treasure, and also nominate the prince, and in fact appear to
have practically tried the experiment
with how little power a sovereign can
conduct the affairs of government.
When war occurs the prince cannot in person command the armies,
but the usages of the country permit,
on such an event, his temporary resignation, when a regent succeeds
provisionally to the highest rank, to
be laid down when the exigence has
passed away. Women and minors
are eligible in every department ; but
some variation is observable in different realms. In Boni the prince is
elected by seven hereditary counsellors ; in Goak, by ten, of whom the
prime minister is one, being himself
appointed by the other nine. In the
exercise of his fi~nctions, however,
he possesses very extraordinary powers, for he can remove the prince
himself, and call on the counsellors
to elect another. The inferior provincial chiefs, named crains, are established by the government.
Among the warlike nations of Celebes the women take an active part
in all the concerns of life, and are
very fre uently raised to the throne
in the Qective monarchies: in fact,
thereis hardly a state in which women
at one period or another have not sat
on the throne, and it may be remarked, that the practice is most frequent
where the society is the most turbulent. In A.D. 1714 Batara Toja was
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elected queen of Boni, and From 6
tion yielded the crown to her brother, who being deposed for incapacity, she was re-chosen, and a second
time resigned the crown to her brother. In 1814 the sovereign of the
Buggess state of Luwu waa the wife
of the king of Soping, another petty
Buggess prince; but the latter never
presumed to interfere in the&airsof
Luwn, which were entirely managed
by his wife. At the same date, the
wife of a Macassar chief was inde
pendent sovereign of the little state
of Lipukasi. The arrangement of the
provinces under European authority
is purely feudal, the Dutch mesidering themselves sole proprietors of
the soil, which they distribute a t
pleasure.
This great island is the centre from
whence that ecnliar description of
civilization wgich characterizes the
creese-wearing nations of the Eastern
archipelago appears to have emanated. The alphabet of Celebes consists of eighteen consonants and five
vowels, regulated by the peculiar
classification of the Sanscrit alphabet,
which is rejected in that of Java.
The two prevailing languages are the
Buggess and Mscassar, both simple
in their structure, and of a soft VOcalic articulation, even beyond the
Malay. Like the Kawi of the Javanese, the Buggesses are said to-have an
ancient and recondite language, but
this does not appear to be as yet fully
ascertained; they also possess talesand
romances founded on national traditions, translations from the Malayan
and Javanese romances, historical legends, and Arabic works on law and
religion, all feeble, childish, and aontemptible. The Buggess language
has, nevertheless, much influenced
the neighbouring tongues and &alects, such as the Su~nl~hawa,
Plok,
Timore, Booton, and Salayer.
The natives of Celebes do not appear to have any treatise on science,
philosophy, or astronomy; but they
are acquainted with Jupiter, the He:ades, Sirius, Orion, Antares, m d the
Great Bear, by which luminaries they
navigate their plows. The Micas-
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rars use Mahornedan names for tbeir
months; the Buqesses divide their
year of 365 days into twelve months,
beginning on the 16th May, an arrangemeut which has probably been
introduced since tbe arrival of Mahomedans, for they do not appear to
have had an era prior to the propagation of t i e Arabian faith, since
which they employ the Hejira.
The most ancient state of which
tradition makes mention in Celebes
is that of Luwu or Luhu (probably
the Looboe of the Dutch), situated
near the bottom of the bay of Boni.
The Galigao, or historical romancen,
are filled with the exploits of Sawira
Gading, the first chief of the Luwu
country, who is said to have extended his dominions to the Straits of
Malacca. Next to Luwu, the empire
of Go& has the greatest claim to
antiquity, and a period is mentioned when its influence extended to
Acheen, Mnnilla, Sooloo, Ternate,
and the Moluccas.
No information has as yet been
procured of any intercourse between
this island and Hindostan and China,
rior to the introduction of the Magomedm religion, neither are any
monuments or inscriptions found
tending to establish the former p r e
valence of the Brahminical mythology. The best informed natives,
however, assert their descent from
Hindoos, and the namen of their and e n t divinities (Batara, or Avatara,
Gooroo, Varuna, &c.) indicate an intimate relation at some period and
it is still probable that Hindoo vestiges will be discovered after the
island has been more completely exlored. Batara Gooroo, a Javanese
cal name of Siva, is described as
the first of their kings.
In AD. 1513, when the Portuguese first visited Celebes, they found
but few Mahomedans, and it was not
until the expiration of a century that
the faith of Mahomed was generally
established. The ~rincipalagents in
the conversion were natives of variousMalay states in Sumatra and the
peninsula, and the most renowned
was Khatib Tungal, a native of Me-
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nancabow. At present the Mbhoniedan tenets are professed in all the
civilized tracts of Celebes, where the
Koran is of course the standard, both
of law and religion. According to
the records of Macassar, it was introduced there by Khatib Tungal, about
A.D. 1603. Nearly all the inhabitants of the southern limb are now
Mahomedans; but of the others only
a small proportion are wid to be yet
converted.
This island ap ears to have been
known to ~ a g e k a nand Pigafetta
under the name of Celebi; and the
Portuguese early obtained a ~iettlement near Mscassar, from whence
they were expelled by the Dutch, in
A.D. 1660. In consequence of the
increasing strength and civilization of
the state of Boni and the Bupesses
during the last half of the eighteenth
century, the power of the Dutch had
been much on the decline, aud in
1811 the Dutch authority in Celebeu
was transferred to the British by a
conquest and capitulation with the
French governor-geueral of theDutch
colonies in India ; but on the return
of tranquillity the British authorities
quitted Celebes, and in 1816 it was
once more restored to the Dutch.(Forrest, Stavorituu andNotes, RaJZcs,
Crawfurd, Leyden, Maraden, 4c.)
CERAISLE.-A sma11 island about
twentv miles in circumference. lvine
off th; west side of ~ ~ m o r l a isle:
ui
Ion. 131' 5W E.
CERAMISLE.-A large island in
the Esstern seas, extending from the
128th to the 130th degrees of east
lougitude, and situated principally
between the third and fourth degrees
of south latitude. In length it may
be estimated at 185 miles, by thirty
miles the average breadth; giving an
area of 5,650 square miles.
A chain of very high mountains
parallel in their direction runs from
east to west, the valleys between
which present every sign of- a vigorous vegetation. The highest peak
of these mountains appears to be
7,000 feet above the level of the sea
The peninsula of Hoewamoehil, or
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Little Cernm, is joined t o the main
land by a narrow isthmus, and in ancient times produced great quantities
of cloves and nutmegs ;but the trees
were extirpated by the Dutch about
A.D. 1657. The wood usually called
Amboyna, and the Salmoni, both of
which are exported from Amboyna,
for cabinet-work, are mostly the production of Ceram. This island is
particularly distinguished for the immense natural forests of the sago
palm which it contains, and its shores
for the abundance of rare and beautiful shells.
Rumphius describes the wild mountains and interior of Ceram as inhabited by the Horaforas or Aforeze,
apparently the aborigines of all the
islands west of the Papunn or eastern negro isles. He says they are a
tall, strong, nnd savage people, generally of a higher stature than the
maritime inhabitants. Both sexes go
almost naked, wearing only a bandage
round their waist, made from the
bark of a tree; their weapons a bamboo spear, bows, and poisoned arrows. Like the Dayacs of Borneo,
and Garrows on the borders of Bengal, and apparently all aboriginal easte m tribes, they have barbaron8 and
superstitions rites, all connected with
the shedding of human blood.--(Staoon'nw and Note;, LabiUurrlie're, Bmgain&, 4c.)
CEBAMLAUTISLES.-A cluster of
small islands lying off the east end of
the large island of Ceram. about the
130th Jegree of east longtude, and
latitude 3 O 55' S.

extremity to Dondra head at the
southern, the extreme length is about
g o miles, and the extreme breadth
about 145; but the average breadth
does not exceed 100 miles, giving a
su rficial area of about 27,000 square
mica. Towards the south the island
is much broader than at the north,
and in shape it nearly resemblee a
ham.
The mountainous and central division in perpendicular elevation
above the seavaries from 800 to 3,000,
and even to 4,000 and 5,000 feet,
but in general it does not exceed
2,000 feet, the trncts of greater elevation being generally of very limited
extent. The largest is the apace lying between Fort Macdonald and
Maturnta, which reaches to 4,000
feet in height, but does not exceed
twelve miles in length,by two or three
in breadth. 'The wild country called
Neura Ellya probably attains the elevation of 5,000 feet, but does not
comprehendmore than fifteen ortwenty miles. Many mountain peaks surass these in altitude. Adam's Peak
the Samanella of the nntives) is
about 6,153 ; and Namana Cooli Candy about 5,548 feet. The mountains
occur in continued chains, there
scarcely being an instance of a solitary insulated mountain. There are
no lakes nor even stagnant pools
among the mountains, ofcourse every
valley must have an outlet with a
gradual descent to the maritime belt
of low land.
Dr. Davy is of opinion thst the
whole of Ceylon, with a very few exceptions, consists of primihve rock,
of many varieties, yet the species
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are very few and not well defined.
f Sir1ghakl.)
The most prevailing species is granite
This island is situated at the west- or gneis; the more limited quartz
ern entrance of the bay of Bengal, rock, horn-blende rock, and dolomite
within the latitudes of 5' 56' and 9' rock. The varieties of granite and
46' N., and the longitudes of 79' 36' gneis are innumerable; the limestone
and 81' 58' E. On the north-west 1s mostly confined to Jaffnapatam ;
it is separated from the Coro~nandel and the whole ialand is surrounded
coast by the gulf of Manaar, and is by an uninterrupted chain of sandabout 160 miles distant from Cape stone rock. There are no vdcanoes
Comorin. On the south and east it in Ceylon, nor any v e s t i p that
is washed by the great Indian ocean. suggest the idea of their pnor exis.
From Point Pedro at the northern tence.
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Owingto itsclimate,Ceylon abounds
with w e n n i a l mountain streams. rivulet& and rivers, but the latter' are
much more nlrmerous on the western than the eastern side.
The
principal are the Mnhavilly Gunga,
the Calany Gunga, the Caloo Gunga,
end the Welleway Gunga, by which
the whole mountainous district is
drained ; but except the first none of
them are navigable, even for small
barges, more than fifteen miles from
the shore. The Mahavilly (Mahav d i ) is by far the largest, and is navigable inland nearly as far as Candy,
where it is interrupted by a ridge of
rocks. The Calany Gunga is next in
magnitude to the Muhavilly, and probabl in importance surpasses it.
.
north and west coast from
Point Pedro to Columbo is flat, and
much indented with inlets from the
sea; the largest extends almost quite
across the island, forming the peninsula of Jaffnapatam.
The sea by
which Ceylon is surrounded is practicable for large r~hipsfrom Point Pedro north to Trincomalee, Batticalo,
Point de Galle and Colnmbo; but
fiom these to Manaar and Jaffnapatam, commerce must be carried on in
vessels not exceeding 100 tons, and
even the greater part of their cargoes
must be unshipped while passing the
Maaaar channels.
The principal
harbours for large ships are Trincoloalee and Point de Galle ; the inferior ones are Batticalo, Barbareen,
Matura and Caltura, on ' t h e south
and east ; and on the west, Neg~lmbo,
Chilaw, Calpenteen, Mauaar, and
Point Pedro. The tides about Ceylon rise only three feet in perpendicular height.
Over most of the island, and more
especially the maritime provinces, the
S.W. and N.E. monsoons prevail with
some variations ; the first usually
%om the end of April t o the beginning of November ; the wand is. of
shorter duration, being comprised between November and March. The
S.W. wind is more general all over
the island, as both at C o l u m h and
Trincmalee i t blows for five months
in succession; whereas a t Colu*
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the N.E. is chiefly confined to December and January; the consequence is, that at Columbo the eriod
of variable winds is longer tEan a t
Trincomalee. Among the mountains
of the interior, the winds are greatly
modified by local circumstaaces, and
according to their proximity co the
east o r west coast. T h e highest and
most central have peculiarities of their
own ; thus at Badulla, in Upper Ouva,
the wind for three-fourths of the
year is from the N E., and in the
months of June, July, and August, ~LI
variable.
Owing to its intertropical position
the quantity of rain that falls in Ceylon is very great, probably about
three times that of England. Being
less frequent, the showers are much
heavier while they last,afall of tworu~d
three inches being not uncommon i n
twenty-four hours, and in one instance
three and one-fifth inches of rain fell
a t Columbo in twelve hours. In consequence of this redundant moisture,
the western coast of Ceylon looks
c o n s h t l y fresh and green, exciting
the admiration of strangers from the
parched plains of tliecarnatic. Among
the mountains the variety is greater,
but on an average less falls on the
eastern than the western side. A
lofty n~ountainousridge often acts a s a
line of demarkatiou, one side ofwhich
is drencbed with rain, while the other
is broiling under an unclouded sun.
A t Candy eighty-four inches of rain
fell in 1819, which is probably about
the average of the alpine region.
With respect to heat no tropical
country is more favoured than Ceylon, its warmest weather, owing to its
insular position, being quite temperate when compared to the scorching
hents of India. Along the sea-coast
the mean annual temperature may be
stated at 80°, and the extreme range
of t h e thermonreter from 68O t~ 90°;
the medium range between 75' and
€45'. The climate of the mountains
is usually cooler than might be expected ; but its vicissitudes greater.
A t Candy, which is 1,467 feet above
the level of tbe sea, the mean annual
3'.
In Mnrch
temperature is about 7

1819, on the top of Namina Cooli
Candy, 5,548 feet high, at eight
o'ciock A.M. Dr. Davy found the
temperature of a pot of water to be
5 3 O , that of the air being 67O. Dew
is not common except in the low
plains and vallies of the interior,
where mists also form of so extraordinary a density, that when viewed
from the summit of a mountain, they
resemble lakes of vast extent and
great depth. The lofty apices, as
may be supposed, enter the region of
the clouds ; which, during the whole
of the south-west monsoon, conceal
Adam's Peak. Thunder storms are
very frequent, but as they cool the
air and seldom do any rniscllief, they
are highly acceptable, both to man and
beast. Indeed, the birds never sing
so sweetly, nor are their notes heard
to such advantage; as between the
loudest peals of thunder.
Within the limits of Ceylon all
degrees of salubrity are experienced;
the beat on the south-west coast, and
on the high central mountains; the
worst in the low wooded country between the mountains and the sea, in
all directions, except towards the
south-west coast; the middle degrees
on the lower hills, and on the northeastern shores of the island. But instances of occasional insalubrity occur, especially in the Candian country,
that do not admit of any explication.
Particular spots and districts, that
have been remarkably healthy for
many years, suddenly change their
character, and without any apparent
cause become extremely pestilential,
after which they gradually assume
their former salubrity.
The soils of Ceylon appear to be
derived from the decomposition of
gneiss, granite, or clay, ironatone,
the principal ingredient of the three
being quartz, in the form of sand or
gravel, and decomposed felspar in the
state of clay, combined with di&ent
proportions of oxide of iron. Quartz
in most instances is the predominating substance, and in many constitutes
nine-tenths of the whole. I t is usu.ally supposed that in tropical climates,
where vegetation isluxuriant and wood

abundant, the soil must consist of
much vegetable matter : such, however, is not the fact in Ceylon, where
the natural soils seldom contain more
than three per cent. of vegetable
matter. The best and most productive earths of Ceylon are, a brown
loam resulting from the d e c o ~ n p o s i
tion of gneiss, or granite exceeding in
felspar ; or a reddish loam originating
from the decomposition of clay ironstone. The worst soils are those
where quartz predominates, roceeding from the disintegration o r
rock ; or of granite and gneiss containing a very large proportion of
quartz. I t seems extraordinary that
in an island, thefoutidationu of which
are calcareous, there shollld be so little calcareous matter, and so large a
proportion of siliceous matter in tlie
soil.
The soil of the cinnamon gardelis
in the neighbourhwd of Columbo is
a remarkable instance of the siliceous
kind. In many parts the surface of
the ground where the cinnamon plant
flourishes is as white as snow : this
is pure quartz sand. A few inches
below the surface, where the roots
penetrate the sand, is of agrey colour,
a specimen of which,thoroughly dried,
was found by Dr. Davy to consist of,
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I t may appear surprising that the
cinnamon plant should succeed best
in s o poor a soil ; but, other circumstances considered, i t admits of explanation. - The garden is nearly on
a level with the lake of Columbo,
and well sheltered; the climate is
damp ; showers are frequent, and the
temperature high, and remarkably
equable.
Indeed, in Ceylon the
succession of seasons that varies ;the
year of rhe temperate zone is unknown : for excepting by a chaage of
wind, and the wasitionnr from wet to
dry weather, the perpeturd summer it
experiences can scarcely be said t o
be even diversified.
T h e seeds of d l European p h b
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degenerate 80 rapidly, that a f r ~ hless, although a reat majority had
importation is necessary almost every the character o f being venomour
year; but some of the indigenous The carawalla, ticpolonga, the cobra
pl~nts,such as the cocoa-nut. flourish de capello, and another, are the
w t h singular vigour. The beet trees, four poisonous snakes, and all of
producin about fifty nuts per annum, the c o l d e r genus ; but it is the bite
M foundin a sandy soil, so close to of the two last only that is most
the sea that their roots are actually dangerous. Indeed, the leeches of
washed by the surge of the ocean, Ceylon, though less dreaded, are
towards which they bend their heads. much more troublesome than the
Cocoa-nut oil obtained by pressure, whole snake tribe. I t is not certain
copras (the kernel sliced and dried), that any medicine has yet been disand coir (the fibres of the husk), covered that in the slightest degree
are articlea of exportation, as are promotes the recovery of a person
also betel-nut and tobacco. Besides bitten by snakes.
This island has long been remarkthese staples, Ceylon produces a great
variety of the finest sorb of wood able for its richness in gems, and
used for cabinet work, and tropical poverty with respect to the useful
fruits in the most profuse abundance. metals. It is equally so for the numThe principal cinnamon gardens ber of rare a~iimalsit affords, and
are in the vicinity of Columbo, and for the small number of the ordinary
occupy a tract of country about s ecles. The only metallic ores hitwelve miles in circumference. Others tierto found in Ceylon are those of
of a smaller size are situated at Ne- iron and manganese ; the first being
gumbo, Caltura, Point de Galle, and generally diffused and tolerably abunMatura, extending along the south- dant. It has also been asserted that
west coast. No cinnamon trees are gold and mercury occur somewhere in
found west of Chilaw, or east of Ceylon, but there is every reason to
Tengalle, and are equally unknown believe the statement unfounded.
about Trincomalee and Jaffnapatam, The precious metals are rarely diswhere the climate is dry and sultry. covered in their native rock, but only
Within the confined space where it i? alluvial grounds and the beds of
flourishes the climate 1s moist, and nvers. The island contains every
rain falls allnoat every day. In a variety of quartz, such as rock cryswild state the tree, (which is the tal, amethyst, rosequartz, and cat'slaurua cinuamomum or coorundoo of eye. The first is abundant, of vathe Cingalese) grows to the height rious coloura, both massive and
of above twenty feet, but in the gar- crystallized, of good quality, and in
dens they are not permitted to rise large masses. The natives use it inabove ten, and present the appearance stead of glass for the lenses of specof numerous shoots from the same tacles, and also for ornamental purroot. They look beautiful, but the poses and statuary. Beautiful specifragrance of the cinnamon forests is mens of amethyst are found in the
not near so great as strangers have alluvial ground of Suffragam and the
been led to imagine, the blossoms Seven Corles, and the finest cat's-eyes
having very little smell, and the in the grnnitic alluvion of Suffragam
wood, when deprived of the bark, and Matura. Prase (a variety of
quartz) is of rare occurrence, and
none at all.
Ceylon possesses a great variety of chiefly among tbe shore pebbles of
animals, a t the head of which the Trincomalee.
There is reason to believe that
elephant may be placed ; but the
royal tiger, wolf, and antelope, all chalcedony exists in the interior, fragCommon on the continent, are un- ments having been found and used as
known here. Of twenty different gun-flints. The topaz is commonly
kinds of snakes examined b Dr. white, blue, or yellowish white, and
Davp, bixteen were found to be {arm- usually passes under the name of the
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white br water sapphire. Tourmaline
is rare; the emerald is not found,
nor probably the beryl. The common garnet is very plentifully disseminated through the gneiss id every
part of the country, but the precious
garnet occuw in few spots. The cinnamon-stone is found in few places,chiefly in the Matura district. The zircon
family is abundant, and sold under
various denominations, euch as topazes, tourmalines, hyacinths, inferior
rubies, and imperfect diamonds. For
the ruby family Ceylon has long been
celebrated. Four species of it, the
spinel, sapphire, corundum, and
chryso-beryl, occur mostly in the alluvial of gneiss or granitic rock, in
the substance of which they appear
t o have originally crystallized.
Ceylon abounds in rivers and
springs, remarkable for their purity,
but not in mineral or medicinal waters.
The first circumstance may be attributed to the mountaineus nature of
the island; the second to its geological
structure. Neither are the saline
productions numerous. In certain
cares of the interior, nitre, nitrate
of lime, sulphate of magnesia, and
alum are found. Twenty-two of these
caves have been recorded, but the
manufacture of gunpowder being prohibited by the British government,
they are now much neglected. Were
the salt lakes of Mahagam Pattoo
scientifically managed, they might be
made t o yield ~ a l tsufficient for the
supply of all India, and large quantities of magnesia might be extracted
from the residual brines, while the
preparation of the wood-ash necessarily would tend to destroy the jungle
with which the district is overspread,
dimiriish the insalubrity of the air,
and check the increase of wild animals hostile to agriculture.
The grand article of importation to
Cejlon is rice, the value of which
frequently exceeds half the amount
of the whole goods exported; and the
n e x t in consequence is cotton cloth :
.yet the soil of the island is capable
o f producing a redundant quantity of
the finest cotton. Hemp is raised
abundantly, the sandy soil of the maVOL. I.

ritime provinces being well adapted
for its cultivation. The cultivation
of the sugar-cane on a large scale
has been twice attempted, and each
time failed. From the toddy of the
cocoa-nut tree arrack is distilled by
the common still, in the same manner as brandy from wine. From 400
gallons of toddy, fifty gallons of arrack are drawn, equal ill strength t o
brandy twenty-five London underproof, which when rectified produces
half the quantity of strong spirit.
Compared with Bengal rum, Ceylon
arrack is admitted t o be the most
wholesome liquor, and it is thirty
per cent. cheaper. In 1813 the total
value of exports from Ceylon was
2,443,940 rix-dollars (eleven and a
half to the pound sterling); of imports 6,378,739 rix-dollars ; but of
this last two-thirds was rice, it having
been a year of sexcity. T h e total
tonnage of all descriptions belonging
t o the island was estimated at 8,000
tons.
The public revenue of Ceylon may
be divided into two branches, via.
o n e derived from certain productions
of the island reserved by government
t o the fiscal resources; the other,
such imposts as the land-tax, taxen
on property, taxes on consumption,
and capitation taxes. Of the reserved
productions cinnamon is the most
important, but of the net profits no
official documeht has recently been
published; the pearl fishery, which in
1814 yielded L64,000 ; the fishery
of chank shells (a species of large
buccinum sawed into female ornaments for the wrists,&c.), and madder
root. The taking of elephants, formerly so lucrative to the Dutch, is
no longer considered of any imortance, the value of the animal
gaving fallen so much in price. The
government share of the crop differs
so greatly as from one-tenth to onehalf, and is received in kind. I n
1812 .it amounted to 513,174 rixdollars. No grants of land are permitted to be made by government to
British subjects, or t o European settlers on the island. Salt is one of
the most productive sources of re-
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venue, and promiees to yield R con- forms of the Dubb I&. A cow
siderable augmentation. In 1819 the siderable number of the lower orders
votaries d Buddha, a d
total amount of the puMi a n n ~ ~ amntinne
l
revenue of every description was many have been converted to the
8,038,446 rix dollm (L363,W); the faith of &homed; but it may be
totd expenses to 3,339,7%6 rix dol- sgfely asserted that half of the whole
lars :deficit 371,980 rix dollars. The Ceylonese (not including the Caneamblihment of civil eervante, forty dians) openly profw Christianity,
in number, fill a grsdatim of o h weportion according to the doctrines
to Chi& srrlaries are attached of of the reformed church of Holland,
from SMH) to L3,W per annum, the other following those d Rome ;
rod after a residence of twelve years both equally ill-instructed and igare entitled to retire on peesiDns of norant. The Ciogdese have a hguage and written chnracter of theif
from 6480 to 18708
annum.
The ancient population of Ceylon own ; but, owing to the mixed coaw
cannot now be eatisEactorily eeoer- position of the society, it b necessary
tained, bnt there is no teaeon to sup- tbat all publie proclamstions be issued
pone it ever was so great M at pre- in the Ceylonese, Malabar, Dutch,
met, although some large fibs in- w d English hnyages.
Caste prevllilr among the uncondicate that pnrticahr tracts w e n
iormefly mote thickly inhnbkd. Ae- verted Cinplese ss among the Braheording to a census made by the col- minical Hindoor, both acknowledging
lectors of districts in 1814 the whole four principal ones similar in name
populstion of the Biitmh possessions and functions; but the distinctions
amounted to about 475,883 persons. among the tirst are very loosely adDr. Davy, in 1819, estimated the in- hered to. The Gattaroo tribe of
habitants of the Candian provinces outcasb are the descendants of cerat 330,000 persona; hut when the tain indiiiduds whoee ancestors were
total desolation of many of the dis- ex lied society by the king for the
tricts through which he travelled is inkmy or their conduct. i he senconsidered, that number probably tence pronounced against them by his
exceeda the reality. On the other majesty, however terrific in Ceylon,
hand, it may be admitted that the po- would not be considered any great
pulation d the maritime provinces hardship in England : " Let the crihave increased, so that if we com- ~ninalbe exempted from paying taxpute the totel population of the and performing services, and be
mland at 700,000 persons, it will be henceforward considered aGattclroo."
aa near an approximation as egn at The Rhodees were made outfor continuing to eat beef aRer it wrw
present be attained. 6 f 11 J o a w .
The great body of the natives may prohibited
The proper name of this island is
be divided into three claases, each
nearly equal in number; the Cinga- Singhala, from which the term Ceylon
lese (or Ceylonese), the Candians,and is probably derived : by the Hindoos
the Malabars. The first occupy the on the continent it is named Lanca,
southern half of the island, from and by the Arabians Serindib. It is
Dondra head to the confines of Ba- also named Taprobane,which possibly
ticalo on the esst, and to the river originates from Tapoo Ravana, the
Chiaw on the west. The coasts island of Ravan, a demon sovereign
further north are occu ied by the in the remote times of Hindoo anMalabars, while the 8andiins are tiquity. The strange mythological
enclosed in the central regions. The poem named the Ramayuna, narrates
Moodelliars and h i h e r orders of the conquest of Ceylon and destmcb
Ceylonese profess Christianity, and tion of Ravan,by Roma king of Oude,
hare adopted many European cus- assisted by an army of gipntie montoms, restricting themselves to one kies, which appears to Indicate an
,wife, and marrying according to the intercourse between this island ant1
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The subseqwnt hhterical details
Upper Bindostan. T h e k t m a i n
of the Hindoos pathrough Oojein belong to the kingdomof Candy,wkae
ia Malwa, of which we know the the ware of 1803 and 1815 are alludp i t i o n : but as, according to that ed to, in which Isst year, with the em
positiun, Ilanca fails to the west of tire consent of the natives, the conthe p e w a t island, the Brahmins are quest d that state was finally effected.
of opinion that Ceylon had once a In 1817 a most expensive and harasmuch greater extant, and appearances sing rebelliqn broke out in the central
between it and the Maldives tend to provinces, which lasted until the end
justify the belief. The name of the of 1819, since whieh uninterrupted
river Mahaoilly Gl~ngapobably ori- peace has prevailed, and vcrrkns imuinated from Bali, another famous provements, fiscal, judicial, and eamhero of Rindoo romance, from whom mercial, have been executed. In 1891
the celebrated ruins at Mahavalipu- the export of cinnamo~wenopened to
ram, on the Coromrodel coast, are all purchasers (having previousiy been
restricted t o the East-India Comdesiguated
The historical records of Ceylon pany) from the government stores,
(if they deserve the name) m, merely where public auctions were ordered
traditionary tales or mythological ro- t o be held every month. Ceylon has
mances, very minute as ta the early been fortunate in having been ruled
and fabulous ages, but scanty in ever since its eonquest by a sueeessisa
proportion as the ver e of authentie of able and zealous governors : the
biatory is a p p r o a l e f Prior to the Earl of Guildford, Sir Thomas Maita r r i d of the Portuguese in A.D. land, and General Browwigg, who
15U5, little is known of the history in 18'19 was succeeded by General
of Ceylon, and that little npocryphaL Barnes.--( Dr. Dovgr, B c r t d o ~Cor~~~,
At thnt early date the Portuguese diucr, Knox, Buchaaan, Pcrcid, Sir
commander Almeida found the island Wna. Jonea.- &c.)
* ,
already haraened by foreigners from
CHACXY
(Chaki).-A town, ot raArabiia, and he
suaded the Ci- ther a cluster of small hamlets, in the
p l e s e king re&
at Columbo to province of Bahar, 102 miles S.E.
p y him a tribute of cinnamon, nu from Patna ; lat. 24' 33' N., lon. 8tj0
condition of assisting qainst these 25' E. It stands in an elevated usdur
intruders In 1603 the Dutch first lating tract of country near the top
arrived, and in 1633 they sent a of the Bettiah ghnut. A stsap and
otrong armament to act in corroert stony pass seven miles long, and the
with the King of Candy against the nsual rhoro~bgfarebetween this high
Portuguese, whom after a long a d region and the north-eastern plains.
sanguinary struggle, in 1666, they For some time after the reductioq of
completely subdued and expelled. the jungleterry of Boglipoor, Chack
Then began a new seriw of wars be- was the head-quarters of s ~ r i t i $
tween the Dutch and the Candian force: a small square redoubt stilt
monarchs, who were frequently re- remains, dignified with the name of
duced to the last extremity; but Fort Hiistings.-(FuUorton, 4.c.)
protected by their mountains, jungles,
CHACHOUBA.A fwtiLd viIlage
snd cIimate, they always escaped
subjugation, while the Dutch retained in the province of Malwa, district of
possession of the maritime provinces. Keechewara, which appears at some
In consequence of the revolutionary former period to have been a large
war, a British 0eet and army were and flourishing place.
CHAGAINQ
( o r &kaing).-A
towp
despatched against the latter in 1796,
md their conquest effected, with the in the kingdom of Ava, once its cnpientire acquiescence of his Candian trrl, situated on the west bank of the
majesty, who expected great advan- Irawady, opposite to the capital ; l a
tages, but only exchanged a weak 91' 45' N., loo. 9bpb8' E. Thie wae
formerly the grandemporim to whh&
neighbour for powerful one.
2, Y

-

CHAWKAUN.
mtton was brought, and beingcleaned,
embarked for the China market. I t
was sent up the Irawady in boats carrjing about 36,000 pounds, and reached the frontiers of Yunan in from
thirty LO forty days. The latter part
of the passage is described as difficult
and dangerous, owing to the increased
rapidity of the stream over o rocky
channel. Namdojee Praw, the second
monarch of the reigning family, r e
moved the seat of government from
Monchaboo to Chagaing, on account
of the purity of the air and beauty of
In 1826 i t was found
the scener
aurroundeiby a brick wall, and very
populous. I t still continues a place
ofgreat religious resort, on account of
its numerous pagodas. I t is also the
principal manufactory of idols, which
being hewn out of an adjacent uarry
of fine alabaster, are sculpture! here
and afterwards transported to the remotest corner of the Burmese empire.
The largest exceed the human size,
and cost from .€la to X 1 3 sterling;
but some diminutive Gaudmas may be
had for six or seven shillings. In the
neighbourhood also there was formerly a manufactory of enormous
rockets, in which branch of pyrotechny the Birmans take great delight,
and are particularly skilful.--(Symes,
Cos. Traat, Sno&rnss,
$c.)
-

.

CHAGEE.-A~OW~
in the Balaghaut
ceded districts, twenty-one miles
Iat. 1 5 49t
~
north-west from
N., lon. 77' 4' E.
CHALAINMEW.-A town in the
kingdom of Ava situated on the
Aeng road, from Shembegewn on the
Irawady to Amherst islandin Arracan.
I t is the capital of a Birman district,
and before the British invasion contoined lO,OOUinhabitants, but during
the confusion of that period was destroyed by marauding parties from the
Burmese armies. Round it (in 1826)
were the remaina of a lofty brick wall
(a rare sight in Ava), fifty feet high
without and thirty within, supported
by slight abutments, and only three
and a half feet thick. T o these walls
the nativesmsign an antiquityof 1,500
.ysars.--( Trant, 4c.)

CHALOO.-A village in Tibet, situated midway between two lakes; lat.
28' 20'N., Ion. 89" EYE., sixty miles
S.S.E.from Teshoo Loomboo. These
lakes are frequented by multitudes of
migratory birds, such asgeese, ducks,
teal and storks, which on the approach
of winter take their flight to milder
regions. Prodigious numbers of sauwsses, the largest of the crane kind,
are seen here a t certain seasons of the
year, and great quantities of their
eggs are collected on the banks. One
of the lakes is much venerated by the
Bootanners, who fancy it to be a
favourite haunt of their deities. The
vicinity, though a table-land of great
elevation, produces a dwarfish wheat
of the lammas kind, and t o the north
there is a plain impregnated with a
saline ~ubstance resembling natron,
and called by the natives of Hindostan, where it is also found in great
abundance, soojee-mutty.-(Capt. S.
Turner, $c.)
C H A L C K A U N . - Tquarter
~~
of Hindostan in which this tract is situated
had until lately been so imperfectly
explored, that the whole space comprehended under this head was supposed to be an uninhabited sandy desert, and marked as such in the best
maps. The recent extension of the
~ r i t i s hfrontier in Gujerat has unsettled that opinion, it having been asce~tainedthat the country, although
of an arid and barren aspect, is not
an absolute sahara in the African
sense of the word, and that although
the soil be in general sandy, and destitute of vegetation, yet it contains
some cultivated spots, and is interspersed with petty chiefships and
stationary tribes, which were probably never even tributary to the Patan or Mogul empires. T h e tract,
however, appears, in the vague geography of Abul Fazel, to have been
included in the large soubah or province of Mooltan, and division of
Tatta. T o the north it is bounded by
Ajmeer; on the south it is separated
from Cutch by a great salt morass
named the Runn ; to the east it has
thc province of Gujerat ; and to t h e

.

CHAMBA:
west the territory of Sinde. I t is situated principallybetween the twentyfourth and twenty-fifth degrees of
north latitude.
The desert, properly speaking, lies
between Parkur, the borders of Sinde,
and the Pooran river. It commences
on the north-west frontier of Cutch,
in a flat sandy rum, but soon assumes the thull or hilly appearance,
which it retains beyond Amercote.
Throughout this space there are wells
scattered, the vicinity of which is frequented by Walidhs, or hordes of
shepherds, with their flocks. In various psrts there are forts erected by
the Sinde government to keep the
communication open, and also as dep6ts for their treasure. The best of
these nre named Islsmghur, Meethi,
and Bulliari. Throughout the thull,
or sandhill desert, water is only procured from wells, some above one
hundred yards deep. Occasionally
pools of water are formed among the
elevations, but they are of very transient duration ;indeed it is surprising
how a country, so destitute of moisture, can yield so much pasturage as
is found in this quarter.
Throughout the whole of the thull
(sand-hills) and dhat (habitable spots)
the south-west monsoon is experienced, but the rains are scanty and
irregular. In summer the heat is intense; but in winter the air blowing
over the sandy expanse is &rid and
ehilly to the feelings. In different
psrts extensive bushy 'ungles are
found, which afford shejter to the
flocks. Having never been explored
by any European, our information
respecting the interior continues defective. According to native testimony
there are streams of water towards
the north, descending from the hills
of Rajpootana, but they are unable to
reach the sea, being absorbed on their
way by the thirsty soil of the desert.
The proprietors or occupants of
this portion ofthe desert are Rajpoots
of the Sodha tribe, who reside, when
stationary, in wretched huts, intermixed with different tribes of Mahomedansand Sindeans. The Sodhas are
classed among the Hindom; but are

remarkable for the marriage of their
daughters with Mahomedans, every
man of high rank of that faith in the
adjacent countries having Sodha
wives, who are eagerly sou ht after
on account of theirbeauty an talents.
Indeed the female Sodhas are so highly
esteemed, that a father computes his
riches by the number ofhis daughters,
and rejoices in the birth of a feniale
infant; while in the neighbouring p r d
vinces of Cutch and Cattywar, the
Jharejasmost sedulouslydestroy theit
female progeny. The consequence of
tlris demand is, that pimps and mercuries from nabobs and ra'as, under
the sacred characters a / charons
(bards) and religious mendicants, are
seen prowling through the waudhs and
hovels of the barren desert, seeking
wives and concubines for their employers.
Such is the tract to the north of
Cutch, commonly considered a part
of the great desert, and named by
ancient Mahomedan writers Chlchkaun, but from what derivative, unknown. It occu iestlre space between
Gujerat and t i e frontiers or Sinde
Proper ; and the routes, although not
yet explored by Europeans, are perfectly well known, and constantly
traversed by the natives; and notwithstanding it has received the name of
desert, strictly speaking it is not one,
as it possesses inhabitants and produces grain.--( Macmurdo, &.)
CHAMALARI.-Anelevated mountain peak of the Himalaya, near the
confines of Tibet and Bootan, estimated, but without having been satis:
factorily ascertained, at 26,000 feet
in height; lat. 28' 4' N., Ion. 8 9 O 23'
E., 125 miles N. from the town of
Cooch Bahar, in the Bengal district of
Rungpoor.
CHAB~AEGOONDA.-A
town in the
~rovince of Auruneabad. fiftv-six
h e s E. by N. from poona ; l a i 18.
40' N., Ion. 74' 15' E.
CHAMBA ( o r Champa).-An
extensive district in the province of Lahore, situated to the north of Noorpoor, on both sides of the river Ravey. According to native authorities;
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zemindars, a d adjoining to Choteesghur and Bustnr.
When invaded by the Mabamttw
the rajas of Chanda were G o d s , w b o
aid tribute to the Mogul throne of
Ihi. Af* SOWfighting, the fert
of Chanda wos d e l i r e d up to Eljee Bhoonda the First, in 1749, by
Raja Nee1 Khant Gah'e treacbero~m
minuter. Before the war of 1Y03
this country was in a flourishing condition, and the tra& with the aracoast considerebIe. &sat quantities
ofsalt were then imported,andeottons
weresent in return;whilecoarseclothm
were seat to Berar, from whence they
ultimately found their way to Born8ir.
bay and Arabia The popularion uld
commerce, owkg to fomgn wars snd
internal convulsions, havesince greatly declined. In 1817 the suburbs of
CHAMPANAGUB.
A considerable Chanda were sacked, and all the tattown in the province of Bahar, district t k of the circumjacent villages swept
of B o g l i i r , three miles west from away; this was followed by a rebdliw
the town of Bo lipoor; l a t h %0 14' of the Gond zemindars, di~ringwhich
N., Ion. W b b t k In 1809, includ- the country suffered much from their
L4g Lakshmigunge, it cwtained 1,500 depredations. Famine and cholera
houoee, mostly occupied by weavers. raged one yeu; and in 181'% and 1 8 s
At this place there is 8 monument of great numbers of mule were destroys Mahornedan saint, of wme note ed by disease. In 1818the collections
and great rise ; for it is said to equal of this district amounted to B,33,@37
what his length and stature were rupees; in 1824, to 3,67,391 rupees;
when alive, which, on this authority, the population, to 306,996 peram.
muet have been nine enbits. These Drmng the reign of Aurengzebe thir
great dimensions were probably b e remote division of Gundwana wan
stowed on the saint from his haviog named, and armerred b edkt to the
been plnced among the Jaina, whwe Mop1 empire, althoud . a w l y pr
gods are remarkably long.43'. Bu- netrated by the impekl forces.-(Jenkins, Captain Crawfurd, Cgtaia
chnan, 4c.)
Blunt, Be.)
CHANDA(cAmdra, the moon).CHANDA
(ar Toork ~ h d a ] . - A
An extensive district m the province
of G~mdwana, at present compre- populous and stron ly fortified town
hended in the reserved territeries of 1" the province of &uldwana, eighty
the Nngpoor raja In extreme l e n ~ t h miles S. from the c i v of Nagpoor;
Chanda Proper is h t eighty geo- lat. 20" 4' N, Ion. 79 2!i' E. Thir
p hical miles from north to south, large town, equal in size to Nagpoor,
a n f extreme *breadthfrom east to is situated between two small rivers,
west about sixty geographical Ales; the Eeree and Jerpati, which m i t e at
but the area does not amaunt to the distance of half a mile from its
more than 3,388 eqnare miler. The southern extremity. At the northera
northern and western parts are very extremity is a deep and extensive
similar to those OF Deoghur, but ra- tank, beyond which are some hillsther more covered with jungle. T o commandingthe fortifications. Withthe east and south are mountainous in the walls, equi-distant from the
ahd woody tracts, occupied by Gond northern and southern faces, stan&

a long ridge of mountaim, covered
with perpetual enow, separstea from
the great Hinialsya chain sear the
source of the Beyah, and extending
to the south-east, passes near Kangra, then crosses the Ravey, and finally bends north-west towards Cashmere. This ridge, called Pariyat, in
eneral forms the south-eastern bountary OF ~ h . m b a ;but on i u southern side the chief also possesses a
tract called Rillo, said to have a
communication with Caahmere. The
exact site of the town of Chamba hns
notyet been ascertained, but thelatest
maps place it in lat. 32O 17' N., Ion.
7 6 O YE.,100 miles N.E. from Amrit-

-
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a citadel named the Bda E l l a ; the t o the opposite shore. At Dammb
rest of the interior consists of strag- munjee, tn tbis district, there is an
gling streets, detached houses, gar- uneommonljr beautiful and fertile
dens, and plantations. The walls of valley.-(Forrter, 4c.)
Chanda aresix miles in circumference,
CYANDEBCONA.
-A considerable
and frem fifteen to twenty ket high, town in the province of Bengal, disare built of cut freedtone, wed1 ce- trict of Hoogbly, fiky-five miles W.
mented end flanked by round h e r s , by N. from Calcutta; lat. 2a0 45' N.,
ca cious enough for the largest gtlna.
loo. 8 T U ' E. In 1814 the umber
d h e s e , when besieged, them were of inhabitants amounted to 18,116
eighty on the works ; and the garri- persons.-(J. B. Bwky, 4c.)
son, of whom only a few were Arabs,
amounted te 9,000 men. I t was taken
CHANDEBNAGOBE
ClrorPdranqqby assault on the 20th May 1818, the ra.)--A
French se ement in &
breach being so large and the ascent province of Ben , situated on ths
s o easy as to admit of a harm artillery west Lank of t e river Hooghly,
gun being run up; of the garrison about sixteen miles direct distance
about 400 perished, but the British above Calcutta; lat. W 4Y N., 104.
Joee was very small, principally occa- 88' $6' E. The position of this town
uionpd by fatigue and excessive heat, is in every respect better than that of
the thermometer dwing the atteck Calcutt+; the territory originally athaving risen to 1460 in the sun. tached to it extended two miles
Among the fugitives who escaped along the river, and one inland. In
was a Gond rsja, in wllose M a c e ( a ~ 1814 an enumeration was nlade of
i t is called) considerable property was the housesand ishabitants :when the
found; among the rert, nine lacks of former were found to amount to
rupees, dug up a few days after the 8,494, and the latter to 41,377 perstorm. A great variety of European eons ; the revenue for the preceding
manufactures were also found, e s p e year to 32,154 rupees. While under
& l l y glass ware and some pictures; the British government, the foreign
for thle ancient capital being consi- settlements of Chardemagore, Chindered the citadel of the kingdom, had sura, and Serampoor swarmed with
become the grand repository of dl receivers of stolen goods, who purthat was rare and valuable. In 1803 chased the stolen property clandesthe town of Chanda contained 5,000 tinely imported from the British dishouses ; in 1808, 4,200; andin 1822, tricts ; and, on account of the facilionly 2,800 houses.--(Blacker, J m - ties florded to .this species of traffic,
their settlements were resorted to b r
fin#, 9c.)
varioucl classes of native blacklegs,
CHANDAHNEB
{~rChh~~l~e).--=ii cheats, swindlers, hawkers, pedlar#,
district in the province of Lahore, and fraudulent pawnbrokers.
On the 23d March 1757, Chanderwhich in 1788 had a district attached
t o it, yielding a lack of rupees reve- n ore was taken by the forces under
nue to its petty prince, who was him- ~ ? t n j d Watson and Colonel Clivs
self dependent on the chief of dam- after a most obstinate resistance, and
h e . The town of Ckttmlahnoe is ~ i - with great slaughter on baard the
tasted in lat. 38' 21' N., lon. 7SO 6' shi s engaged. I t has since remained
E., about seventy-six miles 5. by E. unLrtified, and has been taken posh m Cashmerecity, and jg 1783 was session of by the British government
_cneat and populoy town. I t staads without opposition on the ~ o ~ e p c e on the brow of a lull, at @e foot of ment of hostilities with France. On
which, aurheeastern eide,runsa rapid the 4th December 1816 this settle
stream, crossed on two stout fir mmt was delivered over to Mwsieur
beams, one of which reaahes from Dayot, the governor delegated by the
the sbere to an insulated rock in the Fnench government to receive ahare,
centre, aRd the other fro111therock after having been (witb the e x c v
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CHANTIBUN.
tion of a few months in 1802) twenty-three years occupied by British
troops and functionaries. - ( W. B.
Bayley, J. Shakeryear, Iver, RmneU,
4c.1

cHaNDeRsE

-A

large district in the province of M&
wa, where it occupies an extent of
country in the northat
corner,
ninety miles from east to west, and
seventy from north to south. The
towns of most note are Raghooghur,
Seronge, Khimiassa, and Eesaughur ;
end the principal rivers the Sinde
end Betwa. In 1820 it produced a
revenue of five lacks of rupees to its
zemindar, Raja Murdan Singh, a tributary to Dowlet Row Sindia. The
town ofchanderee, whence the name
of the distrid originatm, is described
as a strong hill-fort with an extensive pettah, both undergoing a rapid
decay; late 240 32f N., Ion. 780 10'
E ; fortyeight miles N.N.E. from
Seronge.-( Malcolm, 4c.)
CHANDODE.-Alarge town belonging to the Guicowar in Gujerat, the
head of a pergunnah, much intersected with ravines and watercourses,
thirty-five miles E.N.E. from Broach;
lat. 220 1' N., ion. 200 4~ E.
stands on the north bank of the Nerbudda, and is held in consider&le
by the ~
i as a place
~
of sanctity.
CHAIDOOKEE.
-A district in the
province of Mooltan, subject to the
A~neersbf Sinde, sit~~ated
about the
twentyeeventh degree of north latitude, and during the floods complete
ly insulated by the Indus, the Larkhanu, and thc Arul rivers, forming
an island of a triangular shape, which
is reckoned the most productive portion of the province, and in 1813
was said to yield eight lacks of rupees per annum.
CHANDOBE.-A fortified town of
considerable size in the province of
Candeish, into which it commands
one of the best passes, eighty-five
miles W.N.W. from Aurungabad ;
lat. !20° 1Y N., lon. 74' 1Y E. The
fortress of Chandore commands one

-

of the best passes on the range
hills on which it stande. The hill or
rock actually forms the fort, which is
naturally strong, being quite inaccesBible every where but at the gateway,
where alone it is fortified b art, anti
there is but one entrance orany kind
Notwithstanding this formidable POsition, it surrendered by capitulation
after a feeble resistance in 1804, to a
detachment under Colonel Wallace ;
and during the war of 1818, in conof the severe example made
Sir 'l'homas Hislop at T@lner%
the native commandant on theqpart
H ~ l ~ asent
r , to notify his internion
@ping UP the place without O P
Po"t10n. After passing Chandore,
"'arching north towards the Tuptee,
the COU"trY is very wild, and occupied by a half-civilized race of Bheelr
and Patans- After c r o ~ i n gthe Tuptee, the road to Oojein passes over
to Chooly Mheshwar, on
the Nerbutlda.-(Maharatta Paperr,
4c.j
CHANDRAG1al
nlOoff mountain).-A
large square fort in the
Malabar province,
miles
Mangalore, situated On the
south side of u river of the same
name, which is the northern boundary of Malayafa or Malabar. The
d
~ the south
~
~ is called
country
on
side
by the natives Tulava ; lat. 12'28/N.,
lon. 75' 7' E.
CHANGAMA.-A
town in the Salem
province, seventy-five miles W. by N.
fromPondicherry ; lat. 12018'N., Ion.
78" 50' E. This town contains a
lofty pagoda, and gives its name to
a winding pass of no difficulty, which
leads eastward through the chain of
mountains dividing the Carnatic from
the Barramahal. It stands on the
Carnatic side of the paas.-(FuUaton, 4c.)
CHAND~I~.-A
smaIl town in the
British portion of the Candeish pruvince, situated on the Eena river,
eight miles E. by S. from Naundoor.
CHANTIBUN
for Chantibond).-A
province in India beyond the Ganges,
formerly a part of the king,lom of

CHATTERPOOR.

393,

Cambodia, but in 1821 belonged to
Siam, having been conquered by Pintack, the Chinese sovereign of Siam.
This is a mountainous country near
the head of the gulf, forming the
eastern boundary of Siam towards
Cambodia, from which it is separated
by a ridge of mountains. At a short
distance from the sea-coast there 1s
one of great elevation named Bombasoy, from which an extensive view
of the province may be had.
The principal exports are pepper,
benzoin, lac, ivory, aguilla-wood,
rhinoceros' horns, hides of oxen, buffaloes, deer, &c., and genls of inferior
quality. The forests also abound with
excellent timber. All the produce
is carried to Bankok, the capital of
Siam,direct foreign commerce being
prohibited. The population consists
of Chinese, Cochio Chinese, Cambodians, and Siamese; but much the
greater proportion are said to be
Chinese, who engross the wealth and
traffic. In 1821 there were. also from
200 to 300 native Chnstlans, who,
like those of Slam, were under the
care of Joseph Florens, a French
priest and bishop of MetellopolisThe governor at that date was Chinese.-(Finlayson, 4c.)

CHASS.-A small town in the province of Bengal, district of the Jungle
Mahals, slfuated on the new Benares
toad, wrth~nfour mdes of the western
boundary of the above district and
that of Ramghur.
C H ~ T ~ ~ ~ a ~ Mhill
B in
~ ~the
. - A
province of Malabar rising abruptly,
from the south bank of the Beypoor
river, and about five miles to the
eastward of the village of Beypoor;
where the Kody Kullo or Pandoo
Coolies (ancient caves or cemeteries,
respecting the construction of which
there is no record) are particularly
n u m e r ~ u s . - ( B a b i ~ ~ ~4c.)
tcn,

cHANTlBuN.-A town of
derable commerce in the gulf of Siam, the capital of the above province,
situated about five miles up a small
river, in lat. 12' 45' N., Ion. 1020 18'
E- I t is an emporium for cardsa
moms and .PePPer*
resident Ch~nesepopulation; but the

CHATNA.-A small town in the
province of Bengal, district of the
Jungle Mahals, 108 miles from CdCUtta; ]at. 23' 20' N., Ion. 87' E.
cHATSOO.-~
town in the ~j~~~~
province, twenty-four travelling miles
S.S.E. from the city of Ajrneer ; lat.
260 38, N., lo,,. 750 47, E. hi^ has

miles N.E. from Gangoutri ; lat. 31'
27' N., Ion. 79' 33' E. This placeis
the residence of a Chinese zoompoong or governor, who collects the
tribute in the neighbourhood, and 1s
said to possess a fortress capable of
containing 1,000 men.-(Janaer
Frazer, 4c.1
CHABNAMAGLI
(or Soornarnucky)
R r v ~ a . " considerable stream that

CHATTEBGAUR.
-A town in the
Agra province, south of the Chumbul, twenty-six miles east by south
from Gualior; lat. 26O 10' N., lo&
780 25' E.
f Chattrapura).
CHATTERPOOR
town in the province of A,lahabsd,
situated below the ghauts, about 135
miles W.S.W. from the city of Allahabad ; lat. 24' 56' N., Ion. 79O 36:

rises in the mountains above Chandgherry, in the northern district of
Arcot, and after traversing the plains
over a broad sandy bed, falls into the
bay of Bengal.
cRARgAIRA
(or ~ ~ i ~ ~ ) . -town
,4
ill
province of Candeish, .dist,.ict
of ~ i ~ dsixi ~ , N.E. b , , , ~ .from
~
~ ; lat.~220 2d7 N.,~ion. 770
h 4,

E.

CHARWAH.-Atown with a small
'quare ghurry in the province of
Candeish, district of Bugwaneea, six-

~~~r";att~$5~i~.l~

*
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E. It was f

CHEDUBA ISLE.

i

WhBe

Bnadd-

cund wes ruhd by ita native chiefs,
by Raja Chnttersal and was occasionJ l y his pkace reeibace, which
rendered it flourishing, and a sort
ef mart between Mirzapoor and the
Deecoa3. Prom this city, and from
the diemood miof Pannah, aC
most the whole sayer duties were I
e
vied, as there was then no other
mercantile town of magnitude in
Bundelcund; but, in consequence of
the altered condition of Hmdostan,
it has since greatly decayed. It still,
howwer, manufactures considerable
quantities of coarse cotton wrap er,
with w h i l it upp plies the n a r d a n dize passing to and from the Deccan.
--(BfSS., Ironside, R d l , Frenklin,

d

4e.I
CHATTOOB.-A town in the Carnatic province, district of Madura,
112 miles N. by E. from C q e C o rnorin; lat. '
9 41' N., lon. 78" 1' E.
CHATTEA
fKcL!ra).-Atown
and
place of pilgrimage in Nepaul, eightytwo miles N. by W. from Purnea, lo
Be& ; lat. '26" 53' N., loo. 87O 4' E.
Near to this place is the temple of
Varaha Xshetra, dedicated to Vishnu
in the form of a boar, where holy
persons of the Rindoo faith sometimes bury themselves alive, on which
occasions they are su posed to be
insplred w i l the gift
prophecy.(F. Bwhanan, 4c.)
Cmur~a.-A large district in the
p v i n c e of Mooltan, intersected by
the Indus, and situated between the
twenty-fifth and twenty-sixth degrees
d north latitde. It belongs 40 the
Ameers of Gin&, but respecting the
condition of its intwior nothing is
known, except that the soil is sandy
dinWereeat% cultk&ed, Thg cbief
tQwa in n
d Hwlla
~ ~ ~ A v K N A .t-oAw in che gcovhee of Aurungabad, nineteen mUes
N. from Poona ; lat. 18' 43' N., lon.

OF

CBAY~NP(MR.-A
tract of country
in Northern Hindostan, formed into
a district by the Gorkhas of N e g d
a short time prior to IS(#), under the
jurisdiction of a subah, who resiQca
at the town of Cbayenpoor. The
hilly parts of Sikkim, ae far sa had
been subdued, and a portion of Tibet bordering on the Arun river,
were annexed to the Chayenpoor
subahship, which is bounded by the
Sinklaya, Arm, and Kausiki on the
west, and to the east was formerly
bounded by the Teesta ; but since tbe
last Nepaulew war all the conquwte
made by that people from the S j
kim Rnja, east of the Mutchee river,
and a line drawn from thence to the
hills, having been restored to him,
this district may be considered as
terminating at the boundaries last
specified. I t consists altogether of
lofty mountains, rising in many parfa
to the most tremendous alps, thinly
inhabited, and producing little ra
venue to the governmeet. The faFSp
or etations are C&%ycnpoor,t h e e pita], Chaoggeya, atxl H i b g , a lw8e
place towards the frontiers of Tibet,
from whence salt (carried on sheep),
gold, silver, mwk, n~uskdeerskim,
cowtails or chowries, blankets, h,
Chinese silks, and rnedicii~sl herbs,
are imported. The goods sent north
from Cbayenpoor are rice, wheat, oil,
butter, iron, copper, cotton cloth,
broad-cloth, eatechu, myrobelans,
planks of the dhupi, pepper, in&go,
tobacco, hides, otter hlr, suer-candy,
extract of sugar-cane, and occssieeally some pearls. h the western portion of Chayenpoor t11e most numerous tribe IS the ICiinnts, next to
these the Liwboos, then fir: Magar,
then the Khas tribe, and lastly the
Rttjpoots. Within its limits tbere are
dm some Murmis, and towrds bbe
north Bolpe ?3baoteas.)nF. B
*
-3

4c.I

CBAYENPOOR.-A fortified town
in P e B U ~ , the capital of the
7a0Y &
110 miles no* from
C ~ n n ~ e a a r . - Atownia the Ma$- ing &rid,
Purneah, and five from tbe h a
Wg province, forty-two milea west
fro111 Seronge; kt.2P.8'M.,lop. 7
F rivw; let. 18' N.,lan. 8 7 O I$.
3
' e.
CHEWSA
is~s.-An island in the

R"

aQ

Bay of Beegal, l,ying,off t8e oomt of
A m m ; hr 18 48 N., lon. 930 11'
E. It is the most westerly of a cluster,
height, with several
and ofa modbummocks w i t ; length thirty milee,
by about t m in breadth. It is but a
few miles distant from the mkn-land,
and between the two there is said to
be a p o d harbour; but like the Armcan nver it has the disadvantage of' a
lee shore. Both Cheduba and the
adjacent isles are inhabited, and formerly cargoes of rice could be procured here. The interior channel
is annuall navigated by many Bnrmew t d n g boats, but does not
afford a safe passage for vessels of
burthen. Limestone is found here,
and the soil appears well adapted for
the cultivation of cotton. Squills
are also exported.
This island was t&en from the
Burmese in 1834 by a Britisb detachment, with the loss of two killed and
tbirty wounded, and was found to
contain only ten paras or smsll villages. I t was hoped that it would
have roved a useful acquisition by
fumisRing supplies to the army: but
with the exception of a few buffaloes,
no advantage resulted from its capture? and it proved the grave of its
garnson It has not yet been surveyed.--(Synwa, Elmore, Trant, 4c.)
CHEEGANEE.-Asmall town in the
province of Candeish, pergunnah of
Cundwah, s~~rrounded
by a mud d l ,
and d e b d e d by a small ghurry. In
1820it contained 100 houses.-(MaC
dm, 64

CHEEPANEBB.-Atown in the Malwa rovince, situated on the north
bau! of tbe Nerbndda river, Mt

two miles S. by W. fmm ~ o p a n i ;
lat. e&O 33' N., lm. 7T0BV E
.
CHEEBUW.-A 1 e town in the
province of Bahar,?strict of Sarun,
situated below Cbupra, to which it is
almost joined by a continued line of
villagee.-( Fuhbfon, 4c.)
CHEE~APANY
or CIreeaagbnrry).A fortress in t e Nepaulese territerkq, considered of great m g r t r o e e
by the G o r b ar the sou ern key

6

of &beXuepRlIvJlsy; k 2 P W N .
hn1.84~WE. S o o l e p a m q p t h i .
b r t wee s d andout of ?ire h*
shrce the commeacereent
tbe diti
with tbe &iti&g o w r P m i t
been enlarged md etrengcheoed;

r

w higlr &ova as wrupletely te aaamand it. By the Gorkbos it is eoa.
aidered a sort of W o r n bspa,
there being a @cable
rood f r w
hence the whole way to Catmanbo
unobstructed by fortificatiaos. The
name is derived from a sprin of cold
water, which, according to L o m e
trical observations, is 5,818 b e t above
the plains of Ben
At
pany there is a regu custom-house
established, where the imposts and
duties on articles of tra& tiom the
British and Oude territmks u e Jg
vied.--(&id
R d , Kirkphi&,
Cokbrooke, &.)
CREETAKEIREE. A
dhge
in tbe provinoe of Ajmeer, pe~guanah of Jawud, beloRging to Sindia,
to whom in lW it yielded, with
fourteen other wbordinate villages,
a revenue of 6,45@ rupees.--(Metcolm, &.)
CAEETUL.-A town in the Gu'erat
peninsula, eighty-three miles IV.k.R.
from Diu Head ; lat. 21' U N , lon.
71" 9' E.
CAEINPOOB.-A .large &ed towe
in the proviece ef Candeisb, dtaated
on the Agnee river, on the high r o d
from Bhatnghur to C h a r d in Sindiays territory. In 1890 it wasquite
deserted.-( Mdaoln, &e.)
CIIENDBEE
(or Tarmn).-A t o m
in the province of Bejspoor, &strict
of the Northern Coocan. S h o w
after the appearance of the ehdera
at this place in l8a0, the Catlrotic
Christian fishermen uamelled with
their vicar because %e would not
permit them to perhrm cemin sugeratitious pranks (wcb m dancing
franticly in a ohdo, during which th.
dancera are epriokled with c o b r e d
water), to propitiate the hitg s w
posed to p r d e over thip m M y .

%!
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CHICKLEE.
CHICANUUALLY.--A
large square
town in the Mysore, strongly fortified
with mud walls, cavaliers at the angles, and in the centre a square citadel, fortified in the same manner.
Lat. 13O S'N., Ion. 760 IO'E., sixtyseven miles N. from Seringapatam.(F. Buchanan, 4c.)
CHICABALAPOOB.-Atown in the
Mysore Raja's territories, also named
Chinabalabaranl, thkty-six miles N.
by E. from Bangalore. Lat. 13' 26'
N., lon. 77' 47' E. Sugar-candy is
made here equal to that of China,
and the clayed sugar is very white
and fine; but the art being a secret,
it is sold so dear, that the Chinese
sugar-candy can be purchased cheaper
at Seringapatam than this can be on
the very spot where it is produced.
-(F. Buchanan, qc.)
CHICAMOGLOOR.-A
town in the
Mysore territories, eighty-five miles
N.W. from Seringapatam. Lat. 13O
18' N., lon. 75' 54' E.
CHICHACOTTA
f~hichacata). -A
small town situated in the portion of
the plain belonging to Bootan, nineteen miles N. from Cooch Bahsr;
lot. 260 85'N., lon. 89' 43'E. During the rupture that took piace in
A.D. 1772, Chichacotta was taken by
BON.
a Bengal detachment from the BooCsiER1cA~-At
Present a
tanners, after having been defended
subdivision of the Malabar province, with more obstinacy and personal
situated about the twelfth degree of c o u r s e than they usually display ;
north latitude, which formerly gave but with matchlocks, sabres, and
an exten8ive tract.
its name
bows, they could not long contend
country then subject to the Cherrcal with firelocks, discipline, and artilRajas.
lery. It was restored to them on the
CHEBOOTER.-Adistrict in the pro- conclusion of the war, and is still,
vince of Gu'erat, extending along the though small, the principal town on
west side o/ the river Mahy, belong- this frontier.
ing to the Guicowar and the British
c ~ , ~ ~ ~fortified
~ ~ town
~ ~
government. The principal towns in the province of Delhi, twenty-two
N.N.W. from Saharunpoor,
are Cambay, Pitland, Ballasinore, and
Beerpoor; but.thenam~as.distjnctive which was
possession of in
of a geographical subd'v18lon 1s now 1818, by a detachment under Brigaalmost obsolete.
dier-general Arnold ; the chief, Jodh
CRETROLE.-A town in the pro- Singh Kulsia, and his people having
vince of Cutch, twenty miles N. by been refractory. Lat. 30' IYN., Ion.
W. from Maltia. Lat.23' 12' N., 1011. 77' 21'.
70" 48'E.
CHICKLEE.-A~OW~~II
the province
of Malwa, eleven miles W.S.W. from
C x r c ~ c o ~ ~ . - - ( SCICACOLE.)
ee

The judge prohibited such p&ctices.
but the Cooly Christians continued
refractory, and laid a dead body at
the door of the court of justice.
They also petitioned that a Hindoo
priest might be formally authorized
t o perform the marriage 'ceremony
among them, but the judge declined
mterfering, and recommended the
appointment of a new vicar-general
to prevent total apostacy.--(Babington, Public MS. Docun~mts,4c.)
CHENDWASSA.-Asmall decayed
town in the province of Malwa, the
cusba or head of a pergunnah of
forty villages, belonging to Holcar's
district of Rampoora, from which it
lies south eighteen miles ; 1st. 24' 13'
N., lon. 75' 3 8 E. -.(Malcolm, 4c.)
CREPAL.-A small town in Northern Hindostan, ten miles N.E. from
the Chur station; lat. 30' 56' N.,
Ion. 77' 35' E.
CHEEIAGHAUT
for bird pusage).A strong pass in the Nepaul territories, about seven miles from Beechiaco, but commanded by two hills.
The road from hence to Hethaura is
very good for loaded cnttle, and might
be easily rendered fit for carts.
C l I E s l ~ o(in
~ Java).-See
SHsR1-

~ . -

about the third century of the Christian era. On the N.W. it is bounded
by a ridge of mountains which extends from the Mahanuddy to the
Godavery river, and en oses the
the inNorthern Circars towa
tenor; it consequently forms a paRs
on each side into the province of
Cuttack, and the soutbern half presents a diversity of objects, mountains, islands, and forests. Viewed
from the sea it has the appearance
of a deep bay, the slip of land which
separates them not being visible.
This is a mere neck of sand, less
than a mile, and penetrated bv s e
CHICUL~AH.-Asmall tow11 be- veral channils. 1; 1821 an en6neer
longing to Holcar in the province of officer was deputed to examine these,
Malwa, situated on the north bank of and to report on the practicability of
the Nerbudda, fourteen miles S.E. of removing the bar that threatened to
Hooksee, and twenty-one miles west prevent the ingress and egress of the
of Bancaneer ;1st. 22' 8' N., Ion. 74' sea, and thereby injure the govern50'E. In 1820it contained300 hollses, ment salt manufactures on its banks,
enclosed by a mud wall and a small obtained by solar evaporation, to the
ruinous ghurry.--(Malcotna, gc.)
amount of 200,000 maundcl annually.
The Chilka lake is navigated by
CHILAW.-A small town in Ceylon
situated on a peninsula formed by large flat-bottomed boxes called padtwo branches of the river; lat. 7' dy boats, forty-five feet long, seven
33' N., Ion. 79O 40' E., forty-five dcep, and five wide, with perpenmiles north from Columbo. A earl dicular sides, converging by sharp
fishery is occasionally carried on Rere, angles to a point at each extremity.
but much inferior to that of Con- North of Paloor the Chilka expands
datchy Bay, yet one year it yielded a to a magnificent sheet of water, inrevenue of 40,000 pagodas. The terspersed with a few rocky islands,
coast fromchilaw to Negombo is flat, consisting of huge rounded blocks of
sandy, and open, with little cultiva- a highly indurated porphyritic granite, piled on each other in the
tion.--(Cordiner, 4c.)
wildest confusion and most fantastic
CHILKALAKE.-T~~slake sepa- shnpea. The islands and banks are
rates the five Northern Circars to- studded with small hamlets, and fishe' wards the sea from the province of
ries by dams and wicker baskets,
Cuttack. In length it may be es- are largely carried on for salting and
timated at thirty-five miles, by eight exportation to the interior. The salt
the average breadth ; is very shallow ; is entirely procured by evaporation,
contains many inhabited islands, but without the slightest aid from fire.
towards the north end is much broken The banks, and even the naked sands,
into narrow channels, winding among abound with flocks of antelo es and
low swampy islands. Its general birds of the crane family --&th:ing,
depth is about four feet and a half, Fullorton, Rennell, Public MS. Doand the greatest six feet, but it is cuments, Upton, qc.)
considered to be rapidly filiing up.
It a pears to have been an operation
CH'HILLI.-A small territory in
o f t t e sea on a sandy shore, the ele- Northern Hindostan subject to the
vation of which was little above the Nepaulese, situated partly on the
level of the country within the beach, plans and partly on the hiils border.and. native traditions fix this event ing the King of Oode's dominions,

Oojein, which in 1820 contained 300
houses.--( Malcolm, 4c.)
CHICKOOBY
(~hicur.i).-A considerable town, w ~ t han extensive bazar,
in the province of Bejapoor, twentysix miles S. from Meritch ; lat. 16"
28 N., lon. 74' 44' E. This place is
pleasantly situated in the midst of an
amphitheatre of hills, nnd intersected
by a rivulet which forms a cascade
within the town, the neighbourhood
of which is noted for producing grapes
of an extraordinary size. At present
it belongs to the Colapoor Raja.(Fullarton, Maor, &.)
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CHINACHIN.
numben, aeeenble'during a d r t n h
festival, and, as hi curtomuy on these
occasions, transact much commercial
business. In ordinary years about
60,000 are said to meet; but the
CHILKAUA.-A town in the pro- number inereases to 100,000 when
vince of Delhi, eight miles N.N.W. the festival happens on a Wednesday,
from Saharunpoor. Lat. 30' 5' N., on which event devotees arrive even
lon. 77' 27' E.
from Benares and Juggern8uth.m
Car~nnaarr.-A town in the G o (F. Buclranan, 4c.)
jerat province, 102miles E.N.E.from
CHILLA~BABAM.-~~
considerable
Ahmedabad; lat. 23' WN.,loo. 74O
town in the Carnatic, situated on
13' E.
three miles south fro111
C~r~nxnn.-A town in the pro- the sea-coastand
thirty-six miles south
vince of Ddhi, district of Bareily, Portonovo,
of Pondicherry ; lat. 1 lo 28' N., l o a
forty-two miles N.E. from 'Morada- 79' 47' E. At a short distance to
bad; 1st. W 24' N., lon. 79' Y E. the south the river Coleroon disThis neighbouthood is celebrated for charges itself into the sea by three
its bamboos, which though small are sandy outlets, two of great expanse.
remarkably tou , and seem to g i n Ferry boats are established on two
consistence an soundness from a
the south-west monsoon,
certain degree of frost. The same during
when the parent river, the Cavery,
is said also as to the plantains. The overflows, but the middle branch is
inhabitants in this ne' hbourhood fordable at all seasons. In 1820 there
have yellow nnhealthy zins, a dull was an extettsive indigo concern carfierce look,tagged and scanty clothing, ried on at Chillambaram, and the
swords, and hields, M) in the other islands on the Coleroon were covered
rt of this inhospitable belt (the
.Errhi);the place is n n e r t b e l m with the indigo plant.--(F&rtrm,
of importance, being one of the prin- 4c.I
CHILLAYPABAX
PAGODAS.
Hincipal marts of trade with Kumaon,
ruul through that district with Tibet doo temples in the Carnatic, adjacent
8nd Tartary. At certain eeasons of to the town of Chillambaram above
the year a great mmy temporary huts described. There are four pyramidiare erected for the accommodation cal gateways, facing respectively the
of traders, and here English cloths four cardinal oints, all much In the
aRd Eastern shawls are seen exposed same style o r architecture, and eofor sale in huts not better than pig- vered with antique sculptures. The
styes. When the unhealthy season whole structure extends 1,333 feet in
returns rill these are abandoned and one direction, and 936 in another,
and besides the principal sanctuary
tot to pieces.
contains a spacious tank, numerons 4
'
Cex~m~a~~(Ch&marl/.-Atown choultries, and subordinate temples,
in the province of Bengal, district of which last are all neatly roofed with
Rungpoor, situated on the banks of copper. Theinterior ceilings of these
the great Brahm utra, about 130 also are fantastically decorated with
miles N. by W. Zom Dacca; la*. mythological paintings; but Sivnpati
25' 25' N., Ion. 88' 42' E. This is is the principal object of worship.
a place of coneiderable resort, which The whole of the architecture has a
in 1810 contained about 400 houses, more ancient appearance than that of
and was the usual residence of the Tanjore or Ramisseram.-(Fd'larton,
commissioner of Coach Babar ;but Sonnerat, Lord Vakntia, 4c.)
it is principally remarkable for Ls
CHXNACRXN.
- A large scattered
vicinity to Varuni Chur. This is an
extendive aandbank in the bed of the place in tbe Nepaulese dominions,
river, where Hindoo pilgrims in great the hoclaes of which are built of briek
mbmt ninetpthte miles W.N.E. from
L a b m w . The &id's house is situated on a M I , where it is sprrounl
ed by 2Otl bats and homes.

?
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a d stone, with #st roofs; lat. a90 13' above the gkaub are bw Bhe wen

N., Ion. 81° 16' E., 168 miles N. by wooded, but the trees so small that
a florded
taraplea dedhted to Siva, one named down &om :be hills 158 miles fnrtba
Chandranath, and the other Bhah- up, where it is abuodmt.
The ancient Hindoo l w r e of thi
ran&.
Merchante fiom the south
h
a or Chandrt
~
~
repair here to purchase horses, bring- river is C
ing up with them metals, spices, and saritat, and it is considered to be tbe
cloth, and carrying down cow-tails, Aoesiaes of Alexander. Iks jnnction
salt, horses, a K i d of woollen cloth, with the Jhylnm is ebfeeted with mnmedicinal herbs, and m s k . In the d e r a b l e noiae and violence, which
markets, according to native accounts, circumstance is noticed both by :be
many sheep and goats are enposed to historians of Alexander and Timour,
sale, bearing loads of ealt, musk, me- The course of the Chinaub from t&
dicinal herb, and a eeed named bari snowy mountains to Mitenda ghaut,
y d Wem. In the vicmity w e reme where combiied with the Jhylum it
of the c s d e whose tails form the amtes with the Indua, may, i n c l u d i
chowrim, aud h e y are very namerow windings, be atbated at 650 milem.
in the hilly pat% Of thetie cattle --(RarneU, Mac Carlney, Wi&rti,
there are asid to be three species, the 4c.I
chowry, the l d o o , and the jhogo,
CHINCHEW
(or L'lrangj BAY.-A
the two last having tails buehy from spacious
bay and harbour in Cochin
the root ; the &wry sort being the
completely sheltered from all
most valuable.-..(F. Buchanan, &.) China,
winds, but only accessible to large
CHINAPATAM.-A~
open town in vessels nt hi h water; lat. 13' 50'N.
the Mysore dominions, which in A.D. At the hea1 of this bay the city of
1800 contained about 1,000 houses, Quin-noeg is situated.
with a handsome stone fort at a little.
Car~cxooa-A small town in tbe
distance ; lat. 13' WN., lon. 770 17'
of Aumngabd, situated on
E., thirty-nine miles E.N.E. from province
Seringapatam.--(F. Buchanan. 4c.) the road from Bombay to Poona, and
abont ten miles N.N.W. from that
(or Acebine#).-l'his river city ; lat. 18O 37' N., Ion. 73"56' E.
CIIINAUB
hae its source in the southern decli- I t is pleasantly situated on the banke
vity of the Himalaya mountains, new of a river, and is said to mntam 5,000
the mth-east corner of Cashmere, inhabitants, including 300 Brahmin
in the alpine district of Kishtewar, families. But it is principally remarkfrom whence it flows in a south-west- able as the residence of Chintamun
erly direction until it unites with the Deo, whom a great roportion of the
Jhylum, or Hgdaspes, at Tremmoo Maharatta nation L i e v e to be an
;Ghaut; lat. 30"56' N. This is the incarnation of tbeii favourite deity
*t.
of the Punjab streams. At Goonputty. The present (in 18!20)
Vlnersbad Ghaut, fifty miles north is the eighth in dwcent from the first,
from Lahore, on the 31st of July and they take dternatdy the name
1809, it meaanred one mile three of Chintamun Deo and Narrain Deo.
furlongs and twenty perches acrose, The Brahmins relate that each Deo
was fourteen feet deep, with a current on his death has been burned, and
of about five miles per hour ; but at invariably a small image of Goonthe same place, in the dry season, its patty has miraculoudy risen from the
ehannel does not exceed 300 yards ashes, which is placed in a tomb and
across. There is not any ancertained worshipped. Although the Deo be
ford to the south.of the hills ; but it an incarnation of Goonputty, he peris easily crossed at the ints where forms pooja (worship) to his other
the banks are low and t E bed ride, self in the form of a statue; for
tbhe being only a short distance in the latter, the Brahmins my, is the
the centre to swim over The banks greatest, the intensity of his power

E. &om LUOtoow. Here me two tiPkr for b o s t b u i g
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CHINGLEPUT.

not being diminished by the incarnk
tion.
This Deo is ex ofio a dewannah,
o r fool ; but the term fool does not
in this instance, as in most others,
give the best translation of the word.
H e is totally unmindful and ignorant
of worldly affairs ; unable (the Brahmins say) to hold conversation b p
yond the proposition, reply, and rejoinder, and then in a childish blubbering manner.
In other respects
his ordinary occupations do not materinlly differ from those of other
men; for he eats, drinks, takes
wives to himself, &c. like other
Brahmins. In 1809 the Deo was a
boy twelve years old, and in 1820,
.when Chinchoor was visited by Mr.
Fullarton, the same individual was
the existing divinity. His palace is
an enormous pile of building near
the Moota river, on the banks of
which the town stands. The floors
of this edifice are spread over with
the sacred cow-dung, and the apartments crowded with sleek, shining,
and well-fed Brahmins. Near the
alace are the tombs of former
g e o , which are so many small temples, enclosed and planted round
with trees, and comml~nicating by
steps with the river. Here goes on
the business of worship. I n one
place women are seen pouring oil,
water, and milk over the images of
the gods; in another, children decking themselves with flowers. Here pilgrims and devotees performing their
ablutions ; nnd there priests chanting
portions of the sacred poems: the
whole proceeding with the most listless indolence and apathy.-(Lord
Vakntia, Moor, M. Graham, 4c.)

CHINGLEPUT
(or the jaghire).The ancient acquisitions of the East.
India Company in the Carnatic porvince formerly denominated the jaghire, now form the collectorate of
Chingleput. T o the north i t is
.bounded by the Nellore district; on
the south by the southern division of
Arcot ; on the east it has the bay of
Bengal; and on the west the northern
and southern Arcot districts. The

space originally termed the jsghire
extends northward t o the Pulicat
lake; southwards to Allumparva, and
westward to Conjeveram ; being about
108 miles along sl~ore,and forty-seven
inland in the widest part, containing
altogether 2,440 square miles.
T h e soil of this district is in most
parts indifferent.
Rocks, o r large
detached masses of granite, project in
the fields, and almost e v e r where
the country is overrun with low
prickly bushes; yetthe palmyra thrives
without trouble, and is both cheap
and abundant. The tari.or fermented
juice, and the j oary or inspissated
juice of the tree7the dom.msJabeL
lqormir) are 111uch esteemed, and
could the latter be converted to sugar
or to a palatable spirituous liquor,
the barren plains of the Caruatic
might be rendered productive. Bamboos are very scarce, and sell for
three times their cost in Calcutta,
but recently the inhabitants have
been encouraged to plant them round
their houses. A t Sri Permaturu there
is a tank equal to the watering of
2,500 acres.
The tract of territory named the
Jaghire was obtained in 1750 and
1763 from the nabob of Arcot, in return for services rendered to him and
to his father by the Company, and
was rented to the nabob on renewed
leases until 1780, when the Madras
presidency assumed the direct management. This district was twice
invaded by Hyder Ali, in 1768 and
in 1780, when he ravaged it with fire
and sword so effectually, that at the
termination of the latter war, in 1784,
hardly any other signs were left in
many parts of the country of its ever
having been inhabited than the bones
of the massacred, and the naked walls
of the houses, choultries, and temples that had been destroyed. T o
the havoc ofwar succeeded a destructive famine ; and the emigration, from
these combined causes, nearly completed the depopulation of the country. In 1790 the j y h i r e was divided
into two collectorsh~ps; but in 1794
was united again, under the management of Mr. Place, who continued un-

CHINRA
ti1 1798, during which period it gradually improved. Annual village settlementscontinuedto he made until 1802,
when the permanent assessment took
place, the lands having previously
been divided into sixty-one estates,
sold to individuals, and bearing an
assessment of from 2.000 to 6,000
pagodas. In 1817 the total gross
collection of the public revenue in all
its branches amounted to 413,034
pegodas; and in 18E2, according to
the returns made to government by
the collectors, the total population
amounted to 363,139 persons. Besides Madras, the principal towns are
(F.
Chingleput and Conjeveram.
Buchanan, F13h Report, RenneU,
Public MS. document^, qc.)
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CHINGLEPUT
/Singhalapetta).The capital of the preceding district,
situated on a stream that falls into
the Palaur, half a mile west of the
town ; lat.
' %1 46' N., Ion. 80" E.,
thirty-eight miles S.S.W. from Madras. Chingleput lies in a small valley confined on all sides by hills, and
nearly half covered by the waters of
a beautiful artificial lake. The town
without the walls is little better than
a large village; but the fort is an immense work, and has been of great
strength, though now decayed, and
the ramparts overgrown by peepultrees and creepers, and garrisoned by
a few invalids. It endoses various
buildings, and is overtopped by the
battlements of an inner fort, where
in the ruins of a palace the
functionaries of the station
courts and offices. In A.D. 1751 the
French took Chingleput ; but it was
retaken in 1752 by Capt. Clive, after
a short siege.---(Fdlarton, Orme, qc.)
CHINI.--A large village in Northern Hindostan, district of Kunawar,
contiguous to which are several
others, 10,200 feet above the level
of the sea, at which enormous elevation grapes are found in the greatest
perfection, eighteen different varieties
being cultivated in Kunawar. In the
vicinity of this place there is much
cultivated land, and many luxuriant
vineyards. Opposite are the huge

Ralldang peaks;--(Messrs.

CHINNOOR.-A small town in the
province of Beeder, seventy miles N.
from Warangol; lat. 18' 63' N., Ion.
79" 3Y E.
C H I N ~ U (Chiwhura).-A
RA
Dutch
settlement in the province of Bengal,
situated 011 the west side of the
Hooghly, eighteen miles direct dietance from Calcutta ; lat. 25' 62' N.,
Ion. 88' 28' E. The first factory of
the Dutch East-India Company was
erected here in 1656, and thesite, on
the whole, is much preferable to that
of Calcutta. In 1769 Chinsura was
blockaded by the Nabob of Bengal's
forces to compel the payment of ar- .
rears of duties, although the rovince
was then actually possessel by the
English East-India Com any. In
1814 the total revenues oF~hinsurrr
and Barnagore amounted to 17,988
rupees.
Schools were established at Chinsura and in its vicinity, with the view
of instructing native children in reading, writing, and arithmetic, in the
Beugalese language, on an improved
and economical system. In 1814 the
total number of children on the books
of fifteen village schools was 1,080 ;
and thenumber of thosewho regularly
attended, 861. The greater proportion of the teachers were Brahmins ;
the remainder, of the writer caste. A
few of the more advanced boys were
taught English, chiefly as a reward
for their roficiency in their own language antfgeneral good conduct ;but
it is very desirable that this branch
of education should he more directly
encouraged, so that the English language may occupy the place of the
Persian (also a foreign language) in
public co~lrtsand documents, and
bringthe conquerors and theconquered to a closer comrn~inityof interests
(Stauoriarrs, RenneU,
and ideas.
May, 4c.I
CHINRAYAPATAM
Chin Ra-ya Patam).-A
town iw t e Mysore raja's
territories, thirty-seven miles N. by
W. from Seringapatam ; ht. 12" 52'
N., Ion. 76" 2Y E.
2 D
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CHITT'AGONG.
CHIPULA
PEAK.-A mountain peak
in Northern Hindostan, fifty miles
N.E. from Almora, and eight N.W.
from the Cali river; lat. $34' 66' N.,
lon. 80' 24'E.; 13,257 feet above the
level of the sea.
CHIBALEEA.-A small town in the
province of Ajmeer, district of Harrowty, in the valley of Neony, which
in 1820 containedabout 1,000 iohabitants.
CHIRCARI.-Atown in theprovince
of Allahabad, sixteen miles N.E. from
Jeitpoor ;lat. %i026' N., Ion. 7g043'
E.
CHIRGONG.-A town in the profince of Allahabad, sixteen miles
N.E. from Jansi; Iat. 25O 34' N.,
lon. 78' 4.1' E.

-

CHIRING. A fortified post in
Northern Hindostan. thirtv-nine miles
E.S.E: *om ~ e r i n & r ; l&. 30° 6' N.,
Ion. 79' 24' E.
C H I T L O N G . - A Stown
~ ~ ~ inNorth~
ern Hindostan, situated in a small
valley named Lahong Nepaul, which
formerly belonged to the rajah of Lalita Patan ; lat. 27O 38' N., Ion. 84O
49' E. In 1790 it contained a few
well-built brick and tiled houses, of
two and three stories, and was principally inhabited by Newars. The winters here are never severe, and at that
season the fields produce a crop of
wheat, while in summer they yield
one of rice.-(Kirkg~atrick, 4c.)
CHITORE
-See ODEYPOOR
Principality.
CHITOUNG.-Atown in the kingdom of Pegu situated on the east
side of a river of the same name,
about a mile in breadth, to the west
of which the country is flat. In the
neighbourhood are a few straggling
villages, and the country generally is
but thinly inhabited.--(Carey, Jun.)
CHITOWA.-A small town in the
province of Delhi, thirty-three miles
outh from Saharunpoor ; lat. 29O 33'
N., Ion. 77' 3Y E.
CHITTAGONG
f Chaturgranzn).-A
istrict in the province of Bengal, of

which it occupies the southenstern
extremity. To the north it is bounded by theTipera district; on the south,
by Arracan; to the e a t it has the
Burmese em ire; and on the west
the sea. In gngth it may be estimated at about 120 miles, by twenty-five
the average breadth. In 1784 thk
district was estimated tocontain about
2,987 square miles of unproductive
hilly country and plain arable land,
in the proportion of two to one, and
was originally subdivided into four
moderately large, and 140 very small
pergunnahs, partitioned among 1,400
landholders. This distribution originated in consequence of the whole
district having formerly been assigned
for the militia, or garrison troops,
constantly maintained here for protection against the incursions of the
Mughs of Arracan ; these in process
of time became zemindaries, when
the military establishment ceased to
be necessary. The islands of Hattia,
Sundeep, and Bameeny, although separated from Chittagong by large
arms of the sea, frequently impassable during stormy weather, are subordinate to the jurisdiction of its magistrate. Throughout this district
the rainy season sets in earlier, and
continues later, than in most other
parts of the Bengal province, and
sometimes is not over until the middle of November.
The Chittagong river has been h r veyed, but has not been found snfficiently deep for ships of any considerable burthen ; and although there are
n great many openings on the seacoast between that and the Arracan
river, yet after a strict survey, it has
been found that their mouths are all
choked up by sand-banks, so as only
to admit ships of very small draft of
water over the bar. One opening,
about forty miles south of Islamabad,
leads into a commodious harbour
behind theisland of Kutubdea, where
there is water for a ship of any size ;
but its mouth is so surrounded with
shoals and sand-banks for a considerable way out to sea, and the whole
upper part of the bay of Bengal is so
full of tinascertaiileddangers, that it is

probable theKutubdea harbour would the East; but owing to its peculiar
never become of practical utility to mountainous and maritime topograships of large burthen.
phy, the district generally is exposed
In 1814 it wtlrj ascertained that the to several disadvantages Incidental to
southern portion of Chittagong, to- its situation. The landed propriewards the Nauf, was not so moun- tors whose estates lie along the eea
tainous or impervious a country as shore, are compelled to y a r d them
bad been supposed. The names put against the invasions of that element ;
down in Major Rennell's map are while those of the interior, being
not those of villages but vallies, subject to inundations from themounthere not being any villagee. or small tain torrents, are obliged to observe
towns between Islamabad and Ra- similar precautions, and in reality
moo. The Bengalese here live in the exertions of the inhabitants t o
detached houses ; but a t stated times, preserve their crops is deserving of
once or twice a week, assemble in commendation. A t the time of the
open market places to buy and sell decennial land settlement, the waste
what is wanted, and occasionally a lands were excluded from the settlehuckster's shop may be met with. ment by circumstances peculiar to
Between the different ranges of hills the district, but when cleared they
there are many plains and vallies, sus- all become liable to the public reveceptible of great improvement, of nue. Landed property here is for
which description are the plains of the most part distributed into very
Chuckareah, Ramoo, and Gurganeah, small portions, among numerous prothe last estimated at ten miles extent prietors, occasioning everlasting diseach way, having the river Cali wind- putes respecting boundaries. Excluing through it. Until about 1783, sive of the Mugh settlers, the total
the cultivators of this portion of number of inhabitants in 1801 was
Chittagong were all Bengalese Hin- estimated at 1,200,000; but this apdoos, but after the conquest of Arra- pears a large number when the limitcan in that year by the Burmese, a ed area and physical circumstancee
large migration of Mughs into the of the district are considered. T h e
British territories took place, some Mahomedans here exceed the HinfCw of whom adopted agricultural doos in the proportion of three to
pursuits; but the majority became two, but so little bigotted are they,
petty traders in wood, gurjan, oil, that niany have adopted the Brahmicotton cloths, cotton, bamboo mats, nical doctrines of caste and urity;
and similar commodities; while others and it is remarkable also, tEat 81settled as mechanics, canoe builders, though Chittagong was so long pascutters of wood for ship planks, and sessed by the adherents of Buddha,
crooked timber for knees. In this in 1801 it scarcely contained one
tract the soil is so fertile, that very Buddhist of hereditary growth.
little labour insures redundant crops.
The eastern limits of this district
I n 1814 the Mugh population settled have never yet been accurately exwithin twelve miles of Ramoo was plored, ant1 remain to this day pervery numerous, and at that date fectly undefined. The total width
Coxe's Bazar alone contained 800 hetween the Nauf river on the seaMugh huts, all inhabited by that race, - coabt, and the Zhcnubium or1 the side
who were very submissive to the ex- of Ava, is 134 miles east and west,
patriated chietk and priests residing one-half of which is watered by riamong them.
vers flowing towards the Bay of BenRemote from the sea-coast the in- gal ; and the other by streams runterior of Chittagong has a hilly sur- ning into the Irawaddg; nearly the
face, a t present much covered with whole space occupied by rude aborijungle,but, thereis reason to suppose, ,ginal tribes, more resembling the Buradapted for the cultivatioii of coffee, mese than the Hindoos. As we adpepper, and the valuable spices of vance further north, the breadth of
9 0 2
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these wilds is increased by low hills, whole much more comfortable than
adjacent on the west to the Mugh the slight huts of the Bengalese peamountains of Major Rennell, where santry. The tract, however, notwitha ledge of rocks sto s the further standing the natural richness of the
ascent of the KarnapRuli river, and soil, is thinly inhabited, and produces
occasions waterfalls. These h-ibes little ; the chief's revenue being de(named Tripura, Joomea, and Chak- rived from a poll tax.
ma) cultivate cotton and rice, and
These Mughs seem t o be the rerear hogs, goats, and poultry, which mains of the first colony from Arrathey exchange with the Bengalese can that occu ied Tripura, on the
for salt, iron, earthenware, and fish ; re-conquest
that territory from
but they do not appear to have aggre- the Mahomedans. T h e men have
p t e d into numerous societies, or to adopted the Bengaler dress, but the
ave an dependence on a general females retain that of Arracan and
chief. o f their respective nations. Ava. They eat every thing, and with
East of these rivers is a fine valley any body, but do not intermarry
watered by the Karnaphuli, or Ear- with strangers. Although their nring river, and further east n chain of vers and morasses swarm with fish,
low hills, thinly occupied by a Mugh they have never acquired the art
po ulation.
of catching them, and are consei t its mouth theKarnaphuli(namd quently obliged to employ Bengalpr
by Europeans the Chittagong river) fishermen. The Blue Mountain is
forms a safe harbour, but so deeply named Meindaun by the Mughs, and
embayed, that during the south-west Munipahar by the Bengalese. A peak
monsoon ships get to sea with great rises to the height of between 6,000
difficulty. A t Patarghaut, the ferry and 6,000 feet above the level of the
from Islamabad towards the south, sea; but a t Baikal, where a spur
its channel is about a mile wide; a t from it crosses the Karnaphuli, the
KorilliyaPahar (or hill), it diminishes ridge is not above 700 feet in height.
to ahout 200 yards, but the tide conThis district possesses the advantinues to flow upwards strongly. tage of having an accessible seaport,
East from the Korilliya Pahar is a its capital, Islamabad, being extremefine valley called Runganiya, culti- ly well situated for external comyated by Bengalese, although some merce, as well as for the construction
portions still belong to the hereditary ~f ships of large dimensions; and of
chief of the Mughs ; but beyond this these a considerable number are built
valley no Bengalese have settled, annually, both of imported timber and
the low hills there k i n g occupied hy of that indigenous to the country.
rude independent tribes, including The exports consist chiefly of timber,
Mughs, whose chief in 1798 also pos- planks, canvas, coarse cloths, stocka zemindar within the ings, umbrellas ; and on the seacoast
seased.laad
British limits. In the vicinity of the government haea large establishthese Mugh hamlets small plots of ment for the manufacture ofsalt. A
land are cleared, on which plantain considerable profit accrues also to the
trees, ginger, betel-leaf, sugar-cane, soverei n from the elephants caught
cotton, indig?, tobacco, nnd capsi- in the k m t , which are of an ercelcums are ralsed. These are their lent quality, and particularly well
permanent places of abode; but a t suited both for the camp and the
their Jooms they have temporary vil- chase. The best are received from
lages, changed every year, and only the contractor on certain conditions,
occupied during the season of culti- and agreeably to a fixed standard of
vatlon. In the permanent villages height; the remainder he sells on his
(or paras), the houses are forty feet own account, and are dispersed all
long by twenty broad, raised on posts over Hindostnn. Chittagong is much
twelve feet from the ground, and as- resorted to by theEuropean residents
ceoded by a notched stick, but on the in Bengal, on account of the benefi-
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cia1 effects experienced from the sa- doctrine and sometimes by those of
lubrity of its climate, aea air, and the other. There is reason to believe
salt-water bathing, presenting in this it was taken from both about the berespect a remarkable contrast to the ginning of the sixteenth century by
more southern province of Arracan ; the Afghan kings of Bengal, and afteryet, with the exception of a denser wards, during the wars between the
population and superior cultivation Moguls and Afghans, reverted to the
possessed by the first, the physical Buddhists of Arracan. It wns visited
circumstances of the two are very by the Portuguese so early as A.D.
much the same.
1581, who were influenced by the then
About twenty miles to the north Raja of Arracan to settle in consideraof Isls~nabadthere is a remarkable ble numbers, and from thence, in conhot-well named Seetacoond, the ga- junctiou with the Mughs or Arracanzeous exhalations on the surface of ers, infested and desolated the southwhich may be inflamed by the appli- eastern quarter of Bengol, which, discation of fire, and, like all other un- tant as the period is, has not recovered
usual natural phenomena, is held sa- its population or agriculture.
cred by the Hindoos. The river
In 1638, during the reign of the
Nauf, which, until the conquest of Emperor Shah Jehan, Makat Ray,
Arracan, formed the extreme south- one of the Mugh chiefs who held
ern boundary of the Bengal presi- Chittagong subordinate to the Arradencv in this quarter, is above seven- can Raja, having incurred his displeaty miles to the south of Islamabad, sure, and apprehending an attack,
the seat of the provincial governo~ent, sought the Mogul sovereign's protecand residence of the British magis- tion. This is the earliest notice of the
trate. I t is not navigable, as it be- superiority of this territory having
comes very shallow a few miles above been acquired by the Delhi sovereign,
Teaknauf, a village situated at its nor was it taken possession of until
junction with the sea. The banks of 1666 : yet long prior to this date, in
this river continue for the most part 1583, it is regularly enumerated by
covered with jungle, interspersed Abul Faze1 as an' integral portion of
with scanty spots of coltivation, and the Mow1 dominions. In 1666, Shaisa few wretched hamlets, where dwell ta Khan, the soubahdar of Bengal,
the poorer classes of herdsmen, and equipped a powerful fleet at Dacca,
families of roving hunters, who catch, despatched it down the Megna river,
tame, and occasionally eat wild ele- under the command of Omeid Khan,
phants, the aborigines of these fo- who having previously conquered the
rests. The incessant alarm and de- island of Sundeep, proceeded against
vastation caused formerly by its being this country, and l a ~ dsi e to the caa frontier situation, and the vicinity pital. Although strongly%rtified,and
of the Mughs and Burmese, have re- containing, according to Mahomedan
tained these tribes in a half-savage historians, 1,223 cannon of different
state; but they, as well as the hill calibres, it made but a feeble resispeople named Choomeas, will ac- tance; and on its surrender, a new
quire settled and industrious habits name (Islamabad) having been imwhen protected from external vio- posed, it wart with the district perlence, and allowed to possess, undis- manently attached to the Mogul emturbed, any moderate portion of the pue.
soil.
At a very early period this province
Chittagong, it is probable, originally attracted the notice of the English
belonged to the extensive, inde~en- East-India Company, who in 1686
dent,-and barbarous kingdom of ' ~ r i - proposed to remove their factory from
pura; but being a frontier province, Hooghly to Chittqong, and there eswhere the two religions of Brahma and tablish by compulsion a strong fortiBuddha came in contact, it was some- fied residence. In 1689, during a
times governed by sectaries of one rupture with the Emperor Aureng-
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zebe, an English Aeet appeared off had organized a den of rebels for the
Chittagong, with the intention of ef- molestation of the Burmese territofecting its conquest : but owing to in- ries: yet it was wholly beyond the
decision nothing was done; nor wonld power of the first to eradicate the inthe result have answered the Compa- surgents, so long as they remained
ny's expectations bad the object con- secluded in the remote and unwholetemplated been accomplished. In some hills and jungles, seven days'
A.D. 1760 it was finally ceded to the journey from tbesea-coast,where after
East-India Company by the Nabob repeated defeats they were always sure
Jaffeir Ali Khan.
t o find an inaccessible asylum. C o ~ n In 1795 his Burmese Ma'esty,
ared with these Mughs, the Bengalearning that three of his rebellious fese are small, weak-bodied men ;
subjects and their adherents, or rob- whereas the Arracaners are strong,
bers as he called them, had taken re- muscular, and active, and inured t o
fuge in Chittagong, without any pre- hardships. The Bengalese also being
vious communication marched a body unarmed and naturally pacific, made
of 5,000 troops across the frontier in no resistance to the Mugh marauders,
pursuit of them ; but their progress who were, however, easily discomfitwas soon arrested by a detachment ed by n few regular sepoys under nafiom the Bengal army, and after a tive officers. The above recrimi~ r o t r a c t e dneeotiation. thev were in- nations between the two eovernments
buccd t o withdraw amicabiy within continued without interkission tiom
their own boundaries. From this pe- 1795 until 1824. when hostilities cornriod an incessant migration of ~ u g h s ienced, which-ended the dispute by
from Arracan commenced, which also the expulsion of the Burmese from
became the asylum of all the adjacent the province of Arracan, and the resinsurgent chiefs from the Burmese torntion of the Mughs to their native
dominions, especially a leader named country.
(J.Grant, F. Buchamn,
King-ber-ring, whose followers were Stewart, Public MS. Docunsentr, Peestimated a t 3,000 men. The ~ituation chel, Ker, Morgan, g ~ . )
of the fugitive Mughs was in many
CAITTAPET.-A small town in the
respects very deplorable. They had
Carnatic,
seventy-eight miles S.W.
fled from Arracan, to escape the unrelentingandundistinguishing fury ofthe from Madras ;lat. 1.2" 56' N., Ion. 7g0
Burmese, into the pestiferous jungles 26' E. During the Carnatic wars of
the last century this was a fortress of
of Chittagong, where they erected considerable importance, even in that
temporary huts, and endeavoured to land of fortresses, and sustained many
prolong their miserable existence. sieges. I t was finally taken by Col.
Here they were assailed by the rebel Coote, after the battle of Wandewash,
King-ber-ring, and oompelled t o join and made but a slight resistance.his party or fly. Those who fled, were (Ornte, 4c.)
urged by the pangs of hunger t o seize
CAITTELDROOG
(Chitra Durga).the victuals of the British cultivators,
and were in consequence attacked by A town and fortress in the Mysore
the troops stationed to protect the Raja's dominions, and the capital of
latter. With aview to ameliorate their R district; lat. 14' 4'N., lon. 76O 30'
condition, the Bengal government en- E. By the natives it is named Sitala
deavoured to settle them on the lands Durga, which signifies the spotted casof a hill chiefiy in the back parts of tle ; and also Chatracal, which means
Chittagong, but great difficulty at- the umbrella rock. The fortress stands
tended -the arrangement. These re- on a cluster of rocky hills forming the
f ~ ~ g Mughs,
ee
from a national hatred extremity of the Cbitteldroog ridge,
t o the Burmese, still continued clan- the height of the most elevated pmk
destinely t o join the insurgents, and probably not exceeding 800 feet. The
thereby justified the Ava sovereign in pettah which stretches along the base
asserting, that the British government of the droog on the north-east, is en-
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closed by ramperta of g~anite,very
solid and well cut, although now in
some parts dilapidated, with round
towers a t intervals, a spacious ditch
excavated from the rock, and a regular
wide-spread glacis. The town within
is not of great size or population, but
the principal street is remarkably spa-

the Mysore raja's territories, Chit.
teldroog is constai~tlyoccupied by a
British garrison, as it connects the
great southern line of defence, extending from Madras to the Malabar
coast, with the more advanced line of
fortification in the Balaghaut ceded
territories.
CIOUS.
I n a dell among the mountains, at
Scarcely elevated above the pettah a short distance to the west of Chitis the lower fort, a Separate enclosure, teldroog, there is a curious suite of
containing the former poligar'spalace, dark subterranean apartments, which
now occupied the British comman- appear to have been excavated, then
dant; a reservoir supplied from a mag- corn leted with masonry, and afternificent tank above with a perpetual
stuccoed. They have probastream of fine water, which it distri- bl been the habitations of devotees
butes to all P v t s of the town ; a well wlo, from the various mjthological
(or bowl^), and other ancient strut- symbols scattered about, would aptureo, besides the bungalows of the pear to have been worshippers of
officers. Ascendii1,o the droog from Siva. Almost every village, however,
helice under six successive gateways in this n e i g h b o u ~ ~ l ohas
o ~ a peculiHr
a t different heights, and trave~singan deity of its own, most of them with
endless labyrinth of fortifications all destructive propensities. The iIatives
of solid masonry, winding irregufarly propitiate their good ofiesby putting
LIP from rock to rock to the sulnlnit~ an iron hook through the skin under
guarding every accessible point, and their shoulder-blades, by which they
f0Tming ellclosure within enclosure in are suspended on high to a moveable
the usud style of the fortified rocks transverse beam, like the yard of a
in the south of India, of which Chit- ship, and thus swung round for a
teldroog is probably the most elabo- considerable time, sometimes m e a t
rate specimen extant. The ascent is each end. The country round ChitPartly
steps and partly by almost teldroog was nearly depopulated by
su~erficlal1lotches, cut In the Steep the repeated ravages it sustained durand smooth surface of the rock, and the last MYgOreWar Of 1799, bllt i6
scaled with great difficulty. The more now much
The fortress
exposed points are crowned with bat- is famous above all stations in India
teries, and the fort contains two beau- for the great variety
excellence
tiful tanks of water, various temples of its fruits, including the apple,
and other Hindoo structures, and a orange, and nectarine.-(F&rton,
deep rnapzine well sunk in the rock, 9,)
as a depot for ghee.
CHITTOOB
f ~huifur).-Atown and
Chitteidroog owes its strength not
so mnch to its elevation as to the small pollam o r p t a t e on the w e s t e r ~
steepness of the acclivity on which frontier of the Carnatic, eighty-two
i t stands; and such is the intricacy of miles west from Madras; lat. 1 3 O 15'
the works, that an enemy might be N., b n . 79' 10' E. These pollams
master of the outer walls, and yet came into the possession of the Brinot materially advanced towards the tish government in 1801, and the poreduction of the droog. On the l i i s were expelled in 1804, the lands
other hand, this very complexity ren- having been permanently assessed in
ders t h e place more liable to partial 1803. The country of Chittoor and
surpnaes. T h e ruins of the buddings the western poligws is very strong,
in wbicb General Matthews and being placed between the range of
other English prisoners were con- h i s that bound the Balaghaut and
iined in 1783, are still pointed out t o a second chain, approaching within a
strangers. Although actually witbin few miles of the sea, near to the luke
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of Pulicat. These form an irregular
concave sweep, of varied elevation,
stretching to within a short distance
of ~adras.-45thReport, Wilkf, gc.)
CHITTRA.-A town surrounded by
jungles in the province of Bahar, d i 5
trict of Ramghur, where it is the
head station of the judge and magistrate; lat. 24' 10' N., lon. 84O 50' E.,
110 miles N. by W. from Calcutta.
CHITT~OO.-Asmall town in the
province of Bahar, district of Ramghur, situated on the new Benares
road, 214 miles N.W. from Calcutta.
From this place the road ascends to
the crest of the Toolkee hill, which
is the most elevated point between
Calcutta and Benares, ant1 commands
an extensive rospect of the Hazary
Baugh tableIand, and the rugged
tracts to the south and eastward. On
the summit of the hill, close to the
road, there is a telegraphic signnlpost, part of the telegraphic line of
communication recently established
between Calcutta and Chunar.-(Flularton, gc.)
CHITWAY
(Setam).-A
town in
the province of Malabar, situated on
the seaconat, thirty-nine miles N. by
W. from Cochin ; lat. 10' 31' N., lon.
7 6 O 5'E. This place stands on an
island twenty-smen miles long, and in
some places five broad, named Chitway by Europeans, and by the natives Manapuram. It conaists of two
sections, Shetuvai and Alipuram,
and is se arated from the continent b infers of salt water, which
form t i e northern part of an excellent inland navigation. The soil
of this island is generally poor, and
althou h the whole may be consideref as a plain, the rice fields are
small in proportion to the elevated
land that rises a few feet above the
level of the s e a The shores of the
island are covered with cocoa-nut
palms, from the produce of which
the revenue is chiefly derived, and
the whole in 1800 was rented by the
British government to the Cochin
raja for 30,000 rupees per annum,
but he possesses no legal jurisdiction
over the inhabitants. A slave here,

when thirty years old, costs about
100 fanams, or £2. 14r.7d.; with u
wife the price is double. Children
sell for fifteen to forty-six fanams, or
from 8s. 2)d. to 21s. 1Od.-(F. Buclmnan, gc.)

CHOGDAH.-A town in the province of Bengal, district of Nuddea,
situated on the east bank of the
Hooghly river, about thirty-four miles
above Calcutta; lat. 23O 3' N., Ion.
88O 38' E. This spot was formerly
noted for the voluntary drownings of
the Hindoos; but latterly t h i expiation has become a mere ceremony,
seldom leading to any fatal result.
CHOKEEGHUB.-A
town in the province of Malwa, and circzr of Rnisseen, situated on the top of a hill
two miles north of Chynpoor Barree.
In 1820 it was the head of a pergunnah belonging to the Nabob of Bopaul; lat. 23' 5' N., lon. 78O 15' E.
-(Malcolm, 4c.)
CEIOLEE.-A small townin the province of Malwa, about seven miles
almost due north of Mheyshur ; lat.
22" Y N., Ion. 76' 48' E. It was formerly a large town, but Aliah Bhye
having fixed her residence at Mheyshur, it soon decayed, and in 1620
contained only 175 houses. It is
also named CholeeMheyshur.-(MUG
colm, 4c.)
C H O O A S E fortified
E.~
native station in the province of Lahore, principality of Sukaid, sixteen miles west
from Rampoor in Bussaher, and five
miles north from the Sutuleje; lat.
31° 25' N., lon. 77O 20' E. ; 10,744
feet above the level of the sea.
C~ooezms CAANG.-A town or
station in Tibet, twentg-tbree miles
N.E. from Chaprung; lat. 31' 34' N.,
lon. 79O 68' E.
- A considerable
CHOOMPHOON.
town in Siam, on the road from Lii
gor to Bankok, situated on the right
bank of a river of the same name.
In 1826 it was stockaded, and said to
contain 8,000 inhabitants. It was formerly the entrepbt of a valuable commerce with Tenasserim, but on the
conquest of that province by the

CHOTEESGHUR.
Burmese it was canverted into a
military post, where a force was established to watch the kidnapping incursions of the Burmese.--(Leal, &.)
C ~ o o ~ ~ r . - A s m a ltown
l
and ghurry in the province of Agra, ten miles
west of Jaloun ; lat. 26' 10' N., Ion.
79" 29' E.
CHOOROO.-A town in the province of Ajmeer, principality of Bicanere, in which it ranks after the
capital ; lat. 28' 1%' N., lon. 74" 35'
E., 107 miles W. by N. from the city
of Bicanere. This place is a mile
and a half in circumference, without
including the suburbs, and being situated among naked sand-hills, its
external appearance is imposing. The
walls and houses are constructed of
a lime-stone so purely white as to
give every thing composed of it an extremely neat appearance ; but this
material is very soft, and gradually
crumbles to a white powder, sometimes mixed with shells. Large beds
of this calcareous substance nre
found in many parts of the Ajmeer
desert, which, advancing west from
Chooroo,increases in sterility. Chooroo is reckoned the second town in
the Bicanere dominions ; bot its chief
is rather a dependent than a subject
of the Bicanere rajas. In 1817 it
was plundered by one of Meer Khan's
sirdars, and in 1818 was visited by a
British detachment, the governor,
Purthi Singh, having abandoned it
the day before. It was subsequently
transferred to the Bicanere raja : but
so averse were the inhabitants to this
arrangement, that they threatened
to emlgrate to the Jeypoor raja's territories.-(EFinstone, 4c.)
CHOPBAH.-A large town in the
province of Candeish, which formerly
belonged to the Peshwa, was given
by him to Holcar, and acquired by
the British at the treaty of Mundessor ; lat. 21' 41' N., lon. 75" 23' E.,
fifty-eight miles west from Boorhanpoor. It is the head of a pergunnah
which, in 1820, yielded only 50,000
rupees per annum, the surrounding
country being much covered with
jungle.-(Stdbhnd, qc.)
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Cwoacxe~.-A large village in the
province of Ajmeer, district of Harrowty, situated about seven miles
S.W. from the Mokundra pass. In
1820 it contained about 1,600 inhabitants.-(MS. 4c.)
CHOTEESGHUB
(or thirty-& fortrj.
-A large district in the province of
Gundwana, at present the most eastern possession of the Nagpoor Maharattas. By the Mahomedans it was
formerly denominated Jeharcund ;
but the name properly applies to the
whole province, rather than to any
particular subdivision. The form of
the country, excluding Kuronde and
Bustar, approaches nearly to an oval,
the longest diameter lying north and
south. Choteesghur is of great extent, being 260 miles in length, and
every' where surrounded by hills.
The range near Lanjee to the west,
the mountains of Omerkuntuc to the
north, and those near Sirgoojah to
the north-east, are the most woody
and inaccessible. Sonakhan to the
south-east is also strong, .from the
closeness of the bamboo jungle, and
suddenness of the ascents. In the
centre this district is open and level,
or at most slightly undulated. I t is
separated from the British newly acquired dependencies of Sirgoojah and
Sumbt~ulpoor,by the Sir oojah and
Koorba ranges of hills, fojowing the
course of the Hat.wo river from
Omerkuntuc to within ten miles of
the Mahanuddy river.
Under the Bhoonslas this province
was long managed as a distinct appanage successively of Beembajee,
Moodhajee, Veerojee, and Appa Saheb. The government lands occupy
the centre, and are surrounded by
tributary zemindars. The proportions these bear to each other has
not yet been ascertained, but the firat
are generally most open and best
cultivated ; the latter, indeed, with
the exception of Kawurtlah and Panduria, are not more than one-fourth
under tillage, In Choteesghur tanks
are numerous, particularly at Ruttunpoor, Ryepoor, Dhumdah, &c.,
where, besides assisting the rice cul-
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tivanon, they have been made t o
strengthen the fortified place8 in their
vicinity, being mostly artificial excavations, some of them surrounded
with masonry.
T h e moral character of the inhabitants of this district appeared to
Col. Apnew t o be superior to that
met wlth in most parts of India.
Murders are rere, and in most parts
originate from jealousy or suspicion
of witchcfaft, both causes universally
considered sufficient t o justify the
perpetration of the crime. I n witchcrsft, spells, and incantations, all
clssea here are firm believers, and
many tragical consequences ensue
from these base superstitions. This
difficult art, Ilowever, is supposed
in Choteesghur to be posseswd almost exclusively by old \lomen,
some of whom bring themse ves t o
believe that they actlially are Passewed of the power and knowledge
imputed t o them, although the confession of such an accom lishment
subjects them to expulsion fro. their
castes, cruel treatment, and occasionally to immediate death. The
usual process to ascertain their genuineness is t o tie them in a bag and
throw them into the water, when if
they sink they are considered innocent ; if they float, guilty.
There are two very wlld tribes t o
be found in the hills north of Chotees hur, one of wpich, named the
~ i n f m e w a s ,reside lo the hilly and
woody c o u n t v near Ruttunpoor,
more especially in the Koorba and
Girgoojah hills; but they are so rarely
aieen by the other inhabitant% that
their existence has been called in
an be-'
question. They-are descri*
ing equdly destitute of re!lpn and
-es,
houses or hut6,seeklng shelter
IR the ~ u n g l ellke wild beasts, feeding on the fruit of the mowah and
taindoo trees; yet they are mid to
cultivate small patches .of coarse
grains. According to natlve rePo*%
they d ~ t and
~ eat
y their relations,
when too old to move about, and
also such travdlers as they can catch.
The other tribe are the Pandeeas,
who are less wild than the &n&re-

was, and free from all suspicion of
cannibalism. Both have distinct dialects, unintelligible to the more civilized inhabitants. Within the limits
of this district there is a class of
Mahomedans, who make bracelets
and dye cloths, distinguished by the
name of Toorkarees, who, notwithstanding their profession of the Arabian faith, are said to worship Hindoo
idols, and to besmear their houses
with cow-dung. T h e female*, in particular, of this tribe are strict ohservers of all the Hindoo rites and
ceremonies, and reject Mahomed and
his doctrines.
The ancient history of Clloteesghur
is little known ; i t seems probable
however that it was once in a more
flourishing condition than it at present exhibits. An old record still
existing, details the names of many
villages long extinct, and the ruins
of kjinpoor on the right bank of the
Mahanuddy, twenty miles north of
Aring (said to have been the capital
the very
Hindoo dynasty
of Byram Dee in Kuwurdah), and the
ruins r f I ~ P ! I J tewples nntl buildings
scattered over the country, indicate
a former state of prosperity, and a
more numerous population. This
was for ages under the sway
of a family of Ashwapati, of Rajbungsi princes, one of whom, named
Knllean Singll, was seized and carried
t,Delhi by the imperial army that
entered the countr in pnnsuit of the
Ranny of Durra d u ~ t a n ~ near
e e Jubbulpoor. During his captivity he
agreed to become tributary t o the
emperor : notwithstanding which submission, until its final conquest by the
Maharattas about 1752, this country
seems to have beem generally exempt
from all f o r e i p control, and its original institutions to have remained
unaltered. The revenue collections
of the modern district of Choteesghur, in 1818-19, under the British
system, amounted to 331,470 rupeee ;
in 1824 to 385,840 r u p e q . 4 Jenkim,
dgscw,$c.)
-An
exCHOUDAN'SCOUNTBY.
tremely mountairtous country in

CHUKA.
Northern m in do st an within the British limits, and consisting of a kind
of Doab, between the fork of the
Cali and Doulee rivers, about Iat.
30' N., and Ion. 80' 40' E., bordering on the Nepaulese territoiies east
of the Cali.
c ~ o u ~ . - A n ancient town on the
sea-coast of Aurungabad, thirty miles
S. by E. from Bomhay ; lat. 18' 31'
N., Ion. 73' 2'E. This was a place
of considerable importance during
the Bhamenee dynasty of the Deccan,
being mentioned as such by Ferishta.
CHOUNDKOT.-Asmall town in
Northern Hindostan, eighteen miles
S.S.E. from Serinagur ; lat. 29' 58'
N., lon. 78' 54' E.
*

C a o u a ~ ~ ~ u a . -town
A and strollg
fortress in the province of Gundwana, situated at the northern extremity of the Mahadeo hills, about
fifty miles E. by S. from Hosseinabad
on the Nerbudda. In May 1818 this
place was captured by General Watson's detachment; and in November
the Gonds, who appear during the
interval to have grown into favour
with themselves, made a very spirited
attempt to retake it, but were repulsed with much slaughter. Lat. 22'
48' N., lon. 78' 54' E. This fortress
was acquired by the Nagpoor stare
from the Poona Maharattas in 1799,
being necessary for the secure occupation of the valley of the Nerbudda.
CHOWAL.-A district in the northeastern quarter of the Gujerat province, situated between the 23d and
24th degrees of north latitude. The
chief towns are Massawna,Beejapoor,
and Maunsa ; and the principal river,
the Roopeyne.
CHOWERA.-A town in the Gujerat peninsula, thirt miles E. by N.
from Wankaneer. $his place is situated on an eminence, and surrounded by a high stone wan with
square towers in a ruinous state.
CHOW
~A.-Avillage in theprovince

of Aurungabad, which gives its name
to a beautiful pass through the hills,
ten miles N.E. of the city of Aurungabad.
CHUASIFORT.-A fort or peak in
the province of Lahore, division of
Sukhait, situated on the right bank
of the Sutuleje, 10,744 feet above
the level of the sea; lat. 31' 25'N.,
Ion. 78' 29' E.--(Hodgson and Herbert, gc.)
CHUCH.-A small district or valley
in the north-west corner of the Lahore province, about the 34th degree
of north latitude, bounded on the
north and west by the Indus, and on
the south by the Ghursheen river.
This territory, and adjacent district
named Hazareh, contai:is many fertile
plains,inhabited by Hindoos that have
been converted to the Mahomedan religion, and named Goojers. Amongst
these also are many turbulentAfghans
of various tribes, who are in fact the
masters of the country. Within the
geographical limits of Chuch, but
beyond those of the valley, are the
towns of Attock and Hussoo. Near
Attock the plain of Chuch is well
cultivated, principally with wheat ;
further east the country is of a wavy
surface, generaHy dry and barren, and
cut up by deep ravmes ; but approaching the eastern border is the
beautiful valley of Hussein Abdaul.
-(Elphinstone, 5-c.)
CHUCKOWAL.-A
town in the province of Lahore, sixty-eight miles E.
from the Indus; lat. 33' 4' N., loo.
72" 34' E.
CHUKA.-A castle in Bootan, near
to which is a chain bridge of a remarkable construction st~etdredover
the river Tehintckieu ; lat. 27' 16'
N., Ion. 89O 34' E., forty miles south
from Tassisudon. The fortress of
Chuka is a lar building placed on
elevated groun$with only one entrance to the interior, built of stone
with walls of a prodiiious thickness.
The natives have no records to certify when thechain Bridge was we&
ed, but are generally of opinion that
it was fabricated by the devata, or

CBUMPANEER.
demigod, Tehupchal. The adjacent
country abounds with strawberries,
which are seldom eaten by the genuine Bootanners. Here are also
many well-known British plants, such
as docks, nettles, primroses, and
dog-roses-+ refreshing sight to the
eye of a parched European.-(Turner, &c.)
CHUMBUL
R~v~a.--This river has
its source in the province of Malwa,
in the hills about four miles S.E. of
Haussulpoor, and two miles W. of
Burgoonda, whence it flows almost
due north, passing many villages to
near Peplowda, where it receives the
Chumlee! and subsequently the Wangeyree nver, near Omernee. Proceeding thence, in almost the same
direction, it approaches Tall, where
it takes a sweep N.W. round the fortress of Nagutwarra, from whence it
runs with a winding course, receiving
many contributory streams, until it
falls into the Jumna about twentgfive miles below Etaweh. Thelength
of its course, including windings, may
be estimated at 500 miles. The nominal source of the Chumbul is.in
part of the Vindhya range, nlne
miles S.W. of the cantonment at
Mhow, but this portion is dry in the
hot season. The current is In most
parts gentle, its bed rocky, and its
cburse through Malwa much obstructed by shallows; but after entering Harrowtee by an opening in
the Mokundra range it becomes a
fine and deep stream. This river is
often named the Sumbul, and is nupposed by Major Rennell to be the
Sambus of Ardan; Major Wilford
derives the name from charmanawati, abounding in hides.-(Malcolm,
Hunter, RenneU, Qc.)
CHUMPANEER
(chaPanir).-A
large
subdivision of the Gujerat province
situated between the twenty-second
and twenty-fourth degrees of north
latitude, and bounded towards the.
east by the Malwa province. I t
has two large boundary rivers, the
Nerbudda and Mahy, and is traversed
by many lesser streams. The greater
portion is now subordinate either to

the British government or the Guicowar; but it also contains several
petty native chiefs, such as the Rajas
of Soonth and Lunawara.
CHUMPANEER
(or ~owan~hnr).The ancient capital of the above district, situated sixty miles N.E. from
Broach ; lat. 2Z0 31' N., Ion. 73' 41'
E. Chu~paneer,or Pavanghudd, is
a large mountain, or rather rock, rising out of the bosom of Gujerat, one
of the most level provinces of Hiudostan. I t stands about twenty-two
miles N.E. from Baroda in a straight
line, and, except a few hillocks, in
comparison it stands alone, frowning
over the south-eastern quarter of the
district. The height, by a rough estimate, may be about 2,500 feet above
the plain, and on some sides it appears nearly perpendicular. It is
visible ten miles south of Baroda,
and also from the minaret of the
Jumma Musjid (mosque) at Ahmedabad, at least seventy miles distant.
At the northern base are the remains
of an ancient city, the ruins of which
extend several niiles on each side of
the mountain, but are at present
covered with jungle, the abode of
tigers and wild Bheels. The mountain above is strengthened by two
forts, the upper by the natives deemed impregnable.
Chumpaneer is supposed to have
been the capital of a Hindoo principality long before the Mahomedan
invasion, and was taken in 889 of the
Hijera by Mahmood, the seventh
king of western Gujerat, after a siege,
or rather blockade (the natives say)
of twelve years. I t was subsequently
captured by the emperor Hoomayun
in A.D. 1534, and is described by
Abul. Fazel, in 1582, as even the11
surrounded by extensive Hindoo and
Mahomedan ruins. On the decline
of the Mogul empire Chumpaneer
fell into the hands of the Maharattas,
and in 1803, along with the adjacent
territory, was possessed by Sindia ;
from whom, notwithstanding its formidable position, it was easily captured in 1803, and with the same
facility restored in 1804. In 1812

CHUNDAIL.
the town or ettah contained only
400 houses, o f which, such has been
its decay, not more than half were
inhabited. The Bheels, who in this
tract appear to be the aborigines of
the country, speak remarkably pure
Gujerattee, havihg had but little intermixture with strangers. In native
estimation the dignity of this fortress
is very great, and so strongly impressed are the adjacent petty ststes
of Lunawara and Soonth, of having
been from all antiquity appendages
to that towering
containing
the goddess Cali, their tutelary deity,
that they never consider themselves
wholly independent of the authority
that has actual possession of the renerable h i l I . - ( M , 5th Reg., +)
C H U M P A R U N . -SARUN.
S~~
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to the ground in the invasion of Kumaon by theBritish.-(FuUnrton, 4c.I
C'uNAR
for Clmndal~hur)'-A
town and fortress in the province of
Allahabad, district of Juanpoor, sitnOn the south side Of the Ganges#
miles in a
direction S.W. from Benares ; lat. 2.6'
9' N., Ion. 8 P 54' E. The fortress is
On a fine stone rock,
hundred feet highs that rises
from the plains and advances some
distance into the river. The principal defences consist Of a single 'lone
parapet with towers, built along the
margin of the precipitous ridge.
The town stands to the eastward Of
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bungalows. In 1819 a commodious
building was erected for the reception
CnuMpAwuT fChampavati).
A of Trimbuckjee Dainglia, the nototown in Northen Hindostnn, the an- rious
and minister of the excient capital of the Kumaon province, Peshwa, and in the neighbourhood
1°7
Inilea N.
E. from are several handsome Mahornedan
Bareily, and fifty from Almora; tat.
B020' N., Ion. 79' 57'E. From its
1530 Chunar was the revicinity to the Cali river, it is some- sidence of Shere
the Afghan,
times named Kari K~imaon Chumthe emperor HoomayL1n
pawut stands in a considerable valley who
of irregular surface, tolerabl well from Hindostan; and in 1575 it was
after a siege Of
cultivated in terraced fields, d e r the taken by the
fashion of the hills. In 1819 the six nlonths. In 1763, this fortress,
a night attack Of the
town consisted of about sixty stone after
houses, with awooden frame in front, British troops, was some time afterwards delivered up without a siege,
as at Almora.
o the east is
a sin- and has ever since remained under
gular
groupe ofT diminutive
Hindoo
the Bengal government. Travelling
temples, but of very curious and
elaborate workmanship, and abound- distance from Calcutta
dahad 574 miles, by Beerbfiwm 469
ing with minute sculpture, now much miles. -(Fzcllurton,
Yalenlia,
mutilated, done (as is said) by the
Rohill&s when they invaded Ku- Gholoum H08rein3
Fe&htaS
gc.)
maon. There is also a small modern
C ~ U N D AfChandah).-A
IL
small
temple, dedicated to Naganath (the district in the province of Gundwana,
lord of serpents), who appears by bpunded on the north by the Sone
proxy in the form of a small mound nver, and formerly separated from
of clay; and near to this symbol are the British districts b the river Bothe ruins of the ancient fort of ker. The natives o f this province
Chumpawut. At this place the na- csll themselves Chundails, and are a
tives shew the remains of a mul- (roiduant) tribe of Rajpoots, the
berry tree of remarkable age and usual residence of whose chief, in
dimensions (thirty-three feet in cir- A.D. 1794, was at Rajeghur, twenty
cumference), with the existence of miles west of Beejeeghur. This counwhich they considered the fate of the try became tributary to the Benares
province to be involved, in proof of Rajas in the days of Bulwunt Singh,
which, they allege that part of it fell who first. conquered it; for it had
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hot ever been thoroughly subdued by
the Moguls, although by Aurengzebe
formally annexed to the soubah of
Allahabad. This territory is very
thinly inhabited, and in many parts
a com lete wilderness. The road
south Prom the British dominions is
over a number of small hills, with
scarcely the vestige of a habitation,
there being few permanent villages,
the inhabitants making apractice of
changing their habitations very frequently. The natives of these hills
are named Karwar, and are a very
savage tribe, divided into many sects,
acknowledging subordination to a
vassal of the Burder rajas, who reside at Buddery.--(J. B. Blunt, &.)
C ~ u w n ~ a s u n v ~ ~ .nloulltain
-A
in
Northern Hindostan, eleven miles
N.W. from Serinagur; lat. 30° 1Y N.,
Ion. 78' 37'E. Its summit is 7,661
feet above the level of the sea.
CHUNDEAPOOR.-A
subdivision of
the Sumbhulpoor district in the province of Gundwana, conquered by
the Nagpoor Maharattas about A.D.
1750, but now subject to the British
government. In 1818 it was in a sad
state of desolation, and overrun by
immense herds of wild buffaloes.(Roughsedge, $c.)
CHUNDLAH.-A
town in the province of Allahabad, twenty-eight
miles S.S.W. from Banda; lat. 25' 4'
N., Ion. 80' 10'E.

E. It was ceded along with the district to the British government in
1818.
CHITPP~A.-A
town and pergunnah
belonging to Meer Khan in the province of Malwa, thirty-four miles N.
by W. from Raghooghur ;lat. 24O 39'
N., Ion. 49' E.

CHUPRAH.-A town in the province of Bahar, district of Sarun, of
which it is the capital, situated on
the north side of the Ganges, thirtytwo miles W.N.W. from Patna ; lat.
25' 46' N., Ion. 84' 46' E. This is a
town of little breadth, but extending along the Ganges for nearly
a mile. In 1817 it contained 8,700
families, which at five persons to
a family would give 43,500 inhabitants. In the vicinity of Chuprah
the Kharwa tribe are numerous.
They occasionally fish and carry the
palanquin, but a r e mostly agicultural. They migrate froin hence to
Calcutta, Patna, and Benares, and at
the fort are distinguished by the name
of Patna bearers, while in their own
country they are mostly labourers of
the soil. Although domesticated
here, their original country is said to
be in the neighbourhood of an old
fortress called Khayra, in Chuta
Nagpoor. According to strict Hindoo notions they are an impure tribe,
although they have abandoned many
customs to which they are addicted
in their original countrj.-(F. BuCHUNDLYE.-Asmall town in the chanan. r9.c.)
province of Ajmeer, principality of
CHUR(Or ChOOr) MO~NTAIN-Jeypoor, about nineteen miles south
peak in Northern Hinfrom the city of J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - (A~ remarkable
Ms.,
dostan. division of Sirmore : lat. 3U0
R" \
52' N:, Ion. 77' 28' E., hevation
CHUNDOWSY.-A
town in the pro- above the sea 12,149 feet. This is
vince of Delhi, district of Bareily, the loftiest mountain south of the
which before the cession of Rohil- great Himalaya, between the Sutnleje
cund to the British government was and Juinna, where it niay be seen
the grand salt mart of the province; towering above the others. Its elelat. 2S0 26'N., Ion. 78' 38'E., forty vation is such, that it turns and semiles W. by N. from Bareily.
parates the waters of Hindostan.
CHUPPABAH.-Aconsiderable tewn Those that rise on the southern and
in the province of Gundwana, situ- eastern face are sent to join the Paated on the Wynegunga river, ninety- bur and the Girree, the Tonse and
five miles N.N.E. fro111 the city of the Jumna, and ultimately find their
Nagpoor ;lat. 22O 24' N., Ion. 79' 68' way to the Bay of Bengal; while those
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CHUTA NAGPOOR.
that flow from the northern and western exposures, proceed to the Sutuleje and Indus, and combined with
the last disembogue into the Arabian
ocean.-(Jar. Frascr, ,Hoeson and
Herbert, qc.)
CHURAN.-A town in the province
of Bengal, district of Dacca Jelalpoor, situated on the Issamutty river,
thirteen miles S.W. from the city of
Dacca. Near this place there is an
extensive tract of inundated country
named the Churan Jcel.
CHIIT.-Atown in the orovince of
Delhi, twenty-one miles' east from
Sirhind ; lat. 30' 37' N., Ion. 76' 45'
--E.
CHUTA NAGPOOR/Little. x46poor:) - A large zemindar~ in the
provlnce of Bahar, situated a t the
southern extrenlity, and now incorporated with the district of Ramghur.
I t is bounded on the south-east and
west by the ancient Hind00 province
of Gundwana~and never was
p l e t e l ~subjugated by the Mahomedans, altho~lghits rajas were reduced
to the condition of tributaries by the
Mogul viceroys of B e n d ; Yet they
were little interfered with 80 long as
their contributions were punctually
paid.
Chuta Nagpoor is an extensive
hilly tract (not mountainous), and
much covered with forest; formerly
fostered with great care by its chiefs,
as a protection against invasion from
without; indeed, the nature of the
country is such as would render it
extremely difficult either to penetrate
or subdue, on account of the unhealthy jungles, so deleterious t o
troops not born on the spot. The
chains of mountains run east and
west; some are continuous for many
miles, others interrupted, and the
highest does not exceed 6,000 feet
above the level of the sea, if so much.
Part of Chuta Nagpoor and of the
Rarnghur district may be considered
as table-land, but the surface ucdulares, is intersected by deep ravines,
and partially covered with jungle,
thinly interspersed with villages.
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These tracts are quite inland, being
distant from 300 to 400 miles from
the sea. l J ~ e plains in some parts
are very extensive, expanding for
many miles without interruption.
Those of CIluta Nagpoor are cultivated with different kinds of pulse,
wheat, barley, cotton, a little sugarcane, and some esculents. The soil
in many parts is of a reddish colour,
and extremely productive, more especially of cotton, and requires little
ploughing o r preparation. The acclivities consist principally of loam,
and having many springs, t h r o u g h o ~ ~ t
the year produce rice in abundance.
Like other hilly tracts, this zemindary contains the sources of many
streams ; but they do not attain any
considerable size until they quit its
limits. Beneath the surfnc;? iron ore
is found in abundance, but this u s e
ful metal can be itnported from Europe on such moderate terms, that
its collection and fusion on the spot
present no encouragement to the speculator. The impervious fastnesses
here conceal many strange tribes,
who, even a t this late era of Hindoo
predominance, have llot yet become
converts to the Brahminical doctrines, and are consequently classed
by the riests among the abominable.
T h e ~ l e t a u r i ,the Keevi, and the
Dhanggar still compose the bulk of
the inhabitants, and some of these
are said not to speak the Hindi lauguage. The Dhanggar are still impure unconverted n~lechchasor barbarians. This territory contains a
lnrge proportion of the Cole and
Lurka Cole tribes, more especially
in the pergunnah of Tamar, and the
tracts situated near the hills that separate it from Singboom, where there
were disturbances in 1822. The Tamar female Coles possess some wearing apparel, but those of the Lurka
Coles go entirely naked except a
small piece of cloth. They appear
to be Hindoos, but of the most degraded castes. The principal towns,
o r rather villages, are Burwa and
Maharajegunge, but the country in
general is very thinly populated.
For many years subsequent to the

CICACOLE.
Britiab conquest, the Chuta Nagpoor
rajas, of the Sahi family, assumed
and exercised independent powers,
and Raja Deonauth Sahi appears rather t o have been recognized as a
tributary, than a zemindar holding
lands liable to revenue. Prior to
1807 no decree of the Ramghur court
of justice, disagreeable to the raja
o r his dewan, had any effect in his
temtories except backed by a detachment ; but in that year Raja Govindnauth Sahi Deo consented to the
introduction of a systematic police;
but itwas perfectly evident, during the
negotiation, that he had no real intention of carrying them into effect.
T h e late and present Nagpoor chiefs
have adhered with singular erseveno
ranee to the resolution of
personal intercourse of communication with the British functionaries,
preserving towards them, and all
other Europeans, the most rigid
invisibility. The consequence of this
has been that the lives and roperties have been at the mercy ofnn unprincipled dewan, who, without any
personal interent in the district, considered it his duty to frustrnte every
measure, civil or military, of the
British government.
In this manner the raja, or rather
his ministers, continuing to manifest
the utmost contumacy and systematic
resistance to all the orders of government, a small force was at last, in
1809, marched into his country, under the command of Major E. Roughsedge : on the approach of which the
raja quitted his capital, Maharajegunge, with much perturbation, and
fled into the neighbouring jungles,
where he endeavoured to preserve
his hereditary invisibility, and resist
ed all persuasions to return. Letters
being despatched to him, he withdrew
further into the jun les of Singboom,
where he remame! so inaccessible,
that a private messenger was detained twenty miles distance from his
actual residence six days, and then
sent with (probably) a fabricated reply ;for it never could be ascertained
that the letters ever actually reached
his hands. By this expedition the
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country was brought under proper
subordination ; but, of course, with
a great diminution of the raja's authority, and the total annihilation of
his dewan's. Indeed, prior t o this
event, the Chuta Nagpoor aemindary
had been held on easier terms than
any other portion of the British dominions in Hindostan. In 1805 i t
was calculated that the raja realized
from his tenants 160,000 rupees per
annum, while the land-tax he paid
was only 13,000 rupees per annum.
With the surplus he usually supported an armed rabble of 2,000 men;
and the population, if well-disposed,
might furnish 20,000 more.
This subdivision of the Bahar province is designated by the term chrc
fa, to distinguish it from the other
Nag oor, possessed by the BhoonsIah haharatta family; and the name
(Nagpoor) indicates, that in the opinion of the natives the temtory contains diamonds.-(Roqhaedge,
CoG
vin, Sealey, Col. Brwghton, 4c.)
CHYMPOOE
BAREL-A considerable town in the province of Malwa,
district of Raisseen, belonging to the
Bopaul nabob, situated in a mountainous country, forty-eight miles E.
by S. from the city of Bopaul; lat.
23' P N., Ion. 78O 15' E.
CICACOLE
(Chkacula).-The
largest of the northern Circars, now comprehended in the modern district of
Ganjam, of which it forms the largest portion. I t formerly contained
about 1,600 miles of superficial measure, exclusive of that portion of
country situated along thegreat ridge
of boundary mountains t o the west.
The climate of the northern circars
(of which Cicacole occupies so large
a space), with ageneral conformity to
that of Hindostan, has, from local position nnd other circumstances, some
peculiarities in each of the three
seasons. The periodical rains usually
set in about the middle of June, with
a westerly wind, in moderate showers, until the end of Au ust, which
month concludes the smalfgrain h u
vest; from this time the rain continues in great abundance until the

.

beginning of November, when it generally breaks up with violence, and
is succeeded b a north-easterly wind.
The middle o h h i s latter and pleasant
season finishes the harvest for rice
and bajary, which are the great production of the country north of the
Godavery. The close of the vernal
equinox terminates the third harvest,
the grand one for maize, as well aa
for all the different species of grain
and pease south of that river; then
begins the hot season, which is always extremely moderate towards
the northern extremity, near Ganjnm,
because of the diurnal sea-breezes,
and the position of the neighbouring
hills from south to west, contrary to
the ordinary direction of the wind at
Masulipatsm.
The southern division of Cicacole,
with a better soil than the rest, is wstered by four rivers, which have their
respective outlets at Vizagapatam,
Bimlapatam, Cicacole, and Calingapatam, besides many lesser streams,
during the rains. Taken altogether,
Cicacole has few extensive plains,
and the hills increase in frequency
and magnitude as they npproach the
range of mountains bounding this
and Rajamundry to the north-west.
The hills and narrower bottoms that
separate them, were formerly suffered
t o get overrun with jungle by the native proprietors, aa the best protection for the opener vallies allotted
to cultivation. During the Carnatic
wars? and indeed until lately, that
provlnce was sup lied with large
quantities of rice Kom this circar;
but since the long duration of permanent tranquillity, for the last forty
years, the necessity for importinq
grain to Madras has greatly diminished. The public revenue here has
very generally, and for a long period
of time, been paid through intermediate renters, a great difficulty having
always been experienced in prevailin on the inhabitants to rent their
v' ]ages, even for a grain rent.
Cicacole w& ceded to the French
in 1753 by Salabut Jung, the reigning
soubahdar of the Deccan, at which
time its limits extended from the

f
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Godavery to Juggetl~auth. At the
above date the French possessed territories greater, both in value and extent, than hsd ever been previously
pwsessed by Europeans in Hindostan, not excepting the Portuguese
when at the height of their prosperity. I t was acquired along with the
dewanny of Bengnl, in 1765, during
the government of Lord Clive.-(J.
Grant, Orre, White, 4c.)
CICACOLE.-Theancient capital of
the preceding circar, by the Mahomedans named Maphus Bunder ;lai. lBO
15' N., Ion. 84" E., fifty-five miles
N.N.E. from Vizagapatnm. This is
a large town, situated on the high
northern bank of the Cicacole river,
which rises in the Gundwana mountains, and falls into the sea a few
miles below the town, where it is
about one-third of a mile broad. Cicacole contains several considerable
bazi~rs,but is irregularly built, being a
mixture of all sorts of houses and
huts. In the centre is a neat range
of barracks, and vestiges of a m~td
rampart and of some European dwelling houses are still to be seen; but
in 1820 the Ganjam veteran battalion was the only garrison. In 1815,
in consequence of a contagious fever
that raged at Ganjam, the courts of
justice and revenue were for a time
transferred to Cicacole ; but latterly
Burhampoor appears to have beep
selected for the headquarters of the
district. Mosques and other small
Mahomedan buildings are numerous
here. The principal mosque, which
is of considerable sanctity, erected in
the year of the Hejira 1051, by Sheikh
Mahomed Khan, is a stone buildinl;,
of respectable appearance, with mlnars, gardens, and fountains.-(FuG
lorton, 4-12.)

-

T H E NORTHERN CIRCARS.
A large province extending along
the west side of the bay of Bengal,
from the fifteenth to the twentieth
degrees of north latitude. The sea
bounds it to the east, along a coast
of 470 miles, from Moutapilly, its
southern extremity, to Malond, on
2E
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the bordem of tbe Chib lake. more of its inhence tasd they d&ve
I t is divided from the Hydanln~d from the o c c e d o ~ lcloud^ blown in
kurge of emall d a by the daily sedweeze. P d n g
provincer by
:ached hills, exeading to the banks further north, t h lrIns of this quof the Godavery 1 ~d to the nortb of the year become mikler, until iR
of that river aepmted from Guud- Cuttack the seamon approximates t o
warm by 8 continued rmge of m u n - that of Bsagal ;
N.E. monsoon
tains, airnost impaaseble for r home towuds the bay becoming dmost
or wheeJed carriage, t o the 4
laad wind, bringing d d weather
western extremity of the circam lioo the northern mountains, but
at Goomsur. From hewe the chin accompanied with very little moisof hills curves to the eastward, ture.
and with the Chilka lake forms a barThe general climate of this region,
rier of fifty miles to the north, ex- to the north of the Godavery, h.r
cept a tongue of land between that been described under the article
lake and the sea. Towards the south Cicacole : to the wuth of that
the small river Gunde ma, which river, for the first two months
empties itaelf at ~outapi&,separates
southerly g a l a p d l a l o q
the circars from Ongole and the Car- shore, which together with the sea
natic below the ghauts. The area or breezes moderate the heat ; but the
au~er6cidcontents, as originally ac- baleful influence of the former, acquued by the British government, quired by blowing over the d t
map be estimated at 17,000 geogm- marshes on the sea-coast, is injurious
h~calsquare miles, of which (in to animal life, and destructive to vef784) onefifth was estimated to be in getation. During the succeeding
cultivation or fallow, two-6Ms in month until the rains, the wind
pasture, and the remainder woods, coming from the west over a parched
water, towns, barren hills, or a sandy loose soil of great extent, uninterwaste, three miles in breadth, bor- rupted by any continued chain of
dering the whole extent of the sea- hills, and along the broad, sandy, and
almost dry bed of the Krishna, becoast.
The ganddivisionsof the Northern comes so intolerably hot near the
Circars are nsturally five, principally mouth of that river as to raise the
marked by rivers runnink from the themlometer, sometimes for en entire
hills on the western fronher. These week, to 110°, and even in other
divisions are Guntoor or Mortizabad; parts it has been known to stand at
Condapill or Mustaphabad, Ellore, 1 l P at ht o'alock in the evening,
R.ajamunc&, and Cincole, audently and at m$night to as high u 106'.
named Calinga. The sea-coast of this Neither wood nor glses is capable of
province is not equally exposed to bearing this heat for any length of
the violence of the north-east mon- time; the latter, suck as sbades and
soon as that of the more southern globe lanterns, crack and 89 to
shores on the same side of the bay. pieces ;the former warps Pod shriolrs
From Point C a b e r to Ongole the so much that the nails fall out of t8e
Carnatic sea-coast lit. nearly in a doors and tablea. Another pcustraight line from north to s o h , and liarity of the climate is the noxious
is therefore in the direct course of state of the air in all the hilly re
the periodical storms which sweep gions throughout the different seaacross the bay of Bagd ; but above sons of vegetation, which occaoiom
Ongole the winding of the coa& is the distemper called the hill ik'ever.
from soath-west to northat, so This hae been attriiuted to m a y
that the laad here lies almost parallel causes, but it M probably owing to
with the mmeoon. Thus it happens the grown- of an ntmosphere fat
that while the country between Ma- with fogs, and surcharged with tbC
dras and the ghau@ is deluged by exhalatwos of a luxuriwt soil pent
torrenta of min, the Circars feel little up in vallies, having the free circula-

CIRCARS.
tion impeded
th6 surrounding
iundes and forests.
!%orb Coringa to Gkirjatn the h ~ t
&J viewed from the sea, appears mountainous, and from C o i h
wards low, flat, and srady.
gmahd seldom yields more thin one
crop of &ain annually, but thebe beig p l h t y df wdtkr, lt is generally a
heavy one. There are mahf, small
rivers rnahia towards b e sea, diviled wt@iaflY into canals, and dtetwards conducted into tatiks and
reservoirs. The principal quadrupeds
ate sheep and the larger s eciessf
horned cattle ; and the ncigLudng
sea, with its nuWr01s islets abounds
with every species of Indian fish
The Circats are exceedi$jly productive of grain, and formerly, during
the north-errsterfy monsoob,ware the
granary of Mrdtas, in like manner es
Tan'ore was rekoned on during t b
souti-west monsoon. Fruits, mats
knd greed esculehta tin? scarce, and
raised with di5icult.y south of rht
Godavery, and even t o the dortR Of
that river, owing it is suppbsed to
the influence of the sell air. Su r
and cotton are produced, and of
latter a grent dm1 is brought from
the ioterior; ba srlt and tobacco
(the latter excelTcnt) are exported.
The forests of Ra'amundry, fiom the
commencement o! the hills along the
banks of the Godavery to Poloonrrh&,
yield abundance of large teaL treea
Plain longcloth, which forms the
groundwork of the best printed calicoes in Europe, is wrought in the
island of Nagore, and palempores at
Masulipatam ; coarser cloths to the
north and south of tbe Godavery.
The muslins of Cicacole, the woollen
carpets of Ellore, and the silks of
Burhampoor, are rather objects of
curiosit thnn considerable in quantity. J h e r a w silk is all itnported.
Ships of 500 tons have been conetructed at Caringa and Narsopoor,
the two principal mouths of the Go.
davery, and above 50,000 tons of
small native craft are emplayed in
the eoastin trade, prinei ally with
Madras. T ~ Cexports to g r o p e are
c h i d y fine cottud fabrics. The ar-
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tides tfansp6tted inlaid by the ih'ne
rant tr&deta are a l t , pplece-goods,
,copper, and
silk from B~agal;
the returns cotton and wheat. A
large proportion of the East-Indih
Cdmpan s investdent of piece gooas
is pri&
in these Cifears. TLe
female popahtion p d y pm art
the thread, bell the pmdtke di' &&
welt's work td thg tve8vdt, and
purchase a new stock 6f cot- fbc
the next week. The feuhles also b
decayed familits, who from the N&
cluded tenour of their lives have Uttk
d o i c e of employment, derivc f r h
this source a support for their PeebI.4
existence, whikh it is to be hoped
do machinery will ever endanger. A
eedsiderable quantity d the cottoah
thus used is raised on the spot, tbo
rest brought firam the Cebtkal h t h n
in etchange for salt.
The mtiv& iahzhitalh od tbe PDe
M o d e r n Circars, exclusipe bf a &+
Mahomedins dispersed thtoagh thk
d & n d ta*~s, are wholly &Iindoo#,
and, according to returns made t'b
the hlddrhs government ih Idb2,tvete
estimated at 2,995,481 per~0ti6.?hey
are cbknpostd ol M o hation&, the
f e l i n e ant1 the Ooria,Oria, or Orissa,
formerly separated by the Godaver ,
but greatly intermixed since thd;
union. They speak and write differimt
dialects, and have rites, customs,
and characteristical traits, perfectly
distinguishable from each other. The
four great castes or subdivisioas ark
common to both, but the Oorias arb
supposed to deviate less from o t i g i d
iostitutiow than the o t h m . T ~ I C
Brahmins, as elsewhere, enjoy undisputed pre-eminence. It is probable
that many of the poligars and zemindnrs were descendants of ancient
Hindoo chiefa and public officers who
had usurped lands. The Velmas
were an aboriginal race of Telingana
orwn. The Rachewars a pear to
have been descendants o r a pure
Rajpoot colonkfrom Upper Hindostan. The orias were the off,
spring of the Gujaputty d ' abty of
Driua kings; but the *hocof the
abovk tribes affect the &rj ot mknnen, aaa pretend to be o L s oir2 x 2
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tial caste. The remainder are huabandmen, cowherds, weavers, to ether with the artificers hereager
enumerated, and maintained by the
greater villeges.
Geograph~callyconsidered, a vill y e here is a tract of country compnsing some hundred or some thousand acres of arable or waste land;
politically viewed it resembles a township or corporation. Its proper establishment of officers and servants
consists of the following descrip
tions:
1. The potail or head inhabitant,
who has a general superintendence
of the affairs of the village, settles
dis utes, attends to the police, and
eo%cts the revenue within his village.
2. The tallia and totie: the duty
of the first consists in gaining information of crimes and ofences, and
in escorting and protecting travellers
from one village to another; the duties of the last appear confined immediately to the village, where he
guards the crops and assists in measuring them.
3. The boundary man, who preserves the limits of the village, or
gives evidence respecting them in
matters of dispute.
4. The curnum, or village accouutant.
5. The superilltendent of the tanks
and water-courses, who distributes
the water therefrom for the purposes
of agriculture.
6. The Brahmin, who performs the
village worship.
7. The schoolmaster, who is seen
teaching the children to read and
write on the sand.
8. The calendar Brahmin, or astrologer, who proclaims the lucky
and unpropitious periods for sowing
and reaping.
9. The smith and carpenter, who
manufacture the implements of agriculture, and build the dwelling of
the cultivator.
10. The potman or potter; the
washerman ; the barber; the cowkeeper, who tends the cattle; the
iloctor ; the dancing-girl, whoattends

a t rejoicings ; the musician'; ind the
poet.
These officers and servants generally cbnstitute the establishment of
a Hindoo village. In addition to the
portion of land appropriated to the
pagoda establishment, to the local officers of the government, and to the
village servants, they were each entitled to certain small hares or perquisites from the crops of the villagers. Under this simple form of
government the inhabitants lived from
time immemorial. The boundaries of
villages have been but seldom altered;
and although villages have been oRen
injured, and even desolated by war,
famine, and disease, the same name,
the same limits, and even the same
families have continued for ages.
The inhabitants give themselves no
trouble about the breaking u and
division of kingdoms; while tRe vil1 e remains entire, they care not to
%at sovereign it is transferred, or to
what dynasty it devolves, its internal
economy remaining the same.
The towns and villages in this province consist of mud huts and houses;
yet the peasantry are not, on the
whole, incommodiously lodged. The
temples, tanks, and other great
works are few and insignificant, when
compared with those of the south;
and the roads, with the exception of
Bengal, where they are not required,
probably the worst in India. Wheeled
carriages are consequently scarcely
used for the commerce of the interior,
and the communication from place to
place at certain seasons is extremely
difficult, even for loaded cattle, especially over the black soil of Guntoor
and the swamps of the northern districts. The numerous streams, rivers,
and creeks that intersect the country
(as in Malabar) from east to west,
without bridges or proper ferry boats,
are a great impediment to inland
traffic, and a never-ceasing annoyance to the traveller, for whose accommodation a palmyrecatamaran is
the usual expedient. The coss here
is about equal to two miles English.
The five northern Circars, when
acquired by the East-India Company,

is 1777 it ma ealaulsted t b t the deot jurisdiction of the raja. Tbe
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of awed men reaintnioed by whole aroa probably exceeds 2,500
them amounted to 41,000. In 1794 stpus milea.
Ia the northern parts of this coun8 change in the internal governmaat
of thb p r p r i w t d place, which try, about Plvgunuru and Shilicary,
war followed by the p e s h l e e q t of the rice grwnda are narruw valleyq
tbe great zeminder of Vi&magrurn, well watered by perennial atreams,
and the restoration of such ~ m i n - which eaoble thq cultivators to raiw
two crops a n d y . Their h s e s are
h i e d in roves of palmsa mangothat dirt tbs
p e a , however, of improvqment con- jnds, an3 plantinued to be very slew compued with bottom of the little hillo. Above are
other dietrirts similarly situated, al- woods of foreat trees, which, dthough wnsiderable d i o m t i o n baa though not m stately nu tbose oC
Chittagow are very 6% an4 free
taken place in the fioral deput-t.
The system of a permanent ~seassrseat from rattans and climbers. The teak
wan introduced and established ip tbc and viti (a black wood) abound in
Northern Circers during the years these forests; but most of the huge
1802 and 1804, when the p r o v i m trees have been cut, and no care hse
a
a
m divided into five regular jurisdic. been taken to encourage their reprotionrr ar dlectoratea, wis, Ga 'am, ductiop, or to check the growth of
useless timber. Towards Cacadu the
WYWU@., bMundrY,
tam, md Guntoor; but recently these! hills w e lower, and covered with
hove been incorporated with each grass instead of trees, but scarcely
o t k , and reduced to two districts, any portion of them is cultivated, alof lerge dimeneiwe and uncertain though the soil appears good and the
form.--(Jar. G d ,6th Rcpori, F S pasture exceltent.
In the Cochin forests nearly the
&?ton, White, RnnrcII, R. Grant,&.)
Bsme sort of trees grow as in those of
CWPP'BIILPB
(or C m I;ler).Malabar. The jackwood, in general
A number of very small islands lying demand for cabinet work, is small, and
off the south-western extremity of mostly used for boxes and house
Java; lat. 7'5' S., lon. 105' 25'N. building. The eranibo or iron waod
These islets are uninhabited, and only is too heavy for common use and is
occasionally resorted to by the Ma- seldom felled. The black wood is iYge
lags for the sake of the edible bird's- and of 6ne dimenaiaos, but rendered
nests found among them.
unmarketable by the practice of cutfor the conaeC~ooaaowr~.-Atown in the pro- ting it into short 1
mare d y
vince of Delhi, situated on the eon- nience of having
ilnes of the Hurrianna district and dragged to water carriage by eleBhatt country ; la& 28' 9' N., lon. phants, during which poceua they
much bruised and epkntered. T b
7q06 E., twenty miles N.W. from are
poon of Cocbin is s d a o d inferior to
Hissar.
that of the Maiabac province, aa is
Cocmu (Cach'hi, a moram).-A
also the Cochin teak, with respect ta
mall pFisc~pality on the Malabar the essential oil, whish is the grand
001146, intersected by the tenth de- preservative d iron from corrosion ;,
gree of north latitude, having the ~ndeed,the difference way earily be
Malabar province on the north, Tra- perceived by burni a piece of each.
xancore on the south, Dindigul on I n the division of 3hittoor tbere are
the east, and the sea on the west. eqtensive teak forests: 4ut as t
k
4 section of this territory, equal to Chittoor river fdla into the P a s b
about 745 square mileu, is attached it must be floated. through the %ti$
to the district of Malabar, and subject territories to the sea-port of P a n i q ,
tQ (ke &ti141 cpde of Indim laws q io South M W a r . The freetram8
tluk t h resduq u under the iadepeb of this timber w w of grest. vapor-
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tame to tbe raja's interest yct per- to t h e w
Qission to %oat the Chittocar timber ttra*
to dre see wls mt coneeded by the Pwrious

Bombsy pventme& (ahottt 1814)
without i&ie
diacusaion, .ad the
point WM only fined far tba raja
at last by the persasririgexertionsof
M j o r John Muaro, tben mideM at
Cochin Prior t o the k v e era, h e
Cochin a d Tmaecore teaks Led.
been d d j excluded h m the
Bombay dark-yard, uabick compelled
Ehe mjaa to seek a nmrket in Beogel,
where thedemandcantinuea unabated.
1s the Cuchin principality are many
Naearene or Chrlstho viUbited by Christians of St. Thomas,
which are m general welt-built and
cleanly. Jews are also numerous in
the vicinity of ehe q i t a l ; but their
head quartem are at Metachemy,
about a mile dwtant, which is almost
wholly tenanted by Israelites. The
mident Jews (for the others are fiom
dl parts of Asia are divided into
twe classes, the b s a l e r n or white
Jews, and the ancient or b k k Jews.
The latter have a synagogue in the
town of Cochin; but the great bulk
of this tribeinhabii the interior, where
it in extremely difecult to discriminate
tbe black Jew from the tfindoo, their
appearance is so similar. Their chief
towns are Trittoor, Paroor, Chenotta,
and Maleh, and by the white Jews
l e y are considered an inferior race.
By their neighburs the inhabitants of
Cochin and Travancore are sup osed
to be great proficient. in the b1wP art,
and to poesms the power of destroying thetr enemies; but this attribute
h~ n m extended te their chiefs,
-urhose eonduct hss- always been such
as to acquit them of all suspicion of
bein conjurors.
d e ~ o c h i Raja
n
maintained hi&
dependence to a much later period
&an most of the other Hmdoo
princea He was first compelled to pay
Tippoo, which he still does
to the ritiah government. Mutta
T o o b u m , raja of Cochin, died of the
amall-pox in 1781, and W M sucueeded
by hi younger brother Verularn Tamburan. In 1791, by the assistsince of
the ~ri&Bgouernrpeat he lrrps d a d
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ailegiaace to t e Hi.
and
to tke Sknmere w m of
1889 the Cocbin rpje
throe of bts demiaioss
been reemqwred for Bkn
Ftom Tiand he tben paid attogetheas &id
of m l . c k o f mpm;
but this .u.
&ays e M * d a c b
CWpartiality. to tbe IFlaoclr d e n ,
and at kngkb c a n d an L H ~ ~ P O voked und p r e p t e r o a s w a ~
tLc B.itish, which w a ertiJ%i
witb little trouble, and hie tribute
auemeeCed to %,B,W
p u p a .
About the same date (IWB) it was
discovered that Peke& A&i$
the
dewan of Coohin, kd been m aetAe
pomotur of the o o m ~ ~ o ( i o nies rbis
wwter of ladie, and had clesely conrated with the refputory and arnbitious d e w n of % W e r e .
Nor
was tihe eochin mja himself a h g e
ther e*emped from the suspicion OF
having cewteaancd the dewan's projects t but b guilt probably never
proceeded m far, end the appectmwea
were is all l i e l i k e d mused by hie
negligence and imbeciliry, whicb prevented his perceiving bhe c r h n a l
plo& hbri-d
and c a d u e t d within
the walls of his oars palace. The Cochin dewan, on being taxed with his
tDeecherous machinasis~s,irnmediately confessed the whole, and acknow1 d the clemency with whieh he
h been treated. He waa in eomequence ordered to repaw to Bombay,
but in the course ef his journey deviated to Trirlroo~; from whsnce,
however, Be wee reaeeved, bnd tmmported in safety to his ultimate cPestination.
'hprevent the autkemiy sod retmurces ef this c~~
bsiog again
d i e t e d q a k i t his alliee, by tRe new
treaty concluded in 1810, the wrrender of bis ba~easos, arms, and
military stores wan stipulated, and
also tbe reduction and refmation of
his military establishment; but the
good &cts expected h tbia arrangement werehmtraLed by the continued disseotiona between the raja
and his new dewarr, Koonjee Kiishen
PuLaraaon, who was wpposed to ba
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influenced by persons hostile to the
British gwernment. The dewan wm
in consequence removed from that
h' h office, and the dutiea of it undert g e n by the British resident until
a fit successor could be found. This
was, however, no easy task, for the
country was divided into factions inveterate ugainst each other ; nor did
any of the principal men possess sufficient character or abilities to qualify
them for so important a task, in a
principality full of foreign, discontented, and turbulent ersons. Such
a state of anarchy, ad&d to the very
bad description of the revenue eervants, required strong and vigorous
coercion, the owers necessary for
which, if configd to a dewan, would
have been, as they had been, grqssly
abused ; nothing therefore remuned
but the temporary interposition of
the representative of the British government. This arrangement was
most earnestly solicited by the raja,
who alleged that nothing else could
restore subordination to his authority,
economy in the expenditure, or tranquillity tn the country. With respect
to hintself, his life he said had been
passed in reading the sltastras, and
that it was now so fast verging to its
termination, that he was unable to
attend to business, while his heir had
the opposite defect of being too young
and inexperienced. Under these circumstances, he waa of opinion that
in committing his principality to the
temporary care of the British goverument, he did an act of justice to his
sub'ects, while he gratified his own
wisies.
The resident in consequence stood
forth as dewan, until the raja should
be relieved from his embarrassments,
and commenced by recommending
that the Cochin tribute should be reduced from 2,76,037 to 2,40,000 rupees, the resources of the country belng unequal to the liquidation of the
larger sum, while the debt due to the
British government for arrears of subsidy amounted to 5,22,437 rupees.
Various reforms were also effected in
the collection of the revenue and curreat expenses? of which last the reli-

giooe eetablishmentaproved the he&est and most troublesome to arrange.
In 1814 considerable difficulty was
experienced in realizing the revenues
on account of the refractory conduct
of the Christian inhabitants, who paid
scarcely any revenue to the raja, and
refused to recognize his authority.
Prior to this date native Christian
judges had been appointed to all the
courts of justice in Cochin and Tmvancore, for the protection of the
Christian natives against the hostility
of the Nair public functionaries.(Cd.John Munro, F. Buchanan, C.
Buchanan, J. Feu, 4c.)
Cocn~~.-Thiscity, from which the
above principality originally derived,
ita name, has long ceased to form
any part of the Cochin dominions;
lat. 9 O 51' N., lon. 76" 15' E. In A.D.
1503 Albuquerque obtained leave
to erect a fortress at Cochin, which
was the first possessed ill India by the
Portuguese. In 1663 it was taken
by the Dutch, who converted the
cathedral into a warehouse, and while
they rcmained in possession, it was
inhabited by Jew, Hindoo, and Mahomedan merchants, and carried on
an extensive commerce. The intercourse with Arabia was very great,
and Venetian zequins brought from
Egypt were in common circulation,
while many of the Arab ships made
two voyages annually. A considerable traffic is still carried on with Surat, Bombay, the Malabar coast, and
Canara, and also with Arabia, China,
and the Eastern Isles. The chief exports are pepper, cardamoms, teakwood, sandal-wood, cocoa-nuts, coir,
cordage, cassia, and fish maws. Shipbuilding is carried on to a considerable extent, and the ports on the Arabian and Persian Gulfs are from hence
supplied with timber for repairing
their different craft. In 1841 two
twenty-four gun shipa for his Majesty's service were on the stocks.
The Roman Catholic bishop of Cochin now resides at Coilan. His diocese begins south of Cochin, extend$
includes the
towards N
whole ial.odTd"e?on, and compre-
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kends altogether above 100 churches.
Besides the Catholics there are at
Cochin a considerable po ulation of
Protestants, the remains oAhe Dutch
colonists. Beyond all the Europeans
settled in India, the Dutch have the
merit o f having greatly promoted the
dissemination of Christianity, wherever they gained a settlement. In
their time clergymen presided over
districts and made annual visitations;
but all religious and scholastic institutions have been neglected ~iincethe
transference of the country to the
British. In 1807, the population of
Jewn in Cochin and its v~cinitywas
as follows :-white Jews 323; black
Jews 720; at places in the country
586: total 1,539 persons. On the
rupture with the Dutch in 1795, Coc h ~ nwas taken possession of, and was
finally ceded to the British government by treaty in 1814.--(C. B u c h
nun, Fra. Paolo, F. Buchanan, Bruce,
Mun'onariea, 4c.)

-

COCHIN CHINA.
A kingdom situated in the southeastern extremity of Asia, usually
distinguiehed by the name of India
beyond the Ganges, and extending
along the sea of China, from the 9th
to the 18th degree of north latittide.
The empire of Cochin China, which
acquired its existing form about the
commencement of the resent centur , comprehends all %chin China
a n g ~ u n ~ u iand
n , the largest portion
of Cambodia, with the little state of
Siampa. It extends from Cambodia
Point in lat. 8' 3WN., to the northern
confines of Tun uin about lat. 2 3 O
N., and from 1051and 109' east. To
the north it has the Chinese provinces of Canton, Quangsi, and Yunan ; and to the west Laos and Siam.
It is hounded in every other direction
by the China sea and the gulfs of
Tunquin and Siam. The dominions
of Cochin China do not appear in
any part to come in actual contact
with those of Ava, although the Burmese have settlements on the upper
course of the great river Cambodia,
before it enters Tunquin, but the ter-

ritory of Lantao, a subdivision of
Laos, under Siam, intervenes.
The Cochin Chinese empire, as
may be inferred from the above d e
scnptinn, is of a very irregular shape.
In 1824 it might be considered aa
distributed under three distinct governments,
that of Tunquin, subdivided into fiReen provinces; Cochin China proper, containing nine ;
and Cambodia, containing six provinces. Tunquin is the largest and
most populous. Cochin China is but
a narrow strip of land extending
along the coast, hemmed in by mountains,seldom exceeding twenty leagues
in breadth, and on the west generally
bounded by the Laos territories.
The principal rivers are the Kankao, the Cambodia, the Saigon, the
Tunquin or Donnai, and the Hue;
but Cochin China itself has no river
of any magnitude, for the Hue,
though broad, is shallow, and of a
very short course. Its estuary, however, forms a very fine harbour, accessible in the north-west monsoon
to ships of 200 tons, but in the opposite monsoon it is shut. .The long
vallies through which these rivers
flow are, comparatively, the most fertile and populous divisions of the
empire ;the remninder consists mostly of primitive mountains with narrow vallies intervening, and is proportionally thinly inhabited and unproductive. The promontory named
Cape St. Jamen (lat. 10' 16' N., Ion.
107' 4Y E.) is the commencement
of a chain of mountains that extends
along the see-coast to the north as
fnr as the gulf of Cochin, and being
the first high land seen to the south,
is an excellent land-mark for the entrance of the Donnai river, on the
north side of which it is situated.
Between Cape St. James and the Bay
of Turon Cochin China possesses nine
excellent harbours, accessible with
every wind, and affording complete
protection.
The commerce of Cochin China is
regulated by the monsoons, the vessels being laid up until the return of
the periodical favourable winds. The
chief commercial ports, are Saigon, .
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B'aifoo, Hue, and Cmchea. The last than the m
a
t si&, not of the Comis the capita af Tunqum, and before pany's fikure, but the shortd
on of tbat K i m was the ekein repdm it unsuitable for
a place
-"juF"o great trade. The Chineae Brit* machine7 Tbc true einnacrdt and shipping tbnt visit Cochin mon k rod& m the central rsauChina annually ha8 been estimated t.ins O F C d n China, amd in
pounds appeared exat 2@,880tons. Some of the native aboub =,OW
M r q g u d s are so constructed portable. I t goa princi ally toChina,
that tbe compoaent pPas ma be se- =bere it h more
vain& than
p*.d from each o h r , a n d p l r 4 asy other aelity ;lnrt, on account of
under cover, rsd wme, even rm )IVBB h e d o a J y -a
ia *hi* it is
an eighty t o w bare the rimbers prepared, it does not suit the Euro.
~ o s ~ y ~ a r s d r i r h ~ wpeen
h sd -e t . Another exclusive pl-oduct of the central portion of the
kec.a(yk.
lh iosrllrads in C d i China kingdom, wbere it ia ex~ensivelyculproduce rice, areea, betetdeal; to- tivated, is tea-a coarse and c h a p
bri~cco,mami cinnamon, cottoa,,and commodity, d l i u g by retail b r about
sugar, the lest of which may be roa- three-halfpence per pound. The inaidered the nhple c o m d t y of the digo plant grows about Sean in
country. Gold-dust,
uilla-wood, great prohslon, but its produce is
wax, bawy, rn ivory, are brought to losrket in a l~quidstate,
h &wn from the mouataina the nativm not being acquamted with
by t%e inhabitants. Them are two tbe granulating process ; it conseapeeiea of rice, that which requires quently soon becomes ua6t for use.
h a d a t i o n , and mauntain rice. The Gold dust is found in their rivers,
miny -on
takes plaee in Septem- and their mines abound with ore of
ber, October, and November. The the purest sort. The commodities
h d r are .capable of pmducing two received from China in return for its
c r o p of nce per annum, one reaped exports, are ailk, porcelain,
in April, theother in October. Fruits hugs, a large supply of paper, prinef variona k i d s , mch .s ormgen, cipally for r d i o u s purposes, and
some fine teas. From the Malay
h n = , figs, pinegppleq wvas,
and pompnatea, are abundantly countries, pepper, cloves, nutmegs,
produced in d l parte of the country. sandal-wood, and tin, are received ;
k the Porssts of Cochin Chine are and from H i i t a n , opium and saltebony, cadare, nimosss, aalnutr, petre. In 18B the European imtaaL, iron.wod,pwa, and moet other ports consisted of broad-cloths, a few
trees that grow in hjiibeeidas stick- cotton goods, with fice-arms, and
uawought iron. The consumption
k .Dd pboiqe.
Sugar 1s the most r&.Me p r a of opium has been estimated a t 150
per annam, two-thirds for
duction, and is prindpdly raised a d ohm a d a r t u r e d in che central &tricts, Tunquin, .and the other third for
industry af the natives, without Cochin China and Cambodia. Until
t andstance of the Chinese, as is the establishment of Singapoar, the
~ndirectly
the cxse in S i i . In 1899 tbe A e whole p m t i t y -obtained
erportation was estimated at 34900 from Canton. At the above date, the
piculs, mostly sent to Chine. I t i s whale army, entimated at forty thouplcLd in matting mcks, containing eeod men, weg clothed in British
rather more than 1M) pounds each, weollene, consieting ch
which must be bored with a piercer coa~ee scarlet
to guard against fraud. Raw ailk is quantity of yellow and p e e n d the
&o an article of considerabb im- same quality, and a few ser ea and
Some wooflens
rtaace, both in Cmhin China and -blets.
a finer
coqjectureci quality are also purchased Eer the
Rnguin, asxi it h r
that above lBl,000 pounds are u- wintw &ensea of the higher ordem.
FwWI. ia q&y
it is rather better Emm ChRtQa .ad singqloor thp
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COCHIN CHINA.
junks n~ ireport mall aaaortmmta ing trade ia d
y active, kt the
of fine w d beavy cotton p o d 8 J but carpea d
t d
y of dried Lb,
ehintzse, and otber caloured cotton biche de mer, pkkled pork, and other
goods, with the exception of had. artides of little value, a kargc portioo
kerchiefs, onr not esteemed by tke of every wmwl'a ~onosgebeing mo.
Cochin Cbinew, r h o prefer their own oapoliaod for the conveyance of tba
king'a atoren Md -t.
The do.
~uarsecotton gwda to t h e of Hi*
dostan, wbich they f d y equal in meotic conmame i s managed by h
texture.
males, who perform besides all tha
N o t w i t $ s w & ~ Wacquired ekil1 labormus drudgery, ouch .a ruviptin the wdng of cannon amd manu. ing the river craft, an8 cultivating
facture of ammunition, the Ceuhiw the soil. The C h i n e , who are d i
Cbinew bave never been able to rag. porsed over the eountry, partkipate
ly themrelvea with mall arms, shicb sn all the larger meramtile hnusacbeen imported from tions, baridea which they are the
&ve at d l tiEurope; and notwithstanding the sp butchers, tdom, pedlsla, confectienpareat cheapness of the native irod, ers,bankwg and avvley ehangera.
t eae still be affbrded better and
The Cochin C k e in their form
cheaper h m Europe. In 1819 one of garernmeet (am in their other inFreneb ship supplied the king with atitutians) imitate the Chinese; bu8
ten thousand stand of arms, yet they they am far behind them in the adwe always in demand, and yield a miniatration d thew law, os well ae
profit to the bperter.
in mental capacity and industry. The
The foreign trade of this empire ia d y lad is &al, diinfo two
almoet exclusively with China, that great claaaae, the civil and t L milito S
i
a
o
l being inconsiderable, and tary, The forms are r q p h , and the
with European nations stitk smalle~. menerofeonductingbusinesspromp(
In 1820 the latter, owing to the in- aad methodid, and ia no other A8kawe mpacity of the government, and tie country are Europceo merchants
tbe extortion of its officers, wan re- admitted on rrwse easy and liberal
duced to the lowest stage of deprss- tenns, all foreign tradere having i a
aon. Sugar, tbe staple article, was 1818 been placed on
camplete
tbee very s w e e ; and the supply af equality. Four of the principal scaraw silk was also extremely scanty. ports are open to European comTheCochinChinese,like t b e . S i s e , merce, where all vessels pay a rated
are prohibited from goin abroad, so measurement duty, are exempted
that all their foreign d e is w r i e d frcm all irpport &ties ox inspection
Qab natives of the countries with d cargoes, end pay a smaM exuihici they have intacourue. Some, duty on a few article. only. Unbowever, procure s p i e l lieenmi to like the Malay practice, neieber
ep abroad, aud in this manner a few the sowreign aar h h &cers are
xisit Cbine, and lately tbe Europeea themeelver, trdem, nor are h e r e any
port8 i~ the etraits of Malacea, and myd raonopolies or
hts of prem e ~ M u u ygiappo.. They emption. All a h Quwy ww r os-a v i d e r a b l e i a t e r d o d Mom, however, are rendered alrneet
d
o wtbn t b i r own limits, and nugatory by the .kwatkbh n p d t y
h m tbeir bardineas, achvity, aud of the publie f i ~ ~ e q d i ~ i n e d
M t s of obe$iwce, appear sbgulerly in extortion frara tb lowerr g e o 9
~
well suited to becam expert mari- to the emperor.
~
k t
Rrance ia the O D csuntvy
mrs, T b CIsineae trade ie chiefly
pgrtied on to Cachar in Tunquin, has as yet avaiaibd. herself of the new
S a i g o ~in CarPbda, and Taifo w d r e g d a ~ o n rin farour of Europeaa
Hue in CscQin China; they also commerce, four s h i p f r w that cwnwade with some minor ports, such .e try having k i t e d Coehim China bePungtw, Yatmg, Fuyin, Ssmchw, tween 1918 and .@I
These imQuiRnyo~bwlQ-i
T b c0Sat.1 pmtqd k m s , i r o q csgper, W-
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lens, curiosities for the court, and all
received full cargoes of sugar, besides
considerable quantities of raw silk.
In the course of time it is possible
that an indirect trade with China may
be conducted through thia couutry,
which lies in the direct tindingroute,
and the Chinese often are much in
want of return cargoes. By this
channel an intercourse might be kept
up with every part of China, from
Hainan isle to the Yellow sea,
whence teas and raw silks might be
received, without the hampering exactions of Canton.
Until a few centuries after the
Christian era, Cochin China formed
a part of the Chinese empire, and
c o n ~ e ~ u e n t lthe
y appearance of the
natives, many of the customs, the
written language, the religious opinions and ceremonies, are still r e
tained by them. The countenances
of the peasants are lively and intelligent; and the women, who appear
more nrimerous than the men, are
actively employed in the works of
husbandry. In some of the provinces
of China women are condemned to
the degrading and laborious task of
dragging the plough ; in Cochin China it is likewise their fate to be
doomed to these occupations, that
require the most persevering industry. In towns the women serve as
agenta and brokers to merchants
from foreign countries, and act with
remarkable fidelity. Both sexes are
generally coarse-featured, and their
colour nearly as deep as that of the
Malays; and the universal practice
of chewing betel with other ingredients, by reddening the lips and
blackening the teeth, gives them a
most unseemly appearance. Rice,
made palatable with salt and pepper,
furnishes their principal meals, animal
food being but sparingly used. The
small breed of cattle supply but little
milk : but, like the Chinese, they seldom use this article, not even as
food for their young children, nor is
it customary to milk any animal.
Both here as in many arts of China,
frerh qg are rejectJ a preference
equal to opbthird in price beiig given

to such as have become addled, and
those that contain young in all stnges
are still more esteemed, and were
always among the presents sent by
the king to the British mission. This
is one of the countries where the elephant is used as fwd, and rather
considered a dainty. Buffaloe is
preferred to other beef, but its consumption is almost confined exclusively to the Chinese po ulation.
During the famines causei by the
civil wars that so long desolated this
country, it is said human flesh was
sold in the public markets of the
capital.
The better class of Cochin Chinese wear, next the skin, vests and
trowsers of slight silk or cotton.
Turbans are frequently worn by the
men, and hats sometimes by the women ; shoes are not used by either
sex. The men usually wear their
hair twisted into a knot and fixed
on the crown of the head, which was
the ancient fashion among the Chinese, who now wear on1 a small
he Kand~esof
lock of hair behind.
the officers' swords are of silver, and
generally rellfinished; but all arts and
manufactures decay, owing to the insecurity of propertj. The particular branch of the arts in which the Cochin Chinese most excel is that of naval architecture. Their pleasure rowgallies are remarkably fine vessels,
and are sometimes composed of five
single planks, each extending from
one extremity to the other. The
edges are morticed, kept tight by
wooden pins, and bound firm by
twisted fibres of the bamboos without ribs or timbers of any kind.
Their foreign traders are built on the
same plan as the Chinese junks. In
1825 the sovereign had increased his
regular navy t o eleven sail of squareriggedvessels, mostly commanded and
navi ated by Chinese.
Anam language ia that of
Cochin China and Tunquin. I t is
represented by the missionaries to
be also generally used in Siampa and
Cambodia. The Anam language and
nation are often denominated Juan
by the Malays and Siamese.. I t is
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simple, original and monosyllabic, the usurpers he was cbmpelled to
and has neither genders, numbers, fly, first to Pulowai, an uninhabited
nor cases; moods, tenses, nor con- island in the gulf of Siam, and aRerjugations; all of which are supplied wards to Siam, from whence he was
by particles, and the juxtaposition of also expelled. The missionary Adran
words, as in other monosyllabic lan- in the mean time proceeded with his
gu es. Conversation is a species eldest male child to France, to eno f x a u n t or recitative, as in Chinese, deavour to procure assistance, which
which has a very ludicrous effect on was frustrated by the breaking out of
an unnccustomed ear, the intonation the revolution.
or accent being very similar to that
Caung Shan after remaining two
of China. All, however, in this years on the isfind of Pulowai, feedkingdom, who pretend to any pre- ing on roots, and enduring many
eminence in learning, greatly affect hardships, venturedto land on his own
the Chinese literature and character. country in 1790, frorn whence he nt
The religion of Cochin China is a last nianaged to expel the successors
modification of the widely extended of the origind usurpers, and afterdoctrines of Buddha, but more sim- wards effected the conquest of Tunple than that which is popularly quin. In 1797 and 1798, with the
practised in China. The natives are assistance of the missionary Adran,
extremely superstitious, and their who liad returned from Europe, he
devotional exercises, like those of the began Inany improvements, seldom
Chinese, are more frequently per- attempted in Asiatic governments.
formed to avert an ideal evil, than He established a manufactory of saltwith the hope of attaining s positive petre ; opened roads of communicagood. Besides the spontaneous of- tion, and encouraged cultivntion ; he
ferings that individuals make on va- distributed hia land forces into r q u rious occasions, a yearly contribu- lar regiments, and established milition is levied by the government, and tary schools, where the officers were
paid for the support of a certain instructed in the science of projectiles
number of monasteries, in which the and gunnery by European masters,
riescs invoke the deity for the pub- and Adran translated into the ChiEc welfare. In 1820 the French mis- nese language a system of military
sionaries estimated, but ~pparently tactics. In the course of two years
without any rational data, the total he constructed at least 300 large gun
population of the empire at six mil- boats or row gallies, five luggers, and
lions of persons, whtch number in- a frigate on the model of a European
cluded 70,000 Christians, all Roman vessel. He caused a system of naval
tactics to be introduced, and had his
Catholics.
The ancient history of Cochin officers instructed in the use of sigChina is very little known, but the nals. He also undertook to reform
accounts are tolerably authentic from the existing system of jurisprudence,
A.D. 1774, when the reigning family and sent missions into the mounwere expelled from Quinnong, the tainous districts, to investigate their
capital, by three brothers, who di- coudition and advance their civilizavided the country among them. The tion. He openly declared his great
eldest brother was a wealthy mer- veneration for the Christian religion,
chant, the second a general officer, which he tolerated, and indeed all
and the third a prieat. When the others in his dominions, although he
revolt took place, the young prince, adhered in practice to the ancient
Caung Shang, with the queen and faith of his country. In A.D. 1600
his family, by the assistance of a Adran the missionary died, and was
French missionary nnlned Adran, e 5 interred with all the pomp and cerecaped into a forest, where for some monies prescribed by the Cochin Chitime they lay concealed. ARer va- nese doctrines.
rious unsuccessful attempts against
Three attempts were mad; by the.

y to ,pen M! intercourse with &in China : one in
1778 by Mr. Hastinge, one In lsO4
by an envoy from Canton, ahd one
in l 8 B u d w Mr.Crawhrd ;but the
whole prsved unsuccesshrl. The! political sptem of this country, like
that of d l b e muntriea of ladis b e
yond the -s,
is one of e n t r e e
caution, and aversion to say intimntd
cormexion with
caung
Bhung, the kMoret of t e dydasty,
in
1806 wan in his fiftieth year, but the
period of his decenee haa not been
wertained. In 1891 the reigning
sovereign's name ( t h o died soon afar)was M i w i n g t that of his pre-
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COCOAIsLE~.-A Clu!4tet 0r V
w
m a l l isles lying off the weat coaet
of Sumatra : lat. 3' P N., loo. W
IWE.

C o c o ~ m ~ . - Avillage oa the seaof the Northern Citcars, dbtrict of Rajamundry, situated oo the
bank of the little river Elisemm, and
communicatihg by R k r y with the
Dutch settlement of J necgootam
on the opposite side. X i s
the uaud residence of the e o z z
and magistrate of the Rajamudry
district, and it is distant from the
town of that name about thirty road
miles to the east.--(FuUmtan, 4c.)

TMM

and they w m on the eve of e n M k a tion for Europe, having latterly been
much neglected. In 1891 a kind of
demi.official mission wae despatched
from Saigon to the sovereign of the
Burmese, being probably the first relnr extcrnd diplomatic relation
rXTt with China) ever enteted into
by thm monarchy. The pretensions
of China to the kingdom of Tunquin,
fbnnerly tributary to that empire,
are incessantly to be guarded ugainst $
but wlrile the Coehin Chinem maintain their present (compatatively)
formidable army of 40,008 disciplined
men, they h v e little to &atfrom any
of their immediate neighbourn, w h q
besides the Chinew, are the Siamese
and the wild tribes of the interior.(Bbrmtb, CrdtVfbd, &@poor
Chro&&,Lieut. White, 5*rWon, Leyderr,
Be Biarmhtre, &.)
COCKLEY.-Avillage on the hortheastern coast of Ceyion, situated
near a considerableriver, abbut thirtydght miles N.N.W. from trincomalee; lat. 9" N., Ion. 80° 68' E.
Coco ISLES.-Two small ialanda
in the bay of Bengal, lying due north
of the Andamnns, and situated about
kt. 14' N., Ion. 93' E. The largest
may be about eight miles in circumference, and they both abound with
cocoa-nut trees, from which they
derive their name. They do not npp a r 8 have been ever inhabited.

COEL.-A town in the province of
Agra, district of Al' hur, from which
fortress it is two mjes distant S. by
E., and connected b a fide avenue
lon. 78' $.
of trees ; lat. 37' 54/
When Abul Faze1 wrote, in A.D.
1583, Coel was a place of importance,
and it is still a large open busy town,
the headquarters of the civil authorities attached to the Aliihur district. The only remarkable building
is the great mosque, built on an e l e
vated spot in the centre of the town,
and commanding from its minars
an extensive view of the adjacent
couotry. At this place there IS part
of a mlnar, about twenty feet in diameter and thirty-five high, which by
the inscription appears to have beea
built in the reign of Nusser ud Deen,
A.D. 1251, Hijera 652. I t is conjectured to have been built by some
of the early Mahomedan conquerors
on the ruins of a Hindoo temple.( F a r t o n . Bwer. &c.)

h.,

COIL~ONDA.-Alarge district ih
the Hyderabad rovince, situated to
the west of ~oyconda,about the 8venteenth degree of north latitude,
but respecting the interior of which,
and the Nizam's dominions generally,
very little is known. The town of
Co~lcondastands in lat. 180 51' N,
Ion. 77' 50' E., about fifty-seven
miles 8.w. from Hyderabad.
co~r,~r.-A town in the province
of M a r , district of Tirhoat, forty-

eight miles N. by E. from Patna;
lat. aSO %' N., Ion. 85' 40' E.
COILLEBEPETTAR.-A
town in the
Camaric mvince, district of %nrreV~UY,
miles N.N.E. fmnr cape
Comorin; lat. 9' 23' N., ion. ?%d
10' E.

C a v q , which is N e d by both man.
soolul; by tbe S.W. in Ju*
lulp,
and Aqpist ;and by the north& ki
Octobet, November, end Dem&bm
In D e e d t d Jrsuary t
k them
mometer r q p h m QSO to tNOin
.the shade, in May &om W tr, W,
p t the clim.te b piwuentc Tbllwnlr
t h t e n d oflfgloarperrdin&bmtity
COIMBATOOR.
the dews fall havily, and near tho
(Cohdaru.)
mountains the morniw fdns mtim
A small province in the sou& of until nine 09clo&. lnuM&h, rain b
India, situated above the & d t e ~ ver3 unc~nmon,and upan h e w b l e
ghaut mountains, about the elwenth Coamhatoor climatemag bedescribed
degree of north latitude. TO the as healthy, yet a t certim leawnn the
north it is bounded by the Mysore high lands a= dmgemus. The .16a
territories; on the south by Dindi- is generally dry; hit in the eicinity
gul; on the east it haa S e k m and of tbe hills, and also in some d t h
Trichinopoly ; and on the west the southern portioas, thm ia much low
province of Malabar. Under this marshy grsund; and akhou* the
collectorate are included the divisions territory may in general tenas be
of Caroor, Satimangalum, and Dam- called an open country, it is in many
pram. and the whole province may p t a diversified with moods, wmtm,
be reckoned from north to south fifty and jungles. From its great ele&
miles, by about forty-five from east to the soil of Coimbatoor is generslly
west. The table-la14 or rather the dry, and well adapted for the dry
general height of Uie low country in grain coltivation. Except dong the
Coimbatoor, for it is much undulated, tract immediately feting the P a l i ~
is about 900 feet above the level of ghautcherry pass, the low coontry df
the sea; and towards Tinnetelly it the Coimbatoor district is atill more
falls to between 400 and 600 feet ; completely sheltered than the Mybut to the northward it shoots up to from the violence of the eouth*west
a p r o d i i u a elevation, the Kumbe- monsoon, end the intenening wall of
tarine hill (lat. 11° 35' N., Ion. 77' the ghaut mountains f o m s a more
W E . ) being reckoned by Colohel distinct boundary between tbe two
Lambton 6,MS feet above the level seasons.
of the ocean, and some of the NeelInNorthCoimbatoor,nearlrdulud
gherry mountmns are still higher. Coleagsla, the cultivation is equal to
About forty miles due west from Da- any in India, and consists chiefly of rim
q r a m there is an opwing in the fields watered from large reaervoim,
nut chain of mountains, but they are not on so grand a sale
Wigbunehetry p r , u in the Mysore, and many are INJW
which is in width at its eastern ex- in ruins. The summit of the Eentern
tremit seven miles, end in length a t ghautmountains uehereftom 1,500to
b u t t k r t y s n e milo. This p.aa in !2,000 fe& above the k e l of the upper
funnel-shaped, being more than dou- country, which although beautiful and
ble the width at the end which opens fertile is thinly inhabited, and protowards the M a l h coast, as com- ctum little sewiceable timber. I h this
pared with the end contiguous to the mountmnoua rtact thereare two rpln
Coitnbatoor district. It is nearly on seasons : the 6rst in the wab
a level with the lands on either ride lowi
the vernal equinox ; the se
of the ghaut*, 80 that there is a free mod?asts the two months b s h a~ d
pansage fbr the north-west and south- the two montbs after the amturnad
west winds from the Mnlabu coast. equinox. The
ple in the d g h .
Coimbatmr is watered by severel bnvhood c o n s t h e ox u e l i n q
rivers ; the moat considerable is the god, who gives them their brsad, Pnd
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COIMBATOOR.

in every village there are one or two
bulls to whom weekly or monthly
worship is performed, and when one
of them dies he is buried with great
ceremony. From Candliully to Mahally, in North Coimbatoor, much of
the country has been formerly cul:
tivated, but is now waste. The strata
of the ghauts in this quarter run north
and south, and are vertical; but the
rock being much broken by fissures,
it is little used for building.
Near to the town of Coimbatoor
the soil is genernlly good, and tolerabl clew of rocks and stones.
~ e &row enclosures, formed of the
milk plant, prickly pear, and other
tropical shrubs, are general, and are
seen intersecting fields now overgrown with jungle. The rows of
Parkinsonia In the vicinity of the
towns are likewise a great embellishment. The bagait or gardens are
watered by machines called capilly
and yatam, and reservoirs are also
common ; but in the neighbourhood
of Daraporam irrigation is performed
by means of canals filled from the
Amaravati river. Taking the whole
province, however, in the aggregate,
the average of the wet cultivation
amounts to little more than three per
ceut.ofthetotalagriculture. Cottonis
an article of considerable cultivqtion
both above and below the ghauts,
and almost in every soil. One s p e
cies of the gossypium is an annual,
and the other a triennial plant, of
which the last is much superior in
quality, although not so heavy in the
crop. There is also a third sort. r e
eembling the Brazil, which is raised
both for ornament and for the sacred
threads of the Brahmins. With encouragement, the produce of cotton
might he greatly augmented and the
quality improved. Throughout Coimbatoor there are earths impregnated with muriatic salts, and others
with nitrates, which have occasionally
been converted into culinary salt and
saltpetre. This earth seems to contain nitre ready formed, as no potash
is added to it during the process by
the manufacturers. Most of the well
water also has a saline taste. In

1818 a mine or well of aquamarine
stones (a variety of b e r ~ l )wss found
out, and worked by the discoverer,
Mr. Henth, onehalf for his own benefit, and the other for that of government.
With respect to the useful arts, the
inhabitants of Coimbatoor appear to
be as far behind those of Mysore in
intelligence, as these last are behind
the natives of Madras and Calcutta ;
yet on the whole they appear to enjoy
comparative comfort. Indeed there
is perhaps no province of India in
which the peasantry are so well lodged as in Coimbatoor, although there
is a remarkable deficiency of houses
of the better order, and in truth of all
beyond a cottage of red mud, with a
roof of tile or thatch. A practice
prevails here, not uncommon in the
south of India, of ornamenting the
areas in front of their temples and
choultries with gigantic groups of
caparisoned horses, elephants, and
other grotesque figures in various
cotmbinations, all formed,of cast pottery covered with chunam.
The
towns are in general well-built, and
some of them, such as Coimbatoor,
Daraporam, Bhavani, nnd Cnroor,
large and populous. As in most parts
of Ben,@ where the arts have not
been introduced by foreigners, the
only one that has attained tolerable
perfection is that of weaving. In
1817 the gross collection of the public revenue amounted to 6,66,894
pagodas.
In ancient times the Coimbatoor
province was named Kanjam, and
came under the dominion of the Mysore r a j s about 175 years ago. It
now forms-one of the collectorates
under the Madras presidency, having
been acquired by the British government in 1799. In the years 1809,
1810,and 1811, an epidemic fever prevailed, which destroyed a great number of the inhabitants, and threatened
to depopulate the whole district, then
estimated to contain 596,606 persons.
In 1822, according to the returns
then made by the collectors under
the Madras presidency, the total papulation of Coimbatoor amounted to

-

638.109 persons.
(F. ~ u c h a n a n , to ~ u m m e rud Deen Khan, Tippoo's
Hodgaon, Fullarton, Medical Reports, general, and the garrison, in breach
of the capitulation, detained prisoners
Public MS. Documents, $c.)
until the general peace of 1792.
C o ~ ~ e a ~ o o a . - T h ecapital of the Along with the province i t was banspreceding province, situated in lat. ferred to the British government in
lo0 52' N., Ion. 7 7 O 5' E., 112 miles A.D. 1799. Travelling distance from
S. by E. from Seringapatam. This Madras 306 miles ;from Seringapatam
Budanan, Dirom,
place stands high and dry, clear of 122 miles.--(F.
the Palighatcherry pass, and is tole- Rennell, Medical Reports, (LC.)
rably well built; but the water is
COLABBA.-A small town on the
considered brackish, and supposed by
sea-coast of the Aurungabad province,
the nstives to occasion the cutaneous about nineteen miles ~011thfr01n'Bonidiseases that are so common among
the poorer classes. There is a mosque bay fort ; lat. 18' 38' N., Ion. 7 3 O 6'
I n 1820 a treaty was concluded
here which was built by Tippoo, who E.
with R q o j e e Angria, the chieftain of
sometimes resided a t Coimbatoor, Colabba, defining the boundary of
which latterly has been the head- that principality, and adjudicating
quarters of a cavalry regiment. Two some fiscal claims.-(Pdlic MS. Domiles from hence, in the neighbour- cuments, $c.)
hood of P e ~ ~ u r aboth
,
culinary salt
and saltpetre are procured by lixiCOLABBA.-T~~S
name is also apviating the soil ; and s t Topumbetta, plietl to the narrow promontory imfive miles north, iron is smelted from mediately to the south of Bombay,
black sand. A t Pernra is a celebrated frorn which it is but imperfectly sepaten~plededicated to Siva, called Mail rated, and in the maps sometimes
(high) Chittumbra, to distinguish i t tlistinguished by the name of " Old
from another Chittumbra near Pon- Wornan's Island." On this spot there
dicherry. The idol is said to have stands a fine light-house, and cantonplaced itself here ~nanyages ago; but ments for the European troops have
i t is only 3,000 years since the temple also been erected. The name of
was erected over it by araja of Madura. Colabba, however, applies more proThe building is highly ornamented perly to the southern portion of the
after the Hindoo fashion, but the ~sland,which is connected with the
figures are destitute of all elegance, northern by a small causeway, overand some of them indecent. When flowed a t spring tides.
Among the historical records still
Tippoo issued a general order for the
destruction of all idolatrous buildings extant a t Bombay, is to be found the
he excepted only this edifice, and the ancient con~positionentered into betemples of Mailcotta and Seringapa- tween Sir Gerard Augier and the
.tam. The hereditary chief of Coim- Portuguese inhabitants, in 1674, on
batoor is of the V a lalar tribe; the which document the Company's right
one existing in l8dO being by his to Colabba is founded. The non-apown account the twentieth in descent propriation of this island to any imfrom the founder of the town. T h e proved revenue purpose for so many
family originally paid tribute to the years, was not owing to any physical
Raja of Madura. In the year 1783 imperfection, but to an opinion geneCoimbatoor waa taken from Tippoo rally entertained, that the wholeisland
by the southern army, but restored should be reserved for a military cana t the peace in 1784. In the war of tonment, in consequence of which
1790 it was early taken possession of no alienation of land took place for
by the British troops, but afterwards above a century, with the exception
besieged by those of Tippoo : who of a s111al1 portion of Old Woman's
were repulsed in an attempt to storm, Island, which by a special grant beby a weak garrison under Lieut. Chal- came freehold property in 1746.
mers. Subsequently i t surrendered Many abstractions have since taken
2F
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COLAPOOR.
place, aad the Company have been
obliged, in many instances, to re-purchase their own lands a t immense
prices. In 1805 sixty thousand rupees were paid for eight houses, including a temporary hospital, besides
an enormous expenditure for repairs.
-(Capt. Dickinson, ec.1
COLAGAUL
f o r Collegal Peltah).A town in the province of Coimbutoor, thirty-one miles E.S.E. from
Seringapatam; lat. 12O 13'N., Ion.
77O 14'E. In 1820 this was a thriving place, and had two streets of large
white tiled cottages, uniformly built,
and inhabited by weavers.
COLAIBLAKE.-A large fresh-water
lake or jeel, situated at the northeastern projecting corner of the Condapilly circar, about five miles south
from Ellore, chiefly formed of the
overflowings of the Krishna and Godavery rivers, which are from hence
conducted into many channels to irriate the circumjacent territory. Its
ed is of an oval shape, and occupies
a natural hollow, into which several
streams discharge themselves, the
surplus waters being carried off by
the river Ooputnair. The breadth of
this lake varies from seven to twelve
miles, while its extreme length may
be estimated at twenty-two miles,
covering an area of about twenty-two
square miles. I t comprehends severs1
islands of various dimensions, which
disappear as the lake swells, and reappear as the floods subside, when
they are in excellent condition for
rice, with which they are immediately
planted. On a failure of the periodical sup lies the lake dries up, and
brinkabf)e water becomes so scarce
that the poorer inhabitants are colnpelled to migrate, and suffer privations almost equal to a famine.(Orme, 5th Report, J. Grant, $c.)
COLANGODU.-Asmall town in the
south-eastern division of the Malabar province; lat. lo0 42' N., Ion.
76" 4Y E.
COLAPOOR
f Cnhpur).-A
small
independent Maharatta state in the
province of Bejapoor, the territories

k

of which are partly aituated befou
the western ghaut mountains in t h e
Concan, and partly in the elevated
land within the ghauts; but all so intermingled with the possesbions of
other Mahuratta chiefs and with
those of the British government, that
it is quite impossible to discriminate
them. Until 1812 the Colapoor chief
possessed Malwan and three other
fortresses on the sea-coast, which
were then ceded to the British government. A t present the chief
towns within thts principality are
Colapow (the capital), Parnellah,
Mulcapoor, and Culgong.
The Colapoor family trace their
descent from Sevajee, the founder o f
the Maharatta empire. According
to their traditions Sevajee had two
sons, Sambha and Ranta ; the first of
these had also two sons, Sahoo and
Sambha. Sahoo died without issue;
Sambha adopted a son, from whom
the Colapoor raja is descended, who
being thus lineal heir of Sevajee in
the elder branch, took precedence of
the Peshwa, and was addressed by
the latter as his superior. Sewai
Chutter Putter (the reigning raja in
1803) gained a great deal of country
by usurpation and conquest, during
the confusion in the Peshwa's dominions after the death of Matlhoorow,
particularly from his neighbours the
Putwurden family, although he was
only at war with one branch of i t
(Appah Saheb); but among the Maharattas such aggressions are not
thought incotltpatible with the accustomed relations of peace and amity.
During Purseram Bhow's imprisonment the Colapoor raja seized the
opportunity to ravage the possessions
of his family (the Putwurdens), and
actually plundered some of their
principal towns, such as Savanore,
Hubcly, and Jasgone. The latter
was the Bhow's capital, where he had
expended a large sum in erecting a
palace, which the raja burned to the
ground and demolished forthwith.
When liberated, the old Bhow carried
on a war for some time against the
raja; but being defeated and taken
prisoner in 1799, was, although a

COLAPOOR.
Brahmifi, cut t o pieces in the presence of his enemy. His son, Appah
Saheb, then took the command of the
troops, animated by the most implacable hatred towards the Colapoor
chief, declaring he would never forgive or forget such an act of atrocity,
and expressing his willingness to sacrifice all that he had in the world,
and retire a naked mendicant to
Benares, if he could only adequately
revenge the slaughter of his father.
But this satisfaction he was not destined to enjoy, for just when, with
the assistance of Dowlet Row's rep l a r infantry, he had reduced the
ortress of Colapoor to the last extremity, and was on the eve of accompllshing his wishes, Sindia, by
secret agreement with his enemy,
withdrew his troops; and Appah
Saheb, unable to prosecute the siege
with his own troops and resources,
was compelled to retreat. In 1803
a cessation of hostilities was effected
by the Duke of Wellington.
I n 1804, in conaequence of the
repeated piracies committed by the
Raja of Colapoor's subjects, his ports
were blockaded, and payment demanded of money due to the Company and to the British merchants at
Bombay. During the time of war,
the cruizer stationed on the coast
was never o t sufficient strength to
tight one of the enemy's privateers,
on which account, to avoid the disgraceful event of her capture, General Wellesley recommended a treaty
to be entered into with the raja,
which, if he afterwards broke, it would
afford ample grounds to the British
government to get effectually rid of an
evil, which, in the existing state of
its power, was derogatory to its dignity.
About this period, also, Viswas
Row Ghautky and Serjee Row Ghautky, two favol~ritesof Sindis, and most
persevering depredators, took refuge
with the Colapoor raja, after their
own banditti had been defeated and
dispersed by General Wellesley. The
ceneral in consequence addressed a
letter in 1804 t o the ra'a, informing
him that he was
awnre of the

family connex~onbetween hinr and
these brothers, and that it was not
the custom of the British government,
nor his own wish, to perpetuate enmities, or to deprive those of an asylum
who were inclined to live in peace,
for which reason he did not call o n
the raja to deliver up the two Ghautkies, as he might be justified in doing.
At the same time he notified t o the
raja, that as he had given them an
asylum, the British government would
consider him responsible for their
conduct ; and, that if they again nssembled troops, which could only be
intended to disturb the peace of other
powers, he (the raja) would be called
upon to answer for the injuries they
might do, of which circumstance that
letter was a friendly notification. T h e
duke added : " it IS time that the nat i o n ~of India should enjoy some
peace, and you may depend upon i t
that the British government will not
suffer it to be wantonly disturbed with
impunity."
From the above date the state of
Colapoor enjoyed comparative tranqoillity, and in 1812 was again rescued from intestine disorders by the
interference of the British government. In 1820 it was considered by
Mr. Elphinstone in a state of prosperlty; but on the 16th July 1821 the
raja waq shot in his own pnlace by
one of his own sillahdars, named Synjee Bajee, and died the same evening.
H e left an infant son, during whose
minority it was intended the state
affairs should be managed by his
mother and the family priest, but dissentions soon arose, which again required the intervention of the British.
I n fact, the disordered state of the
police, and the insubordination of the
raja's vassals (over whom in the r e
mote tracts he had no control), the
number of strong holds among the
wester11 ghauts, the kawless habits of
the population, and the vicinity to
Sawuntwarree, all combined to keep
this petty principality in a state of
perpetual combustion. In 1827 the
raja himself became refractory, which
occasioned the advance of a British
detachment, on the approach of which
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he agreed to disband his numerous t'lickness. The natives assert that
levies, and remain quiet as iong a.be diamontls were formerly discovered in
could, bein of a most unsettled dis- the mica slate of the Uddegherry
,
position. ~ M s s . , M ~ I C O ~ MUM,
jaghire. The copper ore is of the
sort that Dr. Thonitis Thomaon calls
Xlphinstone, 9c.)
auhydrous, and the specimen he an*
C O L A P O O B . - Tcapital
~ ~ of the pre- lyzed yielded an average of fifty per
ceding petty state, is situated lat. 180 cent. of pure metal; but others so lit.
19' N., Ion. 74'25'E., 121 miles south
by east from Poona. In 1825 it was tle as seventeen, and even six per cent.
The countries in this quarter of
approached for the first time hy a Hindostau
where conner ores have
British army, when our ~oldiersend been discovered,
ar; kolastry, Vencamped within a short distance of the
,Uddegherry,D~~paud,and
raja's palace, where they waited untik cattygherry
other places in the ceded diethe ratification of the treaty by the some
tricts; but the richest are in the Coraja. The town stands in a vi~lleybe; lastry zemindary. Dr. Heyne recomtween a curved range of hills, that mends these mines to attention; first,
protects it on three sides. The fort
on account of their being ot~lythirty
does not 8ppear strong, depending miles from the Eea, and within twenty
princil)ally on the ditch, its main de- miles of fuel ; secondly, on account
fence being the two hill-forts of Pown; of a river which is capable of being
ghur and Penowlghur, situated on the rendered nnvigeble; thirdly, on acrange! of mountains that shuts in the count of the particular rock formahlley, about ten niiles north-west tion, usually rich in metal; nnd lastly,
from Colapoor. The last is a b o ~ ~ t
three and a half miles in circumfe- on account of the intrinsic excellence
of the ore.--( Heyne, kc.)
rence, and connected with the first
COLAWAS~A.-A
village in the Carat one pdnt by a rleck af land. Both
atand on rocks from 260 to a00 feet natic province, district of Madura,
high, from which spring natural ram- situated on the southern skirt of Tonpru'ts of basalt from thirty to aixty diman's country, about fifty mile$ tra.
feet perpendiculat scarp, surmounted velling distance N.E. from the town
by other defensive works. After as- of Madura A handsome mausoleum
cending the barren rock, the interior has here been erected overthe remains
presents a neat town, lofty trees, of a Mahomedm saint, on the margin
gardens, and fine tanks. - (Public of a fine tank faced with masonry.
Journals, gc.)

.

COLAS?RY.- A zemindary thus
hamed in the Carnatic, in which c o p
er mines are situated. To the west
ies the Uddegherry jaghire and the
ceded districts ;to the north the Naidoo country, belonging to the Vencattygherry raja, and to the eastward
the Nellore district. The rincipal
mining places are about fi y miles
N.W.fromNellore,thirty from thesea,
and about forty N.EI of Cuddapah.
Several streams traverse it on their
way to the sea; but the general at+
pect of the country is barren and uncomfortable. The copper strata are
of various density and distance, but
the general run of the ore is in layers
two inches thick, although they are
occasion3llv found severd feet in
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COLEBUY.-A small town in Travancore, nineteen miles west by north
from Gape Gomorin ; lat. 8' 11' N.,
lon. 77' S.2' E. At this place there is
a sn~allharbonr, protected from the
winds by some rocks. The Danes
formerly had a factory here.
COLEBOON
Rxv~~.-The northern
branch of the Caverg, which separates
from the other below the island of
Seringham, near Trichinopoly, bounds
the Tanjore principality to the north,
and after a course of about eighty
miles falls into the sea at Devicotta.
At the point of junction the southern
branch is twenty feet higher than the
Coleroon, which latter is suffered to
run waste to the s e a Above Devi=

COLUMBO.
cotta the river is divided into three
channels, two of which are considerably wider than any of the branches
of the Cavery, b ~ l ta11 comparatively
shallow, and indeed at certain seasons
without water altogether.-(Fullarton, $c.)
COLGONG
(KahaIgang).-A
small
town in the province ofBahar, district
ofBogli oor, which in 1809 contained
houses; lrt. 95' 14' N.,
about
Ion. 87' 15' E., 102 miles N.W. from
Moorshedabad. Although the Ganges
runs dmout due nortb from Colgong
to Patergotta for about eight miles,
and although it not only washes but
surrounds the rocks of the Vindhyan
mountains, thiv epot, which ought by
the Hindoos to be thought on both
accounts peculiarly holy, is totally
neglected, and no assembly of that
persuasion takes place here for the
purpose of expiating their sins by ablution ; on the contrary, all the pilgrims flock to the opposite side, where
the river follows its usual course, and
the country is a dead level. If not
the sanctity, the beauty of the scenery,
had they any taste which the have
not) might attract t em, for tbe bay
formed by the projecting points of
Colgong and Pqtergotta, with its fine
amphitheatre of hills and little wooded islands, presei~tsperhaps the most
fascinating landscape along the whole
course of the Ganges. Quarries of
chalk are worked in the neighbourhood of Colgong. (F.Buchanalr,
Fullarton, 5 c.)
COLINUA.-A town in the province
of Bellgal, district of Tiperah, seventpthree miles S.E. from Dacca; lat.
22' 58'N., lon. 916 6' E. In the surrounding country, which is flat and
swampy, baftaes, cossaes, and other
coarse cotton goods of an excellent
durable quality are manofactured, remarkable for the weight of the raw
material they contain.
CC~LARASS.-A
town in' the province of Agra, district of Narwar,
eighty milea north from Seronge ;lat.
25' 14' N., Ion. 77' 25'E. This place
is surrounded by an old stone wall of
no strength, near to which is a large
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nullah or water-course of fine water.
The country to the north is junglyand
thinly inhabited, much obstructed by
ravines, and, except in the vicinity of
the Sinde river, is during the dry season very ill supplied with water.(MSS., kc.)
COLONG.-An island, town, and
river, off, on, and in the Malay peninsula, principality of Salengore ; lat.
3' N., Ion. 101' 38' E. It stands
about twenty miles from the mouth
qf the river, and is occasionally the
raja's residence, Prior to the war
with the Siamese in 1822, the inhabitants were reckoned at 1,500 persons.--(Anderson, Q c.)
C o ~ o u a - A town in the Carnatia
province, thirty-eight miles west from
Nellore; lat. 140 31' N., Ion. 79' Zfj'

E.
C o ~ u ~ n o . - T h e modern capital of
Ceylon, situated on the south-west
6 55' N., Ion. 79' 45' E.
coast; lat. '
The fort is built on a peninsula projecting into the sea, and measures one
mile and a uarter in circumference.
I t consisra seven principal-bastions
of diierent sizes, connected by intervening curtains, and defended b 300
pieces of cannon. The site is
but
insulated, the sea reaching up to twothirds of the works, and the rest (ex.
cept two very narrow causeways) being protected by an extensive lake of
fresh water. On the south side the
surf runs so high, and the shore is so
rocky, that it would be dangerous to
approach it; and on the west side,
where the sea is smoother, it is defended by strong batteries. Four oP
the bastions look towards the sea,
the other three face the lake and com.
mand the caqseway leading to the
fort. A projecting rock, on which two
batteries are placed, affords shelter to
a small semicircular bay on the north
side of the fort, but on accoupt of
a sand-bar only resorted to by small
craft. The outer road affords secure
anchorage from the beginning of Qctober to the end of March, when the
wind blows off the land from the
north-east; during the other s i x ,
months the south-west wind blow4
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on the l o r e , and the coast (for there
is, strictly speaking,no harbour) is not
practicable.
The plan of Columbo is regular,
and nearly divided into four quarters
by two principal btreets, which cross
each other, and extend the whole
length of the town. The houses are
of stone, clay, and lime, and the
whole city has more of the European
style and ap earance than any other
in India. {he houses are seldom
above one story high, and all had
lass windows until the arrival of the
ktiglish, who substituted venetian
blinds, the natives of Holland having
never been partial to a free circulation
of air. Before each house is a large
wooden veranda, supported by wooden pillars, to exclude the sun. The
governnlent house fronts the see on
the north side of the fort, and is a
handsome building of two stories.
The cllurch of Wolfendal, where the
Dutch inhabitants attend public worship, stands on the summit of a rising
ground in the suburbs, and it is also
attended by the Malabar and Cingalese Christians. Beyond the walls is
a mud village and bazar, on a space
called slave-island (in reality a peninsula projecting into the lake), thus
named from having formerly been occupied by the slaves helonging to the
Dutch government. The pettah, or
outer town, stands a few hundred
yards to the eastward of the fort, on
which it encroaches, and contains
.more houses than are within the fortifications. The fort is chiefly occuied by the British, the pettah by the
utch and Portuguese, and the huburbs, n~uchthe most populous part,
by the Ceylonese. One street is entirely peopletl by Mahomedans, here
qamed Lubbies, who follow the occupations of pedlars, tailors, fuhermeo, and mariners. The aggregate
of all descriptions in 1804 was cstimated a t 50,000 inhabitants, and we
have no more recent enumeration.
I p 1833 the number of Europeans at
Columbo capable of serving on juries
was only thirty-two.
T h e west coast of Ceylon is r e
markable for an equality of tempera-

5

ture, sad humidity of the air, the
consequenceof which is that a t Co-lumbo, unless books and clothes are
frequently exposed to the sun, they
soon become covered with mildew,
and rapidly decay. The average range
of the barometer throughout the rear
may be considered about 29' 9 inches,
the highest l i n g 30°, and the lowest
29' 7 inches. But the climate of
Columbo on the whole may be reckoned salubrious and temperate, Fahrenheit'e thermometer ranging about
80"; and even in the full blaze of a
meridian sun, owing to the fresh sea
breezes, Europeans find it pleasant
tp walk and drive about in open carnages. Indeed the whole scenery
presents a striking contrast t o the
arid plains, withered vegetation,
scorching winds, and burning dust of
Madras. The water within the fort
is of a brackish taste, that used by
the European establishment being
brought from a distance.
Although Trincomalee, on account
of its harbour and position, be of
more intrinsic importance to the nation, Columbo is in every other respect superior, being placed in the
centre of the cinnamon country, and
possessing a more numerous population. The harbour is unfort~~nately
nothing more than an open roadstead,
and, owing to the course of the monsoons, the inhabitants for a considerable portion of the year are cut
off from all maritime intercourse with
the rest of the island. The internal
navigation, however, in a lateral direction along the coast, is excellent,
and on the rivers and water-courses
several hundred flat-bottomed boats
are seen, with entire families, who reside permanently on board. Nearly
all the foreign conlmerce of Ceylon
is concentrated s t this port, as is
also a large proportion of the coasting traffic. In 1656 the town and
fortress of Columbo were taken from
the Portuguese by the Dutch, in
whose possession it remained until
1796, when it was captured by the
British, and subseq~~ently
ceded by
the peace of Aluiens. Letters from
Columbo to Madras, a diatance of
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608 mites, are genernlly conveyed
in ten, but an expresn has been frequently accomplished in eight days.(Cordiner, Percival, Milburn, D a y ,

4c.)

B a , t ~ t ~r/:
a
C O M B H E R . - A ~ OinWthe
~ province
of Agra, belonging to the Bhurtpoor
raja, and situated about ten miles
west frorn his capital ; Iat. 27' 17' N.,
lon. 77' 14'E. At this place is manufactured the salt distinguished by
the name of balumba in Upper Hindostan, where large quantities are
annually consumed. I t is extracted
from the saline water of wells in the
vicinity, is usually of a small grain,
and preserved in pits.
C o m ~ a o c o ~ u ~A. town in the
Carnatic province, district of Tanjore,
twenty-three miles N.E. from the city
of Tanjore; lat. 10°5Y N., lon. 79'
90' E. This was the ancient capital
of the Chola race, one of the most
ancient Hindoo dynasties of which
any traces have been discovered in
the southern regions, and from
which ia later times the wholecoast of
Chplamundul (Coromandel) has taken its name. There are still remains
indicating its ancient splendour. At
present it is chiefly inhabitedby Brahmins, whose habitations appear neat,
and the district thriving. Some of
the tanks and pagodas are very fine;
but it is remarkable that aln~ostinvariably the outer gate of the pngoda
is of superior dimensions to the pagoda itself. At this place there is a
consecrated pond, which possesses,
every twelfth year, the virtue of
cleansing all who bathe in it from
corporeal and npiritual impurities, although accumulated through many
transmigrations. When these periods
of plenary indulgence arrive, swarms
of sinners collect from all points of
the compass, in order to avail themselves of the fortunate moment when
the efficacy of the puddle is most intense. I11 1820 Combooconum .was
the head-quarter of the zillah court
of Tanjore, but the collector and magistrate resides at Nagore.
COWCOLLY f~umarkhali).-A
town in the province of Bengal, dia-

-
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trict of Rajeshahy, situated n few
miles south from the main stream of
the great Gangetic branch named the
Puddah, about sixty-four miles S.E.
from Moorshedabad ; lat. 23" 52' N.,
lon. 89' 11' E . The East-India Company have long had here a permanent
factory and cornmercial resident for
the purchasing of piece-goods and
raw silk.
COMILLA.-A town in the province
of Bengal, district of Tipera, of
which it is the modern capital ; lat.
23" 28' N., Ion. 90' 43' E., fifty-one
miles S.E. from Dacca. Six miles
west from this place are the remains
of many large brick buildings, and of
a fort about 200 feet square, the vestiges of the residence of the ancient
Tipera rajas. In recent times the
roads around Gomilla have been
greatly improved, or rather created,
by the judicious application of the
labour performed by the government
convicts.-43'. Buchanan, Bc.)
COMOBO.-An island in the eastern seas, situated between Sumbhawa
and Floris, and the eighth and ninth
degrees of north latitude. In length
it may be estimated at thirty-two
miles, by sixteen the average breadth.
Couoxrx, CAPE (Cumari).-The
southern extremity of what is miscalled the peninsula, which, notwithstanding its remarkable position,
never attracted in the slightest degree the 'attention of Hindoo geo- $J
graphers, ancient or modern ; lat. 8" '
4' N., Ion. 770 45' E. ~t is, how- A-1
ever, mentioned under the name of
Cape Comari by Marco Polo, in A.D.

1295.
C~MPTA.-Atown on the sea-coast
of the Canara province, twelve miles
N.N.W. from Onore ; lat. 14" 26'N.,
Ion. 75' 32' E.
CONABAH.-A town in the Northern Circars, thirty miles N.N.E. from
Vizagapatam ; lat. 17' 59' N., Ion.
Go44'E. This place stands on the
sea-side, near the mouth of a small
river croused by a snnd-bar, but
which affords occasional shelter to
the country native craf5 trading along.

.
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the coast. The dangerous Santapilly clu~ledin tbc district of North Canaq
rocks are in the offing.-(PrJIarton
ra; but in the Hindoo geography of
the west of India, Concan Proper be$c.)
&fins a t the river Gangawala, in lat.
0
$cmmnalA !arge I4O 37!, where H a i a ends.
subdivision o the Bejapoor
The surface of the country exhibits a gradual declension from the
of which it occupies the
coast, being confined on the east ghauts towards the sea, and is traby the western ghaut mountains. In versed by numerousmountain streams,
be estimated at 220 bllt no river of magnitude. There are
length i t
miles, by thirty-five the avernge few countries so much broken into
breadth, and includes Illany fertlle snlall bays and harbours as this is,
tracts producing rice, but its general with so straight a general outline.
features Present 8 congeries of steep This multitude of shallow ports, an
rocky mountains. Towards the west- uninterrupted view along shore, and
ern ghauts this country is strong, an elevated coast, favourable to disbeing crossed bJ' hills, i?tersected by tant vision, have fitted this tract of
mvines, and covered wlth thick fo- country for a region of piracy. The
restfi. The rallge of mountains is land and sea-breezes on the mast of
from 2,000 to 4,000 feet high, on the Concan, as well as on that of Corowest abrul)t, and of difficult access, mandel, blow alternately in twentyand the Passes not practicable for four hours, and divide the daysso that
wheeled cafnilges. The table-land vessels sailing along are obliged t o
to the east 1.9 ?early as .high as many keep within sight of the land, as t h e
parts of the ridge, but In general the land winds are not felt more than
hills surpass it in elevlltion from fortv miles from the shore. The
1,000 to 1,500 feet. This table-land cou,try prodllces all the grains of
it3 also strong by nature, being crossed Malabar, and is particularly noted for
by spurs or cordilleras from the m ~ i n the good quality of its hemp ; the
chain, hetween which are deep, wind- Eocoacnut here is also shperior t o
ing, rugged vallies, choked up with that produced inland, and arrives
jungle.
Further eabt, as we ap- much earlier a t maturity.
proach the Nizam's frontier, the
The Brahmins properly belonging
country beconies more level, ulltil it to the Concan are of the Paunsa
ends in an open plain.
Gauds, or north of India division ;
This word by the natives is pro- they allege that they are the descennounced Kokun, and applied by them dants of the colony on whom the
in quite a different sense to what it is country, after the extirpation of the
by European:, for it includes n~uch Khetries, was bestowed by Parasu.
country lying to the east of the west- Rama ; their principal seat seems to
e m ghauts. I n one sense it is syno- have been Goa, called by them GOnimous with a hilly mass of country vay, from whence they were expelled
subject to the severity of the south- by the Portuguese, after which they
west monsoon, in contradistinction for the most part became traders. I t
to des, a plain ; but there are excep- is asserted, that a numerous class of
tions also to this definition. In the Concan Brahmins, named Kurrada,
Deccan, the seven Co~lcar~s
of Hin- still perpetrate human sacrifices to a
doo mythology are still known, and certain goddess, who is said to prefer,
comprehend the whole of the Parasu in that capacity, a Brahmin learned
Rama Cshetm, or the greater part of in the Shastras. In public situations
the south-western coast; they are many of these Kurradas w e known
named Kerala (Malabar), Tulava, and respected as intelligeot, chsriGovarashtra (Goa), Cancans Proper, table, and humane individuals, who
Kerataha, Varalatta, and Berbera. In most strenuot~slydeny the present
theBritish arrangements the southern existence of the practice. T l ~ eConportion of the Hindoo Coucan is in- can Brahmins, however, are generally
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disclaimeit by those of the r e ~ of
t India; but they have 1ong.composed a
large mqjority of the ruling characters
in the Maharatta empire. When a
translation of the Lord's Prayer into
the Coucan language was examined
by the missionaries, they found that
of thirty-two words which it contained, twenty-five were the same as in
theBengalese and Hindostany translations, besides several Sanscrit words.
The inhabitants of this coast, from
the earliest antiquity, have k e n noted for piracy, and in the eighteenth
century exercised this vocation on nll
ships indiscriminately that did not
purchase passes. The Angria family
at one time possessed nearly the
whole province, and in 1820 still retained about three lacks of revenue.
In 1756 they were expelled from several of thew principal piratical ports
by Admiral Watvonand Colonel Clive.
In more recent times three-fourths of
the Concan have been directly subject to the Maharatta Peshwa, on
whose extinction, in 1818, they devolved to the Briti~hgovernment,
and from hence a large proportion of
the Bombay army is now recruited.
A large proportion of theinhabitants
are genuine Hindoos, and the practice of widow-burning is here more
common than in any provir~ceof Hindostan, except Bengal. In 1821 the
number amounted to fifty ; in 1803.
to fifty-eight, besides those concealed
and prevented. At present the whole
territory is subordinate to the Bombay pregidency, and subdivided into
two districts, theNorthern and Southern Concan. -(~CpAindonc,F.Buchanun, Ornae, Dunlop, gc.)
CONCAN,
NORTHERN.-ABritish
district in the province of Bejapoor,
remarkable, with the southern district, for the astonishing number
of hill-forts, fortified heighta, and
fortresses which it contained, when
conquered by the British in 1818.
They were found in a most neglected condition, no expenditure for
repairs of walls, buildings, or reseruoirs, having taken place for more
than twenty years.. The following
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names of some of the principal ones
are recorded, as the whole will probably soon be forgotten.
Those on the sea-coast were Bassein, Arnalla, Kelvy, brahim, S e r e
gaum, Tairapoor (large, well-conditioned, and close to the sea-shore),
Cheochun, Dhanoo, and Omergong,
mostly constructed for the protection of the coasting trade wrist pirates, and soon after the British conquest ordered to be abandoned or
demolished.
The principal fortified heights were
Gumbheerghur, Seygwat, Assewah,
Boputghur, and Purbhool, varying
from 700 to 1,200 Feet in perpendicular height, and of extremely difficult access; but besides these there
were twelve others, of no use in a
military point of view, the greater
part of which were ordered to be destroyed.
The principal midland forts were
Gotowra, Tookmook, Goje, Vickutghur, or Paib Mhooly, Mullunghur,
and Asuree. The three last were
deemed by the natives impregnable,
but under the Britieh domination become quite useless, and were ordered
to be destroyed.
The frontier forts situated on the
ghauts, or Sydcrshee mo~~ntains,
were
Byramghur, Goruckghur, Katulghur,
and Sidghur, which last commands
the Gareedharry pass. These are
perpendicular rocks of great height,
commanding differeut passes, and
scarcely accessible ; indeed, much labour must have been expended in
cutting steps into the solid rock hy
which these Fortified heights were
ascended, and also in provisionin
them, theirimmediateneighbourhoof .
from its extreme ruggedness, being
generally uninhabited. From the
Duntoora river to the Damaun Gungal the northern boundary of the eillah, and a distance of seventy-three
miles, there is an excellent road, unequalled, perhaps, for such an extent,
in the whole world.
The tract ceded to the British government by the treaty of Poona, as
far north as the Damaun river, constituting the then northern boundary
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of the Concan, were annexed to Sal- or about ninety-one and a half to the
sette, and designated the Northern square mile.
Averagecollections ofthe Southern
Concan District ; the revenue in
1817 was estimated at fifteen lacks Concan :
1818-19
Rs. 8,27,933
of rupees.-(Elphinrtone, Capt. Dick13,20,154
1819-20
inron, &.)
11,64,433
1820-21 a....
CONCAN,SOUTHERN.-A British
(Elphiiutotze, PeUy, 4c.)
district in the province of Bejapoor,
CONCHON
(Canchana, goldenJ.-A
which contains about 7,000 square
miles, and presenting to a cursory town in the province of Bengal, disobserver little else than bare hills, trict of Dinagepoor, eighty-four miles
rocks, ravines, chasms, jungle, and N.N.E from Moorshedabad ; lat. 95'
mountains. I t is separated into nine 15' N., lon. 88' 42' E.
grand divisions or talooks, the northCONUATCHY.-A
bay in the island
ern and southern boundaries of which of Ceylon, situated about twelve
are some considerable streams, flow- miles south from the island of Maing from the mountains to the sea. naar, and the most central rendezvous
Each talook yields from 40,000 to of the boats employed in the pearl200,000 rupees annually, and is itself fishery. The ojster hanks are scatcomposed of smaller subdivisions tered over a space in the gulf of Manamed mahals, tuppahs, maomlahs, naar, extending about thirty miles
and turufs. In 1821, 2,249 villages from north to south, and twenty-four
were in the sole possession of the Bri- from east to west; and the boats with
tish ;others were held in conjunction their crews come from Manaar, Jafna,
with petty chiefs, and many were Ramiseram, Nagore, Tutecorin, Tramere clusters of thatched mud huts. vancore, Kilkerry, and other parts on
The land assessment has remained, the main land. The shape of the
with little variation, as it was, and the oyster is an imperfect oval, nearly
grain rental has hitherto, according to the same as a cockle, about nine
immemorial usage, and in conformity inches and R half in circumference,
to the custom of the Concan, been and not good to eat. One oyster,
received in kind. In 1821 the esti- including seed pearls, has been known
mated official value of the grain was to contain 150, wliile 100 oysters
4,44,691 rupees, and the collector was have been opened without the disof opinion that the government did covery of one. I t is said to attain
not take more than one-third of the maturity in eight years, and not t o
gross produce. Rice composes four- admit of transportation from its nafifths of the whole grain production ; tive beds. The depth of water is
the remaining fifth consists of naglee, usually from five to seven fathoms;
warree, oil grains, &c., but no wheat. some divers perform the dip in one
Besides these, sugar-canes, turmeric, minute, others in one and one-third,
ginger, dal, &c. are raised. In 1820- and scarcely any exceed one minute
21 the population of the Southern and a half submersion. Two millions
Concan was reported to be as fol- of oysters have been landed in one
day, and one boat has been known t o
lows :
b;ing 33,000, while another had not
Hindaos
532,183
300, the undertaking being much of
Mahomedans
41,132
a lottery. The pearls are sorted by
Mhers,Dhers, Chamars,
being passed through the holes of brass
Maungs, and other
eieves of various diameters. T h e
impure castes
57,292
pearl-fishery cannot be reckoned on
Christians
1,087
as a regular source of revenue, as the
Jews
643
banks become exhausted, and it is
interrupted for a series of years, acTotal
633,337
cording to circumstances. After a
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long interruption it bee been known W. by S. from Guntoor; lat. 16" 1 1
to yield above S100,000 for three N., lon. 80' 18' E.
successive years.--(Cordiner, PerciCONIACOMB~Y.--A
small town on
oal, Lebeck, 4c.)
the sea-coast of the Carnatic, district
f ~rmada~aIli).-One of Tinnevelly, thirteen miles E. by
CONDAPILLY
of the five original northern Circars, N. from Cape Comorin ; 1st. 8' 8'N.,
but now, like Ellore, for the most lon. 7 7 O 54' E.
part comprehended in the MasulipaCONKAIR
for Cakair).-A
town in
tam collectorship. In 1786 the area the province of Gundwana, situated
of the two was estimated at 3,400 between a high rocky hill and the
square miles, exclusive of the hilly south bank of the Mahanuddy river,
+egion to the west. By the Maho- 1,953 feet above the level of the sea;
medans this division is named Mus- lat. 20' 30' N., Ion. 8 P 1' E. On the
taphanagur, under which appellation summit of the hill, in 1794, there
it is recorded in their revenue books. was a small fort mounting two guns.
The river Ooputair, which separates The country about Conkair is much
the Condapilly Circar from Ellore covered with high woods, and the
and Rajamundry, is a salt-water river, town surrounded by hills inhabited
and contributes largely to the revenue by wild Gond mountaineers, this beof the collectorate, being accessible ing one of the tracts of the aboriginal
at flood-tides for boats as far as Co- Rajas of Gundwana. The frontier
lair, and containing abundance of fish. of the Bustar country is twelve miles
I t also carries off the surplus waters distant from Conkair; and is entered
from the Colair lake, and after many through the Tillyghauty, a very steep
windings, at last joins the sea between and rugged pass over the hills.-(J.
Ssmaldang and Gollapollam. There B. Blunt, 4c.)
are diamond mines within the limits
CONK^ Rrv~n.-This is the most
of Condapilly, but for many years
they have not produced any profit, considerable rrlountain stream beeither to government or to private tween the Teesta and the Cosi rivers,
individuals.-(J. Grant, 5th Report, and is said to have its source close to
mountains covered with perpetual
RenneU, gc.)
snow, if it does not actually peneCONDAPXLLK.-T~~
ancient capital trate into Tibet. It enters Bengal in
of the preceding Circar, situated in the district of Purneah, where it joins
lat. 16O 37'N., Ion. 80° 33' E., forty- the Mahananda, which also absorbs
nine miles N.W. from Masulipatan~. ~ t name.
s
In the rainy season it can
This place many years ago was a hill, be ascended by small boats to a confortified in the Indian style, of con- siderable distance, and it is found
siderable strength, but now, like many very useful for the floating down of
other native strong-holds, shorn of timber.-(F. Buchanan, $c.)
its beams, and suffered to crumble
CONJEVEBAM(Can~hdp~rcZ, the
into ruin. It appears to have been
considerable town
first wrested from its native Hindoo golden city).-A
princes by the Bhaminee sovereigns in the Carnatic, district of Chingleof the Deccan, about A.D. 1471, and put, forty-eight miles S.W. from Mabecame possessed by the British along dras ; lat. 12" 4!Y N., lat. 79O 41' E.
with the northern Circars in 1765. This place is built in a very straggling
Travelling distance from Hyderabad manner, and more resembles a con142 miles ; from Madras 306 ; from nected series of handsome and spaNagpoor 370 ; and from Seringapa- cious villages, interspersed with extam 444 miles.--(J. Grant, Ferishta, tensive gardens and cocoa-nut plantations, than a town. It stands in a
RenneU, $c.)
valley, and, covers a great space of
CONDAVIR
(Ca(Uddvir).-A
town ground, being from five to six miles
in the northern Circers, fifteen miles in length, and tdmably populous.
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CONTANACUR
f Cantanagara).-A
Round the whole town ia a boundhedge, chiefly of the agave americana, town in the provlnce of Bengal, disformerly useful in keeping 05 the trict of Dinagepoor, 112 miles N. by
bands of irregular cavalry that follow E. from Moorshedabad ; lat. 25' 44'
Indian armies. The small river We- N., loo. 88' 43' E. This was forgawutty, that winds along the western merly a place of some note, as is inskirts, contributes much to the fer- dicated by the remains of mounds
tility of the valley; and there are and ramparts still visible ; l o t it is a t
besides many substantial tanks, the present onlyremarkable as containing
whole having a prosperous appear- one of the finest Nindoo temples ex.
ance. The weavers are a numerous tant in Bengal, where most of these
class, and the fabrics principally red edifices are of a very inferior conhandkerchiefk, turbans, and cloths struction.
adapted for the dresses of the natives.
C o o c ~BAHAR Ctrch ~ihar).-A
T h e main entrance t o the great emall principality, ong dependent on
pagoda, dedicated to Siva, is lofty, and the kingdom of Bengal, and attached
resembles in its shape and ornaments t o thedistrict of Rungpoor, situated a t
that of Tanjore. On the left, after the north-eastern extremity, between
assing through it, is a large edifice the twenty-sixth and twenty-seventh
h e a choultry, which the Brahmins degrees of north latitude. This westassert contains 1,000 pillars, many ern division of the ancient kingdom
of them handsomely sculptured, and of Camroop, Formerly comprehending
eeveral of the groups composed with the whole northern tracts from the
considerable skill. The sides of the Chonkosh river to the Mahananda,
steps leading up to it are formed of and from Ghoraghaut to the mountwo well-carved elephants drawing a tains of Bootan, extends in extreme
car. The view from the top of the length about ninety, and in extreme
great gateway 1s uncommoqly fine, breadth about sixty miles. The moconsisting of extensive woods, inter- dern territory of Coocll Bahar forme
sected by a large sheet of water, nu- the boundary of a large portion of
merous pagodas rising amidst trees, the Rungpoor district, and is partiand a magnificent range of mountains tioned into sections and divisions, in
at a distance. But altholigh this be a very confused manner. The Coach
the most imposing edifice, it is not Bahar raja also possesses some tracts
the temple most highly venerated, o r beyond the Mogul lilllits of Bengal,
the most curious in respect to
and not liable to tribute. The northmanship, in which respects it must ern extremity of this principality was
yield to the p q o d ~dedicated to settled on Siva Singh, of a fkmily
Vishnu Conjee, which, in fact, origi- from which the rajas were obliged
nally conferred the a pellation of to choose their prime ministers. This
Conjeverarn. I n this Lst, opposite portion. as producing an income of
to the door of the sanctuary, is a 32,000 rupees a year, was called Batremqrkable pillar of gilt copper, of trisllazllry ; but the general name
modern erection, about a foot in given to the whole principality was
diameter, and the sculptures of a Bahar, and, to dibtinguish it from the
clloultry within the area are scarcely large province of which Patua is the .
surpassed by those of any other Hin- capital, the term Coach has been
doo edifice, either for proportion or prefixed, although particularly disdelicacy of execution. Many smaller agreeable to its princes, who, having
pagodas, dedicated to various Brah- in modern times set up for Rajbangminical deities, are visible on all sides, sies, wish to sink all remembrance of
and there are whole streets of choul- the ~ o o c htribe.
tries, with which the adjacent country
The nature of this country is enLord Fa'tirely the same with that of the adalso abounds.--(F&rton,
letltiu, Salt, Heyne, $c.)
jacent parts of the British dominions,
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bnd the management of the ruja's
estates beyond the frontier entirely
resembles that pursued in the estates
which belong to the ri\ja as a remindar of Bengal. The commerce between the two territories is on a very
good footing, there being no restrictions whatever; but opium is cultivated to so large an extent, that it
evidently is intended for contraband
purposes. The southern portion of
Cooch Bahar, lying along the river
Durlah, is a highly improved and
fertile country; but to the north of
the town of Bahar the country has'
a most miserable appearance, the land
being low and marshy, interspersed
with thick jungle and many nullahs.
The vegetation is coarse, and the
ground every where choaked up with
rank grass, reeds, ar~dferns. In 1784
the total territorial area was calculated at 1,302 miles.
The most numerous and important
tribe in this part of the ancient Camroop is by the Assamese, Nepaulese,
and all s ~ ~ Bengalese
ch
as are under
the influence of their chiefs, called
indiscriminatelyCooch and Rajbangsi,
ant1 the subdivisions and distinctions
which they themselves have introduced are considered as mere effui o n s of vanity, the whole being
thought low and impure. This opinion is exceedingly disagreeable to
their chiefs, and especially to their
princes, who pretend to be of divine
origin, and many of whom observe
the Hindoo k w with such purity,
that in their own territory they are
allowed to be real Sudras; but the
Bengalese hold them in the utmost
contempt. Some of the Cooch, or
Rajbangsi chiefs, pretend to be descended from the Khetries who escaped the massacre of Parasu Rams
by flying to China.
One tribe, named the Pani Cooch,
remain in a very rude state of society,
and are still thinly scattered ulong
the north-eastern parts of the Rungpoor district, Assam, and the lower
parts of Bootan. By their religion
they are permitted to eat swine, goats,
ducks, sheep, deer, buffaloes, fowls,
and they sometimes snare peacocks.
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On the other hand, they do not eat
beef, and reject dogs, cats, frogs, and
snakes, which are used by some other
of the ruder tribes, Their ideas of
rank are directly the reverse of those
of the Hindoos, and approach near
to Euro ean notions. They think a
the more he can indulge
man
his appetites, on which account they
acknowledge the superiority of their
neighbours, as being eaters of dogs
and beef.
The Cooch. at least all of them
who have addpted the Brahminical
religion and have relinquished their
impure practices, assume the titles
of Rajbangsies, or descendants of
princes, which has also been assumed
by several other rude tribes of Camroop and Chin, such as the Mech and
Hajong, who, having followed their
example in religion, have assunled
the same title. But although all the
Rajbansies are not Cooch, still by
far the greater portion are of that
tribe. The Khyen nre the only tribe
of Camroop that the .Brahmins of
Bengal will admit to be pure Sudras,
which proves the great power their
princes must at one,time have possessed: for, except the Camroop
Brahmins, no other person of the
sacred order would drink water from
the hands of the Cooch Bahar raja
Harindra, although they are all in
general willing to admit the divine
origin of his family, and his own
extraordinary sanctity. This person,
who reigned in 1809, was considered
by the natives as a very pious person
for the following reasons: he paid
no attention to business, but passed
the whole of his time in retirement,
and, as was supposed, much of it in
prayer ; besides this, he expended
much of his income in sumortine
persons dedicated to a religib;s life;
while he neelected his temporal duties, to the Geat detriment df his subjects; yet.he wes said to be naturally
well-disposed, and desirous of rendering justice. The natives supposed
that the god$ had bestowed an extraordinary reward on this prince,
by endowing him with supernatural
vigour ; but to Europeans who had

bigger
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intercourse with him he appeared a
poor creature, exhausted by drunkenness and debauchery.
T h e proprietor of the pergunnah
in 1809 was a descendant of the
daughter of Cooch Hajo, claimed a
divine origin, and assumed the name
of Narayana or Narrain. According
t o his genealogy, Viswa, the son of
Siva, had three sons. The two elders
were ancestors of the R ~ j a sof Bahar
and Bijnee; the youngest of the
Pnngga branch, which, having had
many of their domains violently dissevered, retired to the forest, where
they fortified themselves with a bamboo jungle, and led a savage kind of
life. In 1809 the raja was only
eighteen years of age, but called
more by his people, to procure the
management of his affairs. H e never
could be induced to dip deeper in
literature than to learn to sign his
name, although his mother used many
endeavours t o persuade him, and the
collector having once caught him by
surprise, gave him suitable admonition : his answer was, that he was a
raja, and ought to give himself no
sort of trouble. H e had not even
received the usual religious instruction, and cannot, therefore, spend
any time in prayer or ceremonies, a
usual resource of Hindoo princes
against ennui H e rose about eight
o'clock, passed an hour in cleaning
himself and eating; he then went out
t o kill game, chiefly with poisoned
arrows, in the preparation of which
h e was very skilful; in the afternoon
he played at draughts o r chess, and
then went to bed.
Bykantpoor, although a part has
been alienated to Bootan, is still a
very fine estate, and contains the two
whole police divigions of Fakeergunge
and Sanyassigotta,and has been added
t o Bengal since the acquisition of the
dewanny in 1765. The proprietors
assert that they are descended from
the god Siva, on which account the
members of the family assume the
title of Dev, and return no salute
made to them, by whatever rank. The
Coach tribe still compose by far the
greater portion of the original inha-

bitants of Camroop; and one class
of that tribe, the Pani Cooch, which
has not adopted the Brahminical costoms, still preserve a language totally
different from the Bengalese. By the
latter they are often confounded with
the Garrows. The early priesthood
of the Cooch tribe were named Kolitas, who maintained agreat influence
over their rude flocks until the introduction of the Brahmins, who were
adopted as spiritual instructors by
the principal chiefs, since which the
Kolitas have mostly adopted the
Hindoo religion, and rank as
Sudras; yet both they and their c i s
occasionally revert to their old tenets,
and return to the guidance of the
u~~converted
members of the ancient
priesthood. The converted Kolitas
adhere to Krishna, and have of late
been very successful, especially in
Assam, where they have not only
converted the sovereigns of the country, but also many ignorant tribes of
Rabkas, Garrows, and Mech. The
lower classes in the north are so extremely indigent, that some years'ago
i t was their custom to dispose of their
childrenforslaves without scruple; and
although this traffic has been suppressed, and provisions are cheapcompared
with other districts, yet the poverty
and wretchedness of a great proportion of the population are extreme.
When the Mahomedans conquered
this division they appear to have rendered the office of zemindar hereditary. Some of the estates continue
t o be managed by the raja, some by
branches of the family, while others
continue to be held by the descmdants of different officers, on condition of performing certain duties. In
the whole of Cooch Bahar, the maximum of rent fixed by the settlement
is much lighter than what the proprietors exact from their tenants,
which arises partly from their desire
of keeping a low rental lest a new
assessment should I)e made, while
they trust for their own profit to private contributions. The high rate
of the maximums strengthens their
hands, as they can at any time compel
a tenant to quit a farm or pay the
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maximun~,no leases being granted t o
new settlers, and these only give the
tenant a right of perpetual possession
according to the regulated assessment.
Formerly the raja's family resided a t
Bykantpoor, where there was little
cultivation, scattered among woods,
while all the more southerly portion
of the principality was overgrown
with reeds and bushes, encouraged as
a defence against the Mahomedans.
O n the decay of the Mogul power,
Dharma Pal left Bykantpoor, settled
a t Jelpigory, and began to clear the
jungles of the south, which are now
cultivated; while the spats anlong the
woods that were formerly cultivated
are now neglected, and r e t ~ ~ r n i ntog
a state of nature. The rents are very
low, probably owing to the vicinity
of the Bootan and Nepaulese territories, where there is much waste land,
apd a large proportion of the tenants
are constantly changing from the one
to the other. Among the rude tribes
the hoe cultivation (which is a marked
distinction in this quarter of India
marking the stage of civilization) still
subsists, and with this implement i t
is supposed a man and his wife can
cultivate as much land as a man with
a plough and two oxen, being about
five acres.
The reigning prince, in 1809,
named Harindra, was said to be the
seventeenth in succession of the present family, but the early history of
the country is much involved in fable.
I n 1582, Abul Faze1 describes the
chief of Cooch as a powerful sovereign, having Assam and Camroop
under his subjection, and able t o
bring into the field 1,000 horse and
190,000 foot. According to the testimony of Mahomedan historians,
during the reign of Acber, ahout A.D.
1582, Lukshmen Narrain, the raja of
Cooch Bahar, was the sovereign of a
territory bounded on the east hp the
river Brahmaputra, on the south by
Goraghaut, on the west by Tirhoot,
and on the north by the mountains of
Tibet and Assam. His army they exag erated to the number of 100,000
inantry, 4,000 cavalry, 700 elephants,
and 1,000 war boat^. Notwithstand-
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ing this enormous military force, he
voluntarily became a vassal to the
Emperor Acber, which offending his
subjects and chief men, they rebelled
against him, and compelled him to
request assistance from the Mogul
governor of Bengal, which was
readily granted, as i t afforded an op
portunity of exploring this region,
with a vlew to its future subjugation.
This last event took place in 1661,
when it was conquered by Meer Jumla, who in compliment to his sovereign changed the name of it8 capital
to Alumgeer Nugger, which it did
not long retain. Mahon~edonfanaticism being then in full bloom, he
destroyetl the Hindoo temples, broke
in pieces a celebrated image of Narayan (Vishnu), and converted the son
of the raja, who was on bad terms
with his father. In every other respect he administered strict justice to
his new subjects, and severely punished plunderers and other offenders.
Having completed the conquest and
settled the tribute of Cooch Bahar
(which then con~prehended a large
tract of country) a t ten lacks of rupees annually, he proceeded to attempt the conquest of Assam, where
he failed. During these wars the
Cooch princes are supposed to have
erected the line of fortification along
the southern frontier, which still r e
mains; but, like all similar structures,
it proved an ineffectual protection.
Along with the rest of Bengal the
Mogul rights to this tract of country
devolved on the East-India Company
in 1765; but was little noticed until
1772, when the Cooch Bahar raja
applied to the collector of Rungpoor
for assistance against the Bootanners,
who had reduced him to the last extremity, and offered through his minister, Nazir Deo, to pay an annual tribute of half his revenue, and to render his country again subordinate to
Bengal. In deliberating on this offer,
the peace and security of the adjacent
British territories were more to be
considered than any pecuniary advantage to be h i v e d from the new ncquisition, as prior to this period the
Rungpoor district had been much
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exposed t o incursions from Bootan ;
i t became therefore a matter of direct
interest to embrnce any opportunity
tbat offered of expelling these marauders, and confining then1 within the
limits of their own mountains. Under
this impression the proposals of Naeir
Deo were agreed to, and Capt. John
Jones was ordered to proceed, with
four companies of sepoys and two
iecex of cannon, which ex edition
g e conducted with much sgill and
energy, defeating Dorpo Deo, a rebel
and emissary of Bootan, and capturing
the town of Bahar by assaulr, thereby
greatly intimidating the Bootanners,
who fled on all sides to the hillu,
where in 1773 they were pursued by
Cilpt. Jones, who took from then1 the
fortress of Dellamcotta. The Bootan
raja from being the aggressor, naw
became alarmed for his own safety,
and applied to the Teshoo Lama of
Tibet, through whose mediation he
obtained a peace. I11 arranging its
conditions, great favour was sllown
to the Bootanners, probably with the
view of gaining their friendship, and
obtaining commercial advantages, neither of which ever took place.
In 1787 p e a t confusion and rebellion agitated this petty state, which
led the Bengal government to institrite an inquiry into the causes of
these commotions, and also relative
t o the cxisting condition of the territory. A commissioner was in consequence deputed in 1789, to take upon
himself the exclusive superintendence
of the raja's estates, to collect the
revenues, pay the annual tribute, and
atier defraying the current expenditure, retain the surplus for the raja's
benefit. The latter, then a minor, was
at the same time informed that the
British government, in assunling the
temporary management of his &airs,
did not intend either to increase his
tribute, or to deprive him of the
rights and privileges guaranteed by
the treaty of 1772, the object of their
interference being to preberve himself
and co~lntryfrom the artifices and
peculations of ignorant and designing
men. Under this arrangement the
Cooch Bahar territories continued

until 1801, when the raja having attained his majority, the office of commissioner was abolished, and the
transaction of revenue matters committed to the collector of Rungpoor.
During the above period strict tranquillity prevailed, the revenues were
collected with regularity, and the
property of the state so effectually
preserved from the rapacity of its
own servants, that after defraying the
public expenses, civil and religious, on
a most liberal scale, a large sum was
accumlllated for the benefit of the
raja and invested in the British funds.
A very ditierent picture was exhibited when the commissioner was
withdrawl]. During the raja's minority, the government had entertained
hopes that, by study and application
t o business, he would quslify himself
for executing the duties of so important a charge; but these expectations
were disappointed, for t o a natural
or acquired imbecility the raja added
a most violent and outrageous temper,
where he could not be resisted, uor
did he ever suffer the miseries of his
subjects to interfere with or disturb
the low and childish pleasures to
which he was addicted. Had the mischief beeu confined to the raja's own
territories, a cold and unfeeling policy might perhaps have suggested,
that i t was not incumbent on the
British government to interpose in
the affairs of a state, which had been
recognized to a certain degree as independent. The effects, however, of
the above evils were felt within the
limits of the British districts, banditti and other disturbers of the public peace frequently committing robbery and other outrages, and then
seeking a secure asylum for themselves and plunder within the boundaries of Cooch Bahar. Besides this,
so far from any surplus revenue being
realized, it was with the utmost diC
ficulty the ditierent instalrnents of the
tribute due t o Bengal could be liquidated, and the raja himself had
scarcely tile means of subsistence,
while his public officers were amassing fortunes by embezzlement and
extortion.
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The Bengal government was fully
sensible of the evils that were likely
to arise from leaving the adminiatration of affairs exclusively to the raja ;
but was averse, on the principles of
good faith, to assume the internal
management of the principality without the acquiescenceof its chief. An
officer was, in consequence, deputed
for the purpose of communicating
with the raja, and of endeavouring to
obtain his consent to the introduction of the Bengal revenue and judicial regulations, with such modifications as local circumstances and the
dignity of the raja might suggest ;but
all his efforts to procure the raja's
consent were without avail, and he
was i ~consequence
i
withdrawn. Another was deputed in 1805, with the
like bad success, the raja manifesting
the utmost repugnance to the proposed arrangements, while his miserable sul$ects upbraided the British
government as participators of his
extortions. All interference, however, further than remonstrance, was
abstained from until 1813, when the
anarcliy of this state had attained
snch a height, that it was no longer
possible to go on. As experience
had proved that all prospect of retorming the administration through
the medium of the collector of Rungpoor was perfectlyhopeless, it became
indispensably necessary to recreate
the office of commissioner, nearly on
the footing of 1805. The governotgeneral also addressed the raja, remonstrating strongly with him on the
neglect of his public duties, and of his
insulting and contumacious conduct
towards the officers appointed to negociate with him. In addition to
these acts of insubordination, the
raja had the folly to withhold the
payment of the customary tribute,
and not only to misap ropriate the
allowance fixed for t f e family of
Nazir Deo, but also to usurp the lands
allotted for their residence, and for
that of Dewan Dw. In these commotions one of the latter's dependants was murdered, when the raja,
insteal of facilitating the apprehension of the perpetrators, opposed
a
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every obstacle to the prosecution of
the inquiry.
Whatever doubts ma exist regarding the rights mutual6 unde&tood
by the contracting parties to h w e
been conveyed to the British government by the words of the third article
of tlie treaty of 1779, as far as relates
to the raja's independence, within the
limits of internal jurisdiction, the general tenor of that treaty placed
Cooch Bahar in a state of absoli~te
dependence on the Britisl~ power,
and the reservation of a moiety of
the revenues for the raja, was subjected to the condition of his continuing firm in his allegiance to the
East-Ihdia Company. The raja's general couduct having been utterly inconsistent with the duties of subjecd
tion and allegiance, he might be eonsidered as having violated his engagements, and consequently forfeited his
rights of territonal sovereignty, by
disregarding the conditions under
which they were recognized ; but ad
it would have been too severe t o
carry the punishment to extremity,
it was determined to limit the interference in the interior administration
merely to the degree which might be
necessary to preclude the recurrence
of any acts of gross outrage or oppression. In furtherance of this object,
he was ordered to disn~isshis dewari
and moonshee, the appointment of
the first-mentioned officer being in
future subjected to the approval of
the governor-general. To the proposal for the inttoduction of a system of criminal jurisprlidence, to be
administered in his name but through
the agency of the British cornmissioner, the raja gave a conditional
consent..
The amount of tribute paid to the
Bengal government in 1814 was
63,?29 rupees per annum; but its
liqu~datiohcould never be procured
without the greatest difficulty. In
1818 the arrears amounted to 71,600
rupees remaining due by the raja,
who, although fully able to discharge
them, was actuated by such a blind
confidence in the forbearance of the
British government, that he conti2 G

nually evaded the netdoatent, un&
threatened with instant sequestrah n , whed 60,000 rupees of the money w= produced ; but he still persevered in endeavouring to elude the
payment of the remainder. In 182%
the arrears due had again accumulated to 51,735 rupees. The rajas of
Cooch Bahar reckon by the era of
their ancestor, Viswa Singh, and suppose that he began to reign about
A.D. 1609, which is probably earlier
than the reality. - (F. Ruchanun,
Publia MS. Document;, Turner, J.
Grad, Stewart, Pierotd, $c.)
Cootr~s,-See GUJEBAT
Province,
MAEYKAUNTA,and BABODA.
COOLASGRUB
(~oilar~har).-A
town in the Carnatic province, eightyh u r miles W.S.W. from Madras ;lat.
1 F 46/ N., Ion. 79O 8' E.
COOLOO.-Adistrict in the province
of Lahore, which stretches along the
north bank of the Sutuleje, &om below
Boomharsein to a few miles beyond
Rampoor, the capital of Bussaber.
f i e natives say it is separated from
Chamba by the Pari at mountains,
and is also watered
the Beyah.
The aspect of these hilln, which d a
scend abruptly from a lofty height,
dmost immediately under the snowy
cliffs, is peculiarly dreary and barren,
presenting nothing but craggy precipices and sharp peaks, projecting
through the scanty soil that adheres
to the rough brown rocks. The only
cultivation to be seen. is adjacent to
the petty forts and villages, enclosed
by a wall or hedge; but sheep pasture, in the proper season, is said to
be abundant. In 1815 some traffic
from Tibet passed through Sultanpoor, then designated as the capital
of Cooloo, of which state Raja Bickram Sen was chieftain, but was himself tributary to Runjeet Singh of Lahore. He also had two small barren
peaks within the British line east of
the Sutuleje, to which, as eventual
asylums, he attached a disproportionate importance.--(Jar. Framr, Lieut.
Rom, P&
MS. Documentr, F.Bic-
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Coo~ooA
town in the ovince
of Ori.u, eighty miles 8.e &om
Sumbhulpoor ; lat. %I031' N , Ion.
84O 3!Y E. This is a considerable
inland mart, the Berar merchants
bringing their cotton to Cooloo, from
whence they return with a load of
salt to the interior.
COOPANG.-A town in the island
of Timor, situated on a large bay,
twelve miles wide by twenty deep,
formed by the island of Semao to the
south-west, and a point of Timor to
the north; lat. lo0 10' S., Ion. 124'
10' E. This bay is exposed to the
westward; but from the beginning
of Mav to the end of October the
ancho;age is secure, and there is
little to apprehend from N.W. winds
after the middle of March, or before
the middle of November. In the vicinity the upper stone is mostly calcareous, but the basis appears to be
srgillaceous.
This settlement was formed by the
Dutch so early as A.D. 1630; but it
never attained any prosperity or importance; in fact, their territory n e
ver extended five mile^ beyond Fort
Concordia. During the revolutionary
war that terminated in 1801 the
communication with Batavia was interrupted, and the tdwn taken by the
British, an insurrection having been
raised by the half-caste natives, who
maseacred some of the garrison, expelled the rest, and set fire to the
town. Fort Concordia standn on the
sonth side of the bay, and is usually
garrisoned by a few Malays commanded by a serjeant-major. A small
foreign commerce is carried on with
Batavia, but the peculiar h a 6 c of the
port is conducted by the Chinese
who are settled in the town, snd intermingled with the Malays. Vege
tables are high-priced and not good ;
but cocoa-nuts, limeb, bananaeti and
shadtlocks are plentiful. The animd
food procurable consists of young
karabow or buffklo, pig, kids, poultry, and other articles retailed b
the Chinese and Mahys. The c d
mate here is very destructive to European constitutione; but it ie not

coaaidered by the Dutch, probably compared with the extent of surfttca
on account of its being comparatively Cattle are abundant, the pasturage
lees destructive than Batavia,-(Cupt. being excellent ; but the manufwtures are almost limited to the blanFlinderr, 4c.J
kets they wear, their cotton cloths
An ancient being imwrted. Among the hills
Coosa (Cod%!a)Hindoo principality situated among and forests are son=
tribes,
the wester11 ghauts, between the whose complexions are not darker
twelfth and thirteenth degrees of than those of Spaniards or Portunorth latitude, and at Present partly guese, which may be owing to the
annexed to the Britibh province of Avation of their domicile, the shade
Malabar, and partly comprehended of their forests, and to the torrents
in the Mysore raja's territories. The
,,in that for so great a portion of
from the cloudy atmosCoorga country is considered to ex- the year p,
tend from the Tambacherry pass on phere.
the south to the river Helrlavs~tyon
The Coorgas are a subdivision of
the north, and presents a succession the Nuir caste, and of martial habits.
of hills and valleys, in inany places Rajm of CooFg (named the Vir Raopen, with some scattered trees and
are mentioned by Ferishta m
shrubs ; in others wild and woody, in ependent rinces so early as A.D.
abounding with all sorts \of ganle. 1583, and tpe fanlily possesses biawild elephants, and other beasts of graphical historiesof their rajas since
the forest. The country from Soma- 1632. For a long time Hyder atwarpet to Markere% a distance of tempted in vain to subdue them,
nineteen miles, is a complete wood, until a dispute
the succession
and the mountains in the vicinity of arose, when he offered his mediation;
the latter are covered with thick fo- and by the destruction of one family
rents, where sandal and Mher vatu.and captivity of the other, he got
ble woods are found. Round Mar- possession of the territory. In the
the hills form an amphithea- year 1779, Lingq, raja of Coorg, died,
tre, where the different roads enFer and Hyder excluded Beer Rajindrg
through gateways pcrosn an old line the legal heir, then aminor, confined
and ditch, extending all along the him in a Mysore fortress, massacred
tops of the ridges ; a Coorg: raja, and expelled nlany of the Coorgas,
before the country was subdued b and partitioned the country inte
Hyder, k i n g made ahedge and d'icg jrghires, among a number of petty
along the whole extent of the emtern M a h o ~ n e d aleaders.
~
Tippoo hsd
bundary of his dominions. A c o b the young raja circumcised, and dursiderable tract beyond this line was ing his captivity the country was a
reckoned neutral, and still colltinues
scene of devastation and
desolate. The Cavery has its source Bloodshed, occasioned by the disconin Coor ,and the Toombuddraamong tent and insprrection of the people.
the
abooden hi& These two
1787 Beer h j i n d r . made his esgreat streams issuing to the eastward, cape from Periapatam and returned
are obliged by the inclination of the to Coorg, where, after a series of
mountaius to pursue that oourse, years and many vicissitudes, he sucalthough much nearer to the western ceeded in expelling the invaders, and
lndian Ocean. The Cavery, after a recovering his hereditary dominions.
a circuitous route, finds Its way to
From this era the constitutiori of
the bay of Beugal, while the Toom- Coorg may be understood to have
buddra proceeds north-east and join8 commenced on a new foundation,
the Kriyhna.
the ancient having been nearly abroThe vallies here are cultivated gated by the long domination of the
with rice, which this region yields Mohornedans, and the expulsion of
exuberantly, but the quantity of land the legitimate landed proprietors.
under tillage is in~igniticant when By his perseverance Beer Rajindra
2c 2
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COPAUL.
restored order, and conciliated the
affections of the mass of hin people.
On his decease, in 1808, he left his
dominions by will to his daughter
Dewa Amajee, then a child, to the
prejudice of his brother Linga Raja,
and contrary to the ancient usages
and customs of the country, as well
as to the texts of the sacred writing.
According to the latter, the succession should be first the son, and then,
if no son, the son's son, and failing
him, the brother of the deceased. In
addition to this document, no precedent could be found that any female
had ever held the reins of the Coorg
sovereignty, although in the contiguous and ancient Hindoo principality of Bednore, a female sovereign
or ranny had always ruled.
The infant princess was, however,
placed on the throne; but in 1810
the Bengal government received a
communication from Linga Raja
and the Hanny Dewa Ampjee, conjointly intimating that in consequence of the voluntary abdication
of the latter, Linga Raja had assumed the permanent ad~ninistrationof
Coorg. In consequence of this intelligence, measures were taken to ascertain the claim possessed by the
Linga Raja to the succesnion, and
also the wishes and sentiments of the
chief persons belonging to the principality. The resignation of the
young ranny at her tender age could
not be considered as spontaneous,
and the Linga Raja's assumption of
the sovereignty could derive no title
from the renunciation of an infant.
At the same time the British government could not be considered, by a
mere testamentary devise of the late
raja, to support an order of succession hostile to the laws, prejudices,
and wishes of the people, and under
the possible contingency of being
obliged to employ a military force in
prosecution of the object. The result of the investigation was favourable to the claims of the Linea Raia
to-Coorg, the inhabitants o r which
were also inclined to the establish.merit of his pretensions, which were
accordingly acquiesced in by the Ben-

gal presidency, and n despatch ad'
dressed to him, announcing the determination of the Brifibh government to recognize his titk to the
sovereignty. A provision of nearly
two lacks of pagodas (f80,000),
which had been vested in the Company's funds at Madras by the late
raja, was made in favour of Dewa
Amajee and her sisters; nnd of four
lacks of rupees held by the late raja
in the Bombay funds, two were secured for the little ranny and her
sisters, as a suitable provibion, by the
care of the British government. The
other two lucks in the Bombay funds
appertained to the Soonda Raja and
his son.
Like other Nair countries, Coorg
posseEses few towns, or even villages,
of any conbiderable size and popolation, the Coorps preferring their
wilds and jungles to tlie husy hum of
man. Periapataln was formerly the
capital, but in more recent timeti the
vill e of Mercara, twenty-five miles
sou% of Poodicherin, has been the
principal residence of the raja's family. About 1785 Tippoo built a
strong fortress within the limits of
the district and called it Jafferabad,
but it bas long since gone to ruin.(A. N. Cole, Public IMS. Docun~cnlr,
Dironz, E: Buchannn, 4c.)
COOBHUT
(or ~hoorhutj.-A town
in the Allahubnd province, thirty
miles E S.E. from Rewah ; Int 24O
F ! N., Ion. 81° 47' E. I t is governed by a chief named the Row of
Choorhut.
COOSEBA
JCwara).-A
town in
the Bahar istrict, fifty-four miles
S.S.E. from Patna ; lat. 25'6'N., loo.
85" 47' E.
COPAEA.-A fine village in the
province of Bejapoor belonging to
the Raja of Satara, about twentyReven miles N. by E. from the town
of Satara.
COPAUL.-A fortified town in the
province of Bejapoor, about twentyone miles west from the ancient ciry
of Bijanagur ; lat. 15OIY N., lon.780
10' E. This was reckoned one of
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When the northerly (or n o r t h e s t t.he strongest fortresses in India, and
in 1790 resisted the Nizam's army erly) wind or monsoon prevails on
; the coast of Coromandel and in the
for six months before it capit~~lated
yet in 1819 it wa5 taken by storm Bay of Bengal, the southerly (or
from a rebellious governor, by G e n e south-westerly) wind reigns on the
ral Pritzler's detachment, with the coast of Malabar; and when the
loss of only six killed and fifty-one northerly wind blows on the lattersthe
southerlv wind reva ails on the forn~er
wounded. -( :USS.. &c.),
coast. h e ndrtherly winds are exCoaacnrn.-This
is the modern pected on the coast of Coromandel
seaport of Tattn and Sinde, although and in the Bay of Bengal about the
it does not properly belong to either, middle of October. The periodical
k i n g a recent usurpation of the change which is followed by the
Anleers of Sinde; 1at. 24'51'N., Ion. rainy season through India south of
67' 16' E ,fifty-seven miles froin the the Krishna, is called the great mancity of Tatta, and by s-fro111 Cape soon. I t is frequently accompanied
Monze.
bv violent hurricanes : nor is serene
. CORTNGA
(Caranga ).-A
consi- Geather expected until the middle of
derable seaport town in the Northern December, and sometimes storms
Circars, district of Rajamundry, thir- happen so late as the first of January :
ty miles S.E. from the town of Raja- the King's and Company's ships are
consequently ordered' to quit the
nlundry ; la:. 16' 4tY N., Ion. 82'44'
E. Coringn Bay is the onlj smooth coast by the 15th of October. The
water (except Blackwood's Harboar) southerly wind sets in about-the midon the western side of the Bay of dle of April, and the early portion
Bengal during the S.W. monsoon, of this monsoon is a period of great
Point Godavery projecting out to the drought on the Coromandel wafit,
southward breaks the swell. In con- while partial rains fall on that of Masequence of this favourable circum- l a h r and among the western ghauts.
During the continuance of the hot
stance a wet dock has been formed
here, which is the only construction winds the coast of Coromandel is
of the kind on the continent between parched up, resembling a barren wil.Calcutta and Bombay. A bar of mud derness, nothing appearing green exlies across theentrance,through which cept the trees. When the rains fall
ships must be forced. A coi~sidera- vegetation is restored, the plants
verdure over.ble number of country vessels of revive, and a bea~~tiful
It is an
s~nallburthen are annually built at spreads the country.
this port. A remarkable rise of the observation of the natives, conocean and inundation took place here firmed by the experience of many
about 1784, which drowned a great Europeans, that the longer the hot
many of the inhabitants and destroy- wind blows the healthier are the
ensuing months, these winds puried much property.-(Johnros, &.)
fying the air. The Coromandel coast
COBOMANDEL
f ~holotttat~dakz.) is generally an open roadstead, withThis coast extends along the west out harbours, and there is consideraside of the Bay of Bengal,from Point ble difficulty in landing, on account
Calyn~ereto the mouth of the Krish- of the surf, except where proper
na river. The name is properly boats are provided.-( Wilkr, CmruCholomandala. In Sanscrit the prl- furd, Lind, Kyd,$c.)
mitive meaning of this word is orbit
or circle, and thence a region or tract
CORBEGAUM.-A
village in the proof country, and probably it received vince of Bejapoor, situated on the
its name from the Chola dynasty, the N.E. side of the Beema river, sevenancient sovereigns of Tanjore. In teen miles E.N.E. from Poona; lat.
the Madras records, until 1779 it is 18' 37' N., ion. 74' 16' E. I t is
, written Choram:~udcl.
composed of a number of houses, with
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RIVER.
stone walls round the gardens, and ud Deen, lie interred only one idle
b ~for
t the want of water, which can east of the town. The river Krishna
only be had from the river, is ver runs here in an easterly direction, in
defensible. A detachment o f ~ r i t i s K a bed about MH) yards from bank to
troops under Captain Staunton, con- bank. This is one of the towne
sisting of a detall of the Madras ar- which during the Maharatta sway
tillery, the second battalion first re- enjoyed the privilege of Killing beef
giment of Bombay native infantry, and for sale.--(Muor, &.)
about 300 auxiliary horse, were atCOBU~DOWAB.--A
small fortified
tacked here on the 31st December town
in the province of Bejapoor,
1817 by the Peshwa's army, estimatof Colapoor, belonging to
ed at 90,000 horse and several thou- division
the Putwurden family, situated a t
sand infantry, mostly Arabs. A the
of the Panchgung river
moet desperate e t gle ensued be- withjunction
the Krishna.
tween this handful? men and Bajerow's whole army, under his personCosr RXVRB
f ~auiki).-This rial command, and viewed by him from ver has its source in the Nepaul hills
8 height. The action commenced a not far from the city of Catmandoo,
little before noon, and was not over from whence it flows in a southeastuntil nine in the evening, during the erly direction to near Chattra, on the
whole of which time the British lower range of hills, where it winds
troops remained not only without more t o the south, and descends tofood, but without water. By the wards the British district of Purneph,
evening all the British officers had which it entera twenty miles north
been either killed or wounded ex- of Naothpoor, by a channel two milss
cept three, yet the enemy were wide, but, except in the height of
drlven out of every position in the the rains, almost filled with nandvillage they attempted to occu y, and banks and islands, the latter covered
by nine o~clockcompletely l i s t e d with tanlarisks and coarse grass. h
from the attack. The next day was the cold season most of the space beassed under arms, the enemy still tween the temporary islands becomes
[overing d u t ae village; but on dry sand : but there are always
the 1st of January 1818 the detach- streams accessible to boats of 400
ment made good its retreat to Seroor, or 600 maunds. Being near the
with both the guns and all the mountains, the Cosi is very subject
wounded. The discouraging circum- to sudden risinp and failings, and
stances under which this action was in summer the water, even so low 8s
hught, the ground having been just Nauthpoor, retains a considerable
occu ied after a long and fatiguing degree of coolness. One of its conmarc[, and the troops forced to fight tributary streams, the Arun, is supwithout food or water, gave the de- posed to rise north of the great Hifence a character of desperate deter- n~alayaridge, and to penetrate bemination scarcely to be equalled in tween its snowy peaks. After enterhistory.-( Pzinsep, Fitmlarence, Pub- ing Bengal, the course of the main
trunk of the Cosi is nearly due
lic Jotrmolr, &.)
south, in which direction it flows unCoassn.-A small town in the pro- til it joins the Ganges, having petvince of Bejapoor, district of Rye- formed a journey of 300 miles.
baugh; lat. 16' 4VN., lon. 74' 5VE.
This river is said to be thedaughtcr
This was formerly a Mahomedan of Kusik Raja, the sovereign of Gadtown of some note, but latterly, nn- hi, who had besides her a son named
der the Peshwa's government, so Viwamitm. This person was a
much oppressed by the Maharatta strenuo~lsworshipper of Pam B d Brahmins. that most of the faithful ma, or the supreme being, snd rewithdrew; although the relics of a jected dl invocation of the i n f i r
celebrated Mahomedan srint, Seraje gods, such as Vishnu and Giva. On

&la account, m d his airsterities, he
dmost attained a power equal to
these divinities, and created several
sorts of pain now in comnwn u s e
H e also intended to fabricate men of
a nature much superior to the poor
drivelling creatures who now tread
the earth, but, at the tmlicitation of
the demigods, he desisted when he
had only proceeded so far as to form
the head, from which originated the
cocoa-nut, as is proved by its strong
resemblance to the human counteclance. Kausiki, the daughter, married a Brahmin saint of an irascible
disposition, who became incensed
against his wife because she bore him
a son of a martial inclination ; while
his father-in-law, the Raja Kusik, excelled in holiness and power. According to the Scanda Puran (which,
in geograpliical matters, is of the
highest authority) the saint in consequence prayed to the gods, and
had his wife changed into a river,
which now flows through Purnenh
under the name of the Cosi, which
is the common name used by the
people who inhabit its banks, but in
the sacred dialect it is termed KauBiLi. Such is its my thological origin ;
but at present it is known to deecend
from the lower hills of the northern
mountains by three cntaracts, or rather violent rapids, it being aacerteined that canoes can shoot through
the lower cataract.--(F. BwlroMn,

4c.I
Cospoop (~haqnr).-A town in
the province of Cachar, of which it
is the modern capital, sixty-four
miles east from the town o f Silhet in
Bengal ; lat. 94' 46' N., Ion. 9 9 4Y
E. This lace etands on the hanks
of the Maahurn, o small clear stream
that flows from the adjacent mountains. Under Hari Chandra, Cospoor
fiourished, and possewed brick and
wooden houses; but on his death,
eboirt 1811, his successor, Raja Govind Chandra, thinking himself aafe
only in p r ~ o r t i o nas he approximated
to the Brit~shprovinces, removed his
court and cabinet to Doodpatlee, on
the b a n k of the 3hmik, about twen-

ty miles southof Cespobr ; the l a t h
wm in consequence almorrt deserted,

and has since experienced a most
id &cay. In A.D. 1763 Mr. Veaftmvards governor-general,
undertook a journey eastward from
Bengal, and advanced as far as this
place: an exertion which none of hie
successors had sufficient enterprizq
to imitate.

At,
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CO~SIMBAZAB.
A considerable
town in the province of Bengal, about
a mile south from Moorshedabad, of
which capital it may be reckoned the
port; lat. 24' 10' N., Ion. 88' 1YE.
This is one of the largest inland
trnding towns in Benpl, and dun
the rainy season has a variety an
extent of water-carriage, probably
not excelled in the world. The Cossimbazar island is perfect1 flat, and
one bed of sand; but t& annual
o~erftowof the river leaves a dep6t
of mud, which enriches this otherwise barren territory. Besides the
tiger and the boar, this insular space
abounds with the inferior sorts of
game. The hare, deer, partridges,
floricans, quail, and a specles of ortolan, with a great diversity of birds,
far superior in splendour of plumage
to those of Europe, are found along
this sacred branch of the Ganges;
and the aquatic birds of colder climates, such as geese, ducks, divers,
and snipes, are also abundant. The
town ef Cossimhazar has long been
farnous for its silk manufactures, aad
is noted for its stockings, which are
all wire-knitted, and esteemed the
best in B e n p The quantity of silk
consumed ere annually by the nntives in carpets, satins, and other
stuffs, is very great, and a large quantity of the raw article is also exported t o Europe, and to almost every
quarter of India, this bei peculiarly
e silk country, probably%e next in
the world to China.
The river that flows past Cosaim.
bazar is mmed the Bhagirathi, and u
the holiest brand1 of the Ganges, the
others, in Hindoo eatimaticm, not
possessing the same sanctity. En the
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COULAN.
rtiffered at the early atage of its connexion with the British government,
were in a great measure owing to its
forests, which encouraged the natives to make an ill-judged resistance
against the British forces. The quan6.)
'
C o s s r ~ c o ~ ~ ~ . small
- A town in tity of trees, including tenk, prothe Northern Circars, twenty-eight curable here in one year, does not
miles travelling distance W. by S. exceed 300 or 400, and no metals
from Vizagapatam ; lat. 17' 3Y N., have been discovered. Wherever
Ion. 8 3 O 8' E. To the north of this tbereis any long intermission of culplace there is a military cantonment, tivation, stately forests arise, but the
where a small detachment is usually trees are of little value. In A.D.
1800 the number of houses in Costationed.-(FuUarton, gc.)
tiote was estimated at 4,087. Among
Cossx~ooa.-A town in the pro- the hills and woods there were then
vince of Delhi, district of Bareily, several rude tribes; but the whole
twenty-six miles north from Mora- r~urnherof slaves was only estimated
dabad; lat. 9 1 1 ' N., Ion. 78'16' E. at one hundred.-(F. Bzcchanan, &.)
This is o place of Hindoo pilgrimage,
COTTA'COTTA.-A
town in the Bahas several temples, and a very holy, laghaut ceded territories, fifty-six
though dirty tank, where the pilgrime m~lesN. from Cuddapah ; lat. 15' 21'
bathe. A great trade also passes N., Ion. 78O 54' E.
through this town going north, and
COTTEE.-A town in the province
some of the inhabitants are wealthy.
of Bahar, district of Bahar, ninety
COTAMA
-A village in the pro- miles S. by W. from Putna ; lat. 24O
vince of Gujerat, principality of 81' N., lon. 84O 4W E.
Lunawara, situated about ten miles
COULANfor ~uilon). A seasouth from the town of Lunawara.rt town in Trnvancore, 102 miles
(MS., Qc.1
N.W. from Cape Comorin ; tat.
COTAPOBT.-A~inland village in 8' 53' N., Ion. 76' 3Y E. This is a
the Malabar province, division of place of considerable native trade,
Cartinaad.
fourteen miles S.E. from cotton, pepper, ginger, csrdamoms,
'l'ellicherry ; lat. 11' 42' N., Ion. 75' and other ~nerchandizebeing usually
41' E.
stored here, where there is also
COTTAPATAM.-A
town in the Car- abundance of excellent fish, tortoises,
natic province, division of Marawa, rice of a good quality, bananas, pine
fifty-two miles south from T a ~ j o r e ; apples, and other fruits. I n remote
times Quilon was a place of consilat. 9' 59' N., Ion. 79' 14' E.
derable note, nud is said to have been
COTELAH.-A town in the pro- built A.D. 826. The Christian as
vince of Agra, forty-six miles N.N.E. well as the Hindoo natives of this
from Jeypoor; lat. 27' 28' N., Ion. part of Malabar, commence their era
76" 2' E.
at the period of its foundation ; and
COTIOTE.-A small section of the it is mentioned by Marco Polo, in
Malabar rovince, situated due east A.D. 1205. Alexis Meneees, the
of ~ e ~ l i c f e r and
r ~ , comprehending first archbishop of Goa, opened here
about 312 square miles. The face of his first conference with the Christhe country here, like the rest of Ma- tians of St. Thomas, when he made
labar, consists of low hills, separated them renounce the principles of Nesby narrow vallies adapted for the torius, and embrace the doctrines
rice cultivation. Approaching the of the Roman Catholic church, to
ghauts these hills rise to a consi- which they in part continue united.
derable height, and the soil is every The Brahmins here possess a very
where good. The calamities Cotiote ancient temple dedicated to Siva, and

ancient'Hlndoo systems the west pf
the Magirathi river was named the
Utter-rari, and Dachshim-rari, and
the east of t h e same river Bhagni.(Cofebrooke, Lord Vakntio, Tenwnt,
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CRANGAPJORE.

p river, here namea the KiramW,
seventy-five miles north from Jemlah;
1st. 13O 16' N., Ion. 81' 5' E.
COWL.-See COEL
COWLDURGA(Covil Durga).-~
town and fort in the Mysore raja's
territories, district of Bednore; lat.
13O 37' N., Ion. 75' 11' E. Hodalla,
which lies in the neighbourhood, wag
formerly the residence of a family of
poligars, who were hereditary flutec
COURTAL~UM.
See TINNEVELLT
players to the sovereigns of BijaDistrict.
,
nagur.
COUBTINAY.A lnrge village in
COYLE.-A small town in the prothe Balaghaut ceded territories, district of Bellary, about ten miles tra- vince of Agra, district ofAgra, situatvelling distance N.W. from the town ed on an island formed by the Jumna,
of Bellary. This place, though now close to its right bank, about six miles
decayed, still covers a .considerable below Mathura; and mmediately opspace of ground, contains several posite to the sacred Hindoo town
tem lea, and is well fortified with a of Gokul, on the left bank of the
ditcl, glacis, and mod wall.-(Ful- river. I t is conspicuous from the
lofty turrets and pinnacles of its serai
hrlon, gc.)
and mosques, all constructed of the
COVELOSO
(covil, a temple).--4
stone of the country.-(Fuflarton,
town on the sea-coast of the Car- 4c.I
natic, twenty-two miles south from
Coxs's B A Z A R .town
~ i n the
Madras ; lat. la0 46'N., Ion. 80' 18'
E. This fort, called by the natives province of Bengal, district of ChitSaadet Bunder, was built by Anwarud tngong, situated at the mouth of the
Deen Khan, within musket-shot of Nauf river, about nine miles south
the sea, near the ruins of another of Ramoo, and near the southern
belonging to the Imperial East-India extremity of the district; lat. 21' 18'
Company of Ostend, whose principal N., Ion. 92' BO'E. This is a high,
factory was at Covelong. In A.D. clear, and open situation, being the
1750 the French got possession of it termitlation of what are called the
by stratagem. In 1752 it surrendered white cliffs. It has a long and open
t o Captain Clive, on condition that beach to the sea on the south; on
the commandant should be allowed the west bounded by the sea ; and on
to carry away his own effects, which the north by the Ramoo plain, and
proved to be a great many turkies, is on the direct road by the sea to
,and a quantity of snuq commodities Teak Nauf. No jungle approaches
he dealt in. After the capture of the station within half a mile, and
Chingleput, the fortifications of Cove- excellent water flows from the springs
long were blown up. The sea-shore in the clifi. There is here an elevated and clear spot of ground suffihere affords many beautiful shells.cient to canton five companies of
(Orme, Fra. Pooh, gc.)
sepoys; and in 1816 a custom-house
COWDULI.Y.-~~
town in the Salem ' towards the Arracan frontier was
province and district, forty-eight established here. In 1814 the Mugh
miles S.E. from Seringapataln ; lat.
opulation alone amounted to 800
1.2'' 3' N., Ion. 77' 27' E.
Ruts.--(Colonel monza, Morgan, 4-c.)

the Catholics muster three congregations. Between Quilon and Cape
Comorin there were reckoned, forty
years ago, to be seventy-five Catholic
congregationsscattered over the country .-( Fra. IJocrlo, 4c.)
COURCHIER;-Atown in the Nellore district. thirteen miles N. bv W.
from Ongoie; lat. 15O 48' ~ . , ' l o n .
79O 31'E.
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CBANGANOIIE
(~"~cZn.gd,'l').
A
Cowrs~a~.--A town in Northern
,Hindostan, within the geographical town on the Malahar coast sixteen
limits of the Nepaulese dominions, miles N. from the town of Cochin ;
situated on the Ea;st side of the Gog- lit. 10' lSfN., l0n.76~ 15'E. Tlih

CUDDAPAH.
to the Dutch,
town formerly bel&
but .s they were unable to defend it
against Tippoo, they sold it to the
Raja of Tmvancore, which occasioned the first wlu with that Mysore
sultan, commencing in June 1790.
I t was taken tram the raja and dismantled b M. Zally, Tippoo's p n e n l , but t t e ~ y s o - troq* were
driven out in 1791.
The Jews assert that they
eci Cranylore so ear~yu?v A,E;&:
i n 1605 the Portu new erected a
fortress here. of wfich the Dutch
obtained pokasion in 1763. The
diocese of the Roman Catholic biehov
of Cmngwore extendm from ~ o u d
Dilly towarde Cochin. Most of the
inland churches formerly belonging
to the Nestorian community are included in it. This nee comprehends
eighty-nine churches, and 1s under
the domination of Goa.-(Fra. Paob,
Bum, Dow, C. B w h a ~ n 4,-12.)
CREANO.-A small town in the
Malay peninsula near the southernmost extreme of the Queda principality. The surrounding country produces canes and rattans.
C U ~ D A P fCtip).-This
AR
is the
second large division of the Balaghaut
territories, ceded by the Nizam in
1800, under which head further
statistical details will be found, the
particulars noted here having reference to the western portion of the
province.
The country from the
town of Cuddapah approaching the
Krishna is nearly a level, the ascent
being rather towards that river. Although the surface generally be considerably elevated above the sea-coast,
the heat during the months of April
and May is intense, the mountains
appearing to glow with fire. The
rains set in sooner than in the Mysore, but it happens not unfrequently that the district is visited with a
drought, as happened in 1807, when
many thousand black cattle periahed
for want of sustenance. The great
monsoon rains occur here as on the
Corornandel coast, and during their
prevalence the country is nearly impasable, from the sohneas of the

mil. In the months of April and
May there are frequent thunder
storms : the cornincarions are e=
tremely vivid, and theexplosions I d .
The chidriver is the Pennar, and the
principal geogra ical snbdiviuiens,
1. Cu depth.
9. Sidout.
3. Gandicottr.
4. Cummum.
6. Dupaud.
6. Gurrumcondah.
7. Punganoor.
Throughout this district during the
dry and hot season the water is
brackish, but while the rains prevail
tit is sweet and good, and in particular places it has been remarked to
continue so throughout the whole
year. The well water in the low
country, where the black cotton
soil abounds, is always hard, on account of its passing through calcareous strata. Soda is mostly found
in a red fern 'nous soil among the
Pennaconda h#s and the eastranges that bound the district; the
spots most productive of this alkali
being for a considerable part of tbe
year moist and swampy, known b
their barren aspect, and the Mac
colour the mould exhibits in the
morning. When purest it is collected
by the native washermen and u d
instead of soap, from which cause
it has received the name of washerman's earth. In other tracts it is
found mixed with common salt, which
last is extracted by the tank diggers,
and applied to culinary purposes.
Salt works of this descri tion are
found J I over the cuddap.R diitrict,
the quanta in consequence required -from the dbromandel coaat is insignificant. Saltpetre also abounds, and
may be procured by a very simple
process. The cocoanut palm M not
reared, nor is the common palmira
often seen, the soil nnd climate not
being adapted to them. Cotton is
pretty generally cultivated throughout
this district, but being rather a precarious crop,' can only be ventured
on by the wealthier clasn of ryots ;
there is consequently no redundance
for exportation. In l8gO the- whole
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CUDDALOHE.
cultivated dry grain land within the
limits of Cuddapalr was estimated at
1,6UO,OOO acres.
The diamond mines of Cuddapah
lie about Heven miles N.E. of the
town, on both banks of the Pennar
river, which here washes the base of
a range of hills expanding in several
directions. The perpendicular height
of the highest range may be about
1,000 feet above the level of the
country, which is not greatly elevated
above the sea. They are said to have
been worked for several hundred
years, and occasionally diamonds of
a considerable size have been found ;
these mines are surrounded by cultirated fields, and appear like heaps of
stones and pits half filled with rubbish. The gems are always found,
either in alluvial soil, or in rocke of
the latest formation ;in seeking them,
the gravel is washed and spread out,
after which the diamonds, generally
very small ones, are discovered by the
s arkle. The ground is rented by
t e coILector to specuIaton, who
work it on their own account; but
when very large diamonds are found,
which rarely hap ens, the government claims one-tiird of the value.
In 1817 the total gross collection
of the public revenue in Cuddapah
amounted to 759,083 pagodas, and
the total population, according to
the returns made by the collectors to
the Madras government in 1822, was
1,094,460 persons.-(Bcpe,
Hodgrm, Public MS. Doccrtiaentr, 4c.)

E

CunD~pan.-The name this
is
written K u ~ % weE
are corrupaa Cuddapah* but
tions of the Sanscrit word Cri a,
which signifies mercy ;lat. 14' 3Pk.,
ion.
b4' E., 607 feet above the
level of the sea. I t stands on the
banks of the Cuddapah river, which
has its source in the hills to the southeast of the town, and has springs of
fine water along its whole course.
The
where the nabobs of Cuddapn fbrmerly resided is still to be
seen in a mud fort elose to the pettah, a t present converted into acourt
a f justiee. Within chis fort the pri-
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son is also situated, and g e n d y
contains from 600 to 700 prisoners,
condemned to work in irons for periods of from one to fourteen yeam,
according to the nature of their
crimes, which most commonly are
burglaries and highway robberies.
Among the p r i ~ n e r aare p m of
all c-8,
huddled together without
distinction; yet here the? follow
strictly. the .precepts of their castes
respecting d e b and pey great respecL
to Brahmin felons, whoy however
depraved and criminal, are rlwa
treated with mpre lenity than
others by the pnaon attendants. The
untried prisoners and debtom are
kept separate, but of the latter de- '
scription there are very few ; indead,
all sorts of felons and debto? ere sp
well provided f~ that their condb
tion 16 envied by most of their a ~ quaintance on the outside of the pra
misv. Sentence of death is usually
recaved with perfect unconcern, and
the delinquent nerally requms
be indulged witrsome tokcco and
a good curry; these luxuries he a p
Pears to e n . 0 ~with much satisfaction, and a/ter Laving finished hi8
meal, washed his mouth, s c ~ b b e d
his teeth, smoked some tobcco, a d
gone through some trifling cerem*
nks, he proceeds to receive the ex*
cution of hie sentence.
Cudda ah was for many years the
capital .?an independent R a n state,
which survived the destruction of the
Deccany kingdoms, and many old Patar1 fsmilies still remain who speak
the Hindostany dialect with singular
purity, In the adjacent c0untry;Iarge
quantities of sugar and jagary are
made ; but it is not a lace of much
commerce. &avellbg:db
tance from Madras, 163 miles; from
serin
220. and from ~,.hmiies.~HyK,
Ms. 4c.)
bd,
CUDDALORE
(Cadalw).-Atownon
the sea-coast of the Csrnatic province
close to Fort St. David, and sixteen
miles south from Poudiiherry; lat.
11' 44' N.,Ion. 79' 60' E. The situation of this town ia nett~rallpstrong,
being enclosed between two arms of
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the Panaur river, and it would o r i d
~ l l have
y
been a more commodious
place for the chief British settlement,
being to windward of Madras and
Pontlicherry, aud in the vicinity of
Tmjore. The streets of Cuddalore
are spa~ious,containing many houses
of the better class, and it is altogether one of the most extensive and
pulous towns in the south of India,
1;Phe old fort has been long razed to
the ground, and the line of the bound
hedge, which formerly stretched
across the isthmus, can now scarcely
be traced. North of the Panaur is a
suburb called the New Town, contuining some handsome European
houses, a large Portuguese church,
and other buildings of good appearance. Beyond this, on the border of
a fine lawn opening to the sea, and
ornamented with avenues of fine
trees, is a large structure, formerly
the residence of the chief governor of
t l ~ eBritish settlements on the Coromandel coast, but in 1820 occupied
by the collector.
Cuddalore was taken possession of
by Col. Coote's army In 1760, and
continued subject to the nabob of
Arcot until the destruction of Col.
Breithwaite's detachment by Tippoo,
when it was compelled to surrender
a t discretion to the combined armies
of the French and Hyder, in April
1782. The French greatly strengthened the works, and supplied a powerful garrison under the Marquis de
Bussy. In June 1783 Cuddalore was
besieged by the british army commanded by General Stuart, and on
the 7th the outworks were stormed,
after a desperate resistance, in which
the assailants lost 912 killed and
wounded, of whom 500 were Europeans, the greatest loss of this tlescription, particularly of officers, that
has yet been snstained in any action
fought by British troops in India.
On the 25th June the garrison assaulted the trenches of the besiegers,
but were repulsed, with the loss of
600 killed, wounded, and prisoners.
In the conflict two battalions of sepoys fought some of the oldest and
best French troops with the bayonet,

and foiled them nt that favoutite
European weapon. Two days after
this bloody sally the annoullcement
of peace arrived. During these scenes
the neighbourhood of Cuddalore suffered greatly, and became nearly desolate, the villagex having been laid
in ruins, and the inhabitants either
destroyed or compelled to migrate.(Fullarfon, Rennell, 5th Report,
Bruce, &c.)
CUDDAN.-A small town in the
province of Mooltan, subject to the
Ameers of Sinde, situated on the
route from H derabad to Luckput
Bunder, and aierwards to Mandevie,
on the gulf of Cutch ;lat. 24O 25' N.,
Ion. 69' '2 E. Betwixt this place
and Luckput Bunder is a pluin, over
which, in the dry season, there is a
good road, but swampy during the
rains. The country herween Meerpoor and Cuddan is little cultivated,
being low marshy ground covered
with lye bushes; and the stream of
the Goonee becomes so narrow and
shoal, that it is not navigable further
south for boats of any description.( Maxf eId, &.)
C ~ D J W(~alchwa).-A
A
town in
the Allahabad ~rovince.eleven miles
S.E. from ora ah ; lat. ,660 4' N., Ion.
80° 26' E.
CULLATOOR
(~alatur).-A
town
in the Carnatic province, district of
Tinnevelly, 100 miles N.E. from Cape
Comorin; lat. 9' 5' N., Ion. 7S0 38' E.
CULLOOR.-Atown in the province
of Hyderabad, thirty-seven miles E.
by N. from Cumn~urnait; lat. 17' 20'
N., 1011. $0' 44' E.
CULNA(Khalana).-A
town in
the Bengal province, district of Jessore, seventy miles E.N.E. from Calcutta; lat. 22' 50' N., Ion. 89' 32' E.
This was formerly the headquarters
of the Royrnungul salt agency.
CULNAfKholana).-A
town in
the province of Bengal, district of
Burdwan, situated on the west side
of the Hooghly river, fortyseven
miles N. by W. from Calcutta; Iat.
23' 13' N., Ion. 88' 21' E. Thin is
the port of the Burdwan district, and

CURIBUM.
iti a busy p o p ~ ~ l o uplace.
s
A t Ambooah, near Culna, the raja of Burdwan ha8 a large house, built after the
native fashion, close to which he has
erected a chowk or bazar, on a scale
of extent and magnificence very unusual in this part of Hindostaa(Fullarton, gc.)
'
CULPEE.-A town in the province
of Bengal, situated on theeast bank of
the Hooghly river, thirty-three miles
in a straight line below Calcutta ; lat.
22' 6' N., Ion. 89' 25' E. The shores
are a bed of mud, and the banks of
the river coveredclose to the water's
edge with trees and thick jungle. Opposite to the anchorage of the ships,
which lie about half a mile from the
shore, is a creek, and a t its entrance
stands the town of Culpee. The
crews of sl~ipslying here suffer dreadfully from its extreme unhealthiness,
numbers daily falling sacrifices to the
pestilential exhalations from the mud
and rotten jungle.-(Johnson,
&c,)

CIIMLYf~arnalo).-A
town and
fort in the province of Canara, twenty-five miles south by east from Mangalore. This place stands on a high
peninsula in a salt-water lake, separated from the sea by a s o t of sand.
The country to the nortt of Cumly
formerly helonged to rajas of the
Jain reiigion; but the last of the
Buntar Jaiu rajas was hanged by
Tippo.
C~MMULDROOG.-A
decayed hillfort in the Mysore, situated on a
lofty mountain of naked syenite, at a
short distance to the N.E. of Nundydroog.
CUMMUMAIT.-A division in the
Hyderabad province, of which it occupies the eastern extremity, where
i t borders on the British district of
Rajamundry. I t is but indifferently
cultivated and thinly inhabited, yet
it contains inany disorderly characters, who seek refu e among its jungles and fastnesses, toom whence they
issue in predatory bands, and infest
the peaceable cultivators of the adjacent provinces under British jurisdiction. Thc town of Cumn~umait,

froni which the traet derives its Mnie,*
is situated in lat. 17' 16' N., Ion. 80°
11' E., fifty-five miles north by west
from Condapilly. There are also
some considerable villages; but, notwithstanding its long vicinity to the'
residence of British functionaries,
this. extensive tract of country' (and
indeed the Piizam's dominions generally) remains a sort of terra incog-

was.

CUMMUM.-A hilly subdivision of
the Balaghaut ceded territories comprehended in the Cuddapah district,
and situated between the fifteenth
and sixteenth degrees of north latitude. I t contains no river of magni,
tude, nor any remarkable town except Cummum, the capital, which
stands in lat. 15' 37'N.,lon.70°10'E.,
fifty-six miles north-west from Ongole.
CUMOONAH.-A zemindar's mud
fort in the province of Agra, district
of Alighur, which, in consequence of
the refractory conduct of the possessor, was in 1807 besieged by a
British force, and an attempt made to
carry it by storm; but the assailants
were driven back with great slaughter, the loss of men and officers exceeding that sustained in many pitchi
ed battles. The garrison, however;
as frequently happens in these cases,
lost heart during the night, and when
the morning arrived i t was found
they had evacuated.
CUNDWAH.-A town belonging t o
Sindia, in the province of Candeish,
division of Nemaur, which in 1820
contained 800 houses ;lat. 21' 53'N.,
lon. 76O25' E., forty miles north from
Boorhanpoor.
This place stands
in an open plain, and is surrounded
by a good mud wall about fifteen feet
high, and has a large tank to the
northward, whence issues a stream
that flows to the east. The pergunnah attached to Cundwah comprehends an area of 580 square miles,
which in 1820 contained 176 villages.;
but not more than 139 were inhabited.--( Malcolnz, &c.)
(~aribhunt).-A town in
CURIBU.H

.

tbe oertbers eirears, forty-two miles ceeded b his eldest sow, Himmut
north-weat from Cicacole; lat. 18' 49 Bahadur Khan, aII under the a u L e
N., lon. 83" 36' E.
rity of the Nizam. In 1750 Himc u a o ~ ~ . - - Atown in the northern
drcars, fifty-two miles east by north
&om Bustar; lat. 19' 38' N., Ion. 83'
16' E.
Coaxom. f Candanur).-A
subdiv i a k of the Balnghaut ceded districta, which formerly composed the
@tory of an independent Patan
principality. It is bounded on the
north by the Toombuddm and Krishu rivers, in approaching which from
the aouth the countr becomes more
a n y and rocky. ~ f o w
to the lastmentioned river and along its banks
are hills, the more elevated of which
were formerly fortified, and considered phces of strength. The black
cotton soil is the most prevalent, and
the face of the country stony witit
much jungle, and covered with palmire trees At Banaganpilly are diamond mines which were formerly
productive. In modern maps this
territory is named Ghazgpoor.
The chiefs of Curuoul, or as it is
also named Kummeer Nuggur, are
of ail ancient Afghan family, which
originally served under the Bejapoor
sovereign% but afterwards held military appointments under the Mogul
emperor, Shah Jehan. The jaghire
of Curnoul was conferred in A.D.
1651 by Aurengzebe, then governor
of the imperial territory in the Deecan, on Xhizzer Khan (a lineal ancestor of the present nabob Prior
t o this the country forme part of
the Bijanagur possessions. Xhizzer
Khan was assassinated by his son
Daoud Khan Punnee,who being slain
in battle in 1716, his body was dragged at the tail of an elephant round
the city of Bwrhanpoor. Leaving
no issue, his brothers, Ibrahim Khan
and Ali Khan, ruled jointly for six
pears, and were succeeded by the son
of the latter, named Ibrahinl Khan,
who rebuilt and strengthened the fort
of Curnoul, and after a reign of fourteen years was succeeded by his son
Alif Khan. This person filled the
throne sixteen years, and was snc-

d.

mut Bahadur accompnnied Naasir
Jung on his expedition to the Carnntic, where, in correspandence with
M.Dupleix, he confedgrated with the
nabobs of Cuddapah and Shahnoor,
and betrayed the cause of Naesir
Jung, who was slain by the Cuddapah chief in the battle of Ginjee.
Himmut Behadur being soon after
slain in a skirmish, was succeeded by
Manawnr Khan, the father of the late
chief Alif Khan.
Some time after his accession the
nizam, Salabut Jung, detached a
force to auume the Curnoul territory; but n compromise in money
taking place, Munawar Khan was
confirmed in the possession of the
jaghire, which he quietly occupied
until the arrival of Hyder from Mysore, who levied a contribution of
one lack of rupees. In 1790 Munawar Khan sent a party of horse, under the command of his third son,
Alif Khan, along with the Nizam's
army, to join Lord Cornwallis a t Seringapatam. On his return the same
year Munawar Khan died, after holding the chiefship forty years, and was
succeeded, under the sanction of the
Nizao~,by Alif Khan, who took advantage of the absence of his two
elder brothera to seize the jaghire,
in the possession of which he nubsequently maintained himself. On the
transfer of the country in 1800, the
rights of sovereignty exercised by the
soubadar of the Deccan became vested in the British government; and
these feudal obligations were observed
by the Nabob with great accuracy
and precision. His administration in
other respects, however, appear to
have been defective, for in 1803 hie
territories exhibited a most woeful
picture of desolation and misrule.
The soil of Curnoul is in general
a rich black mould, but at the above
date a large proportion had returned
to a state of nnture, and was overspread with weeds and jungle. Many
of these evils arose from the subd~vision of the country into a number of
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p t t y jtaghires, assigned by anticipation to the Nabob's creditors, and
also from the vexatious management
of the land under the Nabob's own
superintendence, which had reduced
the principal revenue from twenty to
ten lacks of rupees per annum. I s
1893 the whole Curnoul country
eontailled 636 villages; the duties on
conec~mption and merchandize t o
3,13,633 rupees; spjrituous liquors to
44,080; and the pllgrim tax of the
temple of Parvati to 18,000 rupees.
The administration of justice, also,
was so wholly neglected, that the
Patans perpetrated the greatest enormities with impunity; and such was
the inveteracy of the hatred sobsisdng between the heir-apparent and
hie father, that it was reported each of
them employed persons t o o f f i up re, a s for the destruction of the otter.
The chiefship having been held for
150 years by a tenure almost i n d e
pendent, the British government long
withheld its interference; but at
leneth affairs attained such a nitch of
an;chy, that its interposition became
indis~ensableto maintain the lceitimate'sutcession, and restrain thewexcesses of the Nabob's troops, a mutinous ill-paid rabble. On the death
bfAlifKhan,in 1815, the throne was
usurped by Muzuffer Khan, his youngest son; who was expelled by a detachment of Madras troo s, and Mun m a r Khan, the lawful leir, substituted. (Chaplin, Mbrriott, Orme,
Rflh Rq~ort,Rennell, gc.)

-

Cva~ou~.-The capital of the precediug principality, situated on the
south st& of the Toombuddra; lat.
16" 44' N., lon. 78O '2 E. The fort
is protected by the river Henday (in
December almost dry), ond the Toombudd+a, with a width of from 708
t o 800 ywds on all sides, while tlre
western side is strongly fortified,
three of the bastions be~ngfitly feet
high, and covered to the parapets of
the curtain by a steep glacis. The
interior is almost entirely covered
kith stone and mud housea, except
d o n g the western face, in 1816
amounting to 1,338, of which 31%

were inhabited, 180 unoccupid, m d
the remainder abandoned and falling
to pieces. Towards the south of
the fort is the pettah, which is of
considerable extent and contains a
numerous population. In t h i , their
Deccany metropolis, the Patans exhibit their ancient manners and fanaticism in considerable perfection, as
they make a merit of being ignorant
of every thing except horselmaosk'
and the use of arms, regarding
other acquirements as efiminate.
The late nabob, Alif Khan, not onfrequent1 visited the shrine of Mik
keen ~ h a i ,the ancient spiritual director of his family. On these o c ~
casions, he walked in procession b a r e
Foot from the fort to the mausoleum,
distant one mile, carryiug on hi6
shoulders a leather bag filled with
sherbet, which he distributed to the
mob of religious mendicants and raggamuffins, who followed him with
shouts of approbation.
The fortress of Curnoul had been
given in jaghire to the ancestors of
the present Nabob, and from its great
strength, natural and artificial, had
never since that time b k n taken by
any native power. Hyder and Tippoo,
in the zenith of their glory, were content to levy a tribute by temporary
incursions, but never attempted to
assail the fort. This circumstance
had given Muzuffer Khan (who u s u r p
ed the principality in 1815) an idea
that it was inlpregnable, and its garrison of all descriptions amounted to
4,000 men. It was besieged in form
by a British detachment; the batteries
were opened on the 14th December
1815, and next day it surrendered at
discretion, without the loss of a man
to the assailants. This early capture
was attributed to the effect of the
bombs among the horse, amounting
to about 600, the personal property
of the chiefs, who, owing to the precautions taken, and to the Toombuddra'y being unfordable, could not
mnke their esea e. Travelling din1 4 miles ;
tance fmm ~y!nb.d
from Madras 279, and fmm Seringapatam a79 milee.-(Col. Marriott,
Cd. T h p r o n , Orme, Rennefd, ec.1
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f Rirrara).-A town in the
C u ~ a u c r ~ o o(~horak~ur).-A
s
CUBILAH
province ofAllahabad, situated on the town and zemindary in the province
S.W. aide of the Ganges, forty-five of Bahar, district of Boglipoor, eighmiles N.W. from Allahabad ; lat. teen miles south from Monghir; lat.
25' 41' N., Ion. 81' 16'E. The banks 25' 8' N., Ion. 86' 3
.5' E. Owing to
ofthe Ganges here are unusually high the natural strength of the country, ,
and bold, and the site of the ancient theCurruckpoor chiefs fornierly poscity is a tissue of ravines, strewed sessedconsiderable power, and when
over with Mussulmaun tombs and a t variance with the government used
heaps of ruins, interapersed with the to retire to the narrow vallies among
scattered buildings of the modern the hills, where they could not be
town, which still contains a consider- pursued b$ Mogul horsemen.-(F.
able population. The fort stands on Buchanarr, &c.)
the highest part of the bank, and
' C U R ~ Y B A fCarivafi).-A
RRY
large
has been a noble piece of masonry.
A gateway, and part of the walls, and jungly ze~nindary east of the
built of enormous blocks of solid free- Ganges, long attache11to Bengal, but
stone, are still in existence. 111 1582, not strictly within its geographical
when Abul Faze1 compiled his sta- limits. It consists of lands oa the
tistical description uf Hindostan, a east side of the Brahmaputra, origismall circar was attached to Curruh, nally dismembered from the Garrow
but it has long since merged into the territories, and it is still almost sur:
surrounding British districts. Currah rounded by the hills and jungles inowes its fame and stately buildings to habited b j that people, into the defiles
a celebrated Mahoniedan saint named of which no regular troops can peSheikh Cuma~~l,who with his son netrate. Including the estate of Mechseveral of his disciples lies bu- para, tliis tract of country stretches
fl&i and
Z I ried here. In 1823 his own tomb from north to south over a space
was in tolerable repair, but most of nearly sixty-seven miles in length by
8-1.
q , , the others were gone to ruin.
twenty-three in breadth. Within the
The country between the Ganges last twenty gears it has been greatly
and the Goornt)., from Currali to Be- infested by the incursions of the Garnares, on the east side, abounds with rows, whose aggressions were probasujee muttee, a species of earth im- bly fi~5toccasioned by the frauds and
pregnated with alkali, from one LO exactlong ractised on them by the
three inches thick, which is pared of zemindar,t!e resunlption of the sayer
at the conclusion of therainy season, or variable imposts, not having oriand sold to the soap manufi~cturers ginally extended to this quarter. In
nt Allahhad and Benares.-(F&P
1813 an arrsngement was effected for
the abolition of these duties. to suoton. RenneU. &c.\
&aaoDE.-A
populous town in press the extortions to which thiir
the province of Gujerat, situated on existence subjected the Garrows. Acprotluced for
the south bank of the Nerbudda river, cording t' the
about eighteen miles from surat;
lat. the adjustment of this claim, the ze2 1 L4
~ Nm,
730 E. In 1817 mindar'a net receipts on account of
this town and the pergunnah attach- these duties amounted to 3,637
ed, valued at 65,O(JO rupees annual pees per a n n u m y
the
government for the perrevenue, were received from the Gui- rent paid
3,063
rt'pees,
cowar in exchange for the division of gUnnah was
that
after
relinquishing
the
total re-Bejapoor.
venue accruing to government, a ba~ u a n u c ~ ~ s ~ a .town
- - A and ze- lance of 565rupees remained annuaily
mindary in the province of Bahar, payable to the proprietor out of the
district of Boglipoor, 100 miles S.E. public treasury. In 1812 the Bengal
from Patna; lat. 25' 8' N., Ion. 86' presideucy endeavoured to purchase
13' E.
this estate : but, although nearly in a
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fitate of nature, the proprietor d e
manded 120,000 rupees. In a tract.
of such dimensions, and so renrotely
situated, the difficulty and expense
of supporting a police establishment
(is so great, that were it not oppoaed
by political considerations, it would
be preferable to renounce the s o v e
reignty altogether.-(Public MS. Donze~ita,
- &.)
- ,
CUBSALEE.-A village in northern
Hindoetan, district of Gurwal, seventy-five miles N.N.W. from Serinagur ;
lat. 30' 57' N., Ion. 78' 21'E. This
place stands on the foot of the Jumnoutri or Bunderpooch mountain,
three miles from Jumnoutri, to which
it is the nearest village; and in 1817
contained twenty-five substantial
houses. By the sides of the Imri
and Jumna are several spots of flat
ground, on which the inhabitants raise
grain enough for their subsistence,
although snow falls to the end of
April, and covers the neighhuring
peaks at all seasong--(Capt. Hodgson, Jaa. Frarcr, 4c.)
CUSTEEKdti).-A
town in the
province o ' Bengal, district of Rajeshahy, fifty-two miles E.S.E. from
Moorshedabad; lat. 23' 4' N., Ion.
899 3
' E. This is the port of Comercolly, and during the rainy season
there is a passage past Custee for
boats to the Hooghly river.
CUTAKI.-A small town in the province of Canaro, situated above the
western ghauts; lat. 14' 52' N., Ion.
74' 48' E. The inhabitants of this
neighbourhoodaremostly HaigaBrahmins, a very industrious class of men,
who perform all agricultural labours
with theirown hands.-(F.Buchanan,

f
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C u ~ c ~ G ~ ~ n ~ v ~ . - Adivision
large
of Baloochistan, situated principally
between the 27th and 29th degrees of
north latitude. To the north it has
the rovince of Sewistan; on the
s o u t i that of Sinde; to the west it
has the Brahooick mountains, and to
the east a desert tract that separates
'it from the river Indus. The utmost
,length from north to south may be seVOL. I.

timated at 120 miles; and in breadth
the habitable part,at little more than
sixty miles.
The chief town in this tract is
Gundava, which is not so large as
Kelat, but built with greater regularity, and kept in better order. The
khan of Kelat, with most of his
chiefs, resorts here in.winter to escape
the intense cold of the mountains.
Gundava is surrounded with a mud
wall, over the gates of which, leading
to Kelat, Corachie, and Shikarpoor,
some small swivels are mounted. The
next towns iu rank are Dhader,Bhag,
and Lheree, each containing front
1,000 to 1,500 houses, surrounded
by mud walls and bastions perforated
with loop-holes The plains contain
many villages. The population of
Cutch Gundava consists mostly of
Juts, a people whose manners, appearance, and customs indicate them
to have been originally Hindoos,
subsequently converted to the Mahomedan religion. They reside in
permanent villages, and cultivate the
adjacent soil, the rent of which they
pay to their Baloochy and Brahooee
chieftains. There are a few Hindoos
settled in Gundava,and in the smaller
towna and villages, who carry on a
trade with the cultivators by barter,
and afterwards transport the graid
and other productions to Mekran,
Corachie, and Sommeany. The land
is rich and loamy; but it is a remarkable fact that rice will not grow in
this province, although it produces
luxuriant crops of every other description. I t raina in June, July, and
August, and also a little in the spring
months. The simoom, or pestilential
wind, blown here during the hot
months, and is very destructive even
to tbe natives.-(Pottinger, 4c.)
CUTCH.
(Cach'ha, a morass.)
This province is princi ally situated
between the twenty-thir8and twentyfifth degrees of north latitude, and
consists of two portions ; one an immense salt morass named the Run%
and described separately ; the other
2 H
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an irregular hilly tract, con~pletely There are not any rivers in Cutch
iusulated by the Runn and the sea. -with perennial streams, but many
On the west, the easternmost branch torrents which leave their channels
of the Indus and a barren waste di- nearly dry when the rains cease. Of
vide Cutch from Sinde; on the east these some have springs in their beds,
is the gulf of Cutch and the Runn ; which appear, disappear, and r s a p
on the north is the sandy desert; and pear at certain spots before the chanon the south the Indian ocean. In nel terminates at the sea-coast, and
length it may be estimated at 160 throughout all Cutch the streams
miles from east to west, and, includ- appear to diverge from the centre.
ing the Runn, a t ninety-five from Those north of the Lakhi cha{n flow
in that direction until they reach the
north to south.
During the rainy season Cutch is Bunnee morass; those on the south
wholly insulated by water, and during flow towards the sea; but the whole
the k i r season by a desert space froin areunfortunately so brackish, that in
four to sixty miles in breadth. While the hot season even the cattle reject
the south-west monsoon prevails the it. Wells, however, are numerous,
northern frontier is entirely covered and usually afford good water by digwith water, generally salt, and no ging thirty feet under ground. The
where quite sweet. When the mon- earthquake of 1819 affected, in a resoon abates the waters retire, and markable degree, the eastern, and alleave a morass which gradually dries most deserted channel of the Indus,
up and yields good pasture. The which it refilled and deepened.
The general soil of the province ia
principal divisions of Cutch on the
west are, 1st. Ubrassa, and 2d. Gur- a light clay covered to the depth of
rah; on the north Pawur and Pu- about five inches with a coarse send;
chum ; on the sea-coast Kanthi; and further down white and yellow clay
are found, and beneath a stratum of
on the east W ur.
A h o a t the %ole face of the coun- rock, which being pierced, excellent
try near the hills is covered with vol- water is reached. Throughout Wagur
canic matter (a rare substance in the soil is generally more loamy.
Hidostan); the rocks appear to have Cutch may be described as almost
been split by the action of fire, and destitute of wood. The common
their vicinity abounds with specimens Neem,peepul, and baboolare met with
of metallic scoria. Through the cen- occasionally about villages; the t a m s
tre of the province from east to west rind, banyan, andmangoe are rare,and
there is a range of moderate sized the cocoa-nut reared with difficulty
mountains named the Lakhi, which wen on the sea-coast. Date trees
divides it nearly into two equal parts. are not uncommon, and yield fruit
This chain is a continuous mass of wf a good quality. The impregnation
rock,,destitute of soil and water; for of the female tree by the ollen of
although many torrents descend while the male has been practised &in time
the monsoon lasts, they entirely fail immemorial. Iron ore is found every
with the periodical rains. The niost where, and a ecies of wood-coal of
remarkable elevations are the moun- a tolerably gw?quality,about trsaB
tains named Nunow, or Chigo, and feet below the surface. Bituminons
a remarkably flat hill named Warra. eartbs and ligneous petrifactions also
The arable portion of Cutch consists abound. Eighteen miles east of Luckmostly of vallies between the two putbunder, near the village of Mhar,
ridges of mountains, and other in- there is said to be an extinct volcano,
ferior hills, and of the plain stretch- and from another hill in the same viing from the sea-coast, occasiosally cinity there irrsues a fountain holding
interspersed with detached hills, alum strongly in wlution, monopoClose to the beach is a high bank of lized by the Cutch government
sand, w h i h extends the whole way
As Cutch does not produce grain
from the Isdus to the gulf of Cutch. s u f f i c i ~ tfor its own consumption,
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math is imported from Gujerat, Malabar, and Sinde, in return for which
cotton is principally exported. The
Curch horse has long been known
and purchased by Europeans ; the
oxen are of a very inferior description,
but oats are much esteemed. On
the s h r t s of the Runn and desert the
wild ass is met with. I t is naturally
an inhabitant of the salt wastes, but
in the cold season penetrates to the
cultivated country, where it causes
much d a m ~ e . I t is thirteen hands
high, has a back, neck, and belly of
a light brown colour, with 3 dark
stripe down the ridge of the back;
long ears like the domestic ass, but
with a more melodious bray, and
stronger limbs. His general food is
the saline grasses of the desert, and
brackish water; yet he is never seen
in a bad condition. The flesh is said
to be tolerable eating, but is held by
the natives in great abhorrence.
The principal towns of Cutch are
Bhooj, Mandavia, Luckputbunder,
Moondra, Anjar, Koteser, Nangercha,
Kotara, Roha, Thera, Sandhan, Kyra, Mothara, Rowpoor, Adooi, Wandia, and Arrysir. The Cutctt pilots
and mariners are noted for their skill,
and claim the merit of having first
instructed the Arabs in navigation
and shipbuilding; yet they still use
the cross staff, and keep their dead
reckoning as in the days of Vasco de
Garna, and perhaps, of King Solomon.
The principal seaport is Mandavie,
from whence about 30,000 candies of
Cotton are exported, besides ghee
and oil, in dhinghies or coasting vesaels from 25 to 220 tons, and since
the suppression of piracy this commerce has considerably iocrcased.
In ancient times the province of
Cutch appears to have been occupied
by pastoral tribes, for the Kootnlies,
o r cultivators, do not appear at any
time t o have formed an essential
portion of the community; arid the
Chowras, although formerly the governing class, are now extinct. The
modern Jharejahs are abranch of the
great Sinde Summa stock, and asllumed the title of Jharejah to distinguish the progeny of a celebrated chief

named Jharra, whose faith, whether
Hindoo or Mahomedan, is still a matter of controversy among thecutchies.
The Jharejahs having established their
independence, their chief took the
title of Jam, and held i t until about
the middle of Acber's reign, when
Khengar, who had been expelled, was
reinstated by the Sultan of Gujerat.
The reigning Row in 1338 was the
eleventh in descent from Khengar. A
Cutch Jharejah is half a Mahomedan,
for he believes in the Koran, worships
Mahon~edansaints, and abstains from
forbidden food. The Mahomedan
tribes, mostly of Sindean origin, are
military or pastoral ;but the Meyannq
under various appellations, are profexsionally robbers and assassins.
The other division of Jharejahs are
Hindoos, as they preserve the lock
of hajr on their heads, do not undergo c ~ r c t ~ m c ~ s ~abstain
on,
from the
esh of cattle, and adore any thing in
the sltape of an i~nage. Both classes
are a most ignorant, indolent race,
addicted to stmng and fiery liquors,
of which they drink such quantities as would destroy a European.
Their wives, all procured from other
tribes, on the contrary are active
jealous and intriguing, holding in contempt their drunken and imbecile
husbands. Female infanticide is universally practised. Its date or commencement remains wholly unknown;
yet such is the preposterous pride of
a modern Jharejah, that they consider
i t a loss of character should their
daughter wed any man whatever. I n
1818, Capt. Macrnurdo was of opinion
that the total number of female Jharejahs then alive in the whole province
war somewhere about thirty; the
whole number of the Jharejah tribe
was then estimated a t about 12,000
persons. Even the Mahomedans of
Jharejah descent assume the privilege
of destrogit~gtheir daughters.
The Bhattias are a Hindoo Vishnuvite sect of Sindian origin, who
worship a debauched opium-eating
Brahmin named Gossenjee Maharaje,
whose privileges with the females are
unlimited. The Bhattias are, notwithstanding, skilful and industrious
2
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'mercl~antu, who pursue wealth over
Arabia and the west of India, leaving
the propagation of their families to
such members of their community
as choose to take the trouble. Brahmins, both genuine and spurious, are
met with in Cutch. Charons, Bhatts,
and other tragalla wara (castes that
commit suicide) are numerous. Of
the total population, probably onehalf are Mahomedans. Taken in the
aggregate, the Cutchies present a
disgusting picture of vice, debauchery,
andbeastliness. They aretreacherous
t o a proverb, and it is a common
saying that if a saint were to dfink
the water of Cutch, he would instantaneously change his nature. The
language of Cutch is a dialect of the
Sanscrit, of which many words are
retained in purity; but it has no peculiar written character, and is much
mixed with Sindy and Gujeratty. A
translation of the Lord's Prayer into
this dialect, wan found to contain
twenty-four words out of thirty-two
radically the same as the Hindostany
and Bengalese specimens. The G u j e
ratty is here the language of businehs,
and its character of correspondence.
Cutch is mentioned by Abul Fazel,
in 1582, as an independent state, but
the power of this principality appears
t o have been at the hi hest about the
middleof theeighteent~centuTy,
when
Row Dasr~lis said to have held gorrisons in Sinde, Parkur, and Cattywar,
which were lost by Row Lacka, who
succeeded in A.D. 1751. Row Gore
came next, and anarchy prevailed till
his death in 1775, when he was suc.
ceeded by Raydhun (the father of the
late Row Bharmuljee), who became
deranged ; and Futteh Mahomed, the
military commandant, gained the ascendant, and in 1792, expelled Dhosul Rain, but was in his turn, in 1802,
ejected by Bhyjee Bawa, brother to
Row Raydhun, when he returned to
Anjar. All these revolutions (another
of which reinstated Futteh Mahomed
in Bhooj, which he governed until
1813) were effected by the mercenary
troops, consibting of Arabs, Sindies,
and Cutch Mahomedans, the Jharejahs appearing to take little interest

in the sttngle. ' Row Bliafm~~ljee
then took the lend; but habits of intoxication soon deranged his intellects, and would have precipitated
him from the throne, had not the
British government been compelled to
interfere at that juncture to repress
the banditti that issued from theCutch
territories, and laid waste the neighbouring provinces.
The present Row (a minor) was
elected under the patronage of the
British government, and the political:
agent at Bhooj may be reckoned the
first member of the regency. In 1821
the national troops consisted of 500
horse and 2,000 militia, besides the
contingents of the Jhnrejahs, which
if all collected might approach 20,000
men. The number of chiefs at that
date was about 200, and the whole
number of their tribe was guessed a t
from 10,000 to 12,000 persons. The
other inhabitants of Cutch have been
estimated a t half a million, of which
more than one-third ore Mahomednns
(mostly Hindoo converts), therernainder Hindoos of the pacific castes.
The whole revenue of Cutch does
not exceed sixteen lacks of rupees per
annum, of which rather more than
one-half belongs to the Row; the remainder being assigned to different
branches of his family. The ROW'S
ordinary jurisdiction is confined to his
own demesne, each Jharejah chief
exercising unli~nitedauthority within
his own lands. The Row can summon
them all to his standard, but must
pay them :their annual revenuevanex
from 100 to 30,000 rupees each.
Cutch has at all times been dependent on Sinde for a large portion o f
its subsistence, for i t is not fertile,
water being scarce and often salt, the
soil either rocky or sandy, and the
extent cultivated unequal to the s u p
port of its own scanty population.
I t is notwithstanding, a t the present
period, in as flourishing a condition
as it has ever been, in defiance of the
devastations caused by the earthquake of 1810, which nearly destroyed
Bhooj, greatly injured Anjar, Mandavee and Moondra, and overturned
many of the Jhareiah forts. This prin-
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cipality escaped the ravages of the plicable to the district generally, and
Mahrattas, twice repelled invasiona in its greatest dimensions, in which
from Sinde, and may be said to have sense it is bounded on the N.E. by
remained unconquered until 1819, Bengal; on the S.W. by the northern
when Bhooj was taken by Sir William circars; on the east it has the bay of
Keir's army by escalade in the course Bengal; and on the west various
of a few hours, and has ever since petty native states, formerly tributary
contained a British garrison. The to the Nagpoor Maharattns. A t preindependence maintained by Cutch sent Cuttack may be divided ~ n t o
through a series of centuries, although three regions : first, the marshy Delta;
placed between powerful empires, is second, the Mogulbundy or central
a proof that it was known to contain parallel; and thirdly the hilly region or
nothing to gratify ambition, or to Rajwara ; the whole comprehending
compensate for the expense of its an area of about 9,000 square miles.
ronquest, which would be aggravated
The aspect of the country on the
by the time necessary for the reduc- sea-coast, and to the wertward for
tion of the innumerable little fortres- about twenty miles, is low, covered
ses with which it is studded. On this with wood, and totally inundated by
account it was to be wished that it the sea a t spring tides, and into this
could hove remained a barrier between stoneless expanse of swamp and forest
the British possessions and those of the nuineraus rivers from the interior
t h e Ameers of Sinde, hut Providence dischnrge their waters, through many
decreed otherwise, for 'of all the channels, resembling in fact, although
British alliances this is the most in- not in figure, the Deltns of Bengal
timate, complicated, and difficult to and Egypt. About twenty miles from
dissolve.-(Mannurdo,
Elphinrtone, the, shore the country rises consideraCot. A. Walker, Pzc61ic MS. Docu- bly, with a dry and fertile soil, formrnents, &c.)
Ing the Mogulbundy ; and about
CUTCHUBARRY
f Cachabari).
A twenty miles further inland it swells
small town in Bootan under the juris- into hills, mostly covered with treee,
diction of the subah or governor of some of a resinous nature, and others
Cherang, a place four days' journey valuable for the purposes of cabinet
from Cutchubarry, to which station work and dyeing. The wood produced
this functionary descends during the on the sea-coast is chiefly the soondry,
cold season. The town of Cutchu- from which wood-oil is extracted, and
barry is said t o be a mere collection the janool. The whole of these forests
of miserable huts, and the surround- are much infested by wild beasts,
ing country, with the exception of a especially leopards, which during the
few detached spots, covered with marches of the British troops, lo
jungle and abandoned to the wild ani- 1803, devoured many of-the sentinels.
The third a r hilly region of Cutmals ; lat. 26' 42' N., Ion. 90' 10' E.,
fortj-one miles north from Ranga- tack reaches as far west as Gundwana
(in breadth probably I00 miles, and
matty.
from Midnapoor to Goomsur at least
C U T C H W A R A . - SKUTCHWARA.
~~
200 in length), is partitioned among
CUTTACK(Catac).-A large dis- sixteen Khetri or Khandait zemindars,
trict in the province of Orisua, ex- who have been recognized by the
tending from the frontiers of Ganjam British government as tributary rajat o the river Subunreeka, 180 miles, ships, subdivided into many petty dewith an average breadth from the sea pendent estates held by hereditary
.inland of 110 miles. But the territory officers. Along the base of the hills
of Cuttack Proper is more limited, are twelve more khnndaities, held
being principally comprised between by a similar class, some of whom pay
the river Sollundee, with an undefined a light tribute, but nre subject to the
boundary to the west. What follows, British laws and regulations, while
however, may be convidered acl ap- othera are assessed a t the ordinary
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rate. T h e greatest height of the hills
seen from the Mogulbundy may be
about 2,000 feet; their general elevation varies from 300 to 1,200 feet;
further inland they are more elevated
and regular. They are chiefly of grnnite formation resembling sandstone,
and containing great quantities of
imperfectly formed ill-looking garnets.
The whole of this hilly region furnishes a g e a t variety of d u a b l e and
curious minerals, and iron is extensively diffused on the estates of Dhen%anal, Augol and Mohurbunje.
Cuttack is watered by innumerable
streams which swell into rivers of
magnitude during the rains, but few
of them have any current throughout
the year. The principal are the Mahanuddy and its numberless branches,
the Brahminy, the Byturini, the Solandy, Kausbans, Burabalang, and the
Subanreeka. The embankments or
bunds are solid mounds of earth well
turfed on each side; the principal
ones measure from forty to fifty a n d
sixty feet in breadth, and from eight
t o sixteen in height.
T h e periodical rains do not commence here so early as in Bengal, and
are light in comparison until September, when the rivers rise and
overflow their banks; in November
the clouds are dispersed and the
weather serene. The thermometer at
any seasonof the year is seldom below
60'. In February and pnrt of March
dense mists are frequent in the morning, continuing until near noon, and
followed by clear evenings and nights.
H o t winds prevail in April, May, and
June, when the summer heats are
ver oppressive, especially in tents
a n d temporary erections ; but this
burnin season is occasionally refreshed by tremendou. storms of
thunder, lightning, and rain. The
Cuttack district is still but imperfectly explored, but what is known
exhibits a great variety of produce
and soil. A valuable manufacture of
salt, remarkable for its whiteness and
pur~ty, and ~ielding a revenue of
above eighteen lacks of rupees per
annum, is carried on along the whole
margin of the bay. Further inland

rice of different qualities is raised,
with many other varieties of grain,
pulse, aromntic roots, spices, dyeing
drugs, and sugar-cane; and in the
hilly tracts Indian corn and wheat.
These hills contain several kinds of
granite, and also a species of schistus,
from which good slates might be
made. In some parts iron ore is
found, and in others gold dust is collected from the beds of the mountain
torrents. When the rivers are filled
by the periodical rains, many kinds
of valuable timber, including teak,
are floated down ;but the forests are
singularly deleterious, and can only
be explored during the months of
April and May, when the exhalations,
and consequential forest ague, are
least noxious. The banks of the rivers are extremely picturesque, and
their waters, as well as those of the
adjacent sea, abound with fish. Both
the flat country and the hills swarm
with every species of wild beasts, including many carnivorous and ferocious animals, besides a plentiful aasortment of snakes, vermin, and reptiles, with and without stings, fanged
and unfanged, innocent and poisonous.
The only collection of houses in
this district deserving the name of
towns are Cuttack, Bnlasore, and
Juggernauth ; the chiefs, cushhs, or
head villages are Buddruck, Soro,
Kindrapuri, Asseragsar, 'Hurlpoor,
and Pipley. The Rajwarra or hilly
region, scarcely contains one respectable village. The Mogulbuedy is divided into 150 pergunnahs and 2,361
estates of individuals, which, although
highly cultivated, possess but an indifferent soil. Rice is the principal
article of food, and next t o i t the
palma christi, or castor-oil plant,
the oil of which the natives certainly
use in their cookery. Gardens (notwithstanding what Abul Faze1 says
t o the contrary) thrive so ill in Cuttack, that even the efforts of European residents have proved unsuccessful, and all the domestic animals
are of a very inferior description.
Under the ,mcient Hindoo government it is probable the rajn and
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priests of Juggernauth had great influence; but the territory appears to
hare been always much partitioned
among petty native chiefs subordinate
to no regular head. It was invaded at
an early period by the Mahomedans,
but never reduced to subjection until
conquered by the Maharattasin 1738;
nor even then could it be said to be
subjugated according to the Euron sense of the word. With them,
owever, it remained until 1803,
when it was conquered by the Briti& after a feeble resistance.
Subsequent to the expulsion of the
Maharattaa considerable tracts of
land remained to be settled, appertaining to tributary rajas, who professed submission but tendered no
tribute. Among these was the Juggernauth, or Khoordah Raja (Muckund Deo, a boy of eighteen), whose
clain~sbeing resisted, laid waste the
adjoining country with fire and sword.
A British army was in consequence
collected, which, after a variety of
operations in a most impervious apd
dlfhcult country, apravated by the
sanctity of the raja s sacerdotal character, dispersed his arm , took
Khoordalghur, and at l.ength fin 1804)
captured his sacred person, which
wae conveyed into camp, while the
inhabitants of the adiacent districts
came forth and prostraied themselves
betbra him in humble adoration. The
Britiah government then proceeded
to investigate the condition of their
new acquisitions, which were found
to be distinguished from those of
Bengal by peculiar circumstances, and
more especially the unsettled atate
of the land revenue; the celebrated
temple of Ju ernauth ; the tributary
chiefs, and %e extensive scats on
which the river embankments were
maintained.
The eighteen police stations of the
Mogulbundy, including the Rajwarra
estates of Aul, Kunka, Kujang, Heres oor, Marichpoor,and Bishenpoor,
wit! the whole Ki11a.L chiefship, in
1822 contained 11,915 villages and
hamlets, and 243,273 houses, which
at the average rate of five to a house

r

..................
1,216,365
......
40,000
.
30,008
..........
3' .................. -10,000

would give
Town of Cuttack
Ju e m t h
B wore

......

Totel
1,296,385
persons, on an area of 9,000 square
miles, or about 135 per square mile.
Revenuer.

Land assessment for the
provincial year 1821-33,
Mogulbundy Rs. 12,64,370
Khoordah
61,169
The Rajwarra, or division
occu led by the feudal
chief!;
fixed tribute of
thirty-one khmdaities,
or military zemindars,
styled rajas, and probably
not more than one in ten
of the actual net produce 1,20,411

.........

.

--

Totill

...... Rs. 14,45,950
--

The revenue derived from the salt
monopoly exceeds the total anlount
of the land rents paid to the state,
and is entirely the creation of the
British government. The salt sold
within the district yields a net return of three lacks, and the quantity
annually exported to Calcutta and
there publicly sold realizes about
fiReen lacks. Under the heads of
customs, variable imposts, pilgrim
tax, &c., a further net revenue of one
lack per annum is obtained, so that
the value of Cuttack, after deducting
the expenses of man ement, may be
estimated at thirty?ackaelta of rupees
per annum.
The tributary estates or zemindaries, in number twenty-nine, aud
all of large dimensions, and some'
almost provinces, yielded, in 1813,
only 118,687 rupees to the British
government ; the supposed surplus
of clear profit remaining to the landholders was estimated at 525,250
rupees, a mere trifle considering the
immense space from which it is derived. All these tributary zemindare
assume the title of raja In their respective territories, and admit each
other's claim to that dignity. They

also exhibit the insignia, go abroad this rnggamuffin war, was enormorls
with the retinue, and observe the and irretrievable. - (Stirling, J. B.
formsandstateofindependentprinces, Blunt, Richardson, Public MS. Doaccording as their income suffices to czlments, the Marquis of H a s t i ~ s ,
cover the expenditure consequent on Fullarton, $c.)
this assumption. Some of the prinC U T T A C X . - - Tcapital
~ ~ of the pre, ! ~ ~ l ~ c kJL. t
cipal ~emindars, to the number of
,(L.) sixteen, are at present
exempted ceding district, Situated in lat. 20' 27'
I ;/&,,.(
from the operation of the British re- N., 1011- 86' 5' E, 251 miles travelG ~ ' ~ ~ ' ~alatioa8,
? ' ~ ' the remaining thineen are ling distance from Calcutta. This
bWn is built on a tongue of land
f*./. 1'3. within the jurisdiction of the laws.
A great outlay is annually neces- from hence the hilly country is
sary m Cuttack for the pnrpose of visible, ~ a s h e dby two branches of
keeping the embankments in good the Mahanudd~river, which diverge
order, which in 1814 amounted to about three miles to the westward of
40,514 rupees. Some of the principd the city, and in the rainy season insuembankments, more especially that at late it. A t this time, near the city,
the town of Cuttack, are indispensa- the M a h a n u d d ~is two miles from
ble; but the utility of the inferior bank t o bank, but during the dry
ones is by no means equivalent to the .wason is fordable with less than
disbursements they involve. M~~~ three feet of water. A t this station
than one-fourth of the circulation of there are large and solid anbankthe district is carried on by cowries; merits, mostly faced with cut stone,
copper,one-tenth; gold,one-fortieth ; having a descent ofsteps to the river,
and silver tbree-fifihs. Formerly the which are essential for the preservain cowries, tion of the town and military canrevenue was
and annual importations of these tonments- Dllring the heavy rains
shella are still made from the Mal- of 1817 the waters of the Cajori rose
dives in return for grain. ~h~ ',,il- in one night eighteen feet, as ascergrims bring a great deal of llullion, tained by careful measurement. This
but much also is sent to calcutta.immense volume, about one mile and
I n 1814 the gros* tax on pilgrims to a
and
Juggernauth produced 170,000 ru- feet
O v e r - t o ~ ~ e the
t l generat
the town and stati0n by a
pees, but this is not all clear r i n , level
height
of
nearly
six
feet,
and was
more than half being expende on
restrainect from
the current expenses of the temple
them by a solid embankment faced
and its establishment.
and
butIn A.D. 1817 the tranquility of with
Cuttack was greatly disturbed by an tresses~the
former governinsurrection of the Pykes (the ancient ment"
In Sanserit, the word Catak signimilitia of the country), instigated by
the Khoordah Raja and his minister fies a royal residence, or seat of emJuggoobundoo, who, although defeat- pire, and it is still eelebrated as e a ed in every encounter, were enabled tak Benares, under which title it is
by the local difficulties of access, to mentioned by Ferishta and Abul Facarry on a protracted warfare for zel. I t is said to have been a capitai
almost two years. These commo- s o early as the tenth century ;but
tions were also in part ascribable to the fortress of Barabutty was not
the too hasty introduction of the built until the fourteenth century.
British revenue and judicial system
The principal street is remarkably
among a people in no respect pre- well-built, containing many houses,
pared for its reception, and notwith- two and some three stories high, a
atanding the insignificance of the in- spacious chowk, and several respectasurgents, and their total destitution ble Mahornedan buildings, such as
of military resources, the loss, from the Jumma Musjeed, the mosque and
the climste, of men and officers in octagon shrine of Cuddam Resool,
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where a stone from Mecca is exhibited bearing an impression of the prophet's foot. The dwelling of the
civil establishment partly occupy an
open space on the skirts of the city,
and are partly dispersed over the envlrons. The high bank of the Laul
baugh is now the site of European
viHag, not a stone of the old palace
remaining. In 1822 this town conbained 40,000 inhabitants, residing
in 6,512 houses, exclusive of the cantonn~ents,among which are several
mansions of stone formerly belonging
to Gosain and Parwar merchants,
who engrossed the trade and official
employments under the Mahnrattas.
The fort named Barrabuttee stands
about a mile N.W. from Cuttack.
Travelling distance from Nagpoor
482 miles; from Hyderabad 651 ;
from Madras 779; and from Delhi
(Stirling, Richardson,
902 miles.
fillarton, Rennell, Upton, 4c.) '
CUTTERAH.-Avillage in the province of Delhi, district of Bareily,
twenty-eight miles S.E. from the
town of Bareily ; lat. 28' 3' N., lon.
79" 32' E. This place is now almost
entirely composed of mud houses,
but the approach from the south and
west is remarkable by two of the
wblest clumps of trees in Hindostan.
Jn A.D. 1774 a decisive battle was
fought in this neighbourhood,in which
Shuja ud Dowlah, the Nabob of
Qude, with the assistance of a British detachment, defeated the Rohillahs, and conquered Rohilcund as
far as the Lolldong pass. Hafez
Itehmut, their principal leader, was
slain in the action, and the Rohillahs
annihilated as an independent nation.
The field of battle lies about three
miles from Cutterah, near a considerable nullah, or water-course,
crossed by a mwsy bridge of many
arches, on the opposite side of which,
in commemoration of the victory,
the Nabob founded the town of FutTennant, Qc.)
tehghur.--(F&rton,
CUTTUBMINAR.-A remarkable
ellar, situated near the small town
OT Cuttub; thirteen miles nearly due
~ o u t hfrom Delhi. Its base is a po-

-

lygon of twenty-seven sides, and rises
in a circular form. The exterior
part is fluted into twenty-seven semicircular and angular divisions. There
are four balconies in the height of
the building : the first at ninety feet,
the second at 140, the third at 180,
and the fourth at a03 feet. An irregular spiral staircase leads from the
bottom to the sltmmit of the minar,
which is crowned with a majestic cu- .
la of red granite. The entire
Eight of the pillar is 242feet. Such
was the description of this noble
column in A.D. 1794; since then the
cupola has fallen in, the upper part
is considerably dilapidated, and on'
the east its fall threatens to be a c c a
lerated by the roots ofa banyan tree.
This is certainly to be regretted, for
the C u u i ~ bMinar is a structure unrivalled of its kind in Hindostan for
its great size, materials, profileion
of ornament, and above all for the
solidity of its construction, which
has enabled it to resist time, storm,
and earthquake, without repairs, for
more than 300 years. Two inscriptions state that ttre pillar was crected
in the time of Shums ud Deen AItumsh, who reigned from A.D. 1210
to 1231, corresponding with the hejira 607 and 609, and who may be
considered as the emperor under
whose auspices the column was completed.
The town of Cuttub, thus named
from possessing the shrine and relics
of Cuttub ud Deen, a celebrated Mahomednn saint, is a place much resorted to by devotees of that faith.
The late Mogul, Shah Allum, and
many other members of the imperial
family, lie also buried here; and the
reigning emperor, Acber the Second,
has also prepared a maosoleun~ for
himself and begum. Ncer the shrine
are several handsome houses, arranged
in the form of a square, with a well
jn the centre, belonging to the emperor and princes of the royal house,
who occasionally visit Cuttub for the
purposes of devotion. -(Ftt&rfon,
J. B. Blunt, Ewer, bc.)
CUTWA
(Kangtoya).-A

town in
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the province of Bengal, seventy-five
miles N.N.W. fro111 Calcutta; Int.
2 3 37' N., lon. 88' 10' E. This place
is noted for a smart action that was
fought here, in 1763, with the troops
of Cossim Ali, and for the manufacture of brass vessels. The composition termed dosta seems to be n
kind of ewter or alloy, contain*
a great La1 of z i n ~

-

D
DABBLING.-A Tarter village in
Tibet, situated on the left bank of
the Sutuleje, 9,090 feet above the l e
vel of the sea; lat. 31' 4.5' N., lon.
78" 37' E.
in
DnsuL f D e v o l a ~ a ) . - A
the province of Bejapoor, division of
Concan, eight~-fivemiles S.
E.
from
; lat.
46 N.a Ion.
7 3 O 16'E.
/Dhaka).-A
DACCAJBLALPOOR
district in the province of Bengal,
situnted principally between the 23d
and 24th degrees of north latitude. To
the north it is bounded by Mymunsingh, on the south by Tiperah and
Backergunge, to the east ~t has Tiperah, and on the west Rajeshahy
and Jessore. Prior to the new arrangement in 1800 this was one of
the largest and most valuable districts
in Bengal, stretching south to the
sea, and north to the Garrow mountains. It then contained 15,397Bri~ish
s uaremiles,subdivided into anumber
zemindaries, and was reckoned
the granary of Bengal, a distinction
it stlll retains ; but prior to 1814 its
lmite had been reduced within 8,000
square miles. During the rainy season a great extent of Dacca Jelalpoor exhibits the appearance of an
Immense lake, in which villages raised
on artificial embankments seem scattered like islands; and being intersected b two of the largest rivers in
the work (the Gang- and Brahmaputra), is subject annually to considerable changes in the boundaries of
eetatee, large portions being trans-
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ferred from one side to the other, occasioning infinite trouble to the revenue officers, and loss to the government. These annual inundations,
however, fertilize the land, notwithstanding which there is scarcely a
district in Bengal where more jungle
and unoccupied land is to be found.
The whole of the latter is claimed aa
the property of individuals, who, although they derive no profit from it,
and are too indolent to render it productive, will not suffer othern to
bring it into cultivation without exacting a disproportionate recompenw
for the permission.
It mu", nevertheless, be allowed
that Dacca Jelal~?r
been in 8
ro?resslve lmProvement
since the i m l n e of 1787, when ex.
tensive tracts of excellent land were
utterly depopulated, and atill continue so overgrown with jungle, alld
so infested with wild elephants, that
the peasantry find it impracticable to
prosecute cultivation, their labours
are so rapidly destroyed. In other
quarters, tracts of country forrnerly
covered with bru~hwood and rank
vegetation, are now clenred of jungle,
and exhibit villages and cultivated
fields. The ancient mosques and
Hindoo temples are mostly deserted
and in n~ins,but those of modern
date are kept in tolerable repair.
Several modern templea and obelisks
have also risen, and probably many
improved domestic buildings, which,
from the concealed and secluded situations always selected by the natives, do not so often attract the
notice of the traveller. In the vicinity of the capital, and more eepecially to the south, are the remains
of many fortrevsee and redoubts,
built to oppose the depredations of
the Mughs, and to prevent their
ascending the river; but they am .
now all in a ruinous condition, and
their cannon honey-combed and unserviceable. Tbrou~houtthis district
there are many Hlndoo schools, in
which the rudiments of the Bengalese
language are ta ht, with theprinciples, or ratheryonns, of their religion and law.
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The l s ~ d e deatatea in this district
consist mostly of small talooks, M,
divided and subdivided into minute
portions as to become almost evanescent. The business of the judicial
department is consequently multifarious and intricate, and the European officers are compelled to have
recourse for explications to the natives attached to their respective
courts. The latter find it their interest to render the intricacy still
more perplexed, and as they here,
as elsewhere, are alone masters of
the detail, they are thereby enabled
to aggravate the confusion. In 1802
the existing collector stated the following proportions of the cultivated
to the uncultivated land; but the
latter appear in most cases to have
been underrated, the revenue officers
of that period being little ac uaioted
with the mensuration of lan! :
uncultivated. cultivated.
Southward
1-4th to 3-4ths
Northward
5-8ths... 3 8 t h ~
Eastward
14th
7-8ths
Westward
38th~ 54th~
The most valuable agricultural productio~~s
are rice, betel-nut, cotton,
hemp, and sugar. In 1814 the jumma or land-tax assessment amounted
to 12,89,145 rupees. Plain muslins,
distinguished by different names according to the fineness and closeness
of the texture, as well as flowered,
striped, and checquered muslins, are
fabricated chiefly in this district,
where a species of cotton named the
banga grows, necessary, although not
of a very superior quality, to form
the stripes of the finest n~uslins,for
which the city of Dacca has been so
long celebrated. The northern parts
of Benares furnish both plain and
flowered muslins, which are not ill
adapted for common uses, though
incapable of sustaining any competition with the beautiful and inimitable
Mrics of Dacca Dimities of various
kinds and patterns, and cloths resembling diaper and damask linen,arealso
made in this district. The export of
the above staples has much decrea'sed,
and the art of manufacturing some af
the finest species of muslin is ip dan-
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ger of being loat, the ordem for them
being so few that man of the famb
lies r h o ossess by L m i i t w y i ~ .
struction t i e art of fabricating them
have desisted, on account of the
diiculty they afterwards experience
in finding a purchaser. This decline
may partly be accounted for from the
utter stagnation of demand in t k
upper provinces since the downfall of
the imperial government, prior. to
which these delicate and beautiful
fabrics were in such estimation, not
only at the court of Delbi, but among
all the noblesse of Hindostan, as to
render it difficult to supply the qoantity wanted. Among the more recent
causes may be adduced the French
revolution, the degree of ,perfectios
to which this particular manufacture
has lately been brought in Great Brir
tain, the great diminution of the Company's investment, and the advance
m the price of cotton.
The principal towns in this district
are Dacca, Narraingunge, Sooner.
gong, and Rajanagur. The headquarters of the judge and magistrate
and civil establishment is at Fureedpoor, about forty miles from the city
of Dacca. In 1801 the total m u lation was computed at 938,712 inhabitants, one half Hindoo and the
other half Mahomedan. Aportion of
this population are slaves, and the
custom of disposing of persons already
in a state of slavery is common
throughout the country. On tbese
occasions regular deeds of sale are
executed,someof which are registered
in the court of justice ;and when an
estate to which slaves are attached ig
sold privately, the slave8 are c o t e
monly sold at the same time, although
a separate deed of sale is alwtiys e x g
cuted.
During the Mshomedan government, the Dacca province was ruled
by a foujdar or commandant, the last
of whom, prior to the British conquest, was Shahamut Jung Nowwish
Mahomed Khan, nephew and son-irilaw to Aliverdi Khan. we was at
once dewan of the whole soubah of
Bengal, and Nabob Nazim of D e m
with-41 the territories to theeastward.
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I t was in search of the treasures
amassed by his deputy, Raj Bullub,
and supposed to have been concealed
by his son Krishna Das, when he took
refuge in Calcutta, that Seraje ud
Dowlah in an evil hour commenced
t h e war, that for him ended so fatally.
After the British conquest this large
division of Bengal was artitioned into
'different districts, unler the jurisdiction of distinct judicial and fiscal
officers, and having a ec~iliarcourt
of circuit and appeal g r the superintendence of the whole. At present
t h e most prevalent crimes of enormity
i n this district are murder, robbery,
theft, perjury, armed affrays, the encroachment of zemindars, and the
colliision of informers by profession,
who conceal the principals, and d e
rive a ~ ~ ~ a i n t e n a nfrom
c e the contributions they levy on the gangs, with
'which they are privately connected.
The inherent timidity of the natives
facilitates the plunder, while his want
of moral principle leads him t o view
the deed rather as an adroit exploit
'than a heinous crime against soclety.
I n recent times, however, the Bengal
government, by steady and persevering exertions, has greatly reduced the
number, 3s well as the atrocity of the
crimes committed, so that in 1813,
i t was reported by the superintendent
of police that no dacoity or gang
robbery whatever had occurred during
the last quarter of that year. This
improvement continued so progressive, that in 1815 the third judge of
t h e court of circuit reported, that he
considered the perpetration of gang
.robbery t o have been finally s u p
pressed. On a general view of the
Dacca division, crimes of great enor,mity had in a manner ceased to be
perpetrated, and (with the exception
of burglary) other crimes were less
frequent; the consequence of a more
vigilant control exercised by the police departments, and a due enforcement of the penal regulations. I n
-the criminal calendars generally more
, Mahomedans than Hindoos are to be
found; but in civil suits the latter
form the ma'ority.
The peop/e of Calcutta who speak

the Gour dialect of the Bengdese,
although confounded by the native#
of western 13indostan with the Bengalese, take, when they have an opportunity, the trouble to ridicule the
inhabitants of Dacca, who are the
proper genuine Bengalese ; and Calcutta being now the capital, the men
of rank a t Dacca are becoming
ashamed of their provincial accent,
and endeavour to Imitate the baboos
(opulent Hindoo merchants) of the
modern metropolis. T h e districts
cornprizing the eastern quarter of
Bengal, and subordinate to the Dacca
court of circuit and appeal, are : 1.
Mymunsingh ; 2. Silhet ; 3. Tiperah ;
4. Chittagong ; 5. Backergunge ; 6.
Dacca Jelalpoor, and 7. the city
of Dacca.-(J.
Grant, Colebrooke,
J. D. Paterson, Crisp, Massie, Rees,
Shakespear, 4c.)
DACCA
/Dhaca).-A
large town in
Bengal situated beyond the principal
stream of the Ganges, but a great
branch named the Booree Gunga, or
old Ganges, above a mile in width,
runs past it ; indeed, Sew situations
are better calc~llatedfor inland commerce, as the river c o m n i ~ ~ n i c a t e ~
with all the other interior navigations
by a direct course. Its site is allout
100 miles above the mouth of the
Ganges, and 180 by road from Calcutta; but the journey by water, on
account of the circuitous route and
twistings of the river, occupies from
one to two weeks, and the space gone
over probably exceed8 400 miles. Lat,
. .
23O 42' N., lon. 90" 17' E.
Dacca succeeded to Soonergong as
the provincial capital of the eaateru
quarter of Bengal, and it is now probably the second in the province with
respect to size and population. T h e
country around it lying low, and being always covered with verdure during the hot months, is not subject to
the violent heats of Benares, Patna,
and other places in Bahar. The unhealthy season is from the 20th August to the 10th of October, during
which period the rivers are subsiding,
and the inundation draining off the
land ;but upon the whole it is one of
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the healthiest and moat pkasant atntions in Bengnl. I t manufactures and
exports many varieties of the finest
muslins, in the delicacy and beauty
of which fabric it surpasses the whole
world.
That Dacca is a city comparatively
modern is proved by its not being
me~~tionedby Abul Fazel, at least
under that name, in the Ayeen Acberry. In A.D. 1608 the seat of government was removed from Rajmaha1 to this place by the then governor
of Bengal, Islam Khan, and in compliment to the rei ning emperor its
name changed to h a n g i r e Nuggur.
Here he built a palace and brick fort,
some remains of which are still to
be seen. This transfer of the seat
of government was probably occasioned by the ravages then perpetrating in the south-eastern quarter
by the Mughs of Aracan, and the
Portu uese pirates under Sebastian
~ o n z i e r . In 1657 Meer Jumla, the
great commander under Aurengzebe,
pursued the unfortunate Sultan Shuja
to this place, and again constituted
it the metropolis, the seat of government being for some time removed
t o Rajmahal. I t is related that during
the second viceroyship of Shaista
Khan, rice was so cheap at Dacca
that 640 pounds might be had in the
market for one rupee. T o commemorate this event, as he was leaving
Dacca,in 1689,he ordered the western
gate to be built up, and an inscripti011
placed thereon, forbidding any future
governor to open it until he had reduced the price to as cheap a rate, in
consequence of which injunction it
remained shut until the reign of Serferawz khan in 1739. But this city
appears to have had more than one
alternation of prosperity and decay.
I t appears t o have attained its greatest
splendourduring the reign of Aurengzebe; and, judging tkorn the magnificence of the ruins, such as bridges,
brick causeways, mosques, caravanserais, palaces, and gardens, now
overspread with jungle, it must have
vied in extent and riches with the
greatest cities, Gour perhaps excepted.

T h e earliest permanent decline of.
Dacca appears t o have commenced
with the troubles and distractions of
he Mogul empire that followed the
i~~vasion
of Nadir Shah, and that i t
did not experience the fate of Gour
may be attributed partly to its salubrity and partly t o the peculiar commercial advantages of its situation.
In this state of decay it remained
with little variation until the estsblishnlent of provincial councils in
1774, when it again exhibited a shew
of opulence, from which it fell on t h e
abolition of theseinstitutions. During
the Mogul sway, the naval establishment maintained at Dacca consisted
of 768 armed cruisers, to guard the
south-eastern quarter against the ravaoes of the Mughs. In this watery
re2on the veneration of the Hindoos for the tutelary deities of their
rivers is extreme, and their ceren~onies in honour of these exhibit a
degree of cheerfulness and animation
unknown elsewhere, in which watery
rituals the more solemn Mussulmans
largely partici ate, but ascribing the
the floods to Khaujeh
government
Khizzer, supposed to be the prophet
Elias. Towards the end of the seventeenth century Dacca was the residence of Azim Ashaun, Aurengzebe's grandson, who comme~~ced
and
nearly finished a magnificent palace,
now in ruins. About this ern also
was probably fabricated one of those
enormous and useless guns, not uncolnmon in the Deccan and other
parts of India, and which was still to
be seen so late as 1790. I t was made
of hammered iron, and consisted of
an immense tube of fourteen bars,
with rings driven over them, and
beaten down to a smooth surface, so
that its appearance was very good,
though its proportions were faulty.
From its size this gun muet have
weighed 64,814 pounds, or about the
weight of eleven thirty-two pounders.
T h e weight of an iron shot for the
gun must have exceeded 400 pounds,
but the experiment of discharging i t
probably never was hazarded.
The resent town stands on a great
deal o f ground, and including the
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s u b u b , extends six miles along the
banks of the river ; but its breadth is
hot in proportion. Like other native
towns it is a mixture of brick, thatch,
and mud houses, with very narrow
erooked streets, and so combustible
that they are usually burned down
once or twice per annum, the owners
lookina on with the areatest apathy.
Into large earthen pots sunk i n the
floor they throw the few valuables
they possess, and mats, thatch, and
Bamboos being cheap, the expenditure
of a few rupees restores their edifice
to all its original splendour. Dacca
continues to be a very populous city,
although it suffered greatly by the
French revolution, its beautiful fabrics
having been held in great estimation
by the old French court. In 1801
the total population was estimated by
the magistrate at 200,000, in the proportion of 145 Mahoruedans to 130
Hindoos. Besides the genuine natives, there are many respectable
Greek, Armenian, and Portuguese
merchants, who diversify the society
and carry on a considerable traffic.
The late nabob of Dacca, Seid Ali
Khan Nusrit Jung, was long celebrated for the suavity of his nmnners,
and his steady attachment to the British government, which had been recognized in various public documents
by the Marquis Cornwallis, Sir John
Shore, the Marquis Wellesley, Sir
George Barlow, Lord Minto, and the
Marquis of Hastings. In 1807 an
allowance of 3,000 rupees was granted to the nabob for the repair of a
bailding devoted to religiouspurposes,
not only on account of the uniform
propriety of his conduct and the respectability of his character, but also
M an indication of the disposition of
the British government to support the
freedom of religious worship among
all classen of their subjects. The
native inhabitants have always been
noted as a quiet orderly race, remarkably attached to the public functionaries placed over them, and to
theBritish cause and nation generally.
Travelling distance from Delhi 1,107
miles.--(Rennell, Stewart, J. Grant,
Crisp, Melvilk, &c.) $a,uoo 4C..l9.
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Dan*.-A station in Tibet.twentvseven miles N. by E. from G t i P&:;
lat. 31° IW, Ion. 79' 5,5'E.
DALAPIRI
ISLE.-One of the small
Philippines, about thirty miles in circumference, lying due north from the
large island of Luzon or Luqonia;
lat. 19' 15' N., Ion. 121' E.
DALLA.-A town in the Ava dominions, province of Pegu, situated
on the opposite side of the river to
Rangoon ; lat. 16' 35' N., Ion. 9G0
1O1E.
DALMOW.-Atown in the province
of Allahabad, fifty-bur miles south
from Lucknow ; lat. 26" 5' N., Ion.
80' 56' E. The appearance of this
place, viewed from the river, is imposing, but nothing more wretched
can be imagined than the interior,
which in 1819 appeared to have lost
half its population.
DALMACHERRY.-Atown in the
Balwhaut ceded districts. 100 miles
N.W: from Madras ; lat. i 3 0 38' N.
lon. 78O 3'E.
DAMACK.-Atown in the island of
Java, fifteen miles N.E. from Samarang ; lat. 6O 50 S., Ion. 110' 38' E.
This is still a popiilous place, and was
formerly the capital of a principality
of the same name. The vicinity is
marshy, and the country level. A
fine canal, navigable to tbe distance
of twenty miles from Samarang, runs
along the left side of the road, and
terminates in the river Tanganamio,
which is also navigable; the whole
district being much intersected by
canals, water-courses, and streams.
-4Thorn, qc.)
DAMAK
S a n MOUNTAINS.-Ahigh
range of mountains north of the HImalaya, about lat. 31' 45' N., lon.
78' 15' E., which separate the district of Kunnwur from the f i r t a r
province of tahdack.
DAMARAN
JSLE.-An island in the
Eastern seas about forty-five miles in
circumference. two leaeues distant
from palawan'; lat. 100-5' N., Ion.
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DAMAUN
(a skirt).-A large district in the Afghan dominions extending along the west bank of the Indus,
between the 31st and 33d degrees of
aorth latitude. I t commences near
S u n y r , let. 30' 45' N., and stetches
as far north as the eastern branches
of the Soliman range. The hills
south of the salt range, and the
plains and valleys the include, are
also generally comprekended in Damaun. The lain immediately on the
right bank o?the Indns is sometimes
distinguished by the appellation of
Muklewaud, in which case the term
Damaun is only applied to the skirts
of the hills, which is its literal meaning. In its most extended sense,
Damaun includes all the country between the salt range, the Soliman
mountains, the Indus, and Sungur in
Upper Sinde. The principal town is
Deea Ismael Khan, the residence of
the guvemor delegated by the Cabul
sovereign; the inhabitants are Juts
and Baloochies, dark in complexion,
lean and meagre in form. Muklewaud
extends along the Indus about 120
miles, its main breadth bein twentyfive. It is a plain of h a r i smooth
clsy, uite flat, smooth of rass, but
s p i n d e d with bushes and stunted
trees. The soil, when much trodden,
becomes a minute whitish dust, apparently composed from the slime
deposited by the Indus, which in
summer inundates the country to a
considerable extent.
The river banks are covered with
a thick jungle of low tamarisks, in
some places mixed with long grass
and thorny bushes, swarming with
wild swine, hog deer, and el1 sorts
of game. Around the villages f r e
quently clumps of date-trees are seen,
and are the only tall trees on the
plain. When cultivated it is productive, but the greater part of the
plain is a waste, owing to the vices
of the government, and consequent
thinness of the po ulalion. The
southern section o? the lain has
much jungle, the north sani; and in
both camels of the species seen in
Hindostan are reared
The country of the Marwuts is

composed of arid sandy plains, st+
parated by ranges of hills. For the
purpociea of agriculture it is entirely
dependent on the rains, spring water
being scanty. Half the Marwuts are
stationary, being empl~yedin agriculture; the others range about with
their herds of camels. Their country
is about thirty-five milee square, but
thinly peopled. Damaun proper liea
to the south of the NIarwut country,
and is possessed by many small, barbarous, and hostile tribes. Minete
portions, however,are well cultivated,
the produce being bajaree, jowary,
and wheat. The winter of Damauo
is considerably colder than in most
parts of Hindostan, frost being common in the morning, and the thermometer some degrees below the
freezing point. The summer, on the
other hand, is most intolerably hot,
the heat of the night almost equalling
that of the day, and according to
native reports, the inhabitants are
obliged to wet their clothes behre
they go to sleep. The peasantry
throughout the province are mostly
Juts and Baloochies, with nome Hindoos; but they are not allowed to
possess land, and cannot pass from
one master to another without pe*
mission; but they can at any time
quit the tribe with which they hare
been dwellers. The whole of Damaun is, or rather was, subject to tbe
Cabul sovereign's authority, which
was however but slightly exercised.
The tribes were generally bound ta
furnish him with a body of horse,
usually commuted into a aum of
money, and be also levied a ,lax on
4c.)
the tlindoos.-(Elphi&one,
DAMAWN.-Aseaport town of considerable note in the province of Gujerat, 100 m i l e N. from Bombay; lat.
a00 96' N., Ion. 7%' 68' E. The Po*
tuguese con uered this place so early
as 1631, an1 it still remains in their
possession. I t makes a conspieuom
figure viewed from the sea, the
churches and houses being in general
wbite; but the commerce 1s now
much diminished. The anchorage ie
in eight fathqpls, three miles off
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shore, but the river affords a secure
harbour for small vessels, and in
sprin tides during the S.W. monsoon
has t o m eighteen to twenty feet of
water over the bar. Ship-building
has long been the most profitable occupation here, the teak forests being
at no great distance. The builder in
1818 was s Hindoo, who constructed
all his ships on one model, which was
too short h r the breadth, thereby
rendering them uneasy in a head s e a
On the other hand it is admitted
they wear well, stow well, and before
the wind sail most furiously.--(Ed
nton, Malet, Bruce, 4c.)
DAMBOOLOO.-Avillage in the
island of Ceylon, thirty-four miles
north from Candy; lat. 7' 47' N.,
Ion. 80' 46' E.-Dambooloo-gall6, the
rock that contains the cave temples,
'is of vast size and almost insulated,
its perpendicular height above the
plain being about 600 feet. The
temples for which Dambooloo is celebrated are excavations on the south
side of the rock, 350 feet above the
,plain. Some of these are of immense
size (one 190 feet long by ninety
wide and forty-five high ,and they all
still contain images o Buddha and
other deities, besides paintings illustrative of the history of Ceylon, the
whole in remarkably good preservation. It seems probable that these
vast caverns are principally natural
excavations, subsequently modified
and adorned by the votaries of Buddha ; but no rational tradition of their
origin is now extant.-(Davy, 4c.)

2

DAMLA.-A small town in the province of Delhi, twenty miles N.W.
From Saharunpoor; lat. 30' 6' N., Ion.
77" 13' E.
DAMOO.-A town in Tibet, forty
miles N.N.E. from the Niti Pass ; lat.
31° 16' N., Ion. 80° 4' E. According
to native reports, gold mines are
worked in this vicinity.
DAMPIER'S
S T R A I T B . - T ~Straits
~S~
separate the Wageeoo Isles from the
island of Battanta, and have from
twelve to fourteen fathoms water
through the passagc.

D ~ ~ p o o n . - Atown in the province
of Delhi,district of Moradabad, thirty:
eight miles N.W. from the town of
Moradahad. This place contains several mosques, and has a tolerably
large and well supplied bazar.-(FS
lartos, 4c.)
D ~ ~ u ~ - A v i l l a ginethe Carnatic,
district of Northern Arcot, about
eight miles W. by N. from Conjeveram, and remarkable for its fine
tank and Hindoo temple.

-

A small
DANDAB[Dhandur).
district in t e Gujerat province situated to the north of Palhanpoor,
nnd thus named on sccount of its
extraordinary fertility. According to
the reports of a native moonshee sent
to examine this and the adjacent
tracts, it contains 180 towns and
villages ; but the moonshee appears
to have been too liberal in his estimate.-( Public MS. Document:, gc.)
DANG.-A small tract in Northern
Hindostan subject to Nepau1,situated
about 100 miles N.N.W. from Lucknow, and bounded on the south by
the Nabob of Oude's reserved territories. The rajahs formerly lived
on a high hill named Dang, but for
some generations they have withdrawn to Phalabamb,situated on a hill
immediately overhanging the plain,
and consisting of huts with wood and
mud walls, the chief's house alone
being built of brick. On the hills
were several iron mines, but the most
valuable portion of the Dang raja's
estate consisted of the Toolseepoor
pergunnah, situated within the Oude
dominions. Bahadur Sah, the regent
of Nepaul, gave the hills of Dang to
his sister, the Ranny of Saliana; but
Phalabamb, or New Dang, was protected by the Nabob Vizier, and the
family still continue rajas of Toolseepoor.-(F. Buchanan, &.)
DANNOO.-Atown on the sea-coast
of the Aurbngabad province, thirtyfour miles south from Damaun ; let.
19" 57' N., Ion. 720 50' E.
DAOUDCAUNDY.-A
town in the
province of Bengal, situated on the
east side of the great Menga, tnenty-
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five miles S.E.from Dacca; Iat. a30 in the B~laghaut ceded territories,
30' N., Ion. 90° 36' E. During the district of Bellary, and about sevenrainy season there is a passage from teen miles travellin distance N.W.
Dacca to Comillah past this place, by from the town of Be\ary. Thia pLE.
the Goomty river, which in the dry is beautifully situated on the margin
season is too shallow to admit even of a fertile plain, below a wild mouncanoes.
tainous tract covered with forests,
D ~ ~ ~ llrge
~ ~town
~ in ~ which
~ extend
. - from
A
hence to the
the Bahv district, situated on the neighbOurhoodofBijanagur. A mageast side of the sane river, thirty nificent artificial lake for the irrigamiles S.S.W. from patna; lat. s o 5' tion of the subjacent lands has been
N., Ion. 840 251 E. hi^ is a large formed here, by means of an embankplace, and including Ahmedgunge, In ment about
feet
with
sluicm* and exrending
1809, is said to contain 8,000 houses. great
three
miles
from
the
projecting
point
It contains P cloth factory dependent
It was
on the commercial resident at Patna,
and also a factor from the Patna
during the Roverument
T i ~ ~ O Su1tan.--(FuUart0n2
O
4c.l
opium agent.--(F. Buckanan, 4c.)
DARCHAN.-Atow11 in Tibet, situJJAa~~ncvB.-Atown in the pro~ n c of
e Delhi, district of Moradabsd, ated a few miles north from Manaseventy-four miles N.E. from Delhi sarovara, and supposed to be an entrepbt between Lassa and Lahdack.
city; lat. a90 17' N., Ion. 78O E.
Individual merchants pitch their tents
~
in
P here~ and a~ sort of~ mart ~continues
~
Dn~ApOanaf--AP
the province of Coimbatoor, situated fro,,,' J~~~to october; but when
in an Open
about
a
visited by Mr. &foorcrofi, the town
distant from the river Amaravati, and consisted of only four hbuses of un1390 S-S-E-from SerinkPpatam; lat- burned bricks and about twenty-eight
loo 37' N., Ion- 77'
This place tents, occupied by some groin meris about forty miles distant from the chants and three dealera in tea, who
and about asserted that they had been at Pekin ;
grest hi'LP that run
fifteen from the Pihey hills in Din- let. 310 41 N., ion. 810 13, E.
diul. The streets here are remarkDAROOR.-A town in the Aurungaably spacious, and the habitations,
although built of earth and roofed bad province, ninety miles S.E. from
with tile and thatch, large and com- the city ofAurungnbad; lac 18O4W N.,
modious. The adjacent country is Ion. 76' 19' E.
enclosed with milk plant hedges, and
DABWAB.-ABritish district in the
inigated by two fine canals, which
render it very productive of rice and province Beja Oar, acquired
tohcco.
~h~ town and mud fort, the dominions orthe ex-Pesbwa, and
which
were taken from at present subordinate to the BomTippoo in 1783, by the southern bay presidency* The territor in
(PmBwhW,,, Fulhrfoh
which it in situated in the officiar re.
cords is distin i s h e d as " the CwMedical Reports, 8s.)
natic, or soutiern Maharatta counDABAPOO~EE.-Asmall canton- t r y ~ 1820 the land
said t~
merit in the province of Aurungabadn codsirt of 9 parts black soil, 4) mix.
division of Jooneer, pleasantly si- 4 g& wet, and 1+ garden,=l 6 psrts,
tuated on the banks
the Moo@ ~ i improvement
e
of this district was
three miles N- by W- from Poona, greatly retarded by the failure of the
an crops and the epidemic of 1818-19,
and lately the head-quarters
auxiliary corps in the service of the rhlrh was lrupposed to have swept
ex-PefJhwas commanded by British awny 95,000 persons out of a romput.
ed population of 600.000. The net
officers.--(Fullarton, 4c.)
DABOZEH.-A small wnlled town revenue, after dedaotingcl~arges,then

-
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mounted to 16,?1,508 rupee.(Thackecay,&.)
DABWA~.-Afortified town in the
province of Be'apoor, the capital of
the preceding district, and named by
the Mahomedans Nusnembad ; lat.
16O 28' N., Ion. 75O 8' E. In 1790 it
was taken from Tippoo by the Maharatta army under Purseram Bhow,
assisted by three battalions of Bombay sepoys, who bore the whole brunt
of a twenty-nine weeks' siege. I t
was then strong, although not regularly fortified, and the ditches were
particularly good. The town stands
to the southward of the fort, extending eastward, and was almost destroyed during the siege; but a nw
tive town is soon rebuilt and repeopled.--( Moore, &.)
DASSGONG.-A town in the province of Aurungabad, seventy-three
miles S.S.E. from Bombay ; lat. l B O
9 N., Ion. 73' 6' E.
DATTANAGCB.-Asmall town in
Northern Hindostan, principality of
Bussaher, situated below Rampoor,
the capital. Here the valley of the
Sutuleje, which has hitherto been
murow and confined between abrupt
mountains, expands, and forms a flat
three miles long, well watered by canals, and producing luxuriant crops.
--(Mer:rr.
Gerardr, gc.) .
DAULIRIVER.-A river of Northern Hindostan, which it enters by the
NitiPass; let. 3Oa47'N.,lon.7!I056'E.,
And ultimately joins the Ganges, of
which, from its size and great length,
of course it ought to be considered
the principal branch, if the Neelung
d.oes not claim that distinction. Its
source remains unknown.
DAIJMNAGUR.-A
town in the Gupeninsula, seventy-eight miles
.N.E. from Diu; lat. 21' 34' N.,
bn. 71' 35' E.
DAUNG~Y.-Atown in the province of Candeish, which in 1816
belonged to thepeshwa; lat. 21'8' N.,
lon. 75O 8' E., seventy-five miles
W.S.W. from Boorhampoor. Here
is a handsome mosque and reservoir
of stone, erected during the,reign of

i;"'

..

Aorengzebe by Ahmed Khan M,
a Satan chief.--(JSltherhnd, $c.)
DAIJNTA.-A town in the province
of Ajmeer, sixty-six miles W.S.W.
from Odeypoor ; lat. 5%' 1 8 N., Ion.
72" 41' E.
DAUREE.-A villuge in the province
of Malwa, situated on the north bank
of the Nerbudrla, eleven miles from
Buckutghur ; lat. 220 12' N., Ion.
76- 23' E. At this spot the navigation of the Nerbudda is impedd bx
a fall of thirty feet in height and 100
in len ti], and is also unusually narrow, t i e stream for half a mile being
only from twenty to forty yards wide,
and the current consequently rapid.
-4Mnlcoh, &.)
D~wuaco~~n.-A
diatrict in the
Hyderabad province, bounded on the
south by the Krishna river, and containing the towns of Dawurconda,
Pailwa, and Nardinpet. The h t ,
which colu~nunicatesits name to the
district, is situated in Iat. 16O 40' N,
Ion. 78O 571E,fifty-one miles S. by E.
from the city of Hyderabad.
DAWIJLGHAUT.-Awalled town
situated at the entrance of a pass of
the same name through the Bemr
chain of mountains, proceeding from
the south ; lat. 20° 33' N., Ion. 76O
20' E., fifty-four miles south from
Boorhanpoor.
D P B ~for Dhapa).-A
town in
Tibet, division of Undes, of which it
may be reckoned the capital; lat.
30' 13' N., Ion. 80' Y E. This place
stands on irre ar eminences, forming the side o a ravine, descending
steeply to the river Tiltil. The broken ground in this neighbourhood
exhibits many extraordinary appearances, the melting snow having cut
the clay into ehannds, leaving distinct
elevated ridges, fashioned by accident into a great diversity of figures#
representing castles, fortifications,
houses, and various indescribable
masses. It has been ascertained t h e
Deba is tenanted throughout the
year, the climate being by no metma
so severe as from the great elevatian
(14,924 feet) of the valley d Sutuieje

8"
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above the levehf the sea, might have life of celibacy, seem a dirty, greasy,
been anticipated. Fine crops of awe good-humoured people, who, besides
grow in the neighbourhood, the meal performing their religious functions,
from which is very fine, and the plant, carry on a considerable traffic in
being of so hardy a nntiire, might sheep's wool and salt, which they
be advantageously naturalized in Bri- exchange for wheat and barley. The
tain and the north s f Europe.
rules of the nunnery are said to be
The houses are of stone, two sto- severe, and the paraphernalia of the
ries high, whitewnshed on the out- temple greatly rese~nblesthat of the
side, but excessively filthy within. Roman Catholic church. In the rock
The town itself is subdivided into On which the temple stands are grathree parts : first, a collegy, the re& naries, said to contain many thoudence of the lama and his gylums, sand matinds of rice, the inhabitants
or monks ; second, a iluhnery ; and being dependent for their annual supthirdly, the houses of the vizier, debs, ply of that grain and barley on the
and laity in geheral. In the centre Marchas of Niti and Jowaurof a selnicircle formed by the houses, (Moorcroft, Webb, Trail, &c,)
D
~
~
~ i n ~ oTr t h - ~
~
are the tombs and temples of various
lamits, having smaller Ones attached ern Hindostan, twenty-onemiles S.E.
to them ; these are circular at their from serinagur ; lat. ,090 55, N., ion,
base, decreasing gradually
7s058' E.,8,751 feet above the level
circles, and terminating in a point, ofthe sea.
covered with plates of copper, like
DEBALPOOu (DmaEa~a~umj'-A
an umbrella, and gilt. In the centre,
above these, stands the temple of town in the province of Lahore, situthe agNarayan (Vishnu), sumollnded by ated in the DOab, formed
houses, and painted of a red colour, gregated waters of the Sutllleje and
This is aniFregular building, with one Beyah on one side, with those of the
On the other'
In A'D* 1582s
door, stirmounted by a square small
building, covered with gilt brass, and when Abul Faze1 compiled the insti
tutes
Acber, it was the
of
ornamented with grotesque figures.
Within &e porch of the temple the a district; lat.30°3Y N., lon.73O37'E.,
side
are painted with bold seventy-five miles S.S.W. from the
of Lahore' At present both
sketches ofa deity with large starin r
which is
town and district are sub'ect to Runeyes in his
with kind of glory. At the upper ieet singh, h e seik Ciief of L*
end of the temple, and immediately Ore'
fronting the door, is a gilt copper fiDECCAN
gure of Narnyan, in the European
(Dacshinu).
sitting posture, about twenty feet
high. On hia right side is a small
This term, which is of Sanscrit orifigure of Lakshmi (the wife of Vish- gin, means the south, and was fornu) ; and on the left that of a lama, merl applied by Hindoo geographers
also of gilt copper, in bis canonicals. to t t e whole of the countries situOther Hindoo deities of brass, and ated to the south of the Nerbudda
lamas of wood, attended by their mo- river ; but the fixed possessions of
thers, bowls of water, masks of tigers, the Mahoniedans having, for man$
and other animals, enormous brazen centuries after their invasion of the
speaking trumpets, and other para- Deccan, extended no further south
phernalia of superstition, are here than the river Krishna, the name of
collected.
Deccan came to signify, in HindosSecular matters are conducted by tan, the countries between those two
the Deba vizier and immediate offi- rivers only, and such is the popular
cers of the government, who are appa- acceptation of its southern boundary
rently in comfortable circum8tances. at the present day. The territoriek
The glums, or monks, who lead a to the south of the Krishna and
a 1 2

.

envelope^
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DECCAN.
Toombudrn may be deecribed as In- height above the sea might be erdia south of theKrishna; for although pected to render it sslubnous:
along with the Deccan it has been
In these extensive re@ons, the
improperly ternled a peninsula, an chief part of the populat~onis still
equal-sided triangle milch more r e Hindoo, more especially in the prosembles their figure. When Arung- vinces that were l~nderthe Mahazebe, in 1690, had completed the ratta governments. There is a conconquest of what was then called the siderable Mahomedan population in
Deccan, it was subdivided into six the countries subject to the Nizam,
soubabe or viceroyalties, vir.
but those of the lower classes, who
1. Candeish (or Khandesh). the ca- are cultivators, have nearly ado ted
all the manners and customs o the
pital Boorl~an
9. ~ w uf nz P r i r Ahmednueur, Hindous.
recently the capital of the N~zam The Deccan is mentioned by the
author of the circumnavigation of the
Shahee dynasty.
3. Beeder, or Kalberga, the an- Erythrean sea, as one of the divicient capital of the Bhamenee sul- sions of the Indian continent. His
words are, " from Barygoza (supposed
tans.
4. Hyderabad, including Nandere, to be Broach or Bhrigu-gosha) the
the sent of the late Golconda or Cut- country stretches to the south, hence
tub Shahee dynasty.
that district is named Dschenabades,
5. Bejapoor, the capital of the for in the language of the country
Adil Shahee dynasty.
the south ie called Dachanos."
' 6. The province of Bemr, the liThe first independent sovereign of
mits of which were uite undefined, the Deccan was Sultan Allah ud Deen
andextended eastwar! towardsGund- Hossein Kangoh Bhamenee, A.D.
wane and Orissa, neither of which 1337, whose capital warl Kalbergah.
provinces were included by name in He died A.D. 1357,and was succeedthe Mogul Deccan, although situated ed by
within ite eographical limits.
Mahomed Shah Bhamenee, who
7. The b i n d m and nearly uner- died in ,374. This prince was the
plored province of Gundwana
first Mahomedan sovereign on re8. Orisscr, on the margin of the cord, who employed a tram of artilba of Bengal.
lery in the Deccany wars, worked by
h e general character of the north- Turks aud Europeans.
wentern quarter of the Deccan now
Mujahed Shah Bhamenee, assassisubject to the British government, is nated in 1377. He penetrated to
that of a barren country, with a po- Ramisseram, in the straits of Ceylon,
pulation evidently inferior to the but did not retain permanent possesaverage of Europe, where of all king- sion of the country he had overrun.
doms it niost resembles Hungary, a
Daoud Shah Bhamenee, assassinatr e o n whose fertility has been ge- ed in 1378.
nerally over-rated. Like Hungary,
Mahmood Bhamenee, died a natuI
a considerable portion of it is well ral death in 1396.
adspted for the cultivation of vines,
Shums ud Deen Bhamenee, dewhich should ba encouraged if it Were throned and blinded in 1396.
Only to
a more
beFeroze Roze Afzoon Bhamenee,
Or the
the dele- dethroned by his brother, who sucterious brand
arrack, and rum, ceeded him in lm.
which they d$ imbibe in no moderate quantities. The climate of this
Ahmed Shah
Bhamenee,
r a r t e r , composing the late Peshwa's died in 1434'
ominions, is also reat! praised
Allah ud Deen the second, died in
durin the rainy ant! cool seasons, 1457.
and t t e hot winds are of no long
Humayoon Shah Bhamenee, died
duration. Indeed, its openness nrrd in 1460.

/'
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Nizam Shah Bhamenee, died in comn~unicationof rupply to the imperial camp, where humbcts perished
1462.
Mahomed Shah Bhamenee, died in by famine ; they even offered up mock
prayers for the long life of Aureng1483.
.
Mahmood Shah Bhamenee, died in zebe, whose s stem of warfare
confinement A.D. 1518, and with him highly hvoureJ their depredationn.
to this the imperial troops
terminated the Bhamenee djnasty of In ad*
the Deccan, although several other were tired out with a constant campageant monarchs were successively paign of twenty years, grew disgusted
laced on the throne. On the dinso- with their employment, and remissin
ution of this once powerful empire, their duty. Such was the stateof the
the Deccan became subdivided into Deccany rovinces towards the conthe following kingdoms, which will clusion o r the long and able reign of
be found described under their re Aurengzebe, and from this detail the
difficulties of his successors may be
spective heads :
1. The Bejapoor, or Adil Shahee. conjectured. It is asserted by Mahoa. The Golconda, or Cuttuh Sha- medan authorities, that Zull6car
Khan, one of Aurengzebe's best genehee.
3. The Berar, or Ommaud Shahee. rals, durin six months, had nineteen
4. The Ahmednuggur, or Nizam actions wit\ the Mahmttaa,and pursued them from place to place above
Shahee.
5. The Beeder, or Bereed Shahee. 6,000 miles, in march- and counterAurengzebe, while viceroy of the marches.
In 1717, Nizam ul Mulck obtainDeccan under his father, Shah Jehan,
greatly curtailed the territories of the ed possession of what remained of tho
remainingPatan princes in that region, Mogul conquests in the Deccan,
and after he ascended the throne he . which from that period virtually
subdued the whole. Just at the same ceased to form' a part of the Delhi
timehiswarswith theMaharattns, then empire. The Deccan continued eubspringinginto notice, commenced, and ject to the Nizam and Mahrattas uneavehim fulloccu~ationduring the rest til the British ascendancy, which may
of his life. is 'perseveranre wns so be dated about A.D. 1803 ;and thew
great, that towards the conclusion of paramount sovereignty since the ware
his reign, having taken most of the of 1818, at which era direct possesMaharatta fortresses, they were left moo was obtained of a large tract of
without any resource. but lunder, country, described in the next article
yet their numbers continue{ to in- as the " British Deccan." In 1821,
crease. Many of the powerful and dis- three years after the districts on the
affected zemindars joined them, so Nerbudda were ceded to the British
that their predatory forces were esti- government, the natives began to level
mated at 100,000 horse. At the same the fortifications round their villages,
timesin spite ofAurengzebeYsvigilance alleging that as they were nsw conand habits of business, the Mop1 vinced their attachment to the British
army began to fall off both in splrit government would be permanent, fbr.
and discipline. The imperial nobility, ti6catiolrs were no longer necessary ;
deprived of their jaghires by the besides which the p~puhtionof these
Maharath devastations, had recourse viliages had so increased that there
t o false musters, and did not keep up. waa not room fbr the inhabitan&
half their complement of men and within the old boundar Themodern
horsbs. Owi to thin, detachments provinces mmprehen&d within the
could not be%spersed in pursuit d geographical limits of the Deccnn are
the marauders, and the grand army the following, wk.
1. Gundwana.
being conntantly employed in siegee,,
a. orissa.
left the Maharattas at liberty to phm3. The Northern Circars.
der without moles@tion. By thew in4. Candeish.
cessant activity, they stopped every
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Persons.
5. Berar.
6. Beeder.District of Poona
484.717
7. Hyderabad.
650;000
Do. Ahmednuggur
.
8. Aurungabad.
41 7.976
Do. Candeish
Do. Darwar
684;153
9. Bejapoor.
. Under these heads, respectively,
2,236,886
. and the districts into which they are
778,183
Southern Jaghires
subdivided, further statistical parti736,284
Satsra
culars will be found. The rivers of
the Deccan are too impetuous for
3,751,353
navigation, when they are swollen by
the periodical rains ; and in the hot
beason too shallow except near their
The number of government villages
junction with the sea, which is in- was 7,229 ; of villages alienated, as
variably obstructed by sand-banks. Jaghire, Serinjammy, &c. 2,252.
Under these circumstances, the trana- Umber, the celebrated revenue inportation of grain and merchandize tendant of the Deccan, under the last
became, at an early period, an occu- of the Nizam Shahee princes, appation of considerable importance, pears to have concluded a standard
the roads being nearlv as im~assable village settlement of ail the countries
wheeled c&iages as thk rivers under his control. This appears tu
were for boats. The whole of this have been a fixed money rent, formed
great interchange has in consequence with reference to an eqt~alshare of
been always conveyed on bullocks, the crop between the government and
the property of a people termed Bun- the cultivator; or two-fifths to the
jaries, not aborig~nalnatives d the first, and three-fifths to the last. I n
country, but mostly emigrants from '1820, the revenue of the Deccany
R.ajpootana.--(~cott,S~deniram,
Wilkr, districts was 59,60,296 rupees, and
Ferishta, Briggs, 4c.)
it was expected that by 1830 it
DECCAN
/BTitkh).-This
territory would have increased ten lacs more ;
comprehends the districts of Can- but so rapid was the improvement,
deish, Poona, Ahmednugguy, and that in June 1832 it already amounted
barwar, whicli from the information to 76,63,411 rupees. In 1820 the
Eollected u to 1821 were estimated mints of Kittoor and Moodhul had
to contain ~0,000square miles. The been suppressed, and that of Shahaggregate population (exclusive of poor transferred to Belgaum, and it
+llages belonging to Sindia, Holkar, was intended to substitute one unithe Nizam, and others, intimately form coinage for the infinite variet
mixed with the British possessions) of currencies then circulating thmugi
was then calculated at 1,795,700 per- the districts.
sons; but this does not include the
From the answers to queries, it
city of Poona, the alienated villages would appear that slavery is very
in that district, the late cessions t o prevalent In the British Deccan; it is,
the Nizam, nor the wandering tribes. however, a mild and mitigated serviBy a comparison of the revenue of tude rather than absolute slavery.
the excluded portions of this coun- Many Brahmins have children by fetry with that 9f the British posses- male slaves, who are designated Sinsiops in the vicinity, the population deys, and do not acquire the pure
of which has been ascertained, the Maharatta blood until the third genefollowing estimate may be ventured ration. The crimes here are princi- ,
on, and as Colapoor j s not includ- pally committed by Bheels, Raniooed, it nearly corresponds with Mr.' ses, Mangs, Dhers, Coolies, KoraElphinstonk's eitimate of four mil- &ars, Mewaties, Bedurs, and persona
lions.
from distant countries. In 1822, Mr.
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Chaplin estimated the whole number
of horses from the Tuptee to .the
Twmbudra at only 20,000 ; excluding those of the Satara Raja, but including those of the Jaghiredars ;and
of the above number, more than half
were mere ponies. Within the immediate British posseasions he did not
think there were more than 6,000
horses, and of these scarcely one fit
for the British cavalry! yet ao late as
1817 and 1818 the plains of the Decean were covered with horsemen.(Chplin, Thekeray, Elphinrtone,qc.)
DECKNAL
(I)akshinalaya, the routhtown in the province of O~issa, the cajital of a
tributary zemindary in the district of
Cuttack, forty miles N.N.W. from
the town of Cuttack; lat. 20' 58'N.,
lon. 85' 48' E. The extreme dimendons of this zemindary are 112
miles from east to west, and eightyseven miles from north to south ; the
produce consists of rice, cotton,
s u p c a n e , timber, darnmer, iron,
honey, and wax. The annual tribute
in 1814, paid into the Cuttack treasury was 4,780 rupees; the estimated
rofit remaining to the zemindar,
!0,000 rupees.-(liehardma, 4c.)
era residence).-A

-

DECTAN.-A town in the province
of Malwa, forty-five miles S.S.W.
from Oojein ; lat. 12aO 36' N., Ion. 75"
30' E.
DEEG.-A town and fortress in the
province of Agra belonging to the
Bhurtpoor Raja, situated about fiftyseven miles N.W. from the city of
Agra ; lat. 27' 30' N., Ion. 77O 12' E.
In A.D. 1760 this place was strongly
fortified by Sooraj Mull, the raja of
the Jauts; but in 1776, it was taken
from that tribe by Nudjiff Khan, after
a sieee of twelve months. I t must
agsi<have come into the possession
of the Jaut Raja, for in lao5
Lake attacked Holcar's army, enmmped under the walls of Deeg, and
.defeated it with great slaughter. This
actiop proved fatal to Holcar's regular infantry and artillery, and the
wtion at Futtehghur broke the spirit
of his cavalry. Deeg was subse-
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quently captured alter a short and
vigorous siege, but afterwards restored. To preserve this town from
the violence of the torrente that pour
from the hills during the rains, it is
necessary to keep large embankments
in repair. There are here the tuins
of several remarkably fine palaces
and gardens.--( M d c d m , Metcolfe,
E).ankCi*, 4e.)
DEESA.-A town in the province
of Gujerat, twelve miles west from
Palhanpoor ;lat. 24'Y N., Ion. 720 8/
E. The surrounding country was
formerly much infested by refractory
Bheels and Mewassies, whose predatory habits almost prevented the collection of the revenue. Our most
advanced military station on the Gujerat frontier is a t Deesa, which
stands on the Banasv river. No sta.
tion could be better shosen, for it is
connected on the lelt with the British
position in Cutch ; and on the rioht
at the distance of about sixty m3es
is Sarowy, one of the Rajpoot princi alities of Ajmeer, the territories of
wgich have for more than a century
been rendered a scene of desolation
by the inroads of its neighb~urs,and
the predatory habits of its own population.4 Makolnr, a Native Moonshee, &.)
,
DEHINDA.-A town in the province
of Berm, thirty-three miles S.W.
from Ellichpoor ;lat. 20" 62' N., lon.
77" 17'E.
DEBRA.-A small town in Northern Hindostan. twentv-four miles N.
by E. from ~ L r d w afr lat. 30" 1Y'N.
Ion. 78'f
E.
DEHWAUN.-A town in the province of Gujerat, with n handsome'
pagoda and convent attached to it.

D ~ ~ ~ town
~ ~ in ~the ~ ~
vince of Gujerat, twenty-four miles
W. from Broach ;lar. 21' 45' N., Ion.

7p

E.

DELPTISLE.-A small island lying
off the N.W. coast of Ceylon; lat.
9" 35' N., Ion. 79O 46' E. In length it
may be estimated at seven miies, by
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three and a half the average brcadth.
This island belongs to the district of
Jafnapatam, end affmds good pa+
tunige for b r d i horses.
DEL HI
f nail..
The imperial province of Delhi is
situated principally between the twentgei hth and thirty-first degrees of
norti latitude. T o the north it is
bounded by Lahore, and Northern
Hindostan west of the Goggra; to
the south by Agra and Ajmeer ; on
the east it has Oude and Northern
Hindostan ; and on the west Ajmeer
and Lahore. The principal modern
geographical and political subdivisions are the following :
1. The assigned territories.
2. District of Bareillg,
3. District of Moradabad,
4. District of Sha'ehanpoor,
5. The jaghire of)Hampoor,
6. Diatrict of North Sahnrunpoor.
7. District of South Saharunpoor
or Merut.
8. Hurriana.
9. Sirhind.
10. Pattialah, and various petty
Seik tjtates.
The commencement, of the long
range of hills, of moderate elevation,
extending through the Macherry dominions towards Jeypoor, is at Wuzeerabad, s small village on the banks
of the Jumna, a little way above
Delhi. The range as far as Sonah,
with the pergunnahs of Palam, Nujiffghar, Padshapoor, Fureedabad, and
Palee Pakul, is inhabited chiefly by
Goojurs ; the second, commencing
on the west a t Padshapoor, to the
Acberpoor ghaut beyond Alvar, by
Mewaties. Besides the Ganges and
Jumna, the chief rivers are the Caggur, Chittung, and the almost extinct Sereswati, formerly s most distinguished stream. The first proceeds by Shahabad, Koram, and
Moonuk, towards Bhatneer. The
banks are in general steep, and it has
a small current of water. Tbe Sereswati, while it has any water, flows

.

paat Mustaphabadand Tkweear, and
joins the Caggur near Moonuk. The
former course of the Chittong which
is supposed t o have been brought
from the hills by Ferose Shah, was by
Ladooah, Dalchoor, Jeend, Hans~,
and Hissar, to Bahardaran, fortyeight miles W. by S. from Hissar,
where it is lost in the sands; hut
the channel of the river is not now t o
be traced further than Jeend, and
fram the scantiness of the &earn,
the water doring the dr season seldom reaches beyond ~afchoor.
In so arid a country, where cultivation so entirely depends on an
adequate supply of moisture, the importance of canals and water conduits is so obvious, that the British government has latterly directed a great
deul of its attention to the restoration
of the ancient ones and the construcof new. The canal of Ali Merdrn
Khan, extending from the river Jumnr opposite to Kurnaul to Dehli, a
direct distance of 100 miles, had long
beenchoked up. In 1817Capt.Rodney
Blane, of the Bengal Engneers, was
appointed by government torestore it
at an estimated cost of about 3,60,000
rupees. The chief difficulty consisted
in constructing such an embankment,
where the water is taken from tbe
Jumna, as would resist the floods,
which operation, together with the
excavation of the channel 180 miles
in length, with sluices and Iateral
branches, was completed in May
1820. The water was turned into lt
on the 22d January, but on the 11th
February had only reachedBhowanny,
sixteen miles from Delhi, its tardiness
being attributed to the quantity immediately absorbed by the soil, and
abstracted by the farmers to assist the
irrigation of the contiguous lands.
I t prosecuted its fertilizing course,
and as the water ap roached the imperid city, it was Railed by a great
concourse of inhabitants with joy
and e~clamationa. Until the renovation of this canal, the people of
Dehli had no pure water to drink,
the well and Jumna water bebg much
adulterated with saline and other
dele-terious impregnations.

T h e total actual disbursement incurred in effiting the restoration of
this canal amounted to !2,%,805 rupees; the collections of one gear
after its completion to 95,586 rupees,
after meeting all charges, and will no
doubt gradually increase. Up to 18%
it had not been found practicnhle to
establish a permanent channel between the head of the canal near the
hills and the Jumna, the water of that
river being still thrown into it by
means of temporary damn, and it is
conveyed by the same contrivance
across the Soomb, a mountain torrent
nearly dry in the hot season, .which
crosses the canal a little below its
head. The bed of the Jumna being
liable to extensive changes, any channel that might be opened would probabl be ere long choaked up with
sand: Could the water of the canal
be kept up to the same level during
the whole year, to afford at all seaBone the same facility of irrigation,
much more land would be brought
into cultivation, and the coarser
crops give place to more valuable
ones, such as wheat, cotton, and
sugar. On account of the extreme
sandiness of the soil near the Soomb,
where the reverse in most ranted, no
Bolid foundation can be obtained to
admit the construction of a work of
masonry with sluice gates, and sufficiently strong to resist the violence
of a swollen torrent. This canal, in
its course from the hills, is distinguished by different names; the Delhi
or Ali Merdnn Khan's canal properly
commences from Kurnaul, above
which town it has various names,
such as the Shah Nehr or Nehr Beliesht,and the Doab, orZabeta Khan's
canal.
On the completion of this beneficent enterprize, the same meritorious officer (Capt. Blane) was directed to undertake the restoration of
the mnal of Sultan Feroze Shah, but
ltnfortunately ,died soon aRer the
completion of the first undertaking.
This canal (Feroze Shah's) eeparating
from that of Delhi a little below
Kurnaul, stretches to the westward
through the Hurriana by Hansi and

Hissar to the frondera of Bicanerc
The primary object of its construction was to furnish the means of irrigation to the above tract, now
wholly dependent on the eriodical
rains, the wells being o?extrwrdinary depth, and the water frequently brackish. The branch lending through the city wat~a s i h e q o ~ n t
ancl subordinate undertaking. In 1823
the utmost expense estimated for its
restoration was %,90,000 rupeea, for
which sum an extensive tract of land,
now sterile and waste, will be rendered ca able of the finest cultivation, a n 1 will soon reimburse the
outlay incurred.
In 1da2, Zabeta Khan's,or the great
Doab canal, wns ordered to be surveyed. This canal separated from
the Jumna a few miles below where
that river issues from the northern
mountains, and after a course of
about 150 miles, e n joined that
river nearly opposite to Delhi, having
passed through Saharunpoor, Rampoor, Shamlee, and other towns of
note, and fertilized an extensive tract
of country, formerly highly cultivated
and populous, but nopr sterile and
waste. It haa never been ascertained
who was the original constructor of
this canal, which received the name
of Zabeta Khan, from an attempt
made by that Rohills chief to restore
it, hut which was in existence long
prior to his time. In 18.23 the designation of" Hastings' canal," which
by an absurd strain of flattery had
been applied to the renovated canal
of Ali Merdan Khan, was ordered by
the Bengal government to be diiontinued, and the old name restored.
There is no portion of Hindostan
susceptible of greater improvement
by irrigation than the province. of
Delhi, and it is probable that a great
extent of moving sand, a t present not
merely unproductive, hut threatening to overwheln~the adjacent lands,
might be again brought Into cultivation. Nature, in fact, has pointed
out to the British government the
mode by. which her territories in
Hindostan may be most beneficially
fostered, which ih by regulating the

redundance of moisture supplied by
her noble rivers, so that none shall
be lost. There isno other employment
in which capital, public or private,
tan be so profitably employed, and
the same time so greatly improve
the condition of the inhabitants. In
ancient times many streams traversed
the north-westem quarter of the
Delhi province which have long
ceased to flow, and one of them,
now almost extinct, the Sereswati,
was of such magnitude as to mark a
geographical region in Hindoo mythological history. With little trouble
or expense, when compared with the
benefit, these rivers might be again
led into theit former channels, and
much valuable water,which now flows
undisturbed through the Sutuleje and
Jumna to the sea, might be arrested
in its progress, and made subservient
to the purpmee of husbandry. The
objections to these excavations are
the difficulty of conducting a stream
across a territory intersected by deep
ravines, and the political state of the
province, a considerable portion of
which belongs to petty native states,
in the improvement of which the
British nation has no direct interest.
According to Mahornedan authors,
Sultan Feroze the third dug a canal
from the Sutuleje to the Jedger, and
farmed also many other water-courses
and conduits, which in the confusion
of succeeding events were neglected,
aud have long been so corn letely
choked up, that a11 traces
them
hare disappeared.
The western quarter of this province,espeoially the Bhatty and Hurriana countries, suffers greatly from
drought in the hot seasou, when water can only be procured for which
the inhabitants are obliged to dig
fmm 120 to 200 feet deep, and even
then they only arrive at what is
brackish. During the rainy season, the
Caggur and other temporary streams
overflow, after which the pasture is
excellent, and the country tolerably
bedthy, until the desert in the west
becomes intensely heated. I n the
latitude of Anopshehr, between the
Ganges and Jumnq, this province dis-
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play a naked sterility seldom disturbed by the intervention of either
trees or cultivution, having been, for
more than a century prior to its acquisition by the British, devastated
by every victorious or defeated faction. In the territory between the
Jumna and Sutuleje mango-trees are
numerous, and the soil produces
wheat, barley, gram, and other grains.
This portion of the province is not
quite so arid as that further west,
but the periodical rains are not su5cient to Insure a crop, irrigation being
also necessary, wh~lewater is ten
and twelve cubit8 &om the surface.
Compared with Bengal and the
Company's old territories, the .province of Delhi has few inhabitants to
the square mile, but they must have
rapidly increased during the last
twenty-two years of uninterrupted
tranquillity. They consist of a mixture of Hindoos, Mahomedans, and
Seiks, the latter religion being most
prevalent in the north-western quarter, which is almost entirely occupied
by petty Seik states. The principal
towns of the province are Delhi,
Bareilly, Pillibeet, Shahjehan oor,
Rampmr, Moradabad, ~no~s!ehr,
Merut, Seerdhuna, Saharunpoor, Pattialah, Ambahlah, and Sirhind, under
which heads, and the territorial subdivisions respectively, further local
details will be found.
THE AWIGNEDTEBRITOBIE~
OP
D E L H I . - ~ the
~ expulsion of theMaharattas from Upper Hindbstan in
1803, a large portion of territory
(sometimes called the Delhi district)
was assigned for the support of *he
emperor and royal household, consisting of a number of pergunnahs,
the revenues of which continued so
gradually to increase, that in 1814,
they were not only sufficient to d e
fray the expense of supporting the
royal family, but left a considerable
surplus applicable to general purposes. In 1813 the jumma or land
assessment amounted to 1.9,56,603
rupees, and a further increase was looked for by the falling in of certain large
jaghircs by the deuth of the existing
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antiquity, and the long period of time
1 6
during which it has ranked as the
'$
first city of Hindostan, there in no/ $urdLf
thing in its locality particularly at- I
tractive, the adjacent soil being rather
.%,/,\ ,
of a sterile than fruitfill description, $$,!, 1'EdC.,,Id
and the river unnavigable during the
dry season for boats of any considerld#
able burthen. Under these disad$hrgly
vantageq however, it had become a
city of great fame and magnitude before the Mahomedan invasion, when
it was distinguished by the Hindoo
books of mythological history by the
appellation of Indraprasi'ha. In A.D.
1631, the emperor Shah Jehan founded the city of New Delhi on the west
bank of the Jumna, which he named
Shahjehanahad.I t is about sevenmiles I L&,4b.,
in circumference, and a large sum has
b
been recent1 expended in renovating ??, 302
its w a s , w6ich are now in a good
~ / r i > r
state of repair, and faced along their
whole extent with substantial masonry, constructed of large blocks of 1
a bright grey granite. Martello towers
have been likewise erected at intervala, for the purpose of flanking the
defences, the old bastions being a t
too great distances from each other
to answer that end effectually.
This city has seven gates, vie. Lahore-gate, Ajmeer-gate, Turkomangate, Delhi-gate, Mohur-gate, and
Cashmeregare; ail built offree-stone.
Near the Ajmeer-gate is a madriscla
or coll e of p e s t extent, built by
Ghazi
Deen, the grandson of MIzam ul Mulk. Thd tomb of the
founder, who with his family lies entombed here, is much admired for the
exquisite sculpture of its screen, of
whlte marble, as are also the tombs
of Kummer ud Deen Khan and hi^
family in tbe vicinity. Within the
city of Shahjehanabd, or New DelTHE CITY O F DELHI.
hi, are the remains of many splendid
( D a i ;in Sunrcrit, Ind~a~rast'ha.) palaces, which formerly belonged to
The ancient capital of the Patan the great ornmhs of the empirec
and Mogul empires, situated in lat. Among the largest are those of KumB041' N., Ion. 77' YE. During the mer ud Deen Khan, Ali Merdan
splendid era of Delhi, according to Khan, Ghnzi ud Deen Khan, and
popular tradition, it covered a space Sefdar Jung. There are also the
of t w e ~ t ysquare miles, and the ruins garden and palace of Coodseah Be.
a t present occupy nearly as great an gum, the mother of the emperor Ma- 1- 3.
extent; but notwithstanding its great homed Shah, the palace of Saadit

incumbents. Indeed, from the investiption of Mr. Fortescue, the commissioner, it was discovered that this
tract had been long subjected to most
improvident alienations. From the
commencement of the reign of Bsber
t o the conclusion of that of Alumgeer the Second, a space of 274 years,
comprehending the reigns of nine
emperors, not more than sixty-six
villages appear to have been granted
away in perpetuity; whereas, during
the reign of Shah Allum ( f o r t y i ht
years) not less than l H were atenated for ever, and of these eighty;
eight were transferred in perpetuity,
without reference to the emperor, by
the Viziers, Peshwas, Sindias, and
other chiefs, who had usurped the
privilege of alienating the national
revenue simultaneously and co-existently.
In 1820 the augmentation of what
h d hitherto been called the assigned
territory had become so great, as to
render a new arrangement necessary.
A civil commissioner and four assistants, each having charge of a division, were in consequence appointed
to superintend the revenue collection,
judicature, and police, the military
and political regulations still remain' ing with Sir David Ochterlony, the
resident. The name of Assigned Territory was also abolished, it having
always been, in fact, an integral part
of the British dominions, and the
commissioner(Mr.Fortescue) was especially directed to remove all intermediate agency between the sovereign
of the soil and the ryot or cultivator.
--(Public MS. Docun~entr, Lieuf.
White, Metcalf, Fortescuc, FulCarton, Blane, Tickell, &c.)
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DEL ti I.

Khan, and that of Sultan Dam Shekoh, the unfortunate brother of Aurengzebe. The first is now a dilapidated ruin ; and the last has been
convered into an English dwelling,
and is now occupied by the resident.
They are all surrounded by high walls,
and take up a considerable space of
ground, as they comprehend baths,
stables for all sorts of animala, and
music galleries, besides an extensive
seraglio.
In this quarter of Delhi are many
very fine mosques, still in good repair,
the .chiif of which is the Jumma
Musjeed, or great cathedral, elevated
d m * t ' ~ b v the
e rest of the city, and a truly
I- f. noble structure, begun by Shah J e
23. ban in the fourth, and completed in
6- 15 the tenth year of his reign. I t is
cotnposed partly of the fine dark red
' I
sandstone,and partly of white marble.
Not far from the palace is the mosque
96,of Roushen ud Dowlah, where, in
Lo 1739, Nadir Shah sat, and saw the
61 massacre of the unfortunate inha65 bitants. Besides these there are forty
{ 2. &+'other mosques, some of which bear
the marks of considerable antiquity.
This applies more articularly to the
black mosque, a Lrge and gloomy
d i c e of dark coloured granite,
whose rude internal columns, cloistered area, numerous low cupolas,
and lofty outer walls, devoid of aperture or ornament, denote an origin
coeval with the earlier Afghan dynaetics. Other curious remains of
Afghan architecture are to be found
in the plain to the south of the city,
and in the fortress of Selimghur,
which, both in their st le and workmanship, form a remadable contrast
with the light, graceful, and highly
decorated structures of the Moguls.
The modern city of Delhi contains
many good houses, mostly of brick.
The streets are in general narrow,
with the exception of two, the first
leading direct from the palace to the
Delhi gate, which is 1,100 yards long
by thirty broad ;the second from the
palace to the Lahore gate, which is a
mile long by forty ynrds in breadth.
The fimt has an aqueduct down the
middle, now again repaired and wp-
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plied wlth water from the restored
canal of Ali Merdan Khnn. Cotton
cloths and indigo are still ntanufactured in the town andneighbourhood,
and a manufactory of shawls has recently been established with succeas
by an enterprizing Hindoo merchant,
who imports the wool, and has engaged native Csshmerian weavers t o
superintend the looms. The chief
imports are by the northern caravans,
which bring from Cashmere and Cab ~ t lshawls, fruit, and horses. Precious stones of a good quality are to
be had at Delhi, particularly the large
red and black corneliar~sand peerozas; beedree hookah bottoms are
also manufactured here. The cultivation in the neighbourhood is chiefly
on the banks of the Jumna, where
wheat, rice, millet, and indigo are
rained.
The city was formerly partitioned
into thirty-six divisions, each named
aker a particular nobleman who at
some petiod had his residence in that
quaner, or from some local circumstance. The modem Delhi is built
on two rock eminences. The palace was bui6 by the emperor Shah
Jehan; it stands on the west bank
of the Jumna, and is surrot~ndedon .
three sides by a wall of red stone,
thirty feet high and above a mile in
circumference. Part of the interior
is now (1819 occupied by a public
bazar ; and t e once splendid ball of
the Dewan Aom, with many other
principal buildings, have been long
consigned to filth and neglect. S o n ~ e
structures, however, still remain in
sufficient preservation, more e v e ciallg the Dewan Khas, or chief hall
of audience (an open q~tadrangular
arcllded terrace of white marble,
richly ornamented with mosaic work
and sculptures in relievo), and the
small but beautiful marble chapel of
Aurengzebe, to impress the beholder
with a just conviction of the former .
magnificence of the Mogul monarchy.
The walls of the palace are intended '
for defence as well as secllision, and
are resewed with great care. The
gar&ns of Shalimar were formed by
the eniperor Shah Jehan, and are
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said to have coat one million sterling. to the ubl6 at large. Besides thbj
Hardly a vestige of its former state it wouyd greatly facilitate the t~
now remains, except oue small build- ing of the aqueducts which former19
ing, probably once an apartment of conveyed water to the numerou6
Shah Jehan's
ace, but now com- gardens, &c. in and about that city,
prizing part o a house occupied by which the inhabitants, since the re*
the British resident. The area has torstion of the Delhi canal, are daily
been converted into a neat park, and searchin after, and clearin out the
the verdure of its orangrgroves sand ancfrubbish with whica they are
forms an agreeable contrast with the choked up.
black and arid aspect of the adjacent
Although the present population
country. They appear to have or- of this city will bear no comparison
cupied about one mile in circum- with thatpf the time of Aurengzebe,
ference, and were surrounded by a when it was reported at two millions,
high brick wall. The prospect to the yet it has certainly largely increased
southward of Shalimar, as far M the since it came under the protection of
,
eye can reach, is covered with the the British government. The comremains of extensive gardens, pavi- modioua situation of Delhi for a .r :
lions, mpsques, and sepulchres, all great inland mart, for the interchange
desolate, and in ruins. The obser- of commodities between India and
vatory i i ~in the vicinity of Delhi, the countries to the north and west, * 1
where it was erected by Raja Jey- has, under the circumtances of ee singh, in the third year of the em- curity which property now enjoys,
peror Mahomed Shah ; but it has compenssted in some d ree for the
nince been repeatedly plundered,and reduced expenditure of %e imperial
the instruments deatroyed. I&,,rr d,*rcourt, and there are perha s few, if
The ruins of old Delhi coved/h% )any, of the ancient cities o r ~ i n d o c .
plain for an extent of nearly eight tan, which at the present moment
miles to the south of the modern will be found to rival modem Delhi '
Shahjehanabad, and connect that city in the wealth of its bazara, or in the
with the village of Cuttub, exhibiting activity and other indications of a
ulation. The
throughout this vast tract one of the numerous and busy
moat striking .renes of desolation to travelling distance
Calcutta by
be met with throughout the whole the Birboom road is 976 miles.
The Jumna overflows here during
world. Some of the gates, caravanserais, and mosques of the an- the rainy season to awide extent, but,
cient city are still tolerably entire, unlike the Ganpea, does not confer
- but the objects most worthy of at- fertility. In thls part of its course it
tention are two splendid manmleums is so strongly impregnated with naof the Emperor Humayoon and Sef- tron, extensive beds of which abound
dar Jung, the second vizier of Oude, in the neighbourhood, that its waters
the smaller but not less elegant ee destroy vegetation instead of propulturea of Khaneh Azim, the em- moting it, and the whole s ace beperor Mahomed Shah, rod Jehanan tween the high banks of tRe river,
Begum. daughter of Shah Jehan ;the while in its low state, is a loose and
fort of Shere Shah, the temporary perfectly barren sand, like that of the
reviver of the Patan dynasty, and the sea-shore. I t most unfortunately
$fi~nl~A
curkua remains of old forh and happened that during the ear 1834,
other buildings ascribed to the em- amidst all the other misfortunes of
,3 F Q
Feroze
~ Shah. In 1 8 B Capt. drought and scarcity, the Jumna
~ckellrecommended to government changed ita course, and the canal be3 - 6 to have a regular Ian of the city came dry. The suffering of the mand suburbs of ~ e &
executed by a habitants were great; water was
Europeanengineer,adocumentwhlch brought from a considerable distance
would no doubt prove highly inte- (the wells duriog the existence of the
restingto the immediate rcs~dentsand a n a l having been neglected), nnd
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sold high, and the gardene were quite r.n.
parate states ; for in the Deccan,
ruined. It was not until the middle
of November that the canal could be
Gujerat, Malwa, Juanpoor, and
Bengal, there were princes who
restored, when its approach was hailassumed the style arid dignity of
ed again, with similar expressions of
kinas. The districts also in the
inv as
d-,
-- when it made its anoearance
Rajas of Delhi or 1ndr8'p'rastShaare
imriecliate vicinity of Delhi were
occupied by different chiefs, who.
mentioned bv the Mahornedan hisscarcely even in appearance actorians so early as A.D. 1008; andin
knowledged the supremacy of"
1011 the city was taken and plonderthe Delhi sovereign.
ed by Sulvan Mahmood of Ghizni,
but restored to the raja as a tribu- 1488. Secunder Ben Lodi.
1516. Ihrahim Lodi. In A.D. 1535
tary.
this ~"nce was defeated at
A.D.
Paniput by Sultan Baber, who
1193. Cuttub ud Deen, the slave of
the same year took possession
Mahomed Gauri, took possesof Delhi, and abolished the Afd
sion of Delhi from the Hindoo
ghan or Patan dynasty.
princes, and comnienced the series of Afghan or Patan sove- 1535.' Sultan Baber, who founded
what has. since been called the
reigns, which reigned until the
Mogul empire ; yet he, like his
invasion of Baber, the great
ancester Tiurour, was a Turk, OF
- grandson of 'I'imour.
native of Turkistan, and in his
lalo. Taje ud Deen ascended the
memoirs always speaks of the
throne.
Moguls in strong terms of dis1310. Aram Shah.
like and resentment. Undm
lemo. Shums ud Deen Altumsh.
these circumstances, it seems a
12%. Mallekeh Dorpn, Sultana Restrange caprice of fortune that
siah.
the empire he founded in Hin1339. Byram Shah.
dostan shoultl have been called,
134% Allah ud Deen, Massud Shah.
both in the country and by fo1344. Nassir ud Deen.
reigners, the empire of the Mo1265. Yeaz ud Deen Balin.
guls, thus receiving its distincf m6. Kaicobad.
tive name from an alien and
1289. Feroze Shah Khiljie.
hostile race, which he detested.
1295. Secunder Ssni.
This arose not so much from his
1316. Shaheb ud Deen Omar.
bein through Timour, a reput1317. Mubaric Shah.
ed f h c e n h n t of Gengis Khan
1334. Sultan Mahomed.
(who was a genuine Mogul), as
1351. Sultan Feroze the second.
from his being a foreigner from
138% Aboubecre Shah.
the north;. and from the age of
1393. Nassir ud Deen Mahniood
Gengis Khan downwards, all
Shah. Timour crossed the InTartars and Persians,in the loose
dus in 1398, and took and pilcolloquial languageofIndia, seem
bed Delhi during the reign of
t o have been denominated Mothls pnnce, with whom, in 1413,
guls. Tartar and Tartary are
ended the Afghan princes of the
two other misnomers. The last
Khiljee tribe. Timour died in
by Asiatics is universally callA.D. 1405, in his 71st year.
ed Turkistan, and the first was
1413. Dowlet Khan Lodi.
the name of a small tribe of
1414. Khizzer Khan.
Moguls, who usually leding the
1421. Mubaric Shah the second.
van in Gengis Khan's army,
1433. Mahomed Shah the second.
their name was carried into Eu1446. Allah ud Deen the second.
rope by the terrified and fugitive
1460. Beloli Lodi. During this and
several of the preceding reigns,
inhabitants of the countries he
Hindostan was divided into s e
desolated, and gradually em-
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ployed to designate the whole of
Central Asia.
1530. Humayoon, the eldest son of
Baber. This prince was expelled
by Shere Shah the Afghan ; but
after the death of the latter, recovered possession, and was s u e
. ceeded by his son,
1556. Acber the &st. This prince
WPS born at Amerkote in 1548,
1)racIaimedemperor in 1556, and
died at Agra in 1805. He was
the greatest of 311 the sovereigns
of Delhi. His vizier, Abul Faze], was murdered by some baaditti in the forty-seventh year of
his age.
1605. Jehanghire.
1638. Shah Jehan.
1658. Aurengzebe, died the Blst February 1707.
1707. Shah Alluuotbe first, the eldest
son of Aurengzebe; died by
poison in 171.9.
171% Jehandaur Shah, dethroned
and killed the same year.
1713: Ferokhsere., assassinated
in
1719.
1719. Ruffeh ul Dirjat, a child; died
i x ~ 1730, after a reign of three
months.
17.90. Mahomed Shnh the third, died
in 1747. In 1735 the Maharattas made such progress that
.
they burned the suburbs of Delhi Nadir Shah entered Delhi
on the 9th of March 1739, and
on the 14th April began hia retreat, having collected immense
plunder,
1747. Ahmed Shah, who in 1753 was
dethroned and blinded.
1753. Alumgeer the second. He was
assassinated in 1756, which year
Ahmed Shah Abdalli, of Cabul,
first entered Delhi.
1756. Shah Jehan the second, dethroned in 1760.
1761. Shah Allum the second. This
monarch commenced his reign
by an unprovoked and ill-conducted attack on the British in
Bengal and Bahar, then recently
ac uired; but finding himself
b&ed and defeated, he soon

aRer voluntarily somndered
himselfin the Britiah camp, without treat , condition or stipulation. 8 n the acquisition of
the Dewanny in 1765, a pension
of twenty-six lacks of rupees
was settled on him, with a considerable tract of fertile temtory
in Up r Hindostan ; both of
forfeited in l77l, by
which
quitting the protection of hla
benefactors, and repairing t o ,
Delhi, where he became a prisoner and political instrument,
under the custody of the Mahad
rattas, who about 1770 had acqnired possession of that city.
In 1788, Gholaum Kaudir, the
'Rohilla, having by a suckden irruptiou made himself master of
Delhi, seized the unfortunate
emperor, and after exposing him
for many weeks to every species
of insult and degradation, in
order to extort the disclosure of
supposed concealed treasures,
concluded by piercing his eyes
with a dagger, so M completely
to extinguish the sight. For the '
attainment of the same object,
he massacred, starved t o death,
and tortured many of the ro al
family and of the chief inlabitants of Delhi; but being compelled to evacuate the city by a
detachment from the army of
Madha'ee Sindia, he was cap
tured dluring his flight, and exd
pired under the torturen he had
so mercilessly inflicted.
Nor wna the misery of the Mogul
emperor's condition much alleviated
by the tranefer in jaghire, which about
this period took place, of Delhi and
eome adjaceilt territory, to the French
officers commanding the corps of d i ~
ciplined infantry retained in the service of Madhajee, and afterwards of
k s nephew Dowlet Row Sindii : for
although he came successively nnder
the ostensible superintendence of M.
de Bo' e, M. Perron, and M. Drugeon,
effectually remained a p i
soner in the hands of the native Maharatta officers, and subjected to all
their proverbial rapacity, During
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18W,when there were fitly-two sons ceipts, and satisfying his mind t h i t
and daughters of the emperor, the no part of the revenue of the assignmonthly stipend allowed to each ed territory was misappropriated. .
prince of the imperial family did not That two courts should be establishexceed fifteen ru ea per month (£21 ed for the distribution of civil and
per nnnum); a n B b e sums disbursed criminal justice, according to the Maby M. Drugeon, who had charge of homednn law, to the inhabitants of
the emperor's person, for the aggre Delhi and the assigned territory ;but
gate expenses of his majesty, the that no sentenceof the criminid court
royal family, dependants, and esta- extending to the punishment of death
bliahments, amounted only to 17,000 should be carried into execution withrupees per month, or £23,664 per out the express sanction of his Maannum ;while the Maharattas retain- jest t o whom the proceedings in all
ed and converted to their own use trial: of this description should be
all the gardens and houses in and reported, and all sentences of muabout the city that were royal pro- tilation to be commuted to hard laperty, and perpetrated the most atro- bour and imprisonment. To provide
cious crimes, in the name of their for the immediate wants of his Maroyal prisoner, for the purpose's of jesty and the royal household, the
fraud nnd extortion.
following sums were ordered to be
Such was the desolation of this paid in money from the treasury of
ancient capitnl in 1803, when Lord the resident at Delhi.
Lake, having defeated the army of To his majesty for his private Rs.
Dowlet Row Sindia, six miles from
expenser.........per
month 60,000
Delbi, on the 1l th September,entered To the heir-appareut, excluit next day, to the infinite joy of the
10,000
sive of certnin jaghires
agedemperor; and theMaharattaswa7 To a favourite son of his
being subsequently co~npletelyannimajest named Mirzn Iz- '
hilated in Upper Hindostan by a se5,000
zet B u k h
ries of discomfitures, the Bengal go- To his majesty's fifty sons
rernment proceeded to make arrange
atrd daughters
10,000
menta for hin support. Ae a 401x1- T o Shah Nawauz Khan, his
9,500
mencement, all the houses, gardens,
msjestg's treasurer
and lands, of which the royal family To &id Rimer Khan, British
were deprived by the Maharattas,
agent.at his court, and rewere restored to them, and these soon
lated to him by mamsge
8,500
became of great value from the in- .
creased security of property. It was
Total, per month... 90,000
also determined that a soecified nroportion of the territories in the' vi- Theseamountinginallto£125,000per
cinity of Delhi, situated on the right annum. to be afterwards augmented
be ass&
bank of the ~ u m n a should
,
to one iack ofrupees per monrh, if the
ed ia part of the provision for the future produce of the assigned lands
maintenance of the royal famil ; admitted of it, exclusive of all prithese lands to remain under t i e vate property, and of 10,000 rupees,
charge of the resident at Delhi, but to be p a ~ dto his majesty on the cethe revenue to be collectedand 'ustice lebratlon of certain festivals.
administered in the name of t i e em- - The most ur ent wants of the aged
peror Shah Allum, under regulations monarch and is family being supto be promulgated by the supreme plied, various municipal improvegovernment. That his Majesty should ments wereeffected,someof thecanals
be permitted to appoint a dewan and were cleansed, the principal streets
other inferior functionaries, to attend cleared of rubbish, and an efficient
the officeof the collector, for the pur- police established. The punishment
of ascertaining and reporting t o of mutilation was abolished in this
is majesty the amount of the re- and all the adjacent territories sub-
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ject t o the British jnrisdictlon ; and a
regutstion was enacted, directing that
when a person by the Mahomedan
law was condemned to lose two
limbs, the decree should be commuted to imprisonment and hard labour
for fourteen years ;and if one limb
the same for seven y m . The frequmt ssss?lsinations that were customary during the Maharatta administration were effectually suppressed, more by the institution of regular
couttn, t o which the aggrieved might
appeal, than by sanguinary examples
or any extension of the penal code.
But in thus protecting the person,
and increasing the comforts of the
Mogul emperors, it was never intended by the British government to
employ the royal prerogative as an
instrument to establish any control
over the different states and princes
of India. An object of importance
had been attained by his rescue from
the custody of the French and Maharattas, who usurped his nnme to
sa~lctiontheir machinations for the
subversion of the British empire in
Himlostan, and detnined in the most
degraded condition of poverty and
insult, this unfortunate representative of the house of Gengis, Timour, Baber, Acber, and Aurungzebe.
The most rational course appenred
to be, to leave the king's authority
exactly in the state in which it was
found, and to afford the royal family
the means of subsistence, not merely
in a style of comfort, but of decent
xplendob), not unsuitable to a fallen
but illustrious race, to whose power
the British nation had in a great
measure succeeded.
From this period (Sept. 1803) the
tranquillity of Delhi remained undisturbed until October 1804, when
Holcar, who was retreating from Mathura before Lord Lake, sent his infantry, rovided with a formidable
train o?artillery, to invest the city ;
and the siege was accordingly commenced on the seventh day of that
month. Owing to a variety of pressing exigencies In other quarters, the
garrison at this time was not only too
small for the defence of so immense
VOL. I.

a city (the walls of whieh, b e s i b
their great extent, were aecea8ible
on all sides). but extremely faulty in
its con~position,consisting partly of
SOOMewaties, robbers by profession,
and a body of irregular horse, whofidelity could not be relied on. The
Mewatiesjustified their previous cha
racter by going over to the enemy
at an earl stage of the siege; and
the i-L
h o n e their's, by flying
on the apprmch of the enemy, who
in consequence approached close up
to the walls. Having opened thew
batteries a few days afterwards, and
several breaches being effected, as
much by the concussion of the guns
on the crumbling ranlparts as by the
artillery, the enemy made an attempt
to carry the place by escalade, In
whieh they were repulsed, and soon
afterwards their guns were spiked in
the batteries, by a well-conducted
sortie under Lieut. Rose. Being thus
baWed in all their endeavours, they
moved off on the 15th October, although they had prepared their mines,
laid under the bastions between the
Turkornan and Ajn~eergates, one of
them pushed directly under the bastion,and ready to be loaded. In this
manner, by the judicious arrangement of Colonels Burn and Ochterlony, and the determined resistance
of the garrison, a qnall force was
enabled to sustain a siege of nine
days, repelled an assault, and defended a cit ten miles in circumference, w h i d had ever been heretofore given up on the first appearance
of an enemy.
Shah Allu~n survived this event
until December 1806, when he finished R long and calamitous reign of
forty-five years, in the eighty-third
year of his life, and on the same day
his oldest legitimate son Acber was
placed on the throne. The srlccession of this prince was marked by
the most unexampled tranquillity,
the commencement of every prince's
reign having been invariably stained
with bloodshed, and disturbed b
tumult and commotion. But althoug[
peace prevailed without, discord raged
within the walls of the seraglio, and
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Acber the second had scarcely been
eeeted, when, at the instigation of
unprincipled adviiers, he commenced
a series ofintrigues, with the view of
&ng
the exclnsion of hie oldest
son Abul Zuffer, aged thirty-two (to
whom he had taken a preposterous
aversion), and of procuring the sanction of the British government to the
nomination of his fourth and hvourite son Jehandar Shah, as Wulli
Ahud, or heir-apparent. The cauaea
of the different priocea were sup
rted by parties within the walls,
E d the most e w t e o p t i ~ eacts d
meanness and absurdity raaised by
the different factions. $he cause of
the legitimate heir, however, was
fast declining, owing to the unnatural
hatred of his father, who being naturally weak, was perplexed by the
artifices of hi servants, among whom
no honest man could remain without
external support. Bein5 entirely ignorant aleo of his relatlve situation
to the British government, he persevered in his determination to alter
the line of the succession, notwithstanding the reiterated remonstrances
of the resident, who soon found that
the a c t of the kindness of the British government was quite destroyed
by the impdtioos practised on him
by his fsmily and attendants, each of
whom claimed the merit of accomplihing every measure in whieh his
protectors acquieeced.
Accordingly, after several preliminary steps, Acber the second proceeded to the extremity of proclaiming his fourth son, Jehandar Shah,
beir-apparent, under the pretext that
the eldest was disqualified for such
'an elevation by the weakness of him
intellects. In this emergency the
interposition of the British government became necessary, and the resident at Delhi was in consequence
directed to institute an investigation
regarding the sanity or derangement
of the legitimate successor. The result of this was highly favourable to
him : and the fact being established,
his majesty was informed, that it was
an invariable maxim of British policy
never to pass over the next in suc-

cession, and lawful claimant to the
throne, unless circumstances were so
strongly against him os to preclude
all hopes of improvement or amendment; that in the present case no
such urgency existad, as the heirapparent's mind seemed quite equal
to hiti duties, and that the evils
which would oliginate from an i r r e
gular succession were too grsat to
permit m momeotous a deviation,
merely b r the possible benefit to be
derived from a prince of greater abilitiea. Neither c o d any thiog very
sarisfaetory be expected from the cooduct of such a sovereign as that of
his favourite. Jehandar Shah, whose
youth, and whatever abilities he pea.sensed,had been directed to the base
purpose of supplanting his eldest
brother. To event the recurrence
of the miserge artifices which had
so long distracted the interior of the
seraglio, and now threatened the capital with comrnoti~n,Jehandar Shah
was ordered to take up hie residence
at Allahabad. ,
The prosperity of the territories
assigned in 1803 for the support of
hia majesty and the royal family, cwtinuing progressive, in 1812 hia stipend wee augmented to one lack of
rupeea per month, or &139$00 per
annum. On their first acquisition in
1803, they were leased on a triennial settkment, and tbe &st year
they yielded only 3,53352 rupees
(&41,05Y) ;but no rapidly did a few
years of tran nillity and good government amdiorate Ehe cwdition of
the cultivators, and the productive
powers of the land, that in 1814
they realized 12,56,505 rupees, or
6145,754.
Nor did the ancient
and venerable capital ex erience less
benefit from the t r a n s L than the
surrounding territory, although tbe
effects were not so quickly perceptible; and no im roved system of
government could wEolly compensate
for the absence of a splendid and
luxurious court. Ever since the
death of Aurengzebe, when it was
loosely estimated at two millions, the
population of Dclhi had been gradually decreasing, and under the Sin-
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dia famil its decline was so uninterrupted, t i a t the land within its walls
became of little or no value to the
owners, who carelessly disposed of
their rights for any trifle of ready
money, and frequently to escape extortion disclaimed their properties
altogether. Of this supineness they
had subsequent cause to repent, fdr
no sooner had the city surrendered
to Lord Lake, than the value of the
bouses and lands within the walls instantaneously doubled, and have been
ever since progressively increasing.
Among the most magnificent and
useful memorials of the taste and
splendour of the emperor Shah Jehan
remaining at Delhi, is the well belonging to the Jumma Musjeed (chief
mosque or cathedral), which had been
excavated at an immense expense out
of the solid rock on which that edifice stands. The water is raised by
complicated machinery and a succession of reservoirs to the area of
the mosque, where at the top of a
grand Bight of stairs it fills a small
fish-pond, and is of great utility to
aN ranks of persons. but more especially to the Mahomedans in the
performance of their prescribed ablutions. For many years the decayed
atate of the principal wheels, and the
ruinous condition of the machinery,
rendered the supply of water both
difficult to procure and extremely limited in quantitp At length, in 1809,
it completely faded, and the consequences during the intensity of the
hot season were extremely distressing
t o the inhabitants, and excited considerable interest in the mind of the
emperor. Under these circumstances,
Mr. Seton, the resident at Delhi,
conceiving that the repair of the well
a t the expense of the British government would be highly gratifying to
the inhabitants, authorized its being
put in a stste of repair, and the expense incurred was subsequent1
sanctioned by the authorities in
cutta.
No regular census of the inhabitants has ever been taken, and any
atlem t at an actual enumeration
wou18 be viewed with jealousy and

distrust, by a people naturally averse
to innovation, or to any new arrangement tending to bring them more
under observation, or likely to impose on them either additional duties
or expense. From a concurrence of
circumstances it probably approaches,
if it does nbt exceed, 200,000, while
Agra, its ancient rival, has retrograded to 60,000 persons. But, notwithstanding its comparatively reduced condition, a feeling is still p r e
valent all over India that the power
possessing Delbi and the king's person is virtually niter of Kindostan,
and uiider this impression many independent states have repeatedly a p
plied to be received as subjects and
tributaries, complaining of the refusal
as a dereliction of duty on the part
of the British government. For a
great man years, applications of this
nature hadibeen most pressinglyurged
by the Rajas of Joudpoor, Jeypoor,
Bicanere, Jesselmere, Assam, and
Cachar ; the nabobs of Mooltan and
Behawulpoor, by the numerous petty
states so long harassed by the depredations of Sindia, Holcar. Ameer
Khan, and other plundereh,but never
acceded to until the arrangement of
the federal system in 1818, and altogether unconnected with the Mogul
dynasty.
For the same reason, although the
Delhi emperor had long been deprived of all real dominion, before
political events brought him under
the British government, almost every
state and every class of people in
India still continue to revere his nominal authority. Until recently, the
current coin of every established
power was struck in his name, and
many princes of the highest rank bow
titles and displayed insignia which
they or their ancestors derived from
this source; and the Delhi eovereign,
amidst all his vicissitudes was still
considered the only legitimate fountain of similar honours. In conformity with this notion it was usual,
when a Hindoo prince succeeded to
his deceased father, to solicit the
Mogul to honour him with a teeka,
as a mark of investiture, or at least
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of royal approbation, which cere- ncquiesred in by the British governmonv consists in h a v h the forehead ment.
anoiked with a prep&tion of bruizThe king being a man of weak
ed sandal-wood :for although this in- intellect.andauite infatuated with the
unction had long ceased & be a ne- idea of. his 'own importance, was
cessary token of confirmation of the much disposed to encourage applicasuccessor's right, it was still consider- tions similar to that of the Tamburetty, because they at once gratified
ed a gratifying mark of distinction.
The universality of this impression his visions of departed dignity, and
throughout Hindostan may be further proved a source of emolument to his
illustrated by the conduct of the servants, and to the hordes of inTamburetty or princess of Travan- triguers by which he was surrounded.
core, a genuine Hindoo state situated The exercise of such authority. hownear Cape Comorin, the southern ever, is completely at variance with
extremity of the region, and a t no the scheme of British policy, the
period of its history subject to the fundamental maxim of which is, that
Mogul or to any Mahomedan supe- it shall not derive from the charge of
rior; yet in 1813 she applied to have protecting and supporting his maa dress of investiture for her son, the jeaty the privilege of employing the
infant raja, although he was under royal prerogative as an instrument
the special guardianship of the Bri- for establishing any controul or astish government. The favour she ap- cendency over the states of India, or
plied for was refused, and she was of asserting on the part of his Maapprized of the inutility of the act jesty, any of the claims which, in
as a mark of confirmation, as well as his capacity of emperor of Hindostan,
the folly of making an unmeaning that prince may consider himself to
reference of the validity of her son's possess upon the provinces formerly
title to a power, which neither claim- composing the Mogul empire. The
ed nor exercised a right to grant o r British power in India i s of too
withhold it; yet nhe could not be substantial a nature, to incur the
convinced that the ceremonial was hazard of resorting to the dangerous
wholly superfluous. Under existing expedieut of borrowing any portion
circumstances, his majesty's assump- of its authority from the lustre of the
tion of legitimate authority is alto- Mogul name; it could not, therefore,
gether incompatible with the situation permit his interference to withdraw
in which providence has placed him : the inhabitants from their obedience
his granting dresses of investiture to their actual superiors, or that he
was accordingly prohibited, both as should attempt to convert his nominal
impolitic, and as adding nothing to the into any thing l i e a real supremacy.
validity of the succession. The same From the emperor nothing was deobjection did not apply to the grant- rived by the Britith government; and
ing of titles (through the agency of in return for the rescue of himself
the British government), but even and family from a state of penury
this phantom of former dignity was and degradation, and his support in
almost annihilated in 1819 by the comparative comfort and d u e n c e
c o ~ d q c tof Ghazi ud Deen, the under its protection, he is only rereigning nabob of Oude, who that quired to live peaceably, and to abanyear ren~uncedall titular subservi- don all dreams of ancient grandeur.
ence to the throne of Delhi, assuming
At present the British resident a t
of his own authority the title of king Delhi exercises a most extensive auinstead ~f vizier of Oude, and issuing thority, and the office is always filled
at the same time a new currency im- by one of the ablest and most expepressed with his own name and le- rienced of the public functionaries,
gend, but of the same weight and as may be inferred from the following
standard as before; which change was detail of his duties. He has the
cheerfully, but with doubtful policy, exclusive charge of the emperor and
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royal family ; conducts the negociations with the Ra'a of Lahore ; takes
cognizance of all political events in
the north-west of India; su erintenda
the ex-king of Cabul a t esddeaila,
the protected Seik and hill chiefs,
the Nabobs Fyze Mabomed Khan,
Ahmed Buksh Khan, the Ra'as of
Bhurtpoor, Mache
Dhoo poor,
Jeypoor, ~oud~aor,%selmere, Bicanere, Kotah, Boondee, Odeypoor,
Sarowy, the Bhatty and Mewatty
chiefs, Ameer Khan, and various
other chiefs of less importance. The
resent heir apparent, Mirza Abou
6ufer (184), about forty-two years
of age, is a respectable man, with
more talents than most native princes, and has a predilection for literary
pursuits, being fond of poetry, and
himself a tolerable Persian poet: but
addicted to strong liquors, and in
consequence prematurely aged.
(Public M.S. Docu~t~ents,the Marquis Welksley, Fullarton, Archibald
Seton, Metcalfe, Fratublira, Makolna,
Glad'y~
Maurice, gc.)
D E L K ~CANAL.-See DELHIPBO-
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DELLAMCOTTA
(Dalimca!a).-A
fortress which commands the principal entrance into Bootan frola the
south-west. I t was taken by storm
in 1773 by a detachment under Capt.
John Jones; the fame of which exploit spread through the mountains,
and greatly alarmed the Bootanners
and Tibetians; but it was restored by
Mr. Hastings through the intercession of the Teshoo Lama. The same
importance is not now attached to
Dellamcotta since it is known that it
could be easily turned by a detachment from Naggree in Sikkim.
DELLI.-A town and petty state in
the island of Sumatra, situated in a
low swampy country on a river of the
same name ;lat. 3'46' N., Ion. 98O 4 4
E. In 1833 Delli was bounded on
the N.W.by Sungei Bubalan ; N.E.
-by the sea; S.W. by Sungei Tuan,
and on the south by a great Batta
state named Seantar. The Delli sultan also claims sovereignty over many
small Malay comn~unities in this

quarter J but is himgelf overruled by
eight ministers, whom he is obliged
t o consult on all im ' rtant exigendes. The caliph ia t c head of the
church, which is pore Islamism,
mosques of various sizes are consequently abundant. The town of
Delli IS a rude assemblage of mean
dirty huts on both sides of the river,
and in 1820 scarcely contained 1,200
persons. The river is navigable for
canoes one day's journey inland,
where there are many Malay settlers,
mostly engaged in the cultivation of
Pepper.
In 1823 Mr. Anderson estimated
the Malay population of all descriptions at 7,000 persons, exclusive of
the Batta states of the ~nterior. The
chief of these are Seantar, Tanab, Jawa, Selow, and Sibaya Linga,
from whence iron, gamb~r, ivory,
cotton, pepper, pulse, tobacco, gold,
horses, and slaves are imported. The
Karankaran Battas in this quarter
write from the left to the right, while
the great cannibal raja of Munto
Panei writes with a knife on the
joint of a bamboo from the bottom
to the top. Slaves were formerly
plentiful here, and exported to Penang, where their condition, and
more especially that of the females,
was greatly ameliorated as compared
with their aboriginal servitude, for
in all communities in a similar stage
of society, the fate of the whole
female sex is that of a laborious,
hopeless, thankless slavery. In A.D.
1613, Iskander Mada, king of Acheen,
styled himself king of Delli, which
threw off the yoke about 1669. In
1833 the reigning sultan was Allum
Shah, which being translated, signifies " the world's king."--(Anderson,
Lieut. Crooke, gc.)
DEOBUND.-A coneiderable town
in the province of Delhi, district of
Saharunpoor, about twentyfour miles
from the town of Saharunpoor ; lat.
B04V N., lon. 77O 4V E. This is a
place of some trade, and contains
besides several entire streets of brick
houses, inhabited chiefly by Brahmins.
There are also two small modern
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DEOGHUR;

mas ues,

Vindh~ank&kJand and bills lying
south of the Nerbudda. It
be
said to consist of a regular succession of hill and dnle, formed by the
larger and smaller ranges of hills that
cover its surface, whose general dt
rection is east and west. The most
elevated of these ridges rises in the
high land of B h u t b h u r , and from
the western extrenl~tythe mass of
the Mahadeo mountains, the highest
of which is Damlaghiri- Thro"gh~ut
its whole
extent
this
~
~
~ ridge~can beda p
roached
from the south and north
or
on19
ascending
less difficult, those rorn the south
being generally the easiest. At the
bottom of this ridge lies a beautiful
vdey,extending from Chuparah east
to Hurdaghur west.
of this
TIle country to the -th
table lan& or Deoghur blow the
ghaute, is crossed by various ranges
of hills branching off from the Vindhyan mountains, and mostly covered
with Ioose stones and jungle, and
broken with ravines and vallies. The
rest of Deoghur situated betweell the
rivers Wurda and Wyne Gunga, and
extending to the southward as far as
the Chandah district,is generally open
and undulating, watered by several
considerable streams, and chequered
hilts, spurs of hills, and low ridges.
The origin and early history of the
owerful Gond rajas is quite unEnown, although prior to the reign
of Buhkt Boolind ( c o n t e ~ n ~ ~ r a r ~
larton, $c.)
with Aorengzebe) they had made considerable
in i h e subju
of the country below the
DEOGRUB
(~eua~hora).-A large Buhkt Boolind, who to conciliate the
district in the province of Gundwana, imperial favour had turned hlahos i t ~ ~ a t principally
ed
between the 20th medan, made great additions to his
and 2lst degrees of north latitude, territories, and possessed the spot on
and cornprizing an important portion which Nagpoor now stands, but, like
of the raja of Nagpoor's dominions. the rest of his dominions in a very
Prom its geographical position it is savage condition. This Gond pousually separated into two divisions, tentate usually remained in the disDeoghur above the Ghauts and Deo- tricts above the ghauts, except when
ghur below the ghauts.
prosecuting hi3 military
Deoghur above the ghauts is an Towards the conclusion
elevated tract lookirig down to the zebe's reign, he plundered Berar and
north on the valley of the Nerbudda, other provinces of the Delhi emand to the south on the plains of perors, although he was still in the
Nagpoor, occupying a portion of the habit of transmitting tribute to that

a serai, nnd the remainsof
an
fort of considerable extent.(Fulladon, 4c.I
DEOD~oOBA
TEMPLE.-A temple
in Northen Hindostan, eighteen miles
S.E. from Almora ; 1at. B053' N.,
Ion. 79' 50' E., 6,780 feet above the
level of the sea.
D ~ ~ ~ ~town
~ ~situated
. - Ain
that portion of the ~~j~~~ province
named the Kakreze, ahout nineteen
miles S. by E. from ~
h lat ~
2.0 1, N., lone 710 35' E.
'18&
the chief of this place could muster
foot
;
in
1890
200
60 horse
these were reduced to seven horse
and 123 foot.
D ~ o ~ r n n . - - Avillage in Northern
Hindostan, district of Kumaon, about
twenty-seven miles tRivelli1lg disAlrnora- This
tance W.S-Wsmall haml&, inhakited chiefly by
Brahmins, 1s r o m m t l ~ l slhf~ted
l~
in
a grove of deodar Pines near the
brink of a ~ 0 0 d e dprecipice, cornmanding an extensive Prospect to the
north as far as the snowy mountains.
There is here a small temple of Devi
singularly situated in the vertical
crevice of a rock, accessible only by
a dark horizontal Passitge, which perforates the body of the rock. Deodura being on the road from Almora
to Lohoo
a small house has
been erected by government for the
accommodation of travellers.-(FuC

.
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DEOGHUR.
city. At that era Pownar wm the
ch~efseat of the Mogul government
east of the Wurda nver. On the
death of Buhkt Boolind dissensions
arose in his family, and Ragojee
Bhoonsla was called in to nettle their
disputes, which ended in his usurping
their territories.
Deoghur and Chanda formed the
nucleus of the Bhoonsla dominions,
but in both the original principles of
the Gond system were the same. The
raja3 at first were little more than the
feudal superiors of a number of petty
chiefs, whose relations and dependants contributed nothing but military service. In progress of time
they attracted the attention of the
Deccany Mahomedan sovereigns, and
ultimately became hibt~tary to the
throne of Delhi, ambitious of the
distinction Iavished by that court
as a source of influence over tribes
still unconquered, and of pride aa
adding a number of barbarous races
to the list of their nominal subjects.
The Gond rajas of Deoghur and
Chanda are said at different times to
have made their appearance at Delhi;
and one of the most eminent having
become Mussulmaun to ensure the
imperial favour, under the name of
Bukht Boolind (high fortune), his family still con'tinue of that persuasion.
Under his reign civilzation made considerable advances in Gundwans, as
he attracted many foreigners into
that province by bestowing employments on them; he also founded
many towns and villages and protect
ed commerce. His court was also
the resort of military adventurers
from all quarters, manyof whose descendants still remain. With their assistance he made conquests from Chanda and Mundalq and he availed himself of the convulsions in the Deccan
which originated from Aurungzebe's
interminable conflicte with the MaOn his death domest*
hmt-.
disputes arose amon his descendants. which renderet! them an easy
prey io forei invaders. After the
con uest of Ecoghur, the Bhoonsla
famly still nllowed the title of raja
to the Gond princes, with a small

share of the revenue; and the respect
ful attention due to the ancient f+
mily is still carefully, and even oatentutiously observed, for the Gond
raja gives the tika, or stamp of royalty, to the Bhoonsla sovere' ns on
their ascending the guddy or L o n e .
In 1825 the inhabited towns in
Deoghurbelow'the ghauts were sixtyfour, the inhabited villages 9,011,
and the total population 679,793 persons, within an area of about 6,004
square milea. In 1818-19, under thq
British system of collection, the revenue amounted to 14,2)8,134 rupees;
in 1895 to 16,48,607 rupees. Cultivation had greatly decayed at the
first period, but at the last was an&
nually increasing.
Deogbur above the ghautr, when
it came under the British sysbem, wan
found to have suffered in an eqad
degree with the other parta of the
Nagpoor dominions, from the Rdnous s stem of R jee the second,
s ?the Gonds, and
from t i e ra
more e s p e c z from Appa Saheb'r
residence in this elevated r
The tanks here are few and
importance, the sugar cultivation for
which thii district is noted being carried on by means of wells. In 1834
the collection of the land revenue
amounted to258321 rupees; thenumber of inhabited villages was 1,241 :
the total population 146,363 persons.

pz

--(,Tenkinr, &.)
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DEOGHUB.-Atown in the province
of Allahabad, twenty-nine miles N.
by E. from Ditteah ; lat. 53P 6' N,
Ion. 78' 3' E.
DEWBUB.-A p888 in the province
of Ajmeer, principality of Odeypoo?
The predominating rock here 18
Quartz, which abounds every where
in this art of b j ~ o o t a n a ,whole
peaks 0 it ap caring pure, whit%
and glittering liie snow, mingled with
masses of a flesh CO~OU~.--(James
Frmer, $c.)
DEooaua.B
~

P

DBOGHUB.-Atown in t h e p r i n c e
ofGundwana,eighty-threem11esS.W.

~

DEVAPRLAYAGA.
from Iiusslngabad; lat. el0 43' N.,
lon. 780 35' E.
D ~ o ~ a u a w ~ u ~ village
. - A in the
province of Malwa, division of Oojein,
situated under the hills about five
miles S.E. from Indore, and remarkable for a sacred spring that rises in
an adjacent cavern. The water is
tepid, and a gateway and reservoir,
with a temple of Mahadeva in the
centre, have been constructed at the
lnouth of the cavern.--(Fullorton,

4c.I
DEOHRA.-A small town in Northern Hindostan. five miles west from
the Pabur river; lat. 31' 6' N., Ion.
77" 40' E.
DEOLAfor Dewka).-A
fortified
town in the province of Malwrr, division of Kantul, in 1830 the residence of the Pertaubghur raja ; let.
$24' 3' N., Ion. 74' 44'E., eight miles
west of Pertauhghur, and 1,770 feet
above the level of the sea. The surrounding country is extremely rugged
and jungly, but the trees are ofgood
growth. The town contains some
well-built stone houses.-(Malcolna,

4c.I

-

DEONELLA
for Deonhd'j. A
town in the Mysore territories, twenty-three miles N.N.E. from Bangalore ; lat. 13' 14' N., lon. 77O 47' E.
DEOTALLAKE.-A small mountain lake or loch in Northern Hindostan, twenty-six miles E.N.E.from
Gangoutri ; lat. 31' 4'N., lon. 7g024'
E. Immediately north there is a pass
into Tibet, the summit of which has
been estimated at 18,000 feet above
the level of the sea.
DERAGEAZIKHAN.-A town and
small district in the Afghan territories,
situated on the left bank of the Indus; lat. $29' 50' N., Ion. 20° 3WE,
forty miles from Mooltan. This tract
lies between the Indue and Baloochistan, and is subject to the Cabul
sovereign, to whom, in 1809, it yielded a revenue of five lacks of rupees.
In 1831 it is described as a populous
town, inhabited by Durranies and
merchants.
(Elphirutone, James
F m e r , Bc.)

-

'DERA I ~ H M AKHAN.-A
EL
town in
Afghanistan, the capital of the Damaun province, and situated on the
west hank of the Indus ; lat. 31° liW
N., lon. 70° 33' E. I t stands in a
large wood of date-trees ahout 100
ards from the Indus, and in 1809
ad a ruined wall of unburned bricks
about one mile and a-half in circumference. The inhabitants ere mostly
Balooches, but there are also some
Afghans and Hindoos ; the peasantry
are Juts and Balooches. There are
also some hordes of wandering shepherds encamped on different parts of
this extensive plain. In 1809 the
embassy to Cabul halted here for several weeks.-( Elphinstone, 4c.)
D E ~ X AKHH A N . " town in the
province of Lahore, situated on the
east side of the Indus ; lat. 31' 63'
N., Ion. 70' 45' E.
DESANRxv~a.-This ranks as the
second river of Bundelcund, after the
Ken. It rises in the Vindhya chain
of mountains, and proceeds with a
northerly course until it joins the
Betwa near Chandwar, after an independent course of %20 miles. It is
too rocky to be navigable, but is well
stocked yith fish.--(Franklin, gc.)
DESSYE.-A small town belonging
to Sindia in the province of Malwa,
the cusba or head of a oereunnah
of the same name ; lat. ~P%J' N.,
1011. 75' 13' E.
DEUCAU.-A town in Northern
Hindoatan, subject to the Nepaulese,
fifty-one miles N.E. from Baraitche;
lat. 28' 8' N., Ion. 8 4 E.
DEVAPBAYAGA
(the union of the
go&).-One
of the five principal
prayagas (holy junctions where two or
more rivere meet) mentioned in the
shastras,situated inNorthernHindostan, district of Gurwal, twelve miles
west from Serinagur; let. 30' Y N.,
l0n.78~33' E. The town stands s t the
confluence of the rivers, and is built
on the scarp of a mountain about
100 feet above the water, the mountain rising about 800 feet higher.
The houses are in general two stories
high, built of large stones, cemented

i

DEWSAH.

-

with c o a m lime, and covered with
shingles. In the upper part stands a
temple sacred to Raghunath, or
Ramachandra, constructed of large
pieces of stone iled up without mortar, in height a$ut dxty feet. The
residing deity is an image six feet
Righ cut in black stone, with the
lower part painted red. In 1808 the
town contained above 200 houses,
inhabited by Brahmins of different
sects, but principally those of Poona
and the Deccan. The resident Brahmins bein$ very ignorant persons, can
give no intormation when or by whom
the temple was erected; the only fact
they are quite certain of is, that it
has been in existence 10,000 years.
The sacred junction is formed by
the streams of the Bhagirathi, or true
Ganges, and Alacananda rivers, the
last before their confluence being the
most considerable stream, wiij! a
breadth of about 142 feet, and during
the rainy season a depth of forty-six
or forty-seven feet above low-water
level. The breadth of the Bhagirathi
is 112 feet, and it is said to rise forty
feet during the rains. . The union of
the two currents forms the Gangea,
the breadth of which immediately
below the junction is eighty yards.(We&,&.)
.
DEVICOTTA
(Deuicata, the fort of
tkgodderr).-A town in the Carnatic
province, district of Tanjore, situated
near the junction of Coleroon river
with the sea; 1st. 1l o 2Y N., Ion. 79'
69' E., thirty-seven miles south from
Pondicherry. This place was taken
from the raja of Tanjore by Major
Lawrence in 1749, on which occaston
Lieut. Clive particularly distinguished himself.--(Orme, &c.)
D E V Y .town
~ in the Northern
Circars, twenty-eight miles S.W. from
Masulipatam ;lat. 15O 53) N., Ion. 80''
67' E.
RIDEWAR ~ v ~ ~ . - s eGoaoaa
e

It stnndq about thirteen miles due
north of Gemlia,and has a good tank
on the east side. Two miles further
eastward is another small tank, .the
aource of the little Kali Sinde river.
For the thirty years prior to 1817
the Puara of Dewass suffered the extreme of misery, having been so incessantly plundered and o p p r e d
by Sindia, Holear, and every Pindarry
or freebooter of the day, that. their
being in exiatence, or posseesing an
inhebited village, appears almoet a
miracle. A pleasing contrast was
presented in 1821, at which date
Dewass, which had been almost deserted, had become a populous town,
and 141 villages had been re-peopled.
In 1819 the gross revenue wm
1,09;375 rupees, which was expected
to reach 6,00,000 in 1824.-( Malcolm,

..

&c.)

D~wo~ua(~evaghar).-Anisland
on the coast of the Bejapoor province, which commands a very fine
harbour, where vessels of 600 tons
may ride in safety during the monsoon. The river here is navigable a
long way up, and there is a high road
to the ghauts.
DEWILMUBBY
(De~ah~arnOfi).-A
village or hamlet in the province of
Gundwana, situated on the east bank
of the Baumgunga river, which is
here a considerable stream, being
augmented by the junction of the
Wurda and Wainy Gunga rivers,
about six miles to the north; lat.
19O 7'N., lon. 81' 30' E., 150 miles
N. from the town of Rajamundry.
This is one of the most considerable
Gond hamlets in the country, and
has an extensive spot o f . ground
cleared round it.-(J. B. Blunt, 9c.)
DEWBA.-A small town in the province of Allahabad, twenty-four miles
aouth from Chatterpoor; lat. 24' 36'
N., lon. 79' 37) E.
DEWBEE.-A town in the province
of Ajmeer, which in 1820 belonged
VEB.
to Zalim Singh of Kotah, and contiinDEWASS.-A town in the province ed about 600 houses.
of Malwa, which in 1820 contained
1,187 inhabited houses and 5,930 per- . DEWSAH.-A conridprable town in
sons; lrt. aRO 6Y N., lon. 76O 10' E. the province of Ajmeer, thirty-six

DEYRAI1 DOON.
miles east from J e y p o r ; lat. !W SO,'
loo. 76O 1%'E This pLri@ stands
on one side of a square table-like
hill, with a sharp peak adjoining. The
hill is crowned w t h a most extensive
forest, and in 1834 there were other
remains, such as those of large tanks,
ruinous and dry, several tombs, and
other vestiges of antiquity, all evincing that the place had seen better
days. I t is also a kind of secondrate place of pilgrimage, where a
Hindoo fair and festival is occasionally held. The town is still surrounded by a ruined wall resembling
that at Benares, and altogether the
place is one extremely characteristic
of the ancient habits of India.
DEYBUR
LAKEfor Jey &augur).-

A lake in the province of Ajmeer,
division of Mewar, about twenty
Reven miles S.E. from the city of
Odeypoor; 1st. 24' 17' N., Ion. 74'
1' E., 1,044 feet above the level of
the sea. The Goometri river, which
formerly burst through a narrow
opening in the range of hills, is here
arrested by a magnificent marble dam
thrown across its bed. I t presents a
deep clear expanse of water, bounded
on two sides b fine mountains, from
400 to 700 b t high, projecting
abruptly into it. The other sides
consist of lower elevations or ridges.
The extreme length of the ridge is
about eight miles, and its breadth
from three to four miles. Near the
centre are some woody hills, on the
largest of which a Hindoo devotee
has taken up his abode. A handsome
palace and attendant buildings haye
been erected on the hill at its eastern
end, and steps the whole length of
the dyke or dam lead down to the
water, ornamented with large figures
of elephants, on high pedestat~of a
single block. The total height of the
dyke to the water's edge is fifty-four
feet ; its length three furlongs, and
breadth 110 yards. Owing to the
premature death of its builder, Rana
Jey Singh, it is in an unfinished state.
Every part of it is faced with fine
white marble, and the mall buildings, elephants, &c. and all other

decorations are of tlic same substance, which in abundant in the
neighbouring range. -(Dcmgerfiki,
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, DEYPAULPOOB
(Devapalapur).A town in the province of Malwa
belonging to Holcar, which in 1820
contained 1,035 houses; lot. 2 P 5W
N., lon. 75' 35' E., twenty-four miles
N.W. by W. from Indore. This
place has a large tank on the east
side from whence roads leads to Indore, Oojein, Dhar, &c. At the
above date the pergunnah of Deypaulpoor contained 7,489 houses,
and, including the town, yielded a
revenue of 1,00,OUO rupees.--( Ma&
colm, 4c.)
DEYRAH
DOON(Deira Dun).-A
valley in Northern Hindostan, province of Gurwal, situated between
the Jumna and Ganges rivers, which
was ceded to the British government
by the Nepaulese in 1815, and subsequently annexed to the district of.
North Saharunpoor. This valley or
strath is separatedfrom the Gangetic
plain by a low serrated tange of
wooded hills, which, although it appears to cross the Ganges, and to
enetrate for some distance into RoRilcund, is distinct. from the great,
mass of the northern mountains, to
which it may be considered a sort of
an outwork. Throngh this ridge
there are several openings, which afford a tolerably easy communication
between Saharunpoor and the Doon ;
but the principal are the pass of
Hurdwar, by the side of the Ganges;
that of Timley, within a few miles of
the Jumna; and the intermediate
routesof Kheree and Kusserow. The
ascent by these passes into the valley
is for the most part so gradual 8s to
be scarcely perce tible; yet the general elevation o&he Doon itself hw
been found, by barometrical obwrvation, to be from 800 to 1,000 feet
above the level of the ocean. Its
climate also differs much from that of
Saharunpoer, for it is hard! at all
a&cted by the hot winds, uld;uhng
the winten season the mountains immediately bounding it to the north

DHAR.
are capped with snow, and instances Cali t o the SutuleJe.4 F&rton,
have even occurred of a fall of snow Public MS. Dommenix, 4c.)
within the limits of the valley.
DHAMEE.-One of the &ra ThaDeyrah or Gurudwara (different
names for the same place) is the only kooria, or. twelve lordshii in Nonhtown, or rather considerable village, em Hindostan, situated between the
in the Doon. I t is pleasantly situated Sutuleje and Tonsi ; lat. 31" 9 N.,
in the centre of the valley, and aur- Ion. 77" 8'E. In 1816 its revenue
rounded by a fine tract of c~~ltivatedwas only 4,000 rupees per annum,
land. I t has a neat bazar composed and it did not contain any fortress
of laree huts, and a Seik temple with within its limits.
its deendent edifices. Tile lollector
DHAMONEE
f Dhmnani).-A fortiof Saiarunpoor has a cutcherry in fied town in the province of Malwa ;
the neighbourhood, and here are the lat. 24' 11' N., lon. 78" 50' E. The
cantonments and head-quarters of fort pf Dhamonee is triangular, and
the Sirmore battalion. The whole situated on a small eminence, to the
valley is admirably watered by nu- form of which in the eastern extremerous running streams, but, with the mity the direction of the wall corexception of the part immediately responds. On the other side is the
around Deyrah, in 1819, it presented town, encompassed b a loose wall,
to the eye nothing but a wilderness mostly in ruins, but t i e ramputs of
of high grass, interspersed with saul the fort are in some places fifty feet
and sisso trees, and swarming with high, nnd in general fifteen thick, with
tigers, wild elephants, peacocks, and capacious towers. The fort is again
every species of game. The inha- subdivided by internal lines of works
bitants do not differ materially in which render the eastern qunrter,
features, person, or language, from where the precipice is a00 feet high,
those of the neighbouring plains.
difficult of access. Beyond the town
This valley having been a- jaghire is a tank, which when pro?erl cut,
from Aurnngzebe to Futteh Sah, the will inundate a portion of t l e vireigning raja of Gurwa1,belonged pro- cinity. This fortress was first acperly to the throne of Delhi, but on quired by the Nagpoor state in 1799
the invasion of Gurwal in 1803, it from a Lodhee Kajpoot, who had
was seized on by the Gorkhas, along seized it from the Bondehhs.
with the rest of the province. In (Blacker, 4c.)
1816 its estimated value was only
anDHARfor Darauuggur).-An
33,264 rupees per annum, hut it was
known to have produced a much cient city in the province of Malwa,
larger revenue, and it is probable a 1,908 feet above the level of the sea ;
few years of tranquillity will restore {at. aa0 35' N., Ion. 75" 24' E. The
its prosperity, and augment its pro- Dhar territories comprehend about
ductive revenue to its former amount 400 square miles, and when properly
of 50,000 rupees. In considering the cultivated yields almost every trovalue of this Doon, however, it must pic+ production, and amonpt othem
not be examined with advertence to oplum. I t contains 179 viilages,
the mere amount of its revenue, but twenty-five of which are situated in
also with reference to its importance the wild and hilly tracts, and inhain a military and political point of bited by Bheels. In 1820'the number
view, as connecting the British ter- of inhabited houses was 7,b73, and
ritory east of the Ganges within the the population about 37,865 souls,
hills with the Kardeh Doon beyond in the proportion of one Mahomedan
the Jumna, and thus by means of the t o sixteen Hindoos. The city of
occupation of Malown and Subhatoo, Dhar appears at one period to have
and eventually of a fortress in Sir- covered a great extent of ground,
more, furnishing a strong and unin- and is said to have contained %0,000
terrupted lioe of defence from the houses. In 1820 the number did not
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DHENJEE.
amount to 6,000, but the population
was then ra idly increasin In length
it may be tire-fourths o f a mile,by
half a mile in breadth, and is only
surrounded by a mud wall. The intenor, however, contains some good
buildings, and is watered by eight
large and two small tanks. The fort
is entirely detached from the city,
standing on a rising pound about
forty feet above the plan. The walls
are about thirty feet high,and fortified
with round and square towers.
In the early periods of Maharatta
history, the Puars of Dhar appear t o
have been one of the most distinguished families ; but they do not
claim any descent, although of the
same tribe, from the ancient Hindoo
princes of Malwa. On account of
their high birth, and bein officers of
the satam Raja
of tfe Peshwa)
they always claimed precedence over
Sindia and Holcar, which the latter
were forward to acknowledge at the
very moment they were robbing the
Dhar rajas of their territories. In
1817, when the British troops entered
Malwa, Dhar was the on1 posseqsion
that remained to ~ a m c k n d e Puar
r
(a boy twelve years of age), and the
whole revenues of the principality
did not amount to 35,000 rupees,
whereas in 1819 the gross revenues
amounted to 2,67,004 rupees, and in
1824 were expected to reach 6,54,000
rupees. The historical notices of
the ancient kings of Dhar are examined by Major Wilford and Mr.
Bentley in the eighth and ninth volumes of the Asiatic Researches.
After the transfer of the government
Tmm Oojein it became the seat of
government in Malwa, until the rise
of the Mandoo sovereigns.--(MA

.

dm,
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DRABMA.-An extremely mountainous country in Northern Hindostan
within the British limits, and situated
between lat. 3UO and 30' 30' N., and
tnversed by the Daulee river, which
afterwards falls into the Cali. I t
contains a few scattered villages and
hamlets,
but no towns.
.

.

D a ~ a n r ~ o o a . - T h e northeru di-

vislon of the province of Cochar
(properly Hairumbo) is thus named.
The town of Dharmapoor is situated
in an extensive valley upon the banks
of the Capili river, to the north of
the main range of mounrains, and
about sixty miles from Cospoor. I t
once contained a strong fort, and in
size, trade, and population, almost
equalled Cospoor; but o w i q to the
disturbed condition for many years
of these semi-barbarous regions, its
commerce has decreased, and in consequence its wealth and importance.
While trade flourished, the revenue
derived from Dharmapoor equalled
o r exceeded the aggregate revenue of
all the other districts of Hairumbo.
--(F&
to India, &.)
D H A B ~ ~ , - Atown in the rovinc.2
Gundwana, sixty-two
S.W.
from Husseinabad; lat. WPl7' N.,
Ion* 780 42'E.
Dwn~.-In the middle of the space
to the north of Parkur, in the southeastern quarter of the province of
Mooltan, com~:~onlymarked as a desert, is a tract of country n ~ m e d
Dhat, which extends among the snnd
hills as far north as Amercote, comprehending twominordivisionsnamed
Khori and Khawra, stretching to the
borders of Rajpootana. In this quarter of Hindostan, the sand-hills coniposing the barren portions are named
thull, while habitnble spots or oases
are named dhat. The grain crops
are scanty, but the pasturage abundant, enabling the inhabitants to
rear lnrge herds of oxen, which are
purchased and ex orted by the Chamns and such otier r r e d persona
as are not afraid to venture into so
wild a country.-(Macmurdo, 4c.)
DHELLI.-A Portuguesesettlement
on the north coast of the island of
Timor ;lat. 8' 35'8, Ion. 125O 30' E.
This town is inhabited by natives,
Chinese, and Portuguese, who carry
on a traffic with Macao and the neighbouring isles.
tOwn in tile Gujerat
peninsula, which nominally belongs
to Dwaraca; but owing to its situa-
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tion amidat impenetrable jungle, the from the fortress of Aseer hur ; lat.
manick, ok chief, has long acted a9. e l 0 31fN., lon.76' 15'~.&h!3.,~c.)
DHooBB.-A town in the province
independent of that sacred fane. He
piracy
was fined
Col. Walker of Candeish, twenty miles W. by N.
in 1807, and hls place taken
him from Chandore; lat. 200
N,, ion.
in 1816 for the same crime, and sulk
74O 7' E.
sequently
transferred
to
the
Guico. war.
Dxoa.-The
ca ital of a petty
D ~ ~ ~small~ ' town
~ -in the
A N t e in Northern Aind0st.n within
province of Delhi, eight miles W.S.W. the dominions of Ne aul, the terrifmm Patti$lah ; Iat. S(P
N., loo. tory attached to whicl is said to contain iron mines ; lat. 27' 56' N., Ion.
7 F 6' E.
83" 50' E., seventy-three miles west
DH~LKA.-Atown and pergunnah of catmandoo.
in the province of Gujerat, district of
DROB'LJ"~.-A town in the G u j e
KG,,
twenty miles S. by W. from
Ahmedabad ; lat. 2 9 45' N., lone rat peninsula, fourteen miles N. from
94' 41' N-s Ion. 70°
7 9 3y E. ThreeQfths of this ex- Junagh~r;
tenswe and valuable pergunnah are 48f E.
calclilated only for wheat and grain ;
D ~ ~ ~ "illage
~ ~ in~ the
~ -~
of the remaining portion of the soil, provillce of Gundwana, district of
one-half at least is appropriated to Choteesghur, situated just below the
the cultivation of rice, and another point where the ~
~
h river
~
~
to that of the usual light grains.emerges into the plain of ChoteesA.
MS.
ghur from the high count near its
c u d s , qc.)
source, and elevated l,70O%et above
DH~LPOOB
(Dhdapur).-A
town the level of the sea.
in the province of Agra, situated
D ~ u n ~ u ~ ~ o o a .territory
-A
in the
about one mile north of the Chumbul province of Gujerat, belonging to the
river, thirty-four miles S. by E. from Dhurrllmpoor raja, about fort -five
the city of Agra; lat. 26'' 4f N., Ion. miles long by thirty broad, aibost
77O 44' E. The river in February is entirely covered with thick forest, the
here about threequarters of a mile extent of cultivation being comparaacross, and must be forded at Kyt* tively inaignificant. In 1821 the raree, four miles higher up. Dholpoor ja's revenue was about 1,40,000 ruis a town of considerable size, and pees, besides which the British gothe hilly country begins in its vicinity, vernment had chokies throughout his
approaching from the north. The country for the purpose of levying
pergunnabs of Dholpoor, Barree, and customs. Some of the inhabitants
Rajakera are rich and productive, apd are Dooreas, but ttie greateit proporduring the government of Amba ee tion are Kokumeos, a tribe resemare said to have yielded five lacis. bling the Dooreas, but speaking the
In 1805, while under the collector of language of the Concan, from whence
Agra, the land revenue of these do- they originally migrated.-(mphinmains was 3,95,000 rupees. This is atone, 4c.)
an ancient city, and frequently mentioned by the emperor Baber, in his D ~ ~ B B u m p O O B E ~ . - A
town
memo"s.-(~etcolfe, ~ d4c.) ~ in~the province
,
of Malwa, principality
of Dhar, situated on the north bank
D H ~ ~ A town
. - ~
Sin- of the Nerbuddariver; lat. 25T' 1V N.,
dia in the province of Agra, district loll. 750 2626' E. ~h~ pergunnah 4
Narwar,
a
of Dhurrumpooree formerly compremasonry.-(MS., 4c.)
hended eighty-four villages ; but in
DHOOLCOTE.-Avill e of 200 1820 only thirty-four, containing
houses, in the province Candeiah, 1$TS houses, of which twenty.five
pergunnah of Aseerghur, five milee were inhabited by Mahomadans, and
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1,198 by Mnddos. The town seema
to have experienced a still more ra id
decay, for ~n 1820 it was r e d u c d t o
eighty-four houses, whereas twenty
years ago it is said (by the natives)
t o have contained 10,000 houses.(Malcoln~,40.)
DIAMONDHABBOUB.-A harbour
in the river Hooghly, situated about
thirty-four miles below Calcutta in a
straight line, but much more by the
windmgs of the river. This place and
anchorage are singularly unhealthy,
especial1 in the months of July, August, an~September,during and after
the periodical rains. This is partly
owing to the proximity of low swamp
shores, where a number of slueid
currents o en into the stream of the
Hoogbl &ing down a quantity of
vegetabk and nnimal substances,
which emit the most offensive vapours. To these natural evils are
superadded many artificial ones, all
contributing to the destruction of
the seamen. The great precautions
taken, from the best motives, to prevent their procuring wholesome spirits, drives them to the use of the
most deleterious species of Bengal
arrack, which no vigilance on the
part of the officers could prevent.
Their food consists of half ripe half
rotten frnit,stale eggrr,andoverdriven
beef; and their drink, on shore, the
most execrable water, gener~llyprocured from a filtl~ypuddle teeming
with animal life. Add to this the
society of loathsome prostitutes, excessive labour in the sun, the want
of any manly recreation during their
leisure hours, and the absence of the
requisite medical assistance, and the
combined d e c t will sufficientlv account for the mortality of the ;hips'
crews while lying a t Diamond Harbour.
A t this place the Company's ships
unually unload their ourward, and
receive on board the greater part of
their homeward cargoes, from whence
they proceed to Sagor roads, where
the remainder is shipped. The government ground here consists of
about 800 begas, enclosed by an em-

bnnkment raised to prevent inundation, and containing the government
warehouses for ships' stores, rigging,
&c. ; the provisions and refresments,
such as they are, are urchssed at
high prices in the neig/hmring villages. About twenty years ago sn
excellent brick road was constructed
from Diamond Harbour t a Calcutta,
along the greater part of the distance
elevated to a considerable height
above the adjacent rice fields, which
are in a high state of cultivation, and
jield plentiful crops,although strongly
Impregnated with salt.---(John Elliott, &.)
DIAMOND
ISLAND.-A small island
on the east side of thc bay of Bengal,
about twelve miles crouth from Cape
Negrais; lat. 15' 611N., Ion. 94' W E .
This island abounds with excellent
turtle of the largest size, from forty
to fifty of which may be turned in
one night. The shore being studded
with sharp rocks except in one or
two places, considerable caution is
required- in landing from boats.(Johtuon, &.)
DIAMOND
POINT.-A low koody
point, forming the western extremity
of the Straits of Malacca and eastern extremity of the Pedier coast, in
Sumatra ;lat. 5' 16' N., Ion. 9r0 31'E.
By the Malays it is named Tanjong
Jamhu Ayer.
DIAMON~S.-See
P A N N A MAH ~ ~ ~
H A N U D D Y RIVER.
DIAMPEBUdyampurn).-A
town
in the Coclin terntoria, fourteen
miles E. from Cochin ; 1st. 9' 56' N.,
Ion. 70- 29' E. A celebrated synod
was held here to convert the Nest*
rian Christians to-the Roman church.
DICTAUN.-Atown in the province
of Malwa, thirteen miles east of Dhar,
which in 1830 contained about 1,000
houses, nnd belongetl to Dowlet Row
Sindia; lat, S 3 4 ' N., Ion. 75' B5'E.
DIDDEE.-A considerable mountain hamlet in the province of Bejapnor, division of Ryebaugh, situated
on the Gutpurba river, among the
wilds that'border the western ghauts.
The Gutpurba, althongh hereso near
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ita aource, occasionally after heavy
rain suelh to a tremendous torrent,
when the substitute reeortd to for a
f e r r y b a t is the sugar-pan of the village, a circular vessel of thin iron,
about five feet wide by one deep, usually borrowed for the exigency(Fulhrton, &.)
DIDWANA.-A large village, built
of stone, in the promnce of Ajmeer,
principality of Jeypor, situated on
the veqe of a beautiful elevated valley, wh~chopens by a remarkable defile throngh the hills upon hlsoent,
about forty-one miles travelling dietance from the city of Jeypoor ; lat.
27' 18' N., Ion. 74O '21' E.-(Fullor-

-

9c.I

DIGAH.-A village in the province
and district of Bahar, about two miles
from the cantonment of Dinnpoor.
Here is an extensive farm, conducted
b a European, with the most comprete establishment in India for curing proviaions on a large scale.
DIGGABCHEH.-S~~
Tssaoo LoomBOO.

DIHONGRIVEB.-This is the name
of the western arm of the Brahmapu'tra, flowing from the north, as the
Luhit is of the eastern; but the
sources of both are as yet undetermined In 1898 an excursion northerly along the courseof the Dihong
was made by two British oilkers, but
it did not solve the grand roblem
retspcting the connerion ofany of
the Assam rivers with the Sanpoo of
Tibet. The travellers ascended the
Dihong to the village of Paskee, about
lat. 28O 6' N., Ion. 95O 3' E., which
spot must be very close to the Sanpoo, if.Duhalde's map be not much
more erroneous than l~ae hitherto
been supposed.
In the portion of ita course thus
explored, the banks of the Dihong
rise ~er~endicularly
from the water's
edge, surmounted by thick jungle,
through which it was found impossible to cut a path. Having proceeded a few miles in a canoe beyond a
point where the tract along-shore
became impracticable, they were
stopped by a dangerous raptd, diili-
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cult either to ascend or return by.
On climbing up a rock, an unbroken
sheet of water was observed running
for aome distance in a westerly direction, aceording to native information for about twenty milee, &er
which it again turns north. The path
to the Bor Abor country goes directly
t o the north, a d consequently leaves
the river at this point. The width
of the stream is here reduced to one
hundred yards, and the current is
slow ; but as no considerable branch
had joined the Dihong on the route,
all the water poured by the Dihong
into the Brahms utra, in quantity
double that of tRe latter, at their
junction must be comprised within
this channel. A tribe called Simongs
dwell in the immediatevicinity of the
point reached, and it is supposed that
the countr of the Lamas is next to
theirs. ~ l view
e from the rilhge of
Paskee is described ae magnificent,
comprehending the course of the
Luhit or Brahmaputra from the hills
as far as Seesee, ~ t junction
a
with the
Dihong, the coume of the Koundul
and other streams, and lofty ranges
of mountains behind the Sadeeya
peak, and the snowy ridge of mountains to the southeast, at least 150
miles oft:
According to information furnished
by the chief of the Mismees, the Dihong consists of two branches, one
running from the east and rising in
the country of the Khana Deb
about twenty-nine d r e e s north an2
ninetydeven east. I t pursues a westerly course to about Ion. 95' 90' E.,
where it unites with the western
branch from Lassa, forming the Dihong, here called Lassa Chombo, or
Tzambo (Snnpoo), or the Lassa river,
and Kongbong. The same authority
says that it is not navigable through
the hills, on account of the rapids.(Capf. Bedford, Lieufr. Wilcox and
Burlton, 4c.)
DILLAH.-A small town in the
province of Delhi, thirty miles S.W.
from Patiallah ; lat. 7 6 O 6' E.
DILLANPOOB.-Asmall town in the
province of Ajmeer, diviaion of Har-
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rowtee, situated on the summlt of n
mass of hills, and surrounded by n
stone wall. In 1820 it belonged to
Zalim Singh, the regent of Kotah,
and contained 1,500 inhabitants.(Mnlcolm, &.)
D I N A ~ E P O(~inuj~oor).-A
OB
district in the province of Bengal, situated principally between the twenty-fifth and twenty-sixth degrees of
north latitude. On the north it is
bounded by Rungpoor and Purneah ;
on the south by Rajeshahy and Mymunsingh ; to the east it has Rungpoor and Mymunsingh; and to the
west Purneah and Boglepoor. Its
greatest length, from the southern
extremity to the northern, is 105
miles, and its greatest breadth eightytwo; having a triangular form, with
the acute angle to the north. When
surveyed by Dr. Francis Buchanan, in
1808, this district contained about
6,374 square miles, distributed nearly
in the following pro ortions, riz.
Rivers, tanks, marsLes, watersquare miles 353
courses, &c.
Inundated during the rainy season
381
Red clay
38
2,441
Light-coloured clay
2,161
Free soil

......

..............................
...........................
............
...........................

Total square miles 5,374
Durine the Moeul eovernment
~ i n a g e ~ z o along
r,
4 t h %dracpoor,
constituted the tcrritorial iurisdiction
of Aurungabad, and was >riginally a
frontier towards the independent
principality of Cooch Bahar, on which
account it was little known and lightly assessed.
Dinagepoor is every where intersected by rivers, which during the
rainy season admit the passage of
large boats to every quarter, and of
small ones to most villages ; the principal are the Mahananda, Jamuna,
Korotoya, and Teesta. There are
no lakes properly so called, although
during the rainy season some of the
rivers swell out to such an extent as
to resemble very large ones. The
deserted channels of considerable ri-

vers also contain large quantities of
stagnant water, always in the rainy
season, and sometimes even durin
the parching h a t s of spring, an!
have the appearance of lakes ; added
to which there are many permanent
marshes, and a'multitude of unnecessary tanks, choked up with noxious
plants and rank vegetation.
The rainy season usually begins
about the 12th of June, is nccompanied with much thunder, and ends
nearly about the 14th of October.
The rain moat usually comes from
the east; but towards the end of the
wet monsoon there are frequently
light southerly winds, which increase
the heat, and the nights become very
suffocating. In favourable seasons
there ought to be one or two days
of heavy rain between the middleof
October and the middle of December, and if these fail the crop of rice
IS scanty. From the 12th of March
to the 12th of May there are usually
strong winds from the west, attended
by thunder, rain, and frequently hail
of an enormous size. resembling
round lumps of ice. The westerly
winds usually blow cool, pleasant,
and dry, with a clear sky from the
middle of February to the middle of
March, which is undoubtedly the
pleasantest time of the year. During
November, December, January, and
February, the cold is at times troublesome, and the Europeans have
fires in their chambers, and wear
woollen garments; but the natives,
who are not so well provided, lament
and shiver all night, and in the morning continue helpless and benumbed,
both in body and mind, until reinvigorated by the rays of the sun.
The soil of this district is considerably diversified, and the face of
the country of a waving appearance,
being divided into small valleys, each
two or three miles broad. These
valleys are watered by small rivers,
which in the wet monsoon swell
into lakes fifty and sixty miles long,
and two or three broad, overflowi~ig
all the low lands, which are dry during the cold season. The soil of the
elevated portions of land is in gene-
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tal a stiff clay, in some' laces black pence. Rice is the staple article i
and porous, in others ,Rite and te- the next in importance is indigo,
nacious. T h e soil of some of the for which, however, this district 1s
valleys resembles that of the ele- not particularly well adapted. I n
vated parts, and that of others is 1808 the extent of land under the
rich and loamy, with a substratum of indigo weed was bout 15,000 Calclay. Although there is no elevation cutta begas, allowing 700 for each
in the whole district that approaches set of works, of which there were
t o a mountain, yet the surface is not then twenty-one. Either t o o much
so level as in many other divisions of or too little sun, and either too much
Beogal, two ridges attaining the o r too little rain, will entirely ruin
height of 100 feet above the inun- the crop. Sugar is also raised, but
not in large quantities; and many
dated country.
The soil of Dinagepoor, when dry, sorts of fibrous plants for cordage
is in general of a very light ash co- are cultivated.
Hemp is cultivated on account of
lour, often almost white, but becomes dark when moist. In a few its buds, which are used for intoxiplaces near the Korotoya the soil is cating purposes. T h e natives have
of a very stiff and red clap. Such two proper names for the hemp plant,
soil, wherever found, is called rang- calling i t ganja when young, and
gnmati, and from this circumstance siddhi when the flowers have fully
many places derive their names, for expanded. I t is a common weed in
in Bengal a soil of this description is many parts of the district, and the
unusual. Large rivers usually affect wild ~ i d d h ianswers for a particular
the course of the winds, but in this manner of intoxication. The dried
district the streams are so small, leaves are beaten in a mortar with
compared with the Ganges and Brah- water, and the i d ~ l s i o n is drank.
maputra, that this influence is much This is not so strong as the ganja,
checked, and the winds are here nor is the intoxication attended with
extremely variable. On the whole, sllch violent effects. The wild plant
however, the east winds are by far in its young state has little effect,
the most prevalent.
and in order to procure ganja the
The higher lands in the s o u ~ e r n plant must be cultivated with great
quarter are inhabited by Mahomedans, care. In February, when the leaves
the lower by Hindoos, and on the are tender, and before the flowers
first very little besides rice is pro- open, the buds and young leaves
duced, which is in a large proportion must be pinched off and spread on
cleaned by boiling. A quantity is the ground, where they lie ten OF
put into a pot with some cold water twelve days exposed to the sun and
and boiled for an hour, after which dew, until they are dry and tit for
i t is dried and beaten ; but it is not use. I t is smoked like tobacco, and
lawful for a Brahmin to use this kind about twelve grains may be the usual
o f rice. The natives here are gene- dose.
rally extremely indigent, and their
The Aous indica, celebrated among
farming implements are in conse- anoient writers under the name of
quence miserably simple. The plough the banyan tree, became equally reis of a wretched description, and has nowned among the modern English.
neither coulter to cut the soil, nor a I t s great size, and picturesque ap.
mould-board to turn i t over. Only pearance of its trunk, the fineness of
one person attends it, holding the its foliage, intermixed with many gold,handle in one hand, and occasio~lally e n coloured berries, and above all its
pulling the tails of the oxen with the singular manner of sending down
other. A pair of these sacred and roots from its branches, all combine to
unhappy creatures may be purchased interest the spectator. This tree, from
for six or eight rupees, a plough for its beauty (for it is of very little use)
18. 3d. sterling, and a yoke for seven- has always been gready esteemed by
2 L
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the natives of Bengal, a n d is considered by them the female of the
peepul tree. These two trees are
supposed to represent a Brahmin and
his wife, and it is reckoned a ein to
cut or destroy either, but especially
the male; and it is thought very meritorious to plant a young male tree
close to a female, with certain matrimonid ceremonies. In this union
the natives have discovered more
taste than ~ s t ~ the
l : elegant Eghtness aad bright foliage of the peepul
are well adapted to contrast with the
rigid grandeur of the banyan tree,
but the appropriation of the sexes
ought to have been reversed.
The branchee and leaves of these
two trees being a favmrite food of
elephantq the keepers, who are of
low castes, make sad havoc aniong
these emblematic Brahmins. I t is
usual to place a piece of silver money
under the banyan tree when it is
planted, withmat which it in supposed
neither towgrow to a letge size nor
to send downane roots. It contains
a milky juice, which coagulates into
a kind 4 elastic gum, and makes
excellent bird-lime; the descending
roota are often zlsed for ropes. Notwithstanding some good qualities of
the peepul and banyan trees, the prejudice in their favour is attended with
some bad effects; their fruit being
a favourite b o d with monkeys and
buds, see& are constantly deposibed
in buildings aad on other more useful trees, and wherever they find a
crevice they take root. They send
long iilameats ts the ground, and no
sooaer procure nourishment from
thence, than they crush and overpower their ariginal supporter, and
thus lay wasteold b~~ildings
and plantations.
The ficus religiosa is the peepui
tree of the botanists. Although it
has not the majestic size and numerous stems of the banyan tree, it possesses great elegance. The various
roob which it sends down from a tree
or building o n which it first germinated, often compose a trunk of a
most picturesque form, while the
fine sl~apeof lba -leaves, and theit

tremulous m o t h , d v e it a peculiar
elegance. I t is sacred to Vnhaspati
(Jupiter), the planet 4 Thursday.
Nearfy allied to the figs are the
bread-fruit trees, of which the jack
is the finest in India. This tree has
a beautiful foliage, and exhaks a delightful odour in Februarj., produces
a very useful fruit, is excellent
food for elephants, and yields a useful and ornamental timber, wh'xh,
however, is unfortunately given to
warp with heat ; the wood is also
use as a dye. The fruit has a nauseous smell, and its flavour is not
agreeable to the generality of Europeans ; but the natives are fond of
the p ~ l p y envelope by which the
s e d s are surrounded. The green
fruit is very much used in curries,
and the ripe seeds are preserved for
the same purpose. In some parts of
India they form the comnion food OF
the people for two or three months
of the year, as chestnuts do in the
south of Europe, and when roasted
have a great resemblance to that
fruit. The cusa grass, or p a c p u sutoides, is a sacred plant among the
Hindoos, and i s dedicated to the invisible planet Ketu, which occasionS
the eclipses of the sun.
The bamboo is the most useful nnd
commsll woody plant ; hauses, h r niture, boats, and im lements of
agricult~~re,
being entirek or in part,
made of tl~isvaluable reed, which is
also the common fuel, and from it the
Dmagepoor mets, so celebrated all
over Bengal for the superiority of the
fuel, are Pbricated. The plant
grows from n creeping rook which
extends from twelve to twenty feet
in diameter, end sends forth forty or
fifty stems ; these form a clump
which keeps separate from the othms
that are adjacent. Every year from
6ve to ten bamboos of a clump are
ripe and aw cut, whde young ones
shoot up from the root to supply their
p k e s . If tbe whole be ~ u at
t once
the p l a t is liable to death ; the stem
also perishes when it produces fruit,
which very rarely happens in culiivrrted ports of the country, on which
account many d the natives M e v e

that the plant never produces either
flower or fruit. This plant produces
ripe bamboos in seven years, but it
requires to be exempted from the
inundation, and flourishes best in a
free soil.
The areca of botanists thrives in
this district as an ornamental tree,
for it seldom, if ever, brings its fruit
to maturity; yet in the same latitude,
further to the east, the tree thrives
well, so that its barrenness is probably owing to some defect of management. The cocoa-nut palm is
nearly in the same state, nor could it
witbout difficulty be made to ripen
its fruit. The guavas raised are very
bad : but this prol~ablyis a foreign introduction to Hidostan, as the fruit
has not any name in the Ssnscrit language. The tmarind is a valuable
and elegant tree ; besides producing
an acid fruit used by the natives in
seasoning their food, the timber is
excellent, being hard and strong.
In this district many housea have
been built with long branches of the
jigal tree, that have been fixed in
the ground for posh, and afterwards
having taken root, pushed forth
Iwanchcq, which has hnd a very picturesque effect.
The breed of oxen here is extremely degenernte, and not only
many Mahomedans, but even many
low tribes of Hindoos, use the cow
in the plough, which, according to
the strict wages of Brahminical nations, ought to be punished with
death. Notwithstanding the prevailing numbers of the followers of the
Arabian prophet in this district, tame
swine are more numerous than sheep,
and are eaten by the lower classes of
Hindoos. TIE breed of horses, or
rather ponies, is of the most wretched description : but their cost is moderate, being only from 4r.6d. to
1lr. 6d. each. Slaveq are very few,
and were mostly purchased during
tbe great famine uf 1769, m d the
acarcity of 1787 ; but they .turned
out so idle and careless that their
enyhptent was found much more
eylensivu than that of hired labourers.
The w
;
m
t
and rhinoceros are al-

most unknown, and tigers are comparatively not numerous ; but large
flocks of wild buffaloes and hogs infest the fields, and ore extremely
destructive to the c m e r . In this
district a white animal of the tiger
kind was killed some years ago, the
skin of which being sent to Europe
by Lord Wellesley, occasianed a dispute whether it was that of a lion or a
tiger. No such atlimal had been seen
before, nor has it been seensince.
The Indian ichneumon is common,
but is very seldom tamed. Otters
are so plenteous that their fur might
become an object of commerce.
Bears are not numerous or destructive, and are chiefly found near the
ruins of Peruya. Where the soil is
loose the common porcupine is abundant and destructwe, as it preventa
the cultivation of turmeric and pepper. I t is eaten with eagerness by
all rankz.
Although the country swarms with
water-fowl, both web-footed and
waders, the natives make little use
of them. The common wild-goose
is exceedingly abundant, and in the
mid season remarkably good eating.
The water-fowl preferred by the natives are three birds of the corvorant
or shag kind, which they call pani.kauri ; several small herons comprehended by the natives under the general name of vok ; several birds of
the jacanaand gallinule kind, included
under the native term jolpayi; but,
above all, the common house-sparrow, which last being thought to possess aphrodisiac qualities, is in request at all times.
Several kinds of tortoise are eagerly sougllt after; but, to a Euroc
pean taste, they are execrable. Frogs
are not eaten by any of the nativm,
h t some lizards are. F i ~ hform by
far the geater part of the animal
food that is consumed in thecountry.
During four months of the year, when
the rivers are swollen, fish is scarce,
as they have then an extensive range
of element, and are not easily caught;
but as the inundation subsides, and
the aoimals are coafined within I=row bounds, they are secured by
2t 2
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various simple means; indeed lnany
are left stickingin the mud, and tahen
without trouble, a circu~nstancenever disagreeable to a native.
Six weeks after the rainy season
commences, every rice field, although
quite dry and hard in the spring,
abounds with small fishes. They are
certai~llymost nur~lerousnear rivera
and marshes, from which they generally come; but it is also probable
that the e:;gs often continue dry in
the field, and are hatched after they
have been moistened by rain. The
natives account for their appearance
in such places by supposing that they
fall from heaven along with the rain,
and assert that immediately after the
rain they can see them leaping among
the grass ; indeed, when so disposed,
a native can see any thing he wishes
or expects.
The picking and cleaning of cotton
is performed by the women, and the
preparation of cotton-thread occupies
the leisure hours of the females of
the higher ranks (even the Brahminies), and of the greater number of
the farmers' wives ; but the raw material is mostly imported. Although
some native houses in this district
trade to a considerable extent, the
East-India Company must still be
considered as the chief merchant,
and much eagerness is evinced by the
natives to deal with its agents. In
1808 the following towns were the
principal, viz. Dinagepoor, containing
about 5,000 houses ; Malda, 3,000 ;
Gour, 3,000 ; and Raygunge, 1,000
houses. At the above date the total
population of the district was estimated by Dr. Francis Buchanan at
3,000,000 of persons, or about 558
t o the square mile. Contrary to what
is seen in most parts of Hindostan,
the Mahomedans are here the prerailing sect, being as seven to three
Hindoos, which sect appear at one
time to have been almost entirely
,extirpated, most of those now existing being the progeny of new-comers.
In 1808 the following was nearly
* the respective proportions, according to the opinion of the abovemen~ionedauthority :

......... 2,100,000
...............
900,000
--

Mahomedanu
Hindoos

Total..

. 3,000,000
--

Of the Hindoo population 440,000
are of Bengalese origin, viz.
Pure tribes
70,000
Impure tribes.....
370,000

...............
.......

--

440,000
-Very low castes (below
impure) ...............150,000
Abominable ............ 210,000
-360,000
-Up to the above date Christianity
had made very little progress in Dinagepoor, nor were there any native
Portuguese.
In most parts of this district the
leases granted to tenants are equivalent to a perpetuity; hut this does
not appear practically either to have
bettered the condition of the peasant,
as compared with other districts, o r
to have improved the cultivation of
the soil ; and, what is remarkable,
notwithstanding their right of perpetuity, they are consta~itlymigrating from one estate to another. T h e
greater part of the landlords are new
men, who have recently purchased
their estates, and who were forlnerly
either merchants, manufacturers,
agents of landholders, or native of.
ficers of government. The old zemindars are either sunk in miserable
superstition, the prey of religiouw
mendicants, or are totally abandoned
to sottish and stupifj ing dissipation.
The evils resulting from the endless
subdivision of estates are also severely felt here. In 1814 the j\ln~ma
or land assesrnent to the revenue was
17,66,373 rupees ; and the abkarry,
or exclse on spirituous liquors, 10,117
rupees.
Ever since the cession of this district along with the rest of the province in 1765, it had been greatly infested by dacoits, or gang-robbers,
partly owing to the numerous rivers
by which it is intersected, and partly
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t o the dastardly apirit for which the
inhabitants have long been noted.
In 1814, however, a considerable i~n.
provement took place, in consequence
of the pains taken by Mr. Sisson t o
ensure the co-operation of the landholders, and to impress the inhabitants with a sense of their ability to
resist the ntrocious acts of these depredators. In the first half-year the
whole of the offenders in five cases
of gang-robbery were brought to justice; nnd it appeared that in several
instances the robbers had been resisted, and even seized in the fact by
the villagers, on which occasions they
were liberally and publicly rewarded.
Two instances of gang-robbery, attended with murder and torture, occurred in 1814, but these were mostly
perpetrated by large gangs of Keechbks, Nepaulese, and inhabitants of
Bootan.
Some reform in other respects,
however, appeared wanting, as, according to Mr. Sisson, the main road
from Dinagepoor to Moorshedabad,
which at one time was thickly set
with villages, had been quite deserted
by the inhabitants, through fear of
the sepoys passing to and from that
city. In 1814 a night watch was
also established in the different villages of the district! planned and introduced by Mr. Sisson, composed
of villagers, who took i t by turns,
which expedient operated with considerable effect in reducing the number of gang-robberies and burglaries.
But notwithstanding these advantageous circumstances,it was found experimentally t o be a great hardship
on the labohring classes, especially
in small villages, where the turn of
watching occurred too often ; besides
which, subsequent to the seizure of
any criminal, they were called on for
evidence. and comnelied t o ouit their
homes and occupAtions without recomperrse; which annoyances occurred exactly in proportion to their
activity and vigilance as watchmen.(F.Buchanan, Carey, Swson, Oswald,

4c.1
DINAGEPOOR.-Atow11 in the pro-
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vince of Bengal, the capital of the
preceding district; lat. 25' 37/ N.,
Ion. 8S0 43' E., 102 miles N.N.E.
from Moorshedabad. This town consists of four portions, viz. Dinagepoor proper, Rajgunge, Kangchou
Ghaut, and Paharpoor. The houses,
o r rather dwellings, for many contain
ten huts. were estimated in 1808 a t
about 5,000; and the total population of all descr~ptionsat 30,000 persons. The raja's house wan of great
size, but has gone to ruin since the
decny of the family. I t was built iu
A.D. 1780, and its remains exhibit a
strange mixture of European, Moorish, and Hindoo styles, all in the
worst taste; nor is much better displayed in the architecture of the
houses erected by the European portion of the community.--(F. Bucha-

-, 4c.j

DINAPOOR.-A town in the province of Bahar, situnted on the south
side of the Ganges, ten miles west of
Patna ; lat. 25' 57' N., Ion. 85' 5' E.
The military buildings here are handsome edifices, arranged in spacious
squares ; but they are only one story
hi h, and in point of magnificence
i n b i o r t o those a t Berhampoor.
Many of the officers and others have
built neat and commodious habitations in the vicinity, and the grounds
round them are well laid out, with
good roads through the cantonments,
so that the appearance of Dinapoor
is greatly superlor t o that of Pntna.
In 1811 the different bazars scattered
within the cantonments were said t o
contain 3,2313 houses. In this vicinity potatoes are cultivated t o a
great extent, and are consumed both
by Europeans and natives; by the
latter, not as a substitute for grain,
but as a seasoning.-(li: Buchanan,
F d a r t o n , 4.c.)
DINARS.-A town in the province
of Allahabad, situated on a small
lake, fifteen miles west of Jansi; lat.
25' 28/ N., Ion. 78' $8 E.'
DINDIGUL
i~andigala/.he d of
ie
trict
of Dindigul
(including that
Madura) is situated in the C a r n a t i ~
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province, and h u t the tenth degree
of north latit~ule, where it occupies
about one degree of latitude and
1%of longitude. T o the north i t is
bounded by Coimbatoor and Trichinopoly ; o n the south by Travancore
and Tinnevelly ; t o the east i t has
the Bay of Bengal; and to the west
Travancore and, Coimbatoor. The
particular portion of this district
namecl Dindigul is mountainous and
woody, the general surface of the
country being about 400 feet above
the level of the sea. The Dindigul
valley, seventy-five miles long by
about twenty broad, is formed by the
great mass of the Pilny mountains
o n the north, by the Travancore
mountains on the west, and on the
east by a lower range of hills that
extend from Dindigul to the bottom
of the valley near Sheragnrry, where
they unite with the western ghauts.
A projection from this range commonly known by the name of the
Aligherry hills, stretches eastward to
within fourteen miles of the garrison
of Madura, and are the nearest high
lands t o that fortress. Along their
northern base they are watered by
the Vyar river, which after passing
close t o Madura, and traversing the
zemindaries of Shevagunga and Ramnad, is absorbed into a large tank,
near Altongherry, tu7entymiles south
of Tondi. After passing Madura, the
river is so diverted from its channel
for the purposes of irrigation, that
its bed a t Ramnad is usually dry
throughout the year, and only contains water when the floods happen
to be unusually great. There are
other streams that traverse Madura,
and akerwards fall into the gulf of
Manaar.
In common seasons the climate of
Dindigul is reckoned one of the finest
in India. I t seldom rains in March
and April. May is the hottest month
of the year; but the thermometer
does not rise so high as in Coimbatoor and Madura; et in December
and January it serdom falls below
64O. 111 June, July, and August, the
superiority of the Dincligul climate
over that of the adjacent districts is

very perceptible, owing chiefly to the
number of hills scattered over the
surface, which arrest the clouds, and
cause the discharge of much rain;
the temperature of the air is consequently rendered cool and pleasant
during these months; but for the remainder of the year the elimate does
not differ essentially from that of
Coimbatoor.
Notwithstanding its
comparative superiority of climate,
this district, in 1809, 10, and 11,
was visited by a destructive epidemic
fever, which so thinned the population, that in many parts therice rotted
on the ground for want of hands to
reap it. From the first of April 1810
t o the 31st of March 1811, there
died in the D i n d i l division 21,518
persons, out of an estimated population of 295,654 persons.
The rincipal towns within the
limits o F ~ i n r I i ~Proper,
u~
are Dindigul, Vedasundoor, Pilny, and Perryacottah ; but the villages are meanly 4 4
built, the roofs low and miserably h-6
thatched. Tlie lands lying furthest
from the bills are invariably higher
and drier than those lying near their
base, where many lar e marshy,
weedy tanka are to be kund. The
general plane of the country is considerably lower than that of Coimbatoor, although highex than those of
Madura and Tinnevelly. The labourers here are chiefly Pullarr, and
are not comfortably situated. Their
houses, except in a few of the largest
towns, are small, ill-built, carelessly
thatched, and but little raised from
the ground, more especially in the
villages near the hills, which present
an appearance of misery and squalid
poverty. Truckle beds are seldom
used, exce t by such individuals as
are above tRe rank of labourers, but
coarse cumlies o r blankets are in general use. The dry cultivation is to
the wet rather more than four to
one.
I n the villages of Dindigul the
same internal policy is found to prevqil as in the other provinces of the
south of India. Certain inhabitants,
under particular titles, are in the enjoyment of a portion of land rent-free,
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rmd are hereditary occupiers of the tive of Malabar, otrbordinate to the
remainder. Certain principal officers, Bishop of Cananore.
the curnum (or accountant and regisThe fortified rock of Dindip1 is a
tcr of the affairs of the village), iron- bluff bulging-out mass of granite,
smith, carpenter, barber, washerman, about 400 feet high, the u per hatf
village watchman, pot-maker, d a n c ~in some parts over-topping t& lower,
girl, the distributor of water, &c. are 6 0 as to render it quite inaccessible
sometimes foulld in a village, some- on thelsonth aria west. The fort&
times only a part of them They cations enclose an area of about 100
have the government produce of a feet at the base of the acclivity, but
portion of land assigned to them for cover only the eastern and northern
their support, but no chin1 t o culti- faces of the rock. The gi\rriso~h(a
vate the land ; and from the occupa- detachment of invalids) have barracks
tion in life of many of the incum- in the lower fort, the works of which
bents, it may be pres~~med
they have are allowed to decay, while those
seldom the wish. The country of above are kept in the highest order.
nindigul was ceded by Tippoo in The principal line of defence is within
1792; and now, together with Ma- about 100 feet of the summit, and
dura, the Manapara vo!lams, Ram- consists of a range of solid ramparts
nad, and Shevagunga, formsoneof the faced with masonry, and flanked by
collectorates under the Madras Pre- quadrangular bastions. There are
sidency. In 1822, according t a the many tanks excavated in the hill
returns made by the co\lectors to the above, and the apex is crowned by a
Madros government, the united dis- Hindoo temple, the ascent to which
tricts of Dindigul and Msdora. con- is by steps cut in the rock. Under
tcined 601,293 persons. The city of the northern ledge of this hill there
Madura is the head-quarters of the is a remarkable natural cavern, inhacivil establishment.-See also MADU- bited by Mahornedan fakers. A
ar.-(Medical R v r t 8 , Hodgson, 5th dark narrow passage penetrates from
hence towards the interior of the
Beport, Hurdi., &c.)
rock, and a local tradition is related
DINDXGUL.-Thecapital of thepre- of forty-three fakeers who quitted
ceding district, situated in lat. 10°18' the world by this passage, and never
N., lon. 78O 2' E., 160 miles N. by E. returned.
Dindigul was conquered by the
from Cape Comorin, and ahout 400
feet above the level of the sea. This Mysore Raja in A.D .1755, and taken
place is situated near the western ex- from ~i~~~~ by a ~ ~ i ~ i in~ h
t r e m i t ~of an extensive plnin, about 1783, but restored at the pea:e of
thirty miles from east to west, and 1784. ~t was finally ceded to the
twenty-fivewide from north to south, British government along with the
and almost surrounded by mountains. district in 1792, and before the epiThe pettah is a clean and
demic of 1811, was supposed to conbuilt native town, particularly the tain 7,000 inhabitants. Travelling disprincipal bazar, which is lined on tance from Seringapatam 198 miles;
both sides with trees. A Small Po- from Madras ft75 miles.-(fi&rton,
pulation of nativeChristians (a branch 4,.)
of the Malabar Roman Catholics) reDINGDING1 8 ~ ~ s . A
- number of
side here, and inhabit a particular
quarter of the town, where their small islands lying off the Persk river
houses are distinguished by a little and territory in the straits of Malacca,
cross s t the top ; and the total num- and for many years a favourite resort
ber of this persuasion within the pro- of pirates; lat. 4O M'N., Ion. loo0 39'
vince is said to be about 8,000 per- E. In 1819, they were offered to the
sons. They have a small place of Penang government, by the captain
worship south of the town, where in of a country ship, who said they had
1820 the officiating priest was a na- been given to him by the deceased

DOAB.
Raja of Perak. Pulo Dinding is a
beautiful granitic island 250 feet high,
and covered with thick woods from
the margin of the sea to the summit.
-:Public MS. Docunrenta, Fidnyaon,
4.c. 1
DIPNAGE~U~.-A
town of considerable population (not laid down in any
map) in the province of Bahar, district of Bahar, thirty-six mi!es S.E. of
Patna, and two ~ o u t hfrom the city
of Bahar.
DITTEAH
(Daltiya).-The
capital
of a small priucipality in the province
of Allahabad, forty-three mileb S.S.E.
frdm Gualior; lat.
43'N., lon. 78'
25' E. This town, when visited by
Dr. Hunter in 1790, was n mile and
a half long and nearly as much in
breadth, tlie houses being mostly of
stone and covered with tiles, surrounded by a stone wall furnished
with gates. The raja had then a
palace without the town, situated o n
an eminence, which commanded an
extensive view as far as Pechoor,
Narwar, and Jhansi. Close to this
hill is an extensive lake.
During the reign of Aurengzebe,
Ditteah'was the capital of Dhoolput
R?y, a Bondelah chief of some celebr~ty.On the cession of Bundelcund
to the British, in 1804, Raja Parakhyit
of Ditteah joined the British standard,
and was taken under its protection.
The modern territories of Ditteah
border on those of the Bhow of
Jhansi and the Tehree Raja. At tlie
conclusion of the Pindarry war of
1818, the Vinchoor Cur's lands,
known by the name of Chournssy,
ljing on the east side of the Sinde,
and forfeited by the Cur's adherence
to Bajerow, were given to the Ditteah Raja, on whose territories the
British army, commanded by Lord
Hastings in person, had for a considerable time encamped. The annual
value was about 92,000 rupees per
annum.--(Hunter, Richardson, Public MS. Dorunaents, &.)
Dru (Dwipa, the ialand).
A
small island and harbour near the
souther^^ extremity of the Gujerat
pellinbula; lat. 20° 41' N., Ion. 71' 7'

-

E. This insulated spot, about four
miles long by one broad, in ancient
times contained a Hindoo temple,
celebrated for its sanctity and riches.
In A.D. 1515 the Portuguese oltained possession of Diu, and in 1536, by
permission of Buhadar Shah, the
reigning sultan of Gujerat fortified it.
While the Portuguese prospered, i t
enjoyed considerable commerce, but
it fell with their decay, and in 1670
was surprised and ~ l u n d e r e dby the
Muscat Arabs, then a considerable
maritime power. I t has since dwindled
away, and is now an insignificant
place, containing not more than 4,000
inhabitants; but it may a t solne future
era again becomeof i~nportanceon account of its harbour and geographical
situation. Even now it receives a small
tribute annually from Poorbunder,
for the protection it is supposed t o
afford to the trading ships of that
port, but which i t neither does o r
can afford. The remains of convents
and monasteries are still to be seen,
and cannon are mounted on the walls,
but without soldiers to Iook after
them. In 1809, during a particular
emergency, i t was ~arrisonedby a detachment of his Majesty's 47th regi(Stewart, Bruce, Duncan,
ment.

-

LY.c.1

DOABf Two Watersj.- Recently
this name has been applied indiscriminately to the whole tract of country between the Ganges and Jumna,
from Allababad t o the hills of northern Hindostan ; but forn~erlyby
Mahomedan historians i t was usually
restricted to the southern portion, for
the most part comprehended in the
Agra province, and during the Mogul
predominance subdividedinto the districts of Furruckabad, Kanoje, Etaweh, Korah, Currnh, and Allahabad.
Thereare several Doabs in Hindostan,
the name designating any tract of
country included between two rivers.
The general aspect of the Doab is
that of extreme nakednees. Clusters
of trees are occasionally seen near
the larger villages, but ten miles may
frequently be passed over without the
appearance of one: firewood is in

AB.
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consequence both rcarce and expen- known to fall a t day-break below the
sive, nor is there any tree pasture for freezing point, yet is seldom under
elephants to be met with in the whole sixty-eight degrees during the aftertract from Allahabad t o Saharunpoor. part of the day. The hot winds blow
I n fact, the only wood found here in here with great severity in April and
any abundance is the low shrubby May,and have been known to raise the
palass, which has overspread a con- thermometer even to I20 degrees and
siderable extent of the interior, and upwards. This intolerable heat, as
supplies Caunpoor and the other Eo- might be expected, frequently proves
ropean stations with fuel of a very fatal to animal life : but the European
indifferent quality. The millet raised, residents in the Doab who have the
although a mall-earedgrain, ft~rnishes means of cooling their rooms with
a great quantity of straw ten feet long, -,vettedkbuskhusmats,and whose avowhich is of great use as provender cations do not call them into the open
for cattle. Besides millet, sugar-cane air, enjoy generally as good health
and barley are cultivated, and in the while the hot season lasts as in any
neighbourhood of Kanoje considera- other.
While this tract of country reble quantities of tobacco, the only
plant introduced by Europeans that mained subject to the Nabobs of
is in general request all over Hindos- Oude, salt was made in almost every
tan. The staple article, however, of village from Allahabad to Hurdwar,
the northern part of the Doab is cot- by professed manufacturers, who diston, and a coarse cotton cloth, dyed posed of it in small quantities to the
red with cheap materials, is largely same class. Salt of a similar quamanufactured in the central tracts, lity was also made on the opposite
as is also another species named bank of the Jumna, the total quangezis and gezinas. The soil of this tity then manufactured in the ceded
region is so naturally adapted for the provinces being estimated at 40,000
production of indigo, that the plant maunds, princil~ally used by the
is here found in a wild state, of a su- lower classes and give11 to cattle.
perior quality to that raised by culti- Much base salt was also imported
vation. The system on which the from Sambher, Nho, and Cornbhere.
manufacture of indigo is conducted By the treaty of peace concluded
in the Doab is in some respects pecu- with Dowlet Row Sindia on the 30th
liar; instead of the whole process December 1803, he ceded to the
from the commencement being carried . British all his forts, territories, and
on at the factory, the colouring mat- rights in the Doab between the
ter is extracted by the cultivator him- Ganges and Jumna, the southern diself, and delivered in a liquid state a t vision having been previously acthe factories, where it is afterwards quired from the Nabob of Oude in
inspissated and formed into cakes. 1801. I t did not, in fact, constitute
The crops of the indigo weed here, al- any part of the original possessions
though
are less so than in of his family, having been added,
Bengal, butthe dye thus manufactured along with Rohilcund, to the Oude
is universally of inferior quality t o dominions by victories obtained by
that produced in the lower provinces. the British armies. The crime of daThe climate of this portion of In- coity, or gang robbery, most fredia is snbject to extraordinary fluc- y e n t l y occun in this region during
tl~ationsof temperature within the t e first six months of the year,
limits of the same twenty-four hours, when the Ganges and Jumna are
there being frequently a difference of fordahle; during the last six months
forty degrees, and seldom less than it becomes less frequent. Indeed,
thirty degrees, throughout the cold considering the almost total anarchy
season, between the extreme points that prevailed in this quarter before
of the morning and afternoon. At i t came under the British domination,
this season the thermometer has been and that the Jauts, Goojurs, Raj-
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poots, Aheen, Ladhas, Patans, Mewaties, Meeoas, Buddicks, Th~gs,Cozauks, Chummas, and Khaukrobes
(who still form the bulk of the population), had been from time immemorial addicted to open and secret
plunder, it is not surprising that criminal offences are not wholly eradicated.
(Fulla,hn, Xennant, Sir Henry
Welkaleg, Swinton, Guthrie, gc.)
DOAB~ A N A L . - S ~ ~ Z A B EKHAN'S
TA
CANAL.
Bari, a resiD O A B FBAEBY.-(
~
dence).-A
doab in the province of
Lahore, which comprehends the
country between the Ravey and Beyah rivers. I t is also named Manjha,
and the Seiks who inhabit it, the
Manjha Singhs. I t contains the cities
of Lahore and Amritsir, and becomes
in consequence the centre of the
power of the Seik nation. I n 1806,
Runjeet Singh of Lahore, Futteh
Singh of Allowal, and Joodh Singh
of Ramgadia, were the principd
chiefs of the country, but the first
since that period haa usurped the
possessions of all other competitors
within its limits. Approaching the
mountains this tract is said to be less
fertile than the Doabeh Jallinder;
i t must, however, from its geographical position, have nearly the same
climate and soil.--(Malculua, gc.)
DOABEH
JALLINDEIL
(~alindra).A doab in the province of Lahore
which comprehends the country between the Sutuleje and Beyah rivers,
and the mountainous district of Cahlore. This natural subdivision of
the Lahore province, although of
small dimensionsi is from the peculiarity of its geographical position of
considerable importance, as it is by
this route that the imperial province
of Delhi is to be most conveniently
penetrated, the extent of fertile country being here circt~mscribedby the
hills on the east, and the desert on
the west. I t is also the most fruitful
portion of the Seik territory, and is
not excelled in climate and strength
of vegetation by any province of India. The soil is light, but very productive : and the country, which is

-

open and level, abounds with every
kind of grain. The absence of water,
which is so eeaerely felt in the mwe
westerly regions, ia here unknown,
as it is every where plenty within two
or three feet of the surface. The
principal towns: are ~ J a l l i o d e ~Ra,
hoon, and Bhatty.
This territory is principally occupied by the Malawa Singh Seiks, who
are called tlm Doebeh Singhs, or
Singhs who dwell between two waters. With their chiefs we are but
little acquainted. In 1808, Tarah
Singh was one of themost considerable ;but he seems to have disappeared
so early as 1815, when Boodh Siogh
of Jallinder, Futteh Singh of Altowal,
and Jndh Singh of Ramgadia, were
the principal leaders. In that year
Runjeet Singh of Lahore, taking advantage of their discord, attacked the
ossessions of the first, and captured
[is two principal fortresses, Jallinder
and Bhutty. It is worthy of remark
as illustrating the political condition
of the Seik community, that the iostruments employed in the subjugation of this territory were the two
chieEs last named, whose forces composed the largest body of cavalry in
Runjeet's army; yet a defensive alliance was believed to exist between
these three chiefs, to resist conjointly
the agressions of Runjeet Singh.
Under these circumstances, two of
them followed his standard to effect
the destruction of the third, swayed
by the delusion of protracting for n
short period their own downfall. On
the other hand, the pride of Boodh
Singh, the chief first-mentioned, induced him to abandonwithout a struggle a tract of country yielding three
lacks of rupees per annum, rather
than submit to a personal attendance
(Ochterlony,
on Runjeet Singh.
Malcolm, gc.)

-

DOABRHRECHTNA.-A doab in
the province of Lahore, which comprehends the country between the
Chinaub aud Ravey rivers, and in
every geo raphical feature resembles
the prec6&"g Doabs, but respecting
the interior of which scarcely any

DOMEL
thing is known. The extent of
Doabeh Rechtm ( a name given by
Abul Fazel) is considerable, and i t
contains some towns of note, sileh aa
Bissooly, Vizierabad, and Eminabad.
DOBLA.-A small town in the province of Ajmeer, on the frontier of
the Rana of Odeypoor's dominions
towards the city of Ajmeer. In 18.24
there was a castle here, but much dilapidated, the thakoor then being in
disgrace and exile a t Kotah. Many
of the tradesmen and merchants of
this neighbourhood are natives of Bicanere in the desert, who generally
return home after they have made a
little money, toend their days in that
place, although situated in one of
the most inhospitable regions of the
earth, surrounded by an ocean of
sand, and all the drinkable water monopolized and sold by the government.
DOBYGUB.-A town in the Carnatic province, twenty miles S.W.
from Arcot ; lat 12" 4 P N., Ion. 79"
8' E.
DODAIREE.-A town and small district in the Mysore territories, twenty-two miles E. by N. from Chitteldroog'; lat. 16" 14' N., Ion. 7 6 O 48'E.
DOESSAH.-A town, o r rather village, in the province of Bahar, Zemindary of Chuta Nagpoor, 213 miles
W.N.W. from Calcutta; lat. 23" 11'
N., Ion. 85O 16' E.
DOGABEE.-A small town in the
province of Ajmeer, principality of
Boondec, twenty-three miles travelling distance north-east from
the town of Boondee. This place
stands close to the margin of a
beautiful lake surrounded by low
hills, covered with wood and adorned with pagodas and other buildings.
A nernetual stream from the lake
passes through the streets, whose
waters are afterwards employed t o
irrigate the adjacent fields. There is
a temple here dedicated t o Parswanath, the Jain deified saint; and
there are many of that sect among
the inhabitants.l(F&rton,
9c.I

..
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of Allallabadj forty-two m&s s . s . ~
from Jhansi ;lot. 25' N., bn.78"5%' E.
Dowon (Do-hud, twofrontiercJ.This place stands on the common
boundary of Malwa and Gujerat, a t
the north-east entrance of the Barreah jungle, which extend4 a h v e
forty miles nearly to G o d r g yet the
road through it leading into Gujerat
is the best and most frequented; la!.
22" 55' N., lon. 14' WE. Qahud la
of considerable extent, the houses
well built, and the bazar abundantly
supplied with grain and water. It ie
in consequence much frequented by
t h e traders of the interior, being a
thoroughfare for the inland traffic
between the provinces of Upper Hindosten and Malwa, with Baroda,
Broach, Surat, and other large commercial towns of Gujerat. It is alsa
of considerable importance on account of its position, which commands the principal p a s into Gujerat
frorp the north-east. The present
fort of Dohud was a caravanserai a t
the eastern extremity of the town,
said to have been built by Aurengzebe. I t is 450 feet square, and has
two strong gates, one on he north
and another t o the south, and the
interior contains a mosque, two wells,
and other handson~estructures, all
of excellent workrnanship and durable
materials.-(Malcolm, Q c.)
DOLLERA=.-A trading town in
the province of Gujerat, pergunnab
of Dundooka, ten miles west from the
gulf of Cambay ;lat. 2201SrN,Ion. 22"
21rE. In 1820, owing to the river
Bhadur having burst its' banks, and
overflowed the adjacent country, so
much mud and sand was accumulated
a t this place, as to threaten its tota!
destruction as a maritime town.(Public M.S.Domtzents, 9c.)
DOMELI G L E . - O ~ ~of the Mergui
archipelago, named also Lamboo
and Sullivan's Island ; lat. 11" 3' N.
It is about twenty miles long by twelve
broad,-and io 1835 was uninhabited,
I t has a bold shore, but does not risg
to a greater elevation thao 500 f e e t -

DOOLOORIA
The soil is probably good, as the hills
are covered with brushwood and large
trees.-(Lieut. Low, bc.)
Do~lus.-A town in the rovince
of Gujerat, fifteen miles
from
the city of Surat ; 1st. 21' 4'N., Ion.
7P 53t E.
DONGBEE.-A small fort built on a
rock near Chatsoo, in the province
of Ajmeer, principality of Jeypoor,
twenty-three miles travelling distance
S. by E. from the city of Jeypoor.
DONOBEW.-A town and stockade
in the kingdom of Ava, province of
P e p , about sixty miles by the course
of the river above Rgngoon ; lat. 17'
8' N., Ion. 95' 55'E. In 1825 the
stockade of Donobew extendeJ for
nearly a mile along the sloping bank
of the river, its breadth varying, ac.
cording to the nature of the ground,
from 500 to 800 yards; the whole
space fortified in the strongest manner, and exemplifying the erfection
t o which the Burmese h a s attained
in the art of temporary defensive fortifications. The army within, under
the Bundoola, amounted to about
15,000 men of his best troops. After
having repulsed GcneralCotton's detachment with a heavy loss, it was
shortly after evacuated by the garrison, owing to the death of their commander, who had been killed by a
stray bomb. The embassy in 1827
found this place considerably enlarged and strengthened-(Snodgrasr,

s.L.

4c.I
DONDRAHEAD.-The southernmost extremit of the island of Ceylon, near to wgich are still to be seen
the ruins of what apparently has
once been a magnificent Hindoo ten+
ple; l a t 5' 56/ N., lon. 80' 35' E.
DONNA1 R1vEB'-A
river of
chin-China, the source of which still
remains unknown. I t flows past the
e i t ~of Saigon,
which place it
is navigable for
;
but
craft can ascend much
into the sea at
higher. I t
St. James, lat. 10' 16' N., Ion. 107O
45' E., where the rise of the tide is
nine feet at 'full and change. It is

said to have been recently connected
with the Cambodia river by a canal,
The delta of this river in many
respects resembles that of the Ganges
in Bengal, being intersected by r labyrinth of channels, with low tind
jungly banks, swarming with tigers.
Another point of resemblance is the
lnangoe Ash, which abounds near
Saigon, and of an excellent quality.(Lieut m i t e , &.)'
DOOBEE.-A small fortified town
in the province of Ajmeer, which in
1824 had some small ordnance on
the bastions, and well calculated to
defy the attacks of a native army;
lat. 26' 52' N., Ion. 76' 20' E. ;fortyfour miles east of Jeypoor.
DOODPUTLEE.-A small town in
the province of Cachar, about forty
miles east of Silhet, where in 1854
a sharp action took place with the
Burmese, in which a ,British detachment was repulsed with the loss of
150 sepoys killed nnd wounded, besides four officers; lat. 25' st N.,
lon. 92O 42' E.
DOOLEA.-A considerable town belonging to the British government in
the province of Candeish, and formerly the residence of the political
agent and the head-quarters of a
small military detachment, thirty-five
miles west of Arundool; lat. 21' lt
N., lon.74' 47' E. The river Paunjra
runs close to the north of the town
over a rocky bed, with a fine broad
stream, for part of the year, but in
the cold season it becomes dry.
When i t is able it joins the Tuptee.
From hence there are roads leading
east to Boorhanpoor, north t o Sindwah ghaut, south to Lallung, and west
to Surat.-(Sutherland, $c.)
DooLoo BussuNDAn fDaju BarHindoo place of
mage in Northern Hindostan, where
there are three
or springs.
According to native accounts a flallle
appears on the surface of the water
above the small holes, from whence
the water issues'
DOOLOOBIA.-Aconsiderable town

-

tude in the law of adoption, wlrich
renders the total extinction of a family aln~ostimpossible.
The Doongurpoor rajas have
among their m~litaryadherents a few
Thakoors and some Rajpoots of their
own tribe ; but the majority of their
DOOMAH.-Atown in the province subjects are Bheels, who are probaof Gundwana, 120 miles N.E. by N. bly the aborigines of the country.
'' 46' N., Ion. When Malwa and the neighbouring
from Nagpoor ; lut. 22
80° 5' E.
provinces fell into their late state of
DOOYKOT.A fortified post in anxchy, the Doongurpoor chief, in
Northern Hindostun, tv>elve miles order to preserve his country, entersouth from Serinagur; Iat. 30' 4' N., tained bands of Arabs and Sindies :
who soon usurped all power, and laid
Ion. 789 45' E.
waste the country they were hired to
See DEYRAHprotect. From these merciless raDoow / a o&ky/.DOON.
vngers the principality was rescued
by the British government, under
DOONAG~EE.-Asmall town in whose protection (for which a small
Northern Hindostan, sixteen miles tribute is paid) it is fast recovering
N.N.W. from Almora ;lat. B046'N., from the state of desolation to which
lon. 7g0 28' E. ; 7,534 feet above the it had been reduced. In 1824 the
level of the sea.
Doongurpoor gross revenues amounted to 2,43,580 rupees. - (Malcola,
D o o ~ ~ u a ~ o (Dongurpur).
oa
The capital of a small principality in Public MS. Docunrenta, -c.).
the province of Gujerat, situated in
D O O w D ~ A K E R ~Dundyacara).-A
f
the hilly tract formerly named BaOude's territogur, niIIety-fivemiles N.E. of Ahme- t?w" in the king
nes, forty-eight miles south by west
dabad; lat. 230 54' N., Ion. Y30 5W
O wg60; 12' N., lo'.
We have no topographical infor- ~ ~ ~ m $ ~ k n lat'
n'
mation reqnectinn'
this .district. exa
u
cepting that the mounds e n c i o s i ~ ~- ~DOOR.-A village in the Balaghaut
the Doongurpoor lake are built of ceded territories, district of Cuddasolid blocks of marble. Both this pah, twenty-nine miles N.W. from the
state and Banswara have been so town of Cuddapah; lat. 14O 48'N.,
long disunited from Odeypoor that 78' 43' E.
they are virtually separate sovereignDOORAHA.-A town in the proties, although still kept attached by vince of Malwa, situated on the road
fanlily descent and alliance. The from Bhopaul to Shujawulpoor, and
Doongurpoor princes claim to be a about seventeen miles from the foreenior branch of the reigning sove- mer ; lat. 23' 24' N., Ion. 77' 15' E.
reigns of Odeypoor ; and this right I t formerly belooged to the Vinchoor
is tacitly admitted by the highest Cur, but after the Pindarry war of
seat being always kept vacant when 1818 was given to the NabobofBhothe raja of the latter country dines. paul. In 1820 it contained 'about
No race of men are more ponctilious, 300 houses.--( Malcolm.. &c.)
. ,
in giving and demnnding those disDOOREE.-A
in the province
tinctions that relate to birth, than
the ~
~ nor arej the rights
~ of of ~Allahabad,
~ forty-two
~ miles S.S.E.
~
the individual at all affected either from Jhansi; 1st. 240 52r N.3 lone
41'E.
by his being in a reduced condition,
DOO~NAUL.-Atown in the Balaor being merely the adopted child of
the family whose inheritance he ghaut ceded districts, fifty-six miles
claims. Dynasties never could have north from Cuddapah; ,let. 16' l'N.,
been perpetuated except by a Iati- lon. 79' Y E.

Monging to the British government
in the ~rovinceof Candeish, perp n n a h of Bugwanea, situated on the
Athere river, thirteen miles S.S.W.
from Husseinabad J lat. 22" 33' N.,
Ion. 7 7 O 40' E.

'
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/&righat).-A

DOWLETABAD.
town

plentiful here, and the wild nutmeg

is the province of Allahabad, thirty- grows in the vicinity.-(Forrest, &c.)
seven miles south by east from Golat. SO 16' N., ion. 830 37r
I)O"DPOOR.-A town in the province of Guodwana, forty-two miles
E.

east by south from Bustar; lat. lgO
DOPHLAS
(or DuBar/.-The great 22' N., Ion. 83' 7'E.
bund, or causeway, which formerly
A
DO~~TAB
(orA Deoghirl.D
extended from Cooch Bahar to the
eastern extremity of A w m , at the town and strong fortress in the provillage of Lakhou~atiBhoteya runs vince of Aurungabad, seven miles
through a thick forest and separates N.W. from the city of that name;
the district of Noa Dewar, in As- lat. 19' 57.' N., Ion. 75O 25' E. This
Pam, from the D g h l a country, the fortress 1s formed of an insulated
landon the north of the bund beloq:- mass of granite, about 3,000 yards
ing to the Dophlas, and to the south from the range of hills to the north
to Assam proper.
and westward, and resents to the Lf.1
a
not UnliEe a compessed
T h e e Dophlas .re a powerful tribe,
inhabiting the second range of hills. bee-hive, except that the lower Part,
They carry on an active trafficwith for nearly one-third up, is scarped
1 , presents all round a
Assam, bringing down rock-salt, ad like a ~ ~ 1 and
red woollens, and taking back perpendicular cliff: It has never been
in return fish, bufthloe flesh, and accurately measured, but appears to
silk, Their nearest rillae is be about 500 feet to the summit,
about eight miles north of the bund, which is almost a point. The scarp
the
the counterwhich here seems to serve the stead
of a boundary line. In 1814 the Scarp may be about 150 feet, and the
Scarp
below
the
glacis
fronl
thirty to
Boora Gohaing, or regent of Assam,
feet, which added to 150 will
in his correspondence with the Benthe
gal presidency, attributed the desola- give above lg0 feet for
tion of a rnnsiderabh portion of his whole height of the scarped cliff.
territories to the predatory incur- An outer wall of no strengrh Yursions of the Dopblas.-(~a~iC&fsS rounds the pethh, above which
D
~p d k ~~
~$ c~. ~ ~ towers
~ ~the hill
~~
that forms
~d the citadel
~~ ; , ~
but up to the ditch three other lines
The
DORYHABROUR.-Aharbour on of walls and gates are
not
the nonhern coast of Papua; M causeway across the d!:ci?oes
o048) fj., Ion. 1340 35' E. The pro- admit of more than two persons at
n~ontory of Dory, the sea-coast once, and a building with a battleof which e x t e ~ ~ dabout
s
fol~rteen ment defends it on the opposite side.
leagues, is of moderate height, the
After pessing the ditch the ascent
round every wheke ascending gra- is through rn excavation in the heart
!uaLly. The trees are lofty, with lit- of the rock, and at first ao b w that
tle underwood. The neighbouring a person is obliged to stoop nearly
country abounds with fresh-water ri- double; but after a few paces it opens
vulets, and there is good grass. The into a high vault, lighted by torches,
climate is temperate, being so near out of w11ic.h the aRcent is by a
the high n~onntainsof Arfak, where wmding passage gradually sloping cut
O$e c l d s aettle. T h e n a r e neither through the interior of the body d
w s or Fawls at this harbour, but the hill. This passage is about
unld hogs, fish, greem, and fmit, are twelve feet high, and the same in
to be had. The Papuas who reside breadth, with a regular rise. At cerat DDry are supplied with plantains tain distancesfrom thisgallery aretrsp
a d calavanse beans by the horafb dooro, wkh flights of small steps to
res of the Lteriw, who take in re- the ditch below, oely wide e n o q h te
turn iron and other goods. Wood L admit a man to pass, alw cut & r o d

.

DOWLETABAD.
the solid rock to the water's edge, pital taken and plundered of immense
and not expolred to the fire of assail- riches. In 1306 the fortress and surants unless they gain the very crest of rounding district were reduced to
the glacis. There are likewise other permanent subjection by Mallick
passages and recesses for depositing Naib, the Emperor of Delhi's gene.
stores. After aacending the main ral. In the early part of the fourpassage for nhout ten minutes, it teenth century the emperor Mahoopens out into a hollow of the rock med made an attempt to transfer
about twenty feet square. On one the seat of government to Deoghir,
side, leaning against the cliff, a large the name of which he changed to
iron plate is seen, near1 the same Dowletabad. To effect this absurd
size as the bottom of t i e hollow, project he almost ruined Delhi, with
with an immense iron poker. This the view of driving the inhabitants to
plate is intended to be laid over the his new capital, 750 miles distant;
outlet and a fire placed on it, should but his endeavours were unavailing,
the besiegers make thelnselves mas- so that he was obliged to desist after
ters of the subterranean passage, and doing much mischief. About 1696
there is a hole three feet in diameter, Dowletabad surrendered to Ahmed
intended to convey a strong current Nizam Shah of Ahmednuggur, and
of air to the fire. On the road to on the fall of that dynasty was takea
the summit, which is very steep, and possession of by Mallik Amber, an
in some places covered with brush- Abyssinian slave, who was reckoned
wood, there are some houses, towers, the ablest general, politician, and
and gates. In the lower fort there financier of his age. His successors
is r remarkable minar or column, reigned until about 1634, when the
apparently about 160 feet high, and city and fortress were taken by the
of great diameter, but deformed by Moguls, during the reign of Shah
a huge gallery wbich encompasses it Jehan, when the seat of government
at about a fourth of its elevation from was transferred to the neighbouring
the ground. The enclosure of the town of Gurka or Kerkhi, and since
pettah, or town, contains numerous named Aurungabad. Along with the
remains of buildings composed of a rest of the Mog~llDeccan, ~tfell into
rough dark-coloured stone, but the the possession of Nizam ul Mulk,
inhabited portion is now very incon- and has continued with his descensiderable. The interior of the lower dants, the Nizams of H~derabad,
fort presents also a similar scene of ever since, with the exception of the
ruins. The governor's hbuse is an year 1758, during which it was held
excellent one, and surrounded by a by M. Bussy ; but he was obiiged to
veruntla with twelve arches, and abandon it when ordered to withthrough this house passes the only draw h i army to the Carnatic by M.
road to the top. Towards the sum- Lally, his superior in con~mandmit the road becomes narrow, and (Fitzchrence, Fullarten, Feridrtrr,
on the peak, where the Nizam's flag Scott, Orme, gc.) G c r .,dflies, stands a large brass 24- ouader;
DOWLETABAD.
-A
lar e district,
but besides this, in the wiole fortress' there are said to be on1 a few mostly comprehended in t i e ~izam'a
two and three-pounders. Ks the dominions, in the province of Aurock contains reservoirs of water, if rungabad, and situated about the
properly defended it could only be twentieth degree of nor& latitude.
Although fonning p t of &e elewon by famine.
When the Mahomedans, under Al- vated tableland of the Deem, &a
lah ud Deen, carried their arms into teti-itory for the most part is d w
this quarter of the Deccan, about uneven surface, a d intenmcted by
estemt.
A.D. 1293, D
ir or T a p was hiily riagas uf consider*
the residence o a pwerfnl H i ~ d o o There ia libtde cnltiqation except in
and bm ca- the neighhourhood ,of viHegea a d
~ a j a ,who was &abed,
,
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. DUBLANA.
towns, the principal of which are
Aurungabad, Dowletabud, Elora, and
Phoolmurry; the chief streams are
the Godnvery and the Sewna.-(Fullarton, 4.c.)
DRAUPPA.-A town in the Gujerat
peninsula, forty miles N.N.W. from
Junaghur; lat. 21' 57' N., Ion. 70'
17' E.
Darus.-A town in Little Tibet,
situated near the junction of two
branches of the Indus. I11 old maps
it is placed in lat. 35' 30' N., Ion. 76O
E. ; 100 miles N.E. from the city of
Cashmere. By the natives it is asserted, that two great streams contributary t o the Indus, join at or
near to the town of Draas, eight
days' journey for a caravan northeast of Cash~vere. The main
stream of the Indus at this point is
said to come from the north-east.(Elphinntone, M~carlney,~3c.)
DRAVIDA
for ~raviru).-This is
the ancient name of the country
which terminates the south of India.
Its northern limit lies between the
twelfth and thirteenth degrees of
north latitude, and it is bounded on
the east by the sea, nnd on the west
by the eastern ghauts. The name,
however, is occasionally extended t o
hll the country occupied by inhabitants speaking the Tamul language;
and there is a whole class of Brahmins designated by the name of Dravida Brahmins. The subordinate divisions of Dravida were named from
the three rival dynasties of Cholan,
Cheran, and Pandian ; the first governing in Tanjore and Combooco.
num, possessed the northern tract ;
Pandian had Madura and the south ;
and Cheran united Kan'am and Salem to the don~inionsod the Kerala,
on the coast of Malabar.-( Wi&,
Cokbrooke, F , Buchanan, qc.)
- Dnuac~oo~.-A small valley in the
province of Lahore, situated between
the thirty-fourth and thirty-fifth degrees of north latitude, and extending from the Doar rivulet, which runs
S. W. and falls into the Indue at Torbaila. The mountains are lofty, and

produce oaks, pines, walnuts, wild
olives, and other hill trees, but no
European flower8 or fruits are found
here. The country is tolerably inhabited, and contains some populoun
villages.-(Elphinstone, qc.)
DUBBOI.-A laige town in the province of Gujerat, which in 1780, although then in a rapid state of decay,
was supposed still to contain 40,000
inhabitants, among whom were only
300 families of Mahamedans; Iat.
220 9' N., Ion. 73O 26'E., thirty-eight
nliles N.E. from Eroacll. The remains of fortifications, gates, and
temples, indicate a former state of
great magnificence ;and the profusion
of hcwn stone, and the re~nainaof
sculpture scattered about are astonishing. The ancient walls and towers
were entirely built of large square
stones, the expense of bringing which
from the distant mountains nlust have
been enormous, as not the snlallest
pebble is to be found in this part of
Gujerat. The gate of diamonds presents a very favourable specimen of
Hindoo architecture, extending in
length 3.20 feet, with a proportionate
height. Rows of elephants richly
caparisoned support the massy fabric,
and the whole is covered with sculptured groups of various descriptions,
Within the walls is a large tank con.
structed of masonry, having a grand
flight of steps to the water. The
whole is now in a state of dilapidation. Such is Mr. Forbcs's description of Dubboi as it existed fortyseven years ago, and it does not since
appear to have attracted the slightest
notice. Some of the principal houses
are well built, but the rest are native
huts, the whole overshadowed by
mangoe and tamarind trees, where
dwell nearly as many monkies as
there are human creatures below.
The natives consider them half men,
and say that on account of their laziness, tails were given them and also
hair to cover their bodies.-(Forber,

4c.I
DUBLANA.-Alarge village built of
schistus stone, in the province of
Ajnleer, principality of Boondee ele.

DUNDAH.
ven miles north from the city of
Boontlee ;lat. E5°38'N.,lon.75030'E.
DUCKENPARA
(Dakshinpara, the
aotlthern portion).-A
district in the
north-east corner of Cashmere, on
the mountains of which Abul Fazel,
in 1582, says the snow never decreases, so that from the cold, the
narrowness of the roads. and the
great height of the mountains, they
cannot be passed without extreme
diculty.
DUG.-A considerable town in the
province of Malwa, which in 1880
contained 2,000 houses ; lat. 24' N.,
lon. 76' 1' E., fifty-two miles N. from
Oojein. I t is the head of a pergunnah
which belonged to Zalim Singh, the
old regent of Kotah. In 1796 it
yielded a revenue of 1,00,000 rupees
ner annum. which in 1820. on account
bf the lo& prevailing aiarchy, had
(Maldeclined to 2,500 rupees.
cobt, $c.)
D U K K AJEUNG.-A town in the
province of Bootan, eighteen miles
S. by W. from Tassisudon ; lat. 27'
46' N., lon. 89' 32' E.
D'UKKINSHAHABAZPOOR.~A
large
island in the province of Bengal, situated at the mouth of the great
river Megna, from the sediment of
which it has been formed. In length
i t may be estimated at thirty miles,
by thirteen the average breadth. I t
is very low land, and at spring tides
during the rains is almost submerged.
I n the channels between Dukkinshahabazpoor and the neighbouring
islands, the bore, caused by the sudden influx of the tide. n rev ails with
great violence, and renders the navigation extremely dangerous. Salt of
an excellent quality is manufactured
, h e r e on government account, by an
establishment subordinate t o the
Bulwa and Chittagong agency.

-
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DuM~uM.-A military village and
extensive cantonment in the province
of Bengal, six miles W.N.W. from
Calcutta, where a battalion of European artillery is usually stationed,
being the headquarters of the Bengal
artillery. It consists principally of
VOL. I.

several long low ranges of building,
all on the ground floor, ornamented
with verandas, the lodgings of the
troops, and some small convenient
houses occupied by t h e officers, adjoining a large plai$ like the esplanade of Calcutta, and appropriated
to the artillery practice. There is a
church and free-school here.
DUMMOODAH
RIVEB(Dan~odura,
river has
its source in the hilly part of the
Rarnghur district, and province of
Bahar; it afterwards flows through
the Pachete zemindary, and joins the
Hooghly a few miles below Fulta.
Including the windings, its course
may be estimated at 300 miles, and
it is important, as greatly assisting the
inland navigation of the adjacent districts.
a nafne of Virlmu).-Thls

DUMPO.-A town in Tibet, built
on a steep eminence; form'.&+part of
a ridge stretching from a
ntain's
side, and sloping down to the river,
above which it rises about 300 feet ;
iat. 31° 6' N., lon. 80' 15' E. On
the banks of the Sutuleje between
Kienlung and Dumpo are many larva
of the kind of locust that breeds in
the stony plains of Tartary, marked
on the body with a yellow ring on a
black ground, and having a large horn
in the tail. Two other species of
locosts also breed in this vicinity :
one with'purple wings, which by clapping the horny cases together make
a cracking noise as it flies; the other
is twice as large, the body and wings
of a yellow colonr, spotted with clots
a little darker.--(Moorcr(~ft, &c.)
DuN~AH.--A large village in the
province of Mooltan, principality of
Sinde, situated on the south-west
bank of the Goonee river ; lat. 24'58'
N., lon. 68' 58' E. This place stands
on the route from Hyderabad, the
capital of Sinde, t o Mandavie on the
gulf of Cutch, by the river Goonee,
which is here one fathom and a half
deep, and about seventy yards broad
during the rains. Twelve miles further south it contracts to the breadth
of twenty yards, with two fathoms
2 .M

DUE
depth; but in 1819 all the rivers in
this quarter were deranged by the
Cutch earthquake.-(Maxjeld, 4c.)
DUNWOKA.-A town in the province of Gujerat, fifty miles S.W.
from Cambay; lat. 220 25' N., Ion.
7P 6' E. The territory contiguous
to Dundooka was greatly injured in
1813 by the total absence of rain, followed by the presence of locusts, and
in 1818 a severe frost destroyed the
cotton and almost all the other crops
in this pergunnah.
D U N G B ~ ~ U N A .very
- A wretched
village in the province of Aurungabad, situated on the high land near
the verge of the fine range of ghauts
about ten miles N. by E. from the
city of Ahmednuggur. This place
stands near a romantic dell or ravine
to which the appellation of the " Hapy Valley" haa lately been applied.
t has k e n carefully laid out as a
garden in the native style, and luxuriantly. planted with cocoanut and
other trees, and a handsome pavilion
of stone stretches from bank to bank
across a space of about sixty feet.
Below this is a reservoir of water s u p
plied by aperennial spring, which keeps
at in continual agitation, and likewise
gives motion when required to an
artificial fountain on the north side
of the pavilion. The descent to this
singular spot is by a stnir cut in the
snvped face of the rock. It is inhabited by some Brahmins and Hindoo
ascetics, who officiate at a small
temple dedicated to Mahadeva or
4c.)
Siva.--(F&rloa,
DUNGY,-A town in the province
of Bahar, district of Shahabad, sixtyeight miles S.W. from Pntna; lat.
!25' 10' N., Ion. 81' 10' E.
DUNKEL-A town in Tibet Tartarp, situated on the banks of the
S ~ l t river.
i
fifteen miles N.W. from
~ ' a r i in
, ~ k h d a c k; lat. 3 P 9' N., Ion.
?so 8' E.
DUPAUD.-A umall subdivision of
the Balaghaut ceded districts, situated
at the north-eastern extremity towards Guntoor. It is traversed by
the Gosdigem river, but contains no

P
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town of note except Dupaud, which
stands in lut. 15O 58' N., Ion. 79' 23'
E., sixt -one miles N.W. from Ongole. &thin this tract copper ore
of the best quality has been discovered.-(Hqyne, 4c.)
DUBBANGDRA.-A
town in the province of Gujerat, forty miles east of
Mallia ; lat. 22' 54' N., Ion. 71' 35'
E. The Durrangdra raja is the chief
of all the Jhaln Rajpoots, and enjoys
the privilege of being seated on a cot,
while the other chieftains are placed
on a carpet. I n 1807 the annual tribute to be paid to the Guicowar was
paid at 74,000 rupees.--( Walker, 4c.)
DURALEE.-Avillage in Northern
Hindostan, said to be the higheet in
the bed of the Ganges, and approach1'8' N., Ion. 78O
ing its sonrce; lat. 3
39' E, sixty-eight miles north from
Serinayr.-(Jas. Fraser, 4c.)
DUBAB.-A town in the province
of Malwa, pergunnah of Rutlam,
eight miles S.E. by S. from the town
of Rutlam.
DUBBUNGAH
(~wardhian~a).
A town in the province of Bahar,
district of Tirhoot, fifty-six miles N.E.
from Patna ; let. 26' Y N., Ion. 85'
56' E.
Dunoo.-A small town in the province of Cashmere, thirty-five miles
S.E. froni the city of Cashmere ; Iat.
34' 7
' N., Ion. 75' 16'E.
D u a n u ~ c n u mfDharmagrama).A town in the province of Candeish,
seventy-seven miles north from Aurungabad; lat. 20° 58' N., Ion. 75'
22' E.
DUBYAWUD.-Atown in the province of Ajmeer, situated at the confluence of the Karmaulee and Sookta
rivers ; lat. 24O 5' N., Ion. 74' 32'E.
D u ~ A P K E I R A . - Awalledtown
S~~~~
in the province of Aurungabad, built
with considerable regularity, and situated about four miles S. hyW. from
the celebrated caves of Ellora.

-

D u s s ~ n ~ . - Atown in the province
of Ciujerat, which in 1809 was estimated to contain 1,300 houses, in-

habiked by Cusbaties, Coolies, Raj- Mooloo Manick, then considered the
poots, and other castes, and a few most powerful of the Okamundel
Banyans ; Iat. 23' 16'N., Ion. 71' 51' chiefs. The sanctity of the fane atE. One of the ancestors of the Dus- tracts a rich population, and presents
sarahlullicks, who are Mohamedans, an asylum from danger. At the above
about A.D. 1209 was put to death date twenty-one villages belonged to
by the raja of Hulwud for having Dwaraca, with a population of about
committed gowhattia (cow-killing), 10,240 persons. In 1807 Mooloo
and is now held in great veneration Maniek agreed by treaty to abstain
by the adjacent followers of the Ara- from piracy, and was taken under
bian prophet. His tomb is on the the protection of the British governbanks of a large tank in the neigh- ment, the benefit of which was e x p a
perienced in 1819, prior to which it
bourhood.-(Macmurdo, &.)
had been seized by a party of Arabs,
DUTI.-A petty state in Northern Sindies, and other plunderers. I t
Hindostan, which forrnerly extended was in consequence escaladed by a
from the Goggra on the east, to the detachment under Colonel Lincoln
Cali or Black river, that separates it Stanhope, and the whole garrison,
from Kumaon on the west, and amounting to 6.50, and consisting of
through its centre passes the Se- a class who never give or expect
tigunga, or white river. Along the quarter, deatroyed.
banks of the last-mentioned river is
The most original and sacred spot
a fine valley, four miles long by two in this quarter of India, according to
broad, on which stands Depal (or Brahminical legends, is Dwaraca; but
Duti) the capital, encompassed on about six centuries ago the valued
three sides by the river ;1st. 29' 6'N., image of their god Runchor (an inlon. 80' 31' E., eighty-five mi1esN.E. carnation of Krishna), by a manaeuvre
from Bareilly. It is said to contain of the priests was conveyed t o Dacabout 400 houses, built of stone and coor in Gujerat, where it still reroofed with the same material. The mains. After much trouble the Brahprincipal crop is winter rice, the se- mins at Dwaraca substituted anocond urid, the third kurthi, and the ther, which unfortunately also took
fourth barley; a11 the others being of a flight across a narrow arm of the
small account. The oil-seed chiefly sea to the island ofBateor Shunkodraised is the sesamum. According to war, about 150 years ago, on which
native accounts, ofthe whole popula- event another new one was installed
tion one-fourth are pure Brahmins, here. Dwaraca is also designated as
another fourth bastard Brahmins ; " the island," and having long been
Khasiyas compose three-sixteenths, the residence of Krishna,the favoyite
and low labourers and tradesmen the deity of the modern Hindoos, 1s a
remaining five-sixteenths. (F. Bu- celebrated Ian of pilgrimage for the
danan, Webb, 4-c.)
sectaries !o that religion, in performDUTTAR.-A town in the province ing which the following ceremonies
of Lahore, sixty miles east from are observed.
On the arrival of the pilgrim at
Amritsir ; lat. 31' 33' N., Ion. 75'
Dwaraca he bathes in a sacred stream,
49' E.
named from its windings the Goomty,
DUTTODA.-Atown in the province for which ablution he pays the Dwaof Malwa, perguonah of Indore, which raca chiefs four rupees and a quarter,
in 1820 contallled 400 houses.
but Brahmins only three and a-half.
After this purification a visit is paid
f Dwarica, the gate).DWAUACA
A town and celebrated temple (named to the tenll)le, where offering* are
also Juggeth) situated at the western presented according to the circumextremity of the Gujerat peninsula ; stances of the devotee, and a certain
lnt. 220 15' N.> Ion. 60' 7' E. In number of Brahmins are fed. The
1809 this place was possessed by pilgrim next proceeds to Aramra,
2 ar R
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where he receives the stamp from the
hand of Brahmin, and impressed by
an iron instrument, on which are engraved the ring and the lotos flower,
which are the insignia of the god.
The instrument is made hot and applied t o any part of the body, but
generally to the arms, and not being
overheated, leaves a durable im ression ; it is even applied to ingots,
and a pilgrim can receive not only
his own mark, but also act as proxy
in receiving other stamps on his body
for the benefit of a friend. This
stamp costs one rupee and a-half.
Having accomplished thus much, he
next embarks for the isle of Bate,
where, on his arrival, he must pay a
tax of five rupees to the chief, present liberal offerings to the god, and
dress him in rich clothes and ornaments. The chief of Bate, who is a
holy person, receives charge of the
present, which he retails again t o
bther pilgrims on reasonable terms,
and it performs in time a sin~ilarrevolution. The annual number of pilgrims resorting to Dwaraca has been
estimated to exceed 15,000 persons,
and the revenue derived at isbout one
lack of rupees.
Notwithstanding this existing place
of pilgrimage, the most authentic
Hindoo annals assert that Dwaraca
was swallowed up by the sea a few
days after the decease of Krishna.
This incarnation of the preserving
power spent much of his life at Dwaracn, both before and after his expulsion by Jarasandha from Mathura,
o n the banks of the Jumna, in the
province of Delhi : which would indicate a greater intercourse between
these distant places than could have
been expected at so remote a period.
The chalk with which the Brahmins
mark their foreheads comes from
Dwaraca, where it is said to have
been deposited by Krishna, and from
thence by merchants carried all over
India. Thirty miles south of Poorbunderis the supposed spot where the
original Dwaraca stood, until swallowed up by a sort of cataclysme or
bursting forth of the ocean. There
it is that a bird annually rises from

the foam of the waves, and by its'
colour and other circumstances enables the Brahmins t o predict the nature of the coming monsoon. T h e belief of this apparition, which is mentioned by Abul Faze1 in 1582, is still
prevalent, and according to the Hindoos, this bird of omen continues
annually to peck grain, dance before
the deity, and die, as it did two thousand years ago.--( Macmurdo, &.)
DYHUL.-A town in the province of
Candeish, seventy miles E. by S. from
Surat; lat. 21' 3' N., Ion. 74' 13' E.
This was formerly the capital of the
Puar(or Powar) family, one of the original branches of the Maharatta confederacy ; but in process of time their
possessions were wrested from them
by more powerful competitors, and
in 1803 the whole were encompassed
by the dominions of Dowlet Row
Sindia.--(D&e
of WeUington, 4c.)

EASTERN ISLANDS.
The arcl~ipelago comprehended
under this title is by far the largest
assemblage of islands on the globe.
I t s commencement may be fixed a t
the western extremity of Sumatra,
stretching to the 138th degree of east
longitude, and its breadth from 1 lo
south to 19' north. Tlie whole is
situated within the tropics, the equi:
noctical running through the centre
of a large proportion of the islands,
which, with the exception of the.
Philippines are nearly all situated
within ten degrees of the equator on
each side. The whole are distributed
into groups and chains of isles, with
here and there a great island intervening.
This archipelago (for which there
is no general or comprehensive
Hindoo name) contains three islands
of the first rank and size, ok. Borneo,
Papua, and Sumatra; of the second
rank, Java; of the third, Celebes,
Luzon, and Magindanao ; nnd of the
fourth rank, Bally, Lombhook, Sum-
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bhswa, Chandana, Flores, Timore, that of the alder. As the fruit forms,
Cerum, Booro, Gilolo, Palawan, Ne- the farinaceous medulla disappears,
gros, Samar, Mindoro, Panny, Leyte, and when the tree attains its full
and Zebu. The western boundary maturity, the stem is only a hollow
of these is formed by the Malay pe- shell. I t seldom exceeds thirty feet
ninsula and Sumatra ; the southern in height, but is thick is proportion,
by a long chain ofcontiguous islands, as a full-grown tree can with diffib e n n i n g with Sumatra and ending culty be clasped. Its utmost age
with Papua ; the eastern is princi- rarely exceeds thirty years.
pally formed by Papua, Gilolo, MaThere is no regular period for exgindanao, and Luzon ; the northern tracting the pith, but fifteen years
and north-western by the great is- may be considered an average time
lands of I,uzon, Palawan,and Borneo. for its reaching maturity. Five, and
I n that division of the Eastern Is- even six cwt. of nutritious matter
lands extending from 144O to 130° have been procured from one tree,
east lonSitude, the character of the but the average of each may be reckmonsoons is reversed. The eastern oned at 300 pounds, and i t has been
monsoon, which in the western calculated that an English acre is
quarter is dry and moderate, is here capable of yielding 8,000 pounds of
rainy and boisterous; the westerly raw sago-meal per annum, taking a
monsoon, which is rough and wet series of years. The pith, .when
beyond the above limits, is within ground down in a mortar, deposits
them dry and temperate. This is the farinn at once, which after one
the native conntry of the clove and or two edulcorations through a sieve,
nutmeg, while rice is scarcely pro- affords the raw sago-meal fit for being
duced at all, the general food being converted into cakes o r panado. T h e
sago. This archipelago is the only true native country of this palm apportion of Asia situated ui~derthe pears to be that portion of the arequinoctial, and like other tropical chipelago in which the easterly mooncountries enjoys heat, moisture, and soon is the boisterous and rainy seaa luxuriant vegetation. I t is, through- son, comprehending under that desout, of a niountaino~~snatore, and cription the eastern portion of Cethe principal chains volcanic.
lebes and Borneo, Magindanao, TiAs in othertropical countries, theon- mor, Papua, and the adjacent isles,
ly essentially usefuldivision~ofthesea- but more especially that of Cerarn.
sons is into wet and dry, for the sun
Sago is such insipid food that it
having sufficient strength to quicken reqoires a seasoning ; accordiugl
vegetable life, moisture to nourish it blachang, a mass composed of s m a i
is all that is wanted ; the wet half of fish, chiefly prawns, beaten up with
the yesr is consequently the season for salt and spices, and then allowed t o
germination, the dr for fructification. ferment, putrify, &c. in the sun, is
the eastern por- always an accompaniment. This fetid
The inhabitants
tion derive their mealy nutriment, preparation, at iirst so nauseous to a
which other nations procure from the stranger, is afterwards much relished
cereal gramina, from the pith of the and is the universal sauce of the Eastsago tree, which affords an edible ern islanders and Indo-Chinese nafarina, the bread of these islanders. tions, no food being deemed palatable
The sago palm is a native of low without it.
marshy situations, a good sago planNotwithstanding the apparent simitation or forest being a bog knee- larity of climate, there is a prodigious
deep. Before the tree bas attained its variety of the different islands, which
full growth, and prior t o the forma- may be referred to respectively. The
tion of the fruit, the stem consists most considerable traffickers are the
of a thin hard wall, about two inches Malay and Buggess nations, princi,
thick, enclosing an enormous volume pnlly the Wadjo Bugesses, who in
of a spungy medullar subutance, like fact are the un~versalcarriers of the
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archipelago. In A.D. 1824 the total
number of Wadjo prows, of from twenty to sixty tons;trading from the
following places were 786; the average value of the cargos 4,000 dollars ;
rich ones, carrying bird's-nests and
tortoiseshell, to 30,000 dollars. These
Buggesses, however, are only carriers
and general merchants, and have very
little share in the collection or preparation of the articles that compose
their cargoes. The principal piratical
ports still existing, in 1820, were
Rhio, Lingin, Billeton, Sambas, Borneo Proper, Tampasuk (subject to
Borneo Proper), Passir, Sooloo, and
Magindanao.
Prows.
40
Sumbhawa
East coast of Borneo
66
West coast of do.
20
Wadjo country
50
Mandhar in Celebes
200
Kaiti
do.
100
Macassar
do.
100
Boniratte Isle
50
Pari Pari, in Celebes
10
Bally and Lombhook
50
Java
50
Floris
50

..................
......
.........
...............
.........
.........
.........
... ...............
.........
......
......
...........................
...........................
Total ...... 786
-

On shore, the women of the Indian
islands, and more especially of Java,
are almost the sole merchants and
brokers, the men interfering very
little, particularly with the retail husiness. The higher departments of
mercantile adventure are conducted
by foreigners, mostly native Chinese,
Europeans, or their descendants, and
natives of Hindostan and Arabia. Of
the Asiatic dealers the Chinese are
decidedly the most useful, and they
appear to occupy the same employment that the Jews did among the
barbarians of the middle ages of Europe, except that here they have
more fair play. A commercial intercourse has always subsisted with the
Eastern maritime nations ofAsia ;but
the niost extensive, intimate, and
probably the most beneficial, hns always been with China. In fact, a
demand for the peculiar productions

of the Eastern archipelago appears
interwoven with the habits, manners,
and religious ceremonies of that singular nation, whose industry we constantly find directed either to objects
of mere necessity, or for the gratification of their sensual appetites, it
never, in any shape, msuming the
character of intellectual enterprize.
Gold is universally diffused throoghout the archipelago, but is most
abundant in the islands that form the
northern and western barriers, and
present a geological primitive formation, while it is rarely worth seeking
for in the great volcanic range extending from Java to Timor Laut.
Borneo affords the largest quantity;
then in succession, Sumatra, the Malay peninsula, Celebes, and Luzon.
In 1818 the total produce of the archipelago m-as estimated at 164,865
ounces, or 32658,176 sterling. Although gold in its native state is so
generally diffused, no coins of that
metal have yet been found, nor do the
Indianislandersin remote timesappear
to have possessed a metallic coinage.
Rude images of silver have been discovered in Java, and also some small
coins- both probably imported, for
native silver is one of the rarest of
metals, and although it is frequently
found in combination with gold, the
quantity is so small, that as an article.
of commerce it may be said not t o
exist. Iron is also a very limited
production ; in Java there is none
whatever.
Copper ores are found in Sumatra
and Timor, and have lately been found
at Sambas in Borneo. The most
general name for it throughout the
archipelago is the Sanscrit word Tambaya, and nearly all the old Hindoo
relics and images, are made of copper
alloyed with iron. Except Brazil
and Hindostan, the Indian islands
are the only portions of the globe in
which the diamond is found, and even
here it seems confined to the south
and west coast of Borneo.
The principal countries of the archipelago in which cloth is manufactured for exportation are Java, Bali,
and Celebes, of which the last are
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t h e best,being s~~bstsntially
fabricated less numerous where the civilized
from the fine cottons of Lombhook, abound, and seem to have utterly
Booton, and Mangerai. Indigo, until disappeared in the more westerly
recently from Java, has never formed islands. On the contrary, towards
a n important export from the Eastern the eaet they increase in the inverse
Isles. Black pepper is produced in ratio of improvement until we reach
large quantities and of an excellent New Guinea, where they compose
quality, and from hence a large pro- the great mass of the inhabitants.
portion of all the pepper consumed The medium height of the brown
In the world is exported; but, al- man is five feet two inches for the
though so much esteemed abroad, it males, and four feet eleven inches for
is but little thought of at home, for the females. Their eyes are small
(as happens with nutmegs and cloves) and always black ; indeed any other
the native islanders scarcely ever use colour would be reckoned a monsblack pepper for culinary operations, trosity. The hair on every part of
and the consumption for other pur- the Indian islander, except the head,
poses is very trifling. The rattan is is scanty, and the beard naturally
a spontaneous production of all the very defective. The fairest races are
forests, but is found of the best qua- generally to the west, but some of
lity in Borneo, Shmatra, and the Ma- them, as the Battas, are under the
lay peninsula ; the principal export equator. The standard of beauty
is to China, where great quant~ties here is almost the same as in Europe,
a r e er~~ployed
as cordage. No at- and the individual of either sex
tempts have yet been made to cul- pointed out as handsome in the one
tivate the mulberry, or propagate the countr would equally be esteemed
silk-worm. After passing Sumbhawa, so in t i e other, except with respect
the horse may be traced to Floris, t o complexion, the standard of which
Sandal-wood Island, and Timor ;but is a virgin gold colour.
no where further east, being onThe practice of smoking tobacco
known in the Moluccas and Papuan has been discontinued by the Eastisles.
Indian islanders, instead of which
The great tribes of these islands they shred it small, and suck it
which have influe~lcedthe destinies through the teeth. On the other
of the inferior ones, have all had hand, the whole of them smoke intheir origin in the larger islands, where stead of swallowing opium, ns the
civilization appears to have progress- Turks, Hindostanies, and other Asiaed from the west. By the Malays tics do. But although universally
they are usually termed lands, as addicted to the use of intoxicatTanna Ambun, the land of the Am- ing drugs, they have no partiality
boynese; Tanna Suluk, the land of for vinous or spirituous liquorq
the Sooloo ; Taana Papua, the land which is probably the effect of
of the Papuas. They exhibit two climate. All classes are also distractdistinct races of inhabitants : an edlj fond of gaming, and the Malays
aboriginal fair, o r brown complexion- and Buggenses more than the r e s t
ed people, with lank hair; and also an Games of hazard are the most preaboriginal negro race, black or rather valent, those of sedentary skill not
sooty-coloured, with woolly frizzled being sufficiently stimulating. But, of
hair. These two in other respects all others, betting on pugnacious
resemble the white and the negro animals, such as the game-cock, quel,
races of the western world, the first and even cricket, is their favounte
having always displayed the same su- amusement. T h e letter are stimuperiority over the last, as the whites lated by the application of a blade
of grass to thelr noses. Buffaloes
d o over the negroes of Africa.
T h e black tribes may be traced and tigers are also compelled to fight
from one extremity of the archi- within a narrow space, but the lattar
pehgo to the other, but is necessarily are dmost invariably crushed to
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death by the first onset of the buf
faloe.
The Javanese, Malay, Buegess,
and Macassar, are the most cultivated
languages of the archipelago. Besides the many unwritten languages
of the Papuas and brown-complexioned savages, there are many written
languages of tribes less powerful and
improved, such as the Batta, Rejang,
and Lampung of Sumatra; the Sunda
of Java, the Madurese, the Bally,
and the Lombhook; and further t o
the east some languages written in
the character of Celebes, such as the
Sumbhawa, Bootung, &c. In fact,
the dialects of the archipelago are
innumerable; but the Malay, Javanese, and Buggess are the most influential, and appear all traceable t o
one common source, a large proportion of the words being radically and
essentially the same. There are five
written characters known among the
Undian islanders, all distinct in form.
The barbarous island of Sumatra has
no less than three peculiar and
welldefined nlphabets, the best invented by the Bnttas, a still existing
cannibal nation. The uncouth and
monotonous language of China never
mnde any progress among the Eastern
islanders, notwithstanding their long
intercourse.
Hindoo colonies came at various
times into the E a s t e islands,
~
chiefly
from Telinga, and phpagated the
Hindoo religion and Sanscrit language ; but at present, with the exception of a few mountaineers in the
eastern end of Java, and the island
of Bally, where i t is still the prevalent worship, it appears to be entirely banished from the Eastern Archipelago. With the above exception,
caste is also unknown, there being
n o artificial or hereditary restriction
of the population to certain and peculiar occupations. Indeed, the inhabitants may be generally classed in
.the following gradations : the royal
family, nobles, priests, free cultivators, debtors, and slaves.
Whatever be the form of government, slavery, or or least servitude,
is the lot of the people, which burthen

ie imariably lightest, and their personal freedom greatest, where the
absolute authority of one despot has
superseded that of many : for wherever there exist numerous petty
states, war and contention are unceasing, and the miserable people are
bought and sold without mercy. Thus
slavery and rapine are universal under
the feudal government of Celebes ;
whereas in Java, the most despotic
of all governments, there is no personal slavery among the natives, and
in choosing their own village officers,
the eople enjoy a remarkable degree
of Peedon,. Slavery in the arehipelago is referable to four sources,
viz. prisoners of war, debtors, criminals, and persons kidnapped. None
but the most savage tribes destroy o r
eat their prisoners.
The Indian islanders first received
the Mahomedan religion from the
parent land of Arabia, probably about
A.D. 1300, and they are still btrict
adherents to the orthodox doctrines
of Hanifi, there being almost no
sectaries, and only a few straggling
Shiahs, named Rafzies. Upon the
whole, with the exception of gambling and the use of intoxicating
drugs, they are exemplary M a h o m e
dans without being intolerant.
The Christian religion, as a prevailing worship, can only be said to exist
in the Spice islands and the Philippines. I n tlie latter, the converted
inhabitants are nominally Catholics,
and in the first nominally Protestants ; yet, judging of its effects in
these instances, Christianity may be
viewed (independent of its other merits) as a powerful instrument of civilization. I t must certainly always
tend to the benefit of the governed
to be of the same religious belief
with their governors, nor is it possible that, while adopting the Christian faith, they should not a t the
same time imbibe a portion of its
pure morality. The feeble efforts
made to propagate Christianity by
insulated and unprotected inissionaries have hitherto proved nugatory
andinjurious, that religion being justly unpopular from its having been

EDERWARA.
introduced by intrigue (by the Por- rest, Stnuorinus, Singnpoor Chronicle
tuguese and Spaniards), and propa- Qc.)
gated by sanguinary violence.
E c D A L A . - T ~ ~town and fortress
The Dutch nation as a principle of of Ecdala are frequently mentioned
policy pursued the prop%ation
in the histories of Bengal, and are
Christianity among the Eastern isles, supposed to have stood In lat. 240 4'
and there are now several countries N ion. 900 451 E., about ,,inereen
in which the Protestant doctrines
N.N.E. from D
~ where
~ the~
~
have made considerable progress- A ~ i t of
e a police chokey, stationed on
large proportion
the islanders,
a small red hillock, in a thick jungle,
however, are still Pagans, under the close to the Luckis river, 1s still
influence of a wild and unintelligible pointed out as the actual position of
superstition, administered by priests, the fortress.
enchanters, and dealers with invisible
1, A.D. 1353, H~~~ ~
h the~
~
Spirits,
the people both dread second independent monarch of
and despise.
Beogal, is said to have taken post
Marco Polo, the celebrated tra- her&
his dominions were inveller, visited the Malayan arcbi- vaded by the emperor F~~~~~of
ela ago son his way frorn China to the Delhi, who advanced thus far and
Persian Gulf, about A.D. 1290- The invested the fortress. The garrison,
Portuguese reached the Eastern isles however, made so protracted a reten Years after VascO de Gamas
sistance, that the rains commenced
the Cape
Good
and inundated the country, which
de Siqueira,
compelled the emperor to raise the
under Don
if we except the accidental visits of ,iege alld retreat. sultan seid H ~ ~ Marco Polo, Mandeville, and some sein Khan, the ruler of Bengal from
others, may be considered the dis- 1499 to 1520, made Ecdala his chief
F&
coverer of this mchi~elago- I n place of residence.-(Stewart,
A.D. 1581, in conseqnence of the larton, qc.)
union of Portugal with Spaiir, its
EcDALLAn.-A
town in the proIndian dominions became subject to
1 6 0 2 t h ~English, un- vince of Allahabad, fifty-nine miles
the latter.
N.
the fortress
der Sir James Lancaster, made their west
at ~~h~~~ with letters lahabad ; lac. 25'34' N., Ion. 81° 1'E.
and presents from Queen Elizabeth ;
EDERWARA.-A large division of
and in 1621 the French, under Ge- the Gujerat province, situated on the
neral Beauliau, arrived with letters northern frontier, and bounded in
and presents from the king of France that quarter by Rajpootana. I t conto the sultan of Acheeu.
tains many half independent native
With respect to their present con- rajas and thakoors, but the principal
dition, moral and political, besides is the raja of Eder, designated, par
the evil effects of European influence excellence, " the Thakoor." This
as exercised by the Dutch, tbe tribes chieftain is fifth in descent from Ajeet
of the Eastern islands have been Singh, who reigned over Joudpoor
much deteriorated by theirunceasing 107 years ago. His direct ancestor
commotions, owing t o the want of obtained possession of E J e r (then
executive strength in the sovereign ; an integral part of the Joudpoor
the ill-defined succession t o the kingdom) about eightyaeven years
throne, primogeniture not being re- ago, Ajeet Singh having then excognized; the universal prevalence pelled unother Rahtore chief called
of piracy; the absence of efficient the Row, whose descendants still
laws for the regulation of com- hold the small but strong pergunnah
merce, and consequent monopoly of Pola, situated on the hills between
of trade by the petty chiefs, with Eder and Odeypoor, from whence
all their arbitrary duties and ex- they still issue and harass the usurptortions.-(Craw&rd, Ra$les, For- ers.
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EETUL.
In 1818, it got one stage beyond a
sand hank, and was visited by woodcutters and fishermen, who erected
two huts thereon dedicated to Siva.
Still advancing, a bungalow was
erected by subscription for the accommodation of invalids, requiring
the refreshing influence of the sea
breeze anda maritime situation. Just
at this crisis, however, the sea interfered, swept away the bun low, and
for a time submerged tff: island,
which, however, reappeared again,
and in 1821, a flag stuff one hundred
feet high and a small bungalow were
erected on it.
EECHAUK.-A town in the province of Bahar, district of Ramghur,
103 miles S.S.E. from Patna; lat.
24' 10' N., Ion. 85' 46'E. This place
stands nine miles N.E. from the military station of Hazarybaugh, and is
the residence of the Raja of Eechauk.
This is one of the largest zemiiidaries
in the Ramghur district, and comprehends nearly the wbole tract of
country through which the great Benares road passes from Chass to
Hazarybaugh. The British jlidicial
regulations have not yet been extended to this zeminilary. where the
EDEB.-A town in the orovince of raia continues to exeriise a certain
Gujerat, the capital of thk receding pGlice jurisdiction.-(Fullartota, Qc.)
by E.
division, sixtyfour miles
*eD'LAnAD~-A
from Ahmedabad ; lat. 23O53'N., Ion.
A . ~ .1820, this place in the province of Candeish, sih~ated
7 p 3, E.
was conjectured to contain ,0,500 on the river Purna near its junction
houses, which would Five a popula- with the Tuptee, twenty-three miles
of about 12,000 inhabitants. travelling distance S.S.W. from BoorMorassa is less than Eder, and Ah- han~oo" This place had been remednuggur. Although situate dwithin peatedly plundered
the Pindaries,
the walls of a magnificent fort con- and in 0
"'
contained
One instructed by the Mahornedan liings of habited street. Lat. 21' 4 N.9 'on.
Gujerat, it is only a large village.76' 8' E.--(F&rton
&c.)
(Elphirutone, 4c.)
EESAUGHUB.-Astrone fort in the
EDYONSTONE'S
ISLE.-An island province of Malwa, thirti-nine miles
of alluvial formation in the province N.W. from Chendaree ; lat. 24' 60'
of Bengal, situated about lat. 21' 35' N., lon. 77' 55' E. This place is the
N., lon. 88' 50' E., where it occupies capital of a pergunnah belonging to
the position formerly laid down in the Dowlet Row Sindia, and has a large
charts as Sagor shoal. This addition pettah that extends round the north
to the Bengal province was first and west sides of the fort.-(Mdbrought into notice by the marine colm, Qc.)
survey of 1816, for in 1813 it had
EETUL.-A~ inland tows in the
n'ot yet raised its head above water. province of Canam, nineteen miles

The Eder principality, although
open towards the west, is naturally
very strong, abounding in rivers,
hills, a i ~ dforests. The soil is fertile
and the numerous mangoe trees indicate the existence of a denser population at some former period; at present, however, a large proportion of
the surface is overrun with woods
and jungles. In 1820, the revenues
of Eder amounted to four lacks of
rupees, without including its deendencies; but not more than one
rack ever reached the Rajas treasury,
the residue nein allotted to eight
chiefs, who held fands of him, under
the Rajpoot denomination of Patayet.
Prior to this date, the tribute to the
Guicowar had been fixed by Major
Ballantine at 24,000rnpees per anum,
. one fourth paid by the raja, and the
remainder by his patayets. Besides
these feudatories, this principality
contains three petty states, named
Ahmednuggur, Morassa, and Bar.
Jaspers are obtained from the Eder
mountains eighty miles north of Ahmedabad, and the ridge of mountains
which separates Guzerat from Marwar, abounds with various sorts of
marble.-(EZphinrtone, Bc.)

5.

E L E P H A N T A ISLE.
S.S.E. from Mangalore; lat. 120 46'
N., Ion. 75" 13' E.
EFBE.-A harbour in the Eastern
seas, situated on the south coast of
Mysol Island, and formed by a small
islet also named Efbk. On shore
there is a village where refreshments
for ships may be had.
EXDOHEEB.-A small district in the
province of Hyderabad, extending
along the east bank of the Beema
river, which bounds it on the west.
The principal towns are Eidgheer,
Ferozeghur, and Dowletahad. The
town of Eidgheer is situated in lat.
16" 35' N., Ion. 77' 16' E., 100 miles
S.W. from the city of Hyderahad.

EINUEU
(or yennoor).-A
small
town in the province of Cansra ; lat.
13' 5' N., Ion. 75' 16' E. This place
contains eight temples belonging to
the JtJns, and one to the Siva Brahmlns. The first have an allowance
of fourteen pagodas, and the last of
ten pagodas. A s the Jain votaries
are here more numerous than those
of Siva, their temples have the largest
endowments ; but while the native
officers of government are mostly
Brahmins, pretences will never be
wanting for distressing the Jain temples. A t Einuru there is an immense colossal statue of one of the
y d s worshipped by the Jainr, cut
rom a solid mass of granite, and
standing in the open air.-=F. Buclranan, 4c.)
ELEPHANTA
ISLE.-A small island
in the province of Aurungabad, sit~iatedin the bay of Bombay, about
seven miles from the castle, and five
from the Mnharatta shore. By the
natives it is named Gorapori, and
consists of two long hills, with a
narrow valley intervening ;the whole
about six miles in circumference.
T h e usual 1andi~-placeis towards
the south, where t e valley in broadest. About a50 yards t o the right
of the landing-place, on the acclivity
of one of the hills, there formerly
stood a large and clumsy elephant,
cut out of the insulated black rock,
from which figure the island acquired

its European name; but in September 1814 the neck and head of the
elephant dropped off, and the body
has since sunk in such a manner as
t o threaten its fall.
The great temple is about 130 feet
long, measuring from the chief entrance t o the furthest end of tho
cave; nnd 123 broad, from the easte m to the western entrance. I t rests
on twenty-six pillars (eight of them,
in 1813, broken) and sixteen pilasters,
and neither the roof nor the floor
being in one plane, it varies in height
from seventeen and a half to fifteen
feet. The plan is regular, there being
eight pillusand pilasters in a line from
the northern entrance to the southern extreme, and the same number
from the eastern to the western entrances. In the centre is a gigantic
Trimurti, or three-formed god. Brahma, the creator, is in the middle,
with Vishnu, t h e preserver, on one
side, and Siva, the destroyer, o n the
other. The last holds in his hands a
cobra capella, or hooded snake, and
on his cap, among other symbols, are
a human skull and a young infant.
T o the right is a large compartment,
hollowed a little, and carved with a
great variety of figures, the largest
of which, sixteen feet high, represents
the double figure of Siva and Parvati,
named Viraj, half male, half female.
on the right of Vira' is Brahma, fourfaced, sitting on a fotus; and on the
left is Vishnu, sitting on the shoulders of his eagle Garuda. Near
Brahma are Indra and Indrani on
their elephant, nnd below is a female
figure holding a chowry. On the
other side of the Trimurti, o r triad,
is another compartment, with various iigures of Siva and Parvati;
the most remarkable of which is the
first, in his vindictive character, e i g h t
handed, with achaplet of skulls round
his neck.
Besides the above there are innumerable mythological figures, which cannot be rendered intelligible without
the assistance of plates, having been
much defaced by visitors, and by the
zeal of the Portuguese, who made
war o n the goda and temples, as well
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as o n the armies of India; frag- any part of it is of very profound
ments of statues strew the floor; co- antiquity. I t is now nlso generally
lums deprived of their bases adhere allowed to have been dedicated t o
t o the roof, and there split, and with- Siva, the popular deity of the moout capitals. All the Ilindoo deities dern Hindoos in this quarter of India.
have particular symbols by which Even now, though guarded by a n
they may be distinguished, much as European serjeant appointed to preEuropean families may be discri- serve it from the injury of man, the
minated by their armorial bearings. climate does its work of devastation.
The excavations of Kenneri and and it appears probable that in proCarli evidently belong to the Bud- cess of time not much will remain t o
dhists; those of Elephanta and Am- evince what the temple was in the
boli to the Brahmins; while Elora days of its glory.--(Errkine, Moor,
possesses excavations of both classes. AM.Graham, gc.)
T h e cave here is not now in use as a
E ~ ~ ~ ~large~ district
~ ~ in the
. - A
temples nor is it a place of pilgrimage, province of Hyderabad, of which it ocOr r s s e s m d
any
cupies the no&ern
Its liblis merit, althoughdevoteesfrom the mits are quite undefined,and the con.
neighbourhood make occasional offer- dition of its interior equally uncertain
ings of prayers and oblations. Consi- with that ofthe ~
idominionsge~
~
deringthe~ainsbestowedonit,it must nerally,
appear likely to relnain
at someperiod have been held ingreat- a sort of terra incognita. ~h~ town
er estimation, and the Brahmins gene- of Elgundel stands on the north side
rally disregard imperfect or mutilated of the small river Punnair, seventyimages. Nothing, h O w e v e r ~ ~ r e s e n t five
s
miles N.N.E. from the city of
itself among these excavations that ~ ~ d ~ ~late
~ 180
t ,17,~N.,d ion.
; 770
can lead to a satisfactory solution of 47, E.
the important and curious question,
ELIANGOODY.-Anextensive, POin what age and by what tribe or
in the
dynasty was this vast temple corn- pulous, and neatly built
Carnatic province, district of Mapleted ?
~h~ rock out of which the temple dura, twenty-five miles travelling disis carved is not calculated to resist tance from Ramnad. In 1820 it beShev%unga.
for Rny length of time the ravages of longed to the poligar
ELLICHPOOR.-Acity in tbe prothe weather, and it evidently suffers
much from the annual rains. Prior vince of Berar, of which it is the
t o 1824 a great number of the pillars proper capital, although that distinc(nearly one-third of the whole) had tion is usually assigned to Nagpoor,
been undermined by the accumula- which is not within its limits; lat.
tion of water in the cavern, and the 21° 14' N., Ion. 77' 36' E. I t is sicapitals of somesandpartsofthe shafts tuated between the Sarpan and Bee, of others remained suspended from chun rivers, which form a junction in
the top like huge stalactites, the the vicinity, and afterwards fall into
. i " ,;: bases
having completely mouldered the Poorna. I t is a place of n o
,.
away. These ravages appear to be strength, being only in part surroundannually making quicker progress, ed by a wall; but the bazars and
although for many years back the houses near the nabob's palace are
cave has been protected from all of brick, and in the neighbourhood
are the tombs of several Muss~~lmaun
wanton spoilation.
A similar rapidity of decomposition saints which stand conspicuous.
Ellichpoor was conquered by the
has occurred in the elephant, which
~
when seen by Neibuhr was far more Mahomedans under Allah I I Deen
perfect than a t present. If half a so early as A.D. 1294, but i t has
century, therefore, can produce such since experienced many vicissitudes,
changes in this celebrated temple, i t and until recently has been under. is hardly reasonable to suppose that going a rapid decline. A t present it

.
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is held by Salabut. Khan, one of the any to be found in the direct route
Nizanl's jaghiredars, wl~osedepen- from he'nce to Matlt.as, and is in fact
dence, however, is little more than the residence of the collector of the
nominal. This chief established a &Iasulipatnm district. Some part of
claim on the British government by the principal bazar is built with conhis steady attachment,and was in 1818 siderable regularity, and the shops,
rewarded accordingly with some lands with wooden fronts, resemble those
abstracted from the territories of the in the west of India; none, however,
Nagpoor Raja and Poona Mallarattas. exceed one story. A battalion of
Prior, however, to this event he had sepoys is usually cantoned here.allowed his authority to be usurped (Fullartrn, $c.)
lhttehJung Khan,
a
ELMO~E.-Atown in the Northern
private trooper, who had raised hinl- circars, sixteen mileAN. by E. from
self to the chief command, tymn- cicacole; lat.
26' N., lone 840
nized over his nominal master, and
E.
assassinated his relations. Io 1820
ELMUNCHILLY.-Avillage in the
it required the interposition of the
British government and the npl,roac~l Northern Circars, district of Vizaof a strong detachment, to effect 11;s gapatam,
disofd Vizagaremoval to ~
~
~ where
~ he ~ tance
~ S.W.~ fromb the town
~
,
soon after died. on this occirsion patarn. This place stands in a luxuan arrangement was effected, by which riant valley Ornamented
with clusSalnhclt Khan's quota was reduced to ters of date-trees, and environed on
650 infantry and 600 horse, but to all sides with green mountains. There
be kept
in every respect for is a temple at one extremity of this
~
~ village
~ containing
~
l
an
l image
i
~of Vira
~
active militarv service, ~
~ 122 milcs
~ ; Bliadra,
~
~remarkable
~ for ~its rude, and
distance fro& N
from ~ ~ d ~ 319;
~ ~froln
b poona,
~ d ,hntasticat sc~llptures;and another,
380 ; from Delhi, 604 ; from Madras, dedicated to Gopaul Swami, over671 ; and from calcutta, 844 ,,,iles. looks the village from a hill above.
4 Public MS. Documents, Leckie, -( FuUar60n, 8 ~ ' )
Rennell, Fitzclarence, Blacker, $c.)
ELOHA/Eluru).-A
village in the
province of Aurungabad, near t o the
ELLORE f E[ura).-This
is One
citv of Dowlatabad ; lat. 190 58' N.,
the five original Northern Circars,
It is surrounded by an
23t
extensive wall of atone, and covers
with its ruins a considerable space
torate of Masulipatarn.
Ellore OII the plain near to the bnse of the
and C o n d a ~ i l lcircars
~
occupy the ridge of hills in
the caves are
whole of the space between the
Krishna and Godavery rivers; the situated, but in 1820 it was
depopulated. Outside the town a

,
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the kind in India, but which it is impossible to render intelligible without
the assistance of plates. The cave
temples occupy a considerable extent
of surface, but a t 6rst do not strike
the mind as any thing wonderful,
until they are discovered to be all
one solid mass of rock. The following are the dimensions of Cailas and
the great temple, both, however, parts
of the same excavation.
Dimensions of Cailas :
l4
Height of the
of the gateway,
fifteen feet
On each side
by nine
42
Inner area Or court.-Length
from lhe g t e w a y
the 0p
posite scarp
247
Ditto ditto breadtll......
150
Greatest height of the rock O u t
which the
is
vated
100
~ i m e n s i o n sof the grand temple :
Door of the portico twelve feet
high by six broad, length from
the door of the portico, entering the temple, to the back
103
wall of the temple
Length from tlie same place to
the end of the raised platform
behind the temple..
14.2
Greatest breadth of the inner
part of the temple
61
Height of the ceiling
18
The symbols seen in these excavatlons tend to prove that they were
formed some by devotees of the
Brahnlinicd doctrines, and others by
those of the Buddhists ; but 3t present they are visited by no pilgrim
of either persuasion, nor are they
heldin the slightest veneration. They
may be divided into three classes :
the northern, which are Buddhist o r
possibly Jain ; the central, which are
Brahminical ;and the southern, Nhich
are ccrtainly Buddhist. All the Brahminical caves are evidently sacred to
Siva. The four southern excavations
are purely Buddhist, being filled with
curly-headed Buddhist figures.
Besides the remarkable excavation
called the cave of Vishwa Karma,
which is a lofty hall with a vaulted

...........................
.....................

..............................
............

............
............
............
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roof, like the great Buddhist cave of
Carli, and contains a colossal image
of Buddha, to which the cicerone6
of the place give the name of Vishwa
Karma, there are six other principal
excavations, some in the northern
others in the southern quarter of the
mountain, filled with sculptures
which appear to be all repetitions of
the effigy of Buddha. In the caves
that are decidedly Braha~inical,Siva
and Bhavani seem to have been the
presiding deities. The grand cave
called Cailas, certainl a most extraordinary work, b e i n g s to this
class, and nearly the whole Hindoo
pantheon is ranged along the gallery
excavated in the perpendicular wall
of rock which forms the exterior
margin of the court or area; but the
lingan] alone occupies the sanctuary
of the temple. In some of theBuddhist caverns there are naked saintly
imagcs, not unlike the Digamber o r
naked figures of the Jains, where=
Buddhist images are generally Swetamber, or clothed.
A t the temple of Nilkhantha there
is a regular ebtablishment of Brahmins, being probably the only cave
at which worship i s still performed,
although at all of them there is a
Brahmin waiting to levy a contribution on strangers. Besides the cave
temples above described, there are
many smaller excavations in the face
of the rock, not distinguislled by
sculptures or any other peculiarity,
which had probably been intended to
serve as dwellings for the officiating
priests and other attendants. During
the rainy season, the scenery about
the caves of Doomar, Lejna, and
Dehrwara is much embellished by
cascades, said to be of considerable
volume.
The Brahmins on the spot assert
that these caves were formed by
Eeloo Hajaof Ellichpoor, 7,914 years
ago; but as they are found in the
neighbourhood of Deoghir, or Tagara (now Do~rpletabad), which prior
to the Mahomedan conquest in A.D.
1293, was the capital of a powerful
Hindoo principality, they probably
originated in thesuperstitions of the

ENORE.
reigning families at that metropolis.
By the last treaty with Holcar, the
village of Elora and lands attached
were transferred to the British government; but in 1820, when Mr.
Fullarton was on the spot the local
ftinctionaries were preparing to make
them over t o the Nizam, in pursuance of some arrangement with
that potentate, for the adjustnient of
our respective boundaries.-(Fdlurton,lii'tzclarence,Erskine, Mallel, ~5.c.)
?,job
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EMBEHOTTY.-Atown in the province of Oude, eighteen miles S.E.
from Lucknow ; lat. 26O 18' N., Ion.
81' 3' E.
EMINABAD
/Aminalad).-A town
in the province of Lahore, twentynine m~les north from the city of
Lahore; lat. 31°S9' N., Ion. 74" 5'E.

EMLY.-A small town in the province of Delhi. sixteen miles west
from Hurdwar ; lat. 29' 56' N., Ion.
77" 53' E.
EMBOKE.-A town in the province
of Agra, sixty-three miles S.E. from
Gualior; tat. 25' 5OrN., Ion. 78'
.56' E.

up. The first go entirely naked, except that they so~nctimesthrow a
piece of the bark of a tree or of a
plantain leaf over their shoulders, t o
protect them from the heat of the
sun. The lest go also quite naked,
with the exception of a plantain leaf
round the waist. The ears of both
men and women have large holes
made in them, an inch or two in
diameter, into which they pot a ring
made of cocoa-nut shell, o r a roll o f
leaves. They do not chew betel, nor
is their language (probably a branch
of the Polynesian) yet ascertained.
Their canoes are formed of thin
plaliks sewed together, sharp-pointed
a t each end, provided with out-riggers, and capable of carrying six or
sever] men. They always carry lances,
not only as offensive weapons, but
also for the purllose of striking fish.
These lances are about seven feet
long, formed of haid woods, some
tipped with pieces of bamboo made
sharp, and the concave part filled up
with fish bones and sharks' teeth.
Some lances are armetl with pieces of
bone made sharp and notched, others
pointed with sharp bits of.iron and
copper.
The soil of the island is for the
most part a red clay, and the productions the same as are usually
found on the south coast of SJmatra.
N o rice has been seen among the inhabitants, nor have cattle or fowls of
any kind been observed about their
houses, which are circular, raised o n
posts, floored with planks, and about
eight feet in diameter. The Malays,
who are much addicted to the marvellous, formerly believed that all the
inhabitants of Engano were females.
-4 marsd den, $c.)
ENGLISHBAZAR.-A considerable
town thus named in the province of
Bengal, about four miles distance
from Malda, the head-quarters o f
the commercial resident.

E N G A N OISLE.- A small island
about thirty miles in circumference,
lying off the south-west coast of the
island of Sumatra; lat. 5' 20'S., Ion.
1020 20' E. In A.D. 1771 i t was
visited by a vessel sent by the governor and council of Bencoolen to explore the country and report on its
productions. Owing t o the petty
thefts of the natives and the imprudent conduct of the crew, hostillties
soon arose between them, which frustrated the purpose of the expedition.
On approaching the shore, large plantations of cocoa-nut trees were discovered, with several spots of ground
cleared out for cultivation. Canoes
came off to the ship with cocoa-nuts,
sugar-canes, toddy, and a species of
yam.
ENORE(Enur).-A village in the
T h e inhabitants are taller and fair- Carnatic, eight miles north from Maer than the Malays, their hair black, dras; lat. 1.7' 13'N., Ion. 80° 23' E.
which the men cut short, and the This place stands on the banks of a
women wear long, and nently turned small salt-wster lake, which contains
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abundance of fine fish and excellent
oysters. A society in Madras have
built here by subscription a house on
the edge of the lake, where there is
a weekly meeting to eat fish, play
cards, and sail on the lake in pleasure boats, a diversion which cannot
be enjoyed any where near ~~d~~~
on account of the surf. ~h~ town
stands on a flat sandy bank, and contains about 100 native huts and two
E~~~~~ houses, besides the subscription hotel.--(M. Grahaln, 4c.)
Ea~e.-See LANCA. ,
E R E C H . A nancient town in the
province of Allahabad, situated on
the rioht bank of the Betwa river,
nine S l e a E. by S. from Sumpter ;
lat. 85' 49' N., lon. 79' 2' E.
I~RROOR.-~
On the
sea-coast of the Malabar province,
fifty miles S- by E. from Cdicut ; lat10' 36' N., Ion. 76' 4' E.
E~~~~~ (,qfOdP1).-~ town in
the Coimbatoor province, fiftyfive
miles N.E. from the town of Coimbatoor; iat. 110 81' N., Ion. 770 45t
E. ~~~i~~ ~~d~~~~government the
suburbs of Erroad contained about
3,000 liouses. Tippoo's reign reduced
them one-third, and all that remained
were destrojed during the invasion
of General Meadows. I t has greatly
recovered since that era, and in 1801
contained above 400 hor~ses, with a
battalion of sepoys in a large mud
fort. The canal passing Erroad from
the Bhavani is an excellent work,
and waters a narrow space of ground
fifteen Malabar hours' journey in
length. The best land here in 1801
let for S2. 7s. per acre ; the worst
for 11s. 4d. The dry field is from
5s. 10d. to 1s. 6d. per acre.-427. Buchanan, 4c.)
E~AGHAB.-A
fort in the province of Aurungabad, division of Jooneer, situated above the village of
C a r h and close to the
fortress
of Loghur, about thirty-six miles travelling distance N.W.
PoOna.
E~AUNAGUR.-A
town in the province of Allahsbad, twelve miles S.W.

from Chatterpoor; lat. 24' 52' N.,
Ion. 79' 2
2
' E.
ETAwEn (Atava).-A
district in
the province of Agra, consisting principally o r territory in the Doab, ceded
to the British in 1801, and situated
principally between the twenty-sixth
and twenty-seventh degrees ot north
latitude. T o the north it is bounded
by the Furruckabad and Alighur districts; on the south by that of CaunPoor;
the east are the Oude
minions; and on the west, Agra, and
the territories of various petty chiefs.
Etaweh being itself a large component Part of the Doab properly so
called, a considerable proportion of
what is there stated, with reference
to soil, productions, climate, and
commerce, al~pliesparticularly to this
collectorate, and need not be here
towns are
repeated. ~h~
Minpooree (the modern capital, and
residence of the judge); Etaweh, the
ancient one; Kanoje, Belah, Sindouse, and Shekoabad.
he roads
to most of the lar est cities in the
Doab pass throug\ this district,
which is consequently much frequented by merchants and travellersIn 1807 Etaweh was described in
the government records as being
thinly peopled ; the inhabitants indigent, and martial rather than agricultural ; while the ravages of depedators from the neighbouring states,
and internal commotions, checked its
advances in husbandry, and otherwise retarded its prosperity. In 1819,
not only the pergun~iahof Sindouse,
but many others situated on the west
side of the river Jumna, on account
of their disorderly condition, required
the especial attention of government,
and eve11 the interference of a military force. Owing to the nature of
this tract of country, it was in the
power of twenty or thirty men with
matchlocks to stop the navigation of
the J~~~~
with impunity, and when
pursued, they
themselves
in the ravines with which the country is intersected. These predatory
parties greatly injured the annual fair
at Bottersur, which, if properly. pro-
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tected, might have been rendered an
extensive mart for all kinds of merchandize, as well as of horses and
cattle. Agra, and this portion of the
Doab, can only be secured fror11 foreign plunderers by patrols stationed on the banks of the Chumbul, to
check the lawless tribes on the opposite shore; but before so great an
expense be incurred, it is desirable
that the districts in this quarter of
Hindostan be surveyed and new
limited.
In A.D. 1813 this district was said
t o contain 4,441,788 cucha or small
begas in cultivation, assessed at
30.62,068 rupees, which amount was
realized within two and a quarter per
cent.; the average rate being about
twelve annas per bega. The number
of villages was 3,813 ; the
of land P for cultivation 5 E %
begss, and of waste 1,781,564 begas.
The gaol of Etaweh is reckoned the
best situated, most commodious, and
best executed gaol in the north-wesb
e m provinces, and throughout the
year 181314 contained on an average 640 prisoners.-(The Morquis of
Haatings, Gutthrie, Sir E. Colebrooke,
Ker, Blunt, 4c.)
ETAWEH.-A town in the province
of Agra, formerly the capital of the
preceding district ; 11
.. 2 p 47' N.,
780 53' E., seventy miles S.E.
from Agra. This place stands on the
east hank of the Jumna, many parts
of which, during the dry season, are
almost sixty feet above the water in
its bed The town is built on the
heiglits, and as it approaches the river, is divided into anumber of separate hillocks by deep ravines. While
the floods are at the highest the
Jumna here is n large river, the islands and sandbanks being then submerged.
EYNAPOOB.-Asmall town in the
k j a p o o r ~rovince,sixteenmiles S.E.
from Meritch ; lat. 180 46' N., Ion.
750 2'
In lhis town there are
some Mahomedan families, who subof charit&le
& on tile
lands granted in former times.
VOL. I.

Fnrros.-A
town and harbour,
formerly the mart of most of the
northern provinces of Cochin China,
but which was destroyed during the
civil wars which so long agitated that
country. In 1819 two stone forts,
built by French engineers, commanded the entrance of the ba of Turon
and harbour of Faifoe i t that date
a considerable portion of the inhabitants were Chinese or their descendants, but the town was much impoverished and frequented only by
small craft.--(Lied. While, 4c.)
FALOUR.-A town in the province
of Lahore, close to the north bank of
the Sutuleje river, five miles N.N.W.
froni Luddeeaoa; lat. 31' N., Ion.
75O 51' E.
F s a o z s ~ o o(Firuzpur,
~
the city of
mctory).-A
town in the Delhi province, fifty-two miies S.S.E. from the
PINDKA.-A town in the province
of Aurungabad, fifteen miles N.E
from Jalna; lat. 19' 59' N., Ion. 76"
1TV v
1 2 W.

F1aOzA~AD
(Ihe oicloriour
ke).-A
town in the rovince of
~ g m twentyfour
,
miles
fmin the
city of Agra; lat.
' N.3 Ion. 78'
9

a0 l.

FKRO~EPOOE
(Firozpar, the city of
victory).-A
town in the province of
Agra, surrounded by a Atone wall,
the capital of the country bestowed
on Ahmed Buksh Khan, whose territories comprehend the Mewatty
pergunnahs of Firozepoor, Nugeena,
and Poonahara, with the talooks of
Beechor and Sakras. He nlso holds
in jaghire, at a fixed rent in perpergunnah
Lapetuity, the
hnroo, belonging to the Macherry
raja, md in the Shekawutty country.
Lat. 270 5w N.,
7so 39 E.;fiRyfive miles S.S.W. from the city of
De1hi*4Lkt.
white* &*)
Fraozx SHAH'SCANAL.-See DELHI province.
2N
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Frnozoua.-A
town in the province of Hyderabad, 105 miles S.W.
from the city of H derabad; lat. 16'25'
N., Ion. 77' 2(Y I!!
Fraoz~ooa.-A small fort and village above Suchatal, in the province
of Delhi, district of Sahantnpoor,
where Timour is SII posed to have
crossed the Ganges ; rat. 29' g(l N.(Capt. Hodgson, gr.)
F t o a r s for End;) ISLAND.
-A
large islalid in the eastern seas, situated between the eighth and ninth
degrees of south latitude, and the
120th and 123d of east longitude.
In length it may be estimated at 200
miles, by thirtysix the average
breadth. The proper name of this
bland appears to be Endk, it having
been denominated Floris by the early
Portuguese writers, and after them
by succeeding voyagers and geographers. Viewed from the sea this
~slandappears hilly, and on the south
side there are several conical volcanic
mountains, of great elevation, one of
which exploded in 1810, with much
uproar.
Endk, the principal port of Floris,
is situated near the south coast, and
has an excellent harbour; indeed the
only one to be found on the southern
shores of all the islands from Java
head to Ombay. I t was formerly
subordinate to the Dutch residency
at Coopang; but about A.D. 1812
was occupied by a Buggess colony,
who reject all European intercourse
and authority. Before this eveqt its
exports consisted principally of slaves,
gold dust, bees'-wax, cocoa-nut oil,
sandal-wood, birdsy-nests, and tortoiseshell, which trade employed
about fifty Buggess prows. The only
territory in possession of any European power is the eastern portion in
the neighbourhood of Larantookrr,
where the natives have nearly been
ull converted to the Christian religion
by the Portuguese (who have a church
a t Larantooks), under whose dominion they still continue, and by whom
large quantities of sandal-wood are
annoally sent to Dhelli in Tirnor.
Tlie wcstern end of Floris, c ~ l l e dby
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the natives Mangeray, was colonized
from Bima in Sumbhawa, t o which
state, until 1819, it was subordinate ;
but in that year it revolted and set
up the standard of independence.
The sea-coast of Floris has been
colonized by Malays and Buggesses,
while the interior is occupied by the
aboriginal natives, respecting whom
little is known, except that their physical a pearance corresponds more
with t h t of the Papuas than with
the natives of Timor. They appear
t o be subdivided into innumerable
petty communities, some consisting
of not more than one village, and,
like all barbarians in a similar stage,
cursed with a never-ceasing hatred
to their neighbours; a perpetual warfare is the consequence, during which
slaves are made on both sides, and
sold for exportation to Macasrrar and
the other ports of Celebes.-(Malay
Miscellanies, Bligh, Leyden, Ailburn,

4c.I
Fonxosa for T wan).-A
large
island lying off t l e south-eastern
coast of China, distnnt about 200
miles, between the twenty-third aud
twenty-fourth d e ~ r e e sof north latitude. In length ~t may be estimated
a t 180 miles, by fifty the average
breadth. The proper name of this
island is Tywan, though called Formosa by Europeans, and it is about
200 miles distant from Manilla in the
Philippines.
According to Chinese account8
Formosa was not discovered until
A.D. 1430, and then only by accident, after which it remained wholly
unnoticed for 134 years ; nor was i t
at last occupied by the Chinese until
1661, by which time the European
settlers had rendered i t worth possessing. The Dutch at an early p a
riod established a settlementsand exercised considerable authority. I n
1625 the viceroy of the Philippines
sent an expedition, which landed o n
that part of Formosa next the island
of Luzon, where they erected fortitifications in order t o oppose the
Dutch, and also to propagate the
Roman Catholic religion. In 1630

FORMOSA.
the Dutch governor, Neyts, treacherously seized some Japanese vess e l ~ ,which were afterwards liberated
by the address and bravery of their
crews. Prior to this period the island
does not appear to have been subject
to the Chinese empire. About the
middle of the seventeenth century
Formosa afforded a retreat to twenty
or thirty thousand Chinese, unwilling
to submit to the Manchew conquerors of their country. These refugees carried on a great and lucrative
trade with their countrynlen in China,
and produced considerable revenue
to the Dutch government, every per.
son above seven years of age paying
a capitation tax of half a guilder per
mensem. The ,island also being at
no great distance from Japan, the
Dutch Company's fnctory had an advptageous trade with that rich emplre. From 1642 to 1662, while the
Dutch possessed Formosa, they procured their teas through that channel, which is still the niost natural,
being in the vicinity of the tea-pro'ducing provinces. ,'
In 1653 the Chinese inhabitants of
Formosa entered into a conspiracy
against the Dutch, which was suppressed with the assistance of the
original natives. Soon after this,
Coxinga (Kue Sing Kong), the govqrnor of the maritime province of
Tehichiang in China, applied for
permission to retire to the island
with his followers, to escape the invaders ; but his proposal was rejected
by the Dutch governor. Coxinga in
consequeqce ordered all the Chinese
t o join him on the continent, which
sumnlons was obeyed by one half,
and in order to distress the rest he
prohibited all intercourse, and declared war against the Dutch. Two
years afterwards peace was restored,
but Coxinga, finding his situation in
China insecure, determined to establish a more independent sovereignty
in Formosa, and in consequerlcc resolved YO invade that island, being
encouraged b! the ruinous btate. of
the Dutch fortifications.
In March 1661 he arrived nt Tgwan
o r Formosa with n fleet of 600 ves-

sels, and made himself master of the
town and adjacent country, and afterwards besieged Fort Zealand. The
Dutch made several inetiectual efforts
to relieve it, but were each time repulsed with considerable slaughter.
A t length the governor, Wes-tburgh,
having sustained a close siege as long
as it was possible to resist, was obliged
to surrender on the 5th July of that
year, and the survivors of the garrison were allowed to embark on board
the Dutch ships. This was a severe
blow to the Dutch East-Indis Company, as while they retained Formosa they could control the commerce
of the Spaniards, Portuguese, and
Chinese, and had a place of refreshment for their ships trading to Japan.
Coxinga, not long after he had
completed the conquest, sent a messenger to the Philippines, requiring
payment of tribute from the .6paniards. H e also engaged in war with
the emperor of China on the mainland, and waa afterwards defeated and
slain in a naval battle against the
united fleets of the Dutch and Chinese. His followers then withdrew
from the coast of China in 260 vessels, but the place of their subsequent retreat h3s never been ascertained. Notwithstanding this victory, the allies could make no impression on Fornlosa, it was so well
defended bv Coxinea's uncle. Tavia.
and afterw*ards by" his son, ' ~ c h i n g
King Mav.
Kfter eoxinga's death it is probable
that the dynasty continued to he distinguished by his name, as the records of the East-Initia Compnny in
1671 mention a war between the
King of Java and Coxsin the chief
of Formosa, whose power a t that
period controlled the Sultnn of Jambee on Sumatra, and ot' Johore on
the 'Malay peninsula. In 1676 the
English East-India Company hat1 a
factory on Formosa, the principal
object of which was, througll this
metlium, to cnrry on n trade with
Japan. At that period the chief
export3 from Formosa were fine
copper and gold, both probably in
the first instance procurctl f i o n ~Japan.
2~ 2
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FORT ST. DAVID.
In the year 1683 the reigning
~rince, Tchine Ki San, voluntarily
surrendered h ~ sdominions to the
Emperor of China, who settled a
pension on him; and, having thus
easily acquired Formorm, garnsoned
it with a strong body of troops, and
with him it has remained until the
beginnin of the present century.
In 1805 &e Ladroneq or pirates, had
acquirtd possession of a great
of the soutbweatern y a s t ,
exported a great deal of grain to the
province of Fokien in China.-(Macpherron, Bruce, Zuniga, Krurmtern,
Crawfird, 4c.)
FOKWAK
ISLE.-A~ island in the
Eastern seas, extending thirty-six
miles along the east side of the gulf
of Siam. It produces agilla-wood,
has a sea-slug fishery, and in 1820
was said to c ~ n t a i n2,000 inhabitants.
FOOLEYTA.-A small walled town
in the province of Ajmeer, belongin
to the Row of Ooniara, situate!
among wooded hills at the entrance
of a pas8 leading from the Tonk
pergunnah to that of Ooniaw, sixtyfour miles travelling distance south
from Jeypoor.
FORT
HASTINGS.-A emall fort in
Northern Hindostan, district of Kumaon, recently erected by the British
overnment on the site of the Gorka! fort (or rather fastness) of Kotalghur, about three miles west from
the frontier station of Lohooghaut ;
lat. 29' 25' N.,lon. 80° 3' E., twentyfive miles S.E. from Almora. This
fort stands on the narrow but level
summit of a commanding eminence,
about 500 feet above the cantonment
at Lohooghaut, and 6,321 feet above
the level of the sea. The ramparts
are irregularly formed to correspond
with the margin of the cliff, with a
parapet and loop-holes all round, and
bastions at the angles; the whole, as
well as the buildings within, constructed of an extremely compact
gneiss, much better adapted for masonry than the loose schistose rock
used at Almora. The hill is insulated
and of very difficult ascent, and the

only gate is protected by a palisade,
so that with a small garrison of 200
or 300 men it would be almoat impregnable.--(F&rton, 4c.)
FORT KING.-A substantial fort in
the island of Ceylon, which commands the ferry of a considerable
stream, eighteen miles W.S.W. from
Candy, and 631 feet above the level
of the sea ; lat. 17O 13' N., lon. 80°
34'E. The surrounding country is
productive, and a bazar has sprung
up in the vicinity of the fort, where
in 1816 nothing but jungle was to be
seen.-(Daty, $c.)
FORT MACDONALD.-A military
station in Ceylon, in the province of
Upper Ouva, thirty-eight miles S.S.E.
from Candy; 1st. 6
' 4Y N., Ion. 81°
3'E. This post stands 3,000 feet
above the level of the sea, but the
summit of a pass two miles distabt
is about 1,500 feet hiher.--(Dauy,
4c.I
F O R T MACDOWAL.-A
military post
in the island of Ceylon, first established in 1803, but which soon disappeared. Since the conquest of the
Candian provinces it has been reconstructed, and permanently occupied, being on the high road from
Candy to Trincomalee; lat. 7O 30fN.,
Ion. 80° 48' E., fourteen miles north
from 'Candy.--(Davy, 4c.)
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FORTST. DAVID.-A fortress o n
the sea-coast of the Carnatic, sixteen
miles south from Pondicherry, and
100 S.S.W. from Madras ;lat. 1l o 45'
N., lon. 79' 50' E. The factory here
was first established in A.D. 1691,
when the Court of Directors ordered
a purchase to be made from the Ram
Raja of a new settlement named
Tegnapatam, which was accordingl
done, and re-named Fort St. D a v i i
the territory thus acquired being
larger than that of Madras. In 1693
it was discoveretl that n plot had been
arranged by Dr. Blackwell, the garrison surgeon, to deliver up this for,

FUNNBLAGHUR.
tress to Zulficar Khan, Aurengzebe's
eneral, who was then besieging the
Lam Raja in Ginjee, in recompense
for which he was romised a large
sum of money, a n 8 the government
of Portonovo. He was seized and
carricd to Madras. where he made
full confession of his treachery, which
comnrebended also the seizure of all
the English settlements on the Coromandel coast. After the capture
Madras in 1746,
the French
under
dc la Bourdonnais, the
British factory retired hither, and
were again besieged, but without suecess. From this period it continued
the head
the British
in this quarter until 1758, when it
L a l l ~ after
,
a
was taken
siege- The French
demolished the fortifications, whicK
were never rebuilt, and remain now
very much in the same state as Md
Lally left them. For this dilapidation
a severe retribution followed, when
Pondicherry surrendered in 1761.(Ornze, Bruce, Wilko, +c.)
FO~TIPIED
ISLAND
(or BUWUR&
scr firga).-A
small island in the
province of Canara, about one mile
in circumference, situated a short distance north from the entrance of
Onore Bay. It was originally forti.fied by an Ikeri raja, and greatly
strengthened by Tippoo, who intended to make it his naval arsenal.
F ~ I N G Y B A ~ A R .8m~ll
- A town in
the province of Bengal, district of
Dacca Jelalpoor, situated on the west
side of the Dullasery river (formed of
a branch of the Ganges and one of
theBrahmaputm),about thirteenmiles
S.W. of Dacca : lat. 23' 33' N., Ion.
90' 23' E.
FuoAIsLB.-A
island inthe
Eastern seas, about thirty-five miles
in circumference, one of the philip
pines, and situated due north from
the large island of Luzoo or Luqonia;
lat. 19' N
., lon. 121' 30' E.
FUKOK
for Paukok). -A Iar e
island, ap arently 2,000 feet hi$,
lying off t i e coast of Cambodia, a
httle to the north of the Cancao
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river ;lat. 10' 17' N., Ion. 104' 16' E.
It has a triangular form, thirty-four
miles in extreme length, sixteen in
extreme breadth, and generally covered with thick woods aud luxuriant
vegetation. In 1821 it belonged to
the Cochin Chinese, and was frequented periodically by Chinese and
Cochin Chinese in searchof sea-slugs
and aguilla-wood.-(Finlay~on, 4c.T
FULooR 1 v f~p ~h l l k u ) . ~ river
in the province of Bahar, formed
above Gaya by two immense torrents,
~ alld~the ~~ i l ~~ j ~c ~ .
named the M
The first enters the Bahar zillah from
~
~twenty miles
~ S.E. ~of
h
~
the last about eleven miles south from
the same place. When it reaches the
high and rocky shore of Gaya, the
channel of this river, where free of
islands, is about 500 yards broad,
and when filled by the periodical
m&lsoon, its floods rush past that
city with tremendous noise and velocit,,. It is usually said that the
~ which
l
~
~
portion of the ~
extends about half a mile. occasionally flows with milk, but 'the entire
stream has been long noted for its
sanctity.--(F. Buchanun, &.)
FULTA
(Phalata, fertility).
A
large village in the province of Ben1 si uated on the east bank of the
oog ly river, twenty miles S.S.W.
from Calcutta in a straight direction,
but much more following the curvatures of the river; lat.2p 1 W N., Ion.
88' 20' E. The anchorage here is
ssfe, ships being protected from the
swell of the sea. The bottom is a
stiff clay, in which anchors hold so
fast that it is d i c u l t to weigh them.
FUNNALAGBUB.-Asmall fort in
the province of Candeish, built on a
peak On the summit
the
Satpoora mountains,fomerly of considerable strength and importance,
but now in ruins. Near to Funnalaghur there
a pass called Kookghaut,
to Bheekunmum. but not now freauented. The
Fort stands eighteen mires N.W. from
Laowda, and ten miles N. of Beeawul ; Iat. 21' 24' N., Ion. 7.5' 47' E.
--(Malcolm, 40.)
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FURRUC
FURDAPOO~.-A
village with a fine
serai belonging to the Nizam, srtuated on the Berar frontier just below the Ajuntee ghaut.
FUREHJABAD.-Asmall town in
the province of Delhi, tioln the capital of which it is distant fifteen
miles south; lat. 28' 26' N., Ion. 77'
5'E. This place is remarkable for a
Isrge tank wit11 a ruined banquetling
h o k e on its margin. There is also
a large grove af tamarind trees, but
no nlangoes, few of which grow in
the provil~ceof Delhi, owing to the
unusual multitude of white ants, t o
whose increase ruins and R dry soil
are favourable; indeed the whole
country in this viciility is barren and
disagreenble, and the water bad. T h e
white ant always attacks the mango
in preference to all other trees.

*

FUREI:DPOOR.-Atown in the province of Bengal, district of Dacca
Jelalpoor, situated on the south side
of the Puddah (Padma), or great
Ganges, five miles From the bank of
that river, and forty miles from the
city of Dacca. l'llis in the headquarters and residence of the judge
and maoistrate and civil establishment o r t h e zillah of Dacca Jelalpoor.--( FuUarton, 4 c . )
FUBEEDPOOB.-Atown with n good
serai in the province of Delhi, district of Bareilly, ten miles S. by E.
from the city of Delhi.
FURRAH.-A small village with the
remains of a mud fort (now converted to a saltpetre manufactory) in
the province of Agra, district of
Agra, situated on the high road
from Agra to Mathura. This place
is built within the enclosure of what
has been an extensive serai, the
walls of which are still preserved as
a means of defence. On a little hill
in the neighbourhood is a square mud
fort, with a round bastion on each
flank, and a little outwork before
the gate. Formerly all the villages
in this part of Hindostan were provided with a similar fort, where the
peasantry and their families might
seek refuge on the approach of their

enemie's. The strength of the British
government, and the internal peace
which has in consequence prevailcd,
has rendered these precautions, as
well as the walls and towers of greater towns, to be almost universally
neglected; yet even in these times of
tranquillity they may occasionally
have their value.
F u ~ ~ r s ~ ~ o o a .town
- A in the province of Malwa, seventeen miles from
Ashta, which in 1820 was sunnosed
to contain about 1,000 ho;Hes.(MS., 4c.I
F U B R ~ C K (Farakhabad,
A~AD
a
happy residence).-A
dietrict in the
province of Agia, situated in the
Doab of the Ganges and Jumna,
and between the 27th and 28th degrees of north latitude. T o the north
it is bounded by Bareily and Alighur; to the south by Etaweh and
Cawnpoor; on the east it has Bareily, and on the west Alighur. This
zillah, compared with the adjacent
ones, is of snlall extent, and from its
locality exempt from many clisadvantriges to which they are liable. -Its
jurisdiction comprises only thirteen
police stations, and being almost surrounded by the judicial subdivisions
of Cawnpoor, Etaweh, Alighur, and
Bareily, it cannot be molested by
foreign banditti unless they first penetrate through some of these magistracies, and it is thus preserved
from a contingency, which it in difficult to guard against in the neighbouring districts. The whole jurisdiction of Furruckabad is within the
Doab, except the police station of
Kakutnow, which is on the east side
of the Ganges, and adjoins the Oude
territories. In 1813, according to the
collector's returns, his zillah contained 1,805,383 cucha or small begas in cnltivation, assessed to the
revenue at 103,485
rupees, the
whole of which was realized within
three per cent. : the rate of assessment was consequently about nine
annas per bega. Besides this, there
were ,297,350 begas fit for cultivation, and 1,046,704 waste.
Before the acquisition of the Doab

FURRUCKABAD.

by the British, the small principality
of Furruckabad was surrounded hy
the dominions of the nabob of Oude,
t o whom the Patan chief of Furruckabad was tributary. In 1801, by
an arrangement made with the for-'
mer, the tribute payable by the latter
was transferred to the Company;
and in 1802 the civil and military
government of the country was assumed, making an allowance to the
Furruckabad nabob of 1,80,000 rupees per annum. For many gears
preceding that event there had not
existed, even nominally, any court
for the cognizance of criminal acts,
o r the redress of civil wrongs, and
the Patans of Furruckabad, always
noted for their ferocity, were habituated by impunity to the commission of the greatest atrocities. Murders were so frequent that the inhabitants did not dare to venture out
after snnset, and the workmen then
employed a t the military cantonments always retired t o their houses
during daylight. Forcible bdrglaries
took place in the middle of the town,
and murders were perpetrated in the
streets, every man trusting to his
own individual means of revenge and
defence. Since that period of anarchy the bands of robbers have been
extirpated, and owing to the increased security of properly, the value of lands and houses have greatly
risen. I t would be easy to prove
that the great mass of every part of
India have reason to rejoice a t coming under the British control; but
the blessings to this small district, in
particular, have been incalculable.
In the financial year 1220 (A.D.
1813-14) a five year's settlement of
the land revenue was made, and the
circumstances of the Furruckabad
district appeared in a sufficient state
of advancement to warrant the confirmation of the existing settlement
in perpetuity, which the commissioners in the upper provinces strongly
recommended : but the vice-president
in council thought that more precise
information was still required, to
enable thegovernment to form a malure judgment on so important a
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subject. By precise information was
principally meant, the proportion
which the cultivated part of the different estates bore to the uncultivated; exclusive of which, however,
various other points appeared to require elucidation, such as the amount
of gross produce which the cultivator
should pay, whether in money or
kind, to the zemindars; a clear definition of the sources from whicll
the latter are entitled to draw a rent
from the peasantry ; also an accurate
and well ascertained boundary of the
different zemindaries; and iinally to
ascertain the general interests of the
government and the community, in
the several gradations from the Sudder Malgoozar to the actual tiller of
the soil. Arrangements for ascertaining these being then in progress,
i t was deemed expedient to postpone
the proinulgation of a measure in its
nature irrevocable, and involving so
materially, not only the financial intereats of the government, but also
the welfare and prosperity of those
living under its protection.-(Public
MS. Domn~ents, Gutirrie, the M a r grris of Haslings, Lord Yalentia, kc.)

.

FIJRRU~KABAD.-A
city in the province of Agrg the capital of the preceding district, and one of the principal towns of Upper Hindostan ;
lat. 27' 24' N., lon. 7g0 27' E. I t
stands a t a short distance from the
west shore of the Ganges, and is only
four miles distant from the king of
Oude's reserved territories.
The
town is surrounded by a wall, whicb
has been kept in tolerable order by
the magistrates. Someof the streets
are wide, many of the houses and
opcn spots shaded by trees; but, cxcept the principal streets, a great majority of the houses are mean erections of mud. By the police arrangements the city is divided into seven
wards, which are again partitioned
into 194 mohallahs, many of which
are narrow, and appear at one time
t o have had barrier gates. The residence of the civil establishment is a t
Futtehghur, where government has
also established a mint.
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From an actual survey by the magistrates in 1811, it was ascertained
that the town of Furruckabad contained 14,999 houses, of which number 13,348 were constantly occupied,
the remaining 1,651 being shops, only
inhabited during the day-time. Allowing five t o a house, the total population would amount to 66,740,
which must be considerably increased
by the temporary sojourning of travellers and foreign merchants, this
city being considered the chief commercial emporium in the conquered
and ceded provinces, and the common resort of needy and dissolute
characters from every quarter of Hindostan. One of the most brilliant
achievements of the war of 1805 was
the su risal at this place b Lord
Holcar's army, whick thinLahe
ed the numbers, and entirely broke
the spirit of his cavalry. Travelling
distance from Lucknow, 111 miles ;
a n d from Calcutta by Birboom, 755
miles.--(Guthrie, Lord Valentia, FuG
karfon, RenneU, 4c.)
FUBRUCKNAGUB
/Farakhanagara,
the happy city).-A walled town with
a large serai in the province of Delhi,
district of &rut, ten miles E.N.E.
from Delhi.
F u s s n c n ~ ~ a u a , - A town in the
province of Delhi, thirty-four miles
west from the city of Delhi; lat. 2B0
39' N., Ion. 76' 31' E.
FUTTEHGHUR
f Fataghar, the fort
of &tory).-A
town in the provlnce
of A p , situated on the west bank
of the Ganges, ninety miles N.W.
from Lucknow, and three miles from
Furruckabad ;lat. $37' 2lZN., Ion. 7g0
30' E. Since the extension of the
British frontier towards the northwest, Futtehghur has gradually ceas~d to be a military station of importance, and the force cantoned here
now seldom exceeds half a battalioa
of native infantry. I t is, however,
the head-quarters of the commissioners for the settlement of t h e
ceded and conquered provinces, and
of the civil authorities of the Furzuckabad zillah, and also of several
European merchants. The m e pre-
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dilection for mud walls prevailing
here as a t Cawnpoor, the dust here
during the dry season is almost intolerable, and many of the uuoccupied military buildings having fallen
to decay, its aspect is still more dismal than that of its sister station. A
small, but strong mud fort has been
erected for the protection of the arsenal, and the cantonment possesses
the most elegant private theatre, next
to Calcutta, within the limits of the
Bengal presidency. Among o t h e ~
branches of industry, Futtehghur
nearly monopolizes the manufacture
of tents, which are here fabricated
of excellent materials and with superior workmanship. During the dry
season the Ganges at this spot is reduced to one or two nwrow streams,
tneanderin their way through a waste
of sand.-ffdarfon, 4c.)
FUTTEWABAD.-Adistrict forming
a part of the Nizam's dominions in
the province of Aurungabad, situated between the eighteenth nnd
nineteenth degrees of north latitude.
T h e priucipal towns are Daroor (the
capital), CuIlum, and Latoor; the
rivers, the Manjera (which traverses
the district) and the Tierna.
FUTTEHABAD.
A town in t h t
Bhatty country, in the province o f
A'meer, situated on the south bank
oE the Cuggur river, about t h i r t y - b e
miles distance from Hansi, and thirty
from Hissar ; lat. 29O 30' N. T h e
road from Hansi is good, and plenty
of water is procurable at all seasons.
A t this place there is a large brick
fort, with high thin walls, strengthened on the inside with buttresses of
earth, but without a ditch. Thereis
a small ditch round the town, which
is populons, and, as i s usual In this
qiiarter,most of the male inhabitants
(in 1810 estimated at 6,000 persons)
csrry arms. The country from hence
t o Bat Summund is almost one continued jungle for thirty miles, affording excellent shelter for the Bhatty
thieves, and according to the newspapers full of lions. Futtehabad ie
recorded as having been one of Timour's marches, a t which period the
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FUTTIPOOR SIKRA.
s~~rrounding
country m u ~ have
t
bem
more productive, or it never could
have furnished one day's subsistence
for his innumerable hordes.--(Archibald Seton, 4c.)
Furrsnrsnn fthe
of v'town in the province of
Mdwe, division of Oojein, thus
named by Aurengzebe after a great
gained
In 1820 it belonged
Lat'
23' 1' N.2 Ion. 75'45' E.-4Malcdm,
4c.1
FUTTEHGUNGE
f Fata?tga*jJ. -A
walled town in the province of Oude,
formerly the residence of Raja Tickait Roy, of whom the only memorial remaining is a fine tank,eurrounded with ruined buildings, eight miles
W.S.W. from Lucknow.
FUTTEHPOOB.-A
large town in
the province of Allahabad, sixty-five
miles south from Lucknow ; lat. 250
45' E. In 1824 this
56' N.,
place had the appearance of
derable prosperity, and contained, beside8 several good houses, an elegant
little mosque, recently built by the
eunuch,
nephews of the
Almass Ali Khan.
Like most towns in this vicinity,
Futtehpoor is surrounded with tombs,
and on one side is a large ruinous
serais No payment is required at
these serais except a few cowries to
the sweeper, whde for a small sum
of money, grass and water will be
beasts of
furnished to the
burthen, and, fuel and earthen pots
The buildings themfor
selves aregenerally noble monuments
of individual bounty, and in ancient
and
tilnes were liberally
furnished with supplies of grain, milk,
grass, &c., gratis to the sojourner,
as well as shelter. These foundations are now mostly alienated and
a large proportion ruinous; but) it is
said their restoration and support is
one of the objects proposed by the
British government, in the a pl;cation
o f the internal tolls to woRs of p u b
lic improvement.
FUTTIPOOR
SIKRA.-A town in the
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province of Agra, about nineteen
milea W.S.W. from thecity ofAgra;
lat. 2BO 6' N., Ion. 77' 34' E. I t ir
surrounded by a atone wall of great
extent, with battlements and round
towers, built by the Emperor Acber.
The space within does not appear t o
have ever beenfilled up with buildin@,
and the portion now inhabited forme
but en inconsiderable village. The
neighbouring hills are composed of
greyish stone, and have supplied the
materials with which the town ia
built. On the most elevated part of
the rock stands the tomb of Shah
Selim Cheestee, a Mahomedan saint,
by the efficacy of whose prayers Acber's empress, after remaining barren f. 1 . T,.
for several years, became pregnant
and bore a son, who in honour of
the holy man was named Selim, and
on ascending the throne of Hindostan
the name of Jehangeer'
The tomb is still to be seen in the
centre of an arcaded square, s u r w sing in exteat the area of the Jumma
Musjeed at Delhi, and
through a gate of singu1ar1 grand
proportions. Several indivikals of
Acber's t'amily lie interred within the
precincts; and the spacious and tolerably entire remains of a palace,
inhabited
that
are still in existence. The line of
British frontier in this quarter commences at, and includes Futtipoor

f/k;

a fa,,ourite
si\!/s town
dence of Acber, and here, during his
expeditions, he usually left his wives
and children. There are two tombe
here of very elaborate workmanship ;
that to the right contains several monuments of the royal family; that t o
the left (a beautiful chapel of white
marble) the shrine of Sheikh Soliman, who hfld the rare good
of being both a saint and statesman.
I t is kept in substantial repair by the
vernment, and its solid
es this an easier task than
the intricate and elaborate inlaid
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ornamented house still shown as having been the residence o t Beeabtill,
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t h e emperor's favourite minister, and
whom the Muesulrnauoe accuse of
having infected hirn with the strange
religious notions with which in the
latter part of his life he sought to
inoculate his subjects. Another little building is also shewn, consisting
merely of a shrine or canopy supported by four pillars, where, according to the Mahomedans, Acber
used to perform his magical rites.(Hunter, Fulhrton, &.)
FUTTYPOOR
(Fatahpura ).-Atown
in the province of Ajmeer, eighty-five
miles N.W. from the city of Jeypoor ;
lat. Q050' N., lon. 74' 45' E.
FUTTYPOOR.-Aconsiderable town
in the rovince of Gundwana, fiftyfour mires S.W. from Husseir~abad,
and twenty-seven from Chowraghur ;
lat. 4 P 40' N., Ion. 7.8O 35' E. This
place is the residence of a petty chlef,
tributary to the Raja of Nagpoor.
FUTWA.-A populous town in the
province of Bahar, zillah of Bahar,
situated a t the confluence of the
Pompon river with the Ganges, below the city of Patna. Here are two
agodas, and also a bridge over the
50mpo".
FYZABAD
fa beaulfuful residence).'
A town in the province of Oude, and
the capital of that principality during the reign of Shuja ud Dowlah,
but in 1775 abandoned for Lucknow
by his son and successor, Asoph ud
Dowlah, situated on the south side
of the Goggra river, seventy-eight
miles east from Lucknow. This city
is still of considerable extent, and
contains a nunierous population,
chiefly of the lower classes; the
great men, bankers, money-changers,
and merchants, having migrated with
the court to Lucknow. The remains
of a fortress, and of Shuja ud Dowlah's palace, are still to be seen.
Latter1 Fyzabad has been chiefly
rernarkabL as the residence of the
celebrated Bhow Begum, the widow
of Shujah ud Dowlah, and mother
of Asoph ud Dowlah, but not, as iu
generally su posed, of the late Nabob Saadet Ali. The original inten-

tion of thin lady was to hnrifer the
whole of her property, real and personal, t o the British government,
and to constitute that power sole heir
and executor at her death. The just
right of the Begum to transfer, and of
the British government to accept, her
highness's legacy, with referenceto her
personal prol~erty,could not be doubte d ; but the government immediately
rejected the proposal, andrecommended an arrangement by which, ~ f t e r
providing for her own Interment, and
for her relations and dependants, the
residue of her vast property should
devolve to her grandson, Ghazi ud
Deen, the present king of Oude.
The Bhow Begum departed this
life on the 28th of December 1815,
after an illness of a few days, aged
eighty-four, and on the 19th of February 1816 Mr. Strachey (then r e
sident a t Lucknow) proceeded to
Lucknow, to carry into effect the
provisions of her will. The amount
of her treasure (exaggerated by the
natives to twenty crores and thirtyfive lacks of rupees), according t o
the statements furnished by Dareb Ali
Khan, who, in concert wlth Captain
Robertson, cornmallding the y a r d a t
Fpzabad, had examined the coffers,
was 89,48,916 rupees (321,038,074
sterling), exclu~ive of jewels, shawl
goods, wearing apparel, cattle, &c.
&c. The last-mentioned description
of property, together with the jaghires
of the late Begum, which, even under
her mismanagement, yielded eight
lacks of rupees per annym (£92,800),
was made over to the king of Oode,
whose agent repaircd to Fjzabad to
take charge of it. The aggregate
amount of pensions for which the
British government became responsible required a capital of 50,11,470
rupees, to which sum three lacks,
payable to Dareb Ali Khan for the
expense of the fnausoleum, and one
lack for donations to the holy shrines
of Kerbela and Nudjuf, were to be
added. Other items swelled the total capital received by the British government for the purpose of execoting the provisions of the Begum's
will, to 62,50,748 rupees. The re-
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mainder (after deducting the four
lacks above specified) left in the hands
of the British government to cover
the pensions, &c. (about 3,50,000
rupees) to be paid to the Begum's
relations and dependants, through
her confidential eunnch, Dareb Ali
Khan, amounted to 58,50,748 rupees
(S678,606 sterling).
After all these deductions from the
Begum's property, the nabob's residue amounted to 26,97,168 rupees
in money, besides jewels and other
valuables of which no estimate was
made ; and his excellency, as abovementioned, succeeded to an estate of
eight lacks of rupees per annunl.
Subsequently a fraudulent attempt
was made to pass off a surreptitious
will, purporting to be that of the late
Begum; but the forgery was detected,
and measures were taken to discover
and punish the contrivers of it.( P d f i c MS. Docunaents,- Major
Bail"
lie, $c.)
FYZABAD.-A village in the province of Delhi, district of Satlarunpoor, situated on the skirts of the
great northern forest, near the eastern banks of the Jumna, where that
river issues from the hills. A short
distance above this place there are
still to be seen the remains of a hunting seat, built close to the Jumna by
the Mogul emperor Shah Jehan. The
ruins are mass but of no architectural beauty.-(hullarton, Qc.1

GAGROON.-Afortress in the province of Malwa, district of Kotah,
and the usual residence oC the late
Zdim Singh, the raj rana, or regent of
that principality; lat. 24' 37'N., Ion.
7 6 O 12' E., forty-nine miles S.E. from
Kotah.
-GAHRAH.-A small town in the
province of Mooltan, about twentyfour miles west from the city of Tatt a ; lat. 84' 46' N., 1011. 67' 56'E.
The sllrrounding country consists of
a light salt sand, which during a fresh
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breeze rises in such clouds as almost
t o blind man and beast. A strong
glare is also reflected in the day-time,
and the wind is dry and excessively
parching. A few lye shrubs are scattered over this torrid t r a c t . - ( M u $44c.I
GALADZETWILLS.-Arange of hills
in the kingdom of Ava, beginning a t
Tagourdine, forty miles east of
Prorne, approaching towards Tongho. A party of British troops in
1825 ascended these elevations,which
were found so steep and rugged as t o
offer serious obstacles to the passage
of an army. After passing them, the
road was found to lead through a desert and dreary waste, having a few
miserable cottages scattered over it,
until within a day's march of Tong110, where the country again assumes
a more civilized appearance.-(Snodgrass, 4c.)
GALKOT.-A territory of small extent in Northern Hindostan, and formerly one of the twenty-four rajaships. Although a cooler country than
the valley of Nepaul, it is said to be
the best cultivated in this quarter,
partly with the hoe and partly with
the plough ;besides which it contains
three mines of copper and one of iron.
While one of the twenty-fourindependent rajaships, the chief's share of the
revenue, including the mines,amounted to 3,500 rupees per annum. I n
IS06 the whole number of inhabitants were reckoned to occupy 3,000
houses ; half low tribes of cultivators
and tradesmen, one-fourth Khasivas,
and one-fourth Brahn~ins and Rajpoots. The chiefs house, named
Galkot, surrounded by about 5U@
huts, stands on a hill, in lat. 28' 17'
N., Ion. 83' 14' E., sevent .-six miles
W.N.W. from ~ 0 r k h a . A ~Bucha.
nan, $c.)
(or
am too). - A
GANDHAUK
strong-hold in Northern Hindostan,
belongi.1g to the Sikkim raja, situated
between the great and little Teesta,
about thirty miles N. from Delamcotta ;lat. 27O 26' N., Ion. 88' 38' E.
This place, and the small territory
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attached, were never subdued by the
Gorkhas.
GANDAPOOB.(Gandhapura, the
f~agrant town).-A
town or rather
village in the province of Aurungabad, sixty-two miles north from Ahmednuggur ; lat. 19' 54' N., Ion. 75'
11' E. It is now the Rontier village
of the British possessions in this
quarter, formed of conquests from
the Peshwa. A noble avenue of tamarind and neem trees extends from
hence to the left bank of the Godavery, opposite to Toka.--(Fullarton,
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GANDICOTTA
(or Ganjicotta).-A
subdivision of the Balaghnut ceded
territories, situated aboutthefifteenth
degree of north latitude. It is intersected by the Pennar river, which
penetrates through a gap in the Gandicotta hills mto the plain of Cuddapah. The break or chasm in these
mountains appears to have resulted
from some vlolent concussion of nature. as it is verv narrow. and the opposi;e sides almost perpendicular. d n
the southern lirecipice is the fort of
Gandicotta, which has communicated
its name to a range of hills, of a barren aspect, and almost destitute of
trees. The town and fort of Gandicotta are situated in lat. 14' 51' N.,
lon. 78'2%' E., forty-three miles N.W.
from Cuddapah. It is not at present
a place of any importance, although
formerly noted for its strength, and
the vicinity of a diamond mine. In
the immediate neighbourhood the
waters of the Pennar are ahstracted
for the purposes of irrigation, being
conducted to the fields by channels
cut in various directions.-(Heync,
RenneI1, 4-12.)
GANGES
R l v ~ ~ . - T h e Bhagirathi,
.or true Ganges, issues (about lat. 31'
N., Ion. 79' E.) from under a very
low arch, at the base of a great mass
of solid frozen snow, about 300 feet
rpendicular height, composed of
ayers, each several feet thick, and
probably the accumulation of ages.
-From the brow of this snow wall
large and hoary icicles depend,
whence may have originated the my-

thological fable of the Ganges issuing
from the hair of Mahadeva. The
height of the snow arch is only sufficient to let the river flow under it.
The mean breadth of the stream,
where it issues, on the 31st of May
1808 was twenty-seven feet, and the
mean depth about twelve inches :such
is the diminutive apparition of the
young goddess who ultimately rolls a
flood into the ocean ten miles broad.
There does not appear to be any
practicable route by the course of the
Gangea, as there 18 by the Jahnevi,
otherwise the natives wo~lldorobablv.
before this date, have foun'd it oit;
This tract, however, has not yet been
explored by Europeans during the
rains, when it is probable the mass of
snow would be found much reduced.
But certainly the Dauli, and not the
Bhagirathi, ought to be considered
the main stream of the Ganges : for
the Dauli proceeds from the very
hase of the highest ridge of the enormous Hinlalaya chain, and one of its
.tributaries issues from the pass which
leads through themountains; whereas
the Alacannnda (the next longest
branch), in the inferior, short of the
snowy mountains. I t is probable
that there are not any boiling under
the mass of snow here, as at the
source of the Juinna, no steam being
perceptible. The termination of Capt.
Hodgson's route, one mile and a half
further up than the spot where the
Ganges emerges, was found to be
14,600 feet above the level of the sea;
but the point above-mentioned,where
it first becomes visible, is only 13,800
feet.
From Gangautri the Ganges has
the upper part of its course among
the mountains, flowing from the south
of east to the north of west; and it
is only from Sukhi, where it fairly
pierces through the Himalaya, that ~t
assumes a course of about south 20°
west to Hurdwar, whence it enlers the
plains, and From thence to its confluence with the Jumna at Allahabad
(the first large river that joins it in
Upper Hindostan), the bed of the
Ganges is generally from a mile to a
mile and a quarter wide. From hence
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its course becomes more winding and rivera that bound it, ve an expanits channel broader, until having arc- sion of 200 miles to t f e branches of
cessively received the Goggra, the the Ganges a t their junction with the
Sone, and Gunduck, besides smaller sea.
streams, its current attains its greatThe descent of this river is about
est width inland, as it afterwards be- nine inches per mile, but the windcomes so narrow in some parts as ings are so great as to reduce the d e
half a mile, and, where no islands in- clivity to less than four inches per
terpose, occasionall spreads to three mile. In the dry season the mean
miles; when a t ita {owest the princi- rate of motion is less than three
pal channel varies from 400 yards to miles er hour, but in the wet season,
one nlile and a quarter wide, but is and wiile the waters are draining o f
commonly about three-hurths of a the inundated lands, the current runs
mile wide.
from five to six miles an hour, and
The Ganges is fordable at some there are instances of its running
places above its conflux with the from seven to eight in particular
Jumna, but the navigation is never situations.
interrupted. A t 500 miles from the
The Ganges owes part of its insea the channel is thirty feet deep creme to the rains that fall in the
when the river is a t itslowest, which mountains, although it does not apdepth continues to the sea, where the pear to be much affected by the meltsudden expansion of the stream de- ing of the snow in spring. The sum
privesit ofthe force necessary to s s e e total of its rising is thirty-two feet,
away the bars of mud and sand: out of which it rises fifteen. feet and
thrown across i t by the strong south- a half by the latter end of June, and
erly winds, so that the principal the rainy season does not seriously
branch of the Gan s cannot be en- begin in most of the flat countries
until about that time. In the mountered by large vessec.
About PO0 miles from the sea, tains the rains commence early in
but much more reckoning the wind- April, and by the end of that month,
ings of the river, the Delta of the when the rain-water has reached
Ganges commences. The two wes- Bengal, the rivers begin to rise by
ternmost branches, named the Cos- very slow degrees, the increase being
simbazar and Jellinghy rivers, unite, only one inch per day for the first
and form what is afterwards named fortnight. Itthen gradually augments
the Hooghly, flowing past Calcutta, t o two and three inches, before any
and the only branch navigated by quantity of rain has fallen in the low
ships. Below the channel named the countries ; and when the rain becomes
San ti Mohana, where the Ganges general, its increase a t a medium is
m f s 0 5 these two branches, which five inches per day. By the end of
go t o Calcutta, the main trunk loses July, all the flat country of Bengal
not only its name, but a large propor- contiguous to the Ganges and B ~ a h r
tion ofits sanctity. The Coss~mbazar maputra are overflowed, and form an
river is almost dry from October to inundation of more than 100 miles in
May; the Jellinghy, although a breadth, nothing appearing but vilstream runs in it a t all seasons, is in lages and trees, a11d here and there
some years unnavigable for two or the artificial aite of an abatidoned
three ofthe driest months; so that the village resembling an island.
only secondary branch of the Ganges
Owing to the quantity of rain that
that is at all times navigable for boats, falls in Bengal, the lands in general
istheChandnariver,whichseparatesat are overflowed to a considerable
Modspoor, and terminatesin theHoo- height long before the bed of the
riugotta. That part of the Delta bor- river is filled, the ground adjacent to
dering on the sea consists of a leby- the river bank, t o the extent of some
rinth of creeks and rivers, named the miles, being higher than the rest of
Sunderbunds, which, including the the country. Particular tracts are
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guarded from inundation by dykes o r
bunds, kept up a t an enormous exense, the permanent utility of which
Ras recently been mudl doubted, for
the country most be irrigated at some
period, when it becomes necessary to
cut the bunds. From their long duration, also, they have had the effect
of elevating the beds of the rivers
they confine to u greater height than
they would naturally haveattailled; in
some instances greatly exceeding the
level of the adjacent fields. The whole
neighbourhood has in consequence
been brought into so nrtificial a state,
that no alternative remains but perseverance in the same erroneous and
expensive system. I t has been estimated that the total length of these
dykes, collectively, exceeds 1,008
miles.
Table of the increase of the Ganges
and its branches.
Jellingby. Dacca.
6ft. Oin. 2ft. 4in.
Rise in Mny
9 6 4 6
Do. June
12 6 . . . 5 6
Do. Jul
f i r s t h a l f o ~ ~ ~ 4~ u0s t 1 11

......
......
......

...
-...-

...32
14 3
T h e inundation is nearly at a stand
Total

0

in Bengal for some days preceding
the 15th of August, when it begins to
run off, although great quantities of
rain continue to fall during August
and September; but a decrease of
rain has by this time taken place in
the north, and a consequent deficiency
~
inundain the supply to keep I I the
tion. The daily decrease of the
Ganges in the latter half of Allgust
and the whole of Septen~beris from
three to four inches; from September to the end of November it pradually lessens from three to one
inches, and from November to the
end of April is only half an inch per
day at a medium.
Approaching the sea from the limit
t o which the tide reaches, the height
of the periodical increase gradually
diminishes, until it totally disappears
a t the point of contact with the sea.
T h e ocean preserving a t all times the
same level, necessarily influences that

of the waters which communicate
with it. A t Luckipoor tbere is a
difference of about six feet between
the heights at different seasons; a t
Dacca and places adjacent fourteen
feet ; and at Custee thirty-one feet.
The latter place is about 240 miles
from the sea by the course of the
river; and the surface of the river
there, during the dry season, is eighty
feet above the level of the sea a t
high water.
In Bengal, the banks of the Ganges
exhibit a variety of appearances, according to the nature of the €oil, or
the degree of force with which the
current strikes against them. In
those parts where the velocity of the
stream is greatest, and the soil extreniely loose, the banks become perpendicular, and are undermined and
swept away by the strength of the
current with such rapidity, that an
acre of ground has been seen to disappear in less than half an hour. A t
other spots the bank is seen excavated into deep bays with projecting
points between them, round which
the current rushes withgreat velocity;
but it is considerably slackened, and
has even a retrograde eddying motion, in the interior part of the gulf.
In theupper districts, where a conker
soil (a hard white calcareous earth)
prevails, the banks are not so liable
to be undermined, and the Rajmahal
hills, from which several rocky points
(as at Sicrygully, Pointy, and Pattergotta) have for ages effectually
resisted the encroachn~ents of the
Ganges.
In its course through the plains
the Ganges receives eleven rivers,
some of which are equal to the
Rhine,-none smaller than the Thames,
besides a great many others of lesser
note. The largest tributary streams
t o the Ganges in Bengal and Bahar,
are the Goggra, the Sone, and the
Cosa. Such of these rivers as are
narrowest, are remarkable for their
windings ; the larger rivers having a
tendency to run in more direct lines.
Within the space of 100 miles, the
Ganges by the winding of its course
is calculated t o increase the space

,
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gone over t o I 3 5 miles, some other nesses of the Brahminical faith, in
the same manner as the Evangelists
rivers more than double it.
I t is only that portion of the river are put into the hands of Christians,
that lies in the d o s t direct line from and the Koran into those of the MRGangoutri, near to which its feeble homadans ; but many respectable
stream issues from the Himalaya, to Hindoos refuse to comply with the
Sagor island, below Calcutta, that it is ceremony, alleging, that on such ocparticularly, sacred, and named the casions, it is forbidden t o touch the
Ganga or Bhagirathi. T h e Hooghly Ganges water, n Salgram, or a Brahriver, therefore, of European geogra- min. When such cases occur, if the
phers, is considered the true Ganges ; person be of good character, the
the great branch that runs east to join judges permit him t o give his evithe Brahmaputra, is by the Hintloos dence in the way most consistent
named the Puddah (Padma or Padma- with his prejudices.
wati), and is not by them esteemed
In the Hindoo mythology, Ganga
equally sacred. Although the waters (the Ganges) is described as the
of the whole river from Gangoutri to daughter of the great mountain HiSagor is holy, yet there are places mavati; her sister Ooma, m the
more eminently sacred than the rest, spouse of Mahadeva, the destroying
and to these pilgrims from a distance power.
resort to perform their ablutions,
She is called Ganga on account of
and carry off water to be used in her flowing through Gang, the earth ;
future ceremonies. Wherever this she is called Jahnavi, frorn a choleric
river runs from the south to the north, Hindoo saint, whose devotions sho
contrary to the usual direction, it ia interrupted on her passage t o the
considered peculiarly holy, and is sea, when in a paroxysm of anger he
called Uttara Bahini.
drank her up, but was afterwards inThe most sanctified places are cer- duced by the humble supplication of
tain prayagas, o r confluences of ri- the deini-gods to discharge by his
vers, of which Allahabad, ,where the ears. She is called Bhagirathi, from
Ganges and J~umnaunite, is esteemed the royal devotee Bhagaratha, who
the chief, and by way of distinction by the intensity and austerity of his
named Prayag. Some others are si- devotions brought her from heaven
tuated in Northern Hindostan, in the t o earth, from whence she proceeded
province of Gurwal, at the junction to the infernal regions, to re-animate
ofthe Alacananda with other streams, the ashes of his ancestors And
and are named Devaprayaga, Rudra- lastly, she is called Triputhsga, on
prayaga, Carnaprayaga, and Nandn- account of her proceeding forward
prayngn. The remaining sacred spots in three different directions, watering
are Hurdwar, where the river first the three worlds, heaven, earth, and
escapes from the mountains ; Uttara the infernal regions, and filling the
Janagiri, a short distance below Mon- ocean, which according t o the Brahghir; and Sagor island at the mouth minical mythology, although excaof the Hooghly. Besides its sanctity, vated before her appearance, was
the Ganges water is much esteemed destitute of water.iRennel1, Colefor its niedicinal properties, and is brooke, Colonel Colebrooke, Hodgson
on this account drank by many Ma- and Herbert, Webb, Raper, the
homedans. In 1792 Ahdul Hakeem, Moorwhee, 3'. Buchanan, PuIkarton,
the reigning nabob of Shahnoor, near the Ramayuna, Ward, $c.)
the west coust of India, and above a
GANGPOOB.-A small chiefship in
thousand miles travelling distance,
although a Mahomedan, never drank the province of Gundwana, formerly
a dependent pergunnah on Sumbhulany thing else.
I n the British courts of justice poor, and latterly a feudatory of the
under the Bengal presidency the British government. The town of
Ganged water in nsed to swear wit- Gangpoor stands in lat. 21' 54' N.,

Ion. 84" 30' E., seventyeight miles
N. E. from Sumbhulpoor.
When taken possession of by Major Roughsedge in 1818, this zemindary was found in so complete a state
of desolation, that in his triennial
settlement of the revenue it was only
assessed a t 1,250 Sumbhulpoor rupees, or about 800 siccas. Many
streams and rivers flow through Gangpoor from the hills of Chuta Nagpoor,
on their road to the province of Cuttack, and valley of the Mahanuddy.
In the channels of these, considerable quantities of gold are found, and
occasionally diamonds of considerable magnittlde, but the ~estilentinlclimate of this most wretched district,
deters the boldest European from attempting a regular search for these
much-prized productions. The zemindar's name in 1819, was Raja Indra Sicca Deo.--(Roughre&e, 4c.)
GANGOUTEX
f Ganga avatari).--A
celebrated place of pilgrimage in Northern Hindostan, situated among the
Himalaya mountains, near to which
the river Gangeti issues into day from
under an immense mound of snow ;
lat. 30° 6Y N., Ion. 78' 56' E., sixtytwo miles north by eaat from Serinagur, 10,073 feet above the level of
the s e a The temple here is merely
a mundap of stone of a diminutive
size, but it contains small statues of
Bhagiratha, Gaaga, and other local
deities. It stands on a piece of rock,
about twenty feet higher than the bed
of the G a n p , and at a little distance
there is a rough wooden building to
shelter travellers. By the river side
there is a little soil where small cedar8
grow, but in general the margin is
strewed with masses of rock. On the
26th May 1808 the mean breadth of
the Ganges at Gangoutri was fortythree feet ;depth eighteen inches ;on
the ad June the depth was two feet
and rapidly increasing. The river hae
here an expanded bed and runs with
a less furious current than immediately above and below.
There is no village here but merely
a few sheds for the attendant Brahmins, who reside here during the pil-

grim senson, butmotwithstanding the
great efficacy attributed to this pilgrimage, it is but very little fre uented.
i
n visited by ~ a ~ t a i n ' k a ~ e r ' a
It was f
moonshee (whose name has not been
recorded) in 1808 ; by Mr. Fraser in
1815 ; and by Messrs. Hodgson and
Herbert in 1817.
By the natives the pilgrimage to
Gangoutri is reckoned a great exertion of Hindoo devotion, the accomplishment of which is supposed to
redeem the performer from many
troubles in this world, and ensure a
happy transit throu h all the stages
of transmigration vvfich he may have
to undergo. The water taken from
hence is drawn under the inspection
of a Brahmin, to whom a trifling sum
in paid for the privilege of taking it,
and much of it is offered up by, o r
on the part of the pilgrim at the temple of Baidyanath in Bengal. The
specific gravity of this river is said to
exceed that of its neighbour the Alacananda, according to Hindoo belief,
and is so pure as neither to evaporate,
or become corrupted by being kept
and transported to distant places.(Captain Hodgron, Herbert, Raper,
Be.)
GANJAMf Ganjam, the depbt).This district occupies the northernmost portion of the five Circars, and
has a very extensive line of sea-coast.
To the north it borders on the district of Cuttack, which is subordinate to the Bengal presidency; to
the south on that of Vizagapatam ; to
the east it has the bay of Bengal ;
and 011 the west a barbarous and unexplored tract of the Orissa province;
The interior of this zillah, as also the
names and relative distances of the
towns and villages, are still very ill
delineated in the best modern maps
and require revision. The western
portion of Ganjam is hilly, but not
far from the shore there are large and
fertile plains, tl~isbeing on the whole
one of the most productive under the
Madras .presidency. The climate is
also more salubrious than some of
the southern Circars, thc land winds
being comparatively little felt, but it

has, notwithstanding been mcasion- on an elevated portion of the plain,
ally, especially in 1815, experienced with a range of h ~ g hmountaitrs at the
the ravages of a pelestilential fever distance of a few miles in the back
which al~parentlyvisited in succession ground. The public buildings of this
station, as well as the houses and
every part of Hindostan.
The rice cultivation throughout gardens of the civilians, were on a
Ganjam is very considerable, inter- scale of grandeur surpassing almost
rupted, however, by extensive tracts every other station under the Madrao
ofhambooand thora jungle. Onegreat presidency; but in 1820, these and
forest in particular, cornposed ~ r i n - the fort and cantonments were going
cipally of bamboo clumps; covers the rapidly to decay. A t that date an
plain for a space of eight or ten miles. old invalid sergeant in charge of the
Cotton is not generally raised here, fort, was the last remaining white inbut only in detached spots. The same habitant, even the master attendant
ground that produces cotton one year having taken flight to Munsoorcotta.
will not answer that crop the succeed- The native quarter of the town was
year, but with encouragement the rather less desolate, half the houses
cultivation might be extended and im- being still inhabited. Meanwhile the
proved. The architecture of the Hin- fever, which hat1 caused this general
do0 religious edifices in this quarter dispersion, and which had its origit~
of India is peculiar. Each temple is (as was supposed) in a great flooding
composed of a groupe of rather low of the low country from a violent
buildings, in some cases detached in storm, had altogether ceased, ant1
others joined, each with a graduated Ganjam was again considered more
pyramidical roof, terminating in an healthy than even the neighbouring
ornamented conical cupola. Jugger- station of Vizagapatam. Such are the
nautll is the favourite object of war- vicissitudes of a tropical climate. The
ship. The priucipal towns for the priucipal arm of the Ganjam river
coasting trade are Ganjam, Monsoor- whlch enters the sea t o the south of
cotta, Soonapoor, Calingapatam, and the town is about one third of n niile
Burhampoor, which in 1890 was the broad, and is fordable at mObt seasons
head-quarters of the civil establish- of the year. Another narrower hut
ment. The exports corrsist of cot- deeper branch is crossed on a wooclen
ton, cotton-cloth, rice, sugar, rum, bridge, built somewhat on the pricpulses of all kinds, gums, drugs and ciple of the Sangan of the Himalaya
other hill produce, wax, ghee, and mountair~s.-(Fdarlon, &c.)
salt to Bengal. In 1817, the total
GANORAH.-A town in the Progross collection of the public revenue
amounted to 312,956 star pagodss. vince of AJmeer, the capital of a
Ganjtlm escaped the Pindary invasion tract named Godwar, which three
which in 1816 desolated Guntoor; reigns back belonged to 0deypoor.but in the followine vear had a visit ('MS., 4c.1
fr~mthesede~redaia;s,
-A petty state inNororin the
eleven them Hjndostan, formerly one of the
days, committed ravages and left an twenty-four rajaships, and now triimpression of terror on the minds of butary to Nepaul. The chief's castle
the inhabitants scarcely inferior to built of
and Eurroullded by
what had been experienced in Gun- about seventy huts, stands on the top
56' N., ion. 8 3 ~
toor.--(J. Grant, Hodgson, Fullar- of a hill in lat. 2 i ~
ton, ac.)
35' E., eighty miles west of CatmanGANJAM.-A town in the northern doe.
Circars, the former capital of the
G ~ ~ ~ G ~, , ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~.
preceding district, situated near the
GARIADIIAR.-Atown in the Gujesea coast in the hay of Bengel ; Iat.
19O 211N., Ion. 85' 10fE. I t stands rat Peninsula, forty-four. miles r e n t
VOL. I.
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mountains are of two orders. The
first rise to the height of two or three
thousand feet, and in uome parts
GARILWARA.-Atown in the pro- more; are composed of granite, with
vince of Gnndwana, the head of a veins of unmixed quartz beneath,
~ e r y n n a hof the same name belong- and of pure white felspar towards
ing to the British government, six- the summits. The hills of the seteen miles S. W. of Sacur and twenty- cond order are seldoni above 200 feet
four miles N. E. of Chowraghur. Lat. high, and appear to have been form22O. 4Y- N.,
(MUG ed bv the oneration of water. the
. lon. 5!1° 15' E.
colnr, ec.)
s t r a t i being ;early horizontal, and
GARROWS
/Gancdnr).-This
tribe their substance composed of clay,
formerly occupied an extensive tract sand, and small stones. In some
of country between the 25th and 26th places, on a mountain above 4,000
degrees of north latitude ; bounded feet high, north of Robagiri, ridges
on the north by the course of the of gneiss nppear, more especially at
B.rahmaputra,, on the south b y the the top, in a position nearly vertical.
d ~ s t r ~ cof
t s Silhet ant1 Mymunsrngh, A t Robagiri, above the white clay, a
to the east by Assarn and Gentiah, stratum of limestone, abor~ndingin
and on the west by a bend of the numnlulites, appears in the bed of
Brahmaputra. Such were the ancient the river.
dimensions, which, besides the counBesides the space above-mentiontry still retained by the independent ed, the Garrowa seem formerly t o
.Garrows, comprehended the territo- have occupied much of the adjacent
rial divisions in modern maps named low country, and still retain some
Howeraghaut, Measpare (or Mech- portions as sobjects of the neighpara), Caloomaloopara, Gurrybarry, bouring powers, most of the rajas
Gonasser, Susung, and Sheerpoor, tributary to Assam on the south side
in Mymunsingh. At present the of the Brahmaputra being of the
tract occupied by the independent Garrow tribe. On the British fronGarrows cannot be estimated at Inore tier the several large estates adjoining
than 130 miles in length by thirty in to the Brahmnputra on the east have
breadth, and nowhere touches the never, under any government, been
-Brahmaputm. Seen from t h e con- regularly survejed, nor have their
,fines, the whole appears to be a con- internal resources until very lately
fused assemblage of hills, from 100 been the object of official scrutiny.
to 3,000 feet high, watered by nu- During the Mogul government some
merous small streams, and contain- of them were made liable to a proing scarcely any level ground, the vision of elephants, some to certain
hills being every where immediately assignments towards defraying the
contiguous to each other. Towards expenses of the Dacca artillery park,
the centre it is said (for they have and others to the maintenance of a
only been recently penetrated by Eu- few petty garrisons; but theinternal
ropeans) there are immense masses administration was left almost enof naked rock, and large spaces d e s tirely to the hereditary chiefs found
titute of vgetation ; but in general in possession of the princil~alities,
the hills, though steep, consist of a who were treated rather as tributarich deep soil, suitable for the hoe ries than subjects. This arrangecultivation. The climate being very ment probably originated partly from
humid, w c h a soil produces a most the wild and uncultivated state of
-exuberant vegetation, and where un- the country, which did not admit of
disturbed by agriculture, the moun- a regiilar assessment, and partly from
tains are covered with noble forests, an adherence to n favourite oiaxim
containing an infinite variety of cu- of Mogul policy, that of conciliating
rious and ornamental plants.
the good-wrll of chiefspossesbillg local
Zngeological structure the Garrow influence on their distant frontiers.

from the gulf of Cambay; lat. 2 1 . W
N., Ion. 71' 41' E.

-
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Whatever ellare of independence
the Garrows may have retained during the sway of the Mognlv, whose
cavalry could not penetrate these
impervious forests, they soon lost
when the adjacent zemindars of Bengal could call to their assistsnce
the terrors of British rnusquetry,
against which the bows, swords, and
spears of the Garrows could oppose
but a feeble resistance. In A.D.
1775 the chowdries of Measpara and
Currybarry, under pretence of incursions made by the Garrows, collected a considerable body of armed
men and invaded the bills, where
they are said to have continued for
two or three yeqs, during which period great nun~bersof their followers
are said to have fallen victims to the
unhealthiness of the climate. They
eventually, however, succeeded in
subduin several tribes, and it is asserted tfat on this occasion the hill
chief Rungta first became subject
to the authority of Currybarry. In
1794, Currybarry, Caloomaloopara,
and Measpara, were considered by
the commissioner in Cooch Bohar to
be three istimrary mahals (lands paying rents in perpetuity), the assessments on which were fixed at a low
rate on condition of their opposing
the Garrow mountaineers, for it ap
pears these tribes were in the habit
of making annual plundering incursions, similar to those committed on
the south-west frontier by the Maharattas. The ch~wdriesof the above
three estates had military rank wnferrsd on them, and paid revenue for
duties levied, but not for land ; neither did the tenants pay any rent,
except for a few tracts within the inundatien of the Brahmaputra, holding their lands by military tenure.
These feudal arrangements enabled
the chiefs to organize such a force,
that in 1789 Ram Ram, the chowdry
of Measpara, attacked and defeated
Mr. Baillie, a merchant tlien residing
at Goalpara, on the frontiers of AsSam, but who it appear8 had also an
army of his own. In process of time,
when the connexion of the Garrow
chiefs with the Mogul government of

Ben& became mor6 matured, tl~ey
b a n to pay a trifling reveetle ip

Cotton, the staple production of their
hills; every load brought to market
by these mountaineers being accompanied by a small bundle named the
k ~ o h aor young load, for the zernindm's share. The main load was carriedonthe back,in a long barfret slung
round the forehead, while the young
load was carried in one hand, and the
cumburee, or long sword, in the other.
In 1298 the repeeted acts of eontumacy on the part of the Currybarry zemindar, iadueed the govern.
ment to detach a party against him,
under the command of Capt.. Darrah,
who captured the fortified reside~ce
of the ehowdry, in coneequence of
which he paid up the arrears. This
wm the first tirne that a regular British force had been sent to Currybarry. The nffairs of the zemindar
falling subsequently into disorder, the
eatate was brought to sale and the
purchaser ruined, not being able to
resell an eutate the extent of whicb
wes undefined, and the owner subjected to wntinual alarms of COQ&
patios and massacre, from the strug
gles of the weatern Garrows to &eke
off e joke which they had long bwn
with impatience. Rungta, one of
their principal leaders, died many
years ago, and was succeedetl by his
son Agund, who was alive in 1813,
and was then said to possess mucb
wealth in slaves, brass pots, and human skulls. This chief attended the
marriage of the zernindar of Currybarry's son, when a palanquin ww
presented to him, which, havipg fir*
deprived it of the poles as sseless,
he entered, and was borne awey
over the hills on the head of his
slaves. His family establishment was
said to be so numerous as to require
five dhenkies (machines to clean rice)
to be constantly keptat work. Agund's
influence prevailed over that ortwa
of the Garrow mountains w l i d li,
contiguous to Currybarry and Mympnsingh, and under him y e . g h e 9
ries and bhoopaeas Llocal chiefs) who
exercise ~ntborityover thp partiylw
villages in which they reside.
20 2
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T h e Carrows have no other means
of disposing of their cotton than by
carrying it to the Bengalese markets,
which they continue to do notwlthstanding the constant succession of
fraud, falsehood, and extortion which
the there experience. The trade
wit{ Rungpoor is entirely carried on
a t these foreign marts, to which in
ordinary times the Garrows repair
once a week during the dry season,
more especially in the months of
December, January and February.
When the Garrow arrives a t the
market, the zemindar commences by
taking part of the cotton as his share;
the remainder is exchanged for salt,
cattle, hogy, goats, dogs, cats, ducks,
fowls, fish dry and fresh, tortoises,
rice, extract of sugar-cane for eating; tobacco and betel-nut for chewing ; some hoea, spinning wheels,
brass-ware, Monohari ornaments, and
also some silk, erendi, and cotton
cloths: In 1809 there were 47,000
maunds of cotton brought into the
Rungpoor district by the Garrows,
but of this 10,000 maunds came from
Curryhrry, and 700 from the Garrows of Assam. I t is uncertain what
quantity went to the southern markets, but were the Garrows sure of
a reasonable recompense, the quantity might be greatly augmented. By
R reasonable exchange is meant their
receiving a msund of good salt for
two maunds of cotton, whereas what
they now receive is adulterated with
a mixture of earth and addition of
moisture. The value of the cotton,
however, f3r exceeds the amount of
all the other goods, and a large balance is paid in rupees, which is the
only coin the Garrows will accept ;
the best eagle-wood is found among
the Garrow hills, but hitherto little
has been procured.
The presence of an armed estatxblishment is indispensable, to keep
the peace while the traffic is going on,
and to give confidence t o the sly but
tinlid Bengalese. I t was formerly the
custom to keep a large body of
matchlock-men with matches ready
ghted, who paraded round the market during the sale, and discharged a

matchlock a t short intervals, to tomind the savages that they were on'
the alert. Without this coercion, t h e
Garrowa, on the least dispute between one of their party and a merchant, would rise in arms and massacre all within their reach. Notwithstanding these precautions, t h e
Garrows continued to perpetrates~lch
atrocities, that in 1815 aH commercial intercourse was interdicted, and
parties of police peons stationed a t
the different marts in the vicinity o f
their mountains to enforce the prohibition.
With respect to the term Garrow,
that people assert that i t is aBengalese
denomination; nor doesit appear that
either nation have any general name
for the congeries of elevations which
we call the Garrow mountains, nor
for their inhabitants collectively, each
tribe or clan having a name peculiar
to itself. The northern Garrows are
a short, strong-limbed, active people,
with strongly-marked Chinese Colintenances, and, in general, harsh features; but some of their chiefs a r e
rather handsome, and in manners and
vivacity are said greatlyto excel the adjacent Bengalese zemindars. A Garrow woman can carry over the hills
as great a load as a Bengalese man
can carry over the plain, and a Garrow man one-third more. For their
own eating, the Garrows rear cattle,
goats, swine, dogs, cats, fowls, and
ducks, and purchase from the inhabitants of the low countries all these
animals, besides tortoises nnd fish,
fresh and dried. Among the hills
they procure deer, wild h o g , frogs,
and snakes, all of which they eat,
rejecting no food but milk, which
they utterly abhor and abominate in
any shape whatever, comparing it by
way of execration to diseased matter. They are very partial to puppies,
and the mode of cooking them is
worthy of notice, as furnishing a n
example of their diabolical cruelty.
They first incite the dog to eat as
much rice as he can swallow, after
which they tie his four legs together
and throw him alive on the flre ;
when they consider the body to be
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sufticiently roasted, they take it out, round them, ringing m n of triumph.
rip up the belly, and divide the rice After thus ~ejoicing,t f e heads are
i n equal shares among the party as- buried for the purpose of rotting off
sembled The whole of this process the flebh, and when arrived at a prohas been repeutedly witnessed by the per stage of putrefaction are dug up,
Bengalese traders at the cotton marts. cleansed of their filth, sung and
One more instance of their culi- danced round as before, and then
nary operations will probably suffice. suspended in the houses of the perWhen a quarrel arises between two petrators of the massacre. I t is a
Garrows, the weaker party flies to a mistaken notion that it is a mere abdistant hill to elude the vengeance of stract fondness for human skulls that
his antagonist; but both parties im- instigates the mountaineers t o these
~aediatelyplant a tree bearing u sour atrocities: were that the motive, the
fruit, called chatakor, and make a skulls of persons dying a natural
solemn vow that they will avail them- death would likewise be in demand,
selves of the earliest opportunity which is not the fact. I t may conthat presents itself, of eating their sequent1 be admitted thut it is the
adversary's head with the juice of the mode otacquisition by battle, surfruit. A generation son1etlmt.s passes prise, or anibuscade, that stamps, in
away without either party being able the opinion of the Garrows, the value
to execute the measure in contem- of a Bengalese cranium, which is beplation, in which case the feud de- sides esteemed in proportion to the
scends as an heirloom to the children. rank of its former possessor. I n
The party that eventually succeeds, 1815 the skull of a Hindoo factor,
having cut off the head of his slain who duringhislife-time had purchased
adversary, sunllnons all his friends, the zemindary of Caloomaloopara,
and boils the head along with the was valued at 1,000 rupees ; and that
fruit of the tree, eats of t l ~ esoup of Indra Talookdar, ageut to the
himselfsand distributes the rest among Currybarry zemindar, at 600 rupees,
his friends; the tree is then cut down, while the price of a common peaand the feud ends.
sant's was only from ten to twelve
Their vegetable diet consists chiefly rupees of deficient weight. T o this
of rice and millet, with many arums, custom of hoarding skulls, and of
caladiun~s,and diascoreas. For sea- making them the circulating medium
soning they have capsicums, onions, in large payments, is to be attributed
and garlic, but they do not use tur- the extreme care with which the
meric. In their cookery they employ Garrows burn to powder the entire
both salt and ashes, and sometin~es bodies of their own people,lest by any
oil, but they cultivate no plant that accident the skull of a Garrow should
produces the latter. They prepare r be passed off as that of a Benplese.
fermented li uor both from rice and
These domestic feuds would be
millet, " h i 8 is not distilled, but immortal if there were not in most
drank to excess both by men and tribes a council of chiefs and headwomen, on which occasions they men, who endeavour to reconcile all
usually s uabble and fight. Many of those of the clan who have disputes,
them pre!er wine to brandy, which is for i t is said they have no right to
seldom done by a Hindoo toper, or inflict any unishment unless p man
by savage nations generally.
be detecteJ in uttering a falsehood
A process somewhat different is before them. The havoc such a refollowed when they manage to nssas- gulation would occasion, were it ex.
sirrate any Bengalese zemindar. O n tended to their Bengalese neighbours,
these occasions great n u ~ ~ ~ b of
e r vre- wiil be duly appreciated by the Eurolations and neighbours are collected pean functionaries H ho administer jusround the reeking heads brought back tice in that land of n~endacity.Among
as trophies, which being filled with the Garrows dishonesty and stealing
liquor and food, the G a r r o ~ dunce
s
tire not frequent; but murder io 8
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crime of ordinnry occurrence, a Garrow man never being seen without
his sword. With this he carves his
meat and cuts his way through the
forest; and so fond are they of the
weapon, or aware of its utility for
defence, that they never part with it,
even when loaded with the henviest
burtilens. Their habits of intoxication also occaaion frequent crimes.
Poor persons get drunk once a month,
the chiefs once every two or three
days, on which occurrences they
sq~~abble,
fight, and assassinate.
With respect to religion, the unconverted Garrows of the hills believe in the transmigration of souls
ss a state of reward and punishment.
Sall Jung is their supreme god, who
has a wife named Manim; but they
have no images or temples. In front
of each house a dry bamboo with its
branches adhering is fixed in the
ground, before which, after having
adorned it with tufts of cotton,
thread, and flowers, they make their
offerings. In science they have not
advanced so far as to be able to write
tlieit own language ; but a few on the
f r ~ n t i e r have learned t o write the
Bengalese; and although so much
cotton is produced in their country,
it is only recently that they have begun to practice the art of weaving it.
The particulars above detailed have
reference principally to the northern
Garrows, between whom and the
southern there appears to be no
essential difference, except that the
latter seem t o hnve undergone a partial conversion to the Brahminical
doctrines. The southern Oarrows are
stout, well-shaped men, hardy, and
able to do much work. They have a
surly look, a flat Caffry nose, small
eyes, wrinkled forehead, and overhanging eye-brows, with a large
mouth, thick lips, and round h e .
Their colour is of a light o r deep
brown. The women ate extremely
short and squat in their stature, with
masculine features, and almost masculine strehgth. In their ears a number of brass rings are fixed, s o m e
times as many as thirty, increasing in
diameter from three to .six inches.

The females work at all the moet
laborious occupations. Their food
is the same as that of the northern
tribes, but their houses seem of a EUperior description : these are named
chaunga, and are raised on piles three
and four feet from the ground, being
in length from 30 to 150 feet, by
from ten to forty in breadth. T h e
props of the house consist of large
Saul timbers, over which other large
timbers are placed horizontally, and,
the roofs are finished with barnbooa,
mats, and strong grass. The latter
are uncommonly well executed, especially in the houses of the bhoomeas
or chief men. This dwelling consiste
of two apartments : one floored and
raised on piles; the other for their
cattle, without a floor, a t one end.
The chiefs wear silk turbans, but
their apparel is generally covered
with bugs.
T h a e Garrows are said to be of a
mild temper and gay disposition, and
very fond of dancing. In regulating
these, twenty or thirty men stacld behind each other, holding by the sides
of their belts, and then go round in
circle, hopping first on one foot, after
which they hop on the other. T h e
women dance in rows, and hop in the
like manner. During their festivals
they eat and drink to such an excess,
that they require a day or two to get
properly sober. Marriage is generally
settled by tbe parties interested, but.
sometimesby the parents. If thelatter
do not readily accede to the wishes
of their child, they are well beaten
by the friends of the other party, and
even by persons unconnected with
either, until they acquiese, and the
drubbing is rarely ineffectual. Among
this people the youngest da
always the heiress; and t h e Y $ z i z
generally, although they work hard,
have great privileges, and in their
debates have quite as much to say as
the men. If her husband dies the
wife marries one of his brothers, and
if they all die she marries their father.
The dead are kept four days and then
burned. If the chief be a highland
chief of common rank, the head of
one of his slaves should be burned
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with him ; but if he be a chief of
F e a t dignity, a large body of his
slaves sally out from the hills and
seize a Hindoo, whovc head they cut
OK and burn along with the body of
their chieftain. The customs of the
Hajin tribe, who reside at the foot of
the Garrow mountains, partake more
of the Hindoo, as they will not kill
a cow, but they worship the tiger.
Such are the people whom a strange
concurrence of circumstances has
brought in contact with the British
nation ; and where the two extremes
of civilization and the want of it
meet, the lost is sure to succumb.
yet, however, *hey are an independent community: even the British,
as successors to the Moguls, having
no claims 011 their lands, fttr less any
zemindar under that government.
The country from which they have
been driven by the ~~~~~l~~~ of
Caloomaloopara and Mechpara, continues waste, and will probably remain so until the grievances of the
G~~~~~~are
and their
incursions restrained. In 1815, Mr.
Sisson recommended that an intelligent cative of rank, with one or more
deputies, should be appointed to the
superintendance of the whole range
of Garrow hills, and to give efficiency
to his office, that a small corps, consisting exclusively of Nuchies, Coochies, Hajins, Rajbungsies, and other
aboriginals, should be placed under
him.-(Sisaon, F. Buchanan, D. Scott,
Elliott, +.)

GAULNA.-A strong hilly district
in the province of Candeish, until
1818 mostly possessed by the Holcar
family. The country is fertile, and
abound3 with mountain streams; but
when tsken possession of by the British government, owing to the incessant ravages it had sustnined, was
found in n state of great desolation.
Besides Gaulna, the principal town^
ale Chandore, Loneir, Naumpoor,
and W u c k a u r ~ .

GAULNA.-A hill-fort in the Province of Candeish, eighty-seven n~iles
N.W. fronl t h e city of Aurungsbad ;
lat. 80' 44' N.. Ion. 74' 33'E. This
fort btands on a high rocky mountain,
the top of ~ h i c his sw-rounded by a
and brick wall, about a mile in
circumference and twenty feet high.
The entrance from the l~ettah is by
winding bteps well protected by walls
and high
alld the distance t o
top about a quarter of a mile.
On the east side there is n high harren hill connected with the first by
and
and c O n l ~ l e t e l ~
it.
The town or pettall of Gaulna lies
closely under the north side of the
mountain, surrounded L?). a mud wall
and towers. I t was formerly a large
place, but in 1816, while s ~ ~ b j e ctot
Holcar, it had greatly decayed, vlthough too Strong to be molested by
the Bheels or Pindarries. T o the
north-east and west, Gaulna is encon~passedby high brrren hills, but
to the south there is a fine valley
GAUKABNA.-Atown on the sea- bounded by the termination of the
coast of the rovince of Canara, western ghauts. The fort is abuntwenty-one mires N. by W. f m ~ n dantly supplied with water preserved
Onore ; lat. 14' 32/N., Ion. 75' 26' in tanks, and the air at the summit
E. This place is very much scattered is reckoned salubrious, on account of
among cocoa-nut pnlms, and contains the dry and stony nature of the adabout 500 houses, of which one-half jacent soil. I t wae captured in 1804
are occupied by Brahmins, who es- by Col. Murray's detachment, but
teem Gaukarna on account of an subsequently restored to Holcar. I n
image of Siva named Mahaboliswara. 1818, on the approach of the army
About six miles north from hence is under Sir Thomss Hislop, the cornGangawali, an inlet of fresh water, mandant and garrivon of Gaulna, terwhich separates the Hindoo geogra- rified by the catastrophe at Ttrlnere,
phical tract named Haiga, or Haiva, evacuated the fort, which at the peace
from Kankana (Concan).-(F.Brccbaof Mundissor, together with the pergunnah, was ceded to the British gonun, bc.)
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~Molcolm, lea& no further than the gate. It is
extremely narrow, the rock being
G~~~~~ L~~~ h I R . - ~small cooped out on each side; and from
the
of the
island lying off the coast of Sumatra ; its passing
lat. 1/48!, 78, where the party under fort, is exposed to its fire for a conthe
Capt. Crisp, in A.D.1823, ascertained siderable distllnce. Such
the len@h of tile pendulum under reputed strength and complication of
its defences: notwithstanding which
the
which, after
in l8O32 by
experiments carried on for nearly it Was
months, was drterlnined to be the armies under General Wellesley
and Colonel Stevenson, ufter a siege
3,902,125,994 inches.
of only two days ; indeed the facility
G A W E L ~ fHG~aRy e h u r or Ghar- with which these apparently irnpregdistrict in nable hill fortresses are captured cre.
the provinceof Berar, situated about ate strong doubts of their intriosic
the 21st degree of north latitude, arength, and suspicion of exqgeraand in 1582 described hy Abul Faze1 tioa in their description. hi^ fortress
under the name of Kaweel- The was acquired by Ragojee Bhoonsla,
surface of the Country to the
the first about A.D.1754, llavitig been
east rises into hills of considerable previously possessed by a ~~~d chief,
elevation, andis naturally very strong --(51h ~ ~ ~ i5 c.)
, l ~ ~ ,
and defensible ; the other portion is
GAYA
1
~
1
f
.
o
~
r
Pitlo. Gcya).--A
less hilly, and when under tolerable
cultivation very productive, owing small island in the eastern seas lying
probahly to the rnultit~ldeof small off the north-west coast of Borneo,
streams b ~ .
it is intersected.
abrmt seven miles in circumference,
and, bring very near the main land,
G ~ w ~ r . c ~ r r n . - Afortress in the appears from the sea to be an integral
province of Berars the
of the portion of its enornlous neighbour;
70 N., Ion. 1160 E. Near to
preceding district, situated on a high
and rocky
in the midst of
Pulo G a j a are many smaller, such as
range of mountains lying hetween the pula Pangir, pula pl-in, pula udar,
sources of the Tuptee and Poorna
rivers ; lat. 21' P2 N., Ion. 77' 24'E., &"
GAYA (Gaga).-A
city in the
fifteen miles N.W. from Ellichpoor.
Fronting the north there is one com- province and district of Bahar, of
plete inner fort, where the rock is which last it is the modern capital;
most inaccessible; and this citadel is lat. 24' 49' N., Ion. 85' E., fifty-five
btrengthened and defended by an miles south from Patna. I t consists
outer f o ~ t ,which entirely covers i t of two parts, one the residence of
&
to the north und west. The outer the priests, which is Gays proper; the J
fort has a thick wall, which covers other the residence oftradesmen, &c.,
Its approach by the north froni the which having been very much envilltige of Lamb;ula,all of which walls larged and ornamented by Mr. Thos.
are strongly built. and fortified hy Law, is now called Sahebgunge. T h e
towers and ramparts. T o the whole old town of Gaya stands on a rocky
ef the fortifications there are three eminence between a hill and t'ie
gates : one to the south leading t o Fulgo river ; Sahebgunge stands on a
the inner fort ; one to the north plain on the bank of the Fulgo, south
which leads to the outer fort; and from a hill named Ramsila. Forone to the north which comrni~nicetes merly between the two there was an
with the third wall. The ascent to open sandy space called the R u ~ n n a
the first gate is very long, steep, ~ n d or chase, but the court-houses have
difficult; that to the aecond is by a occupied part of this, and t h e reroad used for the common commu- inainder is taken up by the houses
nications of the garrison with the and gardens of the few Euro eans a t
quw.
country to the southward, but which the atation. T h c streets in
rornment.
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ter named Sahebgunge are wide, perfectly strait, and kept in good order,
although not paved, with a double
tow of trees, leaving in the middle
tin excellent carriage road,with a footpath on each side.
The old town of Gaya is a strange
looking place, but its buildings are
much better than those of the quarter
named Sahebgunge, the greater part
of the houses being of brick and
stone, and many of them two or
three stories high. The architecture
is very singular, with corners, turrets, and galleries, projecting with
every possible irregularity.
The
streets are narrow, dirty, crooked,
uneven, and encumbered with large
blocks of stone, or protruding angles
of rock. The reflection of the sun'srays from the rocks by which it is
encompassed, and from the parched
sands of the Fulgo, render Gaga
unco~nmonlyhot, and in spring it is
~ b s c u r e dby perpetual clouds of dust.
The two stations composing Gaya,
during Mr. Law's magistracy, were
found to contain 6,000 houses, and
it is probable that at least 400 have
been since added. The whole are
full of population, for besides the resident inhabitants there are always
rilany strangers on the spot, and the
pilgrims and their followers often
RmOUllt to several thousands. The
adjacent hill of Rnmsila, as well as
aln~ostevery ren~arkableeminence in
the neighbourhood of this singular
lace, is the theme of mythological
egend, and the excavations are beyond number. Many of these are
vaulted caverns cut out of immense
masses of solid granite, the interior
surface of which has been highly polished. They are distinguishable from
t h e cave temples of the Deccan and
west of India by the absence of
images and other mgthological decorations ; although there are groups of
Brahminical deities sculptured in relief on some of the rocks at the hsse
of the hill, and on the ground not
far off is an insulated figure of Buddha
in a sitting posture, of superhuman
dimensione.
What is called Pritsila, or the hill

of the ghost, is a perpeddicular bluck,
eight or nine feet high, projecting
from the summit of a rocky steep
peak, the ascent to which is difficult.
Up this hill the pilgrims are led, one
after the other, in the most careless
and slovenly manner, by a dirty, ignorant priest, without the slightest
appearance of respect for the place
or the presiding deity. Another similar lazy and filthy officiator is seen,
lolling with his back against the rock,
who, without deigning to notice them,
permitsthevotaries to prostrate themselves and kiss his feet, the whole
accompanied by the utmost tumult
and bawling for money by the religious mendicants.
The chief Mahomedan place of
worship stands north from Sahebgunge, where, on the day of the kerbela, about 20,000 persons assemble
to celebrate Hassan and Hossein, the
grandsons of the prophet. The monument of Munshur Shahi, in Gaya,
is also much frequented by persons
under the influence of apprehended
danger, and in spring 5,000 persons
a t the tomb of a saint hear Kenduyn.
At Gaya a t present there is no
trace of any considerable building of
the least antiquity, most of the
images, and even materials, appearing
t o have been brought from Buddha
Gaya, and the universal opinion is
that five or six centuries ago, Gaya,
as a place of worship, was in comparative obscurity, when probabl
the legend now current h a s invented:
and adapted to the prevailing opinions. From this era the number of
pilgrims has been gradually increasing;
but these devout persons suffered
many checks until Mr. Law protected
them by new regulations. Prior to
this the pilgrims, on approaching
Gaya, found custom.houses erected
by every landholder or petty officer
who had local power sufficient to extort contributions. These Mr. Law
abolished, and having ascertained that
four sorts of .pilgrimages were usually performed, he fixed on a certain
sum for a license for the celebration
of each. Deductions are, however,
made on all licenses to the Nepaelese,

GAYA.
and on the highest licenses to perw n s who bring water from the Ganges, which class are considered holy,
and are generally poor.
Among the places of minor efficacy
in the neighbourhood of the chief
sanctuaries was a tank ; but a gentleman of the name of Seton having
cut a road through it, the water and
its reputation disappeared. Mr. Seton, during the operation, having
found a lingam or emblem of Siva,
gave it to Raja Metrajeet of Tickary,
who placed it in a neat little temple.
This entirely satisfied the people, who
made no complaint about the violation of the sacred place; indeed the
moderation of the Hindoos in this
respect is much to be admired. I n
another quarter is a tank named Vai- turani, after a pool near the residence
of Yama, the infernal judge, in which
the souls of dead persons are boiled,
unless they have had the precaution
of bathing in the terrestrial pool, o r
if, while on its banks, they omitted
give a few cowries to the Brahmlns.
Respecting this celebrated place of
worship there are many Brahminical
legends, of which the following has
the merit of being the shortest.
Gaya, an Asoor, giant, and infidel,
by severe penance obtained divine
favour, and subjugated the three
worlds (heaven, earth, and hell) t o
his power. The demigods, bereft of
their dignity, implored the assistance
of Vishnu, who entered into a long
contest with the Asoor, but could
not overcome him. The monster,
however, was so well pleased with
Vishnu's prowess, that he promised
t o give him whatever blessing he
should ask; and the latter in consequence requested him to descend to
the infernal regions. The giant consented, but begged he might be
pressed down byviahnu's foot; which
was accordingly done, and the scene
o f action has ever since been reckoned sacred for the space of several
square miles. Such is one of the
Brahminical traditions; but the Buddhists aocribe the sanctity of Gnya to
its having been either the birth-place

or residence of their great prophet
and legislator. The British government has an agent at Gayu, who levies a tax on each pilgrim, according
to the magnitude of the sins he has
to expiate, and of the consequent
ceremonies he has to perform. One
class, visiting only one place, pays
2g rupees; another,visiting twoplaces,
3# rupees ; a third, visiting thirtyeight places, pays 4 & rupees ; and
the fourth class, visiting forty-five
places, 148 rupees. The duty to government, however, is but a small
part of the pilgrim's expense, for he
is fleeced by the priests, not only of
all the money he brings with him, but
of prpmissory notes for future payments, which are sent nfter him when
he returns home; the Gayawals, or
priests of Gaya, maintaining emissaries for this purpose in the remotest
parts of India, which they also occasionally visit on speculation. The
most numerous votaries are Bengalese and Maharattas; and some of
the great chiefs of the latter have
been known to expend 50,000 rupees.
When a pilgrim arrives, his gnyawal, or spiritual father, conducts him
to the darogah, or superintending
officer, and explains to him the ceremonies his client is desirous of
performing ; after which an order,
specifying the names of the pilgrim
and gayawal, as also of the ceremonies contemplated, is made out and
signed by the collector. There are
numberlecis regulations among the
Gayawals for the internal management, but they are a sort of freemasonry, the particulars of which
have never been communicated, t o
the public, although a translation or
abstract would certainly prove curious and interesting. Formerly i t
was customary for the priest to keep
the thumbs of his votary tied u n t ~ l
he consented to give a sum
tionate to his circumstances;
British government has ordered that
all contributions shall be voluntary,
and the collector of the tax, or the
magistrate, will, on complaint, compel the priest to perform his duty,
and to accept whatever tlrc pilgrim
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chooses to give. Perso~ls from R
distance are still grossly abused, but
the checks imposed have rendered
violence less practicable, and the introduction of the British police system so well established then personal
security, thnt the number of these
wanderers has been gradually increasing. In A D . 1799 the number of
pilgrims who received licenses to worship at Gaya was 21,659; in 1811 it
was 31,114. In 1816 the gross col.
Iections amounted to 5,29,805 sicca
rupees; charges, 46,926; net receipts,
1,82,876 sicca rupees.
I t is usually supposed that the
number of pilgrims and their attendants in ordinary years is not less
than 100,000; but in times of peace,
when visited by any of the great Maharatta chieftains, the number probably exceeds 200,000 persons, with
many horses; nor will twenty lacks of
rupees defray their expenses in these
districts, where many of thein sojourn for three months. Indeed the
number of crimes that originate in
the Bahar district, of which Gaya is
the capital, may in a great measure
be ascribed to this vast multitude of
pious and superstitious pilgrims. The
wealth these persons possess genemlly consists of money, jewels, snd
other articles, which excite the cupidity of the unprincipled, while the
defenceless condition of the greater
number of these stragglers exhibits
it to them as a prey of easy acquisition. Numerous affrays and breaches of .the peace may also be expected,
where such a number of strangers
from all parts of India are promiscuously congregated. Nor :will these
votaries of superstition gain any addition to their prior stock of morals
by their intercourse with their spiritual guides, the Gayswals, who are
in general both ignorant anddissolute,
and do not affect even the appearance
of any self-denial or ascetism of conduct.--(F. Buchanan, Fullarton, Harington, Ward, A. Seton, 4c.)

the west side of the Gilolo passage,
between the 129th and 130th degrees
of east longitude. In length it may
be estimated at twenty-five miles, by
three the average breadth. It is in*
habited, but has never been completely explored. The rise and fa11
of the tides here at the springain
only ten feet.

GEENGOUL.-Asmall town or station in Tibet, twenty-ei ht rni1esN.E.
from the Niti pas.; fat,31° N.,
lon. 80' 5' E.
GENTIAHf Jaintiya).
A small
principalit bordering on the British
district o d s i ~ h e tin Bengal, and situated between 25' and 26' 30' north
latitude. On the east it is bounded
by Cachar or Hairu~nbo; on the
south by Silhet; on the west by the
Garrow mountains, and on the north
by Assam. Its extreme length, from
east to west, is about 100 miles, and
extreme breadth, from north to south,
about 80 miles.
Of this territory, about sixteen
miles on the Silhet side, and about
the same number on that of Assam,
consist of lowland, resembling Bengal, but interspersed with small hills.
About ten miles on the Assam side,
and five on that of Silhet, consists of
hills covered with thick forest and
jungle, like the Garrow mountains.
In the intermediate country, about
fifty miles in extent, is an undulating
hilly table-land, supposed to be from
1,500 to 9,500 feet above the plnins,
and di~tinguishedby the absence of
jungle and the comparhtive coolness
of the climate. It is mostly covered
with short herbage, clumps of trees
thinly scattered, andoccasionally mom
extenrive woods of fir and other
trees ; the whole space apperently
well adopted for pasturage. I t ib
however, but very thinly inhabited,
and except a few yams and other
roots, presents no signs of cultivation. Oentiahpoor, the capital, is
situated about twenty miles to the
north of the town of Silhet. The
GEBY( o r GibbY) I ~ L E . - A ~island river Capili, which joins the Brahmai
in the Eastern seas, surrounded by a putra a little above h g n m a t t y ,
cluster of smaller ones, situated o n is the chief stream. The principal
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produce is rice and cotton, and a
coarse species of silk from the wild
silkwor~n,named tusser. Iron, limestone, and coal are among its minerals and both elephants and ivory are
exported. The hills are generally
barren, and do not yield any valuable
timber.
The natives of the country call
themselves Cossyahs (Khasiyahs), and
i t is b this nnme they are distinp i s h e d ' among the mountain tribes.
Their features partake more of the
Tartar than Hindostany, and their
language marks the line where Sanscrit ceases to form the base of the
colloquial languages. Of the thirtptwo words that compose the Lord's
Prayer in their language, more than
half are n~onosyllablesused in the
Chinese, while scarcely three words
resemble, even in sound, the language of their Bengalese neighbours.
They have no original written characters, but their chiefs use those of
Bengal, the dialect of which province
is gradually becoming more prevalent,
and will ultimately supersede the Cossyah. Before their ~ntercoursewith
Bengnl they were devoid of caste;
bur within the last half century the
Brahminicd doctrines have made
such progress that most of the leading met1 have adopted them, and
been classed by their spiritual instructors in the khetri, or military tribe.
Their principal deity is Jaysnti Iswam; but many worship the whole Hindoo pantheon, and at the same time
endeavour to mollify revengeful evil
spirits by human sacrifices.
The Oentiah territory, notwithstanding its limited extent, is governed by many etty chiefs, rulers over
one, two, or t\ree hills, whose obedience to the raja is little more than nominal. Their domestic feuds are consequently incessant, their manners
barbarous, and condition apparently
s o mieerable, that nothing but a superstitious attachment to the soil prevents the lower classes from migrating 'into the neighbouring countries
under the British government, where
there is abundance of uncultivated
land,

In 1829 two persons were rent from
the Gentiah country to kidnap a Bengalese for a human sacrifice. These
nriscreants were employed by Gentiah
Kooaree, the raja's sister, or sister's
daughter, and wife of Oochung Ram
Khant, who wished to propitiate the
deities Cali, Genti, and Durga, t o
grant her husband's prayers for the
pregnancy of his wife, whose son, by
the Cossyah laws, would be heirapparent to the throne. The messengers were caught and co~nniittedt o
prison by the Bengal police before
they had executed their errand, and
the matter reported to the Supreme
Government, which sent a letter of
rernonstrance to the Gentiah raja.
In 1824 Ram Singh, the reigning
chief, was about sixty years of age,
and never having been n~arried,his
heir-apparent was a grand-nephew,
the rule of succession, as with the
nnirs of Malabar, going solely in the
female line. Whea visited by Mr.
Scott, of Rungpoor, in 1824, his army
consisted of 150 miserably equipped
Hindostany sepoys, to which, on an
emergency, it was supposed he coulti
add 5,000 of his own mountaineers.
Notwithstanding the very savage
stage of civilization which Gentiah
presents, its natives are able to construct bridges and erect nlonuments
with stones of an enormous weight.
Near to the town of Gentiah, in A.D.
1774, an action was fought by a detachment of British troops and the
forcesof a native chief.--(Public Jorrrnuls, Public MS. Docuinestx, F. B u chanan, g ~ . )
GEORGETOWN.-This is the capital of Prince of Wales' Island, otherwise named Pulo Penang. I t is
bounded on the north and east by the
sea; on the south by an inlet of the
sea, and on the west by the high
road. The streets are spacious, and
cross each other at right angles.-See
PRINCEOP WALES'ISLAND.
GERAR.-A small town in the province of Allahabad thirty miles S. by
E. from Teang ; lilt. 24O 18' N., Ion.
7s0 64' E.
GEBOLI.-A s n ~ i ~town
l l in the pro.

vince of Allahabad, twenty miles of feldspar and quartz, with dark green
S.W. from Jeitpoor; lat. 25' 7' N., mica, in a small proportion to the
E.
other two ineredients. The rocks
Ion.
- - - 79' 20'
- - -GHASSA.-A town in Bootan, the appear stratifiued ; but the strata are
capital of a district and head station very much broken and confused.
of the zoonpoor, or provincial gover- The country above the ghauts, about
nor ; lat. 27' 56' N., Ion. 89' 18' E., Naikan Eray, rises into swells like the
twenty-three miles W. by N. from land in many parts of England, and
Tnssisudon. The highest mountains is overlooked by the high barren
in this neighbourhood are covered peaks of the ghauts, which close the
with snow throughout the year, and view to the eastward. The soil beare visible along the northern frontier tween Naikan Eray and Vincatigherry
of Bengal from Cooch Bahar to Pur- is very poor, and covered with copse,
neah, and at the base of the loftiest is having a few large trees intermixed.
a spring of water, so hot as scarcely The whole of the copse land serves
for pasture of an inferior sort, and the
to admit of bathing.-(Turner,
gc.)
bushes supply the natives with fuel
GHAUTS,
EASTERN.--T~~chain of for domestic purposes and for the
hills commonly described under this smeltine of iron. About two miles
appellatio~~
commences in the soutl~ above s a i k a n Erny a torrent in the
about lat. 1lo 20' N., to the north of rainy season brings down from the
the Cavery, and extends, with little hills a quantity of iron ore, in the
interruption or comparative deviation form of black sand, which in the dry
from a straight line, to the banks of season i3 smelted.
the Krishna, in lat. 16' N., separating
The tops of the hills near the Velthe two Carnatics; the one named lore road, by Sautghur, are covered
the Carnatic Balaghaut, or above with large stones, among which grow
the ghauts (the true Carnatic); the many trees and shrubs, with occaother the Carnatic Payeenghsot, or sionally a tamarind tree of great age
below the ghauts, extending along the and size. The scenery here exhibits
coast of Coromandel.
The term a great contrast to that a b o ~ Madras,
~t
ghaut properly signifies a pass through the whole country being undulated,
a range of high hills, but the name with a few lofty desolated peaks ; the
has been transferred to the mountai- whole appearing very barren, and
nous chains that support the central without any extensive forests. This
table-land in the south of India.
pass has been widened anti levelleif
The exact height of this ridge along since the conquest of the Mgsore in
its whole course has not been ascer- 1799. Artillery can now ascend it
tained, which is rather extraordinary; with little difficulty, which was not
but its general elevation is known to the case when Lord Cornwallis made
be considerably less than that of the his first and unsuccessful attempt on
Western C;hauts. About the latitutle Seringapntam. The tranquility enof Madras, which is the highest part, joyed by the Mysore and Carnatic,
i t is estimated at 3,000 feet; and the since the final extinction of Hgcler's
table-land of Bangalore, towards Oos- short-lived Mahomedan dynasty, has
cottah, which is within the chain, is increased the importance of an. easy
more than 3,000 feet above the level communication between the two
of the sea. As the rivers that have countries.-(F.
Buchanan, Lord Vatheir sources in the upper table-land letrtia, RenneU, gc.)
universally decline towards the east, i t
GHAUTS,
WESTERN.-T~~S
chain is
proves the superior elevation of the
western ghauts, and they are by far better defined thnn the other, as i t
the most abrupt in their ascent. The extends from Cape Comorin to the
geology of these mountains is very Tuptee or Surat river, where, howimperfectly known ; but the chief ever, it does not terminate in a point
rock ia said to be a granite, consisting or promontory; but departing from
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i t s meridianttl course, it bends east-

being on the contrary in many parts
ward in a wavy line parallel to that studded with hills, -and in otbers
river, and is alterwards lost among mountainous.
the hills in the neighbourliood of
The Western Ghauts abo~ltt h e
Boorhanpoor. In its line along the fifteenth degree of north latitude, a!Tuptee, this ridge forms several ghauts though steep and stony, are by n o
o r passes, from which there is a des- means rugged or broken into masses
cent into the low land of Candeish. of rock, The stones in the neighI n their whole extent the Western bourhood of Cutaki are buried in a
Ghauts include thirteen d~ rees of rich mould, and in many parts are
latitude, with the exception o a break not seen without digging. Instead
in the ridge, about sixteen milee wide, therefore of the naked, sun-burnt,
in the latitude of Paniany, through rocky peaks so common in the Eastwhich the river Paniany flows .to the ern Ghauts, there are here fine mounWestern Ocean from the province of tains covered with stately forests of
Coimbatoor. Their distance from r n , teak, and other large timbrr.
the sea-coast
seldom more than
here are nowhere finer trees, nor
seventy miles, commonly about forty ; any bamboos that can be compared
and they are frequently visible from with those that grow in this portion
the sea, to which, between Barcelore o€ the Western Cordillera. The
and Mijaoa, they approach within ground rattan also abounds in the
six miles.
woods andgrows to an enormous size,
The Western Ghaut mountains are a specimen having been procured 335
in general from 2,000 to 3,000 feet feet in length, and thicker than any
higher than those of the Eastern Malacca cane. The difficulty formerly
Ghauts, and several are from 5,000 experienced in ascending these monuto 6,000 feet above the level of the tains from the Malabsr and Canam
sea. T h e peak of mount Subramani, provinces, may be estimated from that
on the frontiers of Coorg, has been which the Bombay army had to sufi
estimated at -5,611 feet. This alti- mountin December 1791. On that octude is sufficiently great to .prevent casion twodays were spent in dragging
the body of the clouds Passing over up twenty light field pieces two miles,
them, and accordingly tile alternate and three weeks to bring up fourteen
N.E. and S.W. winds (called the guns (none heavier than eighteen~nonsoons)occasion a rainy season pounders with their tumbrile, to t h e
on the windward side of the mo~ln- top of t e Ghauts.--(Rerznell, F.
tains only, and the greater the height Buchanan, Fuldorton, Moor, Ditom,
of the chain a t any given point the Colonet Lanzbton, 4c.)
more complete is the division of the
some parts of the con- GHAZIPOOB.-Acollectorate in the
climates.
can and Malabar province west of ~'ovince of Allahabad, zemindary of
tile gtlauts, 130 inches of rain have Benares3 situated about the twentybeen ascertained to fall in one year, sixth degree of
latitut1?. O n
mostly during June, July, and August, the
it is
the
while the contiguous provinces of gra; On the south by the Ganges;
Bejapoor and Mysore, during this
the east it has the Goggra, and
deluge, are only visited hy gentle O n the west J u a n ~ O O r - It has long
showers. hi^ cause ceases to ope- been celebrated for the excellence of
'OSepwate", and bein& also well
rate in the parallel of Surat, where
the sew.wind, no longer opposed by supplied with moisture, may be noted
a wall of mountains, carries its sup- as one of the most fertile s~~hdivisions
plies of n,oisture without interrup- of Nindostan. The chief towns :we
tion over the whole surface of the Ghazii'0or, A z i t n ~ o o r >and Doorxcountry. The extensive region above gllaut.
the ghauts is called a table-land; it
GHAZIPOOP.-A very large town
is not a regularly flat level country, in the prorince of Allaliabad, tlie ca-
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GHIDDORE.
pita1 of the preceding district, situated
on the north side of the Ganges,
forty-one miles N.E. from Benares;
lat. a035' N., Ion. 83' 33' E. This
town is extensive, and within the superintendence of the police office
there are no less than 300 villages,
all swarming with a population, noted
from time immemorial for their
.
spirit and turbulent harefractory
b~ts.

At one end of Ghazipo0r.i~a palace (which formerly belonged to
Saadit Ali the deceased nabob of
Oude) overhanging the Ganges, here
flowingin a wide bed and with a slow
rurrent ; and there are also cantonments for three regiments of cavalry
and a branch of the government stud.
On a plain not far from these, an
elegant mausoleum, in the form of a
Grecian temple, has been raised to
the memory of the Marquis Cornwallis, who died here while on his
way to the upper provinces. I t is
entirely constructed of large blocks
of Chunar free-stone, without the
intervention of any wood, cost one
lack of rupees, and consutned fifteen
years in its erection ; yet it appears
an insignificant structure, when placed
in comparison with the meanebt of
the sepulchral edifices bequeathed to
posterity by the Mogul emperors.
The government stud in 1823
was remarkably flourishing, 496 most
superior horses bred here having
that year been passed into the cavalry
service by the stud committee, of
which number 147 were chargers.
The inferior horses sold for large
prices in Calcutta, anrl were' driving
the Arabs out of the market.
(FuUarton, Public MS. Docuntents,
Locke, Bc.)
G H E ~ G O fNGirigramu.)-Atown
G
in Assam, situated on the Dikho river, which falls into the Brahmaputra
river from the south. This place
was for many years the capital of
Assam, but since the insurrection of
the Mahamari (or Bloamarea) priest,
and his rabhle, the city, palace, and
fort, have continued a heap of ruins.
In old maps it is also named Ger-
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Gurgown, and Kirganu.
r G Z e , RCIWU, 4c.l
GHBRIAR
f Ghiriji, firuing from a
Mountain.)-A
fortress in the prvince of Bejapoor, situated on a promontory of rocky land in the Concan
district, about one mile and a quarter
broad, and eighty-two miles N.N.W.
from Goa; tat. 16' 30' N., Ion. 73"
25' E. This rock is ioined to the
continent by a narrow neck of land,
and lies one mile from the entrance
of a harbour, formed by the mouth
of a river that descends froin the
Western Ghauts. In A.D. 1707
Conajee Angria established an independent sovereignty at Gheriah, and
possessed a nunlerous piratical fleet.
In 1756 it was taken by Admiral
Watson and Colonel Clive, and all
the reigning Angria's fleet destroyed.
--(Omre, Bruce, 4c.)
Gidhaur.)-A
town
f o E i y % o f here, and it is still
marked in the best maps, but it has,
long ceased to exist; lat. 24' 52' N.,
Ion. 8 6 O 10' E., thirtj-seven miles
S.S.W. from Monghir. I t is now
only remarkable for the ruins of an
old castle, said to have been built by
Shere Shah, the Patan, who expelled
Humayoon the father of Acber, and
became Emperor of Hindostan, and
founded II short-lived dynasty. This
fortress (called Naolacca by the surrounding peasantry) is buried in jungle near the foot of a wild and r ~ ~ p g e d
precipice, and so commanded by the
adjacent height, that Shere Shah,
after it was completed, ordered it to
be abandoned. What at present remains, consists of a wall rudely built
of uncut stones from the neighbour
ing mountains and very ill put together. At the middle and angles these
walls are twenty-three feet thick at
the bottom, and about seventeen a t
the top, and .seem originally to have
been about thirty feet high, without
a ditch, and solely adapted for the
use of missile weapons. At Ghiddore the plains of Ballar terminate,
and the country begirls gradually to
ascend as the traveller proceeds castward. The Ghiddore rajn resides at

Dumree, a small village on the Kewlee Nullah, fourteen miles S.E. from
this site which is wholly destitute of
inhabitants.
AS illustrative of native manners,
the following description of the personal habits of the two Ghiddore
rajas in A.D. 1810 may be inserted.
First, Raja Gopaul Singh, a fat heavy
man, forty-nine ears of age a r d very
wrr to rise
civil. His usuaf
early. He took forty minutes t o
clean himself, after which he sat in
his ofice until noon attending to buslness. He then prayed, bathed, and
eat, the whole occupying about an
hour and a half, after which he slept.
In the evening he sometimes went
out to hawk, after which he cleaned
himself again and prayed, both of
which
an hour. He then
again sat in his office until nine in
the evming, when he ntired to the
inner apartments to eat and sleep.
Second, Raja Nerbhoy Singh, a thin
timid man about forty-two years of
age, H e rose early and took about
fifty minutes to clean himself, after
which he sat in his office until noon.
H e then washed nntl prajcd for about
forty minutes, eat for half an hour,
and then slept for an hour and a half.
AAer this he talked with his chief
officers, or with men of learning unti1 sun.set, when he cleaned himself
and p r a ~ e dfor nbout forty minutes.
H e then sat until ten or eleven
o'clock. listening to legendary tales
recited by the pundit, after which he
withdrew to his inner apartments to
wash, eat. and s l e e p 4 K Budanan,
Fullarton, Qc.)
GHIZNI.-A celebratetl city in Afghanistan, once the capital of a powerful empire; lat. 33' IO'N., Ion. 66'
57'E. The surrounding country being
considerably elevated above the level
of the sea, the climate is so cold as
t o have become proverbial, being described as intense even by the natives
of the adjacent cold districts. For a
large proportion of the year the inhabitants seltlom quit their houses,
and even within the city of Ghizni
the snow llus been known to lie deep

for some time after thevernal equinox.
Traditions also prevail of immer~se
falls of snow which buried under i t
the city and its inhabitants. The climate of the flat country to the south
of Ghizni is scarcely more mild than
that of the city. In Kuttawauz the
snow lies very deep for three months,
3nd when hardened by the frost is caableo of support in^ travellers. During part of the winter he streamsare
frozen SO hard as to biar the weight
of camels. Towards the north of
Ghizni, however, this excessive cold
decreases, until the Kohistaun north
of Cabul is approached, when it again
becomes severe. The surface to the
west of Ghizni is interspersed with
low hills, and, except n few cultivated
sPOt8, produces little else than a
prickly aromatic weedon which camels
feed with avidit and which, with
paste of anaiftedlbar~e~,constitutes
their chief f ~ o dyet
; these animals will
carry a load of 800 pounds English.
The summer is hardly so warm as that
o f England, and adinits but of one
harvest.
Ghizni continued the capital of a
po\sverful empire for nearly two centuries, and n city of importance for
nearly two more. The first sovereign
was Nassir ud Deen Sebuctaghi, who
ascended the throne A.D. 975, and invaded Hindostan repeatedly.
A.D.

997. Emir Massood b e p n to reipn.
997. Sultan Mahmood.
1028. Sultan Massood.
1011. Eniir Motlood.
1049. A ~ O Jaffer
O
Massood.
1051. S ~ ~ l t aAbdul
n
Hasheed.
1052. Ferokh Zad.
1058. Sultan Ibrahim.
1098. Allah ud Dowlah.
11 15. Arsalan Shah.
1118. Bgratn Shah.
1169. Khosru Shah.
1159. Khosru Mallek, and
A.D. 1171, Saheb ud Deen Mahomed
Ghori, who subdoed the empire of
Ghizni, expelled thedynasty of Sebuctaghi, and hurned this then magnificent
capital to the ground. The surviving
members of the dethroned family retired to Lahore, where they continued

GHORAGHAUT.
to ;eign for some time, but about A.D.

1185 became extinct. For many years
afterwards Ghizni was known as a
principal city, but it subsequently declined to a secondary rank, and at
last to totid insignificance.
In 1809 Ghizni was reduced to a
town of about 1,500 houses, besides
a pettah or extramural suburb. I t
stands on a height, at the base of
which flows a river of some size. I t
is encompassed by stone walls, and
contains three bazars of no great
breadth, having high bol~seson each
side, and there nre also some dark
and narrow streets. In the neighbourhood some remains of its ancient
grandeur are still to be seen, particularly two lofty minarets, each above
100 feet high. The tomb of the great
Sultan Mahmood is still extant, about
three miles from the city, and is a
spacious building covered with n cupola, but not magnificent. The doors,
which are large, are of sandal-wood,
and said to havebeen transported from
the temple of Somnauth, in the Gujerat peninsula. The tomb is of white
marble,on which are sculptured~verses
of the Koran, and a t its head lies the
plain but weighty mace said to have
been wielded by the interred monarch :
it is
wood, with a leaden head so
weighg that few have strength to
use it. There are also within the
tomb some thrones or chairs inlaid
with mother of pearl, and said to have
belonged to Mnhmood. The tombstone is under a canopy, where sonle
moullahs are still maintained to
chaunt the Koran aloud over his
grave; and on account of the number
of holy men lying here entombed,
Ghizn~is emphatically called by the
Mahomedans the second Medina.
Among the lesser ruins are the
tombs of Beloli the wise, and of Hakim Sunai, a poet of celebrity; but
nothing remains to point out the
Ghiznavi palaces, once the residence
of Ferdousi, or of the mosques,
baths, and caravanserais that once ordained t h i ~oriental metropolis. The
most useful antiquity now to be seen
is an embankment built by Mahmood
across a stream, which was much daVOL. I.
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maged on the destruction of Ghizni
by the Ghori sultans, yet it still supplies water to the fields and gardens
round the town. Some few Hindoos
are settled here, who carry on a small
traffic and supply the wants of the
Mahomedan residents. The immediate environs of the city are inhabited
by Tajiks and Hazarehs, and the contiguous valley to the north belongs to
the Wurduks; but the country between the hills which bound that valley on the east and the Solinan
mountains are inhabited by Ghiljiee.
Travelling distance from Cabul eightytwo miles; from Delhi 917 miles.(EZphinstone, Foster, Rennell, Maw
rice..&c.)
-

*

.

GHOA.-A town in the rovince of
Arraean, division of ~ o n t h w e m ,situated about 112 miles south from
Sandowy. This was once a considerable town, but has been for some
years on the decline, and in January
1827, contained only eighty houses.
Even then, however, it showed symptoms of revival, as traders from Basseen and opposite side of the Yamadong mountains were beginning to r e
sort to it.--( Public Journolr, &c.)

G
~
~ small
~ town
~ in~nor- .
thern Hindostan, thirteen miles north
the chOur Itation ; lat. 310 2, N,
lo,,. 770 28, E.
GHO~AGHAUT.-A
townandzemindary in the province of Bengal, district of Dinagepoor, ninety miles N.E.
from Moorshedahad; lat. 25' 13'N.,
Ion. 89' 1WE. This zemindary, which
in 1784 contained 632 square miles,
in AD. 1582 is described by Abul
Faze1 as producing raw silk, gunuies
(sack-cloth), and plenty of Tanyan
horses. At an early period after the
Mahomednn invasion it appears, along
with several others in this quarter, to
have been bectowed on different Afghan chiefs, who colonized in them,
and received accessions of their countrymen from abroad. Being zealoue
converters of the Hindoos, and not
very scrupulous as to the meane, s
very large proportion of the inhabit
tants to this day profess the Maho2 r

A
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GILOLO ISLE.

m d a n reli 'on, and diini themeelves attended by oaly one d i t s r y f a k e r .
with the fmbian title 0 Sheik. In Nun~ermsproofs remain that the
process of time the Ghor haut ze- country was once more populous and
mindnry was r i z e d on by %e Kake- better cultivated than it is at pmcnt,
rhelan tribe of Moguls, but for many traces of ruined towns and villagee
years past it has reverted to its prior k i n g still visible, as also the marks of
owners, the Hindoos. From the former land divisions.-(Ueync, kc,)
traces of ruins still visible the town
ef ~
h appean, at
~ one perid
~
GHYRPTTY.-A
~
~ amall town
h in the ~
to have covered a great space; but it r O v i n ~ e Ben~al,near the river
remred to the con&- P1°0ghlY9 situated on the high road
is now
tion in which it
elisted be- from Seram~oor Chandern%Ore*
was brmerly the
fore the Mussulmaun conquest, being Ghyretty
buried in woods m d jungles, with MUntrY
of the Pvernor
the streets. of Chanderoagore, but fell from its
tigers prowling
~h~ most remllrkable monument ia state of splendour with the decline of
Osite
of
the tornbofIemael Gbazi Khan (a holy the French. On the
and good ofice. who fint sub the river is the village o r ~ u l t a l l ;and
is the common
where tram
dued this tract), which is much feared
Calcutta to
and respected both by Hindoos and vellers proceeding
Mahomedans ; and although nearly the upper provinces
the
ruinous, has still a small canopy hung "ver.
over it. - ( F . Buchanarr, J. Grant,
GHYSABAD.-Atown in the proStewart, qc.)
vince of Allahabad, seventeen miles
G
~- A large~ fortified ~E.N.E. from
~ Huttah ;lat.
~ 24O 13'N~
.,
E.
town in the province of Delhi, twenty- ""'
seven miles south by west from SahaG u a ~ ~ c a 1s~ss.-A
rs
cluster of
five sn~nllislands in the Eastern seas,
runpoor; lot. w034' N., Ion. 77'27'
E. This place was the residence of lying about six miles S.S.W. from
Nijib ud Dowlah, an Afghan chief, Makiam ;they areof middling height,
ap ointed prime minister to Shah and contain many bare rocks,inter~ % mby Ahmed Shah Abdalli of mixed with green s p p m
~ d trws.
Cabul, and of his son Zabeta Khan,
GILIONISLE.-A ~mal1island about
who conducted the ~~~b canal from
thirty miles in circumference 1 in off
the foot of the hills to this
y g7o 5r
the east end of Mndura Isle; ylat.
GHUNEACHUB.-Asmall town in S., Ion. 114O 40' E.
Northern Hindostan, twenty-three
miles S.E. from Serinagur; lat. so G'LOLOISLE(or H a z d e r d j . A large island in the Eastern seas of
63' N., Ion. 78' 58' E.
a most fantastical shape, consisti
Gnmroon.-Adistrict ofconsider of four limbs or peninsulas, separatg
able sizein theprovince of Hgderabad, from each other by dee bays. I t lies
due sooth of the capital ; but, not- between the parallels aPfhree degree*
withstanding this vicinity to a large north and one south latitude, and may
market, scantily cultivated and thinly be estimated at 220 miles in length, by
inhabited. The town of Ghunpoor thirty, the average breadth, giving ou
stands in lat. 16' 33' N., Ion. 7n0 8' E., area of about 6,600 square miles.
sixty miles S.S.W. from the city of
This island is naturdly very fertile,
Hyderabad. It is a fortified hill, and and abounds with bulloqks, buffaloes,
must have formerly been a place of deer, goats, and wild hogs, but few
considerable cons uence as the sheep. The-ioPebitants subsist mostly
mosque ia one of thxargest and best on the sago or libby tree, which, like
constructed in the Nizam'sdominions. the cocoa-nut tree, ha& no distinct
I t is now, howevor, mo~tlyused by- bark that peels 4 I t may be detravellers as a plpce of repose, and scribed as a long tube of hard wood,
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GINGEE.

-

about two indres thick, containing a
G~NGE
($hi=$).
E
A celebrated
pulp or pith, intermixed with longitu- fortress in the Carnatic, thirty-five
dinal fibres of froni 200 to 400 pounds miles N.W. from Pondicherry ; lat.
79' 28' E. The for.
weight ; from this pith is procured I F 12' N., h,
the sago flour, which is the general tifications here cover the summits and
food of the inhabitants. It is said a great part of the declivities of three
that east of Gildo there are not any detached rocky mountains of very
horses, horned cattle, or sheep.
difficult ascent, from 400 to 600 feet
While the Dutch influence existed high, connected by lines of works
among tbe islea to prevent the smug- that enclose an extemive triangle
gling of qices, they discouraged the in the plain between them, divided
inhabitants of Gilolo from trading by another fortified barrier into an
withCelebes,Booro,Oby, Ceram,My- outer and inner lower fort. The nasol, and Salwatty, end also rooted out tives of India, who esteem no fortifithe spices in places of easy access, or cations very strong unless placed on
nesr the sea. They also forbid the high and difficult eminences, have
manufacturing of cloth : but the na- always regarded Gingee as the strong*
tires continued to make it, procuring est fort in the Carnatic. It has, howtheir cotton from Bally and the B u p ever, been captured repeatedly, and
gees country. In 1774 the northern wm always noted for its insalubrity.
part of Gilolo belonged to the sultan
In 1820 the walls of Gingee did
ofTernate. Ossa, a town situated on not contain a single inhabitant, and
the south side of the great bay of the pettah without was reduced to
thatname,Iat. O045'N.,lon. 128Oa2/E., twenty or thirty miserable huts, with
aflbrds many conveniences for ships, the shops of two or three Booas they may there be supplied with neas. The walls, gates, and baswater, provisions, spars, and other tions were still, however, remarknecessaries. In this bay there are nlso ably entire, and the ruins extensive
several villages; that of Golonsay, and interesting, more egpeeially the
in 18W, was destroyed by the Dutch. singular seven-storied tower of the
The imports come principally from palace of the ancient rajas, in bhc int
the Dutch settlements and the adja- ner fort; the pagoda at the base of
cent islands, and consist of opium, St. George's mountaiu, green with
coarse cotlery, piece goods, china peepul branches andcreepers; the two
ware, and iron; the exports are spiees, great magazines, the mosque, a d the
hiche de mar, birdh'-nests, tortoise- castellated palace, Besides these, the
shell, seed pearl, and sago.
Choultry on the apex of the English
In A.D. 1531 the king of Gilolo, mountain. the works and buildings
the Papeas, and the princes of the on both eminences, and the vast exMducca Isles, joined in a league to cavation and savage scenery of the
exterminate the Portuguese, and suc- Devil's Tank, are worthy ~f aten.
ceeded in messacreing a considerable tion. Gingee has not been garrisoned
umber ; but we have no information for a very long period, and many
regarding the modern history, man- parts of its interior are wholly choked
Wrs, and customs of this island, up with jungle,
which has long been wholly under the
This fortress was either built or
influence of tbe Dutch, whose c o b improved on an old foundation of
nial policy is always mixed up with the Chola kings, by the son of Vijaya
mystery and concealment. Gilolo Runga Nsik, the governor of T a n p r q
(with Ceram) is rema~kablens being in A.D. 1448, and was su~cesslvely
apparently the eastern boundary of strengthened by the Mahomedans of
Asiatic civilization (such as it is), Bejapoor, who possessed it from 1669
where the superior races of the ani- to 1677, by the Maharattas, who
md man stop, and the mop-headed held it from 1677, when it was taken
Papuas and South-Sea islanders be- by Sevajee, during a sudden irru tion
vn.-(Far~est,. Thorn,Cniw~rd,~c.)into the Carnatic, until 1698. i t the

a*%

date last-mentioned it was besieged
and taken by Zulficar Khan, the im~ e r i ageneral,
l
and Rajpoot governors
bein appointed, they affected indepencfmce, and assumed the rank of
rajas. In 1715 it was held by Saadet
Oolla Khan, and in 1750 was taken
b surprise, during R night attack by
t i e French, under M. Bussy. After
the capture of Pondicherry, it surrendered, in 1761.-(FuUarton, Wilkr,

o m , 4c.I
GIBDUBPOOB.-Asmall town in the
province of A'meer, division of Harrowtee, whici in 1820 contained
about 1,500 inhabitants. It stands in
a very secluded spot, without any
carriage-road, and even the footpaths
rugged and difficult, fourteen miles
east from the Odeypoor fortress of
Bansrar.--( Malcolm, 4c.)
Graou~.--A town in the province
of Agra, forty-nine miles east from
the city of Agra; lat. 27' 12' N., lon.
780 40' E.
GIRREERIVER.-A small river of
Northern Hindostan, which traverses
the princi ality of Sirmore, and falls
into the L m n a st Rajghaut ; lat. 30°
96' N., ion. 77' 38' E.
GITREBRAW.-T~~S
village stands
nesr the common boundary of the
Gundwana and Allahabad provinces,
seven miles south from the town of
Selyah, and in 1820 belonged to the
Nagpoor raja
G o r ma ova^).-A city in the province of Bejapoor, the capital of the
Portuguese possessions in India ; lat.
15' 30' N., Ion. 74' 2' E., 250 miles
S.S.E. from Bombay. This appellation is applied to two distinct places,
via. Old Goa, here described ; and
Panjim or New Goa, situated five
miles nearer the entrance of the harbour.-(For the latter, see PANJIM.)
The once splendid and populous
city of Goa is now a wilderness, of
which the monasteries form the only
tenanted portion, and a few miserable
looking monks, half of them natives,
the only inhabitants. Indeed the city
may be traversed from one extremity
to the other without meeting R hu-

man being, or any other signs of
former population than pavements
overgrown with grass, gardens and
court-yards choked with underwood,
and princely dwellings and venerable
abbies mouldering rapidly to decay.
The chief religious edifices that still
remain in tolerable preservation are
the cathedral, the churches of St.
Caetan, St. Pedro, and St. Domingo,
the church and monastery of the
Augustins, and the church and monastery of the Jesuits. The last of
these possesses the reliques of St.
Francis Xavier, his body being interred here in a sepulchre of black
marble, richly sculptured in bas-relief,
representing divers passages of his
life. The church of St. Caetan surpasses the others in architectural elegance. In ls2O there was still a convent of nuns, containing about thirty
inmates, and the archbishop of 408
continued to erform service at the
cathedral, altRough he resides at S t
Pedro. The building formerly sccupied by the Inquisition is entire, but
has been shut up for many years ;and
close to the esplanade, which is the
common landing-place, stands the
ancient palace of the viceroys, long
unoccup~ed, and now going fast t o
ruin. The principal entrance to the
city is by a gate adjoining the pnlace,
over which, in a niche,is the statue of
Vasco de Gama, barbarously painted
in imitation of life.
Goa was taken from the Hindoo
rajas of Bijanagur by the Bhamenee
Mahornedan sovereign of the Deccan,
about A.D. 1469, and in 1510 was
besieged and taken by Albuquerque,
on which event he strengthened the
fortifications, and made it the capital
of the Portuguese dominions in the
east. He was recalled in 1518, at
which period the Portuguese power in
India had reached its greatest height,
and from that time declined. I t does
not appenr that they ever possessed
any considerable extent of territory,
although they maintained a large
army of Europeans; and they maj be
said rather to have disturbed and
pillaged India than to have conquered
it, or carried on any regular com-

mtrce. In A.D. 1580 thePort.guese
possessed the following places in Indk, uiz. Diu, Damaun, Choul, Bassein, Salsette, Bombay, -and Ooa.
They ha4 factories at, and influenced
the government of Dabul, Onore,
Barcdore, Man@ore, Cananore, Calicut,Cranganore, Cochin,andQuilon.
They had several establishments in
the maritime parts of Ceylon, and factones in the bay of Bengsl, at Masulipatam, Negapntam, and St. ThomB,
with commercial stations in the province of Bengal. In addition to these
they possessed the city of Malacca,
and had trading factories in the countries that compose the modern Burmese empire, and British district of
Chittagong. In the Eastern Islands
they had many establishments, enjoyed the trade of the Spice islands,
and a considerable intercourse with
Japan and China, but did not acquire
Macao until 1586.
After the conquest of Portugal in
1580, by Philip the Second of Spain,
the conilexion between tile Portuguese settlements and the mother
country was very much loosened, and
the intercourse abridged. In the three
years (1620 to 1622) that Hernan de
Abuquerque way viceroy, he never
once received any letter of lnstruction or information from the court
of Spain ; the colonies must cqnsequently have been supported entirely
from their own resources, while involved in a destjuctive war with the
Dutch. The vices of their internal
government, and esorbltant power
of the priests, assisted to accelerate
their decay. The viceroy never had
any power over the Inquisition, and
was himself liable to its censures.
Towards the conclusion of the French
revolutionary war, the settlement
seemed again abandoned by the mother country, and the poverty of the
inhabitants became extreme, many
females of the best families being
compelled to earn a scanty subsistence by making lace or artificial
flowers, and working n~uslins. While
the Portuguese European trade lasted it was carried on entirely on account of the king, there being no re-

cord of any voyage from Portugal t o
India on account of individual Port u g u e ~merchants.
Incliiding the islande the Portuguese still possess territory in the
neighbourhood of Goa, fort miles
in length by twenty in bread& ; but
the viceroy and chief inhabitants reside entirely at Panjim or New GOP.
In 1808 it was estimated that within
the above tract there were 900
churches and chapels, and above
2,000 priests. The dialect mostly
is a mixture of the European with the Canara and Maharatta languages; but the European
Portuguese is also understood by a
great majority. At present, excepting a very few of the highest classes,
the great mass of Portuguese population throughout India are the spurious descendants of Euro ean settlers by native women ; a n 8 the numerous converts thab have joined
them, the last still retaining many
P q a n customs and predilections. In
1820 the Portuguese force stationed
at Panjim andother places was barely
sufficientfor the purposes of police;
yet it was principally through their
agency that two revolutions (constittitional and regal) were effected
without bloodshed in 1821-22. Even
under all these disadvantages, the
expenses of the overnment are said
to be entirely defrayed from the local
revenues, derived chiefly from cocoa-nut plantations and port-duties.
Besides Goa the remaining Portuguese possessions in India are Damaun, Diu, Macao in China, Dhelli,
on the island of Timor, also establishments on Sumbhawa, Floris,
and some others of the Eaatern Isles.
Travelling dietance from Pcmna,
a45 miles; from Bombay, 292, from
Delhi, 1,158 ; and from Calcutta,
1,300 miles.--(FuUorton, C Buchamn, Bruce, gc,)

.

Gorclc-A town in the island of
Celebes, the native capital of the
Macassar country, which is sometimes called the kingdom of Goack ;
5 13' N., Ion. 119' 21'E. In
lat. '
A.D. 1612, subsequent to the arrival
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COALPARA.

of t h e Portuguese, the Malays were
allowed to build a mosque at Goack,
the natives not being yet converted
to the Mahomedan religion. In
1778 this city was taken by assault by
theDutch, the fortifications razed,and
the government new modelled. Prior
to this event, the sovereign of Goack
was not despotic, but was obliged to
consult his nobility regarding the performahce of any important regal function, every township having a chief
nearly independent.-(Stavorinzu and
Note;, Matsdm, &c.)
GOAHATI (the cow nzarket).A small town in the province of AsSam, situated on the south side of
the Brahmaputra, seventy-three miles
east of Goalpara; 1st. 525' 5Y N., Ion.
91' 40' E. This was once the capital of the ancient Hindoo division
named Camroop, which includedgreat
part of Assam, but is now in a very
miserable condition.-(F. Buchanan,

4c.I
GOALGUNGE.-Asmall town in the
province of Allahabad, twenty-one
miles S.W. from Chatterpoor; lat.
24O 43' N., lon. 79' 22' E.
GOALPARA
(Govabara.)-A
town
in the province of Bengal, district of
Rungpoor, situated on the south side
of the Brahmaputrs, 170 miles N. by
E. from the city of Dacca; let. 26O
8' N., Ion. 90' 38' E. This place
contains some good houses, and a
street of shops, which in this remote
and barbarous region excite great admiration among the rude tribes in its
vicinity. The number of houses that
may be considered as belonging to the
town amount (1809) to about 400,
most of them miserable huts, and with
the exception of a few, regularly surrounded by the floods for above two
months in the year, so that the only
passage from house to house is in
boats ; and inside, the floors are covered from two to three feet deep
with water. In other respects, also,
this place exhibits a squalid scene of
vice and misery. Goalpara is, notwithstanding, a place of considerable
resort, and the principal mart of the

intercourse with tbe Aseamese, dtho
bring here coarse cloths, stick-lac,
tar, wax, and occasionally gold t o
barter. Salt is the article they usually
take in return, but i t is delivered t o
them much adulterated. Neither has
this traffic hitherto been so considerable as might have been expected,
owing to the disorderly s t ~ t eof the
Assarn country, and the barbarity of
its chiefs, who formerly were accustomed to settle their unadjusted accounts by the assassination of their
creditors. Recently, however, a great
change has taken place in this quarter
of Asia, by the expulsion of the Burmese in 1884, and the protection since
bestowed on this distrwted country
by the British government, has had
the effect of completely tranquillizmg
it. A great increase of commercial
intercourse, therefore, may now be
expected, not only with Asssm, but
also with the hitherto unknown nations far beyond its limits.
There are a few families of Portu@ese Christians scattered over the
Rungpoor district, but at Goalpara
there are as many as twenty termed
Choldar, which seems a corruption
of soldier. None of them can eithet
read or write : only two or three know
a few words of Portuguese, and they
have entirely dopteci the dress of the
natives. The only European customs
they retain are, that the women curtsey, and the men shew by a motion
of the hand as they pass, that if they
had a hat they would take i t off.
Notwithstanding the absence of this
distinguishing covering, the men r e
tain some portion of European activity, and are much feared by the
natives, who employ them as messengers in making a demand, such as
the payment of a debt, to a compliance with which they think a little
fear may contribute. The females
gain a subsistence chiefly by sewing
and distilling spiritoous liquors, of
which last article the men consume as
much as they can afird, and retail
the remainder. Concerning theChristian religion they appear t o know
little or nothing, llor have they aoy
priest. Sometimes they go to Bowai
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near Dacca, in order to procure a
priest to marry them; but in general
tbis is too expensive, and they content themselves with a public acknowledgment of their marriages.
On a hill near Goalpara there have
been several buildings of brick, a
p m t I y of a religious origin.
the east side of the hill, near the river, is a piece of granite on which is
carved a figure of Buddha, which the
people worship and name Siva. In
1809, a Brahmin from the west of
India, who had formerly been a merchant, was reported to have found
a sum of money, which fact, however, he denied. I11 consequence of
a dream he built a small place of
worship on the hill, and endeavoured
to bring its sanctity into repute ; but
although he hired persons daily to
pake n noise with drums, frequently
went naked, and performed otherwise
many extravagant actions, he did not
succeed; nor could he b all these
exertions establish his ciaracter as
an idiot (dewana), a being much venerated in the east, but continued
strongly suspected of being a knave.
About Goalpara easterly winds prevail during three months of the year,
but fbr four months after the mlddle
of October they incline to the northward. Westerly winds blow from
about the n~iddleof Februar until
the middle of April, when t i e east
winds re-commence, and refresh the
earth with coolness and gentle showers, often alternating with eouthern
breezes.--(E Buchanan, ij-c.)
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GODAVEBY
RIVEB(Godnoari, alro
named the Gunga Godavery.)-Innumerahlerivulets issuing from the western ghaut mountains and Chandpoor
hills, about tlie twentieth degree of
north latitude and seventieth of east
longitude, join their streams near to
Koombhauree, and their union forms
the main channel of the Godavery
river. Froin among these currents the
Hindoos have selected one to which,
without any apparent reason for the
preference, they aesi n the honour of
being the source of the Godavrry,
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one of their moat sacred streams, end
the largest river of the Deccan. At
Tritnbuck Nasser, fifty-three miles
distant from thewestern ocean,where
this brook springs from the earth,
temples are erected, which are resorted to by pious Hindoos from all parts
of India.
Aher traversing the large province
of Aurungahad and the Telingana
country from west to east, it turns
to the south-east, and receives the
Bain Gunga (the Vans Gunga abdut
ninety miles from the sea, iesides
many smaller streams in its previous
course. At the celebrated pa88
through the Papkoonda mountains,
near the Rajamundry frontier, it is
contracted from one mile and a half
to a single furlong in breadth, by precipitous hills 2,000 feet high. At
Collysair ghaut, in the province of
Gundwana, lat. 18' 38' N., Ion. 80°
35' E., its channel is one mile broad,
and in the beginning of May consists
of a wide expanse of sand, the rivez
being separated into numerous shallow streams, nowhere more thiiu fifteen inches in depth, whereas during
the rainy season, when its bed is
filled, tbis river rolls along a prodigious volulne of water. At a short
distance from Badrachellum there are
hot springs in the middle of the bed
of the Godavery. Near Rajamundry it separates into two principal
branches, and these subdividing
again, form altogether several tide
harbours for vessels of moderate burthen, such acl Ingeram, Coringa, Yunnm, Bunder Malanca, andNassipoor,
but prove serious interruptions to
travelling along the aea-coast.
The forests along the banks of this
river abound with timber fit for the
purposes of ship-building. In 1816
certain parts of the Godavery were
deepened and obstructions removed
in others b Messrs. Wm. Palmer &
Co., who, Kom their own observation, and from facts detailed b inhabitants of the Ramghur and Xloonshah pergunnahs, were of opinion,
that a navigation of 400 miles in
length might be opened during four
months of the year on this river nnd

the Wurda, which would greatly facilitate w m m e r d intercourse be
tween the inland provinces of the
Deccan, and the Bay of Bengal. Including windings, the whole course
of the Godavery may be estimated a t
eighty-five miles, from its source to
its junction with the sea--(Rmnell,
J. Grant, J. 13. Blunt, E. Ruuel,
voy:cy, 4 4 )
G o ~ s n(or ~udara.)-A town in
the Gujerat peninsula, sixty-seven
miles N.E. from Cambay; lat. W 4 8 '
N., Ion. 73' 44' E.
G O ~ L W A(or
B Gohuwar.)-A
diridon of the Gujerat peninsula bounded on the north by the river Bhadur
and the British d~strictof Arratum,
on the east by the gulf of Cambay ;
on the south by the sea; and on the
west by Cattywar and the Walak
coast. It is watered and fertilized by
many rivers, and contains the valoable
seaports OC Bhownuggur and Gogo.
The name is derived from the Goel
tribe of Rsjpoots. The face of Goelwara, although generally flat, has several conspicuous mountains, among
which may be reckoned Oollitana
and Seroi. By the conditions of Col.
Wdker's agreement in 1807, the
chieflains of Goelwara were bound
to pay to the Guicowar state a perpetual tribute of l,ll,700 r u p ,
which the district can afford, as ~t IS
fertile, and produces almost every
kind of grain, much of which is exported. There is also an ambawan
or mangoe forest, extending for about
a couple of miles, and remarkable as
being the only thing of the kind in
the Gujerat peninsula. (Walker,
Macmurdo, 4c.)
GOGGBA(Gharghara.1-This river has its source in the Himalaya
mountains, but the exact spot has
never been ascertained. The principal branch of the Goggra is named
the Cali, now the eastern boundary
of Kumaon, and before it quits the
mountains it is joined by the Sarjou
(Sareyu), or Deva, after which their
united streams issue from the hills at
Bremadee (Brahma Deva), and the
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river thence forward is indSerently
named the Goggra, Sajou, or Deva.
In the course of its passage through
the hills several rapids occur, but
there are no ascertained rapids although such are marked in the best
maps. The Goggra forms one of the
largest streams contributary to the
Ganges, which it joins in the province o f m a r . Major Rennell thmks
it is the Agoramis ofArrian.
In the mythological poems of the
Brahmms, this river is always mentioned by the name of the Sareyu,
which in modern times it has almost
lost. Its banks were formerly esteemed of eculiar sanctity, having been
much !esnented by Viawamitra and
other potent and choleric Hindoo
saints.
GOGO.-A town in the Gujerat
peninsula, situated on the west side
of the Gulf of Csmbay ; lat. 21' 40'
N., Ion. 7.2" 23' E. This is a safe
roadstead during the S.W.monsoon,
to which veasels may run in a c e of
parting with their anchors in Surat
roads, it being an entire bed of mud
about three-fourths of a mile from
the shore. The natives are chieily
Mnhomedans, who build vessels from
fifty to 300 tons, and formerly carried
on a brisk trade to Bombay; but latterly much of this traffic has been
transferred to Bhownuggur. - (Elmore, 4c.)
GOGULCHUPBA.-A town in the
province of Malwa, thus named from
~ t vicinity
s
to Chupra, from which it
is distant only seven miles. In 1820
it was the head of a pergunnah belongin t o Anleer Khan, to whom it
yielded6 an annual revenue of 50,000
rupees.--(Malcolm, 4c.)
GOHRA.-A small town in the province of Allahabad belonging to Punnah, twenty-three llliles S.E. from
Teary ; lat. 24' 31' N., lon. 70' 5' E.
GORUD.-The capital of a division
in the province of Agra, twenty-two
nlilev N.E. from Agra; lat. 26' 24'
N., Ion. 78020' E. About the middle
of last century Gohud was a small
village attached to the district of

Gualior, and the Rana's ancestors
were zemindars of the village, and by
caste Jauts of the Bamrowly tribe.
Bheem Singh, the Rana prior to the
battle of Paniput in 1761, acquired
Gualior, but was afterwards obliged
to yield it to the Maharattag. When
this eople lost the battle of Paniput,
t11e kana of ~ o h u dattempted to
shake off their yoke, but was subdued
by R oonauth Row in 1766, and
comp8ed to continue tributary. On
a subsequent rupture, Gualior was
taken by Madhajee Sindia in 1784.
The territory of Gohud, though
hilly is fertile, and in 1790 was sup. posed to yield a revenue of twentytwo lacks of rupees per annum, out
of which seven went to the expenses
of collection. What modifications or
dissections the limits of this principality subsequently experienced we
are not informed, but in 1805 we find
them described by Mr. Metcalfe as
extending along the Chumbul, and
producing only eighteen lacks per
annum, of which nine were appropriated for the payment of the subsidiary
forces.-(Thirdand Seventh Reguterr,
Trcaticr, Metcalfe, 4c.)

,

GOEON.-A small town in the province of Allahabad. eleven miles N.
by W. from ~ a l o u n ;lat. 260 ?O' N.,
Ion. 79' 13' E.
GOXAUK.-Atown in the province
of Bejapoor possessed by the Putwurdun family, forty-nine miles N.
from Darwar ; lat. 160 11' N., lon.
74' 58'E. I t stands on the northe m acclivity of a hill, watered on its
northern side by the Gutpurba, which
immediately opposite has deep water;
but there is a ford one mile east of
the town. It is enclosed by a wall
and ditch on its eastern and southern
sides, but to the westward it is commanded by a hill. This is a place of
considerable extent and importance,
and in 1790 had a considerable manufactory of silk 'and cotton fabrics,
both in the form of dresses and of
piece goods. The silk waa imported,
probabl from Bengal by the way of
Goa. &hen taken by Sultan Mouzzum, iu A.D. 1685, Gokauk was the

head of a district, hut does not now
possess any building or ruin of consequence. About two miles from
hence there is a superb cataract
formed by the river Gutpurba, which
is precipitated from the hills to the
low counhy. During the rains this
river, about 169 yards broad, rushes
for some space down an inclined
-plane, and then in one unbroken
mass into a ravine cut throu h the
table-land, and bounded on bot! sides
by mural precipices. A very handsome and elaborately finished temple
of Mahadeva stands amidst a group
of inferior religious edificecl, on the
brink of the cataract to the right, and
a picturesque wooded hill rises some
hundred feet above its margin on the
opposite side.--(Moor, FuUorton, 4c.)
GOKOL.-A small town in the rovince of Agra, district of ~ l i ~ i u r ,
situated on the left side of the Jumna,
six miles below Mathura This spot
is one of the supposed scenes of the
early adventures of Krishna, who is
worshipped here under the name of
Gokul.
GOLCONDA
/~olkiranda.)-An extensive division of the Hyderabad
province occupying the tract of
country to the east of the capital,
north and south of the Mussy river,
which intersects it. Although renowned in Europe for diamond mines,
it at present does not contain any,
and probably never did. The fortress is, notwithstanding, a very considerable d6pBt for these gems, which
are brought, however, from other
marts, mostly in the Balaghaut districts, to be polished and fashioned
for sale by the Golconda diamond
merchants. In the immediate neighbourhood nothing is to be sees but
syenite, but about forty miles fiutber
west, opals and chalcedonies are
found.
The fortress of Golconda stands
on a hill about three miles W.N.W.
from the city of Hyderabad ; lat. 17'
15' N., Ion. 78' 39E. It was once
the capital of an extensive kingdom,
first under Hintloo princes, and aflerwards m a division of the Bhamenee

empire, upon the fall of which it
a p n became the seat of a monarchy
under the Cuttub Shahee dynasty.
In A.D. 1690 it was surrendered by
treachery to the Mogul army of Aurengzebe, after a siege of seven
months. The deposed sovereign,
Abou Hossein, died here in confinement in 1704. At present this fortress is principally used aa a stateprison, where the refractory members
of the Nieam's family are confined ;
among which number, in 1915, were
hie wife, mother, and two youngest
eons. The principal inhabitauts and
bankers of Hjderabad are also ermitted to retain houses in the &rt,
to which on any alarm they retire
with their money.
In the alluvial soil of the plains at
the base of the Neela Molla mountains, and more es ecially near the
banks of the ~ r i s R n aand Pennar
rivers, are aituated the mines that
produce the famous Golconda diamonds, the territory adjoining the
fortress of Golconda never having
produced any precious stones whntever. Its reputation for them probably originated from their having
been brought in a rough state to
Golconda to be cut and polished.
An opinion prevails among the miners that the diamond is continually
growing, similar to that prevalent in
Cornwall with regard to tin, and that
the chips and small pieces rejected
by former searchers in process of time
become large diamonds. In 1820 Dr.
Voysey found most of the diamond
mines deserted, and the search conEned to the rubbish of the old mines.
H e assumes that sandstone breccia
of the clay formation is the matrix
of the diamonds procured in the
Deccan; that those fohnd in an alluvial soil have been brought down
by some torrent or deluge, and that
those found in the beds of rivers are
washed down by the annual rains;
but if so, their sources might be
traced,--(Scott, Voyrey, Upton, Heyne,

in circumference, lying due north of
Oby Island, fimom which it is separated by a narrow strait ; lat. lo 55 S.,
lon. 127' 40' N.
GOYATA
S~aotE.-ii fortified town
in the province of Bejapoor, principality of Colapoor, eight miles travelling distance south from Merrich.
GOYLA.-A village and remarkable
pass through the hills in the province.of Bahar, district of. Ramghur.
on the line of the Benares road, 2UO
miles N.W. from Calcutta,
G o ~ a r u ~ . - Asmall town in the
province of Malwa, pergunnali of
Deypaulpoor,four miles from Moondla, and ten from the town of Deypaulpoor ; lat. 22" 56' N., lon. 75O

28' E.
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GONDEGAXA
RIVEB. A Small
stream which rises among the Balaghaut hills,and after ashort coursefalls
Into the bay of Bengal at Moutapillp,
marking by it^ chsnnel the separation
of the modern Carnatic from the
Northern Circars.
GONDWABA.-A
town in the province of Benpl, district of Purneah,
twenty miles S. by W. from the town
of Purneah; lat. 25' 33' N., Ion. 87'
26' E.
GONDS
/or Goan&).-See
GUNDWANA.

GOOCHNAUTH.-Avillage in the
province of Gujerat, situated on the
south bsrtkof the Banass river, about
three miles S.E. from Rahdunpoor.
GOODBCOTTA.-A
town and small
district in the Mysore territory, fortyfour miles N. by E. from Chitteldroog ;lat. 14O 47' N., Ion. 76" 42'E.

GOODOOB.-Atown in the .Balaghaut ceded districts, seventeen miles
W.S.W. from Carnoul; lat. lbO 40'
N., lon. 7 7 O 47' E.
GOODOOB.-A village in the Carnatic province and Nellore district,
5-c.1
twenty-two miles south from the
GOMANO
ISLE.--A small island in town of Nellore. This place conthe Eastern seas, about twenty u~iles tains a small mosque and two pa-
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godae, and there is a collector's bungalow open for the accommodation
of travellers.
GOOLGUNGE.-Atown in the province of Allahabad. twentv miles
S.W. from chatterp& ; 1 ~ t . * %4%
4~
N.,Ion. 79' 29' E.
GOOMBAPOONDY.--A
village in the
Carnatic provii~ce,and northern district of Arcot, twenty-seven miles
travelling distance N.W. by N. from
Madras. There is a bungalow here
- for the accommodation of travellers.
GOOMTY
RIVER
(Gonzati, wilding).
-This river has its source in Northern Hindostan, among the hills of
Kumaon, from whence it flows in a
sooth-easterly direction nearly parallel with the Goggra, and after
passing the cities of Lucknow and
Juanpoor, falls into the Ganges below Benares. It is named the Goomty from its extremely winding course,
which is a circumstance common
to rivers traversing the Gangetic
plain. There are many other river8
of R secondary class distinguished by
the same epithet, Inore especially one
that passes Comillah, the capital of
the Tiperah district, which springs
from an unknown source among the
eastern hills, and falls into the Megna
at Daoudcaundy. I t is navigable for
canoes fifty miles above Comillah.
(Ghunwara/.-A town
GOOMSUB
end large zemindary in the Northern
Circars, district of Ganjam, sixty
m i l a west from Juggernauth. The
country in this neighbourhood is remarkably impenetrable, the hrests
consisting of bamboos, which grow
closer and resist the axe better than
m y other species of ligneous vegetation, In former times the inhabitants, relying on the~e,didnot think
it necessary to erect redoubts for the
defence of the paths leading to their
~trong.holds,but obntructedthem with
frequent barriers of bamboos, wrought
into a variety of entanglement. Besides its naturally pentilential a t m o s
phere,the wholetract isoneof the hottestinIndia,and is particularly subject

to strokes of the sun, by which M.
Bussy, in 1757, lost seven Europeans
in one day.
In 1804 this estate stood rated in
the revenue records as containing
506 villuges, wirh an estimated population of 66,046 personn, and assessed to the land-tax 21,248 pagodas ; but the proprietor, although in
regular sub'ection to the British authority, so ong as he paid the stipulated rent, had been little interfered
with. When originally transferred to
the East-India Company, several of
the best informed public functionaries
were of opinion that, owing to the
peculiar delicacy of extending the
full authority of the courts of law
over zemindaries situated OD the
frontiers and among the high lands,
it would be more advisable to regard
the proprietors rather as tributary
chieftains, than as ordinary sub'ecte
amenable to the usual process o# the
courts of justice. In rogress of
time, however, the
generally, ancl even many of the semindars, have been forward in bringing
their matters of litigation before the
regular courts, and have subsequently submitted to. the decrees without
murmur or resistance. The Goomsur chiefs had long remained nearly
independent, and might have continued so had not the enormous
atrocity of their conduct com elled
the interference of the %ti$
government.
In 1815 e charge of murder wm
brought against the zemindar Danoongjoy Bunje by his father, who
for his own previous crimes had been
deprived of the zemindary, and a
reward proclaimed for his apprehens~on. An investigation in c o m e
uence took place, when i t appeared
rom the evidence of the surviving
females of the seraglio, that the zemindar Danoongjoy Bun'e, in 1814,
became impreued with the idea ibn
his wives and the female part of the
family had conspired to deprive bim
of his life, with the view of settiog
up his eldest son, named Bulbud&
Bunje, ns zemiudar of the country.
Under this dwmDanoongjoy confiqed
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a great many of his wives, concu- of those r h o had died in confinement

bines, and slave girls, most of whom, had been thrown, and to collect furfrom the inhuman treatment they re- ther information on the spot. The
ceived during their imprisonment, well being pointed out by two female
diect on the spot. The survivors de- slaves, who, according t o their own
posed before the magistrate that they account, had been employed in putwere all chained to a log of wood ting the dead bodies there, aRer six
placed in the centre of two rooms, hours' d i n g , finger-bones, ribs, and
with holes large enough for two legs ; other parts of the human frame bethat beihg thus seated in pain op- gan to make their appearance, interr i t e to each other, each having one mixed with earth; and aRer a fureg in the hole of the log, they were ther lapse of time, a great number of
secured by a wooden pin ; but the r e skulls and bones were met with. In
mainin legs were placed on the top excavating to the depth of twentyof the fog,chained together in irons. four feet, eighteen entire skulls were
Several of them declared (one being thrown out, and all immense pile of
only thirteen years of age) that they bones collected, from the condition
had witnessed the death of the per- of which there was reason to believe
son to whom they were chained un- the bodies they appertained to must
til the corpse had become putrid and have remained a long time in the
covered with worms, and as the well, as all the flesh and hair were
marks on their limbs proved they gone, and nothing remained perfect
had undergone at least some part of but the bones and teeth, the whole
the cruelties they had asserted, the corroborating the depositions as to
black and malignant nature of the the fact of the bodies having been
zemindar's disposition rendered the thrown into the well. I t appeared
also that the zenlindq apprehendrest extremely probable.
Orders were in consequence issued ing a research of this nsture, had orto seize Danoongjo and to dis- dered two of his dependents to dig
mantle the strong tkrtress of Ko- the wells and remove the bodies,
laida, which fortress, although within which hadactually been done (as they
fifty miles of Ganjam, the zemindar confessed)into another well. Three
repeatedly asserted existed only in human skulls,withaquantity of bones,
the imagination of the magistrate. were also found in the fortress of KoWhen attacked, however, in May laida by the officers 'of the detnch1815, by a small detachment of the ment, close to five stakes wedged into
Madras army under Col. R. Fletcher, the ground, which had every appearit was found to be of such extent ance of a place appropriated to conand strength, that the troops during finement and torture. In fact, the
their stay were only able to destroy hill zemindars of the Northern Cirthe stockades and houses. From cars had long been accustomed to
thence the detachment proceeded in exercise despotically the power of
pursuit of the zemindar to Jarang, life or death, and also to levy contriwhere they did not succeed in effect- butions through the means of a desing his capture, but had the good perate banditti. The present confortune to effect the release of about sequently seemed an excellent opporone hundred men who were found in tunity t o make an example of a most
irons, besides women and children, atrocious petty t rant, who subseand others were reported to have quently emerged
the jungles t o
been put to death on the approach which he had fled, and surrendered
himself; but it does not appear that
of the military.
Anxious to establish or confute the he ever suffered the punishment due
assertions of the female witnesses, the to the enormity of his crimes.-(Trcrmagistrate determined to visit the vers, Woodcock, Orme, 4c.)
gloomyfortress of Kolaida, toexamine
r well in which it was said the bodies
GOONDA.-A town in the king of
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Oude's territories, twenty-eight miles sessed in l7BS by the Maharatta parN. by E. from Fyzabad ; lat. 27' Y N., tizan chief Morari Row. In the course
of the three years' war between HyIon. 81° 5%' E.
der and the Maharattas, from 1776 to
GOONEE
R~v~n.-This:smdl river 1779, the province of Gooty was conappears to be a branch of the great
uered by the former, and the raja
Iudus, which during the rainsdiverges who was never afterwards heard of)
from the main trunk a short distance carried away prisoner. With therest
south of Hyderabad, from whence of the Balaghaut district it was ceded
it Rows in a southerly directio~~
to by the Nizam to the British governLuckput Bunder, where its further ment in 1800, and is now an Integral
navigation was formerly interrupted ,portion of the Bellary collectorate.
by a mound, to the base of wllicb the
GOOTY.-A Rtrong fortress in the
salt water of the ocean ascended ;but
the great earthquake of 1819 destroy- Balaghaut ceded territories, and for
ed this bund or embankment, and ef- some time the capital of a petty Mafected an union of the two. During its harattn state ; lat. 15' 8' N., Ion. 77'
progress south, it passes through part 42' E., forty-four miles east from Belof the great salt morass named the lary. The fort of Gooty is composed
Runo, and is navigable for boats of a number of strong works, occuduring the months of July and Au- pying the summits of a circular closter of hills connectedwith each other,
gust.
and enclosing a space of level ground,
GOONGBANA.-Atown in the pro- the site of the town, which is a p
vince of Delhi, thirty nliles E.N.E. proached from the plain by two breaks
from Sirhind; lat. 30' 44' N., Ion. or openings, form~ng fortified gateways to the south-west and north75' 5%' E.
west, and by two footpaths across
GOONONB
SELLOO.-A small town the lower hills, communicating by
in the island of Celebes, where the
Dutch formerly had a settlement, si- small sallyports. An immense smooth
tuated on a river of the same name; rock, rising from the northern limit
of the circle, and fortified by gradalat. 0' 30' N., Ion. 123" E. This place tions, ascended through fourteen
stands on the north side of the great gateways, overlooks and commands
bay of Goonong Telloo, named also the whole of the other works, formTominie, which deeply indents the ing a citadel which, with a tolerable
east coast of Celebes. The inhabi- garrison, may he considered impregtants are Malays, and of course Ma- nable. The Gooty mountain is comhomedans, but their chief assumes posed of syenite, in which red feldthe Hindoo title of raja.
spar prevails. The extreme height of
G o o ~ s ~ s a r . -smdl
~ town in the Gootydroog above the sea has been
province of Allahabad, thirty-one ascertained to be 2,171 feet ;but notmiles N.W. from Jeitpoor ; lat. 25' withstanding this elevation, the heat
here during the months of April and
37' N., Ion. 79' 7' E.
May is most intense.
The mean
G O ~ T/~uti).-A
Y
district in the height of the country extending round
Balaghaut ceded territories, situated Gooty and Bellary is 1,182feet above
p ~ i n c i p a l between
l~
the fifteenth and tile level of the sea, and from this
sixteenth degrees of north latitude. plain the hills and mountains rise like
Besides Gooty, the capital, there is islands from the sea. Travelling disnot any town of note nor any stream tance from Seringapatam, 228 miles;
of magnitude except the Pennar. from Madras, 269; and from HydeGooty is f i r ~ mentioned
t
as a district rabad, 178 miles.--( Wilkr, Lambton,
during the reign of Aurungzebe, Rennell, ij-c.)
when it formed part of a small state
G o ~ a u ~ o ~ u a . -town
A ~ I the
I
proheld by the redecessors of the
Shahnoor fami y, who were dispos- vince of Malwa, thirteen miles north
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Ion. Marichangdi. The Gorkba territory,
although situated more to the north,
G o ~ n s u ~ n ~ n . -villageand
A
small is rather warmer than the Nepaul
fort situated at the northern extre- valley, and, like it, is watered by
mity of the island of Salsette, in the various fertilizing mountain streams,
province of Aurungabad. At this which are all ultimately absorbed by
place there is a sn~allbut handsome the Trisoolgnnga, the declination of
building, nearly in the form of a the country being in that direction.
church, with a nave leading to a cir- Its chief inhabitants formerly were
cular chancel, covered with a high Brahmins and Khasij-as, in about
cupola, and surrounded by a veranda, equal numbers, with rather fewer
the whole arched with stone and 80- Magan; the Brahmins being the chief
lidly built. It is generally regarded cultivators, the Khasiyas and M
as b Port~lguesechurch, but has not fighting men, but many of they:
been used as such within the mernory have transferred their residence to
ef man, and diiersfrommost churches Catmandoo. Gorkha, the capital,
in having the entrance at the east, stands on a high hill, and is said t o
instead of the west end. It is now be the only place of note in the prinueed as an occnsional residence for cipality. According to native acthe governor dBombay. and it makes counts, for it does not appear to have
in reality a cool and convenient house ever been visited by any European,
for this climate, and commands a it contains about 8,000 houses, and
magnificent view. A narrow arm of a temple dedicated to Gorakhanath,
the sea, extending from this place to who is the tutelar deity of the reignTsnnah along a apace of about six- ing princes.
The Sah family,'which has risen to
teen milee, divides the inland from
the main land. This winding passage such extraordinary eminence, and for
ia in some parts bounded an both two whole campaigns contended on
sides by mural rocks, and presents tern~sof equality with the British gomuch beautiful scenery. At Daravee, vernment, pretend to be descended
a few rniles to the north of,Gora- from the Rajpoot family of Odeypoor:
bunder, there are some basaltic rocks. but this must be considered a mere
fable, as on the arrival of the original
-4Fdhrlon, kc.)
Hindoo colony from the south, they
GOBAYISLE.-A small island in were certainly of the original unconthe Eastern seas, about twenty miles verted mountaineers named Magars.
m circumference, and situated one One of its branches, however, has
day's sail E. by W . from Bands. This long adopted the Brahminical rules of
island is inhabited by Mahomedans, puritp and kintermarried with the
and is said to contain thirteen best amhes ;but the other continues
mosques. In A.D. 1774 the Dutch t o wallow in aU the mire of primitive
sent an armed force of Buggesses impurity. The first persons of the
against G o m , but they were re- Gorkha family of whom there is any
pulsed by the inhabitants.-(Forrert, tradition were two brothers,Khancha
4c.I
s t d M i h a , names altogether barGon~na.-A town and district in barous, and in no respect resembling
Northern Hindostan, the original the h i g h a n d i n g titles of the family
country of the reigning Nepaul dy- of the sun, from which the modern
nasty ; lat. 27' 52' N., Ion. 84O 22'E., chiefs ckiim descent. From these
forty-one miles W.N.W. from C a t various obscure chiefs descended, for
mandoo. Prior to the conquest of the Gorkhas being cut off from any
Nepaul by Raja Prithi Narraio, the direct intercourse with either the
Trisoolgunga river separated the ter- low country or Tibet, having neither
ritories of the Gorkha and Newar mines nor productions wited to com(or Nepaulese) princes, the weetern mercial exchange, were nlways consi..
limit of the f i s t being marked by the dered insignificant until Nurbhupal

tnwo Saonge; lat.
77" 41' E.
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GORUCPOOR.
proenred in marriage, first, adaughter
of the Palpa family, and, secondly,
R daughter of the sixth son of a chief
of Malebum. His son, Prithi Nnrlain, eommeneed the segrandizemeyt
of the fsmily hy the conquest, in
1788, of Nepaul Proper, under which
hed further historical details will be
found. On the sccompliihment of
that undertaking, the seat of government was transferred to Catmandoo,
and being followed by mo of the
natives, Girkha, the originrppitel,
has been much neglected, and In consequence has greatly declined.-.@.
Bnchanm, Kirkpatrick, q c . )
GOETOPE(or GarooJ.-A

place

in Tibet or southern Tartary, which
rather deserves the name of an assemblage of tents than a town ; lat.
31'8' N., lon. 80' 23'E. The tents
are made of blankets, surrounded by
hair ropes fixed on stakes, and over
the whole are various colouredshreds
of silk and cloth as flags. They are
usually surrounded by a litter of
bones, horns, and tufts of wool. The
chief persons here, as in other towns
of Tibet, are the neba and Vizier,
who wenr long tails of three plaits.
The plains in the vicinity are covered
with large flocks of sheep, g a t s ,
~ k and
4 there are also a few horses
he mountains on each side of this
valley dip very much to the northwest; t 1 ~ yare destitatc of vegetation, but said to contain much gold
and mineral substances.
According to the information collected by Mr. Moorcroft, the river
that rises near to Dharchan, or Gangari, runs past Gortope about four
miles west, then close to Lahdack,
end at last falls into the main stream
of the Indus, of which it appears to
be the most remote source. Labdack
was reported to be ten days' journey
from Gortope, the Deba of which informed Mr. Moorcroft that caravans
of 500 and 600 people came on horseback to the Gortope fair, but he did
not say fvom whence. The Tartars
here call Europeans Felings (probably
their way of ronouncing Feringhee),
a d appearelto have an egud wer-
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ion t o them and to the C o r k h .
Guinnak, the capital of Chineae Tartary, is aoid to be twenty deyesj6urney from hence to the north-east.(Moorcroj2, 4c.)

GOBUCPOOR
(Gorebhnplcm/.-A
British district in the province of
Oude, sitnated about the twmtyseventh degree of north latitude T o
the north it is bounded by the hills
and forests of Nepaul; on the east
it has the zi1l.h of Sarun; and om
the west by the Nabob of Oude'e
reserved territories. It is divided by
the Goggra into two distinct portions,
the southern being named Azimghnr,
and the northern Gorucpoor Proper.
In A.D. 1813 Azimghur appeared to
contain 350,190 begas in cultivation,
assessed at 9,54,135 rupees, or a b u t
two and threequarter rupees pwbega.
The number of begas fit for cultivation was estimated at 263,003; the
waste at l,B1,772 begas. At the
same date Gorucpoor Proper contained 363,873 pucka (or large began)
in cultivation, assewed at 3,92,205
rupees, or two and three-sixteenths
rupees per bega; 768,272 begas fit
for cultivation, and 569,986 of waste.
This territory is said to have been
in a flourishing condition during the
long reign of the Emperor Acber, nnd
to have continued so under the 08bobs of Oude until the defeat of
Shtxja ud Dowlah at Buxar, aftfter
which, owing to the efforts of the
rajas and zemindars to render themselves independent, much confusion
ensued, and a consequent suspension
of cultivation. The first and second
ranges of kills extend in a westerly
direction from the district, so that
the hot winds are scarcely f d t in the
northern parts. Easterly winds prcqail generally throughout the year,
and even during the warm season the
nights and mornings ere cool and
pleasant. The climate, bowever, is
not generally favourable to health,
on account of the great extent of
jungle and stagnant water, over which
the easterly wind must make its a p
proach. The ratio of the cuWvated
t o the uncultimted land i~ remark
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ably disproportionste. In 1814, the
superintendent of police reported
that the whole tract north of the
capital was waste and nlmost uninhabited, and the efficiency of the
police merely nominal, as some of
the tbannahs (stations) comprehended a space of 1,500 square miles.
These forests in ancient times have
often been the refuge of governors,
princes, and pretenders who had unsuccessfully raised the standard of
rebellion, and in modem times have
been abandoned to the wild elephants
and other unclaimed animals. The
former, although of an inferior quality, are caught by the natives, but
not in herds, as is practised in Sihet,
Tiperah, and Chittagong. In general
they are seized either singly in pits,
or are decoyed by the intervention of
female elephants, in both of which
processes many are killed, and still
more maimed.
At some seasons of the year the
second range of hills is visible from
the town of Gomcpoor under an
angle of forty degrees. The height
of this range above the plains of the
zillah is 4,000 feet ; that of the first
range 2,100 feet. At the base of the
last is the Terriani, or low country,
intersected by many streams which
issue from the hills, and afterwards
fall into the Rapty, a river of secondory magnitude. The great forest,
which commences near the capital,
extends as far as the first range of
hills. It varies considerably in breadth,
and in some places is so open as to
admit with ease the passage of elephants, while in others it is scarcely
to be penetrated by a human creature. In this forest, and the rank
grass junfile connected with it, game
of all description abounds. Among
the quadrupeds, elephants, rhinoceroses, tigers, bears, and buffaloes may
be enumerated ; and among the winged, the beautiful and high-flavoured
florican, the otir houbara of Linneus.
The Terriani fever, at all times dangerous, is more particularly so in the
months of May and June, and usually proceeds to its terrninati~n,good
or bad, with great rapidity. By the

natives it is mcrhd to the asta,
but it probably results from a eombii
nation of noxious qualities in the air,
water, and soil.
The Gomcpoor district csme into
the posaes~ionof the British in 1801,
when it was ceded by the Nabob of
Oudein commutation of subsidy, and
in 1813itsjummaorassessmentlo the
land revenue amounted to 17,75377
rupees; but from the p e a t extent of
jungle in Gorucpoor Proper it cannot be fit for permanency in the r e
venue settlement in less than half a
century. In 1815, during the Nepaulese war, with the view of increasing the population, arrangements
were made for settling within its limits a class of persons named Tharws, and such other hill natives as
might seek an asylum within the British territories. Early in that year
one of the chief Tharoon reported to
the collector that about 3,000 of his
tribe were assembled in a mangoe
grove a t Cumareeah, a village situated in the Seetassee jungles, belonging to the Ranny of Gudgepoor, and
that more were expected. In d e
liberating on Ithis measure, it was
thought that the aggregation of the
Tharoos into communities would be
more agreeable to them than being
scattered in small numbers among
strangers, and that as their habits
were understood to be industrious
and pacific, no motive for their dispersion, or for wishing them to merge
Into the mass of the surrounding population, appeared to exist. On the
contrary, it was thought that the
preservation of their distinct and
original habits, which enabled them
to resist the pestiferous atmosphere
of the jungles, might be turned t o
good account in some future hostile
emergency.
I t was therefore determined to assign them tracts of waste land, of
which there was abundance; but the
Tharoos objected to such as were too
near the hills, where they would be
continually under ap rehensions of
an attack from their Lrmer masters,
the Gorkhas. In consequence of the
delays attendant on every similar

memure, great sickness, and heavy
rains, many of the Tharoos who had
been collected dispersed : but prior
to the 19th July 1816 above 2,000
Tharoos had erected huts and commenced cultivation in the Seetessee
jungles, money having ban advanced
to them by government to procure
seed and cattle, and a certain quantity of rice supplied for their immediate subsistence. After the conclusion of the Pindary war, a colony
of a more questionable character was
established; Kurreem Khan, a celebrated leader of that banditti, his nephew and adopted son, with some of
their followers, having had lands assigned to them in Gorucpoor equivalent to n revenue of 1,000 rupees per
month.
Under these circumstances, and on
account of its localcontiguity to two
independent states (Oude and Nepaul), the Gorucpoor district appears
too extensive for the maintenance of
a n efficient police. In 1814 most of
the desperate robberies perpetrated in
this district were ascribed to a race
of people named Seeal Murwahs, or
Geeder Mars (jackal hunters), who
were robbers by profession, resembling in every respect the Buddicks of
the Agra province. These plunderers have no fixed habitations, but
mostly frequent the Oude dominions,
as best adapted for their operations.
-(J. Ahnruty, the Marquess of Hmtjngr, Capt. Stoneham, Blunt, 40.)
GOBUCPOOB.-A
town in the province of Oude, the capital of the
preceding district, situated on the
east side of the Rapty, 145 miles
N.W. from Patna ; lat. 260 46' N.,
Ion. 83' 1Y E. In the western suburb is a mundib, or temple of Goracnath, a deity in high repute amongst
the Hindoos of these quarters.
GOSAUI.Y.-A considerable town
in the province of Agra, watered by
.canals drawn from the Laswaree
river ; let. 27' 30' N., Ion. 760 51' E.,
thirty-seven miles N.W. from Bhurtpoor. Six miles west of the town
a new fort has been erected by the
Macherry Raja.
VOL. I.

GOTA.-A town in the provinea
and district ofBejapoor, twenty-three
miles travelling distance S.W. from
the city of that name. This place,
which 1s unnoticed in any map, is
surrounded by a well-built stone wall,
and has altogether a respectable rippearance.
GOUND~..-Acentral town in the
Gujerat peninsula, thirty-seven miles
N.N.E. from Junaghur ; 1st. 21' 54'
N., Ion. 70° 58' E. This was formerly a small village belonging to the
government of Soreth, snd most of
the territory now possessed by the
chiefs of Goundul was acquired from
the nabobs of Junaghur, as remuneration for pecuniary assistance. In
1809 the Goundul chief was fined by
Colonel Walker for encouraging the
depredations of the Catties, and conniving at the infanticide of his son's
daughter.4 Walker, Public MS. Documents, 4c.)
Goua (Gaur).-The
ruins of
Gour, the ancient capital of Bengal,
are situated in the district of Dinsgepoor, a few miles to the south of
Malda, and are now mostly overwhelmed with reeds, and the trees of
old fruit gardens become wild, and
intermixed with palms. By Abul Fasel, in 1582, it is described as follows. " Jennetabad (the Mahomedan name for Gour) is E very ancient
city, and was once the capital of Bengal. Formerly it was called Lucknowty (Lakshmanavati), and sometimes Gour. The present name of
Jennetabad (the abode of paradise)
was given it by the late emperor Humayoon. Here is a fine fort, to the
east of which is a fine lake called
Chutteah Putteah, in which- are many
islands."
The ruins of this town extend
along the banks of the old Ganges,
and probably occupy a space of twenty square miles, which, considering
the straggling manner in which Indian cities are usually built, would
not contain any very enormous population. Several villages now stand
on its site, and eight market-places,
sufficiently contiguous to form a town,
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GOUR.
have been estimated to contain 3,000
houses, many of which are of brick,
procured from the debris of the ancient city. Some progress has also
been made in bringing the surface
under cultivation : but the undertaking ia much impeded by the great
number of dirty tanks, swarming
with alligators, musquetoes, and all
sorts of vermin, and choked u with
pestilential vapours. The soiy is of
extraordinary fertility, and well suited for the mango and mulberry. The
principal ruins are a mosque built ofa
black stone, called by former visitors
marble, but by Dr. Francis Buchanan
considered to be black horneblende,
o r indurated potstone, as he could
not discover one piece of marble,
either of the calcareous or of the
harder kind. The bricks, which are
most solidly composetl, have been
sold and carried away to Malda and
the neighbowing towns on the Mahananda, and even Moorshedabad has
been supplied with bricks from this
mass. There are (1819) several other
mosques besides thc above, in tolerable preservation, and one of them
is distinguished by a keblah, and corresponding niches of horneblende,
curiously sculptured. The tower,
delineated by Daniell, still exists, and
two of the gates (the Cutwal and the
Dakkel, especially the latter) are
highly picturesque and venerable
ruins. I t is obvious, from a variety
of circumstanccs, that a still more
ancient city furnished materials for
the construction of some of the Mahomedan building, whose vestiges
may still be discovered, for defaced
images of Hindoo deities have been
found sculptured in relief on the reverse faces of many of the horneblende blocks, separated from the
masses of masonry with which they
were once connected.
The situation of Gour is nearly
central to the populous parts of Bengal and Bahar, and not far from tile
junction of the principal rivers which
form the admirable inland navigation.
Lying to the east of the Ganges, it
WRS secnred from any sudden invasion
from the only quarter whence hostile

operations might be apprehended. N o
part of the site of ancient Gour is
nearer to the present bank of the
Ganges than four miles and a half,
and some spots which were originally washed by that river, are now'
twelve nliles from it. The name of
Gour is apparently derived from
Goor, which, both in the ancient and
modern languages of India, signifies
raw sugar; and from the Sanscrit
term for manufacturetl sugar(sarcara)
are derived the Persian, Greek, Latin, and modern European names of
the cane and its produce. Gaura,
or, as it is commonly called, Benga-.
lese, is the language spoken in the
country of which the ancient city of
Gour was the capital, and still prevails in all the districts of Bengal,
except some tracts on the frontier;
but it is spoken in the greatest purity
through the eastern or Dacca division of the province.
A t a most early period of antiquity this place is said to have been the
residence of a saint named Jahnu,
who one day s~vallowedthe Ganges,
-as Bhnghirathi was bringing it down
from the mountains to water Bengal ;
since then there has always existed
here a path to the infernal regions, the
mouth of which may still be seen at
Sheehgunge. 'I'radition also asserts
that subsequent to this remarkable
event Janmejaya, the son of Parikhyet, the son of Abhimanyu, the son
of Arjun, the brother of Judhisteer,
and third king of India of the family
of Pandoo, removed all the Brahmins, and settled them to the west
of the Ganges beyond Hastinapoor,
where their descendants still remain.
When Allisur erected a dynasty
which governed Bengal, although he
resided mostly at Soonergong, near
Dacca, he bad a house in Gour, then
probably near the western extremity
of his dominions. The same arrangement continued during the reign o f
his successor, Bollal Sen. His son, .
Lakshman, extended his possessions
far to the north-west, made Gour his
capital, and seems to have built the town of Gour, usually designated by
that name, but also known by that of
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the ruins o f a spacious s e d , twelve
miles N.W. by W. from the city oE
Agra.
G B A S S I A S .GUJERAT.
C~~
Gn~ssrc.-This was formerly the
capital of an ancient kingdom in the
island of Java, but is now merely a
small town divided between the natives and the Chinese, who have here
their own campong, temples, and
Y S., Ion. 112' 5W E.,
prie~ts; lat.
ten milw N.W. from Surabhaya According to a census taken by the British government in 1815, the modern
division of Gressic contained 115,442
inhabitants, of which number 364
were Chinese. Its area was only 778
square miles.-(RaJlees, 4c.)
GROBOGANC.-Adistrict in the island of Java, which, according to a
census taken by the British government in 1815, contained (including
Jipang) 66,522 inhabitants, of which
number 403 were Chinese. The area
comprehended I ,2i9 square miles.
The town of Grobogang stands in
lat. 6' 58'S., lon. 110° 5WE., thirty
miles east from Samarang.
In the plains of Grobogang, fiRy
miles N.E. from Solo, are some remarkable mud volcanoes, having at a
distance the appearance of the surf
bre~kingover the rocks. On approacl~ingthem an elevated plain of
mud is perceived, a b u t two miles i n
circumference, in the centre of which
immense bodies of salt mud are
thrown up to the height of ten or
fiheen feet, in the shape of large
globes o r bubbles, of which there are
two continually throwing up and
bursting seven or eight times in a minute. As the globes burst they throw
out the mud from the centre with a
considerable noise ; sometimes they
GOVINDCUNGE
( ~ o v i d n ~ m j ) . - throw up two or three tons of mud.
A large mart and ferry in the province
of Bahar, district of Chumparun, si- The muit is cold at the surface, but
tuztted on the banks of the Gunduck said to be warm beneath. A quantity
of salt is manukctured by the Jariver ; lat. 26O X9' N.--(Capt. Hodg- vanese from the water that drains
8%
4c.I
from the mud. In the Ramsam foGOWGHAUT.-Avillage in the pro- rest, which is in the neighbourhood,
vince and district of Agra, situ~ted are a salt lake, a mt~dhillock, and vaon the west bank of the Jumna, now rioufi boiling or rather hobbling pools.
almost deserted, tnlt still noted fur -(T.S. Gm4 Rafls, &c.)

Lalishnanavati, corrupted by the
Mahomedans to Lucknowty.
When Mahomed Bukhtyar.Khillijee conquered Bengal in A.D. 1204,
Gour was a place of vast extent, and
being selected by that commander for
his chief station, won attained a still
greater magnitude. The last Hindoo
sovereign, named Raja Lakahmanyah,
held his court a t Nuddea, until expelled by the followers of the Arabian prophet, and probably retired
to the old eastern capital at Soonergong. On the establishment of a
Mahomedan dynasty independent of
Delhi, t l ~ eseat of government was
transferred to Purneah; on which
event Gour appears to'have surered
indiscriu~inatedila~idation. In A.D.
1535 the emperor'~umayoon, when
in pursuit of Shere Khan, the Patan
(by whom he was subsequently expelled), took Gour, then described
as the capital of Bengal. Ferishta
says that the seat of government was
afterward removed torraunda,or Tangra, a few miles higher up, since which
period, although the city does not
ap ear to have sustained any signal
ca&mity, it has pmgressiveIy declined to its present state of desolation.-(F. Buchanan, Colebrooke, FuL
larton, Col. Colebrooke, Stewart, 4c.)
GOUREAB.-A town and pergunnah in the province of Allahsbad,
sixteen miles S.W. from Banda; 1st.
25O 18' N., Ion. 80° IO'E.
GOURPESARA.-Asmall village belonging to Nepaul, with a large tank,
situated about ten miles from the British boundary near the Bera river,
and thirty-eight miles south from
Catmandoo; lat. 23' 1 W N., lon. 840
50' E.
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GUALIOR.

GUALIOR.-Astrong fortress in the
province of Agra, the modern capital
of Dowlet Row Sindia, about seventy
miles direct distance south from the
city of Agra ; lat. 26O15'N., Ion. 78'1'
E. The hill on which it stands is in
lkngth one mile and three-fifths, but
its greatest breadth dom not exceed
300 yards. The height at the north
end, where it is greatest, is 343 feet,
and the ides are so steep as to he
nearly perpendicular. A stone parnpet extends all round, close to the
brow of the hill, which is so precipitous that it was 'udged perfectly secure from assault, until Major Popham took it by escalade in 1780.
The storming party was led by Captain Bruce, brother to the traveller.
The town, which is laced along the
east side of the h!li,
is large, well
inhabited, and contains many good
houses of stone, which is furnished
in abundance by the neighbouring
hills, formip en amphitheatre round
the town an%fort, at the distance of
from one to four miles. These mountains are chiefly composed of schistus,
which apparently contains a large
portion of iron ; their surface is rugged, and nearly destitute of vegetation. To the east runs the small
river Soonrica(pr0bab1~Suvarnarica),
which in the beginning of spring is
aln~ostdry. At the distance of 700
yards from the northern extremity is
a conical hill, having on the top a
remarkable building,consistingoftwo
stone pillars joined by an arch.
Within the summit of the fort are
large natural excavations, which contain a never-failing supply of excellent water.
Gualior must in all ages have been
a military post of great importance,
both from its central position in Upper Hindontan, and the peculiarity of
~teformation,which rendered it, according to the opinion of the natives,
imprqnable. W i n g the existence of
the Mogul empire lt was a state prison, where the obnoxious branches of
the royal family were confined ;and a
large menagerie, consisting of lions,
tigers, and other wild beasts, was kept
for their amusement. When possessed

by Madhajee Sindia, he appropriated
it to the same use, and on account
of its strength made it a grand dep6t
for artillery, ammunition, and military
stores.
Rajas of Gualior are mentioned so
early as AD. 1008, and it was first
captured by the Mahomedans in 1197,
after n long siege. Th$ Hindoos a p
pear afterwards to have regained 8session, as it was again s u b d u s n
1235 by Altumsh, the Patan sovereign
of Delhi. In 1519 Gualior surrendered to lbrahim Lodi, the last Patan
emperor of Delhi, d e r having been
possessed 100 years by the Hindoos ;
and subsequent to this period it must
have been acquired by the emperor
Acber, or his son Humayoon, for in
1543 we find it was delivered up by
hiti governor to Shere Khan, the Afghan. Thus it would seem, notwithstanding its reputed im regnability,
to have very frequently clanged masters.
Atter the dismembem~entof the
Mogul empire, G u a l i ~ rcame into the
possession of the Rana of Gohud,
from whom it was taken by the Maharattas. In 1780 it was taken by
escalade by a detnchtnent under MII'or Pophan~,but was afterwards dehvered to the Rana of Gohud : who,
failing in his engagements, was abandoned to the resentment of the Maharattas. Madhajee Sindia invested
the fort, and after a fruitless siege of
many months, prevailed a t last in
1784 by corrupting the garrison. In
1803 Raja Ambajee lnglia engaged by
treaty to deliver up the fortress
of Gualior, then in his possession,
in consideration of obtaining favourable consideration from the British
government. When the period for
its surrender arrived, the commandant, clandestinely instigated by Ambajee, refused to deliver it up. It
was in consequence invested by a detachment under Sir Henry White,
batteries opened against the fort,
end on the 4th February, a practical
breach having been effected, the garrison made overtures to surrender
on condition of receiving 60,000 rupees. This proposal was rejected ;
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but an arrangement havifig been subsequently d c t e d , the British troops
obtained possession of the fort on
the 5th February 1804. The British
.government having abandoned all
territory south of the Chumbul, by
the final treaty with Sindia of 1806,
. Gualior came into that chiefs p o c
,session, who, up to 1810, was gg
nerally in motion with the greater
pnrt of his army, Oojein being little
more than nominally his capital. But
shortly after the forced resumption
of Gualior from the family of the d e
ceased Ambajee, he pitched his camp
a short distance south-west of the fortress, which he entered himself, and
his court has never been moved from
that spot except on occasional pil.grimages. A second and external city
has arisen on the site of his encamp
.rnent, surpassing the old one in magnitude and population. In 1820 the
soubah of, or territory attached to
Gualior, was by far the most productive oortion of Sindia's dominions.
for thk long time his army had been
quartered there had reduced the innumerable ghurries and strong-holds,
and brought the tract under complete
subjection ; but even the revenue was
collected with the assistance of a
flying detachment.
Travelling distance from Delhi, 197
miles ; from Lucknow, 31 1 ;from Benares, 356 ;from Nagpoor, 380 ;from
Calcutta by Birboom, 805 miles.(Public MS. Documents, Hunter,
Maurice, Major WiUinm Hamilton,
RenneU, Capt. J. Stewart, cfc.)
G u c ~ ~ a a - Atribe in the province
of Lahore, well known to history
from the incessant trouble they used
to occasion both to the Patan and
Mogul emperors of Hindostan. They
once possessed the whole country
between the Indus and the Jhylum or
Hydaspes, but have latterly been expelled by the Seiks. They still, however, retain a high military reputation. The Gucker country produces
vast quantities of grapes, which there
grow wild, and droves of horses of a
tolerably good breed are astured.
T o the south-east the l a n f i s much
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cut up with deep ravines and to&ent
courses, and it 1s altogether a strong
countr , and very diffibult to march
througi. The floods are a sudden
and copious, that the water has been
known to rise ten feet within a minute of time ; so that one portion of
an army ma almost be instantaneoualy separatedlfrom the rest. The chief
of the Guckers takes the title of sultan, but the place of his domicile
has never yet been satisfactorily ascertained. A great many of the
Gucker townd have been destroyed by
the Seiks, and now lie in ruins(Elphinatm, &.)
GUDWALL.-A town in the province of Bejapoor, fifty-four miles
N.W. from Adoni ; lat. 16" 11' N.,
Ion. 77' 48' E.
GUGAH.-A town in the province
of Mooltan, ten miles west from the
citv of Tatta, which in 1809 contained-about 600;nhabitants ; lat. $24'45'
N., lon. 68' 7' E.
GUIGNAN
ISLE.-A small island in
the Eastern seas, one'of the Philip
pines, about eighteen miles in circumference, lying off the south-eastern extremity of the island of Jama,
being the most easterly of the Philippmes.
G U J E ~ APENINSULA.-T~~S
T
territory is situated principally between
the 21st and 23d degrees of north
latitude, and occupies the southwestern extremity of the province,
to the main land of which it is joined
by an isthmus. To the north it is
bounded by the gulf of C~rtchand
the Runn, on the south and west by
the Indian ocean ; and on the east
by the latter and the gulf of Cambay.
In length from east to west it may
be estimated at 190 miles, by 110 the
average breadth. The general name
of Cattywar for the Gujerat peninsula was applied by the Maharattas,
having probably been first opposed
there by the Catties, whose active
and roving disposition gave them the
a pearance of greater numbers than
t b reality justiiied. At present the
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principal geographical and political
subdivisions are the following,
I. Cattywar; 2. Jhalawar ;. 3. Hallaur; 4. Okamundel ; 6. Burudda ;6.
Babreawar ;7. Goelwar ;8. Arratum.
And the chief towns and
ty states
are Noanuggur, Bate, uggeth or
Dwaraca, Poorbunder, Soreth or Junaghur, Diu, Durangdra, Goundul,
Bhownuggur, Gogo, and Palyad.
The largest river in this peninsula
is the Bhadur, which falls iato the
m m e e n milee south of Poorbunder, after a course of above 100
miles including the windings. During
the monsoon mall boats navigate it
as far as Kattiana, eighteen miles
from i(s mouth. Next to the Bhadur
itheRSuchoo river,which has a rocky
channel, and after a direct course of
about sixty-five miles discmboguea
itself by many rhannels into the
Runn. In the bed of the Ajee river,
which falls into the gulf of Cutch
near Balumba, small quantities of
olddust are found. The Sutrinje
aa its source on the western aide of
the hills that form the Junaghur
cluster, ~ n joins
d
the sea near Tullaja. All these rivers receive a great
many tributary streams and streamlets (according to the natives the
Bhadur receives ninety-nine), the
whole peninsula being remarkably
intersected with excellent and clearrunning waters, and their banks occasionally presenting picturesque scenes
of romantic beauty. Many of these
have poetical names, such as the
Roopa Rete, silver waves ;the Pooljee, studded with flowere; and Nagne
o r serpentine.
The mountains:here are few, and
of no remarkable elevation. Cholula
is noted for the wildness of its apearancc and the barbarity of its inabitants, and the mountain of Pulletana, in Goelwar, for the Shrawuck
temples on its summit. The loftiest
of the Junaghur hills (named in
Sanscrit Rewtachil) is sacred, and
surrounded bv others of a smaller
size with vallies intervening. The
Buruddn hills consist of a clump near
Poorbunder, extending from Gomlee
on the north to Budorna on the
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southern extreme, abont twenty
m i k . All the clusters of hills abovementioned send offspura and branches
in various directions,while other hills
stand in. lains detached and insulated. ~ p whole
e
peninsula .warms
with places of wonhip and reputed
sanctity, among which may be enumerated Dwaraca, Bate, Sornnautb,
and Gernal. In sonre parts hot winds
prevail in May and June, but the
general climate may be considered
dry and healthy, with a westerly wind
all the f i r season. In December and
January there are east and north-east
winds, with remarkably dense fogs
that disperse a t ~unrise.
The following are the principal
claases into which the inhabitants of
the Gujerat
ninsula may be .subdivided: I . Ejpoots, such r s the
Jahrejahs, Jhalla, Goel, and Jetwoh.
2. Catties, of which there are three
principal fnmilies, thewella, Khachir,
and Khoornan; 3. Coolies, Kauts,
and Sindees, called also Bawars. 4.
Koombies, Mharm, Aheers, Rehbaries, and other industrious tribes. The
Bl~atts are more immediately connected with the Rajpoots, and the
Charons with the Catties.
A great mnjority of the petty chiefs
of this country are of the Jahrejtlb
tribe, conjectured to have originally
come from Persia through Sinde,
whence they were probnbly expelled
by the early invasion of the caliphs.
As it is, the Jahrejahs, Catties, and
many other tribes calling the~ntielves
Hindoos, are but very superficially
iustructed in the doctrines of their
own faith, and their claim to be considered within the Brahminical pale
but very slender, although they profess belief in all the Brah~ninicallegends. The sun and the Matha Assapuri are, in fact, the real objects
of their worship ; their tenets with
respect to purity and impurity by no
means rigid ; and they drink spirits
in public. Under the title of Matha
Assapuri they venerate the goddess
of nature, named also Hinglais Bhavani, to whom in Cutch the Jahrejahs have erected a temple named
A~snpuri,where a buffaloe is annually
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immolated. The name of Jahrejah When Row Lacka, grandfather to the
is ascribed to the origin of the four present chief of Cutch, died, fifteen
Yadoos who escaped from the bat- concubines burned at his funeral pile,
tles of Krishna, and were protected but not one of his wives performed
by Hinglais Bhavani.
that sacrifice, although there is no
Among the chiefs of the Jahrejah law against it. Of these concubines
tribes, the remarkable and inhuman two were Mahomedans, one a Siddee,
eitstom of female infanticide univer- and the rest Hindoos of different
sally prevailed, until they were in- castes. This painful ceremony is less
duced by the interference of the Bri- expected from the wives than from
tish government t o put a stop, a t the concubines, who frequently con;
least in appearance, to the practice, sider it a point of honour to burn
none of the prior governments that with their deceased lords, each in&
attained an ascendancy in India hav- spired with the dreadful emulation of
ing ever attempted to suppress the becoming the first victim. I t may
custom. For its prevalence various be necessary here to correct an opicauses have been assigned. Pride, nion entertained by many Europeans,
avarice, the .tares of a family, the that these sacrifices are compnlsory.
disgrace attending female miscon- T h e Jahrejah's wives and conci~bines
duct, the difficulty of procuring them are at liberty to follow this custom
suitable establishments, and the ap- or abstain from it, neither disgrace o r
fehension of exposing them to in- opprobium attaching to those who
uman treatment; all these motives choose to survive. I t may be mencombined have influenced the Jah- tioned a s another extraordinary derejahs to perpetuate the practice of viation from Hindoo customs, that in
female infanticide. The Jahrejahs, the district of Hulwnd, the wives of
however, were not singular in this, the lowest castes invariably burn with
as the custom has also been disco- their husbands.
vered to exist among the Rhatore
Through the persevering exertions
Rajpoots of Marwar and Ajtneer, and of Mr. Duncan, then governor of
the perpetration of the same crime Bombay,snd of Colonel Walker, cornhas been traced to the Jauts, to a manding the detachment in CattyMewatty race of Mahomedans, to war, the Jahrejahs were at length inthe Hari tribe of Boondee and Kotah, duced to sign a paper, agreeing to
the Waish, the Cutchwa, and to the abolish the practice of female infanRajpoot tribes generally. Indeed, ticide, which document comprehendthe birth of a daughter is by most ed within its obligations all the chiefsects of Hindoos considered an un- tains and leaders of any consequence
auspicio~isevent, and rarely marked within the Gujerat peninsula; but the
by festivity or exultation.
crime itself is one of which it is exThe Jahrejahs carefully select wives tremely difficult to obtain direct
from the most respectable Rajpoot proof. According to native testimofamilies, but prefer those of the ny, when a woman is taken in labour,
Jhallas, sprung from the Goel, Chu- a large pot of milk is placed in the
rassana, Punnar, Surweyo, Jaetwa, room, into which, if the birth be a
Walla, and Wadal tribes.
Such female, it is immediately plunged and
daughters as they preserve, they give suffocated. One estimate, in 1807,
in marriage to these castes; illegiti- stated the number of female infanmate daughters are bestowed on Ma- ticides throughout the wholepeninsula
homedans, or on Hindoos of impure to be 5,000 annually, while another
caste i n d t b n t l y , on which accoi~nt raised it to 30,000; both founded on
the latter are not put to death like very uncertain data, and it seems
the others. I t is remarkable that the probable, that although reduced in
concubines frequently burn thcm- frequency, it is still practiced; the
selves with the deceased Jahrejahs, sentiments of nature and humanity
which is rarely done by their wives. having so long been stifled by the
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pessions of avarice end pride thst
the right of destro ing their da
rn became a rivifege, and rW?:d
n a dignified dstinction of caste.
In 1813 Witul Row, the Guicowar's chief functionary in the peninsula,in hopes of satisfying the anxiety
of the British government, established mehtahs or scribes, in the principal Jahrejah towns, with instructions to communicate the birth, p r s
servation and murder of female children as soon as they received information of these occurrences ; but the
jealousy with which these men were
regarded rendered their exertions
nugatory, and so long as no Jahrejah
would himself communicate the condition of his wife, they found it in
vain to seek for information from any
of his neighbow ; indeed, it would
require very extraordinary exertions
10 arrive at the knowledge of the
domestic transactions of 5,000 families, particularly interested in their
concealment. In India no man will
without a reward accuse another of
an act considered a crime by the
niling power, but which is looked on
by themselves and their countrymen,
not only without horror, but with
ap robation ; and if by accident they
d i n f o r m , their motives might be
traced much oftener to a spirit of
revenge than any sense of justice.
This observation applies to the natives of Hindostan generally, but
more especially to those among them
who practice the cruel religious observances which require mystery and
concealment to impose on the ignorant an impressive notion of their
sanctity. No native, therefore, unless urged by a deep-rooted enmity,
will accuse another of an action
deemed criminal by the ruling power,
but, bearing among them the appearance of preternatural approbation,
and re rted as a custom of the caste
from t c fabulous ages.
Although no direct evidence had
been afforded of any Jahrejah having
destroyed his offspring since his engagement to abandon the practice,
still, as the preservation up to 1816
of only fifteen females could be
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vouched for, a strong suepicion r e
mains that the perpetration of female
infanticide in this quarter has not yet
been erndicated. To the universality
of the custom the Raja of Moorvee
may be mentioned as an honourable
exception, he having strictly adhered
to his engagement, and reared his
two female children. In that ear
the resident a t Baroda suggestei to
the Bombay government, that it
would tend greatly to accelerate the
extinction of the practice if the EastIndia Company would defray or assist
the expenses oftheir nuptials; but this
proposal, on account of the strong
Injunctions to economy biennially
received from the Cowt of Directors
by that presidency, was declined.
The expense estimated for marrying
the daughters of the different Cattywar chieftains was as follows. 'She
daughter of the Jam of Noanagur,
35,000 rupees; of an inferior raja,
such as Moorvee Goundul or Rajcote,
16,000; a nenr relative of the last,
7,000 rupees; and the marriage of a
paor Jahrejah'a daughter, from 1,000
to 1,500 rupees.
Throughout a large proportion of
the Gujerat peninsula the country is
subdivided into bhyauds or brotherhoods, under which term arecomprehended the relations of the rajas,
who have villages assigned for their
maintenance, which on failure of heirs
revert to the chief. The possessors
of these villages are the Bhyaud, or
fraternity of the principal chiefs. In
this state of family connexion the
Rajpoot tribes are distinguished by a
great degreeof personal independence,
and all assert the right of revenging
personal wrongs, real or imaginary.
The number of small fortresses with
which the country is overspread, and
the want of artillery, renders it easy
for a fugitive to obtain an asylum from
whence he may infest his enemies.
When a compromise ensues coosamba
is drank together by the contending
chieftains; this potion being here, as
in Cutch, considered to cause oblivion
of the past and reconciliation.for the
future. Uuder these circumstances,
it i~ fortunate, in the absence of a
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stable goverpment, that the influence situated between the twenty-first and
-of religion, or rather superstition, has twenty-fourth degrees of north latisome e f f i t in restraining their turbu- tude. On the north it is bounded by
lent o nsities. The veneration in the province of Ajmeer ;on the south
w h i e r t e Bhatts are held, and the by the sea and the province of Auinviolability of their persons, are as- rungabad ; to the east it has Malwa
sented toby the most uncivilized, and and Candeish; and to the west porwere re atedly brought into action tions of Mooltan, Cutch, and the
during tffe negoeiations of the British sea In length it may be estimated
government with the different chief- at 300 miles, by 180 the average
tains of the Gujerat peninsula in breadth. The south-western e x t r e
mity approaches the shape of a pe1809.
Prior to 1807, the whole of this ninsula, fonned by the gulfs of Cutch,
territory had for many years been tri- Cumbay and the Indian ocean, which
butary to the Guicowar; but the r e is insulated for a short time during
venue derived was altogether preca- the rains. When the institutes of
rious, and could never be realized Acber were formed by Abul Faze1 in
without the periodical advance of an 1582, Gujerat extended southward to
army. By this mode of procedure Damaun, where it touched on Baglaboth parties suffered extremely; the. na, and within its illdefined limits
country being annually ravaged, the appears to have included the greater
-revenues dissipated, and the society part of Candeish and Malwa. In
excited to a state of such commotion more recent times the nrincinal terrias threatened to disturb the peace of torial and political suddivisons comthe neiehbourine provinces. The Gui- mencing from the west and north were
cowar yn this &ergency having re- the following :
8. Cherooter.
quested the mediation of the British L Puttenwara.
9. Ahmedabad
government, a detachment from the 2. Jutwar.
Bombay army, under Col.Walker, was 3. Gujerat peninsula 10. Baroda.
11. Broacll.
marched into Cattywar, which restor- 4. Chowal.
12. Nandode.
ed tranquility, arranged a perpetual 5. Ederwara.
13. Surat.
settlement of the tribute, and in~posed 8. Wagur.
7. Chumpaneer.
14. Attaveesee.
fines on the predatory and
The mountains that bound Gujerat
states. In 1818, after the
Peshwa, the farm of Ahmedabad was to the north and east are steep, cragtendered to the Guicowar in lieu of gy, and of difficult access, and send
the above tribute, which being accept- out many spurs or branches, the ined, the management of this turbulent tervals between which are nearly filled
peninsula devolved wholly on the up with jungle. Further aouth the
British government. In 1820 only h~lleterminate; the jungle becomes
one instance of piracy occurred, which less universa1,while the rivers increase
was discovered and punished: furnish- in size and number, and their banks
ing decided evidence of the salutary broken by deep intricate ravines overinfluence exercised overitsuncivilized grown with thick jun le. All these
chiefs, who are now recovering from obstacles diminish as t%e south is apthe miserable condition to which they proached, where the forest disappears,
had been reduced by the tyranny and and the streams unite into the Saberundue exactions of the Guicowar's matty and Mahy. Nearly the whole
of the south-west of Gujerat, a tract
officers, and the famine of 1813.( WaIker, Macmurdo, Carnac, Ebhin- sixty miles deep, and extending 150
miles alohg the gulf of Cambay, the
stone, Public MS. Documents, 4c.)
frontier of Catt war, and the Runn,
is an open fertic plain. This plain
T H E PROVINCE O F GUJERAT. was
almost wholly subdued by the
(Gurjara Rorhtra.)
Maharattas, though the jungles of
This large province is principally Chowal and of the Mahy river nearly
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as far south as Baroda, still furnish ed. The dntural productions are the
shelter for independent Cooly villa- same as those of other tropical couns. The western boundary, along the tries, among which may be enumeratanass river, is in some parts a level ed horses, excellent bullocks, and
arid country, and in others a low salt draught cattle, coarse cloths, saltswamp resembling the Runn. Within
etre, hemp, indigo, and opium. T h e
these swamps,jungles, and mountains rast, however, haa never been much
there formerly dwelt many tribes of cultivated, the province having been
professed thieves, who preyed on each usually supplied from Malwa. In the
other and on the civilized districts, northern tractsof Gujerat the natives
and being mostly mounted, extended indulge to excess in the use of this
their depredations to a great distance. pernicious drug, and the propensity
Gujerat is traversed by several no- can only be checked by raising the
ble rivers, sucl~as the Nerbudda, Tup- price beyond their nieans of frequent
tee, Mahy, Mehindry, and Snber- payment. The districts directly submatty, but in particular tracts agreat ordinate to the British in Gujerat are
acarcitg of water is experienced. I n susceptible ofgreat improvements ;but
the sandy soil north of the Mahy, these could not be even commenced
which soon absorbs the periodical until the authority of the government
rains, the wells are deeper than fur-. . was completely established, the acther south, being from eighty to 100 complishment of which has been
feet deep. In t l ~ eadjacent province greatly retarded by their local posiof Ajmeer, however, they are still tion, having until lately been surdeeper, the inhabitants being obliged rounded and intern~ixed with the
to descend 300 feet before they reach more extensive territories of the
a sufficient supply of water. I n some Peshwa and Guicowar.
particular portions of this province,
In so vast a province, never cbmfor many square miles not a stone is pletely snbdued by any invader, s
t o be met with ; while in others, but great diversity of population may be
not many, nothing else is to be seen. expected, and accordingly Gnjerat
The principal seaports are Survt, still exhibits a wonderfi~llystrange
Broach, Cambay, Bhownugger, and asse~nblngeof sects and castes, some
of whose usages may as well be reJumboseer.
The Gujerat province generally, corded, as they will probably be h e r e
notwithstanding its apparent umooth- after but of transient duration.
In some parts of the province the
ness t o the eye, is much intersected
by ravines and by ground broken up Grassias are a numerous class of landby the rains. Some of these chasms I~olders,in others they merely posare of considerable depth and extent, sess a sort of feudal authority over
and during the wet monsoon suddenly certain portions of land and villages.
assume the appearance and volume Neither the original source or precise
of rapid rivers, not to he crossed commencement of the Grassia claims
without the assistance of rafts or have ever been satisfactorily traced ;
boats, so that one portion of an army and the etymological explanation has
may be almost instantaneously sepa- been resorted to with as little sucrated from the other. During the cess. According t o some Hindoo
hot and dry months the surface of pundits, gyrassie is n term signifying
the country nlostly appears sand o r a mouthful, bit, o r small portion, and
dust, and in the rainy season a thick equally applicable whether the bounmire. The fields in general, except ty given be voluntary or extorted.
for articular crops, do ndt require On this subject the Mahomedans
m u c ~manure; that used by the pea- make a bad pun, and say the term is
santry is chiefly the dung of animals composed of ghyre (without), and
and the refuse of the cow-house, to rast (right). Others think the phrase
which may be added the remains of originatesfrom gliauss(grass), allusive
the cocoa-nut, after the oil is express- to the appearance of extreme indi-
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gence and diitress which a subject
sometimes assumes in the presence
of his roler, by standing before him
with a bunch of grass in his mouth,
Whatever be the original derivation
of the word, theseGrassias have not,
as has been supposed, the slightest
claim to the distinction of a tribe or
caste ; nor could they, from the great
variety of individuals, ever be formed
into one. Grassias are of many different tribea of Hindoos: some are
Mnbomedana, and any person purchasing the claims, or lending money,
or farming lands and collections,
would, even if a Parsee or Christian,
come equally under the denomination of Grassia, which is also extended to all the mercenaries employed by the principal to inspire terror
or indict injury. The records of antiquity furnish no confirmation of the
justice of these complicated demands,
and the Ayeen Acbery, or institutes
of the emperor Acber, being wholly
silent on the subject of claims, now
so formidable to the public peace and
revenue, it may be safely concluded
that they did not exist at the date of
that laborious compilation, otherwise
they never would have been passed
unnoticed in awork, composed for the
express purpose of exhibiting the existing condition of the empire.
The common and traditionary report of these claims is, that subsequent to the decense of the emperor
Acber, in A.D. 1605, the Gujerat proviuce was so infested by the incursions of the Bheels and robbers from
the hills and 'ungles, that the nabobs
of Gurat, in t i e reign of Ferokhsere,
submitted to a compromise, and
ceded certain lands to them in each
village. These surrenders are said
to have been denominated " vanta"
grounds, and exempted from taxation
by the Mogul government, but afterwards subjected to a quit-rent by
Damajee Guicowar, when he conquered Gujerat. It is also asserted,
that depredations after this still continuing, the zemindars ursued the
same weak policy; an{ to satisfy
fresh invaders, and gratify rhe avarice
of the old, agreed t o the payment of
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what is now called " todn," or ready
money.
These vanta lands and toda gyraus have been continually increasing
during the anarchy tbat so long prevailed in Gujerat, asd by the persevering escroachmeuts from all sides,
the corm tion of the native revenue
officers, %d the neeessitiw of the
landholders, much government property was, in these forms, alienated
and mortgaged, and every subsequent
contingency or imposition was consolidated under the general name oP
toda gyrauss. With the Grassias it
has always been an immutable axiom,
that a claim once reeeived never becomes defunct; and at this day the
Balasur pergunnah pays an item of
thirty rupees, on account of a charitable attention once bestowed by a
humane banyan on the wife of a Grassia, who was suddenly taken in labour
at his door:; and many other spurious
charges are annually collected, under
an infinite variety of names.
Proprietors of such claims, and
more especially of toda gymuss, seldom prosecute them in person ; but
having retired to some secluded residence, such as Rajpeepla and Mandavie, they proclaim themselves chieftains, and rally adventurers around
them, to whom they sometinles farm
out the grassia demand, or depute
them to levy it. Thus qualified, the
adventurer enlists a banditti of every
caste and country, with the intention
of making money honestly, if eircum
stances favourhim; but at all events,
of making money. In the course of his
operations, the zen~indarsare bribed
or bullied into new surrenders, the government revenue is misappropriated,
itssubjects mutilated, and thecountry
devnstated. These illroads, vexatioue
as they are, are perplexed and q g m
vated by the fam~lyfeuds of the Grassias, whose claims are subdivided into
minnte shares, and so contradictory
the one to the other, tbat the cultivators are quite uncertain which is the
true and which the false claimant;
but all are equally aompelled by these
incendiaries to propitiate their forbearance by contributions of food
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and money. Until recently,
proposals made by government to liquidate all these claims, by payment of
a fixed sum annually, were always
rejected, the Grassias preferring a
fluctuating revenue, with the military
pomp it confers, to a certain one
without it. It occasionall happens,
also, that these demands He so long
dormant that the extinction of the
claimants is concluded, when suddenly ah heir, real or fictitious, enforces his pretensions by conflagration and murder. Indeed, so complicated are these claims, and so anarc h i d the system of collection, that
the British revenue officers have
never been able to arrange any thing
approaching to an accurate list of
them, from which their justice or injustice might be inferred.
A large proportion of these Grassias, who thus infested the British
territories, were resident in the adjoining countries, then belonging to
the Peshwa and Guicowar, and more
especially the divisions of Rajpeepla
and Attaveesy, Mandavie north of
the Nerhudda, Meagaum and Ahmode, between that stream and the
Mahy, and Mandowee on the Tuptee. On the rugged margins of the
Gujerat rivers many Grassias still
reade in a kind of independence, and
alao over the Gu'erat peninsula, usually denominated Cattywar by the
natives. Criminals from the plains
fly to their haunts for refuge, and receive the names of Grassias, Catties,
Coolies, Bheels, and Mewassies, but
areinreality thieves,and so numerous,
that formerly they were mtimated to
compose one-half of the po ulation
north of the Mahy river. b e villages held by Coolies are in this
quarter called Mewass ;but this term
applies roperly to all refractory villages, wEether held by Coolies, Rajpoots, or Bheels. Mewassie villages
are generally situated in hilly or
broken ground, surrounded by deep
ravines, jungle, and of difficult access;
for in India mere situation often decides the character of the natives, as
obedient or rebtory. Mewasnie, in
fact, is uskP for refractory, whether

applied to Rajpoot or Coolie; but as
all pretension to independence in a
Cooly is reckoned usurpation, and not
so in a Rajpoot, theterm has been applied to the former in contradistinction to Grassia. Since 1814 the
Bombay government has been strenuously endeavouring to effect an arrangement for paying the Grassia
claims from the public treasury, and
considerable progress is annually
made in accomplishing this very desirable commutation
Of all the plunderers who formerly
infested, and still, but in a less degree,
infest Gujerat, the most bloody and
untameable are the Coolies, who,
however, present different characters
in different quarters, the most barbarous being in thevicinity ofthe Runn,
0.r in the neighbourhood of the Mahy
nver. These were taught to despise
every ap roach to civilization ; and
the usuay appellation they bestowed
on a man decently dressed, was pimp
to a brothel. In order to procure respect, they stained their apparel with
pounded charcoal mixed with oil, and
their cliarons (priests and bards) and
otherinfluential personssurpassed the
laity in filthiness. With this tribe
cleanliness was considered indicative
of cowardice. The Portuguese at an
early period used the name of Coolie
(or slave, in Persian) as a term of reproach, and from them it has descended in the same sense to the English.
Besides Gujerat, Coolies are found in
other parts of India, and more especially about the northern portion of the
Western Ghauts, where they confine
on the Bheels, whom they somewhat
resemble, but me less predatory and
more civilized. These inhabit part
of the range to the south of Baglana,
and the country at its base on the
west, as far north as Bassein; but
they are much more numerous in Gujerat.
The description of men named
Bhatts or Bharotts, abound more in
Gu'erat than in any other province of
1nda ;and during the sway of the native powers, and even until recent
times, possessed unbounded influence.
Some few cultivate land, but the
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greater number are'recorders of births
and deaths, beggars, and itinerant
bards, in which last capacity they also
frequently are traders. Some of this
caste formerly stood security for the
revenue, and guaranteed the observauce of agreements and awards. They
are a singularly obstinate race, and
when pressed for money for which
they have become security, sometimes sacrifice their own lives; but
more frequently put to death some
aged female, or a child oftheir family,
in the presence of the person who
caused them to break their word. A
Bhatt, however, never becomes security for a person of whom he is ignorant. Uiider native rulers the Bhatts
were a link that connected the wild
Mewassy population with the government ; every Grassia, Coolie, and
Bheel chief having his Bhatt, whose
intervention was then calculated to
produce a salutary influence on minds
callous to all impressions but those
of superstition. These Bhatts were
rewarded by a small per-centage on
the amount of revenue for which they
became security, and for the consequent protection it afforded against
the extortions of the inkrior agents
of thegovernments, their persons being regarded as. sacred, and their influence predominant over the minds
of the natives.
The Charons are a sect of Hindoos,
allied in manners and customs to the
Bhatts. They are often possessed
of large droves of carriage cattle, by
means of which they carry on a d i e
tant inland traffic in grain and other
articles. Travellers in the wildest
r t s of Gujerat are protected by
rahmins and Charons, hired for the
When a band of predatory
i 2 ' Z p p e a r s , these sacmi persons
take an oath to die by their own hands
in case their prot6ge is pillaged ; and
in such veneration are they held by
these su~erstitiousthieves. that in
almost e;ery case this threa; is found
effectuallv to restrain them.
~ m o those
i ~ most benefited by
the lax system of government that
followed the death of Aurun zebe
were the religious orders, su& as

.

the Bhatts and Charons, who, however, never enjoyed or exercised any
pastoral influence, like that of the
Brahmins. The legality of their acyidtions was never inveatipted,
rom the horror of their self-immolation, which they threatened if it
were attempted. The system of Bhatt
agency in revenue matters, strongly
marked the distrust subsisting between the Maharatta rulers and their
subjects. If the one demanded of the
Mewassies Bhatt security for the
payment of the revenue, the other
required a similar security from the
government against its own oppression and extortion. The instrumentality of the Bhatts was consequently
a useful and economical exnedient to
a feeble government, incapable, by leeitimate means, of controlling and
&adually civilieiog its turbuleG subjects; but wae a clumsy machinery,
that impeded the progress of a
strong one. The Mewassies, from
the time of the conquest, received
the most injurious treatment from the
Maharattas, who, havingdriven them
to desperation, believed it impossible
to reclaim them; and in reality always treated the Grassias, Coolies,
and Bheels, like outcasts from society
and beasks of the field.
But on thesubstitution of agovernment solicitous for the welfare of its
subjects, and desirous of elevating
these classes from a state of degradation to their proper station in the
scale of human beings, a different result took place; and the Mewassies
never demanded security from the
British government against its own
oppression, not being apprehensive of
any. The annals, also, of all native
history, from the Maharatta conquest,
prove the inefficacy of severity, w h o
ther exercised by means of treachery,
or by brute force, in reclaiming their
evil propensities. In the more early
staee of the British establishment in '
~ G e r a t policy
,
dictated the propriety
of havine recourse to everv expedient
for checking and keeping horher the
unruly tribes, until such time as experience of its justice and energy
should convince them that full roll-
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antemight be placed on the first, and t o intoxication. Their gooroos or
that the last was not to be resisted priests,named Garoodas,cook and dewith impunity. The natural result v i u r carrion like the rest of the tribe ;
of such wise and moderate polic has and, on account of their extreme defollowed; and a t present the ~ i a t t s , gradation, dare not read the vedas o r
once so important a race in this pro- learn Sanscrit. They have ahridgvince, have become so insignificant as ments of the mythological stories of
scarcely to deserve serious notice, the Puranas, wrltten in the vernacuwhile all the industrious and peace- lar idiom on rolls of pa er, ornamentrrble classes have advanced greatly in ed with rude figures o r the h e m s of
the Ramayuna, by the exhibition of
wealth, comfort, and security.
In Gujerat, as in other parts of Hin- which and the muttering of some
dostan Proper, there are a race of charm, they pretend to cure diseases.
people called Ungreas, whose profes- In the Gl~jeratvillages it is customsion is that of money-carriers, which ary to make the Dheras, Hnlalkhors,
is done by concealing it in their quiit- and Rhungeas, who eat carrioo, and
ed cloths. Although miserably poor, the Bheels,who kill innocent animals,
one of them may be trusted to the t o live apart in huts by themselves.
value of 1,000 rupees, to carry many Although the British service in the
n~ilesoff, merely on the responsibility Sepoy I~attalionsoffers an elevation
of his mirdha or superior, who f r a to the young Dheras, from the most
quently is not richer than the other. abject d radntion to high wages and
rank, there are extremely
They are of all castes, and generally dignity
well armed and athletic. When per- few, instances of their ever availing
forming distant journies, they assem- thcmsclves of it-indeed ~carcelyany;
ble in parties, and fight with despe- neither do they often become conration to defend a property for which verts t o the Arabian religion. T h e
their recompense 1s a mere subsis- washermen are also considered , s o
tence, and which, under other cir- cruel, on account of the numerous
ctlmstances, they would readily steal. deaths they involuntarily occasion t o
There is another set in the northern anirnalculie in the procem of washing,
and western tracts, named Puggies, that they are likewise classed among
from their extraordinary expertness the seven degraded and excluded proin tracing a thief by his steps. When fessions.
In this quarter of India the term
necessary, the examination must be
resorted t o early in the morni~lg,be- Koonbee is applied to the pure Sufore the people have been moving dra, or fourth caste, whatever his ocabout ; when, such is their skill, that cupation may be, but who in Gujerat
they seldom fail in pointing out the is generally acultivator. In the h c village where the thief has taken can this title distinguishes the cultirefuge.
vator from one who bears arms, and
The Dheras of this province are a
refers being called a Maharatta
caste similar to the Mhars of the Dec- !hey most observe the Brdminical
can and the Parias of Malabar. Their forms of worship ; but the Gujeratee
employment is to carry filth of every Koonbies in their diet abstain from
description out of the roads and vil- all flesh and fish ;whereas the M a h a
lages and from their immediate vici- rattas eat freely of mutton, poultry,
nity. They scrape bare the bones of fish, game, and every animal. fit for
every animal that dies within their li- food except the cow species. A Gumits,andshareoutthetiesh,whichthey jerat Koonbie will not willingly kill
cook in variotis ways, and feed on. any animal, not even the most veThey are also obliged by ancient cus- nemous snake. According t o traditom to serve the state and travellers, tion the ancestors of the Koonbies,
as carriersofbaggage to the nearest vil- who are now the most numerous and
lage from their own. They areguilty of industrious portion of the agricultumany petty thefts, and much addicted ral peasantry, were emigrants from
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Ajmeer and Upper Hindostan., At.
present they are subdivided into three
tribes, the Lewa, the Cudjwa, and
the Arjanna. Formerly the Maho-,
medans of Gujerat engaged but little
in agriculture or manufactures, addicting themselves mostly to traffic and
a martial life; but since the extension of the British influence the latter
profession has so much declined, that
they are gradually resorting to the
pacific arts of husbandry. Indeed,
the present Mussulmauns are become
quite an indolent and effeminate race
of people.
The different Nvat. or families of
Brahmins, are eighty-four, called after
the places of their nativity o r inheritance. Each has severnl subdivisions, the members of which although
on an equality, are not permitted to
intermarry, the minute disti~lctions
being almost inn~lmerable. Mr. Elphinstone is of opinion that the Rajpoots are strangers in Gujerat. Each
tribe gives a separate account of its
own settlement, but scarcely any a t
a remote period. They appear t o
have originally come from Mewar,
Marwar, and the countries that we
call Rajpootana. Some appear to have
passed into Sinde, and returned by
Cutch ihto Oujerat.
The Vaneeya (named Banyans by
the English) are a numerous tribe of
Hindoos in Gujerat, where they are
separated into many divisions, besides
the Shrawuks, or seceders from the
Brahl~linicaldoctrines. They are all
of them merchants and traffickers,
and many travel t o parts very remote
from India, where they remain from
one to ten years, after which they
rejoin their wives and children. Many
also finally settle in tlle towns of
foreign countries, where their descendants continue t o speak and write
the Gujerattee tongue, which may be
pronounced the grand mercantile
language of foreign Indian marts. I t
is very nearly allied to the Hindi,
while the character in which it is
written conforms almost exactly to
the vulgar Nagari. On examining
the translation of the Lord's Prayer
into Gujerattee, the missionaries dis-

covered that of thirty-two words no,
less than twenty-eight were the same
as the Bengalese and Hindostany
specimens. l o 1824 a Hindoo reforrder named Swami Narrain had
made considerable progress in collecting converts to h ~ new
s doctrines,
which appeared to be a great improvement on thegrossness and absurdity of the Brahminical idolatry ;
but still he did not appear to have
any intention of shaking offthe whole
system, intending only t o modify i t *
to suit his peculiar views.
Th6 Jain sect are here more numerous than in any of the contiguons
provinces, and possess many handsome temples, adorned with wellwrought images of marble, spars, and
metals. Their chief deity, of the
twenty-four they have altogether, is
worshipped, as inother parts of India,
under the name of Parswanath.
Among the Brahminical Hindoog the
adherents of Siva mark their foreheads horizontally, and those of
Vishnu perpendicularly, which should
be renewed every morning, and, if
attainable, by the hand of a Brallmin.
At the visits of the Rajpoots, Grassias, and other tribes, opium is always
presented in some form, solid or liquid, and swallowed by the guests in
quantities that would destroy a European. The natives here, especially
of the Rajpoot castes, when driven
to desperation, dress in yellow cloths,
which is a signal of despair and being
reduced to the last extremity. The
females here are frequently known t o
burn themselves wit11 husbands with
whom they have never cohabited,
and with those who have ill-treated
them, as well as the reverse, a mistaken sense of what they conceive t o
be their duty actuating them, totally
independent of affection.
Besides its native hordes and castes,
Gujerat (with Bombay) contains
nearly all the Parsees o r fire-worshippers to be found on the continent
of India, tile feeble remains of t h e
once-predominant religior~of the Magi. According to their own traditions,
after the Mahomedun religion was
promulgated in Arabia, and began t o
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pervade Persia, the ancestors of the the lait consider Ormazd the authat
Indo-Paretired to the moun- of
and Ahriman the author of
tains, where they remained until the evil ; but many of the priests assert
overthrow of the Persian monarchy, that all t h i n e originated from Zerand the death of Yezdijird, the last wan, or Time, and that Ormazd was
sovereign. Finding the religion of only the first of created beings. They
their native country wholly over- admit, however, that Zerwan baa
thrown, and themeelvesoutlaws, they ceased to operate, and that good and
wandered towards the port of Ormus, evil flow directly from Ormazd and
then governed by a branch of the old Ahriman. Ormazd is all light, purity,
royal family, where they resided H- andexcellence, and inhabits the pr~meteen years, duringwhich they acquired val light ; Ahriman, all darkness, imthe art of ship-building, for which they purity, and wickedness, and inhabits
are still celebrated. At the expira- the rimeval darkness. Cayumers,.
tion of the above period they qhitted the i t h e r of the human race, wan
Ormus, and proceeded to the island created by Ormazd, but Ahriman atof Diu, where they sojourned nine- tempted to destroy him and attacked
teen years, but finding it too small the revolving sphere, but was refor their increasing numbers, they pulsed and precipitated into hell.
embarked for Gujerat, where they The modern Parsees, even of the
first lighted up the Atish Baharam, or sacerdotal class, know little or nosacred fire, and spread themselves thing about the theory of their own
over the country. At present they cosmogony, the whole of which, howare dispersed among the towns and ever, is evidently Chaldean, and often
villages alon the north-western coast forcibly reminds us of Milton's Paraof India, a n t in 1815 were estimated dise Lost. Sin and -misery found
their way into the world, and contiat 150,000 families.
The zendavesta, or sacred book nued to increase until Zoroaster proof the Parsees, is the only work mulgated the law, and instructed man
known to have been written in the in the will of heaven. The whole
Zend language, and is believed by Parsee system is founded on the supthem to have k e n the composition position of a continued warfare beof Zoroaster, in the reign of Gushtasp tween good and evil spirits,. which
(supposed to have been Darius Hys- pervade all nature, and religion
taspes), or about his era. Although teaches us how to gain the assistance
the writings of Zoroaster are alluded of the first, and t o escape from the
to by the ancients, the name of Zend- snares of the last.
avesta does not occur for 1,500
The grand visible objects of Parsee
years after the period when they are veneration are the elements, and
supposed to have been published. more especially fire, light being conThe original work of Zoroaster is said sidered as the best and noblest symto haire contained twenty-one nosks bol of the supreme being. The sun,
or books, of which only one entire moon, planets, stars, and even the
nosk, conjectured to have been the firmament, are consequently ob'ects
twpntieth, is now extant and a very of profound respect ; but they have
few fragments of the others. The no temples considered as the resigreater portion of the Zendavest is a dence of the Deity or of any suseries of liturgic services and prayers perior angel, their fire mansions being
for various occasions, and is totally merely to preserve the holy element
pure and unextinguished. Of the
destitute'of any literary merit.
No existing religion, the Jewish latter there are two species in Gujerat,
excepted, has continued from such the Behram and Aderan; the first
remote ages, with so little apparent composed of 1,001 kinds of fire ; the
change in the doctrine or ritual. Dif- last of at least fifteen or mxteen
ferent opinions, however, are held re- kinds. These varieties of combusgarding the nature of the world. All tion ore procured from dierent ma-
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terids, such as the fire from the friction of wood, from a funeral pile,
from a kitchen fire, &c. The Behram
fire, that most reverenced, is only to
be found in their temples, ma. a t
Udipoor (a town near Damaun), at
Nausaree, and a t Bombay. In their
original country, the greatest number
of Guebres, or fire-wornhipl)ers, are
collected in the city oFYezd, situated
about '230 miles south-east from Ispahan, where they aresaid still to occupy about 4,000 houses. They are
very industrious, but greatly oppressed by the modern Persian governrnent, being taxed a t twenty piastres
a head, besides suffering endless extortions.
The Parsees have various classes
of priests, of whom the chief are the
Destoors or expounders of the law;
and the next the Molids, who are the
officiating priests, and superintend all
religious ceremonies; but the last
rarely understand the prayers they
recite, or the books from which they
read. They are like the Levites, a
r e v l i a r tribe, the priesthood being
ereditary jn their families ; but they
have no salary or fixed allowances,
and no chief riest or supreme ecclesiastical
while many follow
secular employnlents. Neither is the
Parsee's an exclusive religion, converts, generally children, being adrnitted ; but no Parsee can drink out
uf the same vessel with a person of
a different religion, for fear ofsharing
in his sins and trespasses. The Parsee
is one of the few religions that has no
firsts, and as to food, all birds and
beasts of prey are forbidden, as also
the hare and dog. By their own law
they may eat beef, but in India they
generally abstain. The Parses females have long maintained an unspotted character for chastity and
superior continence, which may be
accounted for from their being placed
by their religious tenets on a level
with the men.
Planting trees is a meritorious work,
and they cut down fruit trees with
great reluctance. In Bombay they
never practice an professional gardenars, but Parsee merchants and shop-
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keepers abound. Others act as oervants; many as ship carpentern and
liquor-sellers. They are certainly a
most active portion of the. Gujerat
population, and retain within a tropical latitude, the fair complexion,
llardy constitution, and activity of
more northern climates. As the life
of a Parsee is a constant warfare with
evil demons, in the conducting of
which vigilance is indispensable, the
watchful animals, such as the cock
and the dog, are highly respected.
Their reverence for the elements
prevents their throwing any impurities into fire or water, and to t h e ~
respect for the latter may be ascribed,
in all ages, their aversion to sea-voyages. In like manner their reverence
for fire resiraii~sthem from following
the trade of a smith, as they must
never extinguish any light; neither d o
they enlist as sepo s, pretending that
they dare not d e d e the sacred ele.
ment by the use of fire-arms. Hence
also they never bury their dead for
fear of defiling the earth, but leave
the bodies m moulder away, or to be
consumed by birds of prey on the
towers where they are exposed, guard.
ed by a dog, who is expected to bark
when he sees the deinons approach to
seize the soul, which is supposed t o
hover over the body for three days
and nights, ill the vain hope of being
reunited. The corpse is also watch.
ed by centiuels in order to ascertain
which eye the vultures pick out first^
if the right it is a good sign, and iP
in addition the dog takes a piece of
bread out of the mouth of the corpse,
no doubt remains respecting the beatitude of the deceased. Sl~ouldany
one survive after havin been carried
to the place of skulls, f e is shunned
by all as having hsd intercourse with
impure demons, until purified by a
priest, but such an event scarcely ever
happens.
The Parsee being a religion of ceremonies and of prayers in an un.
known tongue, has scarcely any ef.
fect on the morals of its professors,
and indeed little influence of any
kind, except as connected with the
prejudices of cmte. The priebto are in
2 s
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general not only disliked but despised,
and little attended to except by the
Eemalee. Like the Hindoos, the ParBees show some desire to be esteemed
by the individuals composing their
own peculiar tribe, but have little regard for any extraneous opinions,
and appear totally insensible to any
remote check of religion. They are
bold; active, and persevering in the
holy thirst of gold, and many of their
merchants by euperior enterprize and
address have accumulated large fortunes. On the other hand, like all
Asiatics, they are tyrannical when in
power, regarclless of truth, and not
the less esteemed by their own sect
for the want of it. The consequence
is, they express no contrition when
detected in any fraudulent'attempt or
imposture. Their houses are in general dirty, wretchedly furoiahed, and
slovenly arranged, presenting to the
view women, children, master, mistress, and servants, stretched out on
the floor in all directions, asleep,
dozing, or lounging. They are not,
however, parsimonious, but on the
contrary both luxurious and voluptuous, and frequently generous. Their
great expenditure takes place on the
marriages of their children, on which
occasions, like the Hindoos, they
waste immense sum$ in childish shew
and folly. Their houses of recreation
on the island of Bombay are generally
a little distance in the country, and
sometimes handsomely furnished after
the European fashion, in which mode
the disposal of their table equipage is
arranged. Like them also they indulge freely in luxurious food, and
rather exceed them in their potations
of wine. But matwithstandingall their
faults, the Parsees ate certainly the
most improveable caste in Indie, being
free from Hindoo and Mahorn&
bigotry, and in. every respect more
resembling genuine Eurapeans, than
any other class.of nativea at present
exlstbg io Southern A&.
. The province of Gujerat enjoyed
a much more flourishim external commerce, even during t i e moat con.
vulsed period of the Mogul governmat, than it has ever doae Eince.

The imports consist mostly of sugar,
raw silk, pepper, cocoa-nuts, cochineal and woollens, and absorb a great
deal of bullion. The Surat manufactures have long been famous for
their cheapness and excellent quality.
The chief are cotton, cotton-goods,
and grain, principally to Bombay.
Almost nll the castes of this province
(Brahmins and Banyans excepted]
occasionally follow the occupation of
the loom, which employs a great number of the more industrious of the
lower classes. In all the larger towns,
that remarkable class of nlen the
Berm are to he found, who although
Mahomedans in religion, are Jews in
features, manners, and genius. They
form everywbere a distinct community, and are every where noted for
their address in bargaining, minute
thrift,and constant attention to lucre;
but they profess total uncertainty of
their own origin. Boorhanpoor in
Candeish is the headquarters of this
singular sect, and the residence of
-their moollah or high priest ;but individual Boras are found stragling all
over Gujerat, and the adjacent pro.:
vinces, as itinerant pedlars.
I t is a custom in Gujbrat, when a
merchant finds himself f d n g or ac.
tually failed, to light a blazing lamp
in his shop, house, or office, and then
abscontl until his creditors have ex*
amined his effects, and received a
disclosure of his property. Until bie
creditors have acquitted him, lie does
not wear the tail of his waistcloth
hangin down, but tucks it up. Persons wf~oact thus in time, so as not
greatly to injure their creditors, are
hiihly esteemed, and have so frequently been remarked as subsequently p~osperouqthat Hindoo merchants
have been known to set up a ligh'c
(p!oclaiming
themselves bankrupt)
wlthaut any real necessity, in hopes
of good fortune afterwards.
The principal towns in this prm
vince are Surat, Ahmedabad, Broach,
Baroch, Cambay, Gogo, Bhownuggur,
Chum aneer, and Junaghur. I t i s
dificut to estimate the inhabitants of
a country where the extremes of population and desolation meet Surat
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and its vicinity exemplify the first, A.D. 1482. Smoking tobacco is rivery
and the north-western districts the universal practice among the Hindoo
second. For the sake of security, males (Brahmins excepted, who take
the great body of the natives do not snufffreely), and Mahomedans of both
live in single sequestered houses, but sexes, throughout Gujerat. This proin assemblages of then] ; in Malabar, vince has long been fanlous for its
on the contrary, every Hindoo has a excellent breed of cattle, especially
distinct or distant dwelling. The the bullocks, which are reckoned the
south-eastern zillahs of Gujerat sur- strongest, swiftest, and handsomest
pass Bengal in the abundance of trees in India.
and hedges, in handsome substantial
I t is a common belief in Gujerat
well-built villages, and in the decent that the province was originally peothriving appearance of the people. A pled by the rude castes that still exist
Gujeratty village is often visited by and are known under the name of
travelling comedians, who exhibit pup- Coolies and Bheels, but there is neipet-shows, and act historical plays. ther record nor tradition regarding
They are also occasionally frequented the nature of their religion or goby itinerant musicians, singing and vern~nent, while subsisting in this
dancing men and women, wrestlers, primeval state. Subsequent to this
and very expert jugglers, dancing- era, there is reason to suppose that
bears, trickish goats and monkies.
the space of country from the gulf
Fortifications were formerly n u m e of Cutch to the Concan composed
rous in Gujerat, and still eontinue in one great nation, speakingand writing
the more savage and remote quarters; the same language, the Gujeratty.
but wherever the British influence ex- The names at present a x e d to the
tends they are fast crumbling to d e subdivisions of the province are encay. Some pears ago female infan- tirely modem, and can be traced to
ticide prevailed among the Jahrejah some incident of their history. At a
tribes, of which are the principal more recent period the Rajpoots acchieRains of the peninsula, such an quired the ascendencp, and the most
the Jam of Noanagur, the Rajas of powerful chief of that race resided a t
Wadman, Goundei, and others. All Anhulvada (named Puttan and Nehrthese leaders through the exertions walla in the maps), situated on the
of Mr. Duncan, when governor of . northern frontier. According to IeBombay, and Col. Alexander Walker, gends handed down among the Rajin 1807, were induced to enter into p o t tribes, they do not appear to
engagements renouncing the inhuman are been aborigines, bot military a d
practice, which was uauall perpe- venturers who entered the province
trated by drowning the in&t i s a at direrent periods, and there e s w
bowl of milk as soon as born; but aa bliehed themselves; they consequent.
scarcely any of their female children ly have no ancient claim to the counb
ever reach maturity, it is strongly sum try, and even now continue to be oppected they have not adhered very posed by the primitive inhabitants.
strictly to their agpeement. The Three Rajpoot dynasties are said to
whole number of inhabitants in this have occupied the ihrone of Anhulvast province ate probably much un- vada ; the Chowra, the Soolunker,
der-rated at six millions, in the pro- and the Yagheela, from which many
portion of one Mahomedan t o ten of the modem Grascria families pre.
Hindoos.
tend to be descended.
There are many remarkable wells
W e learn from Abul Fazel, that
and watering places in Gujerat, paf. Gujerat was first invaded from the
titularly one near Baroda, which 1s west by Sultan Mahmood of Ghizni,
said to have cost nine lacks of rupee8 ; about A.D. 1035, who subverted the
and another at Vadva in the vicinity throne of its native prince, named
of Cambay, which, from the inscrip- Jamund, and plundered Nehrwalla,
tiao appears to have been erected in his capital. In l B 5 it is mentioned
9 a O
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by Marto Polo. After the establishment of the Delhi sovereignty, this
province remained for many years
subordinate to the Patan emperors ;
but in the fifteenth became again independent, under a dynasty of Rajpoot rinces converted to the Arabian kith, who removed the seat of
government to Ahmedabad, and influenced many of the natives to embrace their newly adopted religion.
I n 1572, during the reign of Acber,
this race of princes was overthrown,
and the province subjugated; but
during the period of its independence,
i t had flourished greatly as a maritime and commercial state, fqr when
the Portuguese first visited Malacca,
they found a regular intercourse e 5
tablished between that distant port
and Gujerat.
After the death of Aarungzebe in
1707, this province was immediately
overrun by hordes of Maharatta depredators, and about 1724 was finally
severed from the Mogul throne, which
never afterwards recovered its authority. Until 1818 the Maharatta
Peshwa and the Guicowar possessed
large tracts of country : but at present only the last remains, the authority and dominions of the other
having devolved to the British, who
previously occupied about 6,000
square miles of fertile territory. The
most striking circumstances attending the British progress were the
extraordinary obstacles that existed
to the introduction of order, and the
surprising success with which these
obstacles have been overcome. The
~ o ~ l t i n u aintermixture
l
of our territories with those of the Pebhwa,
Guiwwar, the nabob of Cambay,
pnd the unsettled tributaries of Cattywar and Mahykaunta; the number
of half-subdued Grassias and Mewasaies; the numerous and ill-defined
tenures of every village. the torbu!ent
and predatory habits of a large proportion of the people, combined to
make the country, more especially
beyond the Mahy river, more difficult
t o manage than any portion of the
British conquests in Hindostsrl ; yet
by the cautioue progress of the go.

vernment, the judgment and temper
of the local functionaries, our system and authority has been padually
and tranquilly establisl~ed, without
either irritating our subjects, or embarrassing ourselves by any sudden
or violent changes.
In A.D. 1820, the north-western
frontier of the British dominions in
this quarter were formed in the first
instance by the Runn, to the north
of which is the sandy desert. The
desert tract between the frontier of
Jesselmera (about lat. 000) and the
Runn was diviried between the
Ameers of Sintle and the Joudpoor
rajn, whose respective limits might
he indicated by a line drawn from
Nuggur in Parkur to Jesselmere. T h e
Sinde territory, however, would cross
this line near its southern extremity,
Bankasir and the whole of Parkur
belonging to Sinde and the whole line
being still contested ; the Joudpoor
raja claiming Amercote, and having
actually levied contributions ay far
west as Sausur and Chaucra.
Parkur is partially cultivated, but
all the remainder is a desert, consisting of high sand-hills, with scattered
spots of verdure, and the capital villages that figure in our maps seldom
containing more than I00 huts. This
desert extends to near the banks of
the Lonee, where a fertile tract commences known by the name of Neyer,
inhabited by Rajpoots, and sub'ect to
Joudpoor ; to which also the district
immediately beyond the Lonee is subordinate, while that on the southeast is partly tributary, and partly in
directwbjection to that state, as is
also Sachore. The limit of the Joudpoor domipions to the south is shewn
by a line drawn from Bayatree, near
Bankasir, and at the mouth of the
Lonee due east of Abooghur, and
passing about half way between Sachore and Theraud. The above states,
including Palhanpoor, fill up all the
space between the Runn and the
mountains of Abooghur ; while the
whole tract, whether belonging to
Joudpoor or to our new allies, is
thinly inhabited, and ill supplied with
water, while its natural desolation
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mostly thatched, and a great part of
a hill mart named Rerighaut, belonging to the chief of Gulmi. Accordin: to native testimony this territory
contains mines of zinc, cinnabar, and
copper. In Gul~niand Balihang onehalf of the people are Khasiyas, oneeighth Brahmins, and the remainder
impure tribes of cultivators and artificers. The ~rincipalcrop among
the Gulmi hills is rice, which is reaped in the beginning ohtheir winter.(F. Buchanan, &.)
GULTA.-A Hindoo sanctuary in
the province of Ajmeer, three ruiles
E. by S. from the city of Jeypoor,
with which it comtnunicates by a
road over stee mountains, paved
with laroe blocis of stone. This
fane is h a t e d in a wild and deep
ravine amidst abrupt rocks. The
waters of a sacred spring are cdlected in two beautiful reservoirs, and
the little space that remains is crowded with pagodas (some perched high
on the rock), pavilions, and stone
arches. Lower down there is a s~nall
G u ~ u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m u ~ . - A h i ~the
~ - f bazar
o r t iand
n a gossainS garden, peopled
province of Bejapoor, situated on the with innumerable black-faced mondetached extremity of a long sand- keys.--( Fullarton, gc.)
stone mountain, fifty-nine miles N.E.
G~TMSALEE.-Asmall hamlet in
fro111 Darwar. In A.D. 1804 this Northern Hindostan, near the borplace, with a small surrounding tract, ders 01' Tibet, twenty-one miles west
was held by Bishen Row Gorpnrs (a of Bhadrinath temple; lat. 30' 43'N.,
descendant of the famous Morari Ion. 7g0 49*E., 10,317 feet above the
Row) independent of the Peshwa, level of the sea. Near to this place
although within his dominions.
there is a sanga, or swinging bridge,
GULAULI.-A fort in the province over the Dauli.
of Agra, situated within the limits
GUNANATH.-AstockadeinNorthof Col. Skinner's jaghire in the Doab; ern Hindostan, eleven miles north
lat. 28' 28' N.
from Almora ; lat. 29' 46' N., Ion.
G U L G U N D A ~A~ . -town in the 79O 18'E., 6,842 feet above the level
Northern Circars, seventy-five milea of the sea.
W. by S. from Vizagapatam ; lat. 17'
GUNASS
Pltss.-A pass inNorthern
'33' N., Ion. 82' 18' E.
Hindostan over the outer ridge of
GULMI.-Formerly oneof the twen- the Himalaya, leading from the valty-four rajaships in Northern Hindos- ley of Rupin into that of Baspa; Iat.
tan, but now absorbetl in the Gorkha 31° 21' N., lon. 78' 8' E., elevation
dominions. Golmi, the capital, is si- above the level of the sea 15,459
tuated on a hill in lat. 28' l l ' N., Ion. feet. This ghaut or pass was crossed
82O 17' E., eighty-five miles W.N.W. by Lieut. Herbert on the 30th S e p
from Gorkha. The castle is built of tember 1819. Six miles of the road
bricks and covered with tiles, and the wau over snow, then very sott in
town formerly contailled 500 houses, some places, the gsneral depth from
has been aggravated by the famines
and pestilential distempers of 1813
and 1 8 1 4 . 4 h'lphinatone, Drunanzond,
PubIic MS. DocunaenIr, Crow, Bourdier, Walker, Macnaurdo, Jamea
Forbea, 4.c.)
GUJINDEE.-A small &strict in
Northern Hindostan, principality of
Bussaher, noted for the number of its
iron mines, but containing few spots
capableof cultivation.-( Gerard#,&.)
f Gaja, IndraghaGUJUNDERGHUR
ra2.-A district in the province of
Bejapwr,situated between the Krishna and Toon~buddra rivers, aud
bounded towards the east by the
Malpurba. A great proportion of
this district is wild and hilly, but the
towns and villages are pleasing, and
usually encompassed with fine clusters of tamarind trees. Part of this
territory belongs to the Nizam and
1~artto the British government as
successors to the Peshwa. The principal towns are Gujundughur and
Kannagherry.
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three to six feet; but on the summit
the ground could not be reached
with a stick nine feet long. The
thermometer at sunset stood at 33",
and water boiled about 187O Faht.
This ridge appeared to be entirely
composed of gneiss.--(Hodgron and
Herbert, &c.)

called the Salgrami, from the schistuous stones, containing the remains
or traces of ammonites, found in
the bed of the river, and carried
thence to all parts of India, wheie
they are worshipped under the name
of salgmms. They are mostly round,
and commonly perforated in one or
more places by worms; the spiral
GUNDERGHU~.-A
lofty hill-fort in retreats of antediluvian molluscas
the province of Bejapoor, division of bein taken by the superstitious HinAzimn bur, situated about twenty- do0 for visible traces of Vishnu. Comtwo myes travelling d i s t a n c e b mon salgnms are about rn lmG lu
N. from Belgaum.
a watch, and they are valued accordG~~~~~~ / ~ ~ ~ & k i ) .district
-~
ing to their size, shape, and internal
varies aco n price
.
situated in that portion of the Beja- ~ ~ n s t ~ ~ t iThe
poor province which lies to the south cording to circumstances, lome h i n g
of the river Krishna, and principally valued so high
2,000
In
, ~of~thebHindoo legends the followbetween the forks of the ~ a l ~ one
river. The soil is naturally fertile
"OrY is folllldex~lanetOr~their
and roductive, and the country to- O*al
consecrationl e n b b populous, notwithstanding the
Vislmus as the preserver, created
anarchical government it had for nine planets to regulate the destinies
many years experienced ~reviousto of the human race. Sani (Saturn)
under the ~ r i t i ~rule
h in commenced hi reign by proposing to
~ r i , i a portion form. Brahmtt, that he (Brahma) should
,
submit to his influence for twelve
part ofthe district o f ~ a r w r r rbesides
which the principal towns are Hoob- years. Brahma referred him t o
ly, Noolgoond, and Kittoor.
Vishnu; but he was equally averse
to the baleful influence of this planet,
GUNDUCK
RIVER ( G a d or and therefore desired him to call
Salgran~i).-The source of this river next day, On SaturnYsdeparture,
is supposed to lie near the enormous vishnu meditated how he could espeak of Dhawalngiri, or the White cape the misery of a twelve yearss
Mountain, supposed to be 27,000 feet bondage to so inauspicious a lumiabove the level of the ocean, and si- nary, and the result was, that he astuated about 1st. 29' 30' N., Ion- 83' sumed the form ofa mountain. Next
45' E. Another conjecture fixes it day Saturn was not able to find Vi~hin the table-land of Tibet, which, if 1lU, but soon discovered that he had
Correct, would give it a course of become the mountain Gand&i, into
about -450 miles, inc!uding windings, which he immediately entered, having
untll lts junct~on wlth the Ganges assumed the form of a thunderbolt
nearly opposite to Patna. It is to worm, and began to perforate the
be regretted that the valley of the stones of the mountain, and in this
Gunduck has not yet been ex Iored. manner he persevered in dieting
In that valley ammonites are nown the animated mountain for the space
to abound, and other antedilu*
re- of twelve years. At the end of this
mains may be looked for. It 1s by roba at ion the deity resumed his own
this route, also, the great white moun- figure, and recommended that the
win of the Himalaya is to be a p stones of the mountain Gandaki
promhed. Measurements taken from should be in future worshipped. On
remote stations, give the Dhawalagiri being asked by Brahma how the gean elevation of %,000 feet above the nuine stones might be discriminated,
level of the sea, andit is desirable that he said they wollld have twenty-one
these should be confirmedor cofrected. marks, the same number as were on
The Gunduck in its early course is his body. Sinee the above era the
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salgrams of the Gunduck have been
held in high estimation; and during
.the hot months, the Brahmins stre
pend a pan perforated with a hole,
through which the water drops on
the stone and k e e p it cool; and
being caught below in another pan,
i s drank in the evening with much
satisfaction by the devout of t h n
faith. The Brahmins sell these stones,
but trafEcking in images is reckoned
dishonourable.
The following is Dr. F. Buchanan's
description d the salgram, which is
more minute than above. On the
banks of the Gunduck near Muktinath, north of the Himalaya (lat. 294
lWN., Ion. 83' 15' E.) ia a precipice,
from which the river is supposed to
wash the salgrams. Pilgrims who
have been at the place, say that
the stpnes are found partly in the
precipice and artly In the bed
-of the river, wEere it has washed
down the earth. On account of its
containing these stones, this branch
of the river is usually calied the Salgami, and the channel every where
below Muktinath, until it reaches tbe
plain of India at Sheebpoor, abounds
with these stones. They all consist
of carbonate of lime, and are in generd quite blnck, but a few have
white veins. Their colour is probably
owing to some metallic impregnation,
yhich also occasions their great s ecitic weight. Most of them are wlat
nattlralists call petrihctionq, and by
far the most common are ammonitw,
half imbedded in a ball of stone, exactly of the same nature with the petrified animal. Others, which are
reckoned the most valuable, are balls
containing a cavity formed by an
ammonite that has decayed, and left
only its impression. The ammonites,
or the impressions, are called the
chacras, or wheel of the salgram, but
are sometimes wanting; the stone being then a mereball,withoutang mark
,of animal exuviz. Some balls have
no external o ening, yet by rubbing
away pan o f one of the sides, the
hollow-wheel or cbacraisdiscovered.
Such salgrams are reckoned particularly valuable.

Besides snlgiams some few grains
of gold are occasionally separated
from the sand of the Gunduck, and
also from the substance of the salgrams, which on examination have
been found not to be calcareous.
In Northern Hindostan, the term
Gunduck is R eneral appellation for
a river; and h a m o rRennell conjectures it to be t i e Condoch~tesof
Arriarr. The stricter classes of Hind w s abstain h m swimming in this
river, it being prohibited in their sacred books.--(F. Bucha~mn, Cdrbrooke, Ward, Kirkpatrick, RennaY,
Wiljrd, 9c.)
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GUNDWANA.
A large province of the Deccan~
extending from the eighteenth to the
twenty-fifth degree of north latitudeOn the north it is bounded by A h habad and B b s r ; on the south by
Bern, Hyderabad, and Orissa ; to
the east it has Berar aad Orissa ; and
0" the west Allahabad, M.1~4 Candeish, Berar~ and HJ'derabad. In
length it may be estimated at 400
miles, by 280 the average breadth.
Gundwana, in its most extensive
signification, comprehends all that
portion of Hindostan surrounded by
the soubahs above-mentioned, which
remained unconqumd up to the
reign of Aurengaebe ; but Gundwana
Proper, or the country of the Gonds,
is more strictly limited to the districts of Gurrah, Mundlah, Mehkoor,
Kheirlah, Nagpoor, Choteesghur,
Deofur, and Chandah, stretching
sout along the east side of the
Wurda and Godavery, to within one
hundred miles of the mouth of the
river last-mentioned. Within the
above space, intervening between
Bengal, Orissa, and Nagpoor, there
were avast uumber of etty rajaships,
which, although par& tributary t o
the Nagpoor Raja or to the British
government, were until recently in a
manner politically independent, and
unconnected with each other. These
are all wild and woody countries,
hitherto affording little or no revenue
to their nominal sovereigns, and in

.

reality of no importance except as
being conterminous with Bengal and
Orissa, to which their rugged and
mountainous surface, covered with
thick jungle, presented a strong barrier against any invasion, especially
of cavalry, from the west. Several
of these have been incorporated with
the British districts acquired in 1818
from the Nagpoor Raja, and the
whole are more or less directly sub-.
ord~natcto the British government ;
but the geography of this part of India bas not yet assunled so deterrninate a shape as to authorize an altcration of tLe old desigt~ationsof
the principal tracts, which up to 1817
were the following, comn~encingat
the northern extremity, 6iz.
1. Chandail. .
14. Sumbhulpoor.
15. Sohnpoor. ,
2. Boghela. 3. Billounja.
16. Choteesghur.
4. Singrowla.
17 Mundlsh.
6. Raja Chohans. 18. Gurrah.
6. Manwas.
19. Mehkoor.
7. Canroodp.
20. Kheirlah.
8. Sohagepoor. 21. Gundwana
9. Sirgoojn.
Proper.
10. Odeypoor.
P!. Nngpoor.
11. Koorba.
23. Chanduh.
12. Jushpoor
24. Bustar.
13. Gangpoor.
During the reign of Aurungzebe,
the whole northern part of this province, named Baundhoo or Bhatta,
was partially conquered by his generals, and annexed to the soubah of
Allahabad ; but they never made any
impression on the southern quarter,
which remained unsubdued until
about the middle of the eighteenth
century, when Ragojee Bhoonsla of
Nagpoor reduced o r rendered tributary a large proportion, and confined
the independent Gonds within very
narrow limits. By Mahomedan historians the large division of Choteesghur is sometimes named Jeharcund,
but this appellation properly applies
t o the greater part of the province.
Gundwana contains the sources of
the Nerbudda and Sone rivers, and
is hounded by the Wurda and Godavery, but is on the whole biit indifferently supplied. The Mahanuddy,
Caroon, Hatsoo, and Silair traverse

its interior, but are not navigqble
within its limits; neither are there
any lakes of the slightest magnitude.
A continued chain of hills extends
from the southern frontier of Bengal
almost to the Godavery, and formerly separated the eastern from t l ~ e
western division of the Nagpoor dcrminions. Indeed a very large proportion of the surface is mountainous,
ill-watered, unhealthy, covered with
jungle, and thinly inhabited; and to
its poverty and evil qualities it has
probably been indebted for its longcontinued independence. The more
fertile tracts were subdued at an early
period by the Bhoonsla Maharattas,
who claimed as paramount over the
whole; but their sway in many parts
was little more than non~inal,and the
tribute could only be realized by the
presence of an army. During the
war of 1818 considerable benefit was
derived from the rebellion of the hill
tribes occupying the passes in the
Nagpoor territories, who indeed had
before been restrained by the a p p r e
hension of the co-operation of the
British troops against them.
The country occupied by the gen:~ine Gonds remains for the most
part a primeval wilclerness, its human inhabitants being scarcely superior to the brute creation with
which they live intermixed. A great
nun!ber of this miserable tribe exiat
nearly in a state of nature, and are
probably amongst tile lowest in the
scale of civilization of all the natives
of Ilindostan. Having been driven
by their invaders from the plains to
the unwholesome fastnesses of the
more elevated regions, they frequently descended during the harvest t o
the lowlands, and plundered the produce of their ancient inheritance.
In the course of the last half century
the increasing nppetite of the wild
Gonds for salt and sugar has tended
more to promote their civilization
than any otber circumstance; and
since the establishment of an extensive teak-cutting concern, they have
so far overcome their dread of Europeans as t o enter into their service
for the purpose of felling timber, and
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afterwards of assisting the convey- scent from the Pandoos ; and in perance of the rafts down the Godavery, forming their donlestic worship, alalthough the sea air is said to be as though they profess Mahomedanism,
fatal to them as that of the hills to a t their births and marriages they
a sojourner from the plains.
intermingle observances peculiar t o
The Gonds present the c h a r ~ c t e r Rajpoots with those of the common
of an aboriginal people, clistinct from Gonds and Mahomedans.
the Hindoos, although borrowing
Within the limits of their own commany of their institutions and prac- munities they separate then~selvesinto
tices, Their own religion is of the a great variety of classes, subdivision
rudest description, the chief object into castes being apparently so inheof their worship being a deity named rent in the nature of East-Indians ;
Thiirseepen, represented by a small and even the Europeans of Calcutta
spear-head' of iron, carefully pre- already show a tendency that way.
served in certain trees, and his rites With the Gonds, the shades of diffircan only be performed in woods and ence in most case8 have a reference
jungles. Their own idols are of a to dialect, as we find Gurra Gonds,
sirnilvr description, possessing various Bhopaul Gonds, the Raj Gond of
attributes, bestowed on them by the Deoghur, the Manjee Gond of Bushopes and fears of their savage vo- tar, and the Khattollee Gond of the
taries, alternately a prey to each low countries. East and west of t h e
other and to the beasts of the fo- Lanjee hills are the Jaria Gond of
rests. T o these they offer up as sa- Chanda, the Marree Gond of Telincrifices hogs, goats, and fowls, ac- pana, the Bustar Gond, and the Koorcompanied with many fantastic rites ; koo Goad of the Nahadeo hills. T h e
even human sacrifices are not ab- Man'ee, Marree, and Koorkoo Gonds
stained from, and were formerly corn- s p e d dialects distinct from the one
mon. They eat the meat, and never common t o the rest. , Of the two first
fail to drink hard after the celebra- no specimens have been procured ;
tion of every ceremony, ~ h e t h e rof but the Koorkoo dialect has been
a purely religious nature or of a found to resemble the language~poken
mixed description, such as births, by the Lurkakoles, on the borders of
marriages, and funerals. The womqn Singhboom.
are as unrestricted as the men in the
In the Nagpoor dominions the
practice of intoxication, and join in Gonds, like their Hindoo neighbours,
all the songs, dances, and drunken divide themselves into twelve and a
revels. T o their original deities they half castes, which again ramify into
have added several from the Hindoo endless subdivisions, according t o the
stock, hut they worship in a manner number and nature of their houoepeculiar to their own manners and hold gods; and their rules on the
notions. All the individuals of this subject of eating ant1 drinking are
tribe are remarkably superstitio~is apparently as complicated and absurd
with regard to omens and portentous as those of the Brahlninical sects.
signs, and practise the arts of witch- The Gonds eat animal flesh without
crnft and sorcery, in which, by their distinction, even that of the cow,
Hindoo neighbours, they are believed and they rival the outcast Hindoos
t o excel. I n this part of India the in their eagerness after carrion. Their
Gonds have, rather unaccountably, language contains among its elemenbeen allowed t o class themselves with tary words several of Telinga and Tathe second or military tribe of Hin- mu1 origin. The same mixture is to he
doos, a stretch of complaisance in observed in the Koorkoo, which has
the Maharatta functionaries, owing eve11a larger proportion of the latter;
probably to the ancient predominance and a similar coincidence is said to
of the Gond chiefs. These last term exist in the dialect of the tribes inthemselves " Kooeetoor" (a corrup- habiting the Rajmahal hills.
tion of Khetrie), and claim a d s
The Gonds, as a people, have every

where a distinct phymognomy which have beeh sub'ect to differeat Hindiscrimi~tdsthem from other tribes. do0 princes, wien the Mahornedans
Thdy have usuall broad, and rather first crossed the Nerbudda and inflat noses, and t i i c i lips, with not vaded the Deccan. The great Him
tnfrequently cufly hair while joung. doo dynasty of Deoghur or Dowm e r e is a great dierence in slze and letabad is believed to have extended
strength between the domesticated beyond Berar, east to the Wyne OunGonds of the plains and the wild gap and north to the Nerbudda, indwellers in the hills and jiingles. The cluding Candeish, Baitool, &c. T o
first are tall, well-made, stout, and the north-enst of this state was the
sometimes even handsome and fair. kingdom of Gurrnh, which, on the
They are also good agricultural la- north, stretched over Deoghur above
bourers, faithful and intelligent, and the ghauts, the present British eastnot quite so much given to lying as em districts, the valley of the Nertheir Hindoo and Mahomedan neigh- budda, end beyond that river to
bours. Even the wildest of this class Bundelcund and Malwa, nnd on the
are not insensible to kind treatment, east to the districts of Wyne Gunga,
or unwilling to adopt regular modes and probably Choteesghur. To the
of procuring a subsistence. On the south was the kingdom of Telingana,
other hand, some of the ruder tribes includmg Chanda and the southwho inhabit the forests of Bustar and western portionsof Choteesghur, with
Kuronde are as wild and untameable Bustar. Tdingana and the Hindoo
as the New Hollander, and it is empire of Deoghur were early disamong these chiefly that human sa- membered and formed into the Bhacrifices are still perpetrated. The menee empire of the Deccan, but
Maharattas, na far as their authority Gurrah was not subdued until the
reached, put a stop to this practice, reign of Acber. The Mussulmaun
and the zemindars of Bustar and Ku- princes of the Deccan extended over
ronde have been induced by the ex- most of the country between the
ertions of the Britiuh functionaries Wurdah and Wyne Gunga rivers,
to supprese it within their own limits : and close up to the western boundary
it is to be a rehended, however, ofDeoghnr above theghauts. Kheirthat their laugble endeavours have Lah and Baitool, which were also
been but partially successful. Of subdued by them, seem at one time
these Gonds the wildest are the Ma- t o have been the seats of a Hindoo
tees, who generally wander about prince, probably a remnant of the
in a state of complete nudity, for Hindoo family of Deaghur; and the
even their females have no covering Mahomedan princes of Malwa and
but aprons of leaves. Their ,food Candeish had encroached on the terconsists principally of roots, ve e- ritories of the Gurrah dynasty on
tables, and the tender shoots of %e the side of Bhopul and the valley
bamboo. They pay but little even of the Nerbodda, prior to its subjoof nominal obedience to the Bustar gation by Acber. A period of almost
raja, reject all intercourse with other total darkness follows the slight mentribes, and at staled periods try t o tion of these circumstances in the
catch stisangers in order to sacrifice Mahomedan annals, and the chasm
is ill supplied by tradition.
them to their gods.
In Aurengzebe's time we find Gond
The Gonds are mentioned in the
historical poems of the Hindoos as princes of considerable power in
being a powerful nation or tribe in Mundlah, Deoghur, and Chanda,and
early times, and probably an aborigi- the amount of tribute paid by the
nal people partly conquered and two latter would indicate a higher
converted by the Hindoos, and the degree of opulence than could have
remainder driven to the hills and been expected. Tradition reports
jungles. The country over which that most of Deoghur above and bethey are now scattered seems to low the ghauts, after being devastated

by some @eat calamity, was overrun but the resources of several under a
and conquered by the Gowala or state of tranquillity wete considered
cowherd tribe. Ferishta mentions capable of great future im rovement.
Asa Aher, the Gowala chief, and re- The pilgrim tax at the ~ a p a d e otemputed founder of Aseerghur, as Bav- ple and the passes leading to it, which
lug rule over Gundwana; but Jatba, had before been divided among many
a Gond, subverted the power of the Gond chiefs, and occasioned endless
Gowalas above the ghauts ; and his disputes, was assumed by the British
descendant, Buhkt Boolind, carried government, which allotted shares to
his arms beyond Nagpoor, and also each respectively.
made conquests from Mundlnh and
Nagpoor is the modern
of
Chanda. The territory of Mundlah Gundwana; the ancient ones were
also came the Property ~f a Gond Deoghur, Mundlah, and Gurrall : but
dynasty by some unexplaned revoh- here are no remains indicative that
tion ; and the relgnlng fanlily of the province at any era flourished as a
Chanda, termed Blllhar Sahy ( ~ r o b a - civilized or highly cultivated country.
bly a remnant of the Warngo1 prin- Since the expulsion of Appa Saheb,
ces), were Sup~Iantedby Successors the ex-raja, a large portion, more esof the Gond tnbe.
pecdly north of the Nerbudda, has
After the ex ulsion of Appa Saheb, been transtimed to the British gothe ex-Raja O f ~ W o o r ,in 1818, he vernment, and conaiderable progress
sought refuge among the wild Chnd has been made in arranging its jutribes of the Mahadeo hills, which dicial and financial establishmenu.brought on the temporary occupation (jenkiru, public MS.h w ,J.
o f the elevated plein of Puchmurr~s Grant, Leckic, Capt. Blunt, Col. Cuka commanding and central position, brooke, 4c.)
both with regard to the Gond hills
GuNs's~GEu" ( G a ~ mGhrj'and to the British territories on the
Nerbudda, in which these tribes were A town situated a t the southern etin the habit of making predatory tremity of the Agm province, seventyi n c u ~ o n sChyne
.
Bab, of the Hur- five
N'
W.
8erong%
.' 7' N., lon. 78' 16' E.
rye family, whose a n m t o m had o b lat. 25
tained poseesion of the t h r q e jagG n ~ c ~ r ~ s o . - - Atown in the prohire, situated in a mountainous jun- vince of A'meer, seven miles N. by
gle, from the Raja of Deo bur, had E. from botah, lat. 95' 17' N., lon.
been the grand creator o f all the= 750 17'E.
disturbances, by affording an asylum
to the ex-raja, and supporting his
G"NG"POO'.
A considerable
cause; he was in consequence de- town in the province of Ajmeers on
Kotah
Ode poor,
posed, aod permanently confined at the
Chand., where he died of the &om where Gun@ B b ~ the
e ~wife 0orhf.din 1830. ~h~ success of the hajee Sindia, lies buried. An estaup at the
British troops caused most of the blishment is
Gond chiefs voluntarily to surrender, for the sup Ort Of which some
but the
and the British government at last m e lages were O m e r l ~
have been gram
naged to suppress the system of plunder and devastation so long habitual
diverte to
purposes'Bc.)
to theinhabitants of the Mahadeo hills.
Indeed so effectual was the change,
GONGBAUB
(or Gutgarpr). -A
that the Gonds subsequently adhered town in the province of Malwa,
to their reformed habits under circum- which in 1820 was estimated to conetances of great poverty and distress. tain 1500 hotlees ;lat. a80 66' N., Ion.
The tracts in Gundwana acquired by 7S0 41' E., fifty-six miles north from
these events were found in a very re- Oojeen. This town and pergunnah
duced condition, and in 1819 only formerly belonged to Holcar, but was
yielded 1,84,09 rupees per annum ; given to Zalim Singh of Kotah hy
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GUN TOOR.
the treaty of Mundessor in 1817. t o the north, and the Gondegama
I t is watered by the Cali Sind river (which separates it from the Carnatic) to the south. The geography,
and from wells.-(Mnlcolm, kc.)
however, of this quarter is'as yet
GUNGAWUTTY
(Gangacvali).
A but ill delineated, in even the b e t
small walled town with a mud-fort modern maps, where the dislocations
in the province of Bejapoor, district of towns and villages are so numeof An~~agoondy,
seven miles N. by E. rous, that a more exact survey apfrom the city of Ann:~~oondy,
or Bi- pears requidite. The principal towns
jrmagmr. A t present ~t belongs to are Gontoor, Junaconda, Camupsud,
the Nizam. A t the fortified village and Nizampatam.
of Juntcull, about a mile to the south
The earth of the Guntoor Circar,
of Gungawutty, there arc some cu- in the neighbourhood of the p o p ~ ~ l o u s
rious remains of Hindoo temples.village of Mundarum, is much im(Fullarton, @.)
pregnated with saltpetre. In this
GUNNARUM.-Avery small village, vicinity the soil is black, and capable
but provided with an excellent bun- of producing every sort of grain if
galow for the accon~modationof Eu- supplied with adequate n~oisture.
ropean travellers, situated in the Unfortunately, however, the bed of
Northern Circars, district of Masu- the Krishna lies too deep, and after
'lipatam, about twenty-six iniles tra- the periodical rains, which terminate
velling- distance S.W. from Ellore.
in Nove~nher,it often happens that
GONNOORGHI~B.-A
town in the not s drop of rain Calls until next
province of Malwa, thirteen miles July, for which reason rice cannot be
N.W. from Hussingabad, lat. 2R" 50' cultivatecl in any considerable quantity. During the months of April,
N., Ion. 77' 34' E.
May, and June, animals and vegetaG U N T E R ~(or
Y ~ u n ~ l e i c r r ~ ) . - A bles suffer greatly for want of moistract of country in the province of ture, and every thing exhibits the
.Aurungabad, separated from Can- appearance of decline and misery.
deish by the Injadree hills. Candeish After the descent of the first showers
is con~parativelya low country. Gun- a ver different scene is presented,
terry, which joins it on the south, is for tHe finest verdure immediately
from 1,500, to 2,000 feet above the springs up, and all nature seems relevel of the Tuptee. The east of animated. The natural strength of
Gunterry, though open and fertile, the soil is such, that in good years
has been almost uninhabited since Indian corn grows to the height of
the famine of. 1803.-(Public MS. six and seven feet, with ears a s an
Docunl~lats,Jas. Fraser, &c.)
in length. The natives, who Red
GUNTOOR.-The fifth district of principally on t h i i grain, are stout
the Northern Circars, which, with the and healthy, and during the dry
addition of Palnaud from the Carda- months its straw affords the chief
tic, now forms a collectorate and ma- nourishment for sheep snd cattle.
gisterial jurisdiction under the Ma- Cotton is only partially cultivated in
dras presidency. T o the north it is d e t ~ c h e dpergunnahs, and is usually
bounded by the Nizam's territories sown along with grain of different
and the district of Masulipatnnl ; on sorts; but the soil and climate are
the south by the districts of Cudda- -not considered favournble for its propah and Ongoli ; t o the east it has duction. Trees are not plentiful;
the bay of Bengal ; and on the west those seen are ~nostly clumps of
the dominions of the Nizam. In tamarind trees, which during the hot
A.D. 1786 the original Guntoor Cir- season afford refreshing shelter t o
car comprehended an area of 2,500 the traveller. Mango, cocoa-nut, and
square miles, exclusive of the moun- palmira trees are scarce, but meatainous tract o h the west; and its ewes have been taken to encourage
general boundaries are the Krishna the cultivation of the latter. There
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are diamond mines in this Circar, but
it is a very long period since they
have been productive or profitable ;
and several ruins of Buddhist temples have been discovered within its
limits.
In 1765, when Lord Clive acquired
the otlier Northern Circars from the
Mogul, Guntoor remained in the possession of Bazalet Jong, the Nizam's
brother, t o be enjoyed by him as a
jaghire during his life, after which it
wns to devolve to the British government. In 1779, a treaty was most
improperly co~icludedwith Bazalet
Jung by the Madras government
(then noted for ~)eculation),witllout
the consent of the Nizam, for the
cession of Guntoor, a ~ r da few months
~ f t e it
r was granted by the same presidency to Mahomed Ali, the Carnatic Nabob, on a lease of ten
years ; but the whole transaction was
abrogated next year by the government of Bengal. Bazalet Jung died
in 1782, but the country was riot occupied by British functionaries until
1/86, a tribute of six lacs of rupees
being still payable to the Nizam. I n
1803, when the present Nizam succeeded his father on the throne of
IIyderabad, he offered t o relin oish
the tribute; but the offer war rezlsed
by the Marquis Wellesley, and it was
regularly paid until 1823, when the
whole was finally rrdeerned by the
payment of 81,200,000 to the Nizam. In 1816 Guntoqr suffered
dreadful ravages from a numerous
body of Pindarries, which entered it
from the western borders of Masulipatam, and during eleven days' stay
in this and the neighbouring district
of Cuddapah, plundered 339 villages,
killed o r caused to destroy themselves 182 persons, wounded 605,
and tortured in ditierent ways 3,603
persons. In 1817 the total gross
collectio~~
of the public revenue in
the Guntoor district wa8 4,12,738
star pagodas.--( Oakes, F. W. Robertson, Htrdgson, Rennell, Fvth Report,
4 c.1
- G U N T O O R . - T ~chief
~ town of the
preceding circar, situated in tat. 16O
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17' N., ion. 60" W E.,forty-eight
miles west from Masolipatam. This
is an extensive, but irregularly built
and mean town, or rather village ; for
although some of the houses are roofed with tile, while others are on1
thatched, the walls of both are mu{
and there is neither temple or edifice
of note within its whole precincts.
Trees, however, abound, and i t is divided into two portions by an extensive reservoir, to the west of which
stand the courts of justice and bungalows of the civilians. In 1816 it
was attacked by the Pindarries, and
for four hours pillaged ; but the treasury, although alniost defenceless,
owing to the extreme cowardice of
these miscreants, escaped plunder,
and was subsequently fortified with a
mud wall and bastions.-(Fullarfon,

&..I

GURDON
for Gurudun/.-This is e
regular Chinese station, and is so far
advanced among the mountains that
it may be considered as standino on
debntenble land, on the verge o P ~ i bet and Northern Hindostan ; lat.
30' 32' N., Ion. 81' 7' E., seventeen
miles south from Lake Manasarovara.
Gurdon is a t all times a permanent
mart for trade ; but in the month of
November there is an annual fair,
which is resorted to by n~erchants
from Cashmere and Lahdack, and business to a considerableamount is transacted. The principal articles brought
from China are wool, woollen cloths,
golrlaust, and tea. On these occasions the circulating medium is a coin
named tijnashi, struck a t Lahdack
from ingots of silver brought all the
way from China; and golddust in
many cases supplies the place of coin.
I t has been computed that from 15,000
to 20,000 fleeces are ann~~ally
brought
to the markets of Gurdon and Taclagur ; but the goats'-hair used in the
manufacture of shawls is not to be
met with a t either station, the sale
of this article being almost rnonqolized at Lahdack. It is said that these
fleeces fetch only one rupee. T h e
gold dust is delivered separately, in
small parcels tied in a rag, pne of

GURROTE.
which is called a titang, and contains
about eighty grains apothecaries'
weight, worth about fourteen shillings sterling. I t is probable that
pearls, coral, shanks (large buckie
shells), and broad-cloth, to the aggregate amount of 10,000 rupees, might
be here annually dieposed o f . - ( Webb,
4c.I
Guaxiounn.-A
large and well.
peopled village in the province of
Allahabad, belonging to the rnja of
Ditteah, near to which is a remarkable subterranean bath, built by one
of the female ancestors of his family.
In length it is about 190 feet, breadth
ei hteen ; and depth,from the surface
ofkthe earth to the bottom of the well,
by a flight of stairs, tifty-seven feet.
I t is constructed of hewn granite and
cemented with chunam. - (Public
Journals, $c.)
GUBNIIDY.-A town in the province of Benpl, district of Backergunge, situated on the west bank of
the Puddah or Great Ganges; lat.
W 50' N., Ion. 90" 11' E.
G W ~ R /Guru).-A
AH
large division
of the province ofGundwana, situated
about thetwenty-third degreeof north
latitude, and intersected by the Nerbudda and some of its tributaries.
The town of Gun-ah stands in lat.
a30 9' N., Ion. 80' 16' E, 160 milea
N.N.E. from the city of Negpoor. In
the remote times of Hindoo antiquity
this was the capital of a coneiderable
Hindoo principality, which comprehended Bhatta, Sohagepoor, Choteesghur, Sumbhulpor, Gangpoor, Jushpoor, and other contiguous districts.
In the reign of Aurungzebe the divismn of Bhatta o r Baundhoo, consisting of the six divisions above-mentioned, was considered aa a new con.
quest, although it had previously been
par&ally subjected, and was formally
annexed to the province of Allahabad. The real dimensions of Gurrah
are very uncertain ; but i t is known
to occupy a considerable portion of
the upper valley, through which the
Nerbudda flows, and that it comprc*
hends a large tract of fertile, but in
moat parts uncultivated and thinly

peopled territory.
The principal
towns are Jubbulpoor (the Maharatta
capital), GurMh, Panagur, and Sirrenuggur ; the wllole of which in 1818
were ceded to the British government. In the town of Gurrah there
wns formerly a mint established, in
which an inferior rupee, named the
ballashahy, was coined. The modern
town of Gurrah stands in a most singular pass, and extends through and
along the face of a mountainousridge
for about two miles, and along with
the country is now comprehended in
the following British district.
(Leckie, Fitaclarence, $c.)
Gunnra MUNDLAH.-A British
district thus named in the province
of Gnndwana, consisting of cessions
acquired from the Nagpoor raja in
1818, situated principally about the
twenty-third degree of north latitude, and towards the sources of the
Nerbudda.
In this part of India there are not
any fiscal officers called zemindars,
that aonellation beine onlv eiven to
the d&iendants of t h i jag6i&dars of
the old nativegovernments, who have
a stronger hereditary connexion with
the land than any other class. Many
of tl~eseare Gonds, who are considered the only indigenous portion of
the population ; and some have large
talooks, while others have only single
villages. They may be regarded as
the proprietors of their own estates,
but have not any office similar t o
that of chowdry or desmookhs. The
only hereditary officer is the register
or accountant, here termed beobar,
and sometimes gomashta, but always
of the Kayst tribe. The heads of villages are called potaii or gurtul, the
use of the one term or the other depending on caste. Among the Gonds
the term is bhow.-(Molony, 4c.)
GUBROTE.-A town in the province of Malwa belonging to Holcar,
which in 1820 contained 500 houses ;
Iat. 24' 20' N., Ion. 75' 43' E. I t is
the head o f a pergunnah, which at the
date above-mentioned contained 128
villages, and yielded a revenueexceeding 20,000 rupees.--( Malcolm, 4c.)
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GURRAKOTA
(Garmala).-A
town
and fortress in the rovince of Allahabad, and formerg the capital of a
wttv state tributarv to Sindia. ninetv
miles S.S.W. froln.chatterpo&; lac.
23' 44' N.. Ion. 79' 8' E. The fortress of Gurrakota stands at the confluence of the Sonar and Girdavi rivers, which wash the outer wall on
both sides, while towards the land
there is a wet ditch that unites them.
Its longest extent is 900 yards, and
its greatest breadth ZOO. Its general
figure approaches that of a semicircle,
of which the chord ofthe diameter is
parallel to the banks of the Sonar,
the remainder being composed of
broken lines that touch the Girdavi,
and take the genewl figure of its
windings. A fansse-bmye runs along
the bank of the river and the scarp
of the ditch, which is .thirty feet
dcep, and substantially rivetted ;but,
except during the wet season, the
Sonar at a particular spot may be
easily forded. About 1,600 yards
from the ditch a wall extends between
the two rivers, and is continued for
the space of a few hundred yards
along the Sonar. The s ce thus
inclosed is nearly waste. E i s town
and fortress were ceded by Sindia,
whose orders to surrender were resisted by the commandant. I t was
in coneequence investedandcaptured
by a British detachment, and the governor sent prisoner to Gualior. In
1820theBengalgovernment determined on restoring to Ar'oon Singh, the
erpelledrnja of ~ u r d o t a the
, whole
of the lands he had been dispossessed
of, in consequence of his forcible ocenpation of the place. This was accordingly done, after lopping off such
tracts as were intermixed with the
British district of Saugor, and reducing the Gurrahkota domains to a
compact form and clearly defined
(Blacker, Public MS.
boundary.
Documentr, qc.)

,
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collectorate of Cudda ah. This tract
of country lies near t l e verge of the
eastern'ghquts, m d presents a mountainous surface, rather thinly inhabited, butvery productive under suitable cultivation. I t is watered by
many torrents from the hills, but hm
no river of magnitude.
GURRUMCONDAH.-A
strong hillfort in the Balaghaut ceded districts,
the capital of the receding district,
situated in lat. 136 46' N., Ion.
34' E., 130 miles N.W. from Madras. In 1791 this fortress was besieged by the Nizam's army, assisted
by a small British corps, which stormed the lower fort without nluch loss,
and was afterwards ordered south to
join the grand army. A body of the
Nizam's troops were left to garrison
the lower fort and blockade the upper, under the command of one of
the Nizam's officers: who was shortly
after attacked by Hyder Saheb, Tippoo's eldest son, totally routed, and
slain. Afier supplying the upper fort
wit11 necessarier, Hyder Snheb r e
tired, hsving fully accomplished the
object for which he had been de&c.)
tached.-(MSS.,
GURUR.-A town in the province
of Allahsbad, fifty-seven miles south
from Teary ; lat. 93' 56' N., lon. 78"
53' E.
GURUT.-A small town in the province of Agra, situated on the north
bank of the Jumna river. eiehteen
miles east from Kalpee ;lat: 2@ 6 ' ~ ;
lon. 79" 5Y E.
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A proGURWAL6 G a r h a d ) .
vinceof Nort ern Hindostan, situated
between the thirtieth and thirty-first
degrees of north Iatitude. T o the
north it is separated from Tibet by
the Himalaya mountains ; on the
south it has the great plain of the
Ganges ; to the east its limits are defined by the Dauli, Alacananda, end
Ramgunga rivers ; and to the west by
Guaauaaco~~~si.-Ahilly di~trict the course of the Jumna. The super,
in the Bdaghaut ceded territories, ficial contents may be estimated at
situated between the thirteenth and 9,000 square miles, and containing
hurteenth degrees of north latitude, two geographical subdivieions, oie.
and at present comprehended in the Gurwal proper, which occupies the
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whole of the lower ranges of hills ; among the lower range o f mountains,
and the soorces of the Ganges, com- are extensive forests of oak, holly,
prehending the holy and alpme region horse-chestnut, and fir, nnd beds of
whence that river springs. In former strawberries are also seen, equalling
times this principality also included in flavour those of Europe. But a
Kumaon, when Gurwal was designated small portion of this extensive counby a term signifjing I + lacks, and Ku- try i s either ~)opulatedor cultivated,
maon by one signifying eight lacks, a very large proportion of its sufidce .but i t has not been clear1 ascertained being left in the possession of the
whether these numbers l a d reference wild animals.
t o revenue or population. In 1814,
The inhabitants of Gurwal and
the Gorkhas had undisputed posses- Kumaon are termed Khasyss, as havsion of the whole country to the tle- ing settled in the Khas country ; but
pendencies of China; but since their all pretend to be descended from coexpulsion a llew distribution has tkken lonies that have migrated from the
lace, separating it into two distinct south, anddisclaim all connection with
portions : the British government hav- the original and impure barbarians.
Ing retained the Deyrah Doon, the West from Gurwal the designation of
passes of the Ganges and Jumnn at Khas is altogether rejected, and it is
either extremity of that valley, as also asserted that the impure race never
all the country to the eastward of the held the country. Although only seBhagirathi andAlacananda,which last- parated by. a sn~allriver, the inhabimentioned tract has been annexed to tahts of Gurwal differ much in their
Kumaon, and the remainder restored appearance from those of Kumaon,
t o the expatriated Gurwal Raja. The bei?g considerably stronger and more
present boundaries, therefore, of his actlve. But the first, although more
territories to the eastward, are the robust than the Kumaonies, appear
Alacananda from Rudraprayag, until equally devoid of the energy usually
its junctlon with the Bhagirathi, and attributedto highlanders, for although
thence to the plains by the united oppressed by the Gorkhas, and sold
streams forming the Ganges, and by hundreds into slavery, they never
above Rudrapraysg where the Alaca- made any effort t o assert their indenanda receives the Mandakini, by the pendence. yet their country is relatter river. All the country to the markably strong, the mountains being
east of that line has been permanently lofty and precipitous, and separated
incorporated with Kumaon.
a t their bases only by deep aaterOn the south, towards Lolldong, courses and streams, formed by the
the whole face of this province is an numerous rivulets and torrents that
assemblage of hills, jumbled together pour down their sides.
in various formsand directions;.someThe Bhagirathi aud Alacananda,
times in parallel chains, but of no which by their junction at Devaprayag
great extent, and often connected a t form the Ganges, are the largest rivers
their termination by narrow ridges of Gurwal. The first has a course
running across the vallies at right an- from north to south; the last from
gles. The summits of all are usually N.E.to S.W., and towards them all
narrow, and of various shapes, and the other streams have a natural inthe distance between each range short; clination. The Bilhang, whir11 falls
the vallies in consequence are so con- into the Bhagirathi, the Mandakini,
fined that in many parts i t would be the Piaden, the Mandacoki, the Birke,
difficult to find a spot large enough and the Dauli, all of which join the
to accommodate a corps of one thou- Alacananda, may be denominated
sand men. Some of these ranges are streams of the second order. Of
covered with trees and always green ; these some approach in magnitude the
others are naked and stony, affording river they unite with ; a majority
shelter for neither birds or beasts. have their sources in the Himalaya
O n the eastern borders of Gurwal, mountains, which one (the Dauli) acr
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tually penetrates, and is certainly the natives of India ever considered a
remotest source of the Ganges. None pretence for a war necessary or incumbent, although since their diplomatic intercourse with Europeans,
they have collected, and occasionally
when circumstances suit, make use of
rock and stones by which their chan- many very good observations on the
nels are encumbered preventing in subject. The Gurwal Raja, Pradyummost places the use of boats. The na Sah, unable to op ose an eFectnal
roadsnn mere footpaths carried along resistance retired wit[ his dependants
the slope of a mountain, in the di- into the British territories, where,
rection of the principal streams and having the family throne for 1,58,808
water-courses. Serinagur the former rupees, he raised some troops, recapital, is the only town of note, next turned to the Deyrah Doon, and
to which comes Barahat, the modem fought a battle with the Gorkhas i n
residence of the Gurwal Raja; but which he was defeated and slain. His
the province a%oundswith celebrated family, however, escaped and in 1814
placesof worship, which seem to have resided at Futtehghur.
been held sacred by the Hindoos for
During thewars of 1814-15 between
many ages, although there is reason the Gorkhas and the British, the
to suppose that the conversion of the entire apathy and neglect of the exinhabitants to the Brahminical faith iled Raja, his family, and adherents,
is an occurrence of no great antiquity. towards contributing by their exerFour of the five Prayags, or holy tions to its success, was such, as left
junctions of rivers, all renowned for the country at the disposal of the
their sanctity and sin.dispelling privi- British government, unshackled by
leges, are within the limits of this any engagement resulting from the
miserable principality, as is also Gan- conditions on which the Raja was ingoutri, the source of the n~ostrevered vited to joio and co-operate, and
of rivers.
Gurwal might safely be viewed as a
The country now called Gurwal country conquered from the Gorkhas,
(Garhawal or Gar) at least in part, by the unaided efforts of his European
formerly belonged to a petty chief of allies. The latter, however, did not
low birth, who resided at Chandpobr, take advantage of that circumstance,
and paid tribute to Karuverpoor, the further than to complete, with such
capital of a dynasty that has long dis- variations and extensions as ex ediappeared: About 360 years ago, a ency might suggest, the origin$ inRajpoot came from the plains, and ex- tention contemplated, and carefully
pelled the Cl~andpoorchief and e s t a made known to the Ra'a, of retaining
blished his ow11 family, which subss the Deyrah Doon, including the ferquently built Serinagur and f6r many ries on the Ganges and Jumna, toyears were only known to fame as the gether with the territories lying to the
Serinagur Ra'as. After the conquest east of the Bhagirathi and Alaeananda
of Kumaon t i e Gorkha commanders, as boundary stream. The question
in concert with Harsha Deb, a turbu- - respecting the large district of Rolent Brahmin, attacked Gurwal, and ween was reserved for future consiafter a contest of two years, were on deration, which ultimately terminated
the point of succeeding, when they in its restoration to the raja, whose
were recalled to Catmandoo in con- hopeless condition a short time back
sequence of the advance of a Chinese must have precluded all expectation
army. Its conquest, however, was of ever recovering any fraction of his
subsequently effected in 1803 by Um- hereditary dominions. The aggregate
mer Singh Thap a. No pretext or revenueof the territory thus restored,
excuse was ever geld out for this at- amounted to 40,000 rupees per annum
tack, nor does it appear that the subject to no other charge than thg
voz. I.
as

GUTPURBA RIVER.
expense of the civil administration,
and of the raja's family ; the British
government undertaking the military
protection and all other contingents
arising from the connection with
Gurwal.
The Nepaulese rulers had counted
the houses and villages in the portion
given up to the Raja, and according
to one report they amounted to 1,129
tillages, and 5,144 houses, which at
five to a house would give 25,720 for
the number of inhabitants; but this
appears a singularlyscanty population
for so extensive, and in many places
fertile tract of country. By the adoption of the Alacananda for the eastern
boundary, the town of Serinagur, the
ancient capital, fell within the territory resewed by the British government, in consequence of which the
ra'a fixed his residence at Barahaut,
where the details of his civil government are conducted by his own officers, and the expense defrayed from
his own resources.
Previous to the re-establishment of
the raja a sunnud was delivered to
him, specifying the conditions of the
grant, which were, that he would govern his subjects with lenity and
justice, promote agriculture and commerce, and abolish the traffic in
slaves. It was also stipulated that
he should not alienate or mortgage
any portion of his dominions without
ermission ; that he should furnish
gill-porters and supplies when wanted, and generally perform all the obligations of allegiance and fidelity ;in
return for which he would be protected by the British troops, which
were however only to be employed
for the maintenance of public tranquillity, and for strengthening his authority when the ordinary local establishment~were found ineffectual. It
was thought advantageous that the
least possible degree of interference
in the details of the internal administration should be exercised by the
British government, but that its advice and assistance should not be
withheld, nor even its direct interposition, when necessary to check
mismanagement, or prevent the re-

cyrence of anarchy and confuslon.
Besides the Deyrah Doon, valued
at %?$ti4 rupees per annum, the other
sections of Gurwal, annexed to the
Kumaon district, were valued a t
37,000 rupees per annum, exclusive
of the gayer or variable imposts.
The copper mines of Dhunpoor were
leased, in 1816, for 1,850 Furruckabad rupees. Those of Nagpoor,
which formerly yielded 52,000 rupees
per annum, during the confumon consequent on the Gorkhn invasion had
been abandoned, and became choked
up with rubbish, to recover them
from which condition required much
more capital than a native miner
usually possesses. I t was soon discovered that a disprol~ortionateq~~antity
of rent-free laud was attached t o
temples and other religious buildings,
the resumption of which might cause
an impression. unfavourable to the
character of the British government
for liberality and toleration, in matters connected with the faith and religious usages of all classes of their
native .subjects ; it was in consequence determined that the revenue
of the pegunnahs so appropriated
should be continued, provided that
the commissioner was satisfied they
would not be diverted from their
original urpose, and, as too freq u e n t ~Rappens,
~
converted to a
source of individual emolum'ent. The
repair of the road also from Sa
rinagur to Badrinath also appeared
an object of some importance, as
encour6ging the resort of a greater
number of pilgrims, and thereby promoting the intercourse and traffic between the plains and the immense
hills whence s ring the sources of
the ~an(;es.-fXaper, P v d b MS.
Documentz, F. Buchanan, Tmil, W.
Fraser, Hardruicke, 4c.)
GUTPURBA
RIVEBf Gatnpurva)A small river in the proviace of Bejapoor, which has its rise among the
western ghauts near Gunderghur,
and after a course of about 100 miles
joins the Krishna, and proceeds with
.it to the bay of Bengal. L i e all
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rnountairi streams in this part of India, the Gutpurba k subject during
the monsoon to sudden and extraordinary risings and fallings. Between the village of Koonoor and
Gocauk it descends from an elevated
tableland to the low country in the
form of a magnificent cataract(Fulkrrton, &.)
GUZGOTTA
(Gajacata, the c&phaut
fort).-A small town in the province
of Bengal, district of Rungpoor, ten
miles north from the town of Rungpoor; lat. 25'5W N., Ion. 89' 15' E.
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GUZZELHUTTY
GHAUT.
-A
remarkable mountain-pass, forming the
principal communication between the
Mysore table-land and the province
of Coimbatoor, and commencing
about fifty-one miles S. by E. from
the city of Mysore. It was greatly
improved about twelve gears ago by
the formation of a broad practicable
carriage-road, which winds down the
face of the mountains. A bungalow
for the accommodation of travellers
has been erected in the little towu of
Tallimally, at the head of the pass,
and a t its lower declivity, near a
handsome bridge of three arches
across a mountain stream, another
bungalow and choultry have been
co?structed, but suffered to go to
rum. At the base of this pase rolls
the rapid and formidable torrent of
the Mayaur, and close to its left bank
are the old fort of Guzzelhutty, now
choked up with jungle and a small
endowed choultry, attended by few
Brahmins within. and without by
many wild beasts;
The scenery here is magnificent.
The mass of the Neelgherry mountains rises immediately to the south,
separated from theMysore table-land,
only by the chasm through which the
Mayeur flows, and preserving to the
eye a bold and abrupt acclivity of
probably not less than 4,000 feet, with
a swelling green-sward on the summit. The perpendicular height of
the pass itself above the valley of the
Mayaur may be about 2,000 feet.( FuUarfon, &c.)

HADJEE
OMAR
KALAUDY.-Aplace
of refreshment in the province of
Mooltan, district of Tatta, fifteen
miles east from Corschie. Abont a
mile to the S.W. of this place the soil
is a fine loam, overflowed during the
freshes by the Indus
HADJIGUNGE.-A small town in
the province of Bengnl, district of
Dacca Jelalpoor, twenty-nine miles
W.S.W. from Dacca; Int. 23' 31' N.,
lon. 89O 53' E.
HADJYPOOR.-Atown in the province of Bahar, district of Tirhoot,
situated on the north-east side of the
Ganges, where it joins the Gunduck,
nearly opposite to Patna ; lat. 35O 41'
N., lon. 85' 21' E. The soil of the
surrounding collntry is peculiarly productive of saltpetre, and it is from
hence and the adjacent division of
Sarun that the greater part of that
article intended for the Cbmpany's
investment is procured. In November an a~lnualhorse fair is held in the
vicinity, when horse races are also
exhibited In 1807 the whole number of horses exposed at the fair
amounted to near 6,000,two of which,
from the government stud, sold for
4,000 rupees each. At the fair of
18-16 the show of horses indicated a
great improvement of the breed within the districts under the influence of
the stud, and a large batch of zemindary colts and fillies were purchased
by the officers of the stud on government account.--(& Grant, gc.)
HAINANISLL-A large island in
the China sea si~uatedat thesouthern
extremity of the empire, between the
18th and 20th degrees of north latitude. In length it may be estimated
at 190 miles, by seventy the average
breadth. In AD. 1805, according to
Captain Krusenstern, the Ladrone
pirates who infest the coast of China had obtained possession of Hainan, but the survivors of the crewa
of several British vessels wrecked on
this igland since the above date d*
scribe it as populous, well cultivated,
a s 2
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and carrying on an extensive traflic
with the main-land of China, to which
it continued in regular subjection.
H A I ~ U M(Hedamba).-The
BO
ancient name of a country bordering on
Asand Silhet in Bengal, in modem times named Cachar, under
which head it will be found described.
HALDUBA~Y.-A
town in the province of Bengal, district of Purneah,
situated on the east side of the Mahananda river, fifty-five miles N.E.
from the town of Purneah ; lat. %6"
90' N., lon. 870 5 W E. The pergunnah, or rather estate, in which Halderharg stands, is one of the largest
in the Purneah district, containing
about half a million of acres, besides
a portion of Dinagepoor. During
the reign of Acber it was but a
small territory, the greater part of
which belonged to the Bhooteas of
Sikkim, and being overspread with
juyle, was much frequented by
thleves. In this condition it remained until 'Seid Khan, a stranger, obtained possession, drove the Bhooteas to the mountains, and erected
a fortress at Ha1dubary.-(F. Bucliamn,

4c.I

HALLAUB
for Ha&utar).-A
division of the Gujerat province which
derives its name from Halla, a Jahre'ah chief, and comprehends the
whole country conquered by his descendants. The boundary of this
country to the north is the gulf of
Cutch; on the west the Burudda
mountains, the ocean, and Okamundel; on the south the river Bhadur and Cattywar; on the east the
district of Muchoo, Kaunta, and
Cattywar. The eastern parte are
hilly and rocky, but the soil in
nerd is liiht, and well adapted
the cultivation of bajaree, jowaree,
and in some parts of wheat-bajaree
and cotton are exported. Trees are
seldom met with in Hallaur, to r e
medy which defect, the Jam of Noanagur order the heads of villages to
plant a certain number of mango-trees
annuall The fabulous history of the
~ a h r e ~ atraces
is
their descent from
the four Jadoos ; but at present few

.

of the independent chieftains trace
their lineage beyond Rawul, the
youngest son of Humeer, the sovereign of Cutch. The principal of
these, after the Jam of Noanagur, are
the chiefs of Dehrole, Rajacote,
Goundul, Kotra, and Drauppa ; but
the internal administration of these
pett states is entirely in the hands
of t i e Nagne Brahmins, who promote and encouruge the dissipated
habits of their respective chiefs, so
that, until the interference of the
British government, confusion, marchy, and dissention prevailed through
every corner of this miserable country.--( Macmurdu, Walker, &.)
HALLOLE.-A town in the province of Gujerat, fifty-two miles
E.N.E. From Cambay ; lat. 25' 32' N.,
Ion. 7 3 O
E.
HAMPANOTOTTE.-A
bay and fort
on the S.W. coast of Ceylon, much
frequented by small craft t o load salt;
let. 6' 8' N., Ion. 81' lWE, forty
miles E.N.E. from Dondra Head.
HANGABANG.
-A pergunnah north
of the true Himalaya, bounded on
the south by the district of Kunawur, and subject to the principality
of Bussaher. The villages here are
all perfectly Tartar, and exhibit a
striking difference in appearance and
language to those of Kunawur. The
appearanceof this ~ e r ~ u n nisa strange
h
and melancholy; mountains bare of
forest, but covered above with a little
snow, of a rounded form with gentle
declivities, but broken towards the
Sutuleje into abrupt and preoi itous
hywes, bare of vegetation. ~ ~ t R o u ~ h
now subject to Bussaher, this tract
must have formerly been part of
Lahdack. The separation of Bussaher from Hangaran is decided and
strongly marked, wtereas from the
latter to Lahdack there is no difference perceptible.
Hangarang produces wheat, barley,
ooa, papar, and turnips, but no rice,
not even the kind peculiar to high
and dry situations. There is but
one harvest season. The trees, such
as apricots, willows, dog-roses, gooseberry, currants, and whins, are all
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stunted, and only to be found near
vill es and in the beds of streams.
In y819 the perynnah contained
nine villages, the revenue of which
was 900 rupees per annbm, and the
inhabitants carrled on a small trade
with Lahdack and Gortope, from
which last they bring salt ~ n dwool.
They manufacture a coarse sort of
blanket-stuff; but ponies and mules
compose a great proportion of their
wealth. The pergunnah at present
is poor, naked, and barren, and is principally valuable as a channel of communication with the Lahdackiee and
other Tartar tribes.--(Herbert, 4c.)
H A N G A ~ APASS.-A
NC
pass thus
named in Tibet, between Hang and
Soongnam, elevated 14.710 feet above
the level of the sea; lat. 31' 471 N.,
lon. 78' 31' E. The summit of this
pass is entirely composed of limestone, and in October 1819 was without snow, and horses were seen running loose and feeding 15,000 feet
above the ,ocean. A few hundred
feet higher there were patches of
snow.-(Hodgzon and Herbert, 4c.)
HANOWELLE.-Alittle fort in the
island of Ceylon, situated on the Kalany Gunga river, eight miles road
distance east from Columbo. The
intervening country is well inhabited;
lat. 6' 55' N., lon. 79' 54' E.
HANSOOT/Hamvatij.-A
town
in the province of Gujerat, fourteen
miles S.W. from Broach ; lat. 21' 3W
N., Ion. 73' 3' E. In 1812 the total
population of the IIansoot pergunnah
wasascertained to be, Hindoos 13,938,
Mahomedans 915, Parsees 363 : total
18,956. And of the town, Hindoos
!2&17, Mahomedans 1,091, Parsees
131: total 3,739 persons.
Ha~sr.-A town in the province
of Delhi, sometimes named Hansi
Hissar, from its proximity to the
latter, and situated on the channel of
the canal constructed by Sultan Feroze, about ninety-two miles W. by
N. from Delhi; lat. 28' 54< N., Ion.
76' 39' E. The fort here is strong,
for a native fortification, and is placed
on the top of a small hill, scarped,

and surrounded by a ditch. The
town lies immediately to the south,
and in 1810 contained few houaee,
although the walls included a considerable space of ground. .On the
east is an excellent brick tank; and
vestiges of the Chittung canel, or water-course, are still to be seen. Hansi
was captured by-the Ghizni Mahomedans-so early as A.D. 1035, and
towards the end of the eighteenth
century again attracted notice, as the
capital of the short-lived principality
erected by the adventurer George
Thomas.-(Lieut. White, G. Thomar,
RenneU, &.)
HABPONELLY.-Adivision of the
Bal haut ceded districts, bounded
on x e north and west by the Toombuddra river: The town of Heronelly stands in 1st. 14' 44'N., Ion.
6 O 8' E., sixty-one miles W.S.W.
from Bellary. The country here is
not so hilly as furtherseast, but there
are some strong positions, the most
noted of which is Oochinadroog.
The Raja of Harponelly continued
independent until A.D. 1774, when
his principality was conquered by
Hyder, and annexed to his dominions
as a tributary appendix. On the fall
of Seringapatam the ostensible heir
took possession of Harponelly, and
is now a jaghiredar under the British
government. I t is supposed he had
no just claim to the estate, but was
merely a boy set up by the Brahmins,
who held the principal offices under
the former rajas, to perpetuate the
management of affairs in their own
hands. In this manner rajas and
zemindars are eve7 where created in
the British domin~ons, because the
chief native servants, in order t o s e
cure their own situations, which are
in general hereditary, whenever the
line is extinct, take care to bring
forward a child from some quarter.(Munro, Moor, &.)
HABOWTY
f Hurouta or Harawti).
--;A large division of the Ajmeer province, situated principally between
the twenty-fifth and twenty-sixth degrees of north latitude. Its bounds.
ries are : on the north, Keroulee ;on
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the south, the Muckundra hills, which
Hraaroa~oon.-A town in the proseparate it from Malwa; on the east vince of Orithe capital of the
Dandair ; and on the west, Mewar. large zemindary of Mohurbunye, and
Harowty is nearly on a level with residence of the proprietor ; lat. 21Q
Malwa, and posseslsee the same ge- 51' N., ton. 86' 42' E, twenty-eight
neral features and natural advantages, miles N. by W. from Balasore.
with the exception of its climate,
whicl~, from its more elevated hilly
girdle, is much wsrmer. It is well
HATTIAISLE.-An island in the
pled, and has a fine black soil, province of Bengal, dlstrict of Chitly cultivated and abundantly wa- tsgong, formed by the sediment of
tered by the Kali Sinde, Parbutty, the gteat Megna, and fourteen miles.
Chumbul, &c., which in their pas- long by about ten the average breadth.
sage through Harowty become consi- On the western side it is now nearly
derable streams. In some parts also joined by alluvio~lsto the adjacent
the lands are irrigated by conduits island of Dukkinshababsapoor. Al.
brought from lakes, which, like the. though Ilattia be in the jurisdiction
reat reservoirs of the Carnatic and and collectorate of Chittagong, it is
bysore, seem to be usually formed separated from the main land of that
by artificial embankments. The prin- district by two considerable arms of
c~paltowns are Kotah, Patun, and the sea, so as to render the commuBoondee, the &sf; and last of which nication difficult even in moderate
are the capitels of Rajpoot princes, weather, and altogether impracticawho almost divide the distect. Pa- ble for two or three weeks during the
tun,or, as it is commonly called, Jal- south-western monsoon. The surface
rapatun, founded by Zalim Singh the of this island lies extremely low, and
regent of Kotah, has within twenty at spring-tides, during the height of
years risen from a village to be one the. rains, is nearly submerged. I t
of the handsomest and most opulent is, notwithstanding, very productive
cities of Upper Hindostan. The name of grain, nnd yields salt, which is
Hurowty indicates that it is the coun- manufactured here on government
try of the Hara tribe; but the culti- account, and brings a high.price a t
vators are a mixture of Rajpoots, the annual sales in C d c ~ i t ~ a
Jauts, Brahmins, Bheels, and other
HATEAS(Ha!hrar).-A
town in
low tribes. Of the words of the
Lord's Prayer in the Harowty lan- the province of Agra, district of Aliguage, twenty-two were identified by ghur, thirty-one niilea north from the
the missionaries as tlie same with city of Agra ; lat. 2 7 O 37' N., Ion. 7 5 O
The fort is an oblong, its
those of the Bengalese and Hindos- 58'E.
tany specimens. The practice of longest diameter running nearly from
erecting cheterees, or sculptured mo- east to west, measuring 1,600 yards
numents in commemoration of de- round the glacis. The ditch is 190
ceased persona of rank or military feet wide and eighty-five deep, and
caste, appears almost peculiar to the the body of the place 400 or 500 yards
south-eastern parts of the Ajmeer in compass. In some places the scarp
province, more especially in Harowty, is perpendicular from above :in others
where they are of surpassin size and it has been excavated so a s to form
dwellings,with
superior workmanship. t ~ a k o l n z , extensive subterra~~ean
windows opening into the cavity of
Fullarton, 4 c.)
the great ditch, into which apartments
the zemindar's family frequently reHA~BIORPOOB
(Hariharapuraj,A Gorkha fort in Northern Hindos- sorted during the intensity of the hot
tan, district of Muckwanpoor, corn- monsoon. The cutterah, or fortified
manding the Bogmutty river; lat. @" town, liw west by north of tlie fort,
15' N., Ion. 85O 98'E., forty-two miles about 700 yards distant.
The forts and estates of Hatnu
S.E.from Catmtmdoo.
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HAZARY
and Moorsaun formed part of the territory ceded by Dowlet Row Sindia
in 1803, from which period their
chiefs had invariably pursued a system directed to the establishment of
total independence, coined base money, and made their forts the refuge
of criminals. Repeated warnings and
admonitions having failed to produce
any permanent impression, Hatras
was besieged in 1817, and taken after
a hemendous bombardment from
forty-two mortars, which enveloped
the place in smoke and ruin ;but the
zem~nder,Dyaram Thakoor, made his
escape during the confusion with a
small party of horse. After remaining in concealment for some years,
he emerged in 1820, and intreated
the compassiou of the British government : which, in consequence, on account of his great age and misfortunes, settled a pension on him of
1,000 rupees per month, and gave
him permission to reside at- Soron, a
Hindoo d a c e of worshio on the
banks of khe Ganges. pensions had
previously been settled on .his two
wives, and on his son Neckaram.
Since the above event the commercial
prosperity of Hatras bas greatly increased, andits spacious cutterah now
resents one of the busiest scenes in
pper Hindostan. A temple dedicated
to Krishna, the IateThnkoor's court of
justice, and some other buildings, are
still standing -within the ruined walls
of the fort.--(Public MS. Document#,
F&rton, gc.)

b

HATCOUL.-Atown in the province
of Beng'al, district of Sarun, eighty
miles north from Patna ; lat. 26' 42'
N.; Ion. 85" 28' E.
HATTOON.-A small fort in the
province of Ajmew, division of Marwar, which in 18.20 was the principal
strong-hold of a predatory race named
Mhairs, and then captured by a Bri-

vince o f Malwa, situated on 'the
Chumbul river, within a few miles of
.its source, eleven miles S.W. of
M o w ; lat. B0W N., Ion. 75" 37' E.

In 1820 it contained about 300
houses.-(Malcolm, gc.)
HAWELBAUGH.-A
spot in Northern Hindostan, district of Kumaon,
beautifully situated on the banks of
the Cosila river, five miles N. by E.
from Almora, but above 1,800 below
that city. Sugar-cane does not come
to maturity here, but plantains, mangoes, and many hot-climatevegetables
thrive. It is remarkable, however,
that although tbe summer is much
hotter than at Almora, there is much
longer and harder frost in winter.
The civil commissioner for the affairs
of Kumaon resides at this. place,
where are also the cantonments of
the Kumaon battalion. Hawelbaugh
w a ~at one period the site of a royal
garaen, and a favourite retreat of
the Kumaon rajas; but the only memorial that remains of its former
dignity is a lofty stonegateway, which
has been converted into a court of
justice.-(Heber*, Fuhrton, gc.)
HA~ABYBAUGH.-A
town in the
~rovinceof Bahar, district of Ramghur, 241 miles west from Calcutta.
I t stands on an elevated tract of tableland, extending from east to west
about twenty-eight miles, and although unnoticed in any map of Hindostan previous to the late Mr. Arrowsmith's, is one of the most considerable places in the district, and
was for many years the head- uarters
of the Ramghur battalion un%erMajor Edward Roughsedge. The progress of conquest has removed this
corps to Sumbhulpooi in Gundwana,
but a small corps of sepoys still r*
main in charge of the cantonments.
The principal bazar here is open and
regularly built, and although the
shops and houses are all of mud,
some of them are two stories high.
The king of Oude has erected a small
mausoleum here over the remains of
>he celebrated Tofazel Hossein Khan,
who died at Hazarybaugh on his return to Lucknow from Calcutta.
Near to Hazarybaugh there are some
hot springs, strongly impregnated
with sulphuretted hydrogen, and
holding in solution muriate and ~ u l -
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HETHAUR A.

@ate of d.
The spring arises a t
the base of the table-land of Hazarybaugh, about twenty-seven miles to
the north of the new road. There
are four springs, but only two of them
are of a remarkable high temperature, raising the thermometer to 170°
and even 190°. The fumes of sulphuretted hydrogen rise in great
abundance from the last. The water,
ae is evident from its composition,
might be employed for medicinal purposes if the ~ngredientsbe in sufficient
quantity.-( Fuhrton, Medical 'Itanractianr,

kc.)

H x r a ~ ~ o o a . - A t o h in the province of Allahabad, t h i r t y i x miles
S.E. from Teary; lat. 5N0 16' N., Ion.
790 1v E.
HXLAI.-A village near the Indus,
in the province of Mooltan, princility of Sinde, on the road leading
rom Tatta to Hyderabad; lat. 24'
59' N, Ion. 68' 27' E. At this place
the Indus is three-fourths of a mile
wide, and in some parts from four to
five fathoms deep.

P"

HXNEBY.-A very small island on
the west coast of the province of
Aurungabad, about 6Reen miles south
from Bombay ; lat. 18' 41' N., loo.
7a0 57' E. This islet is about 600
yards in circumference, and nearly
of a circular form. There is only
one landing-place on the north-east
side where boats can lie; but the
island is well inhabited, being almost
covered with houses and fortifications. In AD. 1790 it belonged to
Ragojee Angria, and, although in
sight of Bombay, was a principal rendezvous of pirate vessels.
Near to Henery is another islet
named Kenery, which is also fortified,
and of considerable strength. In
1790 it belonged to the Peshwa,
who also ~ermittedpirates to resort
t o its harbour. Kenery was taken
. possession of and fortified by Sevajee
in 1679, before which period, from a
supposed want of fresh water, it had
been neglected. Henery was first
settled and fortified by Sidi Cossim
in 1 6 8 0 . 4 Moor, &c.)

HBNZAD~H.-Atown in the kimdom of Avn, province of Pegu; .1;
17' 25' N., lon. 9b0 38' E. Along

with Keoumwok which adjoins it, jt
forms a considerable town, and 1s
distinguished from common villages
by the number of pagodpa and religous ediiices it contains, the only
marked distioctioo betwece tbem in
Ava. In 1826 it was found deserted,
but had been a place of commerce,
inhabited b some Armenians and
other merclants, who cultivated indigo, which-thrives in Pegu with less
risk and uncertainty than in BengaL
-4snodgmu, kc.)
HEOOBA.-A village in the province of Aurungabad, district of Ahmednuggur, thirty-six miles N.E. by
N. from the city of Ahmednuggur.
This place has a handsome quadrangular stone fort, situated on an adjoining rising ground.
HXBOBIA.-A small town in the
urovince of Allahabad. fourteen miles
S. by W. from ~ u t t a h; lat. 23' 54'
N., lon. 79O 33' E.
H ~ n a r o /Heriuru).-A
o~
town in
the Mysore raja's territories, situated
on the east side of the Vadavati
river ; lat. 13" 66' N., Ion. 74' 43' E.
In front of the temple of Siva a t
this place, there is an obelisk for the
display of lights at festivals, forty
feet h~gh,and formed of a single granite Mock. The Vadavati (or Hoggry) is here a fine clear stream,
aboundingwithfish,andeasily fordable
a t most seasons. The surrounding
pergunnah, named also Herrioor, is
of an uneven stony surface, poorly
cultivated, and thinly peopled.(Fullarton, &.)
HEBRENKAIIIO.A considerable
town in the province of Candeish,
district of Bugwanea, situated on tbe
high road from Kotra to Babye,
twenty-one miles S.S.W. from Hussingabad, lat. a20 27' N., Ion. 77"
40' E. The town and annexed pergunnah belong to the British government.--(Malcolm, &.)
HXTEAUBA.-A town in the Nt5
paulese dominions, situated on a fine
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plain about a mile wide, bounded on ble, is preserved from the inundation
the north by the Ra ty (Raputi), of the tides by embankments, running
which is here a beautiful, clear, and parallel to and at mme distance from
rapid stream ; 1at.W 24%' N, Ion. the rivers and numerous inlets that
84O 54' E., eighteen miles S. b W. intersect the whole territory. The
from Catmaodm. The soil o f the second, or salt land, is that portion
plain is good but not cultivated, being ex osed to the overflowing of the
mostly covered with atately forests t i L , and usually termed churs, or
of saul trees, which are kept clear banks,where mounds of earth, strongof underwood by burning the fallen ly impr ated with saline particles
leaves and withered grass in the dry (named alaries, or working places)
season. The Rapty having come from are formed. Each of these heaps is
the north, here turns to the west, and estimated to yield on a medium 233
after being joined by the Kanara maunds (of eighty ounds each) of
some way below, flows on until it salt, requiring the Lbour of aeven
joins the Gunduck through a valley, manufacturers, who by an easy prothe lower part of which is cultivated, cess of filtration and boiling are
while all near Hethaura is waste. enabled to complete their operations
This proceeds from the jealous of before the setting-in of the periodical
the Gorkha government, which oes rains. In 1814 the Hidjellee district
not wish to have the foredts cleared. yielded a land revenue of 2,91,448
The heat of Hethaura is more tem- rupees, exclusive of an immense sum
perate than that of the Terriani ; but realized annually by the monopoly
as the warm weather advances, its in- of its salt.--(James Grant, 4c.)
salubrity increases. Although H e
~~S
HIGH I ~ L A N D S . - I S ~ ~ situated
thaura, on account of its h n g the off the coast of Borneo, principally
chief mart for the commerce carried between the first and second degrees
on between the Ne aulese dominions . of south latitude, which, from their
and those of the Jritish nation, is a number and unknown positions, renplace of much occasional resort, yet der the navigation of the circumja~t still continues a n~iserablyunheal- cent seas dangerous. The expedition
thy vill e. For the accommodation against Batavia in 1811, under Sir
of merxants there is a brick build- S. Auchmuty, anchored at one of
ing, surrounding a square court, and these islands, where two excellent
there are also a few shops. From waterin places were found. Hogs,
hence to Bheemfed, a travelling dis- mousefieer, and monkeys wered~scotance of eighteen miles, the road leads vered, but no resident inhabitant of
,through a narrow defile between high the r d i a a n t homo sapiens tribe.
and steep hills, overgrown with thick The coasts, however, are occasionally
woods, through which the Rapty visited by Malay fishermen and piwinds in so extraordinary a manner, rates.-(Thorn, +.)
that it is crossed by the way twentyHIMMUTGEUR.
-A
hill-fort, retwo miles.-(F. Buchanan, &)
.cently built, and of considerable
HIDJELLEE
(Hi .ah).-A
town in strength, in the province of Malwa,
the province of iengal, district of .pergunnah of Birseah, twenty-aeven
Hooghly, fifty-five miles S.S.W. from miles N.W. by N. from Bopaul.
Calcutta; lat. 21° 50' N., lon. 88O
HILBAH.-A town in the province
10' E. Properly this town and pergunnah belong to the province of and district of Bahar, twenty miles
Orissa ;but they have been so long S.S.E. from Patna.; lat. %bO18' N.,
and so intimatelv connected with lon. 8b0 20' E.
Bengal that they &ay be now considered incorporated.
T H E HIMALAYA MOUNTAINS.
West of the Indus this stupendous
The land about Hidjellee is of two
,descriptions ; the fist, fresh and ara- range of mountains is known to the
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Afgham b the name of Hindoo Cosh, justify the expectation that when the
while to t i e east of that river it has true height of DhawalJri shall be
the more appro riate name of Hima- accurately determined, it will clearly
Iaya (the abo& of snow); but in exceed 4,000 feet. The following
reality the chain is the same, end can numbers are stated as differences of
scarcely be said to be interrupted by elevation, which may be received as
the slender stream of the Indus, about near approaches to a correct deterlat. 35' N. From the north-east point mination of their height.
Feet.
of Cashmere it has a south-eastern
Dhawalagiri, or the white
course, extending along the sources
of all the Punjab rivers (except the
mountain, above the leSutuleje), where it separates the hilly
vel of the sea
%7,000
portion of the Lahore province from
Jumoutri
26,500
what in modern times, for want
Setghur (properly Swetaghar, or the white tower
of a better designation, has been
called Little Tibet. Still pursuing
north of Nepaul)
25,261 .
the same direction, it crosses the
A mountain, supposed to
heads of the Ganges and Jumna,
be Dhaibun, above Catforcing their currents to the southmandoo, 20,140 feet
24,768.
ward; but further east the chain is
above the sea
A mountain, not named,
less continuous, as there is reason
to believe it is penetrated by the
observed from CatmanGunduck, the Arun, the Cosi,
doo, in the direction of
and the Teesta. Beyond the limits
Cala Bhairava, 20,000
of Bootan the chain is lost in an unfeet above the valley of
explored country; but it probably
Nepaul, and above the
level of the sea
24,625
extends to the Chhese sea, along the
northern frontier of the provinces of
Another near to it, 18,6653
Quangsi and Quantong, declining
feet above the Nepaul
valley; nbove the level
gradually in elevation as it advances
to the east. So long as it borders
of the sea
23,262
A third, in its vicinity,
Hindostan the hei ht of the Himalaya
18,452 feet; do. do. 93,0553
i. enormous; a n t it may be there
A peak, named St. George,
considered as a buttress or supportwas estimated by Capt.
ing wall to the Tibetian plateau, into
Hodgson, at do
%,%40.
.
which the descent is romparatively
The Tahirgang, or Pargeul mounmoderate, when compared with that
from the southern faces. The breadth tains, which are situated near the
of the snowy belt varies in' different Shipk6 pass, were ascended by Messrs.
parts, between the Sutule'e and Gerards to the prodigious height of
Ganges ;it has been estimated not to 19,411 feet above the level of the
exceed eiehtv miles from the lai ins sea. measured barometricallv and
of ~indo;taA to Tibet.
confirmed trigonometrically,a i d withWith reeDect to altitude the Hima- in two miles of the summit, which is
bya is probsbly the highest range of con'ectured to be 22,000 Get. The
alpine mountainsin the world, twen- r o d s here lie in immense detached
ty of its most elevated peaks greatly masses, heaped on one another. Seeds
exceeding Chimborazo, the loftiest of a species of campanula were gasummit of the Andes. Among the thered at the elevation of 16,800 feet,
loftiest of the Himalaya is one distin- on a spot wher'e the thermometer in
guished by the ndme Dhawalagiri, or the middle of October was at 27O
the white mountain, situated, as is Fahrenheit ; but the utmost limits of
understood, near the source of the lichens and mosses must doubtless
Uunduck river. The near coincidence reach still further. At the elevation
of Capt. Blake'e observations, made of 16,200 bet, on the canlines of Chiin 1811, with those of Capt. Webb, nese Tartary, real ammonite were
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picked up, not d g r a m stones merely, nasarovara, according t o Tartar incontaining their impressions. Am- formation, crops and bushes thrive
monites were also found in the beds at a still greater elevation. In the
of torrents near the Niti and Mana exterior chain to the swth,where the
passes. In 1819, Lieut. Herbert heat is only reflected from one side,
traced the Tonse river to its source the warmth is much less than in the
within the snowy mountains, and interior cluster, where there is a recrossed over the southern ridge of verberation of heat from all sides.
the Himalaya by the Gunaa Paw, eleAll travellers over the Himalaya
vated 15,700 feet above the sea; d e have remarked that a di5culty of
scending from which, he entered the breathing, attended with lassitude
valley through which flows the river and severe head-ache, takes place a t
Baspa, a principal tributary to the an altitude of nearly 15,000 feet above
Sutuleje.
the level of the sea. The native
The Himalayan glens for the most mountaineers, who feel it as sensibly
part run perpendicular to the range, aa strangers, and know nothing about
or from N.N.E. and N.E. to S.S.W. the rarity or density of the atmoaand S.W. The face exposed to the phere, attribute the faintness to cernorth-west is invariably rug~ed,and tain exhaletions from noxiousplants ;
the opposite one facing the south-east and Capt. Hodgson was incl~nedtd
shelving. On the declivity towards think them right, as the faintnees wan
the north-west the trees grow at never experienced on naked snow,
elevations several hundred feet higher even when higher, or where vegetnthan those on the opposite face, which tian was completely absent ;but only
has a more gentle slope; In some an inability to go far without stop?
instances the difference exceeds one ping to take breath. By the native8
thousand feet. The general height it is called the biche. With respect
of the forest on the southern face of to the cold of the Himalaya, our inthe Himalaya is about 12,000 feet formation is rather defective. On
above the level of the sea; oaks and peaks formed of solid rock, that have
pines reach that altitude, birches as- been covered for ages with nevercend a few feet higher. Descending melting snow, and not e x p o d to the
from the pass of Bandajin, the level vicissitudes of the seasons, an uniof the highest jupiper was 13,300 form cold must have always prevailed,
All rnokure is frozen, no rain falls
feet.
On ascending the southern slope no partial thaws take place, or them
of the snowy range, the extreme would be glaciers ; in fact, although
height of cultivation is 10,000 feet, we hear a great deal about the snows
and even there the crops are fre- of the Himalttya, very little is said
quently cut green; the h~ghesthabi- about ice.
Throughont the Himalaya, a s far
tation is 9,600 feet; 11,800 may be
reckoned the utlnoet limit of fuel, as yet explored, the only rock snfliand 12,000 that of bushes ; although, ciently extensive to characterize its
in ravines and sheltered spots, dwarf formation is gneiss, the other rocks
birches and small bushes may be occurring only in beds and veins.
found almost to 13,000 feet. On the Granite. veins are numerons in some
north side, in the valley of the Baspa positions, but it does not form the
river, the villages are found a t 11,400 leadiig feature in the geology of these
feet; cultivation about the same; mountains, whiah differ in structure
and the forest a t least 13,000 feet. . remarkably from the Andes. Other
Advancing further, villages are h h d differences occur, among which the
at 13,000 feet ; cultivation at 13,600, most remarkahle is the. total >absence
fine birch trees at 14,000; and furze of volcanoes. The chieEminera1 probushes, furnishing excellent fuel, ductions hitherto found are sulphur,
17,000 feet above the level of the alum, plumbago, bitumen, gypsum,
sea. Further east, towards lake Ma- potstone. borax, rock-salt, gold dual
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in small quantities, copper, lead, iron
in some abundance, antimony, combined with lead and sulphur, and
manganese with iron.
No volcanoes were seen or heard
of by Capt. Hodgson when he explored the sources of the Gan s ;
where the mountains cousist o K a rious sorts of granite ; nor were any
shells or animal remains seen. The
magnetic variation was very small,
about one degree easterly, scarcely
differing from that of the lains of '
Hindostan. The diurnal t i L s of the
barometer are perceptible, the mercury always falling a little before
noon, as on the plains.
Wheu Captain Webb visited the
Bhootea pergunnah of Jowaher (about
11,000 feet above the level of the
sea) in 1817, he found extensive
fields of a species of barley and buckwheat, between the village of Milum
and the temple (elevated 11,401 feet);
and from a height at least 1,600 feet
above the spot l&mentioned, he
procured plants of the jatamansi or
spikenard. The road from Milum
to Tartary leads along the banka of
a mountain stream, and is a continued asce~ltof four days' journey for
laden ?bee and goats. This route
opens ~n &ly, at which time the
Bhooteas find pasture for their flocks,
even at the fourth halting-place,
which, allowing only 600 feet ascent
for each day, will carry the limit of
vegetation in this quarter of the Himalaya to 13,600 feet. On the %st of
June 1817 Capt. Webb's camp was
11,630 feet above Calcutta, on a clear
spot, surrounded by rich forests of
oak, pine, and rhododendra, the surface covered with rank vegetation as
high as the knee; very extensive
strawberry beds were in full. flower,
and numerous currant bushes in blossom. On the B d of June, on the
summit of Pilgointa Churhai, 13,642
feet above Calcutta, there waa not
any snow to be seen in the vicinity.
The soil collected over the rock was
a rich black mould, covered with
strawberry plants, not yet in flower,
dandelions, butterhps, and a profusion of small flowers; and 600 feet

lower was a forest of Mrch trees?a1ine rhododendra, and
rn ,818 the Niti Paaa o r ~ u t ? %
ex lored by the same officer, when
s t i i yeater de~crepanciuwith the
calcu ations of theory resulted; The
crest of the Niti ghaut was found to
be 16,814 feet above the level of the
sea, and he estimated the lowest part
ofthe valley of the Sutuleje, which he
was prevented visiting by the Chinese
functionaries, at 14,924 feet. When
seen by Capt. Webb no snow remained on the ghaut or in its neighbourhood, and many quadn~pedspastured on the grassy banks of the
Sutuleje.
The next portion of the Himalaya
regnrding which information comes
from European travellers, is that situated between Gangoutpi and the
chasm where the Sutuleje river forces
its way throug4 the mountain,flowing
to the south-west. In some parts of
this elevated region the heat of the
summer dissolves the snow, while in
others the cold is so intense as to
split and detach large masses of rock,
which tumble down with much uproar. This process appears to be in
such constant operation, that it mnst
ultimately reduce the altitude of the
eaks. The rock is granite of various
Eues, with a great mixture of white
uartz, both in the veins and the nodes. When crossed near to the
Sutuleje, in June 1816, snow still
lay on the ridge 6,000 feet (by estimation) above the lower line of conlation, and vast beds of a bard surand ltsep ascent were passed
over. Among the mountains there
are villages that are under snow onehalf of the year, but in June the climate resembles that of spring in England. These villages stand 6,000 feet
above the banks of the Sutuleje, on
the banks of which the thermometer
in a tent rose to 108' Fahrenheit, yet
three days' climbing brings the traveller beyond the line of perpetual
congelation.
On the north side of the Himalaya
chain, as seen from the low country,
a great and steep mass of rock rises
on both sides of the Sutuleje, to the
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he' ht of a b u t 6,000 feet from its remarkable ridge of mountains, but
s
. Still higher up is a belt of rather from detached eminences on
land susceptible of cu~tivstion, on the table-land of Tibet, and pass
which are situated the villages of Ku- south through interruptions or chasms
nawur, and although the soil is very of the Himala a. From the northm k j and poor, coarse grains, apples, western side orthese mountains a r i a
pears, raspberries, apricots, and other streams tributary to the Indus and in
wild fruits, are produced. Above all prabability the Indus itsel(; those
this is a forest of gigantic pines, flowing from the north-eastern side,
which are asserted to be twen- in all likelihood, contribute to inty-four feet in circumference, and crease the volume of the Sanpo rimore than 180 in height. These ver, which probably originates a t no .
noble trees are also found on the great distance from the sources of
north side of the Chur mountains, the Indus, the Sutule'e, and the Jumwheri'the snow lies most part of the na. The Himalaya ciain, in ditierent
year. Beyond the forest belt (which parts of its great extent, receives vaalso contains oak and other large rious names, ~ u c has Himadri, Himatimber), still ascending, are steep vat, Himachil, and Himalichil, the
grassy knolls, bare of timber, but whole in signification having refepresenting laurel and other bushes. rence to snow and cold. In the HinThe soil here collected among the doo pantheon Himalaya is deified,
rockn is black and spongy; but in May and described as the father of the
and June, and during the rains, it is Ganges, and of her sister Ooma, the
covered with every variety of wild spouse of Siva the destroying power.
(Colebrooke, Merrrs. Gerardr,
European spring flowers, such as crocusses, cowslips, and butter-cups. Hodgson and Herbert, Webb,F. BuThroughout this alpine country h i h chanan, g ~ . )
winds and fogs are troublesome, and
H1"l"-The
extreme
q di5culty of respiration is expe,,ienced, with a sensation offulness in district in the province of Candeish,
was
the head. Immediately from these but which in the time of
Mnlwa. To the north
grassy and flowery heights rise the attached
the course of the Nersteep precipices of the summit, on is bounded
the C a l ~ which the snow fixes wherever it budda, and On the "uth
Cali~ama)
which have
can find a resting-place ; but in June
much of the rock is disclosed. N~ been little ex lored, but since the
volcanic matter has yet been disco- P i n d q war OF18'7-18, having IJm
frequently traversed by British arvered in this quarter.
The third portion of the ~
i mies, and
~ a detachment
~
lpermanent~
that has been traversed by European IJ stationed at Hussin~bad, more
travellers lies due north of the Ben- comPlete geographical and statisdi?ltrict of Rungpoor, in the king- tical information have consequentdom or heirarchy of Bootan, where ly been obtained' At present the
it was crossed by Capt. Turner in chief towns known are Hindia, Hus1783, when sent by Mr. Hastings on singabad. and Charwah ;the principal
an embassy to the ~~~h~~ I
, rivers
~ are
~ the~Nerbuddn
~ and Towah.
the Nerbudda, from
That officer had also the advantage The north
ofpenetra&g a long way over tile Kautcote to Nemawur~0PPosite to
into which Hindia, is deemed by the natives part
past Tartarian
of Gundwana, the inhabitants speakof
the descent from the summit
Himalaya appears inconsiderable ing the
HINDIA.-A town in the province
when compared with that presented
b its southern face. In the latter, of Candeish, situated on the south
the passes as yet explored are bank of the Nerbudda river, the
formed by the direction of rivers, channel of whichis here 1,000 yards
which do not appear to rise from any brpad, and during the height of the
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DSTAN.
it receives the name of Himalaya.
From Cashmere to the peak of Hinboo Cosh above-mentioned, all the
rivers that rise north of the range
have a northaest collrse, except the
Indus and Kameh, which are tbrced
to the southward by other high ridges
extending at right angles to the main
one, and all the rivers that rise south
~of~ the
~ ~Hindoo
~
Cosh chain have a
southerly course. The height of one
of the peaks of this chain, seen from
Peshawer by the embassy in 1809,
was estimated at 20,493 feet, and on
with it thesnow
HINDONE.-A town in the rovince the rangeinconnected
June, while the thermoof Agra, sixty-five miles s.&. from remains
the city of Agra; lat. 26O 47'N., Ion. meter in the valley of Peshawer rises
76O 54' E. This place belongs to the to 113' of Fahrenheit.- (ELphinrtm,
Raja of Jeypuor, and was formerly a 4c.I
hill prinH I N D O O(zndur/.-A
~
large town, but owing to the depredation of the Maharsttas and other cipality in Northern Hindostan, siplunderers becnme greatly reduced ; tuated in the tract of country bebut, since the province has been re- tween the Sutuleje and Jumna. I t
lieved from these oppressors, has was con tiered by the Gorkhas and
again the appearance of a thriving its raja,(kmsurren, compelled to fly
place. Like other old towns in this to the plains ;but with the exception
neighbourhood, many of the houses of Malown he was subsequently reare built either wholly or in part of stored to nll his possessions by the
a fine dark red sandstone, eut in British government. In 1815 the r*
large quadrangular masses, and well venues of Hindoor from the hillpollshed. There are also two spa- territpries amounted to about 15,000
cious chowks of the same mater~al, rupees, and from the lains to about
with a Hindoo tem le in each, both 30,000, making a t o t J o f 45,000 ruthe Maho~nedan pees. The land here is distributed
built in imitation
style of architecture.--(Hunter, Ful- rather with reference to produce and
soil than to measurement, into diInrton, gc.)
visions called tekas, from every ten
HINDOOCOSHMOUNTAINS.-The of which the raja exacts two mauuds
range of mountains (a continuation of grain and two rupees.--(Lieut.
of the Himalaya chain) from the Row, Public MS. Document$, 4c.)
north of Cashmere to the high snowy
peak, nearly north from the city of
HINDOSTAN.
Cabul, a distaace of about 440 geo(~indrut'han.)
graphical miles, is usually distinThis extensive region is situated
guished by the name of Hindoo Cosh ,
but when, as in this instance, a chain in the south-eastern quarter of Asia,
of hills is of considerable extent, where it is nearly comprehended bethere is great difficult in assigning a tween the latitudes of 8' and 35'
name to the whofe, the natives north, and the longitudes of 68O and
aving generally a diutinct one for 92" east. The extreme length from
each particular point, peak, or sec- north to south is about 1,900 miles,
tion. The rid e has an east and west and from east to west about 1,500;
direction for t i e above distance, ap- but, on account of the irregularity of
pears to wind within 34' and 35O its figure, the total superficial area
north latitude, From the north- .cannot be estimated at more than
eastern point of Cashmere eastward 1,280,000 English square miles.
mmsoon prasente a vast ex anee of
water; lat. w NN., Ion. f70 5' E.
I t is a place of little strength, but of
some importance, from its commanding some of the best ghauts or
fords over the Nerbudda. It is the
head of a pegunnah belonging to
Sindii, but In 1820 was still occupied
by the British. On the op
of the river is a r e m a r k a b
pagoda, the sculpture of which is
said to have been much defaced by
the armies of Aurungzebe when he
raged war in the Deccan.
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According LO the ancients, India
on its most enlarged scale composed
an extent of forty ,degrees on each
side, including a space nearly as large
as all Europe; being divided on the
west from Persia by the Arachosian
mountains; limited on the east by
the Chinese parts of the penin~ula
beyond the Ganges; confined on the
north by the wilds of Tartary, and
stretching south as far as the Sunda
Isles. These expanded limits comprehended the stupendous hills of
Tibet, the romantic valley of Cashmere, and all the domains of the old
Indo-Scythians, the countries of Nepaul, Bootan, Camroop, and Assam,
together with Siam, Ava, Arracan,
and the bordering kingdoms as far as
China of the Hindoos, and the Sin
of the Arabian geographers, the whole
western peninsula, and the island of
Ceylon.
It is difficult to discover any name
applied by the Brahmins to the cbuntry over which their doctrines have
prevailed, and which they generally
describe by a circumlocution.. Sometimes they give it the epithet of
Medhyama, or central (from its occupying the centre of the back of the
tortoise which supports the world,)
and Punyabhumi, or the land of
virtue, and assert it to have been
the portion of Bharat, one of nine
brothers whose father ruled the
wlrde earth, and named after him
Bharatkhand. This domain of Bharat
they consider the centre of Jambhudwi a, which the Tibetians call
tke l a n l of Zambu. At other times
the Brahmins describe their country
as the space between the Himala a
mountains and Ramisseram in t i e
atraits of Ceylon, for Cape Comorin
as a geographical point never appears
t o have attracted any attention. The
modem name of Hindostan is a Persian appellation, derived from the
words Hindoo black, and st'han
place, but it has been adopted for
ages back both by natives and foreigners.
By the Mahomedan writers the
term Hindostan is understood to signify the country in immediate sub-

jection to the sovereigns of Delhi,
which in A.D. 1583 was subdivided
by the Emperor Acber into eleven
soubahs or provinces, moat of which,
notwithstanding the frequent politieal
revolutions they have since experienced, still 'nearly retain their origi!lal geographical limits. The names
of these provinces are Lahore, Mooltan, Ajmeer, Delhi, Agra, AHahabad,
Bahar, Oude, Bengal, Malwa, and
Gujerat. A twelfth soubah was
formed of Cabul and the countries
west of the Indus, and also Cashmere; and three new ones wereafterwards added from conquests made in
the Dercan, via. Berar, Candeish, and
Ahnlednuggur, afterwards named Aurungabad.
In modern times the limits of Hindostan have generally been considered as co-extensive with those of the
Hindoo religion, which delineation
having also the advantage of being
singularly well defined on three sides
by strong natural barriers, is the one
adhered to throughout the following
work. According to this arran ement Bindoston is separated on k e
north from 'the table-land of Tibet
by the lofty chain of Himalaya mountains, which commences at the Indus
about the 35th degree of north latitude, and passing Cashmere m t h e
same parallel, extends from thence
in a south-easterly direction to an
unascertained distance beyond Bootan. To the south Hindostan is
every where bounded by the ocean,
and on the west by the course of the
river Indus. To the east its limits
are more difficult to define; hut the
most distinct are the range of hills
and forest that skirt the Bengal d i e
tricts of Chittagong and Tiperah,
and atretch north to the Brahmaputra, near to whew that great river,
after having long flowed almost due
west, makes a sudden sweep to the
south. In this north-east comer the
Hindoo religion is irregularly diffused, as it extends beyond the limits assigned into Assam, Cachar,
and other pett states, while that of
Buddha pmaiis in Bootan, and protruderr into the Brahminical regions
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on the banks of the Teesta. Cir- tility, and contain the seats of the
cumscribed within the boundaries most powerful Mahomedan empires,
above specified, Hindoatan presents having been r e p e d l y subjugated by
the more har y tribes d the north.
four grand geographical divis~ons,
1st. NORTHBRN
H r ~ ~ o s r r ~ . - T h i sThe generality of the inhabitants are
extensive and rugged territory com- a superior race to the population of
mences on the west clt the Sutuleje the other divisions, possessing a more
river, from whence it stretches in an robust frame of body, besides sureasterly direction,
passing them in energy of intellect.
south, until it ~ k t X t:?e: e
Among the Hindoos, Hindostan Proriver, in longitude 8SO 30' E., beyond per, contradistinguished from the
which, among .the mountains, the southern peninaula and eastern India
Lama religion revails: To the north (Dacshin and Purb), is named the
it is separated k m Tibet or Southern Medhya Des, or central country.
Tartary by the Himalaya; on the
3d. The third grand division is the
south, from the old Mogul provinces DECCAN,which is bounded on the
by the line where the lower ranges of north by the course of the Nerbudda
hills press on the vast Gangetic lain. river,andeasterly from its sourceby an
The principal modern territoriaf and imaginary line, extending in the same
polihcel subdivisions are the follow- parallel of latitude to the south of the
ing :
Hooghly, or western branch of the
1. The country between the Sutu- Ganges. To the south the bouodaleje and Jumna.
ries of the Deccan are the rivers
9. Gurwal or Serinagur.
Krishna and Toombudra ; to the east
3. The sources of the Ganges.
the Bay of Bengal; and to the west
4. Kumaon.
the Indian Ocean. Within these li6. Painkhandi.
mits the following large provinces are
6. Bhutant.
nearly comprehended, vie.
7. The dominions of Nepaul.
1. Gundwana.
5. Berar.
The inhabitants of these alpine 2. Orissa.
6. Beeder.
tracts having, until times quite r e 3. TheNorthern 7. Hyderabad.
cent, had but little intercourse with
8. Aurungabad.
Circars.
the plains, are coniparatively much 4. Candeish.
9. Bejapoor.
behind in knowledge and civilization ;
4th. INDIASOUTH
OF THE KBIBHwhich may also be partly attributed NA.
This division is frequently
to their having attracted the atten- named the peninsula, althou h its
tion of the Brahmins at a much later figure more resembles an equfatnal
oeriod than their richer neinhbours
triangle, of which the northern boun- .
"
dary at the river Krishna is the base ;
in the south.
ad. HINDOSTAN
P ~ o ~ x ~ . - T h iiss the coasts of Coromnndel and Malaby far the most comprehensive divi- bar thesides ; with the apex at Cape
sion, as it reaches south to the Ner- Cornorin. The modern temtonal
budda river, where the Deccan com- and political subdivisions are the folmences, and includes the eleven large lowing, oiz.
6.. Mysore.
provinces (each equal to a kingdom) 1. Canara.
formed by the emperor Acber, as also 2. Malabar.
7. Coimbatoor.
Cashmere and Cutch, vie.
3. Cochin.
8. Salem and the
1. Bengal.
8. Cashmere.
4. Travapcorc.
Barramahal.
9. Ajmeer.
5. TheBalaghaut 9. The Carnatic.
2. Bahar.
3. Allahabad.
10. Mooltan.
Ceded Districts.
There are few sea-coasts of such
4. Oude.
11. Cutch.
extent so destitute of islands as that
6. Agra.
12. Gujerat.
of Hindostan ; indeed, excluding
6. Delhi.
13. Malwa.
emerged sand-banks and mere rocks,
7. Lahore
These provinces have long been it may be said to possess only one,
celebrated for their ricHness and fer- Ceylon, with which the geographical
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survey in this quarter ter1ninate.s.
Proceeding on, the next objects that
come under consideration are the
boundary countries, which are the
following, commencing on the southwest :
1. Baloochistan.
2. Afghanistan.
3. Tibet.
4. Northern Hindostan,
6. Bootan.
6. Assam.
7. States adjacent to Assam.
8. Ava and the Burmese empire.
The size and relative position of
the different countries w~llbe more
satisfactorily learned from an inspection of the map prefixed than fiom
any wrltten explanation, however
minute; and each of them being described in their all~habetical order,
for further local details the reader is
referred to the distinct heads respectively, what observations follow having reference to Hindoetan in general.
Viewed on a grand scale, the principal geological features of this region
are the vast Gangetic plain, the great
sandy desert of the Indus, the elevated table-land above the ghauts,
and the Himalayan, Vindhyan, and
Ghaut chains of mountains, with
their subordinate ranges. There are
no lakes of any considerable magnitude, but many morasses, especially
an enormous saline one named the
Runn. There are no volcanoes in a
state of activity, nor is the existence
of extinct ones any where clearly established. Earthquakes, although
frequent, with the exception of one
in Cutch in 1619, have never been
destructive. The seasons, winds,
and-rains are periodical, and throughout the whole space what are called
monsoons more or less prevail.
Within the geographical limits of
Hindostan every degree of temperature may be found, from burning
heat to perpetual congelation ; but,
with the exception of an alpine tract
among the northern mountains, the
climate is strictly tropical, and promotes the growth of all congenial
fruits, plants, and vegetables, in the
VOL. I.

most luxuriant profi~sion,although
the soil in most parts wants strength
and tenacity. Minerals are abundant, but little worked; and there
are few countries that spontaneously
produce s o great n variety of saline
substances. Examined more minutely, the physical geology of Hindostan may be considered as resolving
itself into three great divisions, via.
1st. The eninsular tract which
constitutes tkk south of India.
2d. The belt of flat ,country extending from sea t o sea, and distinguished by the name o f Middle India.
Sd. The continental mountains
which form the northern limits of
India, rising between the middle region and the vast plateau of Southern Tartary, and extending more than
fifteen degrees of longitude, in a direction from W.N.W. to E.S.E.
In the champaign country of Middle India three principal divisions
may be noticed: 1st. the tract watered by the Ganges and its tributary streams; 2d. a tract watered by
the Indus; and 3dly. the intermediate desert io which the river Saraswxti loses itself. Of this division
a principal feature is the total absence
of pebbles or rolled stones of any
kind, except in the beds of the rivers
for a few miles after they quit the
hills; and the soil of the plains is
every where earthy and comminuted,
except in certain instances, where
indurated nodules or concretions
have been found. T h r o ~ ~ g h o uthig
t
extensive plain there is neither mine
nor quarry. The banks of the rivers
being usually precipitous on one side
and shelving on the other, exhibit
sections of strata down to the level
of their beds; but scarcely any other
natural section is to be found: the
sinking of wells and boring for water
is consequently the only opportunity
that presents itself for the examinstion of the strata. The surface of
this level tract is every where alluvial,
and the strata, as far as they go, horizontal. Beneath the superficial
mould the subsoil is sand, clay, o r
loam in layers, more qr less inter2 T

mixed, and distinguished by colour or
texture. \In the inferior strata of clay,
nodules or concretions of the same
substance are to be met with. The
whole basis of the Deccan and south
of India is supposed to be granite.
But the glory of Hindostan is its
noble rivers, and more especially the
venerable Ganpes, which at once fertilizea the soil, and serves for the
transport of its matured productions.
During the rainy season the mounfain torrenb swell in a wonderful
manner, and within a few hours frequently rise tkenty feet above their
usual level, rushin down with much
uproar and n ifity. The larger
streams generalP begin to increase
before the rains e l in the low countries, which circumstance is equally
remarked of rivers that do nat spring
from cold countries, such as the
Nerbudtla nnd Tuptee, as it is of the
Ganges and Brahmaputrn, whose
sources beneiit b the snows of Hiwason they promalnya. In the
reed to the ocean over their broad
mncly beds with a slow and sluggish
stream, but when swelled by the periodical rains their course is furious,
and destructive to the villages placed
too near its banks. On the other
hand, some rivers, such as the Seraswati, mentioned in ancient Hindoo
writings as being of great hulk and
importnnce, have in latter times
either disappeared, or been nearly
absorbed by the thirsty soil. In generai the rlvers have retained their
original appellations better than the
cities or provinces, the latter havin
often had their designations altere!
from vanity or religious motivee.
The following are the names of the
yincipal streams, with their pmlmble
ength of course to the sea; but there
are many others omitted that would
be reckoned large rivers in Europe.
Miles to the sea.
1,700
Indus
Ganges
1,500
Jun~na(to its 'unction with the
1,500
Ganges 78d)
1,400
Sutuleje (to the Indus 900)
1,250
Jhylum (ditto 750)
G~tnduck(to the Ganges 450) MO
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In the Deccan and South of India :
The Godsvery
858
Krishna
700
Nerbudtln
700
Mahanudd~
550
Tuptee
460
400
Cavery
The harvest in Hindostan Proper
is divided into two periods : the first
is cut in September and October;
the second in Mareh and April.
Rice is the grand article of nourishment. and the chief object of attention in the cultivation of it is to have
the soil plentifully supplied with water. Indeed, while travelling through
India, a tolerably correct judgment
may be formed of the wisdom of the
government and condition of the people, from viewing the number and
state of preservation of the tanks,
water-courses, and other conduits
for the irrigation of the fields. Wheat
is the food of the higher classes in
the provinces between the Nerbudda
and Sutuleje, but the poorer classes
are obliged to resort to substances of
a much coarser and unsavoury nature. In this country the wages of
the labouring cultivators are limited
to s mere subsistence, which is not
the case in Europe. In the latter,
the labourer's expenditure consists
not only of food, but also of many
accessaries, such ns a cottage, furniture, clothing, and liquor, so that in
times of scarcity when grain becomes
dear, he finds a temporary resource
in abstaining from, or parting with,
some of these superfluities. The
working classes of Hindostan are
not so well circumstanced, for their
wages being little more than the
mere ex nse of their food, they are
utterly g t i t u t e if it rise, having nd
reserve for emergencies.
That the Hindoos were in early
ages a commercial people we have
many reasons to belleve; andcinthe
first of their sacred law tracts, which
they suppose to have been revealed
by Menu, many millions of years
ago, there is n curious. panagi r&
specting the legal interest of money,
and the limited rate of it in different
eases, with an exception in regard t o
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adventures by sea. The three great
articles of genernl importation by
the Greeks and Romans were, first,
spices; secondly, precious stones and
pearls ; thirdly, silk. Their exports
to India were woollen cloth of a
slight fabric, linen in chequer-work,
some precious stones, and some
uromatics unknown in India, coral,
storax, glass vessels of different
kinds, wrought silver, Italian, Greek,
and -4rabiin wines, brass, tin, lead,
girdles, sashes, melilot, white glass,
red arsenic, black lead, and gold and
silver. Of the last-mentioned metal
the influx to Hindostan has always
been very great, as the inhabitants
have always sold much and purchased
littk : the balance has consequently
always been in their favour. A great
deal of bullion is supposed to be
annually lost by being concealed under ground b the natives, many of
whom die witiout reveahg the site
of their hidden treasure, and thc
practice o f . hoarding is among sB
ianke of Hindoan almost w~iversal.
During many centuries, cotton pieceg o d s were the grand staple of Hindostan; but latterly,owingtothe great
improvements inEurope, the quantit
exported has considerably
The various sorts hbricated in difermt provineea from Cape Comorin
.to the northern mountcuns, are too
numerous to admit of particular d e
tail : and for further information regard'ing tbeagricnlture, manufactures,
and commerce of Hindostan. the
reader is referred to the pro6nces
and citiea respectively. In the mean
time it may safety be asserted, that
with so vast an extent of fertile soil,
peopled by so many millions of t r a c t
able and industrious inhabitants, Hindostan is capable of supplyi the
w ~ world
e with any s p m a
tropical merchandiie, the production,
in fact, being only limited by the
demand.
India was very little known to the
Greeks until Alexander's expedition,
a b u t 3!27 years before Christ. The
following particularr, selected from
the ancient descriptions of India by
Arriao and other authola, will ehow

diminished:
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how near1 the ancient inhabitatrts
resemble t L present.
1. The slender make of their
bodies.
a. Their living on vegetable food.
3. Msrria e at seven years of age,
and the protibition of marriage between different castes.
4. The Inen wearing ear-ring* and
party-coloured shoes, also veils coverIng the head and part of the shoulders.
5. Danbing their faces with CQlours.
6. Only principal persons having
umbrellas carried over them.
7. Two-handed swords, and bows
drawn by the feet.
8. The manner of taking elephants
the same as the present.
9. Manufactures of cottons of extraordinary whiteness; and the plant
named carpas-us as a t present.
10. Monstrous ants, by which the
termites or white ants are meant.
11. Wooden houses on the banks
of large rivers, to be occasionally
removed, as the river changes its
course.
12. The tala or tal tree, n kind of
palm.
13. The banyan trees, and the Indian devotees sitting under them.
A greater degree of similarity exists between the East-Indian metaphysical doctrines and that of the
earlier rather than the later Greeks:
and, as it is scarcely probable-thai
the communication should have taken
place, and the knowledge been imparted nt the.precise interval of time
which intervened between the earlier
and later schools of Greek philosophy,
and especially between the Pythagoreans and Platonists, there is reason
to believe that, in thii instance, a t
least, the Indians were the teachers,
instead of the scholars, as some have
asserted.
The Greeks have not l e a us anb
means of knowing with accuracy
what vernacular languages were revalent in Indii on their arrival. t h e '
radical language of India in the 60nd
scrit, of which such is the antiquity,
that neither b t o r y ner rnditionbor
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preserved any account of a people of Hindostan, from Cape Comorin f o r
whom it was the living tongue. From example, up the Carnatic, the Decthis soarce the most ancient deriva- can, and through Bengal to Cashtives are the Prnkrit, the Bali, and mere, an extent of country of above
the Zend. The first is the language twenty-five degrees of latitude, unyhicli contains the greater part of der many general points of resemthe sacred books of the Jainas; the blance, a very great variety of habits,
Bali or Pali is equally revered among languages, and religious observancea
the followers of Buddha; while the is perce tible, nearly as great an a
would remark were he
Zend, or sacred language of an- natlve o!India
cient Persia, has long enjoyed a simi- journeying from Gibn~ltarto St. Pelar rank among the worshippers of tersburgh. The character of the Mafire, and been the depository of the harattas, nurtured in war and depresacred books of Zoroaster. There dation, differs much from the placid
is reason to believe that ten potisl~ed Tamuls of the south, and the unmardialects formerly prevailed in as many tial population of Bengsl. Those who
civilized nations, which occupied the inhabit the northern territories from
whole extent of Hindostan. The the Nerbudda t o the Indus, are alSaraswata, the Kanoje, the Gour, the most all (or pretend to be) of a miMaithila, and the Orissa, are deno- litary tribe; the caste of Rajpoots o r
minpted the five Gours; the five Rajwars, who are governed by petty
Dravirs are, the Tamul, the Maha- chiefs, and divided into small prinratta, the Carnstn, the Telinga, and cipalities, which, until reluctantly
the Gujara. The modern dialects compelled to adopt more pacific haare the following, and have nine- bits, were engaged in never-ceasing
tenths of their words in common, conflict with each other. The difthe basis of the whole being the San- ference between the industrious mawrit ; and except the Hindostany, nufacturing classes and the Nair of
which is the universal language of Malabar, the Poligar of the Carnatic,
intercourse, they are all local.
and the turbulent Grassia of Malwa
The Hindostany, The Harowty,
and G~~jerat,
is very great; and as t o
Bengalese,
Malwa,
the tribes of Catties, Coolies, Babreas, Mhairs, Jhuts, Meannas, MeCashmerian,
Bruj,
. hgura,
B~~ndlecundy,waties, kc., they are rather objects
. Ooch,
Maharatta,
of police than legislation. What one
Sindy,
Magadl~a,
would view as manu of safety and
protection, another would consider
Cutch,
Koshala,
tyrannical and insupportable. A want
Gujeratty,
Maithila,
of attention to local usages, and a
Concanese,
Nepaulese,
desire to regulate our administration
Punjaby,
Orissa,
by general rules, often in direct vioBicanere,
Telinga,
lation of them, has frequently had
Marwar,
Carnata,
the effect of rendering the British
Jeypoor,
Ta~nul.
governmenL more unpopular than it
Odeypoor,
0; the east we find the Sanscrit lan- ever would have become through the
age arrested by the Khasee, the grossest violence and oppression.
lrtnan, and other Indo-Chinese lanThe great mass ofthe Hindoos and
guages, and on the west by the Push- Mahomedans throughout Hindostan
too, or Afghan, and the Baloochy.
has nearly attained the same stage of
That any general similitutle of man- civilization; but intermixed with these
ners existed before the Mahomedan are certain races of mountaineers,
invasion is very doubtful, but certain- probably the true aborigines, whose
ly there are in rnodern times strong languages have little affinity with the
shades of difference in the chafacters Sanscrit, and whose custoins retain
of the Hindoos dispersed over the all their printitive barbarity. The
eeverd prpvinceq. Travelling though most remarkable of these are the
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GondsJIheels, and Coolies ;but there
are many others of less note, such as
the hill people of Boglipoor, the
Gsrrows, and the Kookies of Chittagong. In the capital settlements,
and in the larger towns within the
British dominions, some few of the
nativea attempt to imitate the mnnners of Ruropeans, and almost adopt
their dress ; but they receive no encouragement from the class they are
endeavouring to conciliate, and invariably lose the estimation of tl~eir
own tribe in proportion as they deviate from its usages.
The two great religious persuasions
of Hindostan are the Hindoo and
Mahomedan, whose relative numbers
throughout the whole empire are probably in the proportion of seven the
f i s t to one of the last. By Europeans the term Hindoo is in general
so very loosely and inaccurately applied, as to include religions, such as
the Buddhist und Jain, professing
tenets in direct opposition to the
Brahminical system. Indeed, Hindoo
mythology is a subject as inexhaustible as it is difficult to render intelligible, and can only be slightly
touched upon; but, viewed on the
most favourable side, the following
may be considered a tolerably exact
sketch of its doctrines.
The great deity Brahm remains in
holy obscurity, and superstition is
never allowed to profane his name,
which is always kept clear of fiction.
Three energies, however, the creating, preserving, and destroying, are
embodied under the names of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, to each of
whom a female or assive energy is
attached. These gave a11 human
forms? diversified by the imagination
in varlous ways; and u the two last
are supposed to have descended many
times, each avatar or incarnation
furnishes a distinct deity, to whom
worship is addreused. Of the three
specified Brahma alone has no incar.nations, and is never worshipped.
Some of the avatars are supposed to
have been incarnations of the whole
god, while others are considered only
partial emanation6 of the divinity.

Besides these three pdncipal gods
there is a whole pantheon of minor
deities. The sea, the winds, tlie
heavens, the elemeuts, the sun, moon,
and stnrs, every river, fountain and
stream, is either a deity in itself, or
has a divinity presiding over it, nothing being done without the intervention of supernatural power. Deecending still lower, there are myriads
of dem~gods,of a most extraordinary
description, and numerous beyond
the powers of calculation. A little
red paint smeared over a stone, a
lump of clay, or the stump of a tree,
converts it into a god, worshippetl
by the lower classes, and saluted by
the upper with much apparent devotion. Any monster, any figure partly
brutal, any multiplicity of heads and
hands in the ob'ect adored, indicate
a Brabminical p~laceof worship. The
presence of umbrella-covered pyramids or semi-globex, and of plain
human figures sitting cross-legged,
or standing in a meditative posture,
point out a temple or excavation of
the Buddhists; the twenty-four saintly figures without the pyramid announce a temple of the Jain.
Five great sects of Hindoos WOEship exclusively s single deity; one
recognizes the five divinities that are
reverenced by the other sects respectively 8 but the followers of this comprehensive scheme mostly select one
object of daily adoration, and petform rites to the other deities on
particular occasions only. The worship of Rama and Kridina, of Siva
and Bhavani, appears to have been
introduced since the persccution of
the Buddhists and Jains. The establishment of the Vedas was a n t e r i ~ r
to Buddha, whose theology seems to
have been borrowed from the system
of Capila, who forbid the alaughtering of animals; but the overthrow of
the Buddhist sect in Hindostan has
not efected the full revival of the
religious system inculcated by the
Vedas. Most of what is there taught
is now obsolete, and in its stead new
orders of devorees have arisen, with
new forms of religious ceremonies.
Rituals founded on the Purana~and
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have in a great mennure antiquated the institutions of the Veda,
.aremarkable instance of which is the
sacrifice of animals before the goddess Cali ;and the adoration of Rama
and Krinhna have succeeded to that
of the elements and planets. Sir
.William J o n i war of ooinion that
we might fir the incamadon of Buddha. or ninth incarnation of Vishnu,
in ihe year 1014 before the birth of
our Saviour. The earliest accounts
of India ,by the Greeks who visited
.it with Alexander, describe the inhabitants as divided into separate
tribes, consequently a sect like the
modern Buddhists could not have
.been the most prevalent. No modern
,nation of eaual civilization remains
so completeiy infatuated as the Hindoos are with conviction of the DOtency of magic, to the efict of wkch
every event, good or had, is attributed. Their religious rites have, in
fact, degenerated to mere incantations, all directed to the attainment
of some end through the efficacy of
a spell ;and the requisite ceremonies
have become so numerous and intricate, that no votary could accomplish them were he to devote day
and night to their performance.
The Hindoo religion is without
any acknowledged individual superior or public convocation ; but the
pre-eminence of the Brahmins is riever disputed by the other cnstes.
The true derivation of this sacred
order remains involved in obscurity;
but at present the impression of many
,orientalists is, that they were originally Rtrangers from Persia, or some
portion of central Asia, and it is
quite certain that the Brohminical religion formerly prevailed far west of
,the Indus. Even now their advance
eastward is progressive. In the
north-enstern parts of Bengal, Brahmins are a recent importation, the
rude natives of that quarter not having long acknowledged their vast superiority, or submitted to their disIt
tinptions of purity and impurit
b a mistake to suppose the BraImins
do not admit of proselytes. They
cert$ql~[qewr drew& ~f ad&ing

.

any stranger t o a participation of
their own rank, the distance being
utterly immeasurable ; but where it
suits their interest, they have no objections to class them with the military and working claases, and even
condescend to perform c e r t a i ~cercc
~
.moniet~for the barbarians. which is
a virtual adtnission withid the pale
of the Brahminical church. Tribes
altogether vile are those for whom
no person of the sacred order will
perform an ceremony, unless the
renounce tieir impure habits ; anB;
in reality, wherever Brahmins penetrate among aavage tribes, a gradual
and regular conversion inlmediately
follows.
The division of neonle into castes
is the paramount distin'ction betvet&
.the Brahminical Hindooe and the votaries of Buddha; but strict adherence to the peculiar duties of each
caste having probably been found impracticable, they have been compelled
t o relax the spirit of the law, and t o
admit of numerous exceptions. The
peculiar duty of a Brahmin is to m e
dilate on things divine; and the
proper manner of his procuring a
subsistence is by begging, every s p e
cies of industry being derogatory to
his rank. The majority of Brahmins
may and do eat an~malfood ; prlests,
while officiating as such, perhaps do
not ; but, though d l priests are Brahmins, all Brahmins are not priests.
The right of bearing arms, which in
early times was ronfined to the n$litary caste of Khetrieq has latterly
been found diffused through all olassea, and Brahmins may be daily seen
standing in the ranks as qommQn
soldiers. I t is probable that the institution of a distinct military caste
had the effect of eradicating martial
habits from the m a of the pop&tion, and contributed greatly to facilitate their subjugation by foreigners. It is generally, but erroneously
supposed, that persons of the same
caste will communicate and eat together all over India: but this is by
no means the case, the intercourse
being confined to a few families only
in, their own M a t e neighbour-
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h d , and, aa far ar rdere to them,
tbe residue of the same tribe are in
a manner outcasts. There is clomcthing, however, so fascinating to the
native^ of India in the doctrine of
caste, that the Malabar Christians,
notwithstanding their conversion to
a religion that sanctions no distinction, have not been able to free
themselves from it ; and the lower
classes of Mahomedans throughout
Hindostan shew a remarkable proneness towards its ndoption.
So far as the distinction of caste
checks progressive improvement, and
permanently degrades a large portion
of the people, it is injurious to society; but so far as they perpetuate
the arts, and tend to prevent further
deterioration, as they repress irregular passions, and promote tranquillity
and subordination, their influence is
beneficial. In a country and climate
predisposed to improvement, the
shackles of cnbte must be a curse ;
but where retrogression of intellect
is much more to be apprehended,
they are decidedly useful. Hindostan has hitherto belonged to the last
description of nations, and has consequently been upheld in the scale of
Eivilization by the doctrine of caste.
At present its destiny seems altered,
and i t may be expected the Brahrninical system will be gradually relaxed, and nt last, wbetl~erfor the
better or the worse, disappear. A
great ertor, however, lnny be committed by unduly acoelerating this
event, or attempting prematurely to
overthrow an ancient system before
the people are prepared for the
change.
The Hindoos believe that by the
performance of extreme penances
and austerities mortals may acquire
supernatural power, and carelessness, or rather prodigality of life,
has always been a remarkable feature
in their character. Besides a merito~ioussufferingfor their faith, suicide
is in many cases legal and commendable, such as the immolation of a
widow with her husband's corpse.
These sacrifices (called suttees) are
almost unknown in many parts of

Southern India, and in the countries
of the Deccan, Malwa, and Upper
Hindostan, are of rare occurrence.
Indeed the practice i s most prevalent
in theimmediate viciuity of Calcutta,
where more than half of all the suttees in Bengal are perpetrated. In
estahlishipg their places of religious
pilgrimage, the Hindoos have always
lihewn a great predilection for places
neat the sea, the sources and junctions of rivers, the tops of remarkable hills, hot springs, caves, waterfalls, in short, any natural phenome]Ion, the access to which happens to
be difficult or dangerous. Of late
years a great many of their holiest
fanes have had their reputation for
sanctity considerably tarnished in
consequence of their having been
visited and examined by Europeans,
but more especially by the improved
system of internal police, which has
abstracted all mystery from the journey, and rendered the pilgrimage too
easy to- be meritorious. The following are the names of several places
that still retain a considerable portion of their original celebrity, which
must be cxpeated, however, annually
to diminish.
Juggernauth.
Gangoutri.
Benares.
Joala~oukhi.
Gaya.
Omercuntuc.
Trimbuck NasAllahab*l.
ser.
Tripety.
Dwnraca.
Perwuttum.
Som~inuth.
Parkur.
Eamisserarn.
Mathura.
Lake Manasaro- Bindrabund.
v3ra.
The Ganges, on account of the
peculiar sanctity of its waters, is
worshipped throughout its whole
course, but there are particular spots
on its banks held more sacred than
others; they also venerate in an inferior degree many other rivers. Most
of the holy places above enumerated
are situated very distant apart, yet
appear from the remotest antiquity
to have had a constant influx of pilgrims from every quarter of Hindostan; which apparently ought to have
had the effect of improving their geographical system, and of promoting
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a genenl knowledge of each other. tians.
But no such beneficial effect ever reeulted, and, owing to the total want
of historical records among the Hindoos, any fable that has been retailed
for 100 years, comes down to the existing race with an origin as obscure
ss if it had been established for a
thousand.
The modern Mahomedans may with
safety be estimated at one-seventh of
the total opulation ; and notwithstanding t f e subversion of their political predominance by a Christian
power, their religion continues to expand. They are no longer, however,
the sanguinary zealots who,eight hundred years ago, in the name of God
and the prophet, spread desolation
and slaughter among the unconverted
pagans. Open viole~lce produced
little effect on so patient a people,
and although the Mahomedans subsequently lived for centuries intermixedwith Hindoos,noradicalchnnge
was produced in the manners or tenets of the latter; on the contrary,
for almost a century past, the Mahomedans haveevinced much deference
t o the prejudices of their Hindoo
neighboure,and a strong predilection
towards many of their ceremonies.
The higher ranks of Mahoruedans
in general abstain from making offerings to the gods of the pagans ; but
the multitude in their distresses have
recourse to the idols, and even make
offerings on festivals; whereas i t is
the higher ranks of the Hindoos who
are
chieflv
addicted to the zoronitia-.
tion of ~ i h o r n e d a nsaints.
The next relieiolls sect of sufficient
importance to aeserve notice is the
Christian, which probably throughout
Hindostan comprehends about Iialf a
million of souls, almost all the descendants of the ancient Christian
ntocks, and, relatively to the other
classes, existing under circ~imstances
of degradation. The pride of caste
pmong the Hindoos does not singly
account for the contempt felt and
shewn by the followers of the Brahminical syHtem towards them, no such
contempt being manifested to the Mahomedans, or to the European Chris-

There arc t ~ n d o u b t e d lcir~
cumstances of diet ancl cleanliness
which tend to lower the Nazarene in
the eyes both of the Mahomedan and
Hindoo, aud the European holding
himself aloof frorii the native Christian, no portion of the veneration
which the first attracts is reflected
on his humble brother in religion.
Were it practicable to raise the lower
part of the chain without lowering
the upper, the Christian might, like
the Mahomednn, become a tribe holding a respectable station in the mixed
society of India; and until some such
improvement is effected, the temporary causes that oppose the conversion of the Hindoos will continue to
operate. Conviction does not easily
reach the mind of an individual who,
by becoming a proselyte, must descend from a decent rank in society
toonedegraded and discountenanced;'
whereas were he encouraged, not
merely by the number hut also by the
reflective lustre of those, who, although of a different origin and complexion, unite with him in faith, he
would soon havenumerous associates.
With a view to the creation of so
important a link in the chain, combined with other reasons, a gradual
extension of the colonizing system
has been recommended by Mr. Colebrooke. Considered as a measure of
policy, a Christian population holding
a decent rank in the motley throng of
tribes and castes, would tend to consolidate the strength of the state,
and add t o the orobable duration of
the empire. A 'colonization of the
nature alluded to.far from beinelikelv
to terminate- in -a sel,arationYof t h i
colony, would rather serve to perpetuate the union, by the addition of a
tribe whose interest and doctrines
must attach them to their European
superiors. With habita more analogous to those of Europe, the Creole
Christians would certainly be better
customers for its productions than the
other sects. For the furtherance of
such an object, all that is necessary is
to allow the natural course of events
to take e b c t , without either encouragement o r restraint, and to permit
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Europeans and their legitimate progeny to settle in India and acquire
property. At present it is only the
~llegitirnateodbpring that is thus privileged, while the legitimate descendant is prohibited from obtaining a
property in the soil of his birth. A
gradual increase of the illegitimate
race, in fact, constitutes a progressive
colonization :. but i t proceeds less
rapidly than might have been expected, being absorbed into the classes
immediately above and below it. On
the one side, by the intermarriages of
the females with European sojourners;
and on the other it melts into the
dark native Christian. Colonization,
in the usual sense of the term, is never
likely to take place in Hindostan, as
no inducement exists to attract the
common labourer or artizan. The
voluntary resort would be confined t o
merchants, traders and factors ; to
navigators and seamen of a superior
class; to master planters and overseers of plsntations, and to the civil
and military servants of the government: but the influx of emigrants
would never be in such numbers as
t o interfere with the ordinary employment of the native population. In
process of time, however, when ages
shall have passed away, should the
increase of a Christian Creole population terminate in a separation, which
is, however, more likely to happen
from other causes, the event when it
arrives will be advantageous to both
prties, and its approaching maturity
ailed as a common benefit.
The historical notices procurable
in India are usl~allyeither mere traditions preserved among ignorant
people, or legends mixed with the
most monstrous fables : for it may'be
safely asserted t h a t the Hindoos have
nothing deserving of being dignified
with the name of history, or which
could with propriety he denominated
a chronicle. Indeed it is quite unaccountable how, in the midst of
such a mass of mythologicd fable,
their priests and bards did not by accident stumble on some historical o r
chronological fact. T h e wars between the princes considered as in-
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carnations, Vishnu, and the Asuras
or demons, such as Ravana, have
reference no doubt to a period when
the worship of certain gods was in
recent vigour, and the sectaries of
each were contending for superiority.
There is also reason to believe that
the Yavans, ao often mentioned,
were the Macedoniansof Bactria,who
obtained large possessions in the
north-west quarter, where, about the
time of the Mahomedan invasion,
the family of Palas claimed universal
dominion. The dynasties of the
princes named after the sun and
moon seem to have governed Hindostan from the earliest times, and
each branched out into numerous
lines that shared the country between them, while sometimes the one
and sometimes the other proved
most potent, ant1 furnished the
prince, who was considered the paraniount lord of India. The power
oossessed by these sovereigns a p
pears to have consisted of three.pnvileges: each prince sent him sonually an embassy with presents; he
bestowed the tika, or mark of investiture, on each heir when he succeeded to the throne ;and he had a right
t o interfere t o prevent the stronger
of his nominal vassals f r o p completely subjugating the weaker. T h e
prerogative last mentioned was proy he
bably limited t o persuasion, i
possessed no means of enforc~nga
cooperation among them. For the
chronology of Hindostan since the
Mahomedan invasion, the reader is
referred to the words GHIZNIand
DELHI
; that of each province, city,
and district is given as they respectively occur.
For more than a century past the
native governments of Hindostan
have been in a perpetual state of
fluctuation, conquest being avowed
as the first and legitimate pursuit of
every sovereign, and the sole source
of glory and renown. In such a
condition of society, the views of
ambition can alone be bounded by
inability to prosecute them. Besides
this, so far from having any political
system, the strength of which would
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have dorded protection to the feebler statee, exactly the reverse wes
the case ; the object of ever native
chief separately, and of alf collectively, being to destroy the weak.
Internally the constitution of a native state is an unmixed despotism,
every movement originating with the
government, to the power of which
there is no limit except the endurance of the people, the sovereign's
will being never opposed but by a
general insurrection. The consequence is, that the great bulk of the
population entertain no attachment
t o any set of olitical principles, or
to any form ofgovernment; and they
have been no long accustomed to revolution and frequent change of sovereigns, that they obey with little
repugnance whoever is placed over
them. exnectine his swav. like that
of his predeces;or, will
iransitory.
Thev are solicitous for the toleration
of t6eir religious doctrines, rites, and
prejudices, the security of their domestic concerns, and the prosperity
of their particular villages; but are
totally destitute of what is understood in Europe by the term patriotism. Indeed the system of village government throughout India
presents the only instance of permanent territorial cohesion counteracting the eviis incident to despotism,
and serves to account for the flourishing condition of many tracts of
country from which nll government whatever appears to be withdrawn.
Under such circum~tances,it is not
surprising that the natives do not look
upon the crime of treason against the
state in the light we do. In fidelity
and attachment to a master or chief
they are not surpassed by any people :
but those who stand in the relation
of subjects, without being in the service or pay of the supreme power,
do not feel themselves bound by any
very strong tie of allegiance. They
have no ideaof loyalty and disloyalty
but to the masters who support them,
and their ideas run equally counter
to nll European notions of civil liberty. In adverting to the incessant

revolutions of these countries, it is
a remarkable fact, that in all the
schemes of polity, whether of the
victors or the vanquished, the idea
of civil liberty in any shape never
seem's to have been contemplated,
and is to this day without a name in
the languages of India. The Seiks,
when they rejected the Brahminical
religion, exhibited the first and only
approach, however imperfect, to r e
publican principles. In reality our
native subjects have been as remarkable for their cheerful subniission to
power, as for a want of moderation,
an unsteady disposition, and a spiri:
of encroachment and litigation, when
suffered to indulge these evil propensities. They have been accustomed
to be overnecl by the sword, a species o f rule which they comprehend,
and even seem to l i e . No country
in the world can exhibit a more
cheerful and apparently happy class
of people, than the native sepoys in
in the British service, which disposition, with the many other good qualities they are known to possess.
may in a considerable degree be attributed to the salutary discipline
and subordination they are subject
ed to.
In Hindostan there are no titles of
nobility exactly similar to those of
Europe, nor are they in general hereditary. According to oriental ideas,
honours or titles conferred by the
sovereign must be accompanied by a
jaghire, and generally by a military
command along with the title, which
is in itself coilsidered merely as an
appellation attached to. the aquisition of emolument or power ; and i t
is quite impossible to impress the
minds of the natives with the value
of a mere name. On this subject
their ideas are more simple nnd natural than our's. l f an unfit person receive a patent for the title of ameer
or raja, he would not he able to r e
tain ~ t for
: when a man has nothing
left of dignity but the name, iu India,
that also soon fades away. On the
other hand, if aHindooshould emerge
from poverty and obscurity, and attain wealth. a d celebrity, h e wauld,
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if he wiuhed it, be salutedraja; he
would be considered as having acquired a cldm to the title, in the
same manner pa other persons acquire,
by learning, the titles ofmo~llavyand
pundit, which becomes, amon the
m u s of the people, inup&fy
attached to their names. Elevation of
rank and increase of opulence among
the natives of India roducen agester
accession of depen&nts, particulady
in the female branch of the family,
than in auy other country; and according to their prejudices few of
these adherents can be dismissed without incurring disgrace.
In modern times.the British eovernment, aince the &blishmegt of its
re dominance, being anxious t o railre
up an interme-diatevbody of respectable gentry, has made vast sacrifices
of revenue to the remindare, with
the view of elevati~gthem to the
rank of European landlords; but the
experiment has totally failed, scarcely
any of those whose incomes admit of
their eupporti
a becoming splendour having z e w n any desire to
shake off their original habits, while
the unceasing division and subdivision of estates, peculiar to the Hindoo law of inheritance, threatens to
reduce the whole in the course of a
few generations to tbe condition of
l&aurieg cuitivators. Another step
toward@improvement' would be to
give the towns and market places a
privileged municipal government, the
want of which in all eastern Kovernments has greetly retarded the advancea of civilization, and l ~ n gesperienne has demonstrated that the
villsge i~stitutionsof India, well managed, are competent to maintain
peace and order within their respective bouodaries.
But a still more essential improvement than eitber of the above,would
he the admission of natives to places
OE trust and honour, which IS the
only mode by which they can be effectually conciliated. It is in vain
to expect that men will be satisfied
with merely having their property
secured, while all the paths of honourable &ition
are shut against

them. Under the Mahomedans, although they ruled as conquerors, the
Hindoos could rise to offices of dignity and importance,from which they
are now entirely excluded. The
manners of the Mahomedans were
much more like their own; they resided permanently among them, spent
their revenue in the country, and
became part of the people, whereas
the British are only birds of passage.
.The natives have certainly a high
opinion of their justice-it is a proverb; but under a great soverei n,
such as Acber or Aurengzebe, w L
rewarded them adequ-ly,
natives
of honour and inteeritv have sorune
up, and under simihar Eircumsiance;
wwld do so amin. No European is
so thoroughly acquainted with the
language, manners, and economy of
t h e natives as they are themselves,
and so far is inferior to any native
judge ; but the natives are at present
80 eonviaced of the s
'or h e grity and impartiality o the Eurupea11jdgee, that they are never nntisfied rithout an appeal to their suthority. At present the best natives
will d& with their own family, csste,
~r.rillage. The main objectioa te
the employment of the nativoa is
tbeir notorious habits of dishonesty
aeJ peculation : but it io only since
&be European functionaries were w d
paid that they themselves became
trustworthy. All European gouernveraments have purchased integrity
in bigh public afficcers by honours and
emoluments ;if we want it in fndirr,
we must teke &he same meam ;and if
we ppy the same price, weshan a l m s t
ae readily find it among the natives
of that cowtry as amoug Europeans.
The judicial system introduced into
Hindostan by the British government
is too artificial for the state of society there, and proceeds upon an
assumption that the natives ore'altotogether unworthy of trust. So they
certainly are, and will continue, while
so despicably remunerated for their
honesty as they have hitherto been.
The grand objection to European
agency is, that it cannot be emplojed
t~ tbe extent which is necessary, for
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governing well so vast a country,
which could be effected only by an
increase of colonization ; under the
present system, a few hundred Euroeans,scattered over a territory g r e a t
surpassing in extent the largest
kingdom in Europe, can never duly
administer to the wauts of so numerous a people.
These, and every other measure of
a like nature, ought to be conceded
slowly and gradually, for the experience of the world has shewn how
rain and delusive are all sudden attempts to reform and improve the
social condition by the mere force of,
legislative enactments. The inatitutions of the natives have arisen out
of customs, religions, climates, and
constitutions, essentially dissimilar to
our own, but they have been approved and perfected by the expenence of ages ; any innovation, then,
o n their simplicity, where not a h o lutely necessary, is much to he deprecated, and the law most required
just now is one to prevent European
~nterferenceand meddling. W e have,
in fact, in most cases but little in
our power beyond what internal
tranquillity, and a steady government
t o check active oppression, produces.
This cautious line of policy is more
especially requisite in India, where
the peo le are more under the trammels o f prejudice than any other,
their laws and usages being identified
with their religion, which pervades
ever action of their lives. In laying
the Poundation, therefore, of order
and improvement, the genius of the
people must be consulted, and the
greatest respect paid both to their
inoffensive and hurtful prejudices. I t
is to the actual condition and exigencies of every society that its legislature must confor~nitself, and when
a new evil arises it must be met by a
corresponding remedy. The best and
most effectual plan of improvement
is that which does the least violence
t o the established order of things,
requires no adventitious aid or complex machinery, and, as far as may be,
executes itselt.
I n Hindostan land is tho chief

source of revenue, and the government assumes so large a proportion
of the produce of the soil that i t has
a direct interest in encouraging the
labours of the peasant. In 1815 the
assessnlent per bega of the land revenue exhib~teda remarkable diversity. In Shajebanpoor and Bareily
it was seven and eight annas, while
in Moradabad, immediately contiguous and similarly situated, it was one
rupee twelve annas for a bega of the
same description. The fluctuation
of rate per bega between individual
adjoinin estates was yet grenter.
The o n b inference deducible from
this variety of rate is, that if n prorietor can venture to engage for so
Righ a rate per bega as the records
frequently exhibit, it is only from the
knowledge that he has other lands
unknown to the assessor, from the
proceeds of which, united with those
recorded, he haa the means'of raising
the amount of the jumma beyond the
necessary returns of his capital and
labour. The assessment therefore in
these cases is fixed on his total receipts, without reference to the extent of land supposed to be auuessed.
Indeed, from a statement furnished
by the board of commissioners, i t
appears that, in the ceded and con.
quered provinces alone, the extent of
land held under rent-free grants (all
questionable as to their validity)
amounts to 4,495,177 begas, an extent exceeding the recorded area of
t h e cultivated land in the largest of
the British districts. The arnount and
value of the general improvement
may be inferred from particular instances which come under the notice
of the revenue and judicial authorities, when occasions arise for 88certuining the proprietor's income
by regulnr inquiry, or when it is accidentally made known, or is deducible from other circumstances,
such as the price given for lands b
public and private sale. From sucK
sources of information there a r e
grounds for reckoning the net income
of the zemindars, upon an average,
a t an an~ount equal t o half the asaessment paid to government, wix,

.........

Sudder Jumma (say)
10
Proprietor's present -income 5

......... - 1 5
-11

Sudder Jumma (say)
10
Proprietor's former income 1

Difference 4
o r one-third nearly, which indicates
an iniprovement in the proportion of
one-third of the former produce of
the land. The resources of the state
in other branches (such as salt, opium,
stamps, customs, abkarry, kc.) have
been in the mean time increased in
a higher ratio, and the state benefitted by the augmentation during the
whole period of its progress.
The price of wheat, as stated in
the institutes of the Emperor Acber,
is twelve dams per maund of thirty
dams, equal to twenty-six dams, or
ten annas nearly, per bazar maund.
Flour, twenty-two dams per maund
of thirty dams, equal to one rupee
one anna and a half per bazar maund.
Revenue of a bega of wheat in kind
four maunds twelve and three-quarters; in money (the average of four
provinces) the highest rents were 102
dams, medium of years sixty-seven
dams. Four maunds twelve and threeT a r t o r s at 102 dams eqnal t o twentyour dams nearly; a t sixty-seven
dams equal to sixteen dams nearly,
o r thirteen annas to one rupee three
annas per bazar maund. During the
twenty years that elapsed between
I792 and 1812, great changes took
place in Britain, but in India no such
advance in the rate of wages or average price of corn took place as t o
indicate a material and permanent
alteration in the value of money compared with the necessaries of life,
nor in the wider range of two or
three centuries does there appear to
have been changes keeping exactly
pace with those that have occurred
within the same period in Europe.
As may be inferred from the above
statement, the price of provisions in
the time of the Emperor Acber, and
therelative proportion of a mone rent
t o a rent in kind, differed mucg less
than a similar comparison at an equal
interval in Great Britain would shew.

T h e circumstances in which t h e
British government is placed precludes all improvident generosity, and
the peculiar habits of the people r e
quire that their natural tendency t o
inaction should be stimulated by the
necessity of providing for the payment of a moderately high land assessment. An incitement of this nature
is more particularly called for in a
country where the mere necessaries
of life are easily procured, and where,
in most parts, during the prevailing
anarchy of more than a century, t o
acquire property by individual exertion was only to tempt the hand of
rapacity. In several provinces the
assessment to the land revenue has
been rendered pennanent, and it is
certainly desirable that in rocess of
time the system be extenfed to the
whole; but i t must be done with caution, a.9 by fixing its amount in perpetuity, we impose bounds t o the demands of the state, ignorant of the
future extent of the public exigencies,
T h e abilities and indefatigable exertions by which the fiscal arrangements
of India have been brought to their
present improved condition, have never been duly appreciated in Europe.
Much remains still to be done; but
even in their present imperfect form,
their regularity presents a singular
contrast to the system of shifts, evasions, and extortions, which seems so
congenial t o the obliquity of a native
financier. The same observation is
applicable to the existing system of
police, which, notwithstanding its numerous imperfections (far easier t o
describe than to remedy), has greatly
ameliorated the condition of the natives, who are highly sensible of t h e
protection their persons and property
now experience, and acknowledge
that the administration of civil and
criminal justice has been improved,
inasmuch as form and consistency
have been substituted for discretionary authority. On the other hand i t
mustbe admitted that, under the new
regime, the condition of some classes,
and more especially the military, has
material1 retrogaded, the productive
income Lv,ng, by the course of
events, been almost wholly trans-
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k e d to the purely agricultural and A.D.
1664. Bombay.
trading portions of the community.
The formation of the enormous 1691. Fort St. David.
empire now possessed in India by the 1696. Calcutta.
British nation, has been urged on by
The Jaghire in the Ca&tic.
events so uncontrollable, has been so
kmently deprecated by the ruling 1757. The twenty-four pergunnahs.
authorities both at home and abroad, 1761. Chittagong, Burdtan,and Midnapoor.
and m perem t d l y inbdicted by
the strongest Lgis~ativem a a m t ~ , 1765. Bengal, Bahsr, and four of the
Northern Circars.
that its quisitious under such wcumstances almost appears like a 1776. Tho island of Salsette.
dispensation of providence. We are 1781. The zemindary of Benares
certainly intruders into Hindoetaa : 1787. The Guntoor Circar.
but never was there, in a'similar pro- 17%. Malabar, Canara, Coimbatoor,
Dindigut, Salem, the Barramacess of aggrandizement, such a want
of intention or premeditation. Forre
ha], &c.
alone could never have effected its 17%). Seringapatam.
accomplishment, although it was rn 1800. The Balagheut ceded districts
of Bellary and Cuddpah.
cesmrily thesubsidiary means through
which the native states were enabied 1801. Territorim ceded by the Nhbob
.of Oude ia eomnewtion for
t o surmount the obstaoles that checksubs*,
consistilg'd Rohileund,
ed their inclination, Of the tnith of
(ihcludine Bareilv. Motadabad.
this an adequate jtldgrnent can onlg
~ h a h j e h & ~ o o r&c.)
,
the lowe;
bs formed by those who have exsDoab, and the districts of Farmined the rolurninoes docnment~ .
r u c k h d , Allahabad, Caunpoor,
thst have fallen under the author's
notice, end obemed the incredible
Gotnckpoor, Azimgk~r,&c.
p e k taken by the diffmnt British 1801. The Carnadc province, comgorernmenteof India, since 1784,not
prehending the whole of the Nabob of Arcut's territories.
only t o avoidevery war ofaggressiom,
but also to resist the i
flunky of 3803. The Dutch portion& the icr
land of Ceylon.
the different native c h i 8 and corn
munities t o be admitted within. tlze 1803. Dalhi, Agra, the upper Doeb,
H w ~ i a n aSatrcrrudpoor,
~
Merut,
pale of i u protection as w b j e m or
Alighur, Etawah, Bundleeund,
tributaries. There may have heen
Xuttack, Balasore, b~ggermrutk~
cases, although it woukl: be difEcul~
&c*
to indicate them, where the prmpeat
of gainiq a political ascendancy, OF $803. Cesltions &otn the Peshwa and
Oaicowar in Oujerat.
too bast apprehension ef meditated
attack, k v e misled the governmoat 1815. Conquests from Nepaul, consiatiag of the hill country bg
into hostilities which migkt have Been
avoided; but the general h i s m y of
tween the Sutukeje and Jumha,
and the districts oT Gurwal and
the British empire in In& is, that Kuaaon.
it has been wantonly assailed; thg
unprovoked wemy, has been eon- 1815. The kingdom of Candy in Cc!;
red and the poasessio~lm p b d
lenh
rom h C retained, not merely an a l e - 1816. Anjar, MamtsPie, aacl other
timste compeesation, but also on the
piaces in Cutch.
consideration of selfdefence, ThefQI- L818. Poooa and the whole of the
lowing concise abstract-of the British
PeehwaSs dominions, Cendeisb,
territorial possessions, with, the data
Saugur, and ather ,places in
of t h e i ~atquisition will furnieh-ageneMnlwa ; Ajmeer in Rajpaotana ;
relsotionoftheir progressiveininaream,
Sumbhukpow, 8' ojrlb.G u d ,
A.D.
Muunddlah, and o x r cessions in
1639. Madracr with a territory 5ve
4 h n d w a w from the W a j g d
miles akmg shore by one inland, .
Rajp,
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1835. Conq~~ests
from the Burmese,
consisting of Assam, Cachar,
Munipoor, Arracan, Martaban,
Ye, Tavoy, Tenawerim, and the
Mergui Isles.
In 1814, the existing political ayetem of Hindostnn consisted .of states
subsidiary, federative, and independent, oie.
1st. Those with whom the British
government had formed subsidiary
alliances, such as the Nizam, the
Peshwa, the Gnicowar, the Rajas of
Mysore, T r a v ~ c o r e , Coqhin, and
the Nabob of Oude. The condition of these subsidiary alliances
were, that the British government
should rotect the native state from
externar invasion and internal dissension, but the troops assigned for
this purpose were not to be employed
in the civil administation, or collection of the revenue. In return for the
protection thus granted, the British
government received a compensation
In money or territory, and the subsidizing state not only undertook to
maintain a certain contingent, in
readiness to act with the subsidiary
force, but also to abstain from all
political intercourse with the other
powers of India except in concert
with the ramount authority, which
undertoorto arbitrate their disputed
rights. In cases of exigence the entire
resources of the protected state to be
at the command, and uclder the direction of the British government.
ad. Certain small principalities,
scarcely deserving the names of substantive powers, which enjoyed the
British protection without any sub.
sidiary connection. The principal
members of this class were the Rajas
of Bhurtpoor and Macherry, with
m e pett chiefs in the neighbourhood of delhi and Agra, the Bundelcund chiefs, and the petty Seik
chieftains on the frontiers towards
the Sutuleje. The Ra'poot chiefs of
Jeypoor, ~oudpoor,ddeYpoor, Bicanere, and Jesselmere were not included. The engagements for the
protection of these
rincipalities
were nearly the same as t ose entered
into with the greater states, except
that the British government seldom

i

exacted any consideration for its protection, and was not bound to maintain any special force for that purpose.
3d. The third class consisted of
acknowledged princes, such as Sindia, Hdcar, and the Nagpoor raja,
wit11 whom the British nation was at
peace, and had a permanent ambassador (an arrangement considered by
native politicians as the first step towards subjugation) stationed a t their
court.
4th. As a fourth class may be
mentioned the independent princes
and communities, who had never been
acknowledged as substantive powers,
and towards whom the British government wa6 not bound by any connection whatever. The two classes
last mentioned had always shewn a
y e a t reluctance to form any indisaouble alliances, on terms that seemed
calculated to interfere with the unrestrained latitude of political action
they had before enjoyed.
Since the date abovementioned
(1814) great political changes have
taken place, the Mahustta power
having been irretrievably broken by
the war of 1817-18, and the wepaulese by that of 1815. The Peshwa,
as a potentate, has been annihilated,
and his possessions, with the exception of Satara, incor orated with the
British dominions; t i e Nagpoor raja
reduced to a state of complete insignificance, and Holcar deprived of all
sovereignty south of the Nerbudda.
The Sintlia family, from circumstances
for which they can claim no merit,
present no exhibition of desperate
fortune, but the are now insulated
and precluded i o m all extraneous
assistance, not to mention the essential prostration their strength su&
tained by the destruction of the Pindaries. In fact, their existence now
depends on the amicable relations
they maintab with the British povernment. On the other hand, sqral friend1 states, such as those of
Baondee, kotah, and Bopaul, have
had their territories augmented, and
the five great states of Rajpootana
have been admitted into the federative alliance.

.

The following table (originally
formed in 1820) is an attempt to present an abstract view of the relative
area and population of the whole:
but, from the imperfection of all EastIndian statistical documents, it must
be regarded as a mere approximation

to the truth. Since the date abovementioned some territorial mutations
of no great importance have taken
place, but the estimate may nevertheless be considered as tolernbly
correct, and the number of inhabitants rather under than overrated.

Table of the relalioe Area and Population of the Modern Statea of Hindoatan
for A.D. 1820.
British

Sq.

........................
......
...........................
Total under the Bengal Presidency ......
Under the Madras Presidency ..................
Under the Bombay Presidency .;................

MU-

PquktIm.
)
---

162,000 . 39,000,000
148,000
18,000,000
18,000
500,000

Bengal, Bahnr, and Benares
Additions in Hindostan since A.D. 1765
Gurwal, Kumaon, and the tract between tho J
Sutuleje and Jumna
{

Territories in the Deccan, &c. acquired sii~ce
1815, consisting of the Peshwa's dominions, &c. and since mostly attached to.
the Bombay Presidency

i

328,000
154,000
11,000

67,500,000
15,000,000
2,500,000

60,000

8,000,000

96,000
70,000
20,000
18,000
14,000
27,000
14,000
8,000

10,000,000
3,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
1,500,000
3,000,000
1,500,000
1,000,000

283,000

15,000,000

..................... ----Total under the British Government......
/ 653,000 1 83,000,000 I

Briiiah Allies and Tributaries.
The Nizam
The Nagpoor Raja
The King of Oude
The Guicowar
Kotah, 6,500; Boondee, 2,500 ; Bopaul, 6,000
The Mysorc Raja
The Satara Raja
Travancore, 6,000 ; Cochin, 2,000
Under the Rajas ofJoudpoor, Jeypoor, Odeypoor, Bicancere, Jesselmere, and other
Rajpoot chiefs, Holcar, Ameer Khan, the
Row of Cutch, Bhurtpoor, Macherry, and
numerous other petty chiefs, Ameers
Sinde, Seiks, Gonds, Bheels, Coolies, and
Catties, all comprehended within the line
of British protection.

........................................
.................................
.................................
.......................................
....................................
.................................... /
...............

,

........................... --

Total British Government and its Allies

Independent Statea.
The Nepaul Raja
The Lahore Raja (Runjeet Singh)
The Ameers of Sinde
The Dominions of Sindia
The Cabul Sovereign east of the Indus

1,103,000

/

123,000,000

....................................
53,000
2,000,000
...............
50,000
3,000,000
..............................
24,000
1,000,000
...........................
40,000
4,000,000
......... ----1,000,000
10,000
Grand Total of Hindostan .................. / 1,280,000 1 134,000,000
I
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INDIABEYOND

THE

G A N G D ~ ~ . - in
A 1824
~ ~ ~
and
J 18%
Sq. Mil€¶.

Countries south of Rangoon, consistingofhalf the
orovince of Martaban. and the provinces of Ta- 91.000
key, Ye, Tenasserim, and the hiergui Isles
). .
The province of Arracan
11,000
Countries from which the Burmese have been 1
expelled, consisting of Acsam and the adjacent
petty states, occupying a space of about

(
......
.................................

Popvhth.

61.00U
100,006

......... - 160,000
-

Total
Most of the chief towns of Hindontan are now comprehended within the
British dominions. but few detailed reports of their p~pulationhave ever
been ~uhlished.Thefollowineestimate
is coinposed from a varietf of documents; but must, like the preceding
table, be considered as only an approximation to the reality. Those
marked (a) belong to native powers.

......... 77,000

-

301,080

population, but the particulars have
never been ascertained.
In 1806. accordituz to official returns tranhitted, t& total number
of British-born subiects in Hindostan
was 31,000. Of these !@,OOO were
in the army as officers and privates ;
the civil officers of government of all
descriptions were about 2,000; tho
free arerchants and mariners who
Popuhttm.
resided in India under covenant,
Benares
600,0@0 about 6,000; the officers and practitioners in the courts of justice, 300 ;
5@0,000
Calcutta
the remaining 1,700 consisted of adMadras and suburbs
403,061
venturers who had smuggled themPatna
312,000
selves out in various capacities. Since
Lucknow
200,000
the date above-mentioned no detailHyderabad
900,000
ed reports have been published ; but
Dacca
180,000
there is reason to believe that even
Bornb~y
170,000
now (1839) the total number of Bri160,000
Sur~t
150,QOO tish subjects in Hindostan does not
Delhi
exceed 48,000,the removal of tbe re150,000
Moorshedabad
strictions on the commercial in*
Poona
110,000
course having, contrary to expectaNagpoor
115,000
tion, added very few to the previous
Baroda
100,000
number.
Ahmedabad
100,000
Compared with the West-India
*Cashmere
100,000
and other tropical regions, HindosFurruckabad
70,000
tan may be considered a very health
Mirzapoor
60,000
country, being little atllieted wit{
Agy
60,000
many distempers that are destructive
Barellly
66,000
in other countries. Indeed, one of
Au rungabad
60,000
the most striking features of the meBurdwan
64,000
dical history of India is, that it doen
Bangalore
60,000
not tolerate any infectious fever, tyChupra
43,000
phus, yellow fever, and the plague
Cuttack
40,000
being equally unknown enat of the
Juggernauth
30,000
Indue. Cancer is nearly unknown
Palhampoor
30,000
There are manyother towns, such as within the tropics, and phthisis pulAmritsir, Lahore,Jeypoor,Bhurtpoor, monalis is not common. Scrophula
Gualior, kc. of considerable size and is rare, although instances occur from
2 0
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This formidable army is distributed
throucho~ilHindostan under t h e orders of the supreme government, promulgatetl through its political agents.
Commencing from the great stations
jn the Doab of the Ganges, at Ajmcer
is one corpq ; another a t Neemutch ;
a third at Mow; all supplied from the
Bengal army. These are succeeded
by the Gujerat subsidiary forces, the
field corps at Mulligaum, and the
Poona division, furnibhed chiefly by
the Bombay army. The circle is further continued by the field force in
the southern Maharatta country; the
Hyderabad and Nagpoor ibsidiaries,.
composed of Madras troops; and
the detachments from the Bengal
establishment forming the Nerbudda
and Saugur divisions, from whence
the cordon terminates in Bundelcund.
Such is the general outline, liable, of
course, t o temporary modifications,
and occasional change in the selection of stations. A t present, with
t h e e x c e p t i ~of~ a tract thirty-five
miles broad on each side of Aseerghur, there is an unbroken line of
communication through the British
territory from Bombax to Calcutta.
The statement of tho revenue and
aggregate debt of the three presidencies will be found under the article
" BENGAL."
For many years after the commencement of the British empire in
India, the unavoidable necessity of
extendiug its conquests was one of
the great disadvantages attached to
its dominion, for the wider they
spread, the more assailable did they
become. In more recent times 8
process exactly the reverse has been
taking place, and the augmentatioe of
territory, by approaching the natural
barriers of Hindostan in place of extending the defensive line of frontier,
has actually diminished it. Between
Calcutta and the Indus there is now
no hostile b~undary,nothingbut states
bound together by a sense of com~non
280,863
interest, or a comparatively small
21,934
King's troops
proportiol~of illdisposed population,
rendered incapable of rearing a 110sGrand total
302,797 men.
Of these the irregulars of all descrip- tile standard. But the multiplication
tions amounted to 82,937 men.
of the points of defence is urged, the

particular causes, and the formation
of the stone in the bladder is but'
very seldom experienced. Although
the climate does not prevent attacks
of the gout, yet they are certainly
less common and severe than in cold
countries, and quite unknown to the
abstemious natives. Acute rheumatism is rare between the tropics, and
the chronic kind is more easily cured
than in Europe. Within the last fifteen years a new and very fatal disease has visited a t different times
Hindostan, and swept off great numbers of the natives; but its virulence
has latterly very much abated, as it
originally commenced, without any
dssignable cause, either from improvement of climnte, diet, habits, or mode
of treatment.
The army required for the protection of these extensive provinces, and
for the retaining them under due subordination, although i t presents a
formidable grand total, probably does
not amount t o the fifth of the number
maintained by the Mogul sovereigns
and their functionaries, when that
empire was in its zenith ; yet, even
finder the ablest of the emperors,
commotions in some quarter of their
ill-subdued territories were unceasing. T h e British system in India has
always been to keep the troops in a
constant state of preparation for war,
but never to enter into unprovoked
hostilities, o r engage in any contests, except those rendered necessary by the principle of self-defence.
A t present, with the exception of the
Rossian, the British military force is
probably the largest standing army in
the world. In 1796 it amounted to
55,000; in October 1826 it exceeded
,300,000 men, vix.
Artillery
15,782
26,094
Native cavalry..
434,412
Infantry
Engineers
4,575

...,........
....
............
........,............

decreased means of annoyance ought favoured his own countrymen, but i t
also to be taken into consideration, was by bestowing on them places and
and its new situation has not brought high appointments, which excited
the British government into contact envy without essentially strenghenwith any state that has the power to ing his domination. Besides, theregive much trouble. All within the fore, total abstinence from persecuIndus is consolidated under one eon- tion, the British goverliment, In a
federation, of which the British go- powerful corps entirely European,
vernment is the head, while the Indus and totally distinguished from the
natives by colour, language, and manand its desert oresent a barrier aeainst
"
common m e a h of Rggression; against ners, possesses a solidity and conmiehtv invasions in the course of sees sistence much beyond any of the prior
nous&te whatever can be wholly i e - Mahomedan dynasties.
In the constitution of the peculiar
cure. T o recede is often more hazardous than t o advance; and no ar- circumstances of its situation, the
gument can be necessary to demon- character of its dominion, and the
strate how vain would be the expec- habits of the people with whom i t is
tation of augmenting our security by associated, either as to its domestic
governdiminishing our power and ascen- or external relations-this
dancy. One certain benefit hns al- ment is not a pure despotism, but
ready resulted to the British dominions one of law and responsibility, under
from the new order of things, which numerous and salutary checks. T h e
is, immunity from the ravages of a administrators of that government
banditti generated and organized exercise a delegated power ; they are
withill the limits of Hindosta11,against accountable agents, amenable to the
the recurrenceof which it could never law of England, the Court of Direcbe secure while an asylum remained tors, the Court of Proprietors, t b
where the depredators could muster Commissioners for Indian Affairs, the
and refresh. Henceforward, there- two houses of Parliament, theerown,
fore, if dangers arise to Hindostan, and the British public. They record
they will be internal, and greatly regularly, faithfully, and minutely, all
attributable to the negligence of the their transactions, with a scrupulosity
of exactness unprecedented in any
local governments.
In direct and authoritative control, other eOUntry, as well as their special
the dominion of the British govern- reasons for every measure, legal, poli.
ment extends much farther than that tical, or financial. At present the legispossessed by any prior dynasty, whe- lative enactment most wanted is one
ther Patan or Mogul; yet the latter, t o check European meddling and in.
s o long as they abstained from perse- novation, and a heavy responsibility
cution, had nothing to apprehend will rest with those who subvert it,
from the religion of the Hindoos, without clear and satisfactory grounds
a n d history proves that the commo- for presuming that a more perfect
tions which agitated the Mahomedan system of administration will be submonarchies chiefly arose from their stituted.
own internnl dissentions and ~lational T h e dominion exercised by the
disputes. Neither does i t appear that Britinh nation in Hindostan, notwith.
any prior conquerors ever employed standing certain imperfectioncr, has,
disciplined corps ,of their own coun- on the whole, most undoubtedly beeq
trymen in defence of their own so- beneficial to the great mass of the
vereignty, although they had to con- native population, although the petend with one very numerous tribe, culiar circumstances in which i t is
the Hindoo; while the British, more placed precludes the higher classes
advantpgeously situated, have two to from any participation in the superior
put in motion against each other, and functions of the state. Indeed the
in process of time may raise up a natives of India, accustomed either
third. Each foreign invader certainly to nbsolute comn:nnd or implicit obc.
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dience, have not been prnctically
found to make a beneficial use of
delegated authority. Strictly speaking, however, those whom the British
have superseded were themselves
strangers, and attention to dates will
shew by how very short e tenure
most of their possessions were held.
The strength of the existing government has had the effect of securing
its subjects, as well from foreign depredation ns from internal commotion, advantages rarely experienced
by the subjects of Asiatic states,
which, combined with a domestic
adniinistration more just in its principles, and executed with far greater
integrity than the native one which
preceded it, sufficiently account for
the improvements that have taken
place.
On the other hand, were the territories so unex ectedly acquired to
be restored to t i e natives, we should
only transfer them from a state of
the profoundest peace to sanguinary
distractions, to profligate adventurers,
and, most probably, to some rival
European
We cannot now.
therefore, g r k p r i n c i Ie of justice
and rnerc renounce d e many nillions we k v e so long and so effectually protected; and, with all our
superior advantages, there is no reason to apprehend that the duration
of the British empire shall not, at the
least, equal that of the Moguls. In
fact, if India be hereafter lost t o
-Britain, it will be owing to circumstances wholly extraneous to the sys'tem of government hitherto pursued,
or to some dereliction from the ener
of that system. Time is certainr
wanting for the present generation to
forget their past habits, and to acquire information on practical points,
in which they are most deficient; for,
owing to the long-subsisted anarchy
in Hindostan, all the relations of the
community had become confused.
On the British government will devolve the task of inculcating the
'principles of miKd and equitable rule,
distinct notions of social observances,
and a just aense of moral obligafions,
the progressive result of which must

inevitably be the adoption of s purer
and more sublime system of religion.
--(Cdebrooke, Sir William Joner, F.
Buchanan, Sir Henry Strachey, Prinrep, the Marquu of Hading#, Errkine,
C. Grad, Tucker, RenneU, 5th Report, Public MS. D o c u d , &.)
HINDOSTAN, NORTHERN.
This alpine countr commences on
the west of the f5uture.e river, about
the seventy-seventh Aegree of east
longitude, from whence it stretches
in the form of a waving parallelogram,
slanting to the south until it reaches
the Teesta river, in Ion. 88' 30' E.,
beyond which, among the mountains,
the Buddhist Lama doctrines prevail.
In length it may be estimated at 600
miles, by eighty-five the average
breadth.
.
Within the above limits, Northern
Hindostan may be considered as separated from Tibet, or Southern
Tartary, by the Himalaya mountains;
and on the south from the Mogul
provinces of Upper Hindostan by
the line where the lower ranges of
hills press on the vast Gangetic plain ;
but a belt of flat country about twent
miles in width havin always been l e i
in possession of theftill chids, it will
also be described along with the hilly
portion of their dominions. The
principal modern territorial and political subdivisions which the above
geographic space at prenent exhibits,
are noticed below, and under each
head respectively further p"aticu1ars
will be found; but the attention of
;he reader is more especially directed
to the general description of the
Ne aulese dominions, as being in
re$ty applicable to the whole of
Northern Hindostan, of which they
still occupy two-thirds, and before
$he war of 1815 occupied almost the
whole.
1. Country between the Sutuleje
and Jumna
2. Gurwal or Serinagur.
3. The sources of the Ganges.
4. Kumaon.
6. Paikandi.
6. Bhutant.

HOG ISLE.

2. The N aulese donrinions.
8. The d i m Raja's territories.

The inhabitants of this hilly region,
both before and after their conversion
t o the Brahminical tepets, maintained
but little intercourse with their southern neighbours, and are probably the
only Hirrdoo peo le who have never
been disturbed, i r less subdued, by
any Mahon~edanconqueror. Towards
the conclusion of the eighteenth, and
in the cammencement of the nineteenth century, they fell wholly under
the yoke of the Gorkhas, who observing the most jealous system of
exclusion, until times quite recent,
their interior condition remained a
mere matter of conjecture; but war,
the great promoter of discoveries in
geography, having removed the veil,
we are now nearly as well acquainted
with their locd circunistances, as
with those of many old provinces
long possessed. In 18%; Capt. Herbert estimated the superficial extent
of the mountainous country now
comprised within the limits of British India at about 23,800 square
miles.
HINGLAIBGBUB.-A
fortress
the
ninety inmiles
province of
north from Oojein; lat. 940 28' N.,
Ion. 75' 48' E. The ridge of mounbins that bound Malwa to the north
extends in a direction nearly north
and south to this place, forms an
angle here, and diverges to the westward. This fortress is surrounded
by a deep natural ravine, 250 feet in
length and 200 in breadth, the sides
perpendicular, on the inner of which
the walls of the fort are built. There
are three made causeways leading
to the gates. Hinglaisghur has been
in possession of the Holcar family
since the middle of the 18th century,
and by the natives is considered one
of the Strongest castle? in their domlnlons ;Yet it was carried by assault
in 1804 with little loss by a detachmerit under Colonel Monson, during
the campaign against Jeswunt Row
Holcar.

forty-five miles S.W.from Nagpoor ;
let. 90' 37' N., Ion. 78' 54' E.
HIRAPOOR.-A town in the province of Allahabad. fortv-seven miled
S. by W. from ~llababa;; lat. $2490'
N., Ion. 79' 92' E
HIRIAL. A populous village in
the Balaghaut ceded district of BelIary, with a small fort well-built
in the modern style, and protected
by a ditch and glacis, distant about
twelve miles south-west from the
town of Bel1ary.-(Frcllarton, &.)
H1ssna.-A town in the province
of Delhi, the ancient ca ital of the .
country now known by t i e name of
Hurrianna ; lat. 98'57' N., Ion. 75'24'
E., 105 miles W.N.W. from the city
of Delhi. The remains of this place
cover a p e a t extent, but are now so
utterly ruinous as to preclude the
ossibility of ascertaining its original
Emits. In 1806 it contained only
300 men, besides a garrison of 200
soldiers, which was soon afterwards
withdrawn. The palace of Sultan
Feroze stands in what was the centre of the city, and has very exten-.
sive subterran&n apartmentsI Close
to the palace is an iron pillar, rather
less than that at Joobut, near Delhi,
called Feroze Shah's lath. There
~
~
l
~
~~~h~~~
~
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~
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nullah, or water-course, conducting
the waters of the Jumna, are still
visible.-(lieict.
White, gc.l

HLOKBA
f o r Lokbndyal.-An
unknown regon adjacent to Yunan in
China, said to be situated between
97' and 98' E-,and conjectured ta
be the Borkhamptl country.
H o ~ w n a r o ~ a ~ ~ .peninsula
-A
joined to the island of Ceraln by a narrow isthmus, called the pass of Tanoeno, which ivas not only productive of clove trees, but yielded alsq,
large quantities of nutmegs. Of these
last, what was called the great nutmeg forest was destroyed by the
Dutch in 1667. Great quantities of
sago are also produced here, which
HINGIJNGHAUT.-A large trading the Dutch
HOGISLE.--A small island in the
town in the province of Gundwana,

-

:

~

Eastern sene, about twenty miles in WAS marching 'south after his aimcircumference, lying off the north- paign against Sindia, it was besieged
eastern extremity of Java; lat. 7' 5' by the Sirsoubah, or deputy of the
100. 114' 55' E.
Peshwa. T h e gamson in the fort,
on hearing of the general's arrival iu
HOGISLE.-A long narrow island their neighbourhood, requested his
lying off the west coast of Sumatra,
interference, and sent him a letter
between the second and third degrees nddresaed to the deputy by the Peshof north latitude, and about forty wa, directing him t o give old Hoobly
miles in length, by three the average and its dependencies to Bapoo Futbreadth.
kiah, his highness's brother-in-law,
HOGISLE.
- A small islet thus and the very person for whom the
named, in the province of Aurunga- garrison already held it. On the
bad, harbour of Bombay.
other hand, the deputy produced the
Peshwa's order, commanding him to
besiege and take the place from FurHOOBLY
fHavi(i).-A town in the kiah by force, and before this mudrovince of Bejapoor, thirteen miles walled village he had been detained
.E. from Diuwar ; ]at. 15'20' N., six weeks. In this d~lemma,General
Ion. 75' 15' E. This has for many Wellesley recommended a suspension
years been a place of great trade, of hostilities to both parties, until
and in 1820 was estimated to con- the Peshwa's real intelltione with
tain 15,000 inhabitants. T h e sur- respect to the destination of the
rounding country is well wooded and place were ascertained ; which sound
watered, and an extensive traffic in- advice was acquiesced in.--(MSS.,
land and with the sea-coast is carried Moore, Orme, gc.)
on. The bankers are numerous and
rich, and extend their com~nercial HOOGRLY
f Hugli).-.4 district in
intercourse by means of RgentS ns far the province of Benpl, situated benorth as Surat, eastward to Hydera- tween the twenty-second and twentybad, and southward to Seringapatam. third degrees of north latitude. It
There are no public or private build- is comparatively of recent creation,
ings of any note; and although there being composed of sections from
are two forts, neither are capable of Burdwan, Midnapoor, and other adopposing any resistance to an army. jacent districts of grenter .anti uity.
Near to Hoobly, and to many other T o the north it is bounded by i u r d towns in this part of India, the ruins wan and Kishenagur ; on the south
of mosques and Mahornedan burying- i t has the sea ; on the east Jessore
grounds prove that there were For- and the Sunderbunds; and on the
merly a great many inhabitants of west Midnapoor. The whole of this
that religion, but they are now so territory consists of low, flat land,
reduced in number that in twenty very fertile, but much covered with
towns and villa es there ie scarely jungle on the sen-coast, where i t is
one t o be founs; and where there remarkably unhealthy. Like the other
we a few, they are found subsisting southern jurisdictions, it has an exon alms, in a miserable state of pride, cellent inland navigation, being inpoverty, and contempt. In 1673 this tersected in every direction by rivers
place was nttacked by the Maharatta and their branches, which were forchief Sevajee, a t which time the merly rendered almost impassable by
English factory here was plundered, the number of dacoits and river piand sustained a loss of 8,000 pago- rates. On the banks of the rivers
das; In 1685 it was taken by Sultan near the sea, salt of an excelTent
quality is manufactured on governMauz~~m
Aurungzebe's
,
son.
In 1804 Hoobly was in possession ment account, which, in the opinion
of the Furkiah Maharatta family, a t of the natives, possesses peculiar
which time. when Gencral Wellesley sanctity, as being extracted from the
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.mud of the most aacred branch of the total number of inhabitants wan
the Ganges. The population and
cultivation of this district are certninly improving, and some substantial reli 'ous buildings have been constructe? on the banks of the river;
but notwithstanding its proximity to
Calcutta, which presents a constant
market for its surplus produce, it is
surprising how large a proportion of
its surface still remains in a state of
nature, the asylum of tigers, alligators, and a great variety of insects,
vermin, and re tiles, creeping and
crawling, rinse$ and unwinged.
In the IIooghly district, within the
jurisdiction of the magistrate, there
are no seminaries for education of
any repute. ln 1801 there were
thirty students instructed in the Persian and Arabic at Seelapoor, at an
institution maintailled by the produce of lands under a grant confirmed by Governor Hastingas The principles of Hindoo law were there
taught by Pundits in about 150 pri"ate schools, each mustering from
fire to twenty scholars. The students
here, unlike similar establishments
in Europe, are maintained by such
preceptors as can afford it, and the
rest by contributions from the more
wealthy inhabitants. Almost every
village has its resident instructor, by
whom reading, writing, and accounts
a r e taught; and the inhabitants of
this tract generally, in consequence
of their contiguity to the presidency
are better acquainted with the existing laws of the country than the individuals of most other districts.
T h e number of suttees (burnings of
widows) within the limits of the
Hooghly district has always been
remarkably great ; in 1823 they
amounted to eighty-one. According
t o the Brahminical tenets, a widow
who burns herself, secures for herself and husband enjoyments in Paradise for as many years as there are
hairs on the human body, that is t o
say, thirty-five millions. This text
is attributed t o Angiras, and forms
part of the declaration, or sancape,
pronounced by a widow a t the time
. of her ascending the pile. I11 1801

estimated at one million, in the proportion of three IIindoos to one
Mahomedan. I n 1813 the crime of
gang robbery, attended with torture,
had experienced some diminntion ;
still the number of robberies coming
under that denomination, but nqt
attended with aggravating circumstances, was greater than in any district within the Calcutta division of
circuit.--(J. Shake#peare, Brook, W.
B. Bayhy, g c . )
HOOGHLY.-An ancient town in
the province of Bengal, the capital
of the preceding district, situated on
the
side of the Hooghly, twenty-six miles al~oveCalcutta ; lat. 22'
54' N.* lon- 88' 28' E- During the
government this was a town
of importance, being the bonder o r
Port
the
arm of the Ganges, where the duties on merchsndize were coliected. The French,
Dutch. Portuguese, and Danes had
each a factory here, and subsequent?v
were each permitted t o Possess a
mwn, all com~rehellded within the
extent of ten miles along the river.
HOOghly is now com~ardtively of
little note, but is still large, prosPerouS,andwell inhabited. By Abul
Fazd, in 1582, i t is described as follorn's : " there are two emporiums,
a mile distant from each other, one
called Satgong, the other Hooghly
with its dependencies, both of which
are in the possessioi~of Europeans"
I t is remarkable that the name of
Hooghly is not mentioned in Fatia
de Souza's History of Bengalfihe~e
it is called Golin.
The Dutch in 1685, and the English in 1640, were permitted to build
factories a t this place: but their trade
was greatly restricted, and subject to
continual exactions. I n 1632 the first
serious quarrel that occurretl between
the Moguls and Europeans happened
a t Hooghly, which then belonged to
the Portuguese.
The Moguls invested i t with a strong army, and the
siege continued three monthe and a
half, during which ;time the ,Port"guese m8de many offers o f sub&-
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is formed by the junction of the COSsimbazar and Jellinghy, the two westernmost bmnches of the Gangeb,
after which it flows past Calcutta,
and is the on1 branch of the Ganges
vessels, althou h
navigated by
the entrance is dangerous, and t e
channel up to the town intricate and
Buctuating. When pined by the
Roopnarrain, a very expanded sheet
of water is formed; but it has many
shoals, and as it directly faces the
a proech from the sea, while the
dooghb turns to the right, it m a sions the loss of many vessels, which
are swe t up the Roopnarrain by the
force o t t h e tide. The eddy caused
by this bend of the Hooghly has formed a most dangerous sand, named
the James and Mary, around which
the channel is never the same for a
week together, requiring frequent
surveys.
The bore, or sudden influx of the
tide, commencea at Hooghly point,
where the river first contracts its
width, andis perceptible above Hooghly town. So quick is its motion, that
it hardly employs four hours in travelling from the one to the other, although the distance is nearly seventy
miles. I t does not run on the Calcutta side, but along the opposite
bank, from whence it crosses at Chitoor, about four miles above Fort
k'illiam, and proceeds with great
violence past Barnagore, Duckinsore,
&c. On its approach boats must immediately quit the shore, and seek
for safety in deep water in the middle
of the river, which is little affected.
At Calcutta it sometimes has an instantaneous rise of five feet.
Only that portion of the Ganges
that lies in the most direct line from
Gangoutri in the Himalaya to Sagor
Island is considered holy by the
Brahminical Hindoos, and named the
Ganga, or Bhagirathi; the Hooghly
river, therefore, of European geographers, is revered by them as the
true Ganges.--(RenneU, Lord Y a h
HOOGHLY
RIVER.-A river in Ben- tiu, Colonel Cokbrooke, qc.)
gal, which communicates its name to
HOOKEBY-A town in the prothe preceding town and district. I t vince of Bejapoor, fifty-five miles

don, and agreed to pa a tribute;
but all were rejected by t i e besiegers,
who having sprung a mine, carried
the lace by assault. The slaughter
of e!t
Portuguese was very great;
many, in attempting to escape to their
boats, were drowned ; a few reached
their ships in safety, but these also
were immediately attacked. The captain of the largest ship, on board of
which were embarked 2,000 men,
women, and children, with all their
wealth, rather than yield t o the Mabomedans, blew up his ship, and
many others imitated this example.
Out of sixty-four large ships, fitlyseven grabs, and 200 sloops, which
were anchored opposite to the town,
only one g b and two sloop8
away ; an them owed their st&
t o the bridge of boats, constructed
by the Mo uls below IIooghly, at
Seerpoor, taring been broken by
catching the flames from the con&gration of the fleet.
In 1686 the English were involved
in hostilities
the imprudence of
three of their so diers, who, quarrelling
in the bazar with some of the nabob's
peons. were wounded. The garrison
of the English factory were called out,
and an anion ensued, in which the
nabob's troops were defeated,sixty of
them being killed, and a considerable
number of them wounded, and a
battery of eleven guns spiked and
destroyed. At the same time the
town of Hooghly was cannonaded
by the fleet under Captain Nicholson,
and five hundred houses burned.
This was the first action fought in
Bengal by the English: but the result was a disgraceful peace, the Mogovernment then subsisting in
ull vigour. An arrangement was
afterwards made with the fou'dar, or
military superintendent of t i e district; but the agent and council, considering that Hooghly waa an open
town, retired on the 20th December
of that year to Chuttanuttee, or Galrutta.--( Bruce, Stewart, RenneU, +c.)
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HOONGOOND.

8.8.W. fiom Merritch ; lat. 16" 13' thickly settled, that every evenin

N,, Ion. 74O 47) B. This is now a
poor town, but still e x h i b i vestiges
of a once flourinhing condition, when
i t was. subiect to r Mahomedar~sovereign. ?he last of the Mogul
chiefs was
Kharud*
was
dethroned
Raja
of Parnella,
and by
diedthein then
k=.
lfi43.
An

when the Maharatta m y encamp$
they could count ten Pillages in
flames, the work of the previous day.
-(Moor. - 4c.)
- .
&,)lN.LBIR-~
town in the prcF
vince of Beeder, twenty-three mileg
west from the city of Beeder; lat.
unsuccessful attemnt was made to 1 7 46) N., Ion. 77' 14'E.
reinsate a Sur~ivinison, since which
HooNnEa.-A
town in the
the Mahomedans have continued t o rvjn
ofc
Malwa,
e Pergunnah Of
decline, and live now in F e u poverty.
undessor, situated on the banks of
--(Moor, &c-)
the Toomber river.
HOOLIOORD~OOG.
A small hillHoowoooND.-A prgunnah in the
fort in the Mysore territories, thirty- province of Bejapoor, situated on
five mila N.E. from Seringpatam. the south bank of the Krishna river,
This fortmas covers a little isolated which for about twelve miles from
conical flmite rock of a rev Sine- the Kapen Sungum (orjunction) forms
lar appearance, exceedingly recipi- its northern boundary. The Moodgul
tous, and of difficultascent, t e path territory, belonging to the Ni-,
near the top being carried through bounds it on the east for about eighthe body of the rock from whence teen miles, and on the south are sethe aid of a ladder is requisite to veral independent dessyeships. The
reach the enclosed smooth cap on the area of the whole pergunnah ma be
summit. Small u are the dimensions L.timat4 at 670 sqwrr ndleg, Gull
of this droog, it exhibits four or five thregfourhs of &is space, including
its
rnrthern, and
distinct tiers of fortifications. The
c~n~mandant'shouse and a small parts, are level, or nearly so. There
temple are comprehended within the is little wood, except the overgrown
walls at the foot of the rock. The bush-jungle of the vaste arable land,
pettah is of very small extent, and none of the hills yielding any useful
contains only a few straggling habita- timber ; indeed, many of them are
tioos.--(Fullarton, 4c.)
quite bare. A black alluvial soil,
H~~~~ oNoaE.-~
town in the appwntly of considerable fertility,
miles occupies the whole of the northern
M~~~~~&jays ter,.jtoriea,
N.W. fronl seringapatam ; lRt. 140 and eastern, and much of the central
N., ion. 750 481 E. ~h~ fort here is portions, every where of an adequate
of a square form, with towers at the
angles, and two on each face, but it
Hoongoood is comprehended io
ia uot a strong place. The pettah is the ancient Carnatic, and Canareee
extensive, and tolerably well built, is the universal language. I t contains
and enclosed by a bad wall and ditch. 105 inhabited laces, reported to
, During the rains the western wall of p o w 6,719
and 31,W9
the fort is washed by the Budra river. persons, or forty-nine to the square
In 1792 Hooly Onore was taken by mile. The fullest population is found
a detachment under Captain Little, in the agriculbral towns of Hoonand completely sacked and destroyed goond, Kandgal, and Keloor, which
by the Maharattas, who got all the altogether contain about 5,467 v r plnnder, although they had none of sons. Tbe largest manufacturing
the tightin
Prior to the Maharatta town, named Ikul, contains only
invasion t t e adjacent country was 2,579, and Amnrghur 1,809 persona.
remarkably well peo led and culti. The two most intelligent tribes cue
n t e d . An oEcer o f t h a t rapacious the Lingawunt, or lay J u n y m , and
nation, describing it, &&it was so the Dhungur, and amount to about
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half of the whole: the remainder who were left behind were codvertd
consists of a g e a t variety of Hindoo t o what was then called Christianity.
tribes, and a few Mahomedans. The -4F.Bachanan, 4c.)
system of katkaee, or indiscriminate
H O W E U A G Hfthepergunndr
A~T
of).
pillage, broke out here prior to 1790,
and subsisted up to the very day of --See BIJNEE.
.the British conquest in 1818-the
HIJDEAH.-A town in the Delhi
famine of that year also loosened province, fifty nliles S.W. from Lud.the bonds of soclety, set every man deeannn, respecting the condition of
against his neighbour, and consum- which quarter, scarcely any thing is
mated its ruin. The instantaneous known. Lat. 30' 11' N., Ion. 7.5' 36'
transition from this state of anarchv E
.
-.
to one of entire subordination anh
Buusoo RIVER.-A wide and retranquilli'ty on the establishment of
the British government, appeared al- markable river of the Deccan, which
most miraculous; and w early as is supposed to have its source in the
18% there was nothing to ind~cate elevated table-land of Mynpat, in the
that they had not been a civilized, province of Gundwana, not far from
orderly, and moral people for a cen- the spot from whence issue the MaS. Thac- hanuddy and Sone rivers.
turv nrecedine.-(Marahall.
- .
town in the
HUEfor Hu.fo).-A
ke&, &c.)
" H ~ o s H s A R P o o n . - ~ small town in empire 'of Cochin China, of which,
~ forty-five
h
in
~ 1820,~ it was
~ the ,capital, having
the province of ~
'enidence for
miles north from Luddeeanna; lat. been the
twenty years; lat. 16' 19' N., Ion.
31' 35'N., Ion. 75' 52'E.
107' 1YE. I t stands about ten miles
HO~EEPOOE.-A
town in the pro- up a barred river, but broad river of
vince of Bahar, district of Sarun, the same name, accessible to large
eighty-two miles N.W. from Patna; vessels at high water dnly, and surlat. 26" R5' N., Ion. 84O 17' E.
rounded bv a double ditch. said to
be five milis in circumfere&e. I t is
HOsso DuRca'-A
town in fortified after the European manner,
the Malabar province, forty-one miles by walls built of brick, united hy a
S. by E. from Mangalore; lat.
' %1 lo'
in which bite sugar is said
N., Ion. 75' 10' E. This place is
to be a principal ingredient. The
hsbited by a few Puttah Brahmlns fory.ess is of a square form, and
who serve a temples and whose an- armed with many cannon of different
cestOrs sere put
by the Ikery calibres from thc kinr9s arsenal, which
Raja, who built the fort.
is usually said to contain 2,000 pieces.
HOSSOBETTA.-Asmall town on A strong fleet of gallies- is usually
the sea-coast of the Canara province, stationed here, and others are anfourteen lniles S. by E. from Mnnga- nually constl-ucted in the buildinglore ;lat. le0 42' N., Ion. 75' E. Near yards, some after the Euro ean plan,
models.
. t o this is a Inrge straggling town and others a mixture of
named Manjeswara, containing many The population in 1822 was estimated
good houses, chiefly inhabited by at about 30,000.--(Lieut. White,CrawMoplays, Buntars, and Biluars. The furd'a Mission, $c.)
principal inhabitants of Hossobetta
HUGHLY
(district, town, and rioer).andofmany other townsare Concanies, See HOOGHLY.
or people descended from natives of
A
HULLYHALL
(or HuUial).
the Concall. It is reported they fled
hither to escape a persecution at town in the, province of Canara,
Govay (Goa), their native country, twenty miles S.W. from Darwar, lat.
an order to convert them having ar- 15' 21' N., Ion. 74'50' E. In 1801,
rived from Portugal. The rich irn- the Madras government, at the remediately removed, and the poor commendation of Colonel Arthur
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Wellealey, made this the headquar- rans it is written Haridwar, which
ters for the troops in the Soonda marks a diierent etymology, from
district, and authorized such repairs Hari (Vishnu), not from Hsra (Siva,
to be made on the works at Hully- or Mahadeva).
This place is situated at the base
hall as appeared necessary to plnce it
in a state of security.--(The Duke of of a steep mountain, on the northern
verge of a small cultivated slip of
Wellington, 4c.)
H ~ ~ ~ ~town
~ in
. -theA~
~ land reclaimed
j
~ from~ the teat forest,
touches tre
peninsula, the modern capital of the which
Jhala Rajpoots, thirty-three milee extremity of the town. Neat pagoE.by S. from ~ ~ l llat.i ~220, 51' N., das and spacious edifices of stone
(reared by pious individuals for the .
lon. 71' 16' E.
accomnlodation of pilgrims), with
HDYP l S L ~ - A n
in the their flights of steps leading to the
S h t e r n seas,
in cir- river, some adorned with turrets of
eumference, situated at the entrance pavilions, otllers covered over with
of the great bay on the north
fantastic Hindoo paintink, all in
of
Or New Guinea ; lat. a0 30' some way new decked and decorated,
N., Ion. 135' 30' E.
evince the existence of a flourishing
HUMPAPURA.-Anopen village in hierarchy; while the sacred Gangee
the Mysore Raja's territories, situated (here a beautiful and limpid stream),
on the banks of the Kapini river, rolling down in rapids through a vale,
which in the reiny season is sixty bounded on three sides by lofty
yards wide, and at all seasons con- mountains, combine to produce a
tains running water ; lat. 1 Y 10' N., noble landscape. The holy bathing
lon. 7 6 O 33' E., twenty-three miles spot is at the base of the Hirkee
soutlr from Seringnpatam.
Paree, where the mountain projects
H~~~~~ ( H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ) town
. - A in towards the river, and there is room
the province of Candeish, pergunnah for
four persons
pess abremt~
of ~
h which in~ 1820 b e ~ which confined
~
silace,
~ for the passage
~
~
longed to Dowlet R~~ sindia.
of an immense crowd, occasioned the
stands about thirteen miles S.S.W.
trqedy
1819. On that
from ~ i ~ dand
i ~from
,
hence there occa~ion,in conseqcence of a despeare roads leading to Bhopaul Hus- rate IWsh made I)Y the infatuated
singabad, Nagpoor, ~harwah: and pilgrims
gain'precedency in bathlng, 430 persons were squeezed to
Hindia -(Mukdm, &.)
death, among whom were several
.
H I J ~ ~ A N H ~ L Lfortified
Y.-~
British sepoys, plnced as y a r d s to
in the Mysore Raja's territories, dis- prevent this very cataetrophe, bllt
S- Eo who were borne away by the multitant about forty-one
from the city
Mysore.
tude, and l o ~their
t
lives while endea.
not of great extent this is a ~ o ~ u l ~vouring
us
to execute their duty. ~h~
and cheerful place, and contains a river in front of ~
~ abounds
r
d
fine temple dedicated to Siva.-(FA
with tame fish, which swim in
larton, &c.)
shoals to the ghauts to be fed. op
H u n n w ~ a(Haridruar, Ule gale qf posite to the town in the sacred
Hari, or Virhnu).-A town and ce- well of Chandni Devi, where there is
lebrated place of Hindoo pilgrimage an officiating priestess ; but the triin the province of Delhi, district of so01 or trident of Mahadeva, which
Saharunpoor, 110 miles N.E. from formerly crowned the summit, wall
the city of Delhi, lat. 29' 56' N., lon. overthrown by a storm some years
78' ]WE., and 1,024 feet above the ago and has not been re laced.
level of the sea. Hurdrar, or Ha- The Brahminical town of ~ u n [ ~ lon
,
ridwar, is also named Ganga dwara, the river about two miles below, may
(dwara menning a door, gate, or pas- be considered an appendage, if not a
sage). In the Scanda and other Po- rival to Hurdwar.
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B e d d a digious motives, great gal are worahippers of Vishnu, and.
numbers resort hither for commer- married. The term is a corruption
ciel p u p - Delhi, Lucknow, and of Goswami, lord of the buU, and
other important towns being supplied aught, consequently,to have reference
from hence with the oroductions of to Siva. The Bairaemes nre relieious
the northern and wesiern countries. mendicants, who, 88 their name imThe merchants usually travel in large plies, are supposed to be exempted
caravans, and the cattle brougbt for &om human passions. They ore dissaleareusedalm forthe conveyrnceof ciples of Vibhnu,and are distinguished
the mwchandize. At the two annual by two stripes of yellow ochre, or
fairs it is supposed that from 200,000 sandal, on the forehead, and a string
to 308,000 persons are collected ; of tulaai k d s round the neck. The
once in twelve years, when particular Udassies are followers of Nanok
ceremonies are performed,thenumber Shah, the founder of the Seik sect,
bas been computed at a million, and and are known by r conical cap with
in April 1819, but probably ex%- a fringe.
gerated, .at two milbns. The most
The Jogies are votaries of Siva,
cons~icuouspermnsarethcfaLeers,4r and have a longitudinal slit in the
religious mendicants, of whom there cartilage of he enr. Anothei. cusare several sectti ; but the principal tom prevails among the Gossains and
are the Goseains or Sanynaeies, the Jogies which is uncommon among
piraggie?, the Jogies, and theUdss- other Hindoos, that of burying their
mes, whlch four classea are again dead. All these sects engage in hussubdivided, and branched out to a bandry and commerce, but 'the progreat variety. The most numerous fession of arms ia peculiar to the
are the Gossains, who during the Gossains or Sanyassies. Some of
Maharatta sway were sufficiently them nerer shave, but allow the hair
powerful to usurp a tem rary su- of their head to grow to en extraorperiority, and not only coKcted du- dinary length, binding it round their
ties on their awn account, but regu- forehead in small tresses like a turlated the police of the fair.
ban.
The next powerful clms are the
At the foot of the pass into the
B a i r y e s ; but, from the year 1760 mountains above Hurdvar, there was
~intilt e Company obtained posses- formerly a post belonging to the
sion of the Doab tHis tribe was de- Gorkhns, to which slaves were
barred from the pi1 image; and, brought down from the hills and exalthough the sway of t c Gornins be posed for sale. Many hundred poor
oms, they still occupy the best sta- wretches of both sexes, from three
tions at the fair. Many of these pro- to thirty years of age, were formerly
fens a total disregard for worldly con- imported from all parts of the interior
cerns, and appear in a complete state of the hills, and sold at prices from
of nature; but among them rre many ten to 150 rupees. The average
men of considerable property, who price of camels from Lahore was
assume only the semblance of the seventy-five rupees, and common
devotee, being in other respects well horses from 250 to 300 rupees, which
provided with the comforts and con- fair still continues. The merchants
veniences of life. Some of them never mention vim voce the price of
follow the military profession, but their cattle, but having thrown a
the greater part are engaged in agri- cloth over their hands, they conduct
cultural and coinmercial pursuits.
their bargain by touching the joints
The Goseains, the (San~assies, of their different fingers, to prevent
of the west of India,) are the wor- the bystanders from gaining any inshippers of Siva or Mahadeva, and formation.
have taken vows of celihcy, and are
No particular ceremony is used in
d~tinguishedby a wrapper of cloth bathing, which consists merely of
dyed with red ochre. Those of Ben- simple immersion. The depth at thq-
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proper season is only four feet, and vovince of Aurungabad, m e n t y
both sexes plungein indiscriminately. nliles E.N. by E. from Bombay; lat.
Thoae who are rich and rigid1 pious 19' 18' N., Ion. 73' 5G' E.
are introduced by a couple o f BrahH ~ ~ , , , ,D
~ , ~ ~ ~ i~ ~ r~lub
~ e. t ~
who, having dipped the penitent ject to the Khan of Baloochistan,
in the holy stream, reconduct him to situated between the twenty-ninth
the shore. The period of ablution is and
degrees of north latitude
that of the sun's entering Aries,
bounded on the etlst by the I,,.
which, according to Hindoo calcula- dus. q-his tract does not
fifty
tion,
later than nliled in length or breadth, but t h ~
the vernal
Every twelfth soil is extremely fertile, and yields a
Year, when Jupiter is in Aquarius, large revenue ; the population is enat the time of the sun's entering tirely composed of Juts, with the
Aria, the
pilgrims is exception of a few Afghans and other
greatly augmentd- Owing
the accidental settlers. The climate is
precautions taken by the British go- cooler in summer than that of Cutch
vernment, the fairs at Hurdwar have, ~
~ and in ~winter isd equally~
for many Years Past, ended without mild. A considerable traffic is carbloodshed, to the astonishment of
on from hence by means of the
the vast multitude assembled, who Indus, boats ascending to Mooltah
were
accustomed to
and Atto&, or descehding to N deraciate the idea of fighting and ~ntirder bad and T ~ ~h~~ ~ ~ . is
with that
the pilgrimage to Hurd- named Hurrund, and the second
war.
Dagel.-(Pottinget, 4c.)
Travelling distance from Calcutta
HURB'ALHari aLa~a,
lhe
?f
by Moorshedabad 1,080 miles ; b
cOrnmercid
Birboom 957 inilea ; from Delhi 11f v ~ h n u Or
mart
in
the
province
of
B
e
n
d
,
where
miles ; from Lucknow 31 1 miles.(Raper, F&rton, ffard&ke, Cok- the East-India Compnny has long had
an established factory for the purbrooke, kc.)
chasin of silk and cotton goods;
lor
the rtog'r lea^). ,at. 24% 19' N., Ion. 899 17' E. This
-A
thus named in the Ner- commercial residency has for some
budda, thirteen miles below Chiculaut been incorporated
dah. The river here is $300 yards that o&omercolly.
broad, but obstructed by large masses
HURRIANNA.-A l a p division of
of rock, rising about eleven feet above
the ordinary level of the water, leav- the Delhi ~rovince, situated ~rinciand 99th deing three channels between them, pally between the
through which the current rushes grees of north latitude. TO the north
with much violence. According to lt 15 bounded by the Bhatty country,
f~buloustradition, a deer, being hard and the domain^ of numerous Selk
preesed, sprang across from rock to chieftains ; on the south by the Sherock at three bounds, and hence the kawuttg country, the ~e%unnahof
Narnoul, and the msignd territories ;
name originated.-(Makoln~, qc.)
to the east it has the Sei chiefs
H ~ R ' ~ ~ P ~ " ' ( ~ ~ % utown
~ ) . - and
~ the aSignd territories ; and on
in the province of Lahore, belonging the west the Bhatty and Bieanere
to a petty chief named the Raja of countries and the Bandydeeert of ~ j Gular, and in 1810 reckoned to conAlthough situated on the
of the
tain from 1,000 to 1,500 houses; Iat.
it is celebrud
31° 57' N., lon. 75O 55' E., seventy- for it8 verdure (probably by cornpathree miles N-E- from Amritslr. ,.ison), from w.hich the nsmeisde,.ived,
The Raja of Gular was then tributa- Huryqin Hindostany wyioggree,,.
fy to Runjeet Singh of Lahore.
While Acber re' ed this dismct
; H u ~ a ~ ~ c ~ u ~ o ~ was
~ l comprehend;$in
a u ~ ( a C the circar of
dm ghar).-A
hill fortress in the Hissur Ficozeh, and from the mm-
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HUHR
ber of large and populous towns it
then contained, must have been in a
very auperior state of poliee and cultivation to what it exhibited when it
rat came under the British dominaton. It is also occasionally named,
but it does not appear why, the Lesser
Baloochistan.
The country known by the distinctive name of Hurrinnnn includes
the perqunnahs of Hansi, Hissar,
Mohlm, Tosham, Barwallah, Bhehul,
Beeree, Rotuk, Agrohn, and Jemaulpoor, and, excepting the northern
and eastern part of the last-mentioned division, is an extensive plain,
free from jungle, and remarkable for
the depth to be penetrated before
water can be reached, and the further
west the more the difficulty increasea.
The depth of the water from the surface at Rotuk is seventy feet; Mudeena 100 ; Mohim 90; Mundahil
109; Hansi 120; and at Hissar 136
feet. A large proportion of the villages have small shallow lakes, containing water sufficient for the inhabitants and cattle throughout the
year; but the cultivation is entirely
dependent on the monsoon, there
belng at present no artificial means
of irrigation, and the wells too deep
to supply the requisite quantity. Sultan Feroze brought the waters of the
Jumna to Hisaar by a canal, which
while it subsisted fertilized the country, but it has been long choked up
and almost effiiced.
The chief towns of Hurrianna are
Hansi, and Hissar, venerable for their
antiquity; Rotuk and Bhowany ; but
it contains also a number of large
villager, where herds of cattle are
pastured, and in the vicinity of which
lio~is,
are said to be sometimes disoovered. Rotuk is one of the best cultivated and l w t turbulent of the
pergunnahs, and is said to have yielded M. Permn eight lacks of rupees,
although he never established any
regular authority over the country.
The assessment of Hurrianna prior
to the British conquest is said to have
been 7,14,508 rupees. The eastern
quarter is inhabited mostly by Jauts,
.8nd the western by Rungurs, which

is an appellation given to such of the
Jaut tribes as have embraced the
Arabian prophet's religion.
Both
tribes are ferocious and uncivilized,
and before the pressure of British
coercion were in a state of unceasing
hostility, town with town, village
with village.
During the flourishing period of
Mogul history this district was of
great value and importance, and
usually considered as a personal appendage of the heir apparent to the
throne; but after the dissolution of
that empire it had never in fact been
sub'ectetl to any regular government,
and although nominally forming part
of Sindia's former dominions, and
transferred to the British by the
treaty of Surjee Anjengaun, the authority of either had never been substantially established. The solicitude of the supreme government to
dispose of a large portion of its territorial acquisitions west ofthe Jumna,
in a manner consistent with the security of that frontier, afforded an
opportunity of combining with the
accomplishment of that object a remuneration for the higher class of
chieftains, who had distinguished
themselves in the British cause. Ths
Hurrianna was in consequence accepted and abandoned in whole or
in part as jagbire, by the Nabob
Bhumhoo Khan, by Ahmed Khan
Buksh, by the Seik chieftains, Bhaugh
Singh, and Bhye Laul Singh, and by
Abu! Summud Khan, an eminent
warrlor. The difficulties which so
many chiefs fouod insurmountable,
arose from the martial and refractory
spirit of its inhabitants, and from the
predatory habits of its barbarous
neighbours the Bhatties.
Abul Summud Khan having spontaneously relinquished his claims to
this country, was reimbursed for the
expense he had fruitlessly inourred
in attempting its subjugation ; and in
1809 the Bengal government resumed
the district, and proceeded t a introduce the British authority, with the
caution and moderation adapted to
the exigence and semi-barbarous state
of its population;
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province of Hurrianna had
during a series of years been a prey
to sc~ccessiveinvaders, and a scene of
incessant rapine and confusion, and
without the slightest restige of a regular government. Its inhabitants
from necessity had become warlike
and ferocious, unused to control, and
totally unacquainted with the advantages of a just and regular administration- The policy of every Power
which had yet attempted its conquest
had been invariably directed to beat
down by main force, rather than attempt to conciliate their attachment,
treating them always rather as naturd enemies than as sub' cts ; their
dls~osltlons consequent Y became
hostile to every power that attempted
to enforce subordination, expecting
unmixed evil from all. Experience,
however, has repeatedly shewn that
fhis furious and turbulent spirit gra.
dually yields to a mildandconciliatory
conduct, which introduces merely
such restraints as are indispensable
to the general .!?Pod, and is exerted in
confirming and supporting individual
rights. Although the benefits of this
novel species of government are not
at first obvious to them, yet it imperceptibly operates a reform, when
combined with a local power of coercion, capable of reducing to obedifound
en, those whom it may
impracticsble to collciliate or convince.
Upon these principles it was determined to regulate the measures
adopted for the settlement of the
country, and to render the existing
aumils, zemindars, and farmers, instruments for the establishment of
tranquillity ; to consider them as Pargovernment and Vot
ties with
peed to It, and as Interested In
presain rather than exciting disorders. %he Hurrianna has in cons*
quence ever since enjoyed a tranquillit unknown for centuries, althoug{ in 1813 it sufered greatly
by a severe drought, and subsequent
Rcarcity,ap roaching nearly to a famine, whirl caused a considerable
diminution of the revenue. Under
these unfavourrible circumstnnces, a
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provisional settlement was effeeted
for the district, with the exception of
Futtehabad, for three years via.
,

...............
...............

RUP-

1813
2,23,766
1814
3,08$26
3939,360
lE15
(Pdlic MS. Docunlent:, Metcolfcs
qc.)
Lwut.White,
/H~+,~~).-A town
HuPBIPAUL
in the
vince of Bengal, district of
situated n w the new &+
road, twenty-three miles west
from Calcutta, and the seat of a cornmercial residency. With the
tiguous villages of Doorhutta and
Parbutpoor it contains a considerable
population, but it is more properly a
conge"e of Strsggling halnlets thao
t o r n , - ( ~ u ~ r t o n4c.)
,
H U B B I P O O ~ - - fortified
A
Post in
Northern Hindostan, principality of
Sirmore, ten miles N-E-from Nahm i
lat. 30' 46' N.s Ion. 77O 30' E H~~~~~~~~ T
~ A ~small ~
temple in Northern Hindostan, fifteen
late 300 1~
miles east of sdnagor;
N., ion. 190 3' E., 9,534 feet above
the level of tile sea.
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HUBBYHUB
fHafi Hara, 7i:hW
and Siml--A town in the Mysore
Ra'3 8 territories, fortj-two miles
N.G. from Chitteldro~~h,
situated on
the east side of the Toombudra ; let.
14O 31' N , Ion. 75' 59' E. From
barometrical observations, the height
of H u ~ ~ Yhas
~ u been
'
estimated a t
1,831 feet above the level of M a d r ~ .
H ~ ~ ~ ~village
~ ~ in. the
- Apmvince of Aurungabad, about two milea
N.N.E. from
city of that name.
Here are the remains of seveml extensive serais and Mahomedan tombs,
and the tract from hence to Aurunahad is
with similar ruins.fFdarl,,,,,
gc.)
HUBSOBA--A town with a good
ghuyy, belondng to Holcar? in the
province
Malwa, three mlles east
of Mow, which in 1820 contained
about 500 houses; lat. 5 9 33'N-s
lo". 750 55'E.
H u n ~ o o ~ n . - A town n! the pro-
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vince ofGujerat, principality of BM&
wara, about thirty miles west of the
town of Banswara; lat. 23'3V N.,
Ion. 74' 3' E. In 1820 it was the
arpitd of s small feudatory named
Dowlet Singh--( Makdm, 4c.)
HUSSEINABDAUL. A beautiful
valley in the north-west corner of the
Lahore province, situated about twenty-four miles east From the Indus ;
1st. 33" W N., l a 72" 25' E. This
valley was slways a favourite restingplace of the Mogul emperors, during
their annual migrations to Cashmere;
but the gardens and buildings have
long gone to ruin. The tomb of s
devout Mahomedan named Hussein
Abdaul, which commpkates the
name, is partly composed of marble,
and stands in a square encloaure.
This person was a famous saint of
Candahar, there known as Bobs Wullee. The surname Abdaul in the
Afghan language signifies mad. . I n
A.D. If309 the hills to the south of
the valley of Hueaein Abdnul formed
the boundary of the Cabul dominiom
in this quarter of Hindostan.-( EL
phinrtone, 9c.)
HU~SEINABAD.-Avillage in the
ovince of Bengal, district of Dacca
Pbdpoor, situatd on the 1-utty
river, twenty miles W.S.W. from the
city ofDacca. Near to this place on
- the west bank of the river there is a
emall Portuguese church, and the vicinity is inhabited by a population of
&.)
native Catholics.-(F&rlon,
HUSSEINGUNGE.--A
town in the
King of Oude's resewed territories,
situated about twenty-one miles west
from Lucknow.
HUGSINGABAD
fprquerly Hoahungabad).-A
considerable town in the
province of Candeish, situated on the
south side of the Nerbudda, 135
miles N.W. from Nagpoor; lat. 22"
'40' N., Ion. 77' 61' E. The bed of
the Nerbudda here is much broken,
and about 900 yards broad, but there
are thirteen fords across within fourteen miles of the town. The beet is
at Goondra, three miles and a half
east to wbich there is agood carriage
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mad. All the fords near Huseiogabad become passable in the be inning
of January ; in October the d&th of
water (which in remarkably sweet,
and abounds with fi.&) in the shallowest parts near the town is between
five and six feet. The vnlley here
through which it runs is hut acantily cultivated, and that only contiguous to the villages, which lie
scattered along the banks at considerable distances from each other.
During part of the month of February
the jungle here appears of the brightest scarlet from the flowers of the
butea fiondora, and at the same season the barsia katiji~lio perfumes the
air with its powerful fragrance. The
flowers of the tree lastmentioned are
collected by the natives, and when
dry have the appearance of berries,
and are as sweet as raisins. A vinous
spirit with a smoky flavour is extracted from them by distillation. In
1827a vein of anthracite, or blind coal,
was discovered here while digging
a well through grauwacke and slate.
Hussingabad has long been noted
as an important position, and was
visited by General GoJdard, when
marching from Bengal to Gujerat by
the route of Bilsah end Bopaul, to
the Nabob of which place it then b e
longed, but wlts subsequently wrested
from him by the Raja of Nagpoor. I t
is now the cspital of a large pergunnah belonging to the British government, and being the key of t h ~ squarter of the Deccan, has been made a
permanent station for a military detachment. In 1820, $though the
houses covered an extensive surface,
they were meanly built, and thinly
populated.-( Public Joumalr, Ma&
cdnt, H e p , &c.)
H U ~ ~ E I N P fHoaainpur).
UB
A
town in the province of Delhi, sixtyfive miles E. from the city of Delhi;
' E.
lat. $3'44' N., Ion. 78' 9
HUSTINAPOOB
for Haatina Nugara.)-The
supposed site of a famous and ancient city, much celebrated in Hindoo my thologicalpoems,
fifty-nine miles N.E. from the city of
Delhi ; lat. 2g0 9' N., loo. 77" 55' E.
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Hastinapurn is about twenty miles
S.W. from Daranayr, on a branch
of the Ganges, formerly the main
HYATNAGUR.-A
town in the King
channel of that river. There-remains of Oude's territories, fifty miles east
only a small place of worship. The from Lucknow ; lat. 26' 49' N., Ion.
extensive site of this ancient citv is 81" 33' E.
entirely covered with large ant h"ills,
which has induced the inhabitants of
HYDERABAD.
the adjacent country to suppose that
A large province of the Deccan
it had been overturned or destroyed
which communicates its name to the
by the Termites.--(JYilford, gc.)
Nizam's dominions collectivel and
NUSWAH.-A town in the province . situated between the sixteentt and
of Alluhabad, thirty miles N.W. from nineteenth degrees of north latitude.
Currah ; iat. 25'53' N., Ion. 80°52'E. In length it nioy be estimated at 280
HUTTA.-A town and pergunnah miles, by 110 the average breadth.
belonging to the British government This territory coulposed a considerain the province of Allahabad, water- ble portion of ancient Telingana,
ed by the Sonatit river, and situated which in the institutes of Acber is
thirty-four miles N. by W. of Nowtoh. called a district of Berar, but was
probably only in part possessed by
HUTTANY.-A large town in the that emperor. Besides the original
province of Bejapoor, thirty-five miles provinces of Hyderabad, Beeder, and
west from the ancient capital ; lat. Nandere, the Nizam, aince his politi16' 43' N., Ion. 75' 15'E. This place cal connection with the Britsh gocarries on an extensive commerce vernment, has received the accession
with Bombay, Surat, and other em- of various extensive and fertile d i s
ponums. The manufactures are silk tricts in Aurungabad, Bejapor, and
and cotton sanees, piece goods, &c., Berar, which have carried his fronbut the staple article is grain. Here tier north to the Tuptee and Wurda
is an excellent durrumsalla, or place rivers, and south td the Toombudra
ofaccommodation for travellers, from and Krishna. The aggregate comthe appearance ot' which, the impor- prehends an area of about 95,000
tance of a town throughout the pro- square miles ; and the following are
vince of Bejapoor may usually be es- the principal territorial subdivisions
timated I t is capable of lodging of the Hyderabad province, as distin600 persons, the horses and camels guished from other portions of the
being picqueted round the building, Nizam's dominions ; but our informawhich is handsomely built of free- tion respecting their internal condistone.
tion and statistics continues very
Huttany was a considerable place defective, and ought to be remedied
1. Pauneul.
9. Golconda
in 1679, when it was taken from SB
vajee (who had previously reduced % ~ i d ~ h e e r . 10. Coilconda
11. Mdkair.
it by the confederates of Bejapoor, 3. Ghunuoor.
w o pmposed to sell the inhabitants 4. ~awuiconda. 12. Maiduck.
13. Kowlas.
for slaver ; but this measure was 6. Nalgonda.
warmly opposed by Sambhajee, Seva- 6. Cummumait. 14. Elpndel.
15. Mullungur.
jee's revolted son, who not being able 7. Werangol.
16. Ramgheer.
to carry his point, became reconciled 8. Bongheer.
to his father. The English factory The surface of Hyderabad is an e l 6
at Carwar, in North Canara, about vated table-lend, hilly but not mounthe middle of the seventeenth century, tainous, with a climate of a more
had considerable dealing8 at Huttany; moderate temperature than its latibut, on account of its turbulence and tude would indicate. At the city of
frequent revolutions, the intercourse Hyderabad, and in the tracts north
of it, the thermometer during three
was discontinued,-( Moor, 4c.)
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months of the year is oRen 40 low
In 1801 the aggregate amount of
as 45O, 40°, and even 35' of Fahren- the existing customR levied on imheit. To protect themselves
portations was about fiReen per cent.,
this degree of cold, the lower
ancl 8s a principal part of the reveuse a coarse woollen blanket, made nue of the state was then derived
in the country ; the higher classeu, from this source, the utmost relucshawls and printed silks. A few of tance on the part of the Nizam was
the courtiers and chief noblemen to be expected to any alteration
clothe themselves in English broad- tending to its reduction. The Britibh
cloth, as a fashion or a luxury, but government, on the other hand,
the mode is not general. The Ni- wished to prevail on his highness to
zam'3 cavalry clothe themselves after abolish the collection of all in~posts
their own taste, but the infantry are -whatever on the ingress and egress
regularly dressed in British red cloth, of commodities, as the most likely
and are equipped with accoutrements mode of ensuring the beneficial admade either at M a d m or Masulipatam. vantages which would result to both
Although there are many rivers pwnrties from an nnrestricted comand streams in this province none of merce. As this, however, could not
them we navigable, being in general be attained, a moderate rate of two
mere channels to drain dff the water and a-half per cent. was proposed as
that falls during the rainy season ; a s~~bsidiarycondition, under the
after which, having littie or no regu- apprehension of the difficulty that
lar supplies from springs, they be- would be experienced in attempting
come dry. The territory is notwith- to annihilate the whole. But the exbtanding naturnlly roductive ; but istence of even this moderate rate is
from the nature of tRe government it liable to many abuses and exactions,
has never attnined any great prospe detrimental to the private advenrity, the cultivators being wretchedly turer, and injurious to the public repoor, and much oppressed by their venue ; for granting that it were conimmediate superiors, the jaghiredars, ceded, a great difficulty would be
who are subject to little restraint experienced in fixing the value of the
from their nominal sovereign. To various articles of merchandize with
the south of Hyderabad city an im- such precision as to preclude litigamense tract of land is depopulated, tion between the traders and the
desolate, and much covered with jun- custom-house officers. A general
gle, among which the traces of rurned permanent duty on the aggregate intowns, villages, and enclosures, indi- voice value, which would be authencatelhe prior existence of a numerous ticated by the signatures of the puband civilized population. When pro- lic officers of each government, apperly cultivated the fields yield abun- pears more eligible than by having
dant crops of wheat of an excellent the value fixed by juries of merquality, which is transported by in- chants: an arrangement no less reland carriers to the sen-coast, from pugnant to the principles and usages
whence salt is brought in return. of Asiatic states (although customary
The districts acquired by the Nizam as to landed property) than producin 1803 arc particularly productive, tive of litigation, fraud, and delay,
At present the principal trade carand under prudent management cap&le of yielding a revenue of .above ried on between the Nizam's domione milllon per annum. Ow~ngto nions and those under the Britiah godefects in the fiscal arrangements vernment, is the supply of cotton sent
the government are almost totally from Berar to the Northern Circars,
deprived of the benefits of foreign and also to the markets at Vellore,
commerce, the average import of Eu- Arnee, and that vicinity. The traders
ropean goods into the Nizam's exten- return loaded with salt and salted
sive dominions prior to 1800 not t%h; some cloths manufactured in
exceeding. £96,000 per apnum.
the northern Circars,and some Arnee
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muslins. In 1808 it was discovered
that a considerable quantity of opium
was exported from the Nizam's territories to the Eastern Isles, and
there sold at a much cheaper rate
than the Company's Bengal drug;
but although this trade interfered
materially with the monopoly of that
narcotic, it did not appear that, under the condition of subsisting treaties, the Nizam could be called on
to prohibit his subjectsfron~engaging
in thc traffic.
A great proportion of the Hyderabad territories is occupied jaghiredars, who are of two descriptions,
oiz. Hindoo jaghiredars and zemindam, such as the raja of Solapoor,
whose ancestors possessed their estates from the first sovereigns of the
Deccan, and over whom the Nizam
exercises a very uncertain and undefined authority ; the other descrip
tion of zemindars consists of the
military officers in the Nizam's service, in number from forty to fifty.
Almost the whole country, with the
exception of the land set apart for
religious purposes, the crown lands,
and small parts held by bld Hindoo
zemindars, is under the management
of some descriptiou of jaghiredar.
Since the introduction of red cloth
among the Nizam's troops, the principal jaghiredars have adopted the
same modaof clothing their infantry,
amounting to about 7,000 men. In
1819 the British subsidiary force
stationed in this part of the Deccan
consisted of one regiment of native
cavalry, one regiment of European,
and two regiments or native infantry
at Hyderabad. At Jalna, two regiments of native cavalry and four
battalions of native infantry, and a
tloop of horse artillery. The officer
commanding this force receives his
instructions from the resident at the
court of the Nizam, and the conaequent reports respecting it are made
t o the supreme government in Bcngal.
I t was originally intended by the British government that the Nizam's
troops should be left to defend his
highness's territories from the incursions of all freebooters, without the

assistance or co-operation of the suhsidiary force, except in the event of
extreme exigence. They were, however, after experience, found wholly
unequal to the task, being ill-paid,
mutinous, and little disposed to exertion. Besides this, being composed
of distinct parties and squads belonging to persons of rank residing at the
court of Hyderabad, and con~manded
by their own officers, no combination
of movement or unity of action
could be expected from them.
In the time of Azim-ul-Omrah, the
dewan's fees were only onesighth of
each rupee ; but Meer Allum, on his
accession to office, raised them to
three-sixteenths. When Mooner-ulMullc was appointed dewan, it was
determined that he should receive a
fixed salary of ten lacks of rupees
per anuum, the excess of the mi.nister's fees beyond that sum to be
accounted for to government. From
a statement given in on this occasion,
it appeared that the minister's fees,
or commiesion for seven years previous, averaged about seventeen lacks
per annum. The peshcar's (a head
financial officer) fees were estimated
at 9,86,000 rupees per annum. I t is
difficult to ascertain the real produce
of the jaghires held by the Nizam's.
officers, but the sum total, upon tolerable grounds, has been computed
t o average eighty-five lacks per annum. The offerings transmitted from
all parts of the country, and presented on the Nizam's birth-day, are
included in the public accounts ; but
those presented on ordinary occasions directly to the Nizam amount
to one lack of rupees .per annum,
and are always retained by his highness in his own custody. The aggregate may be thus computed :
Average receipts per annum
Rs. 1,85,87,214
Blinister'sfees
17,18,343
Pesllcar's do
2,86,000
Amount of jaghircs
85,00,000
Probable amount of presents
1.
1,00,000
Average of the estimat- I
ed gross revenues of
the Nizam's government, per annum

..................
............
...............
......
...................
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HYDER
The Nizam rehives from the Peah- Dowletabad, where he died in tbe
year 1704.
On the destruction of the Mogul
current expenses of his personal entablishment ; but a large proportion empire, after the death of Aurengof this, and probably the whole of zebe, Nizam ul Mulk obtained possesthe presents, are deposited in his pri- sion of the Mahomedan conquests in
vate treasury. Besides these sources the Deccan ahout the year 1717 ; he
of accumulation, there is another died in 1748, aged (it is said) 104
appropriation from the minister's fees years, leaving six sons, Ghazi ud
of about eight lackr, and the value Deeo, Nassir Jung, Salabut dung,
of jewels and other articles annually Bassalet Jung, and Moghul Ali.
Nassir Jung being on the spot a t
purchased by the Nizam averages
about five lacks. They are paid by Boorhanpwr when his father died,
the eshcar, and the amount is en- succeeded, and was assassinated in
t e r d i n his accounts under the head 1750.
Muzuffer Jung, the grandson of Niof commissions. In 1811 the deficit
of the receipts, in comparison with zam ul Mulk, was placed on- the
the disbursements, continued to in- throne, and assassinated in 1751.
crease, and the whole country y a s
Salabut Jung, by the influence of
jn so deplorable a condition, that it the French, was then proclaimed, and
was utterly unable to support any reigned until 1761, when he was imadditional extortion.
prisoned, and in 1763 pnt to death
While Telingana existed as an by his brother, Nizam Ali, who asindependent Hindoo sovereignty, it cended the blood-stained throne.
comprehended most of the tracta 1y- Nearly the whole of his reign
ing between the Krishna and Goda- was R scene of intricate negociatwn
very rivers, the capital of which was or impending hostility with his rsWarangol. At an esrly period it pacious neighbours the Maharatwas invaded and partly conquered by tas; and !bat he was not finally
the Mahomedans, and afterwards devoured, was entirely owing to the
formed part of the Great Bhamenee intimacy of the poLitical connexion
empire of the Deccan. On the dis- he latterly contracted with the British
solution of that state, Telingana be- government. During a temporary se'came again the seat of an indepen- paration of interests in 1795 war
dent government under the name of with the Maharattas actually took
Golconda, the first sovereign being place, when the Nizam advanced to
Cooly Cuttub Shah, who established Beeder to meet owlet Row Smdia,
the Cuttub Shahy dynasty of Gol- who had drawn great part of his then
aonda He began to reign in 1512, strong army from Upper Hindostan.
An action was fought, which was foland was assassinated in 1551.
Jumsheed Cuttub Shah ;died A.D. lowed by the retreat of the Nizam t a
1658.
Knrdlah, where, allowing himself t o
Ibrahim Cuttub Shah; died 1581. be shut up and deprived of suppliea,
Cooly Cuttub Shah ; died 1586.he was compelled to sign a convenThis prince founded the city of Hy- tion, by the terms of which he adderabad, and having no son, was suc- mitted all the Maharatta claims,
ceeded by his brother Mahomed. The agreed to cede to them the fort and
successor to the last-named prince dirtrict of Dowhtabad, to pay three
was Abdallah Cuttub Shah, who be- crores of N em, and to deliver Azim
came tributary to the Mogul emperor 1 Omnh, pis prime miniiter, as a
Shah Jehan ; and in this dependence hostage, into the custody of Nana
his kingdom remained until 1690, Furnavese.
when Golconda was taken by AuThat he was defeated in the above=
rengzebe, and Abou Hossein, the mentioned battle by Sindia's discireigning prince, made primner, and plined legions will not be thought
confined or life in the fortress of surprising, after perusing with attea-.
car 80,000 rupees per month for the
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tion the following ofhcial description,
written in 1815, of aportion of his own
troops. The late Nizam had two battalions of female sepoys of one thousand each, regularly trained to the
nlanunl and platoon exercises, which
mounted guard in the interior of the
palace, and accompanied the la die^ of
the palace when they moved. They
were with the Nizam during the war
with theMsharattasin 1793, and were
present at the battle of Kurdlah,
where at least they did not behave
worse than the rest of the army. One
of these battalions was commanded
by Mama Burrun, and the other by
Mama Chumbehee, two of the principal female attendants of the Nia m ' s family. The present Nizam still
keeps up a reduced establishment of
these women, and Mooner ul Moolk
(the prime minister in 1815) has'also
a party of them. They are dressed
as British scpoys formerly used to be,
carry musquets, and do the French
exercise with tolerable correctness.
.They are called the Zuffer pliltuns,
or victorious battalions, and the females composing them are called
Gardunees, a corruption of our guard.
Their pay is five rupees per month.
In 1798 the British interests at the
court of Hyderabad, which had been
greatly impaired, or rather nearly
subverted, by the increasing influence
of a strong French party, were restored by the vigorous measurcs of
the Marquis Wellesley, immediately
after his assumption of the supreme
government. The force under M.
Raymond consisted of 13,000 men,
and constituted, in fact, the only efficient portion of the Nizam's military
strength; and from the known prindples of that adventurer, and his connexion with France, there was little
doubt that if the chance of war ever
seemed to waver, he would cooperate
with whatever foe opposed theBritish.
The Nizam's minister, Azim ul Omra, had for some time viewed with
considerable alarm a rowing influence, which he was nofonger able to
control, and in consequence was
ready to promote the objects of the
British government. In September
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1798 the Nizam was prevailed on to
nccede to a treaty, accordihg to which
a detachment of six thousand men,
with guns and artillery-men in proportion, were to be entertained by
his highness, and the subsidy raised
from six to twenty-four lacks of
pees per annum. I t was also agreed
that the officers and servants of the
French party should be secured and
delivered up, not as prisoners of war,
but to be restored to their own country, without waiting for exchange
o r cartel. While these negociations
were going on, a force was assembled
in the Northern Circars under Col.
Roberte, who on receiving intimation
from the resident, Capt. Achilles
Kirkpatrick, marched to Hyderabad,
where the French troops were mostlp
stationed. These he adroitly sun.
rounded, and resistance appearing
hopeless, the officers were secured,
the corps dissolved, and the men disbanded without bloodshed, and theit
place in the Nizam's service occupied
by British troops.
I t being found necessary in 1800
t o augment the subsidiary force stationed in the Hyderabad dominions
to 8,000 regular infantry and 1,000
regular cavalry, a new treaty was entered into on the 12th October of
that year, when the Nizam was induced, with the view of insuring
pnnctuality df payment, to cede t o
the British government all the ten+
tories he had acquired by the treaty
of Seringapatam in 1792, and also
under that of Mysore in 1799. Certain of the tracts ceded by this treaty
being inconveniently situated to the
north of the Toombudra, it was determined, for the pur ose of rendering the boundarj nefl defined, that
his highness should retain Copaul and
Gujunderghur, and other distrim
north of the Toombudra, and in lieu
thereof assign Adoni, and whatever
territory he possessed to the south of
that river, or to the south of the
Krishna, below its junction with the
Toombndra ; the estimated value of
the whole being about seventy-two
lacks of rupees per annum. These
arrangements being accomplished, it
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was determined that all British claims
on the Nieam, of every description,
should ceane ; from which date also
all demands on account of the subsidiary force were to terminate, as the
whole was in future to be subsisted
and paid by the British government.
By this treaty it was likewise decided
that all external political relations
should be exclusively managed by the
British government, which undertook
to protect his highness from invasion
from without aud internal insurrection, and to procure a total exemption from all claims for choute on the
part of the Maharattas. His liberation from this harassing demnnd was
t o the Nizam an important favour,
as the choute levied on the districts
within his country by the Peshwa and
his jagheerdara amounted to fortyfive lacks per annum.
In 1803Nizam Ali finished his long
life and reign, and was succeeded on
the Hyderebad throne by his eldest 1egitimate son, Secunder Jah, the present reigning Nizam. He was entire
ly indebted to the British government
for the tranquillity of his accession,
and as a token of his gratitude offered
to relinquish the tribute of seven
lacks, paid on account of the Guntoor circar; but the acceptance of
this douceur was declined by the
Marquis Wellesley, then governorgeneral. Soon after the Asophia (Nizam's) dominions received a very considerable augmentation ; for in 1804
a partition treaty having been concluded with Dowlet Row Sindia and
the Nagpoor Raja, the latter ceded
to the Nizam all the country of which
h e collected the revenue in conj~inction with the Nizam, and fixed the
Nngpoor frontier tqwards the west
a t the Wurda river, from where it
issue6 out of the Injardy hills, to its
unction with the Godavery. The
ills on which Nernallah and Gawelghur stand, with a district contiguous, to the amount of four lacks of
rupees revenue, to remain with the
Nagpoor Raja ; but every other tract
south of the Injardy hills, and west of
the Wurda, to be transferred to the
Nizam. From Sindia he received all
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the territories that chief possessed
prior to 1803, situated to the south
of the A'untee hills, including the
feat and /.rile district of Jalnapoor,
the town of Gandapoor, and all the
other districts between that range of
hills and the Godavery. These were,
in fact, first ceded by Sindia to the
British government :but immediately
afterwards transferred in perpetuity
t o the Nizam. In consequence of
these arrangements the Hyderabad
sovereignty received s great increase
of territory, and obtained for the first
time a coinpact and well-defined
boundary.
Secunder Jah for a short time expressed the utmost gratitude to the
British eovernment. both for the
trnnquilfty of his accession and the
augmentation of his kingdom ; but it
soon appeared that hiscond;ct was
regulated by u o fixed principles, being
directed by a few ignorant and vicious creatures r h o surrounded his
person, and whom he permitted to
control his actions. The most officious of these s e r e Assud Yar Khan
and Jaffer Yar Khan, his highness's
foster-brothers, and two individuals,
named Burkendauze Khan and Rozdar Khan. The two persons first
named were low illiterate creatures;
the other two had been cominon sepoys, and had been noticed by the
Nizam for their skill in shooting,
ever since they had undertaken to
exercise it on the late prime minister,
Azim ul Omra. Although these persons were never permitted to sit
down when the British,resident was
present, they were on other occasions
often indul ed with seats, and honoured witi the familiar conversation of his highness, while noblemen
of rank and character. comnelled to
attend the court, werd kept'at a distance with the appearance of studied
indignity. Like most of the factious
miscreants with which the city of Hyderabad swarmed, his highness's associates evinced a decided hostility
to the British government, and of
course to the prime minister, Meer
Allom, who disdained to take the
uboal methods of obtaining their
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good offices ; whiEe their enmity was
fostered by his rival Raja Mohiput
Ram,in prosecution of whoseschemes
they were accustomed to exercise a
species of vulgar wit on the English,
to alarm the Nizam's mind with exaggerated representations of their
ambition, and to extol the prowess
of Holcar and Sindia. The governorgeneral of India was represented as a
fictitious functionary, acting without
the authority of the English government, and the arraignment of the
Marquis Wellesley in the House of
Commons was adducetl as a proof
of the assertion. As part of their
systein, they were in the habit of
prompting the Nizam to resist every
proposition whatever from theBritish
authorities, and of abusing the minister and his adherents as British
partizans, always concluding with the
most fulsome and extravagant compliments on his highness's sagacity,
penetration, and courage.
This conjuncture of affairs presented externally an appearance of
solidity to the alliance, while in
reality the foundation was utterly d e
cayed, for in the event of war, not
only would the resources and forces
claimable by treaty have been withheld, but the British subsidiary force
would have been virtually placed in
the country of an enemy, and consequently exposed to all the hazards of
such a situation, without the advantage of the occupation of posts, the
establishment of depAts, or security
of communication with the British
territory. No alternative was therefore left, but either to abaqdor~the
alliance altogether, or to make an
effort to replace it on its proper basis
by a direct and decided interference.
The adoption of this measure, however, appeared so fundamental a deviation from the system professed by
the Marquis Cornwallis, during his
second mission to India, and also by
his successor Sir George Barlow,
that the latter thought it necessary
to state some argument in vindication of the measure. On this subject
he observed, that the adoption of
the system of non-interference pre-
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supposed a just conception on the
part of the Nizanl of the true
ciples and lolid advantages o;:r
alliance, and also a sincere disposition to maintain it. It also presupposed a degree of firmness, discernment, and dignity on his part,
which would lead him to reject the
councils of profligate and interested
advisers, who should endeavour to
persuade him that the obli ations of
the alliance were those of degradation, and as such urge him to renounce it. Unsupported by these
just and reasonable presumptions, Sir
George considered the system of noninterference as altogether deprived
of its foundation, and that thechange
on the part of the British government
would be adopted, not from choice,
but from necessity. He viewed the
measure, not as a renunciation of
general political principles, but as
extorted by the general impracticability of applying those principles to
the condition of his highness's government, without the certain loss of
the benefits expected from an adherence to them ; the mere adoption of
a measure of security against a great
and impending danger.
The propriety of interfering with
the Nizam's internal government being in this manner decided, he was in
1807 addressed in such terms by the
British government as would convince him, but without specifically
mentioning them, that it was acquainted with the secret machinations he had been carrying on. He
was also informed tbat the British
government would not tacitly suffer
the benefit of the alliance to. be hazarded, or ultimately subverted, by
the insidious intrigues of designing
persons, who in furtherance of their
own objects would induce him to
believe that his interest and security
were distinct from those of his allies,
and who, according to the suggestiors
of the moment, made every proponal
from that quarter appear an object of
contempt or alarm.
While tbese discussions were going
on, it became necessary for Meer
Allum, the prime minister, to take
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Jah's mind became less gloomy, he
assnsuination being then so common proposed a hunting excursion, in the
a t Hyderabad os to render him ap- course of which, having passed near
prehensive of being carried off by t o the British cantonments, he was
unfair means; and the Buckahy Be- prevailed on to inspect the lines.
gum, the Nizam'a mother, and head He was received with a r o y ~ lsalute,
of the Asophia family, was so moch after which, having looked at the
&red
by her son's disgraceful con- ordnance, he expressed his admiraduct, that she iniplored the resident tion of the appearance and discipline
to interfere and rescue him from the of the troops, and paid many comhands of his profligate associates. pliments to Colonel Montresor, their
Affiirs having reached this crisis, the commander. This casual visit only
Nizam himself became alarmeJ and derives importance, because his highbegan to manifest contrition for his ness had been led hy his private adextravagant and unprincely behaviour visers t o believe that the subsidiary
tawards hia family, made his apologies brigade liad been secretly augmented
tu the Beguma, and requested their with the view of getting possession
advice regarding the course of policy of Hyderabad and Golconda, seizing
he ought t o pursue, and it appears on his person, and placing another
they counselled him t o adhere strictly'
nce on the throne. These appret o hia alliu~cewitb the British. The e n s i o n s were all dissipated, and on
resident then being apprized of the his return home, when the females of
Nizam's repentance, proceeded t o his family made him theofferingsusual
bring forward the following propo- after a safe return from any perilous
enterprize, he refused to receive
sitions, ois.
1. The dismissal of Raja Mohiput them, declaring with indignation that
Ram and Ismael Yar Jung.
he had been deceived with respect t o
2. That some provision should be the designs of the British governmade for Noor ul Omrah.
ment, to which he would in future
3. That the civil and military au- entrust the security of his person
thorities of Berar should be separated, and protection of his throne.
and entrusted to persons in whom
The reconciliation was, however,
the British government could confide. of very short duration ; for on the
4. That the resident should be death of the prime minister, Meer
admitted to an nudience when he re- Allum,in 1808, newdifficultiesarose,
with endless intrigue and discussion,
quired it.
These propositions, after under- caused by the spirit of perverseness
going some slight modification, were and caprice which distinguishes the
ratified by the Nizam. who expressed Nizam's character. The British gohis unalterable attachment to the vernment was a t first disposed to
British nation, and his resolution to support the pfetenaions of. Shums
conform to all the stipulations of the ul Omra, a nobleman of excellent
alliance. I t still, however, c o n t i n ~ ~ e dcharacter ; but the Nizam objected
necessary vigilantly to watch and ri- t o liim that, in the first place, he
gorously to oppose the recurrence was not a Shiah in religion, nor a
of these evils, now, in appearance, Seid by birth ; secondly, that he was
corrected. On the other hand, such allied to Feridoon Jah, his highness's
constant interference as would prove brother; and thirdly, that he was a t
vexstious to the Nizam, or excite the head of the pagah (a sort of
in his mind a sense of dependence, body guard) party, an office that had
was cautiously avoided, the legitimate always been maintained by the soveobjectsof the alliance being perfectly reigns of the Deccan as a countercom atible with the free exercise of poise t o the power of the minister,
his Righness's rights of sovereignty and that the possession of that office
was consequently ineligible to the
within hi own dominions.
Sn process of time, as Secunder mini8terial office, as he would there-

up hia &ode a t the British residency,

by angrogs the whole power of the
state, civfl and military.
To the first objection, Capt. Sydenham, then resident at Hyderabad,
replied, that the selection of a minister sl~ouldbe regulated by political
cossiderations alone, and could have
no relation to the religious tenets of
the different candidates. The second
ob' ction he endeavou~edto repel by
r e g r i n g to the altered circumstance.s
of the state, and the absence of all
danger from his brother's rivalry,
while his highness's throne was sustained by the arms and resources of
the British empire. To the third
objection Capt. Sydeuham observed,
that there was no longer any neces..
sity to secure the obedience of the
officers of government by employing
them as checks on each other, as it
was now in the power of the Nizam
t o keep them all. in due subordihation ; besides which, the British alliance, he remarked, had wholly
altered the relative condition of the
Pagah chieftains. Forme~lythe chief
of the Pagahs was entrusted with the
care of his highness's person, was
foremost in battle, and led his troops
on all service6 of danger or desperation; now the case was eb
for the British detachment, i z L t
formed the Pagah party of the Nizam's army, where tbnt confidence
was placed which had furmerly k e n
reposed in the Pagah corps.
These reasons, however, not sufficing to satisfy the Nizam, Mooneer
ul Mulk, the son of Azim ul Omira,
was, after much discussion, appointed
prime minister; aud his character, as
illustrative of a native court and its
political instruments, deserves notice.
Although the descendant of a prime
minister, he is not destitute of abilities; but personally he is extremely
pusillanimous, a perpetual liar, and
everlasting intriguer, with polite and
lausible manners. He is a true be[ever in the doctriow of astrology,
and maintdns an establishment of
soothsayers in hi house, by whose
predictions not only all his public
business is conducted, but also the
ordinary pursuits of life, down to
VOL.I.

the auspicious moment for eatiag a d
drinking. His q~ieatiow t a thew
sage8 are generally roposed in writing, and u, firm ia !is belief in their
prescience, that he always cautions
them in predicting the event not to
consult his wishes, but t o tell him
the real truth, whatever it may be.
His master, the Nizam, is still mare
irrational, and is known to be occasio?ally afflicted with temporary
Insanity. This infirmity, in 1811,
rexhetl to such an excess, that he
no longer trusted the preparation of
his food to any person, abstaining
from every dish he had not cooked
with his own Imnds. Sitting in sullen
silence in the female apartments,
where none hut his menial servants
were admitted, he ceased to appear
in public, and wholly neglected the
affairs of government. Even in better times, when his intellects are
more composed, he contiuues to
evince a strong and restless feeliag
of distrust towards the British nation,
which, however absurd the notion
may appear, he considers hostile to
his interests, and desirous of aggrandizing their empire at his expense;
and so powerful is the influence ot'
tbis delusion over his mind, that he
twists and exaggerates the most trivial
circ~unstanceto suit the bias of his
temper. His reatest misfortune,
and the cause of moat of the errors
of his life, is the awkward uneasiness
he feels in the society of the only
persons who are suitable companions
for him, or whose presence is likely
in the slightest degree to recall him
to a sense of hia own dignity, and
of the duty he owes his subjects.
In 1415 the N i m ' s sons residing
at Hydera&d collected around them
all the dissolute vagabonds and Patan
bravoes, with which the city swarm+
and committed the most flagitious
excesses. The most p r o K i of
these princes were the two youngest,
Shums ud Dowlah and Muhariz ud
Dowlah, who were supported by the
Nizatn's wife and mother. In the
Au st of that year they proceeded
to
extremity of seizing an attendant on the Britirh smbarsy for &he
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purpose of extorting money, and
were in consequence apprehended
and removed to Golconda, but not
without considerable bloodshed, and
the death of a British officer belonging to the escort. When at last despatched to the fortress, the two ladies
resolved to accompany them,in hopes
of influencing the Nizam to relent;
but on this occasion he evinced unexpected firmness, declaring that he
believed the Begums wished to get
rid of himself instead of the English.
T h e principal subordinate instigators
of the tumult were subsequently
seized and executed.
In A.D. 1818, after an interval of
four years, during which he had never
passed the gate of his palace, the
Nizam, accompanied by some ladies
of his family, and attended by Mooneer ud Mulk, Raja Chundoo Laul,
and other ministers, went t o a garden
a little way t o the southward of the
city, and in the opposite direction to
the residency. The troops assembled
t o escort him on this occasion were
estimated at about 8,000, but probably did not exceed two-thirds of
that number. While on this excursion he hunted sometimes, but in
general he secluded himself with his
usual privacy, and in three weeks
returned to his palace in the city.
The effort of making the excursion,
and the time selected, were so much
a t variance with his accustomed habits, that they excited no small surprise, and many extraordinary motives
were assigned to account for such a
display of unseasonable activity. But
although the Nizam'e aversion to the
control of the British was sufficiently
notorious, and his wishes for the success of the Peshwa Bajerow equally
so, yet if on this occasion he had
been stimulated bv his servants to the
adoption of acti;e measures, ttte
certainlv had greatly overrated b o d
his boldness a i d pe;severance.
Notwithstanding this contumacy,
on the conclusion of the Pindary war
in that year, rind on the expulsion of
the Peshwa, the British government,
which had succeeded to all his rights,
a o t only gave up to the Nizam the
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attears of choute due by him, but
abrogated all claims whatever that
the Poona state had upon that of
Hyderabad. Some exchange of ter- ,
ritory, alike' convenient to both parties, were made, and the whole of
these arrangements were reduced into
the form of a treaty on the 12th of
December 1822. Soon afterwards
the supreme government, whose Bengal treasury was overflowing, r e
deemed the peshcush of 6,30,630 rupees paid annually to the Nizam on
account of the Guntoor Circar, for a
capital sum of one million two hundred pounds sterling. A t present
(1827) the powers ofthe state are prin- ,,
cipally centred in Raja Chundoo Laul
(a seik of Nanok Shah's persuasion),
while the apathy of his master seems
to increase with his years. But although the efficiency given to the
military establishment, by the intro- '
duction of the British, has no doubt
contributed to the maintenance of
public tranquillity, yet i t may still be
asserted that the Hyderabad territories are as ill governed as any part of
India.--( Public MS. Docunzerrts, Sydenhanz, H. Russell, A. Kirkpatrick,
Ferishta, Orme, Malcolm, Blacker,
Heyne, 4c.)
H Y ~ E R A B A ~ . -capital
T ~ ~ of the
preceding province and of the Nizam's dominions, situated in lat. 1 7 O
15' N., Ion. 7 8 O 35' E. Hyderabad or
Baugnuggur stands on the south side
of the Musah river, which runs very.
rapidly in the rains, but in the dry
season has scarcely two feet of water.
I t is surrounded by a stone wall,
which is no defence against artillery,
but which formerly served as a protection against the incursions of, p r e
datory cavalry. Within the wall the
city is about four miles in length, by
three in breadth. The streets are
narrow, crooked, and I~adlypaved.
The houses are mostly of one stor
built of wood and other combustibye)
materials. Over the river Musah
there is a large arched bridge, sufficiently broad to allow two carriages
to pass. The most remarkable buildings are the palace and mosques, of
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which l e t there are a considerable
number, this city having long been
the principal Mahomedan station in
the Deccan. About six miles to the
west is the celebrated fortress of
Golconda, occupying the summit of
a conical hill, and by the natives
deemed impregnable. Secunderabad,
where the subsidiary brigade is cantoned, stands about three milks north
of the city, and is now a large and
populous military village. The surrounding country has a barren rugged
aspect, and the ranges of hills have
a remarkably jumbled irregular a p
pearance. Vegetables and grapes
grow in this vicinity to considerable
perfection, which is more owing to
the temperature of the climate than
the goodness of the soil.
Hvderabad beine
a one
- - of the few
remiiningMigui governments, more
of the old forms and ceremonies are
retained at the Nizam's court than
at any other of Hindostan. Some of
the higher and wealthier Mahomedans use a few articles of European
manufacture in their dress, and in the
furniture of their houses, but this
has principally occurred anlong the
ministers of the Nizam. These articles consist of glass ware, lustres,
china, chintz covering for sofas,
and some articles of plate after the
European fashion. The nobles at
Hyderabad have either been bred up
as soldiers or courtiers, and expend
their incomes in keeping up as large
a retinue of servants and dependants
as their wealth will allow, or they
consume their property in the profligacy and corruption of the court
where they reside. Within the city
the Nizam possesses large magazines,
in which are deposited the presents
received at various times from the
different native and European powers. Tbe rooms are filled from the
floor to near the ceiling with bales of
woollens, cases of glass, glass-ware,
china-ware, clocks, watches, and
otherEuropean manufactures. These
articles have been received as preaents by the reigning Nizam, his father, and grandfather, solnc so far
back as the time of Duplcix and
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Bussy. They have ever since con'
tinued locked up in the magazines,
where they are likely to remain.
This city, formerly named Baugnuggur, was founded about the year
1585, by Mahomed Cooly Cuttub
Shah. I t was taken and plundered
by the Mogul armies of VAurengzebe,
A.D. 1687, the principal inhabitants
having previously retired to the
neighbouring' fortress of Golconda.
The late Nizam Ali transferred the
royal residence from Aurungabad,
which had hitherto been the capital,
to this place; the former, owing to
the fluctuation of his limits, being
latterly placed in a corner of his dominions, and too near the Maharatta
frontier. I t has never since experienced any molestation from without. and havine been the residence of
the-court, has vprogressively increased
in wealth and population. Of the
latter no very afcirate estimate has
ever been made, but from a combination of circumstances there is reason
to suppose it approaches or exceeds
200,080punons,including thesuburbs.
Travelling distance from Calcutta
by the northern Circars 902 miles;
by Nagpoor 1,043; from Madras
352 ; from Bombay 480 ; from Delhi
923 ;from Nagpoor 321 ;from Poona
387; and from Seringapatam 406
(Sydenham, H. RwseU,
miles.
Heyne, Upton, Rennell, 4c.)
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H Y D E R A B A D . - Tcapital
~~
of the
modern principalitj of Sinde ; lat.
85O 22' N., lon. 68 41' E. The for.
tress stands on a rocky hill, the base
of which, distant about 1,000 paces,
is washed by a branch of the Indus
named the Fulalee. The nearest
point of the main channel of the Indus bears from the fort W. by s.
three miles. I t is of an irregular
pentagonal figure, built to suit the
shape of the mass of rock on which
it stands, defended by round towers,
and a high brick wall perforated with
loop-holes. In many places the sides
of the hill are so steep, that the ascent to the fortress would be difficult,
even were it breached at the foundation. The weakest part of the fort
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is towards the mubeast, op osite to
a break in the rock from e!t Fulalee. The northern side of the fort
has a d q ditch cut in the rock, but
not above twelve feet broad. The
walls have l a g h o l e s for matchlocks,
but the lvtillerj is placed so high as
to be uselew qpbit an enemy very
nenr the f o r t Its natural situation
io strong, and the whole is capable
of resisting every native attack, but
would present a feeble opposition to
European amailants. On all these
walls there were, in 1809, about scventy pieces of artillery mounted,
but except eight or ten they ware all
in a very bad condition.
There are several handsome
mosques within the fort, but no buildings worthy of notice in its vicinity,
except Gholaum Shah's (the founder
of the principality) tomb, on a hill
to the south at\ the fort. The shops
in the bazar are kept well supplied,
and are mostly tenanted by H i n b
Banyans. Although no encouragement is iven to industry by the
Ameers, t i e artizans are numerand,skilful, especially the armourers,
who are noted for the excellence of
their workmanship, and the artificers
who embroider in leather.

The soil in this vicinity is' of 4
light sandy nature and colour, jet
very fruitful when properly cultivated
and watered. Two mil and a hdf
m the south of ~ ~ d e r a bis&a tab16
hn4 extending about twa miles, and
twelve miles to the southward is a
range of rocky hills, part of which
approaches the Fuldee, and is called
the Gunga h i l k Three miles west by
south is avill e on the eastern bank
of the lalus,~qmmubicb boats am
constantly crossing with passengers
to Cotrie, on the opposite side, which
is on the route from Tatta to Hyde.
rabad. This city is the bend-quarters
of the Ameers or present rulers of
Sinde, yet the revenue collected only
amounts to the t r i i i g sum of 60,000
rupees per annum, and the p o p u h
tion to about 15,000 persons. There
iY not, however, any sfanding army
kept at H derabad, each Ameer retaining a &w troops-, which serve in
time of peace to garrison the fort.(Ma$eki, Snrilh, Kin&, Pottinget,
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